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Washington, D. 0., December 6, 1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following annual report: 
The ordinary re,·enues, from all sources, for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880, were-
From customs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
From internal revenue ................ . ......... . 
From sales of public lands .................... " .. . 
From tax on circulation and deposits of national banks 
From repayment of interest by Pacific Railway Com-
panies ........................................ . 
From sinking-fund for Pacific Railway Companies .. 
From customs fees, fines, penalties, &c ........... . 
From fees-consular, letters-patent, and lands ..... . 
From proceeds of sales of Government property ... . 
From profits on coinage, &c ...................... . 
From revenues of the District of Columbia ........ . 













Total ordinary receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333, 526, 610 98 
Tbe ordinary expenditures for the same period were-
For ci vii expenses. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . $15, 693, 963 55 
For foreign intercourse ........ .. .... _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 211, 490 58 
For Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 945, 457 09 
For pensions, including $19,341,025 20 arrears of pen-
sions .... ·......................... . ............ 56, 777, 174 44 
For the military establishment, including river and 
harbor improvements and arsenals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 116, 916 22 
For the naval establishment, including vessels, ma-
chinery, and improvements at navy-yards........ 13,536, 984 74 
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For miscellaneous expenditures, including public 
buildings, light-houses, and collecting the revenue. 
For expenditures on account of the District of Co-
lumbia . . . ..... ·.•. . . . . . . .................... . 
For interest on the public debt .... . .............. . 





Total ordinary expenditures ................ , 267,642,957 78 
Leaving a surplus revenue of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65, 883, 653 20 
Which, with an amount drawn from cash balance 
in Treasury, of. ......... _................ . . . . . . 8, 084,434 21 
Making ................................. . 
Was applied to the redemption-
Of bonds for the sinking-fund ........ . ....... . 
Of fractional currency for the sinking-fund .... . 
Of the loan of 1858 ............ _ ............. . 
Of temporary loan ....................... ... . 
Of bol!nty-land scrip ........................ . 
Of compound-interest notes .................. . 
Of 7.30 notes of 1864-'5 ..................... . . 
Of one and two-year notes ................... . 










495 00 . 
73,968,087 41 
The amount due the sinking-fund for this year was $37,931,643 55. 
There was applied thereto, from the redemption of bonds and fractional 
currency, as ·shown in the above statement, the sum of $73,904,617 41, 
an excess of $35,972,973 86 over the amount actually required for the 
year. 
The requirements of the sinking-fund law have been substantially ob-
served, and the principal of the public debt, less cash in the Treasury and 
exclusive of accruing interest, has beeh reduced from $2,756,431,571 43, 
itshighestpoint,whichitreachedonAugust31,1865, to$1;890,025,740 89, 
on November 1, 1880-a reduction of $866,405,830 54. 
Compared with the previous fiscal year, the receipts for 1880 have 
increased $62,629,438 23, in the following items: In customs revenue, 
$49,272,016 90; in internal revenue, $10,447,763 34; in sales of public 
lands, $91,725 54; in tax on circulation and deposits of national banks, 
$267,47112; in proceeds of sales of Government property, $101,487 69; 
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in consular fees, $142,551 32; in custom-house fees, $92,403 63; in 
steamboat fees, $12,063 39; in marine-hospital tax, $27,183 29; in 
interest on Indian trust-funds, $640,901 59; in sales of Indian lands, 
$272,883 54; in deposits by individuals for surveying public lands, 
$380,062 33; and in miscellaneous items, $880,924 55. There was a de-
crease of $2,930,011 71, as follows: In premium on loans, $1,496,943 25; 
in repayment of interest by Pacific Railway Companies, $999,833 85; 
in profits on coinage, $132,75189; in premium on sales of coin, $8,104 38; 
in customs fines, penalties, and forfeitures, $39,726 78; in customs-
emolument fees, $4,748 35; and in unenumerated items, $247,903 21-
making a net increase in the receipts, from all sources, for the year, of 
$59,699,426 52. 
The expenditures show an increase over the previous year of 
$25,190,360 48, as follows: In the Interior Department, $22,395,040 06; 
(Indians, $739,348 01; and pensions, $21,655,692 05 ;) in premium on 
bonds purchased, $2,795,320 42. There was a decrease of $24,495,286 23, 
as follows: In the War Department, $2,308,744 51; in the Navy De-
partment, $1,588,142 10; in the interest on public debt, $9,570,373 89; 
and in the civil and miscellaneous, $11,028,025 73-making a net in-
crease in tbe expenditures~ for the year, of $695,07 4 25. 
FISCAL YEAR 1881. 
For the present fiscal year the revenue, actual and estimated, is a 
follows: 
-----
I For the quarter I For the remain-
1 
ended Sept. 30, · ing three quar-
1880. ters of the year. Source. 
From ?ustoms ..•............................ j 
From m ternal revenue .................. _ ... 
1 From sales of public lands ..... --·--- ....... . 
From tax on circulation and deposits of na- I 
tional banks ............... _ ..... , ....... . 
From repayment of interest by Pacific Rail- 1 
way Companies ............ _ ............. . 
From customs fees, fines, penalties, &c.·-----
From fees-consular, letters-patent, and lands. 
From proceeds of sales of Government prop-
Actual. 
$fi6, 395, 143 44 I 
32,496,422 38 
434,590 66 1 












erty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 56, 311 23 193, 688 77 
From profits on coinage, &c ......... --....... 985,882 46 1, 914, 117 54 
From revenues of the District of Columbia... 265,872 65 1 1, 510, 127 35 
From miscellane~us sources .................. __ 2, 216, :332 79 1--.4, 033, 667 21 
Total rece1pts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97, 889, 239 92 I 202, 110~ 760 08 
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The expenditures for the same period, actual and estimated, are-
I 
For the quarter 












For civil and miscellaneous expenses, includ- 1 
ing public buildings, light-houses, and col- ~ 
lecting the revenue ...................... . 
For Indians ................................ . 
For pensions ............................... -I 
For military establishment, including forti-
fications, river and harbor improvements, 
and arsenals . _ .........•...•.........•... ·. 
For naval establishment, including vessels 
and machinery, and improvements at navy-
yards .........•......................... _ . 
For expenditures on account of the District 
of Columbia .. _ .......•............... _ .. . 
For interest on the public debt .............. . 

















Total receipts, actual and estimated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350, 000, 000 00 
Total e.xpenditures, actual and estimated .. _ . . . . . . . 2GO, 000, 000_ 00 
Estimated amount due the sinking-fund ... _ ...... . 




The act of February 25, 1862, amended by the act of July 14, 1870, 
providing for a sinking-fund for the payment of the public debt, is in 
conformity with the policy which bas prevailed since the adoption of 
the Constitution, of regarding a public debt as a temporary burden , 
to be paid off as rapidly as the public interests will allow. The pro-
visions of these acts have been substantially complied with. They 
were executed literally, until the panic of 1873, by largely decreasing 
the revenues of the Government, rendered it impossible to meet their 
requirements. The deficiency on the sinking-fund account is as follows: 
In the fiscal year 1874.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,305,421 96 
In the fiscal year 1875 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 996, 039 62 
In the fiscal year 1876...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 143,769 82 
In the fiscal year 1877 ... ".. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 225, 146 63 
In the fiscal year 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 415, 557 31 
In the fiscal year 1S79 .................. ·.... . . . . . . 36, 231, 632 87 
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Less the payment made during the past fiscal year in 
excess of the amount required, as above set forth. $35, 972, 973 86 
Leaving a balance still due on account of the sinking-
fund, of........................................ 51,344,594 35 
Or nearly the same amount as the balance of estimated receipts over 
the estimated expenditures, as shown abo\e. Thus it is probable that 
there can be applied to the purcpase of bonds for the sinking-fund 
during the present fiscal year an amount sufficient to cover the whole 
deficiency now existing on the account of that fund, thus making good 
the whole amount of the sinking-fund as required by law. 
FISCAL YEAR 1882. 
The re,enues of the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1882, estimated 
upon the basis of existing laws, will be-
From customs .............. . .................. . 
From internal re\enue ....... . ............ . . _ .. _ .. 
· From sales of public lands ....................... . 
From tax on circulation and deposits of national banks. 
From repayment of interest by Pacific Railway Com-
panies. . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... - .. - - - -
From sinking-fund for Pacific Railway Companies .. 
From customs fees, fines, penalties, &c ............ . 
From fees-consular, letters-patent, and lands ..... . 
From proceeds_of s~les of Government property ... . 
From profits on coinage, &c ..................... . 
From re\enues of the District of Columbia..... . .. 













Total ordinary receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350, 000, 000 00 
The estimates of expenditures, for the same period, received from 
the several ExecuthTe Departments, are as follows: 
Legislative ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Exectttive . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ . 
Judicial ........................................ . 
Foreign intercourse ........................ . .... . 
l\filitary establishment ............. . ............ . 
Naval establishment ............................ . 
Indian affairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
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Public works: 
Treasury Department ... .. .................... .; . 
War Department ............................. ~ 
Navy Department ................... . ........ .. 
Interior Department .... . ..................... . 
Post-Office Department ................. .. .... . 
Department of Agriculture ............ . ....... . 
Postal service .. . ... . ........... ~ . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Miscellaneous .............................. . ..... . 
District of Columbia ............................ . 
Permanent annual appropriations: 
Interest on the public debt ........ ~ .... ........ . 
Sinking-fund ... · .............................. . 
Refunding-customs, internal revenue, lands, &c. 
Collecting revenue from customs ............... . 
Miscellaneous ... . ..... ~ ....................... . 















ing-fu'nd.... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ... ·.. . . . . 301, 554, 722 28 
============ 
Or, an estimated surplus of. ~ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $48, 445, 277 72 
~========== 
Excluding the sinking-fund, the estimated expenditures will be 
$259,914,882 08, showing a surplus of $90,085,117 92. 
The Secretary respectfully renews his recommendation of last year 
that, with a view to promote economy in the pu~lic service, a perma-
nent organization of an appropriation committee for each House be 
established, who shall have leave to sit during the recess of Congress, 
with power to send for persons and papers, and to examine all expen-
ditures of the Government; that rules be adopted by the respective 
Houses limiting appropriation bills to items of. appropriation and 
excluding legislative provisions; that all appropriations, except for 
the interest on the public debt, be limited to a period not exceeding 
two years, and that the expenditure of appropriations be strictly con-
fined to the period of time for which they were appropriated. 
REDUCTION OF TAXES. 
It appears from the foregoing statements that the surplus revenue, 
actual and estimated, for the fiscal years 1880, 1881, and 1882, after 
providing for the sinking-fund for each year, is as follows: 
For the year ended June 30, 1880 .................. $27,952,009 65 
For the year ending June 30, 1881...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 198, 115 52 
· For the year ending June 30, 1882 ............ -. . . . . . 48, 445, 277 72 
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This naturally presents to Congress the question whether the sur-
plus revenue accruing after the present year should be applied to the 
further reduction of the public debt, or whether taxes now imposed 
should be repealed or modified to the extent of such surplus. The 
many and sudden changes that have heretofore occurred in the 
amounts realized from our system of taxation are a sufficient warning· 
that revenue should not be surrendered unless it satisfactorily appears 
that the surplus is permanent, and not merely temporary. ~f the taxes 
imposed by existing laws are not oppressive in their nature, it is per-
haps better to bear with them than to endanger the ability of the 
Government to meet the current appropriations and the sinking-
fund. A large portion of the surplus of revenue over expenditures is 
caused by the reduction of the rate of interest and the payment of the 
principal of the public debt. The reduction of annual interest caused 
by refunding since 1\iarch 1, 1877, is $14,290,453 50, and the saving 
of annual interest resulting from the payment of $109,48!),850 of the 
principal of the public debt, since that date, is $6,144~737 50. The 
interest is likely to be still further reduced during the next year 
in an amount estimated at $12,101,429 50, by the refunding of bond 
as hereinafter proposed. To the extent of this annual saving, 
amounting to $32,53!),620 50, the public expenditures will be perma-
nently diminished. The large increase of revenue from customs on a 
few articles during the last year may be somewhat abnormal, and the 
estimates based upon it may not be realized. It is a question for 
Congress to determine whether any material reduction should be made 
at a time when the whole surplus revenue may be with great advan-
tage applied directly to the payment of accruing debt, and when such 
surplus is an important element in aid of refunding. If it should be 
determined by Congress to reduce taxes, it is respectfully recommended 
that all the taxes imposed by the internal-revenue law other than 
those on bank-circulation and on spirits, tobacco, and fermented liquors 
be repealed. The tax on the circulation of national banks is levied 
partly in the nature of a moderate charge for a franchise conferred by 
the Government, and partly to furnish means to pay the expense of 
printing and issuing national-bank notes. It is easily collected by the 
Treasurer of the United States, and is a just and proper tax, whether 
. regarded as a charge for the franchise or as a means of reimbursing 
the Government the cost of printing the notes. The tax on State banks 
is of the gravest importance, not for purposes of revenue, but as a 
check upon the renewal of a system of local State paper money 
which, as it would be issued under varying State laws, would neces-
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sarily differ as to conditions, terms, and security, and could not, from 
its diversity, be guarded against counterfeiting, and would, at best, 
have but limited circulation. 
REFUNDING. 
A large portion of the public debt becomes payable or redeemable 
on or before July 1, next, as follows: 
Title of loan. Rate. Payable. Redeemable. 
Loan of February, 1861 ___ 1
1 
6 per cent Dec. 31, 1850 _____________ _ 
Oregon-War debt ________ 6 per cent July 1, 1881 _____________ _ 
Loan July and Aug., 186L ' 6 per cent_ _ ___________ _ June 30, 18l:H 
Loan of 1863, (1881's) - ____ 6 per cent _______________ June '30, 1881 







Outstanding NoY.l, 1880 __ 1 __________ -- 1-- __ -- .-- ____ -- ~ -- ____________ -68-. 7-, 35_0_,-60-0 
The bonds maturing December 31,1880, will be paid from accruing 
revenue. The surplus re\enue accruing prior to July 1, 1881, e~ti­
mated at about fifty million dollars, ($50,000,000,) will be applied under 
existing lawto the purchase or payment of the bonds above described, 
thus leaving the sum of $637,350,600 to be provided for. The third 
section of the act approved July 14, 1870, for refunding the national 
debt, under which the fiye per cent. bonds, maturing l\Iay 1, 1880, are 
redeemable, requires the Secretary of the Treasury to give public 
notice three months in advance of their payment. To enable the De-
partment to avail itself of the option of redeeming these bonds at their 
maturity, the necessary legislation for that purpose should be passed 
prior to February 1, next. The five and six per cent. bonds are not, by 
their terms, payabl_e at a specific date, but they are redeemable at the 
pleasure of the United States after the dates above named. The-y bear 
a much higher rate of interest than the rate at which new bonds can be 
sold. Any delay in providing for their redemption will compel the 
continued payment or' high rates of interest; it will make necessary 
the issue of a new series of coupons to the holders of coupon bonds, 
and may postpone to a le~s favorable period the completion of the 
operations of refunding. Under existing law, there is still available 
for this purpose four per cent. bonds authorized by the acts of July 14, 
1870, and January 20, 1871, to the amount of $104,652,200. These 
could now be sold at a large premium, and, in the absence of legisla-
tion, it would be the duty of the Secretary, when any bonds beeame 
redeemable, to sell the four per c~nts and apply the procee<ls to the 
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redemption of such bonds; but the amount of four per cents authorized 
is inadequate to the purpose stated. It is therefore advisable, by new 
and comprehensiv-e legislation, to authorize the sale of other securities 
sufficient to redeem the whole sum soon to be redeemable. The terms 
and conditions of the securities to be authorized for this purpose have 
received the careful attention of this Department. Hitherto the policy 
has been to sell bonds bearing as low a rate of interest as possible, 
running a :rmmber of years; but, in Yiew of the requirements of the 
sinking-fund, it is believed that a large portion of the public debt to be 
redeemed can be provided for by Treasury notes, running from one to 
ten years, issued in such sums as can, by the application of the sinking-
fund, be paid as they mature. The purchase of bonds not due has 
here~fore in\olved the payment of premiums, which it is believed can, 
in future, be avoided by the issue of such Treasury notes. The large 
accumulation of money now seeking investment affords a favorable 
opportunity for selling such notes bearing a low rate of interest. It 
i belie"Ved that they will form a popular security, always available 
to the holder, and readily convertible into money when needed for 
other inYestment or business. They should be in such form and 
denominations as to furnish a convenient investment for the small 
savings of the people, and fill th.e place designed by the ten-dollar 
refunding certificates authorized by the act of February 26, 1879. No 
other United States bonds than those stated become redeemable prior 
to the 1st of September, 1891, the date of maturity of tl.le four-and-a-
half per cent. bonds. The requirements of the sinking-fund prior to 
the maturit~r of the four-and-a-half per cent. bonds, for a period of ten 
years, from 1882 to 1891, both inclusi ,-e, are estimated as follows: 
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1882 . . . . . . . . . . . $43, 386, G45 00 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883...... . . . . . . 45, 122, 110 80 
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1884 . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 926, 995 24 
For the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1885...... . . . . . . 48,804,075 04 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886...... . . . . . . 50, 756, 238 04 
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1887. . . . . . . . . . . . [j2, 786, 487 56 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1888 . . . . . . . . . . . 54, 897, 94 7 07 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889.... . . . . . . . . 57, 093,864 95 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1890.... . . . . . . . 59,377,619 55 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891 ...... . . . . . 61, 752, 724 33 
520,904,707 58 
It may be that during this period, by the change of our financial con-
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dition, or from unforeseen events, the Government will not be able, as 
in times past, to apply sums so large to the reduction of the debt; but 
it is probable that any temporary deficiency would soon be made good by 
increased revenue. This contingency may be provided for by the terms 
of the bonds. 
The Secretary, therefore, recommends that provision be made for 
the issue of an amount not exceeding $400,000,000 qf Trej:tsury notes in 
denominations not less than ten dollars, bearing interest not exceeding 
four per cent. per annum, and running from one to ten years, to be sold 
at not less than par, the amount maturing during any year not to exceed 
the sinking-fund for that year, and the proceeds to be applied to the 
payment of five and six per cent. bonds, maturing in 1881. It is believed 
that, with the present favorable state of the money-market, a su;.cient 
amount of such Treasury notes, bearing an annual interest of three 
per cent., can be sold to meet a considerable portion of the maturing 
bonds; but it is better to confer upon the Department a discretionary 
power to stipulate for a higher maximum rate, to avoid the possibility 
of failure. Such a discretion is not likely to be abused, while a 
power too carefully restricted may 4efeat the beneficial object of the 
law. 
It is also recommended that authority be given to sell at par an amount 
not exceeding $400,000,000 of bonds of the character and description of 
'the four per cent. bonds of the United States now outstanding, but bear-
ing a rate of interest not exceeding three and sixty-five one-hundredths 
per cent. per annum, and redeemable at the pleasure of the United States 
after fifteen years, the proceeds to be applied to the payment of bonds 
redeemable on or before July 1, 1881. Though the amount of the two 
classes of securities recommended exceeds the amount of bonds to be 
redeemed, no more can be sold than the bonds to be redeemed, while 
the alternative authorized will permit a limited discretion to sell the 
securities most favorable to the Government. With the authority thus 
recommended, it is believed that the Department can within a year 
redeem all the five and six per cent. bonds now outstanding, and thus 
reduce the interest of the public debt $12,000,000 per annum, and 
leave the debt in a form most favoraple for gradual payment by the 
application of the sinking-fund without cost or premium. 
RESUMPTION. 
Nothing has occurred since my last annual report to disturb or em-
barrass the easy maintenance of specie payments. United States notes 
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are readily taken at par with coin in all parts of this country and in the 
chief commercial marts of the world. The balance of coin in the Treasury 
available for their redemption on the :first day of November last was 
$141,597,013 61, and the average during the year has not materially 
varied from that sum. The only noticeable change in the reserve is 
the gradual increase of silver coin caused by the coinage of the silver 
dollar and the redemption of fractional silver coin, more fully stated 
hereinafter. 
The amount of notes presented for redemption for one year prior to 
November 1, 1880, was $706,658. The amount of coin or bullion deposited 
in the Treasury, assay office, and the mints, during the same period 
was $71,396,535 67. These deposits have usually been paid for 
in coin, through the clearing-house, but at times, when the currency 
in the Treasury wopld allow, and at the request of the depositors, 
they have been paid for in United States notes and silver certifi-
cates. Gold coin now enters largely into general circulation. Of 
the revenue from customs collected in New York for one year ending 
November 1, 1880, .57,475 per cent. was paid in gold coin, .00,125 per 
cent. in silver coin, .31,087, in silver certificates~ and .11,313 per cent. in 
United States notes. While no distinction as to value il:; made between 
coin and notes in business transactions, a marked preference is shown 
for notes, owing to their superior convenience in counting and carry-
ing. Many of the current payments from the Treasury are necessarily 
made in coin, an~ much of the funds held for the redemption of 
national-bank notes and of notes of banks that have f3:iled or suspended 
is in coin. The total coin in the Treasury, at the close of business, 
November 1, was $218,710,154, of which $141,597,013 61 constituted 
the reserve fund for the redemption of Un.ited -states notes, as above 
stated. 
All the requirements of the resumption act have thus far been 
executed, and its wisdom has been fully demonstrated. It only remains 
to inquire whether any further measures are necessary or expedient 
t<;> secure the maintenance of resumption. The Secretary expresses 
the utmost confidence that without new legislation the entire amount 
of United States notes now authorized and outstanding can be easily 
maintained at par in coin even if the present favorable financial 
condition should change; but, in order to accomplish this, the coin re-
serve must be kept unimpaired except by such payments as may be made 
from it in redemption of notes. Notes redeemed should be temporarily 
held in place of the coin paid out, especially if it appears that the call for 
coin· is greater in amount than the coin coming in due course into the 
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Treasury or the mints. Ordinarily the superior convenience of notes will, 
as at present, make a greater demand for them tilan for coin; but in 
case of an adverse balance of trade or a sudden panic, or other unfore· 
seen circumstances, the ample reserve of coin on Iland becomes the 
sure safeguard of resumption, dispelling not only imaginary fears, but 
meeting any demand for coin that is likely to arise. In a supreme 
emergency, the power granted to sell bonds will supply any possible 
deficiency. 
It is suggested that Congress might define and set apart the coin 
reserve as a special fund for resumption purposes. The general avail-
able balance is now treated as such a fund, but, as this balance may, at 
the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury, be unduly urawn upon 
for the purchase or payment of bonds, it would appear advisable that 
Congress prescribe the maximum and minimum of the fund. 
. I t 
United States notes are now, in form, security, and convenience, tile 
best circulating medium known. The objection is made that they are 
issued by the Government, and that it is not the business of the Gov-
ernment to furnish paper money, but only to coin money. The answer 
is, that the Government had to borrow money, and is still in debt. 
The United States note, to•the extent that it is willingly taken by tile 
people, and can, beyond question, be maintained at par in coin, is the 
least burdensome form of debt. The loss of interest in maintaining 
the resumption-fund, and the cost of printing and engraving the 
present amount of United States notes, is less than one-half the interest 
on an equal sum of four per cent. bonds. The public thus saves over 
seven million dollars of annual interest, and secures a safe and con-
venient medium of exchange, and has the assurance that a sufficient 
reserve in coin will be retained in the Treasury beyond the temptation 
of diminution, such as always attends reserves held by banks. 
Another objection to the issue of _United States notes is, that they 
are made a legal-tender in the payment of debts. The question 
of the constitutional power of Congress to make them such, is one 
for another branch of the Government. The Secretary of t~e 
Treasury is still of the opinion that this quality of legal-tender 
does not add to the usefulness, safety, or circulation of United States 
notes. So far as it excites distrust and opposition to this form of 
circulating-notes it is a detriment. The fear that a withdrawal of this 
attribute will contract the currency is as delusive as was the fear that 
resumption would have a like effect. The notes would still be received 
and paid out by the Government, and, like bank-notes, would not be 
refused in payment for debts while they were redeemable and 
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promptly redeemeu in coin on presentation. As the quality of legal 
tender was attached to these notes when first issued, and was then 
essential to their value and circulation, the public mind is sensitive 
when any proposition is made that by possibility might impair their 
value, but it is their redemption in coin that makes them now equal to 
coin and of ready circulation in all the marts of the world. While this 
is maintained it becomes comparatively immaterial whether they are 
a legal-tender or not, and if by the _action of Congress or the courts 
they are deprived of this quality they will still be the favorite money 
of the people. 
Another objection to United States notes is, that the amount of the 
issue may be enlarged by Congress, and that this power is liable to 
abuse. This objection may be made to all the great essential powers 
of the Government. A sufficient answer is that, since their first issue, 
they have been carefully limited in amount, and invested with every 
quality to improve their value and circulation. Every effort to increase 
the amount, made during a period of great depression, failed. Now that 
they are redeemable in coin there is no temptation for over-issue. 
These objections will, no doubt, in due time receive the careful con-
sideration of Congress, and any practical difficulties in maintaining 
resumption will be met by new legislation. But the Secretary ventures 
to express the opinion that the present system of currency, the sub-
stantial features of which are a limited amount of United States notes, 
(with or without the legal-tender quality,) promptly redeemable in coin, 
with ample reserYes in coin and ample power if necessary to purchase 
coin with bonds, supplemented by the circulating-notes of national banks 
issued upon conditions that guarantee their absolute security and 
prompt redemption, and all based on coin of equal value, generally 
distributed throughout the country, is the best system ever devised, 
and more free from objection than any other, combining the only safe 
standard with convenience for circulation and security and equality 
of value. 
COINS AND COINAGE. 
The coinage executed at the mints during the fiscal year has ex-
ceeded in value that of any pre·dous year since the organization of the 
Government. Its total amount, not includiug the minor coinage, was 
$84,100,172 50, of which it is estimated $62,000,000 was probably from 
domestic, and $21,000,000 from imported bullion. 
The annual report of the Director of the Mint furnishes detailed 
statements of the coinage of gold and silver, the amount deposited, 
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parted, refined, or made into bars, the earnings, receipts, and expendi-
tures, and other transactions and business operations of the mints and 
assay offices during the year, and contains Yaluable statistics and care-
ful estimates <?f the production, consumption, and circulation of the 
1)recious metals in the United States and many other countries. 
The inquiries as to the production, use in arts, coinage, and circula-
tion of the precious metals, and the collection of other monetary sta-
tistics in our own and foreign countries, have been continued by the 
:Mint Bureau, and much valuable information on these subjects bas 
been obtained, and will be found in the report of the Director. 
The deposits of gold during the last fiscal year amounted to 
$98,835,096 85, being $56,580,940 05 in excess of that in the previous 
year, notwithstanding a probable slightly diminished domestic pro-
unction. Out of a total import at the port of :Xew ~ork of $60,9!7,672 
of foreign-gold coin and bullion, $G0,384,393 13 were deposited at the 
New York assay office, and there exchanged for United States coin or 
bars, or for current money. :X early all of this coin and bullion, being at 
or above the United States standard, is excepted from a melting-charge 
under present regulations, and is transported at Government expense to 
the mint for coinage. The coinage law makes no provision for any charges 
for melting gold bullion which is not below the United States standard, 
when deposited for coin, and requires such deposits to be transported 
from the New York assay office to the Philadelphia mint at the expense 
of the Government. As nearly all the imported bullion deposited is in 
such a form that it is necessary to melt it, in order to ascertain its fine-
ness and Yalue, a modification of the law so as to authori~e a charge for 
melting is recommended. 
The golu imported at New York, during the earlier part of the last 
:fiscal year, exceeded the capacity of the Philadelphia mint for coinage, 
with its ordinary working-force, without incurring expenses much 
aboye the specific appropriations for its support. The coinage of gold at 
Philadelphia had to be made subordinate to that of sih·er, in order to 
comply with the requirements of the law directing the purchase and 
coinage of $2,000,000 worth of sih·er bullion in each month, and to 
satisfy the demand for minor coins authorized to be struck only at that 
mint. The mint was able, with its other work, to coin in gold an 
amount little exceeding on the a-verage $2,000,000 per month, but this 
was found sufficient to satisfy the immediate demands upon it for 
coin. At the close of the year there remained in the mints and New 
York assay office $40,724,337 91, in gold bullion uncoined, nearly ~11 
of it imported. 
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The amount of coinage executed at the mints of the United States, 
during the fiscal year, was---
Gold ................................. . ............ $56, 157, 735 00 
Standard-silver dollars ............................. 27, 933, 750 00 
Fractional silver coins ....................... - . . . . . . 8, 687 50 
Minor coins... . . . . . . . . . . . .......................• _ 2G9, 971 50 
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84, 370, 144 00 
Of the gold coinage $18,836,320 was in eagles, $15,790,860 in half-
eagles, and $21,515,360 in double-eagles. Five-eighths of the coinage 
was in denominations which were less than $20. This was not only a 
larger proportion than in any preceding year, but was in amount nearly 
equal to the total coinage in those denominations during the preceding 
thirty years. 
The coin circulation of the country on January 1, 1879, the date 
fixed for resumption, is estimated from the statistics of coinage and 
excess of imports of coin over exports, to have been-
United States gold coin ............................ . 
United States gold bul1ion ..............•........... 
United States silver coin ............... . ......... ... . 





Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 384, 883, 929 
This had increased, on the 30th of June last, by coinage and im-
ports of coin, to-
United States ·gold coin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $358, 9p8, 691 
United States silver coin.............................. 142,597,020 
Total. ... · ................ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 501, 555, 711 
This was further increased from coinage and imports, during the four 
months, to November 1, by-
Coinage of gold...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $14, 544, 599 
Excess of imports over exports: of United States gold 
coin . . . . . . . .................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 820, 591 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.•...................... 
Coinage of silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Excess of imports over exports ot United States silver 
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There was in the mints and assay offices on the 1st of N ovembeit, 
bullion held for coinage amounting to $78,558,811 55 of gold, and 
$6,043,367 37 of silver, making the total coin circulation and bullion 
available for coinage in the country of-
Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $453, 882, 692 
Silver . ..... . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158, 320, 911 
Total ..... . 612,203,603 
S1'.AND.ARD·SIL VER DOLLAR. 
In compliance with the provisions of the act of February 28, 1878, 
during the last fiscal year 24,262,571.38 standard ounces of silver bul-
lion, costing $24,972,161 81, (an average of $2,081,013 48 per mon~h,} 
were purchased, of which 24,005,566.41 ounces were coined into 
27,933,750 ~tandard-silver dollars. The total coinage of standard-sil- · 
ver dollars since the passage of the act, up to November 1, 1880, has 
been $72,847,750, at which date _$47,084,450 were in the Treasury. Of 
the latter amount $19,780,241 were represented by outstanding silver 
certificates, the amount in actual circulation at that date being 
$25,763,291. 
Since the passage of that act, the Department has issued numerous. 
circulars and notices to the public in which it bas offered every induce-
ment which it could under the law, to facilitate the general distribu-
tion and circulation of these coins. It has required United States dis-
bursing officers to pay them out in payment for salaries and for other 
current obligations, and it has offered to place the silver in the hands 
of the· people throughout the United States without expense for trans-
portation, when sent by express, and at an expense for registration-
fee only, when sent by registered mail. 
Notwithstanding these efforts, it is found to be difficult to maintain in 
circulation more than 35 per cent. of the amount coined. While at special 
seasons of the year, and for special purposes, this cojn is in demand, 
mainly in the South, it returns again to the Treasury, and its reissue 
involv-es an expense for t ransportati()n at an average rate of one-third 
of one per cent. each time. Unlike. gold coin or United States notes, 
it does not, to the same extent, form a part of the permanent circula-
_tion, everywhere acceptable, an.d, when flowing into the Treasury, 
easily paid out with little or no cost of transportation. The reasons-
for this popular discrimination against the silver dollar are: 
1st. It is too bulky-for large transactions, and its use is eonfine<1 
mainly to payments for manual labor and for market _purposes or for-
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change. The amount needed for. these purposes is already in excess 
of the probable demand. 
2d. It is known to contain a quantity of silver of less market value 
than the gold in gold coin. This fact would not impair the circuiation 
of such limitecl amount as experience shows to be convenient for use, 
but it does prevent its being held or hoarded as reserves, or exported, 
and pushes i• into active cir~ulation, until it returns to the Treasury, 
as the least valuable and desirable money in use. 
For these reasons the Secretary respectfully but earnestly recom-
mends that the further compulsory coinage of the silver dollar be sus-
pended, or, as an alternative, that the number of grains of silver in 
the dollar be increased so as to make it equal in market value to the 
gold dollar, and that its coinage be left as other coinage to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury or the Director of the l\Iint, to depend upon the 
demand for it by the public for convenient circulation. 
The continued coinage .of the silver dollar necessarily involves the 
expenditure of two million dollars per month of the current revenue, 
the proceeds of which must, as experience shows, mainly lie idle in the 
Treasury, involving a large expense for storage and custody. When 
issued, a considerable expense for its transportation is involved, it is 
taken reluctantly by the people, and is soon returned to the vaults of 
the Treasury. The tendency of this process is to convert into silver 
coin the reserve of gold coin held in the Treasury to maintain United 
States notes at par. The inevitable effect of the continuance of this 
coinage for a few years more will be to compel the Department to main-
tainits specie reserve in gold coin, irrespective of the silver on hand, or to 
adopt the single silver standard for all Government purposes. The 
object manifestly designed by the passage of the act for the coinage of 
the silver dollar was to secure to the j)8ople of the United States the 
benefits of a bimetallic standard of value. It was forcibly urged that 
to demonetize silver would increase the burden of debts, and rest the 
value of all property upon the quantity on hand of a single metal. It 
was not the intention of the framers of the act to demonetize gold, but • 
to maintain both gold and silver. as standards of value. This has been 
done for thou~and"s of years; but only by adopting, as nearly as possi-
ble, th~ relative market value of the two metals as the ratio for coinage, 
and by changing the ratio adopted whenever for a period of years it 
was demonstrated that the market ratio had changed. The United 
States has conformed to this custom of civilized nations, and the Con-
stitut on recognized it by authorizing Congress to coin money, and to 
regulate its value. 
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Under this authority Congress provided, in 1793, that the ratia 
should be one ounce of gold to :fifteen ounces of silver; and on the 28th 
of June, 1834, it changed the ratio to one ounce of gold to sixteen 
ounces of silYer. 
It would appear that Congress somewhat overrated silver in 1793, 
and ti.nderrated it in 1834, but it is now certain that sixteen ounces of 
silver are not worth one ounce of gold, and if silver were coined with-
out limit on that basis, it would eventually bring us to a single silver 
standard, and reduce gold to a commodity, or drive it to foreign 
countries-a result not intended by the act of February 28, 1878. 
The average cost of the sil,er in a standard dollar, as shown by the 
purchases for the Government from the date of the resumption act to 
this time, measured by the gold standard, is $0.906, or in a ratio of 1 to 
17.64. Upon this ratio a silver dollar, in order to be of equal value to 
a gold dollar, should contain 455.3 grains. As the expense of coining 
a silver dollar is equal to the value of about five grains of standard 
silver bullion, it is confidently believed that a silver dollar containing 
450 grains, based upon a ratio of one of gold to about 17.5 of silver, could 
be safely coined, as demanded for use or exportation, without demone-
tizing gold or disturbing contracts or buS"iness, and with great ad-
vantage to the silver-mining interests of our country. Upon the facts 
stated, it would seem to be wise policy now, in the spirit of the Con-
stitution, to regulate by. law the coin-value of the two metals so as to 
conform to the market ratio. 
The cost of recoining the silver dollars already issued into dollars of 
the weight suggested is estimated at about one per cent., or $728,477 50. 
Much confusion and delusion have arisen from treating as a profit the 
difference between the cost of the silver bullion coined into silver dol-
lars and the face-value of the dollars coined therefrom. This differ-
ence, from February 28, 1878, the date of the act authorizing their 
coinage, to Novembe_r, 1880, is $8,520,871 45. From this should be de-
ducted the expense already incurred in distributing the coin and by 
wastage, which amounts to $262,008 01, leaving as the_net nominal profit 
the sum of $8,258,863 44, of which $7,198,294 56 have been deposited 
in the Treasury, and $1,060,568 88 remain in the mints.· This nominal 
profit is burdened with the necessity of receiving, and thus practically 
redeeming, these dol~ars at their nominal value in gold coin, and of 
reissuing, transporting, and maintaining them in circulation. This 
burden will soon exhaust the nominal profit. When held by the Gov-
ernment the coins are of no more real value than an equal weight of 
standard-silver bullion. To the extent of the difference between their 
.. 
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bullion and nominal value, they are purely :fiat money. This nominal 
profit applied to the purchase of silver bullion would be sufficient to 
meet the entire cost of converting the present dollars into an equal 
number of the proposed dollars; or, in other words, if the present 
dollars were converted into the less number of the proposed dollars1 
the nominal loss would be fully covered by the nominal profit now 
in the Treasury and the mints. 
It may be better for Congress at the present time to confine its 
action to the suspension of the coinage of the silver dollar, and to await 
negotiations with foreign powers for the adoption of an international 
ratio; but, compelled by official duty to report upon this subject, the 
Secretary feels bound to express his conviction that it is for the interest 
of the United States now, as the chief producer of silver, to recognize 
the great change that has occurred in the relative market value of 
silver and gold in the chief marts of the world, to adopt a ratio for 
coinage based upon market value, and to conform all existing coinage 
to that ratio, while maintaining the gold eagle of our coinage at its 
present weight and fineness. He confidently believes that the effect 
of this measure would be to make our gold and silver coins the best 
international standards of value known. Already the double-eagle, 
issued without cost for coinage, and in greater sums than any other 
gold coin, and of equal value to any other coin, whether measured by 
weight or tale, is received without question in .all commercial countries 
as the most convenient medium of exchange. It is believed that a 
silyer dollar of the weight and ratio of the proposed coinage would be 
the best silver standard for international exchange, and that it would 
tend to fix the market value of silver bullion at the ratio proposed, 
and would thus, as far as practicable, avoid the changing relative 
value of the two metals, while giving a steady market for the silver 
product of our country. , 
In ~his corillection, the attention of Congress is respectfully invited 
to the operation of the act approved June 9, 1879, requiring the re-
demption in lawful money, at the office of the Treasurer or any assist-
ant treasurer of the United States, of the silver coin~ of the United 
States of smaller denominations than one dollar. 
When fractional silver coins were authorized by the act approved 
February 21, 1853, they were made to contain 3_84 grains of standard 
silver to the dollar. This was subsequently changed by the coinage 
act of 1873 to 25 grammes or 385.8 grains. They thus contain 26.7 
grains, or nearly 6~ per cent., less than the standard dollar. Prior to 
1853, by reason oft he large production of gold in California, the standard-
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silver dollar and its fractional parts had risen in market value above 
par in gold, and were largely exported. To prevent their exportation, 
and in accordance with the example of Great :aritain, the policy was 
adopted, by that act, of reducing the weight of the minor silver coin, 
and this policy operated well until, in the spring of 1862, both gold 
and silver ceased to circulate as money. During the suspension of 
specie payments a remarkable decrease in the value of silver occurred, 
and now the market value of the silver in a dollar of the fractional coin is 
only 821 cents. 
The amount coined prior to November 1; 1880, under the provisions 
of the resumption act, which substituted silver coin for fractional cur-
rency, was $42,97 4,931. To this bas been added a very large sum issued 
before the war, and again introduced into circulation since the resump-
tion of specie payments. It is difficult to determine the amount of 
such old coinage in circulation, but it is believed to exceed $22,000,000 .. · 
Prior to the act of June 9, 1879, this fractional coin filled the channels 
of circulation, especially in commercial cities, and gave rise to the 
passage of that act. At that date there was in the Treasury $6,813,589 
. fractional coin; on the 1st of November, 1880, the amount was 
$24,629,489, from .which it appears that $17,815,900 bas been redeemed 
with lawful money. The whole amount in the Treasury is counted 
as a part of its reserve, although it is a legal-tender only in sums 
not exceeding ten dollars, and is, therefore, not available as cash 
for general purposes. It would seem wise that the excess iwt needed 
for change should be coined into standard dollars, and that any fur-
ther fractional coin, hereafter needed, should contain silver of approxi-
mate relative value to the standard coin. The nominal profit hereto-
fore derived from this coinage is quite sufficient to cover the cost of 
this change. It is also respectfully suggested that the act of July 9, 
1879, should be repealed. When fractional coin is issued as money, it 
should be treated like other coin, to be received by the Goverll:ment 
upon the same conditions as by the people, but not, like paper money, 
to be redeemed. If it must be classed as money to be redeemed, it 
should be supported by a reserve, like other redeemable money. 
NATIONAL BANKS. 
The report of the Comptroller of the Uurrency contains much in-
for~ation in reference to the national-banking system, and gives tables 
showing the resources and liabilities of the national banks from the 
date of their organization to the present time, and also tables showing 
the number, capital, and deposits of the State banks, savings-banks, 
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and private bn.nkers of · the country, by States and geographical 
divisions, for a series of years. 
The capital stock of the national banks on October 1, 1880, was 
$457,553,850 ; surplus, $120,518,583; and the total circulation out-
standing, $343,949,893. 
National banks are organized in every State of the Union except 
Mississippi, and in every Territory except .Arizona; and the total num-
ber in operation is 2,095, which is the greatest number that has been in 
.operation at any one time. 
The Comptroller devotes considerable space to the discussion o.f the 
<>perations of the national banks since the date of resumption of specie 
payments, and the e\7 ils as well as the benefits which are likely to 
arise from the large addition of coin to the circulating medium made 
.since that date. 
The capital stock of the national banks is $47,000,000 less and the 
surplus nearly $14,000,000 less than at the corresponding date in 
1875. The loans of the banks at the date of their Jast returns were 
$1,037,000,000, and the individual deposits $873,000,000, the highest 
points reached since the organization of the system, the loans being 
$207,000,000 greater and the individual deposits $253,000,000 greater 
than in October, 1878, while the capital and surplus at the previous 
date were $5,000,000 in excess of their present amounts. 
The individual deposits and the public, private, and bank deposits, 
not deducting the amount due from banks and the amount of the 
clearing-house exchanges, have increased more than $322,000,000, 
and amount to the unprecedente·d sum of $1,155·,ooo,ooo. 
The Comptroller states that the abundance of money, and the low 
rates of interest, have made it difficult for capitalists to find satisfactory · 
investments, and that he has, therefore, examined the statements of 
the banks for a series of years to ascertain if the banks have found use 
for their increased deposits. The amount of the loans of the banks jn 
New York city, in October, 1879 and 1880, was 70.8 per cent. of the 
capital, surplus, and net deposits; while in 1878, it was 65.4 per 
~ent.; in 1877, 68 per cent.; and in 1876, 65.1 per cent.; and the 
loans are now proportionably higher than at any time since 1873. 
The resources of the banks in the other principal cities of the coun-
try are shown by their reports for October 1, last, to have been then 
more fully employed than they were at the corresponding dates for 
the two previous years, although their business was not so much ex-
tended as it was during the four years following the crisis of 1873. 
The ratio of the loans of the banks in the country districts to their 
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capital, surplus, and net deposits was, on October 1, 7.3 per cent. less 
than it was at the corresponding date in 1875, and 5.2 per cent. less 
than in 1877. The opportunities for using money in this group of 
banks is not in proportion to the increase of their deposits, and their 
balances in other banks have by no means diminished. 
The tables given by the Comptroller show that, during the past two 
years~ the loans of the banks in the city of New York have been ex-
tended to a much greater degree proportionably than the loans in 
other parts of the country, and that the cash reserves of the banks irt 
New York have been unprecedentedly low. While the aggregate law-
i'ul-money reserve has, as far as known, always been held by this class 
of bank~, it has frequently been ve:ry close, some of the banks expand-
ing their loans beyond reasonable limits, and relying ripon imports or 
gold and purchases of bonds by the Treasury to replenish their deficient 
reser\es. 
The act of June 20, 1874, repealed the law requiring reserves to be 
held upon circulation, thus largely reducing the amount of legal re-
serve required. The enormous increase of individual and bank deposits-
during the last year should not be accompanied with a proportional 
increa~e of loans, since such increase would, it is believed, have the 
effect, indirectly, of increasing the market prices of many railroad 
and other stocks and bonds largely beyond their actual value. The-
banks in New York city hold more than $100,000,000 of the funds of 
other banks, which are payable on demand, and it is of the greatest 
importance that they should at all times exhibit great strength if they 
would keep themselves in condition for an adverse balance of trade, 
and for the legitimate demands of those dealers who confide in them. 
The Comptroller gives some interesting tables showing the amount 
of coin and currency in the country on the day of resumption of coin 
payments, and on November 1 of the present year, together with the· 
amount of coin and currency in the '.rreasury and in the banks, and 
the amount in the hands of the people outside of these depositories, 
from which it will be seen that while the amount in the Treasury and 
in the banks has increased more than $50,000,000 during that periQd, 
the amount in the hands of the people has also increased more than 
$195,000,000. 
The most gratifying exhibit in the condition of the national banks. 
is, that they are now doing business upon a specie basis, the amount 
of gold coin held by the:national banks having increased since the day 
of resumption from $35,039,201 to $102,851,032, which is but ab~ut 
$18,000,000 less than the whole cash reserve required by law. 
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The national"banks hold nearly $200,000,000 of United States bo:ridsr 
which will mature on or before July next. 
'rhe whole amount of United States bonds held by the national 
banks as security for circulation and for other purposes is $403,369,350, 
and the average amount of capital invested by the State banks, sav-
ings-banks, and prh~ate bankers for the six months ending May 31,. 
1880, as shown by the returns to this Department for purposes of tax-
ation, is $228,053,104, making a total of $631,422,454. 
The profit upon circulation, to the national banks, at the present price 
of bonds in the market is estimated not to exceed one and one-half per 
cent. upon the capital invested, and the amount of State and National 
taxes is more than four per cent. upon the amount of circulation. 
The banks and bankers of the country· have complained that the 
taxes upon bank deposits and bank capital since the passage of the first 
internal-revenue act, have been .g.reatly disproportioned to the amount 
paid by other classes of property, and it would seem that the time has 
now arrived, as hereinbefore recommended, when Congress might prop-
erly repeal all taxes on capital and deposits, retaining the present tax 
on circulation. 
The national-banking system has fully realized all the expectations . 
of its founders. It has furnished a safe currency, of uniform circula-
tion, carefully g~arded against counterfeiting, protected by ample · 
reserves, and promptly redeemed both at the banks and the Treasury. 
No other legislation in respect to these important corporations seems-
to be required at the present session. 
PUBLIC MONEYS. 
The monetary transactions of the Government have been conducted 
through the offices of the United States Treasurer, nine assistant treas--
urers, one depositary, and one hundred and thirty national-bank 
depositaries. 
The receipts of the Goyernment, amounting, during the fiscal year,.. 
as shown by warrants, to $545,3:10,713 98, were deposited as follows: 
In independent-treasury offices, $404,301,155 37; in national-hank de-
positories, $141,039,558 61. 
A.s far as accounts have been adjusted for the last fiscal year there 
appear to be no losses 'to the Government by public officers engaged. 
either in the receipt, safe-keeping, or disbursement of the public moneys. 
It is to be regretted, however, that the apprehension of loss through 
the issue of duplicates of coupon bonds, expn~ssed by the First Comp-· 
troller, in his report for last. year, has proven too well founded. Upon· 
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what seemed to be sufficient evidence of the destruction of a $500 
coupon bond, a duplicate was issued several years since, and subse-
quently redeemed, as required by law. Sometime after this redemption 
the original bond was presented intact by an innocent holder, and, upon 
the recommendatio"n of the Comptroller, it was redeemed. While there 
seemed to be no alternative but to pay this bond, the availability of 
any existing appropriation for the purpose may be questioned, and 
Congress will be asked for some needed legislation to meet such cases . 
.Additional legislation to authorize the refund of moneys paid into 
the Treasury, in excess, by receivers of public moneys, is recommended 
by the First Comptroller and meets with my approval. 
The coinage of the silver three-cent and five-cent pieces was discon-
tinued by the coinage act of 1873, and that of the silver twenty-cent 
piece by tlie act of May 2, 1878. Since the act of June 9,1879, providing 
for the exchange of subsidiary coins · f~:n· lawful money of the United 
States, a large amount of' silver coins of the above-mentioned denomina-
tions has accumulated in the se\eral sub-treasury offices. These coins 
-constitute a portion of the Treasury balance, and, as they are not again 
paid out after being·received in exchange for lawful money, they become· 
practically unavailable for current use. The necessary legislation for 
their proper disposition is recommend~d. 
By reference to the tables accompanying this report, it will be seen 
that, since the organization of the Government, there has been paid 
into the Treasury to the close of the last fiscal year_. $18,570,348,647 05 
And that there has been paid out upon warrants in 
consequence of apprc;>priations made by law, to the 
same date, the sum of ......... _ ................ 18,334,854,201 62 
Leaving unexpended, charged to the Treasury, the 
sum of ... _ .............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235,494,445 43 
This amount, however, is not all in actual cash, but is made up of 
items as follows: 
. .Amount deposited wit.h the States under act of Con-
gress approved June 23, 1836 .... : ............. . 
Amount arising from defalcations, irredeemable 
bills, &c .................. . .. . . . ....... - .. -.- . - - . 




Total .. ... · ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235, 494, 445 43 
As the first two items are not available for disbursement, it would 
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seem unnecessary to carry them longer as part of the balance; but 
neither of them can be disposed of without authority of law, though 
the amounts represented have passed beyond the control of the De-
partment, or entirely disappeared. 
The first amount was by law deposited with the States, not paid to 
them, and the Department cannot withdraw it without further au-
tnority. The second item mentioned arose _many years ago from the 
failure of State banks to redeem their notes which the Government 
held, and of public officers to properly account for moneys received by 
them for the credit of the Treasury. These items, for convenience, 
have already been informally omitted from the current cash books and 
the monthly debt statements of the Department. There are also a 
few other items of like character, still treated as cash, on which no such 
action has ·yet been taken. To their amount they would further 
reduce the available balance on hand. A full stateinent of these un-
available amounts has been published for several years in the annual 
reports of the Treasurer of the United States. 
It is recommended that authority be given to reimburse the Treas-
urer for the~e unavailable amounts, they being no longer under his 
control, though he is charged therewith, and to charge the amounts to 
the parties from whom they are respectively due. Such a course would 
take no money "from the Treasury, would reliev~ no public uebtor from 
any legal liability, while it would greatly simplify the accounts of the 
Treasury, and would cause the books of the Department to show 
always the real instead of the apparent balance of cash on hand avail-
able for disbursement. 
It will be understood that the apparent di~crepancies which have 
arisen from these unavailable amounts are due to no fault of account-
ing or book-keeping. On the contrary, it is ~orthy of note that the 
amount of these unavailable items, together with the actual money in 
the Treasury, makes precisely the amount of the moneys received by the 
Treasury and not expeiHle<l, as shown by the books of the several bu-
reaus of the DP-partment. No better proof of the accuracy with which 
the accounts of the great fiscal operations of the Government have 
been kept could be asked for or obtained. 
The amount of money reported on hand to the credit of the Treas-
urer is not, however, the entire amount of public moneys held by inde-
pendent-treasury officers and depositary banks. As fiscal agents of the 
Government these officers and banks have held the funds advanced 
for disbursement to public officers, and also other funds in trust for the 
redemption of national-bank notes and for other purposes, aggregat-
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ing a monthly average during the past year of over sixty mil1ions ot 
dollars. Under the existing system, by which the Government practi-
cally holds and disbur~es itg own money and that of its officers, the 
fiscal operations are conducted without disturbance, embarrassment 
or favoritism, and with satisfaction to all concerned. 
CUSTOMS. 
The revenue from customs :for the year ended J nne 30, 1880, was 
$186,522,064 60; the revenue for the preceding year was $137,250,04 7 70, 
an increase of $49,272,016 90. This large gain was due in part to an 
exceptional demand for certain classes of foreign merchandise, pl'inci: 
pally iron and steel and their manufactures, which is not likely to be 
maintained during the present year. Of this sum, about $42,000,00() 
wascollectedonsugar; $18,500,000, on manufactures of silk; $19,000,000, 
on manufactures of iron and steel; $10,000,000, on manufactures of cot-
ton; $29,000,000, on wool and manufactures of wool; and $6,000,000,. 
on wines and spirits, making a total of nearly $125,000,000 collected 
on these six classes of articles. The precise amounts, however, cannot 
be given, because ·the statistics are based, to a certain extent, on un-
liquidated entries. 
The expenses for collection for the past year were $5,995,878 06, an 
increase over the preceding year of $510,099 03, occasioned to a large 
extent by the increase in the importation of bulky articles. 
The expenses of collection and percentage of cost for the past. four 
years were as follows : 
Expenses. 
1877...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . $6, 501, 037 57 
1878 ........ - - -......... - .. - ......... . 
1879 .. - . - .. - ..... - ....... ... - ........ . 









It is believed that, by reason oftbe vigilance of the customs officersr 
frauds upon the customs revenue have not during the past year been so. 
extensive as formerly. The measures referred to in the last report. 
of the Secretary for a more faithful collection of the duties on sugar-
have been continued in force, but they are and should be regarded 
as but temporary, and not as jnsti(yiug longer delay in the legis-
lation necessary to place this most important feature of our com-
merce upon a foundation which will enable the Governmen~ and the 
importers to conduct their business with greater certainty than at: 
present. It is earnestly hoped that a settlement of this mtH:h-vexed 
question may be made by Congress at its prespnt session. 
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The present tariff is but a compilation of laws passed during many 
succeeding years, and to meet the necessities of the Government from 
time to time. These laws have furnished the greater part of our revenue, 
and have incidentally protected and diversified home manufactures. 
'The general principle upon which they are founded is believed to be 
wise and salutary. No market! or sudden change, which would tend to 
destroy or injure uomestic industries built upon faith in the stability 
.of existing laws, should be made in them. Changes, however, have 
occurred in the value of some articles, caused mainly by important 
inventions and improvements in the mode of manufacture. These 
have produced irregularities and incongruities in the rates of taxation, 
so that on some articles the duties have become prohibitory, while 
()n others the rate of taxation is too low. Some duties ad valorem 
might, with the experience acquired under existing laws, be con-
verted into specific duties. Many articles which do not compete with 
domestic industry, and yield · but a small amount of revenue, might 
be added to the free liRt. The changes suggested would tend to sim-
plify the work of appraisement, remove the irritations among business 
men, which so often arise in an enforcement of the laws imposing· . du-
ties ad valorem, anu reduce the cost of collection. Former reports of 
the Secretary exhibit many facts, showing in detail the necessity of 
such modifications . 
. By section 2501 of the Revised Statutes, an additional duty of 10 
per cent. ad valorem is imposed on all goods (except wool, raw cotton, 
and raw silk) the growth or production of countries east of the Cape 
of Good Hope, when imported into the United States from places 
west of the cape. Coffee produced in the Dutch Colonial possessions 
beyond the cape, and imported from places this side of the cape, has 
been charged with this additional duty. The fifth article of the Treaty 
with the Netherlands, of February 26, 1853, provides that discriminating 
duties against tea and coffee, the products of the possessions of the 
Netherlands, shall be removed by the United States whenever the dis-
~riminating export-duties imposed by the government of the Nether-
lands in favor of direct shipments to Holland of the products of its 
.colonial possessions are removed. The discriminating export-duties 
were sometime since removed by the Netherlands government, and it 
is, therefore, incumbent upon the United States, under the treaty, to 
remove the discriminating import-duties on tea and coffee produced 
in the possessions of the Netherlands. It is recommended that early 
action be taken by Congress in the matter. 
In this connection it may be questioned whether the discriminating 
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duties imposed by section 2501 of the Revised Statutes, should not 
be altogether repealed. The provision of law now embodied in that 
section was originally passed to encourage the direct shipment to the 
United States of goods around the Cape of Good Hope, as against 
the shipment of such goods to Europe ·and their transshipment thence 
to the United States. 
The Suez Canal has, however, so changed the course of trade, that 
most of the goods which are produced beyond the cape and imported 
into the United States are sent to European ports and transshipped 
thence for the United States. It therefore often becomes difficult to 
decide whether such goods, when shipped from· the country of produc-
tion, were destined for the American or European markets, the ship-
ments being rarely made pn through-bills of lading. The total revenue 
derived from this source for the past year was only $167,436 31. It 
is recommended that the provision of law in question be repealed. 
INTERNAL REVENUE. 
From the various sources of taxation under the internal-revenue 
laws, the receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, were as 
follows: · 
From spirits ..................... . .............. . 
From tobacco ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
From fermented liquors ................ _ ........ . 
From banks and bankers ....... . ............... . . 
From penalties, &c .... -......................... . 
From adhesive-stamps ............................ . 
From. arrears of taxes under repealed laws ........ . 
$61,185,508 79 




. 7, 668,394 22 
228,027 73 
Total ............. . ................ , . . . . . 124, 516, 614 02 
The foregoing statement does ri.ot include the tax collected by the 
Treasurer of the United States from national banks, which amounts to 
$7,014,971 44. 
· The amount of collections exhibited in the foregoing table includes 
commissions on sales of stamps, paid in kind, as well as amounts col-
lected in 1879, but not deposited till within the last fiscal year. An 
apparent variation consequently arises between the amounts of collec-
tions given in the tables and those shown by the covering warrants of 
the Treasury. 
The increase of the revenue from spirits during the last fiscal yea:r 
was $8,615,224 10. But there was a decrease in the revenue from to-
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bacco in its various forms of manufacture, for the same period, oi 
$1,264,862 57, which was to be expected on account of the reduction 
in the rate of taxation upon that commodity. The increase of income 
from the tax on fermented liquors was $2,100,482 76. The total in-
crease of revenue from spirits and fermented liquors was $11,934,075 99. 
The increase of revenue from taxes on banks and bankers was but 
$152,101 69 over the income for 1879. The total increase of internal 
revenue, after deduction of the decrease of income from tobacco and the 
decrease from collections on the arrears of taxes, was $10,598,147 15. 
The Secretary cannot too strongly urge the importance of stability 
in the rates imposed on spirits, tobacco, and fermented liquors. These 
articles are regarded by all Governments as proper objects of taxation. 
Any reduction in the rates imposes a heavy loss to the owner of the 
stock on hand, while an increase operates as a bounty to such owner. 
When the rate is fixed, the trade adapts itself to it. A change dis-
turbs the collection of the tax and the manufacture of the article. As 
already suggested, the time is opportune for reducing the subjects of 
internal taxation to the articles named and the taxes on circulating-
notes of banks. The taxes proposed to be repealed yielded during the 
last fiscal year as follows: 
From banks and bankers other than national. . . . . . . . . $3, 350, 985 28 
From national banks other than .on circulation.. . . . . . . 4, 438, 134 80 
From adhesive stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 668, 394 22 
In all .. , .................................... 15,457,514 30· 
In case of such repeal, ample time shonld be given to exhaust the 
tax-paid stamps without loss to the manufacturer. 
EXPORTS .AND IMPORTS. 
The exports and imports during the last fiscal year have been as 
follows: 
Exports of domestic merchandise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $823, 946 353 
Exports of foreign merchandise. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 692, 305 
TotaL . . ............................. . ... ~ . . . 835, 638, 658 
Imports of merchandise........... . ................ 667,954, 746 
Excess of exports over imports of merchandise. _ . . . . $167, 683, 912 
Aggregate of exports and imports ........... - .. ~ . . . . . 1, 503, 593, 404 
Compared with the previous year, there was an increase of $125,199,217 
in the value of exports of merchandise, and an increase of$222,176,971 
in the value of imports. Th~ annual average of the excess of such 
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imports over exports for ten years previous to June 30, 1873, was 
$104,706,922, but for the last five years there has been an excess 
-of exports over imports of merchandise amounting to $920,955,387-
an annual average of $184,191,077. The specie value of the exports 
of domestic merchandise increased from $376,616,473 in 1870, to 
$823,946,353 in 1880-an increase of $447,329,880, or 119 per cent. 
The imports of merchandise increased from $435,958,408 in 1870, to 
$667,954,746 in 1880-an increase of $231,996,338, or 53 per cent. 
There was an increase in thevalue of theexports ofwheat, wheat-flour, 
-and corn, as compared with similar exports of the preceding year, of 
$78,253,837, or 39 per cent.; an increase in the value of the exports of 
cotton of $49,231,655, or 30.3 per cent.; an increase in the value of the 
exports of provisions of $10,184,592, or 8. 7 per cent.; and an increase in 
the exports of live animals of $4,394,366, or 38.3 per cent. There has 
.also been a noticeable increase in the value of the exports of tallow, oil· 
cake, vegetable-oils, seeds, clocks and watches, hops, wool, and a few 
·Other commodities. .During the last fiscal year breadstuffs constituted 
~5 per cent. of the value of our exports of domestic merchandise, cot-
ton 27 per cent., and provisions 15 per cent. 
The imports of merchandise for the past year exceeded such imports 
during any previous year in the history of the country. The leading 
.articles, showing marked increase in quantity or value imported, are 
.coffee, hides and skins, raw silk, and tea, all.of which are free of duty, 
.and copper, manufactures of cotton, silk, and wool, fruits, glass, iron 
and steel, lead, leather, precious stones, leaf tobacco, wool, and zinc. 
The imports of unmanufactured wool increased from 39,000,000 pounds 
in 18~9 to over 128,000,000 pounds in 1880. The value of the imports 
{)f railroad-bars of iron and steel increased from $70,071 in 1879, to 
$4,952,286 in 1880. 
During each year from 1862 to 1879, inclusive, the exports of specie 
exceeded the imports thereof. The largest excess of such exports over 
imports was reached during the year 1864, when it amounted to 
$92,280,919. But during the year ended June 30, 1880, the imports of 
·coin and bullion exceeded the exports thereof by $75)891,391. During 
July, August, September, and October of the current fiscal year the 
imports of specie were $47,940,805, and the exports were $4,721,828, 
making an excess of imports over exports of $43,218,977. 
The large and continued excess of the value of the exports of mer-
chandise over the imports of merchandise appears to render it probable 
that we shall see a continuation of, and, perhaps, a large increase in, the 
flow of specie into this country. 
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EXPORTATION AND IMPORTATION OF CATTLE. 
In a letter of February 19, 1880, from this Department to the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives, the attention of Congress was called 
to the prevalence of the disease knowa as pleuro-pneumonia, or lung-
plague, in neat-cattle, and some recommendations were made as to the 
proper legislation on the subject. 
It may be assumed that this disease has never existed in this country 
west of the Alleghany mountains; and that it has not for a long time 
existed in Canada, or in this country near the line of Canada. The 
exportation of live horned cattle from the United States is very large, 
and is rapidly increasing, the cattle going mostly to Great Britain. For 
the eight months ended August 31, 1880, the value of such animals 
exported was $12,462,837, which is nearly double the ''alue of the ex-
portation for the sa me period in 1879. 
By an order of the Privy Council of Great Britain, all American 
cattle must be slaughtered at the port of arrival within ten days. The 
effl'ct of this order is to prevent the shipment of any but fat cattle; 
and it entails great loss as to that class of animals, by compelling the 
immediate slaughter of such as are injured, or become sick upon the 
voyage, and therefore of little value for food. It also prevents the 
owners from driving the cattle from the port of importation to a better 
market, or from keeping them until the market improves. Further-
more, there is a large demand in England for store or stock-cattle, 
to be fed and fattened in that country for its own markets, a demand 
which this country could supply to an unlimited extent. It is believed 
that this trade, if unrestricted, might far exceed the trade in fat cattle. 
The losses and embarrassments by reason of the order for immediate 
slaughter are, commercially considered, very great. The British gov-
ernment, however, is ready to rescind it when it may be done without 
danger of spreading pleuro-pneumonia in their country through impor-
tations from the United States. 
The question of the rescission of the order has been the subject of offi-
cial discussion between this Government and the Government of Great 
Britain, as well as in Parliament. It is believed that whenever Con-
gress makes provision for the extinction or prevention of the disease, 
or for sueh security of the great routes of travel from the West to the 
seaboard as will make it reasonably certain that the cattle shipped 
from our ports, or any of them, will not carry infection with them, the 
order of Council requiring immediate slaughter will be rescinded. 
The recommendation that a commission be created, whose duty it 
shall be to investigate reports of the existence of the disease, and to 
iii 
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collect information respecting it, reporting the results to some Depart-
ment for official publication, is renewed. It is further recommended 
that such commission be authorized to co-operate with State and munici-
pal authorities, and corporations and persons engaged in the transporta-
tion of neat-cattle, and establish regulations for the safe conveyance 
of such cattle from the interior to the seaboard, and the shipment 
of them, so that they may not be exposed to the disease; and that 
such commission, also, may establish such quarantine stations and 
regulations as may be deemed necessary to prevent the spread of the 
disease by importations from abroad. It is believed that the legisla-
tion thus indicated, properly executed, will induce the Government of 
Great Britain to rescind its order for immediate slaughter, and thus 
promote a very large increase in the exportation of neat-cattle from 
this country. Whether Congress should go further, and undertake 
the extirpation of the disease in the States where it now exists, is a 
question of more difficulty, and it is deemed best to leave that part of 
the subject for independent consideration. 
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION. 
The records of the Register of the Treasury show that the total 
tonnage of vessels of the United States, at the close of the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1880, was 4,068,034 tons. Of this amount 1,352,810 tons 
were comprised in 2,378 vessels registered for the foreign trade, and 
2, 715,224 tons in 22,334 vessels enrolled and licensed for the coasting 
trade and fisheries. There has been a decrease of 138,723 tons in ves-
sels employed in the foreign trade, and a decrease of 37,157 tons in 
such as were engaged in the domestic trade. 
The vessels built during the last fiscal year, with their tonnage, are 
exhibited in the follo:wing table_: 
Sailing-vessels- ....... - ......................... . 
Steam-vessels . . . - , ............ ~ .............. .. . 
Canal-boats enrolled. . .... _ ...... _.... . ....... . 
Barges 













The decrease in the tonnage bnilt during the last fiscal year, as com-
pared with that of the preceding year, was 35,620 tons. 
TRADE IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN BOTTOMS. 
The total tonnage of vessels entered at the seaboard ports from 
foreign countries was 13,768,137 tons during the year ended June 30,. 
1879, and 15,240,534 tons during the last fiscal year, showing an increase 
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of 1,472,397 tons, or about 10~ per cent. The American tonnage entered 
exhibited an increase of only 78,631 tons, or 2~ per cent., while the 
foreign showed an increase of 1,303, 766 tons, or about 13 per cent. The 
tonnage in these cases is computed on the basis of the number of en-
tries of vessels and not on the number of vessels, and is restricted to 
the seaboard ports. Of the merchandise brought in at seaboard, lake, 
and river ports during the last fiscal year, an amount of the value of 
$149,317,368, was imported in American vessels, and $503,494,913 in 
foreign; of the exports of merchandise an amount of the value of 
$109,028,860 was shipped in American and $720,770,521 in foreign 
vessels. ()f the combined imports and exports of merchandise 17 per 
cent. only of the total value was conveyed in .American vessels. 
In 1856 over 75 per cent. of the total value of the imports and exports 
was carried in American vessels, while last year but 17 per cent. was 
carried in such vessels, though the total volume of commerce has risen 
from a value of $724,000,000, to over $1,500,000,000. 
The disproportion between the comrr.wdities carried in American and 
those carried in foreign vessels still continues, and is even greater than 
during the :fiscal year 1879, the amount of merchandise transported 
in our vessels during the :fiscal year 1880, estimated on the basis of 
value, being :five per cent. less than that transported during the former 
year. 
Tbe foreign carrying-trade in American bottoms is more than 50 per 
cent. less than it has been, or than it might be, and if it is desirable to 
sa\'e to the country tile annual freightage on merchandise of the value 
of twelve hundred millions of dollars, the only course to reach that re-
sult would seem to be to increase our registered shipping. But while 
the onlinary demand for increased tonnage causes no annual increase 
in the building of vessels, the only method available, as a measure of 
public policy, of effecting such an increase, is either to allow American 
citizens the privilege of purcllasing -vessels of foreign build, to give a 
bounty ou home-built vessels, or to await the increase of 4merican-built 
vessels and their tanly substitution in the foreign trade for those of other 
nationalities. Doubtless the number of vessels of home-build will be 
adequate in time to take up the freightage lost to American bottoms 
in consequence of the war of the rebellion. At present, however, the 
demand for vessels to carry on our immense import and export trade 
does not seem to so stimulate the ship-buil<ling industry as to prevent 
an annual decrease in the number of ships built. The present facili-
ties for freighting in foreign vessels appear to be a greater discour-
agement to that industry than would be the privilege of purchasing 
such vessels. 
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PREVENTION OF COLLISIONS A'l' SEA. 
In 1864, Uongress established certain rules and regulations for pre-
venting collisions on the water which are still in force. 'rbe principal 
maritime nations of the \VOrld have recently concurred in adopting a 
new code of regulations for the same purpose. These regulations 
went into operation on the first of September last. In mau.r points 
they differ materially from those adopted in 1864 wllich govern 
our own mercantile and naval marine. The result is, that our vessels 
are ~mbject, iu certain contingencies, to one set of rules for navigation 
in foreign waters and to different ones when sailing iu our own. In 
cases of collision accordi!Igly, they are subject to liabilities, which 
vary with the waters in which t.hey ·are employed, most foreign mari-
time c.mrts conforming iu their dC'crt>es to the new regulations, while 
our own adhere to the regulations of lti64. 
I would recommend that this uncertain status of our ,·essels be re-
moved by the 1>' ompt aeceptrliiCe by statute of the regulations already 
a(loptecl by other nations, leaving the correction or amendment of 
the regulations to international arrangement. if Congres~ should 
consider snch ameudment imperatively required. 
IN'l'ERN.AL COMMERCE. 
The reports of tonnage moved on the principal trunk-railroad lines 
of the country, and the more recent data in regard to traffic on inland 
water lines an<l coastwise upon the ocean, indicate that the internal 
commerce of 'the United States bas rapidly increased during the past 
year. Railroads now.constitute the principal avenues of our internal 
trade. The traffic over the four east and west trunk l!nes greatly ex-
ceeds in value both the commerce of the Mississippi river and its 
tributaries and the commerce on the Great Lakes. 
1'hrough the facilities afforded for continuous traffic by means of 
combinations entered into between connecting ·railroads and between 
railroads and. ocean·-steamer lines at the principal seaports of the 
country, the interior cities are now able to carry on a direct trade not • 
only with all parts of the country, but are also able to engage in direct 
foreigu commerce, both as to the exportation of American products to 
other countries and to the importation of foreign merchandise into the 
United States. Through these facilities all the principal cities of the 
country have been brought into direct competition with each other. 
The sphere of the commercial operations of each city has been greatly 
extended, while competition has become sharper and profits have been 
reduced to a narrower margin. The varied productions and industries 
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of the different States and sections of our country present highly favor-
able conditions for the development of internal trade. Already our 
internal commerce many times exceeds in val11e our foreign commerce. 
Its rapidls -increasing importance seems to jnsti(y a more liberal appro-
priation than has heretofore been made for the purpose of collecting 
and pre~euting annually information in regard to it, especially such 
information as may be of service for the use of Congress. 
CLAIMS. 
The necessity of legislation for the adjudication of claims now within 
the jurisdiction of this Department has been called to the attention of 
Congres~ in several former reports. It is deemed unnecessary to 
repeat in detail the reasons which exist for the enactment of the meas-
ures which have heretofore been recommended. It will be sufficient 
to call the attention of Congr~ss, in a condensed statement, to the ob-
jects which it is proposed to accomplish. 
As suggested in a former report, the great object of legislation on 
the subject of claims is, to render their adjustment speedy and final 
and to discourage the allowance of ohl demands, or the re-examination 
of those n 1 rPady settlerl. A general provision of law by which all 
important disputed questions of law or fact may be referred to the 
Court of Ulaims for trial, would grear ly relieve the officers of this De-
partment, and tend to promote the ends of justice. That tribunal 
adopts the methods used by all courts of justice for ascertaining the 
truth, which include the requirement of the best evidenoe of which the 
nature of the case admits; the cross-examination of witnesses, instead 
of ex parte statements; and public hearings, and a public record of 
proceedings. In such legislation express provision should be made 
against the rehearing of claims which have been once adjudicated in 
any court, or by Congress, or by the accounting officers of the Treas-
ury, or that have been barred by any statute of' limitations. 
The former recommendation that some limitation of time within 
which claims against the GmTernment shall be prosecuted, ~r, for want 
of such prosecution, be forever barred, is renewed. For the reasons 
which have introduced statutes of limitation into the codes of all civil-
ized nations, it is again recommended that it be provided by law that 
no claim peuding in any of the Executive Departments shall be al-
lowed unless presented for payment within six years after such claim 
has accrued, with the usual exception in the case of those prevented by 
infancy or otherwise from presenting their claims within such time, 
and that provisions of a similar character in favor of those against 
whom the Government holds claims may be enacted. · The Department 
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is well organized for the investigation of claims accruing in the ordi-
nary course of current business, and decisions thereon by the account-
ing officers made final by, existing laws should not be referred to the 
Court of Claims or any other tribunal for examination. 
TRIBUNAL FOR TRIAL OF REVENUE CASES. 
About two-thirds of the customs business of the country is trans-
acted at the port of New York. The multiplicity of suits growing out 
of the vast amount of business constantly crowds the dockets of the 
courts, so that there is great delay in the decision of cases. The speedy 
decision of customs cases is of great importance both to the G~vernment 
and to the importers, and great embarrassment ensues in the adminis-
tration of the cnstoms laws from the usual delay of three or four years 
before a final decision can be reached. 
The Secretary renews his recommendation that a special tribunal 
be created by law for the tria.I of customs-revenue cases at the port of 
New York. 
He also repeats his recommt>ndation that the Secretary of the Treas-
ury be authorized, iil cases of variance between the appraised value, 
or classification for duty; of similar merchandise at two or more ports 
-of the United States, to prescribe regnlations under which the board 
-of general appraisers, or a majority 'of them, may decide upon the true 
dutiable value or classificatioh of such imports; and that authority be 
given for the appointment of three additional general appraisers. 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 
During the year the building for the Bureau of EngraYing and 
Printing, authorized by the act of June 20, 1878, has been completed, 
and the bureau has been removed from · the Treasury-Department 
building, without occasioning any material delay in its business, and 
successfully established in its new quarters. 
The bureau now has superior facilities for executing the work per-
taining to it; and, as it has been demonstrated that such work can be exe-
cuted therein more safely and more ecouomically, all things considered, 
than elsewhere, the necessary steps have been taken to have all the 
work of engraving and plate-printing, required by the Treasury Depart-
ment, to be performed in the bureau. 
PRINTING IN1'ERNAL-REVENUE STAMPS. 
In making the appropriation for ''dies; paper, and stamps" for the 
present fiscal year, Congress required that the engraving and printing 
of internal-revenue stamps should be done in the Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing of the Treasury Department, provided the cost did not 
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exceed the price paid under existing contracts. In accordance with 
this requirement, an estimate was procured from the bureau for the 
printing of certain internal-revenue stamps, then being done under 
eontract with the American Bank-Note Company of New York, and, as 
the rates proposed in the estimate appeared to be lower than those 
paid to the company, the contract with the company was annulled as 
soon as practicable, and, in the month of October, the printing of 
the stamps was transferred to the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing, where it is now being done with advantage to the Government. 
DISTINCTIVE PAPER. 
The new distinctive paper, the adoption and manufacture of which 
was mentioned in the last annual report, has been used for printing 
notes, certificates, checks, and other obligations since January last, 
and has been found to answer the requirements of the Government in 
all respects. It is believed that the special features of this paper will 
afford increased protection against counterfeiting, while its superior 
quality, and consequent longer life while in circulation, renders its 
adoption a measure of economy as well as safety. 
It is estimated that the saving on account of the reduction in its 
price below that paid for the pap{'r heretofore used will be not less 
than $50,0 '}0 for the present fiscal year. If a large supply of paper 
should be required for an issue of bonds during the year, the saving 
will be correspondingly greater. 
LIGHT-HOUSE ES1'ABLISHMENT. 
The Light-house Establishment continues in its usual satisfactory 
~ondition. During the fiscal year it has put into operation twenty-
five new light-houses, eighty-two new river-lights, one new fog-signal, 
eleven new automatic whistling-buoys, and fifteen new buoys of the 
ordinary kind. It has discontinued eight lights, which were no longer 
needed, and has changed the cha.racteristics of twelve others~ so that 
they will be more useful than heretofore to commerce and navigation. 
The board bas continued the work of changing the burners of the 
smaller lights in the several light-house districts, so as to substitute 
mineral oil for lard-oil as an illuminant, until mineral-oil is now used 
in all its lights, with the exception of about one hundred and twenty 
five of the first, second, and third orders. The board has also, by 
~areful and long-continued experiment, been enabled to use mineral-
oil as an illuminant on light-ships and in screw-pile light-houses, as it 
is believed, without danger to these isolated stations. In so doing it 
has, in each instance, increased the power of the light, while it has at 
the same time decreased its cost. 
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The board has continued its experiments with the electric light as 
far as was possible in the laboratory. It will be unable to determine 
its practical value until it has a working-test in a light-house. It has 
again submitted an estimate for this purposf', which is commended to 
the attention of Congress. 
The curious and interesting experiments of the board, to ascertain 
the laws of sound when acting through fog and snow, have been con-
tinued, and seem to be tending to practical results of importance t() 
commerce. 
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 
In the coast and geodetic survey, the work of its several branches has: 
advanced steadily. For public uses essential in engineering and in 
local development generally, information is gathered by a compre-
hensive system, which gives results of great exactness. Relative 
positions along the coast and on the continent are ascertained by: 
final measurements. Permanent dangers to navigation are carefully 
marked on the charts of the survey, as well as their relation to light-
houses, buoys, beacons, and sailing-lines. The publication of a third 
volume of the Atlantic Coast Pilot, with sailing directions and descrip-
tions of the local dangers, is in progress, and good advance has been 
made in a compilation of the same kind for the Pacific coas4-. For the 
principal ports of the eastern and western coasts of the United States,. 
tide-tables are computed one year in advance, and printed for the use 
of navigators. All the publications of the survey are in great request. 
The demand for its charts has greatly increased. Of upwards of 
eighteen thousand points determined in latitude and longitude along 
the coast, and in parts of the interior, the intervening distances and 
bearings of the junction-lines are recorded in the office, with descrip-
tions of the ground-marks; and thus, what was indispensable for the 
coast development avails for State surveys. The requisitions for such 
data increase in number yearly. The annual reports of the survey 
show that the Engineer department, the Light-house Board, harbor 
commissions. and State authorities have drawn largely from this source 
for information necessary in connection with proposed improvements· 
Calls are frequent in regard to the variation of the compass for the past as 
well as for the present time. For the present era the variation in all parts 
of the United States is shown by a map published within the year. 
Deep-sea soundings made within the year have incidentally added 
subjects of special interest for the study of naturalists. Within the-
year the survey has co-operated with the Mississippi River Commis-· 
sion. 
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THE MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
The Supervising Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hospital Service re-
ports that 24,860 seamen were afforded relief during the fiscal year 
ended June 30,1880, and 200,501 clays' relief in hospital were furnished; 
13,6!>7 patient~ were treated at the dispensaries; 795 persons were ex-
amined physically as a preliminary to shipping them; 2,870 pilots were 
examined for color-blindness, of whom 64 were found to be color-blind; 
and 25 seamen, hopelessly diseased, have been furnished transportation 
from hospitals to their own homes. The number of patients treated 
shows an increase of nearly 4,000 over the previous year, and the cost per 
capita bas been reduced to $1618, the lowest rate yet reached. The ordi-
nary expenses of the service have been $370,7 44 64, and ~he extraordi-
nary expenses $31,440 85, making a total of $402,185 _49, the details of 
which will be f(lund in the report of the Surgeon-General. 
The first section of the act appro\ed March 3, 1875, directed the Sec-
retary to "cause to be prepared a schedule of the average number of 
seamen required in the safe and ordinary navigation of registered, en-
rolled, an9. licensed vessels of the United States, basing such schedule 
upon the differences in rig, tonnage, and kind of traffic;" and, after 
its preparation, to assess and collect hospital-dues from the master or 
owner of the vessel upon the average number of seameu as set forth in 
the schedule. The Department bas made every effort to prepare such 
a schedule as would meet the requirements of the law, but has found 
it to be impossible. It is therefore recommended that the provision 
be repealed. The details of the subject will be found in the report of 
the Surgeon-General. 
The recommendations made in the last annual report relative to 
statutory provisions for appointments and promotion~ in the medical 
corps of this service, and for the compulsory physical examination of 
seamen, are respectfully renewed. 
Provision should be made for the return to the marine-hospital fund 
of the proceeds of sale of all property originally purchased for or pro-
duced from it, such proceeds being now covered into the Treasury. There 
is now in the Department, as a special deposit, $1,309 14, unclaimed 
money of deceased seamen, and there are in the several custom-houses 
and marine-hospitals unclaimed effects, such as watches, jewelry, and 
clothing, of considerable value. It is recommended that the sale of 
such effects be authorized, and that the proceeds thereof, and the un-
claimed money referred to, be permitted tu be carried to the credit of 
the marine-hospital fund. 
The Secretary recommends that a National Snug Harbor or Sailors' 
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Home be established by law for the reception of destitute American 
seamen incurably diseased or permanently disabled in the line of duty, 
and placed under the direction of the Marine-Hospital Service. After 
provision is made for a site and buildings, it is believed that the ordi-
nary expenses could be met from themarine-hospitalfund. The physical 
examination of seamen, before allowing them to be shipped, would, 
by keeping disabled men out of the merchant service, rid the hos-
pitals of hundreds, and thus leave a surplus for this purpose. The 
number of American seamen in our vessels is diminishing from year to 
year, and their places are filled by foreigners. A provision for the 
support of seamen in disease and old age, it is believed, will greatly 
increase the enlistment of native citizens in the merchant marine. 
As a measure in the interest of American commerce, it is also rec-
ommended that the "ad vance wages," authorized by section 4532 of the 
RevisQd Statutes, be abolished; and the form of" articles of agreement," 
in section 4612, be amended accordingly. 
It is recommended that section 4569, Revised Statutes, which re: 
quires a medicine-chest to be kept on merchant vessels, be. amended 
by providing that each vessel, before clearance, shall present, to the 
collector of customs, a certificate of an officer of the Marine-Hospital 
Service that the medicine-chest is properly supplied. 
It is also recommended that an appropriation be made, to be expended 
under the direction of this service, for the relief of seamen shipwrecked 
in places beyond the reach of the Life-Saving Service .. 
LIFE-SAVING SERVICE. 
The past year appears to have been remarkable in the operations of the 
Life-Saving Service. The season was marked by numerous storms of 
great severity, resulting in disaster to a larger number of vessels 
upon our shores than in any previous year since the organization 
of the service, and severely testing the ability and fidelity of its 
crews, and the methods employed for the saving of life. The . gales 
upon the lakes were especially violent, the consequent casualties to 
shipping within the reach of this service being one hundred and thirty-
six, but of the nine hundred and seven lives endangered in these dis- . 
asters only a single one was lost. 
On the Atlantic coast, also, the storms were very destructive to ship-
ping. The number of lives imperilled in disasters within reach of the 
service was one thousand and forty-nine, of which only eight were lost. 
The whole number of disasters to vessels during the year, reported 
by the district officers, is three hundred. The number of persons on 
board these vessels was nineteen hundred and eighty-nine, of whom 
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nineteen hundred and eighty were saved, and nine lost. Succor was 
given at the stations to four hundred and fifty persons. The number of 
days' relief afforded was twelve hundred. The estimated value of 
property involved was $3,811,708, of which $2,619,807 was saved, and 
$1,191,901 was lost. The number of vessels totally lost was sixty-
se\en. 
It may be proper to call special attention to the loss of six men of 
the crew at the Point aux Barques station, a crew distinguished for 
many brilliant rescues, the members of which, after having this year 
saved nearly a hundred lives, all perished, except one, in a gallant 
€ffort to reach a distressed vessel. 
Six new stations have been completed and put in operation during 
the year upon the Gulf coast, involving the organization of a new 
life-saving district, designated the eighth. For the remaining stations 
authorized by Congress to be erected, plans and specifications are 
ready, and they will be constructed as soon as practicahle. 
The ad vance of wag.es in some localities renders it difficult to retain 
in the service the trained men, who now render it so efficient, and who 
cannot easily be replaced. It is recommended, therefore, that the Gen-
€ral Superintendent be allowed to fix the compensation of the surfmen, 
employed at the several stations within defined limits. 
Attention is invited to the recommendations of the Superintendent, 
in his annual report, in relation to increasing the number of stations, 
to supplying draught-horses for stations where they ~annot be readily 
obtained in emergencies, for the employment of an additional man in 
each crew, and for additional apparatus at the stations. A bill, in which 
provision is made for most of these obje-cts, is now pending, and de-
serves the attention of Congress. 
It is worthy of remark that the successes of the servi~e have, during 
the past year, excited attention abroad, and that the Department has 
been solicited for aid in introducing the American system into foreign 
countries. 
NATIONAL BOARD OF HEALTH. 
The Nafional Board of Health has submitted to the Secretary of the 
'freasury its annual report of operations, for transmission to Congress, 
according to the requirement of the act of June 8, 1879. 
It appears that the expenditures of the board for the year ended 
September 30, 1880, amounted to $266,762 16. While the act provides 
that the appropriation made by said act shall be disbursed under the 
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, on estimates made by the 
National Board of Healt~, to be approved by him, no further duty de-
volves upon the Secretary as to such disbursements than to decide 
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whether the requisitions made by the board are for purposes within 
the provisions of law making the appropriation. A large proportion 
of the amount expended appears to have been used by the board under 
section third of said aet, in co-operating with aucl aiding State and mu-
nicipal boards of health in the execution and enforcement of the rules 
and regulations of such boards to prevl-'nt the introduction of conta-
gious or infectious diseases into the United States from foreign coun-
tries or into one State from another. 
The several amounts for these and other purposes, and for the gen-
eral f'.xpenditures of the board, having been drawn b,y the board upon 
requisitions specifying in general the legal and proper p11rposes for 
which the funds were to be used, neither the Secretary nor the account-
ing officers of the Treasury have deemed it their duty to exercise any 
supervision over the details of the various expenditures of the amounts 
thus drawn from the Treasury. The Secretary has no reason to believe, 
however, that the funds have not been properly expended. 
PUBLIC BUlLDINGS. 
The Supervising Architect reports the progress of work on the public 
buildings as generally satisfactory, but, in several instances, suspen-
sion of work has been caused by insufficient appropriations. 
It appears that twenty-one buildings are now in process of construc-
tion, of which nine are approaching completion. The estimated amount 
of the appropriations available for their completion is $217,000. The 
buildings in the cities of Albany, N.Y., Boston, Cincinnati, New York, 
(barge office,) Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Topeka, are so advanced 
that it is estimated that a further appropriation of $3,700,000 will 
complete them. Comparatively little progress bas . been made on the 
remaining buil.dings. 
It is respectfully recommended that Congress, having fixed uvon such 
an amount as it may deem bf'st to expend on public buildings, shall, 
out of that sum, appropriate sufficient to complete the nine buildings 
above referred to, and make liberal appropricttions fgr the work on 
the buildings in tile cities named. It is also recommended that, in 
authorizing tl1t-• erection of uew buildings, cousideration be given only 
to those for localities where the rental paid for accommodations for 
Government offices, represents a fair percentage on the cost of the 
construction of suitable buildings. It would seem to be better, and 
it is certainly more economical, to appropriate freely for buildings in 
process of construction, than to commence too great a number for the 
amount appropriated .. 
The accompanying report of the Supervising Architect will furnish 
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full details of the progress made in the buildings now in pi·ocess of 
erection. 
REVENUE MARINE. 
The Revenue Marine has performed efficient service during the past 
year. Its vessels hav-e cruised an aggregate of 265,763 miles, and its 
officers have boarded and examined 36,318 vessels, of which 23,243 
were American, and 13,075 foreign. Of the number examined, 3,556 
were found to Lave violated the law iu some particular, and were seized 
<>r reported to the proper authorities. 
The expenses of the service for the year were $845,333 7 4. 
U nct.er the provisions of section 153G of the Revised Statutes, vessels 
of the Revenue l\:Iarine, in addition to their regular duties, are 3·early 
charged with cruising during the inclement season, for the relief of 
distressed mariners. In the performance of this duty one hundred 
and fourteen distressed merchant-vessels, representing with their car-
goes a value of $2,011,~09, and having on board nine hundred and 
thirty-five persons, have been assisted during the past year, and sixty-
fiv-e persons have been rescued from drowning. 
Besides the regular duties which officers of the Revenue Marine have 
performed under the law, in connection with the Life-Saving Service, its 
vessels have rendered frequent assistance in transporting persons and 
supplies for that service. They have also rendered special services to 
the Light-house Establishment and to the United States Commissioner 
of Fish and Fisl.Jeries. 
It ~s recommended that an appropriation be made for the construction 
of two revenue-vessels to be stationed on the southern coast, and for 
the rebuilding of the revenue-steamer ''Fessenden," now laid up as 
unseaworthy at Detroit. For these purposes the sum of $225,000 has 
been included in the estimates. 
Under the provisions of the acts of May 31 and June 16, last, the 
revenue-steamer ''Corwin" was dispatched from San Francisco to 
cruise within the Arctic ocean and on the northern coasts of Alaska, 
to assist in the enforcement of the laws governing that Territory, and 
to relieve the officers and crews of the whaling-barks "Mount Wol-
laston" and "Vigilant," which are supposed to have been shipwrecked 
in that region. The cruise ot tb.e "Corwin" has resulted in the seizure 
of two vessels engaged in illicit traffic, the discovery and location of 
important coal deposits on the coast of Alaska wtthin the Arctic 
ocean, the collection of valuable ethnological statistics, and the making 
of useful hydrographic surveys and soundings, but no trace was found 
of the missing whalers. 
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STEAMBOAT INSPE01'ION. 
During the past year 4,536 steam-vessels have been inspected, of an 
aggregate tonnage of 1,121,808 tons, and licenses have been issued 
to 16,661 officers-an increase O\er last :;ear of 248 vessels, of 29,454 
tons, and of 1,449 officers. 
The total receipts, from the inspection of vessels and licensing of 
officers, were $282,468 96, and the total disbursements for salaries, and 
travelling and other expenses, were $212,849 88, leaYing a surplus of 
receipts over expenditures of $69,619 08. 
There were carTied during the year some 220,000,000 passengers, of 
which number 103 lost their lives by various casualties. 
The Board of Supervising Inspectors, at its meeting in January last, 
adopted a rule relative to the examination of pilots for color-blindness, 
which requires that, before granting or renewing a license to any per-
son to act as a pilot, inspectors shall satisfy themselves that the appli-
cant can properly distinguish the colored lights used as sig.·nals on 
steam-vessels. To carry this rule into effect, it was deemed advisable 
that such examinations should be made by the surgeons of the Marine-
Hospital Service, and free of charge. 
Considerable opposition to this rule was at first manifestetl, but as 
every pilot who successfully passed the require<! examination became 
it,s aqvocate, its 011ponents now consist of a portion only of the rejected 
applicants, some, even of these, admitting its propriety, and their own 
defective vision in regard to colors. 
It is believed that the rule referred to will have a tendency to 
decrease night-collisions between steamers and other vessels. 
The Supervising Inspector-General, in his annual report, suggests 
several amendments to the steamboat laws, deemed by him necessary 
to further increase their efficiency, which are commended to the con-
sideration of Congress. 
.ALASKA. 
In the last report of this Department attention was called to the 
necessity of establishing some form of government for Alaska. A 
form of bill to accomplish this end was subsequently prepared in this 
Department and transmitted to the House of Representatives for con-
sideration, but thus far no final action on the subject has been taken. 
The adoption of some simple form of government to protect persons 
and property, to provide for the record of wills and transfers of prop-
erty, and possibly to extend the land laws of the United States over 
the main-land, would encourage immigration and tend to develop the 
resources of the Territory. A peaceful condition of affairs has, how-
ever, prevailed in Alaska during the past year, owing largely to the 
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presen~e of a naval vessel at Sitka, and the cruise, already referred to, 
of the revenue-cutter "Corwin" to its northern and western waters. 
The inhabitants, except those of the Seal Islands, depend to a large 
extent for a livelihood upon the traffic in furs obtained fr0111 the sea-
otter and other valuable fur-bearing auimals; and the oft-repeated 
visits of white men to the haunts of these animals, using fire-arms in 
hunting them, must soon result in their extermination and the reduction 
of the natives to extreme poverty. The commander of the "Corwin," 
who visited St. Lawrence Island, report.s the death by starvation of 
over four hundred of th~ natives, from neglect to make proper pro-
vision for the winter, owing to their use of rum, furnished them by the 
illicit trade~s. · 
To protect the sea-otter hunting-grounds and suppress illicit traffic 
in fire-arms and whiskey, as well as to guard the extensive coast-line 
against smuggling, there should be provided a steam-vessel especially 
adapted to cruising in Alaskan waters. The recommendation hereto-
fore made for legislative action to that end is accordingly renewed .. 
The captain of the revenue-cutter reports the presence of an increased 
number of seals at the Seal Islands the past season. 
The Alaska Commercial Company have taken during the past year 
the maximum number of seals allowed by law under their lease. 
DISTRIC1' OF COLUMBIA. 
The net expenditures on account of the District of Columbia for the 
fiscal year 1880, were $3,272,384 63. The revenues deposited in the 
Treasury for the same period were $1,809,469 70. . 
From December 1, 1879, to June 30, 1880, ~he bonded indebtedness 
has been reduced, by operation of the sinking-fund, $200,423 33; and 
the annual interest-charge upon the District debt has been reduced 
$8,827 66. Since the offices of the commissioners of the sinking-fund 
of the District of Columbia were abolished, and their duties and powers 
transferred to the Treasurer of the United States by the act of Con-
gress of June 11, 1878, the principal of the funded debt has been re-
duced $618,750, and the annual interest-charge has been reduced 
$38,981 77. 
Under existing law the sinking-fund of the three-sixty-five loan of 
the District must be invested in bonds of that loan, which do not ma-
ture until August 1, 1924; while District bonds bearing higher rates 
of interest, in which investments can more profitably be made, mature 
at earlier dates, from time to time. It is recommended, therefore, that 
authority of law be given for the investment of that sinking-fund in 
any bonds of the District of Columbia. · 
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PUBLIC SERVICE. 
In closing his annual report the Secretary takes pleasure in bearing 
testimon~r to the general fidelity and ability of the offi.cers and 
employes of this Department. As a rule they ha,·e by experience and 
attention to duty become almost indispensable to the public service. 
The larger portion of them have been in the Department more than ten 
years, and several have risen by their efficiency from the lowest-grade 
clerks to high .positions. In some cases their duties are technical and 
difficult, requiring the utmost accuracy; in others, they must be trusted 
with great sums, where the slightest ground for suspicion would involve 
their ruin; in others, they must act judicially upon legal questions 
affecting large private and public interests, as to which their decisions 
are practically final. It is a just subject of congratulation that, during 
the last year, there has been among these officers no instance of fraud, 
defalcation, or gross neglect of duty. The Department is a well-
organized and well-conducted business office, depending mainly for 
its success upon the integrity and fidel.ity of the heads of bureaus and 
chiefs of divisions. The Secretary has therefore deemed it both wise 
and just to retain and reward the services of tried and faithful officers 
and clerks. 
During the last twenty years the business of this Department has 
been greatly increased, and its efficiency and stability greatly improved. 
This improvement is due to the· continuance during that period of 
the same general policy, and the consequent absence of sweeping· 
changes in the public service; to the fostering of merit by the reten-
tion and promotion of tr~ined arid capable men; and to the growth of 
the wholesome conviction in all quarters that training, no less than 
intelligence, is indispensable to good service. Great harm would come 
to the public interests should the fruits of this experience be lost, by 
whatever means the loss occurred. To protect not only the public 
service, but the people from such a disaster, the Secretary renews the 
recommendation made in a former report, that provision be made for a 
tenure of office for a fixed period, for removal only for cause, and for some 
increase of pay for long and faithful service. 




To Ron. S. J. RANDALL, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
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TABLE A..-ST.lTEJIEJ:VT of the NET RECEIPTS (by warrants) durihg the jiecal 
year ended June 30, 1880. 
CUSTOMS. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879.... .• .... . .. ............. ............ $44,083,497 93 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 .. .. .. . . . • .. • • • • .. .. . .. . • • • • • • • • • • . .. . 40, 1!16, 906 82 
Quarter en dod March 31, 1880 .•••••.••••••••••••••••• _... . • • • • • • • . • . . . • 53, 537, 903 72 
Quarter ended .June 30, 1880 .......................... ....... :.. .... .. . 48,083,756 13 
SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 ••••••.•.•..••••••.....••••••••••.•••• 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 .................................... .. 
~~:~~~ :~~=~ ~~~~~1i81~~~: :: ~~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 .......................... ---- __ ..... . 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 ............ ......... ................ . 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 ....................... . ................ .. 
Quarter ended .June 30, 1880 .•••••.•••••.•••••.•••.••..•••.••........... 
117, 383 61 
185,573 28 
347,403 61 
366, 146 10 
29, 409, 691 81 
31, 286, 963 98 
28, 561, 040 74 
34, 751, 677 39 
$1St\ 522, 064 60 
1, 016, 506 60 
124, 009, 373 92 
TAX ON CIRCUL!.TION, DEPOSITS, ETC., OF NATIONAL BANKS. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 . .•.••.•••••.•••.•..••••...•.•..••.••• 
8
uarter ended December 31, 1879 ................ , . . .. .. • . .. ........ .. 
uarter emled March 31, 1880 ........................................ .. 
uarter ended .June 30, 1880 ........................................... . 
3, 360, 569 60 
7, 181 42 
3, 6:l4, 130 70 
13,089 72 
----- 7, 014, 971 44 
REPAYMENT OF INTEREST BY PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANIES. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 . .................................... . 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 .................................... .. 
Quarter enrled March 31, 1880 ....... _ ................................. . 
Quarter ended .June 30, 1880 ...................................... ..... . 
252,427 46 
671,993 34 
151, 361 49 
6:31,584 89 
CUSTOMS ImES, FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 .................................... .. 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 ..................................... . 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 .•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.....•..•••• 





FEES, CONSULAR, LETTERS PATENT, AND LAND. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 .............. ---- ......... -- ........ . 
Quarter ended December 31, 1829 ..................................... . 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 ........................................ .. 




704, no 88 
PROCEEDS OF SALES OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 ..................................... . 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 ..................................... . 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 ........................................ .. 
Quarter ended June 30, 1880 ........................ .................. .. 
PROFITS ON COINAGE. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1679 .................................... .. 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 .................................. .. .. 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 ........................................ .. 






554, 586 58 
914, 73:l 74 
853, 3RO 37 
REVENUES OF DISTRICT OF COJ.UMBIA. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 ........................ - - - ........... . 
Quarter ended December 31, 1879 ........................ ---- ........ .. 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 ................................... --- ... . 
Quarter ended .June 30, 1880 ........................................... . 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Quarter ended September 30, 1879 .................................... .. 
Quarter t>nde<l December 31, 1879 .................................... .. 
Quarter ended March 31, 1880 .•.•.•••••••.•••.........••........•.....• 
Quarter ended .June 30, 1880 ........................................... -
2~8. 864 06 
969,909 IH 
168, :i9~ 25 
432, 304 38 
1, 027, 543 37 
812,281 07 
729,094 75 
2, 034, 836 95 
1, 707, 367 18 
1, 431, 269 12 
2, 337, 029 00 
282,616 5(} 
2, 792, 186 7 8 
1, 809, 469 70 
4, 603, 756 14 
Total ordinary receipts ......................... -- ....................... --- ... ,. 333,526,610 98 
Cash in Treasury .June 30, 1879 .... . . ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... . .. ...... . ....... 358,730,943 74 
Total ............................................................................ 692,257,554 72 
4 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TABLE B.-STATEMENT of the NET DISBURSEMENTS (by tvar1·ants) dm·in!f 
the jis;:al year ended June 30, 1880. 
CIVIL. 
~~~~~i~~ ._._._._._._._._ ·. · ..................... :_ ·_ · .. _._._._._._._._._,_._._._. ........ : ::::::: :: :::: ~:: : :: 
~~~~~~~~-t~ ~f· T'e";I:i~~·i~~::: ::::::::::: :·::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Subtreasuries .... ........................... ......................... . 
Publiclandoffices ................................................... .. 
Jnspection of steam-vessels .......................................... .. 
Mint and assay-offices .......... ...................................... . 
$4, 993, 470 32 
6, 374, 913 52 
2, 888, 430 97 
169,360 07 




Total civil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15, 693, 963 55· 
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE. 
Diplomatic salaries ................................................... . 
Consular salaries ..................................................... . 
Contingencif's of consulates ......................................... .. 
Relief and protection of Amf'rican seamen ............................ . 
Rescuing American Beam en from shipwreck .....................•..... 
A..mf'riran and Spanish Qlaims Commission ........................... , 
Contin~rent. expenses of foreign missions .............................. . 
Trilmnal of Arbitration at Geneva ................................... . 
Prisons for Americ:m convicts . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .................... . 
Intemational E.1.:hibition at Paris . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. ................. .. 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures ....................... . 
Berlin Fisher:.· Exhibition............... . ........................ .. 
International Exhibition at Sidney and Melbourne, Australia ......... . 
International remonetization of silver ................................ . 
3~!ftf~~~:tn~n~i~~:~~J{~fe~~~~1-~_u:::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·. 
325, 155 01 
465,641 95 
164, 051 33 
50, 133 15 
1, 922 02 
7, 068 13 
91, 734 05 
3, 952 21 
18,169 84 
5, 000 00 
1, 900 00 
18, 366 50 
15, 7!:16 40 
9. 080 00 
5, :!95 68 
28,234 31 
Total foreign int<>rcourse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . ................................ . 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Mint establisl1ment ..... . , .. .......................................... . 
Coast HniTe_y ................................................. .. ...... . 
Light-House Et~tablishment .......................................... . 
Buildin~ and repairs of lig~t-bonses ....... : ....... _. .................. . 
Refundmg excess of rlepos1ts for unascertamed dutles ................ . 
~~~~!~~~c;;~~~i~!·~~~~ _·_·_-_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_-_·_- ::::::::::::::::: :~::: :: 
Custom-houses, court-houses, post-offices, &c . . . . .................... . 
Furniture, fuel, &c., for public buildings nuder Treasury Department . 
Repairs and preservation of lmildings under Treasury Department .. .. 
Collect.ing customs revenue .......................................... . 
Del•enture and drawbacks under customs laws ....................... . 
~:~~:~~at7~~tt; ~!~ ~}i~~~u!s ~:: ·. ·.:::::::::::::::: ::::: :: ::::::::::: 
.Assessing and collecting internal revenue .........•.........•......... 
Punishing violations of internal-revenue laws ................•.......... 
Internal-revenue stamp~>, papers, and dies .... ....... ....... ...... ... . . 
Refunding duties erroneously or illegally collected .................... . 
Internal-revt'nue allowances and drawbacks .......................... . 
Redemption of internal-revenue stamps ............................... . 
Deficiencies of revenue of Post-Office Department .................•... 
Return of proceeds of captured and abandoned property .............. . 
Expenses of national loan, salaries ................................... .. 
Expenses refunding national debt ................................... .. 
Expenses national currency ................... _. ....................... . 
Suppressing counterfeiting and fran d ..... ........... ................. . 
Contingent expenses, Independent Treasury ...........•.............. 
Survey of public lands ................................................ . 
Repayment for lands erroneously sold ................................ . 
Five per cent. funds, &c., to States .. ___ ............................. .. 
§:J'ili!~!scl~i~~ ce~:~~~!fo;; -.-.-.-.-.-.-. -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.:::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~!~:~~n~- ~~-~~~~~~~~ _c_·~~~~~~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Purchase and management of Louisville and Portland Canal .......•... 
Vaults, safes, and locks for public buildings .......................... . 
~~~~~:1~t~!~r&s;,a~lf1:d.~~h~-s-:::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: : : :::::: :::::: 
Collecting statistics relating to commerce .••.......................... 
Geological sun·ey of Territories ..................................... .. 
Deposits by individuals for surveys of public lands ......... ...... .... . 
Defending snits and claims for seizure Of contraband and abandoned 
property ........................................... . ... . ............ . 
Sinkmg-fund of Pacific railroads ..................................... . 
Education of the blind .......................••••...................... . 
Transportation of United States securities ........................... . 
National Board of Health ........................................•..... 
Expenses of eighth, ninth, and tenth census .......................... . 
Improvement of Yellowstone National Park .......................... . 
Miscellaneous ........................................................ .. 
Payment of judgments, Court of Claims .•••...••..••••• ........••.• .• . 
1, 105, 411 13 
559, 4fi9 5-:! 
1, 86!:1, 039 74 
558, 3:!0 87 
2, 632, 164 44 





6, 023, 253 53 
1, 831, 197 67 
402, 685 76 
32, 186 30 
3, 657, 105 10 
95, 588 69 
440, 312 01 
44, 382 05 
57.012 27 
24,972 71 
3, 071, 000 00 
75,454 50 
199, 201 38 
518, 922 48 
100, 398 63 
58, 893 05 
42 840 75 
567: 970 20 
18, 651 :.!!i 
8, 529 74 
64,216 35 
25,146 71 
158, 939 05 
163, 437 48 
71, 910 00 
57, 694 44 
4, 552 60 
136,288 83 
l:l, 799 57 
99, 992 6'1 
275, 089 26 
23,441 36 
480, 011 12 
5, 775 00 
49, 208 86 
204,182 05 
270,296 86 
10, 000 00 
98,034 44 
137, 062 24 
1, 211, ,490 . 58' 
J 
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TABLE B.-ST.dTEJIENT of the NET DISBURSEMENTS by (n·arrants), (_fc.-
Continued. 
Purchase of ~;t oreot,ype plrttos . ........................ _ ........ _. _____ . 
Mail tran,.portation, Pacific Railroads .... _____ .. __ .. _ ......... __ .. ___ _ 
~:r::fo:;e~~-~~~·~cultur~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Expenses of Bureau of Engraving and Printing ..................... __ . 
Removal of Bureau of Engraving and Printing __ . __ ........... __ ... __ . 
Smithsonian Institution .......................... __ .................. . 
Completion of Washington Monument·········--·--·--------·-·----·-
Public buildings and grounds in Washington ......... _ ... _ ........... . 
.Annual repairs of the Capitol ..... _ .... __ .. _____ .... _ .. _ .. _ ....... ___ . 
Impro>ing and lighting Capitol grounds .. __ ... _ ......... : ... __ ...... .. 
State, War, antl Navy Departments building .......... _ ... ----_._ ..... . 
Columbia Institute for Deaf and Dumb __ .. __ .... _ ......... _ ... _ .... _. 
Government Hospital for the Insane ........... _ .......... _ ...... ___ .. _ 
Freedmen's Hospital. .. .. . _ ... __ .. __ .. _ ........ ___ ....... ___ ... ---··· 
Support and treatment of transient paupers .......... _ .............. . 
Redemptiou of Di!ltriet of Columbia securities __ ............... _ .. __ . _ 
Refunding taxes Dist1·ict of Columbia .... ---- ............ __ ... _ ... __ .. 
Water funcl, District of Columbia ... ____ .... _ ............. ___ .... _ .. __ _ 
Expenses of District of Columbia ... _ ........ ___ .... _ .. __ .......... _ .. 
Washington .Aqueduct .......... __ ..•.... ____ ........... _ .. _____ ...... . 
Charitable institutions. _____ .... _._ ... ______ .......•.•... _. _. _ ...... _ .. 
$8, 600 00 
9:!8, 357 2~ 
128,100 00 
92, 296 16 
321, 062 81 
46, 976 ~0 
100, 560 01) 
124, Ol(i 93 
701, 816 46 
81, 000 00 
114, 517 31 
544, 150 00 
50, 000 00 
204, 80fi 91 
41, 736 uO 
15, 000 00 
20, 126 32 
5, 753 31 
180, 988 90 
3, 122, 880 35 
20, 000 00 
129, 504 28 
Total miscellaneous. -............. , .......... -................... _. _ .. _. _ . . . . . . . $37, 808, 075 63 
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
Indians . _ ... _ ........................... -- ..•.•... - ................... . 
Pensions _ ............... _ ..........•.................................. 
5, 945, 457 09 
56,777,~74 44 
Total Interior Department ........................ _ ............................ .. 
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay Department ..................... _ .. _._ ........................... . 
l\l~~~r~:~tt~::T:-HH~T.::::Lz:::-·-:-
Improving rivers and harbors .............. _ ... _ ... __ ............... .. 
~m·v~y of ~erritories we8t of the one hundreth meridian ............. . 
ContingenCies ....... -- ................................................ . 
:i~~~lSee~~f'c~ec~~-i~~~~-::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _. :::::::::::: 
:Expeps~s of milit~r~· convicts ................. _............ . ...... _ .. 
Pubhshmg tht< offiCial records of the rebellion ........................ . 
Support of National Home for Disabled Volunteers ................... · 
Support of Soldiers' Home . ........................................... . 
Horses and other property lost in service ................ _ ........... .. 
Payments under relief acts . _.. .. ..................... __ ............ .. 
Construction of military posts and roads ............................ .. 
Fortifications ......................................................... . 
Miscellaneous._ ... __ ......................................... , ..... . .. . 
National cemeteries ....... _ .......................... _ .......... _ ..... . 
Fifty per cent. arrears of Army transportation due certain railroads ... 
Construction of military bridges _ ................................... .. 
Construction of military telegraphs ............................ . -· .. _. 
Bounty to soldiers, act .July 28, 1866 .• _ ................................ . 
Transportation, Army and supplies, Pacific Railroads ......•.......... 
Survey of northern and northwestern lakes ...•..........••..•......... 
11, 664, 910 69 
2, 273, 288 02 
10, 518, 600 86 
306, 986 96 
1, 534, 2ill 69 
107, 4~2 62 
8, 012, 758 26 
14, 000 0() 
38, 592 43 
66, 455 3il 
385, -!22 10 
11, 854 05 
4ll, 490 00 
880, 000 ou 
117, 920 33 
117,742 22 
25, 317 18 
136,494 08 




65, 000 00 
104, 310 58 
123,469 57 
690,719 06 
85, 000 00 
Total military establishment .•...................•.....••.....•.•.............•. 
NAV~L ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay aud contingencies of the Navy .................................. .. 
Marine Corps ....... -.................................... -......... - .. . 
~rad~~~~~~- ~:: :·.::::: ·_·_-_-_-_·_ ~ :·.: ·.:::·.::: ::·:::. :::::: :·. :·.: ::·.:: ::·_:_:::::: 
Equipment and Recruiting ........................•.......... · ........ . 
Yards and Docks ..................................................... . 
Medicine and Surgery ......••...............•......................... 
g~1~~~f:~~::::: :~~:_::: ~ ~ ~~::::: ~:: :::::::: ~ ~: :::: :~:: :;: :: ~ 
Miscellaneous ......................................................... -




1, 06R, 484 23 
885,118 67 
156, 696 84 
1, 171, 037 69 




Total Naval Establishment •....• : .............................................. . 
Interest on the public debt ........ : ..............................................•.... 
62, 722, 631 53 
38, 116, 816 2Z 
13, 536, 984 u. 
95, 757, 575 u -
Total net ordinary expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 264, 847, 637 36 
Premium on redemption of loans . . .. . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . • .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . · 2, 795, 320 4a 
Redemption of the public debt .. • . .. . . . • • .. . . • . • . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . • . • . . • .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . 220, 776, 177 4t 
Total expenditures ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 488, 419, 135 1!J 
Cash in Treasury .June 30,1880 ........................................................ *203, 838,419 53 
Total . . . . . . .. . • • .. .. . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . .. . . • . • • • . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . 692, 257, 551 7Z 
*Includes $!7,097.65 unavailable, transferred to Register's books; see Finance Report, 1879, page 363-
6 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TABLE c.-STATEMENT of the ISSUE and REDE.JIPTlON of LOANS and 
TREASURY NOTES (by warmnts)jo1· the fiscal year ended June :30, 1880. 
I 
lSSUC'S. 
:Bounty land scrip, act of Fe~rua~y .
11, 184 7 . ---. ---- - ... --- -- .... --- - -- - ----- - - - . -.-- -. 
Loan of 1858, act of June 14. 1858 ........... ........ .. 
Loan of February, 1861, act of Feb-
ruary 8, 1861 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••......... . 
Redemptions. 
$25 00 
40, 000 00 






40, 000 00 
2, 837, 000 00 
Loan of July and .August, 1861, acts 
of July 17 and August 5, 1861....... .. . .. .. • . . .. . .. . 32, 064, 250 00 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 32, 064, 250 00 
Oregon war debt, act of March 2, 1861. ·--........ ...... 202, 550 00 .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 202, 550 00 
Old demanil. noteR, acts of July 17 and 
.August 5, 1861, and July 12, 1862 ................. .. 
Five-twenties ofl862, act of February 
495 00 495 00 
25, 1862 . --- - - - - - ... - - .. - ... - - ... -... -....•.••••• - -- . 9, 100 00 9, 100 Otl 
Legal-tender noteP, acts of February 
25 and July 11, 1802, January 7 and 
March3,1S63 ...................... $81,302,563 oo 81,302,563 oo .............................. .. 
Temporary loan, acts of February 25, 
March 17, and July 11, 1862, and 
June 30. 1864 . ........................•..•.•........ 100 00 
Fractional currenc.v, acts of July 17, 
1862. March 3, 1863, and J une30, 1864 .....••..•...... 251, 717 41 
Loan of 1863, act of March 3, 1863, and 
June30,1864 .............. .. ....................... 12,797,150 00 .............. .. 
One year notes of 1863, act of March 
3, 1863 .. -- -- -- -- - .. - .. - .... - ... -- - -- ............ - . - . 
Two year notes of 1863, act of Mareh 
2, 150 00 
3, 1863.--- -- . - - . - . - ..... - . ' . - - -.. - - ...•. - ---- - ---.-- 1, 550 00 -•.•• - - -- -- - . • -
100 00 
251,717 41 
12, 797, 150 00 
2,150 00 
1, 550 00 
7, 409, 100 00 Coin certificates, act of March 3, 1863 .... --- •••••• - - -- ~ 7, 409, 100 00 
1 
...... ---- - .... 
Compound in t.erest noteR, acts of 
March 3, 18WUmd J nne 30, 1864 . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. 16, 500 00 .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. 16, 500 00 
Ten-forties of 1864, act of March 3, 1864
1
................ 135, 769, 750 00 
1
................ 135, 769, 750 00 
Seven-thirties of 1864 and 1865, acts of 
June 30, 1864, and March 3, 1865 .................... I 2, 650 00 . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 650 00 
Five-twentieR of June, 1864, act of 
June30, 1864 .... ................................ . 
Five-twenties of 1865, act of March 
3, 1865.-----.-----.-.--------.------ -- ..•. -----.-- •. 
Consols of 1865, act of March 3, 1865 ................. . 
Con sols of 1867, act of March 3, 1865 ............... .. 
Con sols of 1868, act of March 3, 1865 ................ .. 
Certificates of deposit, act of June 8, 
3, 550 00 
31, 100 00 
988,500 00 
38, 894, 250 00 
19, 351, 250 00 
3, 550 00 
31, 100 00 
988, 500 00 
38, 894, 250 00 
19, 351, 250 00 
1872 ••. ------- •.•. - .• ----.-- ..•. --. 47, 355, 000 00 63, 260, 000 00 . ---- ••..••..••. 15, 905, 000 00 
Silver certificates, act of February 
28, 1878.- ..... -- .•.• -••• -- .. -- . • • • • . 10, 091, 000 00 
Refunding certificat-es, act of Febru-
ary 26, 1879 ....................... .. 
Funded loan of 1881, acts of July 14, 
1870, July 20, 1871, and January 
614,640 00 
14,1875 ............................. -··············· 
Funded loan of 1907, acts of July 14,.. 
1870, July 20,1871, and January 14, 
1875 .......................... --.... 72, 450, 900 00 
To.taL......................... 211, 814, 103 00 
183, 680 00 $9, 907, 320 00 ..••.• -:.-.--- .. 
12, 095, 850 00 11, 481, 210 00 
23, 575, 450 00 - • - . - - -- - - - ..• - - 23, 575, 450 00 
1, 500, 000 00 1 70,950, 900 00 .:.:.:.:.:...:.:..::..:.:.:= 
432, 590, 280 41 80, 858, 220 00 301, 634, 397 41 
~~~::: ~i ~~~~:pti~-~~ ::::::::: ~::::: ?:?:7: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::1 3~~: ~~~: ~~b &~ 
Netexcessofredemptionscbargedin I ,------
receipts and expenditures ....................... 
1
.. .. . .. .... •• .. •• • .. • ... ... • • •• • • . 220,776, 177 41 
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TABLE D.-STATEMENT of the N~T RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS (by 
warrants) for the quarter ended September 30, 1880. 
RECEIPTS. 
Customs ......................................•••........•••...............•........... 
Sales of public lands .......••..............•••••.•••••..............•••................ 
Internal revenue .......••.••...........•.................•.•...........••••....•••.... 
Tax on circulation, deposits. &c., of national banks .•.....•••••.......•..•............ 
Repayment of interest b:y Pacific Railroad Companies .........................•...... 
Customs fees, fines, penalties, and forfeitures ..•......................•............... 
Consular, letters patent, homestead, &c., fees .•.•••.....••••••••••••..•••...•••.•...... 
Pr6ceeds of sales government propertv .•••••.............•.•..........•••...•........ . 
Profits on coinage ...............•..•• : • ...........•..........•••••.......••••••........ 
Miscellaneous ......•...........•.•••• ~ ..•••..•••....••.•.••••••......•.....•••...•.... 
$56, 395, 143 44 
434,590 66 
32, 496, 422 38 
a, 933, 346 37 
211, 402 7.6 
351, 870 95 
M2, 064 23 
56,311 23 
985,822 46 
2, 482, 205 44 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 301, 727, 659 45 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Customs .............................................................................. . 
Internal revenue ................................... -.... --.- ...................... -.. -
~~~l~~~~~~ ~~~~-i~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Interior (ciYil) ........................................................................ . 
~~~~~~Sj ~~1E:i~~-:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total civil and miscellaneous ................................................... . 
Indians ....................................................... --- .. ·.- .- ... --.-- . - ... --. 
Pensions ............ ........................... ................... ... ................. . 
Military establishment .................................................. - ............ . 
Naval establishment ............................ ------ .......................... - ..... . 
IntereBt on public debt ..................................................... - ........ --. 
$5, (157, 406 26 
1, 024, 028 58 
240,239 53 
1, 258, 703 22 
2, 212, 277 37 
7, 043, 421 48 
132,874 H 
16, 968, 950 58 
2, 800, 661 99 
13, 604, 079 14 
12, 640, 602 13 
5, 085, 571 98 
25, 224, 1:!30 58 
76, 324. 696 40 
Premium on bonds purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 693, 835 38 
Redemption of the public debt .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . • • • . . • • . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 23, 782, 864 0(} 
Balance in Treasury September 30, 1880 .... .. •••••• •••••• ....... ........ ........ .... .. 200,926,263 67 
Total .. . . .. . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . .. . .. • • • . . .. . .. . . • • . .. .. • . . .. . . . . . . .. . 301, 727, 659 45 
8 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TABLE E.-STATEMENT of ODTST-ANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC 
DEBT of the UNITED STATES on the 1st of January of each year from 1791 to 1843, 
inclusive, and on the 1st of July of ea.ch year from 1844 to 18tl0, inclusive. 
Year. 
.Tan. 1,1791 ............................................................ . ........... . . 
1792 .... .............. ... .......... ···-·· -··· · - ........................ ·---~· 
1793 ...... ........ -··--· ..................................................... . 
179<! ... _ ..................................................................... . 
1795 ...................... _ .................................................. . 
1796 ......................... ~ ------------------ ········------·············--
1797 ....••.•. ..••..•....... ... ····•···· •••••• ·-·-·· .. .••. •·•··• .••..... .... .. 
1798 .............. . ... . ............ · ......................................... . 
1799 ..... .............. .............. ........................ ................ . 
. 1800 .•••.•..• •••••••••..•. ..•...........••• •. ...•.•.••.....••.•............•. 
1801 ....... ·····-~----- ................................................. .-.. .. 
1802 . •.••. .. ••••.• -- •. - . - . - •......... - ..... - ......••••..••..•• - - ..•• - •..••• - . 
1803 .... -- ... -- .... - ................ -. . ..... -- ....... · .... - .... -- .. :- .. ---- .. 
180! ·••••• .•..... ----- .•.••...•.•........... - ........•••••••••..•••..... . . --. 
1805 .•••••. ···- ...•...• -----· •••••.•• •• .....•....•......... ---· ........... .. . 
1806 ......................... ---- .... ..................................... . 
1807 ... --· ..••. -- .••••• ··--·- ..•.. - ..•••••.... . .••••• ···- -· ..... .. ••••...•... 
1808 ....... -----~ .......... .............................................. ··-· 
1809 ............................. ~ .......................................... . 
1810- .. - -·. ···-·· •••••• . ... : ........... . ..•... - .....•.. : ••••....•••.......••. 
1811 ..•..••.•• - -· --- .•..•• - ... ---- .• -- •. --.- ... - ..•. - .•. --··-- ..•............ 
1812 ........................................................................ . 
1813 ...... . ................................................................. . 
1814 ............ ~ ................................... .. ...................... . 
1815 ·······································-~---····························· 1816 ........................................... . ........................... .. 
1817 ....................................................................... .. 
1818 ................................................. ... : . ................. . 
1819 •••••••.•••••.•• - ••••••••• ~- •.•.. -- .•..• ~ - .•.•..... - ...... - .... - ....••.•. 
1820 ....................................................................... .. 
1821 ............................................................ . .. .. ..... .. 
1822 .................. , .................................................... . 
1823 ...... . .............................................. . .... ... ..... . .... .. 
1824 .....•.••..•••••••........••••.... - .........•.•......•. . .. - ........ -••••. 
]f-;25 ...................................................................... . .. 
1826 ....... -.......................... : ..................................... .. 
1!l27 ............................................................. .... ..... .. 
1828 ............ ............. ----------~------· ............................. . 
1829 ....................................................................... .. 
1830 .••••• ' ·••••• ••••• • .•..•. ·•·•·· ······ ..•......•.• ·----- .••••. .•.. ··•••· 
1R31 ....................................................................... .. 
1832 .. - ............ - ..... -- .... -- ....... - .. -- ..... - .. - .. - ................ -- .. 
1833 ........................................................................ . 
1834 ...•.•. .• ••..••••...•..••.••.•.•..•.. ····-- ···.··· .••••. ·••··· ·----- .••••. 
1835 .. -- ..... -- ... ---- ..... -- ... - ...... - ... -- ....... -.- .• --- .............. - .. 
1836 ....................................................................... . 
1837 ......................................................................... . 
1838 ........................................................................ . 
1839 ........................................................................ . 
1840 ........................................................................ . 
1841 ........................................................................ . 
1842 ........................................................................ . 
1843 ........................................................................ . 
July 1, IR43 ................... .. : .•. ................................................ 
1844 ............................................................. .. ....... .. 
1R45 ....................................................................... .. 
1R46 ....................................................................... .. 
1847 ...................................................... .. ................ . 
1848 ........................................................................ . 
1849 ...... · ..................................... - ............................. . 
1850 ........................................................................ .. 
1851 ....................................................................... .. 
1R52 ..••.••.••••..••..•....••.••••••••••.•••••••..•••.•••••.•... --·. -· ····- ·-
1853 ....................................................................... .. 
1R5<l ........................................................................ . 
1855 ....................................................................... .. 
1R56 ....................................................................... .. 
1857 ....................................................................... .. 
1858 ............ - ........ -- ............ . - .. -.-- ........ -.......... ---- ...... -
1859 .. ---- ... -- .......... -.-- ........ -- •• - ... -- . - .• - •. ----- .... - .•.. - ..•. -- . -
1R60 ....................................................................... .. 
1861 .... -- .- .. - .................... - ... -- .... -.- ... - .. --- ..... - ............. . 
1862 ...... .................................................................. . 
1863 ....................................................................... .. 
1864 ....................................................................... .. 
18fi5 ............ : ........................................................... . 
1866 ....................................................................... .. 
1R67 ........................................................................ . 
1868 ................................................. ...................... .. 
Amount. 
$75, 463, <!76 52 
77, 227, 924 66 
80, 352, 634 04 
78, 427, 4U~ 77 
80, 747, 587 3!) 
83, 762, 172 07 
82, 064, 479 33 
79, 228, 529 12 
78, 408, 669 77 
82, 976, 294 35 
83, 038, 050 80 . 
80, 712, 632 25 
77, 054, 686 30 
86, 427, 120 88 
82,312,150 50 
75, 723, 270 66 
69, 218, 3!;18 64 
65, 196, 317 97 
57, 023,192 09 
53, 173, 217 52 
48, 005, 587 76 
45, 209, 737 90 
55, 962, 827 57 
81, 487, 84fi 24 
!)9, 833, 660 15 
127, 334, 933 74 
123, 491, 965 16 
103, 466, 633 83 
95, 529, 648 28 
91' 015, 566 15 
89, 987, 427 66 
93, 546, 676 98 
90, 875, H77 28 
90, 269, 777 77 
83, 788, 422 71 
81, 054, 059 99 
73, 987, 357 20 
67, 475, 043 87 
58,421,413 67 
48, 565, 406 50 
39, 123, 191 68 
24 322 235 18 
7: 001: 698 83 
4, 760, 082 08 
37,733 05 
37, 513 05 
336, 957 83 
3, 30R, 124 07 
10, 434, 221 14 
3, 573, 343 82 
5, 250, 875 54 
lil ,594,480 73 
20, 601, 226 28 
32, 742, 922 00 
23, 461, ti52 50 
15, 925, 303 01 
15, 550, 202 97 
38, R2H, !134 77 
47, 044, 862 2l 
63,061,858 69 
63, 452, 773 55 
63, 304, 796 02 
66, 199, 341 71 
59, 803, 117 70 
42, 242, 222 42 
35, 586, 956 56 
31, 972, 537 96 
28, 699, 831 85 
44, 911, 881 03 
58, 496, 837 88 
64, 842, 287 88 
90, 580, 873 72 
524, 176, !12 13 
1, 119, 772, 138 63 
1, 815,784, 370 57 
2, 680,647, 869 74 
2, 773, 236, 173 69 
2, 678, 126, 103 87 
2, 611, 687, 851 19 
.. 
REPORT OE' THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 9 
'I.'ABLE E.-ST..:lTEMENT of OUTS1'ANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC 
DEBT, 9·c.-Continned. 
_ _ _ __ __ _ Yoa<. . I Amount . 
. July 1, 1869 ......................................................................... $2,588,452,213 94 
i ~~t : : : : : : : : : :::: : ~::: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : ~ :::::: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i ~: ii~: ~H: ~~i ~~ 
187::!. . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . *2, 234, 482, 993 20 
1 74 ..............................•........••............... , ••.............. *2,25l,690,46R 43 
1f;75.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . *2, :!32, 284, 531 95 
1876. ...... .. . ... . . . .. .. . .... .. . .. .... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .... . . .............. *2, 180, 3!15, 067 15 
au~. • • ..• ·. •· .•. •. · • • ·• •  ·· •. • • ..• • • • •.•· • • ·• • • • • •..• • ·· •. • ·.. • • • • • ••• • ·• • · 1 ~i: ~!: m: m ~
*In the amount here state!! as the outfltandiug- principal of t·he public debt arc iucludec.l the C!'rtifi-
<~ntes of !lrposit outstanding on the BOth of June, issne!l uutler act of June 8, 1872, amounting to 
$31,730,000, in 1873: $58,760,000, in 1874; $58,41:3,000, in 1875; $3t,R40,000, in 1~76; $54,960,000, m 1R77; 
~46,755, 000, in Hl78; $:!0,370,000, in 1879, anrl $l4,46:i,OOO, in 1880, for which a like amount in United States 
notes was on special deposit in the Treasury for their redemption, and added to the cash balancf' in th" 
Treasury. These certificates, as a matter of accounts, are treated as a part of the public debt, but., 
b<>in)! offset by notes held on deposit for their redemption, sboulc.l properly be dedncteu from tlw prin-
cipal of tile public debt in making comparison with former years 
ST.ATE,llENT of the PUBLIC DEBT, including ACCRUED INTEREST thereon, less 
cash in the Treasw·y on the ht day of July of each year, )1'0m July 1, lt:!69, to July 1, H380, 
compiled from the publi11herl month fy rlebt-stcttements of those dates. 
Years. 
J ul.v 1, 18!19 ................. . 
JR70 ........... . : ... .. 
1871 ....... -.....••••. 
11<72 ................. . 
1873 .... - ...........•. 
1 74 ................ .. 
187~ ................. . 
1!i76 ................. . 
1877 .......... - ....•• 
18iil ................. -
1879 ....•• - ....••.... -
1880 ................. . 
Outstan<liug prin· Accrued inter· 
I ___ cipal. __ t'St. 
*$2, 397, 7:02, 9Wl 37 
*~. !iOl, {)7:3, 127 83 
2, 353, <!11, :332 32 
2, 253, 251, 328 78 
2, 234, 4 82, 993 20 
2, 251, 690, 4ti8 43 
2, 232, 284, 531 95 
2, 180, 395, 067 15 
2, 203, 301, 392 10 
2, 256, 205, 892 53 
2, 34-9, 5fl7, 4R2 OJ 
2, 120, 415, 370 63 
$4-7. 447, 310 79 
50. 607, 556 32 
45, 036, 766 2i:l 
41, 705, 813 27 
4:.!, 3.;6, 652 82 
38, !J39, 087 4 7 
38, 647, 55ti 19 
38, 514, 004 54 
4o, ~<8<!, 791 89 I 
36, 404, 551 37 
30, 792, 351 34 
22, 84.;, 541 59 I 
Caflh in the 
Treasury. I 
Debt lrss cash in 
the Treasury. 
$156, 167, 813 5x.· j $2, 489, oo·?, 4RO !iS 
21i5. 9:!4, U!H 61 2, 38ti, 35-', 390 74 
1o6, 211,263 6.3 2, 292, o3o, 834- no 
103,4-70,798 4:l 2, 191,486,:343 li2 
129, 020, 932 45 2, 147, 818,713 ;)7 
147, 541, :H4 74 2, 143, u88, 241 16 
142, 2-!:3, 361 82 2, 128, 688, 726 32 
llfl, 469, 726 70 2, 099, 439. 344 99 
186, 025, 960 73 2, 060, 158, 223 26 
256, 823, 612 08 2, 035, 786, 831 ~2 
353, 152, 577 01 2, 027, 207, 256 :,7 
201, 088, 622 88 1, 942, 172, 295 : 4, 
*It will be noticed that there js a difference in the amounts represented by these two statements as 
the yriucipal of the df'bt July 1, 1869, and July 1, 1870. This difference is explained. thus: In the prin-
cipa of the debt, as shown by the monthly debt-statements of these dates, the bonds pmchased for the 
sin king-fund and paid for from money in the Treasury, were included as a part of the outstanding debt 
and were also treated in the cash as a cash item, or asset, for the reason that at that time there was no 
authority or law for deductin,!!: them from the outstanding debt. Congress, by the sixth section of the 
act of July 14, 1870, directed that these bonds should be canceled and' destroyec.l antl deducted from the 
amount of each class of the outstanding debt to which they respectively belonged, and such deductions.. 
were accordingly made on the books of the department and in tb.e table of the debt in the anmtal report. 
TA.BLE F.-A_NALYSIS of the PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT of the UNITED STATES, j1·om July 1, 1856, to July 1, 1880. 
Year. 3 per cents. 4 per cents. 4i per cents. 
............. ------ ........ --$57;926;ii6"57' ·------- -- --------. 
$64, 000, 000 00 
66, 125, 000 00 
59, 550, 000 00 
45, 885, 000 00 
24, 665, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
14, 000, 000 00 
, 
105, 629, 385 30 
77, 547, 696 07 
90, 496, 930 741.--.- ... -- .. -..... 
618, 127 98 -.- • - . - .... - _, - - .. 
121,341,879 62 .. - .. .... - .. ---- .. 
17,737,025 68 ................. . 
801, 361 23 .... - - .. - - .. ---- .. 
678,000 00 
678, 000 00 ,. -- ...... -- .... - .. 
678, 000 00 .. - .. - - - - ....... .. 
678, 000 00 ..... - - ... - . - - - - .. 
678, 000 00 .. .. .. .. • .. • • _, .. 
98, 850, 000 00 
7 41, 522, 000 00 
739, 347, 800 00 
$140, 000, 000 00 
240, 000, 000 00 
250, 000, 000 00 
250, 000, 000 00 
[Continued on next page.) 
5 per cents. I 
$3, 632, 000 00 
3, 489, 000 00 
23, 538, 000 00 
37, 127, 800 00 
43, 476, 300 00 
33, 022, 200 00 
30, 483, 000 00 
30, 483, 000 00 
300, 213, 480 00 
245, 709, 420 63 
269, 175, 727 65 
201, 982, 665 01 
198, 533, 435 01 
221' 586, 185 01 
221, 588, 300 00 
221, 588, 300 00 
274, 236,450 00 
414, 567, 300 00 
414, 567, 300 00 
510, 628, 050 00 
607, 132, 750 00 
711, 685, 800 00 
703, 266, 650 00 
703, 266, 650 00 
508, 440, 350 00 
484, 864, 900 00 
6 per cents. I 7 3-10 per cents. I Total_ interest-bearmg debt. 
---
$28, 130, 761 77 ............................... $31, 762, 761 77 
24, 971, !l58 93 .......................... 28, 460, 958 93 
21, 162, 838 11 
---------·----·--· 
44, 700, 838 11 
21, 162, 938 11 ............................ 58, 290, 738 11 
21, 164, 538 11 ............................... 64, 640, 838 11 
57, 35~. 673 95 .. ............................ 90, 380, 873 95 
154, 313, 225 01 $122, 582, 485 34 365, 304, 826 92 
431, 444, 813 83 13!l, 974, 435 34 707, 531, 6:14 47 
842, 882, 652 09 1il9, 286, 9:i5 34 1, 359, 930, 763 50 
1, H3, 495, 169 90 671, 610, 397 02 2, 221, 311' 918 29 
1, 281,736,439 33 830, 000, 000 00 2, 381, 530, 294 96 
1, 195, 546, 041 02 813, 460, 621 95 2, 332, 331, 207 60 
] ' 543, 452, 080 02 488, 344, 846 95 2, 248, 067, 387 66 
1, 878, 303, 984 50 37, 397, 196 95 2, 202, 088, 727 69 
1, 874, 347, 222 39 ................................ . 2, 162, 060, 522 3!) 
1, 765, 317, 422 39 .. ................................ . 2, 046, 455, 722 39 
], 613, 897, 300 00 
---------------· .. 
1' 934, 696, 750 00 
1, 37 4, 883, 800 00 ........... .... ................... 1, 814, 794, 100 00 
1, 281, 238, 650 00 ................................... 1' 710, 483, 950 00 
1, 213, 624, 700 00 ................................. . 1, 738, 930, 750 00 
1, 100, 865, 550 00 
------------- --- --
1, 722, 676, 300 00 
984, 999, 650 00 ................................. 1, 710, 685, 450 00 
854. 621, 850 00 .....•........... . 
1 
1, 711, 888, 500 00 
738, 619, 000 00 - - - - - - ••.••. - - - ... 1, 791, 735, 650 00 
283, 681, 35o oo 
1 
............ ____ .. 1, 797, 643, 700 00 

































TABLE F.-ANALYSIS of the PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT of the UNITED ST.ATES, ~-c.-Continued. 
Year. Debt on which in-! Debt bearing no terest has ceased. interest. cipal. ury July 1. in Treasury. uharge. 
Outstandingprin- ~CasbintheTreas- Totalclebt, lesscash .Annual interest 
I l-------------------------- l----------------l---------










1865--.A ugust 31 . --.--
1866--J uly 1 ••••••.•••.•...... 
1867.---·--------·----
1868 ..... ----·--·· ·-----
ill!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~:~::::::::: I 
1873------------------ --------·· ·----- ...... -------
1874.---------- ·-------- --------
1875. ····--·----·- ·--- -------------- ----·- -----· ..... - ···----· 
1876 .••••• ------------ ·-----
1877. ---·----- -----· 0.-.------
1878 •••.........•..••...... 
1879 .••.. ---- ···------ ·····----· 







280, 195 21 
473,048 16 
416,335 86 
1, 245, 771 20 
1, 503, 020 09 
935,092 05 
1, 840, 615 01 
1, 197, 340 89 
5, 260, 181 00 
3, 708, 641 00 
1 ' 948, 902 26 
7, 926, 797 26 
51, 929, 710 26 
3, 216, 590 26 
11,425, 820 26 
3, 902, 420 26 
16, 648, 860 26 
5, 594, 560 26 
37, 015, 630 26 
7, 621,455 26 
·· $i5s: 59i: ano· oo· 
411, 767,456 00 
455, 437, 271 21 
458, 090, 180 25 
461, 616, 311 51 
439, 967, 874 04 
428, 218, 101 20 
408, 401, 782 61 
421,131, 510 55 
430, 508, 064 42 
416, 565, 680 06 
430, 530, 41!1 52 
472, 069, 332 94 
509, 543, 128 17 
498, 182, 411 69 
465, 807, 196 89 
476, 764, 031 84 
455, 875, 682 '17 
410, 835, 741 78 
il88, 800, 815 37 
$31, 972, 537 90 I $2~. 006, 584 89 $10, 965, 953 01 ~1. 1'69, 445 70 
28, 699, 831 85 18, 701, 210 09 9, 998, 621 76 1, 672, 767 53 
44, 911, 881 03 7, 011, 689 31 37, 900, 191 72 2, 4-46, 670 28 
58, 496, 837 88 5, 091, 603 69 53, 405, 234 19 3, 126, 166 28 
64, 842, 287 88 4, 877, 885 87 59, 964, 402 01 3, 443, 687 29 
9o, 5so, b73 12 2, 862, 212 !)2 87, 11s, 66o so 1 5, o!l2, 630 43 
524,176,412 13 18, 863, 659 96 505,312,752 17 22, 048, 509 5!) 
1, 119, 772, 138 63 8, 421, 401 22 1, 111, 350, 737 41 41, 854, 148 01 
1, 815, 784-, 370 57 106, 332, 093 53 1, 709, !52, 277 04 78, 853, 487 24 
2, 680, 647, 869 74 5, 832, 012 98 2, 674, 815, 856 76 137,742,617 43 
2, 844, C49, 626 56 88, 215, 055 13 2, 756,431, 571 43 1 150, 977, 697 87 
2, 773, 236, 173 69 137, 200, 009 85 2, 636, 036, ltiiJ 84 146, 068, 196 29 
2, 678, 126, 103 87 169, 9U, 892 18 2, 508, 151, 211 69 138, 892, 451 39 
2, 611, 687, 851 19 130, 834, 437 96 2, 480, 853, 413 23 128, 459, 598 14 
2, 588, 452,213 94 155, 680, 340 85 2. 432,771, 873 09 125, 523, 998 34 
2, 480, 672, 427 81 149, 502, 471 60 2, 331, 169, 956 21 i18, 784, 960 34 
2, 353,211, 332 32 106, 217,263 65 2, 246, 994, 068 67 111,949, 330 50 
2, 253, 251, 328 78 103, 470, 798 43 2, 149, 780, 530 35 103, 988. 463 00 
2, 234, 482, 993 20 129, 020, 932 45 2, 105, 462, 060 75 98, 049, 804 00 
2, 251, 690,468 43 147, 541, 314 74 2, 104,149,153 69 98,796,004 50 
2, 232, 284, 531 95 142, 243, 361 82 ·~. 090, 041, 170 13 !)6, 855, 690 50 
2, 180, 395, 067 15 119, 469, 726 70 2, 060, 925, 1140 45 95, 104, 269 00 
2, 205, 301, 392 10 186, 025, 960 73 2, 019, 275, 431 37 !)3, 160, 643 50 
2, 256, 205, 892 53 256, 823, 612 08 1, 999, 382, 280 45 94, 654, 472 50 
2, 245, 495, 072 04 249, 080, 167 01 1, 996, 414, 905 03 83, 773, 778 50 
2, 120, 415, 370 63 201, 088, 622 88 1, 919, 326, 747 75 79, 633, 981 00 
NOTE 1.-Tbe annual interest charge is computed upon the amount of outstanding principal at the close of the fiscal year, and is exciusive of interest charge on Pacific 
Railway bonds. 
NoTE 2.-The :figures for .July 1, 1879, were made up, assuming pending funding operations to have been completed. 
NOTE 3.-The temporary loan, per act of .July 11, 1862, is included in the 4 per cents. from 1862 to 1868, inclusive, with the exception of the amount out-standing for .August 
31, 1865, this being the date at which the public debt reached its hij!hest point. This loan bore interest from i per cent to 6 per cent., and was recl('emable on ten clays' notice 
after thirty days; but being constantly changing, it has been considered more equitable to include the whole amount outstauding as bearing 4 per cent. interest on an average 
for the year. . 
NOTE 4.-In the recent monthly statements of the public debt, the interest accrued has been added to the principal, making the net debt larger in that amount than the 

































12 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TABLE G.-STATEMENT of RECEIPTS of UNITED .STATES front March 4, 1789 
I 
I Balaneo in tho I 
~ Treasury at . Customs. Intcrnal rove- Direct tax . Public lands. I Miscellaneous. commence- nuc. 
<:.> ment of year. ~ 
-n~~ l-----$973;9o5"75 ........... .... . ! .............. I $4, 399, 473 09 $10,478 10 3, 443, 070 85 $208. 942 81 !· .---- . -. -... ~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~: ! !J, 91R 65 1793 783, 444 51 4, 255, 306 56 337, 705 70 ... -- .. -- . .• -. 21,41088 1794 7ii3, 661 69 4, 801, 065 28 274, 089 62 . ---- .. -- .. --. 53, '277 97 
1795 1,151,92417 5, 5ll8, 461 26 3:17, 755 36 ..... - ..... --. 28, 317 97 
1796 516,442 61 6, 567, 987 94 475,289 60 ..................... $4, 836 13 1, 169, 415 98 
1797 888,995 42 7, 549, 649 6n 575, 491 45 ........................ 83, fi40 tiO :J99, 13!) 29 
1798 1, 021, 899 04 7, 106,061 93 644, 357 95 ......................... 11,963 11 5)ol, 1!!2 81 
1799 617,451 4il 6, 610, 449 31 779, 136 44 ........................ ..................... . .. 86, 187 56 
1800 2, 161, 867 77 9, 080, 9il2 73 809,396 55 $734, 223 97 44:3 75 15:!, 712 10 
1801 2, 623, 311 99 10, 750, 778 93 1' 04fl, 033 43 534,343 38 167, 7:W 06 345,649 15 
1802 3, 295, 391 00 12,438, 235 74 621, 898 89 206, 565 44 188, 628 02 1, 500, 505 86 
1803 5, 020, 637 64 10,479,417 61 215, 179 69 71.879 20 165, 675 69 131, 945 44 
1804 4, 825, 811 60 11, 098, 565 33 50,941 29 50, 198 44 487, 526 79 139, 075 53 
1805 4, 037, 005 26 12, 9i.l6, 487 04 21,747 15 21, 882 91 540, 193 RO 4ll, 382 30 
1806 3, 999, 388 99 14, 667, 698 17 20.101 45 55, 763 86 765,245 n 51, 121 86 
1807 1 4, 538, ] 23 80 15, 845, 521 61 13; 051 40 34,732 56 466, Hi3 27 3!-l, 550 42 
1808 1 9, 64il, 850 07 16, 363, 550 58 8, 190 23 19, 159 21 647, 939 06 21, ll22 8n 1809 9, 941, 809 96 7, 257, 506 62 4, 034 29 7, 517 31 442, 25~ 33 62, 162 57 
1810 3, 848, 056 78 8, 583, 309 31 7, 430 93 12,448 68 696,548 f-2 84,476 84· 
1811 2, 672, 276 57 I 13, 313,222 73 2, 295 95 7, 666 66 1, 040, 237 53 59,211 22 
1812 3, 502, 305 llO 8, 958, 777 53 4, 903 06 859 22 710,427 78 126, 165 17 
1813 3,862,217 41 1 :J, 224, 623 25 4, 755 04 3, 805 52 835, 6fi5 14 271,571 00 
1814 5, 196, 542 00 5, 998, 772 o8· 1. 662, 984 82 2, 219, 497 36 1, 135, 971 09 1 164, 399 81 
1815 1, 121, 848 63 1 7, 282, 942 22 4, 678, 059 07 2, 162, 673 41 ] ' 287, 959 28 285, 282 84 
1816 ] 3, 106, 5!!2 88 36, 306, 874 ~8 5, 124, 708 31 4, 253, 635 09 1, 717, 91l3 Oil 2i3, 7R2 35 
1ll17 22, 033, 519 19 26, 28:!, 348 49 2, 678, 100 77 1, 834, 187 04 1, 991, 2:!0 OG 109,761 08 
1818 14, 989, 465 48 17,176,3!;5 00 955,270 20 264,333 36 2, 606, 564 77 57, 617 71 
1819 1, 478, 526 74 20, 2!-!3, 608 76 229,593 63 il3, 650 78 3, 274, 422 78 57, 098 42 
1820 2, 079, 992 38 15,005,612 15 106, 260 53 31,586 82 1, 635, 871 61 61,338 44 
1821 1, 198, 461 21 13, 004, 447 15 69, 027 63 29,349 05 I, 212, 966 46 I 152, 38!1 43 
1822 1, 681' 592 24 17, 589, 561 94 67,665 71 20, 961 56 1, 803, 51l1 54 452, 957 19 
1823 4, 237, 427 55 19, 08ll, 433 44 34, 242 17 10,337 71 916, 523 10 141, 129 84 
1824 9, 463, 922 ll1 17, 878, 325 71 34, 663 37 6, 201 96 984,418 15 127, 603 60 
1825 1, 946, 5!17 13 20, 098, 713 45 25,771 35 2, 330 85 1, 216, 090 56 130, 451 81 
1826 5, 201, 6:i0 43 23, 341, 331 77 I 21, 589 93 6, 638 76 1, 3&3, 7H5 09 94,588 66 
1827 6, 35R, 686 18 ] 9, 712, 283 29 19, ll85 68 2, 626 90 1, 495, P45 26 l, 315, 722 83 
1828 6, 668, 286 10 23, 205, s2a fl4 17, 451 54 2, 218 ll1 1, 018, 308 75 65,126 49 
1829 5, 972, 435 81 22, 681, 965 91 14, 502 74 11,335 05 1,517,17513 112, 648 55 
1830 5, 755, 7()4 79 21, 922. 391 39 12, 160 62 16,980 59 2, 329, 356 14 73, 227 77 
1831 6, 014, 539 75 24. 224, 441 77 6, 933 51 10, 506 01 3, 210, 815 48 584,124 05 
1832 4, 502, 914 45 28, 465, 237 24 11, 630 65 6, 791 13 2, 623, 3lll 03 270, 410 61 
1833 2, 011, 777 55 29, 032, 508 91 2, 759 00 394 12 3, 967, 682 55 470, Of6 67 
1834 11, 702, 905 31 16, 214, 957 15 4,196 09 19 80 4, 857, 600 69 480,812 32 
1835 8, 892, 858 42 19, 391, 310 59 10,459 48 4, 263 33 14, 757, 600 75 759, 972 13 
1836 26, 749, 803 96 23, 409, 940 53 370 00 728 79 24, 877, 179 86 2, 245, 902 23 
1837 46, 708, 436 00 11,169,290 39 5, 493 84 1, 687 70 6, 776, 236 52 7, 001, 444 59 
1838 ~7, 327, 252 69 16, 158, 800 36 2, 467 27 ..................... 3, 730, 945 66 6, 4(-0. 348 45 
]839 36, 891, 196 94 23, 137, 924 81 2, 553 32 755 22 7, 361, 576 40 9t9, 939 86 
1840 33, 157, 503 68 13, 499, 502 17 1, 682 25 .......................... 3, 411, 818 63 2, 567, 112 28 
1841 29, 963, 163 46 14, 487, 216 74 3, 261 36 .......................... 1, 365, 627 42 1, 004, 054 75 
1842 . 28, 685, 111 OR 18, 187, 908 76 495 00 ......................... 1, 335, 797 52 451, 995 97 
1843 .. 30, 521, 979 44 7, 046, 843 91 103 25 .......................... 898,158 18 285,895 92 
1844 39, 186, 284 74 26, 183, 570 94 1, 777 34 ............. ...... ....... 2, 059, 939 80 1, 075, 419 70 
1845 36, 742, 829 62 27, 528, 112 70 3, 517"12 ............ ........... 2, 077, 022 30 361,453 68 
1846 36, 194, 27 4 81 26, 712, 667 87 2, 897 26 .......................... 2, 694, 452 48 289,950 13 
1847 38, 261, 959 65 23, 747, ~64 66 375 00 .......... .. ... ... ..... 2, 498, 355 20 220, ROS 30 
1848 33, 079, 276 43 31, 757, 070 96 375 00 ........................ 3, 328, 642 56 612,610 69 
1849 29, 416, 612 45 28, 346, 738 82 .......................... ....................... 1, 688, 959 55 685, 379 13 
1850 32, 827, 082 69 39, 668, 686 42 .............................. ........................ 1, 859, 894 25 2, 064, 308 21 
1851 35, 871, 753 31 49,917,567 92 ............................... .......... .............. 2, 352, 305 30 1, 185, 166 11 
1852 40, 158, 353 25 47, 339, 326 62 
··--····--······ 
.......................... 2, 043, 239 58 464, 249 40 
1853 43, 338, 860 02 58, 931, 865 52 ............................ .......................... 1, 667, 084 99 988,081 17 
1854 50, 261, 901 09 64, 224, 190 27 ............. ................ ....................... . 8, 470, 798 39 1, 105, 352 74 
1855 48, !'i91, 073 41 53, 025, 794 21 .............................. ............. ........... 11, 497, 049 07 827,731 40 
1856 47, 777, 672 13 64, 022, 863 50 .......................... ........................ 8, 917,644 93 1, 116, 190 81 
]857 49, 108, 229 80 63, 875, 905 05 ........ ..................... .. .......................... 3, 829, 486 64 1, 259, 920 88 
1858 46, 802, 855 00 41, 789, 620 96 ............................ .................. 3, 513, 715 87 1, 352, 029 13 
1859 35, 113, 334 22 49, 565, 824 38 ........................ .................... 1, 756, 687 30 1, 454, 596 24 
1860 33, 193, 248 60 53, 187, 511 87 .................................. ....................... 1, 778, 557 71 1, 088, 530 25 
1861 32, 979, 530 78 39, 582, 125 M ...................... ....................... 870,658 54 1, 023, 515 31 
1862 30, 963, 857 83 49, 056, 397 6! ......................... . .... 1, 795, 331 73 152,203 77 915, 327 97 
1863 46, 965, 304 87 69, 059, 642 40 37, 640, 787 95 1, 485, 103 61 167,61717 3, 741, 79~ 38 
1864 36, 523, 046 13 102, 316, 152 99 109, 741,134 10 475,648 96 588, 333 29 30, 291, 701 86 
865 134, 433, 738 44 84, 928, 260 60 209, 464, 215 25 1, 200, 573 03 996, 553 31 25, 441, 556 00 1 
*For the ha.lf-ye:1r from .Tan 
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to June 30, 1880, by calendm· yem·s to 1843 and by fiscal years (ended June 30) front that time. 
Dividends. Net ordinary Interest. 
r eceipts. Premiunis. 
Receipts from 




1792 $8,028 00 3, 669. 960 31 . . . . . -- ... . .. - ... . .... -.. 5, 102,498 45 8, 7i2, 458 761 .... - ...... --
1791 ----·-······· $4,409.9fl119.......... . .............. $:!61,391341 $4.771,342 53 ........... . 
17!!3 38,500 00 4, 652,\J2ill4. . ........ . .............. 1,797,272 01 6,450,195151 ........... . 
1794 ' 303, 472 00 5, 4ill. !J04- 87 .. . . .. --- ..... -.. 4, 007, 950 781 9, 439, 855 65 ... -- ...... -
1795 160, 000 00 6, 114. !'i:l4 :i!l $4, !:iOO 00 .. • • .. .. . .. . .. 3, 396, 424 00 9, 515, 758 59 ........... . 
1796 160,000 00 8.lj77. -~~~ 6.'i 4.!,HOO 00
1
...... .... . .. . 320,000 001 88,.~7,4508,.372890 69591.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:::.· 1797 80,960 00 R.G~;.i , 'i!ill !)1 .. .......... . ... 70,000 00 ---
1798 79, 920 001 7, !JUU, 4!15 l'O 78, ()75 001............. 200, 000 001 R, 179, 170 80 ........... -1799 71,040 oo , 7,:>46, 81il :ll ... .. .. .. . .............. 5,000,000 00 1?.546,813 311--··--------
1800 71, 040 oo, 10, 848, 74!J 10 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. --- :.. .. . 1, 565, 229 24 12, 413, 978 341 .. ---- ..... . 
1801 88,800 00 12,935,330 95 10,125 00 .............. ................ 12,945,455 95 ........... . 
180:! 39, 960 oo' 14, 9!t5, 793 95 .. . .. .. • • .. .. • • . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 14, 995, 793 U5 ........... -
1803 ............. 11,064,097 63 ........... .............. ................ 11,064,097 63 ........... . 
1804 . .... -... . . . . 11, 826, 307 38 . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- .. - . . -- .. ---.- . - - .. ----. 11, 826, 307 38 -- ... - ... -. 
1805 -- ........... 13,560,693 20 ..................... - ......... - ...... _._ 13,560,693 20 ........... . 
1806 ............. 15,559,93107 ........... .............. ................ 15,559,93107 .......... .. 
1807 ............. 16,398,019 26 ........... .............. ................ 16,398,019 26 .......... .. 
1808 ............. 17,060,66193 ........... :............ . ............... . 17,060,66193 ........... . 
1809 ............. 7,773,47312 ........... .............. ................ 7,773,473 12 .......... .. 
I810 .. .. .. . • .. .. . 9, ::!84, 214 28 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 2, 750, 000 00 12, 134, 214 28 ........... . 
1,><11 ............. 14,422,634 09 ........... -------------- ------ ---- ------ 1 14,422,634 09 ........... . 
1812 ........ -.... 9, 801' 132 76 ........ --. .. .... .. .. -.. 12, 837, 900 00 22, 639, 032 76 ......... .. 
1813 ............ . 14,340,40995 30000 ............. 26,184,Vl500
1 
40,524,84-!95 ........ , .. . 
1814 ............. 11,181,62516 85 79 .............. 23,317,826 00 34,559,536 95 ........... . 
1815 ............. 15,696,916 82 11,5U 74 $32,107 64 35,220,67140 50,961,237 60
1 
.......... .. 
1816 ...... .. -- .. - 47, 176, 985 6fi 68, 665 1fi 686 091 9, 425, 084 91 57, 171' 4~1 82 ...... - • - .. 
1817 202,426 30 33, 099, 049 74 267,819 14 ........... --- 466, 723 451 33, 8il3, 592 il3 ...... - .. - .. 
18!8 525, 000 OO j 21. 585, 171 04 412 62 .. • • • • .. .. .. .. 8, 353 00 21, 593, 936 66 _ ......... .. 
1819 675,000 00 1 2~,603,374 37 ........... .............. 2,291 00 24,605,665 37 ........... . 
1820 1, 000, 000 00 17, 840, 669 55 -- .• - .. --.. 40, 000 00 3, 000. 824 13 20. 881, 49il 681 .......... .. 
1821 105, ooo oo 14. 573, 379 72 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 5, ooo, 324 oul 19, 573, 70il 72l .......... . 
1822 297, 500 00 20, 2il2, 427 94 ........ - .. .............. .... ........ .. -- 20, 232,427 9~ .......... . 
1823 350, 000 00 20, 5l0, 666 26 --- .. .. .. .. . -.-.- ............ -- ........ -- 20, 540, 666 26, .. - .. - .... .. 
1!\24 350, 000 001 19,381, 212 79 ........ - .. ....... -...... 5, 000, 000 00 24,381, 212 79' .......... .. 
1825 367, 500 oo, 21, 8!0, 858 02 .. -- .... .. .. --- ... -- ---- 5, 000, 000 00 26, 840, 858 02 .... -- ..... . 
lil26 402, 500 00 25, 260, 434 21 --........ .. .. .. .. ....... - ............ - 25, 260, 4:!4 21. .. -- ...... .. 
1R27 420, 000 00 22, 906, 31i3 96 .......... _ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . _ ......... _ .. .. . 22, 966, 36:! 96 ........... . 
182H 455, 000 OOI 24, 763, 629 23 .......... - _ ......... _ .. _ ......... :.. .. .. 24, 7G3, 6:l9 23 ........... . 
1 s29 49o. ooo oo
1
u . 827, 627 38 .... _ ..... . ..... . ....... ·I·._....... . . . . . . 24, 827, 6~7 38 . _ .• __ . _. _ .. 
1830 490, 000 00 24, 844, 116 51 .. -- . - .. - .. .. .. - .. - ........... - .. . . .. . .. . 24. 844, 116 511-- ....... - •• 
1831 490,000 00 28,526,820 82 .......... .............. . ............... 28,526,820 82 ........... . 
1832 490, 000 00 31, 867, 450 66,.... . .. .. .. --- .... - ............ - ...... - .. 31, 867, 450 66 $1, 889 50 
1833 474, 985 00 33, 984, 426 25 .................. - .. . ..... --- .. -........ 33, 948, 426 2.'i ....... .. - .. 
1834 234,349 50 21,791,935 55 .......... - ........................... -.. 21,791, 9:J!l 55 ..... - .... .. 
1835 506,480 82 35,430,087 101........... .............. ................ 35,430,08710 ........... . 
1H36 292, 674 67 50, 826, 796 08 .. • .. . . • .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. 50, 826, 7!l6 08 
1837 ... : .. - .... .. 24, 954, 153 04........... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 2, 992, 989 15 27, 947,142 19 (;3, 288 35 
1838 ............ . 26, 30:l, 561 74 ........... _..... ... .. .. . 12,716,820 86 39.019, 3H2 60 .......... .. 
1839 .. .. .. .. .. .. . 31, 482, 749 61 .. - ....... . ---....... . .. 3, 85i, 276 21 il5, 340, 025 82 1, 458, 782 !l3 
1840 ............. 19,480,115 3a......... .. .............. 5, 589,547 51 25,06!1,662 84 37,469 2;; 
1841 .. .......... 16,860,~60 27 ,........... ............... 13,659,317 38 il0,519,477 65 ........... . 
Hl12 ............ 19,976,197 25........... .............. 14,808,735 64 34,i84,93J 89 11,188 00 
1843 ............ 8.231,001 261........... 71,700 83 12,479,708 36 20,782,410 45 ........... . 
1P44 ............ 29,320,707 78........... 666 60 1,877,18135 31,198,555 73 ........... . 
~t~ :::::::::::: ~~:~~~:~~~ ~~ ~ ::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::1 ~~:~~~:~~~ n ~~ ---~~·.:~~-~~ 
1847 .. .. .. .. .. . . . 26, 467, 403 161 .... -...... 28, 365 91 28, 872, 399 45 55, 368, 168 52 30, 000 00 
1848 .. . .. . .. .. .. . 3'i, 698, 699 ·n .. .. .. .. .. . 37, o8o oo' 21. 256, 100 oo 5o, 992, 47!l 21 ........... . 
1849 .......... - .. 30, ?21, 077 50 .... -. . .. .. 487, 095 48 28, 58~, 750 001 59, 796, 892 98 ... -.-- .... . 
1850 ............. 43, "92, 888 88........... 10. 5;.>0 00 4, 04v, 950 00 47,6-1-9,388 HS ........... . 
1851 .. -- .•. - ... - - 62, 555, 039 331-.......... 4, 264 92 203, 400 001 52, 762, 704 251.--- ....... -
1852 ... •. • ...... . 49, 846, 815 60 ......... T .... • • .. . ...... I 46, 300 00 49, 893, 115 60 .. "• • • .. •" 
1853 .. - .. - .. ---.. 61, 587, 031 681 ..... -.... 22 50 16, 3:i0 00 61, 603, 404 181 103, 301 37 
1854 .. . .. . . • • • • • . 73, 800, 341 40 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 2, 001 67 73, 802, H4H 07 ........... . 
1855 ............. 65,350,574 68,........... .............. 800 00 65,351,374 68 ........... . 
1856 ............. 74,056,699 241--------··· .............. 200 00 74,056,899 24, ........... . 
1857 .. - ....... -.. 68, 965, 312 57 ...... --- ..... -......... . 3, 900 00 68, 969, 212 57 .......... .. 
1858 ... . . .. .. .. .. 46, 655, 365 96........... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 23, 717, 3JO 00 70, 1172, 665 96
1 
.......... . 
1859 .... - .. --.... 52, 777, 107 921 ..... -..... 709, 357 72 28, 287, 500 00 81, 773, 965 64 15, 408 34 
1860 .. .. . .. • • • . .. 56, OM, 599 83 .. . .. . .. . .. 10, 008 001 20, 776, 800 00 76, 841, 407 89 ........... . 
1861 .... . ........ 41,476,299 49,........... 33,630 !101 41,861,709 74 83,371,640 131 ........... . 
1862 ........ -.... 51, 919, 261 09, ..•.. ----.. 68, 400 00 529, 692, 460 50 581, 680, 121 59 11, 110 81 
1863 ............. 112,094,945 51.......... 602,345 44 776,682,36157 889,3i9,652 52 6,000 01 
1864 ............. 243,412,971 201·····------ 21,174,10101.1,128,873,945 361,391!,461,017 57 9,210 40 
1865 .. - .... -- .... 322, 031, 158 19 . .•• - •. -.... 11, 683, 446 89 1, 472, 224, 740 851, 805, 939, 345 93 6, 095 u 
uary 1, 1843, to June 30, 1843. 


































Balance in the I 
Treasury at 
commence-
ment of year. 
$33, 933, 657 89 
160, 817,099 73 
198, 076, 537 09 
] 58, 936, 082 87 
ISS, 781, 985 76 
177, 604, 116 51 
138, 019, 122 15 
134, 666, 001 f-!5 
159, 293, 673 41 
278, 833, 339 54 
172, 804, 061 32 
149, 909, 377 21 
214, 887, 645 88 
286, 591, 453 88 
386, 832, 588 65 
----
................ ..... 
TABLE G.-STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED 
Customs . Internal revenue. Direct tax. Public lands. Miscellaneous. 
$179, 046, 651 58 $309, 226, 813 42 $1, 974, 754 12 $665, 031 03 $29, 036, 314 23 
176,417,810 88 266, 027, 537 43 4, 200, 233 70 1, 163, 575 76 15, 037, 522- 15 
164, 464, 599 56 191, 087, 589 41 1, 788, 145 85 1, 348, 7l5 41 17, 745, 403 59 
180, 048, 426 63 158, 356, 460 86 765, 685 61 4, 020, 344 34 13, 997, 338 65 
194, 538, 374 44 184, 899, 756 49 229,102 88 3, 350, 481 76 ] 2, 942, 118 30 
206, 270, 408 05 143, 098, 153 63 580,355 37 2, 388, 646 68 22, 093, 541 21 
216, 370, 286 77 130, 642. 177 72 ........................ 2, 575,714 19 15, 106, 051 23 
188, 089, 522 70 113, 729, 314 14 315, 254 51 2, 882, 31t 38 17, 161,270 05 
163, 103, 833 69 102, 409, 784 90 ................. 1, 852. 428 93 32, 575, 043 32 
157, 167, 722 35 110, 007, 49:3 58 ...................... 1, 413, 6t0 17 15, 431, 915 31 
148, 071, 984 61 116, 700, 732 03 93,798 80 1, 129, 466 9:i 24, 070, 602 31 
130, 956, 493 07 118, 630, 407 83 ..................... 976,253 68 30, 437, 487 42 
130, 170, 680 20 110, 581, 624 74 ...................... 1, 079,143 37 15, 614, 728 09 
137, 250, 047 70 113, 561, 610 58 ....................... 924,781 06 20, 585, 697 49 
186, 522, 064 60 124, 009, 373 92 30 85 1,016,50fi 60 21, 978, 525 01 
-----------
27,648,756 58i:W5, 564, 319tl 
------
4, 438, 963, 426 40 2, 672, 092, 980 77 323, 428, 360 02 
*Amounts heretofore credited to the Treasurer as 
~.\: 
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STATES frorn Mm·ch 4, 1789, to June 30, 1880, g·c.-Continuecl. 
Net orllinary 
Receipts from 
Dividends. Interest . Premiums. loans and Gross receipts. Una vail-
...: receipts. Treasury able. CIS 
<l) notes. ~ 
1866 .................. $519, 949, 564 38 . ..... ... ...... $38, os3, 055 681 $712, 851, 553 o5
1
$1, 278, ss4, 173 ul $172, o94 29 
1867 ................... 462, 846, 679 92 27, 787, 330 351 640, 426, 910 2!1, 1, 131, 060, 920 561~1, 8:,:7 93 
2, 675, 918 19 
1868 .............. 376, 434, 453 82 29,203,629 50 625,111,433 20 1,030,749,516 52·-···-···---
1R69 ................... 357, 188, 256 09 . ................. 13, 755, 491 12 238, 67ll, 081 061 609, 621, 828 27 *2, 070 73 
1870 ................... 395, 959, 833 87 .............. 15, 295, 643 76 285, 474, 496 00 696, 729, 973 63 ....... 
--
. .... 
1871 ..................... 374, 431, 104 94 ............... 8, 892, 839 95 268, 768, 523 47 652, 092, 468 36 *3, 396 18 
1872 ....................... 364, 394, 229 91 .................. 9, 412, 637 65 305, 0!7, 054 00 679, 153, 921 56 *18, 228 ;;15 
1873 ..................... 322, 177, 673 78 .............. 11, 560, 530 89 214, 931, 017 00 548, 669, 221 67 *3, 047 80 
1R74 .................. 299, 941, 090 84 ................. 5, 037, 665 22 439, 272, 535 46 744, 251, 291 52 12,691 40 
1875 ..................... 284, 020, 771 41 .................. 3, 979, 279 69 387, 971, 556 00 675, 971, 607 10 . ................. 
1876 .................... 290, 066, 584 70 .. ............... 4, 029, 280 58 397, 455, 808 00 691, 551' 673 28 . ............. .. ..... 
1877 .................... 281, 000, 642 00 ...... .......... • ,. , ... 
1 
348, 871, 749 00 630, 278, 167 58 . ............. ... .. 
1878 .................. 257, 446, 776 40 ............... 317, 102 30 404, 581, 201 00 662, 345, 079 79 ... -... -· ..... .... 
1879 ................ 272, 322, 136 83 ............ 1, 505, 047 63 792, 807, 643 00 1, 066, 634, 827 46 
·······-···· 1880 ............ 333, .526, 500 98 110 00 211,-814, 103 00 545, 340, 713 98 . .................. 
-------------
1$9,720,136 29 7, 767,417,979 47 $l85,224 451204, 259,220 83,10,597,293,707 8-?8, 569,456, 132 5912, 661, 856 53 
unavailable, and since recoverell and charged to his account. 
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TABLE H.-STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES of UNITED STATESfTomMal'. 4, 
Year. 
17jll. ....... 
1792 ............ ... 
1793.-.-. ·-----. --· 
1794 .. - ............ 
1795 .. ............ . 
1796 .............. 
1797 ...... ........ 
1798 . .................. 
1799 .•... -- ... · ..•• 
1800 . .••••• . -- ·----
1801 .. -- .... - ... - •. 
1802 .............. 
1803 ........ -
1804 ....... · ........ 
1805.-------.---.--
1806 ............... 
1807- .••••. -.-.---. 
1808 .............. 
1809 .............. 
1810 1~11- ::::::.::::::: 
1812. 
1813 . . ::::::::::::: 
1814. --····- .... ---





18~0. ---···- ---- .• 
1821 .....•.. ---i~~t::::::::::: ~~~ I 
"" .............. 1 1826.- -·--------.--
1827 ............... 
1828- ...... -- . : - .. -




18:l3 . .............. 
1834- ... .... . .. . -- .. 
1835 ............... 
1836.-------- .. ----




1841 .....•...... --. 
1842. -~- ........ . 
]84-3'k .... -- .. -- .. .. 
1F'44 ............. .. 
1845.------.-- ..••. 
1!<46 ---- ... , .. - .•. 
184-7 ........... .. .. 
1848 ... .... - .... ---
1R49 .• .•••. . -.-- -·· 
1850 ............. .. 
1851. ............ .. 
1852 .... -.--- .... -. 
1853. ----·- -···· .. . 
1854 ............ .. 
1855.- •••.. -- ...••. 
1856 ............. .. 
1857 .........•..... 
1858 ........ --.- -· . 
1859 ---- ...... - .. -
1860.- ••••. --- .. ··-
1861 ..••. -. : --- ···-
1862 ..••••. - .•..... 
i~g~_ ::::::::::::::1 
War. Navy. I 
' 
$632, 804 oaf ........ __ .. ... 
1, 1110, 702 09 . --- ... ----. . .. 
1, 130, 249 08 ' .......... - ..... 
2, 639, 097 59 
2, 480, 910 13 
1, 260, 2_63 84-1 
1, 039, 402 46 
2, 009, 522 30 
2, 466, 94-6 98 
2, 560, M78 771 
1, 672, 944 08 
1, 179, 148 25 
8:!2, 055 85 
875,423 93 
712,781 28 
1, 224-, 355 38 
1, 288, 685 91 
2, 900, 834 10 
3, 345, 772 17 
2, 294-, 323 94 
2, 032, 828 19 
11,817,798 24-
19, 652, on o·z 
20, 350, !<06 86 
. 14, 794, 294- 22 
16, 01<!. 096 80 
8, og4-. 236 53 
5, 6~2. 715 10 
ti, 50ti, 300 37 
2, 630, 392 31 
4, 4-61, 291 78 
3, 111, 981 4-8 
3,'096. 924 4-3 
3, 340, 9:-!9 85 
3, 659, 914- 18 
3, 943, 194- ·37 
3, 948, 977 88 
4, 14-5, 5t4- 56 
4-, 7:?4-. 291 07 
4, 767, 128 88 
4-, 841, 835 55 
5, 44-6, 034- 88 
6, 704-, 019 10 
5, 696, 189 38 
5, 759, 156 891 
11, 74-7, 34-5 25 
13, 682, 730 80 
12,807,224 161 8. 916,995 80 
7' 095, 267 p3 
8, 801, 610 24-
6, 610, 438 02 
2, 908, 671 95 11 
5, 218, 183 66 
5, 74-6, 291 281 
10,4-13, 370 58 
35, 840, 030 33 
27, 688, 334 21 
14, 558, 473 26 
9, 687, 024 581 
12, 161, 965 n: 
8, 521, 506 19i 
9, 910, 498 491 
11, 722, 282 87 
14, 648, 074 071 
16, 963, 169 51 
19,159, 150 87 
. 25, 679, 121 631 
23, 154, 720 531 
16, 472, 202 72 
23, 001, 530 67 
389, 173, 562 29 
603, 314, 411 821 




382, 631 89 
1, 381, 34-7 76 
2, 858, OR1 84
1 3, 448, 716 03 
2 111 424 oo[ 
'915: 561 87 
1. 21 5, 230 53 
1, 189, 832 75 
1, 597, 500 00 
1,649,64-L 4-4 
1, 722, 064- 4-7 
1, 884-, 067 80 
2, 427, 758 80 
1, 654, 244 :!0 
1, 965, 566 39 
3, 959, 365 15 
6, 446, 600 10 
7, 311, 290 60 
8, 660, 000 25 
3, 908, 278 30 
i.l, 314, 598 49 
2, 953, 695 00 
3, 847, 640 42 
4-, 387, 990 00 
3, 319, 24-a 06 
2, 224, 458 981 
2, 503, 765 83 
2, 904, 5Hl 561 
3, 04-9, 083 86 
4, 218, !l02 45 
4, 263, 877 45 
3. 918, 786 44 
3, 308, 745 47 
3, 239, 428 61 
3, 856, 183 07 
3, 956, 370 29 
il, 901, 356 75 
3, 956, 260 4-2 
3, 864, 939 06 
5, 807, 718 23 
6, 64-6, 914- 53 
6, 131, 580 53 
6, 182, 294 25 
6, 113, 896 89 
8, 397, 242 9n 
3,727,71153 1 
6, 498, 199 111 
6, 297, 177 891 
6, 455, 013 92 
7, 900, 635 76 
9, 408, 476 02 
9, 786, 705 92 
7, 904, 724 66 
8, 880, 581 38 
8, 918, 842 101 
6, 001, 076 9~ 
11, 067, 789 53 
10, 790, 096 32 
13, 327, 095 11 
14, 074, 834 64 
12, 651, 694 6l f. 
14, 053, 264 64 
14, 690, 927 90 
11, 514, 649 83 
12, 387, 156 52 
42, 640, 353 o9[ 
63 :161 235 31 
85: 704: 963 74: 
Indians. 
$~7. 000 00, 
13,648 i-51 








9, ooo -oo 
94-, ooo ool 
60, 000 00 
116, 500 00 
196, !iOO 00 
2:34-, 200 00 
205,4-25 00 
21i.l, 575 00 
337, 503 84-
177, 6:!5 00 
151,875 00 
277, 845 00 
167, 358 28 
167,394 86 
530, 750 00 
274, 512 16 
319,4-63 71 
50.), 704 27 
463, L"l 39 
315, 750 OL 
477,005 44 
~75, 007 41 
3oO, 781 82 
429, 987 90. 
7;!4, 106 4-4-
743,447 8i.l 
750, 624 88 
705, 084 24 
576,344- 74-
622, 262 4-71 
930, 738 04-
], 352,419 751 
1, 802, 980 93 
1, 003, 953 20 
1' 706, 444 48 
5, 037, 022 88 
4-, 34-8, 036 19 
5, 504, 191 34 
2, 528, 917 28 
2, 331, 794 86 
2, 514, 837 12 
1, 199, 099 68 
578, 371 00 
1, 256, 532 39 
1, 539, 351 35 
1, 027, 693 64 
1, 430, .411 30 
1, 252, 296 81 
1, 374, 161 55 
1, 663, 591 47 
2, 829, 801 77 
3, 043, 576 04 
3, 880, 494 12 
1, 550, 339 55 
2, 772, 990 78 
2, 644, 263 !}7 
4, 354-, 418 87 
4, 978, 266 18 
3, 490, 534 53 
2, 991, 121 54 
2, 865,481 17 
2, 327, 94-8 37 
3, 152, 032 70 
2, ti29, 975 971 
I 
Pensions. Miaoell•noon'. l 
$175, 813 88 $1, OR3, 971 61 
109, 243 15 4, 672, 664 38 
80, 087 81 511, 45i. 01 
81, 399 24 750,350 74 
6~. 673 22 1, 378, 920 66 
100, 84-3 71 801, 84-7 58 
92, :!56 97 L 259,422 62 
104, 84-5 33 1, 139. 524 94-
95,444 03 1, 039, 391 68 
64, 1?0 73 1, 337, 61.3 2:! 
73, 5il3 37 1, 114, 768 45 
85, 440 39 1, 462, 9:!9 40 
62,902 10f 1, 842, 635 76 
so, 09~ 80 2, 191, 009 4-2 
81,1154 59j 3, 76o, 598 75 
81,875 53 2,890,137 01 1 
70, 500 00 1, 697, 897 51 
82, 576 041 1, 423, 285 61 
87, 833 54 1, 215, 80:-l 79 
&1, , .. "I 1, 101, 144 98 75, 043 88 1, 367, 291 4-0 
91, 4-02 10 1, 633, OR!< 211 
8u, 989 91 1, 729, 43.) 61 
90, 164- 36 2, 208, 029 70 
GO, 656 06 2. 898, 870 47 
188, o04 15 2, 989, 74-t 17 
297, 374- 4-3 3, 518, 936 76 
890,719 90 3, 835, 839 51 
2, 415, 939 85 3,067.~ll41 
3, 208, 376 31 2, 5!!2, 021 94-1 
242, 817 25 2, 223, 121 541 
1, 948, 199 40 1. 967, 996 241 
1, 780, 588 52 2, 022, 093 99 
1, 499, 326 59 7, 155, 308 81 
1, 308, 810 57 2, 74-8, !'i4-4- 89 
1, 556, 593 83 2, 600, 177 79 
976, 138 86 2, 713, 476 58 
850, 573 57 3, 676, 052 64 
94-9,594 47 3, 082, 234 65 
1, 363, 297 ill 3, 237, 416 0~ 
1, 170, 665 14 3, 064-, 64-6 10 
1, 184, 422 40 4, 577, 141 4-5 
4, 589, 152 4-0 5, 716, 245 93 
3, 364, 285 311 4, 404, 728 95 
1, 954, 711 32 4-, 229, 698 53 
2, 882, 797 96 5, 393, 279 72 
2, 672, 162 4-5 9, 893, 370 27 
2, 156, 057 29 7, 160, 664 76 
3. 14-2, 750 51 5, 725, 990 89 
2, 603, 562 17 5, 995, 398 96 
2, 388, 4-34 51 6, 4-90, 881 4-5 
•) 1, 378, 931 33 6, 775, 6-4- 61 
8:{9, 041 12: 3, 202, 713 00 
2, 032, 008 991 5, 645, 183 86 
2, 400, 788 11 5, 911, 760 98 
1, 811, 097 56 6, 711,283 89 
1, 744, 883 63 6, 885, 608 35 
1, 227, 496 48 . 5, 650, 851 25 
1, 328, 867 64. 12, 885, 334- 24-
1' 866, 886 02 16, 043, 763 36 
2, 293, 377 221 17, 888, 992 18 
2, 401,858 781 17, 504, 171 45 
1, 756, 306 20 17,463, 068 01 
1, 232, 665 00, 26, 672, 144 68 
1, 477, 612 33: 24, 090, 4-25 43 
1, 296, 2~9 65 31,794,038 87 
1, 310, 380 58 28, 565, 4-98 77 
1, 219, 768 301 26, 400,016 42 
1, 222, 2~2 71 23, 797, 544- 40 
1, 100, 802 32 27, 977, 978 30 
1, 034, 599 73, 23, 327, 287 69 
852, 110 47
1 
21, 385r862 59 
1, 078, 513 36, 23, 198, 382 37 
4, 985, 4-73 90 27, 572,216 87 
* For the half .)l'::tr from Jan-
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Net ordinary ex- Premiums. penditnres. 
$1, 919, 589 52 ............................... 
5, 896, 258 47 ............................. 
1, 749, 070 73 ................................ 
3, 545, 299 00 ............................... 
4, 362, 541 72 ............................... 
2, 551, 303 15 .............................. 
2, 836, 110 52 .............................. 
4, 651, 710 42 ............................... 
6, 480, 166 72 .............................. 
7, 411, 369 97 .......................... 
4, 981, 669 90 ............................... 
3, 737, 079 91 .............................. 
4, 002, 824 24 .............................. 
4, 452, 858 91 ................................ 
6, 357, 234 62 .............................. 
11, 080, 209 36 ............................. 
4, 984, 572 89 .............................. 
6, 504, 338 85 ............................. 
7, 414, 672 14 ............. .................. 
5, 311, 082 28 ......................... 
5, 592, 604 86 ............................. 
17, 829,498 70 ........................... 
28, 082, 390 92 ............................. 
30, 127, 686 38 ............................ 
26, 953, 571 00 .......................... 
23, 373, 432 58 ...... .................. 
15, 454, 609 92 ........................... 
13, 808, 673 78 ......................... 
16, 30\), 273 44 
·------------
13, 134-, 530 57 ........................ 
10, 723, 479 07 ....................... 
9, 827, 643 51 ............................... 
9, 784, 154 59 ....................... 
15,330, 144 71 ........................ 
11, 490, 459 94 ....................... 
13, 062, 316 27 .............................. 
12, 653, 0!)5 65 
... --· .......... -..... 
13, 296, 041 45 .............................. 
12, 641, 210 40 . ....................... 
13, 229, 533 33 ......................... 
13, 864, 067 90 ........................... 
16, 516, 388 77 ............................ 
22, 713, 755 11 ...................... 
18,425,417 25 .......................... 
17, 514, 950 28 ......................... 
30, 868, 164 04 .......................... 
37, 243, 214 24 ........................ 
ll3, 849, 718 08 ............................ 
20, 496, 948 73 ........................ 
24, 139. 920 11 ............................ 
26, 196, 840 29 ............................ 
24, 361, 336 59 ....................... ....... 
11, 256, 508 60 ............................. 
20, 650, 108 01 ........................ 
21, 895, 369 61 $18,231 43 
26, 418, 459 59 .......................... 
53, 801, 569 37 ......................... . 
45, 227, 454 77 ...................... 
39, 933, 542 01 82,865 81 
37, Hi5, 990 09 ......................... 
44, 054, 717 66 69,713 19 
40, 389, 954 56 170,063 42 
44, 078, 1 56 35 4:20,498 64 
51, 967, 528 42 2, 877, 818 69 
56, 310, 197 72 872,047 39 
66, 772, 527 64 385,372 90 
66, 041, 143 70 363,572 39 
72, 330, 437 17 574,443 08 
66, 355, 950 07 ........ ................. 
60, 056, 754 71 ......................... 
62, 616, 055 78 ........................ 
456, 379, 896 81 ........................ 
694, 004, 575 56 ........................ 
811, 283, 676 14 ..••••••.••.• 
uary 1,1843, to .June 30, 1843. 
2F 
Interest. 
$1, 177, 863 03 
2, 373, ()11 28 
2, 097, 859 17 
2, 7 52, 523 04 
2, 947, 059 06 
3, 239, 347 68 
3,172,516 73 
2, 955, 875 90 
2, 815, 651 41 
3, 402, 001 04 
4, 411, 830 06 
4, 239, 172 16 
3, 949, 462 36 
4, 185, 048 7 4 
2, 057, 114 2::! 
3, 368, 968 26 
3, 369, 578 48 
2, 557,074 23 
2, 866, 074 90 
3, 163, 671 09 
2, 585, 435 57 
2, 451, 272 57 
3, 5\:19, 455 22 
4, 593, 239 04 
5, 990, 090 24 
7, 822, 923 34 
4, 536, 282 55 
6, 209, 954 03 
5, 211, 730 56 
5, 151, 004 32 
5, 126, 073 79 
5, 172, 788 79 
4, 922, 475 40 
4, 943, 557 93 
4, 366, 757 40 
3, 975, 542 95 
3, 486, 071 51 
3, 098, 800 60 
2, 542, 843 23 
1, 912, 574 93 
1, 373, 748 74 











523, 583 91 
1, 833, 452 13 
1, 040, 458 18 
842,723 27 
1, 119, 214 72 
2, 390, 765 88 
3, 565, 535 78 
3, 782, 393 03 
3, 696, 760 75 
4, 000, 297 80 
3, 065,832 74 
3, 070, 926 69 
2, 314,464 99 
1, 953, 822 37 
1, 593, 265 23 
1, 652, 055 67 
2, 637, 649 70 
3, 144, 120 94 
4, 034, 157 30 
13, 190, 344 84 
:l4, 729, 700 62 
53, 685, 421 69 
Balance in 
.Public ucbt. Gross expenui· 'fh:a~~d ~} tnres. 
the year. 
$699,984 23 $3,797,436 78 $973,905 75 
()93, 050 25 8, 962, 920 00 783, 444 51 
2, 033, 048 07 6, 479, 977 97 753,661 69 
2, 743, 771 13 9. 041,593 17 1, 151, 924 17 
2, 841, 039 37 10, 151, 240 15 510,442 61 
2, 577, 120 01 8, 367, 776 84 888,995 4~ 
2, 617,250 12 8, 625, 877 37 1, 021, 899 0~ 
!)70, 032 09 8, 58H, 618 41 617,451 43 
1' 700, 578 84 11, OO:J, 396 !J7 2, 101, 867 77 
1, 138, 503 11 11, 952, 534 12 2, 623, 311 99 
2, 879, 876 98 12, 273, 376 94 3, 295, 3!)1 00 
5, 294, 235 24 13, 270, 487 31 5, 020, 697 64 
3, 300, 097 07 11, 258, 983 67 4, 8:J5, 811 60 
3, 977, 200 07 12, 615, 113 72 4, 037, 005 26 
4, 583, 960 03 13, 598, 309 47 3, 99!1, 388 99 
5, 572,018 64 15, 021, 196 26 4, 538, 123 80 
2, 938, 141 62 11, 292, 292 99 9, 643, 850 07 
7, 701, 288 9t> 16, 762, 702 04 9, 941, 809 96 
3, 580, 479 26 13,867,226 30 3, 848, 056 78 
4, 835, 241 12 13, 309, 994 49 2, 672, 276 57 
5, 414, 564 43 13, 592, 604 86 3, 502, 305 80 
1, 998, 349 88 22, 279, 121 15 3, 862,217 41 
7, 508, 068 22 39, 190, 520 36 5, 190, 542 00 
3, 307, 304 90 38, 028, 230 32 1, 727,848 63 
6, 038, 832 11 39, 582, 493 35 13, lOG, 5!)2 88 
17, 048,139 59 48, 244, 495 51 22, 033, 519 19 
20, 886, 753 57 40, 877, 646 04 14, 989, 465 48 
15,086, 247 59 35, 104, 875 40 1, 478, 526 74 
2, 492, 195 73 24, 004, 199 73 2, 079, 992 38 
3, 477,489 96 21, 763, 024- 85 1, 198, 461 21 
3, 241, 019 83 1!), 090, 572 69 1, 081, 592 24 
2, 676, 160 33 17,670, 592 63 4, 237, 427 55 
607,541 01 15,314, 171 00 9, 4G3, 922 81 
11' 624, 835 83 31, 898, 538 47 1, 946, 5!J'T 13 
7, 728, G87 38 2:\, 585, 804 72 5, 201, 650 43 
7, 065, 539 24 24, 103, 398 46 6, 358, 6S6 18 
6, 517, 5!)6 88 22, 656, 764 04 6, 668, 286 10 
9, 06-l-, 637 47 25, 459, 479 52 5, 972, 435 81 
9, 860, 304 77 25, 044, 358 40 5, 755, 704 79 
9, 443, 173 29 24, 585, 281 55 6, 014,530 75 
14, 800, 029 48 30, 038, 446 12 4, 502,914 45 
17,067,747 79 34, 356, 698 06 2, 011, 777 55 
1, 239, 746 51 24,257, 298 49 11, 702, !)05 31 
5, 974,412 21 24, 601, 982 44 8, 892, 858 42 
328 20 17, 573, 141 56 26,749, 803 96 
----------------
30, 868, I 64 04 46, 708, 436 00 
21,822 91 37, 265, 037 15 37,327, 252 6!:1 
5, 590, 723 79 39, 455, 438 35 36, 891, 190 9! 
10, 718, 153 53 37, 014, 936 15 33, 157,503 08 
3, 912, 015 62 28, 226, 533 81 29, 963, 103 46 
5, 315, 712 19 31, 797, 530 03 28, 685, 111 08 
7, 801, 9DO 09 32, 936, 876 53 30, 521, 979 44 
338,012 64 12, 118, 105 15 39,186, 284 74 
11, 158. 450 71 33, 642, 0.10 85 36, 742, 8'29 62 
7, 536, 349 49 30, 490, 408 71 36, 194, ::l74 81 
371,100 04 27, 632, 282 90 38, 261, 959 65 
5, 600, 067 65 60, 520, 851 74 33, 079, 276 43 
13, 030, 922 54 60, 655, 143 19 29, 410, 612 45 
12, 804, 478 54 50, 386, 422 74 32,827, 082 69 
3, 056, 335 14 44, 604, 718 26 35, 871, 753 31 
654,912 71 48, 476, 104 31 40, 158, 353 25 
2, 152, 293 05 46, 712, 608 83 43, 338, 860 02 
6, 412, 574 01 54, 577, 061 74 50, 261, 901 09 
17, 550, 896 951 75, 473, 170 75 48, 591, 073 41 
G, 662, 065 86 60, 164, 775 96 47, 777, 672 1!S 
3, 014, 618 66 72, 726, 341 57 49, 108, 229 80 
3, 276, 606 01 71, 274, 587 37 46, 802, 855 00 7, 505, 250 82 82, 062, 180 7 4 35, 113, 334 22 
14, 685, 043 15 83, 678, 642 92 33, 193, 248 60 
13, 854, 250 00 77,055, 125 65 32, 979, 530 78 
18,737, 100 001 85, 387, 313 08 30, 963, 857 83 
96, 097, 322 091 505, uG7, 5G3 74 46, 905, 304 87 
181,081,635 071 899, 815, 911 25 36,523, 046 13 
430, 572, 014 03 1, 295, 541, 111 86134, 433, 738 44 
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T .ABLE H.-STATEMENT of the EXPENDITURES of the UNITED 
I I Mi"ellaneon• Year. War. Navy. Indians. Pensions. 
1865. ----··. ·---.-. $1,030,690,400 06 $122,617,434 07 $5, 059, 360 71 $16, 347, 621 34 $42, 989, 383 10 
18G6 .••••••.••.•••. 283.15 •• 676 .. 
1 
"· 285, 662 " 3, 295, 729 32 15, 605, 549 88 40, 613,114 17 
-----
119, 607, 656 011 643, 604, fi54 33 3, 568, 638, 312 28 717, 551, 816 3{ 103, 3()9, 211 42 
*3, 621, 780 07 *77, 992 17 k53, 286 61 *!), 737 87 *718,_ 769 52 
----------------
110, 617, 393 .. , 644, 323, 323 85 3, 572, 260, 092 35 717, 629, 808 5(; 103, 4~2. 498 03 
1867 ..•.•.•.••.••.. 95, 224, 415 63 31,034, on 04 4, 612, 531 77 20, 936, 551 71 51, 110, 223 72 
1868 ..••....•••.•. - 123, 246, 648 62 25, 775, 502 7'2 4, 100, 682 32 23, 782, 386 78 53, 009, 867 67 
1869 ...•••..••...•. 78, 501, 990 61 20, 000, 757 97 7, 042, 923 06 28,476, 621 78 56,474,061 53 
1870. ----······ .•.. 57, 655, 675 40 21, 780, 229 87 3, 4!J7, 9;)8 15 28, 340, 202 17 53, 237,461 56 
1871 .. -----········ 35, 799, 991 82 19, 431, 027 21 7, 426, 997 44 34, 443, 894 88 60, 481, 916 23 
1872 ..•... --·--··. 35, 372, 157 20 21, 249, 809 9[ 7, OGl, 728 82 28, 533, 402 76 60, 984, 757. 42 
1873'. -····-- .. -- •.. 46, 323, 138 31 23, 526, 256 7!: 7' 931, 704 88 29, 359, 426 86 73, 328, 110 06 
1874 ....... ----- ••. 42, 313, 927 22 30, 932, 587 4~ 6, 692,462 O!l 29, 038, 414 66 85, 141, 593 61 
1875 .. - •••• --.-- . -- 41, 120, 645 98 21, 497, 626 27 8, 384, 656 82 29, 4:i6, 216 22 71, 070, ?02 9il 
1876 ....... --·-···· 38, 070, 888 64 18, 963, 30!1 S:e: 5, 9G6, 558 17 28, 257, 395 69 73, 599, 661 04 
1877 ........... - •. 37, 082, 735 90 14, 959, 935 3(; 5, 277, 007 22 27. 963, 752 27 58, 926, 532 53 
1878 •..•.. -- -- - ••. 32, 154, 147 85 17, 365, 301 3i 4, 629, 280 28 27, 137,019 08 53, 177, 703 57 
1879. ··-··-. -· -· ... 40, 425, 660 73 15, 125, 126 84 5, 206, 109 08 35, 121, 482 39 6:>, 741, 555 49 
1880 ..••••••••..•.. 38, 116, 916 22 13, 536, 984 74 5, 945, 457 09 56, 777, 174 44 54, 71:3, 529 76 
------------------------------
4, 313, 669, 032 48,1, 012, 808, 275 9i 187, 158, 535 22 547, 241, 335 57,1, 515, 321, 001 02 
* Outstanding 
NOTE.-Tbis statement is made from warrants paid by the Treasurer up to .Tune 30,1866. The out-
balance reporteu in the Treasury at the end of 1879 anu 1880 are included the amounts of $28,101,644.91 
the uooks of tho Register's Office, which amounts have been ueducted by the Treasurer of the United 
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ST.1TES front Mm·ch4, 1870, to June 30, 1880, l)·c.-Continued. 
Balance in 
Year. Net ordinary ex- Premiums. Interest. Public debt. Gross expendi- ~{~a~~J~i penilitnres. tures. 
tho year. 
1865 $1, 217, 704, 109 28 $1, 717, 900 11 $77, 305, 090 30 $600, 616, 141 68 $1, 906, 433, 331 37 $33, 933, 657 89 
1866 "'· , ... ""'I "· .,. 51 133, 067, 624 91 620, ~fi3, 249 10 1, 139, 344, 081 93 lG5, ~01, 634 7G --------------------
5, 152, 771' 550 43 7' 611, 003 56 502,689, 519 27 2, 374, 677, 103 12 8, 037, 749, 176 :18 
---·---·--· --
*4, 481, 566 24 . ----- . --- ... *2, 888 481 *100 31 *4, 484, 5()5 03 "4, 484, 555 03 
5, Hi7, 253, 116 67 7, 611, 003 ()6 502, 692,407 75 2, 374, 077,203 43 8, 042, 2:J3, 731 41 160, 817, 009 73 
1867 202, 9-!7, 733 87 10,813, 340 38 143, 781, 501 91 733, 536, 080 11 1, 093, 070, G55 27 l!JS, 076, 537 09 
1868 229, 0151 088 11 7, 001, 151 04 140, 424, 045 71 602, 540, 685 88 1, 069, 88!), 970 74 158, 036, 082 87 
1869 100, 406 354 05 1, 674. 680 05 130, 694, 242 l'O 261, 912,718 31 584, 777, !JOG 11 183, 781, 985 76 
1870 164, 4:n: 507 15 15, 096, 555 60 120, 235, 408 00 303, 2:)4, 282 13 702, 007, 842 88 177, 604, 116 51 
1871 157, 583, 827 58 9, 016, 794 74 125, 570, 565 93 300, 503, 670 65 601, 680, 858 90 13!l, 01!1, 122 15 
1872 153, 201, 850 19 G, 958, 266 76 117, 357, 830 72 405, 007, 307 54 682, 515, 270 21 134, 666, 001 85 
1873 180, 488, 636 90 5, 105,919 99 104, 750, 688 44 233, 600, 352 58 524, 044, 507 01 150, 203, 673 41 
1874 104, 118, 985 00 1, 305, 073 55 107, 110, 815 21 422, 065, 060 23 724, 698, 933 99 178, 833, 339 54 
1875 171, 520, 848 27 
·-·-·--·- --· -
103, 093, 544 57 407, 377, 492 48 682, 000, 885 32 172. 804, 061 32 
1876 164, 8G7, 813 36 ..................... 100, 243, 271 23 449, 345, 272 so 714, 446, 357 30 Wl, 9C9, 377 21 
1877 144, 209, 963 28 ..................... 97, 124, 511 58 3~3, 965, 424 05 565, 200, 808 91 :?14, 887, 645 o8 
1878 134, 463, 452 15 .................... 102, 500, 874 65 353, 676, 044 90 500, 641, 271 70 ::!o6, 501, 453 88 
1870 161, 61 !J, 034 53 .................. 105, 327, 949 00 600, 445, 800 16 966, 393, 602 6D 386, 832, 588 65 
1880 169, 090, 062 25 2, 705, 320 42 9:i, 757, 575 11 432, 590, 280 41 700, 233, 238 l!J 231, 940, 064 44 
---------------------------
7, 576, 198, 180 26,68, 368, 115 0912, 105, 680,421 6118, 584, 607,484 66 18, 334, 854, 201 62 ........... ........... 
warrants. 
st~nuing warrants are then added, and the statement is by warrants issued from that date. In the 
deposited with tlle States and $47,007.65 arising from deficiency in the Treasurer's Office, transferred to 
St.'l.tes, lmwing a net balru1Ce of co>ered money'S, u.s per his books, of $203,791,321.88. 
TABLE I.-STATEMENT showing the CONDITION of the SINKING-FUND j1·orn its instit1ttinn in Ma.y, lBOO, to and including Ju.ne 30, 1880. 
Dn. THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY IN ACCOUNT WITH SINKING-FUND. Cn. 
July I, 1868 
Juno 30, 1869 
To ! of 1 per cent. on the principal of the public debt, 
being for the three months from April1 to Juno 30, 
1868 .................................. . ............ . 
To interest on $8,6!)1,000, being amount of principal of 
public debt purchased during fiscal year 1869 on this 
account ............................ • ................ .. 
Balance to new account ............................. .. 
July 1,18691 To 1 per cent. on the principal of the public debt on 
June 30, 1869, $2,588,45~,213.94 ...................... . 
June 30,1870 To interest on $8,691,000, amount of redemption in 1869 .. 
July 1,1870 
June 30, 1871 
To intert.st on $28,151,900, amount of principal of public 
debt purchased during fiscal year 1870 on this account. 
To balance from last yoal' ............................. . 
To 1 per cent. on tho principal of tho public debt on 
June 30, 1870, $2,480,672,427.81. ..................... .. 
'l'o interest on redemption of 1869, $8,691,000 ...•....... 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900 ......... . 
$6, 529, 219 (}3 
196, 590 00 
672, 020 23 
7, 397, 829 86 
25, 884, 522 u 
521,460 00 
1, 254, 897 00 
27, 660, 879 14 
744,711 80 
24, 806, 724 28 
521,460 00 
1, 689, 114 00 
1, 557, 264 50 
To interest on $29,936,250, amount of principal of public 
debt purchased during fiscal year 1871 on this account.·------
July 1,1871 
June 30, 1872 
To balance from last :rear .........................•..•. 
To 1 per cent. on the principal of the public debt on 
June 30, 1871, $2,353,211,332.32 ....................... . 
To interest on redemption of 1809, $8,691,000 ...•....... 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $:!8,151,900 ......... . 
To interest on redemption of 1871, $29,936,250 . . . . .... . 
To interest on redemption of $32,618,450, amount of 
principal of public debt purchased during fiscal year 
1872 on this account .................... . 
To balance to new account. 
29, 319, 274 58 
257,474 32 
23, 532, 113 32 
521,460 00 
1, 689, 114 00 
1. 796, 175 00 
2, 059, 325 50 
2, 823, 891 46 
32, 679, 553 60 
June 30, 1869 I By amount of principal purchased, $8,691,000, including 
$1,000 donation, estimated iu gold .............. __ ... 
By accrued interest on the amount of purchases in 1869. 
$7, 261, 437 30 
136,3'J2 56 
7, 397, 829 86 
July 1,18691 By baL'lnco from last year.............................. 672, 020 23 
Juno 30,1870 Bvamountofprincipalpurchascd, $28,151,900, estimated 
'ingold........... . .................................. 25,893,143 57 
By accrued interest on account of purchases in 1870... 351,003 54 
By balance to new account............................. 744,711 80 
June 30,18711 B>amountofprincipalpurchased, $29,936,250, estimated 
'in gold._ ........................................... . 
By accrued interest on account of purchases in 1871 .. . 
By balance to new account .......................... .. 
June 30,18721 B:ramountofprincipalpurchased, $32,618,450, estimated 
1n gold ............................................. . 
By accrued interest on account of purchases in 1872 .. . 
27, 660, 879 14 
28, 694, 017 73 
367,782 53 
257,474 32 
29, 31!l, 274 58 
32, 248, 645 22 
430,908 38 



































July 1, 1872 
June 30,1R73 
July 1,1873 
Juno 30, 187 4 
July 1,1874 
June 30,1875 
To 1 per cent. on the ])rincipnl of the public debt on 
Juno 30, 1872, $2,253,251,328.78. ___ __ _ ......•......•••. 
To interest on redemption of 1869, $8,691 ,000 _ .....•.•.. 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900 . • __ .... . 
To interest on r edemption of 1871, $20,936,250 _ ........ . 
To interest on redemption of 1872, $32,618,450 _ .. __ .... . 
To interest on redemption of $28,678,000, nmount of 
principal of public debt purchased during fiscal year 
1873 on this account- .. -........•......•...... _ .. _ .... 
To balance to now account ....•.. 
To 1 per cent. on the principal of the public debt on 
June30, 1873, $2,234,482,093.20 ..............•..•....•. 
To interest on redemption of 1869, $8,691,000 .......... . 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900 _ ........ . 
To interest on redemption of l871, $29,936,250 _. __ ..... _ 
To interest on redemption of 1872, $32,618,450 _ .. _ ..... . 
'.ro interest on redemption of 1873, $28,678,000 _. _. __ ... _ 
To interest on redemption of $12,936,450, amount of 
principal of public debt purchased during fiscal year 
1874 on this account ..........•. _ ........ . 
To 1 per cent. on tho principal of the public debt on 
Juno 30, 187 4, $2,251,600,468.43 _ .. _ .. ___ .. . .........•. 
To intere:~t on redemption of 1869, $8,691,000.---- ..... . 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900 ..•.•..... I ' 
To interest on redemption of 1871, $29,036,250 ........ . 
To interest on redemption of 1872,· $32,618,450 ......... . 
To interest on redemption of 1873, $~8,678,000 . .•....... 
To interest on redemption of 1874, $12,936,450 ......... . 
To interest on redemption of $25,170,400, amount of 
principal of pub}ic qebt "paid" during fiscal year 
1875 on this account .••. . .•..............•••.•.....••. 
22, 532, 513 29 
521,460 00 
1, 689, 114 00 
1, 796, 175 00 
1, 957, 107 00 
1, 725, 881 50 
1, 451, 588 95 
31, 673, 839 74 
22, 344, 829 93 
521,460 00 
1, 689, 114 00 
1, 796, 175 00 
1, 957, 107 00 
1, 720, 680 00 
823,082 00 
30,852, 447 93 
22, 516, 904 68 
521,460 00 
1, 689, 114 00 
1, 796, 175 00 
1, 957, 107 00 
1, 720, 680 00 
776, 087 00 
541,973 50 
31, 519, 501 18 
July 1,1872 1 By balance from lnst year ... _ ... _ .....•.....•... . .. _ .. _ 
Juno 30,1873 B~·amonntofprincipalpurchased, $28,678,000, estimated 
1n gold ...•.. · ·· - - ----------······· · ·········· · ······· 
By accrued interest on account of purchases in 1873 ... 
July 1, 1873 I By balance from last year _ .•.•••.•......•••••••.....•.. 
June 30,1874 1 Byamountofprincipalpurchased, $12,036,450, estimated 
in gold ... . . .. ... . ............•............•..... . .•.. 
By accrued interest on account of purchases in 1874 .. _ 
By balance . . .............•.. 
June 30,18751 By amount of principal redeemed, estimated in gold ... 
By accrued interest on account of redemption in 1875 .. 
By balance 
2, 823, 891 46 
28, 457, 562 83 
392,385 45 
31, 673, 839 74 
1, 451, 588 95 
12, 872, 850 74 
222,586 28 
16, 305, 421 !J6 
30, 852,447 93 
25, 170, 400 00 
353,061 56 
5, ll96, 039 62 










































Juno 30, 1878 
TABLE i.-STATEMENT 8lwwing tlle CONDITION of the SIN KtNG-FUND, g·c.-Continued. 
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY IN ACCOUNT WITH SINKING-FUND. 
To 1 per cent. on the p1 incipal of the public debt on I Juno 30, 1876 By amount of principal redeemed, estimated in gold _- _ 
June 30, 1875, $3 232,~84,G3l.D:J .. _. __ ... _ .. __ .. __ .. __ . $22,322,845 32 By accrued interest on account of redemption in 1876 __ 
To interest on redemption of 186!l, $8,G!l1,000 .. ___ ·--- _. 521,460 00 lly amount of fractional cuiTency redeemed ... --- .•.• - -
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900. __ . _____ . 1, 68!l, 114 00 By amount oflegal-tenders redeemed . ----------- - __ ---
'l'o interest on redemption of 1871, $2!l,!l36,250 ..... _. _ _ _ 1, 7!l6, 17:3 00 By amount of certificates of indebtedness redeemed.- .. 
To interest on redemption of 1872, $32,618,450 .... ----.. 1, 957,107 00 By balance ..... --- .• -- .... -·---- ...... --.--. 
To interest on redemption of 187(!, $28,678,000. __ . .... .. 1, 720,680 00 
To interest on redemption of 1874, $L2,!l3G,450 .•. _ ·--. _. 776, ()87 00 
To interest on redemption of 1875, $25,170,400. _ .. _. ___ . 1, 510, 224 00 
To interest on redemption of $32,183,488.00, amount of 
piincipal of public debt "paid" lluring fiscal year 
1876 on this account. __ .. _ ... __ . ___ ... _._- .. _ ... ..••.. 1 1, 291, 083 50 
33, 584, 775 82 
CR. 
$18, 444, 050 00 
257,517 91 
7, 062, 142 O!l 
5, 9!)9, 2!)6 00 
678,000 00 
1, 143; 76!) 82 
33, 584, 775 82 
To 1 per cent. on the llrincipal of the public debt on June 30, i877 By amount of principal redeemed, estimated in gold .. _ === By accrued interest on account of redemption in 1877 _. 
447,500 00 
5, 776 52 
14, 043, 458 0:3 
10, 007, !);)2 00 
Juno30, 1876, $2,180,il!l5,0G7.15 -·- ---··--·-·-·····-· 
To interest on redemption of 1860, $8,601,000 ..• - _. ____ . 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151, !lOO.-- .. __ -.-
To interest on redemption of 1871, $2!l,!l36,250 . . _. _____ _ 
To interest on redemption of 1872, $32,618,450 ___ .. ____ _ 
To interest on redemption of Ul73, $28,678,000 . __ .. _. __ _ 
To interest on redemption of 1874, $12,936,450 ___ .. ____ _ 
To interest on redemption of 1875, $25,170,400 . _ ... -•.. 
To interest on redemption of 1876, $32,183,488.09 .. __ . _ 
To interest on redemption of $24,498,910.05, amount of 
principal of public debt "paid" during fiscal year 
1877 on this account. __ - ... __ .. __ .. 
To 1 per cent. on the principal of the public debt on 
June 30, 18i7, $2,205,il01,302.10. _____ . ____ . __ . _ .. --- _.-
To interest on redemption of 1860, $8,6Dl, 000. __ . ___ .. -. 
To interest on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900 ___ .. - ••.. 
To interest on redemption of 1871, $29,936,250 . __ . _-----
To interest on redemption of 1!;72, $32,618,450. __ ..•. - .. 
'l'o interest on redemption of 1873, $28,078,000 . • • . ----. 
'l'o interest on redemption of 1874, $12,936,450. _ . . -----· 
To interest on redemption of 1875, $25,170,400.- _. _ ·---. 
'l'o interest on redemption of 18i6, $32,183,4!:18.00. _ ..•• --
To inLerest on redelhption of 18i7, $24,498,Dl0.05. ___ . ---
To interest on redemption of $17,012,634.57, amount of 
principal of public debt "paid" during fiscal year 
1878 on this account.-·-- ...... -.- .. 
21, 803, 950 67 
521,460 00 
1, 689, 114 00 
1, 706,.175 00 
1, 957, 107 00 
1, 720, 680 00 
776,087 00 
. 1, 510, 224 00 
1, 931, 009 28 
24,026 25 
33, 72!l, 833 20 
22, 053, 013 92 
521, 400 00 
1, 089, 114 0(1 
1, 7!lli,175 ~0 
1, !l57, 107 00 
1, 720, 680 00 
776,087 00 
1, 510, 224 00 
1, !l31, 009 28 
1, 469, 934 60 
4,107 00 
35, 42!l, 001 80 
June30, 1878 
By amount of fractional currency redeemed.- ... ------. 
By amount of legal-tenders redeemed . _ ... -... -.--.----
By balance .•••• -e·-· _ ...... _ ---.-. !l, 225, 146 63 
33, 72!l, 833 20 
By amount of principal redeemed, estimated in gold ... === 
By accrued interest on account of redemption in 1878 __ 
73, !)50 00 
809 92 
3, 855, 368 57 
13, 083, 310 00 
18, 415, 557 31 
By amount of fractional currency redeemed. __________ _ 
By amount of legal-tenders redeemed ___ .•••••..•.. _ ••. I By balanoo ••..••...•...••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• 


































June 30, 1870 
Jnly 1,1879 
June 30, 1880 
To 1 per cent. on the princi'pal of the public debt on 
June 30, 1878. $2,236,205,892.il3 . ...................... . 
To interest on redemption of 1869, $8,691,000 . ......... . 
To in tCI·est on redemption of 1870, $28,151,900 ......... . 
To interest on reuemption of 1871, $29,936,250 .......•.. 
To intereet on reuemption of 1872, $32,618,450 ..•....... 
To interest on redemption of 1873, $28,078,000 .••....... 
To interest on reuemption of 1874, $12,936,450 ......... . 
To interest on redemption of 1875, $25,170,400 ......... . 
To interest on redemption of 1876,$32,183,488.09 ....... . 
To interest on redemption of 1877,$24,498,910.05 ....... . 
To interest on redemption of 1878, $17,012,034.57 ..•.... . 
To interest on redemption of $723,662.99, amount of 
principal of public debt "paid" during fiscal year 
187!> on this account ...•.• 
To 1 per cent. on the principal of the public debt on 
Jtme30, 1879, $2,349,567,482.04 ..................... . 
'I o balance from fiscal year 187 4...... . $16, 305, 421 96 
To balance from fiscal year 1875.. .. . •• 5, 996, 039 G2 
To bnlance from fiscal :year 1876. . . . • . • 1, 143, 7G9 82 
To balance from fiscal year 1877....... 9, 225, 146 G3 
To balance from fiscal year 1878....... 18, 415, 557 31 
To balance from fiscal year 1879. . . . . . . 36, 231, 632 87 
To interest on redemption of 1860, $8,091,000 ..... : .. ... 
To interest on redcmp~ion of 1870, $2R, 151,000 ..•...•... 
To internst on redcmptioJ;t of 1871, $20,6BG,250 .•........ 
To iutcrt)ilt on reuemption of 1872, $32,618,450 ......... . 
To interest on redemption of 1873, $28,078,000 ......... . 
'to interest on redemption of 1874, $12,936,450 ..•....... 
To interest on redemption of 1875, $25,170,400 .....••••. 
To intcre~t on redemption of 1876,$32,183,488.09 ....... . 
To interest on rr.dcmption of 1877, $24,498,!l1o:o5 ....... . 
To interest on redemption of 1878, $l7,012,G34.57 ....... . 
To intc1·est. on redemption of 1879, $723,GG2.99 ......... . 
To iutl"rellt on redemption of $73,904,017.41, amount of 
22, 562. 058 93 
521,460 00 
1, G8!J, 114 00 
1,796,175 00 
1, 937, 107 00 
1, 720, 680 00 
776,087 00 
1, 510, 224 00 
1, 931, 009 28 
1, 469, 934 60 
1, 020,758 07 
996 75 
36, 955, G04 63 
23, 495, 674 82 
87, 317, 568 21 
521,460 00 
1, 689, ll4 00 
1, 796, 175 00 
1, 957, 107 00 
1, 720, G80 00 
776,087 00 
1, 510, 224 00 
1, 931, 009 28 
1, 469, 9-34 (jl) 
1, 020, 758 07 
43,419 78 
principal of 1mblic debt "paid" during fiscal year 
1880 on this account .......•.....•.•••...........•.... 1 2, 203,806 45 I 
127, 453, 018 21 -1 
Juno 30, 1879 1 n.1 amount of principal rouccmocl, cstimatl"cl in goltl ... 
l~y accrued interest on account of redemption in 1879 .. 
By amount of fractional currency redeemed .....•...... 




36, 231, G32 87 
36, 955, 604 63 
June 30,1880 1 By amount of principal redeemed in 1880 ........ -...... 73 m 900 00 
By accrued interest. on acc~nmt of redemption in 1880 . . '935: 931 GO 
By amount o~ prc~mm pa1tl.---- .. . -.. -- ---.-----.--.. 2, 795, 320 42 
By amount of tract10nal currency redeemetL...... .. . . . 251, 717 41 
Bybalance............................................. 49,817,128 78 



































TABLE K.-ST.ATEMENT showing the PURCHASE of BONDS on account of the SINKING-FUND clu1·ing each fiscal yem· from its institution in 
May, 1869, to mul including June 30, 1880. 
Year ended- \ Principal re-I Premi~m paid I Net cost in \ Net co.st esti-deemed. · currency. mated m gold. Interest due I Accrued inter-~ Balance of in-at close of est pai<l in terest due at fiscal year. coin. close of fiscal 
year. 
.TUNE 30, 1869. 
Five-twenties of 1862 .........•........ 
]'ive-twentie~:~ of March, 1864 ................. . 
Five-twenties of .Tnne, 1864 ..................... . 
Five-twenties of 1865 ......... . .......•.............•........ 
Consols, 1865 . ...... . 
Consols, 1867 ............ . 
Consols, 1868. 
Five-twenties of 1862 ...... . ..••........•••••.• . ••.••.•..... . 
Fh'e-twenties of March, 1 ~64 .••... 
Five-twenties of .Tune, 1864 .......... . .......... . ••••....... 
Five-twenties of 1865 ..... . ......... . 
Consols, 1865 . ... . ...............••....•...•.....••........•• . 
Consols, 1807 ....................................•.•.......•.. 
Consols, 1868 ......••.•............... . .•..•...•........•..••. 
Total. ..... 
.TUNE 30, 1871. 
Five-twenties of 1862 .......................... .. 
Five-twenties of March, 1864 ..•..... . .....•••....•...•...... 
Five-twenties of June, 1864 ...•........•....•....•.•..••..... 
Five-twenties of 1865 ..............•.... 
Con sols, :t86.j . ............................................... . 
Consols, 1867 ..... • .••••............. 
Consols,1868 .. . ...•.•.. 
Total ••••••••••••.••..••.•••••• 
$1, G21, 000 00 
70,000 00 
1, 051, 000 00 
465,000 00 
461, 000 00 
4, 718, 000 90 





73, 7::!6 80 
749,208 08 
49,442 50 
$1, 874, 822 84 
81,725 00 
1, 212, 940 45 
539,969 00 
534,736 80 
5, 467, 208 08 
354,442 50 
$1, 349, 070 02 
57,552 82 
873,205 61 
387, 506 28 
387, 003 26 




10, 510 00 
4, G50 00 
13,830 00 




1 470 42 
2: G83 54 
429 01 
116,0:32 35 
8, 173 08 
$8,825 40 
481 37 
9, OJ!) 58 
1, 9G6 4G 
13, 400 OG 
25, 507 65 
076 02 
I •-----
8, 691, ~ 00 I 1, 374, 85~-67 I 10, ~65, 850 07 I 7, 261, 437 30 I 19G, 590 00 ! 136, 39~ 56 I GO, 197 44 
3, 542, 050 00 
85,000 00 
3, 971, 400 00 
2, 790, 250 00 
11, 532, 150 00 
5, 882, 550 00 





1, 454, 778 37 
801,763 73 
53, 3ti3 95 
4, 035, 520 42 
100,742 87 
4, 477, 589 91 
3, 151, 985 43 
12, 986, 928 37 
6, 744, 313 73 
401,863 95 
3, 263, 099 51 
75,658 54 
3, G47, 628 29 
2, 606, 636 20 
10, 081, 7;)6 97 
5, 300, 810 90 
308,573 16 
160, 019 50 45, 994 49 114, 925 01 
5, 350 00 1, 080 09 4, 269 01 
105, 834 00 40, 946 00 115, 888 00 
105, 257 50 37. 113 53 68, 143 !)7 
495, 421 50 145, !i18 20 349, !JO:I 21 
302, 734 50 66, 111 51 236, 622 9!) 
19,380 00 5, 238 73 14, 141 27 
_______ , _____ . _____ , 1-·------1 
28, 151, 900 00 3, 747, 053 68 1 31, 808,953 68 1 25, 893, 143 57 1, 254, 897 00 351, 003 54 903, 8!)3 46 
i======-1 ;------·-------
2, 792, 950 00 227, 607 56 3, 020, 557 56 2, 680,209 05 145, 975 00 36, 657 80 109, 317 20 
29, 500 (\0 2, 2i7 20 31, 777 20 28, 590 88 1, 240 00 3t 8 35 851 65 
3, 907, 350 00 340, 529 03 4, 307, 879 63 3, 847, 182 42 201, 375 00 51,703 4ti 149, 671 5i 
6, 7G8, GOO 00 574, 923 00 7, 343, 523 00 6, 525, 231 42 331, 033 50 92, 259 58 239, 673 92 
10,222,200 00 850,949 79 11,073, 149 79 9, 762,387 78 522,117 00 109,455 28 412,661 72 
6, 103,050 00 541,559 41 6,644, 009 41 5, 800,618 37 351,528 00 76,745 93 274,782 07 
52, 600 00 4, 784 G1 57, 384 G1 49, 797 81 3, 096 00 572 13 2, 52J 87 



































JUNE 30, 1872. 
Five-twenties of 1862 .......••..•...•.. 
Five-twenties of March, 1864 ...••......••••••. 
Five-twenties of June, 1864 ....•.. 
Five-twenties of 1865 ... . .•.... . •.••.. 
Consols, 1865 ..... . 
Consols, 1867 ... . 
Consols, 1868 
Total .... 
JUNE 30, 1873. 
.Five-twenties of 1862 .••..•...•..••••.•........•...•.••••••• 
Five-twenties of March, 1864 .....•...•.•.•.•.. 
Five-twenties of .June, 1864 
Five-twenties of 1865 ............•......•.......•••••... -- .. 




.JUNE 30, 1874. 
Five-twenties of 1862 ..........•......••. 
Five-twenties of .Jnne, 1864 . 
Five-twenties of 1865 ..... . 
Consols, 1865 .•••.•.•... . ........ 
Consols, 1867 ..•....•.......••. 
Consols, 1868 
TotaL 
.JUNE 30, 1875. 
Fi;c-twentics of 1862 ..•...•...••...••...•..•••••••••• 
.JUNE 30, 1876. 
Five-twenties of 1862 ..••.•.••..••••.•••..••.•••.•••.•••..•. 
Five-twenties of .June, 1864 
Five-twenties of 1865 ....•••.• 
Total. •...... -. 
6, 417, 850 00 
127,100 00 
3, 604, 650 00 
3, 635, 200 00 
11, 788, 900 00 
6, 958, 900 00 
85,850 00 
-------
32, 618, 450 00 
7, 137, 100 00 
50,000 00 
3, 741, 150 00 
1, 9311, 850 00 
10, 768, 250 00 
4, 402, 1 00 00 
619,550 00 
28, 678, 000 co 
-----
1, 421, 700 00 
2, 020, 550 00 
1, 247, 250 00 
3, 393, 650 00 
4, 051, 000 00 
802,300 00 
12, 936, 450 00 
==-=-=== 
25, 170, 400 00 
5, 785, 200 00 
10, 869, 600 00 
1, 789, 250 00 
------
18, 444, 050 00 
764,055 21 7, 181, 905 21 6, 345,391 
14,959 03 142,059 03 126,123 
438,656 16 4, 043, 306 16 3, 573,223 
436,838 70 4, 072, 038 70 3, 594,747 
1, 436, 989 46 13, 225, 889 46 11,660,785 
833, 600 15 7, 792, 500 15 6, 863,777 
9, 951 63 95,801 63 84,595 
--------------
3, 935, 050 34 36, 553, 500 34 32,248,645 
925,783 87 8, 062, 883 87 7, 089,542 
7, 372 50 57,372 50 49,780 
480,684 37 4, 221, 834 37 3, 715,211 
250,635 93 2, 210, 485 93 I, 943,488 
1, 371, 1li7 17 12, 139, 437 17 10,668,617 
553,610 89 4, 955, 710 89 4, 373,781 
81,983 44 701,533 44 617, 140 
----
3, 671, 258 17 32, 349,258 17 28,457,562 
161,219 79 1, 582, 919 79 1, 415,391 
218,457 39 2, 239, 007 39 2, 012, 051 
135,577 95 1, 382, 827 95 1, 241,571 
360,964 62 3, 754, 614 62 3, 374,934 
432,348 18 4, 483, 348 18 4, 029,975 
86,505 62 888,805 62 798,926 
----
1, 395, 073 55 14, 331, 523 55 12,872,850 
=== ========-=-----
........................... ....................... 25,170,400 
················ 
.......................... 5, 785,200 
............................ ....................... 10,869, 600 
............................. ........................ 1, 789,250 
........................... 
··--···-····---·1 18,444,050 
98 427,849 00 75,179 43 352,669 57 
46 8, 894 00 1, 338 70 7, 555 :10 
63 246, 001 50 57,449 80 188,551 70 
85 246,562 00 37, 817 37 208,744 63 
89 707,334 00 149,248 21 558,085 7!) 
39 417,534 00 108,487 92 309,046 08 ~ 








58 431,450 50 101,960 57 329,489 93 1-;1 
!)1 3, 500 00 813 70 2, 686 30 
22 223,270 50 42,216 46 181, 054 04 1-3 
93 120,266 50 23, 744 47 96,522 03 ~ 
09 646,095 00 145,069 34 501,025 66 t?:j 
76 264,126 00 69,632 51 194,493 49 
34 37, 173 00 8, 948 40 28,224 60 l/1 t?:j 




05 99,519 00 31,743 95 67,775 05 ~ 
32 141,438 50 48,013 46 93,425 04 ~ 
69 . 87, 307 50 29,348 19 57,959 31 0 42 203, 619 00 46,489 33 157, 129 67 ~ 86 243,060 00 55,976 97 187,083 03 
40 48,138 00 11,014 38 37,123 62 1-3 









404,964 00 54,745 72 350,218 28 
00 760,872 00 171,966 33 588,905 67 
 125,247 50 30, 8(,5 86 94,441 64 
-----
00 1, 291, 083 50 257,517 91 1, 033, 565 59 
=== ==~ 1....:> 
01 
'J[' ABLE K.-STATEMENT showing tlle PURCHASE of BONDS on account of the SINKING-FUND, ~c.-Continued. 
Year cndcd- I Net co_st er,ti-1 In~:r~~~s~ uof Accrued inter- Balance of in-Principal re- I Premium paid. I Net cost in es~ paid in terest due at deemed. currency. mated m gold. fiscal year. close of fiscal com. year. 
JUNE 30, 1877. 
Fi>e-twenties of 18G2 ... __ ----- ·----- ----·· •.•••. _ -----· .••. 
Fi>e-twcntics of June, 1864 ........•. _ ..... 
Fi>e-twcnties of 1865 ..... . 
$81,200 00 $4-,352 25 -$1,181 67 $3,170 58 
178,900 00 9, 943 fiO 1, 323 60 8, (j}!) 00 
180,350 00 9, 510 00 3, 141 08 6, 377 92 
Consols, 1865 ..... . 
Consols, 18li7 .....••..•..•..••••. --- .. _ ....•.....••.......... _ 
6, 050 00 181 50 108 97 72 53 
1, 000 00 30 00 21 20 ;• GO 
----------------------
447,500 00 24-,026 25 5, 770 5::l 1l1, 240 73 
---
17,900 00 066 00 192 65 773 35 
15, !)00 00 834 00 . 78 41 755 59 
2, 350 00 1:-!!l 00 40 02 88 08 
23,600 00 1, 416 00 273 35 1,14-2 65 
5, 700 00 342 00 134 76 207 24 
8, 500 00 510 00 89 83 420 17 
------
:1----l 73, n5o oo I 4, 197 oo I 809 n2 I ~· s~~~ 
2, 650 00 165 75 40 35 125 40 
3,150 00 94 50 lH 53 75 !)7 
1, 850 00 85 50 41 22 44 28 
1, 700 co 102 00 41 49 60 51 
9, 050 00 543 00 166 62 37G 38 
100 00 6 00 56 00 5 44 
----
18,500 00 996 75 308 77 687 98 
--- ========== 
100 00 . .. -.. -- .. --- ....... ........ .................. 100 00 4 00 67 3 33 
100 00 ............................... ............................... 100 00 4 00 49 3 51 
250 00 ............... ............. .......................... 250 00 14 50 5 85 8 65 
676,050 00 .............................. ............................ 676, 030 00 28,168 75 12,872 65 15, 296 10 
2, 837, 000 00 $74-,Hll 95 ............................... 2, !lll, 1Gl 95 85, 110 00 47,54-0 20 37, 5G9 80 
32, 06!, 250 00 1, 370, 085 04 ...... ....................... 33, 440, 335 04 1, 165, 807 50 518, 148 79 64-7,658 71 
12, 797, 150 00 549,035 18 .............................. 13, 346, 185 18 484,747 50 213,179 29 271,568 21 
202,550 00 8, 273 02 ........................... 210, 823 02 9, 787 50 3, 662 56 6,124 !)4 
23, 575, 450 00 6G2, 206 97 ............................ 24, 237. 656 97 415,162 •70 130,349 36 284,813 34 
1, 500, 000 00 125,558 26 ............................ 1, 625, 558 26 15, 000 00 10,191 74 4, 808 26 
TotaL.- ----------· 
Grand totaL .... . ------------· ...... _ 




76, 448. 220 42 
-... I 258, 81D, 350 00 1D, 461, 238 03 i$157, 677, 967 01 I 256, 030, 277 81 
2, 203, 806 45 935,951 60 1, 267, 854 85 































TABLE L.-STATEMENT SHOWING the PURCHASES of BONDS on A COO UNT of the SINKING FUND, f1·om November, 1879, to October 
31, 1880. 
Dato I j nate.j When re- I When paya-j I Amount£"'- :Not premi- .Accrued in-or pur- Titlo of loan. .Authorizing act. Interest payable. TotaL 
chase. deemallle. ble. chase . urn !)aid. terest paid. 
. 
~ hl Nov. 8 Oregon war debt. . ..... March 2, 1861........... 6 .............. July 1, 1881 Jan. and July ..•...•... $121,200 00 $4,642 13 $2,629 87 $128,472 00 
8 Loan of July and .Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861. 6 June 30, 1S81 
--------------
...... do ............... 6, 715, 800 00 257,158 74 145,789 26 7, 118, 74S 00 
18Gl. 
S Loan of 186:' _(1881s) .... March 3, 1SG3.. .. . .. .. . . G 
1 
..... do ...... 
·j cis· · i: issi .. .... do ................ 3, 213, 000 00 123,062 25 69,717 75 3, 405, 7SO 00 Dec. G Oregon war < ebt . .. . .. . March 2, 1861. . . . . . .. . .. 6 .............. . ..... do ................ 2, 500 00 93 00 65 75 2, 65S 75 
G Loan of July anu Aug., July 17 anu Aug. 5, 1S61 6 Juno 30, 18S1 
------------· -
...... do ................ so, 200 00 2, 983 32 2,109 38 S5, 292 70 
1861. 
G Loan of 18133 (1881s) ... . March 3, 1863 ... ........ 6 ..... do ...... .......................... 
1880. 
...... do ................ 14S, 100 00 5, 509,12 3, 895 21! 157,504 35 
Jan. 7 Oregon W:\1' uebt ....... March 2, 1861. .......... 6 .............. July l, 1SS1 .. .... do ................ 7, 000 00 2S8 05 s 05 7, 296 10 
7 Loan of July null Aug., July 17 and .Aug. 5, 1S61. 6 June 30, 18S1 .... ......................... ...... do ................ 2, 007, 600 00 S2, 555 24 2, 310 10 2, 092, 465 34 
1861. 
7 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 186:! ........... 6 ..... do ...... ...... -......... -........ - ...... do ................ 1, 040, 400 00 42,791 39 1,19717 1, 084, 388 56 
7 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ............................ Feb., May, Ang., and 1, 945, 000 00 47,306 09 17,851 41 2, 010, 157 50 
20, 1871. . Nov. 
Feb. 11 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 1861. ............ 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 186, 000 00 5, 651 02 1, 253 58 102, 904 60 
11 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 18G1 ........... 6 .............. July 1, 1S81 ...... do ................ 27, 000 00 1, 241 33 181 97 28,423 30 
11 Loan of July anuAug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1Stil. G Juno 30, 18S1 ............................ ...... do ................ 4, 675, 800 00 217,618 52 31,513 GO 4, 924, 932 12 
1861. 
11 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... Mal'ch 3, 1S63 .......•••. 6 ..... do ...... ......................... ...... do ................ 1, 508, 750 00 70, SO!l 74 10, 1GS 58 1, 589, 81S 32 
11 Fund ell loan of 1881 .... July 14, 1870, and J£n. 5 May 1,1881 ......................... Feb., May, Aug., and 5, 076, 450 00 160, S72 38 6, 954 18 5, 244, 276 56 
20, 1871. Nov. 
18 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. S, 1861. ............ 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1S80 Jan. and July .......... 57, 000 00 1, 810 75 449 75 59,260 50 
18 Oregon war debt ....... 1\Iarch 2, 1861. .......... 6 .............. July 1, 1S81 .. .... do ................ 7, 000 00 338 52 55 23 7, 393 75 
18 Loan of July :mdAug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861. 6 June 30,1881 .......................... ...... do ................ 39!J, 050 00 19,323 46 3,155 76 422, 42!J 22 
1861. 
18 Loan of 1SG3 (1881s) .... March 3, 1S63 .......... G ..... do ...... ............................. .. .... do ................ 1~5. 050 00 6, 056 02 98G 71 132, O!J2 73 
18 :Funded loan of 1881 .... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ......................... Feb., May, .Aug., and 411,000 00 14, 007 so 957 13 425,964 93 
20, 1871. Nov 
25 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Fob. 8, 1861 ............ 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1SSO Jan. a~d July .......... 154,000 00 4, 659 28 1, 392 32 160,051 GO 
25 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 1801 ......... 6 ........... .. July 1, 1S81 ...... tlo ................ 2, 550 00 121 46 23 05 2, G!J4 51 
25 Loan of July anu .Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. 6 Juno 30,1881 .......... ............ ......... ...... uo .••............. 1, 51S, GOO 00 72, 5!12 01 13,729 7S 1, GO-!, !J21 7!J 
1S61. 
25 Loan of 1863 (1S81s) .... March 3, 1863 ...•....... 6 ..... do ...... .......................... ...... do ................ 325,150 00 15,407 14 2, !)39 70 343,586 84 
Mar. 3 Loan of l•'eb., 18Gl. ..... l<'ob. 8, 1861. ............ 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 ...... do ................ 14, 000 00 417 32 142 68 14-, 560 00 
3 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 18G1 . .......... 6 .............. July 1, )881 ...... do ................ G, 500 00 315 62 66 25 6, 881 S7 
3 Loan of Julyanu.A.ug., July 17 and .Aug. 5, 18GL 6 Juno 30, 1S81 ........................ ...... do ................ 1, 538, 450 00 74,273 61 15,679 56 1, ()28, 403 17 
1R61. 
3 Loau of 18G3 (1881s) .... March 3, 18u3 ........... 6 ..... do ...... . ............................ ...... do ................ 957,050 00 46,227 02 9, 754 06 1, 013, 031 08 
10 Loan of l!'eb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 1861. . ........... 6 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. Dec. 31, 1880 ...... do ................ 71S, 000 00 20, 50!) 10 8,143 90 746, u53 oo 





































TABLE L.-STATEMENT SHOWING the PURCHASES of BONDS on ACCOUNT of the SINKING FUND, g-c.-Continucd. 
, I 
Date 
Whon ro-1 When paya- Amonnt r•r·j Not prom!-~ Accmcd in-of pur- Title of loan. Authorizing act. Rate. Interest payable. Total. 
chase. deemaule. ule. chascc . urn paid. terest paid. 
1880. Pr.ct. i 
Mar.17 Oregon war debt_-----· March 2, 1861. . _ • _ ... _ .. 6 . --·· ······-·- .r uly 1, 1881 .Tan. ~d.Tuly .......... $6,000 oo I $247 54 $74 96 $6,322 GO 17 Loan of .r uly and Aug., .r uly 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. 6 .rune 30, 1881 .................. •••••• UO ---· • •••• •••••• 925,450 00 38,765 55 11,561 80 975,777 35 1861. 
17 Loan of 1863 (1881s) . _ .. March 3, 1863 .. ___ - - . __ . 6 ..... do·---·- ...................... ...... do---------------- 305,550 00 I 12,799 67 3, 817 28 322,166 95 17 Funded loan of 1881. __ July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ......................... Feb., May, Aug., and 763,000 00 19,278 97 4, 703 43 780,982 40 
20, 1871. Nov. 
24 Loan of Feb., 1861. ••••. Feb. 8, 1801. ..........•. 0 --·-··-··--·-- Dec. 31, 1880 .Tan. and July.- ........ 86,000 00 2, 050 24 1,173 36 89,223 00 24 Oregon war debt ....... March 2. 1861. .......... 6 --·-··- -·--··· .r uly 1, 1881 ...... do----------··---- 500 00 19 98 0 82 520 80 24 Loan of July and Aug., .T uly 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. 0 .Tune 30,1881 ...................... 
...... do--------···-·-·· 1, 335, 400 00 53,599 39 18,492 84 1, 427, 492 23 1861. 
24 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... ........................ 
. ..... do-----·---···---· 357, 300 00 14,170 02 4, 874 91 370,344 93 24 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 .......................... Feb., May, Aug., and 200,800 00 4, 781 94 1, 430 30 207,012 30 
20, 1871. Nov. 
31 Loan of Feb., 1861. ••... Feb. 8, 1861. .......... -. 0 ··-··-- -· ·- ... Dec. 31, 1880 .Tan. and July ........ _. 30, 000 00 722 GO 443 83 31,166 43 31 Loan of .r uly and Aug., .r uly 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. 6 .Tnne 30, 1881 ........................ 
...... do--------····---- 1, 497, 150 00 61,143 34 22,149 01 1, 580, 442 95 
1861. 
31 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ..... _ ..... 6 . ••.. do---··· ......................... 
.. .... do----····-···---- 377,350 00 15,427 95 5, 582 72 398,360 67 31 Funded loan of 1881. •.. July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 
-------····--· 
Feb., May, Aug., and 3, 095, 500 00 77, 502 26 25,018 44 3, 198, 020 70 
20, 1871. . Nov. 
Apr. 7 Loan of Feb., 1861. _. __ . Feb. 8,1861. ............ 6 -·-···--·--··· Dec. 31, 1880 .Tan. aml.Tuly .....••... 20,000 00 495 99 318 91 20,814 90 7 Oregon war debt .....•. Marr h 2, 1861. .......... 6 . ···- ....••... .T uly 1, 1881 . ..... do ................ 5, 000 00 213 27 79 73 5, 293 00 7 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861. 6 .Tune 30, 1881 .......................... ..•... do ................ 551, 150 00 23,875 25 8, 788 19 583,813 44 
1861. 
7 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........ _ .. 6 .•••. do ...... ........ ., ..... . ..... do ................ 212,550 00 9,192 28 3, 389 14 225,131 42 
7 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ......................... Feb., May, Aug., and 711,300 00 10,748 67 6, 430 92 737,470 59 
20, 1871. Nov. I 14 Loan of Feb., 1861. _. __ . Feb. 8, 1861. .......... _. 6 ·-····- ···- ... Dec. 31, 1880 .Tan. and July .......... 220, 000 00 5, 430 91 I 3, 761 09 229,192 00 14 Oregon war debt ..•••... March 2, 1861. . . . . . . . .. 6 .............. .r uly 1, 1881 . ..... do ................ 5, 800 00 243 70 00 16 6,142 86 14 Loan of July and Aug., .r uly 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. 6 .Tune 30, 1881 ........................... ...... do ................ 973,700 00 40, 089 60 16,646 27 1, 031, 335 87 
1801. 
14 Loan of 1863 (1881s) . _ .. March 3, 1863 _ .......... 6 .••.. do ....•. ....................... .. .... do ................ 300, 500 00 12,050 45 5, 137 32 318,287 77 
21 Loan of Feb., 1861 ...... Feb. 8, 1861. ............ 6 - ···--···-- .. - Dec. 31, 1880 .•.... do ................ 217,000 00 5, 203 78 3, 950 52 226, 163 30 
21 Lonn of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861. 0 .rune 30, 1881 .................. ...... do ................ 603,900 00 28,054 06 12,661 30 735,515 36 
1861. 
21 Loan of 1863 (1881s) . ... March 3,1863 ........... 6 .. ... do ....•. ....... .... . . ........ 
. ••••• do--·--·········-- 23, 100 00 058 24 421 40 24,470 73 
21 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 .................... Feb., May, Aug., and 2, 066, 000 00 52,077 90 22,641 10 2, 141, 610 00 
20, ,1871. No'l'". . 
28 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Fel>. 8, 1801. ............ 6 .............. Dec. 31,1880 .Tan. and July ... _ ...... 273,000 00 6, 037 28 5, 295 47 285,232 75 
28 Loan of .r uly and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1801. 6 .r nne 30, 1881 .................... ...... do ............... . 1, 214, 200 00 53,822 08 23, 552 19 1, 291, 574 27 
1801. 
28 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ....... _ . .. 6 ..... do ...... ................... . ..... do ................ 364,200 00 16, 078 85 7, 064 48 387,343 33 
28 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ..................... Feb., May, .Aug., and 1, 148, 600 00 33,664 20 13,688 80 1,105,353 00 


































May 5 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8,1861. ............ 6 ·------------- Dec. 31, 1880 .ran. and .T uly .......... 20,000 00 507 04 410 96 20, !l18 00 5 Oregon war debt .. ..... Marcil 2, 1861. .......... () -------------- .T uly 1, 1881 ...... do ....... .. ...... . GOO 00 26 GO 12 32 638 92 5 Loan of .T uly and .A.ug., .r uly 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861. 6 .rune 30, 1881 .••................. do ............... . 1, 318, GOO 00 58,781 45 27,094 46 1, 404,475 91 
1861. 
5 Loan of 1863 (1881s) ... . March 3, 1863 ........... 6 .... do ...... ..................... . ..... do ................ 710,800 00 32,034 45 14,605 45 757,439 90 
5 Funded loau of 1881. ... .Tuly'14-, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ............................ Feb., May, .A.ug., and 950,000 00 26,787 98 520 52 977,308 50 
20, 1871. No>. ~ 12 Loan of Fob.,1861 .... Fob. 8, 1861 . ............ () .............. Dec. 31, 1880 .Tan. and July .......... 327, 000 00 8, 209 02 7, 095 45 342, 304 4-7 
12 Loan of .T uly and .A.ug., .r uly 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861. 6 .Tune 30,1881 ......................... .Tan. and July .......... 1, 126, 150 00 4-9,770 31 24-,435 87 1, 200, 356 18 t?j 
1861. 1-d 
12 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........ ... 6 ... :.do ...... .......................... .. .... do ................ 244,850 00 10,835 83 5, 312 89 260,998 72 0 
12 Funded loan of 1881. .•. July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 .......................... Feb., May, .A.ug., and 1, 302, 000 00 36,577 63 1, 961 87 1, 340, 539 50 ~ 
20, 1871. Nov. 1-3 
19 Loan of Fe b., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 1861. ............ 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 .ran. and .r uly .......... 60, 000 00 1, 514 04 1, 370 96 62,885 00 0 19 Oregon war debt ... .... March 2, 1861. .......... () ------·---·--· .T uly 1, 1881 ...... do ................ 6, 300 00 289 62 143 95 6, 733 57 19 Loan of July and .A.ug., July 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861. 6 .T uno 30, 1881 ........................... ...... do ................ 1, 314, 550 00 60, 088 48 30,036 56 1, 404, 675 04 ~ 
1861. 
1-3 1!l Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 .. .. do ...... ........................... ...... do ................ 979,150 00 45,102 87 22,372 89 1, 046, 625 76 
19 Funded loan of 1881 .••. July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ........................... F eb., May, .A.ug., and 640,000 00 18,857 66 1,578 09 660,435 75 ~ 
20, 1871. Nov. t:_:2:j 
26 Loan of July and .A.ug., July 17 and.A.ug. 5,1861. 6 .Tune 30, 1881 ......................... .Tan. and .r uly .......... 622,800 00 28,957 60 14,947 20 666,704 80 772 1861. 
t:_:2:j 26 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ..... ...... 6 ..... do ...... ......................... ...... do ................ 327,200 00 15,212 40 7, 852 80 350,205 20 a 26 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14-, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,18!31 ........................... Feb., May, .A.ug., and 2, 050, 000 00 61,241 88 7, 020 G2 2, 118, 262 50 ~ 20, 1871. Nov. t?j June 2 Loan of July and .A.ug., .T uly 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861 6 .Tune 30, 1881 ................. . ..... .Tan. and July ......... . 1, 109, 550 00 48,069 82 27,905 94 1, 185, 525 76 1-3 1801. ~ 2 Loan of 1803 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... .......................... . .. ..... do ............... 373, 150 00 16,162 03 9, 384 96 398, 69G 99 ~ 2 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14-, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ............................. Feb., May, .A.ug., and 17,300 00 407 92 75 84 17,843 76 1-<1 20, 1871. Nov. 
2 Consols of 1907 ......... ...... do ................ 4 .r uly 1, 1907 ............................ .Tan., .A.pril, July, and 1, 500, 000 00 125,558 2G 10,191 74 1, 635, 750 00 0 Oct. ~ 9 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 1861 ............. 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 .fan. and July .......... 244,000 00 5, 513 26 6,417 54 255,930 80 
9 Oregon war debt ....... Marcil 2, 1861. .......... 6 ....... . ...... .T uly 1, 1881 .. .... do ......... . ...... 700 00 30 03 18 4-1 7484-4 1-3 9 Loan of July and .A.ug., July 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861 6 .r uno 30, 1881 .......................... ...... do ................ 1, 352, 250 00 57,750 89 35,566 06 1, 445, 506 95 ~ 1861. t?j 9 Loan of 1863 (188ls) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... 
····--····--·-
.. .... do ................ 403,050 00 17, 27!) 65 10, GOO 7G 430, 930 41 
16 Loan of Feb.,18Gl ...... :Feb. 8, 1861 ............. 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 . ..... do ................ 108,000 00 2, 304 29 2, 964 81 113,269 10 1-3 16 Loan of July and .A.ug., .r uly 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861 6 .rune 30, 1881 
--·-·····-----
...... do ................ 580,250 00 24,222 07 15, 929 07 620,401 14 pj 1861. t:_:2:j 
16 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... ........................ . •.•.. do ................ 194,750 00 8, 133 07 5, 346 29 208,229 36 ~ 16 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ...................... Feb., May, .A.ug., and 1, 117, 000 00 29,065 86 7, 038 64 1, 153, 10-! 50 rJl 
20, 1871. Kov. q 
23 Loan of Feb., 1801. ..... Feb. 8, 1801 ............. 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 .ran. and .T uly .......... 103, 000 00 2, 226 03 2, 946 07 108, 172 10 ~ 
23 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 1801 .......... (j .............. .r uly 1, 1881 .. .... do ................ 3, 900 00 162 17 111 54 4,173 71 ~ 23 Loan of July and .A.ug., July 17 and .A.ug. 5, 1861 6 .Tune 30, 1881 ..................... ...... do ................ 688,550 00 29, 091 63 19, G94 41 737,336 04 
1861. 
23 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... ....................... . ..... do ................ 4.05, 030 00 17,147 83 11,585 52 433,783 35 
23 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and .Tan. 5 May 1,1881 ....................... Fob., May, .A.ug., and 799,500 00 21,793 46 5, 804 58 827,098 04 
20, 1871. Kov. 
30 Loan of Feb., 1861...... Feb. 8, 1861. ............ G .............. Dec. 31, 1880 .Tan. ::md July ..... --- .. 21,000 00 447 38 624 82 22,072 20 t-:) 
30 Oregon war debt . .. .. .. March 2, 1861. .......... 6 .............. July 1,1881 ...... do ................ GOO 00 25 65 17 85 643 50 ~ 





Title of loan. 
I 
Authorizing act. IRate.! When re- I Whenpaya-l deernable. ble. Interest payable. I Amount puc- I Not premi-1 A"""d in- I chaseu. um paid. terest paid. Total. 
~ 
t:j 
1880. Pr.ct. "d JWleOO Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861 6 June 30, 1881 .................... Jan. and July ..•...... . $146, 700 00 $6,290 09 $4,364 81 $157,354 90 0 1861. ~ 30 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 .... do . ..... ................... .. .. . .. . .. do ...... . ......... 96, 350 00 4, 094 31 2, 866 74 103,311 05 1-3 30 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, ana Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ............................ Feb., May, Aug., and 735,330 00 21,047 73 6, 043 96 762,441 ()9 0 20, 1871. Nov. July 28 Loan of Feb., 18()1. ..... Feb. 8, 1861 ..•........• . 6 ·-----·-··· ... Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 432,000 00 7, 756 55 1, 917 35 441, G73 90 1-:tj 28 Oregon wa1· debt ....... March 2, 18()1. ......... 6 .............. July 1,1881 . ..... do ................ (), 250 00 244 81 27 74 6, 522 55 1-3 28 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861 G J Wle 30, 1881 ................... . .... . ..... . do ................ 658,500 00 25,986 3il 2, 922 64 687, 408 97 til 1861. 
28 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .•.. March 3, 1863 .... . ...... 6 ..... do ..... . ......................... .. .... do ............... 308,250 00 12,206 85 1, 368 12 321, 824 97 t:j 2& Jfunded loan of 1881. ... July 14. 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ....... . .................. Feb., May, Aug., and 593,000 00 14,801 65 7,172 60 616,974 25 00 20,1871. Nov. t:j Aug. 4 Loan of Feb., 18Gl ..... F eb. 8, 1861 .......•...•. 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 96,000 00 1, 729 05 536 55 98,265 60 a 4 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30, 1881 ....................... .••••. do ................ 1, 811, 800 00 73,183 48 10,126 16 1, 895, 109 64 ~ 1861. 
t:j 4 Loan of 18G3 (1881s). ... March 3, 1863 . .......... 6 ..... do ...... . ...... .. ............... . ..... do ................ 592 200 00 23, 910 51 3, 309 RO 619,420 31 1-3 11 Loan of Feb.,1861 ...... l!'eb. 8, 186 L. ....... . .... G .............. Dec. 31, 1880 ...... do ......... . ...... 113,000 00 I, 988 41 761 59 115,750 00 tl>-l1 Oregon war debt . ...... March 2, 1861 ....... ... 6 .... .. ........ July I, 1881 ' ...... do ................ 10, 000 00 400 GO G7 40 10, 4G8 00 ~ 11 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 anti Aug. 5, 18Gl 6 June 30, 1881 .......................... . ..... do ................ 720,700 00 29,171 12 4, 857 34 754,728 46 to< 1861. 
11 Loan of 1863 (l881s) . . . . March 3,1863 .... . .... 6 .. .. . do ...... ........................... . ..... do ....... .. ...... . 576,300 00 23,314 18 3, 884 10 603, 4!l8 28 0 11 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1, 1881 ....................... l!'eb., May, Aug., and 1, 080, 000 00 27,543 02 1, 479 48 1, 109, 022 50 1-:tj 20, 1871. Nov. 18 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 18Gl . .. ......... 6 .............. Dec. 31,1880 Jan. and July .......... 59,000 00 979 97 465 53 60,445 50 1-3 18 Orc~on war debt . ...... March 2, 1861. . ......... 6 .............. July 1,1881 . .... . do ............... . 6.30 00 26 07 5 12 fi81 19 til 18 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 18Gl 6 June 30, 1881 
--------------
...... clo ............... . 330,500 00 13,236 17 2, G07 79 346,343 96 t:j I8u1. 
18 Loan of 1863 (1881s) ... . March 3, 1863 . ... ... .... 6 ..... do . .. .. ..................... 
...... do ................ 65,750 00 2, 629 17 518 78 68,897 95 1-3 18 :Funded loan of 1881. •.. July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 
----·· · ······ · 
Feb., May, Aug., and 2, OH, 100 00 51, 182 51 4, 7GO 28 2, 100, 042 79 ~ 20,1871. Nov. t?=j 25 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8,1861 . ............ . 6 
--····-··· · -·· 
Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 34,000 00 533 57 307 38 34, 840 95 I> 25 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 1861. .......... 6 . ................. July 1,1881 ••••.. llo ... . ............ 1, 000 00 38 96 9 04 1, 048 00 00 25 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861 6 June 30, 1881 . ..................... .••••. do ................ 1, 789, 100 00 69, 695 67 16,175 44 1, 874, 971 11 <:1 1861. ~ 25 Loan of 1863 (1881s) . ... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 .. ... do ...... . ................ ...... do .............••. 492,000 00 19, 159 38 4, 448 22 515, G07 GO ~ 25 l!'unde1lloan of 1881 .•. July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 . ................. . Feb., May, Aug., and 183,900 00 4, 494 43 604 GO 188,999 03 20,1871. Nov. Sept. 1 Loan of Feu., 1861. ..... Feb.8,1861 ......... .. .. 6 .............. Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 976.000 00 I 14, 539 72 9, 947 18 1, 000, 48G !lO 1 L~~~~~f July and Aug., July 17 anu Aug. 5, 1861 G June 30, 1881 ................... ...... do ................ 512,800 00 19,285 50 5, 226 34 537,311 84 
• 1 Loan of 18G3 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do .................... ...... do ................ 120,200 00 4, 520 51 1, 225 05 125,945 5G 
Funded loan of 1881 .... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1, 1881 .•••••.•...... .E'eb., May, Aug., and 891,000 00 20,986 09 3, 783 71 915, 7G9 80 
~o. 1871. Nov. 
8 Oregon war debt ..••••. March 2, 1861. ..•....... (j •••••••••••••· July 1,1881 Jan. and July .•..•..... 10, 000 00 355 58 113 42 10,469 00 8 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30, 1881 ........................ ....... do ..........•..... 985,900 00 35,095 97 11,182 56 1, 032, 178 53 
1861. 
/ 8 Loan of 1863 (18818) .••. March 3, 1863 .••........ 6 ..... do--···- ........................ . ..... do ................ 827, 600 00 29,482 78 9, 387 04 866,469 82 
8 :Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 .......................... Feb., May, Aug., and G7G, 500 00 14, 832 34 3, 521 51 694,853 85 ~ 20,1871. Nov. 
1.5 Loan of Feb., 1861. ••••. lfeb. 8, 1861 ..••.•••••••. 6 ··••····•·•••· Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .....•.•.. 1[3, 000 00 2, 243 43 2, 411 17 197,654 60 t?::l 15 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 1861. ••..••.••• 6 ··-·······--·· July 1,1881 .••••. do ...••••..•...... 1, 500 00 50 11 18 74 1, 568 85 1-d 0 15 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30, 1881 ...................... 
..•... do---···· · -·····-· 435,950 00 14,281 10 5, 446 39 455,677 49 pj 1861. 
15 Loan of 1863 (18818) .•.. March 3, 1863 ..••.•.••.. 6 ..... do ...... ......................... 
...... do---·-··--······· 194,050 00 6, 373 24 2, 424 29 202,847 53 1-3 15 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ............................ Feb., May, Aug., and 1, 675, 500 00 33,508 95 10, 328 44 1, 719, 337 39 0 20,1871. Nov. i:;j 22 Loan of Feb., 1861. ••••• Feb. 8, 1861 ..•.......... 6 ··········--·· Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 48,000 00 564 90 654 90 49,219 80 22 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ....................... Feb., May, Aug., and 2, 452, 000 00 49,103 07 17, 4G6 33 2, 518, 569 40 1-3 20, 1871. Nov. ~ 29 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 1861 ......•.....• 6 ----··-·---·-· Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 2, 000 00 19 81 29 59 2, 049 40 tr.l 29 Loan of July ani:l. Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5, 1861 6 June 30, 1881 ........................... .••••. do ................ 1, 692, 500 00 51,590 83 25,039 70 1, 769, 130 53 
1861. r:n 29 Loan of 1863 (18818) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... flO •••••• ......................... . ••••. do ................ 264,700 00 8, 172 26 3, 916 10 276,788 36 t?::l 29 Funded loan of 1881 .... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 !fay 1,1881 ........................ Feb., May, Aug., and 540,800 00 9, 753 19 4, 370 84 554,924 03 C':l 20, 1871. Nov. pj 
Oct. 6 Loan of :Feb., 1861. ••••• Feb. 8, 1861 .....•..••••. 6 -······ ·····-· Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .••....•.. 140,000 00 1, 255 88 2, 232 32 143,488 20 tr.l 6 Oregon war debt ....... March 2, 1861. .......... 6 -----··-----· July 1,1881 . ..... do .................. 650 00 18 89 10 36 679 25 1-3 6 Loan of July and .Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30,1881 ........................... 
.••... do ................ 648,800 00 18,911 51 10,345 23 678,056 74 > 1861. pj 
6 Loan of 1863 (18818) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... ...................... . .•... do .............. - . 218,200 00 6,386 62 3,479 22 228,065 84 Jo< 
6 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ...................... Feb., May, Aug., and 1, 492, 350 00 25,331 34 13,492 49 1, 531, 173 83 
20, 1871. Nov. 0 
13 Loan of Feb., 1861. ..... Feb. 8, 1861 ............. 6 ........... -·- Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 21, 000 00 179 68 359 02 21, 538 70 ~ 
13 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30,1881 ........................ 
...... do ................ 418,050 00 11,874 34 7,146 94 437,071 28 
1861. 1-3 
13 Loan of 1863 (1881s) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 .... do .•.•.• .......................... 
.. .... do-····--·--·-·-·- 81, 950 00 2, 327 7l 1, 401 01 85,678 72 ~ 
13 :Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May 1,1881 ...................... Feb., May, Aug., and 1, 979, 000 00 32, 104 30 19,790 00 2, 030, 894 30 ~ 
20, 1871. Nov. 
20 Loan of Feb., 1861 ...... Feb. 8, 1861 ........••... 6 -······ .... -·· Dec. 31, 18~0 J<tn. and July .......... 29, 000 00 ::!29 45 5~9 15 29,758 60 1-3 
20 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30, 1881 ..................... ..•... do ................ 1, 123, 500 00 34,081 56 20,500 03 1, 178, 081 59 t;lj 
1861. tr.l 
20 Loan of 1863 (18818) .... March 3, 1863 ........... 6 ..... do ...... ...................... 
. ..... do-···--··--···--- 479, 150 00 14,596 23 8, 742 84 502,489 07 >-
20 Funded loan of 1881. ... July 14, 1870, and Jan. 5 May l, 1881 .................... Feb., May, Aug., and 868,350 00 15,483 20 9, 516 18 893,349 38 r:n 
20, 1871. Nov. c:l 
27 Loan of Feb.,186L ..... Feb. 8, 1861 ..•..•••.... : 6 ·············- Dec. 31, 1880 Jan. and July .......... 468,000 00 3, 689 44 9, 077 92 480,767 36 pj 27 Ot·egon war debt. ·-..... March 2, 1861. _ ....... __ 6 --····--··---- July 1,1881 . ..... do ............... 1, 2GO 00 38 48 24 25 1, 312 73 ~ 
27 Loan of July and Aug., July 17 and Aug. 5,1861 6 June 30, 1881 ........................ ...... do ................ 1, 446, GOO 00 43,823 631 28, 060 12 1, 518, 483 75 1861. 
27 Loan of 1863 (18818) .••. March 3, 1863 ......•.•.. 6 ..... do .••... ...................... . ..... do ................ 571,150 00 1 17,495 86 11,078 75 590,724 {)} 
I 
Total .....•.••..... ·-----·--··--············· ...•..•••..•••.••..• -··-·-·-······ .••.. : ................... 108,758,100 00 13,78G,520 0111,275,946 03 113,820,566 0-.l ~ 
...... 
TABLE L.-STATEMENT SHOWING the PURCHASES of BONDS on ACCOUNT aj the SINKING FUND, g-c.-Continued. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Title. of loan. AuthOiizing act. When re-Rate.l deemable. 
When paya-
ble. Interest payable. 
Pr.ct 
Dec. 31,1880 Jan. and July ........ . 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . July 1, 1881 ...... do .............. . 
June 30,1881 .................... do ...... . ........ . 
..... do . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. do ............... . 
May 1, 1881 .. .. . . .. . . .. . Feb., May, Aug., and 
Nov. 
Loan of Feb., 1861........... Feb. 8, 1861 ............... --~ 6 
Oregon war debt ........... March 2,1861. ............. 6 
Loan of July and Aug., 1861.. July 17 and Aug. 5,1861.... 6 
Loan of 1863 (1881s) . . . . . . . • . . March 3, 1863. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
]l'unded loan of 1881. ........ July 14, 1870, and Jan. 20, 5 
1871. 
A~h~~!cf.ur- Not premi· j Accrued in-um paid. torestpaid. Total. 
$5. 469, 000 00 I $110. 319 10 
234,450 00 9, 472 17 
44, 981, 450 00 ] ' 830, 893 72 
17, 783, 000 00 727, 897 88 
38, 789, 300 00 982, 378 79 
$77, 394 671 $5, 656, 713 86 3, 870 98 247, 793 15 
677, 750 70 47, 4{)0, 094 42 
274, 058 16 Ul, 785, 856 04 
232, 679 78 40, 004, 358 57 
4 I July 1,1907 ............. . Jan. , April, July, and 11,500,000 00 I 125,558 26 
Oct. 
_____ ! ____ ! _____ _ 
.................. , ............. , .......... .. ............................. 108,758,100 00 13,786,520 0111,275,946 031113,820,566 04 
Consols of 1907 .................... do 
Total. ............... .. 
10,191 74 1, 635, 750 00 


































TABLE D.-STATEMENT of the OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT of the UNITED STATES, June 30,1880. 
Length of When redeem· Batos of m- 1 Pri"!' Amount author- Amount issued. Amount out-loan. able. terest at which ized. standing. 
· eold. 
OLD DEBT. I 
Unclaimed dividends upon debt created prior to 1800, and the principal ............... On demand .••. 5 and 6 per .... .. ....... 
············ ···· 
...................... $57,605 00 
and intereat of the outstandin~ debt created during the war of 1812, cent. 
and up to 1837. (For detailed information in regard to earlier loane 
1ee Finance Report for 1876-) 
TREASURY NOTES PRIOR TO 18{6. 
The acts of October 12,1837 (5 Statutes, 201); May 21,1838 (5 Statutes, 1 and2 years- 1 and 2 years 1 mill to 6 Par·-··- ...................... ... . . . ........ --·. 82.m~U~ 228); March 31, 1840 (5 Statutes, 370); February 15, 1841 (5 Statutes, from date. per cent. 
411); January 31,1842 (5 Statutes, 469); August 31,1842 (5 Statutes, 
581); and March 3, 1843 (5 Statutes, 614), authorized the issue of 
Treasury notes in various amounts, and with interest at rates named 
therein, from 1 mill to 6 per centum per annum. 
TREASURY NOTES OF 1846. 
The act of July 22, 1846 (9 Statutes, 39), authorized the issue of Treas- 1 year_ •..•.. One year from 1 mill and Par. ____ $10, 000, 000 00 $7,687,800 00 6,000 00 
nry notes in such sums as the exigencies of the government might re· date. 5i percent. _ 
quire, the amount outstandin~ at any one time not to exceed $10,000,000, 
to bear interest at not excee ing 6 per centum per annum, redeems-
ble one bear from date. These notes were receivable in payment 
of all de ts due the United States, including customs duties. 
MEXICAN INDEMNITY. 
A proviso in the civil and diplomatic appropriation act of August 1~ 5years ...•.. April and July, 5 per cent_._ Par ____ _ 350,000 00 303,573 92 1,1()4, 81 
1846 (9 Statutes, 94), authorized the payment of the J.>rincipal an 1849. I 
interest of the fourth and fifth installinents of the Mexican indemni-
ties, due April and July, 1844, by the issue of stock, with interest at 
5 per centum, payable in five years. 
TREASURY NOTES OF 1847. 
TLe a<'.t of January 28,1847 (9 Statutes, 118), authorized the issue of 1 and2 years_ After 60 days' 51 and 6per Par·-··· 23, 000, 000 00 *26, 122, 100 00 150 00 $23,000,000 Treasury notes, with interest at not exceeding 6per centum notice. cent. 
per annum, or the issue of stock for any portion of the amount, with 
mtereat at 6 per centum ~er annum_ The Treasury notes under this 
act were redeemable at t e expiration of one or two years; and the 
interest was to cease at the expiration of sixty days' notice_ These 
notes were receivable in payment of all debts due the United States, 
includin{,t customs duties. 



































TA.BLE Tn.-STATEMENT of the Or'"TSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT, 9·c.-Continued. 
LO .\. N 0 1•' 1H47. 
'l'L wt of Januar·y :!8, 1847 (9 Statutes, 118), authorized the issue of 
lj¥2ii, .:OO,OOO Treasury notes, with interest at not exceeding 6 per cen-
tum per annum, or the issue of stock for any portion of the amount, 
with interest at 6 per cent. per annum, r eimbursable after December 
31, 1867. Section 14 authonzed the conversion of Treasury notes un-
der this or any preceding act into like stock, which accounts for the 
apparent overissue. 
BOUNTY-LAND SCRIP. 
The 9th section of the act of February 11, 1847 (9 Statutes, 125), au-
thorized the issue of land-warrants to soldiers of the Mexican war, 
or scrip, at the option of the soldier, to bear 6 per centum interest 
per annum, redeemable at the pleasure of the government, by notice 
from the Treasury Department. Interest ceased July 1, 184!1. 
TEXAN INDEMNITY STOCK. 
The act of September 9, 1850 (9 Statutes, 447), authorized the iesue of 
*10,000,000 stock, with interest at 5 per centum per annum to the 
State of Texas, in satisfaction of all claims against the Unit;! States 
arising out of the annexation of the said State. The stock was to 
be redeemable at the end of fourteen years. 
TREASURY NOTES OF 1857. 
The act of December 23, 1857 (11 Statutes, 257), authorized the issue of 
$20,000,000 in Treasury notes, $6,000,000 with interest at not exceed-
ing 6 per centum per annum, and the remainder with interest at t l1e 
lowest rates offered by bidder~, but not exceeding 6 _;per centum per 
annum. These notes were redeemable at the expiration of one year, 
and interest was to cease at the expiration of sixty days' notice after 
maturity. They were receivable in payment of all debts due the 
United States, including custome duties. 
LOAN OF 1858. 
The act of June 14, 1858 (11 Statutes, 365), authorized a loan of$20, 000,000 
with interest at not exceeding 5 per centum per annum, and redeem 
allle any time after January 1,1874. 
LOAN OF 1860. 
The act of J nne 22, 1860 (12 Statutes, 7!1), authorized a loal,.l of $21,000,000 
(to be used in redempliion of Treasury notes), with interest at not ex-
ceeding 6 per centum per annum, redeemable in not less than ten nor 
more than twenty years. 
Length of When redeem-
loan. able. 
-
20 years ..••. January 1,1868 
Indefinite .. . July 1, 1849.-.-
114 years ..... 
1 
January 1, 1865 
I. 
1 year ...... 60 days' notice. 
I 
, 15 years ... . January 1,1874 
I 
10 years .... -I J anuary 1,1871 
I 
Rates of in- Price at which terest. sold. 






6 per cent ... Par ..... 
5 per cent . . . Par . . . .. 
I 




5 per cent ... . 0205 to 
.0703pre-
mium. 
5 per cent ... Par to 
.0145pre-I mium. 
* Including conversion of '.rreasury notes. · 
·~ 
Amount author- IA.mount issued. ized. 
$23, 000, 000 00 *$28, 207, 000 00 
Indefinite ..••. 233,075 00 
10, 000, 000 00 5, 000, 000 00 
20, 000, 000 00 20, 000, 000 00 
20, 000, 000 00 20, 000, 000 00 




































LOAN Ol!' l•'EBRUARY, 1861 (1 88l s....:.. 
The act of FtJbruary 8, 1861 (12 Statutes, 129), authorized 11o loan of 
$25,000,000J with interest at not exceeding 6 per centum per annum, 
reimbursaole in not less than ten nor more than twenty years from 
the da.te of the act. 
TREASURY NOTES OF 1861. 
The act of March 2, 1861 (12 Statutes1 ·178), authorized a loan of $10,000,000, with interest at not exceeding 6 per centum per annum, 
redeemable on three months' notice after July 1, 1871, and payable 
July 1, 1881. If proposals for the loan were not satisfactory, author-
ity war given to issue the whole amount in Treasury notes, with 
interest at not exceedin~ 6 per centum per annum. The same act 
gave authority to substitute Treasury notes for the whole or any 
part of loans authorized at the time of the passage of this act. These 
notes were to be received in :payment of all debts due the United 
States, including customs duties, and were redeemable at any time 
within two years from the date of the act. 
OREGON WAR DEBT. 
10or20 yoars.IDec.31, 1880 ... 16per cent .. I(Av.)89.03l 25,000,000 00 I 18,415,000 00 
2 years ... . . 2 years after} 
date. 




6 per cent ... J Par ... . . J f i~; ~~~: ~~~ ~~ I } 35, 3M, 450 00 
The act of March 2, 1861 (12 Statutes, 198), appropriated $2.800,000 for I 20 years ..... July 1, 1881. ... J6 per cent . . . 1 Par . .. • . I 2, 800, 000 00 
the payment of expenses incurred by the Territories of Washington 
and Oregon in the suppression of Indian hostilities in the years 1855 
1, 090, 850 00 
and 1856. Section 4 of the act authorized the payment of these claims 
in bonds redeemable in twenty years, with interest at 6 per centum 
per annum. 
LOAN OF JULY AND AUGUST, 1861 (1881s). 
The act of July 17, 1861 (12 Statutes, 259), authorized the issue of 
$250,000,000 bonds with interest at not exceeding 7 per centum per 
annum, redeemable after twenty years. The act of August 5, 1861 
(12 Statutes, 313), authorized the issue of bonds, with interest at 6 
per centum per annum1 payable after twent; years from date, in 
exchange for 7.30 notes1ssued under the acto July 17, 1861. None 
of such bonds were to be issued for a sum less than $500, and the 
whole amount of them was not to exceed the whole amount of 7.30 
notes issued under the above act of July 17. The amount issued in 
exchange for 7.30s was $139,321,350. 
OLD DEMAND-NOTES. 
{ 50, 000, 000 00 20 years . . . . I July 1, 1881. __ .J 6 per cent .. -1 Par* .. •. J 250, 000, 000 00 I 139, 321, 350 00 
The act of July 17, 1861 (12 Statutes, 259), authorized the issue of I .. ..... .. ..... I On demand . . . . I None ..... . . . I Par ... _ .I 60, 000, 000 00 I 60, 000, 000 00 
$50,000,000 Treasury notes, not bearing interest, of a less denomina-
tion than fift:v dollars and not less than ten dollars, and payable on 
demand by the assistant treasurers at Philadelphia, New York, or 
Boston. The act of Augu·st 5, 1861 (12 Statutes, 313), authorized the 
issue of these notes in denomination of five dollars; it also added the 
offices of assistant treasurer at Saint Louis and the designated de. I 
positary at Cincinnati to the places where these notes were made pay-~ 
able. The act of February 12, 1862 (12 Statutes, 338), increased the 
amount of demand-notes authorized $10,000,000. I 
* r.>o,ooo,ooo Cl per cent. bonds issued at ·a discount of .5,388, 708.09, being equivalent to par for 7 per cent. bonds authorized by the act. 
15, 578, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
742,450 00 
} 157,257,100 00 































TABLE D.-STATEMENT of the OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT, g-c.-Continued. 
.. 
Length of When redeem- Rate of in- Price Amountauthor.IAmo t. d at which loan. able. terest. 
sold. -~ __ I un 1ssue . 
SEVEN-THIRTIES OF 1861. 
$140,094,750 00 1$140,094, '"" 00 The act of July 17 1861 (12 Statutes, 259), authorized a loan of 3 years ...... August 19 and 7t1Jpercent .. Par ..... $250,000,000, part of which was to be in Treasury notes, with interest October 1, 
at 7-.fa per centum per annum, payable three years after date. 1864. 
FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1862. 
The act of February 25, 1862 (12 Statutes, 345), authorized a loan of 5 or 20 years. May 1, 1867 . - - - 6 per cent __ . Par ..... 515, 000, 000 00 514, 771, 6oo oo $500,000,000 for the ~urpose of fundiniJ the Treasury notes and 
fioatinp: debt of the nited States, and he issue of bo:ads therefor, 
with interest at 6 per centum per annum. These bonds were re-
deemable after five and payable twenty rears from date. The act 
of March 3, 1864 (13 Statutes, 13)h authonzed an additional issue of 
$11,000,000 of bonds to persons w o subscribed for the loan on or be-
fore January 21, 1864. The act of January 28, 1865 (13 Statutes, 425), 
authorized an additional issue of $4,000,000 of these bonds and their 
• sale in the United States or Europe. 
LEGAL-TENDER NOTES. 
T!le act of Februa!]25, 1862 (12 Statutes, 345), authorized the issue of .................... On demand .•.. None ....... Par----- 450, 000, 000 00 . ......................... $150,000, OOOU nite StatesnotesS not bearing interest, payable to bearer, 
at the Treasux;r; of the United tates, and of such denominations, not 
less than five ollars, as the Secretaz of the Treasury might deem 
expedient, $50,000,000 to be in lieu of emand-notes authorized by the 
act of July 17, 1861; these notes to be a legal tender. The act of July r. 
11, 1862 (12 Statutes, 532), authorized an additionalissne of $150,000,000 
United States Treasurt no1es, of such denominations as the Secretary 
of the Treasury nll"h deem expedient, but no such note should be 
for a fractional/iart of a dollar, and not more than $35,000,000 of a 
lower denomina ion than five dollars; these notes to be a legal tender. 
The act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 710), authorized an additional 
issue of $150,000,000 United States notes, payable to bearerh of such 
denominations, not less than one dollar, as the Secretary oft e Treas-
ury might prescribe; which notes were made a legal tender. The 
same act limited the time at which Treasurynotesmitht be exchanged 
for United States bonds to July 1, 1863. The amonn of notes author-
ized br this act were to be in lieu of $100,000,000 authorized by the 






































'rhe act of February 25, 1862 (12 Statutes, 346), authorized temporary-
loan deposits of $~5, 000,000, for not less than thirty days, with iLterest 
at 5 per centum per annum, payable after ten days' notice. The act 
of March 17, 1862 (12 Statutes, 370), authorized the increase of tem-
porary-loan deposits to $50,000,000. The act of July 11, 1862 (12 
Statutes, 532), authorized a further increase of temporary. loan de-
posits to $100,000,000. The act of June 30, 1864 (13 Statutes, :US), 
authorizecl a further increase of temporary-loan deposits to not ex-
ceedin~ $150,000,000, and an increase of the rate of interest to not 
exceeding 6 per centum per annum, or a decrease of the rate of in-
terest on ten days' notice, as the public interest might require. 
CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS. 
The act of March 1, 1862 (12 Statutes, 352)L authorized the issue of 
certificates of indebtedness to public creaitors who might elect to 
receive them, to bear interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum, 
and payable one year from date, or earlier, at the option of the gov-
ernment. The act of May 17, 1862 (12 Statutes, 370), authorized the 
issue of these certificates in payment of disbursing officers' checks. 
The act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 710), made the interest pay-
able in lawful money. 
FRACTIONAL CURRENCY. 
The act of July 17, 1862 (12 Statutes, 592), authorized the use of postal 
~~ll~~!s si~?es u~~redes~It:Sn1~:att~;hfi~:~oi\~~~-le ~!eafo:~~ 
section of the act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 711), autbo1ized the 
issue of fractional notes in lieu of postal and other stamps and postal 
currency; made them exchangeable in sums not less than thrae dol- \ 
lars for (J nited States notes, and receivable for postage and revenue I 
stamps, and in payment of dues to the United States, except duties 
on imports, less than five dollars; and limited the amount to 
$50,000,000. The fifth section of the act of J nne 30, 1864 (13 Statutes, , 
220), authorized an issue of $50,000,000 in fractional currency, and 
provided that the whole amount of these notes outstanding at any 
one time should not exceed this sum. 
I -
Notlessthan j After t enuays' 4, G, and 6 \ Par ••••. J 150,000,000 00 
30 days. notice. per cent. 
1 year........ 1 year after 6 per cent ... ! Par ..... J No limit ..... -I 561, 753, 241 65 
dat e. 
.............. On presenta.- 1 None ........ 1 Par •.... 
tion. 
50, 000, 000 00 49, 102, 660 27 
I 
LOAN OF 1863. 
The act of March 3 1863 (12 Statutes, 709), authorized a loan of 117 years .. ·--1 July 1, 1881. ••. 
$900,000,000, and the <v. :.te of bonds, wit'1 jnterest at not exceeding 6 
per centum per annum, and redeemable in not less than ten nor more 




75, 000, 000 00 75, 000, 000 00 
than forty years, principal and interest payable in coin. The act of I 
June 30, 1864 (13 :Statutes, 219), repeals so much of the preceding act 
as limits the authority thereunder to the current fiscal year, and 
also repeals the authority altogether except as relates to $75,000,000 
of bonds already advertised for. 
2, 960 00 
4, 000 00 
7, 214,954 37 
































TABLE Ifi..-STATEMENT of the-OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT, goe.-Continued. 
I 
When redeem-! Rate of in- Price I Length of Amount author-
loan. able. terest. at which ized. Amount issued. sold. 
----· 
O .• :.''jE-YEAR NOTES OF 1863. 
The act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 710), authorized the issue of 1 year ....... 1 lai!~ after 5 per cent ... Par . ____ $400, 000, 000 00 $44, 520, 000 00 $400, 000, 000 Treasury notes:b with interest at not exceeding 6 per 
centum per annum, redeema le in not more than three years,J:rinci-
~1 and mterest payable in lawful money, to be a legal ten er for 
eir face value. 
TWO-YEAR NOTES OF 1863. 
The act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 710), authorized the issue of 2 years------ 2 I:f':.s after 5 per cent ... Par ..... 1400, 000, 000 00 166, 480, 000 00 ~0,000,000 Treasury notes, with interest at not exceeding 6 per 
centum per annum, redeemable :i:n not more than three years, J:rinci-thai and mterest payable in lawful money, to be a legal ten er for 
eir face -value. 
COIN-CERTIFICATES. 
l'he fifth section of the act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 711), author- ...................... . On demand ... None ....... Par----- Indefinite .. - - . 571 883, 400 00 
ized the deposit of gold coin and bullion with the Treasurer or aM. 
assistant treasurer, m sums not less than $20, and the issue of cart' -
cates therefor in denominations the same as United States noteK; 
a.lao authorized the issue of these certificates in payment of interest 
on the public debt. It limits the amount of them to not more than 
20 fer centum of the amount of coin and bullion in the Treasury, 
an directs their receipt in payment for duties on imports. 
COMPOUND-INTEREST NOTES. 
The act of March 3, 1863 (12 Statutes, 709), authorized the issue of 3 years .. ... . June~ 1867, 6 per ce~:~.t. Par ..... 400, 000, 000 00 266, 595, 440 00 $400,000,000 Treasury notes, with interest at not exceeding 6 per and ay15, compound. 
centum per annum in lawful money, payable not more than three 1868. 
years from date, and to be a legal tender for their face value. The 
act of June 30, 1864 (13 Statutes, 218), authori~ed the issue of 
$200,000,000 Treasury notes, of any denomination not less than $10, 
payable not more than three years from date, or redeemable at any 
Umo ofte• threo '''"~ with int.,...t at not oxoooding 7,>, r,•• oontum, I 
Eayable in lawful money at maturity, and made them a creal tender 
or their face value to the same extent as United Sta s notes; 






































TEN-FORTIES OF 1864. I I 
The act of March 3, 1864 (13 Statutes, 13), authorized the issue of l0or40years . March1,1874 .. 1 5percent . 
•00,000 000 bonds, at not exceeding 6 per centum per annum, re-
deemabie after five and payable not more than forty years from datf', 
in coin. 
FIVE-TWENTIES OF JUNE, 1864. 
Par to 7 I 200,000,000 00 I 196,117,300 00 
per c't 
prem. 
The act of June 30, 1864 (13 Statutes, 218), authorized a loan of 1 5or20 years . Nov. 1, 1869 . .. 6percent . .. !Par ..... I 400,000,000 00 1125,561,300 00 $400,000, 000, and the issue therefor of bonds redeemable not less than 
:five nor more than thirty (or forty, if deemed expedient) years from 
date, with interest at not exceeding 6 per centum per annum, paya-
ble semi-annually in coin. 
SEVEN-THIRTIES OF 1864 AND 1865. 
The act of June 30, 1864 (13 Statutes, 218), authorized the issue of 3 years 
$200, 000, 000 Treasury notes, of not less than $10 each, payable at not 
more than three years from date, or r edeemable at any time after ' 
three years, with interest at not exceeding 7t"b per centum per 
annum. The act of March 3, 1865 (13 Statutes, 468), authorized a 
loan of $600, 000, oool and the issue therefor of bonds or Treasury I 
notes; the notes to oe of denominations of not less than $50, with 
interest in lawful money at not more than 7f~r per centum per an· 
num. See also act January 28, 1865 (13 Statutes, 425). 
NAVY PENSION FUND. 
{ 
A ug. 15, 1867 ~ 
. . . June 15,1868, 7f~r per cent. I Par . . .. -I 830,000,000 00 I 830,000,000 00 
' July 15, 1868 J 
The act of July 1, 1864 (13 Statutes, 414), authorized the Secretary of I Indefinite .. -I· .••.. ... ...... -I 3 per cent . . -I Par .... -I Indefinite . ... -I 14, 000, 000 00 
the Navy to mvest in registered securities of the United States so 
much of the Navy pension fund in the Treasury January 1 and July 
1 in each year as would not be required for the payment of naval 
pensions. Section 2 of the act of July 23, 1868 (15 Statutes, 170), 
makes the interest on 'ihis fund 3 per centum per annum in lawful 
money, and confines its use to the payment of naval pensions exclu-
sively. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1865. 
The act of March 3, 1865 (13 Statutes, 468), authorized the issue of I 5 or20years .l Nov.1, 1870 . . -I 6 per cent. -·1 Par . ... ·I 203,327,250 00 I 203,327,250 00 $600,000,000 of bondR or Treasury notes, in addition to amounts pre-
viously authorized; the bonds to be for not less than $50, payable 
not more than forty years from date of issue, or after any period not , 
less than five years; interest payable semi-annually, at not exceetl-
ing 6 per centum per annum when in coin, or 7-ftr per centum per I 
annum when in currenc . In addition to the amount of bonds au-
thorized by this act, authority was also given to convert Treasury 
notes or other interest-bearing obligations into bonds authorized by 
it. The act of April12, 1866 (14 Statutes, 31), construed -the above 
act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to receive any obliga-
tions of the United States, whether bearing interest or not, in ex· 
change for an.) l.Jonds authorized by it, or to sell any of such bonds, 
pNvided the pulflic debt is not increaaed thereby. 
2, 655, 400 00 
68,250 00 
144,900 00 






























TABLE B.-STATEMENT of the OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT, 9"c.-Continued. 
Length of When redeem- I nate of in- tri{e l Amountauthor-IA t. d 
loan. able. I terest. a s';;ldl.C l ized. . i moun Issue . .Amount out-standing. 
CONSOLS OF 1865. 
I --~ 1------
5 or 20 years July 1, 1R70 _- I 6 per cent... Par ... . [$332, 998,950 00 i$332, 998, 950 00 
The act of Miu·ch 3, 1865 (13 Statutes, 468), authorized the issue of j I · ' 
$600,000,000 of bonds or Treasury notes, in addition to amounts pre-
viously authorized; the bonds to be for not less than $50, payable ~-
not more than forty years from date of issue or after any period not 
less than five years, interest payable semi-annually, at not exceeding 1 
6 per centum per annum when in coin, or 7-flo- per centum per an-
num when in currency. In addition to the amount of bonds author-
ized by this act, authority was also given to convert Treasury notes 
or other interest-bearing obligations into bonds authorized by it. 
The act of .April 12, 1866 (14 Statutes, 31), construed the above act 
to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to receive any obligations 
of the United States, whether bearing interest or not, in exchange 
for any bonds authorized by it, or to sell any of such bonds, provided 
the public debt is not increased thereby. 
CONSOLS OF 1867. 
The act of March 3, 1865 (13 Statutes, 468), authorized the issue of 
$600,000,000 of bonds or Treasury notes, in addition to amounts pre-
viously authorized; the bonds to, be for not less than $50, payable 
not more than forty years from date of issue or after any period not 
less than five years; interest payable semi-annually, at not exceed-
ing 6 per centum per annum when in coin, or 7-fh per centum per 
annum when in currency. In addition to the amount of bonds au-
thorized by this act, authority was also given to convert Treasury 
notes or other interest-bearing obligations into bonds authorized by 
it. The act of April12, 1866 (14 Statutes, 31), construed the above 
act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to receive any obliga-
tions of the United States, whether bearing interest or not, in ex-
change for any bonds authorized by it, or to sell any of such bonds, 
provided the public debt is not increased thereby. 
CONSOLS OF 1868. 
The act of March 3, 1865 (13 Statutes, 468), authorized the issue of 
$600,000,000 of bonds or Treasury notes, in addition to amounts pre-
viously adborized; the bonds to be for not less than $50, payable 
not more than forty years from the date of issue or after any period 
not less than five years; interest payable semi-annually, at not ex-
ceeding 6 per centum per annum when in coin, or 7-flo- per centum 
per annum when in currency. In addition to the amount of bonds 
authorized by this act, authority was alio given to convert Tre&illl'Y 
5 or 20 years -I July 1, 1872 .. 1 6 per cent .. -I Par ... --I 379, 618, 000 00 I 379, 618, 000 00 
5 or 20 years I July 1, 1873 . -I 6 per cent .. -I Par .... -I 42, 539,850 00 I 42,639,350 00 
$612,400 00 
2, 830, 150 00 





























notes or other interest-bearing obligations into bonds authorized by 
it. The act of April12, 1866 (14 Statutes, 31), construed the above 
act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to receive any obliga- · 
tiona of the United States, whether bearing interest or not, in ex-
change for any bonds authorized by it, or to sell any such bonds, 
provided the public debt is not increased thereby. 
THREE-PER-CENT. CERTIFICATES. 
The act of March 3, 1867 (14 Statutes, 558), authorized the issue of 
, $50,000,000 in temporary-loan certificates of deposit, with interest at 
3 per centum per annum, payable in lawful money, on demand, to 
be used in redemption of compound-interest notes. The act of July 
25, 1868 (15 Statutes, 183), authorized $25,000,000 additional of these 
certificates, for the sole purpose of redeeming compound-interest 
notes. 
FIVE-PER-CENT. LOAN OF 1881. (FOR SILVER.) 
The act of January 14, 1875 (18 Statutes, 296), authorizes the Secretary 
of the Treasury to use any surplus revenues from time to time in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and to issue, sell, dispose of, at 
not less than par, in coin, either of the description of bonds of the 
United States described in the act of July 14.t 1870 (16 Statutes, 272), 
to the extent necessary for the redemption 01 fractional currency in 
silver coins of the denominations of ten, twenty-five, and fifty cents 
of standard value. 
FIVE-PER-CENT. LOAN OF 1881. (TO PAY J. B. EADS.) 
The act of March 3, 1875 (18 Statutes, 466), directs the Secretary of the 
Treasury to issue bonds of the character and description set out in 
the act of July 14, 1870 (16Statutes, 272), toJamesB. Eadsorhis legal 
representatives in payment at par of the warrants of the Secretary 
of War for the construction of jetties and auxiliary works to main-
tain a wide and deep channel between the South Pass of the Missis-
sippi River and the Gulf of Mexico, unless Congress shall have pre-
viously provided for tho payment of the same by the necessary ap-
propriation of money. 
FIVE-PER-CENT. LOAN OF 1881. (REFUNDING.) 
The act of July 14, 1870 (16 Statutes, 272)~ authorizes the issue of 
$200,000,000 at 5 per centum, principal ana interest payable in coin 
of 1he present standard value, at the pleasure of the United States 
Government, after ten years ; these bonds to be exempt from the 
payment of all taxes or duties of the United States, as well as from 
taxation in any form by or under State, municipal, or local authority. 
~hl:~:f~o~0~0a~~J>o~:~1:U ain~~:~~e~tthe0t~~~e~nJ!b~ S:;~~~ 
United States. Bonds to be sold at not less than par in coin, and the 
proceeds to be applied to tho redemption of outstanding 5-20s, or to 
3percent ... l Par . .... 85, 155, 000 00 I 85, 155, ooo oo I 5, 000 00 Indefinite ... , On demand ... 
10years --- 1 May1, 1881 --l5percent ... J Par . .... J Indefinite .... 17,494, 150 00 ll 
10years ..... l May1,1881 .. · 5percent ... IPar ..... l Indefinite ..... 500,000 00 
10 years .. -I May 1,1881. .. -I 5 per cent .. -I Par .. --11 --·-·· ... -.. --1 4,86, ~3, 000 00 
I I I 
























TABLE 1fi.-STJ17EMENT of the OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT, ~o.-Continued. 
be excb.a.nged for said 5-2os.,. par for par. Pa. 
when due, fu be made in oraer of dates and num 
each class last dated and numbered. Inter· 
of three months from notice of intention tore· 
uary 20, 1871 (16 Statutes, 399), increases the 
'1!0 $500,000,000, provided the total amount of 
exceed the amount originally authorized, and 
on any of these b9nds to be paid quarterly. 
The act of December 17,1873 (18 Statutes, 1), au 
equal amount of bonds of the loan of 1858, wh 
may, on•or before February 1, 1874, elect to 
of this loan 
FOUR-AND-ONE-HALF-PER- CENT. LO 
FUNDING.) 
The act of July 14, 1870 (16 Statutes, 272), a 
$300,000,000 at 4§ per centum, payable in coi.· 
ard value, at the pleasure of the United St 
fifteen years ; these bonds to be exempt fr, 
taxes or duties of the United States, as well 
form by or under State, municipal, or local 
coupons payable at the Treasury of the Unite 
to authorize an increase of the bonded deb 
Bonds to be sold at not less than par in coin, 
applied to the redemption of outstanding 5-
for said 5-20s, par for par. Payment of th1 
be made in order of dates and numbers, beg 
last dated and numbered. Interest to cea 
months from notice of intention to redeem. 
ary 20, 1871 (16 Statutes, 399), which authoriz 
cent. bonds to $500,000,000, the amount of th 
duced to $200,000,000. 
FOUR-PER-CENT. LOAN OF 1907. 
The act of July 14, 1870 (16 Statutes, 272), 
$1,000,000,000 at 4 per centum, payable in coin 
value, at the pleasure of the United States G· 
years; these bonds to be exempt from the 
duties of the United States, as well as from 
or under State, municipal, or local authorit. 
r~~l:i~~e a~ i~c~e~~:a:rtiie 0~o~d~p~~i~fih! 
~o be •old at not leu t4an ;par iJJ. coin, and th 
--
•f these bonds, 
~~l~ew:~~ 
rhe act of Jan-
; of 5 per cents 
ssued shall not 
~es the interest 
the issue of an 
b.olders thereof 
s for the bonds 
~ 1891. (RE-
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present stand-
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payment of all 
,axation in any 
y. Bonds ana 
. This act not 
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s, when due, to 
;vith each class 
3 end of three 
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1erease of 5 per 
cents were re-
IDING.) 
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~nt, after thirty 
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8 act not to an-
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\. 1 ............ 
) 
15 years .. . 
l$(i years . .... 
When redeem- Rate of in- Price Amount author-at which Amount issued. Amount out-able. terest. 
sold. ized. 
---------··-----
........................ ................. ........................... $13,957,000 00 
Sept. 1, 1891 ... 4§per cent .. Par ..... .......................... 185, 000, 000 00 $J 0 
I 
I 
I $1,500,000,000 oo 
































to the redemption of outstanding 5-20s, or to be exchanged for said 
6-20s, par for par. Payment of these bonds, when due, to be made 
in order of dates and numbers, beginning with each class last dated 
and numbered. Interest to cease at the end of three months from 
notice of intention to redeem. See Refunding Certificates, page 36. 
FOUR-AND-ONE-H.ALF PER CENT. LOAN OF 1891. (RESUMP-
TION.) 
The act of January 1,, 1875 (18 Statutes, 296), authorizes the Secretary 
of the Treasury to use any surplus revenues from time to time in the 
Treasury not otherwise appro:priated, and to issue, sell, dispose of, 
at not leas than par, in coin1 either of the description of bonds of the United States described m the act of .July 14, 1870 (16 Statutes, 
272), for the p11rpose of redeeming, on and after .January 1J.. 1879, in 
coin, at the office of the assistant treasurer of the United ;:;tatea in 
New York, the outstanding United States legal-tender notes when 
presented in auma of not leas than fifty dollars. 
FOUR-PER-CENT. LOAN OF 1907. (RESUMPTION.) 






Indefinite ..••. 65, 000, 000 00 
The act of .January 14, 1875 (18 Statutes, 296), authorizes the Secretary I 30 years .... ·I .July 1, 1907 . -- I 4 per cent .. -I Par .... -I Indefinite .... -I 30, 500, 000 00 
of the Treasury to use any surplus revenues from time to time in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and to issue, sell, dispose of, 
at not less than par, in com, either of the description of bonds of 
the United States described in the act of .July 141.,.1870 (16 Statutes, 272), for the purpose of redeeming, on aJJ.d after tJ anuary 1, 1879, in 
coin, at the office of the assistant treasurer of the United States in 
New York, the outstanding United States legal-tender notes when 
presented in sums of not less than fifty dollars. 
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT. 
The act of .June 8, 1872 (17 Statutes, 336), authorizes the deposit of I Indefinite .. ·I On demand ... j None ..... -- I Par .... -I No limit ..... -I 64,780,000 00 
United States notes without interest by banking associations in sums 
not less than $10,000, and the issue of certificates therefor in denomi-
nations of not less than $5,000; which certificates shall be payable 
on demand in United States notes at the place where the deposits 
were made. It provides that the notes so deposittld in the Treasury 
shall not be cotmted as a part of the legal reserve, but that the cer-
tificates issued therefor may be held and counted by the national 
banks as part of their legal reserve, and may be accepted in the set-
tlement of clearing-house balances at the pfaces where the deposits 
therefor were made, and that the United States notes for which such 
certificates were issued, or other United States notes of like amount, 
shall be held as special deposits in the Treasury, and used only for 
the redemption of such certificates. 
SILVER CERTIFICATES. 
65, 000, 000 00 
30, 500, 000 00 
14, 465, 000 00 
The act of February 28, 1878 (20 Statutes, 26, sec. 3), provides that any I Indefinite. --1 On demand . --1 None ....... j Par ..... j No limit .... ·-1------ ....... --·1 12,874,270 tlO holder of the coin authorized by this act may deposit the sanie with 































TABLE M..-STATEMENT of the OUTS1i_ANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT, 9'-c.-Continued. 
:-
- -- -;:.,.gth of t Wh<Hodoom- -Rate of in- Price .Amount author-
loan. able. terest. at which ized. .Amount issued. sold. 
--
-----
sums not less than ten dollars, and receive therefor certificates of not 
Jess than tfln dollars each, corres.J?Onding with the denominations of c 
the United States notes. The com deposited for or representing the 
certificates shall be retained in the Treasury for the ~ayment of tho 
same on demand. Said certificates shall be receivab e for customs, 
taxes, and all public dues, and, when so received, may be reissued. 
REl!'UNDING CERTIFICATES. 
The act of February 26, 1879 (20 Statutes, 321), authorizes the Secre- Indefinite -- Convertible in- 4 per cent._. Par----- No limit------ $40, 012, 750 00 
tary of the Treasury to issue, in exchange for lawful money of the ~~!ls~r cent. United States, certiticatbs of deposit, of the denomination of ten dol-
lars, bearing interest at the rate of four per centum per annum, and 
convertible at any time, with accrued interest, into the four per 
centum bonds described in the refunding act; the money so received 
to be applied only to the payment of the bonds bearin~ interest at 





$1, 367, 000 00 































TABLE N.-STATEMENT of 30-YEAR 6 PER CENT. BONDS (interest payable Janua1-y ana July) ISSUED to the several PACIFIC . 
RAILWAY COMP.ANIES under tke acts of July 1, 186~ (12 Statutes, 492), and July 2, 1864 (13 Statutes, 359). 
Railway companiee. 
On .January 1, 1876: 
Central Pacific .•.....••....•.••••••.••••••.. 
Kansas Pacific ............................. . 
Union Pacific ............................. .. 
Central Branch Union Pacific ............. .. 
Western Pacific ........................... . 




.. $ §d !0 
1~~~ al p.P,<I) 
.,-oals 
.s fa p.$ ~'d ~-! 
§e~.ao 
o<.>'"C:l'd a~oo> ~ .. Q 
.. 0 ~-So 
1-1<1). .e~~ 
.s i-o'd 












$25, 885, 120 00 $13, 027, 697 67 $776, 553 60 $11, 804, 251 27 $1, 191, 765 86 
6, 303, 000 00 3, 103, 893 09 189, 090 00 3, 292, 983 09 1, 440, 664 84 
27, 236, 512 00 11, 884, 324 65 817, 095 36 12, 701, 420 01 3, 943, 71.5 65 
1, 600, 000 00 781, 808 26 48, 000 00 829, 808 26 44, 408 05 
1, 970, 560 00 722, 380 14 59, 116 80 781, 496 94 9, 367 00 





<I)+' Q i-1 
p<ec.> '"C:lr/.l~bll 
<l)as"i~ cti ~~al]~ 
= ~ ..... . QS <I) ~P.S'"C:l S 
~ 
al~§...; 
~:~ § ~.g~ g 
..... 00 ~ 
Ot;'dt; 
Oc:.>o>O 
Q ~-~ ..... ~-~ 
~ 0 · .... 0 ~]~~ 
~ 
----- ..- ~ 
.s·a~ ~ ~~S<.> 
1:1~..§ ~ d O r11~ 
OP <:- ~ ~~B ~ ~ 
~ Q,.l rn o·,-t ~$]~[ 
E-1 
$10, 612, 485 41 $2, 712, 527 92 $13, 325, 013 33 
1, 852,318 25 455, 846 99 2, 308, 165 24 
8, 757,704 36 2, 170,415 23 10, 928, liO 59 
785, 400 21 230, 955 19 1, 016, 355 40 
772, 129 94 163, 069 89 935, 199 83 
692, 547 53 174, 873 65 867, 421 18 
64, 623, 512 00 28, 202, 807 70 1, 938, 705 36 30, 141, 513 06 6, 668, 927 36 23,472, 585 70 5, 907, 688 87 29,380, 274 57 
==========!--
On .July1, 1876: 
Central Pacific. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 25, 885, 120 00 
Kansas Pacific.............................. 6, 303,000 00 
Union Pacific............................... 27, 236, 512 00 
11, 804, 251 27 776, 553 60 12, 580, 804 87 1, 231, 213 76 11, 349, 591 11 3, 112, 076 38 
3, 292, 983 09 189,090 00 3, 482, 073 09 1, 448,327 39 2, 03-3,745 70 525, 021 79 
12, 701,420 01 817, 095 36 13, 518, 515 37 4. 079, 704 77 9, 438, t'IO 60 2, 496, 152 67 
14, 461, 667 40 
2, 558, 767 49 
11, 934, !l03 27 
1, 004, g.w 05 
1, 0~2. 372 03 
941,826 33 
Central Branch Union Pacific............... 1, 600, 000· 00 
Western Pacific .. .. .. .. • .. • . .. • .. • .. .. .. . .. 1, 970, 560 00 
829, 808 26 48, 000 00 877, 808 26 44,408 05 833, 400 21 261, 4·15 84 
'781, 496 94 59, 116 80 840, 613 74 9, 367 00 831, 246 74 191, 125 89 
Sioux City and Pacific . .. . • • • • . . • . .. . . . . . . . . 1, 628, 320 00 
1--------1-------· 
64, 623, 512 00 
731, 553 49 48,849 60 780,403 09 39,470 28 740, 932 81 200, 893 52 
1- 30, 141,513 061 1, 938,705 361 32, 080,218 42 6, 852,491 25 25, 227, 727 17 6, 786, 716 091 32~ 014, 443 26 
On .January 1, 1877: 
Central Pacific . ............................. 25,885,120 00 12,580,804 87 776,553 60 13,357,358 47 1, 268,672 12 12,088,686 35 3, 544,981 77 15,633,668 12 
Kansas Pacific ...... . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . 6, 303, 000 00 3, 482, 073 09 189, 090 00 3, 671, 163 09 1, 515, 718 49 2, 155, 444 60 601, 026 62 2, 756, 471 22 
Union Pacific .. ............................. 27,236,512 00 13,518, 515 37 817,095 36 14,335,610 73 4, 126,871 52 10,208,739 21 2, 853, 345 13 13,062,084 34 
Central Branch Union Pacific............... 1, 600, 000 00 877, 808 26 48, 000 00 925, 808 26 44, 408 05 881, 400 21 294, 291 22 1, 175, 691 43 
Western Pacific ............ ...... ....... ... 1, 970,560 00 840,613 74 59, 116 80 899,730 54 9, 367 00 890,363 54 221,797 08 1, 112,160 62 
Sioux City and Pacific .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . 1, 628, 320 00 780, 403 09 48, 849 60 829, 252 69 39, 440 28 789, 782 41 229, 148 30 1, 018, 930 71 




































.. TABLE N.-STA'1'EMENT of 30-YEAR 6 PER CENT. BONDS, g-o.-Continued. 
Railway companies. 
On January 1, 1879: J 
Central Pwi:fl.c ••••••................... ..... 
~:f::'p~:ili_~c:::::::::·: ~ ::::::::: :::::::::1 






a;)(lj--.,:1 ~A ell) 
...,'da;ls 




64, 623, 512 00 I 35, 957, 629 14 
25,885, 120 oo I 15, 687, o19 211 
6, 303, 000 00 4, 238, 433 09 
21, 236, 512 oo 1 16, 786, 896 81 






+'><l2Q §d: s :g-ft 
<lj'd+> 
I 
776,553 60 I 189,090 00 






.S.v .s~ m 
...,Q) 
~t-! 
16,463, 572 87 
4, 427, 523 09 
17, 603, 992 17 
1, 117,808 26 
~~ctf 
.s &:a 






2, 516,742 86 
1, 7 44, 683 89 


















~ll §~ .a·a~ a ~:"'§ ~~sg a~.ai 8 ~~.g ~ 
....,. rn ce _, .v"' ~ 
o+>....., o=_s:;::l ~~]~ ~~~~~ 
.,:1 ot>•"" ot> ':i :BW <:>';::! .;:s~:s :g~]~ ~ 
~ ~ 
$4, 004, 003 32 
683,507 94 




8, 768, 914 02 
4, 99!:!, 311 56 
872,589 09 
4, 072, 654 57 
406,347 61 
$16, 072, 591 38 
a, 012, o8o 97 
13, 603, 121 19 
1, 244, 679 38 
1, 204, 642 25 
1, 074, 938 10 







38, 738, 970 34 
18, 945, 141 57 
3, 555, 428 29 
15, 531, 431 88 






























Western Pacific--·· .. --·--- ...... __ ._ .• • . _ 
Sioux City and Pacific ___ .... ___ ... ___ ..... 
On July 1, 1879: 
Central Pacific .. ____ .. _ .....•....•.•........ 
Kansas Pacific ... . _______ . ____ ..... _ ....... . 
Union Pacific .........................•.... -
Central Branch Union Pacific ............ ---
Western Pacific _ . . ... . 
Sioux City and Pacific .... . 
On January 1, 1880: 
Central Pacific ........... -- .. . 
Kansas Pacific ...... ---·.: ............ -·- .. . 
Union Pacific .............................. . 
Central Branch Union Pacific .............. . 
Western Pacific·--- ... ----·-·- ....... --· .. . 
1, 970, 560 00 ' l, 077, 080 94 
1, 628, 320 00 975, 801 49 
64, 623, 512 oo 1 39, 835. 039 86 
59, 116 liU 11, l:JG, 1!!7 74 9, 367 00 I i, 1:!6, 830 '14 
48, 849 60 ], 024, 651 09 li3, 648 56 941,002 53 
1, 938, 705 36 41, 7!3, 745 221 _ 10, 571, 102 71 31, 202, 642 51 
25, 885, 120 oo 116,463, 572 87 776, 553 60 11, 240, 120 47 I 2, 771,419 23 14,468, 707 24 
6, 303, 000 00 4, 427, 523 09 189, 090 00 4, 610, 613 09 2, 324, 910 55 2, 291, 702 54 
27, 236, 512 00 17,603, 992 17 817,095 36 18,421,087 53 - 7, 325,466 49 11,095,621 04 
1, 600, 000 00 1, 117, 808 26 48,000 00 1, 165, 808 261 73, 142 73 1, 092, 665 53 
1, 970, 560 00 I 1, 136, 197 74 59, 116 80 1, 195, 314 54 9, 367 00 1, 185, 947 54 
__:_. o_28,_3_2o_oo_
1
_I_, o_24_, o_51 ~ --~· 849_o_o _J_,_o7_3,_5_oo_o9 ____ 91, 74_7_39 ____ 981, 7_53_3o_ 
64, 623, 512 oo 41, 773, 745 22 1, 938, 705 36 1 43, 112, 450 58 1 12, 596, o53 39 31, 110, 397 19 
==========!===========, - I 
25, 885, 120 00 17, 240, 126 47 
6, 303, 000 00 4, 616, 613 09 
1, 600, 000 00 1, 165, 808 26 






3, 552, 135 70 
2, 370, 109 88 
7, 421, 734 97 
14, 464, 544 37 
2, 435, 593 21 
1!30, 298 11 
326,013 09 
1, 457, 128 85 
1, 267' 015 62 
-----1-----











42, 208, 856 54 
~-= 
19, 467, 018 80 
3, 164, 291 63 
15, 168, 275 61 
1, 499,013 14 
1, 516, 245 65 
1, 307, 766 39 
42, 122, 611 22 
19, 462, 855 93 
3, 308, 182 30 
15, 889, 102 49 
1, 547, 013 14 
1, 575, 362 45 





Sioux City and Pacific . ---- .. ----.----.-----I ~. v-v· v-v vv ' -· v. -. v.. . . I 1, 938: 705 361~~~~~J 13, 520: 474 191 32, 130, 681 75111, 006, 214 03 I------1, 354,379 47 43, 136, 895 78 
27,236, 512 00 118, 421, 087 53 





9, 367 00 
93,983 91 
11, 816, 447 92 
1, 140, 665 53 
l, 245, 064 34 
1, 028, 366 38 ~-ll ~~
On July 1, 1880: 
Central Pacific ............. .......... -.. -..• 
Kansas Pacific.--- ............•.... ---------
Union Pacific . ................. . 
Central Branch Union Pacific ...•... --- ... -. 
Western Pacific ............••••.•. -- ..••... 
Sioux City and Paciflo •..... 
25,885, 120 00 18, 016, 680 07 776,553 60 18,793,233 67 
6, 303, 000 00 4, 805, 703 09 189, 090 00 4, 994, 793 09 
27,236, 512 00 19, 238, 182 89 817,095 36 20, 055,278 25 
1. 600, 000 00 I 1. 213. 808 26 48. 000 00 1. 261, 808 26 
1, 970, 560 00 1, 254, 431 34 59, 116 80 1, 313, 548 14 
1, 628, 320 00 1, 122, 350 29 48, !h 9 60 1, 171, 199 89 
64, 623, 512 00 l 45, 651, 155 94 1, 938, 705 36 47, 589, 861 30 
3, 200, 389 64 
2, 447, 397 28 
7, 804,484 37 
47,621 69 














11, 006, 214 03 
20, 591, 155 59 
3, 419, 984 90 
16, 323, 448 45 
1, 620, 534 18 
1, 634,479 25 
1, 391, 180 41 
-



































TABLE 0.-STATEMENT shotving the AMOUNT of NOTES, SILVER CERTIFICATES, and FRACTIONAL SILVER COIN OU'l'STAND- ~ 

















One and two I Compound-
Legal-tender 
1 
year notes interest 
notes. of 1863. notes. 









(See Note 4.) 
Total amount 
in currency. 








rency in gold. 
----1 ---
~~~~: :: $~~~: ~~;; ~~~ gg :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::: :::::: ·. :::::::1:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::j:::: :::::::::: $~~~ ~~;; ~~~ gg: ::::::.,::::::::::::::: 
1862-.. 183, 792, 079 00 ............. - $53, 040, 000 00$96, 620, 000 00 .••.• -.. -- .. - -................................ -.. -- .. - ........ --.... 333, 452, 079 00 $0 86. 6 $288, 769, 500 41 
1863... 23!!, 677, 218 00 -- ...... -- ... - 3, 351, 019 751297, 7ti7, 114 00 $89, 879, 475 00 --.-- .. -- ........ • -- .•• ---. $20, 192, 456 00 . -.- ........ -- 649, 867, 282 75 76. 6 497, 798, 338 59 
18ti-i.. . 179, 157, 717 00 $31, 235, 270 00 780, 999 25j431, 178, 670 84 153, 471, 450 00 $15, 000, 000 00 .. - ..... -- . .. 22, 894, 877 25 . ..... -- .. . • . . 833, 718, 984 34 38. 7 322, 649, 246 94 
1865... 142, 919, 6~8 00 146, 137, 860 00 472, 603 00 432, 687, 9b6 00 42, 338,710 00 193, 756, 080 00 . . . • . . . . . . • . . 25, 005, 828 76 ......... -... - 983, 318, 685 76 70.4 692, 256, 354 77 
1866... 19, 996, 163 00 281, 479, 908 00 272, 162 001400, 619, 2U6 00 3, 454, 230 00 159, 012, 140 00 . • • • . .. . .. . . . 27, 070, 876 96 . . • .. • . . . . . . . . 891, 904, 685 96 611. 0 588, 657, 092 73 
1867... 4, 484, 112 00,298, 625, 379 00 208, 432 001371,783, 597 00 1, 123, 630 00,122,394,480 .oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 307, 523 52 .•........... - 826, 927, 153 52 71. 7 592, !l06, 769 07 
1868... 3, 163,771 00 2!J9, 762,855 00 141,723 00.356,000,000 00 555,492 001 28, 161,810 00 ..........••. 32, 626,951 75 .••...... -... - 720,412, 602 75 70.1 505, 009,234 52 
1869... 2, 558, 874 00 1299, 929, 624 00 123,739 25 356, 000,000 00 347,772 00 2, 871,410 00 ..••.....••.. 32,114,637 36 ............. - 693,946, 0;36 61 73.5 510,050, 351 61 
1870... 2, 222, 7~3 001·2. 99,766.984 00 106,256 00 ~~6. 000,000 00 248, 272 001 2, 152, 910 00- .....••. - ... 39,878,684 48 ........... ... 700, 37?, 8 .. 9!) 481' 85.6 599, 521,769 95 
1871... 1, 968, Ov8 00,318, 261, 241 00 96, 505 W:Sc6, 000, 000 00 198, 572 001 768, 500 00 . . . . . . .. .. . . . 40, 582, 874 56 . . . .. . . • . . . . . . 717, rl7J, 751 06 89. 0 638, 909,418 44 1872... 1, 700, 935 00 337, 664, 795 00 88, 296 25 357, 500, 000 00 167, 522 00 593, 520 00 ....... -..... 40, 855, 835 27 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 738, 570, 903 52 87. 5 64-ti, 24!1, 540 58 
1873 .. - 1, 294, 470 00 347, 267, 061 00 79, 967 50,356, 000,000 00 142, 105 00 479,400 00 .... -........ 44, 799, 365 44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750, 062, 368 94- 86.4 648, 053, 886 76 
1874... 1, oo9, 021 00351,981, os2 oo 76,732 50 382, ooo, ooo oo 121,625 oo 415,210 oo ............. 45,881,295 67 .•..•........ 781,490,916 n 91. o 711,156,733 71 
1875... 786, 844 00 354,408, 008 00 70, 107 50'375, 771, 580 011 113, 375 00 367, 390 00 .... --....... 42, 129, 424 19,...... . . -... 773, 646, 728 69' 87. 2 674, 619, 947 42 
1876... 658, 938 00 332, 998, 336 00 66, 917 50 369, 772, 284 00 104,705 00 328, 760 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34,446, 595 39$10, 92ti, 938 00 ·749, 303, 473 89: 89. 5 671, 7iB, 937 62 
1877-.. 521, 611 00 317, 048, 872 00 63, 962 50 35ll, 764, 332 00 95,725 00 296, 630 001......... . .. 20, 403, 137 34 33, 185,273 00 731, 379, 542 8!1 94.7 69-i, 375, 246 54 
1871'!.-. 426, 504 00 324, 514, 224 00 62, 297 50 346, 681, 016 00 90, 485 00 274, 920 00$1, 462, 600 00 16, 547, 768 77 39, 155, 633 oo. 729, 215, 508 271· 99. 4 7:!5. 08:!, 924 62 
1879... 352,452 00 329, 69J, 697 00 61, 470 00 346, 681,016 00 86, 185 001 259, 090 00 2, 466, 950 00 15, 842, 605 78 39, 360, 529 00 734, 801, 994 78 1 00. 0 734, 801, 994 78 
1880... 299, 790 001344, 505,427 00 60,975 001346, 681, 016 00 82,485 001 242, 590 0012, 374, 270 00 *7, 214, 954 37 24, 061, 449 oo, 735, 522, 956 37 1 00. 0 735, 522, 956 ~7 
NOTE 1.-The amount of State and national bank circulation is compiled from the reports of the Comptroller of the Currency at the nearest dates obtainable to tho end of 
each fiscal yea1·; the other amounts are taken from the official printed reports of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
* N O'l'E 2.-Exclusive of $8,375,934, amount estimated as lost or destroyed, act June 21, 1879. 
NoTE 3.-The one and two year notes of 1863, and the compound-interest notes, though having a legal-tender quality for their face-values, were in fact intcrest-bearinc:r 
securities, payable at certain times, as stated on tho notes. They entered into circulation for but a few days, if at all, and since maturity, those presented have been converted 
into other mterest-bearing bonds, or paid for in cash, interest included. 
NOTE 4.-'l'he amount of fractional silver in circulation in 1860, 1861, and 186~, cannot be stated. The amounts stated for 1876, and subsequent years, are the amounts coined 
































TABLE P.-STATEMENT slwteing the A N NUAL APPROPRIATIONS made by CONGRESS for EACH FISCAL YEAR from lSn to 1881, 
inclusive, togethm· with the COE.S VALUE of such APPROPRIATI,ONS computed upon the average p1'ice of gold for each yem· in qnestion. 
To supply deficiencies for 
the service of the various 
branches of the govern-
ment . . ........ . ......... . 
For legislative, executive, 
and judicial expenses of 
the government ......... . 
For sundry civil expenses 
of the governmenr. . ... . 
For support of the Army .. . 
l!'or the Naval .-~erd< · 1 •••••• 
.l<~or the Indian servi •·e .... 
:For rivers and barbo:·s . 
For forts and fmtifiC'H tions . . 
l!'or support of hl.litary 
F.;;c:~:~~~. ~f. r~~t -Offi~~ . 
Depal'tment .... . ..... 
For invalid and otlwr pen-
flions .. . ........ ... ...... . 
For consular and dip:omatic 
I 
. I 
2d session 42d I 3d session 42d 
CongreRs . Conj!;r e ss. 
}'iscal year I Fiscal y e ar 
1373. 1874. 
$6, 596, 677 39 1 $11, 143, 23!1 96 I 
18, 624, !172 74 18,170, 441 18 
20, 134, 669 33 32, 173, 257 90 
28, G8:!, Gl5 32 31' 796, 008 81 ! 
18, ?3 t, 085 95 22, 275, 707 65 
6, 196, 36'1 91 5, 505, 218 90 
5, 5~8. ooo oo I 7, 352, 900 00 
2, 037, 000 00 1, 89!1, 000 00 
326, 101 32 344, 317 56 
6, 42.3, 970 00 6, 496, 602 00 
30, 480, 000 00 3.), 480, 000 00 
1st session 43d 120. session 4Sd I 1st session 44th 12d session 44th I 1st. and 2d !!.es-~ -ongr e ss . C_ongr e Rs . Congr e ss. ()ongress. Slons 4;>th 
I<tscal year l!'H!cal ye ar l<' isC'al year l"i,;<"tl year C?ngr e ss. 
1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. i;~3.al Y ear 
$-t, 053, 812 39 $2, 387, 372 38 $834,695 66 $?, 547, 186 31 $15, 213, 259 21 
20, 758, 255 50 16, 038, 699 49 16, 057, 020 82 1:>, 756, 774 05 15, 868, 694 50 
26, 924, 746 88 29, 459, 853 02 15, 895, 065 58 17, 079, 256 19 24, !168, 589 68 
27, 788, 500 00 27, 933, 830 00 27, 621, 867 !JO 
------ ·--·--·---
51, 279, 679 39 
20, 813, 946 70 17, 001, 306 90 12, 741, 790 90 1:3, 5:19, 932 !JO 14, 153, 431 ;o 
5, 538. 27 4 87 5, 425, 627 00 4,567,017 63 4, 827, 665 69 4, 734, 875 72 
5, 228. 000 00 6, 648, 517 f>O 5, 015, 000 00 ....... --···---- 8, 322, 700 00 
904, 000 00 850, 000 00 315, 000 00 275, 000 00 275, 000 00 
339, 835 00 364,740 00 290, 065 00 286, 604 00 292,805 00 
7, 175, 542 00 8, 376, 205 00 5, 927, 498 00 2, 939, 725 00 4, 222, 274 72 
29, 980, 000 00 30, 000, 000 00 29, 533, 500 00 28, 533, 000 00 29, 371, 574 00 




gress. l!'i scal 
y ear 1880. 
$4, 633, 824 55 
16, 136, 230 31 
17, 6;!4, 868 56 
26, 797, 300 00 
14, 028, 468 95 
4, 713, 478 58 
!J, 577, 494 61 
275, 000 00 
319, 547 3H 
5, 872, 376 10 
56, 233, 200· 00 
2ll session 46th 
Congr e ss. 
l!'iscal year 
1881. 
$6, 118, 085 10 
16, 785, 308 93 
24, 216, 136 90 
26, 425, 800 00 
14, 405, 797 70 
4, 657, 262 72 
8, 976, 500 00 
550,000 00 
316,234 28 
3, 883, 420 00 
41, 644, OQO 00 
service . ......... . .... .. . . 1, 26R, R19 00 1, 311,359 00 I 3, 404,804 00 1, 374,985 00 1, 188,797 50 1, 146,747 50 1, 087,535 00 ! 1, 097,735 00 1 180 335 00 
Formiscellaneous.. .. . . . . 9,623,477 36 3,342,647 H6 I 2,108,040 86 1, 853,804 52 4,134,69193 1,425,09149 2,226,390 29 5,083,123 77 4;959;332 01 
------------'---------------------------. -------------- ------
Total.. ...... .. ...... 154,216,751 32 172, 2!l0, 700 82 155,017,758 20' H7, 714,940 81 12l, 122,010 92 88,356,983 13 172,016,809 21 162,404 , 617 'ifi 15 t, 118,212 64 
Coin value of one dollar r== =====·= =---= ====--======~====- . = 
paper currency . . . . . .• . . 87. 3 89. 3 88.8 87. 8 92.7 97.6 99. 8 100 100 
Coin value of amount ap- ===~===========-= ===~======= 
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TABLE q.-RETURNS, by JUDGMENTS, of the UNITED STATES COURT of 
CLAIMS, of PROCEEDS of PROPERTY SEIZED as CAPTURED or ABAN-
DONED, under the act of March 12, 1863, PAID from July 1, 1879, to June 30, 1880. 
Date. To whom paid . 
.July 2, 1879 . ... . .. . .. .John C. Calhoun, administrator of A. P. Calhoun ... . .......... .. 
.July 21, 1879........... Calhoun Fluker, administrator of Isabella Ann Fluker . ........ · 
S~:~ptember 3. 1879...... Frederick L. Meyer, administrator of Henry .Jager ............. . 
September 17, 1879 ..... Cunningham Boyle, administrator of .John Murphy ............. . 
September 23, 1879 ..... Robert M. and Stephen A. Douglas . ............................ . 
October 27, 1879 ........ Benjaman F. Grafton, administrator of .John C. Murphy ....... . 
Amount. 
$1, 528 89 
8, 650 00 
2, 881 39 
2, 501 86 
58,419 20 
1, 473 16 
Total . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 454 50 
TABLE a.-JUDGMENTS of the UNITED STATES COURT of CLAIMS for 
PROCEEDS of PROPERTY SEIZED as CAPTURED or ABANDONED under 
the act of March 12, 1863, RENDERED, but NOT PAID, dnring the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 18b0. 
Date of judgment. I Name of claimant. Amount awarded. 
April 26, 1880 .......... , George Patten ............................................ ~ ..... . $1,753 33 
TAB~E S.-RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of UNITED STATES ASSIST-
ANT TREASURERS, and DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY at TUCSON, ARIZONA 
during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1~80. 
BALTIMORE. 
Balance .Juue 30, 1879 . . . . . . .••••• ... . . . . . . . .. .... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . $4, 637, 991 43 
RECEIPTS. 
On account of customs ................................................ . 
On account of internal revenue .....•.•••.......•••..••.•.............. 
On account of currency redemption .................................. .. 
On account of semi-annual duty ...................................... . 
On account of certificates of deposit, act .June 8, 1872 ............• . .•. 
On account of Post-Office Department . .. . • • • . .. . .. .. .. • ............ .. 
On account of transfers ............................................. .. 
On account of patent fees .....•....••..•..••.......•............•.....• 
On account of disbursing officers ........................ . ........... .. 
On aecount of intel'est in currency, 6 per cent ..............•.....•.... 
On account of miscellaneous .......................................... . 
DISBURSEME:s'TS. 
On aeeount of Treasury drafts ....................................... .. 
On account of Post-Office drafts . .................................... .. 
On account of disbursing accounts ................. . .................. . 
On account of currency redemption.................. . ...•........•... 
Dn account of miscellaneous . ................. . ................... .. 
On account of interest, funded loans ................... . ............ .. 
On account of interest, in currency .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ... . ......... . .. . 
On account of transfers . ..... .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ....... . . .. 
(}n account of certificates of deposit, act .June 8, 1872 ........ . ... . .. . 
$2, 989, 773 92 
274, 576 91 
484,924 21 
123,.591 29 
5, 350, 000 00 
214,290 32 
6, 089, 875 60 
430 00 
2, 156, 445 65 
542, 010 00 
10,229 17 
------ 18, 236,147 07 
3, 439, 749 53 
165 199 40 
2, 102, 222 82 
500,694 11 
30 42 
1, 054-, 084 39 
542, 010 00 
5, 629, 5!.J5 97 
5, 160, 000 00 
22, 87 4, 138 50 
18, 593, 586 64 
.Balance .June 30, 1880 .... . ..... . .....•....... . ....• . ............. .....•.......... 4, 280, 551 86 
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BOSTON. 
Balance .June 30,1879 . .. . . . . .. . . • . .. . .•. .•• •• • .. . . • •... •• .•. . .• • •.• • • ... .. • .••••• .... .. $7, 504,806 51 
UECEIPTB. 
On account of customs . . ..... . ........................................ . 
On account of internal revenue ...................................... .. 
On account of certificates of deposit, act .June 8, 1872 .................. . 
On account of Post-Ottice Department ................................ . 
On account of transfers ...................................... . ........ . 
g~ :~~~~~t ~f. s~;b~~~~e; ~ffi~~~-~-:::::: ~ ~:::::::::: ~::: ~::::::::::::::: 
On account of interest, in coin ............ . .............. $4, 928, 290 24 
On account of interest, in currency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385, 830 72 
On account of miscellaneous ......................................... .. 
$22, C38, 971 71 
1, 147, 808 64 
5, 070, 000 00 
7C3, 127 77 
14, 566, 272 85 
7, 936 00 
19, 919, 031 18 
5, 314, 120 96 
1, 524, 625 16 
----- 70, 2!H, 894 27 
DISBURSEJIIENT8. 
On account of Treasury drafts ....................................... .. 
On account of Post-Office drafts . .. ................................... . 
On account of disbursing accounts ................................... .. 
On account of interest, in coin......................... $10, 945, 815 17 
On account of interest, in currency • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 384, 960 72 
On account of transfers ............................................... . 
On account of certificates of deposit, act June 8, 1872 ....•.•••..••••••• 
On account of fractional silver and currency redeemed ......•.......... 
On account ofmisct-llnneous ......................................... .. 
16, 843, 596 78 
682,652 43 
19, 677, 652 86 
11, 330, 775 89 
12, 668, 895 74 
5, 665, 000 uo 
1, 098, 842 10 
13,990 60 
77, 796, 700 78 
-------- 67, 981, 406 40 
Balance .June 30,1880 ........................................................... . 9. 815, 294 38 
CHICAGO. 
Balance .June 20, 1879- ... ..... .. . . .. . . ... .. . • .. .•••••. ...... ...... .••••. ..... .. ... .••..• $6.344, 651 62 
RECEIPTS. 
On account of customs ..................... . .......................... . 
On account of internal revenue ...................................... .. 
On account of sale of lands ....................•.••••.•••••••.......... 
On account of redemption account . . • . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . ......•••••••••••• 
On account of certificates of deposit, act .June 8,1872 .................. . 
On account of Post-Office Department ••••.••••••.••.....•.•••••••.•... 
On account of transfers .............................................. .. 
On account of patent fees ............................................. . 
On account of disbursing officers ..................................... . 
On account of interest, in currency .................................. .. 
On account of miscellaneous .......................................... . 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
On account of Treasury drafts ........................................ . 
On account of Post-Office drafts ..................................... .. 
On account of disbursing accounts ................................... .. 
On account of interest, in currency ................................... . 
On account of transfers ............................................... . 
On account of certificates of deposit, act June 8, 1872 •••••.•.•.....•••• 
On account of redemption account .......................... ___ ...... .. 
$2, 818, 281 21 
2, 023, 790 7 4 
113,806 53 
194,830 00 
2, 170, 000 00 
983,286 64 
17, 907, 388 39 
11,021 00 
11, 681, 688 03 
107, 817 00 
116,747 16 
------ 38, 128, 656 70 
11, 066, 749 24 
762,753 47 
11, 809, 263 06 
107,920 50 
10, 365, 347 29 
1, 920, 000 00 
194,830 00 
44, 4 73, 308 32 
---- 36, 226, 863 56 
Balance .June 30, 1880 ................... . ....................................... . 8, 246, 444 76 
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CINCINNATI. 
B<1lance June 30, 1879 . --... .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. . .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • .. $2, 990, 736 18 
llECEil'TS. 
On account of customs .................... .................... ....... . 
On account of internal revenue ...................... ... _...... . ..... . 
On account of semi-annual duty .................................... .. 
On account of Secretary's spe·~ial deposit account No.1. ............. .. 
On account of Secretary .............................. _ ........ _ .... _ .. 
On account of certificates of uoposit, act June 8, 1872 ....... ..•..... _ .. 
On account of Post-Office Department ................................ . 
On account of transfers ............ ............ _. _ ....... _ ...... _. _ .. . 
On account of patent fees .................. .............. ............ . 
On account ot' dioilmrsing officers .................. ................... . 
On account of interest, in coin .... .......... .................... _ .. __ .. 
On account of interest., in currency ......... ___ ... _ .... __ ......... _ .. .. 
On account ot' miscl'llaneous .................. _ .... _ .................. . 
*720, Hi ~ ·1 
iHi5, ;;r;o 10 
7!), OR!I !17 
!lJO h;) 
3 4.J 
2, 663, ooo on 
28!l, 547 6:! 
6, 881, 856 16 
4, 486 2J 
1, 518, 723 5:J 
1, 78!l, :372 45 
3, 18U 00 
59, 728 47 
----- 14, 373, 516 12 
DISBURoEME~TS. 
On account of TrPastuy clntfts ..... .. . ... . ....... ......... ..... _ ... _. 
On account of Post-Office drafts .................................... .. 
On account of disbursing accounts .. . .... ................ ........... .. . 
On account of iuteiest, in coin ....... .. ... _ .. _ ...................... .. 
g~ :~~~~~~ ~i ~~~~~~~~~-~ in-~u~Te~_c!:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
On account of certi.tlcatPs of deposit, act June 8, 1872 ................ .. 
On :wcount of fractional currency redeemed .••.. ____ ..... ___ .... _ .... . 
Balance June 3•!, 1880 
NEW ORLEANS. 
1, 853, 06-t oa 
275 :118 29 
1, 514: 272 22 
1, 789, 272 45 
3, 180 00 
6, 508, 573 2+ 
2, 535, 000 00 
5, 654 00 
17, 364, 252 30 
14, ~84, 334 23 
------
2, 879, 918 07 
Balance June 30, 1879 .•••.•...... . ......•••••.••••..•.....••..•••.•.............. .. ___ _ $4, 080, 037 19 
RECEIPTS. 
On account of customs ............................................... .. 
On account of intemal revenue .......................... ............. . 
On account of sale of lands ........... ................. . .............. . . 
Un account of Post-Office Department ......... . .................... .. 
On account of trausferA .....•............ ............................... 
On account of patent fe-es ... ......................... .... .... ........ .. 
g~ :~~~~~~ ~~:f~~~~:ssfn~~~~~-r_s_: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
On account of mi13cellaneous .......................................... _ 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
On account of Treasury drafts ....................................... .. 
On account of Post-Office drafts ....... .... . .......................... .. 
On account of disbursing accounts ..... ............... ................ . 
On account of interest ..... · ...................... .. ........ ... . ....... . 
On account oftransfers ............................................... . 
On account of fractional currency redeemed ...................... .... . 
$2, 332, !l96 21 
1, 182, 57ti 40 
17, 169 86 
786,751 4R 
3, 215, 752 42 
834 00 
3, 762, 023 54 
5, 904 00 
1, 272, 612 79 
----- 12, 576, 620 70 
2, 765, 056 72 
705, 2:n 6!l 
4, 716, 637 !i5 
5, 88!l 00 
5, 414, 700 00 
1, 800 00 
17, 256, 657 89 
--- -- 13, 609, 311 06 
Balance Juno oO, 1880 ........... •••••.•••.•.... ....•• .•••.•• .. ••. .••............. 3, 647, 346 83 
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NEW YORK. 
Balance Juno 30, 1879 . _ ...................................... _ •••• - . . .. • . . . . . . . • • • .. • • • $159, 674, 686 54 
RECEIPTS. 
On ncconnt of customR. --- --------- ............ -- - -- - ------ ...... ------
On account of illternall·cvtmue ............... -.---- ...... - .. -- .... ----
Ou account of silver notm; issued .................................... .. 
On account of certificates of deposit, act J nne 8, 1872 ...........•...... 
On account of Post-Office Department .......................... 1 ..... . 
On account of transfers .......... . ................................... .. 
8~ ~~~~~~~ ~1 ~i:~~~~~~: <iffi~~~s::::::: :: :::: ::: :: ~:: ::: :::: ~ ~:::: ::::: 
On account of bullion account superintendent assay office .•............ 
Ou account of miscellaneous .. ______ ..... _ ................... __ . _ .. __ _ 
On account of interest accounts . _____ . __ ................... . .......... . 
$135, 263, 589 77 
2, 61U, 086 24 
904, 000 00 
19, 270, 000 00 
5, 964, 662 50 
295, 134, 819 30 
5, 321 50 
284, 813, 444 76 
69, ]7.), 443 35 
] 18, 4 70, 370 34 
60, 324, 344 46 
----- 991, 945, 082 22 
DISllUHSEllEJiiTS. 
On account of Treasnr_y drafts . .. __ .... , .............................. . 
On account of Post-Oilice drafts ____ ......... _ .... __ .......... _ .. __ .. _. 
On account of disbursing accounts ................. _ .. ____ ....... _____ _ 
On account of bull:ion account superintendent assa_y office ...... _ .... __ 
On account of certificates, act June 8, 1872, sent to department . ....•.. 
On account of gold c&rtificatcs sent to department ... _ ..........•. ___ .. 
On account of liil ver certificates sent to department . __ .......... _. _ .. __ 
On account of fractional currency sent to departmf?nt ............. ____ _ 
1, 151, 619, 768 76 
518, 22!), 775 03 
6, 6li~. 726 51 
284, 337, 654 72 
63, 679, 129 84 
33, 785, 000 00 
7, 449, 100 00 
49, 850 00 
79, 000 00 
On account of United States bonds, account sinkiug fund, sent to de-
partment. __ ... _ .... ___ . _____ .----- ______ ..... ___ . __ .. ___ ... ___ ...... 76,957,416 06 
On account of interest accounts sent to department . _ ........ __ . _ . . . . . . 60, 321, 388 71 
--------1,051,557,040 87 
Balance J ~:ne 30, 1880 ------ ............ ------ .............. ----------------------lo0,06~ 
PHILADELPHIA. 
Balance June 30, 1879 ..••••.••• . ....•...••• . ... . . _ •...... __ .•••••• . • _ ...• __ . . .. . .. _ ..• _ . $16, 022, 184 58 
UEDEIPTS. 
On account of customs .................................... __ .. __ .------
On account of internal-revenue stamps ............................... .. 
On account of fr·actioual currency for redemption ..... _ ............. __ . 
On account of fractional silver coin for exchange .....•...............• 
On account of semi-annual duty .... . .- ............................... .. 
On account of certificates of deposit, act June 8, 1872 . __ .. _ ... _ •..• _ .. . 
On account of Post-Office Department ....... _ ... _ ... _ ................ .. 
On account of transfers .................. . ......... -- ................ .. 
§~ H~~~~~ ~~f~~~~1:~~~ ~~~~~-~:::::::::::: ~:~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
On account of miscellaneous .................................... _. _ ... . 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
On account of Treasury drafts ......................................... . 
On account of Post-OfJice drafts ....................................... . 
On account of clisbursing accounts ............................. _ .. .... . 
On account of fractional silver coin exchanged .. _ ....... _. _ ... _ ... _ ... . 
On account of interest . . ................................•...... _ .......• 
On account of tranRfers . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. . 
On account of certificates of deposit, act June 8, 1872 .•••••.•.•.•. _. _ .• 
On account of fractional currency redeemed .••........... _ •. _ ..... _ ... 
$12, 660, 817 38 
436, 741 88 
19, 179 60 
3, 050, 140 00 
442, 500 00 
11, 665, 000 00 
667,754 69 
12, 494, 575 37 
4, 892 95 
12, 087, 532 76 
1, 107, 766 50 
1, 093, 91:& 00 
----- 55, 730, 813 13 
12, 047, 554 12 
590, fi43 29 
12, 120, 304 03 
3, 402, 820 00 
5, ]] 9, 503 13 
6, 929, 285 00 
13, 110, 000 00 
19, 233 60 
71, 752 997 71 
---- 53, 339, 343 17 
Balance June 30, 1880 ........................................... __ • ........ .... •• 18,413,654 54 
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SAINT LOUIS. 
Balance June 30, 1879............. •.. •• .•.• .• . • ••.•••••. ••. ...•••. .••••. .•. .• . .. . .. . . . . $3,817,447 00 
RECEIPTS. 
On account of customs ...............•...•.... . ........................ 
On account of internal revenue .. • .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ................... .. 
On account of sale of lands .......................................... .. 
On account of certificates of deposit, act June 8, 1872 . . .........••..... 
On account of Post-Office Department ................................. . 
On account of transfers ............ . .................................. . 
On account of patent fees ............................................ .. 
On account of disbursing officers ..••••...•.•.... . ........•..•...•...•.. 
On account of 5 per cent. redemption ..•..•.........•....•...........•. 
On account of miscellaneous ............................... . .......... . 
$1, 468, 954 33 
813, 115 02 
20,448 95 
700,000 00 
1, 246, 760 75 
10, 057, 412 40 
4, 662 20 
6, 930, 299 65 
350, 597 17 
244,705 63 
------- 21, 836, 956 10 
DISBURSEMENTS, 
On account of Treasury drafts ....................................... .. 
On account of Post-Office drafts ............................ . ......... . . 
On account of disbursin~ accounts .............. ..................... .. 
On account of Treasurer s transfer account ....••.....•.... . ....... . ... 
On account of interest, in coin ........................................ .. 
On account of transfers .............................................. . 
On account of certi~cates of deposit, act June 8, 1872 ........... .. 1 . .. . On account of fractiOnal currency redeemed ......................... .. 
7, 260, 184 29 
1 462 143 39 
6: 510: 926 95 
454,860 21 
643, 302 31 
4, 910, 477 85 
I, 035, 000 00 
1, 660 00 
Balance June 30, 1880 .................................... ···-- ................. . 
SAN FRANCISCO. 
25, 654, 403 10 
22, 278, 555 00 
3, 375, 848 10 
Balance June 30, 1879 .................................................. ...... . ......... *$23, 394,396 99 
RECEIPTS. 
On account of customs ............................................... .. 
On account of internal revenue ....................................... . 
On account of sale of lands .................................... . ....... . 
On account of refund certificates, 4 per cent. loan 1907 ..•..•••••.•••••. 
On account of silver dollars for silver certificates ..••••..•..•••...•••.. 
On account of Post-Office Department ................................. . 
On account of transfers . .............................................. . 
On account ofp~tent ~ees_ .. ··--·: . .................................. . 
On account of disbursing officers ...................................... . 
On account of llliscellaneous .......................................... . 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
$5, 935, 336 24 
2, 860, 936 29 
202,280 62 
202 60 
3, 091, 000 00 
586,211 47 
13, 763, 197 22 
13,228 00 
11, 644, 057 90 
1, 024, 868 19 
------- 39, 121, 318 53 
62, 515, 715 52 
g~ !~~~~~~ ~~ ~~:~~2c~d.~~1t~: ::::::::::::::: ·.:: ::::::::::::: ·.: :: ·.::: . 7, 226, 579 53 640,144 55 
12, 272, 121 8~ 
1, 025, 000 00 
363, 514 73 
15, 648, 729 75 
On account of disbursing accounts .................................... . 
On account of bullion account ........................................ .. 
On account of interest in coin ......................................... . 
On account of transfers .............................................. .. 
----- 37,176,090 38 
Balance June 30,1880 .. ... .. .. ..................... ...... ... ... ...... ...... ...... 25,339,625 14 
* The reserve fund, amounting to $2, 240, 000, is included in this amount. 
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TUCSON. 
Balance June 30, 18!9 ............ . ................................................... .. 
RECEIPTS. 
On account of customs ..............................••................. 
On account of internal r evenue ...... . ................................. . 
On account of sale of lands. .. . .. . .................................... . 
On account of transfers .............................................. . . 
On account of disbursing officerR ...................................... . 
On account of miscellaneous .......................................... . 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
On account of Treasury drafts .• -· .....•.•........•.....•..........••.. 
On account of disbursing accounts .................................... . 
On account of transfers ............................................... . 
$10,232 67 
24, 815 40 






468, "947 11 
Balance June 30, 1880 .................................................... . 
$289,761 58 
1, 432, 990 06 
1, 722, 7jl 64 
1, 498, 095 73 
224,655 91 






THE COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, November 24j 1880. 
Sm : I have the honor to submit the report of the Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, with accompany-
ing tables, exhibiting in detail the receipts from each specific source of 
revenue by years and collection districts, together with additional facts 
and .figures, showing the operations of the bureau during the months of 
July, August, September, and October, being the first four months of 
the current fiscal year. 
I am glad to be able to bring to your attention the fact that since my 
last annual report still further improvement has been made in the con-
dition of the internal-revenue service. 
The efforts of the past four years for the suppression of the illicit 
manufacture and sale of spirits and tobacco have been substantially 
crowned with success. The frauds upon the revenue and the resistance 
to authority still existing are confined to a few localities, and I am of 
opinion that the hearty co-operation of all officers charged with the en-
forcement of the laws will, before the close of the present administra-
tion1 have established the authority of the government for the collection 
of the taxes and the equal enforcement of its laws in all parts of the 
country. 
The discipline, efficiency, and fidelity to duty of the officers of internal 
revenue have steadily improved; the manner in which they have en-
forced the laws has promoted the relations of harmony which should 
subsist between the tax-payer and the government, and I take pleasure 
in noting the fact of an almost universal disposition on the part of tax-
payers to observe the laws and see them faithfully executed. 
RE DUCTION OF T.A.XA'l'ION. 
The receipts of internal revenue for the fiscal year 1879 were 
$113,449,621.38, showing an increase of $2,795,458.01 upon the previous 
year. The receipts for the fiscal year 1880, in the face of the reduction 
of the tax on tobacco, were $123,981,916.10, showing an increase of 
$10,532,294.72. The receipts for the first four months of the present 
fiscal year amount to $43,789,318.30, showing an increase over the cor-
responding period of last year of $3,658,213.48. I know of no reason 
why this increase should not be maintained during the fiscal year, so 
that the total collections for the year from internal revenue taxes at the 
present rates would be $135,000,000. 
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While the receipts from taxes are thus increasing in amount, the de-
mands upon the Treasury are being lessened by the reduction of the 
public debt, and of the annual interest charge. It is probable, there-
fore, that Congress will be disposed to relieve the people from some of 
the internal-revenue taxes, and if such a reduction is to be made, Ire-
spectfully suggest the following list of taxes collected during the fiscal 
year 1880 for the consideration of the law-making power: 
Bank checks ... _ ...•.•...............•...••.•............... _ •..••• 
Friction matches . _ .. _ ........•... _ .•..... .....•............ _ ...... . 
Patent medicines or preparations, perfumery, cosmetics, &c ......•.. _ 
Bank deposits ... _ •.. __ .... _ .•.......•. _ •............... _ .......... . 
Savings-banks deposits .........•...••..•.... ···--· ..•..•...• ···--·. 







Total _ .. _ .. __ .. _ ............... _ .............. _ ........ __ •. . . 10, 990, 606 13 
In the event it is deemed advisable to take the tax off matches, patent 
medicines, perfumery, &c., due consideration should be had to the fact 
that large stocks of these articles, tax paid, are now in the hands of the 
trade, and that a very serious reduction in their value, especially of 
matches, would result if the tax were taken off suddenly, and articles 
manufactured free of tax were brought into competition with those 
upon which the existing taxes had been paid. In my opinion an act abol-
ishing these taxes should not go into effect earlier than, say three months 
from its passage. 
The same may be said in regard to check stamps. Considerable stocks 
of stamp'ed checks are now in the hands of individuals, banks, and 
bankers, upon which the stamps have been imprinted. I think it would 
be wise that the operation of the repeal should be delayed at least three 
months, so as to give time for the use of these stamps. 
Whenever the interests of the government will allow it, I think it 
will be wise to confine internal-revenue taxation to spirits, malt liquors, 
tobacco, snuff, cigars, and special taxes upon the manufacturers and 
dealers in these articles. I am of opinion that reliance can be placed 
upon receiving the sum of $124,000,000 annually from these sources, · 
which sum would gradually increase with the increase of population, 
but which would probably be snbjec~ed to diminution upon a recurrence 
of hard times. 
In considering the question of relieving patent medicines from internal 
revenue taxes, it should be understood that many of the articles put 
upon the market and taxed as medicinal bitters are used as a beverage. 
Persons engaged in the sale of such articles are not required to pay 
special taxes as retail dealers in liquors, so that if the articles were re-
lieved from taxation medicinal bitters would be sold everywhere without 
paying any internal-revenue tax whatever. 
In passing upon the right of these various medicated bitters to be 
taxed as such~ and sold without payment of the special tax as retail 
liquor dealers, the office is often seriously embarrassed to find the exact line 
between a medicinal bitter liable to stamp tax and a compound liquor 
subject to be sold only as a beverage. In my opinion it would be wise 
to continue the stamp tax upon all medical bitters containing more than 
20 per cent. of proof spirits. 
The tax upon savings banks, in my judgment, should be removed, or 
the whole legislation upon the subject of taxing savings banks should be · 
modified and made more equitable; and there would .seem to be no just 
ground for continuing the tax upon the capital and deposits of banks 
and bankers if it is found that the rmrenues arc sufficient without it. 
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ASSESSMENTS ON CIRCULATING NOTES. 
The assessments on circulating notes of corporations and individuals 
under sections 3412 and 3413 United States Revised Statutes, and sec-
tions 19 and 20 of the act of February, 8, 1875, amounted, during the 
year ended June 30, 1880, to $461,597.82, an increase of $452,355.20 
over those made during the preceding year. The chief motive for issuing 
the notes upon which these assessments were made was unquestionably to 
supplement an insufficient capital or to bolster up the waning credit of 
the firms or corporations making the issues. The large increase in 
these assessments clearly indicates the disposition of individuals and 
corporations to flood the country with an insecure "shin plaster" cir-
culation. The existing laws of the United States seem to constitute 
the only breakwater for the protection of the people against an inunda-
tion of every ima.giuable character of individual and corporate circula-
lating notes designed to take the place of money. In my judgment 
those laws should be maintained upon the statute book. 
RESISTANCE TO ENFORCEl\:IENT OF 1'HE LAW~. 
By reference to the table on page 24, it will be seen that during the 
last four years and four months, 4,061 illicit distilleries have been seized, 
7,339 persons have been arrested for illicit distilling, 26 officers and 
employes have been killed and 57 wounded, in the enforcement of the 
internal-reYenue laws. During the past sixteen months 1,120 stills have 
been seized, 1,26.3 persons arrested, and 10 officers wounded in the en-
forcement of the laws. 'Yhile the number of stills seized and persons 
arrested since my last annual report is very large, I am satisfied that 
there will be a decrease henceforward in the number of such seizures 
and arrests. 
In January of the present year a combined movement was made, by 
armed bodies of internal-revenue officers, from West Virginia southward 
through the mountains and foothills infested by illicit distillers, which 
resulted in the seizure of a number of illicit distilleries, and the arrest 
of many persons engaged therein. The effect of this movement was to 
convince violators of the law that it was the determination of the gov-
ernment to put an end to frauds and resistance to authority, and since 
that time it has been manifest to all well-meaning men in those regions 
of country that the day of the illicit distiller is past. Public sentiment 
has been gradually setting in against these frauds, and I feel assured 
that if continued efforts are made for the enforcement of the laws the 
taxes upon whisky and tobacco can soon be collected in the districts 
where frauds have been so rife without the use of armed posses of men. 
For the purpose of preventing old offenders from resuming the busi-
ness of illicit distilling, I have deemed it advisable to maintain a special 
force of deputies in many of the districts to police the districts and seize 
illicit distilleries. These officers are armed and move in small posses so 
as to deter resistance. They are instructed to establish friendly rela-
tions with the people and to encourage the observance of the laws. This 
system has worked satisfactorily and beneficially, and except in the sec-
ond district of Georgia there has been very little disturbance during the 
past few months. 
ENCOURA.GEMENT OF LEGAL DISTILLERIES. 
It has been the policy of this office to encourage the establishment of 
legal distilleries in those collection districts where illicit distillation hal 
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heretofore prevailed, =tnd there are now 469licenRed grain distilleries in 
those districts against 380 in 1879, and 177 in 1878. I have felt that if 
the manufacture of whisky was to be carried on at all in this section of 
country it was much better that it should be done openly and in full 
eompliance with the requirements of law rather than secretly in viola-
tion and defiance of law, and with the demoralizing influences of dis-
honesty, turbulence, outlawry, and murder, which invariably prevail in 
a community where illicit distilling is carried on unchecked. The policy 
thus adopted bas worked well. In every county where legal distilleries 
have been established in any number, illicit distilling bas almost entirely 
ceased, violent resistance to law has become almost unknown, and there 
has been a large increase of revenue. 
It must be upderstood that many of the legal distilleries thus estab-
lished have no greater capacity than ten gallons per day, and that it i"' 
necessary for the protection of the rights of the government to have a 
storekeeper and gauger assigned to each distillery. It is thus obvious 
that the expense of collecting the taxes upon the spirits so made is very 
heavy, and necessarily increases the estimates for this year for the pay 
of storekeepers and gaugers. It is, however, unquestionable that it is 
far preferable to incur this expenditure to secure the collection of the 
revenue and an orderly observance of the laws tllan to spend large 
sums of money in the employment of raiding parties for the seizure of 
illicit distilleries and the arrest of illicit distillers. So long as the gov-
ernment looks to the tax upon distilled spirits for a large proportion of 
its revenues, it is just and right that every producer of distilled spirits 
shall be held to the payment of his legal tax, and such appropriations 
should be made as will enable the executive branch of the government 
to enforce the tax law so as to collect the revenues ju 'tly from all alike. 
I have the honor to earnestly recommend that the appropriation asked 
for for this service be granted. 
PROTECTION OF REVENUE OFFICERS. 
I again recommend additional legislation for the protection of the 
lives and persons of officers of the U nitetl States from the unlawful as-
saults of those who resist their authority, and refer to the remarks on 
this subject in my last annual report, page\. 
FRAUDS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF VINEGAR. 
I respectfully direct attention to House bill No. 6460, entitled "A bill 
to regulate the manufacture of vinegar by the alcoholic vaporizing pro-
cess," now pending in Congress, and urgently reques t that the same be 
taken up and passed into law at the earliest practicable moment. I 
state without hesitation that the provisions of section 5 of the act of 
March 1, 1879, authorizing the use of a process for the vaporizing of 
alcohol in the manufacture of vinegar, has opened the door to frauds 
upon the revenue which cannot be guarded against successfully under 
existing laws. While the great majority of manufacturers of vinegar 
by this process are, no doubt, following a legitimate anrl honest busi-
ness, I am convinced that there are many wlw have engaged in the 
business for the express purpose of defrauding the government out of 
its tax upon distilled spirits. As was shown before the Committee on 
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, at its last session, it 
is easy for a manufacturer of vinegar b,y this process to produce low-
wines of 50 or 60 per cent. strength. As there are no storekeepers or 
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other government officers connected with these establishments, it is ob-
vious that these low-wines may be removed and sold as distilled spirits 
without the payment of the tax if the vinegar manufacturer sees fit to 
do so. The law authorizing the vapori~ing of alcohol by vinegar manu-
facturers should either be repealed, or else a government storekeeper 
should be stationed at each vinegar factory using this process, the ex-
pense of such storekeeper to be borne by the manufacturer. 
EJ.VIPLOYES ON 1'HE STAMP ROLL. 
Sections 321, 3238, 3312, 3328,3330, 3341,3369, 3395, 3445, and 3446 of 
the United States Revised Statutes charge the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue with the duty of procuring and issuing appropriate stamps for 
all internal-revenue taxes imposed by law. Most of these stamps are 
now being produced by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. They 
are delivered to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and are by him 
issued to collectors of internal revenue, and sold to tax-pd,yers. 
The work of issuing all stamps, except stamps on bank checks and tin-
foil tobacco wrappers, directly from the Internal Revenue Bureau, was 
commenced in September, 1877, since which· time nearly $334,000,000 
worth of stamps have been sent out. The accounting officers of the 
Treasury Department charge to the Commissioner the stamps delivered 
to him by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and credit him with 
all stamps properly issued and sold. The honorable First Comptroller, 
who passes upon these accounts, has expressed to the Commissioner the 
opinion that he (the Commissioner) is personally liable to the govern-
ment for the safe-keeping and proper issue of these stamps. 
When it became necessary to employ a force to perform the work of 
receiving and issuing these stamps the question arose as to who should 
exercise that power, the law making the appropriation for dies, paper, and 
stamps requiring that the sum appropriated should be expended " under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury." Upon consultation 
between the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue it was then decided that ~the Commissioner was the proper officer 
to employ that force. The number of persons to be employed and the 
salaries to be paid them were fixed by the direction and with the ap-
proval of the honorable Secretary. The Commissioner then proceeded 
to employ the necessary force, and from month to month the pay -rolls for 
the persons so employed were passed by the accounting officers and paid 
without question. 
On the 28th of June last, the following letter was received: 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., June 28, 1880. 
SIR: I am in receipt of the letters Jf the acting Commissioner of the 24th and 26th 
instant, informing me of the employment of a messenger in yonr office, and of certain 
person~:~ to be employed at East Pepperell, Mass., all to be paid from the appropriation 
for dies, paper, and stamps. 
The legislative bill approved the 15th instant, provides that the appropriation for 
that JHlrpose for the next fiscal year shall be expended under the direction of the Sec-
retary of the Treasury. You will, therefore, please transmit to this office any recom-
mendations which you rna;)~ have for the employment of the persons named in the two 
above-mentioned letters, or for the employment of any other persons paid out of the 
above appropriations, and will notify them that their services will not be required on 
and aftf'r the :first proximo, unless previously authorized by the Secretary. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. GREEN B. RAUM, 
JOHN SHERMAN, Seoretat·y. 
Commissioner of Inter11al Revenue. 
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Under the instructions of this letter the persons employe<.! upon the 
stamp-roll by authority of the Commissioner were discharged, and a 
majority of them were subsequently re-employed by direction of the Sec-
retary of the Treasury. The effect of this letter was to divest the Com-
missioner of an authority which had been exercised bs him for nearly 
three years under the sanction of the Secretary. 
The principle seems to me well established that no officer shall be 
held pecuniarily responsible for the neglect or dishonesty of an employe 
in whose appointment he bas no voice, and I respectfully submit that 
the sections of law above referred to impose such duties and confer such 
powers upon the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, taken in connection 
with his pecuniary responsibility for the custody of these stamps, as 
should carry with them authority to select and employ the persons en-
gaged in the work of receiving, counting, caring for, and issuing said 
stamps. In coming to this conclusion I bave duly considered the con-
stitutional provision which authorizes Congress to empower the heads 
of departments to appoint inferior officers, and that section of the act 
above alluded to appropriating money for dies, paper, and stamps, which 
provides that the same " shall be expended under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Treasury." The persons employed upon this work are 
not" officers"; they are clerks, book keepers, counters, and messengers. 
And the statutory provision is, in my opinion, fully met by the Secre-
tary directing the number of persons to be employed and fixing their 
pay, thus controlling the expenditure of the appropriation. Under the 
changed system persons who were regarded by the Commissioner as 
competent and experienced in their work and were satisfactory to him 
have been removed, and others without experience and unknown to the 
Uommissioner have been substituted. 
With the utmost respect to the honorable Secretary I will say that iu 
my opinion this action is erroneous in principle and in law, and in my 
judgment should be revoked. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
should not be chargeable with the shortcomings of persons employed in 
the business of handling $150,000,000 worth of stamps per annum with-
out having the selection of such persons, and I respectfully recommend 
that if upon a further consideration of this question the honorable Sec-
retary entertains a doubt as to the correctness of the positions above 
stated, legislation should be asked for to place the authority of selection 
and employment in the hands of the officer on whom rests the pecuniary 
responsibility for the conduct of the persons employed. 
APPOINTMENT OF STOREKEEPERS, GAUGERS, AND TOBACCO INSPECT-
ORS. 
For about twelve years preceding June 30 last, under a plan adopted 
by Ron. Hugh McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury, the correspond-
ence with collectors of internal revenue and others in respect to the ap-
pointment and removal of storekeepers, gaugers, and tobacco inspectors 
was conducted by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and the ap '-
pointments were made on his recommendation. This system was chang~d 
by the following circular : 
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and others : 
TREASURY DJ<;PARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., June 30, 1880. 
On and after July 1, 1880, any application for appointment to the office of gauger 
storekeeper, storekeeper and gauger, or inspector of tobacco in tbe internal-revenue 
service will be made to the Secretary of the Treasury, and in each case will lle in 11le 
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handwriting of the applicant, and signed by him, stating his age, legal residence, 
where born, and service in the Army or Navy, if any. The application must be ac-
companied by testimonials as to character for sobriety, industry, and business habits. 
Collectors of internal revenu.e will report to the Secretary of the Treasury when-
ever the necessities of the service require new appointments or removals of incum-
bents, g~ving the reasons therefor, and forwarding to this office the papers in each case. 
Removals from office of any of the above-named officers will hereafter be made only 
by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretm·y. 
The correspondence in respect to these appointments and removals is 
now carried on by the Secretary of the Treasury through the Appoint-
ment Division of hi~:; office. Having observed the workings of the new 
system since its inauguration, I deem it my duty in the interest of the 
public service, to point out the reasons why, in my judgment, this work 
can be better done by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
By existing laws all the officers enumerated in this circular perform 
their duties under the general instruction of the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue, to whom they make return of work done upon forms pre-
scribed by him. In the case of storekeepers, they are assigned to duty 
by the Commissioner, and in the case of gaugers, their accounts are 
audited by him. Revenue agents, urider the instructions of the Com-
missioner, constantly supervise the work of these officers and report 
upon the same, and periodically inspect them and report as to their 
capacity and fidelity to duty. No new distillery can be started without 
the approval of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and reports of 
the closing of distilleries are promptly made to him; a 'record is kept in 
his office of the assignment of all storekeepers and gaugers. There 
are in the Internal Revenue Bureau persons who are experts in the work 
of gaugers and storekeepers, and who are able to and do criticise their 
work so as to keep the Commissioner advised upon these matters. This 
condition of things enables the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to 
decide when it is proper to appoint new officers in a district, and also 
when an officer in consequence of neglect of duty or incapacity should 
be removed. These means of information are not in the Secretary's 
office. 
It may be proper to say that the appointment clerk and his assistants 
frequently obtain verbal information. from this office in regard to mat-
ters connected with the appointment and removal of offi~ers of this class. 
This, however, is always in an informal way, no record being made of 
the matter on either hand. 
I have not questioned and do ·not question the right of the Secretary 
to obtain information from such sources as he may deem proper upon 
which to make these appointments and removals, but it occurs to me 
that the officer who by law has charge of the general superintendence of 
the collection of the revenues and who has so much to do with the offi-
cers in question should be consulted as to the necessity of making ap-
pointments and the propriety of making removals. 
The plan adopted by the foregoing circular was tried for a short time 
by Secretary McCulloch, with this exception, that · he expressly invited 
the aid of the Commissioner in regard to removing incompetent persons 
from office, but the system was not found to work well and was aban-
doned. 
~ I claim that the storekeepers and gaugers have during the past four 
years steadily improved in their knowledge of law and regulations, in 
diligence and fidelity in the performance of their duties, and in their 
pride in the service. This corps of officers for efficiency and discipline is 
5 F 
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not excelled by any branch of the civil service, and this state of things 
is the outgrowth for the most part of the measures set on foot at this 
office for the improvement of the service. The same system of exam-
ination and inspection adopted for collectors' offices, with a similar grad-
ing according to a scale of merit, has been applied in the case of storekeep-
ers and gaugers, and the result has been a laudable ambition on their part 
to excel in intelligence and efficiency in the discharge of their duties. 
It is obvious that the effect of this system will be lost, and that officers 
will be made indifferent to or independent of criticism or commendation 
by this office when it is understood that only on the recommendation of 
a collector will a removal be made. 
In my judgment it would be wise for the honorable Secretary of the 
Treasury to reconsider this subject with a view to a modification of his 
present order. 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE. 
In administering the Internal Revenue Office during the past four 
years I have directed my efforts-
1st. To popularizing the internal revenue system of taxation, so that 
tax-payers everywhere would cheerfully observe the laws, and a healthy 
public sentiment would be aroused favorable to their enforcement. 
2d. 'l1o break up frauds of every kind, especially the illicit manufac-
ture and sale of spirits and tobacco, and thoroughly establish and main-
tain the supremacy of the laws of the United States. 
3d. To correct abuses of administration, especially the institution of 
suits and prosecutions for trivial and technical violations of law. 
4th. To bring into the public service honest, capable, and efficient 
men, to increase them in the knowledge of their duty as prescribed by 
law and regulations, and to stimulate a just spirit of emulation amongst 
officers in the performance of duty. 
5th. To establish a more perfect and uniform system for the transac-
tion of the public business by collectors in their offices and by their 
deputies in their divisions, and to insure strict accountability for the 
public funds. 
6th. To secure a prompt and careful transaction of' the public business 
in the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and so to dispose of such business as 
had accumulated during past years that the labor of the office might be 
directed to current work. 
Some of the leading improvements in the public service which have 
been effected are hereinafter recapitulated. 
RELATIVES IN OFFICE. 
Upon an examination of the personnel of the internal revenue service, 
I deemed it advisable to issue to each collector the following circular, 
known as Circular Letter 44, which was approved by Hon. R. C. McCor-
mick, Acting Secretary : 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, August 17, 1877. 
The reports of collectors, in reply to Circular No. 42, dated June 19, 1877, disclose 
the fact that in a number of districts the officers and employes appointed by collectors 
or upon their recommendation, are, to a large extent, related by blood or marriage to 
such collectors ; or, if not so related, are related to each other, so that, in fact, the 
selection of officers and employes in many instances is confined to a few families, npon 
whom alone fall the responsibilitie's and emoluments of office. 
I regard this condition of affairs as an abuse in administration, the continuance of 
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which is incompatible with the best interests of the public service, as greatly tt'nding 
to a lax discipline, and to the conrlonation of irregularWes. 
For the purpose ofrectifying this condition of things, collectors will observe the 
following rules in respect to the officers and employes of their respective districts: 
First. Of persons related to a collector by blood or marriage, but one shall be re-
tained in office. 
Second. Of persons not related to a collector, but related to each other by blood or 
marriage, but one shall be retained in office. 
Collectors will make the necessary recommendations for the appointment of 
gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers and gaugers, and change their force of depu-
ties and clerks so as to have their respective forces conform to the foregoing rules. 
All changes under this circular will take effect on or before the 1st clay of .Oc-
tober, 1877. 
GREEN B. RAUM, 
Commissioner. 
The principle of this circular has, I think, received the approbation of 
the public, and its enforcement has been beneficial to the service. 
EX PARTE DEPOSITIONS. 
In my annual report for the year 1876, I recommended the passage of 
a law in regard to the taking of depositions for use in internal-revenue 
cases. No such act having been passed by Congress, and believing that 
the system which had long prevailed of deciding cases upon ex parte 
evidence sb.oultl be changed, I issued the following circular: 
TREASURY DEPART:\1ENT, 
OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washi11gton, D. G., October 30,1877. 
In all claims for abatement, refunding, drawback, or reward for information, all 
applicat.jou:s for compromise, all contested qu0stions as to claims of the government 
for taxes not assessed, and generally in all matters wherein additional testimony is 
required to be taken, no ex pa1·te affidavit or deposit,ion will be considered unless the 
same shall have been taken after due notice to the Commissioner as herein prescribed. 
Such notice must state the time and place at which, and the officer before whom, 
the testimony will be taken; the name, a.ge, residence, and business of the proposed 
witness, with the questions to be propounded to the witness, or a brief statement of 
the substance of the test,imony he is expected to give. .:::= 
The notice shall be delivered or mailed to the Commissioner a sufficient number of 
days previous to the day fixed for taking the testimony, to allow him, after its receipt, 
at least five days, exclusive of the period required for mail-communication with the 
place at which the testimony is to be taken, in which to give, should he so desire, 
instructions as to t.be cross-examination of the proposed witness. 
Whenever practicable the affidavit or deposition should be taken before a collector 
or deputy collector of internal revenue, in which case reasonable notice should be 
given to the collector or cleputy collectol' ofthe time fixed for taking the deposition or 
affidavit. 
It will be observed that these regulations relate to affidavits and depositions addi-
tional to those presented with the claim or matter in question as now provided for 
under existing regulations. 
The foregoing regulations are not intended to preclude the examination of witnesses 
before the Commissioner; and he also reserves to himself the right to receive and con-
sider affidavits as to which previous notice bas not been given where the reason for 
failure to give such notice shall appear to him to be sufficient, and also in other cases 
in which, from their exceptional character, or the character of the affidavit, he shall 
be satisfied that the rule tlhould not ue euforcecl. 
These regulations sllall apply to all matters of the character first above mentioned 
pending in this office on and after the first day of December next. 
GREEN B. RAUM, 
Cornmissionm·. 
Approved: 
R. C. McCORMICK, 
Acting Sem·etary. 
The enforcement of this circular has rendered the evidence upon which 
action is had in internal-revenue cases very much more definite and sat-
isfactory than was practicable under the system previously prevailing. 
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l>ROSECU'l'IONS FOR TECHNICAL VIOLA'l'IONS OF LAW. 
For the purpose of preventing the institution of suits and prosecutions 
for technical and trivial causes, I addressed to collectors of internal 
reYenue the following letter: 
TREASURY DEPARTl\mNT, 
Ol<FICE OF INTER~ AL REVENVE, 
Washington , .Ap1'il25, 1878. 
SIR: The uumber of casf's for violations of the internal-revenue laws that are placed 
upon the dockets of the courts throughout t.he country is so great, and the expenditure 
for the trial of these cases is so large, and in many courts, in consequence of the great 
number of cases, the delay in bringing cases to trial is so great, that jt becomes a 
matter of great importance that the officers of the government should observe the 
utmost degree of care in bringing cases into court in view of the facts above stated, 
as well as the rights of the citizens accused. 
You are therefore instructed, before reporting a case to the district attorney tor 
prosecution, to examine into the same with the utmost degree of care, with a view of 
giving the district attorney such definite information in regard to the case as will en-
able him to determine the question of the propriety of instituting proceedings. It is 
not the wish of this office that trivial cases, or cases of a mere technical character, 
involving no loss to the government, and where no fraud bas been committed or in-
tended, should be dignified by being brought into court for prosecution. 
On the other hand, where persons have knowingly and willfully violated the law 
with the evident intention of defrauding the government of its revenueR, vigorous 
measures should be taken to bring the parties to trial and punishment. 
Very respectfully, 
GREEN B. RAUM, 
Commissione1·. 
Collectors have, for the most part, been guided by the spirit of this 
letter, and the number of improper suits and prosecutions, instituted 
apparently for the creation of costs only, has been very greatly dimin-
ished. The principles of this letter have recently been embodied in in-
structions to district attorneys and United States marshals with the 
approval of the honorable Secretary. 
EXAMINATION OF COLLECTORS' OFFICES. 
In 1\-Iarch, 1877, I adopted a plan of making quarterly examinations 
of the accounts of collectors with a view of establishing a more uniform 
system of transacting the public business, of requiring all the books 
and accounts to be properly written up to date, of securing rigid ac-
countability for the public funds, and by these means of promoting the 
efficiency of the collectors and their subordinates. An official standard 
of a first-class office was established, as follows : 
First. Where the officers are honest, capable, and faithful. 
Second. Where the collector devotes his best energies to the proper organization and 
discipline of his clerical and division force, and uses every endeavor to collect all the 
taxes due the government. 
Third. \Vhere every subordinate manifests pride in his position, and ambition to 
excel in his line of duty. 
Fourth. Where no errors or discrepancies are found in the cash or stamp account. 
Fifth. Where all the entries are made before the close of each day's business, cash 
balanced, and books and packa.ges of stamps sold from during the day verified. 
Sixth. Where every possible effort is made to promptly dispose of each item on the 
lists. 
Seventh. Where all bonds are properly executed, approved, recorded, and filed. 
Eighth. Where the penalties are collected, compromise cases promptly reported, and 
money properly deposited. 
Ninth. Where the office is furnished with a view to the preservation of public rec-
ords, the facilitating of business, and in a manner suitable and becoming the purpose 
for which it is used. 
Tenth. 'Vhere every record is completed to date, and is without erasures, blots, or 
any defacement. 
Eleventh. Where the Internal-Revenue Record and the lists are bound, and letter-
books and circulars indexed. . 
Twelfth. "Where everything presents the appearance of a first-class business office. 
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Thirteenth. Where the deputies in char~e of stamps are supplied with the proper 
records, their books, accounts, and stamps 1n perfect order, and stamp aud cash account 
verified by the collector at least once each quarter. 
The following requirement has recently been added: 
Fourteenth. Where all required reports and returns are made to the office at Wash-
ington, and where there is no unnecessary delay in correspondence with that office. 
An office in which all of these requirements are fulfilled is graded as 
No. 1. Failure to come up to the official standard in any one of these par-
ticulars results in the office being marked down at a lower grade. Ex-
perience baR shown that these examinations have created a splendid 
esprit de corps in the service; and to-day, out of 126 collectors' offices, 
119 are graded as first-class according to the official standard. 
INSPECTION OF OFFICERS. 
The system of inspecting officers established in 1877 was intended to 
more thoroughly create and diffuse a knowledge of internal-revenue 
laws and regulations amongst both officers and tax-payers, to establish 
a greater uniformity in the enforcement of the laws, and to place upon 
the files of this office the record of every officer connected with the 
service. It was believed that this system would prove an efficient school 
for the officers, and I am glad to say that my expectations have been 
more than realized. 
The inspections of deputy collectors, taken in connection with their 
diary reports attached to their monthly accounts, give the collectors and 
this office an insight into the manner in which theyperform their duties, 
and so with the storekeepers and gaugers the inspection reports taken 
in connection with their reports of work done enable the collectors and 
this office to form a proper estimate of the value of these officers to the 
service. The incompetent officer is soon discovered and the government 
is enabled to properly dispense with his services, while the diligent and 
faithful officer has a record in this office which can always be invoked 
in his behalf. 
In connection with the reports of examinations and inspections the 
officers have been subjected to just criticism for shortcomings and have 
received commendation for diligence and efficiency. 
An important part of the work of the internal-revenue service is the 
policing by deputy collectors of their respective divisions. To promote 
efficiency in this work the great majority of policing deputies have heen 
relieved from the sale of stamps. A system has been introduced of 
making an annual allowance for traveling expenses to be accounted for 
by the deputy in his accounts. With the approval of the honorable 
First Comptroller deputy collectors have been required to render monthly 
pay accounts instead of quarterly, rendering with said accounts a diary 
report setting forth the work performed by them. T}lese measures have 
secured a more thorough system of work on the part of division deputies. 
GAUGING. 
To secure greater efficiency and uniformity in the work of gaugers, 
competent experts have, from time to time, been detailed to visit the 
leading spirit-producing districts and inspect the gaugers and correct 
any errors of work into which they might have fallen. Gaugers have 
also been required in their reports of work done to give the length and 
mean diameter of each package gauged, so that their vmrk and calcula-
tions can be rasily verified. This, added to certain improvements which 
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have been made in the gauging instruments, has resulted in greatly in· 
creased accuracy in the work of gauging. 
S'l'OREKEEPERS. 
The storekeepers have been greatly improverl. in diligence and effi-
ciency by periodical inspections and by frequent visits from collectors 
and revenue agents. 
CONDI'l'ION OF THE OFFICE. 
It is gratifying to be able to state that the work of this office is now 
thoroughly in hand, and that the time of almost the entire force is ex-
clusively devoted to the transaction of current business. The corre-
spondence of the office receives prompt atteution; accounts are adjusted 
without delay and forwarded to the accounting officers for audit and 
payment. The redemption of stamps and settlement of drawback claims 
are part of the current business. Ulaims for the abatement and refund· 
ing of taxes and offers in compromise receive the consideration of the 
office as soon as the proper proofs are :filed. The books containing the 
accounts with the Bureau of Engraviug and Printing, with collectors, 
and with tax-payers who purchase stamps directly from the office, are 
kept written up to date and the account of stamps on hand is daily care-
fully verified and balanced. The work in connection with the establish-
ment and operation of distilleries, breweries, and tobacco and cigar 
manufactories is promptly aud diligently performed. 
For this satisfactory condition of the office, I desire to return my sin-
cere thanks to the officers, clerks, and employes 1or tlwir dHigence, fidel-
ity, and zeal in the performance of duty. 
A}lOuNTS COLLECTED AND ACCOUNTED FOR BY COLLEC'l'ION DIS-
TRICTS. 
Soon after the close of the :fiscal year ended J uue 30, last, I caused 
the customary annual examination to be rpade of the records and ac-
counts of each collector of internal revenue throughout the United 
States, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the public moneys col-
lected. had. been dulv accounted for. This examination disclosed the 
gratifying fact that during the past fiscal year $123,981,916.10 of inter-
nal revenue taxes had been collected, and that m-rery dollar had l>een 
paid into the Treasury. During the past four fiscal years, $467,080,885 of 
taxes have been received by collectors of internalreYenue, and the en-
tire sum has been paid into the Treasury. All de:ficie.ncies which have 
occurred in the accounts of collectors during that period have been 
made good by payments into the Treasury. Fidelity in accounting for 
the public funds being one of the highest tests of the efficiency of offi-. 
cers intrusted with the collection of revenue and. the disbursement of 
public money, the officers of internal revenue, judged by this rule, are 
entitled to a high rank in the public service; and I take pleasure in 
bearing testimony to the fact that, as a body of officers, it will be diffi-
cult to improve upon them in respect to integrity, intelligence, fidelity, 
and zeal in the performance of duty. 
I append a statement of the collections made, by districts, during the 
})ast :fiscal year, with the name of each collector and the amount col-
lected and paid into the Treasury by him. 
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C 11 t . di t · t I Names of collectors. ,, .Aggregate col-o ec wn s nc s. lections. 
§~~~S~a~~!~::::::::::::::::::::::: }~!~s ~-~:~r!r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I $~~; ~~ ~~ 
.Arizona..... . ... . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. ...... Thomas Cordis ...... ... . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 26, 984 lG 
.Arkansas .............................. Edward Wheeler ...........•............... .1 126,089 12 
~l:;t~a~i:fJ~~-~i~_-::::::::::::::: :::::: I~l~~ar ~:~~l. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 2, ::i: g~g ~~ 
{)olorado ............................... James S. Wolfe............. ... .............. 168, 259 54 
Ifirst Connecticut...................... Joseph Selden ............................... I 2l2, 856 3S 
Seconcl Connecticut .................... David F. Hollister ........................... , 248,323 80 
Dakota ................................ John L. Pennington ....... . .................. , 41,653 29 
D~laware .............................. James Mcintire............................. 304,398 21 
:t~~~~~~j~~~::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: ~i!t~~Eg~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: i ~~~: ~g : 
Idaho .................. . .............. .Austin Savage .... . .......................... 
1 
22, 665 M 
First Illinois................ .... ....... Joel D. Harvey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 936, 614 85 
Second Illinois......... .... ............ William B. A. lien (late) . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45, 260 58 
Do .......... , .................... W.~.Beaupre (acting)....................... 35,293 96 
Do ............................... Lumen B. Crooker (present) ...... . .......... 1 152,606 3~ 
Third Illinois .........•........•....... .Adam Nasa (late) ............................ ,. 175,920 91 
Do .. .............•............... .A. H. Hersht>y (acting)....................... 41,995 41 
Do .............................. .Alfred M. Jones (present)... . ................ 487,446 96 
Fourth Illinois ............•............ John Tillson................................. 983,112 88 
Fifth Illinois .......................... Howard Knowles............................ 10,3:14,576 75 
Seventh Illinois .............. · .......... John W.Hill ................................ . , 57,203 42 
Ei~hth Illinois ......................... Jonathan Meniam....... .....•. ... .. . .... .. . 815,000 9-2 
Thirteenth Illinois ..................... Jonathan C. Willis........................... 980, 581 46 
~{~~;~~;:::::::::::::::·::: ::: ~~~~~~~i~L:.:.: ::::::::::: :::: : I :: ffitij f! 
iT:;~n~df~fa;~ :::::::::::::::::::::: y;~~~F.:Wud~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::1 1~;: ~~g ~~ 
~\~~i1UL-l<:: __ .. !lln: [f~4~1~~;-u----~:__:_u::~-- ~ m:m ~ 
Fifth Kentucky . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. James F. Buckner ........... .... ........... -I 3, 563, 114 63 
Sixth Kentucky .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winfield S. Holden................... . .. .. . .. 3, 298, 244 82 
'eventh Kentucky .... . ................ ArmstedM. Swope........................... 1, 018,072 33 
Eighth Kentucky...................... William J Landram j 236, 342 19 ~~:::.:: ::::-~:~:~~~::::::::::: ~€4;~~f~i~::: ~LL-::_-·: ... :L·r J!:!~ i 
Fourth Maryland...... . .. .. . .. . . • .. . . . Daniel C. Bruce.... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . 130, 673 21 
Third Massachusetts .................. Charles W. Slack....... ............. ........ 1, 398,983 60 
Fifth Massachusetts............. . . . . . . Charles C. Dame ............................. 1 850, 147 57 
Tenth Massachusetts .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. Ed ward R. Tinker . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . 386, 521 93 
~~t~!f.f~i!U>::.::~::::.: I ~i~\Er:n~::-·):::.:-):)· .. _: .. :1 '·!~!ift i 
~t~~l~Ei~if~~i~:~:::~::::::::::::: ::: ~~~z~:~~~~ir~~~::: :~: ::~:::: :::::::~: ::::J 4• 6~~; !~g ~ 
Fourth Missouri................... .... Arthur C. Stewart (late) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 260, 484 63 
Fifth ~~~~~~~-i ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ --~~ ~:: ~:~~~--:: :: ~~~~ ~.LJ't~~\~~~~-~~~~~_t! ·:: :.-:::::::::::::::: 1i~: ~~~ ~ 
Sixth Missouri. ...... .................. Robert T. Van Horn......................... 255, 9:!9 55 
Montana .......... . .................... Thomas P. Fuller............................ 33,714 17 
Nebraska .. ............................ Lorenzo Crounse............................ 912,734 86 
Nevada, ...... . ......................... FrederickC.Lord............................ 60,45519 
New Ilampsbire . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . Andrew II. Young ......................... -- ~ 278, 139 08 
First New Jersey ................. ..... William P. Tatem............................ ~14, 500 OG 
ThirdNewJersey ..................... CulverBarcalow............................. ?66 338 62 ~~~: ::;;foe.1~s-~~: ~: :::::::::::: ~ :::: ~ -- ~~~:~;~~ ~~~~f~t.' :::::::::::: ~ ~::::::: ~:::: 3, ~~~: ~~g ~: 
FirstNewYork ....................... JamesFreela.nd(late) ...... ...... ........ ... 784,94{) 60 
~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · ~~~~~Y ~~~V~1~~ct~~~~~~t)- ::::::::::::: :~.::: 1 1, ~~i: ~~~ ~; 
~''t~~d<k~;y~~k~ ::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~s~~t~;~~~~~-:::::~~::::::::~~ ~: ~ ~:::::: 1 ~: ~:; ~~~ g~ 
EleventhNewYork ................... Moses D. Stivers ........................... .! 132,026 24 
Twelfth New York .................... ,JasonM. Johnson ............................ 
1 
519,719 66 
Fourteenth New York ................. Ralph T. Lathrop............................ 571,102 97 
Fifteenth New York ................... Thomas Stevenson........................... 259,026 63 
Twenty-first New York ................ James C. P. Kincaid......................... :309,412 51 
Twenty-fourth New York.............. John B. Strong . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 422, 403 27 
'l'wt'nty-sixth New York ............... Benjamin DeVoe............................ . 273,432 8! 
I 
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Collection districts. 
ih"~:Jt~i§-~~ ~ ~~ :s: ~~~ ~:::::::::::: 
Second North Carolina ............... .. 
Do------------------------------
Fonrth North Carolina ............... . 
Fifth North Carolina ................. . 
Sixth North Carolina ................. . 
First Ohio ........................... .. 
Third Ohio ........ _. ................... . 
Fourth Ohio ......................... .. 
Sixth Ohio ............................ . 
Seventh Ohio .............•.•.......... 
Tenth Ohio ........................... . 
Eleventh Ohio ........................ . 
Fifteenth Ohio ........................ . 
Eighteenth Ohio ...................... . 
Do .............................. . 
Oregon ............................... .. 
First Pennsylvania .................. .. 
Eighth Pennsylvania ................. . 
Ninth Pennsylvania . ................ .. 
Twelfth Pennsylvania ............. __ . 
Fourteenth Pennsylvania ............. . 
Sixteenth Pennsylvania ............... . 
Nineteenth Pennsylvania ......... . ... . 
Twentieth Pennsylvania .............. . 
Twenty-second Pennsylvania. ......... . 
Twenty-third Pennsylvania ........... . 
:Rhode Island ........................ .. 
South Carolina ........................ . 
Second Tennessee .................... . 
Do ............. ____ ............ .. 
Fifth Tennessee ...................... . 
Eight.h Tennessee .................... . 
First Texas ......... • .................. . 
Third Texas .......................... . 
Fourth Texas ......................... . 
Utah ............ __ ..... __ ....... . __ .. . 
Vermont ... ·----------- :. --------- . .. . 
Second Virginia------ ......•.......... 
. fii~~r:·:::·:: ~::~·:_:~::.~.:~ 
Washington .......................... . 
First West Virginia ................. .. 
Second WestVirginia ................ .. 
First Wisconsin ...................... . 
Second Wisconsin .................... .. 
Third Wisconsin ................•...... 
Do .............................. . 
Do ............................. .. 
·Sixth Wisconsin------ ..•.............. 
Wyoming ............................ .. 
Names of collectors~ 
Burt Van Horn ............................ .. 
Frederick Buell ....... . ..•................... 
Thomas Powers (late) ...................... . 
Elihu .A. Wllite (present) .................. .. 
~tl~a~ Itwieeie~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
John J. Mott ............................... .. 
Amor Smith, jr ............................. . 
Robert Williams, jr .......................... , 
¥~~~~tl~'!:ll.~~~:.::::: ·.::::::·_ ::::::: :::::·_ 
Charles C. Walcutt ...........•........ ······1 
~~~j~~i:¥.e:~e:ie;::::::::::::: ::: ~: :::::::: 
Jewett Palmer ............................. - ~ 
Charles B. Pettengill (late) ..........•....... 
Worthy S. Streator (present) .•............. . 
J olm C. Cartwright ........................ .. 
James Ashworth ................... ------- -- 1 
Joseph T. Valentine ........................ . 
ijg~~:d ~: ~~~~:::::::::::: -_:::::::::::::::I 
Charles J. Bruner ............................ 
1 
Edward Scull .............................. .. 
Charles M. Lynch ........................... . 
James C. Brown ............... . .. . ......... . 
Thomas W. Davis ............................ ' 
John M. Sullivan .......................... .. 
Elisha H. Rhodes.------------····· ...•...... 
Ellery M. Brayton ..............•............ ! 
Joseph A. Cooper (late) ..................... . 
James ~f. Melton (present) .......... . ........ ', 
William M. Woodcock ............ . .......... , 
Robert F. Patterson ....................... .. 
William H. Sinclair ......................... . 
Benjamin C. Ludlow ......................... , 
Adam G. Malloy ............................ . 
g~:~l~~ ~: ~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
James D.Brady .................... . ....... .. 
Otis H. Rn;~sell ............................ .. 
William L. Fernald .................•........ 
~;t~~~:~ ::~·: ~~~: :~ :~ :~~~ ~~~::: :::::: i 
~:!;lei!~!:~~:::::::::::::::::::::·:::::: 'I 
Albert K. Osborn (late) .................... .. 
Howard M. Kntchin (acting) . ....••.......... 




1, 287,401 54 
3, 705 87 
54,989 85 
925, 4~3 18 
911,908 83 
457,918 98 
11, 556, 8 0 75 




1' 092, 852 40 




76, 98l 70 
2, 523, 444 87 
553,173 93 






1, 184, 418 98 
632,391 33 
:no, 81-3 oo 
111,960 78 
1, 788 72 
86,309 99 








~. 054, 557 71 
1, oo~. 952 34 
1. 602, 624 13 








8, 108 53 
116,083 43 
15,947 95 ~~r:: :.· ~l~r;~~::::::::: ~ : ::::::: :: ::: : :::::I 
1------
'.£otal from collectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116, 848, 219 80 
Cash receipts from sale of adhesive stamps...... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. 7, 133, 696 30 
Total receipts from all sources .... .. .. .. . . . . . . .... .• ... . . . .... .. . ... . . .••. •• . .. . 123,981,916 10 
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COST OF COLLECTION. 
The total cost of collecting internal revenue in the United States for 
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, was as follows : 
For salaries and expenses of collectors, including pay of deputy collect-
ors, clerks, &c . ____ ... ___ ... ___ .. ____ ... ___ .. ____ •......... _ .. __ •• $1, 798, 954 61 
• For salaries and expenses of revenue agents, surveyors of distilleries, 
gaugers, storekeepers, and miscellaneous expenses. __ -- •.. -- ••.• --.. 1, 955, 000 00 
For stamps, paper, and dies .. ___ ... ___ •...•.. ___ •......... __ .... _.. . . 423, 558 lrl· 
For expenses of detecting and punishing violations of internal revenue 
laws . __ ... __ ....• __ ... ___ .•........ _ ... _ .. _ ........... _ ....... _. _. 7 4, 797 97 
For salaries of officers, clerks, and employes in the office of Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue ........... ___ ........ __ .•. __ -. . . . . . . . . . . 253, 330 00 
Total .............................. __ •........ ____ .. __ . • • . . . . . 4, 505, 640 73 
Being 3.63 per cent. of the total amount collected. 
ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR. 
I estimate the expenses of the Internal Revenue Service for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1882, as follows : 
For salaries and expenses of collectors. ____ •... _ •.....•.... __ •..... ____ .. $2, 000, 000 
For salaries and expenses of thirty-five revenue agents, for surveyors, for 
fees and expenses of gaugers, for salaries of storekeepers, and for miscel-
laneou.s expenses ...........•.............. _ •.......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 100, 00() 
:For dies, paper, and stamps .......................... _. _ ........ __ . . . . . . 442, 000 
For detecting and bringing to trial and punishment persons guilty of vio-
lating the internal revenue laws, including payment for information and 
detection . ____ ............................... ~ __ •....•..... __ ... ____ . 100, 000 
l!,or salaries of officers, clerks, and employes in the office of the Commis-
sioner of Internall~evenue .......•................. __ .. _. __ ....•.• -... 253, 330• 
Total ................... __ •......... __ ... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 895, 330 
SCALE OF SALARIES OF COLLECTORS. 
The recommendations made for the salaries of collectors for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1881, are based upon an estimate of their probable 
collections according to the following scale, with the qualification that 
if the actual collections should vary from the amounts estimated, the 
salaries would be readjusted at the end of the fiscal year: 
For collection of-
$25, 000 or less ... _ ............ __ ........... _ .... ___ ............... __ .. . . . . $2, 000 
25, 000 to $37, 500-$12, 500 ...........•........ _ • _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 125 
37, 500 to 50, 000- 12, 500 .....•...........•• _ ....... _ ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 250 
50, 000 to 75, 000- 25, 000 ........................................ _ .. _. 2, 375 
75, 000 to 100, 000- 25, 000 ..... ____ . _ ........ _ ... _ •••... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500• 
100, 000 to 125, 000- 25, 000 ..................... _ .......... __ ........... 2, 625 
125, 000 to 175, 000- 50, 000 .....•................................. _.. . . . 2, 750 
175, 000 to 225, 000- 50, 000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 875 
225, ooo to ~75, ooo- 50, ooo .. _____ ... _ .... _ .. __ ... ____ . ___ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . 3, ooo-
275, 000 to 325, 000- 50, 000 .. ___ .......................... _. __ . . . . . . . . . . 3, 125 
325, 000 to 375, 000- 50, 000.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 350 
375, 000 to 425, 000- 50, 000 ............ _ ••.•......... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 375 
426, 000 to 475, 000- 50, 000 ....................... __ ..... _ ..•..... _. . . . . 3, 500 
475, 000 to 550, 000- 75, 000 .......... _ .. _ ...... __ •• . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 625 
550, 000 to 625, 000- 75, 000. ____ •.... _ ........ _. __ ... _ .......... _.. . . . . . 3, 750 
625, 000 to 700, 000- 75, 000 .. _ ..... _ ....... _ ..•......... _ • _ .... _ .••• _. . . 3, 875 
700, ooo to 775, ooo- 75, ooo _. __________ ... ___ . _ .... ___ .• _ .... _ .. :. ___ . . . . 4, ooo-
*This includes an estimated deficiency of$135,000, being the expenses in excess of the-
amount appropriated. 
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$775,000 to $SilO, 000-$75,000 ....... ., ................•••• _ ................ $4, 125 
850, 000 to 925, 000- 75, 000 ......•• _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 250 
925, 000 to 1, 000, 000- 75, 000 ...•....•....•....•.........•••... .•......... · 4, 375 
1, 000,000 and upward ...... ··-~--.......................................... 4, 509 
OFFICIAL FORCE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1881. 
The force connected with this bureau in the various districts through-
-out the United States is as follows : 
One hundred and twenty-six collectors, who receive salaries as fol-
lows: 
'Twenty-nine ..........•........•. $4,500 
Two. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 4, 375 
}"i ve . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 4, 250 
Five...... ...••. ...... ...... .. .. 4,125 
Two............................. 4, 000 
One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 3, 875 
Three .••••...................•. ·• 3,750 
Two . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3, 625 
Four ..........•.....••••........ 3,500 
Two. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 375 
Two.............................. 3, 250 
Four ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 125 
Seventeen . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 3, 000 
~f~!t. ::::: ~::: ~:: ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~ :::: ~: ~: ~~g 
Eight ......................•.... 2,625 
Eleven . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 ' 
Four . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 375 
Five . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 250 
One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2, 125 
Two............................. 2, 000 
There are also employed nine hundred and forty-nine deputy collectors, 
who receive salaries as follows: 
·One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 100 
Fourteen . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . 2, 000 
Dne . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 950 
Nine ........................ ~... 1, 900 
One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, R50 
Twenty-seven . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 800 
Five ............................ 1, 750 
Twenty-six...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 700 
Eight . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, (i50 
Fifty-four....................... 1, 600 
Ten .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1, 550 
Eighty-six....................... 1, 500 
Sixteen.......................... 1, 450 
One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 425 
Two hundred and :fifty-seven.... . 1, 400 
Twenty-six .......•••............ 1,350 
One.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 325 
Forty-nine....................... 1, 300 
Seventeen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 250 
One............................. 1, 225 
Ninety-three . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 1, 200 
One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 175 
Twenty-one·----- ............... 1,150 
Thirty-eight..................... 1,100 
Four............................ 1, 075 
'Ten .............. ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 050 
One .......•. . ......•...•.... ; ... 
Thirty .................•......... 
Six .......•...................... 
Thirty-six ...................... . 
Two ..................•.......... 
Eight ...........•........ ....... 
Two ...•......................... 
T\VO •• •••••• ••••••••• •••••••••••• 
Three . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•• 
Eight ........ -.- ............... . 
Two ............................. . 
One ........ ..................... . 
Fifteen . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . ......•.... 
Two ..............•.........•.... 
Four ........................... . 
One ......................... _ .. . 
0 ne ............................ . 
Three .......................... . 
Twenty ......................••. 
Five .........••.•....... . ........ 
One .................•........... 
Thirteen ........................ . 
Two ............................ . 
One ............................ . 




























Also one hundred and seventy-nine clerks, messengers, and janitors, 
who receive salaries as follows: 
One clerk .....................•.. $1,600 
Eight clerks..................... 1, 500 
Seven clerks.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1, 400 
'Two clerks . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 350 
Four clerks...................... 1, 300 
Twenty-six clerks................ 1, 200 
Five clerks...................... 1, 150 
Sixteen clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 100 
Seventeen clerks ..............•.. 1,000 
Twenty-seven clerks...... . . . . . . . 900 
Eighteen clerks.................. 800 
Two clerks . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 720 
Five clerks.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 
Two clerks . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 670 
:Fourteen ................••.•.... 
One ............................. . 
Five ...............••... - - --- . ---
One ......................... ___ . • 
Two ............................ . 
Two ...........•................. 
One messenger .................. . 
~wo ~es~engers .....••.......... 
Eour Jamtors ................... . 
Onejauitor ..••••.••............. 
Four janitors ................... . 
One janitor ...........•..•.....•. 
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There are also employed 648 gaugers, who receive fees not to exceed 
$5 per diem; 945 storekeepers and gaug·ers, who receive not to exceed 
4 per diem; 543 storekeepers, who receive not to exceed $4 per diem 
(all of the foregoing officers are paid only when actually employed); 
and 56 tobacco inspectors, who receive fees to be paid by the manu-
facturers. 
~ALARIES. 
I haYe the honor to recommend that Congress appropriate, for the 
fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1882, the sum of $254,880, as salaries for the 
following officers, clerks, and employes in this bureau: 
One Commissioner, at ................... ~- ...................••....••....... 
One <lepnty commissioner, at ........................................... --- •. 
Seven heads of division, at ...... _. _ . _ ...................•..........•...... 
One stenographer, at ...•.....••.............••.•........ _ ....••• - ......... . 
Twenty-three clerks, class four, at ........ _ ................................ . 
Twenty-six clerks, class three, at . _. _ .. _ ......... _ ..... __ .. __ ...... ___ .. __ .. 
'fhirty. six clerks, class two, at __ ....... _ .................................. .. 
Twenty-one clerks, class one, at .. ___ .... _ ..... _ . ____ ....................... . 
~f)t~e~~r~:~!t ~-t· :: ~ ~:: ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~:: ~: ~::: ::: ~:::::::: ~ ~:: ~::: ~::::: : 
Four assistant messengers, at .. _ •.. _ ..... __ ...... __ ........... __ ........... . 
Ten laborers, at .........•...•.••.. _ .......... _. _ •....... _ ......... __ .... __ . 













An increase in the salary of the deputy commissioner, and of the five 
heads of division, is recommended for the following reasons: 
The law creating the office of deputy commissioner fixed his salary at 
$3,500. The duties of the office are of great importance, and their faith-
ful performance fully entitles tb.e officer to that pay. 
The law, creating the office of head of division states that there shall 
be seven heads of division, who shall receive each a salary of $2,500. 
The appropriations for the years ending June 30, 1878, June 30, 1879, 
J nne 30, 1880, and June 30, 1881, allowed two heads of division at a 
salary of $2,500 each., and five heads of division at a salary of $2,250 
each. ·There is no just ground for this discrimination; the officers fully 
earn $2,500 each, and, in my judgment, should receive that amount. 
An increase of $1,550 over the appropriation for the present year will 
give the above-named officers the salaries to which they are entitled 
under the law. 
REPORT OF WORK PERFORMED DURING TilE• FISCAL YEAR ENDED 
JUNE 30, 1880. 
Didsion of Lew·. 
Offers in compromise received and briefed ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 097 
o,inions prepared.------ .. -------- .. -----.--.-- .. -.. ---- ---- .... -- ---- 1, 062 
Offers in compromise acted upon ............. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 121 
Reward claims received and acted upon ......... __ .. ____ ........ __ . . . . . 494 
Railroa(l cases adjusted ... _ .... ____ ............. __ ....... __ ...... __ .. __ 20 
Orders for abatement of taxes issued ... __ .............. __ ........ __ ... 617 
Claims for abatement of taxes ilisposed of .. _ ...... __ .. ____ ....... __ .. . 4, 498 
Amount of abatement claims allowed (uncollectible) .. _ .•........... _ .. $194, 923 38 
Amount of abatement claims allowed (erroneous assessment) ........... $227,169 00 
Amount of abatement claims rejected (uncollectible) __ ................. $40,220 08 
Amount of abatement claims rejected (assessment claimed to be erronous). $538, 599 81 
Claims for refunding of taxes disposed of. .. __ .. . .. .. . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 620 
Amount of refunding c) aims allowed ................. _ ....... _ ..... _... $64, 246 61 
.A.monnt of refunding claims rejected. . .. . .. .. .. .. . • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . $141, 673 29 
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Division of Distilled Spi1·its. 
Returns and reports relating to distilled spirits received, examined, and 
disposed of .... ~ . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
:Returns and reports relating to fermented liquors received, examined, ancl 
disposed of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .................... . 
Computations of capacities of distilleries made, and data for assessment 
furnished ..................................•..•••••............•.... 
Locks examined ancl issued .....................•...........•.......... 
Hydrometer sets, stems, cups, and thermometers tested and issued ...... . 
Gauging-rods examined and issued ...••...............•••.............. 
Wantage-rods examined and issued .......................••••......... 
Division of Tobacco. 
Reports relating to tobacco received, examin d, and disposed of. ... . 
Reports relating to cigars received, examined, and disposed of ..... . 
Abatement and refunding claims audited ...•.•.........•........... 











Value of stamps received and counted .......•... _._ ................ $132,479,680 00 
Value of stamps counted and transmitted to the Secretary of the 
Treasury for destruction...... . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. 
Number of stubs examined ....................................... . 
Number of stamps and coupons received for credit aud counted .... . 
Number of reports received, examined, and disposed of ............ . 
Division of Assessments. 
Reports relating to assessments received, examined, and disposed of. 
Reports relating to bonded accotmts received, examined, and dis-
posed of .................................................. - ..... . 
Reports and vouchers covering exportations received, examined, and 
disposecl of .................................................••••• 
Claims for drawback disposed of. ................................. . 
Division of Accounts. 
\Veekly reports received, examined, and disposed of ...............• 
Monthly reports received, examined, and disposed of ...•........... 
Quarterly reports received, examined, and disposed of ......... _ ... . 
Certificates of deposit received and recorded ...................... . 
Final accounts of collectors referred for settlement .........•.•...•. 
Drafts mailed to collectors for expenses of office ................... . 
Drafts mailed to collectors for gangers' fees and expenses ...•....... 
Drafts mailed to collectors, transfer of special deposits ... _ ....•••.. 
Collectors' monthly reports of taxes, &c., consolidated into yearly 
state1nents . . ...................••.............................. 
Dit"ision of Be1'e1we Agents. 
Reports of revenue agents received and disposed of ................ . 
l~eports of collectors relative to illicit distilleries received and dis-
posed of. . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . _ ............................... . 
Accounts of revenue agents received and examined ................ . 
Miscellaneous expense accounts received and examined ............ . 
Railroad and income cases examined and reported on ..•...........• 
Transcripts of books of leaf-tobacco dealers examined and abstracted. 
Division of Appointments, Recorcls, and Files. 
Commissions of storekeepers, storekeepers and gaugers, gaugers and 
tobacco inspectors prepared and bonds examined ................. . 
Collectors' bonds recorded ...............•......................••• 
Reports of inspecting officers as to condition of c9llection districts 
received, examined, and acted upon ............................. . 
Reports of examining officers as to condition of collectors' offices re-




























COMMISSIONER OF IN1'ER.1:~ .A.L REVENUE. 
Pages ofletterH recorded ....... _ ......................•• _ ........ .. 
Press copies of letters briefed, registered, and arranged for reference .. 
Pages of miscellaneous copying ...•• __ ............................ . 
Letters for the entire bureau recei veil and registered .............. . 
Letters indorsed, briefed, and filed ................................ . 
Aggregate number of letters mailed by the bureau .•.•• : ........... . 
Blank forms prepared and issued .................................. . 
Blank books prepared and iss ned ................................. . 










During the fiscal year, all paper for internal-revenue stamps has been 
made by Messrs. S.D. Warren & Co., of Boston, under the contract en-
tered into with said firm, which was referred to in my last annual report, 
and a new contract was made with them May 24, 1880. The prices paid 
under the riew contract are for vegetable-~ized paper, 11~ cents per 
pound, and for animal-sized paper, 12~ cents per pound, as against 9~ 
cents and 1 Oi cents paid under the previous contract. The paper 'fur-
nished has been satisfactory as to quality, and all orders have been 
promptly executed. 
PRODUCTION OF STAMPS. 
Since the close of the fiscal year, viz, on the 15th October, the work 
Df printing documentary and proprietary stamps, which had been done 
by the American Bank Note Company of New York City, was trans-
ferred to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. At this time all in-
ternal-revenue stamps are produced by said bureau except stamps im-
printed upon bank-checks, which are supplied by the Graphic Company 
Df New York City, and stamps upon foil wrappers for tobacoo, which 
are printed by John J. Crooke & Co., of New York, both under the su-
perintendence of this office. 
NUMBER AND VALUE OF STAMPS ISSUED. 
During the fiscal year stamps were received by the stamp division of 
this office from the printers named, and issued to collectors, agents, and 
purchasers, as follows, viz: · 
Kind. Number. Value. 
~t!:~~ ~~~ ~bt~~~~ ~jl~!irir::::~::::: :::::: :::~ :~ :::::::::::::::::::::: 21g: ~~~: ~~g $~~: ~ig: ~i~ ~ 
Stamps for cigars and cigarettes....... . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . 61, 743, 548 15, 130, 078 25 
Stamps for fermented liquors and brewers' permits..................... 44, 896,240 13, 172, 935 00 
Stamps for special taxes.............. .... .. . . . . . ... . . ... . . . ... . . . . .. . 716, 620 9, 715,300 00 
Stamps for documents and proprietary articles .......•................. - ~ 579, 275, 864 7, 780, 360 40 
Total .................................................... ~--...... 911, 602, 614 134, 942, 860 17 
The stamps delivered to this office by the Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing were, on their receipt, counted, and their issue involved the 
preparation of 18,547 packages, all of which were transmitted to col-
lectors of internal revenue by registered mail. This business was con-
ducted without :the loss of a stamp, either while in the hands of the 
printers, in the custody of this office, or in the course of transmission. 
Thanks are due to the officers of the Washington City post office for 
the promptness and fidelity manifested in the handling of this large 
amount of registered matter. 
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ABOLITION OF THE CHARGE OF TEN CENTS EACH FOR "OTHER THAN 
TAX-PAID SPIRI'l'-STAMPS." 
By act of Congress approved May 28, 1880, the charge of 10 cents 
each for distillery-warehouse stamps, stamps for rectified spirits, whole-
sale liquor dealers' stamps, s.tamps for imported spirits, and warehousing 
and rewarehousing stamps for grape brandy was abolished. The change 
in account was made by inventorying the stamps in collectors' hands and 
giving them credit for the value of the same, and did not necessitate the 
return of the stamps or any alteration in the form or style of them. 
Collectors have been allowed credit for the stamps in their bands 
when the act took effect, with one exception, and this account will prob-
ably be settled at an early date. 
REDEMPTION OF STAMPS. 
I renew the recommendation made in my last report that that portion 
of section 17 of the act of March 1, 1879, which prohibits the redemp-
tion of stamps unless the same are presented within three years after 
their purchase from the government or a government agent for the sale· 
of stamps, be repealed. 
STAMPS REDEEMED AND EXCHANGED. 
Number of claims for redemption of stamps allowed. __ .. __ _ . _ .... __ . . ___ 590 
Amount of claims for redemption of stamps allowed_ ..... _____ .. _ . . ___ . _ $3:2, 361 67 
Number of claims for exchange of stamps allowed . ____ . __ . .... _ ..... _... 292 
Amount of claims for exchange of stamps allowed ___ .... . . . . _. __ ... . . _._ $30, 988 29 
MATCH STAMPS SOLD • 
..Amount of stamps sold to match manufacturers dur-ing the following fisca l' 
years, commissions not deducted. 
1876-----------. ---------.---------------- ---------. -- .. ---- -- - -------. $2, 849, 524.-
1877-.---. - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -- - - - --- -- - --. -- . --- - - - - ---- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - 2, 982, 275 1878. ____ .. ____ . ____ . _ •••. ___ ... ___ . . . ___ . _ . __ .. ___ . ___ . ____ . _ .. ____ . . . a, 064, 57 4., 
1879-------------- -.-- ------ ------- ------ ------.----- . ---- .. -- --- . - - --- 3, 357, 251 1sso __ .............. _ ..... _. __ ........ ___ . _ .... _. _ ... ____ . _ ..... _ .. _ .. _ 3, 561, :~oo 
A limited number of general proprietary stamps has, no doubt, been 
purchased by match manufacturers, and are not included in the above-
statement. Nearly all the stamps sold to match manufacturers are sold 
on sixty days' credit, under the provisions of section 3425, United States 
Revised Statutes. There are now pending thirteen suits upon stamp. 
agents' and match manufacturers' bonds for the recovery of $117,413.01 
aue on the sale of stamps during the past five years. 
REVENUE AGENTS. 
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, thirty-five revenue agent . 
were employed, and this force has brought to the discharge of its duties 
a high order of intelligence, experience, and zeal. 
Aggregate salary of agents. __ . _ .... --- .... -- _- . -- .. - .... --- - -- . -- ... -.. :·s2, 411 00 
Aggregate amount for traveling expenses .. -_- .... _ .. _ .. _ - --. - - . .. - - -. . . 46,774 46 
Stationery furnished agents. __ ... _ ..... _. _. __ . _ ... __ ..... ----- - .. -.. --. 383 54 
Total amount of expenses of revenue agents for fiscal year_--- --- - 129, 569 00· 
Revenue agents have been employed as follows : 
As chief of division in this office. __ ......... ___ ... -- .. _-- ..... -- .... -.-. -.... -.. 1 
Assigned to divisions ____ ------ .... --··-------------·------··-···------------ .. - 23. 
Employed in examining collectors' accounts._ .• _. ·-- ...... --. _.-- .. --- ... -- .... . 5: 
Assistants to agents in charge of divisions ...... -----· ____ ., -----· ........ ------ 5; 
Special duty .. __ .. _ ..... - -- •...•••••.... _. . ....... _ ........• _ ••....•••.. -..... - I . 
• 
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WORK OF REVENUE .AGENTS. 
Number of persons arrested for violating internal-revenue laws on infor-
mation of revenue agents. __ ... ___ ...... __ . _. -.. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504 
Vielations oflaw reported .......................... - . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 901 
Value of property reported for seizure by revenue agents...... . . . . . . . . . $194, 593 76-
Amount of uncollected taxes and penalties reported to collectors by rev-
enue agents ............ _ ........... _ .....•••.... _ •. __ .. . . . . . . . . • • • . . 95, 109 28 · 
STA'riSTICS OF OPERATIONS .AGAINST ILLICIT DISTILLERS. 
The following table shows the number of illicit stills seized, persons 
arrested, and casualties to officers and employes during the last fiscal 
year, and from July 1 to October 31t.ltix year, inclusive: 
Officers and 
Stills seized. Persons arrested. kWfe~~!~ 
wounded. 
Districts. rio. ll) w. ll) 
.-d q:l~ >:1 q:l~ § >" ll) 
bllll) ~- bllll) ~-
.-d "0 
.s p... ~g i -~~ ~g :S § ........ ~ >:loj >:1 0 >:loj .s 0 0 ~<.> i/3 E-1 ~<.> rn E-1 ~ ~ 
--------------1--------- --------------
First ..Alabama....................... 1 1 
Second .Alabama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 1 45 
First California ...... ,............... 2 2 
First Connecticut.................... 1 1 
Dakota........ ................. ..... 1 1 
Florida. ................... - ..... - . - - . 1 1 
Second Georgia ................. -. . . . 180 45 225 
i~te~:tb"iili~~i~: :::::::::::::::::: 1~ 3 2g 
First Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Second Iowa......................... 4 4 
Third Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Kansas ............ ........... . ..... . 1 1 
Second Kentucky.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 9 41 
Fifth Kentucky . . . . . ... ....... ... .. . 14 9 23 
Eighth Kentucky.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 55 
~=~i!:~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ 
Third Maryland..................... 1 1 
}'ifth Massachusetts .. ............... 1 1 
Tenth Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
First Mississippi.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Second Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 
Sixth Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
First New .Jersey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
First New York..................... 1 1 
Third New York..................... 2 2 
Twelfth New York . ................. 1 2 
Twenty-sixth New York............. 1 1 
Second North Carolina............... 1 1 
Fourth North Carolina............... 44 3 47 
Fifth North Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 9 72 
Sixth North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268 47 315 
Tenth Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Fifteenth OhiO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Eighth Pennsylvania................ 1 1 
Twelfth Pennsylvania.............. . 2 2 
Fourteenth Pennsylvania............. 3 3 
South Carolina....................... 54 3 57 
Second Tennessee.................... 32 3 35 
Fifth Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 6 67 
Eighth Tennessee.................... 4 2 6 
Third Texas......................... 2 .... •. .. 2 
Fourth Texas ......•....................••....... ............ 
Vermont .... ..................... .... 3 .••...•. 3 
Third Virginia ...................................... . 
Fourth Virginia . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Ii~~~ ~fr~l~l: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 2f ______ ~-
First West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 5 
Second West Virginia................ 1 . 1 







2 . • . . . . . . 2 . . . . • • • .. •••• 
.••••••. ...•.. .. .....• .. .•.•..•. 2 
3 3 ............. . 
3 ........ 3 ............. . 
3 ..... ... 3 ............. . 
310 137 
6 ....... . 
















4 ···•· ·•· 
11 
6 . ····•• 97 ....... . 
2 .•• ..•• . 














1 · ······· 
1 
447 . . ...... 5 · 
6 ......• ······ 
3 .... ..... ...•• 
4 .......... ........... 
2 .......... .. ......... 
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38 ........... ............ 
3 .......... ........... 
7 ....... ....... .... ...... .. 
2 
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4 .•• ••....••••• 







































1 ............. . 
1 . ........... . 
Total .....••................... 969 151 1, 120 1, 031 234 1,265 ....... . JO 
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The following table shows the number of illicit stills seized, persons 
arrested operating the same, and casualties to officers and employes in 
the suppression of illicit distillation, during the last four fiscal years, 
and from June 30 to November 1, 1880 : 
-----~ -- - --- J~e30, 1880, I 
1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. to Novem- Total. 
b er 1,1880. 
---- -------·1---------








Persons arrested .............. ........... ... _ 1, 174 2, 924 1, 031 234 
Officers a.nd employes killed.................. 12 4 ...... .. ....... ...... . 
Officers and employes wounded . . .. _ ... _...... 8 22 8 2 
PROSECU1'IONS OF REVENUE OFFICERS IN STATE COURTS. 
The number of officers and employes of the government who have 
been proceeded against in State courts for acts committed while in dis-
charge of their official duties during the present year is as follows: 
Arkansas ..... _ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . 4 
Second district of Georgia .................................................... ~ 38 
Third district of Georgia . ........ _. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . .. . 1 
Second district of Kentucky . . ............................... _ ........... ~. . . . . 2 
Fifth district of Kentucky ........................................ _ ........... _ 1 
Fourth district ofN orth Carolina ...•••...••... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ... 2 
Number of prosecutions previously reported during last four fiscal years ......... 165 
Total ...............•••.. . __ .. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~13 
EXPENDl'l' URES FOR THE DISCOVERY OF .A.ND PUNISHMENT FOR 
FRAUDS UPON THE INTERNAL REVENUE. 
In accordance with the provisions of the act making the appropriation, 
the following detailed statement of expenditures from the appropriation 
for detecting and bringing ~o trial and punishment persons guilty of 
violating the internal-revenue laws is submitted. 
Amount expended through collectors of internal revenue in the em-
ployment of persons for the detection of frauds, and for information 
leading to the discovery of frauds, and punishment of guilty persons, as 
follows: 
Brayton, E. M., South Carolina ...••........•...•••••.........•••••...... 
Bean, I. M., First Wisconsin ............................................ . 
Brown, G. W., Second West Virginia .•••.....•.......................... 
Brown, J. C., Twentieth Pennsylvania ............•...............•...... 
Buckner, J. F., Fifth Kentucky ................ . ..•••••..•••............ 
Blaine, Juo. G., Ninth Kentucky ••••...........••........................ 
Clark, .A.., Second Georgia .•••••...... _ .....••.•...•••.........•••••..... 
GalToll, .A.. B., Second Missouri .•••••.•.•...•••....••.•••••..•......•••.. 
Cooper, J . .A.., Second Tennessee .... -··· ........••....................... 
Dana, C. S., Vermont .........•.....••••........•.... .-.•............••.• 
Duval, I. H., First West Virginia ....................................... . 
Eagan, D., Florida .............••••..•.••... _ ........................... . 
Fernald, W. L., ~ourth_ Vi_rginia ......................................... . 
Harvey, J.D., Fust lllino1s ..••....•..•.•••..•••.......••••..••••...•••• 
Hill, James, Mississippi ..••••.......................•.•••.•••• ~ ..••••... 
Hollister, D. F., Second Connecticut ...•.......•...•••..••••••...•...... ·. 
Landram, W_. J., Eighth Kentucky ...•...• ." •...•.•••••...•.......•••••.. 
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... faycr, L. H., First Alabama .......................................•••.. 
Marks, M., Louisiana .........•...•.... ---- ....... ------ ....•........... 
:Melton, J. M., Second Tennessee ........................................ . 
Mott, J. J., Sixth North Carolina ........ ---------------- ...•...... ------
Patterson, R. F., Eighth Tennessee---------· .......................... .. 
Proud, R. M., Third Maryland .......................................... . 
Rapier, J. T., Second Alabama ......................................... . 
Rives, J. H., l!-,ifth Vir~inia ............................................ . 
tuart, \V. A., Second l{entucky ........................................ . 
Wa.dei E. C., Thinl Georgia .......................................... __ . 
Whee er, E., Arkansas .......................•.•............•.........•• 
White, E. A., Second North Carolina .................................... . 
Woodcock, W. M., Fifth Tennessee .................................... .. 
Wheeler, W. H., Fifth North Carolina ...... -----· ...................... . 














1 402 00 
337 50 
377 03 
Total disbursecl by colluctors ...................................... 23,594 61 
_<\.mount expended through internal-revenue agents in the employ-
ment of persons for the discovery of violations of the internal-revenue 
law, and the punishment of guilty persons, as follows : 
Atkinson, G. W ........................................................ . 
Brown, C. P ........................................•....••.... - .. - ..... . 
Brooks, A. H ...•.........••...................................•••....... 
Blocker, 0. H ..•••....................................................... 
Crane, A. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . 
Chapman, W. H ...............•.....•...•.......................•....... 
~~~~~\~ew ~A~- :: ~ ~ _· ~:: ~: ~ ::::: :::: :: : ::: ::: :: ~ : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: ::: ~ 
Grimeson, T. J .......................................................... . 
Hale, J. H .............................•• - •................•.. · .. ---. -.---
Kinney, '.f. J .................•...........•••.................•..•.....•.. 
Kellogg, H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 
Lathan1, E .••••....................•...... ~ •............................• 
McLeer, E .......................•...............................•••..... 
Meyer, l!,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . .....................•.............••.•.. 
Montrose, H. L .........•....•............................•.••........... 
Spencer, D. A ..........•..........................••.......•..•.....•••.. 
Somerville, W ......•.•.........•••..........•. . ...........•............. 
Trumbull, J. L ...........................................••••.... -- . - ---. 
Tracie, T. C ..••.•.............. -------------- ........................... . 
Wheeler, J. C ..................................••........ ------ ...... ---
Wagner, Jacob ........................••....... . ........................ 
Whitfield, S. A .......................... -- ..•••.... -- ... -.- ... --- ...••.. 

























Total disbursed by revenue agents . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. • • . . .. . 30, 627 55 
F or mformation leading to the discovery of unpaid taxes and penal ties under 
Circular No. 99 ........................................................ 15,901 64 
l''or rewards for illicit distilleries, under circular of March 10, 1875... . . . . . lUO 00 
Amount paid for extra work in the examination of abstracts of the books of 
leaf-tobacco dealers, for the discovery of violations of law by manufactu-
rers ......................•.... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 286 er/ 
Miscella.ucons expenditures .......................................... - --- 287 30 
Grand total ....................................................... 74,797 97 
The accounts for expenditures under this appropriation are rendered 
monthly with an itemized statement, and in all cases supported by sub-
vouchers duly sworn to. These accounts pass through all the account-
ing offices of the Treasury Department, and are filed in the Register's 
Office. 
6F 
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TAXES COLLECTED FROM RAILROAD CO:MP ANTES. 
The following is a statement of unpaid internal revenue taxes, which 
accrued under former laws, collected from railroad companies during 
the last four :fiscal years : 
Fiscal year ended June 30,1877 ................ ___ . ____ ... _ .... ___ . _ .... $55,590 30 
Fiscal year ended June 30, 1878 . _ .. ___ .. __ . _ ..... __ ... _ ................. :218, 302 73 
1<-,iscal year ended June 30, 1879 .. _. _ .. _ .. _ .• _ .•.... ____ .. _ ...•.•..•.. _ .. 101, 340 96 
Fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 _ ..•........ __ .. ___ . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 118, 907 12 
Total •...•• _ ..... __ .. __ ..•...••..••.•.. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 494, 141 11 
The amount collected during the past :fiscal year was received from 
twenty different railroad companies. 
SUITS AGAINST EX-COLLECTORS. 
Subjoined is a list of snits against late collectors of internal reYenue 
in which judgments have been rendered during the :fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880, furnished by the courtesy of the Solicitor of the Treasury: 
United States 1'8. Jarrard 0. Rawlins, late collector of internal revenue for the first 
collection district of California. Judgment for $28,409.53. 
United States V8. James B. Maupin, late collector of internal revenue for the second 
collection district of Missouri. Judgment for $2,666.84. 
United States 1'8. Frederick A. Sawyer, late collector of internal revenue for the sec-
ond collection district of South Carolina. Judgment for amount of oifer of co_mpro-
mise, $5,219.15. 
United States 1'8, Milton Stapp, late collector of internal revenue for the first collec-
tion district of Texas. Judgment for $565.52. 
COMPROl\HSES AFTER JUDGl\:IENT. 
The records of the Solicitor of the Treasury show that for the :fiscal 
year ending J nne 30, 1880, thirteen internal-revenue cases were compro-
mised after judgment, the amount accepted being $12,566.01, besides 
costs. Thirty-one offers of compromise after judgment were rejected, 
the amount involved being $8,025.83. Twenty offers of compromise 
were pending July 1, 1880, the amount involved being $6,554.28. 
SALE OF REAL ESTATE. 
The United States has acquired title to about $500,000 worth of real 
estate under the internal-revenue laws. Eftorts are constantly made,. 
through collectors and revenue agents and by correspondence, to make 
sale of this property, but with slight progress. Much of this property 
has been owned by the government for a number of years, and there 
seems to be no immediate prospect of being able to sell it at a fair valua-
tion, especially in view of the fact that only quit-claim deeds are giYen 
upon the sale of said property. 
It has occurred to me that it would be wise after the United States had 
held real estate so acquired for a period of eight or ten years without 
being able to sell it at a fair cash valuation that it should be put up and 
sold for whatever it would bring, and as no officer would probably desire 
to take the responsibility of ordering such a sale it seems to me t.hat 
provision of law might well be made for the same. 
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RECEIPTS FOR FIR~T FOUR ::\IO:NTTIS OF PRESENT FISCAL YEAR. 
The following table showR the receipts from the several sources of rev-
enue for the first four months of the current fiscal year. The receipts 
for the corresponding period in the last fiscal year and a comparison of 
the receipts for the two periods are also given : 
Source:s of reYenue. 
Sl'IHJTS. 
Branu.v distilleu from ap11les, peaches, 
or graves ......................... · · · · · 
Spiritstlistilled from materials other than 
apJ.ll.es, :peach~s, m· grapes ............ . 
Hechiiers spemal tax ................... . 
Dealers, retailliquo~· ................... . 
Dealers, wholesale liquor ............... . 
:Manufacturers of stills, and stills anu 
worms manufactured ...... ........... . 
Stamps for distilled spirits intended for 
export ............ _ ........ .... ...... . . 
Stamps, warehouse, rectifiers' , uealers' , 
&.c ..... - ............. ·-·-·· ........... . 
Int<•rest on tax UllOn spirits ............. . 
Total ................ ......... .... . 
'1'011..\.('C'O. 
Cigars aml cheroots .................. .. .. 
Cigarettes .............................. . 
Manufacturers of cigars ................ . 
Snnfl' ................ ................... . 
Touacco of all de criptions .......... .... . 
Stamps for tobacco or snuff intemled for 
export ...... .............. ............ . 
Dealers in leaf tobacco .......... ..... . .. 
Retail dl'alers in leaf tobaccco ........•.. 
Dealers in manufactured tobacco ........ · 
Mannfacturrrs of tobacco ............... . 
Peddlers of tobacco ..•.•......... _ ....... . 
Receipts from Receipts from I 
.July 1, 1879, .July 1, 1880, 
to October31, to Octobm·:.n, Increase. Decrea:se. 
1879. 1880. 
$269, 975 05 
18, 242, 981 09 
12, 012 53 
343, 021 18 
27,720 58 
1, 235 02 
3, 942 20 
100,792 30 
51,721 54 I 
19, 053, 401 49 
4, 758, 928 89 
225,921 76 
7, 854 24 
233, 185 56 
7, 824, 981 03 
$389,440 74 $119,465 69 ............ .. 
20, 361, 947 31 2, 118, 966 22 ............ .. 
9, 586 03 . . .. .. .. . .. .. . $2, 426 50 
355, 990 96 12, 969 78 ............ .. 
2~. 866 77 ··-···. .. .. •.. 4, 853 81 
. 
3, 370 84 
4, 334 40 
2, 135 82 
392 20 
I, o~i ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : :I 99, 790 70 51, 68!) 67 
21. 148, 57o 52 1 2, o95, 169-03 ~~ 
5, -1-76, 026 05 717, 097 16 ............ .. 
410, 892 12 184, 970 36 ............ .. 
6, 607 04 ... . .. . . ... ... J, 247 ~0 
241, 998 28 8, 812 72 ............. . 
7, 819,753 79 ...... ........ :5,227 u 
2, 081 30 2, 432 30 351 00 ............. . 
5,34696 4,84763 ···········••· 49933 
520 83 859 34 338 51 -............ . 
166,388 52 173,11316 6,724 64 ··---········· 
712 13 540 85 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 171 28 
4,082 6o 1 ______ 3,_5_6_5_7_5_:_·_··_·_·_··_·_·_·_·_·_·_· _______ 5_1 __ 6 __ s_~ 
Total..... .... ............. ..... ... 13, 230, 00~ ~- 14, 140, 636 31 I 910, 632 49 ............ ..:..:_ 
:FEIDrEXTED LJQl:OHS. 
Ftmwntedliquors,taxof$1perbarrelon. 4,477,362 67 5,051,65612 574,293 45 ............. . 
Brewers' special tax..................... 7,245 86 6,133 47 .............. 1,112:19 
Dt>ah•rs in malt liquors' special ta:c...... 42, 871 80 1 39, 449 42 ....... _...... :3, 422 38 
Total. ..................• _ ... _ ..... _ 4, 527, 480 33 1 __ 5, 097, 2~ 01 I 569, 758 68 ............. . 
llAXKS AXD HAXKERS. 
Bank deposits .•• _ .......... _ .......... __ , 541, 106 75 493, 822 71 ........ _ .... . 
Bank capital............................. 221, 005 58 192, 731 45 ......... . .. . . 
Bank deposits, savings, &c.............. 24,433 56 I 17,460 29 ............. . 
Bank cil'culatio.n ......................... ' 25,743 94 544 32 ............ . . 
47, 284 04 
6, 973 27 
28, 274 1:~ 
25,199 62 
Total .......•...........•.•.•..•... =-~~1 ___ 704, 558 ~~~ .......... ,---1-0-7-, 7_3_1_0_6 
--- I 
.A.flheRive stamps .•...• _ .... . .• _ .. _ •..• _. 2, 403, 163 68 2, 571, 536 43 168, 372 75 ............. . 
Penalties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 370 39 90, 970 00 30, 599 61 ............. . 
Articles an<l occupations formerly taxed 1 
but now exempt ........ - ............. . 
~IISCELLA:XEOUS • 
44,395 28 35,807 26 8, 588 02 
Total .•....................... . .... 1 2, 507, 929 35 2, 698, 313 69 190,384 34 ............. . 
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TOBACCO. 
The total amount of collections from tobacco for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880, was $38,870,140.08. This amount includes the collections 
of internal revenue taxes imposed upon imported manufactured tobacco, 
snuff, and cigars, and the special taxes paid by manufacturers of and 
dealers in leaf and manufactured tobacco, and is less than the receipts 
from the same source for the fiscal year immediately preceding by 
$1,264,862.57. 
The following exhibit will show the several amounts collected from 
the different sources of the tobacco tax, and the relative increase or de-
crease, in each case, as compared with the collections from the same 
sources for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1879. 
'l'OBACCO AND SNUFF. 
Manufactured tobacco at 16 ce~ts per pound ...••• ··---· ............ $21, 168, 16G 28 
Manufactured tobacco at 20 ceuts per pound .. . . .. .. • .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 244 32 
Manufactured tobacco at 24 cents per pound . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . • .. 1, 743 80 
Snuff, taxed at 16 cents per pouncl.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 634, 609 34 
Total for the year ended J uue 30, 1880 .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 21, 804, 763 7 4 
'fotal for the year ended June 30, 1879 .. .. • . .. • • • • . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. 25, 606, 010 25 
Decrease of collections on tobacco and snnff .. .. .. . .. ••• .. .. .. .. .... 3, 801,246 51 
Of this decrease $3,533,720.50 was on chewing and smoking tobacco, 
and $267,526.01 on snuff. 
CIGARS AND CIGARE'l''l'ES. 
Cigars, taxed at $6 per thousand .......................... .......... $14,206, 819 49 
C1garettes, taxed at $1.75 per thousand ......... ~--......... ... .. . . . . 715,227 39 
Cigarettes, taxed at $6 per thousand .. • • .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . . .. 42 00 
Total collections for year ended June 30, 1880...... . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • . . 14, 922, 088 88 
Total collections for year ended J nne 30, 1879...... . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . 12, 532, 452 72 
Increase in collections from cigars and cigarettes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 389, 636 16 
OTHER COLLECTIONS. 
Export stamps, year ended June 30, 1880 ........................... .. 
Export stamps, year ended J nne 30, 1879 ........................... .. 
Decrease in sale of export stamps ............................ . 
Dealers in manufacturecl tobacco, year ended June 30, 1880 ......... . 
Dealers in manufactured tobacco, year ended June 30, 1879 ......... . 
Increase in collections from dealers in manufactured tobacco .... 
Special taxes, manufacturers of tobacco and cigars, in 1880 .......••• 
Special taxes, manufacturers of tobacco and cigars, in 1879 ......... . 
Decrease in special taxes, manufacturers of tobacco and cigars .. 
Special taxes, peddlers of tobacco, year ended June 30, lHSO ........ .. 
Special taxes, peddlers of tobacco, year ehded June 30, 1879 .•••...... 
Decrease in collections from peddlers of tobacco ............. .. 
Dealers in leaf tobacco, year ended June 30, 1880 .................. .. 
Dealers in leaf tobacco, year ended June 30, 1879 ..••.•.............. 
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PRODUCTION OF MANUFACTUREJJ' TOBACCO, CIGARS, E.rC. 
Adding to the several quantities of tobacco, snuff, and cigars removed 
for consumption during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, as computed 
from the amount of revenue derived therefrom, the quantities removed 
in bond for export, we have the following results, which show the entire 
production for the last fiscal year: 
To hacco, taxed a.t 16 cents per ponml ...............••............... 
Tobacco, taxed at 20 cents per pound ................................ . 
Tobacco, taxed at 24 cents per pounu .•••••......................•.... 
Total quantity removed for consumption ...............••..••........ 
Snuff, taxed at 16 cents per pound, remove<l for consumption .........• 








Total product of tobacco an<l snuff, 1880...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .• • ••• 146, 082, 885 
Total production for year ended J nne 30, 1879.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131, 433, 409 
Increase of production ..••........••.••.....•......•........... 
PRODUC'l'ION OF CIGARS A~D CIGARET'l'ES. 
Cigars, cheroots, &c., taxed at $6 per thousand ..................•.... 
Cigarettes, taxed at . 1. 75 per thousand. .............•.•.••••......... 
Cigarettes, taxed at $6l)Cr thousand ........••.•..................... 
Cigars removed for exportation ..................................... . 
Cigarettes removed for exportation .................................. . 







Total product for :fiscal year 1880 ..................................... 2, 820, 159, 820 
Total prod net for fiscal year 1879...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 2, 276, 534, 081 
Increase during fiscal year 1880 of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543, 625, 739 
APPARENT EFFECTS OF REDUCTION OF 'l'AX RATE. 
From the foregoing statement it will be seen that the entire receipts 
from manufactured tobacco, including snuff, for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880, were $21,804,763.74. This is $3,801,246.51 less than the 
receipts from the same sources during the fiscal year ended June 30, 
1879, and $4,57U,108.5G less than the receipts from the same sources 
during the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1878, when the taxes on snu:fl' were 
collected at the rate of 32 cents per pound, and on manufactured tobacco 
at 24 cents per pound. These collections were made from 3,96G,308 
pounds of snuff and 132,309,527 pounds of smoking and chewing 
tobacco. 
Had there heen no reduction in the rate of tax on snuff and tobacco, 
the number of pounds which reached taxation during the last fiscal year 
would have yielded a revenue of $33,023.505.04, or $11,218,741.30 more 
than was collected. 
The total collections from cigars, cheroots, and cigarettes for the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1880, were $14,922,088.88. This is $2,389,636.16 
more than the receipts from the same sources during the previous fiscal 
year. 
Owing to the large increase in the collections from cigars and ciga- . 
rettes, the total collections from tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes 
amount to $36, 72G,~52.G2, which is only $1,411,610.35 less than tile 
collections from the same sources for the previous fiscal year. 
To fairly determine the effects of the reduction of the rate of tax on 
manufactured tobacco, including snuff, made by the act of l\Iarch 1, 
1879, a comparison should be made of the receipts of the two entire fiscal 
years-1878, 'vhen the rate of tax on snuff was 32 cents per pound, and 
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the rate of tax on chewing and smoking tobaf\CO was 24 cent~ per pound, 
and 1880, when the tax was uniformly collected on all classes of m anufact-
ured tobacco, including snu.fl:·, at 16 cents per pound-leaving out all col-
lections made from cigars and cigarettes, as no change was made in the 
rate of tax on cigars and cigarettes by the act of March 1, 1879. 
This comparison shows a falling off in the receipts from chewing and 
smoking tobacco and snuff, due to the reduction of rates of $4,579,108.56. 
The apparent increase in the consumption of manufactured tobacco, 
or in the quantity placed on the market tax paid, is not thought to be 
due to a reduction of the cost of tobacco to consumers as bas been 
claimed, for the reason that there has been no reduction of the price of 
tobacco paid by consumers, excepting, perhaps, a slight reduction on 
the' very lowest grades of smoking and chewing tobacco. 
The true cause of the increase in consumption is to be found in the 
general revival of business within the last two years, more and better 
pay to laborers, and increased means to purchase with. 
The natural increase in population, and the large influx into the coun-
try of foreigners during the last two years, nearly all of whom are con- ' 
sumers of tobacco, have also tended to increase consumption. The 
presumption is by no means a violent one that the increased consump-
tion would have been about equal if there had been no reduction of 
rate, and that the collections, instead of being less than $22,000,000 
during the last fiscal year, would have been more than $33,000,000 from 
chewing and smoking tobacco and snuff, and the total collections from 
all tobacco sources would have reached the round sum of $50,000,000. 
IMPORTED CIGARS. 
The cigars imported during the fiscal year eiHlecl J nne 30, 1880, as 
given by the Bureau of Statistics-
A~gregated in weight ............................................... .. 
Ot this quantity there were exported .................................. . 
Leaving to be withdrawn for consumption ............................. . 





the number of imported cigars inclndccl in the abO\'e ta,hle would he. 45,264,667 
~umber withdrawn in 1879 was ....... _____ ....... ___ ............... ___ 40,666,518 
Increase during fiscal year 1880 was ................................... , 4, 598, 149 
LEAF 1'0BACCO. 
Assuming that for every one hundred pounds of leaf tobacco used in 
the manufacture of tobacco and snuff eighty-five pounds of manufact-
ured produ.cts ha~e resulted, and that for every one thousand cigars 
manufactured twenty-five pounds of leaf tobacco were used, an<l that 
for every thousand cigarettes made five pounds of leaf tobacco were 
required., the leaf tobacco used during the fiscal year ended June 30, 
1880, for manufacturing tobacco, snufl:·, and cigars aggregated in pounds 
as follow~: 
Pounds. 
For manufacturing tobacco and snnff ....... ___ ......................... 171,862,218 
For manufacturing cigars and cigarettes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 376, 204 
Total leaf manufactured._ ..... ____ .......... ___ .... _ ..••.•....•... 232,238, 42'2 
Deduct imported leaf used. ____ .. __ ...... _ ... _ .......... _.............. 8, 876, 515 
Total domestic leaf used ___ .. ____ . __ ... __ .. ____ ..... __ .. ____ . ___ . 223, 361, 907 
Leaf exported during fiscal year 1t:lt;O .•• _ . ____ .................. __ .•.... 215, 910, 187 
Total leaf accounted for ..•••...•••... _ .•... __ .....•.... ____ . _ ... 439, 272, 094 
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SUGGESTED CITAXGE IN CIGAR STAMPS. 
The attention of the Secretary of the Treasury and of the Oommis-
~ioner of Internal Hevenue, as well as of both Houses of Congress, has 
been called to suggested changes in the present mode of collecting the 
tax on cigars by placing the stamp upon the box, all(l the question arose 
whether the penal provisions of the law would still apply if for the 
present mode of affixing the stamp some plan were substituted which 
contemplated the destruction of portions of the stamp piecemeal as the 
cigars were sold from the box. The question was submitted to the 
Attorney-General, who held that the penal provisions of the law would 
not so apply. As this subject has been considered by appropriate com-
mittees of Congress, I respectfully submit 1rhether it would not be 
proper to have the law so modified as to allow such changes in the form 
of the stamps as the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue might deem would best protect the interests of the 
goYermnent. 
DISTILLED SPIRITS. 
In my report for tbe fiscal year ended June 30, 1879, attention was 
caUed to the collection of the taxes on the spirits withdrawn from dis-
tillery warehouses for exportation and lost in transportation between 
the distillery and the port of exportation, and to the complaint made 
by distillers and others engaged in the export trade as to the hardship 
of such collections. In accordance with my recommendation in the mat-
ter, exporters were relieved from this tax: by an act of Congress passed 
December 20, 1879. Pursuant to the provisions of the act allowance 
was made during the ;rear for loss by leakage in transportation amount-
ing to 8,48± gallons. 
E:X:POR'l'ATION OF ALCOHOL IN ::\fE'l'ALLIC CANS. 
In connection with the subject of deficiency taxes on spirits with-
drawn for exportation I had the honor to recommend in my last annual 
report that provision be made by law for the exportation of alcohol in 
metallic cans of ten gallons and upward. In accordance with this rec-
ommendation certain changes were made in sections 3287 and 3330 Re-
vised Statutes ; by sections 6 and 11 of the internal-revenue act of May 
28, 1880, providing for the withdrawal of spirits from receiving cisterns 
into casks or ptwkages of not less capacity than ten gallons, wine measure, 
and providing for the exportation of spirits in original packages. No 
exports of alcohol in tin cans have, however, been made under these 
privileges, as it appears that there is no foreign demand for packages of 
alcohol in cans of larger size than five gallons. .As it also appears that 
exporters are willing to encase two five-gallon tin cans in one wooden 
inclosure, and as I believe such a package may be properly protected 
by stamps, I would recommend that the law be so amended as to pro-
'ide for the exportation of alcohol in metallic cans of five gallons and 
upward, provided the quantity contained in the wooden inclosure is 
not less than ten gallons. 
PRODUCTION OF SPIRITS DURING TilE YEAR. 
The quantity of spirits (00,355,270 gallons) produced and deposited in 
distillery warehouses during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, ex-
• 
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ceeded the production of the previous year by 18,4G2,649 gallons, the 
1uoduct for 1879, as was shown in my report for that year, having been 
greater than for any previous year. 
The increase in production for the fiscal year 1880 o-ver the productio» 
for the fiscal year 1879 is distributed among the different varieties known 
to the trade, as follows : 
Increase in production of-
Bourbon whisky .............•........... . .... . ................... . .... 
Rye whisky ......... _ .......•.•........... ~ ......•............... . ..... 
Alcohol .••••...................... _ .. .. _ .......•...... __ .........• _ .... . 
Rum ................................................... .. ............. . 
Gin .•..••.......................••.. __ ........ .. .. _ . _ ..... __ . _____ . ____ . 
Pure, neutral, or cologne spirits ........ _ ..........•..................... 
Miscellaneous ...................... ___ ............... . ................ . 
Gallons. 
6 , 8~7,067 





2, 664 ,949 
Total·---·· .................. . .................... . .............. 21 , 285, 91~ 
Decrease in production of-
High wines.......................................................... . . 2, 823, 963 
Netincrease •.........................•....•••.................. . 18,462,649 
The causes which, in addition to the improvement of the times, have 
led to this great increase in the production of distilled spirits, are the 
amendments of the internal-revenue laws, which have secured-
1. The increase in the bonded period from one year to three years ; 
2. The allowance for loss by leakage while in warehouse ; 
3. Relief from the payment of interest on taxes while in bonded ware-
house; and 
4. The allowance for leakage of spirits while in transportation for ex-
port or to manufacturing warehouse . 
.A.PP .ARENT OVER-PRODUCTION OF SPIRITS. 
I take the liberty of calling especial attention of distillers and the 
trade to the fact that on the 1st July, 1879, there were on hamlin dis-
tillery warehouses 19,212,000 gallons of spirits, which was an increase 
of about 5,000,000 of gallons over the stock on hand at the same period 
of the previous year, and that on the 1st day of November, 1880, the 
amount of spirits on hand was 32,640,000, being an increase of 13,400,000 
gallons over the amount on hand on the 1st July, 1879. The steady 
increase in the number and capacity of distilleries in operation, suggests 
the probability of the continued enlargement of the stock on hand. It 
has occurred to me that this business was on the eve of being overdone, 
and that in the event of a recurrence of the agitation for a reduction of 
the tax, the holders of these spirits would be in danger of loss. 
RECEIPTS FROM DISTILLED SPilUTS. 
The following statement shows the receipts from the several articles 
or occupations relating to distilled spirits subject to tax under internal-
revenue laws now in force, for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1879 and 
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1880, together with the increase or decrease on each article or occupa-
tion: 
Articles or occupations. 




Spirits distilled from apples, peaches, or I 
!frapes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $910, 099 74 $905, 201 75 1 •••••••••••••••• $13, 897 9!) 
Spirits distilled from materials other than I I 
apples, peaches, or grapes .••••......... , 46, 790, 364 50 55, 013, 917 43 $8, 223, 552 93 .••••••.••.• 
Wine made in imitation of champagne .................................•........••..•...........•...• 
Rectifiers (special tax) . .................. ' 160, 123 21 172, 004 60 I 11, 881 39 .......•.•.• 
Retailliquo!· dealers (special t!l'x)........ 3, 903, 036 24 4, 172, 283 85 269, 247 61 ........... . 
Wholesale liquor dealers (spemal tax).... 409, 115 56 406, 526 72 . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . 2, 588 8! 
Manufacturers of stills (special tax)..... 1, 31~ 86 1, 787 53 i 471 67 ........•••. 
Stills or worms manufactured (special tax) , 2, 210 00 '4, 360 00 2, 150 00 .....••..... 
~tamps for distilled spirits intended for 
export ........•..•...........•••....... 
Stamps, clistillery warehouse ........... . 
Stamps for rectified spirits ...•••.......•. 
Stamps, wholesale liquor dealers' ....... . 
Stamps, special bonded warehouse ...... . 
Stamps, special bonded warehouse (re-
17, 212 20 
126,374 50 




Stamps for imported spirits .•••.•........................ 
Interest on tax upon spirits.............. 74, 899 48 
* * * 
19,743 60 
149, 505 00 
133, 193 70 
47,339 10 
364 90 
1 oo I 
285 2o I 
158,994 41 
61, 185, 508 79 I 
2, 531 40 
23,130 50 
10,690 50 





8, 615, 224 10 
* 
NoTE.-Many tabular statements are omitted for want of space .. 
but they can all be found in the bound volume of the Commissioner's. 
report. 
SPIRITS A.ND TOBACCO RE:;\lOVED IN BOND FOR EXPORT. 
The following statement shows the quantity and percentage of pro-
duction of distilled spirits and manufactured tobacco (including snuff) 
removed in bond for export during each fiscal year since the passage of 
the act of June G, 1872: 
Distilled spirits. 
Year. Taxable (proof) pa~·~m~~: 
gal~ons ex- prollnc-
ported. tion. 
1873- ... - - . - .... - .... - . . . 2, 358, 630 
1874 ........... - ........ - 4, 060, 160 
18i5.................. . .. 587,413 
1876 ..•.... -- .. -......... ], 308, 900 
1877 ...... - .......... -. -- 2, 529, 528 
1878 ...... -............ -. 5, 499, 252 
1879..... . .... . ......... . 14,837,581 
1880 .............. ~ ----·- 16,765,666 











1874 .•••••.. ········--· 
1875 ..• .. - ... - ........ . 
1876 ............•.... --
1877 ......... ···· ·•··•· 
1878. ·-· ·---·· ...... - .. 
1879 ........ __________ .
1 
1880 ............ - - .. - - -
Total. .......... -\ 
:Manufactured tobacco. 
I Perceni-Pounds of t.o- ao·e of 
b a.c co ex· J)~oduo-
portecl. tion. 
10, 110, 045 1 10, 800, 927 
!l, 179, 316 
9, 434,485 
11, 335, 046 
10, 581, 744 
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EXPORTATION Ol!' DIS1'IL LED SPIRITS. 
The following figures show the increase or aeereasc as to tl1e Yal'iou: 
kiuds of spirits exported in the year lSSO, as eompared with the year 
1879: 
GallonR. 
I ncrc<uw in alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . • 1, :n:~, 9!)3 
Increase in ram.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85, 861 
Increase in pnrc, neutral, or cologne spirits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 548,908 
Increase iu high ~wines.................................................. 3,12 
---
Total inCl·ease ......... _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 951, 890 
GallonR. 
IkcrPase in bonrbon whiskJ·------. ------ ...........•.•••••....... 17,56:3 
llcerease in rye whisky.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 5, 01:3 
Deerease in miscellaneous ............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 229 
1'otal <lecrcase ................................................... . 
Xct increase .•...............•.. : .•..........................•.••..•.••. 1,9:J8,085 
.As was the case iu the fiscal years 1878 and 1879, the bulk of the 
~pii·its exported during the fiscal year 1880 was alcohol produced in 
the northern part of Illinois, shipped on foreign-bound vessels at New 
York, and consigned to :l\Iarseilles, France. During the year 1880 the 
exportations to Genoa, Gibraltar, and Valencia, have in each case ex-
ceeded one million gallons, and the guantity exported to each of the porti:; 
of Bilboa and Palma, Spain, has nearly reached one million gallons. 
The number of ports to which alcohol was exported iu 1879 was forty-
four, and during 1880, fifty-three. During the fiscal year 1879 the total 
number of ports to which spirits were exported was sixty-four, and 
during the fiscal year 1880 was seventy-one. 
It will be observed that the foreign demand for American spirits is 
still increasing, and that the quantity exported during each fiscal year 
continues to be greater than during the preceding year. 
Healizing the importance of placing the legitimate distilling interests 
of the country on a sound business basis, and thus discouraging the 
production of illicit spirits, this office has encouraged the exJlOrtation of 
~pirits, affording such facilities as was consistent with the due protection 
of the interests of the goyernment from time to time as occasion re-
quired. 
Those features of the act passed during last session of Congress, 
providing for the allowance for actual loss during transportation and 
for removing the restriction as to size of exported packages and as to 
the thousand gallons limitation, were passed upon my recommendation. 
Railroads and other transportation companies hav-e also been author-
ized by regulations of the department to become sureties for exporters 
1lhere it has been shown that such corporations have legal ability to 
act in that capacity. This measure has been found to operate satisfac-
torily. Under this system the security of the United States has been 
of the best character, and the exporters ha\e be~n enabled to lanrl 
~pirits at foreign ports at quite a saving in brokerage charges incurred 
in obtaining sureties who were not jointly interested with them in the 
due delivery of the goods. 
SPIRITS WITHDRAWN FRO}I DISTILLEnY W.A.ltEHOUSES UPON P.A.Y-
MEN1' OF TAX. 
Gallons. 
The quantit)~ of spirits withdrawn from distillery warehouses upon pay-
ment of tax was in 1880 .•••... ........................................ 61, 100, 362 
And was in 1879 .•••••...................••...............••••...••..... 51,885, 93U 
Increase.... . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 214, 423 
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This illcrcase is distributed, except as to tllC kind known as high 
wines, as follow~-; : 
l{onrhon whisk~· ...................................................... .. 
J{)·c "'hisk~·--· · ····. ······ ......••...................................•.. 
Alcohol ......•...............................•...••.............•.••... 
l{nnl ............... __ ••.. _ ... _. __ . _ .. _ ........... ____ .. _ ..•....•• __ ... . 
(tin ..................................................... _ ............. . 
]~nrc, n<'ntra.l, or cologtH' spirits ....... ... .............................. . 









Total incrP:u;p __ .................. _ ............................... 11,730,405 
Dccr<'a:se in withdra.wals ofhigh wim·s ............................ 2,515,982 
Xet increa:-;c in withdrawal:,;, tax-paid ............................. 9,214,423 
Tile amount of interest tax collected during the :fiscal year to .:\lay 28, 
1880, the date of t.he repealiug act, was $138,994.41. 
The quantity of each month's product of spirits in warehouse July 1, 
1R7D, ·which was withdrawn during the year ended June 30,1880, is shown 
.in the following ta!Jnlar statement: 
l'ro<l11<"1 Of j h<• lllO!It h of--
18i7 . • J\[nrch .......••••........ ___________ . __ . _____ . _. ____ . ____ .. _ Gallons. 263, 183 
.April ........................ - - -·-- ...... ------ --·---------
May ..............•................ ...... ........... ........ 
399, 992 
440,481 
.June .............................. -·····--··---------·----· 350, 848 
,July ........•......... ------ ____ ............. ______ . __ .... . 96,4:30 
-t"r~\1~;~~ i~~~-- : : : :: : :: :::: : : : ::: : : : ::::: :::::: : : : :::::: : : : : : : :: ' 




N o>em ber ..................................... _ ... _ ..... _ .. 




• r:muar,~ ...... . ___________ . __ .. __________________ . _ ... _____ _ 401, 479 
February ..... _ .. ____ : _ ......... ______ ...... _______ ....... . 498,412 
Marelt ....................... ........... ............. ...... . 649,042 
~~~~~::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :·_:::: ::::: 888,379 846,344 
,Juno------·------------·--·--·-----·----·--------·····-···· ;)21, 126 
July ..... ..................... ----· ··-········- --------· ··· ~NO, 363 
t'-e~)~~;~~b~~ :::::::::::::::::: -_-_-_-_·_-_-_ ::::::::::::::: ::::::::: 
Oeto ber ............................................. - - .. - .. 





December ....•....... ...... ....... _ ......... ____ .. _ . .. .... . 947,705 
ll:ii!.l. 
-Janunr.'--. __ .................. _ ............. : .......... ___ .. . I ], 236, 742 
~~~~\'.~~-:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::· ], 514,241 2, 036,418 
..April. ........... ___ ......... ............ _ ............. __ . _. 
:'\fay ...... ------·--···------------------······----------···· 
2, 271,892 
2, 298,061 
.June .................. ---·-· .... _______ ........ --------- __ _ 1, 942,328 I 
Total. ..... __ ........................................ ·1 19, 219, 470 

























1, 029, 756 





























TRANSFER OF SPIRITS 'l'O MANUFACTURING \V AREHOUSES. 
Section 20 of the internal-revenue act of March 1, 187D, providing for 
transfers of spirits from distillery warehouses to manufacturing ware-
houses, was amended by section14 of the act of May 28, 1880, so as to 
~read as follows : · 
That under such rcgula.tions a,nd re<]nircmcnts as to stamps, uomls, a,nd other security 
as shall ue }H'cscriued by the Commissioner of Intcmal Hcvmme, any manufacturer 
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of medicines, preparations, compositions, perfumeries, cosmetics, cordials, and other-
liquor!'), for export, manufacturing the same in a duly constituted manufacturing ware-
house, shall be authorized to withdraw, in original ;packages, from any distillery ware-
house, so much distilled spirits as he may require for the said purpose, without the 
payment of the internal-revenue tax thereon. 
The amendment made by the act of May 28, 1880, enlarged the scope· 
of the act of March 1, 1879, so as to provide for the wjthdrawal of any 
kind of distilled spirits from distillery warehouses, the articles to be· 
withdrawn having theretofore been limited to alcohol. 
The section as amended also provides for the use of the spirits in man-
ufacturing warehouses in all of the articles authorized by law to be 
made in such warehouses. The effect of the amendment has been to 
make a new outlet for the exportation of American spirits. 
Section 15 of the act of May 28, 1880, also makes provision, in case of 
transfers of spirits to manufacturing warehouses, for an allowance for 
loss by unavoidable accident, without fraud or negligence, as in the· 
case of spirits shipped in bond for exportation. 
The transfers during the fiscal year 1879 were 13,213 gallons, and 
during the fiscal year 1880 were 218,212 gallons. Attention, however, 
is called to the fact, that inasmuch as the original act was passed March 
1, 1879, and the amendatory act .May 28, 1880, the transactions of the· 
respective fiscal years are not fair indications of the quantity that will 
probably be annually withdrawn under said acts. 
SPIRITS WITHDI't.A. WN FROM . W AREIIOUSE FOR SCIEN1'IFIC PURPOSESr 
AND FOR USE OF THE UNITED S1'A1'ES. 
The quantity of alcohol withdrawn free of tax from distillery ware-
houses for the use of colleges and other institu.tions of learning in the 
preservation of specimens of natural history in their several museums. 
or for use in their chemical laboratories, and of spirits of various kinds.. 
for use of the United States, amounted during the year to 23,048 gallons, 
an increase of 5,362 gallons over the quantity withdrawn during the-
previous year. 
SPIRI1'S LOST BY CASUALTY DURING 1'HE YEAR. 
Gallon!!. 
The ·quantity of spirits on deposit in distillery warehouses at commence-
ment of fiscal year was .......... _ •... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 212, 47(}-o 
The quantity deposited during the year was ............................ 90 355,270 
Total ..•..........•............................................. 109, 567, 740· 
Of this quantity, 14,231 gallons were lost by casualty, being about 
one-seventy-seventh of one per cent., or one gallon of each 7,696 +gal--
lons was so lost. · 
It was my pleasure, in my report of last year, during which the loss of 
spirits was less than one-fiftieth of one per cent. of the quantity stored in 
warehouses, to call attention to the care exercised by the distill~rs and 
storekeepers in the preservation of this inflammable material. As the· 
loss this year is much less than that occurring cluriug the year 1879, it 
is deemed proper to call renewed attention to the diligep.ce exercised by 
the distillers and government officers in the preservation of this class or 
property. 
It is quite evident, from the slight loss for the past four years, that 
the fire insurance on spirits in distillery warehouses might with safety 
be fixed at the very lowest rate. 
The quantity of spirits lo~t by casualty, on which the tax was abated,. 
· during the year, under sections 3221, 322:3, and 3223, Itevi~-;ed Statutes~, 
was 4,27 6 gallons. 
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DISTILLED SPHUTS ALLOWED FOR LOSS BY LEAKAGE OR EVAPORA.-
TION IN W Al~EHOUSES. 
The quantity of di~::~tilled spirits allowed under the provisions of sec-
tion 17 of the act of May 28, 1880, for loss by leakages or evaporation 
in warehouses during June; 1880 (the only month of the fiscal year in 
which the act was in t'orce), was 75,834 gallons. 
The quantity allowed during the first four months of the current fiscal 
year was 271, l69 gallons. 
SPIRITS H.El\IAINIXG IN WAREHOUSES AT THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR. 
In my report for the year ended June 30, 1879, it was shown that the 
quantity (19,212,470 gallons) in warehouses June 30, 1879, exceeded the 
~1uantity in warehouse at the close of any preceding fiscal year. This 
(luantity, however, is greatly exceeded by the quantity (31,363,869 gal-
lons) remaining in warehouses June 30, 1880. 
The following table shows the quantity remaining in distillery ware-
houses at the close of each of the twelve fiscal years during- which spirits 
have been stored in such warehouses: 
qua,ntity Tema,iniug June 30, 1869 .......... ·--- -----· -----· ...... ---··· Qun.ntity reruaiui ug .J uue :~0, ld70 ...... ___ .. ____ ......... _. _ .. _. _ ..... . 
Quantity Tema,ining J uue 30, 1871. ... --- _- ... _ -- ... - _ -· .. _ --·. __ --· ... . 
Quantity Temaining June 30, 1872 .... -----· -··· ---- ---· -------- ·--· ... . 
Quantity rem::tiuiug June :~0, 1873 ...... ---·-· -----· .... ···--· ......... . 
Quantity remaining Jnne 30, 1tl74 ...... ··-·-· ----·· .•.......... ---· ... . 
Quantity remaining .June 30, 1875 .......................... __ ......... . 
(~nantity remaining June 30, 187ti ... _ .. -- ___ . ·-- --·. ___ ............... _ 
Quantity remaining June :~o, 1877 .. _. _ ........ _ .... ___ ......... __ ..... . 
(~uantity remaining June 30, 1878 ........ ------ .....• ·-·-·· .......... .. 
Quantity remaining June 30, 1870 ........................ _ .......... _ .. 














It is understood from leading distillers that since the extension of the 
bonded period the business of selling- spirits in bond has largely in-
creased, and that the greater portion of goods now in bond is owned by 
dealers in various parts of the country who have assumed to the dis-
tiller the payment of the taxes as they fall due. 
It is evident that the causes adverted to in my last year's report as 
leading to this great increase in the stock of spirits remaining in distil-
lery warehouses, and as indicating the growing ability on the part of 
distillers to discharge their obligations to the government, have been 
in full operation the past fiscal year. 
The case of the sixth district of North Carolina was then cited as 
illustrating the great increase in the number of the legally authorized 
distilleries in sections of the country recently infested by illicit distil-
lers. Tbe same district can be again used as illustrating this fact, the 
nuru ber of distillery warehouses in that district having increased from 
184 July 1, 1879, to 229 June 30, 1880. 
In my last yP-ar's report reference was made to . the building of the 
largest distillery in the United States at the close of the :fiscal year. I have 
now to report that this distillery has been in successful operatio.n during 
the year, and that others of its class have been greatly enlarged and 
fitted up with the latest irnproYements, thus enabling them to materially 
reduce the cost of production and to improve the character of their prod-
uds. By the use of the latest improved purifying, refining, and redis-
tilling· apparatus, and the employment of experts, fine grades of alcohol, 
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and pure, neutral, or cologne spirits are produced in di iUeri ready 
for use in the arts and sciences without additional manipulation. 
The decrease in the production and withdrawal of hig·h wines, and 
the increase iu the production and withdrawal of all other and :ftner 
kinds of spirits, are facts satisfactorily showing the improYement in the 
methods of producing distilled spirits. 
Nearly nine-tenths of the spirits remaining in warehon~e .Tune 30, 
1880 (27,311,138 gallons out of 31,363,869 gallons), were bourbon ancl 
rye whiskies, and the increase in the quantity iu warehouse that day 
over that in warehouse June 30, 1879, was mainly the increa~e in these 
two varieties. 
There was an increase in all varieties except high wines, as follows : 
Incre::tsed quantity in w::trehonse, of-
Bonr bon whisky ....................•........... ____ . ____ .. ___ . __ ... _ .. 
Rye 'vhisky .. ______ ...... __ .. __ ...•.. _ ............................. ___ . 
Alcohol •....... ____ •... ________ .... ____ . _ . ____ ....... ______ ...•.•.. _ ..• 
Ru1n. ____ ...•.. _____ .. ____ ...........•. _ . _ .•.. _________ ... ___ .... _ •. __ . _ 
).Jiscell::tneons ........ ___ ....... _ . ___ . _ ..................... _ . _ ........ . 
Gal1ons. 
7,747,8GG 
:3, 4~~. ;,~~ 
O>u,O:.>b 
54,161 
1, 2~~. 8(i0 
Tot::tl increase ... _ ............ _ .... _ .... __ ...................... _ _ 12, 563, 4()1 
Decreased qnnntity in warehonge, of-
yallons. C:lllull>'. 
High win<>s ...................................... _ ............. ~24, 71:3 
Pure, neutral, or cologne spirits------------·-----····--·--·---- 1f>8,061 
Gin ..................................................... _ . . . . • . 2H, 288 
4li,OG2 
Xet increase of spirits in w::trehouse ....... ---------------- 1~, lil1, :m~ 
FERJ\'IENTED LIQUORS. 
The receipts from fermented liquors for the :fiscal yean; ended ~T nue 
30, 1879 and 1880, are shown in the following statement: 
Sources. 
.Fermented liquors, tax of $1 per barrel 
on .................................. . 
Brewers' special tax ................. .. 
Dealers in malt liquors· special tax .. .. 
Receipts for fiscal year ended 
June 30-
1879. 1880 . 
In('J'ea::>e. 
$10, 270, 352 83 $12, 346, 077 26 I $2, 075, 724 43 ......... -.. -. 
202, 779 61 201, 395 97 ....... -.. .. .. .. $1, 3!l3 64 
256, 187 64 282, 329 61 1 26, 141 97 ............ .. 
-----------------------
Total. .................... ·- . . . . . . 10, 729, 320 08 1 12, 829, 802 84 2, 100, 482 76 ............. . 
The following statement shows, by :fiscal years, the ag·gregate pro-
duction of fermentetlliqnors from September 1, 18G2, to June 30, 1880: 
Fiscal yeal':,j endell June 30-










6, 574, 6t6 
7, 740,260 
1865 ....... ------ ...... ------ .... .. 
1866.-.- .................. - ...... --
1867--- ........... - ... - ... - . -..... . 
1868 .• - ... - ....................... . 
1869 ...... ---- .... - ... -- ...... --- .. 
1870-- -- .. - ... -- ... - .. - ...... ------
1871. -............ -- ...... - - -..... . 
Fiscnl years rmlrll June 30-
1872 .. -- .. -...... -- .. - ... -- .. - ... . 
1873 ...... ---. -... -- . - .. - ...... - .. 
1874 ............................ .. 
1875 ........... - ... --· ------ .... .. 
1876 ............................. . 
1877. - .... - ... - .• -- .. - .... - ..... .. 
1878 ............................. . 
'1879 .. -- ..... - ..... - .. --- ........ . 
1880.---.-- .. -- ........ ·-.- ..... .. 





!l, 633, :323 
9, 600, !l97 
9, 452, (;97 
9, 902, 352 
9, 810,060 
10, 241, 471 
11,103,084 
13, 347, 11() 
95 
Prior to eptember 1, 18G6, the tax on fermented liquors was paid in 
currency and the full amount of tax was returned by collectors. From 
and after that date the tax was paid by stamps on which a deduction of 
7$ per cent. was allowed to brewers using them. Of the 6,207,401 barrels 
}Jroduced during- the fiscal year 18G6, the tax on 1,033,319 barrels was 
paid in money, and the tax on 5,17 ±,082 barrels was paid by stamps. 
The foreign demand for American malt liquors is still increasing, the 
applications for drawback during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, 
upon exports made to foreign ports having more than quadrupled those 
made for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1879. I take this occasion to 
renew my recommendation that provision be made in internal revenue 
laws for the exportation of this article in bond. 
EXPORTATION OF MANUFACTURED 1'0BACCO AND S:NUFF IN BOXD. 
The snl~joined table shows, as removed and unaccounted for J nly 1, 
1879, and July 1, 1880, the quantity in pounds of manufactured tobacco 
and snuff which had been removed for exportation in bond, and con-
cerning which the proofs of landing at a foreign port had not been fur-
nished prior to the dates named. 
f.. Eemorec1 and wwccolmtecl for July 1, 1879. 
Pounds. 
Tobacco, at 20 cents tax...... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • 39. 575. 00 
Bonds in the h~tuds of district attorneys. . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • 1 i; 094. 00 
Tobacco, a.t 24 cents, removed under exportation bonds .. 3, 047,262.50 
Tobacco, at24 cents, removed under transportation bonds. 474,336.50 
Tobacco, at 16 cents, removed under exportation bonds .. 1, 67:3,900.00 
Tobacco, at 16 cents, removed under transportation bonds. 104,750. 50 
~nuff, at ~~2 cents, removed under exportation bonds . .. . • 1, 642.00 
Snuff, at 32 cents, remoYed nuder transportation bonds... 84. 00 
2. Remove£l £lu1·ing the yew· ended June :30, 1880. 
Touacco, at 24 cents tax (excess)........................ 487.00 
Tobacco and snu:Jf, at Hi cents tax ....................... 9, 807, 050.25 
Tobaeco, a.t Hl cent8 tax (excess).... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 871. 50 
Ponnd,.. 
----- 9, 808, 408. 7.) 
3. E:cporte£l an£1 during the year accounted for. 
Tohacco, at 20 cents tax................................ 10,57:3.00 
'l'o bacco, at 24 cents tax... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 778, 006. 00 
Tobacco, at 16 cents tax ................................ 7, 330,787.50 
Tobacco, at 24 cents tax paid on deficiencies.... . . . . . . . . . 3, 207. 50 
Touacco, at 16 cents tax paid on deficiencies...... •• . • • . . 1, 049. 00 
nntf, at 32 cents tax...... • • . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 726. 00 
------ 10, 12G, 34.£). UO 
4. Rernaining wuwcounted for June 30, 1880. 
Tobacco, at 20 cents tax ............ ................... . 
Bonds in the hands of district attorneys ..............•.• 
Tobacco, at 24 cents, removed under exportation bonds .. 
Tobacco, at 24 cents, removed under transportation bonds. 
Tobacco, at 16 cents, removed under exportation bonds .. 
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The quantity removed from manufactories for exportation during· the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, is 1,226,542.75 pounds less than that 
removed during the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1879. 
EXPORTATION OF CIGARS AND CIGARETTES IN BOND. 
1. Bernoved ancl unaccounted for Jttly 1, 1879. 
Number. Number. 
Cigars, at $6 perM tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . 1, 019, 375 
Cigarettes, at $1.75 per M tax...... . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 7, 184, 500 
----- 8, 203, 875 
2. Bemoved during tlw year ended Jttne 30, 1880. 
Cigars, at $6 perM tax .. ...... .... .. .... .. .. .. ... . .. .... .... 2, 540,825 
Cigarettes, at $1.75 perM tax ................................ 41,107,380 
----- 43, 648, 205 
51,852,080 
3. Exported ancl acconnted for during the year ended June 30, 1880. 
Cigars, at $6 perM tax...................................... 2, 436,600 
Cigarettes, at $1.75 per M tax ................................ 27, 935, 600 
I ----- 30, 372, 200 
4. Remaining unaccounted for Jzme 30, 1880._ 
Cigars, at $6 per M tax . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 123, 600 
Cigarettes, at $1.75 per M tax.... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 20, 356, 2tl0 
------ 21, 479, 880 
51.852,080 
DATE OF BONDS REMAINING UNACCOUNTED FOR JUNE 30, 1880. 
The year~ in which the bonds were given for the exportation of the 
tobacco, snuff:, cigars, and cigarettes remaining unaccounted for by evi-
dence of landing June 30, 1880 : 
Year. Tobacco. Snuff. Cigars. Cigarettes. 
Pounds. Pounds. Number. Number. 
1872................................................ 17,094.00 .................................. . 
1873 ........................ ...... ....... .......... ............... .................................. .. 
187 4 ................. -. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . 25, 502. 00 .. • .. . . .. .. . .. ..... -- - . - . - ......... . 
1875................................................ 74,70-tOO ................................. . .. 
1876 .............•.•....•..... - .....•... -........... 178, 275. 00 . . . . . . . ••• • . . • • . . . . . . • • . 10, 000 
1877 ...................................... .,...... ... 275,118.00 ................................... . 
1878 .•....... - ...........•.. -••. --.................. 150, 470. 0'() . . . . . • . . . . . . 47, 000 110, 000 
1879 ................................................ 1, 050,300.00 . .. ... . ..... 137,625 2, 904,500 
1880. . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . 3, 270, 241. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . 938, 975 17, 331, 780 
Total........................................ 5, 041, 704. 25 1, 123, 600 20,356,280 
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AMENDATORY ACT REGULATING THE EXPORTATION OF TOBACCO, 
SNUFF, AND CIGARS IN BOND. 
By an act of Congress passed during the latter part of the fiscal year, 
namely, on the 9th of June, 1880, section 3385 of the Revised Statutes, 
governing the exportation of manufactured tobacco, snuff, and cigars 
in bond. was amend_ed so as to provide that export bonds which had 
been given or which should. thereafter. be given under the provisions of 
that section should l>e canceled upon the presentation to the collector of 
internal revenue of the detailed report from the inspector of customs and 
a certificate of the collector of customs at the port from which the goods 
are exported, that the goods removed from the manufactory under bond 
and described in the permit of the collector of internal revenue had 
been received by the said collector of customs, and that said goods were 
duly l::Jden on a foreign-bound vessel, naming the vessel, and that the 
said merchandise was entered on the outward manifest of said vessel, 
and that said vessel and cargo were duly cleared from said port, and on 
the payment of the taxes on the deficiency, if any. 
The e:fl'ect of the amendment is to relieve exporters of tobacco, snuff, 
and cigars, exporting under the provisions of the law as amended, from 
the production of evidence slwwing landing of the goods at a foreign 
port. The law has not yet been sufficiently long in operation to show 
whether the release from the obligation to produce a landing certificate 
will be accompanied by a corresponding large increase of exportations. 
It, however, appears that in striking out a portion of section 3385, 
Revised Statutes, and substituting for the portion stricken out the 
amendatory provisions of the new law, the language of that part of sec-
tion 3385 relied upon as authorizing the exportation of tobacco, snuff, 
and cigars by railroad cars or other land conveyances was, through in-
advertence, not restored. I see no good reasons why the exportation of 
these articles under section 3385, as amended, should be confinell to ves-
sels, and I would therefore recommend that as early as possible in the 
next session of Congress the law be amended so as to clearly provide for 
the exportation of tobacco, snu:fl', and cigars by railroad or other land 
conveyances. 
Exportation of friction rnatches and ]n·opl"ietal'y w·ticles unda section 19 of the act of Ma1·ch 
1, Ul79. 
·j Amount -:;---1 ~mount of 
tax. tax. 
1. Remaining '!maccounte<l for J' nne 30, 1879 ..•..•.....•.•••.. - _- _- ___ - __ -I $10, 146 24 
2. Bonded clurmg the year ended .Ttme 30, 1880 __ .. . __ -.-. _. __ -- .-.- - __ - . 1~12 46 
3. Accounted for as exported during the year . _ .. ___ . ___ ..•.•.. ___ . _. ___ . 
4. Remaining unaccounted for .Tune 30, 1880 . _ ..... __ ... -..... - .... _ .. -- .. 
236,412 94 
9, 245 76 
$245,658 70 
245,658 70 
----- 245, 658 70 
245,658 70 
OPERATIONS AT SPECIAL BONDED W .A.REHOUSES FOR STORAGE OF 
GRAPE BRANDY. 
The following statement shows the quantity of grape brandy placed 
in special bonded warehouses, withdrawn therefrom, and remaining 
7F 
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therein at the beginning and close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 
1880, in taxable gallons : 
Gallons. Gallons. Gallons. 
------------------------------------------------- 1------ ------ ------
Rem;~;rlli~ric~r~fc~lirf~\~_1.' _ ~~:~ _: _____ ................. __ .. ~ ...... . 
Fourth district of California .............................. _ ........ . 
. 72,561 
34,523 
1-:.emoved for exportation and unaccounted for July 1, 1879: 
First district of California ................................................... . 
Produced and bonded during the year: 
First district of California.......................................... 50, 229 
Fourth district of California........................................ 78, 857 
:&eceived in first district from fourth district of California ....................... . 
Exported and accounted for during the year: 
First district of California ................................................... . 
Removed tax-paid during the year: 
First district of California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 982 
Fourth district of California........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 738 
Los],rlst.d1:fr7~i ~£t~t~~~~i;~·- ~~~~ _:. _ ................. _ ...... ___ ..... ·I 
Fourth district of California ....................................... . 
44 
35 
:Removed from fourth (.istrict to first district of California .............. I .••..••••• 
Rem;~:~l J?~;~¥~/({~f?fo~-~~ .. ~~~-~~~~~:~~ ~~~-~~~ _3_o_, -~~~~: ..... ······I·_._-··· .. 
Remainin<T in warehouse June 30, 1880: 
First aistrict of Cali~rnia.......................................... 63, 157 

















The amount produced and bonded during the fiscal year ended June 
30, 1880, was 59,746 gallons more than in the previous year, while the 
amount removed tax-paid was 15,430 gallons larger than in 1879. 
Of the quantity in warehouse June 30, 1880, 63,157 gallons were in 
the following-named warehouses in the first district of California: 
Gallons. 
No.1. Bode&Danforth, atSanFrancisco ·-----·----·-----······--·-··----- 39,697 
No.2. Juan Bernard, at Los Angeles·----·-----· ...... ------·----· ..•....... 15,811 
No.3. G. C. Carlon, at Stockton·----··----···---:.. ...... ·----··----· ........ 7,649 
and 60,456 gallons were in the following-named warehouses in the fourth 
district of California : · 
Gallo ill!. 
No. 1. George Lichthardt, at Sacramento .............. _ ..... __ .......... __ .. 26, 655 
No. ~- J. F. Boyce, at Santa Rosa .... -- .... _ .... _. _ .. ____ .. _ ..... ____ ... ____ 15, 327 
No.3. R. A.. Haskins, at Saint Helena.------·-----·-----·--·-------- ________ 12,704 
No.4. John Tivnen, at Sonoma.------------·----·------·----·------ ........ 5, 770 
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DRAWBACK. 
STATEMENT of DRAWBACK of INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES ALLOWED on 
EXPORTED MERCHANDISE chwing the fiscal year lt;80. 
Pot of e pot ~ - N~~Prop~·ietar_y Tobacco. Cirrars Fe~~mented -:-t·.-:- /Machin- 1 Tot~ 
r x r · cl::nms. art1cles. b • hquors. 1 · ery. · 
- -1 I 
:Baltimore._ .. _._.. 23 $110 16 $11, 791 58 $899 47 ......... - .•... _ ............... $12, 801 21 
:Boston. _________ . _ 31 1, 134 90 352 80 $82 31 $20 00 1-.. -..... 1, 590 01 
Charleston........ 1 -----·-····· 6 00 4-8 00 ---···--·-·· -··--·-··- ......... 54 00 
New York_ ..... __ 708 33, 033 68 1, 680 00 558 05 60 00 , $888 00 36,219 73 
Philadelphia...... 13 809 60 154 88 60 00 -----------· ----·-·--- -·------· 1,024 48 
San Francisco _ .. _ 24 52 56 7, 997 56 87 50 .......................•.. _.... 8, 137 62 
!;~~~~~~~~:~~1:~~ 7~ ::::::~~:~~: :::::i~i:~~: ::::::::: :::~':~~~:~~: :::::::~~+:::::::: 1 1,:~~ ~g 
TotaL. ....... 872 35,15386 22,31400 1,09497 2, 205 42 = 80 00 _I 888 00 1 61, 736 27 
Allowed, 1879 _ 744 43, 184 71 12, 113 86 250 20 533 69 *1, 426 92 - .. -- ... -: 57, 509 38 
*Distilled spirits. 
In connection with the foregoing statement I have to call attention 
to the fact that while a drawback of tax on exported stills is authorized 
by section 3244, Revised Statutes, as amended by section 16 of the act 
of March 1, 1879, no provision has been made for the allowance of draw-
back on exported worms belonging to 'stills, which, like stills, are sub-
ject to a tax of $20 each. 
I have, therefore, to renew the recommendation made in my last an-
nual report, that section 3244 named be amended so as to include such 
worms exported subsequent to J\'farch 1, 1879, the elate above referred 
to. I have also to call attention to the fact that no appropriation for 
the payment of drawback authorized by sections 3244 and 3329, Revised 
Statutes, has been made, and I would therefore further recommend that 
section 3689, Revised Statutes, making appropriation for the payment 
of internal-revenue drawback be also amended so as to include all ar-
ticles exported under the provisions of said sections. 
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The following table shows the number of persons who paid special 
taxes during the special-tax year ended April 30, 1880: 
j I ~ ~ ~ I ~ 1-: 0 I ~ § I ~ I j I I ~ 
States ancl Ten ito- § · I ~ ~ ~ .!!J ~ ~ ] 8 1 ~ ~ 11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ' '0 o ~ -S ~ 
ries. rfi o< ~ 1 <r~ 1 15 3 't ~n 1 .... -~ ~ ~ S '"'-; ~ $
0
" I ~ <:.:> ...; "" ~ ~ <1) I ~ ~ $ en ~ ·z : .- :;:l 'i\; t; ~ 'H ~ 1 ~ ~ g ~ ~ I o g P o! <1) ~,E g..., ~ I:: '::l ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ .... I ~~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ Al.~bama ........... , 4 , 1,886 ---;=~--2-6 1 ------ 1 -···-- ~ 5,240. J 1 ______ 1--1 18 
Anzona ...... --.. 3 414 I 20 1.... . . 2 .... __ . . . . . . 490 5 ! •••• • -I 15 5 
Ark:msas. ___ .. .. . . ... . . . J, 136 22 __ __ __ 7 6 1 3, 843 5.~> 1 ?_. ?4~ -- ?_-2. 3-- 12 Califomia.......... 118
1 
8, 664 258 2 322 33 ____ -- 10, 726 219 
Colorado ... .. ..... , 5 1, 777 67 __ __ __ 14 1 2
1 
.. ---- 3, 174 11 1 I 36 113 
Connecticut .. . . .. . 15 2, 473 49 1-- .... , 290 96 . . • . . n, 043 J 2 J 7 20 317 
Dakota .. .. . . . . . .. 1 I 592 21 __ .. __ 20 I 1 __ __ __ 1, 319 , __ .... 4 19 19 ~~~~:rr~~i~~bi~*: j ----~- ----~~~- ·---~- · ----~- ~ -----~:. 1 .... ~- ~ :::::: --~·.:~~- 1 ----~- ----~- ____ :_ -----~ Floml~ ..... -- .. . .. . . .. 566 I "4 .. .. . . 76 7 j--... 1, 939 1-- •• -- ~ -- -- -- j-- --?. 19 
Georgia ....... ----. 17 2, 200 1 a4 1 19 .. ____ .. .. .. 6, 803 6 4 ~ 44 
~~f:~is :::::::::::: 8~ 10, ~~ I 2~i -- · · 6 - ~ - · ·-89i · · · · 63- 1 • • • • • 24, ~~~ · · · 23 · -· · 78 · 1~~ 40~ 
Indiana . . .. . . . .. • .. 19 5, 352 I 84 1 40 l 68 14-, 011 12 26 96 181 
Iowa............... 10 3, 965 58 1 264 5 11, 929 J 0 139 47-8 
Kansas .. .. .. .. .. .. 4- 1, 821 25 96 1 6, 451 5 39 117 
Kentucky .. .. .. .. . 4-3 3, 881 188 4 240 1, 004 7, 104 59 J 7 42 162 
LouiAiana ... ....... 14 3, 972 155 141 31 5, 082 67 30 11 · 28 
Mainf' ____ ... __ .. __ _ __ _ __ 757 9 46 1 4, 783 ... i1-~ ,-- I 50 1.... . 87 Maryland . . . . . . . . 73 4, 931 165 4 678 139 9, 144 "' 13 1 73 131 Massachusetts . . . . . 54 6, 403 196 1 477 51 13, 679 110 37 700 Michigan . . . . . . . . . . 7 4, 751 46 1 433 16 12, 893 70 141 590 
Minnl:'sota .. .. . .. .. 11 2, 355 36 __ .... \ 89 1 5, 3!!5 10 132 137 
M~ssissi:ppi. __ ..... .. .. .. 1, 335 27 . .. .. __ 
1
__ __ __ 4, 565 2 .. .. . ~ --.... 50 
MISSOUri. .. -- .. ---- 62 6, 372 202 ---- i 'I' ----536 124 ] 13, 813 I 79 20 881 171 
Montana........... 3 545 39 .: .: .: .: : .. : __ ... ~~- .. ____ .. . .. . 692 /-- ... _I 1 24 HI 




_ .. _·_·_·_-_ 1,168 1 ...... --·;,-- 35 13 
New Hampshn·e... ... .. . 747 13 .. .. . . 46 2, 303 ... __ . _o 6 270 
NewJersey........ 39 6,260 56 1 726 9 1 ...... 12,730 14 1 82 G8 661l 
New Mexico ....... __ .... I 563 1 19 1 __ .. .. .. . .. 706 .. .. .. l 3 13 
New York......... 270 24,672 1 745 7 j 3, 713 374 1 47,947 , 79 379 387 4, 082 
North Carolina . . . . 6 1, 865 29 . . . . . . 23 149 
1
...... 6, 328 264 191 2 18 
.Ohio .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 98 14, 338 I 358 1 I 1, 381 314 .. .. .. 27, 170 1 4:! 164 214 453 
Ore~on .. . .. . .. .. .. 5 930 I 19 10 4 .. .. .. 1, 761 1 2 32 40 
Penn>~ylvania...... 225 16, 550 420 2 3, 348 272 40, 637 1 32 212 372 1, 026 Rhod"' Island .. . .. . 5 1, 326 38 80 2 2, 894.- .. .. .. 23 7 158 
South Carolina..... 2 1, 260 20 20 2 4, 867 3 .. .. .. 4 10 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . 12 2, 946 1 93 27 202 6, 199 1 37 23 1 4 52 tt~~s. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: : : : I 2, ~~~ I i~ .... -- ~ 5~ ... ~~....... 9, ~~~ I -- .. ~ ..... ~- i~ 3if 
Vermont........... .... .. 508 3 .... .. 23 2 2, 326 .... .. 13 .. .. .. 94 
Virginia _ . . . . . . . . . . 15 2, 533 ' 60 .•.•.. , 106 488 .. .. .. 5, 400 205 14 1 3 30 
Washington ....... 
1
...... 231 1 6 ... . .. 4 630 1...... .. .. .. 15 38 West Virginia. .. .. 3 724 11 __ __ __ 99 35 . .. . .. 2, 855 1 13 .. . . .. 12 35 Wiscol!sin ....... -- 1 40 5, 158 , 74 __ .. __ I 360 25 ____ .. 10, 334
1 
7 47 I 223 200 
Wr::~ :::::: ~ ~i63,~·~~ ~ ii,i~~ ;,·;;~!;,~; ',, ,.: ln,6I: 
*Since October 2, 1876, part of the third district of Maryland. 
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AVERAGE CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS IN 1879. 
STATEMENT of the AVERAGE CAPITAL and DEPOSITS of BANKS and BANk. 
States and Ter-
ritories. 
ERS fo?· the twelve months ended May 31, 1879. 
Average capital and deposits of Average capital and deposits of savings-banks.-
banks and banker~.-Form 67. Form 106. 
I 
Average 





capital. • t:~~~fee capital. Average deposits. t::~~foe deposits. 
Alabama . . . . . . . $1, 055, 694 $1, 042, 506 $1, 822, 241 ............................................... . 
Arizona........ 67, 935 67, 935 58, 000 ...............•................................ 
Arkansas . . . . . . 313, 167 144, 112 307, filS ..................... . ......................... . 
California...... 26,739, 123 21, 2~3, 462 45, 029, 068 $2,152,068 $1, 998, 038 $43, 106, 844 $21,288, 826' 
Colorado . . . . . . . 588, 732 588, 722 1, 441, 934 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............•. 
Connecticut.... 2, 40n, 319 2, 057, 886 3, 809, 968 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71, 372, 222 5, 913, 15D-
Dakota . ........ 87, 239 86, 854 225, 850 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•......... 
Delaware....... 640, 161 I 614, 633 688, 594 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 056, 842 1!Y, 54~ 
Ei~, :::: : ~ ~ ~:;!!:!~ I :: :ll~ ill ,:: !~~ !i! _: :_· :_ :_· _: ~-~- .:_ ~-~- ~-- ·_: 1. ·_: :_· ·_: -_: -_: ~- ~- .-_: ~-: ~- i_ :_- : :1:.: 51~ 86~:2: :.: 24~:7: ~9:: ::::: 1~~1~::.: 22~;_, :4·_ 
Indiana . . . . . . . . 4, 796, 733 4, 375, 042 8, 968, 654 " 
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 053, 772 I 4, 853, 598 8, 758, 374 20, 750 I 15, 000 51, 175 8, 262 
Kansas . . . . . . . . 1, 377, 219 1, 294, 104 3, 020, 983 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......••.............. 
Kentucky ...... 
1
12, 083, 207 11, 370, 222 11, 529, 840 ............................................... . 
Louisiana...... 3, 551, 301 3, 142, 218 5, 078, 398 500, 000 500, 000 1, 773, 889 546, 365 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . 43, 258 28, 258 113, 460 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 396, 349 224, 618 
Maryland . . . . . . 4, 874, 312 3, 674, 588 6, 701, 244 16, 458 16, 458 20, 582, 343 1, 154, 036 
Massachusetts . 4, 048, 421 1, 896, 658 9, 222, 188 ......................... 251, 865, 389 207, 912 
Michigan ....... 3, 400, 568 2, 972, 574 10, 352,708 37, 500 37, 500 372, 324 9, 924 
Minnesota...... 1, 638, 575 1, 600, 310 3, 451, 530 8, 643 6, 144 146, 680 15, 564 
Mississippi..... 1, 232, 892 / 1, 029, 436 1, 518, 956 .•••••.•..•..............•••.•.•.•••....•......• 
Missouri . . . . . . . 10, 361, 779 8, 594, 178 26, 171, 462 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Montana....... 147, 690 147,690 264, 500 ......... ....................•..... . .........•.• 
Nebraska . .. . . . 428, 579 417, 092 1, 233, 374 ............................................... . 
Nevada . . . . . . . . 396,491 396,491 1, 780, 520 ...................•.•.......................... 
New Hampshire 61, 000 61, 000 159, 432 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . . . . 26, 623, 751 999, 116 
New Jersey. ... 1, 592, 218 1, 196, 542 2, 895, 124 20, 000 5, 250 18,495, 615 2, 163,246 
New Mexico. . . . 5, 000 5, 000 79, 682 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.......... 
New York . .... 52,469, 184 31,328, 590 114, 064, 142 .............••..•.•••.. 288,339,187 9, 049,476 
North Carolina. 443,766 443,766 779, 214 ............................................... . 
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 437, 985 6, 700, 784 24, 765, 154 68, 916 8, 428 8, 310, 923 1, 860, 600 
Oregon......... 938, 455 895, 206 1, 232, 028 41, 741 36, 240 59, 738 4, 194 
Pennsylvania . . 16, 147, 819 14, 139, 482 55, 327, 194 304, 150 272, 976 25, 067, 481 1, 291, 516 
Rhode Island... 3, 382, 116 3, 011, 003 3, 442.656 .•.•...••••............. 40, 113, 530 7, 987, 616 
South Carolina. 772, 969 712, 218 817, 912 .................•.............................. 
Tennessee...... 1, 734, 752 1, 512, 592 2, 732, 084 •.............................................. 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . 3, 530, 639 3, 326, 810 4, 984, 792 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . ..............•.....••• 
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . 230, 625 230, 625 786, 898 ..........•...•..•••.••...........•....•........ 
Vermont....... 348,700 308, 686 1, 341,626 . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . •. . . . . 6, 586,078 69, 436 
Virginia........ 2, 806, 219 2, 142, 692 6, 313, 004 361, 466 361, 466 287,474 122, 198 
Washington.... 206, 500 206, 500 363, 658 ...............•..............................•• 
West Virginia.. 1, 475, 532 1, 349,036 3, 800, 344 . ....................................••.•....... 
Wisconsin . . . . . 2, 138, 105 1, 962, 170 9, 338, 320 .......... , ..........................••••....••• 
Wyoming...... 101, 583 101, 583 179, 628 .................••............................. 
Total. .... 193,781,219 1153, 267, 838!407, 661,079 3, 597,392 3, 322, 951 829, 912,178 53;419, 589 
• 
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AVERAGE CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS IN 1880. 
81'..:1 TEJIE ... YT of the A VER.d. G E 0~1 P IT..lL and DEPOSITS of B..1N11.S and BANK-
ERS for the twelve months ended Jlay 31, 1880. 
States and Ter-
ritories. 
Alabama _ ...... 
Arizona _______ . 
Arkansas __ . __ . 
California ____ .. 
Colorado _____ .. 
Connecticut . __ . 
Dakota . _ .. _ .... 
Delaware. ______ 
Florida ________ _ 
Georgia _____ . _. 
Idaho ______ . __ . 
Dlinois .. _ .. ___ . 
Indiana _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Iowa----------· 
Kansas _____ ---. 
Kentucky------l,ouisiana ______ 
Maine ___ .. _____ 
Maryland.: ___ 
Massachusetts . 
Michigan. _____ . 
Minnesota. _____ 




Nevada ___ .. __ . 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey ___ . 
New Mexico ___ 
New York ______ 
North Carolina. 
· Ohio .. __________ 
Oregon . ________ 
Pennsylvania __ 
Rhode Island._. 
South Carolina . 
Tennessee ______ 
Texas _________ . 
Utah------
Vermont ... :::: 
Virginia . ______ . 




Total. ___ . 
Average capital and deposits of A verag:c capital and deposits of savings-banks.-
banks and bankers.-Form 67. Form 106. 
Avera!l:e 
capitaL 









3, 708, 344 
8, 962 
8, 323,244 
4, 533, 080 
5, 006, 604 
1, 534, 888 
11, 584, 219 





1, 833, 571 
1, 134, 153 









8, 069, 345 
1, 530,323 
14,471,168 
3, 205, 618 
520, 828 







2, 139, 081 
121,717 
-----





$1, 037, 541 $2, 014, 606 
99,688 204,286 
156,738 444,340 
19, 046, 300 36,726, 952 
573,241 3, 057, 638 
2, 200,402 4, 481,490 
126, 897 359, 168 
616, 927 791,500 
77,977 233, 558 
3, 672,778 3, 878,374 
8, 962 38, 110 
4, 769, 760 27, 030, 242 
4, 032,818 11,387,716 
4, 701,328 11,867,800 
1, 436, 606 4, 461,820 
10,594,430 13, 022, 150 
2, 550, 806 4, 777, 706 
36,122 154, 796 
3, 337, 018 7, 511, 212 
2, 369, 672 9, 541,442 
2, 750, 460 11,911,454 
1, 725,044 4, 433,632 
920, 166 2, 005, 284 
8, 343,336 30, 598, 526 
265, 883 497,536 
524, 558 1, 764, 456 
303,112 1, 646,762 
51, 690 184, 294 
965, 786 2, 795,798 
5, 833 196,744 
39, 199, 858 140, 195, 414 
482, 556 86!, 604 
6, 296, 594 27,948,784 
1, 072, 024 988,244 
12,901, 106 60, 9il6, 564 
2, 606,662 3, 933, 962 
469, 912 623, 962 
1, 598, 206 2, 852,256 
3, 357, 700 5, 845, 150 
208, 500 1, 170,064 
315,174 1, 552, 842 
2, 476,758 7, 179,372 
232, 000 454,070 
1, 223, 296 3, 995,672 
A verao-c A vera!!e Average "' A vera_ge 
1 
~ 
capital. taxable deposits. taxable 
capital. deposits. 
__ , __ _ 
.. ................................. , ........... . 
t t· 110; • $2. '62· m •~: ;: ::~ t • $1:::::: ;: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - . . . . 1, 162, 104 8, 720 
67,400 67, 400 
44,833 42,918 
848,773 
522, 500 I 






. -... 4i; 666 - ~- .. -. 4i; 666. . .... 26; 833 ....... i2: 666 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - . . . . . . . . 21, 223, 370 72. 008 
30, 118 30, 118 21, 584, 253 80, 680 
........... - ............ 19!l, 541,160 115,926 
150, 000 150, 000 1, 734, 358 I 168, 848 
................ - .. .. .. . 23!l, 537 19, 518 
..... ------ . -- ...... --- .... ----- ... , .......... .. 
2, 083 
45, 000 
2, 083 25, 698, 662 
5, 000 16, 868, 209 
312, 392 
121,460 
........................ 310, 782, 302 1, O!l3, 552 
····--------1 ..... ............................ . 
65, 000 27, 386 9, 364, 939 27, 486 
20, 871 17,720 26, 333 1, 104 
433, 300 403, 784 23, 777, 962 625, 034 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • .. . .. . 37, 640, 116 1 2, 558, 186 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::: 
........................ ""'"'"" ! "'""""' 
:::: : : : :: : : : :::::: :::: :: .. 6; 776; 695 - ~ - ..... i 7:542 
346, 440 346, 440 107, 126 ~ 107, 126 
::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::-r ::::::::::: 
1, 937, 748 12, 309, 396 
121,717 254, 636 
151, 801, 690 469, 124, 384 ------1------1-: :_~_.: ~-~-~.:-~-~~-:- 1_:_: ~--.:-~9-: ~-.-~--~-: I'~· ;;;. aa: r·. ~. :~:.· :~: 
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AVERAGE CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS IN 1880. 
STATEMENTojtheAVERAGE CAPITALand DEPOSITS of B .. LXKSand BANKERS 
jo1· the twelt•e rnonths ended May 31, 1880. 
States and Territories. 
Total a>erage and taxable average of capital and deposits.-
.Forms 67 and 106. 
Average capi- Average taxa-
1 
Average depos- 1 Average taxa-
tal. ble capital. its. . ble deposits. 
--------·----- --- --------1------/------
Alabama ............................ . 
Arizona ............................. . 
Arkansas ........................... . 
California ........................... . 
Colorado ... ............... ....... ... . 
Connecticut ......................... . 
Dakota ........................... . 
Delaware ........................... . 
Florida ....... ........ ... . .......... . 
Georgia ............................. . 
Idaho . .............................. . 
Illinois ... .... ... .................... . 
Indiana . ...................... ..... . 
Iowa ................................ . 
Kansas .. ........................... . 
t;~~~~~I:::: ::::::::::::: :~::: :~:~~: 
Maine .............................. .. 
Marj land ........................... . 
Massachusetts ...................... . 
Michigan ........................... . 
Minnesota .......................... . 
~~::~~~:r~i-::: ::::::::::: ~::- :::::::: 
Montana ............................ . 
Nebraska .... ............... .. ...... . 
Nevada _ . _ .......................... _ 
New Hampshire ..... . . ...... ....... . 
New Jersey .. ....................... . 
New Mexico ....................... . 
New York .......................... . 
North Carolina ...................... . 
Ohio ................................ . 
~~~~~i~~~i~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Rhode Island ....................... . 
South Carolina ...................... . 
Tennessee .......................... . 
Texas ............................... . 
Utnh ................................ . 
~i~Hr~i~~: ::::::::::::: ::~:::: :: :~: 
:;f:;o!!rt~i~ ::: ::: :::::: :·: ::::::: :: 
Wyoming ........................... . 
Total ......................... . 

































1, 551,194 1 14,904,468 






3, 106, 364 
232, 000 
1, 277,764 
2, 139, 081 
121,717 
$1, 037, 541 I 
99,688 
156,738 
21. 408, 730 I 573, 241 
2, 200,402 
126, 897 































3, 357, 700 
208, 500 
315,174 








81, 615, 331 













21, 378, 166 
29,095,465 
209, 082, 602 










-450, 977, 716 
864,604 
37, 313,723 







8, 323, 537 
7, 286,498 
454,070 . 
3, 995, 672 

















































196, 178, 376 155, 298, 635 1, 26ii, 828, 720 491, 265, 576 
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.ASSESSl\IENTS ON CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS IN 1879. 
STATEMENT of the AMOUNT of TAXES ASSESSED on the CAPITAL and DEPOS-
ITS of BANKS and BANKERS held dtwing the twelve months ended May 31, 1879. 
States and Territol"ies. 
.Alabama . ..... ...... ....... . 
.Arizona ...................... . 
.Arkansas ...............•...... 
California ..................... . 
Colorado ....................... 
1 
Connecticut .... . ... . ......... . 
Dakota ....................... . 
Delaware ....... ............ .. . 
Florida ............ .. .. ...... . . 
Georgia ................... . ... . 
Idaho ......................... . 
illinois ....................... . 
Indiana ....................... . 
Iowa ...... .... ............... . . 
Kan as ......... . ............. . 
~;~;~~~f -_-_ -_ -_ -.-.-.:::::::::::::: 
Maine ....................... . 
Maryland .............. .. .... . 
Massachusetts . . .............. . 
Michigan .. .. ..... ........ .... . 
Minnesota . . . . . ............ . 
~~~:~~:r.~~: ~~: ~::::::::: ~::::: 
Montana .......... ....... ..... . 
N ebraska ..................... . 
N evada ............. . . . ....... . 
New Hampshire .............. . 
New Jersey ................... . 
New Mexico . ..... . ........... . 
~ ~~'t[c~~olb~:::::::: ~::::::: 
Ohio .......................... . 
~~:~~;l;;~i~ :::::::::::::::::: 
Rhode Island ................. . 
South Carolina ..... ......... .. . 
Tennessee ........ . ........... . 
Texas .......... ... .... .. ... .. . 
Utah ......................... . 
Vermont ......... .. .......... . 
Virginia ...................... . 
Washington ............•..•••. 
:;r::o!~[J~~i-~::::::::::. :::::: 
Wyoming ........ ....... ...•.. 
Banks and bankers. Savings-banks. 
Total. 
On capital. On deposits. On capital. On deposits. 
~5, 212 63 
339 67 
720 56 
121, 217 31 
2, 943 61 
10,289 43 
434 27 
3, 073 10 
418 07 
19, 86u 39 
160 83 
24,529 67 
"1 875 ?1 24: 267 99 
6, 470 52 
56, 851 ~1 
15,711 09 
141 29 
18, 372 !)4 
9, 483 29 
14,862 87 
8, 001 55 
5,147 18 
42, 970 89 
738 45 
2, 085 46 
1, 982 44 
305 00 
5, !)82 71 
25 00 
156,642 95 
2, 218 83 
33,503 92 
4, 476 03 
70,697 41 
15,055 02 
3, 561 09 
7, 562 96 
16,634 05 
1, 153 12 
1, 543 43 
10,713 46 
1, 032 50 
6, 745 18 




1, 537 59 
225, 145 34 
7, 209 65 
19,049 84 
1,129 25 
3, 442 97 
!)78 44 
17, 146 2-l 
I9u 13 
!);), 223 31 
44,843 27 
4:1,791 87 
15, 104 91 
57, 64!) 20 
25, 3!)1 9!) 
567 30 
3:l, 506 22 
46,110 94 
51, 7(i3 54 
17,257 65 
7, 5!)4 78 
130, 857 31 
1, 322 50 
6 166 87 





3, 896 07 
123, 825 77 
6, 160 14 
276,635 97 
17, 213 28 
4, 089 56 
13,660 42 
24,923 96 
3, 934 49 
6, 708 13 
31, 565 02 




766, 339 25 2, 038, 305 38 
$9, 990 19 $106, 444 13 
327 26 
75 00 







1, 364 88 
1, 807 33 
29, 565 75 
77 73 




2, 731 82 
1,123 0!) 
5, 770 18 
1, 039 56 
49 62 
77 82 
4, 995 58 
10, 816 23 
45,247 38 
9, 303 00 
20 97 






2, 258 15 
462,796 97 
10, 153 26 
58, 905 02 
1, 563 52 
6, 593 80 












66, 863 53 
25,367 74 
12,741 96 
173, 828 20 
2, 060 95 
8, 252 33 
10,885 04 
6, 097 74 








7, 650 65 
21,223 38 
41,558 01 
5, 087 61 
8, 598 74 
44,696 80 
2, 850 79 
25,746 90 
56,502 45 
1, 406 06 
16, 614 761 267, 097 941 3, 088, 357 33 
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ASSESSMENTS ON CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS IN 1880. 
STATEMENT of the AMOUNT of TAXES ASSESSED on the CAPITAL and DE-
POSITS of BANKS and BANKERS held du1·ing the twelvemonths ended May 31, 1880. 
States and Territories. 
Banks and bankers. ~ . Savings-banks. Total. 
On capital. On deposits., On capital. / On deposits. 
Alabama ......... :............ $5,187 70 $10,073 03 .............. .............. $15,260 73 
Arizona....................... 498 46 1, 021 43 ........ .... .. .... .. .. ...... 1, 519 89 
.A.tkansas.. ......... .......... 783 69 2, 221 70 .... .. .. ...... ........ .... .. 3, 005 39 
California.. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 95, 231 50 183, 634 76 $11, 812 15 $75, 948 39 366, 626 8() 
Colorado . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. 2, 866 22 15, 288 19 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 18, 154 41 
Connecticut . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11, 002 01 22, 407 45 .. .. .. .. .. .. • . 5, 503 63 38, 913 09 
Dakota . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. 634 52 1, 795 84 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2, 430 36 
Delaware . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 3, 084 64 3, 057 50 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 43 60 7, 085 74 
]!'lorida .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 389 85 1, 167 79 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1, 557 64 
Georgia..... .. ................ 18, 363 89 19, 391 87 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2, 033 34 39, 789 10 
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 81 190 55 337 00 79 30 651 66 
Dlinois .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 23, 848 80 135, 151 21 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . • . .. .. .. . 159, 000 01 
Indiana..... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 20, 164 09 56, 938 58 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 320 76 77, 423 43 
Iowa.......................... 23, 506 6'4 59, 339 00 214 59 109 30 83, 169 53 
Kansas . __ ... __ ... . .. .. .. .. .. . 7, 183 03 22, 309 10 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29, 492 13 
~~~i~~~~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : f~. ~~ ~g ~~: ~~~ ~g · ---· -· 2os · 33 · · · --· · · · 63 · 33 · 1~~: g~! ~ 
Maine .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 180 61 773 98 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 360 04 ' 1, 314 63 
Maryland.... .... ... . .. .. . .. . 16, 685 09 37, 556 06 150 59 403 40 54,795 14 
Massachusetts................ 11,848 36 47,707 21 ..... ......... 579 63 60,135 20 
~~~~~~~~a::::::::::::::::::::: 1~: ~~~ ~~ ~~: ~~~ i~ ... _ ... :~~. ~~. 8~i ~~ ~6: ~g~ g~ 
~n::~s:~.r-~i- ~:::::: :: : :: : :: : : : : 4t ng ~~ 1~~: g~~ t~ :::: : : ::::: ::: :::: :: :: ::: ::: ] ~!: ~~~ ~f 
Montana...................... 1,329 42 2,487 68 .............. .............. 3,817 10 
Nebraska..................... 2, 622 79 8, 822 28 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 11, 445 07 
Nevada....................... 1, 515 55 8, 233 81 ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 9, 749 36 
New Hampshire . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 258 45 921 47 10 42 1, 561 96 2, 752 30 
New .Jersey.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 4, 828 93 13, 978 99 25 00 607 30 19,440 22 
New Mexico.................. 29 16 983 72 ... .. . ... ..... .. .... ... .. . .. 1, 012 88 
New York . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 195, 999 29 700, 977 07 . .. .. .. .. • .. .. 5, 467 76 902, 444 12 
North rolina .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 2, 412 77 4, 323 02 .. .. . • .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 6, 735 79 
Oliio . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. .. 31, 482 97 139, 743 92 136 93 137 43 171, 501 25 
Oregon .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 5, 360 12 4, 941 22 88 60 5 52 10, 395 46 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64, 505 53 304, 682 82 2, 018 92 3, 125 17 37 4, 332 44 
Rhode Island . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 13, 033 31 19, 669 81 .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 12, 790 93 45, 494 05 
South Carolina...... .. .. . .. .. . 2, 349 56 3, 119 81 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 5, 469 37 
Tennessee ...... __ .. . .. . .. .. .. 7, 991 03 14, 261 28 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. • . 22, 252 31 
Texas......................... 16, 788 50 29, 225 75 .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 46, 014 25 
Utah . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 1, 042 50 5, 850 32 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 6, 892 82 
Vermont................. .. ... 1, 575 87 7, 764 21 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 87 71 9, 427 79 
Virginia . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 12, 383 79 35, 896 86 1, 732 20 535 63 50, 548 48 
:;::~~~~~i·a::::::::::::::::: ~:i~g ~~ 1~:~~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~:~~~ ~ 
Wisconsin .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9, 688 7 4 61, 546 98 1- .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. 71, 235 72 
Wy:~~~::::::::: ::::::::-,~~~~~~~~iii~~~ 
.A. VER.A.GE C.A.PI1'.A.L AND DEPOSITS FOR LAST FOUR FISCAL YEARS. 
STATEMENT of the GROSS AJIOUNT of AVERAGE CAPITAL aml DEPOSITS 
of SAVINGS-BANKS, BANKS, and BANKERS, other than NATIONAL BANKS, 
for the years ended May 31, 1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880. 
1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
------ - --------- 1-----------
Capital of savings-banks . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 965, 500 $5, 609, 330 $3, 597, 392 $4, 004, 821 
Capital of banks and bankers . . . . . . . 217, 215, 388 206,897, 732 193, 781, 219 192, 173, 555 
Deposits of savings-banks ........ __ . 893, 112, 567 843, 416, 920 829, 912, 178 796,704, 336 
Deposits of banks and bankers . . . . . . 475, 790, 064 483, 426, 532 407, 661, 079 469, 124, 384 
TotaL .. .................. .. .. . ~1, 083, 519 Tl~9, 350, 514. '1;434, 951, 868 ~62, 007, 096 
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AVERAGE CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS OF SAVINGS-BANKS AND CAPITAL 
OF BANKS INVESTED IN UNITED STATES BONDS FOR LAST FOUR 
YEARS. 
STATEMENT of AVERAGE CAPITAL and DEPOSITS of SAVINGS-BANKS, attd 
the CAPITAL of BANKS and BANKERS, othe1· than NATIONAL BANKS, invested 
in UNITED STATES BONDS, compiled f1·om the returns of said banlcs and bankers for 
the yem·s ended May, 1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880. 
I 
1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
Capital of savings-banks ..•..... ___ . $362, 095 $601,872 $429,791 $507,876 
Capital of banks and bankers . ....... 33,027, 436 36,425, 306 40,013,376 40,371,865 
Deposits of savings-banks_ .......•.. 102, 859, 674 121, 855, 622 154, 847, 346 182, 580, 893 
-------------------
Total .......................... 1'36, 249, 205 158, 882, 800 195, 290, 513 223, 460, 634 
ABSTRACT OF SEIZURES. 
Seizures of property for violation of internal-revenue laws during the 
fiscal year ended_ June 30, 1880, were as follows : 
72,083 gallons of distilled spirits, valued at ..................... _ ........ $68, 752 98 
560,867 pounds oftobacco, valued at .................................... 42,718 66 
-80:3,544 cigars, valued at................................................ 9, 392 46 
Miscellaneous property, valued at.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . • • . . 212, 102 94 
Total value of seizures ....... ~ ......... . 1 •• ......................... 332,967 04 
.ABSTRAC'l' OF REPORTS OF DISTRICT ATTORNEYS. 
The following is an abstract of reports of district attorneys for the 
fiscal year 18~0 of internal-revenue suits commenced, pending, a:np. dis-
posed of: -
Suits pending July 1, 1879. 
Number of criminal actions ........... "-----· ............................ . ... 8,137 
Number of civil actions in personam.......................................... 988 
Number of actions in 1·em...... .. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .. . . 351 
Whole number of suits pending July 1, 1879.... . .. . .. .. .. .. . • . . .. .. .. . . 9, 476 
Suits c01nmenced during fiscal year 1880. 
N urn ber of criminal actions .. • • • • .. . • . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . • .. .. .. .. . • .. .. . . . . .. . • . . 5, 027 
Number of civil actions in personam.......................................... 651 
Number of actions in rem ............ : :...................................... 170 
Whole number commenced ...................................... ~. .. . . 5, 848 
Snits decided in favor of the United States. 
Judgment and costs paid: 
Number of criminal actions.... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . • . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 711 
Number of civil actions in pe1·sonam .............. -........ ... . .. • ... .... 117 
N urn ber of actions in rent .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . • • . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. . . .. 49 
Judgment and costs not paid : 
Number of criminal actions ............................................ 1, 517 
Number of civil actions in personam.... . .. . . . • • • . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. 210 
N urn ber of actions in 1·ent . . • • • . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • 17 
877 
--1,744 
Whole number of suits decided in favor of the United States ..••....•... 2, 621 
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Suits settled by com]Jromise. 
Numher of criminal actions...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •• . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 280 
Nnm her of civil actions in personam . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . 106 
Number of actions in 1·em .....•.••••....••••.............•••.• _.. • . . • • • . . • • • • • 29 
·whole number of suits settled by compromise •. .•••. ... .. . .•• . . . . ... ... 415 
Snits decided against tl1e United States. 
N urn lJer of criminal actions .•.•.•.......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . 499 
Number of ci vii actions in personam, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 39 
N nmber of actions in 1·em . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . 33 
"Thole number of suits decided against the Uuited States . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 571 
Suits dismissed. 
Number of criminal actions ...................•..........•.•................. 1, 512 
Number of civil actions in personam . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . 99 
Number of actions in 1·ern.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . .. • • • . . 42 
Whole number of suits dismissed ...... ------- ...•••.... ------ .......... 1,653 
Suits pending July 1, 1880. 
Number of criminal actions .......... _ ................................ _ ...... 6, 393 
Number of civil actions in personam .......................................... 1, 060 
Number of actions in 1·em . • • • .. . • • • • . . . . . .. .. . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • . . . . . . . • • • 296 
Whole number of suits !)ending July 1, 1880 ............................ 7, 749 
Suits wherein sentence is suspended. 
Number of criminal actions .................................................. 2,259 
Judgment of f01feitnre and no 1·eturns of sales. 
Number of actions in 1·em ........................................... _........ 6 
.thnotwt of judgntents 1·ecovered and costs taxed in criminal actions. 
Principal ............................................................. $255,803 11 
Costs .....•...........................••.................•... _.. . . . . . • 123, 2l:l 52 
Total ...............•.......................••...• _.. . . . . . • . . . . . 379, 015 63 
.Amount of judgments 1·ecovered and costs taxed in civil" actions in personam. 
Principal ..•... ____ .................................... __ · __ ........... $433,178 59 
Costs . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 17, 277 01 
Total . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450, 455 60 
.Arnount of judgments 1·ecot•ered and costs taxed in actions in Tent. 
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Amount paid to collectors in crirninal actions. 
Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $32, 465 44 
Costs . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . 42, 428 97 
Total . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4, 894 41 
=== 
Amonnt paid to collectors in civil actions in personctm. 
Principal .. _ ..................... · ..................................... $109, 408 38 
Costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 119 23 
Total ................................... ......... . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11tl, 527 61 
Amount paicl to collectol's in actions in rem. 
Principal . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $32, 030 20 
Costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 487 92 
Total. ...................... . .................... .. ........... .. 37,518 12 
OFFERS IN C03IPTI03IISE. 
The following statement Rhows the number of offers received and ac-
cepted in compromise cases, for the fiscal year ended. June 30, 1880, 
with amount of tax, assessed penalty, and specific penalty accepted, as 







September .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 65 





November........................... 59 51 













........... . ........... 
391 7'J 
28, 537 15 
670 80 
t- Q ~ Cil Q) 
.. E~ C) :::>. 
'd 0~ ~~ ~ ~ Q) ::sP< :S :l:l 0 
ttl s 0 
..q ..q E-1 
$50 00 $2, 355 73 $17,604 42 




15 00 5, 329 88 5, 736 60 
57 50 4, 107 33 32,701 98 
10 00 3, 609 17 4, 289 97 
.January .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. 91 85 52, 094 06 93 75 4, 922 55 57,110 36 
February .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 125 71 1, 341 51 68 75 2, 648 58 4, 058 84 
March ..... ... ...................... : 159 86 11, 337 91 65 00 6, 389 90 17, 792 81 
April................................ 94 93 32, 587 00 91 25 3, 456 63 36, 134 88 
May................................. 61 98 24,310 99 37 50 5, 048 25 29,396 74 
.June ................................ 69 75 53220 4833 1,51040 2,09093 
Total ......................... . 1,050 -8912]8,70302 -63708j4o, 023 42 1259,36352 
Whole number of offers received ..................................... .. 
Whole number of offers accepted ................................. . .. .. 
Amount of tax accepted .............................................. . 
Amount of assessed penalty :fixed by law ............................ .. 






Total ............................•.............................. 259,363 52 
ASSESSMENTS. 
The following table shows the assessments made by the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue during the fiscal years ended June 30, 1879, and 
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June 30, 1880, respectively, and the increase or decrease on each article 
or occupation: 
.Amount assessed during Fiscal year ended June 30, 
fiscal year ended- 1880. 
Article or occupation. 
-------;------I------;-----
June3o,1879.1 Jtme30,18SO. Increaseover Decreasefrom 
1879. 1879. 
T~~i~ft~~~~i~~l·c·i~~-~~ _I~~~~~-c_t_i~~~ ~!. ~l~~~i~~~~ .I $G3, 574 50 $73,158 63 $9,584 13 ............. . 
Tax on excess of material~ used in tho pro-
duction of distilled spirits ....... ..... .... f 5, 050 27 2, 829 97 . ............ . 
Tt~nt~1~~~~-s-i~~. ~~~. ~~~>.i~~~. ~~· ~-~~~~-~-~~. I 3, 143, 302 64 3, 247, 998 90 $2,220 30 
Tax on circulation of banks and others ...... I 9, 242 62 461, 597 82 
Tax on distilled spirits fraudulently removed 
or seized................ ...... ........ ..... 12G, 002 14 
Tax on fermented liquors removed from 1 
brewery unstamped . ............... ....... . 
Tax on tobacco, snuff, and cigars removed 
from factor.r unstampe!l ...... ... ....... .. . 
Tax on proprietary articles removed un-
6,144 33 
61, !l17 45 
stampeti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 614 !l5 
.Assessed penalties . ....................... __ . 102, 285 72 
Legacies and successions ............. __ ..... I 182, 036 71 
Unassessed and unassessable penalties, in-
terest, taxes previously abated, conscience I 
money, and deficiencies iu bonded accounts 
which have been collected; interest tax. on 
distilled spirits; also fines, J>enalties, and I 
forfeitures, and costs paid to collectors by 1 
order of court, or by order of Secretary, 
and unassessable taxes recovered; also I 
amount of penalties an<l interest received 
for validating unstamped instruments 
53, 312 18 
877 75 
88,584 85 
1, 529 86 
93, 265 14 
135, 532 80 
104,696 26 ............. . 
452,355 20 ............ .. 
72,689 96 
5, 266 58 
26,607 40 ............. . 
1, 085 09 
9, 020 58 
46,503 91 
(Form 58) .. - ... .. . ... .......... _ ... ... · I 401 , 978 22 555, 315 50 153, 337 28 .......... .. . . 
Special taxes (licenses) .. _. . ........... __ . 97, 068 !l1 59, 77G 56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 292 35 
Tax on income and dividends. __ ............ • 34,539 54 40,614 60 6, 075 06 ............ .. 
Total . ...... .... ........... ....... ... / 4,235,75800 4,814,39456 -s78,63656 ~~~ 
I 
It will be observed that a decrease has occurred in the assessment of 
the following taxes, viz : On excess of materials used in the production 
of distilled spirits; on distilled spirits fraudulently removed; on fer-
mented liquors removed from the brewery unstamped; on proprietary 
articles removed unstamped; ou assessed penalties; and on occupations 
(special taxes). 
This indicates a better observance of the laws on the part of taxpayers, 
and a more prompt payment of their taxes. 
The assessment of taxes on legacies and successions is under a law 
long since repealed, and in the nature of things such assessments must 
naturally decrease. 
There has been an increase iu (1) the assessments on deficif'ncies in 
the production of distilled spirits; (2) of the tax on tobacco, suuff, and 
cigars renioved from factories unstamped; (3) on the capital and de-
posits of banks and bankers; (4) on the circulating notes of individuals 
and corporations; (5) taxes recovered by suit, and (6) on incomes and 
dividend~. 
As to the first two classes named the slight increase is not regarded 
as significant of increased violations of law, as the assessments are below 
the average. 
An increase in the third class is a grati(ying evidence of increased 
prosperity in the business of the banks and bankers of the country. 
The increase in the fifth class arises mainly from collections of taxes 
on net earnings and gross receipts of railroad and other State corpora-
tions. 
' 
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The following statement !';bows the amount of assessments in each of 
the several States and Territories of the United States during the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1880: 
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $33, 402 91 
Arizona . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 634 96 
Arkansas------ ---- -------- n: 146 45 
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 392, 448 72 
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 787 56 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59; 620 93 
Dakota .........•........ _. 4, 4SO 57 
Delaware ..... _............ 9, 588 61 
Florida.... . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . 2, 863 99 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 036 94 
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524 06 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '214, 091 02 
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 114, 086 33 
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98, 346 17 
Kansas ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 280 53 
Ken~t~cky .. _ .... _... .. .•.. ~90, 072 52 
LOUISiana _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112, 912 06 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 298 45 
Maryland................. 99,613 72 
Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . 77,710 14 
Michigan ....... :. . . . . . . . . . 95, 768 77 
Minnesota .............. _. _ 35, 036 89 
M~ssissi:ppi ·-----······---- 17,648 64 
MISSOuri. ................ -. 211,202 91 
1\'lontana .•...... _ ...• _ •... 
Nebraska ......•.•......... 
Nevada .................... . 
New Hampshire .......... . 
New Jersey ...... ------ ... . 
New Mexico ..•......•..... 
New York ................ . 
North Carolina ........... . 
Ohio ......... _ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. 
Oregon ................... . 
Pennsylvania ..........•... 
Rhode Island ............. . 
South Carolina ........... . 
Tennessee ................ . 
'rexas .................... . 
Utah ............ _ ... _ .... . 
Vermont .... --·---· ....... . 
Virginia_ ..• _ ..•........... 
Washington ... _ ...... -- .. . 
W ~st Vi~·ginia _ ........... . 
W lSCOnSln ......... - ...... . 























TotaL .......... _ . . . . 4, 814, 394 5& 
TABULAR STATEMENTS.* 
I append tabular statements to accompany the bound volume, as fol-
lows: 
Table A, showing the receipts from each specific source of revenue, and the amounts 
refunded in each collection district, State, and Territory of the United States, for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. · 
Table B, showing the number and value of internal-revenue stamps ordered monthly 
by the Commissioner and from the office of the Commissioner; the r eceipts from the 
sale of stamps and the commissions allowed thereon; also the number and value of 
stamps for special taxes, tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, snuff, distilled spirits, and fer-
mented liquors, issued monthlyto collectors during the fiscal yearended June 30,1880. 
Table C, showing the percentages of receipts from the several general sources of 
revenue in each State and Territory of the United States to the aggregate receipts 
from the same sources, by fiscal years, from July 1, 1863, to Jnne 30, 1880. 
TableD, showing the aggregl'l!te receipts from all sources in each collection district,. 
State, and Territory of the United States, by :fiscal years, from September 1, 1S72, to 
June 30, 1880. 
Table E, showing the receipts in the United States from each specific source of rev-
enue, by fiscal years, from September 1, 1862, to June 30, 1880. 
Table F, showing the ratio of receipts in the United States from specific sources of 
revenue to the aggregate receipts from all sources, by :fiscal years, ti·om July 1,1863, to 
June 30, 1880. 
Table G, showing the returns of distilled spirits, manufactured tobacco, snuff, cigars, 
and cigarettes, under the several acts of legislation and by fiscal years, from Septem-
ber 1, 1862, to June 30, 1880. 
Table H, showing the receipts from special taxes in each collection district, Stater 
and Territory for the special-tax year emled April 30, 1880. 
Table I. Abstract of reports of district attorneys concerning suits and prosecutions 
under the internal-revenue laws during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
Table K. Abstract of seizures of property for violation of internal-revenue laws 
during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1680. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
GREEN B. R.A.UM, 
Commissioner. 
*These tabular statements are omitted for want of space, but they are printed in the bound volumes . 
of the Commissioner's report. 





THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 
TREASURY DEP.A.RTJVIENT, 
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF 'l'HE CURRENCY, 
Washington, November 27, 1880. 
I have the honor to submit for the consideration of Congress t he 
eighteenth annual report of the Comptroller of the Currency, in compli-
ance with section 3:->3 of the Revised Statutes of the United States. 
Fifty-seven national banks have been organized since November 1, 
1879, with an aggregate authorized capital of $6,37 4~170, to which 
$31662,200 in circulating notes have been issued. 
Three banks, having a total capital of $700,000. have failed, and divi-
dends amounting to sixty-five, eighty, and ninety per cent., respectively, 
have been paid to the creditors of these banks during the year and since 
the date of failure. 
Ten banks, with an aggregate capital of $1,070,000 and an aggregate 
circulation of $928,800, have vohmtarily discontinued business during 
the year; and one bank, which had formerly goue into l,iquidation, has 
been placed. in the h::wds of a receiver for the purpose of enforcing the 
individual liability of the r~hareholders. The total number of national 
banks organized from the establishment of the national banking system, 
February 25, 1863, to November 1 of the pre::;ent year, is 2,495. Of 
these, 314 have gone into voluntary liquidation by the vote of share-
holders owning two-thirds of their respective capitals, and 86 have been 
placed iu the hands of receivers for the purpose of closing up their affairs. 
National banks are located in every State of the Union except Mis-
sissippi, and in every Territory except Arizona; and the total number 
in operation at the date last named was 2,095, which is the greatest 
number of banks tllat has b2en in operation at any one time. 
The 13 States having the largest capital are Massachusetts, New 
York, Pennsyl 'Tania, Ohio, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Illinois, Indiana, 
Maryland, New Jersey, Maine, K13ntucky, and Michigan, in the order 
named. The shares of tlle national banks which in the year 1876 num-
bered more than six and a half millions, and were held in average 
amounts of $2,400, were then distributerl. among more than 208,000 
persons residing iu every State and Territory of the Union, in eleven 
countries or provinces of this coutinent and adjacent islands, and in 
tweuty-fi.ve countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa.* 
Included in the aggregate number of national banks organized are 
ten national gold banks, three of which, still in operation, are located 
in the State of California, having an aggregate capital of two millions 
*Interesting information in reference to the distribution of national-bank stock will 
be found on pp. 69 ancl144 to 148 of Comptroller's Report for 1876. 
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of dollars and a total circulation of $840,000. Four of these banks have 
changed into other organizations under the act of February 14, 1880, 
which provided for such conversions. 
A bill is now pending in Congress providing for the repeal of section 
5176 of the Revised Statutes, which limited the amount of circulation 
to be issued to the national banks organized subsequently to July 12, 
1870, to $500,000, and also authorizing all national banks to issue ch·cu-
lation not exceeding the amount of their capital, upon the deposit of 
the necessary amount of United States bonds. The passage of this act 
will entitle all national banks to the same proportion of circulation upon 
capital and bonds as is possessed by those organized prior to l\farch 3, 
1865, and the passage of this biJl is recommended. 
The following table exhibits the resources and liabilities of the national 
banks at the close of business on tlle first day of October, 1~80, there-
turns from New York City, from Boston, PJliladelphia, and Baltimore, 
from the other reserve cities, and from the remaining banks of the coun-
try, being tabulated separately: 
----
New York 1 nor~n._PhnaJ *Otherre-
City. I < e p~ua, and serve cities 
I 
I 
Country I ..A- ggr-egate . . hanks. ~ Baltimore. · 
47 banks. 101 banks. 83 bunks. 1, 859 banks. j 2, 000 banks. 
1-----1-----1·--- -~- ~ 
$104,026,057 $503,294,7241$1,037, 061,441 
RESOURCES. 
314, 757 3, 438, 474 3, 915, 826 
25, 550, aoo 254, 486, 250 357, 789, 350 
3, 500, 500 9, 947, 500 14, 827, 000 
3, 641, 200 15, 510, 500 28, 793, 400 
3, 633, 116 30,466, 254 48, 863,150 
21, 913, 471 86, 371, 229 134, 562, 779 
9, 374, 611 26, 311, 857 . 63, 023, 797 
2, 030, 254 8, 305, 794 I 15, 881, 198 
Loans and discounts . -------- $238, 428, 501 $191, 312, 159 
Overdrafts - - - ----- - - - - - ------ 66, 825 95, 770 
Bonds for circulation-- - . ----- 21 170 500 56, 582, 300 
Bonds for deposits -----. -----. '820' 000 j 550, 000 
u. s. bonrls on hand -.-- . ----- 7 on' 450 2, 630, 250 
Other stocks and bonds.--.---. 10' 420' 603 I 4, 343,177 
Due from reserve agents - --- - - . ____ '_ _ . '_. __ .I 26, 278, 079 
Due from other national banks . 14 191 525 I 13, 145;804 
Due from other bunks and ' ' 
Real estate, furniture, and fix- ' ' bunkers -- -- -- -- -- - - - -- .. - - -- 3 010 707 I 1, 634, 443 
tures ------------------- -- -- - 10, 048, 431 I 6, 980, 071 4, 708, 084 26, 210, 247 48, 045, 833 
Curre;nt expenses -.--.-------. 1, 045, 085 769, 375 679, 264 3, 892, 458 6, 386, 182 
Premmms - ---- ----- --. --.-- . 750 763 440, 063 258, 294 2, 030, 350 3, 488, 470 
Checks and other cash items.. 2, 444; 390 1, 075, 684 882, 536 8, 326, 392 12,729, 002 
l.<.:xchanges for clearing-house.. 94 520 216 19, 939, 202 6, 132, 142 503, 690 121, 095, 250 
Bills ~f?f other national bank& -- 1: 534; 823 2, 208, 774 2, 577, 436 11, 889, 910 18, 210, 943 
Fra..:_,IOnal cuiTency ...... ---.. 48, 388 28, 996 52, 974 236, 814 367, 172 
Speme · · -. · - - - -. -- -- - - - - ---- - - . 59, 783, 555 18, 368, 959 10, 001, 177 21, 192, 818 109, 346, 509 Le~al tcnuer notrs . ----- . --.-. 9 726 363 6, 937, 458 12, 363, 267 27, 613, 370 56, 640, 458 
U. :;. certificates of deposit ---. 1' 310' 000 I 3, 655, 000 2, 050, 000 640, 000 7, 655, 000 
Five per cent. redemption fund. ' 940; 537 2, 544, 725 1, 101, 572 11, 334, 907 15, 921, 741 
Due from U. S. Treasury . ---.. 411, 383 99, 021 108, 748 562, 073 1, 182, 125 
Totals . ---- -- --- - - .. --- .. 1--4-77-,-68_4_, -04-5-:--3-59-, -63_7_, 3-1-o-:j-21_5_, 8-9-8,_7_6_0 +~1-, -05-2-, 5-6-6,-5-11-l--2,-1-05--, -7~-6-, 26
LIABILITIES. 
Capital stock.-------- - -- . ----. 50, 650, 000 78, 748, 330 37, 595, 500 290, 560, 155 457, 553, 98!t 
SurJilll:s fund - - .. ---- - - . - . .. - - 18, 185, 383 20, 600, 979 11, 353, 641 70, 279, 580 120, 518, 583 
~~ti~~~l~~fr:~!~t~~-~~t~i~~a.:· 10,396,427 4, 960,059 4, 125,305 26,656,999 46,139,690 
ing -- -- - -- -.. - -- -- -.... --- -- 18, 504, 918 
State-bank note~:~ outstanding.. 47,482 
Dividends unpaid .... . ..... __ . 188, 702 
Individual deposits ........ ___ . 242, 044, 722 










226, 381, 652 
177,342 
1, 835,128 
397, 188, 067 
4, 969,199 
317, 350, 031J 
271,045 
3, 452,504 
873, 537, 637 
7, 548,539 
ofli.cers .. ------- .. -- ....... _ 132, 118 8, 284 809, 749 2, 394, 235 3, 344, 387 
Deposits of U. S. disbursing I 
Due to national banks........ 105, 933,844 40, 811, 0641 27, 933, 758 17,446, 040 192, 124,705 
Due to other hanks and bankers 31, 234, 350 I 14, 275, 452 20, 075, 304 10, 150, 572 75, 735, 677 
N otes and bills re-discounted .... _ ...... _ _ _ _ _ 502, 957 303, 705 2, 371, 570 3, 178, 233 
Bills payable -- ... -. - - - . . . . . . . . __ . ___ .. _ I 1, 780, 757 1, 094, 876 2, 155, 972 5, 031, 605 
Totals . - -- - . - . --- -. . . . . . . 4 77, 684, ~~~- 359, 637, 310 I 215, 898, 760 11, 052, 566, 511 ,2, 105, 786, 621J 
*The reserve cities, in addition to New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, are !:ibany 
Pittsburgh, Washington, New Orleans, Louisville, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee 
Saint Louis, and San Francisco. 
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COI\'IPARATIVE S1'A'l'EMENTS OF THE NATIONAL BANKS FOR ELEVEN 
YEARS. 
The following table exhibits the resources and liabilities of the na-
tional banks for eleven years, at nearly corresponding dates from 1870 
to 1880: 
- - -- --;-, 0-c-t.-8,~, Oct~ Oct. 3, 1sept.12,
1
1 Oct. 2, I Oct.1, I Oct. 2, Oct.1, 1 Oct.1, Oct. 2, Oct.1, 
1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
1 1, 615 1 1,-;;;; 1, 919 
11 -1~16- 2, oo4 I ~7 2, 089 2, o8o 2, o5a -2~ o~8 2. o9o I banks. banks. banks. banks. 1 banks.
1 
banks. banks. banks. banks. b3nks. banks. 
R .. OURCEB. MU<Um: Mnum: M<Wo~. l '""'""· M= Mm<••· '"""'~ :"'""'· ~=w .. IKm<- '"'"'"': Loans ............ _. 715. 9 831. 6 877. 2 944. 2 954. 4 984. 7 931. 3 891. 9 834. 0
1 
878. 5 1, 041. tl 
Bonds for circulation 340. 9 364. 5 382. 0 388. 3 383. 31 370.31 337. 2 336.8 347. 6 357. 3 357.8 
Other U.S. bonds... 37. 7 45.8 27. 6 23. 6 28. 0 28.1 47. 8 45. 0 94. 7 71.2 43.6 
Stocks, bondR, &c._. 23. 6 24. 5 23. 5 23. 7 27. 8 33. 51 34. 4 34. 5 36. 91 39. 7 48. 9 Due from banks.,_. 109. 4 143. 2 128. 2 149. 5 134. 81 144. 7. 146. 9 129. 9 138. 9
1
167. 3 213. 5 
Real estate. _____ ... 27. 5j 30. 1 32. 3 34. 7 38. 1 42. 4J 43. 1 45. 2 46. 7 47. 8 48. 0 
Specie . .. ___ . __ .. _. 18. 5 13. 2 10. 2 19. 9 21. 2 8.1, 21. 4 22. 7 30. 7 42. 2 109. 3 
Legal-tender notes. _ 79. 3 107. 0 102.11 92.4 80. 01 76. 51 84. 2 66. 9 64.4 69. 2 56. e 
Nat'lbanknotes .... 12.5 14.3 15.8 16.1 18.5 18.5 15.9 15.6 16.9 16.7 18.2 
C. H. exchanges . __ . 79. 1)· 115. 2 125. o, 100. 3 I 109. 71 87. 9! 100. 0 74. 5 82. 41 113. 0 121. 1 
U.S.cert.ofdeposit.--·- ·- ···- ---· 6.71 20.6 42.8 48.8 29.2 33.4 32.7 26.8 7.7 
DuefromjU.S.Treas ·----- I ...... -----· ·j ·· ·--· -· J 20.3 19.6! 16.7 16.0 16.5 17.0 17.1 
Other resources. __ . 66.3 41. 2 25. 2 17. 3 18. 3
1 
19. 1 19.1 28.7 24. 9 22.1 23.0 
Totals ... ____ . 1, 510. 71, 730. 61, 755. 81, 83o.6II, 877.21, 882. 2 1, 827.21, 741. 1 1, 767. 3 i, 868. 8 2, 105. 8 
LTAHILITIES. = '==\==1=====1 == 
Capital stock. ___ .. . 430. 4 458. 3 479. 6 491. 0 493. 8. 504. 8 499. 8 479. 5 466. 21 454. 1 457. 6 Surplus fund .. _. _ _ 94. 1 101. 1 110. 3 120. 3 129. o1 134. 4 132. 2 122. 8 l16. 91 114. 8 120. 5 Undivided profits _ _ 38. 6 42. 0 46. 6 54. 5 51. 5 53. 0 46. 4 44. 5 44. 9 41. 3 46.1 
Circulation.________ 293. 9 317. 4 335. 11 340. 3 334. 2i 319. 1 292. 2 291. 9 301. 9
1 
313. 8 317. 3 
Due to depositors._. 515. 2 631. 4 628. 9 640. 0 683. 81 679. 4 666. 2 630. 4 668. 4 736. 9 887. 9 Duetobanks . ______ 130.11 171.9 143.8, 173.0 175.8, 179.71 179.8 161.6 165.1 201.~ 267.9 
Other liabilities. ___ . 8. 4 8. 5 11. 5 11. 5 9. 1 11. 81 10. 6 10. 4 7. 91 6. 7 8. 5 
-----------------------------Totals.~~~ 51~. 7jl, 730. 6
1
1, 755. y• 830. 6 11,877. Y· 882. 211, 827. 21, 741.11,767.3
1
1,868.8 2, 105.8 
THE BANKS SINCE RESUMPTION. 
The movement of the currency and the operations of the banks have 
never been more interesting than during the months which have inter-
vened since the resumption of specie payments. To most of the politi-
cal economists of this and other countries the resumption of coin pay-
ments by the United States at the time :fixed by law, and its successful 
maintenance, were deemed almost impossible. No country had ever 
l>efore successfully maintained payments in coin with so large a volume 
of currency outstanding, or with an amount of currency greatly in excess 
of its coin. Even those who were known to be earnestly in favor of 
resumption, both in and out of Congress, doubted the ability of the gov-
ernment and of the banks to commence and continue coin payments with-
out a preparatory reduction of the amount of notes in circulation. They 
said, truthfully, that no nation maintains at par a convertible paper cur-
rency which has not in its banks or among its people an equal amount 
of coin, and that, if successful, the United States would be an exception, 
and the only exception in this respect, among commercial nations. But 
the resumption act giving authority for the purchase of coin in the 
markets of the world with United States four, four and one-half, or :five 
per cent. bonds made resumption certain, if the bonds for a sufficient 
amount could be readily marketed at not less than par, as authorized 
by law. Purchasers for the bonds were promptly found, and resumption 
came so easily that many persons now believe it could have been as well 
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accomplished one year earlier, if Congress had fixed upon January 1, 
1878, instead of Llpon the following New Year's day. 
Since the date of resumption the country has been month by month 
growing richer in coin, not by the sales of bonds, which have been rapidly 
increasing in value, but by the production of the mines and the influx 
of specie in return payment for the excess of exports of our abundant 
products over our imports. The whole country has become so habit-
uated to the use of paper money that the difficulty has been-not to pro-
vide means for its payment, for scarcely a dollar has been demanded-
but to supply the people with Treasury and national-bank notes, which 
have been almost universally preferred. 
For many years past, large amounts of currency have been annually 
drawn from the banks of the city of New York by the banks in the 
interior, for the purchase and shipment of grain and other products. 
The banks in the "\Vest and South supply the grain-buyers with money, 
who pay it to the farmers, and by them it is disbursed to the country 
merchants. It then goes ~o the wholesale merchants in the larger cities 
of the interior, by whom it is deposited in the banks and returned again 
to the money centers in the Eastern States. Thus the money which was 
paid out in the fall returns again to the city of New York long before 
midwinter, whereby much of the currency of the country, instead of 
continuing to circulate, accumulates in the New York banks both before 
and after the time for the large movements of produce. 
This ebb and flow of the currency continued yearly up to the time of 
the great harvest of 1879. The drain of coin and currency from the 
large cities, amounting to more than 100 million dollars during the fall 
of that year, made currency scarce in New York notwithstanding the 
unprecedented influx of gold from abroad. The usual return of the cur-
rency in the winter was expected, but did not occur. 
The experience of 1879 was considered exceptional, but another year 
has nearly passed and the experienceofthe former year bas been, to aeon· 
siderable extent, repeated. A large portion of the avails of produce 
has been retained, either for the liquidation of debts, for employment in 
trade and commerce at home, or in the many new and extensive enter-
prises for which the West is distinguished, where there would appear to 
be no limit for the safe and profitable employment of capital. The coin 
in the banks has increased from 41 millions on January 1, 1879, to 109 
millions on October 1, 1880. The Treasury holds its immense hoard of 
gold, not surpassed in amount by any other depository in the world. 
The merchant, the manufacturer, and the farmer are alike prosperous ; 
the people have paid their debts to an unprecedented degree, and bold 
their earnings in the paper currency of the government and of the 
banks in larger amounts than have hitherto been known. The receipts 
of the government have been so large that, after refunding many mil-
lions of 5 and 6 per cent. bonds into 4 per cents., it has still been able 
during the year to purchase in the market at a premium more than 100 
millions of its bonds for cancellation. The deposits of the banks have 
everywhere increased, and m.oney bas been abundant wherever business 
or investment has invited capital, and there has probably never been a 
period when it has generally commanded so low a rate of interest as dur-
ing the last two years. 
The rate at the Bank of England and the Bank of France bas, for a 
considerable portion of this period been 22- per cent. The English con-
sols have for the first time in twenty-seven years advanced to par, while 
the rate for call loans in London bas at times been at what may be termed 
the infinitesimal rate of from one-half to seven-eighths of one per cent . . 
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per annum. Low rates haye also prev-ailed in this country. In New 
York for some months past money at call, upon the best collaterals, 
could be obtained at from 2 to 3 per cent. The average .rate upon first-
class commercial paper during the fiscal year of l 87!) was 4.4 per cent., 
while the average rate during the succeeding· fiscal year has been 5.3 
per cent., owing not to natural but to artificial causes. The rate, how-
ever, for first-class mercantile paper in the past four months has been 
from 4 to 4~ per cent. Low rates have prevailed, not only in New York 
City, where money is not unfrequently borrowed upon good collaterals 
for speculative purposes, but also throughout the country, including 
many places where money has heretofore been loaned, if at all, at usuri-
ous rates. The rates during the past year on large transactions in first-
class commercial paper have been: In Philadelphia 3 to 5 per cent. ; 
Boston and Baltimore, average 5; Washington, 7; Chicago, 4: to 7 ~ 
Saint Louis, 5 to 7; Mil waukee, 6 to 8; Cincinnati, 6 to 7; Cleveland, J 
to 8; Saint Paul, 8 to 10; Omaha, 10; Denver, 10 to 15; San Fran-
cisco, 8; California t country), 9 to 12 ; Louisville, 6 to 7; Richmond, 7; 
Charleston, 7 to 8 ; Savannah, 8; Selma, average 9; Atlanta, 10; New 
Orleans, 4 to 6. Rates at nearly every point are less than for previous 
years. · 
The borrowing power of the government for a considerable portion of 
the year has been at 3~ per cent., and that of many of the leading States 
and cities 4 l)er cent. The legal rate in the State of New York has been 
reduced from 7 to 6 per cent. There has also been a large reduction in 
rates at remote points, which, until recently, have been considered upon 
the frontier. Many seven per cent. railroad bonds were until recently 
placed with difficulty, even at a discount; now six per cent. bonds, upon 
lines at more remotP points, are, in many instances, sold at par. In por-
tions of the country the rates for loans npon real estate are higher than 
for business paper. In some of the Southern States it is difficult to loan 
money upon real estate, on account of the legal obstacles in the way of 
collecting it. The highest prevailing rates are found in the country dis-
tricts of the South, but it is now believed they will be gradually reduced, 
both by the increasing value of its productions and by the introduction 
of foreign capital to be employed in m:::,nufactures, which have already 
been introduced with great success. In large districts of the West, 
where formerly money could not be readily obtained upon real estate, 
the number of .borrowers is much less, and the demand by no means 
equal :o the supply of funds seeking investment in that class of securi-
ties. Such loans are now regarded not only as desirable investments, so 
far as security is concerned, but are made at a much less rate of interest 
than formerly. The rates in New York are subject to frequent changes, 
not only on account of the importation of coin, the drain in payment for 
produce from the interior, and the purchase of bonds by the govern 
ment, but by the influx of foreign capital seeking employment in conse-
quence of the prevailing depression in business elsewhere. If the rates 
are favorable, large amounts of money are placed by cable by residents 
in foreign countries, and by telegraph between remote points in our own 
country, with as much certainty and safety as by the use of bills of ex-
change or by the movement of coin itself. So reliable has this means of 
transfer become that not only are payments thus made at home and abroad, 
but large sales of brearlstuffs and other products are accomplished by 
parties in the interior cities without the inter,-ention of agents at the 
sea-ports, thus shortening the time of bills dro:twn upon shipments of 
products. 
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Many men who were formerly borrowers have become lenders; and 
numerous lenders now seek investment in government bonds and other 
securities which yield much less than the legal rate of interest. 
The abundance of money and the low rates of interest have made it 
difficult for capitalists to find satisfactory investments and have led the 
Comptroller to e)camine the statements of the banks for a series of years 
in order to compare their ratios of loans to their means, and to ascertain 
if, during the past two years, they have found use for their increased de-
posits. 
In order to show this, the following table is given, which exhibits 
concisely the ratios of the loans of the banks to their capital, surplus, 
and net deposits, and the ratios of specie and legal-tender notes to net 
deposits, in New York and in the group of other prin9ipal cities sepa-
rately, at corresponding dates from 1870 to 1880, inclusive: 
NEW YORK CITY. 
I I Ratios of-
I ~ Legal-ten-No. of Sur- Net de- ' der notes Lo Date&. banks. Loans. Capital. I plus. posits. Specie. ! U. S.~er- ca 
tificates. su I a 
de 
ansto 






Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions. ,lfillions. Millions. p er cent. Pm· cent. October 8, 1870 ______ 54 168.1 73.4 18.8 159.8 9.1 45.8 66.7 34.4 
October 2, 1871 . ___ . _ 54 198.9 73.2 19.5 191.3 8. 7 50.4 
October 3, 1872 . ___ .. 50 183. 4 71.3 20.9 158.0 6.4 39.0 
70. 0 30.9 
73. 3 28.7 
Septem. 12, 1873 .... . 48 199.3 70.2 21. 9 172.7 14.6 32.3 
October 2, 1874 . ___ . _ 48 202.2 68.5 22.7 204.6 14.4 52.4 
October 1, 1875 ...... 48 202.4 68.5 22.5 2Q2. 3 1~: ~ I 54.5 October 2, 1876 ...... 47 184.3 66.4 18. 9 197.9 ~~: ~ I October 1, 1877 ... __ . 47 169.3 57. 4 16.6 174.9 12.9 
October 1, 1878 ______ 47 169.7 53.8 15.9 1 189.8 13.3 36.5 1 October 2, 1879 ... ___ 47 196. o I 50.7 16.0 210.2 19.4 32.6 October 1, 1880 ...... 47 238.5 50.7 I 18.2 268.1 59.8 11.0 
I 





65.4 ' 26.2 
70.8 24.1 
~--8 - ~~ 
OTHER RESERVE CITIES. 
·- ------
Millions. Mill·ions. Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions. Per cent. Per cent. 
October 8, 1870 .•••. . 159 194.1 112.0 26.5 147.5 3. 0 38.5 67.9 28.1 
October 2, 1871 ...... 174 230.7 119.9 28.3 - 187.5 1. 5 42.5 68.7 23.5 
October 3, 1872 ...... 180 242.0 124.9 29.8 179.6 1.9 36.7 72.4 21.5 
Septem. 12, 1873 ..... 181 263.1 127.2 32.5 197.6 3. 2 36.3 73.6 20. () 
October 2, 1874 . _ .... 182 272.5 127.1 35.2 219.9 4. 4 36.7 71.3 11\7 
October 1, 1875 . ____ .. 188 279.3 128.8 37.0 222.9 1.5 37.;1 71.9 17.3 
October2, 1876 .•••.• 189 264.7 i~~: ~ ~ 37.4 216.3 4. 0 37.1 69.4 19. () October 1, 1877 .•..•. 188 254.3 33.1 203.4 5. 6 34.4 70.6 19.7 
October 1, 1878 _ ..••. 184 231. 2 119.2 30.8 199.2 9. 4 29.5 66.2 19.5 
October 2, 1879 ..•.•. 181 244.4 115.4 30.3 228.2 11.3 33.0 65.4 19.4 
October 1, 1880 .•••••. 184 295.8 116.3 32.0 288.8 28.3 25.0 67.7 18.5 
If the ratios of the loans of the banks inN ew York City to their capital~ 
surplus, and net deposits be examined, it will be found that in October 
of 1879 and 1880 they were 70.8 per cent., in 1878 but 65.4 per cent., in 
1877 but 68 per cent., and in 1876 65.1 per cent.; and that the loans are 
now proportionately higher than at any time since 1873. The means of 
the banks in Boston and the other reserve cities were more fully em-
ployed in October than they were at the corresponding dates for the 
two previous years, though the business of the banks was not as much 
extended as it was during the four years fol1owing the crisis of 1873. 
It will surprise those whose attention has not heretofore been called 
to the subject to find how closely the means of the banks in the com-
mercial cities have been employed during the last eleven years, notwith-
standing the variations in rates of interest, and particularly during the 
last two years, when money has been so abundant and the deposits have . 
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so rapidly increased. It will be seen that prior to 1876, with the excep-
tion of a single year, the loans in New York exceeded the net deposits, 
while since that time, though there has been considerable variation, the 
net deposits have been somewhat in excess of the loans at the dates given. 
In the other principal cities, which continually keep large amounts of 
mm.~y in New York subject to demand, and thus diminish their own net 
d posits as given in the above table, the loans have always largely ex-
ceeded their deposits. The same remark is more emphatically true of 
the banks in the country districts which have in New York, as well as 
in other cities, large amounts of money on deposit subject to call. The 
capital of this class of banks is also much larger as compared with their 
deposits than is that of the banks in the large cities~ and their loans 
therefore relatively greater. 
The ratio of the loans of this group of banks to their capital, surplus, 
and net deposits will be seen in the statement below, which also in-
cludes a table showing the loans, capital, surplus deposits and cash 
reserves of all the national banks of the United States: 
Dates. I No.of \"=b. 
----, 
October 8, 1870 . . . . . . 1, 402 
October 2, 1871 . . . . . . 1, 539 
October 3, 1872 . . . . . . 1, 689 
Septem. 12,1873 .... 1,747 
October 2, 1874 . . . . . . 1, 774 
October 1, 1875 . . . • . . 1, 851 
October 2, 1876 . . . . . . 1, 853 
Oct{)bor 1, 1877 . . . . . . 1, 845 
October 1, 1878 . . . . . . 1, 822 
October 2, 1879 . . . . . . l, 820 
October 1, 1880 . . . . . . 1, 859 
October 8, 1870 . • . • . . 1, 6 15 






October 3, 1872 . . . . • . 1, 9 
Septem. 12, 1873 . • • . . 1, 9 
October 2, 1874 . • • . . . 2, 0 
October 1, 1875 . .. . . . 2, 0 
October 2, 1876 . . . . . . 2, 0 
October!, 1877 ..••.. 2,0 
October 1, 1878 . . . . . . 2, 0 
October 2, 1879 . . . • • . 2, 0 





STA.TES .AND TERRITORIES. 
Loan s. Capital. Sur- Net de- Specie. plus. posits. 
--
_I_ 
Million s. Millions. Millions. ~fillions. Millions. 
353. 7 245.0 48.8 216.2 2. 4 
402. 0 265.1 53.3 257. 8 1. 8 
451. 8 283.4 59. (j 282.1 1.9 
481. 8 293.7 65.9 303.1 2.1 
479. 7 298.2 71.1 292.8 2. 4 
503. 0 307.5 74.9 306.7 1.6 
482. 3 305.5 75.9 291. 5 2. 8 
468. 3 298.4 73.1 289.4 4. 2 
433. 1 293.1 70.2 28R. 3 8. 0 
438. 1 288.0 68.5 329.3 11.5 
506. 7 290.6 70.3 410.3 21.2 
- -
UNITED STATES. 
.Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions. Millions. 
715.9 430.4 94-.1 523.5 14.5 
831.6 458. ~ 101.1 636.6 12.0 
877.2 479.6 110.3 619.8 10.2 
944.2 491.1 120.3 673.4 19.9 
954.4 493.8 129.0 717.3 21.2 
984-.7 504.8 13!.4 7ill.9 8.1 
931.3 499.8 132.2 705.7 21.4 
891.9 479.5 122.8 667.7 22.7 
834.0 466.1 116.9 677.3 30.7 
878.5 4!i-!.1 114.8 767.7 42.2 




der notes. Loans to 
u sn~er- capitol, Cash to 
t .fi· • surplus, net 1 cates. and net deposits. 
deposits. 
Millions~ -~-Per cent. Per cent. 
38. 4 I 69. 4 18. g 
41. 6 69. 8 16. a 
43. 3 72. 3 16. 0 
44. 5 72. 7 15. 4 
as. 7 72. 5 12. a 
33. 7 73. 0 11. 5 
31. 0 71. 7 11. 6 
31. 6 70. 9 12. 4 
31. 1 66. 5 13. 6 
30. 4 63. 9 12. 7 







































The ratios of the loans of the banks in the country districts were, on 
October 1, last, 7.3 per cent. less than at the corresponding dates in 1875, 
and 5.2 per cent. less than in1877. The opportunities for using money in 
this group of banks are not in proportion to the increase of deposits, and 
their balances in other banks have by no means diminished. 
It will be seen that tlw loans of the banks now exceed 1,041 mill-
ions, which is 207 millions more than at the corresponding date in 1878, 
while the capital and surplus at the preYions date was 5 millions in ex-
cess of the present amount. The net deposits in the same period in-
creased nearly 290 millions, and the total individual and bank deposits, 
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not deducting the amount due from banks and the clearing-house ex· 
changes, more than 322 millions, amounting to the large and unprece-
dented sum of 1,155 millions, as may be seen from a pre·dous table. 
The following table gives a classification of the loans of the banks in 
the city of New York, in Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, and in 
the other reserve cities, for the last two years, at the dates of their re-
ports in the month of October: 
1879. 
New York !Boston, _Phila. l Other re- Country Aggregate. d~hut, and1 •• City. B timore. serve mtws. banks. 
Classification. 
47 banks. 99 banks. 82 banks. 1,820 banks. 2, 048 banks. 
On U.S. bonds on demand ..... $8,286,525 
On other stocks, bonds, &c., 
$2,017,226 $4,360,523 ............. .. ..... $14, 664, 27 4 
on demand .. . .... ~ ...... - .... 78,062, 085 22,605,795 11,445,079 . ...................... 112, 112, 959 
()n single-name paper without 
other security . ... . ......... . 22,491,926 13,136,911 7, 150,239 ...................... 42,779,076 
.All other loans ................ 87,011,366 118, 267, 128 65,023,494 $435, 154, 810 705, 456, 798 
Totals ..•.•......... . .•.. 195, 851, 902 I 156, 027, 060 f 87,979, 3~ I 435, 154, 810 875, 013, 107 
- - - --
1880. 
47banks. 101 banks. 
I 
83 banks. 1,859 banks. 2, 090 banks. 
-
$525,445 I On U. S. bonds on demand ... .. $3,915,077 $1,378,168 
------- -------
$5,818,690 
On other stocks, bonds, &c., 
30, 838, 6!)2 I on dljmand ..... . ........ ... 92,630,982 16,558,260 
---- -·-- ------
140, 027, 93-l 
On single-name paper without 
other· security ............... 27,755, 1fi2 22, 542, 776 1 10,402,295 
-- ----
60,700,223 
.All other loans . . ......••..... 114, 127, 290 137, 405, 246 75,687,334 $503, 294-, 724 830, 514, 594 
Totals ...•. ......... • ... 238, 428, 501 191, 312, 159 1 104, 026, 057 I 503, 294, 724 , 1, 037, 061, 441 
In this table will be seen-what would be expected from a large in-
crease in the clearing-house exchanges, which are 38 millions more 
than in 1878, and larger than at any time since 1873-a large increase 
in loans upon stocks and bonds payable on demand. Much of this in-
crease is due to operations at the stock board, which are always most 
buoyant in prosperous times; but a considerable portion may be due to 
loans made to banks and bankers in the interior upon collateral security, 
at rates so low as to leave room for profit in reloaning to their own 
dealers. 
The amount invested by the banks in United States and other stocks 
and bonds is more than 92 millions of dollars, as may be seen in a pre-
\ious table, which fact is evidence either of a difficulty in obtaining 
satisfactory loans or of a preference for such temporary investments. 
When the rates of interest are low there is danger that bank mana-
gers, in their desire to use their available means, may be induced to loan 
upon securities which are not of the best character, and thus in the end 
diminish rather than increase their earnings. The loans were at the 
highest point in the year 1875, and the two previous years, and the na. 
tional banks were then enthusiastic over the high rates of interest, 
their large deposits, and their large earnings and dividend~; but the 
delusion has been dispelled by the enormous losses which they have 
been obliged to charge off during the paRt five ye~.rs, reaching the extra-
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ordinary sum of 100 millions, which were largely the result of overtrad-
ing during the period when gold coin was a commodity, and the legal 
standard a promise to pay, unfulfilled and fluctuating in value for sev-
enteen years. The great losses experienced during these years, which 
will not soon be forgotten, enforce the principle that no legitimate busi-
ness is safe which is conducted upon a varying standard of value; and 
the crisis of 1873 will always be remembered as a striking example of the 
evil results arising from business conducted during "' good times" upon 
a :fictitious basis. 
The amount of legal cash reserve required of the banks in NPw York 
City is 25 per cent. of their deposits, of the banks in the other reserve 
cities one-half of this ratio, and of the banks in the country districts six 
per cent. of their deposits. The amount required has in the aggregate 
always been held, except in a single instance in the city of New York, 
during the last ten years (without including the redemption fund in the 
Treasury), by the three different groups of national banks; but the 
aggregate amount in the city of .New York has been at times very close, 
and particularly during the last three years, and some banks have fre-
quently, if not habitually, expanded their loans beyond reasonable lim-
its, rel:ying upon imports of gold or purchases of bonds by the Treasury 
to replenish their deficient reserves. 
The banks in the interior, if we conRider their large deposits elsewhere, 
are as a rule iound to be much stronger in available means than the 
banks in New York City; while the revel'se of this should always be true 
when such large balances, amounting to more than 100 millions of the 
funds of other banks, are constantly on deposit in the latter city subject 
to demand. 
The imports of gold in excess of exports, from the date of resumption 
to N overnber 1, 1880, have been $119,384,795, * and the estimated gold 
production of the mines is $67,449,929; in all, $186,834,724. During 
this period the gold in the Treasury has increased $20,976,007, and in 
the banks $73,976,149, and the remainder, $91,882,568, ha~ been dis-
persed throughout the country or used in the arts. 
The amount of currency and coin in the country is known to be much 
greater than at any former time, and its distribution, together with its 
partial disappearance from the money-centers, has been an interesting 
subject for discussion. ' 
11ables are herewith given showing the amount of coin and currency 
in the country on January 1 and November 1, 1879, and on November 1 
of the present year; the amounts of silver and gold coin, which include 
the bullion in the Treasury, being the estimates of the Director of the 
Mint: 
- - . I J anu~y 1, 1879. N ovom b"' 1, 1879. N ovomb" 1, 1880. 
Legal-tender notes .. .. . . . _. _ .. _ .. _ . .. ... , $346, 681, 016 $346, 681, 016 $346, 681, 016 
Nationa.l-bank notes ........... . ...... _.. 323, 791, 674 337, 181,418 343,834, 107 
Gold crnn . . . . _ .. . ... ...... .. __ .. - . .. 278, 310, 126 355, 681, 532 454, 012, 030 
Sil>er coin .. _ _ . . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106, 573, 803 126, 000, 537 158, 271, 327 
-~ta~ . ~- . . . -~- .. ~-. - ~  ~356,619 --1,165,553,503 --=-1, 302, 798, ~ 
The amount of Treasury notes has remained the same since January 
1, 1879, as provided by law. There was an increase of bank notes for 
the :first ten months of 1879 of $13,389,7 44, and for the present year of 
"Not including imports outside ofNew York City in October of this year. 
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$6,652,689. The total net increase of national-bank notes issued since 
resumption is $20,042,433, and the total increase of gold $175,701,904 
and of silver $51,697,524. The statement below gtves the amount of 
currency and coin in the Treasury at the same dates as in the previous 
tables, and the amount in the national banks, on the dates of their 
returns nearest thereto-namely, January 1 and October 2, 1879, and 
October 1, 1880, respectively. The amount given for the State banks 
and trust companies and the savings banks is at the nearest compara-
tive dates of their official reports. The banks in the State of California 
report their coin and currency in the aggregate, and in this table the 
coin is estimated to be three-fourths of the total amount and the cur-
rency one-fourth. 
----------- - ----'---- --- ---- - ----
--
- -
Janua,ry 1, November 1, November 1, 
1879o 18790 18800 
-------------- ---- ---- -
$112, 703, 342 $156, 907, 986 $133, 679, 349 
35, 039,201 37,1870 238 102, 851, 032 Gold-fn_ ~:tf0~e:tb~~~:~~ ~-e_r:~~-c-~t_e_s_::::::::::::::::: :: 
In State banks 0 .. _ ......... 0 .. 0 . __ ..... o . 0 . 0 ... o .. 10, 937,812 12,171,292 17,102,130 
-------
Total gold 0 ..•.• 0 ........................ ..... . 158, 680, 355 206, 266, 516 253,632,511 
17, 249,740 32,115,073 47,156,588 
6, 185,000 
Silver-In the Treasury, standard silver dollars 0 .......... . 
9, 121,417 3, 824, 931 
6, 048,194 17,854, 327 24, 635,561 
6, 460, 557 4, 986,492 6, 495,477 
In the Treasury, bullion 0 _ ....... 0 . 0 ... 0 0 .. 0 0. 0 ... . 
In the Treasury, fractional coin 0. 0 ... 0 ..... 0 ... 0 0. 
In National banks, including certificates . 0 ... 0 ... . 
-----
Total silver ........ . ............ 0 . . . . . . . .. . 38, 879,908 58,780, 823 84,472,626 
-----
77, 615, 655 41, 906, 376 26,846,826 
118, 546, 369 86,439, 925 
Currency-In the Treasury ..... .............. .... ...... .. 
In National banks .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 
In State banks ................................ . . 25, 944, 485 25, 555,280 25,828,794 
.
1
126. 491. 720 
14, 513, 779 In savings banks .... ... .......... . ... ... ...... . 15, 880, 921 17,072,680 
-------------------I ,... 565, ... 201. 88~ ,. 156,188. '" 
_ ~2. 12~, 902 I_ 466, 9~6~8~~~ 293, 362 
Total currency . 0. _ ... . 0 0 0 .. • • • .. • 0 ... . 0 
Grand totals ....................... ··o · .. 
The silver certificates, of which $1,165,120 was held by the national 
banks and the remaining $18,615,121 was in circulation on November 
1, 1880, are not included in the above exhibit. 
If from the amount of coin and currency in the country, as given in 
the first table, the amount in the Treasury and the banks be deducted, 
the remainder will give the amount of each kind then in the hands of 
the people outside of these depositories, as follows: 
----- -------------------~----------.-J-a-nu-a-ry--1,-.IN_o_v-em--be_r_1~,~~N-o-v-em_b_e __ r~ 
18790 1879. 18800 
I 
Gold ................ ......... ................... ..... 0 ..... $119,629,771 $149,415,016 
Sil•er .................... .... . _... ........ ....... .. . . .. .. . 67, 693,895 67,228,714 
Currency . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . 425, 907, 051 481, 973, 488 
$200, 379, 519 
73,798,701 
534, 326, 898 
Totals .. _._. 0 ... 0 ............. 0 ............. - . ...... .. ,613,230,717 698,617, m 808,5o5~ 
The gold in the Treasury has increased $20,976,007, and in the banks 
$73,976,149, releasing $50,768,829 of paper currency in the Treasury and 
$37,608,585 in the banks. The increase of gold outside of the Treasury 
and the banks is 80.7 millions and of paper currency 108.4 millions. 
The amount of standard dollars coined is $72,847,750, of which $47,156,588 
are in the Treasury and $25,691,162 in circulation. The remainder of 
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the silver, $85,423,577, is subsidiary and trade dollars, and buUion, of 
which $30,820,561 is in the Treasury and $54,603,016, is in use in place 
of the previous fractional paper- currency which, on March 23, 1874, 
was at its highest point, and amounted to $49,566,760. The additional 
amount of gold coin, of silver dollars, and paper currency outside of the 
Treasury and the banks is thus estimated to be $195,274,401, which 
:}mount has been dispersed among the people since the date of resump-
tion. 
The average prices and value of manufactured goods, of breadstuffs, 
of provisions, and of other products have largely increased. The laborer 
has been steadily employed at remunerative wages. The frontier has 
rapidly receded. All classes of people have been liquidating their 
debts, and much grrater amounts of money have been held in the tills 
of country traders and at home for ready use. The hoarding of a small 
amount by each of fifty millions of people, or by ten millions of families, 
is of itself sufficient to account for the disappearance from the usual 
places of deposit of a large portion of the addition to the circulating me-
dium since the <late of resumption. 
The most gratifying exhibit in the above statement is the fact that 
the national banks are now doing business upon a specie basis and 
with a true standard. For the ten years preceding the resumption of 
specie payments the average amount of coin held by the banks was 
hut $26,303,309, and all but $8,540,252 of this amount was held 
by the banks i11 the city of New York. The amount of coin held 
has, of course, at times largely exceeded tllis average, as on January 
20, 1877, when it was more than 49 millions. But this amount was 
soon reduced, and in the following April it had fallen to 27 millions, 
the previous increase having been due chiefly, not to deposits of dealers 
or payments on loans, but to disbursements of interest by the gov-
ernment. At other times the banks have held much less than the aver-
age amount stated. For instance, on October 1, 1875, they held but 
$8,050,329, of which the banks in the city of New York held but $4,955,-
624, and on May 1 of the same year they held but $10,620,361, ot 
whieh the banks in the city of New York held $6,683,325. This was 
at the time when both the paper issues of the government and the cir-
culation of the banks were at their highest amounts, the former being 
428 millions and the latter 354 millions, in all, 782 millions, while the 
proportion of coin to their cireulation then held by the banks was only 
about three per cent. 
One year ago it was urgently recommended "that all the national 
banks should take advantage of the present influx of gold to accumu-
late in their vaults an amonnt equal to the total cash reserve required 
by law," and the hope was then expressed ''that the reports of another 
year might show them to be possessed of at least 100 millions in gold 
coin." On June 14 of the present. year the banks reported 99 millions of 
speeie, and on October 1 more than 109 millions ,of coin (including 
nearl.r six and one-half of silver), whieh more than equals one-third of the 
total dreulation of the banks in operation. The amount of gold coin now 
held is but 18 millions less than the whole cash reserve require<l, and 
would undoubtedly have been still greater except for the high rates 
charged for the transportation of gold coin, which are greatly dispro-
portioned to the cost of moving paper currency and which, it is to be 
hoped, will, by some means, be largely re<lnced. 
Much newspaper critieism has appeared in the mean time, complaining 
of the comparatively small amount of legal-tender silver dollars held by 
the banks, and some of the banks have themselves encourag-ed this 
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criticism. The arguments used in favor of the accumulation of silver 
under existing laws are unsound in principle and against all experience. 
No one prefers to put away for future use a product which will spoil by 
lapse of time, or which will deteriorate in value. The banks, if well 
managed, will transact business upon the same general principles as 
those on which an individual of superior judgment would conduct his 
own affairs, holding in reserve that coin which is known to be of uniform 
value everywhere in preference to that which, by the operation of the 
laws of trade or business, will be likely to become of less value. The 
law compels the citizen and the corporation to receive all legal-tender 
money in payment of debts; but it does not, and ought not to, require 
any one to receive on deposit that which will not as readily be received 
in tnrn by the depositor. 
The Bank of France op. January 1, 1877, as will be seen in a subse-
quent table, held 306 million dollars of gold and 127 millions of sil-
ver, or seventy-one per cent. of gold and twenty-nine per cent. of silver. 
On November 4, 1880, it held $113,855,000 of gold and $365,029,000 of sil-
ver, or twenty-four per cent. of the former and seventy-six per cent. of 
the latter, having lost in the interval 192 millions of gold and gained 
239 millions of silver, thus very nearly reversing the percentage of 
each; and it is said that about 70 millions of this amount is distributed 
among the DO branches of the Bank, and adds but little to the strength 
of the reserve of the parent bank.* Since September 23 last, while its 
circulation was 475 million dollars, and its deposits 115 millions, it has 
lost $31,300,000 of gold. ''During a part of this time it has endeavored 
to check the demand for export by various expedients; without raising 
the rate of discount. Gold was offered by the Bank in pieces of ten 
francs, in coins not of full weight,, and other restrictive measures were 
adopted. Gradually the inutility of these expedients became obvious. 
The drain of gold still continued. The Bank then proce('ded to employ 
the only efficacious method of protecting the reserve, and raised the rate 
of discount. At the same time it removed all restrictions on the issue 
of coin. This also had a good effect. * * * Confidence in fact was 
restored by following the ordinary rules of business, and the first of 
these rules is, that the price of an article should follow its demand." t 
France is fast traveling the road open for all nations who try to main-
tain a double stanrlard where the intrinsic value of gold and silver coin 
is widely at variance. Sooner or later the time will come when the 
creditors of the Bank will prefer payment in the dearer metal, and the 
refusal to pay the kind of coin asked for by the creditor who has the 
option will bring down the cheaper coin to its value in the markets of 
the world. Then the Bank must replenish its store by selling its bonds 
under disadvantageous circumstances or remain permanently upon the 
silver basis. 
The United States is at the present time in a similar situation to the 
Bank of France, except that its liabilities are less and its store of gold 
somewhat greater. On September 30, 1877, the Treasury held 107 mill-
ions ($107,039,529) of gold and nearly seven and one-half millions of sil-
ver ($7,425,454), or ninety-three and one-half per cent. of the former and 
six and one-half per cent. of the latter. On November 1, 1880, it held in 
all 141 millions of gold ($141,133,849), including· $7,4f54,500 held for 
the redemption of certificates outstanding, and 77 millions of silver 
($77,977,149), or sixty-four per cent. of gold and thirty-six per cent. of 
silver. Everything is favorable at the present time, but the operation 
*The Public, November 18, 1880. tLondon Economist, Nov. 6, 1~80. 
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of laws now in force will continue to reduce the gold and increase 
the silver. The go\'ernment, by trying to force silver upon the holder 
of bonds matured, or in payment of legal-tender notes-thereby as-
suming that the silver dollar is not the equal of the gold dollar-
aud by taking the option away from the holder of the note, may any 
day bring the nation upon the silver standard, which will at once 
advance the price of all products, aud place gold at such a premium 
that an investment in it at par would be at least twice as profitable 
as in United States bonds. Such a situation is not satisfactory to 
any intelligent business man, and no effort should be spared to en-
lighten the people upon the silver question and to effect the repeal of the 
present law. The banks as a chiss have no prejudice against silver coin 
other than that occasioned by its inconvenience. If Congress shall, by 
wise legislation, dimillish the issue of small notes, and restrict the silver 
coinage within judicious limits, the standard silver dollar will do good 
service, and soon accumulate in bank vaults and find its way into gen-
eral circulation. If not, it is wisdom ou the part of bank officers, who 
act for the interest of their stockholders, to keep their reserves and all 
their ready means as nearly as possible in gold coin. 
This brief outline of some of the transactions of the national banks 
covers the most important period of the financial history of the coun-
try, aiHl shows the immense advantage expm'ienced by this country 
from having, during the years following the great war, an excellent 
banking; system. The sy~tem was established, not for the benefit of the 
stockholders of the banks, but for the benefit of all the people. Its 
ample basiR of unimpaired capital, its large ~mrplus, its large cash re-
serves, its Sf'cured circulation, its protection to depositors, an(l its gen-
eral management, must commend it to every student of political econ-
omy; and it is among the most gratifying of political signs that duriug 
the late exciting eampaign, while both parties have claimed the credit 
of haviug brought about a return to specie payments, neither party has 
urged t.be abolishment of the system. The national banks have now 
entered upon a new career. The machinery is in excellent working 
order, and but little leg·islation is needed to perfect it into a homogene-
ous system which will be part and parcel of the nation. 
But it does not follow because the banks are transacting business 
upon a true standard that they will be exempt from further losses. 
The hazards of business are certainly much less on that account, but the 
rapid and unprecedented increase of the circulating medium, such as 
has been experienced during the last two years, may result in great in-
jury as well as benefit to the country. The good harvests, the large 
products of the mines, the influx of specie from abroad, the increasing 
demand for produce and manufactures, the prosperous condition of 
trade and of the industries of the country, are sure to be followed by 
periods of depression which will seriously affect, not only the value of 
the collaterals upon which large amounts of call loans are based, but 
also the payment of comlllercial paper. The amount of legal reserve 
required to be held by the banks was largely reduced by the act Qf June 
20, 187 4, and the percentage held in the larger cities has been greatly 
diminished during the past few years. The sudden and enormous in-
crease of individual and bank deposits in the commercial centers should 
be accompanied, not only by the reserve required by law, but by a much 
greater percentage of coin and a much smaller expansion of loans, if 
the banks would check unhealthy speculation, and keep themselves in 
condition for an ad verse balance of trade and for the legitimate demands 
of the depositors and correspondents who confide in them. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS BY THE BANK OF FRANCE, THE NATIONAL 
BANKS OF THE UNITED STATES, AND THE IMPERIAL BANK OF GER-
MANY. 
The Bank of France. 
The report of the transactions of the Bank of France for l879, made 
by the general council to the general meeting of the shareholders on the 
29th of January, 1880, contains much interesting information in refer-
ence to its operations.* 
The Bank of France has a capital of 182,500,000 francs, which, ex-
pre~:;sed in the currency of this country, at the rate of five francs to the 
dollar, is equal to $36,500,000. It has ninety branches, as required by 
law, forty-one of which were carried on· in 1878 at a loss of $162,225, 
and thirty in 1879 at a loss $95,840. The circulation of the bank on 
November 4, 1880, was $4 73,805,793; its deposits $108,892,~22, of which 
$40,521,965 were government deposits; its coin, $113,850,000 of gold and 
$249,400,000 of silver; and its loans $195,707,859.t 
The amount of commercial paper discounted at the Bank of France 
and its branches during the year 1879 reached its maximum on N ovem-
ber 28, when it was $172,360,000, being nearly five times the amount of 
its capital. The minimum amount of discounts was on March 20, be-
ing then $74,720,000, or about twice the amount of its capi1~al. In ad-
dition to commercial paper, or trade bills, discounted, the bank makes 
advances on collateral securities, such as bullion, railway shares, and 
government bonds. The highest amount of such advances in 1878 was 
$22,960,000, which was increased in 1879 to $31,100,000. The combined 
amonnt of commercial paper, or trade bills, and of advances on securi-
ties, ranged from $190,000,000 to $200,000,000. In addition to its dis-
counts and loans the bank usually holds about $54,500,000 in various 
securities of the French Government. 
About one-third of the commercial paper discounted at Paris ($209,-
888,385) was payable in towns where the bank had branches, the remain-
ing two-thirds ($468,320,475) being payable in that city. The total 
amount of commercial paper discounted during the entire year was more 
than 1,452 millions of dollars ($1,452, 175,260). The total number of 
pieces of paper discounted during the year was 8,071,505, of which 
nnmber 4,169,292 were payable at the branches and 3,902,213 at Paris. 
The reports for 1878 and 1879 give classifications of the Paris bills. 
The discount of certain classes of these trade bills, which are for very 
small amounts, is a characteristic of the Bank of France, and the statis-
tics are both interesting and curious. The report gives a classification 
of the bills on Paris for 1879, as follows : 
Bills of 10 francs, or $2 each, and under. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 842 
Bills of 11 francs to 50 francs each, or $2.20 to $10...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 392, 845 
Bills of 51 francs to 100 francs each, or $10.20 to $20...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 623, 232 
Bills of aboye 100 francs each, or $20. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 878, 294 
Total ................••••... _ ..... _ . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 902, 213 
It will be observed that the whole number of these bills was nearly four 
millions, of which more than two-thirds (2,878,294) were for amounts above 
twenty dollars. The remaining 1,023,919 bills were all for sums less than 
twenty dollars, and, at the highest limit, could not much exceed 16 
millions. There were623,232 bills in amounts varying from $10.20 to $20. 
There were also 392,845 bills varying in amount from $2.20 to $10, and 
*L'~conomiste Fran~m.ise, .AprillO, 1880. tLondouEconomist, Noyembcr 6, 1880. 
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7,842 bills as low as two dollars each, or under. The number of trade 
bills in 1877 below $20 was 393,503; in 1878, 1,054,381; and in 1879, 
1,023,919. The average amount of each of the Paris bills in 1879 was 
$171.80 ; the average of the bills at the branches was $185.60; and 
taking the whole number together the average was $180. 
The number, classification, and amount of commercial bills discounted 
during the years 1878 and 1879 are stated below in tabular form : 
1878. 
Classification. Amotmt. 
Where djs- ---~francs to l51 francs tol - / !--- ---,-
oounte · 10 ,francs, or 50 francs, l 100francs, 1 A~ove 100· Total , · I $2 and be- or $2.20 to or$10_2oto francs, orl number.
1 
In francs. In dollars. 
- low. $10. $20. I $20. , . - -- - _I ___ _ 
Paris........ . 4, 898 ~~ 808, 843 ,, 2, 428, 508 /3, 482, 889 13, 106, 226, 250 I 621, 245, 250 
Branches . . . . . . .......... -j- -_-_-_~~-~~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 3, 791, 950 13, 760, 636, 075 752, 127, 215 
4, 898 1 :uo~ 640 1 808, 843 2, 428, 5o8 J7. 274, 831· 866, 862, 325 1 1· 373, a~ 465 
1879. 
--- I --, -- I ~ -- --~- -
Paris. . . . . . . . . 7, 842 392, 845 623, 232 . 2, 878, 294 3, 902, 213 3, 391, 044, 344 678, WS, 869 
Branches ............................ · j· ..•••.•••. -~- .... . ...... 
1
4, 169, 292 3, 869, 832, 100 773, 966, 420 
__ _ 7, 842 392, 845\ 623, 2a~_2, 8~8, 294 i s~ on, 505 7,~~· 876, ~ 1 1, 452, 175, 289 
In 1878 the average amount of each bill discounted at Paris was 
$178.40, and at the branches $198.40, the average of the whole being 
$188.80. 
The Bank of France receives these bills chiefly from bankers, who keep 
accounts with it, as it discounts only for its depositors. These bankers 
in turn discount them for small brokers, who receive them for this pur-
pose from the working classes. The bills are presented to the bank for 
discount, with accompanying schedules. The rate of interest is the 
same on small bills as on large ones, and no charge is made beyond the 
discount or interest. The greater part of them are bills of exchange, 
and issue from small manufacturers, and also from workmen on their 
own account, known as makers of the "Articles de Paris." 
The National Banks of the United States. 
The following table gives by geographical divisions a classification, 
similar to the foregoingt of the notes and bills discounted held by the 
nati.onal banks on October 2, 1879, when the total amount of loans was 
t875,013,107: 
j Number and classification of bills. Total bills. I 
Geographical divi- 1 No. of I I I lA 
s1ons. lbanks. $100 $100 $500 $11000 I $5,000 $10,000 I verage. 
and to to t-o to and No. I Amount. 
less. $500. $1,009.
1 
$5,000. ~10, 000. over. j ~ •~ Englond States 5<7 ~0, 167 54, 965 20, 444, 33, 621110, 082 4, 500 153, 869~$240, 55~898 OOI$1, 560 30 
lliddle tates . ..... 641115,285132, 032 39,484 50,854 11,453 5, 276 354,384, 416,600,226 30· 1,175 6ft 
Southern States.... 175 15,752 24,480 7, 862 8, 9361 1, 283 416 58, 729, 45,890,807 95 781 ~ 
Western States and ( I I 
TeiTitories ... _.. 685 90,141 84, 563 27,590 31, 812 5, 381 1, 800 241,287 171,969,179 22j 712 72 
-----------------1 
United States.. 2, 048(251, 345 296,040 95, 31!0
1
125, 223/28, 199 12,082 808, 269! 875,013,10710,1, 08? 38 
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The number of pieces of paper discounted, as will be seen, was 808,200, 
8Jnd the averag-e of each discount, $1,082.59. If the average time .of these 
bills was sixty days, and the banks held continuous!:{ the same amount, 
the number of discounts made during the year would be nearly five mill-
ions (4,849,614), the total discounts more than five thousand millions 
(5,250,000,000), which would be equal to a discount of $700 annually for 
each voter, or $500 for each family in the countr.v. The number of notes 
and bills of $100 each, or less, at the date named was 251,345, or nearly 
one-third of the whole; the number of bills of less than $500 each was · 
547,385, or considerably more than two-thirds of the whole; while the 
number of bills of leRs than $1,000 each was 642,765, which is more than 
three-fourths of the whole number. 
Every State and Territory, except Florida, Dakota and Washington, 
had single discounts of $10,000 and over, and every State, except Flor-
ida, had discounts of $5,000 and over. All the States had discounts 
in amounts varying from $100, or less, to $1,000, and over. The dis-
counts of the banks in the State of New York amounted to 260 millions, 
the number of pieces of paper held being 170,137, which was more than 
was held by all of the New England banks combined. The discounts 
of the New England banks were 240 millions, which were represented by 
153,869 pieces of paper. The amount of discounts in the New England 
States was considerably more than those of the Western and Southern 
States; but the number of loans in New England wa,s only about one-
half the number in the South and West. The banks in New York City 
held 2,907 pieces of paper of $10,000 each, and over, and those in the 
remainder of the State 451. Boston held 2,258 of such pieces, and the 
remainder of Massachusetts 995. Philadelphia held 809, and the re-
mainder of Pennsylvania 558; Chicago held 322, and the remainder 
of Illinois 105. The total number of pieces held by the four cities here 
named was 6,298, which is more than one-half of the aggregate of this 
class of bills held by all the national banks in the United States. The 
· bank examiner in the city of New York gives the following estimate of 
the average amountofloans in the cit.y of New York: 
41,598 loans, averaging $2,500 each, amounting to _ ....... ___ •. . . . • • . • . $104, 000, 000 
4,92~ loans, averaging 7,500 each, amounting to .••••.. __ ... _ .. _. . . . . 37, 000, 000 
2,907 loans, averaging 19,000 each, amounting to ____ .... ___ -----·---- 55,000,000 
Of the loans exceeding $10,000 each be estimates as follows : 150 
of $50,000, amounting to $7,500,000, and 80 of $100,000, amounting to 
e8,000,000. He says that the largest loan of any kind which ever passed 
through his bands was one for the sum of $1,000,000, secured by United 
States bonds, and that it was a legitimate loan, understood to have been 
principally employed in the erection of an enormous oil-refinery in New 
Jersey. He also says that he bas frequently handled demand loans of 
$500,000 each. 
In answer to an inquiry in reference to small loans, be replies that 
the tobacco manufacturers receive large numbers of promissory notes, 
ot a 8mall amount each, payable iu almost every city, town, and village 
in the country, and running from thirty to fifty days' time. The sew-
ing-machine companies and the manufacturers of billiard-tables, pianos, 
and farming implements also receive large numbers of notes of from 
$10 to $50 each, being monthly payments on articles sold by them. 
These small notes are usually received by the banks as collateral secur-
ity for loans, and are forwarded by them for collection. A charge for 
collection of from 10 to 25 cents is made upon each small note. 
/ 
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The aYerage amount of each loan in New York City was $3,962; in 
Boston, $3,083; Philadelphia, ~1,688; Pittsburgh, $1,990; Chicago, 
$2,2-!4; Baltimore, $1,593; :Milwaukee, $2,086; Saint Louis, $1,575; 
Qincinnati, $1,231; Cleveland, $l,24-!; Detroit, $1,320; Loui~ville, 
$1,007; and New Orleans, $1,936. 
Among the States having the smallest aYerage loans were the follow-
iug: New York, exclusive of the cities of New York and Albany, $499 ; 
Pe11nsylvania, exclusive of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, $535; :l\Iary. 
land, exclusive of Baltimore, $505; Kansas, in which the average was 
$353; Iowa, with an average of $375; West Virginia, of $350; Dela-
ware, $556; New Jersey, $566; :Minnesota, $621; Vermont, $645; 
North Carolina, $662; Tennessee, $651; Maine, $740; Indiana, $711; 
New Hampshire, $815 ; South Carolina, $846; Georgia, $882. 
A table will be found in the appendix giving the number of each class 
of discounts held, their average amount, and the total amount of money 
loaned in each of the States and principal cities of the Union. An ex-
amination of this table will give full and interesting information relative 
to the distribution of loans by the banks in the di:iferent sections of the 
country. 
The Imperial Bank of Germany. 
The Imperial Bank of Germany has a capital of 30 millions of dollars, 
and is situated in the city of Berlin. 
The total number of bills of all kinds discounted during the year 
1879 was ~,374,394, amounting to $832,175,650, the av-erage amount of 
each bill being $358.90. The bills are classified as follows: There were 
533,56-! Berlin bills, amounting to $263,063,280-average $494.15 each; 
the number of inland bills was 1,834,351, amounting to $578,693,335, and 
averaging $315.47 each; and the number of foreign bills was 6,479, in 
amount $9,819,035, and averaging $1,515.52 each. The average amount 
of loans and discounts for the year was $82,073,500. The loans and dis-
counts were highest on December 31, when they were as follows: 
Berlin bills...... . . . . . . • • • • • 83, 157, amounting to $44, 636, 600, averaging $536 77 
lnland bills ................. 164,844, amounting to 51,840,460, averaging 314 48 
:Po reign bills ...•... _. . . . . • . • 1, 442, amounting to 3, 936, 230, averaging 2, 729 70 
Total bills._ .......... 249, 443, amounting to 100, 413, 290, averaging 402 55 
The discounts were lowest on l\farch 23, their total amount being then 
67,349,000. 
The time of the Berlin bills varied from 16 to 76 days, their average 
being 55 days, and the time of the inland bills was from 14 to 63 da,vs, 
their average being 26 days. 
STATE ' B.ANI\:S, SAVINGS-BANKS, .AND TRUST CO}fP.ANIES. 
The first systematic effort to obtain annual statistics showing the con-
dition of banks organized under State laws was commenced by the 
Treasury Department in 1834, in compliance with a resolution of the 
House of Representatives, passed July 10, 1832. These statistics were 
compiled from such returns as were required by the laws of variou6 
States to be made to their authorities. This compilation was continued 
for twenty-nine years, from 1834 to 1863, after which it was discontinued. 
The annual returns from this source were given for each State, in con-
cise form, in the Comptroller's report for 1876, as were also such other 
data as could be obtained in regard to the two Banks of the United 
States, and other moneyed corporations of the country in operation prior 
to the year 183-!. Those returns were incomplete and unsatisfactory. 
9 F 
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In many of the States no reports were required from banks organized 
under their laws, in others reports were infrequently required, and 
in all there was an entire absence of uniformity as to the dates upon 
which reports were required to be made. 
The act of Congress of February 19, 1873, sEction 333 of the Revised 
Statutes, requires the Comptroller to obtain from authentic sources, and 
to report to Congress, statements exhibiting under appropriate heads the 
resources and liabilities of such banks and savings banks as are organ-
ized under the laws of the several States and Territories. In compliance 
with this act he has presented annuallyin the appendices to his reports 
tlle resources and liabilities of these corporations, so far as it has been 
possible to obtain them. 
Through· the courtesy of State officers, returns of State banks, sav-
ings-banks, and trust and loan companies have during the past year 
been received from nineteen States. Twenty-seven of the States and 
Territories, including Illinois, Nebraska, Dakota, Oregon, Virginia, and 
Tennessee, do not require periodical returns of the condition of the dif-
ferent classes of banks organized under their laws. Statements show-
ing the condition of the banks of each State from which returns could 
be obtained will, as usual, be found in the appendix. The returns re-
ceived embrace 650 State banks and trust companies, and 629 savings 
banks. 
Returns were made to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, for pur-
poses of taxation, showing the average capital and deposits for the six 
months ending May 31, 1880, by 996 State banks and trust companies, 
and 658 savings banks. Returns made to the Commissioner are sup-
posed to cover all banks of this description in the United States, as 
well as private bankers. It can therefore be seen that, while the returns 
made to the different State authorities omit 346 State banks and trust 
companies, they are quite complete as to that class of savings-banks 
having no capital, the difference being only 29 banks. 
State banks and trust companies. 
From returns obtained by the Comptroller from State officers, the fol-
lowing abstract has been compiled, showing the resources and liabilities 
of 650 State banks and trust companies : 
RESOURCES. 
Loans and discounts ................................................................... .. 
Overdrafts ................................ . ........................................... .. 
United States bonds .................................................................... . 
Other stocks, bonds, &c ................................................................ . 
Due from banks ....................................................................... .. 
Real estate ............................................................................. . 
Other assets ............................................................................ . 
Expenses .............................................................................. .. 
Cash items .............................................................................. . 
Specie ..........•............••........••...............................••••.•........... 
Legal tenders, bank notes, &c .......................................................... . 
Total ............................................................................ .. 
LIABILITIES. 
Capital stock .......................................................................... .. 
Circulation ............................................................................. . 
¥r~di~d!:i;~~fit~·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~: ::::::·: :::::::::::::::::::: 
Dividenda unpaid ...................................................................... . 
Deposits ............................................................................... . 
Due to banks .......................................................................... .. 
Other liabilities ....................................................................... .. 











481, 774, 159 





298, 759, 619 
18, 613, 336 
18,530,189 
Total ...................................... :....................................... 481,774,159 
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The foregoing table was prepared from returns from five New England 
States, not including .l\Iaine, which has but one State bank in operation; 
from four Middle States, not including Delaware; and from the Western 
States, with the exception of Illinois, Kansas, and Nebraska. The only 
Southern States represented therein are Louisiana, Texas, and Kentucky. 
The only Pacific State is California. There is but one State bank in 
New Hampshire, five in Vermont, none in Massachusetts. There are, 
however, five trnst and loan companies in the latter State and ten in 
Connecticut. 
In comparing the capital and deposits reported to State authorities 
with thesame items as reported to the CommissionerofinternalRevenue, 
it must be remembered that, in addition to the discrepancy in the number 
of banks reporting, there is an important difference in the character of 
the reports. The reports made to State authorities give the gross 
deposits at certain dates, while those made to the Commissioner give the 
average deposits for a period of six months. 
The total number of banks of all classes which report to the State 
authorities, and from which reports have been received, is 1,279, having 
a total capital of $113,172,078, and total deposits of $1,117,866,592; the 
total number of incorporated banks reporting to the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue is 1,654, having a total capital of $118,014,862, and 
deposits amounting to $1 ,136,427 ,338. It thus appears that 37 5 banks, 
with capital and deposits amounting to $4,84~, 784 and $18,560,7 46 re-
spectively, either do not report to any State authority, or if such reports 
are made it is impossible to obtain them. 
Of the 4,456 banks reporting to the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue, there are 2,802 prjvate banking institutions, with a total capital of 
$76,121,962, and deposits of $182,66.7,237, from which no reports have 
been received by the Comptroller through State authorities. 
Savings banks. 
The following table exhibits the aggregate resources and liabilities of 
629 savings banks of the United States, whose returns, as made to the 
State authorities, have been obtained by the Comptroller. The aggre-
gate of the resources and liabilities of these savings banks, for each 
State separately, is given in the appendix: 
RESOURCES. 
Loans on real estate ........................................ ............................ . 
Loans on personal and collateral security ..........................••.•.•.•..•••••...... 
United States bonds .. ... .. ........... . ............................••.. ..• •............... 
~~~~~b~~a:~~a~t~~\e:·. ~~~~~ -~~~- ~~~~~-s-:::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Bank stock ...................................... -- .... ---- ...... -- .. -- ---- - - -- ......... • 
Real estate ............................................................................ .. 
Other assets ........................................................................... .. 
Expenses ................................... " ................................... ~ ....... . 
Due from banks ........................................................................ . 
Cash ................................................................................... . 
$315, 273, 232 
70,175,090 
187, 413, 220 








Total .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . • .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. • . 881, 677, 350 
LlABILirffiS. 
Deposits ........................................ : •...................................... 
zl~~~~1Y~iFS~ ~:: ~ ~ ~::: :::::: ~::: ~::: ::::::::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total. ........................................................................... .. 




881, 677, 350 
The foregoing table includes the returns from the six New England 
States, from four Middle States, not including Delaware, from the Stat6 
of California, and from five savings banks in the other States. 
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The aggregate of loans in thg New England States is $295,700,696, 
and of deposits $378,848,429. In the Middle States the aggregate of 
loans is $114,277,627, and of deposits $380,666,166. 
The amount of average deposits returned to the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue by the savings banks of the New England States, for 
purposes of taxation, was $368,757,040 for the six months ending lVIay 
31, 1880, and by the savings banks of the Middle States the average 
deposits returned for the same period were $389,183,856, showing but a 
slight difference between the returns made by these banks to the State 
officers and those made by them to the Commissioner . 
.All but three of the savings banks in the State of California are or-
ganized with capital stock, and dividends are paid to stockholders as 
well as to depositors. The whole amount of deposits is $47,719,829. Of 
this amount, banks with capital stock amounting to $3,853,627 hold 
$32,177,037. The remaining three banks, which are without capital, 
hold $15,542,792 of deposits. . 
Some of the largest savings banks in the city of Philadelphia, organ~ 
ized under old charters, are not required to make reports to any State 
officer. Returns received directly from four of these banks, having de-
posits amounting to $23,956,285, are included in the returns for the State 
of Pennsylvania. 
The reports to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, which are made 
by all banks in the United States other than national, show that in the 
Southern States there are but five savings banks (including three with 
capital of $342,912.16), with deposits aggregating $1,457,924; and that 
in the Western States and Territories, exclusive of California, there are 
but 34 savings banks, with deposits amounting to $14,019,997; making, 
in the two sections named, 39 savings banks, out of the total in the 
United States of 658. 
The savings bank deposits given in the foregoing table for 1880, based 
on reports made to the State authorities, are $819,106,973, and the de-
posits of the State banks and trust companies were $298,759,619. These 
deposits do not include bank deposits. The deposits of the national 
banks, exclusive of those due to banks on June 11,1880, were$845,738,876 
These deposits of the national banks bear to those of the savings banks 
the proportion nearly of 50.8 to 49.2, to those of the State banks and 
trust companies the proportion of 74 to 26, and to the combined deposits 
of both the proportion of 43. to 57. 
The deposits of the savings banks of the six New England States 
alone, for the year 1880, were $378,848,429, while the deposits of the 
national banks of the same States on June 11, 1880, were $142,163,316. 
The former amount bears to the latter the proportion of 73 to 27. 
The total population of New England is estimated to be 3,920,000, and 
the number of open deposit accounts in the savings banks is 1,165,653; 
which is equal to 30 accounts to each one hundred of the entire popula-
tion. The average amount of each account is $325; and if the total 
deposits were divided among the entire population the average sum of 
$96.65 could be given to each individual. 
The deposits of the savings banks in the State of New York were 
$319,258,501 in 1880, while the population is estimated to be 5,1~0,000; 
showing that an equal distribution of the savings-bank deposits among 
the entire population of the .State would give $62.36 to each individual. 
The loans and investments of the savings banks of t,he six New En-
gland States, in United States and other bonds and stocks, amounted in 
1880 to $31,109,999, which is equal to 34.61 per cent. of deposits. In 
1873 the amount invested in the same manner by the savings banks of . 
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New England was $97,692,286, equal to 25.63 per cent. of their deposits, 
which were $381,207,058 at that date. The cash on hand in 1880 was 
$6,521,510, or say 1.72 per cent. of their liabilities to depositors, while 
in 1873 it was $4,290,121, or 1.13 per cent. of the same liability at that 
date. In the State of New York, in 1880, the amount invested in United 
States and other stocks aud bonds by the savings banks was $212,103,-
705,or 66.44 per cent. of deposits, while the cash on hand was $4,271,445, 
or 1.34 per cent. of deposits. In 1873 the savings banks in New York 
had $153,355,664 invested in this manner, or 53.71 per cent. of deposits, 
and the cash on hand was $6,714,404, or 2.35 per cent. of the deposits. 
In California., in 1880, the investments of the savings-banks in United 
States and other stocks and bonds were $4,228,001, or 8.8 per cent. of the 
deposits, against $1,294,600, or 4.2 per cent. of the deposits, in 1877. The 
cash reserve on hand in California savings banks was $2,897,471, or about 
6 per cent. of the deposits, in 1880, and $1,965,600, or about the same per-
centage, in1877. While, as bas been seen, the amount invested in United 
States and other bonds and stocks by the savings banks of the six New 
England States was $131,109,999, or 34.61 per cent. of the aggregate 
deposits, the amount due from banks shown by the returns of the same 
savings banks was $6,348,135, or 1.67 per cent. of their deposits; show-
ing that the resources of these savings banks consist largely of deposits 
in national or other banks, and of investments in United States and 
other bonds and stocks. · 
In New York State the amount invested in United States bonds was 
$119,985,590, and the amount in other stocks and bonds was $92,118,115, 
a total of $212,103,705, or 66 per cent. of the aggregate deposits, while 
the amount due from banks was $13,893,109. 
The following statement, compiled from returns made to the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, gives by States and principal cities the 
average capital and deposits of the State banks, trust companies, private 
bankers, and savings banks, in each of the New England and }fiddle 
States, for the six months ending l\'fay 31, 1880, together with the aver-
age amount of capital hn·ested in United States bonds: 
Invested in United States 
bonds. 
States and Territories. Ko.of Capital. Deposits. By State j Total. banks. banks,private . 
bankers and By savmgs 
trust c~m- banks. 
panics. 
Maine------------··----- 64 $47,319 $21, 721, 964 $8,313 $3,284,637 $3,292,950 
New Hampshire··---· .... 7] 51, 000 28,301,549 5, 202 919, 297 924,499 
Vel'Illont .................. 22 353, 700 8, 531,140 36,984 653,862 690,846 
Massachusetts ..•......... 161 510, 000 144, 268, 273 223,613 13,633,993 13,857,606 
Boston ........ _ ....... 57 5, 128, 099 64,553,766 2 552,661 6, 499,110 9, 051,771 
Rhode Island ... ... __ .... . 56 3, 308,504 43, 134,708 637,588 4, 570,369 5, 207,957 
Connecticut ..•....•.•.••. 105 2, 616,896 78,457,961 272,732 8, 131,932 8, 404,664 
Now England States 536 12,015,518 388, 969, 361 3, 737,093 37,693,200 41,430,293 
= 
New York ................ 303 8, 525,645 162, 275, 473 2, 300,198 45,993,290 48,293,488 
New York City ....... 506 49, 335, 306 291, 914, 072 15,153, 033 73,737,079 88,890,112 
Albany ............... 12 641,000 13,751,649 357,521 2, 552,905 2, 910,426 
New .Jersey ....... __ .. __ . 51 1, 324,553 20,391,118 269,683 5, 871,992 6, 141,675 
Pennsylvania.._ .... __ .. __ . 271 8, 789,931 29,071,132 752,786 70,000 822,786 
Philadelphia··---- ___ . 61 2, 108,904 51,496,370 199,403 6, 472,097 6, 671,500 
Pittsburgh. __ ._._. ___ . 31 4, 053,579 14,651,589 661, 363 1, 679,366 2, 340,729 
~laware ·-----··--·-----· 8 675, 689 2, 127,426 20, 000 ...................... 20,000 Maryland._. __ ..•••. _____ . 12 564,434 819,944 251,189 13,538 264,727 
Baltimore ......••..•.. 38 3, 134,842 25,814,319 309,900 9, 890,353 10,200,253 
W asbington . -. _. _. __ .. _ .. 7 357,060 3, 305, 875 289,758 20,535 310,293 
Middle States ..•.• -. 1, 300 79,510,943 615, 618, 967 1 20,564,834 146, 301, 155 1166, 865, 989 
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The following statement gives like information in reference to the 
same classes of banks in the Southern and \Vestern States, aud in the 
Pacific States and Territories : 
State d T •to · I No. of 
Invested in United States bonds. 
s an ern nes . . banks. Capital. Deposits. By State banks, 
private bank- By savings Total. ers, and trust banks. 
companies. 
Virginia .............. 76 $3,036,974 $7,757,202 $294,208 0 $294,208 
West Virginia .•...... 20 1, 247,128 4, 034,743 137, 488 0 137,488 
North Carolina ....... 13 790, 321 1. 596, 632 0 0 0 
South Carolina ........ 13 511,499 658,812 52, 333 0 52,333 
Georgia ............... 58 4, 068,279 5, 910,827 18, 050 1, 000 19,050 
Florida ........•...... 9 83, 830 287,289 0 0 0 
Alabama .............. 26 1, 040,241 2, 269,647 742 0 742 
r;:!~:t:i.:::::::::: ~ 33 1, 083, 690 2, 634, 915 209,358 0 209,358 3 126,265 87,343 45, 000 0 45, 000 
New Orleans ...... 11 2, 777, 031 4, 632, 122 643, 013 0 643, 013 
Texas ................ 105 3, 701,080 6, 332,751 163, 133 0 163,133 
Arkansas ............. 15 245,110 577, 628 75,102 0 75,102 
Kentucky ............ 71 6, 099,666 7, 698,114 306, 979 0 306,979 
Louisville ......... 15 5, 267,028 5, 803, 673 471,197 0 471,197 
Tennessee ......•..•.. 30 1, 769, 228 3, 222,740 125, 388 0 125,388 
Southern States. 498i-s1, 847, s1o 1 53, 504, 438 1 2, 541,991 1, 000 2, 542,991 
Ohio ..........•....... 248 5, 704,140 20,834,648 867,475 86,959 954,434 
Cincinnati .••..... 12 1, 402,241 4, 392,711 275,671 0 275,671 
Cleveland ......... 9 1, 045,924 13,965,571 678, 37!) 2, 151,270 2, 829,649 
Indiana ......•.....•.. 144 4, 365,434 13, 172,783 507,953 42,061 550,014 
Illinois ............... 316 4, 092,314 17, 061,788 675,606 GO, 000 735, 606 
Mic~r£~~~::: ~::::::: 34 4, 272,495 12,584,083 2, 559,823 0 2, 559,823 155 2, 346,799 7, 105,952 154,894 0 154,894 14 1, 066,041 7, 544,048 345,742 134,267 480,009 
Wisronsin ............ 109 1, 578,843 5, 964, 028 184,761 0 184,761 
Milwaukee ....... 9 634,731 7, 788,900 15, 9]4 0 15, 914 
Iowa ..............••.. 309 5, 153,906 13, 326, 191 319, 876 0 319,876 
Minnesota ............ 95 1, 906,375 5, 000, 150 119,968 0 119,968 
Missouri. .......••••.. 170 4, 250,175 15, 307, 216 428,208 0 428,208 
Saint Louis ....... 28 5, 705,555 18, 688, 699 873,395 0 873,395 
Kansas ............... 148 1, 564,144 4, 877,150 90,397 0 90,397 
Nebraska ..••••....... 83 653,890 2, 019,814 39,492 0 39,492 
------
Western States .. 1, 883 45,743,007 169, 633, 732 8, 137,554 2, 474,557 10,612,111 
Oregon ......•........ 15 1, 245,208 1, 033, 103 112,423 6, 300 118,723 
California ............. 85 9, 430,629 14,928,718 197,341 0 197,341 
San Francisco .... 26 12,104,546 67,497,294 3, 449,052 2, 711, 60~ 6, 160,656 
Colorado .............. 38 584,917 3, 479,877 0 0 0 
Nevada ............... 13 364,457 834,548 100,000 0 100,000 
Utah ..........•...... 11 206,000 1, 233,952 0 0 0 
New Mexico ....•..... 5 6, 667 181,925 0 0 0 
~I~~~~::::::::::::: 4 128,054 271,201 0 0 8 2 5, 358 18,368 0 0 0 
Dakota ...•........... 18 127,511 396,279 0 0 0 
Montana .............. 13 446,708 724,031 0 0 0 
Washington .......... 4 257,000 525,109 0 0 0 
Arizona .....•..•••••. 5 112,932 243,673 25, 000 0 25,000 
Pacific States and 
2391 2, 717, 904 ·1 Territories ..•. 25,019,987 91, 368, 078 3, 883,816 6, 601,720 
The total number of State and savings banks, trust companies and 
private bankers in the United States, with the average amount of their 
capital, deposits, and investments in United States bonds, for the six 
months named, were as follows: 
Number of banks. . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 4, 456 
Average capital..................................................... $194, 136,825 
Avera~e deposits .................................................... 1,319,094,576 
Average investments in United States bonds......................... 228,053,104 
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The following table exhibits in a concise form, by geographical di-
visions, the total average capital and deposits of all State and savings 
banks and private bankers in the country, for the six months ending 
May 31, 1880: 
State banks and trust Private bankers. Savings banks with 
Sa>ings 
banks with-companies. capital. out capital. 
Geographical divisions. 
No. ICapital. No. ICapital. No. ICapital.l Di'f.~'· Depos- Depos- No. Depos-its. its. its. 
Mill- Mill- Mil7,. Mill- Mill- Mill- Mill-
ions. ions. ions. ions. wns. ions. ions. 





Middle States .......... 234 38o 98 154.89 885 40.01 11.54 6 0. 53 886.00 
Southern States ........ 241 26.69 88.51 252 4. 81 13.54 8 0. 34 0. 57 2 o. 88 
Western States and Ter-
3.19 1175 
ritories ............... ,481 41. 44 108. 91 1, 591 26.14 930 85 20 3.17 30. 85 30 27. 39 
United States ...... 996 I ns. 97 , 318.78 2, 802 17o:12 182. 67 r29r4.o4 ~~629 1 783.03 I I 
NUMBER, CAPITAL .AND DEPOSITS OF NATIONAL BANKS, STATE .AND 
SA YINGS·B.ANKS, .AND PRIY .ATE BANKERS. 
The capital of the 2,076 national banks in operation on June 11,1880, 
as will be seen by a table in the appendix, was $455,909,565, not includ-
ing surplus, which fund at that date amounted to 118 millions of dollars; 
while the average capital of all the State banks, private bankers, and sav-
ings banks for the six months ending May 31, 1880, was but $194,136,825; 
which amount is but little more than one-third of the combined capital 
and surplus of the national banks. 
The net deposits of the national banks were $900,788,714, and the 
average deposits of all other banks, including savings banks, were 
$1,319,094,576, of which more than one-half, or $783,033,149, consisted 
of the deposits of the 629 savings banks ha\ing no capital stock, which 
are included in the above aggregate. 
The increase in the net deposits of the national banks during the year 
was $187,385,075; of the savings banks, $34,508,295; of the private 
bankers, $42,7 49,684; and 0 of the State banks and trust companies 
$61,713,761, making a total increase in the bank deposits of the cou.ntry 
of $326,356,815. 
The table below exhibits the aggregate average capital and deposits 
for the six months ending May 31, 1880, of all classes of banks other than 
national, and the capital and net deposits of the national banks on 
J nne 11 following: 
State banks, savini:s 
banks, private ban · National banks. Total. 
Geographical divisions. ers, &c. 
No. Capital. Deposits. No. Capital. Net de- No. Capital. Deposits. posits. 
- ---------------------
Millions. Millions. Millions. Milliona. Millions. Milliona 
~!dd~ngl:~! ~~~~:::: 536 12.02 388.97 548 165.60 161.96 1, 084 177.62 550. {!3 1, 300 79.51 615.62 654 170.44 480.06 1, 954 249.95 1, 095.68 
Southern States ........ 498 31.85 53.50 177 30.79 ° 45.90 675 62.64 99.40 
Westem States and Ter-
ritories ............... 2, 122 70.76 261. 00 697 89.08 212.87 2, 819 159.84 473.!JI 
United States ...... 4, 4561 194. 14
1
1, 319. 09 
1
2. 076 I 455. 91 ~,6, 5321 650. 05 1 2, 219. 88 
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From this table it will be seen that the total number of bank and 
bankers in the country at the dates named was 6,532, with a total bank-
ing capital of $650,049,390, and total deposits* of $2,219,883,290. 
In the appendix will be found similar tables for various perjods, from 
1875 to 1880, where will also be found other tables giving the assets and 
liabilities of State institutions during the past year, so far as they could 
be obtained from the official reports of the several State officers. 
A. table arranged by States and principal cities, giving the number, 
capital and deposits, and the tax thereon, of all banking institutions 
other than national, for the six months ending May 31, 1880, and for 
previous years, will be found in the appendix. 
The following table exhibits, for corresponding dates in each of the 
last five years, the aggregate amounts of the capital and deposits of each 
of the classes of banks giYen in the foregoing table: 
y,.J National banks. I Stato banb, private bankers, &c. Savings banks with capital. banks with Sov;n,, rj Total. out capital. 
I No. Capital. D?pos- ~ No. C:tiJi- Depos- No )cay- j De- No. D epos- 1 N ~;t· Dcpos-ltS. tal. its. · ita . p 'sits. its. o. its. 
-- -- -----
------- -----
Mill- .Mill- Mill- llfill- 111ill- Mill- Mill- Mill- Mill-
ions. ions. ions. ions. ions. ions. ions. ions. ions. 
1876 .. 2,0!Jl 500.4 713.5 3,803 ::!14.0 480.0 26 5. 0 37.2 691 844.6 6,611 719.4 2, 075. 3 
1877 .. 2,078 481.0 768.2 3,799 218.6 470.5 26 4. 9 38.2 676 843. ,
1 
. .. , 704.5 2, 120.1 
1878 .. 2,056 470.4 677.2 3,709 202.2 413.3 23 3. 2 26.2 668 803.3 6,456 675.8 1, 920.0 
1879 .. 2,048 455.3 713.4 3,639 197.0 397.0 29 4. 2 36.1 644 747.1 6,360 656.5 1, 893. 5 
1880 .. 2,076 455.9 900.8 3,798 190.1 501.5 29 4. 0 34.6 629 783. 0 6,532 650.0 2, 219. 9 
SECURITY OF CIRCULATING NOTES. 
The following table exhibits the classes and amounts of United States 
bonds held by the Treasurer on the 1st day of November, 1880, to 
secure the redemption of the cireulating notes of the national banks: 
Class of bonds. Authorizing act. Rate of interest. I Amount. 
Loan of February, 1861 (81s) . . . . . . . . . February 8, 1861.................. 6 p er cent .... . 
Loan of July and August, 1861 (81s) __ July 17 and August 5, 1861. ••... -- .... do ........ --
Loan of 1863 (81s) ___ .• __ •• ______ .... .. March 3, 1863 _______ ....... _ ...... _ ••. do .••..... __ 
Consol of 1867 .. _____ ....••. __ ...•• . March 3, 1865 ______ •.......•.......... do .. _ ...... . 
Con sols of 1868 ___ ... _ .. __ .•... _ . _ ... _ ... __ do . __ .. _ .. _ .....••.•••.........• . do . .... _ ... . 
Ten-forties of 1864 . _ ..••. _.......... March 3, 1864 .. _ .. __ ..... .. . . . . . . . 5 p er cent .... . 
Funded loan of 1881. ..... _. ---··· ..•. July14, 1870, andJanuary20, 1871. .... . do ......... . 
Funded loan of 1891 .••. _ .. __ .•. _ . _____ .•.. _do _ .•...... _ ....... _ . . . . . . . . . 4! per cent .••. 
Funded loan of 1907 ___ .. _ ... _ ... _ .......... do ....... _.... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 4 per cent .••• . 
Pacific Railway bonds .. ___ ... _ ...... July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864 ...... 6 p er cent ... .. 
$2,046,000 
33,405, 050 




146, 552, 850 
36,988,950 
119, (J75, 100 
4, 119,000 
Total _ ......................... _ .................................................. _ 359,748,950 
On October 1, 1865, the total amount of bonds held for this purpose 
was $276,250,550, of which $199,397,950 was in six per cents, and 
• The terms "gross deposits," ''individual deposits," and" net deposits" of national 
banks, as used in this report, are explained as follows: 
The gross deposits of the national banks are the amounts reported by them to the 
credit of stockholders for dividends unpaid; to the credit of individuals, companies, 
and firms; to the credit of the United States and its disbursing officers; and to the 
credit of other banks. The individual deposits are the amounts reported under that 
head, consisting of amounts to the credit of individuals, companies, and firms only. 
The net deposits are arrived at by deducting from the sum of the items making up the 
gross deposits the amount of clearing-house exchanges reported, and the amount of 
balances clue from banks (with the exception of that due from reserve agents) not 
exceeding the amount clue to banks. 
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$76,852,600 in five per cents. On October 1, 1870, tlte banks held 
246,891,300 of six per cents and $95,942,550 of fi'iTe per cents. Since 
that time there has been to NoYember 1,1880, a decrease of $190,286,150 
in six per cent bonds, and an increase of $51,137,200 in five per cents. 
The banks now hold $36,988,950 of four and a half per cents, all of 
which have been deposited in the Treasury since September 1,1876, and 
$119,075,100 of four per cents, which have been deposited since July 
1, 1877. 
During the last year $19,243,300 of four per cents have been with-
drawn by the banks, chiefly for the purpose of realizing the large premi-
ums thereon, and $22,370,750 of five per cents have been deposited, 
which will mature in a few months. The banks still hold $8,000 of six 
per cent. five-twenty bonds, and $526,900 of five per cent. ten-forty 
bonds, upon which interest has ceased. They also hold $146,552,850 
{)f the fives of 1881, which are redeemable on the 1st of next 1\'Iay; 
:$2,04:6,000 of sixes of 1880, payable on the first day of January next; 
and $30,432,150 of sixes of 1881, which are redeemable on the 1st of 
.July next. 
NATIONAL-BANK AND LEGAL-TENDER NOTES, BY DENOMINATIONS. 
CIRCULATING NOTES OF THE BANK OF FRANCE AND Il\1PERIAL 
BANK OF GERMANY. BY DENOMINATIONS. 
The following table exhibits by denominations the amount of national-
bank and legal-tender notes outstanding on November 1, 1880, anu the 
.ag·gregate amounts of both kinus of notes for the same elate in 1878 and 
1879: 
Denominations. Amount of 
national-
bank notes. 
.Ones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 292, 462 
Twos............................ 1,207,260 
Fives ............ ------.......... 99,910,760 
'Tens .......... --................ 113,820, 580 
'Twenties........................ 75, 631, 560 
Fifties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 418, 300 
.One hundreds................... 26,888, 900 
Five hundreds. __ ........ _ .... _. 639,500 
.()ne thousands ............... _.. 239, 000 
Five thousands ................ _ ... __ . _. _ ... _ .. 
Ten thousands-----· ............ ____ ... _ ... _ .. 





$21, 954, 900 
21,829,318 
67, 132, 138 
75.835,008 
72, 088, 277 
24, 359,175 
33, 069,700 





Aggregate. I Ag..,egate. Agg,egate. 
$24, 247, 362 
23, 036, 578 
167, 042, 898 
189, 655, 588 
147, 719, 837 
45,777,475 





$22, 887, 502 
21, 030,863 
159, 522, 853 
181, 447, 558 
141, 445, 933 
46, 177, 945 
58, 339,780 
23, 088, 000 
23,111,500 
3, 250, 000 
2, 500, 000 
$24, 652, 750 
22,915,066 
148, 116, 0].5 
168, 9os, on 





presented or destroyed_....... 15, 129 ...•... __ ..... 15, 129 13, 586 11, 561 
Totals..................... 342, 063, 451347," 681, 016~  744, 4671682,' 815, 520 667, 333, 1M 
Deduct for lP«al- tender notes 
destroyed in 'Chicago fire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000, 000 1, 000, 000 1, 000, 000 1, 000, 000 
Totals .............. _...... 342, 063, 451 346, 681, 016 1 688, 744, 467 I 681, 815, 520 666, 333, 137 
The law provides that, after specie payments are resumed, national 
banks shall not be furnished with notes of a less denomination than five 
dollars; and in accordance with this provision no notes of the denom-
inations of one and two dollars have been issued since the first day of 
January, 1879. The amount of ones outstanding on that day was 
$4,793,817, and of twos, $2,924,930; total, $7,718,747. Since that date 
the ones have been reduced $2,501,355, and the twos, $1,717,670, making 
a total reduction of small bank notes of $4,219,025. 
The amount of legal-tender notes of the denomination of one dollar 
outstanding on that date was $20,257,109, and of twos, $20,035,525; 
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total, $40,292,634. The increase since that date to Nov-ember 1, 1880, 
has been $3,491,584. Thus it will be seen that while the small notes of 
the national banks have been reduced more than four millions 
($4,219,025), in compliance with law, since the date of resumption, the 
legal-tender notes of the same denominations have been increased 
$3,491,584. The total amount, in these denominations, of both kinds 
of notes outstanding on November 1, 1880, was $47,283,940. The 
total increase during the year has been $3,365,575; the decrease during 
the year previous was $3,649,451. Of the entire amount of national-
bank and legal-tender notes now outstanding, nearly seven per cent. con-
sists of one and two dollar notes, and more than thirty-one per cent. of 
ones, twos, and fives, while more than fifty-eight per cent. is in the 
notes of a less denomination than twenty dollars, and about eighty per 
cent. is in notes of a lower denomination than fifty dollars. Of the en-
tire issue, about twenty per cent. in amount is in denominations of fifty 
dollars and upwards. 
The circulation of the Imperial Bank of Germany, on January 1,1879, 
was $165,933,942; its eirculation on January 1, 1880, was $198,201,144; 
showing an increase of $32,267,202 during the year. 
The following table exhibits by denominations the circulation of the 
Imperial Bank of Germany, on January 1, 1880, in thalers and marks, 
which are here conv-erted into our currency: 
Thalers. 
Number Denomina- Va!ueofeach ~~ll~~~~ Number of 
of pieces. tions. p;;~emdol- (Thaler= pieces. 
75 cents.) 
185 500 thalers. 375. 00 69, 375 
2, 357 100 thalers. 75.00 176,775 
1, 716t 50 thalers. 37. 50 64, 369 
8, 934 25 thalers. 18. 75 167, 512 
9, 143t 10 thalers. 7. 50 68, 576 
255, 753 
213, 384 















107, 043, 287 
22~,===i-- _-_ __ -_-_-__ --_-__ -_ -_ ,,· -5--46-, -60--7-l-4-,-7·5-0-, 8·-68-t-,:-__ -__ --_-__ -__ -_-__ -__ +_-_ -__ ·-__ -_ -. _-__ -_ -__ ·l -1-9-7,-6-54-, 5-37 
The following table* gives the circulation of the Bank of France and 
its branches, with the number of pieces, .and the denominations in francs 
and in dollars, on January 29, 1880: 
Number of pieces. Denominations. IV oluo of oaoh piooo Amount in francs. Amount m dollars. in dollars. (Fr.= 20 cents.) 
5 5, 000 francs. 1, 000 25,000 5, 000 
1, 371,477 1, 000 francs. 200 1, 371, 477, 000 274, 295, 400 
716,980 500 francs. 100 358, 490, 000 71,698,000 
3, 009 200 francs. 40 601,800 ' 120,360 
5, 716,919 100 francs. 20 571, 691, 900 114, 338, 380 
207, 516 50 francs. 10 10, 375, 800 2, 075, 100 
27, 323 25 francs . 5 683, 075 136,615 
33.5, 635 20 francs. 4 6, 712,700 1, 342,549 
197,448 5 francs. 1 987,240 197, 448 
1, 241 Forms out of date. ... -.... ~ ...... - - -. - .. -. 429, 850 85,9761 
8, 577,553 
------ ··--·----·---. I ................ --- -I 2, 321, 474, 365 464, 294, 873 
The amount of circulation of the Bank of France on January 30, 
1879, was 2,290,970,830 francs, or say $458,194,166, showing an increase 
between that time ana January 29, 1880, the date of the foregoing table, 
of 30,503,535 francs, or $6,100,707. 
*London Bankers' Magazine for August, lSOO, pp. 656 and 662. 
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It will be seen that the Imperial Bank of Germany issues no notes 
of a less denomination than $7.50, and that the Bank of France issues 
less than two millions of dollars in notes of a less denomination than 
:five dollars. The Bank of England issues no notes of less than twenty-
five dollars, and the Banks of Ireland and Scotland none less than :five 
dollars. 
The amount of circulation in this country in denominations of :five 
dollars and under on November 1, 1880, was $214,326,838. In the for-
eign countries named a large amount of silver and gold coin of the 
lower denominations enters into general circulation. It will be impos-
sible to keep in circulation any large amount of small gold coins or sil-
ver dollars, unless the coinage of the latter is restricted and the small 
notes withdrawn. 
Section 5182 of the Revised Statutes requires that the circulating 
notes of the national banks shall be signed by the president or vice-
president and by the cashier of the association issuing the same. The 
written signature of at least one bank officer is necessary as a check 
between this office and the issuing banks, for if an illegal issue should 
occur the signature of such officer would be a means of determining 
the genuineness of the note. The written signatures of the officers of 
the banks are also necessary as an additional precaution against coun-
terfeiting. A number of the banks, however, issue their notes with 
printed signatures, and in some cases with badly executed lithographed 
ones. A bill is now pending in one of the bank committees of Congress, 
imposing a :fine of twenty dollars for every circulating note issued by any 
national bank without the written sjgnature thereon of at least one of 
its officers; and the Comptroller respectfully repeats his previous recom-
mendation for the passage of such an act, which act should also impose a 
:fine upon any engraver or lithographer who shall print the signatures of 
bank officers upon such circulating notes. 
UNITED STATES BONDS OUTSTANDING, AND THE .AMOUNT HELD BY 
THE NATIONAL BANKS, STATE BANKS, AND PRIV A1'E BANKERS. 
The following table exhibits the classification of the unmatured, in-
terest-bearing, bonded debt of the United States on August 31, 1865, 
when the public debt reached its maximum, and on the 1st day of July 
in each year thereafter, together with the amount outstanding on No-
vember 1 of the present year:* 
Date. 5 per cent. ~ 4~ per cent. 4 pe0rndce8n_ t. bonds. bonds. b Total. 
August 31, 1865 .••. .•••••.. $908, 518, 091 $199, 792, 100 ........................... .............................. $1, 108, 310, 191 
July 1, 1866 .. .•••••.••..•• . 1, 008, 388, 469 198, 528, 435 ...................... . ....................... 1, 206, 916, 904. 
J nly 1, 1867 .• •.•••..••••••. 1, 421, 110, 719 198, 533, 435 ..................... ........................ 1, 619, 044, 154 
July 1, 1868 .••••••••••••••. 1, 841, 521, 800 221, 588, 400 ........................... ........................... 2, 063, 110, 200 
July 1, 1869 .••••••••••••••. 1, 886, 341, 300 221, 589, 300 ......................... .......................... 2, 107, 930, 600 
Jnly 1,1870 .••.•••••••...•. 1, 764, 932, 300 221, 589, 300 ........................ ............................. 1, 986, 521, 600 
Jnly 1, 1871. •.•..•.••.••••. 1, 613, 897, 300 274, 236, 450 .................... ........................ 1, 888, 133, 750 
J nly 1, 1872 .•••••••••••.••. 1, 374, 883, 800 414, 567, 300 ..................... ........................ 1, 789, 451, 10()-
July 1, 1873 .•••.•.•.•.••••• 1, 281, 238, 650 414, 567, 300 .......................... ........................ 1, 695, 805, 950 
Jnly 1,1874. ····-·· .•..•.•. 1, 213, 624, 700 510, 628, 050 ......................... ................. . ........ 1, 724, 252, 750 
July 1, 1875 .•.•.••••....... 1, 100, 865. 550 607, 132, 750 ......................... .......................... 1, 707, 998, 300 
July 1, 1876 .•••. •••••..•••. 984, 999, 650 711, o85, 8oo ..................... ......................... 1, 696, 685, 450 
July 1, 1877 .•...••...•..•• . 854, 621, 850 703, 266, 650 $140, 000, 000 ...................... 1, 696, 888, 500 
July 1, 1878 .....••.•..•••.. 738, 619, 000 703, 266, 650 240, 000, 000 $98, 850, 000 1, 780, 735, 650-
July 1, 1879 .• ••••.••.•.... . 310, 932, 500 646, 905, 500 250, 000, 000 679, 878, 110 1, 887, 716, 110 
July 1, 1880 . .........••••.. 235, 780, 400 484, 864, 900 250, 000, 000 739, 347, 800 1, 709, 993, 100. 
November 1, 1880 .••..••... 217, 699, 550 469, 651, 050 . 250, 000, 000 739, 347, 800 1, 676, 698, 400 
*The Navy pension fund, amounting to $14,0~0,000 in 3 :per ce~ts., th_e interest_ upon 
which is applied to the payment of naval penswns excluslYely, 1s not mcluded m th6 
table. 
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Since the year 1865, the national banks haT"e held an a\erage of more 
than one-fifth, and now nearly one-fourth, of the interest-bearing debt of 
the United States. Previous to the year 1872 much the larger portion 
cf these bonds bore interest at the rate of 6 per cent., and until the year 
1877 all of the bonds bore interest at either five or six per cent. These 
classes of bonds have since been greatly reduced, and are now less than 
three-fifths of the amount pledged for circulation, while more than two-
fifths of the amount consists of bonds bearing interest at 4 and 4~ per 
cent. only. This will be seen from the following table, which exhibits the 
.amounts and classes of United States bonds owned by the banks, includ-
ing those pledged as security for circulation and for public deposits, on 
the first day of July in each year since 1865, and upon November 1 of 
the present year: 
Date. 
United States bonds held as security for circulation. Ub.~i3°f'~~~~ 








.July 1, 1865 ..... $170, 382, 500 $65, 576, 600 . • . . . • . . . • . . . ..•.•.•••.. $235, 959, 10(' $155, 785, 750 $391, 744, 850 
July 1, 1866..... 241, 083, 500 86, 226, 850 .•••..............•... _. 327, 310, 350, 121, 152, 950 448, 463, 300 
July 1, 1867. . • • . 251, 430, 400 89, 177, 100 . _ .. __ .•. __ . . • • • • • . . . . . . 340, 607, 500 84, 002, 650, 424, 610, 150 
July 1, 1868. . . . . 250, 726, 950 90, 768, 950 . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . 341, 495, 900 80, 922, 500
1 
422, 418, 400 
July 1, 1869 . . --. 255, 190, 350 87, 661, 250 .•• - ••... -.. . ----- ..•.• - 342, 851, 600 55, 102, 000 397, ow, 600 
July 1, 1870..... 247, 355, 350 94, 923, 200 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 342, 278, 550 43, 980, 600 386, 259, 150 
.July 1, 1871..... 220, 497, 750 139, 387, 800 . • • • • . . • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • 359, 885, 550 39, 450, 8001 399, 336, 350 
July 1, 1872..... 173, 251, 450 207, 189, 250 ..•.. _ ...••..... _....... 380, 440, 700 31, 8. 68,200 412, 308, 900 
July 1, 1873 .. -.. 160, 923, 500 229, 487, 050 . . . . . . . . . • . . . ----. . . . . . . 390, 410, 550 25, 724, 400 416, 134, 950 
July 1, 1874..... 154, 370, 700 236, 800, 500 .•••••.•..•....•••. _.... 391, 171, 200 25, 347, 100 416, 518, 300 
July 1, 1875..... 136, 955, 100 239, 359, 400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . 376, 314, 500 26, 900, 200 403, 214, 700 
July 1, 1876..... J09, 313, 450 232, 081, 300 . .• __ ....••. . • • • . • . •• • . • 341, 394, 750 45, 170, 300 386, 565, 050 
July 1, 1877. _ .• _ 87, 690, 300 206, 651, 050 $44, 372, 250 ...... _..... 338,713, 600 47, 315, 050, 386, 028, 650 
July 1, 1878 .... _ 82, 421, 200 199, 514, 550 48, 448, 650 $19, 162, 000 349, 546, 400 68, 850, 900 418, 397, 300 
July 1, J879 .. --. 56, 042, 800 144, 616, 300 35, 056, 550 118, 538, 950 354, 254, 600 76, 603, 520 430, 858, 120 
July 1, 1880..... 58, 056,150 139,758, 650 37, 76(}, 950 126, 076, 300 361, 652,050 42,831, 3001 404,483, 350 
Nov.1, 1880..... 56, 605, 150 147,079,750 36, 988, 950 119,075, 100/ 359,748, 950 43, 620,400 403, 369,350 
All of the five and six per cent. bonds now held by the national banks, 
with the exception of Pacific Rail way bonds, will mature on or before 
.July 1, 1881, and will probably be replaced by bonds bearing interest at 
4 or 41 per cent., or by new bonds hereafter to be issued by authority 
.of Congress bearing a less rate of interest. 
The amount of United States bonds held by State and savings-banks 
.cannot be accurately ascertained, for the reason that banks in seventeen 
-of the States do not make reports of their condition to State authori-
ties. From such reports as have been received through the courtesy 
·of State officers, it is found that the State banks and trust compa-
nies and the savings banks held the following amount of United States 
bonds, at different dates during the year 1880: 
State banks in twenty States ...•.. ------ .............••••............. $7,142,532 
'Trust companies in five States .........•................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 109, 650 
Savings banks in fourteen States...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187, -113, 220 
Total . • . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 213, 665, 402 
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue receives semi-annual reports 
from all banks organized under State laws, and also reports from private 
bankers, giving their average capital and deposits, and the amount of 
:such capital invested in United States bonds; and from these returns 
the following table has been compiled, showing, by geographical divi-
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sions, the average amount of capital invested in United States bonds 
for the six months ending lVlay 31, in the years 1878, 1879, and 1880: 
Six months ending-
May 31, 1878: 
New England States ................................ . 
Middle States ....................................... . 
Southern States .................................... .. 
Western States ...................................... . 
Pacific States and Territories ...................... .. 
United States ................................. . 
.May 31, 1879: 
New Englancl States ................................. . 
.Middle States ....................................... . 
Southern Statrs ..................................... . 
Western States ..................................... . 
Pacific States and Territories ...................... .. 
United States ................................ . 
May 31, 1880: 
~!d'Jengf!fe~ ~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Southern States ..................................... . 
Western States ..................................... . 
Pacific States and Territories ....................... . 
United States ................................. . 
I 
I
By State banks, 
private bank-







6, 062, 265 
3, 356,369 
$26, 597, 718 
102, 163, 985 
66,667 
1, 172, 598 
1, 082, 620 
$29, 626, 456 
















38, 611, 345 




46, 291, 965 162, 383, 060 208, 675, 025 
===========-




3, 883, 816 
37,693,200 





166, 865, 989 
2, 542,991 
10, 612, Ill 
6, 601,720 
38, 865, 288 189, 187, 816 228, 053, 104 
The above table gives the average amount of capital invested in 
United States bonds, from which should be deducted the amount of pre-
mium paid at the time of purchase, which cannot be ascertained. 
The amount of United States bonds held by the national banks on No-
vember 1, 1880, as above shown, was $403,369,350, and the average 
amount held by the other banks and bankers of the country, during 
the six months ending May 31 last, was $228,053,104. The total amount 
held by all the banks and bankers is thus shown to be considerably 
more than one-third of the whole interest-bearing, funded debt of the 
United States, as follows : 
Savings banks ..................•.•••...••..••.•..................•••.. $189, 187, 816 
State banks and trust companies...... . . • • • . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. • • . .. . . . . 24, 49t5, 604 
Private bankers...... . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 366, 684 
National banks ........................................................ 403, 369,350 
Total ••••••••••..••• -- •..• -••.• - • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 631, 422, 454 
If the amount of bonds held by national banks and private bankers be 
deducted from the last total, the remainder will agree very nearly with 
the amount of bonds held by State and savings banks as returned by 
State officers, and shown on the preceding page. These amounts, there-
fore, seem to be very nearly correct, and to comprise the whole amount 
of United States bonds held by all the banks and bankers of the country. 
A table will be found in the appendix giving the number of each class 
of banks and of private bankers in each State, together with the amount 
of their capital, deposits, and United States bonds held. 
CLEARING-HOUSE CERTIFICATES. 
Section 5192 Revised Statutes provides that clearing-house certifi-
cates, representing specie or lawful money specially deposited for the 
purpose of any Clearing House association, shall also be deemed to be 
lawful money in the possession of any association belonging to such 
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Clearing House holding and owning such certificate; and section 5193 
provides that the Secretary of the Treasury may receive United States 
notes on deposit, without interest, from any national banking associa-
tiDns, in sums not less than ten thousand dollars, and issue certificates 
therefor in denominations of not less than five thousand dollars, which 
certificates may be counted as part of the lawful money reserve, and 
may be accepted in the settlement of clearing-house balances at the 
places where the deposits therefor were made. 
The legal-tender note certificates were first issued in the fiscal year 1873. 
On June 30, 1875, there were outstanding $59,045,000 of these certifi-
cates, of which the national banks held $47,310,000. On June 30, 1876, 
the amount outstanding was $33,140,000, of which the banks held 
$27,955,000. On June 30, 1879, the amount had been reduced to 
$29,330,000, and the banks held on June 14 of the same year $25,180,000. 
The amount outstanding on· October 1 was $9,885,000, and the national 
banks held on that day $7,655,000, they having surrendered a large por-
tion of these certificates for the purpose of supplying the demand for 
United'States notes. 
The issue of the gold certificates was authorized hy the fifth section 
of the act March 3, 1863, and they were used for clearing-house purposes 
soon after the passage of the national-bank act. The first issue was made 
on November 13, 1865. On June 30, 1875, there were outstanding 
$21,796,300, of which the national banks inN ew York City held $12,642;180. 
The issue of these certificates was discontinued on December 1, 1878, and 
the amount outstanding had decreased on June 30,1879, to $15,413,700, 
and on October 1, 1880, to $7,480,100. The issue of gold certificates 
having been discontinued by the government, and the amount of gold 
coin having rapidly increased, the banks in New York found it necessary 
to establish a depository of gold. coin for the convenience of the Clear-
ing House. This depository at the present time is the Bank of America, 
by which bank certificates of deposit were first issued on October 14, 
1879. The amount of such certificates outstanding on November 1, 1879, 
was $9,155,000, on January 1, 1880, $25,610,000, and on June 1, and since 
that time, $39,550,000, which is the full capacity of the vault. Of this 
amount the national banks of New York City held on June 11, 1880, 
$33,337,000; on October 1, $36,189,000. 
The Clearing Houses of Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore have or-
ganized similar depositories in order to utilize their gold coin and save 
the risk and inconvenience of handling and transporting the coin itself. 
The total amount of such certificates issued to the national banks in 
New York up to October 1 was $36,189,000, ]n Philadelphia, $6,040,000, 
in Boston, $5,908,000, and in Baltimore, $30,000; total, $48,167,000. 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE NEW YORK CLEARING HOUSE. 
The New York Clearing House Association is composed of forty-five 
national and twelve State banks, and the assistant treasurer of the 
United States at New York. The exchanges at the Clearing House for 
the year ending October 1, 1880, obtained through the courtesy of Mr. W. 
A. Camp, its manager, were more than thirty-seven thousand millions, 
and the balances paid in money were more than fifteen hundred mill-
ions. The average daily exchanges were more than one hundred and 
twenty-one millions, and the average daily balances paid in money were 
but about four and nine-tenths millions, or only four and one-tenth per 
cent. of the amount of the settlements. 
The New York Clearing House was organized in 1853, and the follow-
ing table exhibits its transactions yearly, and the amount and ratio of 
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currency required for the payment of daily balances, for the last twenty-
seven years: 
. 
.A. verage daily 
Average Ra-Years. No. of *Capital. Exchanges. Balances paid daily bal.-banks. in money. exchanges. ancespaid tios. 
in money. 
Pr. ct. 
1854-------- 50 $-!7, 0-14,900 $5, 75<>, 455. 9871 $297, 411, 49-1 $19, 104, 505 $988,078 5. 2 
1855-------- 48 48,884,180 5, 362, 912, 098 289, 694, 137 17,412,052 940,565 5. 4 
1856----.--. 50 52, 883,700 6, !:!06, 213, 328 334, 714, 489 22, 278, 108 1, 079,724 4. 8 
1857 -------- 50 64,420,200 8, 333, 226, 718 365, 313, 902 26,968,371 1, 182,246 4.4 
1858-------- 46 67, 146, 018 4, 756, 664, 386 314, 238, 911 15,393,736 1, 016,954 6. 6 
1859-.------ 47 67,921,714 6, 448, 005, 956 363, !:!84, 683 20, 867, 333 1,177, 944 5. 6 
1860 -- ·----- 50 69,907,435 7, 231,143, 057 380, 693, 438 23,401,757 1, 232, 018 5. 3 
1861 -------- 50 68, !)00, 605 5, 915, 742, 758 353, 383, 944 19,269, 520 1, 151,088 6. 0 
1862 ·------- 50 68, 375, 820 6, 871, 443, 591 415, 530, 331 22, 237, 682 1, 344,758 6. 0 
1863-------- 50 68, 972, 508 14, 867, 597, 849 677, 626, 483 48,428,658 2, 207,252 4. 6 
1864 -······· 49 68,586, 71i3 24, 097, 196, 656 885, 719, 205 77,984,455 2, 866,405 3. 7 
1865 ..••••.. 55 80, 363, 013 26, 032, 384, 342 1, 035, 765, 108 84,796,040 3, 373, 828 4. 0 
1866 •• ·-···· 58 82, 370, 200 28, 717,146, 914 1, 066, 135, 106 93,541,195 3, 472,753 3. 7 
1867 ..•••••. 58 81,770,200 28, 675, 159, 472 1, 144, 003, 4.')1 93, 101, 167 3, 717,414 4. 0 
1868 .•.••••• 59 82,270,200 28, 484, 288, 637 1, 125, 455, 237 92,182,164 3, 642,250 4. 0 
1869 ...••••• 59 il2, 720, 200 37, 407, 028, 987 1, 120, 318, 308 121, 451, 393 3, 637, 397 3. 0 
1870 ·····-·· 61 83, 620,200 27, 804, 539, 406 1, 036, 484, 822 90,274,479 3, 365,210 3. 7 
1871 ......•• 62 84,420,200 29, 300, 986, 682 1, 209, 721, 029 95, 133, 074 3, 927, 666 4.1 
1872 -- ...... 61 84,420,200 32, 636, 997, 404 1, 213, 293, 827 105, 964, 277 3, 939, 266 3. 7 
1873 ..•..•.. 59 83, 370, 200 33, 972, 773, 943 1, 152, 372, 108 111, 022, 137 3, 765, 922 3. 4 
1874 .••.. --· 59 81, 635, 200 20, 850, 681, 963 971, 231, 281 68,139,484 3, 173, 958 4. 7 
1875- ··-·--. 59 80,435, 200 23, 042, 276, 858 1, 104, 346, 845 75,301,558 3, 608,977 4. 8 
1876- ··-·--. 59 81,731, 200 19, 874, 815, 361 1, 009, 532, 037 64,738,812 3, 288, 381 5.1 
1877 ·----··· 58 71,085,200 20, 876, 555, 937 1, 015, 256, 483 68,447,724 3, 328,710 4. 9 
1878. ---· --· 57 63, 611, 500 Hl, 922, 733, 947 951, 970, 45-1 65, 106, 974 3, 111, 015 4. 8 
1879 ---·--·- 59 60, 800, 200 24, 553, 196, 689 1, 321, 119, 298 79, 9i7, 839 4, 303, 320 5. 4 
1880. -···--· 57 60, 475, 2oo 1 37, 182, 128, 621 1, 516, 538, 631 121, 510, 224 4, 956,009 4.1 
--··-··1 t71, 783, 0431 t535, 874, 297, 547,~22, 672, 815, 0421 t6-1, 593, 87S I t2, 733, 300 --4. 2 
*The capital is for variou~ dates, the amount at a uniform date in each year not being obtainable. 
t Yearly ayerages for twenty-seven years. ~Totals for twenty-seven years. 
The Clearing House transactions of the assistant treasurer of the 
United States at New York, for the year ending November 1, 1880, were 
as follows: 
Exchanges receiv~d from Clearing Honse .......... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $343, 622, 365 
Exchanges deli vercd to Clearing llouse .... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 78 193 328 
Balances paid to Clearing House .•.........•......... -........... - _.. . . 266; 387: 853 
Balances received from Clearing House .............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 958, 819 
Showing that the amount paiu by the assistant treasurer to the Clearing 
House was in excess of the amount received by him ..• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 265, 429, 034 
The amount of clearings during the last year exceeded any previous 
year's transactions since the organization of the Clearing House. The 
average amount per day for the year was $126,466,232.85. The maxi-
mum was on November 3, when it reached $202,558,252.11. The largest 
amount of balances in any one day was on November 11, when it was 
$11,208,025.20, and $8,300,000 of this amount, weighing about 15~ tons, 
was paid in gold coin. 
The total amount of transactions in the twenty-seven years since the 
organization of the Clearing House is $574,849,719,103, and the average 
for each year is $21,290;734,040. The amount of gold coin actually paid 
in settlement of balances in the last year is $340,538,000; of Clearing 
House gold certificates $1,056,462,000; of United States Clearing House 
certificates $34,260,000; and of legal-tenders $85,218,000. Of the legal-
tenders, $46,852,000 were received in October, 1879, and only $38,366,000 
during the remaining eleven months. 
A table compiled, for purposes of comparison, from returns made to 
the New York Clearing House, will be found in .the appendix, giving 
the clearings and balances weekly, for the months of September, Octo-
ber and November of various years, from 1872 to 1880. 
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SPECIE IN BANK AND IN THE TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES~ 
AND ESTDIATED AMOUNT IN THE COUNTRY-SPECIE IN THE BANK 
OF ENGLAND AND IN. THE BANK OF FRANCE. 
The table below exhibits the amount of specie held by the national 
banks at the dates of their reports for the last eleven years; the coin, 
coin-certificates, and checks payable in coin held by the New York City 
banks being stated separately: 
I Held by national banks in New York City. I I Held by 
Dates. I I U. S. ooin· I Chook• pnya.l other nn.tional Aggregate. Coin. certificates. , ble in coin. Total. I banks. 
$3, 378, 596 49 ! $13, "''· 713 39 Oct. 5, 1868 .. 1$1, 698, 623 24 $6,390,140 $1, 536, 353 66 $9, 625, 116 90 
Jan. 4, 1869 .. 1, 902, 769 48 18, 038, 520 2, 348, 140 49 22, 289, 429 97 7, 337, 320 29 29, 626, 750 26 
Apr. 17, 1869.- 1, 652, 575 21 3, 720, 040 1, 469, 826 64 6, 842, 441 85 a, 102, ogo ao 1 9, 944, 532 15 
June 12, 1869- - 2, 542, 533 96 11, 953,680 975, 015 82 15, 471, 229 78 2, 983, 860 70 18, 455, 090 48 
Oct. 9,1869.- 1, 792, 740 73 16, 897, 900 1, 013, 948 72 19, 704, 589 45 1 3, 297, 816 37 23, 002, 405 83 Jan. 22,1870-- 6, 196, 036 29 28,501,460 2, 190, 644 74 36, 888, 141 03 11, 457, 242 69 48, 345, 383 72 
Mar. 24, 1870. ·1 2, 647, 908 39 21, 872,480 1, 069, 094 30 25, 589, 482 69 11, 507, 060 75 1 37, 096, 543 44 
June 9, 1870-- 2, 942, 400 24 18, 660, 920 1, 163, 905 88 22,767, 226 12 8, 332, 211 60 31, 099, 437 78 
Oct. 8, 1870-. . 1, 607, 742 91 7, 533, 900 3, 994, 006 42 13, 135, 649 33 5, 324, 362 14 18,460, 011 47 
Dec. 28, 1870.. 2, 268, 581 96 14,063,540 3, 748, 126 87 20, 080, 248 83 6, 227. 002 76 26, 307, 251 59 
Mar. 18, 1871 .. , 2, 982, 155 61 13, 099,720 3, 829, 881 64 19, 911, 757 25 5, 857, 409 39 25, 769, 166 64 
.Apr. 29, 1871 .. 2, 047,930 71 9, 845,080 4, 382, 107 24 16, 275, 117 95 
'· 456, "' "I''· 732.027 ., June 10, 1871-. 2, 249, 408 06 9, 161, 160 3, 680, 854 92 15, o91, 422 98 1 4, 833, 532 18  19, 924, 955 16 
Oct. 2, 1871-. 1, 121, 869 40 7, 590,260 1, 163, 628 44 9, 875, 757 84 3, 377, 240 33 13, 252, 998 17 
Dec. 16 1871-. 1, 454, 930 73 17, 854,740 4, 255, 631 39 "· 005, 302 ,,
1 
6, ii29, 997 44 1 29, 595, 299 56 
Feb. 27' 1872.. 1, 490,417 ·70 12, 341, 060 3, 117, 100 90 16, 948, 578 60 8, 550, 246 " tl "' 507,825 " Apr. 19: 1872.. 1, 828, 659 74 10, 102, 400 4, 715, 364 25 16, 646, 423 99 7, 787, 475 47 24, 433, 899 46 
June 10 1872.. 3, 782, 909 64 11, 411,160 4, 219, 419 52 19, 414, 489 16 4, &12, 154 98 24, 256, 644 14 
Oct. a: 1872.. 920, 767 37 5, 454,580 ........................... 6, 375, 347 37 3, 854, 409 42 10, 229, 756 79 
Dec. 27 1872.. 1, 306, 091 05 12,471, 940 ............................. 13, 778, 031 05 5, 269, 305 40 19, 047, 336 45 
Feb. 28: 1873.. 1, 958, 769 86 11,539,780 ............................. 13, 498, 549 86 4, 279, 123 67 17, 777, 673 53 
Apr. 25, 1873.. 1, 344, 950 93 11,743,320 ........ .. ..................... 13, 088, 250 93 3, 780, 557 81 I l(i, 868, 808 74 
June 13, 1873.. 1, 442, 097 71 22, 139, 080 ............................ 23, 581, 177 7l ' 4, 368, 909 01 II 27, 950, 086 72 
Sept.l2, 1873.. 1, 063, 210 55 13; 522, 600 ........................... 14, 585, 810 55 ' 5, 282, 658 90 1 19, 868, 469 45 
Dec. 26,1873.. 1, 376, 170 50 18, 325,760 .............................. 19, 701, 930 50 7, 205, 107 08 26, 907, 037 58 
Feb. 27 1874.. 1, 167, 820 09 23, 518, 640 ............................... 24, 686, 460 09 8, 679, 403 49 33, 365, 863 58 
May 1' 1874. _ 1, 530, 282 10 28,454,660 .............................. 24, 984, 942 10 7, 585,027 16 ' 32, 569, 969 26 
Jm:ie26'1874 .. 1,842,525 00 13, 671, 660 ............................. 
"· 514. '"' 00 I 6, 812, 022 27 22, 326, 207 27 Oct. 2; 1874.. 1, 291, 786 56 13, 114, 480 ----- .• -•.... -- 14, 406, 266 56
6. ""· 678 "I 21, 240, 945 23 Dec. 31 1874-. 1, 443, 215 42 14, 410, 940 j·-------.-- ... - 15, 854, 155 42 6, 582, 605 62 22, 436, 761 04 
Mar. 1; 1875.. 1, 084, 555 54 10, 622, 160 - -- - - .. - ..•. --- 11, 706, 715 54 4, 960, 390 63 16, 667,106 17 
May 1 1875.. 930, 105 76 5, 753, 220 ... - -.. - - -.---- 6, 683, 325 76 3, 937, 035 88 10, 620, 361 64 
June ao: 1875-. 1, 023, 015 86 12. 642, 180 r ______ ........ 13, 665, 195 86 5, 294, 386 44 18, 959, 582 30 
Oct. 1 1875. _ · 753, 904 90 4, 201 , 720 ---.---- .. -... - 4, 955, 624 90 3, 094, 704 83 8, 050, 329 73 
Dec. 17: 1875 _- I 869, 436 72 12, 532, 810 - - - - -.-- ... -. -- 13, 402, 246 72 1 3, 668, 659 18 17, 070, 905 90 
:Mar.lO, 1876.. 3, 261,131 36 19, 086, 920 - - - -- - - •.... - -- 22, 348, 051 36 6, 729, 294 49 29, 077, 345 85 
May 12 1876. - ~ 832, 313 70 15, 183, 760 .......................... 16, 016, 073 70 
•• 608,520 "II ''·"'·"" " Jmie ao' 1876.. 1, 214, 522 92 16, 872, 780 ......................... 18, 087, 302 92 7, 131, 167 00 25, 218, 469 92 Oct. 2; 1876.. 1, 120, 814 34 13,446,760 ........................... 14, 576, 574 34 6, 785, 079 69 21, 361, 654 03 
Dec. 22 1876 .. 
1
1, 434, 701 83 21, 602, 900 ............................ 23, 037, 601 83 9, 962, 046 06 32, 999, 647 89 
Jan. 20; 1877.. 1, 669, 284 94 33, 629, 660 ............................. 35, 298, 944 94 14, 410, 322 61 49, 709, 267 55 
Apr. 14, 1877.. 1, 930, 725 59 13, 899, 180 1 ••• • ••••••••••• 15, 829, 905 59 11, 240, 132 19 27, 070, 037 78 
June 22 1877. . 1, 423, 258 17 10, 32-!, 320 ............................. n. 747, 578 "I 9, 588, 417 89 21, 335, 996 06 Oct. 1' 1877.. 1, 538, 486 47 11,409, 920 ............................ 12, 948, 406 4 7 9, 710, 413 84 22, 658, 820 31 
Dec. 28: 1877.. 1, 955, 746 20 19,119,080 ............................ 21, 074, 826 20 11, 832, 924 50 1 32, 907, 750 70 
Mar. 15,1878.. 2, 428, 797 44 35, 003, 220 ............................... 37, 432, 017 44 17, 290, 040 58 54, 722, 058 02 
May 1 1878. . 2, 688, 092 06 25, 397, 640 ............................... 28, 085, 732 06 I 17, 938, 024 00 46, 023, 756 06 
June 29' 1878.. 1, 905, 705 22 11,954,500 .............................. 13, 860, 205 22 15, 391, 264 55 29, 251, 469 77 
Oct. 1: 1878 .. 
1 
1, 779, 792 43 11,514, 810 ................................. 13, 294, 602 43 17, 394, oo4 16 I ao, 688, 606 59 
Dec. 6, 1878.. 4, 009, 299 01 12, 277, 180 ............................. 16, 286, 479 01 ! 18, 068, 771 35 34, 355, 250 36 
Jan. 1, 1879. . 5, 421, 552 49 12,739,544 ............................... 1~ 161, 0!)2 .. I 23, 338, 664 83 41, 499, 757 32 
Apr. 4, 1879. - ~ 5, 312, 966 90 12, 220, 940 ................................. 17, 533, 906 90 23, 614, 656 51 41, 148, 563 41 
June14, 1879.. 6, 058,472 34 12,291,270 ............................... 18, 349, 742 34 23, 983, 545 10 42, 333, 287 44 
Oct. 2, 1879.. 7, 218, 967 69 12, 130, 900 .............................. 19, 349, 867 69 22, 823, 873 54 42, 173, 731 23 
Dec. 12, 1879 .. 20, 096, 249 64 8, 366,140 *21, 569, 000 00 50, 031, 389 64 28, 981, 651 95 79, 013, 041 59 
Feb. 21, 1880. _ .12, 252, 541 44 7, 464,650 *35, 855, 000 00 55, 572, 191 44 33, 869, 860 31 89, 442, 051 75 
Apr. 23, 1880 _ _ 12, 595, 720 49 6, 914,250 *25, 458, 000 00 44, 967, 970 49 41, 461, 761 72 1 86, 429, 732 21 
Junell, 1880 .. 116, 682, 226 40 7, 8]0, 200 *33, 337, 000 00 57, 829, 426 40 41, 677, 078 86 99, 506, 505 26 
Oct. 1, 1880 .. ! 16, 104, 855 28 7, 489, 700 ( 36, 189, 000 00 59, 783, 5:>5 38 49, 562, 934 11 1 109, 346, 509 49 
*Gold clearing-house certificates. 
The amount of silver coin held by the national banks on October 1, 1H77, 
was $3,700,703, and on October 1, 1878, $5,392,628. The amount held on 
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October 2, 1879, wa 4,986,493, and on October 1, 1880, $6,495,477, in-
cluding $1,165,120 in silver treasury certificates. The aggregate amount 
of specie held by the State banks in New England, New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Louisiana,. Kentucky, Ohio, Iowa, 
\Visconsin, and Minnc ota, as shown by their official reports for 1880, was 
$6,201,617, of which the banks in New York City held $4,968,722. In 
the returns from California the amount of co~n is not given separately, 
but it is estimated to be three-fourths of the amount returned as currency, 
which was 13,785,015. 
The Director of the Mint, in his report for 1879, estimated the amount 
of coin in the country on June 30, 1879, at $398,541,683, of which 
$286,400,608 was gold and $112,050,985 was silver. 
His estimate for the fiscal ~7ear ending June 30, 1880, is as follows: 
Amount of coin in the country J nne 30, 1879 _ .•••.. _ ....••• _ ....•.•.. _. $398, 541, 683 
Net gold coiua.ge for the year._ ....... ___ ................ - ......... _. _. 55, 948, 407 
Net silver coinage for the year ....... : .............. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 903, 139 
1 T et importation of gold for the year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 519, 586 
Net importation of silver for the year ........ ___ . ___ ................ --· 2, 642,896 
Total coin circulation J nne 30, 1880 ...... _ ...••. _ . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 501, 555, 711 
Of this amount it is estimated that $358,9.38,691 consists of gold coin, 
and $142,597,020 of silver coin. The Director estimates that from the 
close of the last :fiscal year to November 1 there has been added to the 
toin $6,494,528 of gold and $9,630,940 of silver, making the stock of coin 
in the country at the latter date $517,681,170, and consisting of $365,-
453,:no of gold coin and $152,227,960 of silver. The amount of bullion in 
the. mints and New York assay office on November 1 is stated to have 
been $78,558,811 of gold and $6,043,367 of silver, making in all 
$84,602,178; which, added to the estimated amount of coin stated above, 
gives $602,283,357 as the total estimate of coin and bullion in the country 
on November 1, of which amount $444,012,030 was gold and $15S,271,327 
was silver. 
The amount of gold and silver, and the percentage of each, in the 
Treasury ofthe United States, on September 30 in each year from 1876 to 




Period. Gold coin Total coin 
Staml:ud Other coin I Total sil- j aml bullion. and bullion. Silver. Gold. 
__ _ dolla1·o>. and bullion. l ver. ~----___ _ 
September 30, 1876.... . . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 029, 367 $6, 029, 367 $.>5, 42a, 059
1 
$61, 452, 426 
September 30, 1877... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 425, 454 7, 425, 454 107, 039, 529 114, 464, 983 1 
September 30, 1878 .• • . *12, 155,205 15,777, 937 27,933,142 136, 036,302 163,969,444 
September 30,1879 .... 31, 806,774 21, 173,023 52, 979,797 169,827, 571 I 222, 807,368 
September 30, 1880... . 47, 784, 744 30, 878, 286 78, 663, 030 1:l5, 641, 450 214, 304, 480 I 
November 1, 1880..... 47, 156, 588 30, 820, 561 77, 977, 149 141, 1~7, 049 219, 104, 198 1 
9. 8 90.2 





The following table shows the amount of bullion held by the Bank of 
England in each year from 1870 to 1880, the pound sterling being esti-
mated at five dollars: 
1870- ...••••.....••••....• - $103, 900, 000 11876 .••••.. - ... - - . -.... -... $14~, 500, 000 
1871. •.......••••.........• 117,950,000 1877 ···-··-················ 126,850,000 
1~2 ...•...................• 112,900,000 187 ······-················ 119,200,000 
1873 ..... -- -...... -- .. ----. 113, 500, ouo 11879* ••••..•••... ---- ... -.. 150, 942, 980 
1874 .••••...•.•.......•.... 111,450,000 1880t ····················-· 141,637,000 
1875 .••••. - .•••••.••••.. --. 119, 600, 000 . 
" London Economist, November 8, 1879. 
London Bankers' Magazine, October 18RO 
• 10 F 
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The amount of gold and silver, and percentage of each, held by the 
Bank of France on December 31 of each year from 1870 to 1879, and on 
October 2J, 1880, is shown in the following table, fi'Ve francs being taken 
for one dollar : * 
December 31, 1870 .... ..... . . .. .............. : 
December 31, 1871 ..•••••.••.••..••...••.... - I 
~:::~:~ ~t: i~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::. :~~~ ~ 
December 31, 1874 .........................•. 
December 31, 1875 .•••••........••••.......•. 
December 31,1875 ..............•...•........ 
December 31,1877 ......................... .. 
December 31, 1878 .......................... . 
December 31, 1879 ......................... .. 
OctQber 21, 1880 ............................ . 
--- T 
I 
$1~. 100, ooo I 
16, 240, ooo I 
26, 520, 000 
31, ~60, 000 
62, 640. 000 .
1 
101, 000, 000 
127. 720, 000 
173, 080, 000 
211. 620. 000 I 
245, 520, 000 
249, 789, 000 
I $85, 740, 000 1 
110, 680, 000 
131, 740, 000 
122, 260, 000 
204, 220, 000 
234, 860, 000 
306, 080, 000 
235, 420, 000 
196, 720, 000 
148, 320, 000 
116, 140, 000 
Total. 
$99, 440, 000 
126, 920, 000 
158, 260, 000 
153, 520, 000 
266, 860, 000 
335, 860, 000 
433, 800, 000 
408, 500, 000 
408, 340, 000 
393, 840, 000 
365, 929, 000 
S'l'ATE 'l'AXA'l'ION OF NA'l'IONAL BANKS. 
Per cent. of-
1 Silm. i Gold. 
I -
13.8 I 86.2 
12.8 87.2 
16.8 8.'!. 2 
20.4 79.6 
23. 5 76. 5 
30. 1 €9. 9 
29.4 70.6 
42. 4 57. G 
51. 8 . 48.2 
62. a 37. 7 
68.3 31.7 
Section 5219 of the Revised Statutes of the United States provides 
that nothing in the national-bank act shall prevent all the shares in 
any national association from being included in the valuation of the per-
sonal property of the owner or holder of such shares in assessing· taxes 
imposed by the authority of the State in which the association is lo-
cated, but that the legislature of each State may determine and direct 
the manner anrl place of taxing all the shares of national banking asso-
ciations located within the State, subject only to two restrictions: first, 
that the taxation shall not be at a greater rate than is assessed upon 
other moneyed capital in the bands of the individual citizens of such 
State ; and, second, that the shares of any national banking association 
owned by non-residents of any State shall be taxed in the city or town 
where the bank is located, and not elsewhere. The same section pro-
vides that nothing herein contained shall be held or construed to ex-
empt the real property of associations from either State, county, or mu-
nicipal taxes, to the same extent, according to its valne, as other real 
})roperts is taxed. 
· In the decision of the United States Supreme Court, in the case of 
Williams vs. The Boctrd of Assessors of the City of Albany, at the October 
term in 1879, ~ir. Justice :Miller, who delivered the opinion, commenting· 
on thif3 prodsion in reference to State taxation of national-lmnk sharei'\, 
"aid: 
That the provision was necessary, to ::tuthorize the States to impose <my tax. what-
''ver on national-bank shares, is abundantly established by former decisions of tlw 
United States Supreme Court. As Congress was conferring a power on the States 
which they would not otherwise have had-to tax these shares-it undertook to im-
pose a rest.riction on the exercise of that power, manifestly designed to prevent taxa-
tion which should discriminate against this class of property as eompared with other 
moneyed capital. In permitting the States to tax these shares it was foreseen-the 
cases we have cited from our former decisions of the United States Supreme Conrt 
showed too clearly-that the State authorities might be disposed to tax the capital in-
vested in these banks oppressively. This might have been prevented by fixi11g a pre-
cise limit in amount; but Congress, with due regard to the dignity of the States, an(l 
with a desire to interfere only so far as was necessary to protect the banks from any-
;oThe Bulletin de Statistique, as quoted in the Bankerl'l' Magaziuo, New York, Yol. 
XIII, page 740; except the items for 1879 and 1880, which were obtained from the 
London Bankers' Magazine for August, 1t:ltl0, page 661, antl New York Bankers' Maga-
z-ine for November, 1tl80, page 335. 
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t hing berond their equal share of the public burdens, said you may tax the real estate . 
of the bank as other real estate is taxed, and you may tax the shares of the bank a~ 
t he personal property of the owner to the same extent you tax other moneyed capital 
invested in your State. It was conceived that by this qualification of the power of 
t axation cqualHy would be secured ::mel inju!:ltice prevented. 
Prior to this decision of the Supreme Court, the intent of Congress 
in providing for the taxation of national-bank shares by the States, had 
een overlooked or evaded, in collecting taxes on such shares under the 
laws of many of the States. As a consequence, capital invested in na-
t ional banks has, in the assessment and collection of taxes, been sub-
j ected to unjust and severe discrimination in different ways in these 
States. 
Iu New York the law permits the deduction of the just debts of an indi-
vidual from his personal property, including his moneyed capital, except-
ing only from his bank shares. In Ohio the law provides certain State 
boards for equalizing the taxation on real estate, on railroad capital, 
and on capital invested in bank shares; but there is no State board 
for equalizing the taxation on personal property other than bank 
shares, railroad stock or other moneyed capital. The equalizing pro-
cess as to all other personal property ceases with the county boards. 
But the coqnty boards throughout the State fixed the valuation of 
moneyed capital for purposes of taxation at six-tenths of its true value, 
while the State board fixed the value of bank shares at their actual cash 
value. Thus while the rates of taxation were the same, yet, the valuation 
being difl:'erent, bank shares were discriminated against to the extent of 
four-tenths of their Yalue. 
The States have a right to impose whatever tax they choose upon the 
shares of banks organized under their own laws, but they have no right 
to impose a greater valuation on national bank shares than on other 
moneyed capital in the hands of individuals, since thereby the tax be-
comes heavier on the bank shares than on the moneyed capital, while 
the law, rightly construed, says it shall be the same. 
The decisions of the United States Supreme Court delivered lVIarch 2, 
1880, in cases arising under the laws of the two States mentioned, pro-
tect national banks from these forms of discrimination, and indirectly 
protect the State banks, as these States will doubtless so modify their 
laws as to place State banks within their borders on at least as good a 
footing in respect to ta4-ation as the national banks. By these decisions 
also the Supreme Court pointed out the appropriate mode of relief for 
national banks, when taxes are assessed upon them at a greater rate than , 
upon other moneyed capital in the same State. This mode is to pay such 
portion of the unjustly imposed tax as is equal to the tax paid on other 
moneyed capital, and to enjoin the collection of the excess. 
But these decisions do not point out any satisfactory method for the 
TecoYery of taxes which have been heretofore illegally assessed on na-
t ional-bank shares and collected by the State authorities. On this point 
it was decided that the question of the recovery from the assessors of 
taxes overpaid, through errors in assessments arising from misconstruc-
tions of the law of the United. States relative to the taxation of national-
hank shares by the States, is not one to be decided by the Jrederal courts, 
hut must be governed by the common law or the statute law of the 
State. 
As it is in the power of the States, under the present law of Congress, 
....,otolegislatethat, throughmistakenconstructionofsaidlawbytheassess-
.or , bank shares may be discriminated against as compared with other 
moneyed capital, and as redress for such mistakes depends on the action 
of the State courts; and as, further, to secure a true construction of the 
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ederallaw by the assessors in each State may require protractetllitiga-
tion, before the question of the legality of the form of taxation in each 
particular State can be finally decided; it becomes a question whether 
Congress may not better settle the whole matter by fixing more pre-
cisely the amount of taxation which may be imposed by the States on 
national-bank shares. 
The decision of the Supreme Court, heretofore quoted, states that this 
oppressive taxation ''might have been pre,~ented by fixing a precise limit 
in amount," and it is respectfully suggested to Congress whether it would 
not be advisable, in order to avoid the expense and annoyance of long-
continued litigation, to pass a law fixing the maximum amount of taxa-
tion which may be imposed upon national banks by State authorities. 
It is true that if this should be done the States so disposed might dis-
criminate in favor of banks of their own creation, or in favor of other 
moneyed capital, by making the weight of taxation on such property 
less oppressive than that fixed on national-bank shares by Congre."s; 
but such action would be so manifestly unjust that it is more likely that 
legislation would follow in the more important States, the object of which 
would be to impose just and equitable assessments upon every class of 
moneyed corporations. It is also true that if the maximum rate of tax-
ation were fixed by law, the courts and the board of assessors could yet, by 
construction, discriminate in favor of other moneyed corporations by 
requiring the tax to be at a uniform rate, while the valuation of the 
assessors is unequal. 
The Supreme Court, in the decision already referred to upon this poin , 
quotes from the Jaw as follows: 
Taxation shall not be at a greater rate than is asseHsed upon other moneyed capital 
in the hands of individuals. 
The Court then proceeds to say : 
Seizing upon the word rate in this sentence as if disconnected from the wonl as e~s­
ruent, and construing it to mean percentage on any Yaluation that mi~ht be made, the 
Court of Appeals arrives at the conclusion that since that percentage 1s the same in an 
cases the act of Congress is not infringed. If this philological criticism were perfectly 
just, we still think the manifest purpose of Congress in passing this law shonl<l pre-
vail. 'Ve have already shown what that was. But the criticism is not sound. The 
&ection to be construed begins by declaring that these shares may be '' i nclnded in the 
valuation of the personal property of the owner in assessing taxes impo ed by author-
ity of the State within which the association is located." This valnation, then, is part 
of the assessment of taxes. It is a necessary part of every assessment of taxes "hich 
is governed by a ratio or percentage. There can be no rate or percentage without a 
valuation. This taxation, says the act, shall not be at a greater rate than is as-
sessed on other moneyed capital. "~hat is it that shall not be greater f The an. wer 
is taxation. In what respect shall it not be greater than the mte a.ssessecl Ul)Oll other 
capitan 'Ve see that Congress had in its mind au assessment, a mte of assessment, 
and a valuation, and taking all these together the taxation on these shares was not to 
be greater than on other moneyed capital. 
If section 5219 of the Revised Statutes were to be so amended as to 
read as follows, it would cover the two points under consideration : 
But the legislature of each State may determine and direct the manner and place of 
taxing all the shares of national banking associations located within the State, subject 
only to the two restrictions, that the maximum rate of taxation shall not exceed -
per cent., and that the valuation shall not be at a greater rate than upon other moneye<l 
capital in the hands of individual citizens of such State, and that the shares of any 
national banking association owned by non-residents of any State shall be taxed in 
the city or town where the bank is located, and not elsewhere. 
Such an amendment would prevent excessive taxation in all the States, 
and should not eftect the imposition of a less rate in any of the States. 
The valuation would necessarily be equal, and it is probable that the 
constitution of most of the States would pre,Tent a discrimjnation against 
any particular class of moneyed capital. 
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1'A.BLES OF NATIONAL AND STATE TAXATION. 
The Comptroller herewith presents his usual annual tables, giving, a-; 
far as can be ascertained, the amount of taxes imposed upon the bank· 
ing· capital of the country, and respectfully repeats his previous recom-
mendation for the repeal of the law imposing a tax upon capital and 
dep·osits, and of the two-cent stamp tax upon bank checks. 
The amount collected by the Commissioner of Internal ReYenue during 
the last fiscal year was $123,981,916, and the whole of this amount, 
with the exception of $11,096,464.39, was derived from the tax on spirits, 
beer, and tobacco. "\Vere the entire tax upon banks and bankers of the 
country, including the two-cent check tax, as well as the tax upon matches 
and patent medicines, removed, the amount of revenue received by the 
government from the tax on spirits, beer and tobacco, and from customs 
duties, would alone be sufficient to meet its expenses and reduce the 
llublic debt at the rate of at least seventy millions annually. 
The principal reason heretofore urged against the repeal of these 
taxes has been that the amount produced was necessary for the support 
of the government; but this reason has ceased to exist. The repeal of 
the laws imposing taxes, not only upon the national banks, but also 
upon the State and private banks and savings-banks of the country-
which institutions hold, as has been seen, one-third of the whole public 
debt of the United States-will indirectly aid the government in refund-
ing the remainder of the debt at a low rate of interest, by increasing the 
demand and extending the market for its bonds, thus to a considerable 
extent saving to the government in interest what may be lost to it in 
revenue from taxes. 
The enormous State taxes which the banks and bankers of the conn· 
try have paid for a series of years, and still pay, and which are in a · 
much greater ratio to values than are those imposed on any other species 
of property, are as much as should be imposed upon this great interest, 
and particularly at a time when the rates of interest throughout the 
country are being greatly reduced. 
The following table for the year 1879, similar to the one for the year 
1878, which was given in the last annual report of the Comptroller, shows 
the amount of United States and State taxes, and the rate of taxation 
paid by the national banks, in every State and principal city of the 
Union for that year. Similar tables for the years 1867 and 1869, and for 
the year from 1874 to 1878 inclusive, may be found in the appendix. 
T.LY.lTIOX of N.J.TIONAL B.1XKS. 
~ I I Amount of taxes. 1 Ratios to capital. 
Capital." -U-n-it-ed ___ St-a-te-. -~-T-o-ta_l._1United II StaW I To:.-
States. States. · 1 ,_,_ -
I Per ct., Per ct. Per c . $10, 507, 115 $114, 855 228, 030 $342, 885 1. 1 2. 2 3. 3 
5, 666, 257 65, 138 97, 950 163, 088 1 1. 2 I 1. 7 I 2. ~ 
8, 528, 353 89, 863 169, 699 259, 562 1. 0 2. 1 3. 1 
44,302,447 517,410 719,629 1,237,039 1.2 1.6 3.8 
50, 445, 7~5 678, 371 675, 691 1, 354, (162 1 1. 3 1. 3 ll. 6 
20, 009, 800 195, 509 251, 079 446, 588 I 1. 0 I 1. 21 2. 2 
25, 572, 815 281, 063 389, 926 670, 989 1. 1 ' 1. 5 2. 6 
States anll Territories. 
~::H~l~p~b.i~~ ~-: : ::: :::I 
Vermont ................ . 
Ma.ssaehusettoil ... _ ....... 1 • 
Boston ............... ' 
Rhode I~land ......... . ... 
1 Connef"tlcut ............. . 
• • ew England States 165, 032, 512 I 1, 942, 209 I 2, 532, 004 ~ 474, 213 ~-1.2:- 1. 5 [ 2 7 
"The rapital of the banks that reported State, county, and mtmicipal taxes on stock and real estate 
i $452.~69.712 . 
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T.1XATIOX of S..:l TIOS.AL B..:IXKS-Continned. 
Amount of taxes. Ratios to capital. 
-States antl Tf'rritories. Capital. 
I I 
Unitetl State. I States. Total. 
---
United I S States. I • tate. Total. 
Per ct. I Per ct. Per ct. 
~: ~ I ~: ~ ~: ~ 
2. 9 2. 5 5.4 
1. 51 1. 8 3. 3 
1. 4 0. 7 2.1 
2.1 0. 7 1 2. 8 
1. 4 0. 6 2. 0 
1. 4 0. 4 1. 8 
1.5 1.3 2.8 
t~:~ ~:~ II i:~ 1. 4 0. 4 1. 8 -------1. 9 1 1. 7 3. 6 
32, 973, 066 511,243 637,489 1,148, 732 
50,813,657 1, 299,166 1, 466, 570 . 2, 765,736 
1, 920, 229 56,177 50,532 106, 709 
13, 553, 308 205,856 241,379 447,235 
28,513, 098 408,310 191, 626 599,936 
16, 818, 000 338, 023 109,508 ' 467, 531 
9, 897,977 143,056 59. 834 202,890 
1, 763, 985 25,527 6, 215 31,742 I 
2, 265,125 32,841 3o, 522 I G3, 363 
10, 535,760 129,781 138,415 268,196 
252, 000 4, 509 130 I 4, 639 1,125, 000 15,624 4, 049 19, 673 
·1 110, 431, 2o5 1 3, 190,113 2, 936,269 1 G, 126,382 
New York ............. --
NewYorkCity .... .. 
Albany ............. . 
New .Jersey ............ . 
Pennsylvania .......... . 
Pbila{lelphia ....... . 
Pittsburgh ......... . 
Delaware ......... ---- .. 
Mar:fi~~i~~~~-: : : :: : : :: :: 
District of Columbia ... . 
Washington ........ . 
Middle States .... . 
1. 7 1 1. 9 3. 6 
1. 3 1. 6 2. 9 
1. 3 1. 6 2. 9 
1. 2 2. o a. 2 
1. 3 1. 7 3. 0 
1. 6 1. 6 1 3.:1 
1. 2 1 2. o 3. 2 
]. 7 0. 5 2. 2 
1. 5 1. 9 3. 4 
1. (j 1. 4 .
1
1 3. o 
1. 2 0. 6 L 8 
1. 5 0. 6 2.1 
1. 7 1. 8 3. 5 
2, 947,560 49,380 
"· 710 I 103, 090 1, 656,000 21, 523 26,9 5 48,438 
2, 500,884 31, 586 38,356 69,942 
2, 450,000 28,709 49,787 78,496 
2,119, 216 27,807 36, 037 I 63,844 
50, 000 794 815 I 1, 609 
1, 662, 000 20,267 31,530 51,797 
2, 875, 000 50,212 13,144 I 63,356 
1, 050,000 15,439 19, 596 35, 035 
205,000 3, 217 2, 870 I 6,087 ! 
7, 037,974 82,347 39, 814 122, 161 
2, 995,500 44,606 19,285 63,891 
3, 005,884 50,110 52, OG8 I 102, 178 
Virginia ............... .. 
West Virginia .......... . 
North Carolina ......... . 
S<>uth Carolina ......... . 
Georgia. ................ . 
Florida ................. . 
Alabama ............... . 
New Orleans ....... . 
Texas .................. . 
.Arkansas ............. .. 
Kent~~~!viii~ : : : :::::: : : 
Tennessee .............. . 
Southern States ... 30,555,018 425,997 383, 927 1 809,9241 1. 4 1 1. 3 1 2. 1 
Obici~~i~~~ti:: :·.:: ::::: r: ~ ~:~I !: i 
Cleveland . . .. . . . .. . . 1. 3 2. 0 3. 3 
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 4 2. 1 3. 5 
Illinois ........... -...... 1. 5 1. 8 3. 3 
Micg~~!~.~:: ::::::::::: ~: ~ i: ~ j g: g 
Wi~~~~f~t_._-_-_-:::::::::: i:~ i:~ ~:~ 
Milwaukee ..... ----- 2. 8 2. 5 5. 3 
Iowa .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1. 5 2. 1 3. 6 
18, 451,403 264,013 368,946 632,959 
4, 108,333 79,722 99,415 179,137 
3, 887, 500 50, 530 78,862 129, 392 
1B, 828,674 196, 213 289,943 486,156 
11,068,214 169,594 194,416 364,010 
4, 020,054 137,681 94,288 231, 969 
7, 263, 673 96,743 118,018 214,761 I 
2,100, 000 38,391 46,687 85, 078 
2, 530,093 41,295 44,425 85,720 
650, 000 18, 190 16,236 34,426 
5, 809,832 86,537 118,056 204,593 
Minnesota............... 1. 4 1. 8 3. 2 
Missouri . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1. 5 2. 4 3. 9 
Saint Louis. .. .. .. .. . 1. 8 2. 1 3. 9 
Kansas.................. 2.1 2. 7 4. S 
Nebraska............... 2. 6 2. 6 5. 2 
CQlorado . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . 3. 3 3. 4 ' 6. 7 
8~1~~i~;:::::::::::::: i:~ ~:~ I r: ~ 
San Francisco*...... 0. 8 o. 0 I 0. 8 
~tili ~~~~~-::::: ::::::: ~: ~ ~: ~ I ~: ~ 
~~:~a~~:::::: ::::::: ~:: ~: ~ ~: g I 5: ~ 
ira~:~_:::::::::::::::. ~: ~ ~: ~ I :: ~ 
Washington.......... .. . 1. 0 1. 3 2. 3 
4, 662,307 65,598 85,475 151,073 
1, 282, 065 18, 740 28, 637 47,377 
2, 650,000 47, 910 55,642 103, 552 
816,394 17,066 21, 763 38,829 I 
927,141 24,321 23,814 48,135 
1, 050, 000 34,545 35,412 69,957 
250,000 6, 836 2, 900 9, 736 
1, 559,045 19,645 4,229 1 23, 874 2, 750, 000 21.543 122 21,665 
325,000 4, 598 4, 264 8, 8621 
200,000 3, 098 3, 350 6, 448 
100,000 1, 434 3, 478 4, 912 
200,000 5, 416 4, 477 9, 893 ' 
125,000 2,403 2, 731 5,134 I 
185,041 4, 206 a, 509 1 7, 715 
150, 000 1, 544 1, 937 3, 481 I 
Western States and I I 
Territories....... 1. 6 -~ ~ 
Totals .............. , 456,968, 504 )_ 7, 016,1311._7_, 60_3_, 23_'_2_1_1_4_, 6-1-9,_3_6_3_1 __ 1_._5_\_·_1_._7...:.1 __ 3_. 2 
90, 949, 769 1 1, 457, 812 '] 1, 751,032 1 3, 208,8441 
*California banks pay no State taxes on capital, except on such as is invested in real estat . 
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The following table exhibits the amount of taxes annually paid by the 
national banks to the United States, from the establishment of the sys-
tem to July 1, 1880, the rate of taxation being one per cent. annually 
upon the average amount of notes in circulation, one-half of one per 
cent. annually upon the average amount of deposits, and the same rate 
upon the average amount of capital not invested in United States bond,: 
Years. On circulation./ On deposits. On capital. Total. 
1864.--------------------------------- $53,193 32 $95,91187 $18,432 07 $167,537 26 
1865--------------------------------- · 733,247 59 1,087,530 86 133,25115 1,054,029 6(J 
1866--------------------···-···------· 2,106,785 30 2,633,102 77 406,947 74 3,146,835 81 
.... 867 .. -- -- ---. - : ... - -- .....• - .•• -- -.. . 2, 868, 636 713 2, 650, 180 09 321, 881 36 5, 840, 698 2:3 
1868 ...••........ ----··-·---·-·-··---·' 2,946,343 07 2,564,143 44 306,78167 5,817,26818 
1869 ...•••...• ----···--·----·- --···-.. 2,957,416 73 2,614,553 58 312,918 68 5,884,888 9\l 
~i~L:::: :::::: : ~:::: :::::: :::: :: : : J ~J~~J~! ~~ ~J~~: ~H ~~ ~~~J~~ ~~ ~: ~~~J~~ ~~ 
1873 ..........• · --·---·---·------ ----· 3,353,18613 8,196,569 29 434,89151 7,004,646 93 
~874 .. -----------------------.- •. - . -.. 3, 404, 483 11 3, 209, 967 72 469, 048 02 7, 083, 498 85 
1875 ....... -----------··-·-----·--·-·· 3,283,450 89 3,514,265 39 507,417 76 7,305,134 0-! 
1876 . .•.•....•... . ----- --···--·-·· ·--· 3,091,795 76 3,505,129 64 632,29616 7,229,22156 
1877.----- . ---.- . -.--- . - ... ------ .. --. 2, 900, 957 53 3, 451, 965 38 660, 784 90 7, 013, 707 81 
1878.-----·--···---------------·----.. 2,948,047 08 3,273,11174 560,296 83 6,781,455 65 
1879 . . ·-·- ---·---- -----------·----·-- · 3,009,64716 3,309,668 90 401,920 61 6,721,236 67 
1880 .......... -----------··--·····---· 3,153,635 63 4,058,710 61 379,42410 I 7,591,770 43 
.Aggiegates-····-··-··--~·= 45,941,16i93T-47,7o3,40411 6:nG~311 100,361,469 33 
• The table below gives the taxes annually paid nnder the United Stat€ 
laws, by banks other than national, to the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue, on deposits, on circulation, and on capital, for the years from 1864 
110 1880, inclusive. The rate of taxation imposed by United States 
· aws on these banks, on account of their circulation, deposits and capital, 
is precisely the same as that imposed upon national banks. The present 
duties on their circulation, however, are derived mainly from the tax of 
ten per cent. imposed upon the amount of such circulation paid out by 
them: 
Years. I 011 eirculation. 
__________ ) 
$2, 056, 996 30 I 1864 . ... -. ·--- -· ··---. --···- ---- -·-- -· 
::.865 .•••.. --··-· ·----- ·----- ·----- •••. 1 
1866 ...... -·---- -··-·- ------ ·-----. --. 
]867 -·-· --- ----.---- --.----- ·-.--- .. -. 
1868 ...... ·----- ·----- ...... ·-----. --· 
1869 ..•. -·- ---- ------.----- ·-·- --.-- . 
11:170 ...•. -.--- ·-. ------ .. - .... -.--.--. 
1871.-----.-----------.--- .. -----.---. 
1872 ...... -----· ·---·· --·- ... --.- ..•.. ' 
~~~!:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
1875 .... --. -·- --.----- ·--- ... -·.- .. - --
}~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::.1 
1878. -·--. --··-- ------ ·----. ·--- --.- .. 
1879 ...••• ·-- ··-. --- .. ------.-- ... -- .. 
1b80 ..••.• --------.--- ····-- ------ --·· 
1, 993, 661 84-




15.419 94 I 
22,781 92 
R, !H9 82 
24, 778 62 
16, 738 26 I 
22, 746 27 
17,947 67 1 
5, 4-30 16 
1, 118 72 
13, 003 29 
28,773 37 
On depoRits. 
$780, 723 52 
2, 04-3, 841 08 
2, 099, fi35 83 
1, 3:i5, 395 98 
1,438,512 77 
1, 734-, 417 63 
2, 177, 576 46 
2, 702, 196 84 
3, 643, 2:11 71 
3, 009, 302 79 
2, 453, 544 26 I 
2, 972, 260 27 
2, 999, 530 75 
2, 896, 637 93 
2, 593, 687 29 
2, 354-, 911 74 






4+5, 071 4-9 
R27, 087 21 
919, 262 77 
976,057 61 
736, 950 05 
016, 878 15 
1, 102, 24-1 58 






$2, 837, 719 82 
4, 940, 870 90 
3, 463, 988 05 
2, 046, 562 46 
], 866, 745 55 
2, 196, 054 17 
3, 020, 083 61 
3, 644, 241 53 
4-, 628, 229 14 
3, 771, 031 46 
3, 387, 160 67 
4, 097, 248 12 
4, 006, 698 03 
3, 829, 729 33 
3, 4-92, 031 85 
3, 198, 883 59 
3, 350, 985 28 
------------------1-----
.A g~rregates ____________ ... _... . 5, 479, 027 97 30, 766, 202 28 12, 533, 033 31 57, 778, 263 56 
_I -- ---'~----------------
Jt will be seen that of the whole amount of taxes paid to the United 
States, during the years given in the foregoing tables, by all th 
banks and bankers of the country, the national banks alone have paid 
nearly two-thirds. The amount of tax upon circulation bas been 
$45,941,162, while thp, cost to the government of the national system 
since its inauguration in 1863 has been but $4,934,530.51. 
From tables similar to the one first given herein for 1879, the follow-
• 
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ing condensed table has been prepared, which shows the taxes, national 
and State, paid by the national banks during each year from 1866 to 
1879, inclusive. The figures given for the year 1868, and for the years 
from 1870 to 1873, inclusive, are estimated. With these exceptions the 
amounts of the taxes shown by this table are from complete data ob-
tained by this Office. 
Amount of taxes . r-atio of tax to capital. 
Years. Capital stor-k. 
United States. ~ I State. I Total. State. Total. U11ited t States. I 
---;::;;,I Per ct. 
$7, 94!.), 451 I 
... '"·.,. I Per ct. 1866 ........ $HO, 593, 43:J $1 G, 019, 38!.l 1.9 2. 0 3. 9 1867 ...•.•.. 422, 804, 666 9, n25, 607 I 8, 8]3, 127 ]8, 3i:l8, 734 2. 2 2.1 I 4. 3 1868 ...• .•.. 420, 143, 491 9, 465, 652 ! 8, 757, 6fi6 J8, 223, 308 2. 2 
,, I 
4. 3 
1869 ...•••.. 419, 6Hl, 860 10, o81, 244 I 7, 297, 096 17,378,340 2.4 1. 7 4.·1 
1870 ...•.... 429, 314, 041 10, 190, 682 7, 465,675 ' 17,656,357 2.4 1.7 4.1 
1871 ...•.... 451, 994,133 10, 649, 895 1 7, 860, 078 18, 509, 973 2. 4 1.7 4.1 
1872 ..•••••. 4 72, 956, 958 6, 703,910 8, 343,772 I 15,047, 682 1. 4 ]. 8 . 3. 2 
1873 -· .•••.. 488, 778, 418 7, 004,646 8,499, 74R 15,504,394 1.4 1. 8 3. 2 
1874 ........ 493, 751, 679 7, 256,083 I 9, 620,326 ' 16,876,409 1. 5 2. o I 3. ;) 
1875 ........ 503, 687, 911 7, 317, 531 10, 058, 122 ' 17, 375, 653 1.5 2. o 1 3. 5 
1876 ........ 501, 788, 079 7, 076, 087 9. 701,732 i 16,777, 819 1.4 2. 0 3. 4 
1877 ···••••• 485, 250, 694 6, 902, 573 8, 829,304 I 15, 731, 877 1.4 1.9 3. 3 1878 ........ 471, 064, 238 6, 727,232 8, 056, 533 14,783,765 1. 4 1.7 3.1 
1879 ........ 456, 968, 504 7, 016, 131 7, 603, 232 1 14, 619, 363 1.5 1.7 1 3. 2 
In order that the great inequality of the percentage of these United 
States and State taxes to the capital of national banks in different geo-
graphical divisions of the country may be seen, the following tables have 
been prepared, giving for the years from 1875 to 1879, inclusive, the 
capital stock invested, and the percentage thereto of taxes paid, in eaeh 
of such geographical divisions : 
1'AX..=' TIO~N of X..11'10X.-.IL BAXKS. 
1875. 
Amount of taxes. Ratios to capital. 
Geographical divisions. Capital.* 
-u nitOO -r--;:u.,:. -T -- Total. "ni~d-1 State. I TotaL ~ --;----'---~--S-ta_te_s_. - I ::•: ~er ct. f Per ct. 
N~wEnglancl States ..... :[ $164,316,333 $1,937,016 ijl3, 016,537 , $4,953,553 1. 2 1. 8 I 3. 0 
Middle States . . . . . . • . . . . . 193, 585, 507 3, 300, 498 4, 062, 4."i9 I 7, 362, 957 1. 7 2. 1 I 3. 8 
Southern States.......... 34, 485, 483 445, 948 476, 236 j' 921, 284 1. 3 1. 4 2. 7 
Western States antl Terr's. 111, 300, 588 1, 634, 969 2, 502, 890 4, 137, 859 1. 5 2. 4 3. 9 






New England States ...... I' $168, 068, 379 $J, 947, 970 $2, 914, 808 $4-, 862, 778
1
1 l. 2 1. 7 2. 8 
Middle States .... _ ... _... 192, 163, 773 3, 190, 247 4, 025, 316 7, 21.3, 563 l. 7 2. 2 3. 9 
Southern States . . . . . . . . . . 33, 439, 193 423, 781 431, 164 854, 945 1. 3 1. 3 2. 6 
WesternStatesandTen :·s. 108,116,734 1,514,089 2,330,444 3,844,533 1.4 2.3 3.7 
United States _ ..... 1 _501, 788, 079 j_ 7, 076, 087 ~· ~~1, ~2 16, 777, 819 ~-U~-2. 0 I 3~ 
1877 
New England States .... ·· : $167,788,475 ; $1,907,776 $2,864,119 $4,771,895 1.1 1. 7 I 2. 8 
Middle States _ ...... _.... 182, 885, 562 1 3, 129, 900 3, 544, 862 I 6, 674, 85~ 1. 7 1. 9 3. 6 
Southern States . . . . . . . . 32, 212, 288 
1 
411, 486 429, 149 1 840, 63•J l. 3 1. 4 2. 7 
WesternStatesandTerr·s. 102,364,369 1,453,321 1,991,174 3,444-,495 1.4 2.1 , 3.5 
United States ...... ,485,250,6941""6,902,573 8,829,304,15,731,8771-1.41-1. 9 :- 3. ~ 
~The capital of the banks which reported State taxes in 1875 was $!93,738.408; in 1876, $488,272,782; 
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1./XATIO ... Yof S.ITIOXJL B.LYJl"S-Contiuued. 
1878. 
_!.__ 
.Amount of taxes. Ratio:'! to capital. 
T..'"nite<l : 
States. State. Total. ~t·~l~~~ 1 State. Total. 
I 
I~--
N E o-1· l 't· t · "1 li6 -:~- ·9-1 1 1-1 900 - ··- $") ·93 04'' $4 49:1 T8 Perl ci Perl c6t. Pel" ff·1 ow nJ::' rlllt " c..l ·C"'+ •••••• •p ) . '·.,f) I •r ' •. 'j,).) I '-,;) ' •) I ' t f ( I . . - · 
¥iddle "tate,.~- ... _- .. -.. J 76, ~68. :J99 ~. 054, 576 ~. 217, 4~.3 6, ~7~, O(i~ I ] . 7 1. 8 3. 5 
Houthern RtMti! - 0 • 0- 0 -0- :n, u83, 341'1 I 409,8:39 406, 016 81<>, 91., ]. .j 1. 3 2. 6 
WesternState:Hm•i.Ten·s. ~->,974.897 j J,362,0tl:! I 1,839,929 3,202,011 --~·-~-~ 
Unitetl.tate.~ ...... J/1,064,238; G,7:n,23~ 8,056,5:J3 I 14, 783,76;) I 1.4 , 1.7 3.1 
1879. 




:> ; 2. 7 
MiddleStates ............ ,170,431,205 3,190,Jl:l 2,936,269 6,126,38~ ].9 3.~ 
Southern Statt'~ .... ; .... ; . ~o. 5.35, 218 4~~· 997 ~83, 927 I 809, 924 1 1. 4 1. 3 2. 7 
WesternStat.('sanrlTell'~. l 90,949,169 1,4;>1,812 1,151,032 3,208,844 I 1.6 ! 2.0 1 3.6 
L:"nite•lStatc _ .. ~ -·!_ 4.36,96o,30-ll 7,016,1311 7,603,232 / 14,619,363 :-I..-; ,-1.7 j-:=_3.2 
In the foregoing table:· there appears to be an inequality in the per-
centages of national taxation as well as in those of State taxation; but 
this inequality as to national taxation is in appearance only, and arises 
from the fact that while the rate of United States tax imposed on circula-
tion, deposits, and capital is uniform as to all banks and in all parts of the 
Gountry, yet in the tables there is given the percentage of the total tax to 
the capital only. Therefore, in those States where the deposits and circu-
lation are large in proportion to capital the percentage of United States 
tax in the table is greater. In States where the deposits and circulation 
are proportionately smaller the percentage of such tax is less. In the case 
of State taxation the inequality is a real one, andJepresents Yery nearly 
the diff('rence in t.be rates, as the only tax which can be laid by the States 
on national banks under the law must be laid directly on the shares of 
capital stock. It will be seen that the heaviest taxes are paid in the 
Western and ~fiddle States, and the lightest in the Southern and Eastern. 
The table below shows for three different years the great inequality 






1 Pel' ct. 
iftt:~:~~:~:~~~::~~::::J ~J 
Philadelphh ......... .. ... 2.1 
Pittsburgh . • • I 1 4 ~~~;¥~:~~:~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tJ 
Louisville .• ____ . . ___ . _ . __ . 1. 4 
Cincinnati.. ____ ... ___ .. __ . 1. 7 
8kl~:~~~-::::::::::::::::: I ~: ~ 







Rates of taxation. 
1877. 1878. 
State. 1 United ! S Tota . States. , tate. 
Per ct. Per ct. 
1. 6 2. 9 
2. 9 5. 6 
3. 2 6. 2 
0 7 2. 8 
o: 51 1. 9 1. 9 3.] 
0. 7 2. 0 
0 !) 2. 4 
g: ~I !: ~ 
~- 2 3. 3 
2. 9 1 5. 8 
~:~I i:g 






1. 3 I 
i:! I 
1. 5 I 
1. 4 
1. 5 1 
1.1 
2. 5 
1. 7 I 
2. 4 
1.6 










g: ~ I 
2. o 1 
2. 6 
1. 5 
~:~ I 1.5 
187!). 
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All of the foregoing tables indicate the necessity of securmg some nm-
form rule of State taxat.ion, to which reference has already been made. 
The States in which the rates of State taxation were most excessive 
dnring the years 1877, 1878, and 1879 are shown in the table below: 
1877. 1878. 1879. 
States. 
1 United I s t 1 T 1 '1 u~ired 1 United 
_ __. ___ ~ States. ~ I~J States. 1 StatE'. Tota. States. State. Total. 
1
1 Per ct. Pe1· ct. I Per ct. ! P er ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. 
NewYork.. .. ............. 1.9 2.7
1 
4.6 2.0 2.6 4.6 1.5 2.0 3.5 
New Jersey.............. . 1.4 ' 1.9 3.3 1.4 1.8 3.2 1.5 1.8 3.3 
Ohio ...................... j 1. 4 1 2. 4 3. 8 1. 3 2. 2 3. 5 1. 4 2. 0 3. 4 
Indiana .......... - .... - ... . 
1 
1. 2 2. 3 I 3. 5 1. 3 J 2. 1 3. 4 1. 4 2. 1 3. 5 
Illinois .............. -.. .. . 1. 7 1 2. ~ 3. 9 ' 1. 7 . . 2. l 3. 8 1. 5 1. 8 3. 3 
Wisconsin .......... :. . .... 1.7 . 2.1 , 3.8 1.7 ' 2.2 3.9 1.6 1.8 3.~ 
Kansas .......... -. . . . . . . . . 1. 7 2. 6 . 4. 3 1. G 1 2. (i 4. 2 2. 1 2. 7 4. 8 
Nebraska .. - .......... .... ! 2.3 2.3 J 4.6 2.3 2.6 4.9 2.6 2.6 5.2 
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0 2. 6 3. 6 1. 0 2. 1 3. 1 1. 2 I 2. 0 3. 2 
~ennessee .... =--~--- -- j 1.6 2.2 ~~-1~6 2.1 3. 7 1.7 1 ~~ 
The statistics given show that, year by year, the States collect more 
from the national banks in taxes than does the United States; that 
on an average, during the past twelve years, the total annual amount 
paid to both State and national governments by such banks has been 
about sixteen millions of dollars, or nearly four per cent. upon the cap-
ital stock; and that during the past year it was $14,619,363, or more 
than four and one-half per cent. upon the amount of circulation issued 
to the banks then in operation. 
THE LOSSES, SURPLus, EARNINGS AND DIVIDENDS OF THE NATIONAL 
BANKS. 
gection 520-! of the Revised Statutes provides that no association, or 
any member thereof, shall, during the time it shall continue its banking 
operations, withdraw, or permit to be withdrawn, either in the form of 
dividends or otherwise, any portion of its capital. If losses have, at 
any time, been sustained by any such association, equal to or exceeding 
its undivided profits then on hand, no dividend shall be made; and no divi-
dend shall ever be made by any association, while it continues its bank-
ing operations, to an amount greater than its net profits then on hand, 
deducting therefrom its losses and bad debts. And section 5212 requires 
that each association shall report to the Comptroller of the Currency, 
within ten days after declaring any dividend, the amount of such divi-
dend, and the amount of net earnings in excess of such dividend. · t 
These reports, which are made semi-annually, give full information 
from each bank of its dividends, earnings, and losses for the period i 
named; and from these reports tables have been prepared in this Office :1 
for a series of years, containing items of great interest, and of a kind 
never before regularly given to the public in reference to the gains and 
losses of any class of corporations. 'l,he following table exhibits by 
States and reserve cities the number of banks which have char'ged off 
losses, and the amount of losses charged off by them, in each of the 
two periods of six months, ending on March ] and September J, 18~0, 
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together with the total amount for tlte year; to which haYe been a'ltled 
the amount: charged off jn each of the four preceding years: 
St.ates an<l TPnitorie,.;. 
March 1, 1880. 
I I 
1 No. of I 
[ l>anks. 
Maine....... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4l $130, 010 5:3 
New Hampshire.............. . ...... 20 41,876 46 
Vermvnt..... •. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 79, 400 77 
M:as·sacbusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 723, 231 40 
:Booton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 6.J.8, 327 Hl 
Rhode Island....................... . 381 409, 957 46 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 204, 124 51 
NewYork ..•...•..........•........ 156 807,052 59 
NewYorkCity................ .. 4:.! 1,254,820 30 
Albany.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 84, 808 40 
New.Jersey......................... 51 1 167,97514 
Penns_ylvania ........ .......... . .• .. . 118 354, 603 98 
Philadelphia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 151, 638 53 
Pittsburgh . . • . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 18 146 404 90 
Delaware·---·-········ ·· ······-·-·· 2 1:499 67 
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 1 16, 335 22 
Baltimore . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . 12 1 142, 318 89 
District of Columbia .•.•........... . ......... -- ..•.......... 
Washington.......... ..... ...... 4 24,259 28 
Virginia............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 32, 377 06 
WestVirginia ....................... 5 8,52648 
North Carolina ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 10, 532 59 
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 74, 413 21 
~~~~~i:. :::::::.-.-.-.-.-::::::::::::::::: f 5~:~~~ ~~ 
Alabama .......•.•............. --... 7 27, 782 38 
New Orleans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 43, 970 39 
Texas . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 9 45, 692 59 
Arkansas..................... . . . . . . 1 1 505 05 
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 124, 578 02 
Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
13
7 I 59, 588 63 
Tennessee. ·-·-······ ·· ······-··--··· J 36,951 78 
Ohio . . . . . . . .. . .. •.• . .. . . . . .. . • •• . . . . 88
3
. 262,396 12 
Cincinnati. . • • . • • . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . 43, 877 37 
Cleveland ..•••......... - . • • • . • . . 5 48, 854 98 
Indiana.·--····--···-········-···---- f>5 211,193 66 
illinois ..... - ....... _.. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 74 251, 963 13 
Chicago . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . .. • • . . • • . 6 73, 098 40 
Michigan............................ 57 101,475 26 
Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 3 5, 053 87 
Wisconsin .... -----··................ 20 27,168 62 
Milwaukee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3 30, 092 55 
Iowa ...••.................... _.. . . . . 39 64, 725 99-
Minnesota........................... 23 201, 930 44 
Missouri .••... .•. . . . . . . . . • .... . • .. • . 9 40,628 58 
Saint Loui . .. .. . . • • • . . • . . • . . . • . . 4 , 80, 930 44 
Kansas . _. _. _ ... _ . ____ .. _ .• _ .. __ . . . . . 8
1 
20, 281 86 1 
Nebraska.----------·-··--···--·--·-· 4 14,00418 
Colorado ..... _ • • . . • . . . . .. • . . • . . • • • • . 12 44, 205 60 
8~~1~~-i;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ l 4~J~ ~~ 
San Francisco . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . • . 1 1 19, 456 21 
NewMexico....... ....... ........ ......... . 2 28,241 57 
Utah··----·-·--·.................... 1 1, 918 75 
Montana·----·...................... 2 8, 552 30 
:ifa1r~t~~~- ·.: ::: :: : : : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~: ~~~ ~~ 
September 1, 1880. 
No. of 
r.osses. j bank~:~ . 
34 $69,539 6!) 
18 . 71,442 47 
27 118,218 52 
124 817,486 42 
44 462,504 56 
23 107,723 02 
56 219, 743 28 
147 1 (il5, 797 81 
42 799,561 22 
5 137,604 52 
52 194,659 42 
120 578,669 19 
26 248,305 21 
17 111,723 25 
~ I 1, 448 96 34,007 98 
12 69,010 12 
1 1 2, 675 85 
5J 24,405 99 
16 38,088 88 
7 5, 276 56 
}Q I 114,227 87 
7 ~11. 985 00 
9 50, 511 65 
11 5, 039 33 
6 20,433 19 
7 74,109 99 
9 63,714 77 
2 3, 879 67 
26 94,903 29 
7 :?3, 651 44 
17 01,224 48 
9~ I 311,625 14 45,274 42 
4 72,486 88 
59 280,377 16 
73 187,150 79 
s~ I 37,977 46 127,574 72 
2 8, 381 00 
10 27, 133 47 
3 33,779 52 
38 96,874 86 
20 38,035 14 
9 10, 594 55 
5 121,416 43 
7 39,479 52 
8 88,243 87 
12 107, 266 40 
1 2, 975 00 
3 12, 55s ao 1 
1 9, as3 73 I i l 7, 076 85 1, 504 27 
2 1, 805 20 I 529 71 
1, 441 97 
Total lo-sses. 
~199, 550 22 
113,318 93 
197,619 29 
1, 540, 717 82 
1, 110, 831 72 
517,680 4l:! 
423,867 79 
1, 423, 450 40 






2, 948 63 
50,343 20 
211, 3:t9 01 
2, 675 SG 
48,665 27 
90,465 94 
13, &03 04 
124,760 46 
:.!86, 398 21 
108,964 56 
12, 437 38 
48,215 s-
llfl, 08tl 3~ 
109,407 3t; 
4, 3fl4 72 
219,481 31 
83,240 07 
98, 176 2C 
574,021 21) 
89, 151 7~ 
121, 341 8& 
4.91, 570 8~ 
439, 113 !l~ 
111,075 8$ 
229, 049 98 
13,434 8" 
.54, 302 09 
63, 872 07 
161, 600 S:i 
239,965 58 
51, 22'.3 1:1 
202,346 87 
59,761 38 
102, 248 05 
151,472 06 




3, 423 0:.! 
10, 357 50 
4, 722 22 
11,434 70 
Totals for 1880 .. _. __ ..... ...... 1, 360 -7, 563, 886 041,321 I 7, 142, 519 00 ,-14, 706, 406 00 
.A.dd for 1879 _ .• _ .. __ .....•...... _ . . . . 1, 421 10, 238, 324 98 1, 442 11, 487, 330 17 21, 725, 655 15 
Addfor1878 ......................... 1304 10,003,145 04 1,430 13,563,654 8b 24,466,799 89' 
Addfor1877......................... 980 8,175,960 56 1,108111,757,627 43 19,933,587 99 
Addfor1876 ......•.••..•.•.•..•...•. _806 _6,501,169~~034 13,217,856 60 ~ 9,026 4:.! 
.A.ggreg telossesforfiveyear ........ 43,382,486 441------·- 57,168,989 Olj 100,551,475 43 
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Similar taLie -· for the year 1876, 1877,1878, and 1879 are given in the 
appendix. In the following table the total losses charged oft' in each 
geographical division of the country during the last five year· are show , 
with the number of bank reporting losses : 
- -- -- New England I M'ddl _S_t_t -~,- -~ut!tet·n lwedtern States I TTnl'ted "t.·'t".~ . 
States. 1 e a es. States. ~aml Territories. L .., " en 
Six months end- 1 I 
ing- 1 ~ • 
1 
1 ----,----~ 
No. I .Amount. No. ; Amount. r No.,.Amount. I No. .Amount. , No. / Amount. 
- - - - I L -1 
March 1, 1876 ..•. ,201 
1
$1, 485, 53:! 26B 1$3, 553, 129 67 $308, 861 1270 $1, 153, 648 1 806 $6, 501, 170 
September 1, 1876. 282 3, 074,128 1 ~44 7, 156, 349 90 896, 891 318 2, 090,489 1, 034 13,217,857 
Total,1876 .... •.... ~1 4,559:660 .: -----.10.70~,4781 ..... 1,205,752 !-..:...:..:...:~3,244,137 1 ------ · 19.719,27 
:March 1,1877 ..... ,2891 2, 465~3~8 im 3, 462~ 8o- 478, 252,297 1, 769, 697/, 980 81 1751 9ut 
September 11 1877 -I 312 41 825, 040 353 3, 9451 806 86 5111 841 357 21 4741 940 J 1 108 111 7571 627 
Total,1877 ---- .----- 7,290,368 1·---- 1 714081490 , ..... 990,093 =~ 4,2441637j ..•... J:9,933;58d 
March 1, 1878 ..... , 327 I 31 3441 012 1 41711 4. 506, 813 , 124 672, 032 j 436 2, 3801 288111 304 101 903, 145 
September 1, 1878 . 399 4, 016. 814 I 419 51 502, 770 140 11 225, 602 442 21 818, 469 1, 430 131 5631 655 
Total,1878 .•• =~17, 3601 826 .. ... jl0.009,583 ; ..•.. ,1,897,634!=~ 5,1981757 I~ 2414661800 
.--• I ------ ___j 
March 11 1879 ..... 3791 3, 612. 128 I 459 -~3, 5921 950 ,. 125 6961 646,458 21 3361 600 11, 421 10, 2381 3~ September 1, 1879 .. 384 3, 3881 394 1 463 , 4, 3601 440 139 1, 2351 784 456 21 5021712 1, 442 111487, 330 
Total,187!J ..•. 1 .... ~_7,000,522 i_·---:~~~~---..1~932,430 ~~----:¥-:3121~~21,~ 
March J, 1880 ..... ' 362 , 21 236, 928 1 446 I 3, 152, 317 1 121 530, 769 431 ,1, 643, 87211, 360 I 7, 563, 886 
September 1, 1880 . 326 1, 866, 658,440 J 21 817, 876 124 787, 046 431 1, 670, 946 1, 321 7, 142, 520 
Total,1880 ......... I 41103,586 ~--. -- I 5, 970,187 ( ..... 1, 317, 8151 ..... 131 3141818 j ...... ,14, 706,406 
::_otal for five year;;=. 30, 314, 962 i .... . ;~-:=m=, .... ~ 7, 343, 7~ 1-. ~20, 84~·- 6~1 /·. ~ -~-~1~ 5511 475 
It will be seen from the foregoing table that the total losses charged. 
off by the banks during the current year were $14,706,406, and for 
the four prmious years $85,845,069, making an aggregate of more than 
one hundred millions of dollars of losses which the banks have sustained 
during the .fi.ye years named. Of the $72,656,488 of losses charged 
off within the last three and a half years, $10,835,760 was on account of 
depreciation in the premium on United States bonds held by the bank . 
The amount of premium thus charg·ed off during the past year was 
$2,196,353. The total losses charged off during the last five years are 
more than 21 per cent. of the entire capital of the banks. 
The amount of losses sustained during the last five year I by the na-
tional banks in several of the principal cities of the United State' is 
shown in the following table: 
Cities. _ j __ 1_s_76_. ___ 1_s_•~_~ ·--l---18_7_8·--:-- 1879. 1380. Total. 
New York ...... $6, 873,759 97 1$4, 247, 941 66 $5, 147, 319 98 $3,135, 557 37 $2, 054, 381 52 !$21, 458,960 50 
Boston.......... 1, 598, 722 68 2, 192, 053 81 2, 490, 197 46 2, 655, 390 58
1
1 1, 110, 831 72 10, 047, 196 25 
Philadelphia.... 152, 976 14 333, 248 47 561, 676 3& 491, 558 36 399, 943 74 1, 939,403 01 
Pittsburgh . . . . . 333, 851 56 1 289, 466 59 419, 036 51 333, 022 99 258, 128 1i.J 1, 633, 505 80 
Baltimore... . . . . 876, 207 32 200, 597 7 4 , 368, 915 99 2941 507 00 j' 211, 329 01 1, 951, G57 06 
New Orle-~ns.... 519.701 41 2861 259 47 I 338, 496 90 272. 889 87 118, 080 38 1, 535, 428 03 
These losses have to a considerable extent been charged to the cur-
rent profits of the banks. In some instances, however, where the losses 
were large, they haye been partly met from the accumulated profits and 
partly from the surplus account. In extreme cases they have been met, 
either br assessment upon the shareholders, or by a reduction of the 
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capital stock under ection 5143 ReYisetl Statute . The law requiring 
losses to be charged oft' before dividends are paid is rigidly enforced, in 
order that the reports of the banks may show a far as possible their true 
condition. These enormous losses are largely attributable to the general 
depression which, from 1873 to 1879, affected all branches of trade and 
industry, and it is a gratifying fact to know that the losses for the pres-
ent year are con iderably less than for any of the four years preceding, 
eing $7,01 !>,24!) less than for 1879, and $9, 7G0,394 less than for 1878. 
The law pro,·ides that a surplus fund shall be accumulated, by setting 
aside, before the usual semi-annual dividend is declared, one-tenth part of 
the semi-annual net profits of the bank. In some cases this legal surplus 
now exceeds the capital of the bank. The capital and the surplus 
together form the working fund of the bank, each contributing to its 
ultimate profits; and the banks which make the largest dividends in 
proportion to their capital are those which have accumulated a large 
. urplus, such dividends being really earned by capital and surplus cpm-
ined. 
The following table shows the growth of surplus from the commence-
ment of tbe system to the present time, as nearly as possible by semi-
annual periodH, with the increase or decrease for each period : , 
.July 4, 1864 . - . - - - . - -- .
1 
January~. 1863 ...... .. 
,1 uly 3,1865. __ . __ • _ .. _. 
,January 1, 1866. _ •. ___ _ 
.Tuly 2, 1866 .. --- _ .... --
Jan nary 7, J 867 .. ___ ... 
July 1, 1867 ... --------- I 
Jan nary 6, 1868. _ •. _. _. 
,July 6, 1868 .. -------- -- I 
January 4, 1869 .. - ___ .. 
June 12, 1869 .. -.- - __ .. 
January 22,1870. _____ _ 
June 9, 1870 .. _ .. - ___ • _ 
December 28, 1870. ___ . 
June 10, 1871 _. _ ••• __ __ 
December 16,1871 .... ·[ 
.June 10, 1872 ______ •••. . 


















101, 573, 134 
105, 181, 943 
111, 410, 249 
Semi-annual - I 








. . . . . • .. . .. . . . June 13, 1873 ... _ .... · $116, 847, 435 ! 
$7, 533,401 December 26,1873.-- 120,961,2681 
22, 640, 255 June 26, 187 4 .. _ .. _.. 126, 239, 308 
11, 696,805 December 31, 1874 __ 130,485, 641 
7, 151, 621 June 30, 1875. ______ . 133, 169,095 
9, 840,883 1 
3, 23~, 936 December 17, 1875 __ 133, 085,422 
7, 253, 315 June 30, 1876 .. _ .. __ . 131, 897, 197 
1 5, 253, 993 December 22, 1876. _. 131, 390,663 , 
5, 329, 818 June 22, 1877 . __ . __ • 124, 714, 073 
1, 048, 639 December 28, 1877 _. 121, 568, 455 
7, 955,705 June 29, 1878 .. _. ___ . 118,178, 531 I 
1, 515, 553 January 1, 1879. _... 116,200,864 
3, 015,906 June 14, 1879 ...... -- 114,321, 376 1 
3, 616,464 
3, 250, 950 December 12, 1879 _ _ 115, 429, 032 
3, 608, 789 June 11, 1880. __ . ___ . 118, 102, 014 



















Divideruls and earnings. 
Since the year 1869, the banks have been required to rnal\e semi-
annual returns of their dividends and earnings. From these reports 
tables have been prepared, showing their profits and dividends~ and the 
ratio of such profits, not alone to capital, but to capital and surplus 
combined, since the surplus contributes proportionately as much to the 
tsemi-annual profits from which dividends are derived as does the capital. 
The following table shows the capital, surplus, dividends, and total 
earnings of all the national banks for each half year, from March 1, 1869t 
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to September 1, 1880, together with the ratio of dividend.-, to capital 
and to capital and surplu~, and of earuiugs to capital and surplu. 
JL\TH"I.'i. 
Capital. Surplus. Total <livi-deu<ls. 
TotalnE't - I ----
Did- 1
1 
Divi<le_nds j Earni~Js 
pamingH. 1 den<lf! to to capital to capital 
t·apital. 1 and Slll'- I and ~:~ur-
i plus. plus. 
l'uc~mt. i Per cent. Percellf. 
Sept. 1, J869 1, 481 $401, 650, 802 $82, 10;'), 848 .$21, 767, ~:~:n $29,221, 184 f>. 4~ 4. ,')fl 6. ft 4o 
Mar. 1,1870 1, 571 416, 366, 991 86. J18, 210 21, 4 79, 09:) I 28, 996, !l:H 5.Hi C:!7 5. 77 
S!'pt. 1, 1870 1, 601 4251 3171 104 I 91, 630, 620 21, 080, :J4:~ 26, 8J :3, 38,) 4. 96 4. OR ;,, 1 ~ 
Mar. 1,1871 1, 605 428, 699, 165 ' 94, 672, 4-01 : 22, 20:i, 150 27, 243, 16~ .'). ll-l 4. :u :>. 2:. 
Sept.1,1871 1, 693 445, 999, 264 1 98. 286, 591 i 2'2, 1 2:>, 21n 21, 315, 311 4. !)(} 4. 07 5. 02 
Mar. 1,1872 1, 750 45o, 693, 7o6 I 99, 431, 243 ; 22, 8.'.>9, 826 21, 5o2, 5:!9 5. 07 4.16 5.(1<) 
Sept. 1, 1872 1, 852 465, 676, 0~3 : 105, 181, 942 i 23, 827,289 30, 572, 8!ll 5.12 4. 17 5. iji) 
Mar. 1,1873 1, 912 475, 918, 683 I 114, 257, 288 I 24, 8'26, 061 31, 926, 478 5. 2::l 4. 21 5.41 
Sept. 1, 1873 1, 955 488, 100, 951 i 118, 113, 848 i 24, ~:3, 029 33, 122, 000 5. 09 4. 09 5. 41 
Mar. 1,1874 1, 967 489, 510, 323 I 123, 469, 85[1 I 2:!, 529, !l98 29, 544, 120 I 4. 81 3. 84 4-. ,, 
Sept. 1, 1874 1,971 489, 938, 284 128, 364, 039 ) 24-, !J29, 307 I 30, 036, 811 5. 09 4. 03 4. 
Mar. 1,1875. 2, 007 493, 568,831 1 131,560, 637 I 24,750, 816 l 29, 136, 007 5. 01 :J.OO 4. 6t) 
Sept.1, 1875 2, 047 497, ~64, 8R3 ! 134, 123, ~~ I t4, 317, ?8.i , ~~· 80~, 2~ 7 4-.88 B. g.:; 4. ,'ji; 
Mar. 1,1876 2, 076 504, 209,491 ]~~· 4~7, ;:>!).) I f~· 8~~· "~t I ~· ~91, 9;-1 I 4. 92 :~. 88 3. 62 
Sept. 1, 1876 2, 081 soo, 482, 271 132, 2.11, 078 · 2'~, 563, 82.l 1 20, .>40, z.n 4. 50 3. 57 a.:.!.; 
Mar..1, 1877 2, 080 496, 651, 580 : 130, 872, 165 21, 803, 009 i 19, 592, 9()2 4. 3f) 3. 47 :J.U 
Sept. 1, 1877 2, 072 486, 324, 860 1124, 349, 254- 22, 117, ] 16 i 15, 27 4, 028 4-.54 :J. 62 2. !)~) 
Mar. 1,1878 2, 074 475, 609, 751 122, 373, 5fll 18, 9~2, ~~() ,1~, 9~6, 6?~j ' 3. 9H :t 17 2. 8:3 
Sept. 1, 1878 2, 047 470, 231,896 1 118,687, 1!'!4- 17, 9:J9, 2-3 1.~, 6<.>8, X.).! :1.81 :j. 04 2.:n Mar. 1,1879 2, 043 464, 413, 996 116, 744, 135 17, 541, O~t4 H, 678, 660 3. 71< :). ()j ~ . . l:l 
Sept. 1, 1879 2, 04-5 455, 132, on6 i 115, 149, 3.:;1 17, 401, R67 · 16, Rn, 2oo :l. 82 :J. O:J 2. !};. 
Mar. 1,1880 2, 046 i 454, 080, 090 ' 1 17, 2'26, 501 ' 1 R, 121, 27a i 21, 1 :>2, 7X.J- 3. 9!) :l. 17 ;], /1} 
Sept.1, 1880 2, 072 454, 215, 062 120, 14-5, 649 ' 18, 290, 200 
I 
24-, 03:3, 2.)0 4. o:J 3. 18 4-.1$ 
The following statement shows by geographical did~ions the number 
of national banks, with their capital, which have paid no dividends to 
'their stockholders during the two semi-annual period~ of 1880, to· 
gether with the totals for each semi-annual period in the four preced-
ing years: 
Geographical divisioHR. 
Nf'W En~lancl States.--·._- .. --·---·---· 
Mifltllc States _--- ... - .. --- .. -- .. -- .. --. 
-SontlH'rn States . __ .. __ ... _ ...... __ .. _-. 
Vi' !'Stern States and Terri.toriE's .. _ ... __ . 
Totals for 1880 . __ .. _ .. ___ .. - - .. - - . 
Totals for 1879 . __ . _ • _ . ___ .. __ .. __ . 
Totals for 1878 . __ . ___ .. __ . ___ .. __ . 
Totals for 1877 .. __ . __ . ___ .. __ . __ _ 
Totals for 1876 . __ . ___ .. __ .. __ .. __ . 
Average for five years. __ . . __ .. __ . 
Six !llonths ending--
~fareh l, 18>'0. 
Xo. of I ... 
bank;;.! C.tpltnl. 
30 : $6, 96.), 000 
OS ; 9, 9i>!l, 000 
:w 4, ] 29, 000 
99 1 9, 354-, 200 
22(i 
1
30, 407, 200 I 
309 5a, 843, 700 
3·>8 1 48 79'7 9oo 
245 4-o: 452: ooo 1 
2:!5 , 34, ~o. 32o 
269 ! 41, 558, 224 
Septl'mhl'r 1, 1So0. , 





apl a· \ bankH. Capital. 
1:) I $3, 02.), 000 2:! $4, !)(),'), 001) 
n 9,1:38, 000 70 9, 548,500 
27 
1 
a, 94-.1 , 9oo 28 4, 037,450 
1] 8 I 10, 225, ~;)0 109 I 9, 789, 7:!5 
233 I 26,334, J.'iO 2:l0 ' 28, 370, 61.) 
2fJ() I 44-, 576, 300 ' 304 I 49,210,000 
3.)7 I 58, 736, 9.>0 . 343 5a, 767,425 
288 I 4-1, 166, 200 · 2()6 ' 40,809,10 
273 ! 44, 057, 725 . 2.>4 I 39,174,022 
:wo 42, 974, 26,) ; 279 42,266,24-4 
The number of banks passing di\ridends in the first dividend 11eriod 
of 1880 was 226, with a total capital of $30,407,200; in the second period 
the number was 233, with a capital of $26,334,150; while duriug the 
last five years the average number of banks semi-annually passing divi-
dends on account of losses has been 270. The average amount of 
capital upon which no dividends have been paid during that time i.· 
$42,266,244. From these facts it follows that, for a continuous period 
of five years, about one-seventh of the whole number of banks in opera-
tion have paid no dividends, and that nearly one-tenth of the total 
capital has been unremunerative. 
The percentage to capital of dividends paid, and of div·illends and · 
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ea.··nings to combined capital and surplus, is given by similar division.· 
in the following table, for the years 1~78, 1879, and 1~80: 
. 
Ul78. 1879. 1880. 
Gevl!l'aphical I Divi- IE - ~ -~ t Divi- 1 E · I I Divi- E · 
rl :visions. Divi- \ dends to arni~)rs Divi- dends to 'arnu~gs Divi- dends to arn~gs den~s to
1 
cltfital t~ ~art~~~\clen~s to capital ~ t~n~tr~~~1 1den~s to capital t~n~a;t~~~l capital. aDI sur- n 1 I capital. and sur- 1 8 capital. and stu- pl 8 ! plus. 1 P us. 1 plus. P u · I I plus. u · 
- --- Per ct. I Per ct. 1 Per-;; I Per ct. , Pe1· ct. I -;er ct. - Pet :. Per c~ I Per ct. 
New England 1 I 
States ___ . - - . 6. 9 1 5. !i 4. 3 6. 4 5. 2 1 4. 2 ~ 8 1 5. 5 6. 4 MOO.dle States 7. 9 
1 
6. 1 4. 9 1 7. 9 6. 1 5. ll l'. 4 6. !) 8. 6 
SouthernStates 7.:.1 : 62 3.7 7.0 6.0 5.4 7.8 6.7 1 7.6 
Western States I I 1 
a.ml Territo- I 1 • 1 ri.~s .......... ~--7_. ____ 6_. 9-~·-~! __ 7_.1_1 __ 9. ~~-~~-~ 
UniteclStates.. 7.8 , 6~ 2 L 3~-7-.6 l .~1J _ ~5 I ~ ~ _ 6.4 J 7.~ 
UNITED STATES LEGAL-TENDER NOTES AND NA'l'IONAL BANK CIRCU-
LATION. 
The acts of February 25, 1862, July 11, 1862, and ~I arch 3, 1863, each 
authorized the issue of 150 millions of dollars of legal-tender notes, mak-
ing an aggregate of 450 millions of dollars. On January 30, 1864, the 
amount of such notes outstanding was $449,338,902, which was the high-
est amount outstanding at any one time. 
The act of June 30, 1864, provided that the total amount of United 
States notes issued or to be issued should not exceed 400 millions of 
dollars, and such additional sum, not exceeding 50 millions, as may be 
temporarily required for the redemption of temporary loans. 
The act of April12, 1866, authorized the retiring and cancellation of 
not more than 10 millions of legal-tender notes, within six months from 
the passage of the act, and thereafter not more than 4 millions in 
any one month; and und~r this act the amount outstanding was so 
far reduced that on December 31, 1867, the amount was 356 millions. 
On February 4, 1868, the further reduction of the volume of legal-
tender notes was prohibited, leaving the last-named amount outstand-
ing until October 1, 1872. Between that date and January 15, 1874, 
the amount was increased to $382,979,815, and on June 20, 187 4, the 
maximum amount ·was fixed at $382,000,000; section 6 of the act of 
that date providing that "the amount of United States notes outstand-
ing and to be used as a part of the circulating medium shall not exceecl 
the sum of 382 millions, which said sum shall appear in each monthly 
&tatement of the public debt, and no part thereof shall be held or usecl 
a.· a reserve." 
Section 3 of the act of January 14, 1875, authorized an increase of the 
circulation of national banks in accordance with existing law, without 
re"'pect to the limit previously existing, and required the Secretary of the 
Treasury to retire legal-tender notes to an amount equal to 80 per cent. 
of the national bank notes thereafter issued, until the amount of such 
legal-tender note~S outstanding should be 300 millions, and no more. 
Under the operation of this act $35,318,984 of legal tender notes were 
reth·ed, leaving the amount in circulation on May 31, 1878, the date of 
the repeal of the act, $346,681,016, which is the amount now outstand-
iug. The act of Februar,y 25, 1863, and the subsequent act of June 3, 
1864, authorized the issue of 300 millions of dollars of national bank cir-
culation, which amoun~ was increased by the act of July 12, 1870, to 354 
millions. The act of June 20, 187 4, authorized any national bank desiring 
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to withdraw its circulating notes, in whole or in part, to flepo. it lawful 
money with the Treasurer of the U nitecl States in "nm' of not le-,s than 
nine thousand dollars, and to withdraw a proportionate amount of bonds 
held as security for such notes; and the act of .January 14, 1875, re-
pealed all previous provisions restricting the aggregate amount of 
national bank circulation. Subsequent to the pas age of the acts of 
tTune 20, 1874, and of January 14, 1875, which authorized the retirement 
and reissue of national bank notes at the pleasure of the hanks the cir-
culation stearlily decreased in volume until the year I877, the total de-
crease in this interval being $30,869,655. During the year ending N o\em-
ber I, 1878, there was an increase of $4,216,684, and dtuing the year 
ending November I, 1879, an increase of $14,742,503, the total amount 
now outstanding being $9,343,288 less than on January 14, 1875. 
The act of :March 3, 1865 (section 5171 HeYiseu Statutes), which was 
})assed at a time when the legal limit of bank circulation was 300 millions. 
of dollars, proportioned the amount to be isl'ned by each bank to the 
amount of its capital. Banks having a capital of less than 500 thousand 
dollars were limited to 90 per cent. of such capital; th~se whose capital 
was between 500 thousand dollars and one million to 80 per cent.; those 
whose capital exceeded one million and was less than three millions, to· 
75 per cent.; and that class of banks whose capital excee<led three mill-
ions, to 60 per cent. of their capital. · 
The increase in the issue of circulating notes during the pr sent year 
has been but $6,783,8G4, of which more than one-half wa:::~ issued to 
banks recently organized. The profit upon circulation does not ex-
ceed one and one-half per cent. per annum, and man;y banks have re-
duced their bonds, thus retiring a part of their circulation, in order to-
avail themselves of the existing high rates of premium, which premium 
is now equal to the profits upon circulation for six years. While the 
present small profit npon circulation continues, but little elasticity in the 
currency can be expected. The New York ti·ee-banking act authorized 
the banks of that State to issue currency without regard to capital, upon 
the deposit of the necessary amount of bonds. Such legislation by Con-
gress would undoubtedly give elasticity to the national currenc~ .. , but it 
would also stimulate a desire to organize banks of circulation only, and 
it is not recommended. 
The bill now pending in Congress authorizes all banks to receive cir-
culation equal to the full amount of their capital, as wa' the case in 
the original bank act. ~l'lle passage of this bill would give the banks 
the privilege of increasing their circulation up to the limit of their 
capital, if at certain seasons of the year such an increase should be 
desirable. This increase would not probably be great, for the amount 
of circulation outstanding is now much less than that anthorized by law, 
as may be seen in the. following- table : 
I 
Banks having capital not 1 Banks ha'"ing ca1>ital Total. 
eX('CCding $:i00,000. exceeding $.)00,0UO. 
Geographical cliYh!ions. 
Isstie•l I Uncalled 1 Iss ed I "Ln~·alled I 1 1 1J Uncalled 
'· for. u · ior. j "8 \ll'l • for. 
$79, 322, 430 $7, 046, 763 1$43, 014-, 5oo 1$11, 485, 238 1 ~n22, a~, 930 I $18, ;;a2, 001 
82, 940, 955 9, 291, 590 29, 681, 740 21, 094, K3:3 112, 622, (i!)j I 30, 386, 423 
23, 162, 985 2, 620, 845 1, 370, 000 510, 000 24, 532, 985 3, 130, 845 
52, 284, no u, 62o, 69o 5, 707, 38o 4, 552, 62o 57, 99'2, o9o I 16,173, a1o 
New England States ..... . 
Midtlle States ........•.... 
Southern States .......... . 
Western States .......... . 
Pacific States and Terri· 
toTies . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . 3 244, 700 935, 800 640, ooo 560, ooo 3, 884, ;oo 1, 495, 800 
United States ..••... 240,955,7soT3i:sl5,6s8 ! 80,41~\38, 202, 691 ja2~ 369,_4_oo_l_u9_, 7-l-8,_a~_,9 
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It will be seen that the banks already organized and in operation are 
entitled to receive nearly 70 millions of additional circulation, whenever 
they may see fit to deposit United States bonds to secure it. This table 
also shows that the profit upon circulation is, as has been already stated, 
\ery small, otherwise the banks would avail themselves of the privilege 
of issuing additional notes. There is, however, a certain class of banks, 
with capital exceeding 500 thousand dollars, that would find it conven~ 
ient during the fall season of the year, when currency is in demand, to 
increase their circulation, notwithstanding the high price of bonds, to 
the amount of their capital if authorized to do so, and the passage of the 
bill now pending is recommended. , 
Since the passage of the act of June 20, 1874, $104,075,752 of legal~ 
tender notes have been deposited in the Treasury by the national banks, 
for the purpose of reducing their circulation, and $87,329,415 of bank 
notes have been redeemed, destroyed and retired. 
The following table exhibits the amount and kinds of outstanding 
paper currency of the United States and of the national bankR, on Au~ 
gust 31, 1865, when the public debt reached its maximum, and annually 
thereafter at the dates named, with the currency price of gold and the 
gold price of currency at the same dates : 
United States issues. Noteo ofna-l CnrrenoyiGold prioe Date. Old de- ~ional ba~ks Aggregate price of «Jf $Wt Legal t ender Fractional 1nclud1ng · $10() gold. currency. mand gold notes. notes. notes . currency. 
.August 31,1865 ... $432, 553, 912 $402,965 $26, 344, 742 $176, 213, 955 $635, 515, 574 $144 25 $69 32 
January 1, 1866 .. . 425, 839, 319 302,070 26,000,420 298, 588, 419 750, 820, 228 144 50 69 20 
January 1,1867 .. . 380, 276, 160 221,632 28,732,812 299. 846, 206 709, 076, 860 133 00 75 18 
January 1, 1868 .. 356, 000, 000 159,127 31, 597, 583 299, 74-7, 569 687, 504, 279 133 25 75 04 
January 1,1869 . .. 356, 000, 000 128,098 34, 215,715 299, 629, 322 689, 973, 135 135 00 74 07 
January 1, 1870 .. 356, 000, 000 113,098 39,762,664 299, 904, 029 695, 779, 791 120 00 83 33 
January 1, 1871. •• 356, 000, 000 101, 086 39,995,089 306, 307, 672 702, 4-03, 847 110 75 90 29 
January 1,1872 ... 357, 500, 000 92,801 40,767,877 328, 465, 431 726, 826, 109 109 50 91 32 
January 1, 1873 . .. 358, 557, 907 84,387 45,722,061 344, 582, 812 748. 947, 167 112 00 89 2S 
January 1,1874 ... 378, 401, 702 79,637 48,544,792 350, 848, 236 777, 874, 367 110 25 90 70 
January 1, 1875 . .. 382, 000, 000 72,317 46,390,598 354-, 128, 250 782, 591, 165 112 50 88 89 
January 1, 1876 ... 371, 827, 220 69, 642 44,14-7,072 346, 479, 756 762, 523, 690 112 75 88 69 
January 1, 1877 ... 366, 055, 084 65,4-62 26,348,206 321, 595, 606 714,064-,358 107 00 93 (6 
January 1, 1878 . .. 34-9, 943, 776 63,532 17, 764-, 109 321, 672, 505 689, 443, 922 102 87 IJ7 21 
January 1,1879 .. 346, 681, 016 62, 035 16, 108,159 323,791, 674 386,64-2,884 100 00 100 00 
Januar_y 1,18811 . .. 346, 681, 016 61,350 15,674,304 342, 387, 336 704, 804, 006 100 00 100 00 
November 1,1880. 346, 681, 016 60, 825 7, 181, 861 343, 834, 107 697, 757, 809 100 00 100 00 
The amount of additional circulation issued for the year ending No~ 
vember 1,1880, was $13,402,215; the amount issued to banks organized 
during the year was $3,662,200; the am'-mnt retired was $6,618,351, the 
actual increase for the year being $6,783,864:. During the year ending 
November 1, 1880, lawful money to the amount of $13,84:5,866 was de~ 
posited with the Treasurer to retire circulation, of which -amount 
$947,326 was deposited by banks in liquidation. The amount previously 
deposited under the act of June 20, 1~74, was $72,786,458, and by banks 
in liquidation $17,443,428, to which is to be added a balance of $3,813,675 
remaining from deposits made by liquidating banks prior to the passage 
of that act. Deducting from the total, $107,889,427, the amount of cir-
culating notes redeemed and destroyed without reissue ($87,329,415), 
there remained in the hands of the Treasurer on November 1, 1880, 
20,560,012 of lawful money for the redemption and retirement of bank 
circulation. 
11 F 
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The following table exhibits by States the issue and retirement of 
circulation during the year ending November 1, 1880, and the total 
amount issued and retired since June 20, 187 4: 
j Circulation retired. 
States and Territories. Circulation -----,----------issued. Under act of Ofliquidatmg 
June20, 1874. banks. Total. 
14a.ine .. • . • • . • • • • • . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . .. • • . . • .. • • • . . • • • . . $8, 565 $25, 654 $3(, 11~ 
NewHampshire ............................. $127,500 1,869 6,350 8,219 
~~~~~:;·;-:.::~·-:-:;;::~-~:<-~-~~::~ ::~:ill ,.~:m ,lJ~ ,.m; 
Pennsylvania................................ 2, 036, 890 370, 685 90, 789 461, 474, 
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . • • • • . 59, 000 ........... ... ......... ....... .......... . . 
11aryland .... ...... .... ....... ........ ...... 378,750 I 62,041 3, 307 65,348 
District of Columbia.... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 1, 000 15, 260 15, 452 30, 712 
Virgima. ..... -....... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. 126, 000 43, 550 38, 200 81, 75() 
West Virginia............................... 163,440 28,140 15,126 43,266 
North Carolina............................... 18,000 -52,486 13,080 65,566 
South Carolina............................... 40, 500 16,304 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 16,304 
~~ri~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: g~ ....... -~·-~~~ ........ ~~·- ~~~ ......... ~~·- ~~~ 
~:~i~:~pi·_·_-_-_ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::·:::::: :::::::: __ .. __ -~~~-~~~- 1, 1~~ 44, oi~ 
Louisiana . . .. .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 1, 000 98, 920 13, 770 112, 690 
Texas........................................ 252,000 ........... ... 3, 655 3, 655 
~~~~~~k; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~i: ~gg 6~: ~~~ 34 ~~ 10~: ~~~ 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112, 370 13, 155 28; 077 41, 232 
Missouri...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153, 000 83, 216 102, 674 185, 890 
Ohio ............. __ ...... _ ..... _... . . . . . . . . . . 704, 600 245, 521 115, 674 361, 195 
~~Eiai~~~-:~~~~~~~: ::::~~ ~:::::::::::::::::1 ~~~: ~& 1~~J!~ i~: !H ~~~: !~& 
Wisconsin .. _......... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. 153, 000 50, 786 52, 555 103, 341 
Iowa .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 243, 000 26, 490 66, 207 92, 697 
Minnesota . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 49, 150 31, 385 80, 535 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 49, 435 49, 435 
Nebraska.................................... .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 9, 274 2, 701 11, 975 
g~~~~: :: : : : : : ::: :: : ~ ~:::::::::::: :. :::: ::: ~ • ..... i:~:-~~~.I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ••• • ••• i2; ~~~. • • • • • ... i2; ~:: 
Utah................. . ....................... 45,000 . .... . ...... .. 3, 829 3, 829 
Idaho .. .....................•.. - . -.......... - - · -- - - - ---- - - - ·- · - - · · ·- - · ·- - -· · · · · · - · · · · · - - - · · · · - · - · · · · 
Montana..................................... 67, 500 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 26, 687 26, 687 
Wyoming................................... 3,600 . ......... ............................... . 
New Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45, 000 .............................. __ . ... ... _ . _ 
Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . 76, 500 .•........................................ 
~iir~~~raon_ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:: : : : : :: : : : : : : - · · · · · 4so: 6oo · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : ~ ~ : : : : : ~ 
Surrendered to this office and retired .......... .. ....... . - . . . ................ - . . . . . . . . . . 425, 298 
Total .... ..... ... _____ ..... _ ... ...... _ . 13, (02, 2151 4, 873, 890 I 1, 319, 163 6, 618, 351 
Totals from June20, 1874, to October31, 1879.. 78,346,060 66,261,458 14,874,904 81,136,362 
Surrendered to this otlictl between same dates . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. - .. . . . . .. .. . 11, 369, 582 
----'------!------:------
Total issued and retired from June 20,1874, l ,. I I 
~o Octo~er31, 1880.. .... .... ............... . 91,748, 275~ 135, :J48--~194, 0~- _ 99, 124,295 
LOST OR UNREDEEMED BANK NOTES. 
In his report for 1875 the Comptroller gave some statistics in relation 
to the percentage of bank notes not presented for redemption under 
State laws. Returns were given for 286 banks in the State of New 
York, which included thirty banks now in operation in the city of New 
York, either as State or national institutions. The maximum amount of 
circulation issued to the 286 banks was $50,754,515, and the total circu-
lation then outstanding was $1,336,337, showing that the proportion of 
unredeemed circulation was 2.63 per cent. only of. the amount issued. 
The maximum amount of circulation issued to the thirty banks in the 
city of New York was $7,763,010, and the amount remaining unredeemed 
in October, 1875, was $142,365. The percentage of that unredeemed to 
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that issued was 1.83. The lowest percentage of unredeemed circulation 
was 0.58, upon an issue of $241,174. The highest was 4.81, upon an 
issue of $123,974, seventeen banks of the thirty reporting the per-
centage of unrt>deemed notes outstanding at less than two per cent. 
In his report for 1876 the following table was given, showing the 
greatest amount of circulation issued to 707 banks organized under the 
laws of twelve different States, the amount outstanding, and tbe per-
centage unredeemed, which was 2.35 only. 
States. 
Maine .. .......•... . ...•• .. ....•... .. ... . . .. ..... .... 
~:~!:~~-s-~~~:: : :::::: :::-: ::::::: ::::::::::::::: : 
ld:a.ssachusetts . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . •..... ... . ..... .. .• .. 
:Rhode Island ......................•................. 
Connecticut .. ....•... ... .......... . ...... . . .... .. . . . 
New York ... ....... ...... .. ....... . .....• •.. ..... . .. 
~!!!~:;:~~: ::::::: :: ::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::: 
Mar_yland ........................ ... ................ . 
W"i~c~;;~i;; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Number Greatest cir- Circulation Percent-
of banks. culation. outstanding. a8!e!~~-
29 $3, 375, 130 $53, 102 1. 6 
27 2, 520, 339 35, 660 1. 4 
16 3, 143, 348 37, 027 1. 2 
41 10, 986, 357 254, 954 2. a 
44 6, 369, 652 158, 834 2. 1J 
53 12, 850, 554 253, 190 2. 0 
286 50, 754, 515 1, 336, 337 2. 6 
25 7, 111, 047 162, 961 2. 3 
5 95o, no 35, 461 a. 1 
16 6, 847,844 172,669 2.5 
25 2, 196, 381 61,340 2. 8 
140 7, 565, 409 134, 747 L 8 
Totals ..... .. ..... ....... . ..... . .. ..... ....... . j-----w7 114,671,346 --2-,696,282 --2:4 
I 
The following table gives similar information in reference to the 
national banks which failed prior to the year 1870, to the year 1873, 
and to the year 187 4 : 
Receiver ap- 1, Circulation I Circulation I Percent-
Name and loca.tion of bank. pointed j issued ?utstand- ageunre-
. · mg. deemed. 
First National Bank, Attica, N.Y . .... -=--~~- Apr. 1~~ 1;.'i I $44, 000 $334 . 74 
Venango National Bank, Franklin, Pa ................ May 1,1866 85, 000 397 . 47 
M erchants' National Bank, Washington, D.C ........ May 8, 1866 180, 000 1, 226 . 68 
First National Bank, Meclina, N.Y ................... .Mar. 13, 1867 40, 000 298 . 75 
Tenne~see National Bank, Mrmphis, Tenn . .......... Mar. 21, 1867 90,000 520 . 58 
First National Bank, Selma, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Apr. 30, 1867 85, 000 608 . 72 
First National Bank, New Orleans, La ... .. .......... May 20, 1867 180,000 1, 845 1. 03 
National Unadilla Bank, Unadilla, N.Y ....... ....... Aug. 20, 1R67 100,000 386 . 38 
Farmers and Citizens' .National Bank, BrooJ,dyn, N.Y. Sept. 6,1867 253, 900 1, 905 . 75 
Croton National Bank, Nnw York, N.Y ...... . ....... Oct. 1,1867 180, 000 729 . 41 
First National Bank, Bethel, Conn ................. .. F eb. 28, 1868 26, 300 246 . 94 
First National Bank, Keokuk, Iowa ..... . ........... Mar. 3, 1868 90, 000 586 , 65 
National Bank, Vicl>:shurg, Miss ..... ...... ........ Apr. 24, 1868 25, 500 151 
1 
. 60 
First National Bank, Rockford, Ill .................. Mar. 15, 1869 45,000 512 1.12 
First National Bank of Nevada, Austin, N ev . . . . . . . . Oct. !4, 1869 ~ 700 1, 879 1. 45 
Totals and average percentage to 1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 554, 400 . --11,628j-~ 
Ocean National Bank, New York, N.Y .............. Dec. 13,1871 
U;nion S3-ua_nl Nationnl Bank, New York, N.Y . ...... Dec. 15,1871 
Eighth Nahonal Bank, New York, N.Y ............. Dec. 15,1871 
Fourth N atio~al Bank, Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 20, 1871 
Waverly Natwnal Bank, Waverly, N. Y ............. Apr. 23, 1372 
First National Bank. Fort Smith, Ark ............ ... May 2, 1872 
Scandinavian National Bank, Chicago, Ill ............ Dec. 12, 1R72 

























Totals and average percentage to 1873 ......... ... ........... ~~ =-~~~ 
Crescent City National Bank, New Orleans, La ...... Mar. 18, 1873 450, 000 16, 120 I 3. 58 
Atlantic National Bank, New York, N, Y .... ........ Apr. 28,1873 100,000 2, 743 2. 74 
}'irst NaUonal I~ank, Washington, D. C ....... .. .... . Sept.19, 1873 450, 000 24, 637 5. 47 
National Bank of the Commonwealth, New York, N.Y Sept. 2:!, 1873 234, 000 11, 713 5. 01 
~erchant~· National Bank, Petersburg, Va. .......... Sept. 25,1873 360,000 28,250 7. 85 
First NatiOnal Bani,, Petersburg, Va. ............. .. . Sept. 25,1873 179,200 13,790 7. 69 
l<'irst National Bank, Mansfield, Ohio .. ... ........... Oct. 18, 1873 90, 000 5, 330 5. 92 
New Orleans National Banking Association, New 
Orleans, La .................... . ....... •. ..... ... . . Oct. 23,1873 
First National Bank, Carlisle, Pa ....... ...... .. ..... Oct. 24, 1873 
First National Bank, .Anderson, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 23, 1873 
First National Ba.nk, Topeka, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 16, 1873 






17, 500 4. 86 
2, 700 6. 00 
2, 556 5. 68 
6, 466 7.18 
177,449 3.17 
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From this table it will be seen that the highest amount of circulation 
issued to fifteen national banks which failed previous to 1870 was 
$1,554,400, and the amount outstanding on November 1, 1880, was 
$11,628, the proportion of notes remaining unredeemed being only 0.75 
per cent. of the amount issued. 'rlle percentage of notes unredeemed of 
the same banks on November 1,1875, was 1.39, in 1876, 1.35, in 1878, 0.86, 
and in 1880, as has been seen, it is 0.75; showing a rapid increase in the 
redemption of the notes of these banks. The total amount issued to 
twenty-three national banks, in which are include<l the fifteen banks, 
already mentioned, which failed previous to the year 1873~ was $3,196,693, 
and the amount outstanding on November 1, 1880, was $45,644, the pro-
portion of notes remaining unredeemed being but 1.43 per cent. of the 
amount issued. The total amount outstanding of the notes of these 
banks has been reduced $11,430 since November 1, 1878, and the per-
centage reduced from 1.78 to 1.43. The total amount issued to thirty-
four national banks which failed prior to 187 4 was $5,599,893, and the 
amount outstanding on November 1, 1880, was $177,449, the propor-
tion of notes unredeemed being 3.17 per cent. of t.he amount issued. 
Of the circulation of fifty-one nat1onal banks in voluntary liquidation 
previous to 1870, amounting to $5,832,940, there yet remains outstand-
ing $117,467, or 2.01 per cent. only of the amount issued; of the cir-
culation of seventy-five banks in liquidation prior to 1872, amount-
ing to $8,648,980, there remains outstanding $177,075, which is equal 
to a percentage of 2.05; of a circulatiou of eighty-nine banks in liqui-
dation prior to 1873, in amount $10,764,080, there remains outstanding 
*232,879, or 2.17 per cent. of the amount issued; and of the circulation 
· of one hundred and five banks in liquidation prior to 1874, in amount 
.12,709,100, there remains outstanding $326,568, or 2.58 per cent. of·the 
amount issued. 
The percentage of the fift~~-one national banks in voluntary liquida-
tion previous to 1870, which is now 2.01, in 1878 was 2.59; the percent-
age of seventy-five banks in liquidation prior to 1872,. which is now 
2.05, in 1878 was 2.63; and the percentage of eighty-nine banks in liqui-
dation prior to 1873 is now 2.17, which in 1878 was 2.82. 
These statistics show a rapid reduction during the last two years in 
the amount of outstanding circulation of banks which have ceased to do 
business, and they indicate that the final loss upon the notes of national 
banks will not exceed one or one and a half per cent. 
The amount of demand 1:reasury notes, payable in gold coin, issued 
from July 17, 1861, to December 31, 1862, was $60,000,000, in denomi-
nations of five, ten, and twenty dollan:;, and the amount outstanding on 
.}_lovember 1 last, was $60,825, the proportion unredeemed being but 
little more than one tenth of one per cent.-$8,882 having been redeemed 
within the last five years. 
The highest outstanding amount of legal-tender notes of the first issue 
was $449,479,222, on Fehruary 3, 1864. The · amount of these notes 
outstanding on November 1, 1880, was $14,947,895, or 3.33 per cent. of 
the highest amount issued. The issues of Treasury notes of the series 
of 1869 and 1874 have not been as largely reduced. This is accounted 
for by the fact that large amounts of the legal-tender notes haYe been 
held for years by the national banks as reserve, and have not therefore 
been returned to the Treasury for destruction and replacement by sub-
sequent issues. .As the amount of legal-tender notes held by the national 
banks as reserves has been recently largely displaced by coin, it is prob-
able that the amount of the early issues of these notes will be speedily 
reduced. 
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These tables are given somewhat in detail, for the purpose of correct-
ing the belief, very generally entertained, that the proportion of circu-
lating notes outstanding which will ultimately be lost or destroyed is 
much greater than is shown therein. It is also believed by many that 
the loss of such notes is a gain to the bank which issues them. The 
Comptroller receives frequent letters of inquiry upon this subject, and 
therefore repeats the following paragraph, which was given in a former 
report: 
"Section 5222 of the Hevised Statutes requires that all national banks 
which go into voluntary liquidation shall, within six months thereafter, 
deposit in the Treasury an amount of lawful money equal to the amonnt of 
their circulating notes outstanding. The law also requires that full provis-
ion shall be made for the redemption of the drculating notes of any insol-
vent bank before a dividend is made to its creditors. Thus it will be seen 
that no association can close up its business without :first providing for the 
payment of all its circulating notes, and thattheamountdeposited for their 
redemption must remain in the Treasury until the last outstanding note 
shall have been presented. It is therefore plain that the government, and 
not the bank, receives all the benefit arising from lost or unredeemed 
circulating notes." 
LOANS AND RATES OF IN1'EREST OF NEW YORK CITY BANKS. 
The following table contains a classification of the loans of the na-
tional banks in New York City for the last :five years: 
October 2, October I, October I, October2, October I, 
1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
Loans and discounts. 
47 banks. 47 ba11ks. 47 ba:uks. 47 banks. 47 banks. 
On endorsed paper ....... . .... $95, 510, 311 $92, 618, 776 $83, 924, 333 $81, 520, 129 $107, 058, 860 
g~ u~#§~eb~~d: ~~Pcf:~~;~~d.: ::: 16,634,532 15,800,540 17,297,475 22,491,926 27,755,152 6, 277,492 4, 763, 4;48 7, 003, 085 8, 286,525 3, 915,077 
On other stock, &c., on demand . 58,749,574 48,376,633 51,152,021 78,062,085 92,630,982 
On real-estate security ....... . 536,802 497,524 786,514 670,021 1, 336,513 
~ir~~~::1o~1~.:::~:: ::::::::: 4, 681,570 4, 319, Ol4 6, 752,181 ···---··-···-· ....................... 1, 852,944 2, 786,456 2, 670,371 4, 821,216 5, 731,917 
Totals ...............•... 184, 243, 225 169, 162, 391 169, 585, 980 195, 851, 902 238, 428, 501 
The average rate of interest in New York City for each of the :fiscal 
years from 187 4 to 1880, as ascertained from data derived from the Jour-
nal of Commerce and The Commercial and Financial Chronicle, was as 
follows: 
1874, call loans, 3. 8 per cent.; commercial paper, 6. 4 per cent. 
1B75, call loans, 3. 0 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 6 pei· cent. 
1876, call loans, 3. 3 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 3 per cent. 
1877, can loans, 3. 0 per cent.; commercial paper, 5. 2 per cent. 
187!:l, call loans, 4. 4 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 1 per cent. 
1879, call loans, 4. 4 per cent. ; commercial paper, 4. 4 per cent. 
1880, call loans, 4. 9 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 3 per cent. 
The average rate of discount of the Bank of England for the same 
years wa~ as follows: 
During the calendar year ending December 31, 1874,3. 69 per cent. 
Dnring the calendar year ending December 31,1875, 3. :t3 per cent. 
Dnring the calendar year cucling December 31, 1H76, 2. 61 per cent. 
Dnriug the calendar year enrling December 31, 1877,2.91 per cent. 
Dnring the calentla.r year ending December 31, ltl78, 3. 78 per cent. 
During the calendar year ending December 31,1879, 2. 50 per cent. 
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880,2. 63 per cent. 
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The rate of interest in the city of New York on November 26 of the 
present year, as quoted in the Daily Bulletin, was, on call loans, 6 per 
cent., anu on commercial paper of the best g-rade, from 5 to 5~ per cent. 
The rate of interest of the Bank of England on November 29, 11'177, 
was 4 per cent. On January 30, 1878, it was 2 per cent.~ from which 
date to October 14, 1878, there were seven changes, and, with a single 
exception, on l\fay 29, a gradual increase. The rate was fixed at the 
date last. named at 6 per cent., and reduced on November 21, 1878, to 
5 per cent., since which time there have been cha11ges in the rate as fol-
lows : On January 15, 1879, 4 per cent.; on the 29th of the same mon~h 
3 per cent.; on March 12 it was reduced to 2~ per cent., and again on 
.April 9 to 2 per cent., at which rate it remained until November 7, 1879, 
when it was increased to 3 per cent., which was, also, at that time, the 
rate of the Bank of France. 
On June 17, 1880, the rate of the Bank of England was reduced to 
2~ per cent., which. is the present rate. The London rate of interest, 
outside of the Bank of England, was, on October 25, on call loans, It per 
cent., on three months' time, 1:i, and on six months' time, 2!; the best 
bills having actually been placed i per cent. below the rate of the Bank 
of England. 
The rate of discount at the Bank of France, which on October 16, 1878, 
was raised from 2 per cent. to 3 per cent., was reduced to 2 per cent. on the 
23d of May, 1879, and then raised to 3 per cent. on the 23d of the following 
October. The rate was reduced to 2~ per cent. on April 2, 18t$0, and 
advanced on October 14 to 3~ per cent., which is the present rate. The 
average rate of discount dun~g the year 1879 was 2.58 per cent. 
The rate of the Imperial Bank of Germany was reduced from 5~ per 
cent. to 5 per cent. on October 6, and to 4~ per cent. on October 18 last. 
The market discount rates in Berlin, Hamburg and Frankfort, during 
the month of October, were about 4 per cent. 
REDEMPTION OF NATIONAL-BANK CURRENCY. 
The expense of redeeming the national-bank currency bears oppress-
ively in one respect upon the bank8 in operation, as they are obliged to 
pay a proportionate share of the cost of redeeming the notes of associa-
tions which are either reducing their circulation, have gone into liquida-
tion, or have become insolvent; the banks continuing business having of 
course no interest whatever in the circulation thus redeemed. 
The Treasury has for a long time had the use of a permanent fund 
belonging to the assets of banks which are insolYent. It has also a 
large fund deposited by banks which have gone into Yolnntary liquida-
ti~m, or have deposited legal-tender notes for the purpose of reducing 
their circulation. According to the statement of the Treasurer for No-
vember llast, t.he sum vf these two funds then amounted to $20,942,032, 
the whole of the currency balance at that date being but $26,846,826. 
In addition to the use of these funds, which is a great convenience to 
the Treasury wLen the currency balance i8 at a loV~T point, the gm~ern­
ment, under existing law, receives the whole gain arising from lost or 
unredeemed notes of the national banks, -whjch gain will ultimately 
amount to a very large sum-certainly, with no more than the preRent 
amount of circulation, to not less than $3,500,000. Any large national 
bank in New York City would, on these terms, gladly undertake tl1e 
· redemption of all the notes presented for that purpose at the commer-
cial center-which is the only appropriate place for the redemption of 
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bank notes-without any charge therefor to the banks whose notes 
are redeemed. lt is recommended that the law now in force on this 
subject be amended, and that the cost of redemption shall be assessed 
in such manner as that the banks in operation shall pay for the re-
demption of their own notes only, the remaining cost being borne by 
the government. Moreover, the government has for fifteen years re-
ceived annually an average sum of more than three millions of dollars 
in taxes upon deposits, under a system unknown elsewhere in any coun-
try; and it is certainly only just that it should bear the expense of the 
redemption of those circulating notes from which it alone receives the 
entire benefit. 
Section 3 of the act of June 20, 1874, provides that every national 
bank "shall, at all times, keep and have on deposit in the Treasury of 
the United States, in lawful money of the United States, a sum equal to 
five per centum of its circulation, to be held and used for the redemption 
of such circulation." Since the passage of this act the banks have, as 
a rule, maintained their redemption fund, and their circulating notes 
have been promptly redeemed at the Treasury without expense to the 
government. 
The following table exhibits the amount of national-bank notes re-
ceived for redemption monthly, by the Comptroller of the Currency, for 
the year ending November 1, 1880, and the amount received for the 
same period at the redemption agency of the Treasury, together with 
the total amount received since the passage of the act of June 20, 187 4: 
Received by Comptroller. 
- -- I Received at 
Months. From na- From re- Notesofna- Total. the redemp-tiona! banks Underact 
for reissue demption tionalbanks of June 20, tionagenoy. 
or surren-
agency for in liquida- 1874. 
der. r·eissue. tion. 
I 
1879. 
November ...•.............. $8,620 $1,502,700 $75,510 $218,090 $1,804,920 $3,251,634 
December ............ ...... 10,725 1, 717,000 86,690 144,492 1, 958,907 2, 922.490 
1880. 
January ......... ... ........ 9,620 2, 134,100 53,545 338,142 2, 535,407 5, 641,192 
rr~'l~~ha~~::::: :::::: : : :::::: 50,240 2,478, 500 189,846 388,009 3, 106, 595 3, 960,505 18,160 2, 322, 500 88,735 322,485 2, 751,880 3,144,811 
.April . ...................... 31, 300 2, 057,200 105,234 429,576 2. 623,310 I 4, 006,205 May ........................ 17,6:!0 3, 654,000 151,877 711,987 4,535,494 7, 554,660 
June ....................... 22,300 4,435, 600 276,699 962,267 5, 696,866 7, 808,361 
Jul)' ....................... 25,460 2, 732,400 70, 607 500,614 3, 329,081 4, 709,894 
.August .............. .. ... . 14,915 2, 522,500 129,790 302,742 2,969, 947 3, 469,884 
September ................ 24, 800 2,461, 000 90, 630 541, 528 3,117, 958 3, 348,638 
October .................... 10, 200 2,406,800 
········-··· 
149,153 2, 566,153 3, 708,448 
--------
Total ................. 243,970 il0,424,300 1, 319, 163 5, 009,085 36,996,518 53,526, 7~2 
Received from June 20, 1874, 
to OcLober 31, 1879 ..•..... 12,423,225 356, 889, 855 14,749,912 oo, 336,423 450, 399, 415 984, 486, 292 
Grand total ....... .... 12,667,195 387, 314, 155,16, 069, 075 1 71, 345, 508 487, 395, 933 1,038,013,014 
.V"'rom the passage of the act of June 20, 187 4, toN ovem ber 1, 1880, there 
was received at the redemption agency of the Treasury $1,038,013,014 of 
national-bank currency. The receipts reached the highest point during 
the year ending November 1, 1877, when they amounted to $229,308,507, 
since which date they have steadily decreased; being for the year 1878, 
$202,499,740, for 1879, $117,191,999, and for 1880, but $53,526,722. 
At this Office, the maximum yearly receipts of currency for redemption 
was reached during the year ending November 1,1875, when the amount 
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was $140,577,505. There has been a decrease in each succeeding year, 
but the percentage has been much less as compared with the decrease 
at the redemption agency. 
During the year ending November 1, 1880, there was received at the 
redemption agency of the Treasury $53,526,000 of national-bank notes, 
of which amount, $24,31~,000, or about 45 per cent., was received from 
the banks in New York City, and $5,682,000, or about 10 per cent., 
from Boston. The amount received from Philadelphia was $3,531,000; 
from Baltimore, $499,000; Pittsburgh, $597,000; Cincinnati, $864,000; 
Chicago, $1,937,000; Saint Louis, $446,000; Providence, $1,229,000. 
The amount of circulating notes fit for circulation returned by the agency 
to the banks of issue during the year was $15,010,700. Tbe total 
amount received by the Comptroller for destruction, from the redemp-
tion agency and from the national banks direct, was $35,677,355. Of 
this amount, $2,966,700 we.re issues of banks in the city of New York; 
$3,088,611, of Boston; $1,398,800, of Philadelphia; $1,207,489, of Prov-
idence; $55G,550, of Baltimore; $661,738, of Pittsburgh ; and of each 
of the other principal cities less than $500,000. 
The following table exhibits the number and amount of national-bank 
notes, of each denomination, which have been issued and redeemed 
since the organization of the system, and the number ancl amount out-
standing on November 1, 1880: 
Number. .Amount. 
Denominations. 
Issued. Redeemed. Outstanding. Issued. Redeemed. Outstanding. 
Ones ............ 23,167,677 20,875,215 2, 292,462 $23, 167, 677 $20, 875, 215 $2,292,462 
Twoa ........... 7, 747,519 7, 143,889 603,630 15,495,038 14,287,778 1, 207,260 
Fives ........... 69,131,976 49,149,824 19,982,152 345, 659, 880 245, 749, 120 99,910,760 
Tens ............ 27,203,168 15,821,110 11,382,058 272, 031, 680 158, 211, 100 113, 820, 580 
Tw11nties ....... 8, 266,398 4, 484,820 3, 781,578 1G5, 327, 960 89,696,400 75, 631, 560 
Fifties .......... 1, 253,865 825,499 428,366 62,693,250 41, 274, 950 21,418,300 
One hundreds ... 879,490 610,601 268,889 87, 949, 000 61, 060, 100 26,888,900 
Five hundreds .. 20,763 19, 4g4 1, 279 10,381, 500 9, 742,000 639,500 
One thousands. _ 6, 363 6,124 239 6, 363, 000 6, 124,000 239,000 
*-15, 129 *+15, 129 
-------- ---------
Total ....... 137, 677, 219 98,936,566 38, 740, 053 989, 068, 985 647, 005, 534 342, 063, 451 
*Portions of notes lost or destroyed. 
A table showing the number and denominations of the national-bank 
notes issued and redeemed, and the number of each denomination out-
standing on November 1, for the last twelve years, will be found in the 
appendix. 
The following table shows the amount of national-bank notes received 
at this Office and destroyed yearly, since the establishment of the system: 
Prior to November 1, 1865 . . .. • • .. . . .. .. . .. • .. .. • • . • .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. • .. • • . $175, 490 
~§i ~i ~m i~~~ ~~~g ~~:1m:~~~~~:::~:::~:::~ :~ :::: ~- ~:: ~~~ :~ ~:::: :~::: :::::: ~~ il: i~ 
During the year ending Oct{)'tJer 31, 1870............. ........ ....... ............ . • . .. • .. . .. 14, 305, 689 
~~~~~ ~k: ;:~~ :~~~~ 8~~~:~ ~}: i~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~t: ~ti: ~~b 
During the year ending October 31, 1873 •.•••.••••. _ .. ..•.•••.........•• . _ .. _. ...... ... .... 36, 433, 171 
During the year ending October 31, 187 4 ...................... __ . .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. • • .. . .. . • • . 4!J, 939, 741 
During the year ending October 31, 1875 .... . ...................... .............. ........... 137,697,696 
Dm·ing the year ending Octo her 31, 1876 ............................ _ ....... _............... 98, 672,716 
During the year ending October 31, 1877 ......... _....... . .................................. 76, 918, 963 
During the year ending October 31, 1878 ............ _........ .... ... . . .. ....... .... .. ....... 57,381,249 
During the year ending October 31, 1879 _ ••. _ ..........••••..•.. _ .. __ ................•...... 41, 101, 830 
During the year ending October 31, 1880 .... _............................................... 35, 539, ti60 
. .Additional amount destroyed of notes of banks in liquidation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 696, 662 
Total ....................................•.......................................... 647,076,993; 
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NATIONAL BANK FAILURES. 
Three banks have failed during the year ending November 1, 1880, 
and have been placed in the hands of receivers, as follows: 
Capital. 
First National Bank of Meadville, Pa .........•....................•...... $100,000 
First National Bank of Newark, N.J ..................................... 300,000 
First National Bank of Brattleboro', Vt ........................... -~-.... .. 300,000 
The 1\Ianufactnrers' National Bank of Chicag·o, Ill., which went into 
voluntary liquidation on September 25, 1873, has been placed in the 
hands of a raceiver for the purpose of enforcing the individual liability 
of shareholders. 
DiYidends have been paid to the creditors of these banks during the 
present year, as follows: 
Per cent. 
First N:ttion.aJ Bank of Meadville, Pa .............. _ .... _ .............. . ........ 65 · 
First National Bank of Newark, N. J __ .......................................... 80 
First National Bank of Brattleboro', Vt ............ __ ........ __ ..... _ ........... 90 
The aggregate amount of these dividends is $580,656.70, and their 
average per cent. to claims proved is 77.4. 
Dividends have also been paid to the creditors of banks which had 
failed prior to November 1, 1879, as follows: 
Atlantic National Bank, New York, N. Y .............. 5 per cent. ; total, 95 per cent. 
New OrleansNationalBanking Association, New Orleans, 
La ................................................. 5 per cent. ; total, 55 per cent. 
Charlottesville National Bank, Charlottesville, Va ... 10 per cent. ; total, 50 per cent. 
First National Bank, Duluth, Minn., ................ 28 per cent. ; total, 100 per cent. 
First N atjonal Bank, La Crosse, Wis .............•.•. 10 per cent.; total, 45 ver cent. 
First National Bank, Wichita, Kans ................. lO .per cent.; total, 70 per cent. 
National Bank of Fishkill, N.Y ..................... 30 per cent.; total, 85 per cent. 
First National Bank, Franklin, Ind .................. 25 per cent. ; total, 90 per cent. 
Northumberland County National Bank, Shamokin,Pa.l2i per cent.; total, 75 per cent. 
National Exchange Bank, Minneapolis, Minn ..... 13-f0 per cent.; total, Ssrb- per cent 
National Bank of the State of Missouri, Saint Louis, Mo. 20 per cent. ; total, 90 per cent. 
First National Bank, Georgetown, Colo .............. 10 per cent.; total, 22i per cent. 
Lock Haven National Bank, Lock Haven, Pa ........ 20 per cent.; total, 80 per cent. 
Cent.ral National Bank, Chicago, Ill .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 per cent. ; t()tal, 60 per cent. 
First National Bank, Kansas City, Mo ... _ ............ 10 per cent. ; total, 40 per cent. 
First National Bank, Tarrytmvn, N.Y ...•............ 5 per cent.; total, 85 per cent. 
First National Bank, Dallas, Tex ............. _ ...... Z7 per cent.; total, 37 per cent. 
}'irst National Bank, Bozeman, Mon ................. 30 per cent.; total, 70 per cent. 
Merchants' National Bank, Fort Scott, Ka.ns .......... 30 per cent. ; total, 45 per cent. 
First National Bank, Warrensburg, Mo .............. 65 per cent.; total, 75 per cent. 
German American National Bank, Washingt()n, D. C .. lO per cent.; total. 20 per cent. 
German National Bank, Chicago, lli ...... _ .......... 30 per cent. ; total, 55 per cent. 
Commercial National Bank, Saratoga Springs, N. Y ... 25 per cent.; total, 85 per cent. 
National Bank of PonHney, Vt .. _ ... _ .... _ ........... 35 per cent. ; total, 60 per cen.t. 
}'irst National Bank, Monticello, Ind ....... _ ......... 30 per cent.; total, 30 per cent. 
First National Bank, Bu tier, Pa ...... _ .............. 15 per cent. ; total, 30 per cent. 
The total amount of dividends paid by the Comptroller to creditors 
of insolvent national bankR during the year ending November 1, 1880, 
was $1,712,731.16. The total dividends paid since the organization of 
the system is $17,632,639, upon proved claims amounting to $25,786,261. 
The dividends paid equal 68.4 per cent . . of the amount of the claims. 
Assessments amounting to $7,176,750 have been made upon the share-
holders of insolvent banks, for the purpose of enforcing their individual 
liability, of whieh amount $~,617,571 has been collected in all, and 
$801,563 of it during the past year. 
A table showing the national banks which haYe been placed in the 
hands of receiv·ers, the amount of their capital, and of claims provedJ 
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and the rates of dividends paid, and also one showing· the amount of 
circulation of such banks, issued, redeemed, and outstanding, will be 
found in the appendix. 
In the case of the Ocean National Bank of New York, there are divi-
dend checks amounting to $4,189.70 which have never been called for 
by the creditors, although every effort has been made to find them . 
.Small amounts are also held belonging to creditors of other national 
banks which are insolvent, and the Comptroller respectfully recommends 
the passage of a bill, authorizing him to divide these balances among 
~the other creditors at the time of the final closing of such banks. 
RESERVE. 
The following table exhibits the amount of net deposits, and the re-
·serve required thereon by the act of June 20, 1874, together with the 
.amount and classification of reserve held by the nationaJ banks in 
New York City, in the other reserve cities, and by the remaining banks, 
at the dates of their reports in October of each year from 1875 to 1880 : 
Num-!N d ber of et. e-
banks posits. 
MiUions. 
October!, 1875. 48 202.3 
October2, 1876. 47 197.9 
October 1, 1877. 47 174.9 
October 1, 1878 . 47 189.8 
•October2, 1879. 47 210.2 
>October 1, 1880. 47 268.1 
{)ctoller 1, 1875. 188 223.9 
October~. 1i!'t6. 189 217.0 
October 1, 1877. 188 204.1 
October 1, 1878. 184 199.9 
October 2, 1ll79. 181 22d. 8 
October 1, 1880. 184 289.4 ' 
October 1, 1875. 1, 851 
October 2, 1876. 1, 853 
October 1, 1877. 1, 845 
October 1, 1878. 1, 822 
October2, 1879. 1, 820 
October 1, 1880. 1, 859 
October 1, 1875. 2, 087 
October 2, 1876. 2, 089 
October 1, 1877. 2, 080 
October 1, 1878. 2, 053 
October 2, 1879. 2, 048 














NEW YORK CITY. 
! Reserve held. Claasifica.tion of reserve. 
Reo<erve 
required. 
Amount. Ratio to Other law-deposits. Specie. fulmoney. 
-----------
MiUUms. Afillionll. Percent. Million8. Million•. 
50.6 60.5 29.9 5. 0 54.4 
49.5 60.7 30,7 14.6 45.3 
43.7 48.1 27.5 13.0 34.3 
47.4 50.9 26.8 13.3 36.5 
52.6 53.1 25.3 19.4 32.6 
67.0 70.6 28.4 58.7 11.0 
OTHER RESERVE CITIES. 
56.0 74.5 33.3 1. 5 37.1 
54.2 76.1 35.1 4. 0 37.1 
51.0 67.3 33.0 5. 6 34.3 
50.0 71.1 35.6 9. 4 29.4 
57.2 83.5 36.5 11.3 33.0 
72.4 105.2 a6. 3 I 28.3 25.0 
. --
STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
46.3 100.1 32.5 1.6 33.7 
43.8 99.9 34.3 2. 7 31.0 
43.6 95.4 32.9 4. 2 31.6 
43.4 106.1 36.7 8. () 31.1 
49.5 124.3 37.7 11.5 30.3 
61.6 147.2 35.8 21.2 28.3 








2a5. 1 . ~ - -;,-;-, -
236. 7 33. 5 21. 3 




228. 1 33. 6 30. 7 
260. 9 33. 9 42. 2 














. ................... 1.1 
................. 0.9 
g2.31 3.6 
32.0 3. () 
U41 a.o 29.1 3.2 35.7 3.5 
48.2 3. 7 


















A table showing the average weekly deposits, circulation and reserve 
· "Of the national ba.nks in New York City, in September and October of 
each year since 1873, will be found in the appendix: 
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"'..;; The following table, compiled from returns made to the Clearing House 
by the national banks in New York City, exhibits the movement of their 
reserve, weekly, during October, for the last eight years: 
Ratio of reserve to-
Week eniling- Specie. LeN:~t.en- Total. Circula-
tion and Deposits. 
deposits. 
- --
Perunt. Per cent. 
October 4,1873 . ........................... $9, 240,300 $9, 251,900 $18,492,200 11.6 14.0 
October 11, 1873 .•••••......... . .......••... 10,506,900 8, 049,300 18,556,200 11.6 1 .. 1 
October 18, 1873 .. . ......................... 11,650,100 5,179, 800 16,829,900 10.7 13.0 {}cto ber 25, 1873 ....... .. ................... 11,433,500 7,187, 300 18,620,800 12.2 14.8 
October 3, 1874 ............................ 15,373,400 53,297,600 68,671,000 30 0 33.9 
October 10,1874 ............................ 14,517,700 52,162,000 66,669,700 29.6 33.3 
.October 17, 1874 ............................ 12, 691,400 51,855,100 64,546,500 29.0 32.7 
{}ctober 24, 1874 ............................ 11,457,900 49,893,900 61,351,800 28.8 3L7 
{}ctober 31,1874 . ........................... 10,324,900 50,773,000 61,097,900 27.9 31.6 
October 2,1875 ............................ 5, 438,900 56,181,500 61,620,400 28.1 30.6 
.October 9, 1875 ............................ 5, 716,200 51,342,300 57,058,500 26.5 28.9 
October 16, 1875 ........ . ................... 5, 528,500 48,582,700 54,111,200 25.4 27.7 
.October 23,1875 ............................ 5, 735,000 47,300,900 53,035,900 25.3 27.7 
g~~~=~ 3~: ~~~~:~:: ::~ ~: : ::::::: :~::: ::: ~ ~~ 8, 975,600 45,762,800 54,738,400 26.5 29.0 17,682,600 45,535,600 63,218,200 30.5 32.4: 
.October 14,1876 ............................ 16,233,600 43,004,600 59,238,200 28.8 31.1 
October 21, 1876 ............................ 15,577,500 41,421,700 56,999,200 27.8 30.0 
October 28,1876 ............... . .... . ....... 14,011,600 41,645,600 55,657,200 28.0 30.3 
October 6, 1877 ............................ 14,665,600 36,168,300 50,833,900 27.0 29.5 
October 13,1877 ............................ 14,726,500 35,178,900 49,905,400 26.7 29.2 
October 20, 1877 _ ........................... 14,087,400 35,101,700 49,189,100 26.5 29.0 
8~~~:~ :~: ~~t~:::: :::::::::::: :::::::~:: 15,209,000 34,367,800 49,576,800 26.8 29.4: 14,995,800 38,304,900 53,300,700 25.7 28.4 12,184,600 37,685,100 49,869,700 24.4 27.0 
October 19,1878 ............................ 13, 531,400 36, 576,000 50,107,400 24.7 a7.3 
October 26,1878 ............................ 17,384,200 35,690,500 53,074,700 25.8 28.5 
~E~:~ ~t tif~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 18, 979, 600 34,368,000 53,347,600 2:l. 3 25.8 20,901,800 32,820,300 53,722,100 23.4 25.9 24,686,500 29,305,200 53,991,700 23.5 26.1 
October 25, 1879 ............................ 25,636,000 26,713,900 52,349,900 23.0 25.5 
October 2, 1880 ............................ 59,823,700 11,129,100 70,952,800 25.4 26.( 
October 9,1880 ............................ 62,521,300 10,785,000 73,306,300 25.4 27.2 
October 16, 1880 ............................ 62, 760, 600 10,939,200 73,699,800 25.5 27.1 
October 23, 1880 ............................ 60,888,200 10,988,200 71,876,400 24.9 26.6 
October 30, 1880 .....•........•. . .......•••. 61,471, 600 10,925,000 72,396,600 25.0 26.7 
APPENDIX.* 
Tables will be found in the appendix, exhibiting the reserve of the 
national banks as shown by their reports, from October 2, 1874, to Octo-
ber 1, 1880; the reserve by States and principal cities for October 1, 18~; 
and in the States and Territories, in New York City, and in the other 
reserve cities, separately, at three dab~s in each year, from 1877 to 1880. 
Special attention is called to the synopsis of judicial decisions con-
tained in the appendix, to the numerous and carefully prepared tables 
in both report and appendix, and to the index of subjects and list of 
tables to be found at the close of the appendix. At the end of the full 
volume of more than seven hundred pages is an alphabetical list of the 
cities and villages in which the national banks are situated. 
In concluding this report the Comptroller performs a pleasant duty in 
acknowledging the zeal and efficiency of the officers and clerks asso-
ciated with him in the discharge of official duties. 
Hon. SAMUEL J. RANDALL, 
JOHN JAY KNOX, 
Compt-roller of the Currency. 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
*The appendix, which is omitted for want of space, may be found in the bound 
volume of the Comptroller's report. 






THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT. 
TREASURY DEP ..A.RTMENT, 
BUREAU OF THE MINT, 
November 23, 1880. 
SIR : I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations· 
ef the mints and assay offices of the United States for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1880, being my second and the eighth annual report of 
the Director since the organization of the Bureau of the Mint: 
DEPOSITS .AND PURCHASES. 
The deposits of gold and silver bullion at the mints and assay offices, in-
eluding deliveries upon purchases for silver coinage, have been in number 
and value far greater than in any previous year since the establishment of· 
the Mint. Of gold, besides the deposit of $35,821,705.40 of domestic pro· 
duction, and $1,385,83!.59 of p1ate,jewelry, and worn coin, $ol,627,f>56.86 . 
of foreign coin and bullion, out of a total import of $62,550,837, was 
brought to the mints and assay offices during the year, and its value 
paid to depositors in gold coin and bars. 
The aggregate of the gold deposits was $98,835,096.85, and exceeded. 
by $~9,750,567.11 the amount of gold deposited at the mints and assay 
offices in 1861, which was the greatest amount received in any previous 
year. 
The total deposits of silver, including deliveries upon purchases, were 
in excess of those of the previous year, and only surpassed during the 
coinage of fractional silver and trade dollars in 1877 and 1878. 
The total deposits and purchases of silver bullion were, of domestic 
bullion $32,132, 75G.95, foreign coin and bullion $2,219,105.83, plate, jew-
elry and American coin $288,6GO.Ol, a total of $34,640,522.79. 
The forms in which the above amounts were brought to the mints . 
and assay offices were as follows: 
Gold. Silver. Total. 
Domestic production ......................•... .... ... $35, 821,705 40 $32,132,756 95 $67, 954-,462 35 
United States coin..................... . .............. 209, 328 82 39,298 28 248, 627 10 
i::~~~ ~~~~~~: : ~ ~ ~ : : ::: ~ . ::: ~: : : :: ~ : : : :: : : : : : ::: : : : : ~~: :~~; ;~~ ~~ i: ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~i: !g~: ~~~ ~g 
Old jewelry, plate, and jewelers' bars................. 1, 176,505 77 249,361 73 1, 425,867 50 
TotaL ............ . ............................. 98,835;09685 34~2279f133,475,61964 
In addition to the above net amount of deposits, bars amounting to 
$36,141,366.83 in gold, and $2,574,235.35 in silver, made at one institu-
175 
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tion were subsequently received. and operated upon at another, making 
the total amounts receh-ed and worked $134,976,463.08 in gold and 
$37,214,758.14 in silver. 
These amounts were distributed among the mints and assay offices 
as follows: 
Gold. Silver. Total. Mint or assay office. ., 
----------------------- -------1 -------:-------
Philadelph_ia ....... . ..... . . .. .. . . . . .. ........... .. .. ·I $36,637,651 39 
~~~8~~~~~~~~~:::: ::~::::: ~ ::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 2S, ~~: m ~~ 
~~:~~~7-:j j :. ~-:: ~:-:-:.:: ~ __ ~- _-- ~--- ::::::-- ~ ·1 ... if:: m ~ 
Charlotte .................... .. .... . ................ . 1·-::·~-/7, 783 20 
$16, 671, 599 21 
10, 842, 390 58 
622,291 88 
4,443 77 
4, 502, 275 24 
4, 508, 067 20 
2, 052 83 
61, 068 23 
560 20 
37, 214, 758 14 
$53, 309, 250 60 
39, 387, 935 04 
990,466 39 
349,353 63 
4, 599, e95 64 




172, 191, 221 82 Total. ........... . .................... . ......... ! 134, 976,463 68 
~--------~--------~-------
COINAGE. 
The unusual imports of foreign gold coin and bullion brought to the 
New York assay office and mints during the first half of the last fiscal 
year gold bullion beyond the capacity of the mints for immediate coin-
age. Fortunately the condition of the Treasury and slight demand for 
coin in redemption of government obligations did not require the imme-
diate conversion of this bullion int,o coin. 
It was deemed advisable to increase the work at the Philadelphia 
Mint to a monthly coinage, besides the coinage of silver and minor coins, 
of from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 of gold. Th1s Mint was able with exist-
ing facilities, and the employment of additional labor, to coin during the 
year $27,639,445 of gold, leaving at the close $38,468,87 4 of gold bullion 
in that Mint and the New York assay office uncoined. 
For the first time a successful effort has been made to obtain a large 
portion of the coinage of gold pieces in denominations less than twenty 
dollars. To do this has required positive instructions from this office, 
in accordance with your views. As was said by James Ross Snowden, 
Director of the Mint in 1860, ''The chief design of a national mint is 
to subserve the interests of the people at large, preferably to a few large 
owners of bullion or coin. The interests of the public and of depositors are 
notal ways concurrent in the matter under discussion. Depositors oflarge 
amounts call for coin in a form which gives the least trouble to count; 
and banking institutions, in addition to that, maj prefer it in a form not 
likely to be drawn out. Many who present their checks at these insti-
tutions would doubtless ask for specie, but are deterred from doing so 
by the expectation of receiving double eagles, instead of half or quarter 
eagles. ln a word, the plain eff:ect of issuing gold coin of a large size 
is to keep down the circulation of specie and increase the use of paper 
money." · 
In Great Britain the gold coinage consists almost wholly of sovereigns 
and half-sovereigns; in France, of twenty and ten franc pieces; and 
in Germany, of ten-mark pieces, all of these coins being of less value 
than five dollars. The absorption by France of $1,100,000,000 of gold 
imports into her circulation during the thirty years, from 1850 to 1880, 
may in part be accounted for by the coinage of nearly all this gold into 
denominations of less than two and four dollars' value. 
Let the people have gold and silver coins for their use, and for the ordi-
nary and smaller business transactions, and the best secured redeem-
able paper circulation for the larger transactions of trade and commerce. 
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While the law gives the depositor the option into what denominations 
his bullion shall be coined, if, in lieu of waiting for such coins to be 
struck, be asserts his right to be paid the value out of the bullion funds 
kept by the Secretary of the Treasury at the Mint for such payment, he 
must take such funds and de.nominations as are lawfully provided, and 
loses all claim to the bullion he has deposited or power to control its 
future disposition. However, while asserting the right to direct the 
coinage of gold belonging to the United States, as seemed to be for 
the interests of the community, the wishes and conveniences of de-
positors and those using large sums of money in their transactions have 
not been overlooked, and a limited coinage of double eagle~ has been per-
mitted. 
The total coinage during the year amounted to $84,370,144, of which 
$56,157,735 was gold, $27,942,437.50 silver, and $269,971.50 minor 
coins. The number of pieces of each denomination struck, were as fol-
lows, viz, of double eagles, 1,075,768; eagles, 1,883,632; half eagles, 
3,158,172; three dollars, 3,030; quarter eagles, 1,230; gold dollars, 
3,030; standard silver dollars, 27,933,750; half-dollars, 6,550; quarter 
dollars, 15,350; dimes, 15,750, :five cents, 24,950; three cents, 32,750; 
and cents, 2G, 77 4,150; a total number of pieces of 60,928,112. 
Notwithstanding the large number of cents struck, the demand for 
this denomination of coin bas been so great that the Mint at Philadel-
phia-t,he only mint at which minor coins are struck-has been unable 
to manufacture a sufficient supply to promptly :fill the orders received, 
although the bronze alloy bas been purchased in the form of manufac-
tured blanks or planchets ready for striking, and thus greatly lessened 
the amouut of labor required. 
The coinage of the last tlJree calendar years has been: 
18i7. 1878. 
Gold _____________________ . __ . _ .. _ .. _______ .. ______ . _ _ $43, 999, 864 00 $49, 786, 052 00 
Silver---------------------·····-········-·-·········· 28,393,045 50 28,518,850 00 
Minor _____ . _. _ ..... _ ...... .............. _ .... _.. . . . . . . 8, 525 00 58, 186 50 
1879. 
$39, 080, 080 00 
27, 568, 235 00 
165,003 00 
------1----·------
Total. ........... .•..........•.•.. ......... _ ... - 72, 401, 434 50 78, 363, 088 50 66, 813, 318 00 
Detailed statements of the coinage executed are presented in the 
appendix. 
BARS. 
During the year the mints and assay offices manufactured bars to the 
amount of $69,949,778.05 in gold and $6,9~4,501.17 in silver. 
Of the gold bars, $57,368,761.15 were made at the New York assay 
office for transmission to the Mint at Philadelphia for coinage, 
$11,524,181.83 were :fine bars, and $1,056,835.07 were unparted. 
Of the silver bars made, $6,tH1,645.76 were :fine, $24,347.93 sterling, 
and $88,507.48 unparted. 
PARTING AND REFINING. 
The refineries of the coinage mints and of the assay office at New 
York operated upon 10,537,106.42 ounces gross of bullion, and sepa-
rated therefrom 1,241,137.981 ounces of standard gold and 8,577,111.12 
ounces of standard silver. 
12 F 
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The following statement shows in detail the quantities and value of 
gold and silver oper~ted upon at the respective refineries during the 
year. 
OUNCES. 
Mint or assay office. 
Philadelphia ..........•...... . ....................... 
San Francisco . ...................... . ........ . ...... . 
Carson . .. .......................................... . 
New Orleans ............................... . ........ . 
NewYork .............................. . ......... .. . . 
Gross. 
130, 1<79. 38 
6, 072, 432. 80 
418,912. 65 
3, 227. 59 
3, 911, 654. 00 
I 
Standard gold. Standard silver. 
78, 414. 164 1 
524, 2:W. 418 
18, 998.260 
1, 844.139 I 
617, 652. 000 
51. 897.97 
4, 887, 291. 16 
428, 841.57 
827.42 
3, 208, 253. 00 
Total........................................... 10, 537, 106. 42 1, 241, 137. 981 I 8, 577, 111.12 
VALUE. 
Mint or assay office. 
Philadelphia ....... . .... . ........................... . 
San Francisco .......................•........ . .. . .... 
Carson .. ............................................ . 
New Orleans ............••............. . ............ . 
NewYork .......................•......••........ . ... 
Gold. 
$1, 458, 868 16 
9, 753, 105 45 
353,456 00 
34, 309 56 
11, 491, 200 00 
Silver. 
$60, 390 36 
5, G87, 029 71 
499, 015 64 
962 81 
3, 733, 239 85 
Total. 
$1, 519, 2.'>8 52 
15, 440, 135 16 
852,471 64 
35, 272 37 
15, 224, 439 85 
1-----1·-------------· 
Total. . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 090, 93() 17 9, 980, 638 37 33, 071, 577 54 
DIES AND MEDALS. 
The engraving department of the mint at Philadelphia prepared 
during the year 1,092 coinage and medal dies. The numuer of medals 
struck was 1,347, of which 43 were in gold, 446 in silver, and 858 in 
bronze. A medal of fine gold was prepared for presentation to Bendix 
Koppel in recognition of his services as arbitrator in the '~ l\iontijo" 
arbitration. Fourteen medals of fine gold an<l three of fine silver were 
made for award to various persons who had exhibited special heroism 
in saving life from the perils of the sea. 
PURCHASES OF SILVER BULLION. 
Purchases of silver bullion for delivery at the mints at Philadelphia1 San Francisco, Carson, and New Orleans have been made in the manner 
described in the last annual report, with the exception that the day for 
receiving offers was changed January 3, 1880, from vVednesday, three 
o'clock p. m., to Thursday~ two o'clock p. m. 
The superior facilities at San Francisco for filling with dispatch ord~rs 
for speedy delivery of silver bullion in China, and the diminished pro-
duction of silver in the States and Territories contiguous to the Pacific 
coast, have frequently operated to carry the prire of silver bullion at 
San Francisco above the prices at New York and London, and to render 
it difficult. at times to purchase at market rates silYer bullion for delivery 
at the Pacific Coast Mints. During the year the department was able 
to procure for those mints bullion only sufficient to coin 8,318,000 ~:;tand­
ard silver dollars. This inability compelled the suspension of coinage 
at the Carson Mint from November 1, 1879, to May 1, 1880, the stock 
of silver bullion at the former date having become reduced to 12,342.41 
standard ounces. The purchase and reception of silver bullion was, 
however, in the mean time continued, and a stock accumulated by the 
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16th of April, 1880, of 227,087.54 standard ounces. This amount, with 
the prospect of additional supplies, justified the resumption of coinage, 
but the whole amount of silver bullion obtained for the Carson Mint 
during the year amounted at its coining value to $597,624.28 only. 
In preference to purch~sing bullion for delivery at the New Orleans 
Mint at figures regarded as in excess of the market price, it was at :first 
deemed advisable to transfer from the New York assay office 1,798,167.82 
standard ounces purchased prior to June 30, 1879. This was insufficient 
to supply that mint with an amount of bullion equal to its capacity and 
the d~mand upon it for silver coinage; it therefore became necessary to 
purchase additional bullion at such rates as were offered or to suspend 
coinage at that mint. 
The rates, though at first above the New York price, were less than 
the cost to the department to purchase and transfer from Philadelphia 
or New York. Offers were accepted during the year for the delivery at 
New Orleans of 1,684,158 standard ounces at the lowest rates attaina-
ble, but above the New York price. 
'rreasury and public demand'S for coin in exchange for the heavy im-
portation of foreign gold, and the urgent and increasing demand for one 
cent bronze coins, rendered it impossible to increase the coinage of 
standard silver dollars at the Philadelphia Mint. It was also found 
more ad\antageons to purchase and coin silver bullion at New Orleans 
than at San Francisco, as the resulting coin could be far more rapidly 
and economically dist,ributed from the former than the latter. No diffi-
culty was experienced in procuring at market rates during the year all 
the silver bullion necessary for the Philadelphia Mint. At no time dur-
ing the year was that institution without an ample stock of bullion. 
The purchases during the year, as will be seen from the accompany-
ing table, were ~4,069,134.02 standard ounces, at a cost of $24,778, 7~4.45, 
while the ~;ilver parted. from gold deposits and purchased in pursuance 
of section 3527, I~evised Statutes, at a price :fixed by the Director of the 
Mint, and which during the year was $1. per standard ounce, amounted 
to 193,437.36 standard ounces, costing $193,437.36, making the total quan-
tity purchased 24,262,571.38 standard ounces, at a cost of $24,972,161.81, 
and an aYerage per month of $2,081,013.48 worth of bullion. 
The average London price of silver during the year was 52-j6 pence, 
with exchange at par ($±.8665) equivalent to $1.14436 per ounce fine, 
and at the average monthly price at New York, of exchange on London, 
$4.8634, equivalent to $1.14397 per ounce fine. The average New York 
price of silver during the year was $1.14162 per ounce :fine. 
SILVER PURCHASES, 1880. 
Purchased. Partings purchased. Total purchased. 
Mint or assay 
office at which 
delivered. Standard Cost. Standard Cost. Standard Cost. 
ounces. ounces. ounces. 
---
Philadelphia .. ____ 14, 224, 005 64 $14, 614, 490 49 20,254 78 $20,254 78 14,244,200 "1$14, 634,745 "' San Francisco _ ... 7, 264, 591 05 7, 499, 069 11 67, 261 95 67, 261 95 7, 331, 853 00 7, 566, 331 06 
New Orleans------ 2, 070, 351 88 2, 141, 329 00 623 08 623 08 2, 070, 974 96 2, 141, 952 08 
Carson City ....... 510,185 45 523,835 85 3, 397 93 3, 397 93 513, 583 38 527, 233 78 
New York ........ 
········------ ---------------
101,899 62 101.899 62 101, 899 62 101, 899 62 
Total __ . _____ .
1
24, 069, 134 02 24, 778, 724 451193, 437 36 193, 437 36 1 24, 262, 571 38 I 24, 972, 161 81 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SILVER DOLLARS. 
On the first of July, 1879, the amount of standard silver dollars in cir-
culation was 7,653,649, and on the first of July, 1880, 19,309,4:~5, showing 
an ilJCrease in the circulation during the y(:'ar of 11 ,6±5,786. 
Up to November 1, 1880, there bad been coined 72,847,750 standard 
silver dollars, of which 19,780~241 were held by the Treasury for there-
demption of silver-certificates and $27,304,218 for distribution, $12,918,505 
of the latter being in the mints, making the total amount in the Treas-
ury $47,084,459, and in circulat.ion $25,763,291, an increase of $6,453,856 
in the circulation from July 1 to N overn ber 1, 1880. 
The authority for the issue and distribution of standard silver dollars 
at the mints other than in payment for purchases of silver bullion, and 
other expenses is contai11ed in tlte coinage act of 1873, and the act of 
February 28,1878, providing for the coinage of the standard silver dollar. 
Section 28 of the coinage act of 1873 provides "tlmt silver coins 
other than the trade dollar shall be paid out at the several mints and 
the assay office in New York City, in exchange for gold coins at par, 
in sums not less than one hundred dollars; and it shall be lawfu1, also, 
to transmit parce1s of the same, from time to time, to the assistant treas-
urers, depositaries, and other officers of the United States, under general 
regulations proposed by the Director of the Mint and approved by the 
Secretary of the Treasurv." 
Under the provisions of these acts the issue and paying out of silver 
dollars has been effected. 
First. By payment in standard silver dollars for all silver bullion 
purchased for coinage and delivered at the mints during the year, 
amounting to $24,97~,161.81. 
Second. By exchange for gold coin. 
Third. Under general regulations prescribed by the Director of the 
Mint, and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury September 3,1878, 
directing that the superintendents of the coinage mints "upon the receipt 
of a written request of the Treasurer of the United States, forward by 
express standard silver dollars in the sum of one thousand dollars, or a 
multiple thereof, to such party or parties as he may designate. The ex-
pense of transportation to be paid by the mint from the silver profit fund." 
Section 27 of the coinage act of 1873 provides that the expense of 
distributing the subsidiary silver coins shall be paid from the silver profit 
fund. In the act directing the coinage of the standard silver dollar the 
gain arising from such coinage is required to be accounted for and paid 
into the Treasury as provided under existing laws relative to the sub-
sidiary coinage. 
Under these provisions and the reg-ulation referred to, standard silver 
dollars are transported from the mints not only to assistant treasurers, 
depositaries, and other officers of the United States, but to such point 
as the Treasurer of the United States may designate, and the expense 
is charged to the silver profit fund. 
If there is any doubt as to this construction of the law, or of the pro-
priety of such method of distribution, and the payment of expenses 
thereof, I respectfully suggest that additional legislation be requested 
conferring any needed authority, or more specifically defining the proper 
cases for its application. 
Section 28 of the coinage act of 1873 provides that the subsidiary 
silver coins shall only be paid out at the mints in sums of not less than 
$100 at par in exchange for gold coins. 
The propriety of limiting such exchange to gold coin at the present 
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time is not apparent, and if any exchange for United States notes is not 
authorized I respectfully suggest that the existing laws ought to be 
amended. 
I append herewith a table exhibiting the movement, circulation, and 
coinage of standard silver dollars on July 1, 1878, and each six months 
thereafter to ,July 1, 1880, and for the tour months ending November 1, 
1880, as shown by the books of this office and the Treasurer's monthly 
statement of assets and liabilities: 
COMPARATIVE STATEJIENT of the MOVEJJENT, CIRCULATION, and COIN-
AGE of STANDARD SILVER DOLLARS at the end of each six rnonths, from July 1, 
18it:l, to Jttly 1, 18\:lO, ancl.for the four months ending No1,ember 1, 1880. 
In the Treasury. 
Period. Held for pay- In circula- Total coin-




Jul.v 1, 1878 .. ...... _ ......•. _ ........ . 
January 1, 1879 .. ----------------------
Jul.r 1. 1879 ........................ _. 
J anuar.v 1, 1880 . ...... .. .............. . 
J nly 1, 1880 ..... ..................... . 








$5, 273, 964 1 $5, 2H1, 044 
16, 2~3. 970 16, 697, 330 
27, 733, 871 28, 147, 351 
29, 343, !l12 33, 16H, 064 
38, 635, 746 44, 4::?5, 315 
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APPROPRIATIONS, EARNINGS, .A.ND EXPENDITURES. 
$8,573,500 
22,495,550 
35, 801, 000 
50, 055, 650 
63,734, 7ii0 
72,847,700 
The amount appropriated for the ~upport of the respective mints and 
assay offices during the fiscal year ended ,June 30, 1880, was $1,228,800, 
out of which the sum of $1,085,482.91 was exp~nded. In addition the 
sum of $92,033.46 was expended on account of tile mints, and $13,558.62 
at the Treasury Department; a total of $105,592.06 from the appropri-
ation contained in .the act of February 28, 1878, authorizing the coinage 
of the standard silver dollar. 
The use of this appropriation to meet the expenditures at the Pllila-
delphia and New Orleans mints became neces:Sary on account of the 
large coinage of standard sihrer dollars executed at those mints, which 
unavoidably carried the expenses above the specific appropriations for 
their support. This, however, was offset by reduced expenses result-
ing from correspondingly diminished coinage at other mints. 
The total expenditures at all the mints and assay offices were $51,283.63 
less than the amount specifically appropriated. 
The appropriations aml expenditures were distributed as shown in 
the following table: 
Appropriations, 1~80. 
Institution. Salaries. Contingent.. 
Coinag-e of stand-
ani sih·er dol-
lars (act of Feb-
ruary 28, 1878), 
indefinite. 
Total. 
Philadelphia mint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $34, 850 00 $300, 000 00 $87, 500 00 . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $422, 350 00 
San .Francisco mint . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 900 00 275, 000 00 87, 500 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 387, 400 00 
Carson mint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 550 00 80, ooo 00 42, 500 oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 146, 050 oe 
NewOrleansmint ............... 21,400 00 80,000 00 *35,000 00 ------------ ------ 136,400 00 
Denver mint· -- ----------------- 10,750 00 10,000 00 6,000 00 ----- ------- ·----- 2G,750 00 
NewYorkassa_v-office ........... 33,150 00 22,500 00 9,000 00 ------- ----····--· 64,G50 00 
Helenaassay-office .............. 5,700 00 12,000 00 15,000 00 ... ......••. . ••••. 32,700 00 
:BoiseCityassay-office........... 3,000 00 ............ 6,000 00 - ----------------- 9,000 00 
Charlotte assay-office . ........... 2,500 00 . . .......... 1,000 00 ------·----------- _3,500 00 
Total. _____ . __________ :. __ .159,8ii0001779~ 289:5ii000 ~~~rl.m.-80000 
... Contains $5,000 for repairs and machinery. 




Contingent. lars (act of Feb- Total. 
ruary 28, 1878), 
indefinite. 
$87,498 13 $86,:m 43 $494,998 35 
40,525 75 .......... . ................ 323, 601 50 
Institution. Solad".f Wag". 
:P_h_i_la_d_e_lp-h-ia-m-in_t _______ .-.-__ -_-__ -_-_- I -$-33- .-63_2_ 8_71 $287, 645 92 
S.w..Francisco mint.............. 24, 900 00 252, 235 75 
11, 312 73 
------------------
97, 157 35 
*34, 928 33 5, 812 03 138, 981 16 
4, ll8 95 
-·--·-------------
24,739 65 
Carson wint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 550 00 62. 294 62 
New Orleans mint............. . . 20, 901 89 77, 278 91 
Dem·er mint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 020 70 10, 000 00 
New York assay office . . . . . . . . . . 33, 150 00 20,765 88 8, 750 12 ...... .................... 62, 666 00 
9, 900 19 .......................... 24, 316 43 
1, 095 22 
-----------······· 
7, 580 47 
915 46 ... .................. 3, 415 46 
Helena assay office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 700 00 8, 056 24 
Boise City assay office. . . • . . . . . . . 2, 959 28 3, 525 97 
Charlotte assay office............ 2,500 00 ........... . 
205,104 881 
-----
92, 033 46 1, 177, 516 37 Total...................... 157, 974 74 I 722, 403 29 
*Contains $4,994.06 for" Repairs and machinery." 
The charges collected from depositors for parting and refining bullion 
are used as provided by law for paying in full the expenses thereof, in-
cluding labor, material, and wastage. 
The total amount collected from depositors and paid into the Treasury 
on account of parting and refining bullion during the year ended June 
30, 1880, was $257,771.37, of which the sum of $~49,479.23 has been ex-
pended. 
The following statement shows the amount of charges and expendi-
tures, including the proper portion of the operative wastages and loss 
on sale of sweeps, on account of parting an<i refining bullion at the mints 
at Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Ua.rson, a-nd the assay-office at New 
York, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
Refinery earnings and expenditures. 
Institution. 
§~~~~~~g~~~:~~t-- _- ~ ~ ~ _- ~ ~ ~ ~ _- _- _- ~ _· _- ~ _- _- ~ _- ~ ~ ~ ~ _- ~ _-:: _- _- _-: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~::: 
Garson City mint ....................................................... . 




158, 477 34 
9, 804 42 
80, 056 14 




151, 014 48 
4 537 59 
82: 544 59 
24.9, 479 23 
The commisRion appointe<l by the President to make the annual test 
of the finene8s and weight of the coins reserved from each deli very at 
the mints, met at the mint at Philadelphia, pursuant to law for that pur-
pose. 
The following extracts from the report8 of the committees on weigh-
ing and assaying show that the examination was in all respects satis-
factory. The committee on weighing report: 
That from the tabular statement submitted it appears that the weights of the reserved 
coin from the several mints, both in masses and in siugl(' ::.>iec<'s, are in all cases within 
the limits of legal tolerance, and are therefore entirely satisfact0ry. The result also 
of the examina~ion of the weights ordinarily employed in the mint is entirely satis-
factory to the committee. 
'l'he Committee on Assaying beg leave to present the following _report.: Tha:t they 
have taken the o-olcl and sil 'rcr coins reser\red from the severalmmts, viz, Pluladel-
phia, San Franci~co, Carson City, and New Orleans, aml have assayed the same either 
in mass or iu individual coins and have found in all cases the coins to be in conformity 
with law of Congress, and a.ll safely within the limits of tolerance. 
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ESTIMATION OF THE VALUE OF FOREIGN COINS. 
Pursuant to the provisions of section 3564 of the Revised Statutes, on 
the 1st day of January last estima.tion was made by the Director of the 
Mint and proclamation by the Secretary of the Treasury, of the values 
of the stan(lard coins in circnl<1tion of the various nations of the world. 
The basis of comparison for estimating the -values of certain silver 
coins was changed from that taken in preceding years, for the reason 
stated in the correspondence relating thereto, copies of which are sub-
mitted herewith. 
The -values of foreign gold coins of full standard weight and fineness 
are readily computed and expressed in the money of account of the 
United States, the gold-dollar piece at the standard weight of twenty-
five and eight-tenths grains having been established by section 3511 of 
the Revised Statutes as the unit of value. 
The weight and fineness of foreign gold coins in comparison with tha.t 
of such gold dollar readily determines their value. 
But as to foreign silver coins, while standard dollars and fractions 
of dollar of given weight and fineness have been authorjze<l and 
made legal tender, the stc.tudard of value legally provided has uot been 
changed. 
V\.,.ben gold and silver coins of the same denomination are in circula-
tion with like actual purchasing power, the comparative values of the 
gold coin and gold dollar measured by their weight and fineness can 
still be taken as the basis for estimating the value of both coins. But 
where the coinage of silver is unrestricted, and the actnal circulation 
consh;ts chiefly of silver coins, must the value of such coins be esti-
mated by comparing their weight and fineness \Vith United States silver 
coins, or by ascertaining their commercial value compared with the 
standard gold (lollar u~ 
The latter was taken as the proper construction of the law, and the 
values of foreign sih-er coins in couutries where silver is the sole stand-
ard, or coined without limitation, were estimated for 1880 at their com-
mercial gold value. 
A different rule having been heretofore followed, the estimation for 
1880 will show changes in the valuations of several foreign silver 
coins, other than would have been occasioned simply by variations in 
the price of silver bullion. 
EXAMINATIONS AND ANNUAL SETTLEMENTS. 
During the year personal examinations were made by the Director or 
his representatives of all the mints and assay-offices except those at 
Boise Cit) and Charlotte. 
They were genera.Uy found to be in an efficient and satisfactory con-
ditiou, and the officers and employes attentive to their duties~ But few 
errors ap1)eared to have occurred in their transactions with individuals 
or in keeping their books and records and rendering their accounts to 
the government. 
The wastctge of the operathTe officers at the annual settlement was 
found in each case to be within the legal limits and appeared to have 
been actually incurred, and was therefore, with my approval, credited 
to their respective accounts. 
The total wastage during the year at the coinage mints was $18,369.14 
gold, and $26,617.93 silver. · 
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The amount operated upon .in the melting and refining departments 
of the mints was of gold bullion 6,905,941.191 standard ounces, upon 
which the legal limit for wastage was 6,905.941 standard ounces, the 
actual wasta~e only 866.17 4 standard ounces ; and of silver bullion 
51,313,811.72 standard ounces, on which the legal limit for wastage was 
76,970.71 standard ounces, and the wastage 18,789.53 ounces. 
The amount operated upon in the coining departments of the mints 
was of gold bullion 6,653, 791.119 standard ounces, on which the legal 
limit for wastage was 3,3:36.895 ounces, the actual121.1u4 ounces; and 
of silver bullion.48,302,083.84 standard ounces, on which the legal limit 
for wastage was 48,302.08 ounces, and the actual wastage only 4,085.23 
ounces. 
In the appendix will be found a statement showing in detail the 
wastage of the operative officers and the loss on sale of sweeps at the 
comage mmts and the manner in which the bullion fund was reim-
bursed for the same. 
PRESENT CONDITION OF 'l'HE MINTS .A.ND ASSAY OFFICES. 
United States JI!Iint at Philadelphia.-The coinage at the parent mint 
has been unusually heavy, having in number and value of pieces coined 
been double that executed in the preceding year. 
The increase was chiefly in the gold and minor coinage. The yearly 
coinage of standard silver dollars, however, was one-quarter greater 
than in 1879. 
The comparative deposits and coinage of the two years have been as 
follows: 
Deposits ancl coinage. 1879. 188il. 
Deposits, value ... __ ... ___ . _- ........ - ................. - ...•••••. - ..•. · ........ $19, 340, ~~~ $51, 389, 973 
Silver coinage, pieces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, l 25, 850 l 3, 223, 400 
Golcl coinage, pieces ....•..................... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 936, 56.4 1 3, 789, 820 
Minor coinage, pieces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 620, 200 26, 831, 850 
------
Total coinage, pieces . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ......................... ~. 22, 682, 614 45, 845, 070 
Total coinage, value ................... . .................. . ....•........ 1~2.032[$"43;1.03:854 
It is a gratification to report that this increased coinage did not cause 
a proport.ionate inerease of expenditures. 
The regular and specific appropriations were, however, inadequate to 
meet all the expenses of the mint in accompli:'hing this unusual amount 
of work, and it became necessary to make use of phe appropriations con-
tained in the act of February 28. 1878, for the coinage of the standard 
silver dollar. On account of the large amount of imported gold bullion 
yet uncoined and the lower rates at which silver bullion can be procured 
for delivery at this mint, its coinage, so long as silver dollars are coined 
and the excessive importation of gold continues, will be unusually heavy, 
and increased facilities will be needed to perform the work required. 
United States Mint at San .Francisco.-The diminished production of 
gold and silver on the Pacific coast bas sensibly affected both the amount 
of deposits and coinage. 
The coinage at this mint was, in 1880, $13,000,000 less of gold and 
$6,000,000 of silyer than in 1878. 
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The comparative values of the deposits and number of pieces coined 
for the last and preceding years, are: 
Deposits and coinage. 1879. 1880. 
Deposits, value ____ ....... _. ___ . ________________ .. _ .. ________ . __ .. _. _ .. __ - $43, 329, 884 $39, 387, 949 
~l~(~~~~~~~~~~i~f:~e~:::::: .: ::: :·:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 798, 500 12, 722, 000 
'rotal coinage, pieces _ ...•. __ . _.-. __ ... __ ..... _ .. __ ..... _ .. _ . ___ - .. - 14, 520, 500 
2, 284,950 
7, 910, 000 
10, 194, 950 
====:====~1======== 
Total coinage value ____ . _ .. __ .. _ .....• _ .. __ ..... _ .... _ . _. __ . __ . ___ . . $42, 051, 250 $36, 053, 000 
A large number of eagles and half eagles have been coined, and con-
sequently the numl •er of gold pieces struck has been increased instead 
of diminished. Improvements in refining bullion, in the appliances used 
and arrangement of apparatus have been made, and experiments insti-
tuted to ascertain the most economical and desirable processes for part-
ing and refining the precious metals. I made careful inq uir.v into the 
unusual wastage of the melter and refiner, and found upon examination 
of the character of the deposits and a comparison of the fineness of the 
bullion of the last with the preceding years, that the amount of low-
grade and refractory bullion had largely increased -without any deduc-
tion having been made from the weight of the deposit for the protection 
of the government, as authorized b,y the instructions. 
I directed that thereafter deductions should be made on unusually 
base deposits of gold or silver sufficient to co,·er the probable and un-
avoidable loss on such bullion. 
United States Mint a.t Garson Oity.-'fhe stock of bullion at the mint 
having become reduced in October, 1879, to $107,0:.!3 of gold, and 
$14,3G2 of silver, being an insufficient supply for a single month's work, 
coina,ge was tempor::u'ily suspended, but the mint was kept open for the 
pnrchase of silver, and deposit and refining of gold and silver. 
So small an amount, however, carue to the mint that, up to April 16, 
1880, only $~28,177 gold, and $258,427 silver, had accumulated. This, 
however, was deemed sufficient to authorize the resumption of coinage 
operations, which were thereafter continued to the close of the year. 
The deposits and coinage of 1879 and 1880 compare as follows: 
Deposits and coinage. 1879. 1880. 
Deposit!J, value ___ ...... _ ...... _. ___ _ ......... __ . _ ... _. _-. _- .. -- -.- ... -.-- _.... . $1, 339, 512 $551, 885 
~J~r?~~~~~~~:~~~~~s-::::: ~::::: ~:::::: ~: ~::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ~::: ~:::::::: - 1~~!: ~~~ I 4~~: ~gb 
Totalcoinage,pieces -·--···-------------······-·····-··--··--·-·---··--··- 1,668,357 1 447,567 
Totol coinage, value- ..... -....• -.... · ----- ·- ·- ·----- · ·-- · ·-- · • · ----- ·- · ·- :::-~2,310~ ~ 
United States Mint at New Orleans.-The difficulty alluded to in my 
pre-dons report of procuring silver bullion for this mint, which seemed 
likely to cripple if not destroy its usefulness, has but in part been re-
moYed. A considerable demand in the Gulf States for silver coins for 
circulation has necessitated monthly allotments at this mint for the coin-
age of 400,000 standard dollars, which is about equal to its ordinary 
coinage capacity witll the present force and appropriations. 
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The deposits and coinage for the last two years have been: 
Deposits and coinage. 1879. 1880. 
~;~,~~~;;:;~1~::: •• ::-.--:: •• ::-.--::- -.-:: •• -.:- •• :--:--.:--:-:.-::-.-. -$1, ::::::-I ·:: ~;; ;;; 
--~---~:::: ::::::: :~::s_:::: ::: :':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :·:::::::: $*=~ ~~ 
During the year it became my painful duty to report the death of 
Henry S. Foote, who had been superintendent of the mint from Decem-
ber, 1878, until the date of his death on the 19th day of May, 1880. 
A representative of this bureau was instructed Lo proceed to New 
Orleans, examine the condition of the mint, and superiutenfl the deliveries 
and transfers to be made upon the appointment of a successor. Mr. 
Foote's continued ill health and inability to give the necessary attention 
to the business of the mint occasioned some neglect and laxity in keep-
ing recorus and supervision of mint transactions. Upon a transfer of 
the funds and bullion and property belonging to the mint toM. V. Davis, 
who, on the 11th day of June, 1880, was promoted from coiner to super-
intendent, the amount of coin charged to the cashier on the books of the 
mint and required to be delivered was found to lack 1,000 standard dol-
lars, which remains to be accounted for on final settlement of the account 
of the late superintendent. 
The discrepancy was apparently a surprise to the cashier and officers 
of the mint. There had previously been frequent urgent demands for 
the shipment of standard dollars and the error was supposed to have 
occurred from an undiscovered mistake in the report or count of the 
sacks at some deliver,y for distribution. 
New Yo·rk a.(/say office.-The unusual import of gold has correspond-
ingly increaseu the usefulness of this office, as will be seen by comparing 
the value of the deposits and of the bars manufactured in the la~t two 
years as follows: 
Deposits and bars. 1879. 1880. 
Gold deposits, value ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $11, 345, 563 $68, 273, 628 
Silver deposits, value ........... _........................................ 7, 019, 698 4, 491, 416 
Total deposits, value........................ .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 18, 365, '261 
Gold, fine bars, manufactured _..... .... ................................... 6, 639, 213 
Gold, mint bars, manufactured .... _... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 5, 309, 001 
Silver, fine bars, manuf;tctured _ .... _...................................... 7, 006, 828 
Silver, sterling bars, manufactured .................................................. - .. . 
72,765,044 
11, 378, 980 
57, 368, 761 
4, 372, 705 
24,347 
Total bars manufactured, value ........ ... . - ............ - ---.-.--- .. ~955,()42\~;795 
Sixty-eig·ht million two hundred and eleven thousand nine hundred 
and eighty"five dollars were paid in coin and bars to depositors. Of the 
deposits $28,355,070 were during the year transported to Philadelphia 
for conversion into gold coin. · 
At the aunual settlement the melter and refiner returned a surplus of 
861.616 standard ounces gold above amount charged him, which had 
been recovered from gold not credited to the depositors contained in 
silver deposits. 
. 
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This value, $16,030.06 was covered into the Treasury as a miscella-
neous receipt. 
Th e U. S. rnint at Denver, U. S. assay offices at Helena, Boise, and Char-
lotte- have been open <luring the whole year for the receipt, assaying 
and Rtamping of bullion, anu for the payruent of coin for gold bullion, 
affording the miners in the vicinity opportunities for the immediate 
conversion of gold bullion into coin at the coinage value less the cost of 
transportation and mint charges. They ha\Te made and forwarded to 
the United States Mint unparted bars of the following value: 
Year. 
Name of assay office. 
1 ------------------------1~~88~ 
D enver . ........................................................... ~ ....... value . . $415, 268 
H elena . . .. ...... .. . . . . .... .. .... . .. .. ... . .. . ................. . .. . ........ . do... 730, 178 







I respectfully suggest the propriety of imposing a melting charge in 
all cases on deposits of bullion either for coin or bars. Prior to 1873 a 
charge for refining was authorizeu on bullion below standard but none 
for melting bullion. The coinage act of that date amenued the existing· 
provision by inserting the words ''melting and" before the word refin-
ing so as to permit a charge for melting and refining when bullion is 
below standard. 
It may have been intended that the melting charge should be imposed 
in all cases where the value of a deposit could not be accurately ascer-
tained without melting. But the language of the act limits the charge 
to "bullion below standard" and makes no provision for a melting 
charge when bullion is at or above standard. 
Scarcely any imported gold bullion or coin is below the United States 
standard of fineness and liable to a charge for melting. During the 
last year the mints and New York assay office were required, at con-
siderable expense, to melt free of charge not only many millions of 
domestic refined gold, but over $60,000,000 of imported gold coin and 
bullion. 
It does not seem reasonable that bullion which must be melted before 
assay should be exempt from paying the expense of the operation. 
Coinage charge. 
From 1853 to 1873 a coinage charge on gold was imposed of ~ of 
1 per cent. During the time $540,736,349.50 in gold was coined and the 
coinage charges amounted to $2, 703,6~1, the average yearly coinage 
being $~7,368,175, upon which the coinage charge amounted annually to 
about $137,000. 
The coinage act of 1873 reduced the charge to t of 1 per cent., and 
the resumption act of lt;75 repealed it. Had it been continued at the 
latter rate on the gold coinage of the last five years which has amounte<tl 
to $~3~,200, 788.50, the sum of $480,000 would have been collected. 
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While it was uncertain whether sufficient gold C()uld be attracted to 
thP. mints to supply the coin necessary to maintain the redemption of 
United States notes in gold, it ma,y have been prudent and advisable to 
remove every charge that might hamper the conversion of gold into 
coin. And now, if our supply of metallic circulation depended upon the 
amount of foreign. bullion brought to the mints for coinage an exemp-
tion from charge either for melting or coinage might, for similar reasons-
appear to be defensible. But the amount of domestic production is more 
than sufficient to supply the increasing annual needs of this country for 
the coinage of either gold or silver and a large part of the domestic 
. gold as well as silver, like other surplus products, must at some time in 
the future again be exported. It can be of no national advantage to ex-
port gold or silver in the form of coin if those coins abroad do not pass 
into circulation, but are there again melted and recoined. The coinage 
of countries not producing the precious metals is composed chiefly of 
remelted foreign coins, for the latter cannot well circulate in countries 
having different monetary units of value. 
It has been said that the remission of such charge enables a country 
to invite and secure gold for circulation. 
The experience of the United States, Prance, and Great Britain shows 
that, other circumstances being favorable, a coinage charge does not pre-
vent a countr.v from securing the coinage of all the cmn the cond.ition of 
its foreign trade will permit it to retain. 
In the United States, although from 1863 to 1873, on account of the 
suspension of specie payments, there was no demand for gold for circu-
lation, $242,416,377.50 of gold was brought to the mints and coined, not-
withstanding the coinage charge of 2- of 1 per cent. 
France impo~ing a charge for assay melting and coinage exceeding t 
of 1 per cent. ( = .00216), coined in the last 30 years over $1,300,000,000 
~g~d. . 
It is believed that no country really coins bullion free of expense to the 
public. In Great Britain no bullion fund is provided as in the United 
States for the immediate payment of the value of a deposit, and it is 
found more profitable to the public and even to importers, in preference to 
waiting for coinage at the mint, to exchange their bullion at the Bank of 
England for its notes at 1~ pence per ounce less than the coining rate. 
Thil-' is 1;- of 1 per cent. ( = .0016), and with other deduction for assay and 
melting exceeds the former United States coinage of t of 1 per cent. 
(.002).* Should it be deemed advisable to reinstate the coinage charge 
the present is the most favorable time, as the supply of gold bullion now 
in the mints is sufficient to employ them at their ordinary rate of coin-
age for more than a year and a half, and so long as a bullion fund is 
kept at the mints and assay offices out of which to pay depositors coin 
en the delivery of their bullion, all the gold not needed for export un-
doubtedly will as heretofore come to the mints regardless of the charge. 
Reynold's Patent. 
A suit has been commenced and is now pending in the circuit court 
of the United States, District of California, by John Reynolds against 
the ~uperintendent and melter and refiner of the San Francisco mint., 
for an alleged infringement of a patent issued to him on March 20, 1866, 
:for "new and useful improvements in refining bullion;-'' 
The process of parting at the mint has been in use since its organiza-
* Report Silver Com. vol. 1, page 229-230. 
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tion, and was continued by the prrsent superintendent solely for the 
benefit of the United States, and if any advantage bas accrued it has 
been to the United States and not these officers. 
They ought not to be required either to pay or even be called upon to 
defend them~elves at their own expense in this suit. 
The plaintiff justifies his personal suit for the alleged reason that no 
court has jurisdiction of any suit he could bring against the United 
States. 
I respectfillly recommend, that the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims 
be extended to enable it to bear this case, or that such other legislation 
be obtaiued as will enable the patentee to test the validity of his claim, 
and make the government and not the officers responsible for the benefit 
(if any) it may have derived from the use of the process in case he sub-
stantiates his patent, and its infringement at the mint. 
Indebtedness of the San Francisco Mint to the Treasury. 
·There is charged against the San Francisco mint upon the books of 
the Treasury several deficits of officers, the first occurring in 1857, in the 
accounts of tbe melter and refiner, amounting .to $152,227.03, the 
second, $20,000 in 18o6, in tbe accouuts between the coiner and treas-
urer, the third, $10,665.28 in 1867, in the accounts of the melter and 
refiner, and the last, $16,373.U3, in 1869, in the accounts of the coiner, 
the total being $199,366.~4. 
A deficit of $21~!)6~.85 exists by reason of the pyx coins of 1865, 1866, 
and 1867, sent to the Philadelphia mint for trial at the annual assa~r, 
being used in paying for supplies purchased and shipped the San Fran-
cisco mint, instead of being restored to the accounts. Besides these 
sums tbe loss on sale of sweeps and the .wastage of the operath"e officers 
for a number of year~ prior to 1871 (although within the legal limit of 
allowance), amounting to $195, 15K81, were not paid as they should have 
been out of the annual appropriations, and it therefore appears as a 
deficit in the accounts. These losses all occurred prior to the organiza-
tion of the m1nt bureau and to the appointment of the present officers of 
the San Francisco mint. 
Their accounts have been annually satisfactorily adjusted, and as there 
is no hope of collecting the amount from the former officers or their 
sureties, I recommend that legislation be procured to authorize the can-
cellation of the indebtedness by an appropriation of the necessary 
amount from the profit on the coinage of silver or fi·om moneys in the 
Treasury of the United States. 
STATISTICS OF THE PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, COINAGE, AND CIR-
CULA'l'ION OF THE PRECIOUS ME'l'ALS. 
The investigations and inquiries heretofore instituted for procuring 
the latest and most reliable and valuable information upon these sub. 
iects have been continued, and are presented in detail in -the tables 
and communications accompanying this report. 
MONETARY STATISTICS OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES. 
Production of gold and silver. 
As there are thousands of mines, yielding annually more or less gold 
and silver, scattered over an area embracing more than half of the 
territory of the United States, to obtain accurate and complete statistics 
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of their aggregate production is evidentl,y a work of great difficulty; 
and to make annual personal e:xamination of each is physically im-
possible, without employing a large number of assistants, and expending 
annually an amount disproportionate to the value of the information to 
be obtained. 
The appropriation for the collection during the present fiscal year of 
the statistics of the production of the precious metals in the United 
States b7.Came available on the 1st of July last, and the work was 
assignecl to this bureau. Considerable progress has been made in pro-
curing the necessary information, especially for the Pacific Coast; 
and the data already obtained have been found of great advantage in 
ascertaining the locality from which gold and silver have been ob-
tained, as well as in estimating the total production for the last fiscal 
year. 
Through the mints and assay offices, to which nearly all the gold and 
a large proportion of the silver production come yearly, and the custom-
house returns, which record the movement from and into the country, 
the domestic product is readily ascertained. By adding to the amounts 
thus reported, the gold and silYer of d0mestic production used in the 
arts and manufactures, other than that deposited in the mints, I esti-
mate the production of the United States to have been, during the last 
fiscal year-
In gold ...... _ .................. _ .... ... _ ........ _. _ ..... _ .......... _ .. $36, 000, 000 
In silver (coining value) ..• ___ ... ___ . _. __ ... _______ ... _. __ --- •.. .•• ••. 37,700,000 
Total ... ..... ____ . __ .. _ ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73, 700, 000 
To make an intelligent estimate of the production of different States 
and Territories is a more difficult task, from the fact that a large por-
tion of the deposits of both gold and silver at the mints and assay 
offices comes in the form of fine bars from various refineries on both 
sides of the continent. 
The time that has elapsed since the appropriation for the collection 
of mining statistics became availaule bas been so short, and returns and 
information from distant localities have come in so slowly, that I find 
it impossible to present in this report, in proper shape, the data already 
obtained. 
It seems therefore preferable to submit at a later date the statistics 
of the production of the precious metals in the various States during 
the last fiscal year, and when complete data shall have been received. 
Consumption of the precious metals. 
The investigation of the annual use and consumption of the precious 
metals in ornamentation manufactures and the arts was prosecuted in 
the same manner as in the previous year. A greater number of persons 
were addressed, and replies receh.Ted, the latter showing a much greater 
quantity of gold and silYer consumed than previously reported. 
Seven thousand two hundred and ninety circular letters were ad-
dressed to parties using gold and silver in the arts and manufactures; 
two thousand seven hundred and ninety-one replies were received; and 
of the latter, one thousand three hundred and eighty-one were manu-
facturing. 
A table is submitted showing the respective amounts of the different 
manufactures using gold and silver. 
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The amounts reported as consumed are-
Gold.·--·------·--··---------··-----· Silver._ ..... ___________ .. __ .. __ .... 
Total ................... - . . - . - . 




2, 950, 602 
$!'>, 511, 047 
2, 749, 190 
8, 260, 237 









12, 098, 362 
The New York assay office reports the value of bars made and de-
livered during the year for use in the arts ancl manufacturing, from 
description of bullion, as follows: 
.Bars manufactured from-
Unit~d Sta~es coin (defaced) ....... -.---------.-- ... - . 
Fore1gn co1n. ·--- .. __ .... _ --. _ ... __ . -- .. -- .......... . 
Foreign bullion . _ ... __ . ___ . _ . .. ..................... . 
Domestic bullion _______ ..... ----- .............. ------
Plate, &c ------------ .... ------ ... -- ..... -- ..... ------
Total . .... ___ . __________ .. _ .... _ ... __ . ___ .. ____ . 
Gold . . I 
$4,929 
260, 222 
1, 007, 400 
2, 988,432 
394,871 





3, 863, 126 
144, 992 




1, 286, 022 
6, 851, 548 
539, 863 
9, 016, 234 
The replies made to the circulars from the 1\Iint Bureau show a con-
sumption of about $1,000,000 greater of fine gold bars, and $1,600,000 
less silver bars, than reported by the New York assay office. 
Don btless both statements are below the amount of gold as well as 
silver actually appropriated during the year for use in the arts, orna-
mentation, and manufactures. 
The estimate of last year that in the form of bullion, coin, or plate, &c., 
$5,000,000 of silver and $7,000,000 of gold were during the prm;eut year 
appropriated for purposes other than coin circulation, is sustained as to 
silver and increa~ed as to gold to $10,000,000, if not more. 
An examination and comparison of these statements anrl of the value 
of the fine bars i:::;sued from all the mints lead to the conclusion that 
probably $5,500,000 of g-old alHl $4,000,000 of sih~er of domestic bullion 
produced during the ;year, together with $2,500,000 gold and $600,000 
sih'er United States coin, were thus consumed. 
Tile estimated disposition made of the amount of gold and silver bull-
ion in tile mints and New York assay office at the commencement and 
deposited during the year, and amounts Ileld by each at the close of tile 
year, are presented in tabulated statements in the appendix. 
Coin circ'ltlation of the United States. 
The coinage and net imports of United States gold and sil\er coin 
were sllowu in my last annual report (p. 22) to have increased the coin 
circulation in six years prior to the 1st of July, 1879, $llH,490,698 in 
gold, and $107,050,985 in silver, being a total gain of $258,541,U8~·t 
The coinage and imports during the last :fiscal year ha-ve further aug-
mented the metallic circulation aR follows: 
United States coin. 
Circulation June 30, 1880 .••• --.-- •.. --- •... -- .• -- .••. 
Gold. 
$286, 490, 698 
5.), 948,407 
16, 519, 586 
358, 958, 691 
Silver. 
$112, 050, 985 
27, 903, 139 
2, 642,896 
142, 597, 020 
Total. 
$39~, 541, 683 
83,851,546 
19,162,482 
501, 555, 711 
I 
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During the first four months of the present fiscal year there has been 
a further increase by the coinage of $14,544,599 gold and $9,113,000 sil-
ver, and a net import of $1:820,591 United States gold coin and $567,524 
United States silver coin, making the amount of United States coin-
not including minor coins-in the country on the 1st of November, 1880, 
$527,601,425, of which $375,~~23,881 consisted of gold, 72,84:7,750 stand-
ard dollars, and $79,429,794 of fractional coin and trade dollars, the lat-
ter probably amounting to $7,000,000. 
Besides the above amounts of United States coin the Treasury held 
on the 1st of NoYember, in the mints and assay offices, $78,558,811 of 
gold bullion, and $6,043,367 of silver bullion, making an aggregate of 
coin in circulation and bullion in the rrreasury of $61~,200,603, of which 
$453,882,692 consists of gold coin and bullion. 
The coin circulation on the 1st day of January: 1879 and 1880, based 
upon the estimate for June 30, 1878,* and the subsequent net coinage 
and import of United States coin is as follows. 
United State-s coin. Gold. Silver. Total. 
.Amount .Tune 30, 1878................................ .. . . . . $247,429, 570 $80, 352, 328 $327,781,898 
Net coinage to January 1, 1879......... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 24,189, 85S 13,916,814 38,106,672 
Net import to .January 1, 1879....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 652, 279 1, 247, 570 2, 899, 849 
Total.Tannary 1, 1879 ...... ·-·-·· .•••..... ........... 273,271, 707----g5,516, ml~' 78H, 419 
Net coinage to .January 1, 1880 . ........... ·-···............. 38,874,789 27,524,639 66, B99, 428 
Net import to January 1, 1H80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 727, 586 4, 756, 343 19, 483, 929 
Total .January 1, 1880 .............. . .................. 326,874,082f12~7,694r-454, 671,776 
The gain in coin circulation during the calendar year 1879 was 
$53,602,37 5 in gold and $32,280,!)82 in silver, a total of $85,883,357, and 
the increase in com circulation from the date fixed for resumption, ,Janu-
ary 1,1879, to November 1, 1880, was gold coin $102,3~9, 718, silver coin 
$56,760,832. 
This computation is exclusive of the stock of gold and silver bullion 
in the mints and assay offices, which held for coinage January 1, 1879, 
$5,038,419 in gold and $11,057,mH in silver bullion, showing a g::tin of 
coin and bullion from that date to November 1, 1880, of $175,701,!)04 in 
golcl and $51,697,524 in silver coin and bullion available for coinage. 
In this foregoing estimates the amount of United States coin consumed 
in the arts and manufactures reported at about $2,500,000 in gold. and 
$500,000 in silver, is not deducted for the reason that it is estimated that 
an equal amount of United States coin is probal>ly brought into the 
country by immigrants and not reported by the custom-houses. 
From the reports of the Treasurer and the Comptroller of the Cur-
ren~v t.he coin in the Treasury on tlte 1st of November, and in national 
and St~tP. ha11ks on the 1st of October, 1880, and the estimated circula-
tion not in the banks and Treasury appears to have been-
Silver. 
Gold. Total. 
Legal tender. Subsidiary. 
Treasury ................ _................... $62, 167, 141 $47, 084,459 $24, 629, 489 $133, 881, 089 
Nn.tion::tl banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 675, 472 *2, 500, 000 *2, 830, 357 101, 005, 829 
other banks ....... ···-···.·············-···· 17• 102• 130 ~ 51,969,948 292,714,507 Private hands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200, 379, 138 S 23• 263• 291 
T(ltal .................................. 375,323,881 "72,"847,7501-79,429,794 527~:425 
.,. Director's Report, 1879, p. 22. 
t Not distinguished; total silver reported, $5,330,357. 
...... 
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MONETARY STA'l'IS'l'ICS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 
The effort to gather and present in convenient form for reference sta-
tistics of the production, coinage and use of the precious metals in other 
countries and the amount and character of their circulation was con-
tinue<l with advantage during the year, and much valuable information 
has been obtained in reply to the inquiries transmitted by the Secretary 
of State at your request. 
Our ministers and consuls abroad have displayed commendable zeal 
and activity in securing the desired statistics, and grateful acknowledge-
ments are due to the officials of foreign governments, from whom replies 
have been received, for their prompt and satisfactory responses. 
The information in relation to coinage, circulation, production and 
specie reserves has been collated from these dispatches and other sources 
into tables, which will be found in the appen<lix.* 
A brief review of some of the most useful facts contained in the pa-
pers received is herewith presented: 
Great Britain.-From the papers received it would appear the net 
specieexportsofGreatBritain were, during the year 1879, gold£2,937,000, 
silver £500,000. :1\-Ir. Freemantle estimates the specie circulation at the 
close of 1879 to have been as follows: 
Gold coin. £122, 47 4, 000 = .. __ .................. __ .. _ ..... _ .... _ _ _ _ _ _ $596, 019, 721 
Silver coin, £19,017,000 = ---- .................... ------ ____ -----· __ . 92,546,231 
A total of .. _ ........... _ .... _ ........... _ .......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 6l:i8, 565, 952 
which shows the circulation to be about $23,500,000 less than my esti-
mation for last year. It can hardly be said that there is any stock of 
silver bullion in the United Kingdom, the imports and exports being 
about equal. The coinage of gold at the royal mint was very small, 
being only £35,050, while the total value of silver coined was £549,054, 
and the amount of worn silver coin withdrawn from circulation during 
the year was £495,944. The report of the deputy master of the mint 
shows that the average price at which silver (British standard) wa.s 
purchased during the year was 52~d. per ounce, the seigniorage accruing 
to the state being at the rate of 13§d. per ounce, or 24i ~ per cent. The 
rate of seigniorage was nearly 7 per cent. less than during the previous 
year. 
Australia.-The dispatches of 0. M. Spencer, consul-general at Mel-
bourne, contain seriatim replies to the circular of the Secretary relative 
to monetary statistics, and also inclose interesting papers from J. W. 
Smith, consular agent at Port Adelaide, and from V. Delves Broughton, 
deputy master of Melbourne branch mint: the first giving the history of 
the discovery of gold in 1851 and the exodus to South Australia in con-
sequence, and the business crises occasioned thereby, and the second 
an instructive account of the discovery of the ''chlorine process" for 
separating and refining gold. Both these papers will be found wen 
worthy of perusal. 
The production of gold in the province of Victoria amounted in 1879 
to 758,947 ounces, valued at $15,000,000, and the average annual pro-
duction for the past ten years has been 1,063,148 ounces, valued at 
$20,000,000.· No silver is mined, but a small quantity is parted from 
gold. The coinage at the Melbourne mint during 1879 was the largest 
since its establishment, amounting to £2,7 40,000, all in sovereigns. 
India.-Information in regard to the paper and specie circulation of 
India has of late years been sought for with more than usual eagerness 
"The documents here referred to are omitted for want of space, but they are printed 
in the pamphlet copies of the Director's report. 
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on account of the important relation sustained by that country to the 
future of silver. Two papers have been received from Consul-General 
Litchfield, one transmitting information from the lion. H .. B. Chapman, 
secretary of the government of India, together with btbnlar statements 
showing the imports, exports, and coinage of gold and silver in India, 
and the paper money is~ued l,y the Bengal, Madras, a1Hl Bombay pres-
idencies from 1835 to 1879 inclusive. These tables are especially valu-
able as showing the immense quantity of silver absorbed by India in the 
. last half century. The net imports of 8ilver during 1879 were £3,970,694. 
The pther paper contains a resume of the mint laws and regulations of 
India. 
No banks or other private corporations are allowed to issue paper 
money-the only notes in circulation being those of the State, for which 
the government holds a reserve of specie and bonds equal to the entire 
paper issue. 
These government notes are received everywhere at their nominal 
value, and amount at present to $48,060,176. 
Silver is the standard of value of the eonntry; gold is not rated a 
legal tender, but is received in payment of debts. The coins of other 
countries, or of native Indian States, do not circulate. 
Oanadct,.-The response of the deputy minister of finance of the Do-
minion of Canada, with doeuments, transmitted through the Hon. J. Q. 
Smith, consul-general of the United States, show the following facts: 
There is no mint in Canada, its coin being· supplied from the home 
government. The system of paper money of Canada is similar to that 
of the United States, consisting of Dominion notes to the amount of 
$12,000,000 and bank notes to the amount of $20,000,000. The issue of 
Dominion notes is limited to $20,000,000, for which specie and govern-
ment securities are held. 
Germany.-Valuable documents ha:ve been received from Germany,. 
together with a communication from the Hon. Andrew D. White, United 
States rnini8ter at Berlin, commenting upon the efl'orts being made for 
the remonetization of silver by Germany, which it would appear is under 
consideration. The principal item of information in this paper is that 
the annual production of the mines (silver) of ]'reiberg has fallen oft 
about $250,000 since the demonetization of silver. 
The quantity of silver remaining in Germany to be sold amounted at 
the close of 1879 to 3,932,353 fine pounds (63,212,574 fine ounces), which 
at the average price of former sales (79.824 marks per fine pound) would 
realize 313,89G,OOO marks= $74,707,248. Tile loss on the sale of this 
silver at the rates previously realized would amount to about $17,000,000 
(an average of 21 per cent.) 
France.-The documents received from Mr. Noyes, United States min-
ister at Paris, show the coinage of France from 1795 to 1879 to have 
been-
Francs. 
Gold .•••••.. __ .•....................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 716, 438, 200 
Silver·----· .......••...... • • -, •.......... ----·················-·--· f'l,511,952,863 
The amount of specie imported in 1879 was 339,170,000 francs, and 
exported during the same year 424,543,000 francs. No coinage of silver 
was executed at the Paris mint in 1879. The gold coinage nonsisted of 
3,860,100 francs in 100-franc and 24,610,540 francs in 20-franc pieces; in 
all, 28,4 70,640 francs, besides the coinage of a million francs in 20-franc 
pieces, for the principality of Servia. 
The new agreement of the Latin M011etary Union went into effect on 
the first of the present year. A law was passed July 31, 1879, by the 
French legislature abolishing the contract system of coinage and creating 
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a bureau for the management of the mint, anc:l placing the coinage, as in 
this country and Great Britain, under the control of a responsible offi-
cer-called there, also, a Director-anc:l subject to the direction of the min-
ister of finance. 
In my last report (page 28), in stating the metallic circulation of France, 
I said ''While doubting the accuracy of the exhibit, in default of better 
data the estimates giYen are accepted." Among the documents since 
received are the reports made to their respective governments by the 
delegates to the monetary convention of the states of the Latin Union 
held November 5, 1878, from which valuable information has been ob-
tained in revising the table of circulation found in this report. 
The specie circulation of France is given as-
Gold...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $927, 000, 000 
Silver (fn1llegal tender) ...•........................... •·............ 540,786,000 
Silver (limiteu tender) ... _ •............................ __ . . .......... 57,900,000 
' ---------
Total ...................•... ---- .....••.............•••...•••. $1, 525, 686, 000 
The statement of the gold circulation is based upon the estimate for 
1878 of M. Folville. adopted by Dr. Soetbeer, 5,000 million francs, from 
which is deducted the loss by export and use in the arts for 1879, 
203,000,000 francs. 
The five-franc silver circulation is stated at a mean of three estimates 
made by the following distinguished statisticians, after adc:ling subse-
quent importation anc:l subtracting exports and consumption in the 
arts, viz: 
1st. Report made 1878 by a committee of French Chamber of Depu-
ties through M. Guyot, five-franc pieces, close of 1877, 2,530,000,000 
francs. 
2d. Herr de Folville (quoted by Dr. Soetbeer), close of 1878, 2,-
880,000,000 francs. 
3d. Ernest Seyd's estimate in 1870, with subsequent importation given 
in tables (less fractional sihrer an<l payment to Germany, 539,000,000 
francs), close of 1879, 2,747,000,000 fraucs. 
The circulation of five-fi.'anc pieces at the close of 1879 woulc:l be, tak-
ing the mean of tllese estimates, 2,802,000,000 francs. 
A~lstria.-Minister Kasson transmits, under date of July 6, 1880, in-
teresting statistics in relation to the coinage laws of Servia and a com-
munication from the Austro-Hungarian minister of finance, giving the 
laws regulating the coinage of money in Austria and tables of coinage 
and circulation. Silver is the standard of \alue in Austria and linn-
gary. Gold as well as silver coins are struck at the mints at Vienna and 
Kremnitz, but the principal circulating medium i& paper money, the total 
issue of which amounted on the 31st of December, 1879, to $259,682,597, 
being about equally divided between state and bank notes. 
Since the suspension of specie payments in 1848, private debts and 
internal taxes have been paid in bank and government notes. Customs 
dues are paid in gold and silver. The value of the paper money has en-
hanced as the value of silver became depreciated, and since the 1st of 
January last the paper and silver florin llave been of equal value. 
A dispatch is printed in the appendix from Mr. J. F. Delaplaine, of 
the legation ·at Vienna, to the effect that intelligence bas been received 
there that the principality of Bulgaria intends coining money, the mone-
tary unit of which will be the franc, and the total silver coinage has 
been fixed at 9,500,000 francs. The largest gold piece will be the 
''Alexander," of the value of 20 francs. The amount of the gold coin-
age has not. been fixed. The coinage will be executed at Paris. 
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Netherlands.-The papers forwarded by our minister at The Hague 
show that no coinage was executed at the mint of Holland during the 
year 1879. The silver standard prevailed in the Netherlands up to 1875, 
when the double standard was adopted. The metallic money in circu-
lation is principally silver, which is coined only on government account, 
and the coinage is at present restricted. The paper drculation consists 
of bank-notes, issued by the Bank of Netherlands, and is not a legal ten-
der, but is received b:r the government and preferred by individuals, and 
is secured by a deposit of government interest-bearing bonds. 
!'The Scandinat•ian countries-Denmark, No'rway, an(l Sn·eaen.-The 
documents and communications received through our ministers in rela-
tion to the monetary statistics of these countries, contain especially fnll 
and valuable information. These States still adhere to the single gold 
standard adopted in 1&73, silver being subsidiary and for change pur-
poses only. 
The imports of gold iuto :Norway in the year 1878 exceeded the ex-
ports by $556,904. The imports of specie into Sweden during the two 
years 1878 and 1879 exceeded the exports by $6,135,367, nearly all of 
this amount being gold. 
The paper circulation of both countries consists of bank-notes, the 
governments issuing no paper money. In Denmark the National Bank 
of Copenhagen, a private corporation, bas the sole monopoly of issuing 
bank-notes possessing the quality of legal tender. The bank is author-
zed to issue as much as may be required by the necessities of trade, but 
is required to keep a metallic reser,Te of not less than three-eighths of 
the volume of bank-notes, and bonds of an actual value, one and one-
half times as great as the portion of the bank-notes in circulation not 
covered by the metallic reserve. 
Switzer·land.-The papers transmitted by Minister Fish contain, in ad-
dition to statistics of coinage and circulation, the laws governing the 
organization and coinage of the Federal mint. 
Switzerland, being one of the States of the Latin Union, does not de-
pend upon its own coinage for its circulation, as the coins of the States 
composing the Union circulate freely in all. No gold is coined in the 
confederation. The coinage of silver from the year 1850 to December, 
31, 1879, was 50,052,828 francs =$10,000,000, nearly. No government 
paper is issued, and bank-notes are not a legal tender. The amount 
of this currency is about $17,000,000. 
ltaly.-The dispatch and inclosures from our minister at Rome show 
the coinage of the Italian mint from 1862 to 1878, inclusive, to haye been 
·gold, $48,175,695; silver, $96,621,945, and the production of the mines 
for the years 1875, 1876, 1877: Gold, $143,013; silver, $60,988. 
The paper circulation is reported by the minister of finance to have 
been September 30, 1 79, $315,788,724. 
The specie circulation was estimated at $57,900,000, of which about 
$38,000,000 are held as a reserve by the treasury and banks. 
Portugal.-The dispatch of Minister J.Vforan, under date of June 26, 
1880. contains very desirable and complete information in relation to the 
monetary affairs ef Portugal, including tables showing the amount of 
gold. and silver coined in Lisbon from 1855 to 1879, inclusive, and the 
imports of coin and bullion from 1869 to 1878, inclusive. 
Portugal has the single gold standard, and the English sovereign and 
half sovereign are almost the only gold coin in circulation. Silver is a 
legal tender to the amount of 5 milreis ($5.40). The Bank of Portugal 
is the financial agent and depository of the government; its outstand-
ing paper circulation amounts to about $5,000,000. 
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R'ussia.-The papers received through our legation at St. Petersburg 
will be found valuable as containing the production of the mines of 
this country, one of the largest producers of the precious metals. 
The production of gold in Russia from 1751 to the present time has 
been80,000 poods = $793,760,000. During the ten years from 1868 to 1877 
the production was-
Gold, 21,230 poocls.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $210, 635, 570 
Silver, 8,630 poods .. . ..... _ •...................... _ .......... _........ 5, 354,045 
The net exports of gold and silver coin, and bullion for ten years from 
1869 to 1878, inclusive, was $107,106,900. 
Russia has a large paper circulation, amounting to about $775,oor,ooo, 
while the amount of coin in the State banks is about $115,000,000, of 
which about $8,000,000 is silver. 
Turkey.-Very interesting dispatches from the Ron. Horace Maynard, 
late· United States minister to Turkey, together with official papers from 
the officers of the Ottoman Empire in relation to the money and finances 
of that country have been received, also a copy of official decrees in re~ 
lation to the issue of paper money. 
The government of Turkey coins both gold and silver on its own ac-
count; tbat is, buys the bullion at the imperial mint at Constantinople 
at the rate of 48 piasters per drachm of pure gold, and 3.12~ piasters per 
drachm of pure silver of standard fineness, and lower rates for bullion 
below standard. 
The proportion of gold to silver in the Turkish coinage is as 1 to 
15.0909. 
The coin circulation of Turkey is reported as about $15,000,000. The 
British pound and Freneh franc pieces also circulate freely. The prin-
cipal circulating medium of Turkey has been paper money, but it has 
become so enormously depreciated that its circulation is almost aban-
doned, and the government is making efforts to replace it with silver. 
The amount of paper outstanding }farch 31, 1880, was estimated to 
be in the neighborhood of $21,000,000. The relative value of Ottoman 
moneys is shown by the following statement, furnished by Mr. Maynard, 
giving 4~he rate of exchange between the different kinds: 
-
Beshlix 




December 2, 1879 ........................ . ... ! 100 106! 117,P07Jr; 370 811 0 
- - -- -
To those interested in Turkish finance, the papers in the appendix 
will be found wortby of perusal. 
Mexico.-The dispatches from Mexico show that the production of the 
mines during the year 1879 was, gold $989,161, silver $25,167,763, and 
that the circulation of coins of other countries has been considerably 
reduced by exportation. The standard of value is the silver dollar. 
Central Amer·ican States.-The communications from our minister at 
Guatemala show the amount of gold and silver in circulation in Costa 
Rica to be about $2,500,000, in addition to a considerable amount of 
foreign coins, the values of which are fixed by law. The gold coined 
from 1829 to 1877 was $2,318,381, silver $373,919. Notwithstanding the 
rich minerals which abound in the republic, lack of capital and intelli-
gent labor prevents the mines fi·om being worked on the large scale 
their value merits. 
The laws of Nicaragua, promulgated under date of May 29, 1880, pro-
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vide for the coinage to the extent of $100,000 of silver pieces of 20, 10, 
and 5 cents, eight-tenths fint-, to be a legal tender in the State. A one-
cent coin has also been made by decree of 1878 a legal tender in any 
quantity. No information with regard to the circulation of Nicaragua 
has been obtained. 
The State of Salvador uses principally coins of other nations and 
paper as its circulating medium. The coins of the United States,' 
.1\fexico, and England are preferred and command a premium. The 
paper circulation is placed at $60,000. 
South Arnerican States.-Dispatches have been received from only 
three of the South American countries, Venezuela, Peru, and Argentine 
Republic. In Peru gold is the legal standard of Yalue and the Inca is 
the monetary unit. Silver is limited as legal tender to 25 pesetas. 
The pound :sterling of England has been provisionally adopted as legal 
money. No statistics in regard to the amount of circulation of either 
coin or paper are furnished. 
The circulation of gold and silver in the Argentine Republic is about 
$7,000,000, a little over a million of which is held by thCj First National 
Bank; about two-thirds of this amount is gold. The paper circulation 
is very large, amounting to $364,000,000, and in addition $9,470,000 of 
metallic notes. The production of the mines is calculated at 3,800 ounces 
of gold and 325,000 ounces of silver, during 1879. The gold is obtained 
from the copper mines and is exported to England. The exportation of 
specie is chiefly carried on with that country, and amounted in the last 
year to about $2,000,000. 
Venezuela coins no money; but the French franc, under the mtme pf 
bolivar, is the monetary unit, and all laws relating to finance are adopted 
from the French. Its sih'er mines are not worked. The production of 
the gold mines in the year 1~75-'76 amounted to $1,324,000. Paper 
money is not issued by the government, bnt the notes of the Bank of 
~arracas are in circulation to the extent of $250,000. 
Cuba and Hayti.-The dispatch from our consnl-general at Havana 
states that the amount of gold and sil\Ter coin in the treasury is nomi-
nal only, and that the amount of gold coin in the Bank of Havana, 
April 30, 1880, was $10,5~2,000. The gold in circuhttion in the island is 
estimated at $32,500,000 and sil·Fer $1,000,000. The legal standard of 
value is the gold dollar (peso J. 
There is no gold or silver mined and no mint, its coins being imported 
from Spain. The bills of the Spanish Bank of Havana constitute the 
paper currency, and amounted on the 30th of April last to $57,857,000, 
of which $44,900,000 had l>eeu issued on accou11t of the go,~ernment. 
The dollar of this paper circulation is worth about '*1 cents in United 
States gold coin. The imports and exports are about equal. 
Two dispatches from Hon. John M. J_;angston, minister to Hayti, 
have been received. There is no bank or paper currency of any kind in 
Hayti. Prior to 1872 it had a paper currency estimated as high as 
$80o,ooo,ooo, of which $544,67 5~404 was redeemed at the rate of 300 paper 
for one of silver, $2,154,266 in Amerimw silver haviug been provided 
therefor. The present coin circulation is estimated at about $5,000,000, 
consisting chiefly of American and .Mexican coins. United States gold 
and silver coins are held in especial favor, the former selling generall,v for 
a considerable premium, and the latter, as against Mexican dollars, being 
held preferable, sometimes selling as high as 7 peT cent. premium. A' 
million Mexican silver dollars have recently bf'en imported into the 
islaqd, and a decree was issued compellmg merchants to receive them 
at par. 
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Japan.-Hon. John A. Bingham transmits under date of April 14, 
1880, very complete information in relation to the monetary statistics of 
Japan. He also notifies this country of the establishment of a branch of 
the imperial mint at Tokio, aml incloses a copy of the regulations govern 
ing it. Tbe prodnction of the mines of Japan during the fiscal years of 
1878 and 1879 was gold 36,870 ounces, silver 1,272,515 ounces. The net 
exports for the same yeal's were gold 661,787 ounces, silver 3,973,673 
ounces. The minister of foreign affairs reports the total paper circula-
tion at $147,288,681, nearly all of government issue, while the coin and 
bullion in circulation and reserve amount to nearly $150,000,000, abo"Q,t 
one-third being silver. 
Egypt.-Tbe communication from our consul general at Cairo states 
that the gold piaster is the unit of account in Egypt, and that gold is 
generally the circulating medium, silver being only used for purposes of 
change. Of the gold coins English sovereigns constitute the larger part. 
There is no paper currency. The treasury reserve is limited. No gold 
or silver is produced in the country. 
African States.-Dispatches have been received from United States 
consuls at Algiers~ Morocco, and Cape of Good Hope, which state that 
there are no g·old mh1es in any of thoge countries, and that the produc-
tion of silver is insignificant. Algiers has no mint and uses French coins 
as its principal metallic medium, which amounts to about $8,500,000 in 
gold, and $5,500,000 in sih:er. Tlle Bank of Algeria is authorized to 
issue currency, of which there is outstanding between eight and nine 
millions of dollars. 
The circulation of Morocco consists principally of French and Spanish 
gold and silver coin, the amount of which h~ not known. J\foorish gold 
coins have disappeared from circnlation, having been exported to Europe 
on account of their hig'h stan(lard. Gold dust and trinkets brought by 
caravans are exported in small quantities. Morocco has no banks and 
no paper circulation. 
British coin constitutes the circulating medium of the Cape of Good 
Hope, the amount of which is not known. 
THE WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER. 
No new facts have been obtained which would materially change the 
estimates and conclusions presented in my last report of the annual 
supply and appropriation of the precious metals. 
A valmtble table is presented in the appendix showing the pl'oduction 
of the principal producing countries of the world for the years 1877, 
1878, and 1879, and estimating the small amount produced from the 
mines of other countries. 
The reported production of Russia and Australia, next to this country, 
the largest gold-producing countries, somewhat exceeds t.be estimate in 
my report for last year. 
The total gold produet for the caJellflar year 1879 (the United States 
and Japan alone being for the fiscal year, which would not materially 
alter the total) was $103,365,697, and silver $81,037,2~0, which is 8 mill-
ions of gol<l and one-half million of silver lesR than the annual average 
given by Dr. SoPtbeer for 1871-1875. 
TilE COINAGE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 
The drain of gold during the last calendar year from Europ~ to the 
United States has had a marked effect upon the gold coinage of several 
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countries, not only from the export of our own gold having ceased to 
supply them with material for new coinage, but because the United 
States has appropriated the stock of bullion from other gold-producing 
countries, as well as large amounts of foreign gold coins, and absorbed 
almost the entire world's production for the year. 
The British mint was occupied with the coinage of gold only during 
a part of the month of December, and coined but $170,571. Less than 
$5,000,000 was coined at the French, and about $11,000,000 at the Ger-
man mints in 1879, which present a striking contrast to the coinage of 
$39,080,000 gold at the United States mints, and an accumulation of 
gold bullion by the 1st of January amounting to $60,734,318 beyond the 
capacity of the mints for coinage. A table of coinages for the years 
1877, 1878, 1879, to be found in the appendix, shows the total coinages 
of 19 countries to have been for the 
Years- Gold. Silver. Total. 
--------1 
1877 . . .. . - ....... . .. --- . . -- - -- ... . . -.-.- --- - - - - -. ---- - .- --- $201, 616, 466 I $114, 359, 332 I $315, 975, 798 
1878 . __ __ .. . . . __ .. _ . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 188, 386, 611 161, 1!!1, 913 1 349, 578, 524 
1879 - . . - -.... - - .- -.... - - . -. -. - -- ... . -- -- -- - - --- . ~ -- . .. - .-.-- 89, 969, 091 117, 318, 293 207, 287, 384 
COIN AND PAPER CIRCULATION OF THE PRINCIPAL COUN'l'RIES OF 
'l'HE WORLD. 
The papers forwarded through the State Department coutain recent 
and authentic information in regard to the par)er currency, as well as 
the specie circulation and bank reserves of foreign countries. 
Tables have therefore been prepared presenting both the coin and 
paper circulation of nearly every commercial nation, giving the per capita 
amount of each. 
The figures given for each of the 31 countries embrared in the table 
are believed to approximate their actual coin and paper circulation. 
The aggregates are, of paper $4,021,721,853, gold $2,819,301,004, sil-
ver full legal-tender $2,060,697,480, and limite<l tender $422,252,541; 
total paper and specie $9,4 70,564,706; total specie $5,488,842,853. The 
statement of the amount of gold and silver in circulation in the world 
at the present time is below the usur:,l estimate, and is less than half of 
the production since the discovery of .America, which was estimated 
in the report of the Silver Commission, page 78, to have been, gold 
$5,84l,OOO,OOO, Rilver $7,072,000,000; total $12,913,000,000 . 
.As bearing upon the question of the proper specie reserve to paper 
circulation, the amounts of coin and bullion in banks and national treas-
uries available for the redemption of their outstanding paper issues, as 
far as could be ascertained from the dispatches and latest reliable au-
thorities, are, for convenient reference, tabulated and submitted with 
this report. 
COURSE OF PRICES. 
The past fiscal year has exhibited monetary phenomena unusual and 
unexpected. The deficient harvests in Europe, and our unusual boun-
teous supply of exportable food, produced an importation of gol1l un-
checked by advancing prices or the amount of existing circulation, 
already seemingly abundant. The heavy importation of foreign coin 
and bullion which commenced in August, 187D, continued until the close 
of the calendar year, and has been again resumed within the last three 
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months. The remarkable increase of metallic circulation has been 
largely absorbed by the business community. 
The speculative advance in prices first in the United States and then 
abroad subsided in part before the close of the year. Comparisons of 
the prices of 1880 with those of former years have been made similar to 
those in my last report. The table of the prices of exported commodi-
ties at different periods and for the whole of the last fiscal year shows an 
advance of 8~ per cent. on the average prices of the same commodities 
during the :fiscal year 1879, and but 6 per cent. below the gold prices of 
the same commodities in 1870. 
In this connection an examination will be interesting of a table in the 
appendix compiled from official data contained in this and the preceding 
report, showing the increase of the net gain in specie in France from 
.1850 to 1878, and the outstanding bank circulation, and the comparative 
prices of exports and imports for a corresponding period. 
It has been a gratification to find at every institution, and among 
those connected with the 1\'Iint Bureau, a commendable desire to secure 
the highest efficiency for every branch of the Mint service. During the 
· year over $133,000,000 of gold and silver bullion received on deposits or 
silver purchases, and, in addition, nearly $40,000,000 received on trans-
fers from other institutions, have been faithfully accounted for. 
In the preparation of the statistical information embraced in this re-
port, as well as in the discharge of the routine duties of the office, I have 
had the ready co-operation of the clerks in the Mint Bureau, for whose 
valuable assistance I desire to make acknowledgments. 
I am, very respectfully, 
Hon. JoHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
HORATIO C. BURCHARD, 
Director of the Mint. 
APPENDIX. 
I.-DEPOSITS and PURCHASES of GOLD and SILVER BULLION during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
Mints. Assay offices. 
Description. 
Philadelphia. I San Francisco. I Carson. Denver. I NewOrleans.l New York. Boise. Helena. I Charlotte. 
GOLD. 
Rede os·ts ~]'inebars . ..... .. l $35,027,097 76
1 







P 1 -- • ( U nparted bars .. . 906, 501 41 $116, 111 22 . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . __ . . ........... .. 
United States bullion (domestic 
production) . . .. .............. -. 125, 5S4 SO 27, 546, 640 57 $36S,174 51 $344, 909 S6 






J!'orei:.,rn coin . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 75, S71 19 599, 739 45 . . .. . . . . . . • . . .. ..... .. .. 
$25, S12 93 
55,669 02 $6,996 36 $3,178 13 
82,590 01 
202 41 
6, 737,404 27 $147, 619 161466,431 79 
127, 327 04 . . • . . • • . . • . . 40 00 
20,895,974 51 I..... ....... 64 81 ·--·· ....... . 




........ _ .. . 
743, 019 35 .......... -- .......... --
189 41 
1, 623 24 
------1 1-----:----
Foreign bullion .................. 
1 
38, 109 31 264, 7S5 86 .. . . . . . . . . . .. ........ . 
.r ewelers' bars, old plate, &c ...... __ ass, 154 ~ l S, 212 36 .. ----- .. · -- ~ ------ .. ---
Total gold .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36, 637, 651 39 28,545, 544 46 36S,174 51 344, 909 86 
SILVER. 
87, 7S3 20 97, 620 40 I 68, 273, 627 74,147, 619 161 -~73, 532 96 I 
~---,----== 
e eposl s · · ( U nparted bars . . . 44 56 ....... -- - - - .•. · -- - · - · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · R d .t ~Fine bars ......•. , 40~,56S 28 ~ -----··--------- ~ ·-·········· 1 ··········· ·1 2,092,413·471
1 
United States bullion (domestic 1 1, 942, 936 12 
production) ..... __ .•.... -...... 15, 597, 682 96 , 9, 967, 566 59 622, 291 SS 4, 443 77 
United States coin .. -.... ........ I 36, 508 72 6 00 ......... - .•......... - .. I 1, 7S3 09 
Foreign bullion ..................... -.. . . . . . . . . . . 861, 488 68 . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... -- ...... , 12, 370 21 
Foreign coin .. __ ........ -........ 547, 082 67 1 13, 222 21 . . .. . . . .. . • . .. . .. .. . . . .. 431, 190 20 
.Jewelers' bars, old plate, &c .. . . Sl, 712 02 107 10 ............ , ........... 
1 
21, 582 15 
17, 189 9S 
55,576 97 437 26 4 S3 
3. 934. ~~~ ~~ . __ ~·- ~~~ _ ~~ _
1
_ ~ ~~·- ~~~ _ =~ _
1 
4f~ ~~ 
2SO, 500 20 . -- ....... -- 4S ..... ...... . 
73, 245 6S . . . . . • . . . . . . . ... .... .. -- 5 50 
145, S57 70 .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 102 76 
Total. 
$85, 052, 910 69 
1, OS!!, 456 14 
35, S21, 705 40 
209, 32S 82 
21, 200, 997 23 
40, 426, 559 63 
1, 176, 505 77 
134, 976, 463 68 
2, 51S, 171 73 
56,063 62 
32, 132, 756 95 
39, 29S 2S 
1, 154, 359 57 
1, 064, 746 26 
249,361 73 
----
37, 214, 75S 14 Total silver................ 16, 671, 599 21 J!o~ 842, 390 58 622, 291 813 J 4, 443 77 1 4, 502, 275 U ~OS, 067 20 1 2, 052 83 61, 068 23 J 569 20 
I I~========= 
Gold and silver received and I \ 
operated upon_ ................ _53, 309,250 60 39, 3S7, 935 04 990,466 39 349,353 63 _4, 599, S95 ~ 72,781, 694 94 149, 671 99 534,601 19 SS, 352 40 172, 191,221 82 
Less redeposits: ·,-----~---------~----,-----
Gold _._ .. _....................... . 35, 933, 599 17 116, 111 22 ...................................... i 81, 481 95 . . . .. . . . . . .. 6, 996 36 3,178 13 36,141,366 S3 
Silver............................ 408,612 S4 ....... .. .......... .... .. .. . ------------ 2,092,413 47 72,766 95 1.... ........ 437 26 4 S3 2,574,235 35 
Total redeposits .......... f36,342,2120l j-----ue;In 22 j ........... ~~j2,092,41347' 154,248 90 ............ 7,433 62 3,182 96 38,715,60218 






















ll.-DEPOSITS of GOLD of DOMESTIC PRODUCTION during the tlsca'f,year ended JUne 30, 1880. 
Mints. Assay offices. 
Locality. Total. 
Philadelphia.! San Francisco. I Carson. Denver. I New Orleans. I New York. Boise. Helena. I Charlotte. 
±:!:~: ::::: : ::::: :: :: :::::: ----.~: :: ;r.:i~-~ :::~;;:;; · ::::: : : : ::::::1- i.::: :::::::::: :: ::::: : ::::::::: ,i.in !! 
California ........... . . . ................ • 8, 752 54 7, 033,656 05 25,389 85 ...... .. . . . $2,350 43 48,667 55 . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. ... . . . 7, 118,816 42 
Colorado............................... 1, 420 39 338 72 .... ... ..... $344, 756 91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 897, 553 72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 244, 069 74 
~:~~ira:~~::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: j 28,~~~ ~~ ..... . ~·-~~-~~- : :::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::. 2' 6::~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·$i6;i74.i5. 2' 7~~:~i ~~ 
Idaho. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 565 31 365, 570 55 1, 374 64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 919 24 $116, 309 37 $1, 807 62 . . . . . • . . . . . . 510, 546 73 
1, 805, 768 00 





1, 998 30 
27, 029 19 
9, 322 07 
34,529 24 
17, 320 70 
18, 161, 943 52 
. . . . . 1, 449, 524 54 





























Denver. !New Orleans. ! New York. Boise. Helena. Charlotte. 
!~~~: ~ -~ i .:) ~~ ~):::: : .. : ~: ·::. ·: ~ \\: :. n·-J' ~ ": 1: .~~l) ::r: ;: . 2~:. :: I:: r· w:77: \~)):))::: \:: ! _··-~:; !!~ r:. ·:::: :l@ . m L' c: .... ~· i~. 
~~~~1:: (~-~~~-~~~-~~i-0_1?.::::::::::::::: ~;~i~ ;g ·--259,'o86'iio · :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~~~:!~~ ~~ :::::::::::: "59;6o7-o6· :::::::::::: 
N ovada . __ .... __ .. ___ . _ . ........ .. _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 123, 732 53 602, 920 00 . - . - - - ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360, 589 65 . -- .... -- - . . . ..•.... - - . . . ......... -"' 
ff[~~~::;:~··::: : ::: ~:-:::• :::.::. ·:::··~ ~~ :•: ::. ;,-;,. ;, :::: :::::: ···:~--:~: .: .: ·~- : :7'9":31 :::·<•: ::: : : :' •• ':: ~! 
ii!~~ed b-~ili~~; . ::: : :::: : : ::-:: :-:::: : : : : .... _ ~'. ~:3 _ ~~. 2, 9~~: ~;~ ~~ . ____ .. ~. ~~ _j:::::: :::::: ::::: : :: ::: ::: . _ .~~~~- ~~9 . ~~. :::::: :::::: : ::::: : :: : : : : ::::: :::::: ~~~\~~~d~n g:~ta::::::::::::::-::::::::: .. __ ~~~- ~~:. ~~ .
1
. _ .. :~~ ~:8 _ ~~. :::::::::::- ::::::::::::1::::: ~:::::::: . __ ~18'_ 5~~ _ ~~. -- ·.2: oii- 54- -----966-69- :::::::::::: 
Other sources ............................ 15, 440, 268 77 1, 319, 234 48 ........................ ,$1, 942, 936 12 25, 928 46 .... -....... .. .. .. .. . .. . 32 









1, 262, 982 32 
5, 087, 242 18 





2, 970, 757 92 
219, 387 26 
2, 978 23 
18, 728, 368 15 
----






















IV.-OOINAGE EXECUTED during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
Mint at Philadelphia. Mint at San Francisco. Mint at Carson. Mint at New Orleans. Total. 
Denomination. 
---------------( Pieces. I Value. I Pieces. I Value. Pieces. j Value. Value. Pieces. 
GOLD. 
i&1t;ZJ:: :: ~ ~: ~ ~~~: :::.:::::::::::: 
Quarter-eagles ............ . 
Dollars ..................... . 
110,870 
1, 409,710 




$2, 217,400 00 
14, 097, 100 00 
11, 309, 750 00 
9, 090 00 
3, 075 00 
3, 030 00 
960, 800 I $19, 216, 000 00 I 
461, 250 4, 612, 500 00 
862, 900 4, 314, 500 00 
1, 773 1 $35, 460 00 
4, 472 44, 720 00 
33, 322 166, 610 00 
2, 325 $46, 500 00 
8, 200 82, 000 00 




3, 158, 172 
3, 030 
1, 230 I 
3, 030 
Value. 
$21, 515, 360 00 
18, 836, 320 00 
15, 790, 860 00 
9, 090 00 
3, 075 00 
3, 030 00 
Total gold . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .... .. 3, 789,820 27, 639,445 00 2, 284,950 j 28, 143, 000 00 39, 567 , 246, 790 00 = 10, 525_ 128, 500 00 6, 124, 862 56, 157,_735 00 
SILVER. • I ~~~~d~ri~~~:::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 15, 18~: ~~g 15, 18g; ~~g gg _. :·. :~~·. ~~~ .. __ :·. :~~~ ~~~ _ ~~ __ . ~~~~ ~~~- _ ~~~·- ~~~ _ ~~ __ _ ~·- ~~~·-~~~. I .~·-~~~·-~~~_~~_ 27, 93~: ~~g 27, 93~: ~~g gg 
~f!~~e~--~~~~~~-::::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::: i~: ~~g ~: g~~ gg ::::: :: ::::: ::::: : :::::: : ::: : ::::::::: : :::: : : · : :: : : :: :·:::::: :: 1 : : : : : : :: :::::: i~: ~~g ~: g~~ gg 
Total silver........................ 15, 223, 400 15, 194, 437 50 7, 910, OOQ" ~. 000 ool 408, 000 !408, 000 00 4, 430, OOQ"J"4,43o, 000 00 27,971, 400 27,942,43750 
~t:~~~~~~~::::: :~~~~-::::: ; :::::::::::: ~~: ~~g 1, ~~~ ~g I':::::::::::: I:::::::: = I::::::::·: :I:::::::::::~ - :::::: ::::::I:::::::::::::: ~~: ~gg 
One cent ................•................ 26,774,150 267,741 50 .•.... ······ !······ ................................ ~.:.:.: .. : .. :.J:_: _ :_:_.:_:_::_~ 26,774,150 
1, 247 50 
982 50 
267,741 50 
Total minor ........ j •• 26,831,850 





















V.-BARS MANUFACTURED during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
Mints. I Assay offices. 
Description. Total. 
GOLD. I " I \ I ~~et ~~~~::::::: ::::::::::::: __ !~~~~-~~~- ~~- :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: $M: ~~~: ~~~ ~~ ::::·:: ::::::. :::::::::::::: ::::::::-: :::: 'I$M: ~~: ~~! ~~ 
Unparted bars............... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . $1, 980 84 $346, 072 72 . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . $147, 465 35 $473, 532 96 $87, 783 20 1, 056, 83:> 07 
otal go1d .. .. .. .. .. .. . 145, 200 85 ,
1
.............. 1, 98084 346, 072 72 .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 68,747, 742 13 1~7, 465 35 473, 5~2 96 - 87~83 20 1 69, 949, 778 ~ 
SILVER. 
~~~:~a;b~~~.::: ::: : :: : :::: :: .... ~~·. ~~~- ~: - ~ ~: ~~~·- ~~~. ~:. :::::: : : : : : :: . :: : :: : : ::: . ::. :::: :::: :::::: 4, 3~~: ~~~ ~~ ::::::::::: : :: :::::: : : : . : : : : ::::: : : : :::::: 6, 8n: ~~ ~~ 
Unpartedbars ............. -- ·--·.-----·---···---·-------- - 24,455 37 2,149 73 . ..... ..... ... ................ 264 95 61,068 23 569 20 88,507 48 
----------- ---------- ---------
Total silver............ 83, 688 67 2, .355, 252 07 24, 455 37 2, 149 73 . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 4, 397, 052 95 264 95 61, 068 23 569 20 6, 924, 501 17 
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VI.-GOINAGE ancl MED..J.L DIES MANUFACTURED at the MINT at PHILA-
DELPHIA during the fiscal yem· ended J1tne 30, 1880. 
Denomination. Philadel- San Fran- Carson. N1eewanos_r- Total. phia. cisco. 
For:fi~~~~~-~n~]i:=.................................. 11 1 65 ---------- .......... 76 
¥~~:~!~~;: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::: l~i I _______ ~~ ________ ~~ ________ ~~ _ gg 
%~il~~e~·~~~~~~ _ :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · · 2 ·1-....... ~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : g 
TotaL. .............. , ....... . .......... . .. =-183 1=174 --35 15 - 407 
For ~~;:eJa;~ld~~~~ ................................ -~~--~ ___ 2_5_ ----;------: 
Half-dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Quarter-dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Diine ...... _ ....................... ........ .... __ • _13_ j ___ 5_ ~~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. -~ 
TotaL .................. ....... ...... ..... = 214 j 125 _ 25 80 444 
For Ff~~~e~E-~~~: . -.. -............. --- .. --... -. . . 12 1 .. -- . - ... - -- -. --.- .. ....... - . . 12 
6~~~c~~~n_t_ : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 18~ : ::: : : : : : : : : ::: : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : 18g 
TotaL ............... ... ..... .............. --2()2~=~~-:-== ==:- 202 
Total NUMBER of DIES. 
Gold coinage .........................•.•............•.......•....... 
~li~~i:l~~ff di~~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~: ~.::::: ~-~:: :_: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~:: :_ ~:::: ~: ~:: : ~ ~:: :::: 
Proof coinage .......•................................................•....• 
Bendix l{oppel medal ...................... ------ ...........•.. ------ ..... . 
-D. De Fleury, Stony Point, medal (reproduction) ...............•............ 
Horatio Gates reverse die (reproduction) .................... w .............. . 
Annual assay ... : ...•...•...•...•••........................................ 
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VJI.-MEDALS MANUFACTURED at the MINT at PHILADELPHIA duTing the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
Name. Gold. Sil~er. I Bronze . 
.Adams .A.caden1y....................................................... 1 ................... . 
Adams, J. Q ............ ... -.............................................. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ......... . 
Agricultural and Industrial Society .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 6 6 
±~ee~~~~~\j~i;~~~ity~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::: ········i· :::::::::: ........ :~ 
.Amidon..... .......................................................... 1 .................. .. 
Baltimore Female College .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . 8 ........ .. 
Brown, Major-GeneraL................................................. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 17 
Brown Memorial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ......... . 
Cabinet....... ................................................................... 1 ......... . 
gt~!~:;~:~~~~~~~: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ........ ~. :::::::::: ........ i! 
Denman School.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 20 ........ .. 
Dodd, H. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ................... . 
Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 ......... . 
~!~~~~~M~J~~~G-~~~~~f.: :: :: : : :: : : :: :: :: : : :: :::: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::: : :: :::: :: :: ::::: : i: 
~~~~~ei~ili~n~J!!!~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........ ~- ...... ··3· :::::::::: 
Harrison, Major-General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
ii~~~:: ii~d.-a:I~. ~f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: .· ~ ~ ~ .· ~ _- _- .· .· _- ~ .· ~ .· ~ _- ~ ~ ~:: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ........ ~. : ::: :::: :: ........ 75 
Howard, J. E ............................................................................ :. 13 
~~~!!~C'a~~j~~~t~~~~~~ ·. ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_: ~:: :::::::::: · · · · · · · · 5 · ......... ~ 
Ketchum, Jesse(large).................. . .............................. .......... 25 ......... . 
Ketchum, Jesse (small)................................................. .. .. . . .. . . 30 ......... . 
Knight Templar...... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. ... . . . .. . . .. . . ...... 40 
~f(f#.F~~~~~;,; :~:::::::::~: ~ :~ ~- ~~~:~~~: ::.~::::~:::: ........ ; :::::::s: ::::::/ 
gr!i~fiar:a¥i1~!~h~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~: ·-· · · · · ~f :::::::: ~~ 
~~il!;.~ fr~~:cii~~--G~~e";a:l·:::::: :::::: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :::: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: : :: : : : :: :: ....... ~~. -- ·- ·- · · ia 
Morgan, GeneraL...................................................... ...... .. . . . . .. ...... 115 
New England Agricultural Society. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 80 
New Hampshire .Agricultural Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 25 
Norman..................................................... ........... 1 ........ .. 6 
Patterson, Robert...................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 10 
~::_~~lv~~i~- M:~~k:;~-e"~ :B~d.ie:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ....... -~. 30~ 
Philadelphia Rifle Club .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 20 ........ .. 
Pomological Society.............................................. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. 10 5 
Porter, Major-GeneraL................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . 17 
Ripley, Brigadier-General ................................................................. _ 14 
RobinsonPrize ..... .................................................... 2 .................. .. 
Sagadahoc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 15 
Santini................................................................. 1 .................. .. 
Scott, J obn ............ ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
~~:~~l:i~£.:~zz~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~: :::::::::: ------ ·- ~; 
Stoddard Prize . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . 2 
~:il~:tta~~:_::·: :·: :·::: :·::: :·: :::: :·:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........ ~- :::::: :~~: :::::::::: 
;~Fo~~Eit~f1:~~!i;~ ~~:~i~~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ~: ........ ~~ 
TotaL ........................................................... . 43 446 
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Vlii.-JIED.JLS and PROOF SETS SOLD during the fiscal year ended Jnne 30, 1880. 
Description. 
MEIJALS. 
Gold ...... ·------- - --- ...... .. ......................................... . 
Silver .......................................................... .............. . 
Bronze ............................................ ---- -.. --- -- . - - . .. ---- ---- - -
Total ...... . .. .. ........ . ................. . _ ....... . ...... . __ . __ . ___ . __ . 
l'ROOF SETS. 
Gold .... . .. .... .. . ···················--------------········· · ······ · ·····---- · 
Silver ....... . ... . ... . ........................ . ..... . ...... .. ......... . ....... . 
Total ................................................................. :. 














3, 228 10 
1, 333 00 
6, 43~ 00 
7, 765 00 
1, 090 00 
IX.-MINOR COINS REDEEMED, REISSUED, EXCHANGED, and MELTED 
dnring the fiscal yea1· ended June :3U, ltldO. 
Denomination. 
REDEEMED. 
Copper, one-cent pieces ...... .. .............................................. . 
Nickel, one-cent pieces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. ................. . .. -.. . 
Bronze, one-cent pieces ... .. .. ... .................. -........ -.-.- .. - . . . -- .. . . 
Bronze, two-cent pieces . . ... . ... . . ... -..... -- .. - .......... -.--- ... - . .. --.--- .. 
Nickel, three-cent pieces ...... . . . . . . ........................................ . 







10, 111, 530 
Value. 
$3,445 25 





Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 802, 046 585, 999 10 
REISSUED. 
Bronze, one-cent pieces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 362, 500 
~t~~:~: ~~e~~~:f~&~~se~ ~ ~ .- .· .. · ~ ~ ~.: _-:: _- ~ ~ _- _- _- _· ~ _- _-. _· _· .·: ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ .· _-: _- _- ~: _- _- ~ _- · .· ~ ~ .- · 1~: ~~~: ~~~ 
23,625 00 
53, 084 00 
547,485 00 
r------------
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 079, 000 024, 114 00 
EXCIIANGED. 
~~EE![,• ~:::.~:J:tt $i~~:ss ~: _· _·: : ~ ~ ~ ~:: .· .-: _·: ." ~ ~ _- ~ _- _-: : _-:::: ~ _- _-: ~: : _-:::: ~ ~:: _-:::: ::: 
Bronze, one-cent pieces ....................... ...... ....................... .. . 
Bronze, two-cent pieces ...................................................... . 
Nickel, three-cent pieces ....... . .. . ...... . ................................... . 
Total .........•.............. . ..................................... . .... 
MELTED. 
















X.-STATEMEN:J'oj EARNINGS and EXPENDITURES of UNITED STATES MINTS and ASSAY OFFICES for fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
EARNINGS. 
Mints. Assay offices. 
Philadelphia. San Fran-cisco. 
New Or-
leans. Carson. ·1 Denver. I New York. 
$9, 864 42 .......... _ .
1 
$80, 656 14 
I 
Totals. 
Boise. [Charlotte. Helena. 
- I 
Charges collected for parting and refining bullion 
Charges collected for alloying gold coins ........ . 
Charges collected for assaying, melting, and 
$8, 773 47 
1
. $158, 477 34 
163 73 2, 743 24 
$722 52 
6 19 
stamping bars . .................. . ......... .......... ....... _, ........................ .. 
Seigniorage on standard silver dollars coined.. . . . 1, 829, 31 t 78 
Seigniorage on subsidiary silver coined ... . . . . . . . 1, 541 18 
Profit on the manufacture of minor coins . . . . . . . . 198, 178 16 
Amount received for medals and proof coins..... 12, 414 54 
Amount received for assays of ores.............. 308 00 
965, 279 71 512, 252 12 
99 00 18 50 
Grains, fluxes, and sweepings from deposit melt-
88 60 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 951 83 
· · 47; s3o · 29 ·1 .... ~~~~. ~~. , : ~ ~ ~:: :::::: $164 53 
1, 107 00 559 00 105 00 
........ . . , . .... . , .... . 
$118 10 $549 97 
308 05 989 00 
$258,493 89 
4, 953 59 
1, 188 61 
3, 354, 676 90 
1, 541 18 
198, 178 16 
12,414 54 
3, 673 55 
ing room . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 2, 020 38 1 1, 3!J3 70 ' -- ........ 
1 
......... --- ~ 560 53 'I 8, 983 34 1 230 75 1 40 05 1 1, 264 54 1 14, 513 29 
8fiE!~~nb~~m~;;~t~~:-~ -~~- ~~~- ~~~~~~ -~~~- ~:~. 347 gz .. .. . • .. .. .. .. 1, 960 21 .. .. . . .. .. .. . • .. . .. . . • • • 16, 454 58 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 18, 762 77 
Gain from assays and collection, and transporta- · 
tion charges on bullion shipped the Mint for 
coinage ...... ...... . ............................................... ................. .. 
1 
........... I 66 39 1 ......... --- ~ 713 02 1 158 43 1 .......... 1 937 84 
Proceeds of sale of old materiaL................. 1,141 64 1, 455 75 411 97 915 00 .. .. .. .. . . .. .• .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . ............ 1 3, 924 36 
Totals . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 2, 054, 203 80 ~ 129, 448 7 4 I 515, 371 57 I 58, 698 31 I 2, 089 93 1 108, 604 89 1 1, 323 30 ! -n4631-2~Slf3,873, 258 68 
Salaries of officers and clerks .... .. 
Wages of workmen ............ .. ............... . 
Contingent expenses, not inclucling wastage and 
33, 632 87 1 
287,645 92 
losil on sweeps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 333 43 
24, 900 00 
252, 235 75 
41, 313 81 
EXPENDITURES. 
20, 961 89 
77, 278 91 
29, 934 27 
23,550 00 
62,294 62 
11, 312 73 
Parting and refining expenses, not including I 
wastage and loss on sweeps.................... 10,934 41 137,671 98 , ........... . 4, 492 08 
Expenses paid from the appropriation for the 1 
coinage of the standard silver dollar, act Feb-
10, 620 70 I 33, 150 00 -1 2, 959 28 2, 500 00 I 5, 700 00 I 
10, 000 00 20, 765 88 3 525 97 ...... ___ •
1 
8, 656 24 
'· 118 95 1 ,:::: :: ~ -~·-"'.~\ -·'1'.~'- . 9, 96' 19 : 
R!;~f,~ ;~J!7e8~ ·~;~~hi~~~·y·::::: ::::::: ::::: : : : : .... ~~~- ~~~.~~· I : :: : : : :: : : : : : : ~; g~~ ~~ :: ~ ~:: :::::: : :: :: ::: : ::: : : ~:::: . : : : . :::::: : :: . i::::: :: :::I_ :::: : ::: :::: 






4, 994 06 
65,336 42 
12,592 83 
9, 470 84 
:Expenses of distributing minor coins . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 592 83 . - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · I · · · · · '1 .. · .... · -- ~ -- ........ · ' ~~~~~} f~~~~Id ~net:~,~~~~~~~ecg;~b_~· ~P~~a~. 9, 470 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ·I 
r~~!~~~~~~~~~~!~~:::~:~~~::::~~::~ ~::: ::::::: 1:: H~ ~~ .... ~::-~::-~:- :::: :~~~:~~: :~:::~~~: ~~: :::::::-::: ::: ~~: i~~: ~i: ,: ::::::::: :::: :::::: ~ :::::: :::::-I ::J!~ H 
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XI. - WASTAGES and L OSS on SALE of SWEEPS, 1880. 
ce 0 
I 
en I ~ :.8 .~ ] ;::l d I ~~ A · 0 • Q) Q)~ ;::l+" s· ~ ~ I 8i!3 Losses. o;~>=l o.s 
~s ~-s ;::l ll:s 
P., o en 
0 
I ll: 1e· :s :;:i ~ ~ ..:::l d Q) <llen 0 ~ r:n 0 l_~ __ j__!:_ H 
- ---
I 
Melter and refiner's gold wastage. $10, 726 12 $5, 258 82 $124 50 1 $5 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . $16, 114 93 
Coiner's gold wastage....... .... . 9 12 2, 188 32 45 51 
1 
11 26 .. .. .. .. .. 2, 254 21 
Meltcrandrefiner'ssilverwastage . .. .. .. .. .. . 21, 706 69 1 157 47 ............ .. ...... I 21, 864 16 
Coiner's silver wastage........... 3, 546 47 119 24 149 18 938 88 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 753 77 
Loss on sale of sweeps........ .. . 8, 1::!7 08 16, 973 88 1-- ........ 1..... .. • $5, 758 28 30, 859 24 
Totals ..................... -I 22, 408 79 I 46, 246 95 j-:rni66195563f"5.758 28 1-75, 846 31 
!============ 
Paid as follows: 
From contingent appropriation .. . 
From parting and refining appro-
priation. 1 
From profit and loss ...... . ...... . 
From silver profit fund ...... . .. . 
12, 164 70 5, 211 94 
448 16 13, 342 50 
1, 470 39 1, 393 76 
8, 325 54 26, 298 75 
17,376 64 
13, 915 16 
8, 684 69 
35,869 82 
Totals .................. ·---1 ------------22, 408 79 I 46, 246 95 I 476 66 I 955 63 I 5, 758 28 75,846 31 
XJI .-GOLD and SLLVEB of DOME~TIC PBODUCTION DEPOSITED at the 
MINTS and ASSAY OF'FlCES from their ORGANIZA.TIOX to the close of the fiscal 
yew· ended June 30, 1880. 
Locality. Gold. Silver. Total. 
------ -------
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $219, 872 95 
Alaska............................... . ......... 29,972 47 
Arizona . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. 2, 256, 742 OG 
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 702, 058, 970 35 
Colorado . ...... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. ..... .. .. . 35,417,517 54 
Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 235, 112 89 
Georgia .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 7, 698, 082 03 
Idaho .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 24,137,417 11 
Maryland........................... ....... .. . 402 12 
l\1assachusetts .. .......... ... .............. . .. .. ........... .. ... . 
Michigan (Lake Superior)............ . . . . . . . . . . 123 99 
Montana .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . 48, 689, 006 09 
Nevada........................................ 14,432,322 55 
New Hampshire.................... ............ 11,020 55 
NewMexico.................................... 1,569,47214 
North Carolina................................. 10,613,35110 
Oregon .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 15, 414, 509 57 
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 401, 845 30 
T ennessee... ... . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . 84, 266 25 
Utah........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 445, 133 61 
Vermont . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. 10, 981 27 
Virginia .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 672, 667 70 
Washington Territory...... . . ............. .... 208,959 37 
Wyoming . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 716, 966 47 
Refined bullion .. .... ........ .................. . 201, 055, 915 26 
Parted from silver..... ......................... 13, 974, 774 89 
$2,116, 717 64 
1, 677, 550 45 
20, 183, 889 56 
21, 121 54 
458 20 
727,295 50 
917 56 I 
3, 433, 674 78 
4, 371, 384 12 
72, 107, 030 69 
2, 221, 484 63 
45,581 33 
4, 406 38 
30 44 
9, 036, 957 01 
· --· · · · -1 i · 793 · s6 ·
1 42, 790, 012 87 
Contained in silver....... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 9, 322, 268 97 ................. . 
~~~~~~nf~dfn ~~~~l :: ~ ~:::::: : ::: :::::::: : :::: ::: :::::: ::: : :: :::::: 6' ~~~; ~~~ ~i I 
Other sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 242, 731 33 31, 337, 203 76 
--------------:--------------
Total..................................... 1, 108, 920, 405 93 I 197, 421, 612 97 I 
$219,872 95 
29,972 47 
4, 373, 459 70 
703, 736, 520 80 
55, 601, 407 10 
7, 256, 234 43 
7, 698, 540 23 
24, 864, 712 61 
402 12 
917 56 
3, 433, 798 77 
53, 060, 390 21 
86, 539, 353 24 
11,020 55 
3, 790, 956 77 
10, 658, 932 43 
15, 418, 915 95 
1,401,875 74 
84,266 25 
9, 4!l2, 090 62 
10,981 27 
1, 672, 667 70 
208,959 37 
728,760 33 
243, 845, 928 13 
13, 974, 774 89 
9, 322, 268 97 
6, 813, 478 84 
520, 623 81 
41, 579, 935 09 
1, 306, 342, 018 90 
212 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
XIII.-STATEMENT of COINAGE j1·ont the ORGANIZATION of the MINT to the 
'· close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
GOLD COINAGE. 
P eriod. I Doul.Jle-eagles. \ Eagles. I Half-eagles. I Three-dolla~. Quarter-eagles. Dollars. 
1793 to 1795 .. .. . . _ ..... ... ! $27,950 ~-$43, 535 1 - ~~- .......... .. 
1796 ... - . - 69, 340 30, 980 $2,407 50 -......... .. 
1797 .... -.......... .. .... .. .. .. .. Ril, 230 IR, 045 .. . . .. .. . . .. 2,147 50 ........... . 
1798..... . 70, 740 -124-, :135 I· 1, 535 oo ......... .. 
1799 .......... - .... -.......... 174, R30 37,255 -... ......... 1, 200 00 .......... .. 
1soo .. ...... . ... __ . . .... _ . __ . . . 259, 650 58, 1 10 .. - - - .... 
1 
.......... . 
~~~t : : : : :: ~ :-: : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : J i~~: ~~~ ~g~J~~ ::: : : : : : . : : : : ~: g~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : ::: 
!!~ •:<<<<~ 1: :"·7 !!i! o-:-; ...... ,f:ii!H :: • 
1H10 ............. . ........... .... 501,435 . ............. ........ ....... ........ . 
1H ll .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 497, 905 ... _ ...................... _.. .. ......... . 
1812. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290, 435 ......... - . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . ... - . - .... . .. . 
1813......................... . .. .. ....... .... 477,140 ·····································-···· 
1814.............. . ..... . .......... ... . ..... . 77,270 ·············· ················ · ··· ···· ···· 
1815 .. ... ...... ................ .... 3,175 ......................................... . 
Hit::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: -:::::: ::::::1-- .......... ,. .. .. · ................... .. 
!II: •. j;:::: ••••• .• •• : ••• :: •• ·• ••• ••••••••••• : ·,, l~i!H •••••••• : ••• ·· ~ ·· •••• 16,120. oo· ~ ·· •••.••• j •• 
1824.. .. .. . . . .. .. . . ... . . ..... . - ... 86,700 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6, 500 00 .......... .. 
1825. .... .. . . .. . . .. ............ - . . .. . . ... .. 145,300 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11,085 00 .......... .. 
1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90, 345 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 900 00 ........... . 
1827....... .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . 124, 565 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7, 000 00 .......... .. 
1828 .... .... ~-- -····· ~--- · --------- - .................... 140,145 ....................... --------------·- ----------·-
1829.:... .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 287, 210 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 8, 507 50 .... ...... .. 
1830. .......... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .... .. 631,755 .. ..... . .. . ... 11,350 00 .......... .. 
1831............... .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . 702, 970 .. .. .. . . .. . . . . 11, 300 00 .......... .. 
1832............... .. .. .. . ...... .. ...... - 787,435 .. . ... .. .. . ... 11,000 00 ........... . 
1833. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 968, 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 400 00 ........... . 
1834 - . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 3, 660, 845 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 293, 425 00 .......... . 
1835 .. ..... . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 857, 670 . . .. .. . .. .. .. 328, 505 00 .......... .. 
1836 -......... . . ............... - .. .. .. .. . .. . 2, 765, 735 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 369, 965 00 ........... . 
1837 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1, 035, 605 .. .. . . .. .. . .. . 112, 700 00 .......... .. 
1838 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72, 000 1, 600, 285 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137, 310 00 ........... . 
1839 . .. .. . .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. ..... 382,480 802,745 ... .. .. .. .. . .. 170,660 00 .......... .. 
1840 . ............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 473, 380 1, 048, 360 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 153, 562 50 ........... . 
1841 . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 656, 310 380, 725 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 54, 562 50 ........... . 
1842. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 089, 070 655, 330 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89, 770 00 .•......... . 
1843......... ..... .... .. . .. .. .. . .. 2, 506,240 4, 275,425 .. .. . .. .. .. .. . J, 327,132 50 ........... . 
1844 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 250, 610 4, 088, 275 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89, 345 00 ........... . 
1845 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . -.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 736, 530 2, 7 43, 640 . .. .. . .. .. . .. 276, 277 50 .. ........ .. 
1846 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 018, 750 2, 736, 155 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279, 272 50 .... . ...... . 
11147 - ......... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 14, 337, 640 5, 401, 685 .. . .. .. .. .. .. 482, 060 00 -........ .. 
1848 - .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 1, 813, 340 1' 863, 560 .. • . . .. .. .. . .. 98, 612 50 .. .. . .. .. .. 
1849 ... . ....... -... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 6, 775, 180 1, 184, 645 .. . .. . .. .. .. 111,147 50 $936,789 
18il0 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. $26, 225, 220 3, 489, 510 860, 160 .. .. . .. .. .. . 895, 547 50 511, 301 
1851 .. .. . .. . .. .. 48, 043, 100 4, 393, 280 2, 651, 955 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 3, 867,337 50 3, 658, 820 
1852 . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 860, 520 2, 8tl, OGO 3, 689, 635 3, 283, 827 50 2, 201, 145 
1853.......... .... 26, G46, 520 2, 522, 530 2, 305, 095 3, 519, 615 00 4, 384,149 
1854 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 052, 340 2, 305, 760 1, 513, 195 $491, 214 1, 896, 397 50 1, 657, 012 
1855..... . .. . .. .. 24, 636, 820 1, 487, 010 1, 257, 090 171, 465 600, 700 00 824, 883 
1856 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 277, 560 1, 484, 900 1, 751, 665 181, 530 1, 213, 117 50 1, 788, 996 ·-
1857 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 056, 300 129, 160 673, 610 38, 496 320, 465 00 593, 532 
1858. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 038, 880 629, 900 772, 77 5 66, 177 515, 632 50 230, 361 
1859 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 236, 720 146, 000 406, 710 34, 572 213, 010 00 259, 065 
1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15, 458, 800 342, 130 361, 145 61, 206 128, 980 00 93, 215 
1861 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 316, 420 552, 050 . 452, 590 18, 216 338, 440 Ou 15, 521 
1862 .. .. .. .. .. .. . 36, 247, 500 972, 990 3, 287,160 17, 355 3, 208,122 50 1, 799. 259 
1863 ... -.. .. . .. 20, 387,720 126, 580 117, ()10 117 62,475 00 1, 950 
1864 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 465, 640 85, 800 51, 500 16, 470 23, 185 00 6, 750 
1865 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 879, 600 !-\3, 750 R6, 075 10, 065 30, 502 50 7, 225 
1866 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 494, 900 376, 100 300, 750 12, 090 122, 975 00 7, 130 
1867 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 925, 400 51, 150 154, 475 7, 875 73, 062 50 5, 225 
1868 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 705, 800 155, 500 153, 750 14, 700 74, 125 00 10, 550 
1869 .. .. . .. .. .. . 21, 270, 500 I 209, 850 228, 925 7, 575 10i'i, 862 50 5, 925 
1R70.... . . : . . . . • • . 22, 018, 480 89, 130 94, 625 10, 605 35, 137 50 9, 335 
DIHECTOR OF THE MINT. 21& 
Xlli.-STATEMENT of COINAGE, 4'c.-Continued. 
GOLD COINAGE-Continued. 
Period. I Double-eagles. Eagles. !Half-eagles. Three-dollars. Quarter-eagles. Dollars. 
1871.---- •... -.- ... 20, 91.9, 240 163,250 158,625 4, 020 53,400 00 3, 940 
1872 .. --------- ·--- 19,798,500 254,600 243,700 6, 090 72,575 00 1, 030 
1873.--------- .. --. 34,765,500 204,650 237,525 75 39,062 50 2, 525 
1874 .. ·-·------·- -· 48,283,900 383,480 809,780 125,460 516, 150 00 323,920 
1875 .. -- ·--·· ·----- 32, 748, 140 599, 840 203,655 60 2, 250 00 20 
1876.------.-- ·- --. 37,896,720 153, 610 71,800 135 53,052 50 3, 645 
1877. ·--- ·- ·--·.--. 43,941,700 56,200 67,835 4, 464 5, 780 00 2, 220 
1878 ..... ------.--. 51,406, 340 155,490 688,680 137,850 408,900 00 1, 720 
1879. - - - ... - - . - - - - - 37,234,340 1, 031,440 1, 442,130 109,182 1, 166, 800 00 3, 020 
1880 .. -- ........ -- . 21, 515, 360 18,836,320 15,790,860 9, 090 3, 075 00 3, 030 
87, 334, 4851 
----------
Total _ .. _- -- 919, 754, 480 76,730,470 1, 556,154 28, 374, 525 00 19,353,208 
Xlli.-STATEMENT of COINAGE from the ORGANIZATION of the MINT, ~c.-Continued. 
SILVER COINAGE. 
Period. Trade-dollars. Dollars. Half-dollars. !Quarter-dollars.! Twenty-cents. Dimes. Half-dimes. I Three-cents. 
1793 to 1795 ......................... ·.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. $204, 791 $161, 572 00 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . $4, 320 80 ............. . 
1796 .. ---.-------------- ... ---------- -- .. -- .. ---- ---------------- 72, 920 1, 959 00 $1, 473 50 ------------.... $2, 213 50 511 50 --------------
1797-------.----.----- .... -- ... --.-- ..... ------ .. ----- .. -- ------ 7, 776 .. -- .. ---------- 63 00 -- .. ------------ 2, 526 10 2, 226 35 ---- .. --------
1798............................................. ................ 327,536 -------------------------- ------ ......... .. ..... 2,755 00 ........................... . 
1799- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - . - - .. - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 423, 515 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
1800 .• --.- ---- - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . --. - - - - - -- - - - - -.. - - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - 220, 920 - - - - - -- - -. ---- - - --- - - - - - - ---- - - - --- - - -- - - - ---- -- 2, 176 00 1, 200 00 - -- - -- - - - -- - - -
1801 .. --- .. -- .... --------- .. -- .. ----------------- ---------------- 54, 454 15, 144 50 ---------------- ------------ ---- 3, 464 00 1, 695 50 ---- ---- ------
1802-- -- - -- -- -- -- - .. -- -- -- - -- -- .. -- -- .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- - 41, 650 14, 945 00 -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- -- 1, 097 50 650 50 -- -- - -- .. -- - --
1803 .. ---. ---- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- .. ----- -- -- ----- -- -- -- ---- -- --- -- - 66, 064 15, 857 50 ---- - -- -- -- .. -- - .. -- .. -- -- --.... 3, 304 00 1, 892 50 -- .. -- -- ... ---
1804---- -- ---- -- -- .. ---- -- ------. -- --- -- -- -- .. -- - --- .. -- - -- -- .. -- 19, 570 78, 259 50 1, 684 50 -- -- -- -- - ------ - 826 50 -.... -- - -- - --- .. --- ...... --. 
1805 ... -- ..... ------------------ ... -------------- --- .. ----------- 321 105, 861 00 30, 348 50 ---------------- 12, 078 00 780 00 --------------
1806......... ....... ..... ..... .... . . ............ . ................ ................ 419,788 00 51,53100 ················ ................. .... .......... •••.......... 
1807 .... - ... - .. - .. --- ...... -.--------- -- -- -. -- .. - ---.-.- ----.- .. - - .. --.-.-- -- --- - 525, 788 00 55, 160 75 -........ -- .. --- 16, 500 00 -----.-.------ - --- .... --- .. . 
1808-- -- - - --- ... - --- ... - - - - - - - -- - -- - . - -- - ... -- . . . . .. - - -- . - . .. .. .. -.. - - - - - - - - -- - - - 684, 300 00 
1809 ...... - ...... - .. - - - - - -.. -........ -....•. - - .. - - - - - -.... - .. - .. - .. - - - - - .. - .. - - . - 702, 905 00 
~~t~::::::: ::::: :: : ::::::: :: ::::::::::: : ::: ~::::: : : : : : :::: : :::::: ::::: :: : :: :::::: ~~~: ~~~ ~~ I: :::: ::: ::::::::I:::::: : :: :: :: :: : 
1812 . ..... - -.. - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - --... - - - - - -.... - ..... - -..... - - - . . . . . . . 814, 029 50 
1813 .... - ....... ... - ..... - - : ..... .. ..... ......... . - . - -- .. - .... - ... - - .. -- - - - .. -. -- 620, 951 50 
1814 ..•• - ... - ......•..... ------.-.-.- . ...... - --.- . --. -............ --.----- .. ----- 519, 537 50 . - ..... - .. ..... 'I'"------------ '"I 42, 150 00 I'"---------- ""I'" .. -.. -- .. ---
1815-- -- -- -- - .. -- - -- -- - -- - -- .. -- -- -- - .. . -- -- -- .. -- -- -- -- -- -- .. -- .... -- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- .... -- -- 17, 308 00 -- - .... -- - -- -- -- -- - -- - .. -- -- -- .. -- .... -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- . 
~~t~ : ::: :: :::::: :::::: : :: :::: ::: : : : :: ::::: : : :: : : : : ::::: : : : : : :: : :: : :: : : : : : : : :::::: 6~~: ~~~ g~ .... --. ~·- ~~~- ~~- ::::: :: ':::::: ::: : :::: ::: : : :::::: : :: : :: : : : :: :: : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : 
1818 . . .... -... - .. --- .. -----.------ ....... -.-- -- .. -- .. --- ......... ------- ........ - 980, 161 00 90, 293 50 
~~~~ : ::::::::: : :::::::: ::::::: : :: :::::: ::::: ::::: : : : :: ::: : ::::::: ::::: ::::::::::: 1' ~~~: gg~ ~~ ~~: gg~- ~~ .. -- -- -- --- -- -- - 94, 258 70 ---- -- -- .. -- · .· ---- .. -- -- .. --
1821. -. - . - ... - .... - .. -. - . ....... - .... - - .. - - - -.. - .. - ....... - •. . .... -- .. - - . - .. --. . . 652, 898 50 54, 212 75 .. -. - -.. - . -... . 118, 651 20 -•. - ... . - . - . : .... ... - - .. - - - -
1822 ........................ . ............... .•...... ............. -----··········· 779,786 50 16,020 00 . ... ............ 10,000 00 ........................... . 
1823 ........... ......... ~ ---········ · ·· ····· ····· .... ...•........ ................ 847,100 00 4,450 00 ······ ·········· 44,000 00 .............. ·············· 
1824.---- ...... - .. - .. . - ... -- ... -- .. -- .. -------- ... --.-.- ........ -- ..... --.----.- 1, 752,477 00 .. -.-.- .. ----- .- - .... -- .................... -........... --.- .. - . ..•... .... - .. 
1825 .. -- .. ---- -------- .. ---------- .. ---------- --. ---------------- ---------------- 1, 471, 583 00 42, 000 00 ------------.... 51, 000 00 ------ -------- --------------
1826- .. - . - . - .. ..... - ... - - - -... .. - - - ... - - - -... ... - ... . -... - - . - . - - - ...... - . . . . . . . . . 2, 002, 090 00 - . - -.. - ....... - - -... - .. . - ... - . . . - .. ...... - . - - . . . . .. - . - ... .. - . . - - . - - - ...... - . 
1827 ..... -. -.- ......... - ..... .. -.----. - ...... - ... --- .. -.- . .. -- .. - ..... -.......... 2, 746, 700 00 
1828-.- . - .. - ...... - - -.... - .... -.. -................. - - .. ..... ...... - . - - - ..... - . - . - 1, 537, 600 00 2~: g~~ ~~ I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
m! -·-• :·- -----•-•--••• • ••• ::• -.•• ---• ·••• -._.:-:_·-- -- .• _ ~:m:~! ~ ······~:::~~ 1-: -••---··: ~~~::::: :: :::::: : :::: :::: :::: : : ::: :::: ~:: : :::::::I: :::: : :: :: ::: ::: :::: : : : : : :: ::: :: ~; ~~g; ~~g ~~ ~~; g~~ ~~ 
1835 ............ ., ... ., ........ , ................. I , ...... ., .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 21 6761 003 00 4881 000 00 
1836 .. --------------------------------- .. -------- . -- .. ----------- 1, 000 3, 273, 100 00 118, 000 00 
1837 ....... -. -.. -.-- ............ - ....................... - ......... - .......... - - . - 1, 814, 910 00 63, 100 00 














61, 500 00 
62, 000 00 
62, 135 00 
48,250 00 
68, 500 00 
7-l., 000 00 
























1838 ....... -- ------------------------------------ ---------------
1839- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 300 
1840- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 61, 005 
1841. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 173, 000 
1842------------ ------------------- - --.- - -.------ . -- . - ---- ------. 184, 618 
1843.--------------------------.----------.------ ---------.------ 165, 100 
1844 - - - - -- -- - - . - - .. - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - . - - - - --- - . - - -- - - - - - - - ---- -- 20, 000 
1845 - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - .. - . - - . 24, 500 
1846.--. - - - - . - .. --. - . - -- . -- . ----. --- - - .. - - .. ----. . - - -. - - . - - - -. - - . 169, 600 
1847 .. ......... .................................................. I 140, 750 
1848- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - . - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - . - - .. - - . - ... - - - - . 15, 000 
1849. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62, GOO 
1850------.-- .. ------ . - ... -----.-.-.-.-----.----- . - . . . -.-----. 47, 500 
1851.---- .. -----------.- ... - ... -----.--.-.-.-.-- . . -- . . . -.---.--.. 1, 300 
1852 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . .... , . . . . . . . . . . ] I 100 
1853.-----.--- .--- .. . ---- -- .. - .--- -- .. - .. -- .. -- ... - .. -. --- .. --. 46, 110 
1854 .--.-.- .. -.- ... - .... -- . --- .. --.-- .. - .. --.--- .. -- .. -- .. -- ..... 33, 140 
1855. ---- - ---- -- . -. - - - . - . --. --- - - - . - .... - - . - -- - - - . - - . - -- - - - .. - - - . 26, 000 
1856. - - ... - - - - .. - ... - . - - - . - .. - - - - - - . - .. - - - . - - : - - - ...... - . . - - .. - - . 63, 500 
1857--. --- . --.------ -- .. · .... ---.- . ----- --- . . ----. ------ . - .... - . . 94, 000 
1858 ....... -- ........ . - . . ------.- ......... - . . . -- ... - .. -- . . -- . . -- ........... ------
1859 . - - - - . . - - - - . . - - - - - . - - . - - - - . - - - . - - .. . - - - - - . - - . . . - ...... - - ... - . 288, 500 
1860.--- -- ---- -- . - - ... - - .. --- - .. - - .. - - - - --. -- - -- - . -- - -- . - - ... - - - - 600, 530 
1861. - - . - --- - . - - - .. - - -. - ... - ..... - .. - - ... - ... - . -- - - ..... - .. - - . - - - 559, 900 
1862 .-- .. ---------.- . -- ...... - .. -------.- .. - ... - .. --- ... - .. -.---- 1, 750 
1863 - - - .. - - .. - .. - --- ... - . - - - . - - - ... -. --- - - - - -- - -- - .... - - . - . - .. - . 31, 400 
1864.-- .. --- - - - --- - - . - .... - ... --- - - . - - . - -- . - -- - - - . - - .. --- - - . - - . - . 23, 170 
1865. - - - - .. - ... - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - .. - - . - - - . - - - .. - - - - . . - . - - .. - - .. - - - - . 32, 900 
1866- - - . - - . - - - .. - - - - . - - - - ... - - ... - - - - . - - .. - ... - - . - - - .. - - .. - - .. - . . 58, 550 
1867. - - .. -- - - .. - - . - ..... - - - - - . - - .. - - ... - - - - . -- - - - . - - . - - - .. - .... - . 57, 000 
1S68.. .................................... ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54, 800 
1869 .. - .. - - .. - - .. -- --. - --- - . - . - . ------ . . - - . . -- - -. . . - .. - - ....... - . 231, 350 
1870- ... ---- - ... - .. --- -- - - .... - . - -- - - - . - - .. ---- -. . --- -- - - - . -.- - - - 588, 308 
1871...... ....................................... ................ 657,929 
1872- - ... - - -. - ... -. - - - . - ... - - . - - - - . - . - - .. - ... - - .. - - . - --- - - --- - . - 1, 112, 961 
1873 ....................................... , . . . . . . ............. , . 977 I 150 
187 4- - . - - - - - - .. - - .. - .. - . - - - - - . - - - - .. - ... - - . - - - - - . $3, 588, 900 . - . - .... - .. - - - - . 
1875.................... .......... .............. 5,697,500 .............. .. 
1876.-- - - - - . --- -- . -- - . - . - .... - .. - - ... - .. - - . --- - - . 6, 132, 050 .. - ... - . - .... - - . 
1877.- - ....... - .. -- - - - ... . .. - - .. - .... - ... - .. -- --. 9, 162, 900 . - ... - .... - . - - - . 
1878....... ..................................... 11,378,010 8,573,500 
1879.- ... ----- ..... - ...... - .... - ............ -.- ... - ........... -.. 27, 227, 500 
1880.-- .. -- ... - .. --- ..... --- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- . --- .. -------.-.. 27, 933, 750 
1, 773, 000 00 
1, 717,280 50 
1, 145, 054 00 
355, 500 00 
] 1 484, 882 00 
3, 056, 000 00 
1, 885, 500 00 
1, 341, 500 00 
2, 257, 000 00 
] 1 870, 000 00 
1, 880, 000 00 
1, 781, 000 00 
1, 341, 500 00 
301,375 00 
110,565 00 
2, 430, 354 00 
4, 111, 000 00 
2, 284, 725 00 
1, 903, 500 00 
114,000 00 
4, 430, 000 00 
4, 005, 500 00 
1, fl27, 400 00 
959, 650 00 
1, 785, 425 00 
983,630 00 
483,985 00 
553, 100 00 
579, 525 00 
897, 450 00 
946,750 00 
561, 675 00 
1, 009, 375 00 
1, 242, 771 00 
1, 486,492 50 
1, 199, 775 00 
1, 438, 930 00 
2, 853, 500 00 
4, 985, 525 00 
9, 746, 350 00 
3, 875, 255 00 
225 00 
3, 275 00 
208,000 00 
122,786 50 
153, 331 75 
143, 000 00 
214,250 00 
403,400 00 
2!JO, 300 00 
230, 500 00 
127,500 00 
280,500 00 
36, 500 00 
85, 000 00 
150,700 00 
62,000 00 
611, 265 00 
4, 146, 555 00 
3, 466, 000 00 
861,350 00 
2, 129, 500 00 
583, 000 00 
3, 019, 750 00 
1, 428, 000 00 
330,450 00 
771,550 00 




9, 712 50 
18, 175 00 
37,475 00 
23, 137 50 
23, 047 50 
29,971 75 
55, 096 25 
174, 362 50 
458,515 50 
623,950 00 
4, 106, 262 50 
7, 584, 175 00 
3, 703, 027 50 
112 50 
3, 837 50 
Total .............. ....... . .. 35, 959,360 11, 780, 588 I 122, 748, 295 5o 1 38,481, 099 oo 
.................... 
-----------···- · 
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239,493 00 112,750 00 ~-----· ........ 
229,471 50 106,457 50 .............. 
253,358 00 113, 954 25 .. - .. - .. - .... -
il63, 000 00 98,250 00 
390,750 00 58, 250 00 .. - .. - .. - .. - .. 
152, 000 00 58,250 00 
-------··-----
7, 250 00 32,500 00 
---------·--·-
198,500 00 78,200 00 
·-------------
3, 130 00 1, 350 00 ..................... 
24,500 00 63,700 00 . ............... ..... 
45, 150 00 63,400 00 
-------·---- --
113, 9oo ao 72,450 00 
-------------· 
244,150 00 82,250 00 
-------------
142,650 00 82, 050 00 $185,022 00 
196, 550 00 63,025 00 559,905 00 
1, 327, 301 00 785,251 00 342, 000 00 
624,000 00 365, 000 00 20,130 00 t:j 207, 500 00 117, 500 00 4,170 00 1-4 696,000 00 299,000 00 43, 740 00 ~ 489,000 00 197, 000 00 ......... . ......... t?:::l 
226,000 00 327, 000 00 37,980 00 a 
229,000 00 195, 000 00 41,400 00 1-3 
98,600 00 96,500 00 16,440 00 0 
167, 300 00 139,350 00 7, 950 00 ~ 
158, 405 00 117,627 50 18,256 50 
34,071 00 8, 223 00 2, 803 80 0 
14, 037 00 4, 518 50 11 10 l-:l:j 
17, 160 00 4, 880 00 618 00 
21, 065 00 10,732 50 679 50 ~ 
13, 670 00 435 00 141 00 ~ 
73, 315 00 24,290 00 120 00 t:;j 
23,905 00 527 50 151 50 
98,185 00 48,222 50 115 50 ~ 10,707 50 14,396 25 129 75 1-4 
222,471 50 152,751 75 61 05 z 
419, 040 00 175,442 50 25 50 ~ 
497,255 80 ...................... .............. ......... 
889,560 00 ......................... ....................... 
3, 639, 105 00 ....................... 
-----·--·-----
2, 055, 070 00 
--------------
....................... 
7()0, 891 00 ......................... 
·-------------
45 00 . ...................... 
-·-----------· 
1, 575 00 ....................... . ............ ... ..... 




XJH.-STATEMENT of COINAGE f1·orn the ORGANIZATION of the MINT, ~c.-Continued. 
Minor coinage. Total coinage. 
Gold. Three-cents. \Two-cents. 
-------------------------1--------l ·---------·-------l l-----
179ilto 1795 .. -- •............................... __ .. __ . . ............. /... . .. . .. .. . $10, 660 33 $712 67 $71, 485 00 
1796 --------------.---------------- .. --. ------ -------. ------ . --.---. -- - --- ------ 9, 747 00 577 40 102, 727 50 
1797 ------ ....... --- -- --- .. - - - -- ---. - - - . - - - .. - - . --- - -- - -- - - - . - - . --- ---- -- - -- - -- 8, 975 10 535 24 103, 422 50 
1798 - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - . -- -- -- - - - - . - - - . - - . --.- - -- .. --- -- . -- - - - . - .. - - - . -.- - . - -.-- -- 9, 797 00 - -- - -- . -.- -. 205, 610 00 
1799 -. ---- ---- -- ---- -- ---- -. - .. ------ - - - -- -- .. --- -- - - - - - - .. -- . - .. -- - . -- - - -- --- -- 9, 045 85 60 83 213, 285 00 
1800------------------- ----------- ----- .............. -------------· ------------ 28,22175 1,057 65 317,760 00 
~~~~ : : ~ ~: :: ~ ~:: ~ ::: ~: ~ : ~: : ~ ~ ::: ~:: ::: ~: ~ : : : : :: ~ ~ :::::: . :: : :: : : : : :·: : : ::::- . ::: ::: ~~: ~;~ ~b .. -- --7i- 83- !~~: ~i~ ~~ 
1111 ! !! ! ! ! • !!::! : • • ::! • •! ~: ~! l~ lll ·: ~: ~; ! ~l ~!::!!: ~!! : :; ! ; ! •!! ~ ; ; ! ~; ~ ~: ~ •!!;: !1 ;1: Ill!.!! II II! I !I 
1811 ---- --- -- - - .. -- - - - ---- -- -- - . - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- - .. -- - -- -- .. -- .. -- - .. - -- -- 2, 180 25 315 70 497, 905 00 
!!!!··:: ·: ::::: ~ i:. i:. ·: ·~ •. f:.: ~ i -~. i. ~iii. i .• : .• ~. :':iii i .•••••• i •• i: .• :•••.•..... :t !!! !! 1: ... :. i:: · .•...... :;!:_ l!f !! I 
Period. 
Five-cents. Cents. Half-cm.ts. Silver. Minor. 
$370,683 80 $11,373 00 
79,077 50 10,324 40 
12, 591 45 9, 510 34 
330, 291 00 9, 797 00 
423, 515 00 9,106 68 
224,296 00 29,279 40 
74,758 00 13,628 37 
58, 343 00 34,422 83 
87, 118 00 25,203 03 
100, 340 50 12,844 94 
149,388 50 13,483 48 
471,319 00 5, 260 00 
597,448 75 9, 652 21 
684, 300 00 13, 090 00 
707, 376 00 8, 001 53 
638,773 50 Hi, 660 UO 
608, 340 00 2, 495 95 
814, 029 50 10,755 00 
620, 951 50 4,180 00 
561, 687 50 3, 578 30 
17, 308 00 ... ... 
28, 575 75 28,209 82 
607,783 50 39,484 00 
1, 070, 454 50 31, 670 00 
l, 140, 000 00 26, 710 00 
501, 680 70 44,075 50 
825,762 45 3, 890 00 
805,806 50 20, 723 39 
IIi ::·:,:-_ ... : E::·::: .. · .:::.:·: ·· :::~~-: ~~::: :: 1 :~: ~~: • ~ ~::• ·~ • :·· ::•:~ :::1 ij: ~11! : ::~•···•~ .•.... ·~. l~:·r:r !!·1 
!ffi •.••...• ::: •• :.: ·· ..... :::: .... ~ ••.••••••..• :. :: •• '.::.:.: ..••• ~ •.• ::::. :•: •••..... ii: iii ii I.:: I, ;:g ~:. ~i: ~1 !! I 895, 550 00 ······-···-----1, 752, 477 00 12,620 00 1, 564, 583 00 14,926 00 
~~~L::: ·:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::. ~~:~b~ ~! ···s:oso-oo· i:~:~~~ ~~ 
i~~~ ::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: _;::::::: :: ::: ::: .:::::::: ~*: ~i~ ~~ . __ ~·- ~~~. ~~. ~~: r~; g~ 
1831 ---- . --------- .. -- .. ---. . . . ... ----- ... - .. - ----- -- .. ---- . -- - - .... --- - .. --- 33, 592 60 11 00 714, 270 00 
1832 - ... - .. - .. - -. - - - - . - - - - - --- - - - - - . - - -- - - - - - - . - - . - - - . - - - - ... - . - - . . -- - . - - - - - - - 23, 620 00 . - - - .. -- - - - 798, 435 00 
!iL:::: :• : :::::: :: •• :;::: ::J : •••••••• :.~: .••• :: :J : :: ii:f~ !! j! !! !:!i:~!!!! I 
2, 002, 090 00 16,344 25 
2, .... 200 00 I 23,577 32 1, 575, 600 00 25,636 24 
1, 994, 578 00 16, 580 00 
2, 495, 400 00 17, 115 00 
3, 175, 600 00 33, 603 60 
2, 579, 000 00 23, 620 00 
2, 759, 000 00 28,160 00 I 3, 41 5, 002 00 19,151 00 
3, 443, ooa oo I 39,489 00 






645, 906 68 
571,335 40 
510,956 37 
516, 075 83 
370, 698 53 
371,827 94 
333, 239 48 
801, 084 00 
1, G44, 595 96 
982, 055 00 
884,752 53 
1, 155, 868 50 
1, 108, 740 95 
1, 115, 219 50 





1, 345, 064 50 
1, 425, 325 00 
1, 864, 786 20 
1, 018, 977 45 
915, 50!) 89 
967, 975 00 
1, 858, 297 00 
1, 735, 894 00 
2, 110, 679 25 
3, 624, 342 32 
1, 741, 381 24 
2, 306, 875 50 
3, 155, 620 00 
3, 923, 473 60 
3, 401, 055 00 
3, 765, 710 00 
7 I 388, 423 00 
5, 668, 667 00 






















1837 • • • • • • • • • • •.......•••••••........•...............•.•.•..•....• r·... . . . . . . "· 583 00 •••.•.•.•••. 
1 
1 ... ~ 305 00 ~ 096. 010 00 I ::~:::::i::~:iii:~~;;::::::::: ::~~ !!!~!! :::: l ~~::: • :; ::-::::: •!!!! 1 i! f! I ~i:~)::::!!! l !! Ill Iii ! 
1847 • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . ......•.•.................• . • ..1. ......................... ' 61, 836 " ' ·..... . . . . . . 20, :m, 385 oo 2, 379, 450 oo 
1848 ........... ---- ..... - ...... -- . . . . . . . . -- .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- .... . .. - · ' 64-, 157 99 . - .... -.. . . . 3, 775, 512 50 2, 040, 050 00 
1849--------------·-- ····-······--·-····· ·····-···-···· 1·-----·--·-·-· ·----·······1 41,785 00 199 32 9,007,76150 2,114,950 00 ~~H : ~ ~ ~ : : : : : ::::::: : : :: : ::: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : ~ : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: , i~: ~~! ~! . ___ . ~~~ _ ~~. ~~J!i: t~~ ~~ 1• !~i: !~~ ~~ 
1853 --···-······------·------···-···---· ··-······--··· -----··--··-- ------ · --··· 66,41131 648 47 39,377,909 00 9,077,57100 II::::::;;;;;:::::~::::)~::;;;:;;::;:: ~::: ~:! !!:;;: ~ :::: ; ::;::~• . :~;::::::!• . ~II !I :·:::~!~. I! 1!!1 !I !! !!!! 1111 
a~L:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :ii~.:~~i: ~~- H~J~~ ~~ :::::: ::::::• ~~: ~~~J!i ~~ ~: !HJH ~~ 
1865 ..•..•...... ---·------·-·····-···--· ·--·---------· $105,930 00 535,000 00 541,800 00 .......... ,. 25,107,217 50 636,308 00 
1866 .... - ....• ---.- ....... . .. ---.-- .. --. $66, 240 00 270, 270 00 122, 980 00 187, 080 00 .. --........ 28, 313, 945 00 680, 264 50 
1867 ------·-···-· ··· -·· ··········-···--· 1,562,500 00 133,410 00 69,880 00 113,750 00 ····--······ 28,217,187 50 986,87100 
1868 .• - . .. -- ....... '-..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 445, 100 00 108, 390 00 61, 330 00 98, 565 00 ... - .... - .. ·I- 18, 114,425 00 1, 136, 750 00 
1869 .............•• ~-----·-··------·---- 1,101,250 00 64,380 00 34,615 00 78,810 00 ··-······-·· 21,828,037 50 840,746 50 
1870 .. - ....•• -- .. -.-- ..... . . -. --- .. -.-. 487, 500 00 42, 690 00 22, 890 00 58, 365 00 .. - ... -.-... 22, 257, 312 50 1, 737, 253 50 
1871......................... ........... 171,950 00 27,630 00 22,105 00 62,075 00 ·--······--· 21,302,475 00 1,955,905 25 
1872 ... - •... - .. - . ...• .. .. - . - . - - . . . . . . . . . 89, 200 00 18, 330 00 6, 170 00 9, 320 00 ........ - - - . 20, 376, 495 00 3, 029, 834 05 
1873 .• - .. - ... - ... - .. . .. .. -- .. - ........ - . 352, 400 00 34, 320 00 . -.. . . . . . . . . 107, 330 00 ..... - ... - - . 35, 249, 337 50 2, 945, 795 50 
1874................................... 244,350 00 29,640 00 ···-········1 137,935 00 ·----------- 50,442,690 00 5,983,60130 
1875 ... - . - ........ ---. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94, 650 00 12, 540 00 ....... -.- . . 123, 185 00 . - . . . . . . . . . . 33, 553, 965 00 10, 070, 368 00 
1876 .•..... ····· ········-···-·········· 132,700 00 7,560 00 ·········-·· 120,090 00 ·----------- ' 38,178,962 50 19,126,502 50 
1877 ... ...... - .. -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 250 00 ....... -.- ....... -.. . . . . . . 36, 915 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 078, 199 00 28, 549, 935 00 
1878 .................•... - . --. . . . . . . . . . . 80 00 48 00 . - -...... - . . 30, 566 00 . --... . . • . . . 52, 798, 980 00 28, 290, 825 50 
1879 ___ .. ____ • _____ • _. __ . ____ . ___ .. ____ . 1, 175 oo 984 oo .. _ .. __ . ___ .
1 
95, 639 oo ___ .. __ .. __ . 40, 986, 912 oo 27, 227, 882 50 
1880 ................•........... -....... 1, 247 50 982 50 .... . -...... 267, 741 50 ...... -.... 56, 157, 735 00 27, 942, 437 50 
Total ..•........•.......•.. - ...... 6,775~50 857,lo450 912, 020 Oo-~5,698, &23 94"[39:926111,133~220() j292;333,4369oj 
55, 583 00 3, 299, 898 00 
63, 702, 00 4, 206, 540 00 
31, 286 61 3, 563, 467 61 
24, 627 00 3, 426, 632 50 
15, 973 67 2, 240, 321 17 
23, 833 90 4, 190, 753 90 
24, 283 20 11, 967, 830 70 
23, 987 52 7, 687, 767 52 
38, 948 04 5, 668, 595 54 
41, 208 00 6, 633, 965 50 
61, 836 69 22, 662, 671 69 
64, 157 99 5, 879, 720 49 
41, 984 32 11, 164, 695 82 
44, 467 50 33, 892, 306 00 
99, 635 43 63, 488, 524 93 
50, 630 94 57, 896, 228 44 
67, 059 78 48, 522, 539 78 
42, 638 35 34, 577, 826 85 
16, 030 79 32, 495, 243 79 
27, 106 78 41, 860, 115 28 
63, 510 46 17, 352, 073 46 
234, 000 00 38, 528, 455 50 
307, 000 00 23, 790, 477 00 
342, 000 00 19, 557, 396 00 
101, 660 00 63, 400, 597 00 
116, 000 00 48, 560, 788 00 
478, 450 00 22, 348, 3'H 80 
463, 800 (i0 22, 661, 359 10 
1, 183, 330 00 26, 926, 855 50 
646, 570 00 29, 640, 779 50 
1, 879, 540 00 31, 083, 598 50 
1, 713, 385 00 20, 964, 560 00 
1, 279, 055 00 23, 948, 439 00 
611, 445 00 24, 636, 011 00 
283, 760 00 23, 542, 140 2fi 
123, 020 00 23, 529, 349 05 
494, 050 00 38, 689,183 00 
411, 925 00 56. 838, 216 30 
230, 375 00 43, 854, 708 00 
260, 350 00 57, 565, 815 00 
62, ~ 65 00 72, 690, 299 00 
30, 694 00 81, 120, 499 50 
97, 798 00 68, 312, 5!l2 50 
269, 971 50 84, 370, 144 00 




















218 REPOR'£ ON THE FINANCES. 
IJV.-COINAGE EXECUTED during the Calenda1· Years1A77, 1878, and 1879. 
Denomination. 1877. 1878. 1 1879. 
I 
$43. 529, 700 00 $45. 916, 500 00 I $28, 889. 260 00 
211, 490 00 1, 031, 440 00 6, 120, 320 00 
177, 660 00 1, 427, 470 00 3, 727, 155 00 
4, 464 00 246, 970 00 9, 090 00 
12, 63o oo 1, 16o, 65o oo 1 331, 225 oo 
3, 920 oo 3, o2o oo I 3, o3o oo 
GOLD. 
Double-eagles ....................................... . 
l~fi~~iie"s ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ : : : ~ : : ~ : : : : ~: ::: : : : : : : : : 
Three-dollars ............................ __ .. __ . . .... _ 
-~~fl~~~r:~~~~~~: : :: : : ::: : ~ ~: : :: ~ ~:: ~: : ~::: ~ ~:: ~ :: ::: : :: 
Total gold ...................................... 43~ool 49,786,052 oo 139,080,08000 
SILVER. 
g[;~J~~d~~lJ~~~::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -. ~~·- ~~~·- ~~~- ~~. 2t ;~~: ~~~ ~~ 27, 5;~: ~~ ~g 
Half-dollars .. __ . ___ ......... .... __ .. __ . __ ... _. __ .. _.. 7, 540, 255 00 726, 200 00 2, 950 00 
~!~n~;:~~~t:~ _-_-_-:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 6, 024, i~~ g~ 849, i~~ ~~ _ --· ___ -~·-~~~- ~~ 
Dimes ....... _____ .... _ ... _. _ . . _ ... _ .. __ ... _. _. __ . _ _ _ _ 1, 735, 051 00 187, 880 00 1, 510 00 
Total silver . _ ... _ ... _ .. ___ . _. _ ... _. __ ...... _... 2R, 393, 045 5~~-28, 518, 850 00 j~9,77600 
MINOR. -----~------~ 
Five-cents.---·_ ... _ ... ------ ... -- --- -····--- .... ___ ........... _ ... --. 117 50 1, 455 00 
Three-cents . _ - ...... _ ... __ .. __ .. _ . _ ............. ___ . _ . .... __ .... __ . . . 70 50 I 1, 236 00 
One-cent. __ .. __ . __ ....... __ . _. __ . ____ . _ .. _ .. ___ .. _. _. 8, 525 00 57, 998 50 162, 312 00 
Total minor .. _ . ___ ...... _ .... __ ... ___ .. _ .. _ . _ . - / 8, 525 00 j 58, 186 50 \ 165, 003 00 
Total coinage ___ .. __ .. __ ........ __ .......... __ ·I 72=, 4=0=1,=4=3=4=5=0=:\=7=3,=3=63=,=0=88=50=\ = =6=6=, 8=1=4=, 8=5=9=0=0 
*Proof pieces. 




OFFICE OF TilE DIRECTOR OF THE 1\fiNT, 
Washington, D. C., Septembe1· 3, 1878. 
In conformity with sections 3526 and 3527, Revised Statutes, and with the :first sec-
tion of the act authorizing the coinage of the standard silver dollar and restoring its 
legal-tender character, passed February 28, 1878, it is hereby ordered and directed that 
the superintendents of the mints at Philadelphia, San J?rancisco, Carson, and New 
Orleans will, upon the receipt of a written request of the Treasurer of the United 
States, forward, by express, standard silver dollars in the sum of one thousand dollars, 
or a multiple thereof, to such party or parties as he may designate. 
The expense of transportation to be paid by the Mint from the "sil ver-profi.t fund." 




Secretm·y of the Treasuty. 
No.2. 
R. E. PRESTON, 
Acting Director. 
TREASURY DEPARnmNT, 
OFFICE OF TIIm DIRECTOR Ol!' THE MINT, 
Washington, D. C., August 21, 1880. 
In order to facilitate the distrilmtion of standard silver dollars from the mints at 
Philaclelphia, San Francisco, and New Orleans, the following regulations for the gov-
-ernment of the superintendents thereof are prescribed: 
Upon the receipt from an Assistant Treasurer of the United States of au original 
certificate of deposit on account of standard silver dollars, giving the name and ad-
dress of the party or parties to whom the coin is to be sent, the superintendent of the 
mint in the same city as the Assistant Treasurer issuing the certificate will ship a like 
amount of standard silver dollars, and pay the charges for transportation from the 
"silver-profit fund." 
The superintendent of the mint will report to the Treasurer of the United States 
and the Assistant Treasurer, at the close of business each day, the amount of standard 
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silver dollars shipped upon such certificates, giving the number and date of each cer-
tificate. 
All shipments of standar(l silver dollars under the foregoing regulations will be 
t reated as a transfer to the Treasurer of the United States. 
Approved: 
JorrN Sm~Rl\IAN, 
Secretary of the T1·easury. 
R. E. PRESTON, 
Acting Direciol'. 
XVI.-ESTIMATION OF VALUE OF FOREIGN COINS. 
Hon. JOHN Snr<:RMAN, 
Secretary of the 11·easury: 
BUREAU OF THE MINT, 
Washington, D. C., December 29, 1879. 
SIR: The money of account of the United States is required by the act of April 2, 
1792 (Revised Statutes, section 3563), to "be expressed in dollars or units, dimes lin' 
tenths," &c., 11 a dime being the tenth part of a dollar." 
The coinage act of February 12, 1873 (Revised Statutes, section 3511), provides "that 
the gold coins of the United States shall be a one-dollar piece, which, at the standard 
weight of twenty-five and eight-tenths grains, shall be the unit of value," &c. 
The act of March :3, 1873 (Revised Statutes, section 3564), provides "that the value 
of foreign coins as expressed i.n the money of account of the United States shall be 
that of the pure metal in such coin, of standard value, and the values of the standard 
coins in chcnlation of the various nations of the world shall be estimated annually 
by the Director of the Mint, and be proclaimed on the first day of January by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury." 
In estimating the value of coins of foreign countries where gold is the standard of 
value no difficulty is experienced; the value is readily ascertained by comparing the 
amount of pure gold containNl with that in the gold dollar, but in silver coins the 
law does not definitely state what shall be the basis of comparison in estimating the 
value of the pure metal of such coins when silver is the standard of the country. 
The coinage act of 1873 discontinued the coinage of the silver dollar of 412-l grains, 
aud also failed to make provision that it should be a unit of value as in case of the 
one-dollar gold piece, but it still remainecl an existing coin and a legal tender to the 
amount of fh·e dollars in any one payment. 
The trade-dollar of 4~0 grains and subsidiary coins of 25 grammes to the dollar were 
authorized by the same act, and also constituted a legal tender to a like amount, but 
none of these coins were declared units or standards of value. If it had been intended 
that the valne of foreign silw•r coins should be ascertained by comparing the pure 
metal contained 'Yith that in the United States silver coins, the law failed to specify 
what silver coin or what quantity of silver should be the standard for valuation. 
I therefore have the honor to request that you will furnish this office with your 
opinion as to whether under the provisions of the act of March 3, 187:3, referred to, 
the value of foreign silver coins should be estimated by comparing their weight and 
fineness with that of the silver dollar or other silver coins of the United States, of the 
nominal value of one dollar, or by taking the commercial lmllion value of the pure 
silver in such foreign s ilver coins valued in golu dollars as units. 
If computed by the former method, what silver coin should be the basis of compari-
son; and if by the latter method, in what manner should the gold value of the pure 
silver in such foreign silver co in be ascertained f 
V cry respectfully, 
HORATIO C. BURCHARD, Di1·ector. 
TREASURY DEPART.M:ENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., December 30, 1879. 
Ron. H. C. BURCHARD, 
Director of the Mint: 
Sm: I am in receipt of your letter of this date, asking my opm10n as to the basis 
on which estimates of the values of for"'ign silver coin shoulcl be made under the pro-
visions of section 35M, Revised Statutes. 
In reply I have to inform yon that in my opicion the law clearly contemplates that 
the estimates should be based on the commercial value of the pure silver contained 
in the coin of fnll weight, expressed in t@rms of the standard unit of value of the 
United States, which, nncler the law, is declarcll t<"J be the gold dollar of the standard 
weight of 25 1110 grains. In estimating the commercial value of the pure silver in ques-
tion, as reCJnired by law, a proper basis would seem to be the London quotations of 
such silver for a period immediately preceding the year for which the estimate is made, 
and I would suggest that a period of three mont.hs be taken for this purpose. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN SHERMAN, Sec:reta1·y. 
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CIRCULAR ESTIMATING AND PROCLAIMING, IN UNITED STATES MONEY 
OF ACCOUNT, THE VALUES OF THE STANDARD COINS IN CIRCULA-
TION OF THE VARIOUS NATIONS OF THE WORLD. 
1880. } TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
DEPARTMENT No.1. 
SECRETARY'S OFFICE. 
BUREAU OF TilE MINT, 
Washinoton, D. C., January 1, 18 0. 
Ron. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury : 
SIR: In pursuance of the provisions of section 3564 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States, I have estimated the values of the standard coins in circulation of the 
various nations of the world, and submit the same in the accompanying table. 
V13ry respectfully, · 
HORATIO C. BURCHARD, 
Di1·ector of the Mint. 
ESTIMATE of VALUES of Ji'OREIGN COINS. 
Country . Monetary unit. Standard. 
.Austria .................. Florin ................ Silver ... .. ... .. $0 41.3 
Belgium .... . _........... Franc._............... Gold aud silver . 19. 3 
Bolivia .... .. ....... . .... Boliviano ... .......... Silver . ..... ... .. 83.6 
Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milreis of 1, 000 reis . . . Golcl. . . . . . . . . . . . 54. 5 
British Possessions in Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... do . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
North America. 
Central America . . . . . . . . Peso . ...... . ........ -. Silver ... . ..... - 83. 6 
Chili ....................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold............ 91. 2 
Denmark.... . .. . . .. . . . Crown .............. ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 8 
Ecuador ................ Peso . ... ............. . Silver ...... ..... 83.6 
Egypt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pound of 100 piasters . Gold... . . . . . . . 4 97. 4 
France ...... ....•........ Franc ............ . .... Holdandsilver . 19.3 
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . . . Pound sterling... . . . . . Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 86. G~ 
Greece................... Drachma.... . . . . . . . . . Gold and silver . 19. 3 
German Empire ... ..... . 
India ..... .. .. ... ....... . 
Italy .................... . 
{~~!ri~ ·. ~ ~ ~ : ~ ·. ·. ~ ·_:: :::::: 
Mexico ................ . 
Netherlands ............ . 
~~::~~::: :::::: : ::::: ::: 
~~~~ie~- :::::::::::::: :_· 
Sandwich Islands ....... . 
Spain _ .......... _ .. _____ . 
Mark ...... ..... ...... Gold ..... -·-··· 
ltn pee of 16 aunus . . . . Silver .......... . 
Lira . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold and silver . 
Yen (gold) .... . .... .. ..... do .......... . 
Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold ........... . 
. . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Silver . ......... . 
Florin ............... . 
Crown ............... . 
SoL .. ------------··-· · 
Milreis of 1, 000 reis .. . 
Ron ble of 100 copecks. 
Dollar . . . . . . ........ . 
Peseta of100 centimes. 
Gold and silver . 
Gold ........... . 
Silver .......... . 
Gold ........... . 
Silver ....... .. . . 
Gol!l. .......... . 















5. 10, and 20 francs. 
Boli\' iano. 
Peso. 
Condor, doubloon, and 
escudo. 
10 and 20 crowns. 
Peso. 
5, 10, 25, and 50 piasters. 
5, 10, and 20 francs. 
t sovereign nncl sover-
eign. 
5, 10, 20, 50, ancl100 drach-
mas. 
5, 10, and 20 marks. 
5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 lire. 
1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 yen. 
Peso or dollar, 5, 10, 25, 
and 50 centavo. 
10 and :W crowns. 
Sol. 
2, 5, and 10 milreis. 
t, t, and 1 rouble. 
5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 pese-
tas. 
Sweden.-·--·-·--....... Crown·------ ......... Gold ........... . 
Switzerland ...... _ ....... l<'ranc............ ... .. Gold and silver. 
Tripoli...... . ............ Mahbubof 20 piasters. Silver . ..... . ... . 
2G. 8 10 and 20 crowns. 
19. 3 5, 10, and 20 francs. 
74.8 
Turkey ............ ·----- Piaster .......... ... .. Gold ........... . 
United States of Colombia Peso...... . ........... Silver .... ...... . 
04. 4 25, 50, 100, 250, (lllll 500 
pia~ters. 
83.6 P eso. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., January 1, 1880. 
The foregoing estimation, made by the Director of the Mint, of the value of tlw 
foreign coins above mentioned, I b,ereby proclaim to be the values of such coins ex-
pressed in the money of account of the United States, aml to be taken in estimating 
the values of all foreign merchandise, made out in any of said currencies, imported 
en or after January 1, 1880. 
JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secreta1·y of the Treasu1·y. 
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XVJI.-A T?ERAGE MONTHL r;. PRICE of FINE SILVER BARS at LONDON and 
the EQUIVALENT pc1· OU .. YCE FINE in UNITED ST.:JTES MONEY with EX-
CHANUE at PAN, aurl tfte AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE q,t NEW YORK of 
EXCHANGE on LONDON and the AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE of .FINE 
SIL VEil BARS at N E 1V YORK during the fiscal yea1· ended June 30, lt:JtlO. 
Date. 
1879. 
;July .......................... . ..... . 
t~jt~b~~~::~~~ ~::: :::::::::::: ::::::·: 
November . .......... ....... .......... . 
December ........................... . 
1880. 
;January ................ _._ ........... . 
February ................. _ ........... . 
March ............................... . 
.April. ... ..... ...... ... ............... . 
May .................................. . 
;J nne ........ - .. --- . .. --- -- . -- ·- -- · --
.A. verage ........................ . 
$113.167 
1 13. 030 
1 13. 030 
1 14.674 





1 13. 989 
1 14. 126 















$1 13. 412 
1 12.534 
1 12. 439 
1 13. 98 
1 16.319 
1 14.761 





1 15 712 
1 14.397 
$1 13. 4-68 
1 12. 600 
1 12.192 
1 13.810 









XVIII.-TABLE showing the BELATIVE MABKET VALUE of GOLD to SILVER, 
f1'ont the date of the PASSAGE of the RESUMPTION ACT (by monthly and yearly 
averages). 
[Based on London price of silver bullion.l 
Date. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 
.Tanuary .................... 1to16.38 1to16.10 1 1to16.35 1to17.51 1to18.81 
February................... 16.41 17.48 · 16.61 17.31 18.90 
March........... ........... 16.33 17.66 17.14 17.35 19.02 
~;n_::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~i g:~~ g::g ii:~~ ~~:~~ 
June ............ ....... .... . 16.93 18.40 17.55 17.73 18.13 
;July ............... ......... 16.91 19.48 17.42 17.91 18.26 
August 16. 74- 18. 09 17. 40 17. 91 18. 28 1 Septemb~~-::::~~·.:::::::::: 16.62 18.25 1 17.33 18.22 ' 18.28 
October.................... . 16.56 17.95 17.11 18.69 1 · 18.02 1 
Nov~>mber .................. 16.60 17.43 17.30 18.65 17.66 
December.................. 16.72 16.59 17.46 18.86 17.94-
1880 . 










.A. verage .............. --16. 606 ~--17. 739~--17. 204---17. 934 --18. 411 ~---18-.-0-18 
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XJX.-STATEMENT of IMPORTS and EXPOR~'S of GOLD and SILVER during 
the fi.scal year ended June 30, 1880. (Repotted by Chief of Bnreau of Statist·ics.) 
IMPORTS. 
1---
! I --1~ 
Gold. 
Coin. 
Ports . - - , 
Bullion. I Bullion. 








/ ___ - _.1_ 
NEWYORK. --~--
July, 1879........ $29,467 $22,690 $71, 843 $10, 274 $265, 078 $189, 032
1 
$132, 252 . $7<?0, 636 
.August, 1879 . . . . 3, 466, 940 602, 612 2, 091, 384 6, 847 43, 836 256, 864 244, 037 1 6, 712, 520 
September, 1879 . . 5, 145, 857 3, 865, 886 18, 126, 926 5, 950 275 178, 962 275, 991 127, 599, 847 
October, 1879 ..... 3, 588, 353 3, 116, 307 12,279,384 4, 531 132,358 312, 830 130,434 19, 564, 197 
November, 1879 .. 4, 737,904 6, 553, 626 5, 768, 541 16, 020 99, 588 81,836 357, 394 17, 614. 909-
December, 1879... 1, 591, 009 1, 9a1, 578 2, 425, 980 4, 960 54, 361 l 07, 591 715, 0:!7 6, 8ao, 5( 6 
January,18.80 . ... , 459,360 13,995 51,605 1,245 94 174,072 l81,1a6 881,507 
]<'ebruar.y, 1880... 13, 879 64, 374 199, 666 22,296 162, 719 50!1, 107 9n, OH 
March, 1880.. .... 154, 758 1a, 332 135, 760 698 899 140, 148 a47, 310 792, 905· 
April, 1880....... 46, 762 15 225 16, 464 3, 580 9, 737 146, 791 I 167, 131 405, 600 
May, 1880........ 8, 747 18; 069 1 11, 158 90, 564 53, 517 130,218 230, 304 542,577 
J nne, 1880 ...... · ' 55, 492 27, 359 470, 43a 494 17, 041 169, 888 280, 20a 1, 0!0, 910 
Total ......... 19,298,'528116, 245, 053 141, 649, 144 145, 163 699~ 080 2, 050, 951 Ia, 570, a26 ;83, 658, 245 
I ~- == 1=== 
SAN FRAXCISCO. 






.. I 20,210 191, 721 ' 428, 485· 
.A.ugust,1879 ...•. , 127,484 6,467 1,700 122,878 17,oao 200,592 479,571 
September,1879 .. 147,125 10,689 4,835 101,653 ......... 1 9,896 159,380 433,578 
October, 1879..... 100, 222 16, 601 620 153, 374 13, 414 213, 579 497, 810 
November, 1879.. 237,451 15,257 71,240 86, 211 25, 015 1 12, 85a 129, 87a 577, 900 
D ecember, 1879 ... 
1 
83, 921 / 8, 596 140, 555 76, 698 40, 500 15, 467 345, 276 1 711, 013 
January, 1880 . . . . 7, 054 n, 900 115, 900 83, 369 5, 853 251, 322 473, 398 
February, 1880... 46, 650 • 3, 929 15, 500 238, 000 15,000 7, 517 93, 781 420, 377· 
March, 1880 .. • . . . a7, 9a2 6, 809 32,412 I 120, 084 ........ 
1 
28, 164 401, 751 627, 152 
.April, 1880.. ..... ........... 35,883 21,521 168,931 ...... .. . 11,509 a:->4, 695 592,539 
May, 1880 .... .... ' 20, 601 I 40, 353 I·.......... 123, 370 . .. .. . .. . 116, 388 122, 851 423, 563 
Juue, 1880 ....... - .~~ 27,926 ...... __ ... 107,670 ........ 9,119 180,489 378,180 
Total . . . . . . . . . 942, 278 194, 404 ~ 404, 283 :1, 505, 936 l-s3:'935j 267, 42o 2, 645,'3iof6. 043, 566 
ALL OTIIER PORTS. =,==-~·---==-
July, 1879........ 4, 888 18, 872 10, 765 47, 372 ......... I 30, 461 21, 622 I ·1aa, !)8(1 
t;~:!~}:: I ,i:;l! ~:m ~1:m ;n!! ::: "I H:!!! 15!!i !!Hf! December, 1879 . .. 1 60, 58a 305, 827 14, 601 1, 057 15, 191 120, 933 518, 19~ January, 1880.... 756 130, 205 6, 793 300 ......... 
1 
3, 300 87, 805 229, 159 
February, 1880... 799 110, 573 9, 103 1, 360 . . . . . . . . . 6, 678 28, 8!)7 157, 410 
March, 1880 . . . . . . 4, 306 I 502, 537 1 4, 334 110, 784 . __ .. _ .4 .. I 11, 617 61, 793 695, 375-
.A.pril, 1880 . . . . . . . 1, 581 26, 145 2, 851 38, 997 6, 011 I 68, 212 143, 79'7 
May, 1880........ 8, 055 5, 465 11,132 ........... __ ...... 10,847 107,754 156,097 
June, 1880.. . .. .. . 462 64 13, 560 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 13, 512 6, 167 33, 765-
Total __ .. __ .. - ~ 39f1,76s~i021 159, 965 I 330, 326 ~--47~201,'4531 775, 967 1 3,3:~2, 499 Total imports. 12o, 337,445 18, 207, 559 '42, 213, 392 ,1, 981, 425,78a, 062 12, 519, 824 16, 991, 603 9ll, Oa4, 310 











------·--1---- ---- ---~ --------t ---
NEW YORK. 
i~~~;~:is7o:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: / ~i ~:g~~ i~~:~g~ :::::::::::::.::::::1 i~~:~~~ 
September, 1879...................... ... 500 108,400 155, 612 65, 660 330,172 
October-, 1879 ... ... ............. ..... . ... 
1
. .. . . . .. .. 5, 650 196,415 82. ~85 284,950 
November, 1879.................... .... . . .. . .. . .. . 7, 000 135, 000 48, 053 1 190, 063 
~~~~~~~i81~7~.::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 112, n~ ~~~: ~~g 6~: ~~g 'j g~~: ~~~ 
~;!~~:Jgg~~~~::::~:::: :::::::: :::::::J: ::~~~:~~~-- H: ~~~ ~~~: ~~~ .......... · --~~:-~~~- ~ i~~: !U 
May, 1880..... .... .. .. . . ......... . ...... .......... 8, 000 95,000 5, 000 108,000 
June, 1880. • . • • • • . . • .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . 25, 413 311, 500 15, 000 351, 913 
Total. .... .... .................... 1 45,787 317,294 2, 248,893 ;;_ -- ... _ 323, 08~ 2, 935,062 
~ SA:-< FH.ANCISCO. - I I ')· -
July, 1819 ............................... 1 1, 280 39, 360 15;:>, 009 7, 962 21, 400 ~2o, 011 
August, 1879 ........................... -~ 3, 080 26,788 804, 622 1 7, 3!l0 .. .. .. . . . 841, 880 
September, 1879.... ... . . .... .. . ... ..... . 2, 645 11, 3!l8 52!l, 838 13, 325 ~ ----.. 537,206 
October, 1879......... .... .. . .. . .. . ...... 13,635 40,230 347, 804 11, 900 240 413, 809 
November, 1879..... .... .. .• .. . .. . •••••• 8, 615 53,872 192,718 1, 406 .. .. .. . .. . 256, 611 
December, 1879 . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .••• •• 8, 801 91, 800 1, 154,738 400 1, 000 1, 256, 739 
January, 1880. ... . . . . . • . .•.•.... •. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . 11, 915 419, 665 ...... ... I 500 432, 080 
February, 1880 .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. 1, 367 18, 207 269, 125 1, 000 19, 226 308, 925 
March, 1880 . ... ......... .... . . . • •. ... . . . 286 14, 373 17, 700 . . ....... . 1 102, 600 134, 959 
April, 1880 .. . .. . • . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550 31, 042 72, 001 . .. . . . . .. . 500 104, O!l3 
May, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 513 666, 299 .••.••.•.. , 9, 000 723, 812 
Jmie, 1880 . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. 1, 020 55, 534 34,452 .. . .. .. .. . 21, 000 ' 112, 606 
Total ...................... ....... I 41, 279 443, 032 4, 663, 971-1 43, 383 I 17~, 066 1 5, 367, 731 
.ALL OTIIER rORTS. 
t!~~~!t~~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::J ::::::::: g~~J~~ :::::::::::::::::::: 1·~g g~iJ~g 
October, 1879...... ............ .......... ...... . .. . 226,311 ......... . ...... . . . . 3, 857 230,168 
November, 1879 . .. • .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . • . . • . 34, 762 . ~--...... .. . • • . .. .. 1, 800 3ti, 562 
December, 187!) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 822 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315 31, 137 
January, 1880. ....... ... ...... .......... . ..... . .. . 4, 000 .... .. .... ...... .••. 20,336 24,936 
~f~~SSLL __ :_H::~~:E-· (~:~~--: ___ ::!~ ~:::::.~- ::~~~:~~:- ~il l ~:II 
~:=~~~~~~-;~~~,;~::::::::::: 1 ·-~:;~ /;.:::=~l i:;:--;:*l~ 





Bullion. l __ c_·o_in_. __ : __ n_u_u_io_n_._
1 
__ c_o_i_n. __ f __ _ _ 
NEW YORK. I 
~0~\~}~j .•••• : ••••••••. : •••••••• ,, .: •.• $1,500 • . :. :: w ;;; 
January, 1880 . - . - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - .. - -·r· -- --. ---- -- 96, 990 
F ebruary, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116, 800 
March, 1H80 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 102,704 989, 310 
~~;~·1~~~0. :::::-:::::: : :::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::: !~: !g~ 
June, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 459, 394 
































2, OG8, 633 5, 138, 574 
SAN l!"ltANCISCO. ====:=.::=i======i====:== i=====r==== 
July,1870 ....... .. . ... .... .. ... ...... .. ----·------ 1,9!'.10 13,900 1f>7,490 173,380 
August, 1879 . . .............. ......... .. ------------ ... ....•• .. . ............ 212,421 212,421 
SeptPmber, 1879 . ... ..... ........... . ............... ------------ . ........... 149,308 ' 149,308 
October, 1879 . .. ... ............... ...... ............ ........... ...•....... . :J24,i30 324,730 
November, 1879 ....... . .. .. . ..... .... ... .... . ....... ........ . ... . . .... 146,205 1 H6,205 
December, 1879 ..... ........ ... ... ....... ... ........ 2,452 ............ 251,522 1 25a,974 
January, 1880 ........................... .... .... .... .. .... ...... ............ 140,2).4 140,214 
February, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325, !113 3:15, 913 
March, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205, 231 205, 231 
April, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110, 300 110, 300 
May, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 487,747 487,747 
June, 1880 ... ... . ...... .... . ............ . ............ . ........... . . .. .. ..... 102,819 102,819 
---------------·-·1-----
Total ..................................... _ .. . 4, 442 13, 900 2, 613, 900 2, 632,242 
=-============ -=-== = ======= ====== ==.:====== 
ALL OTHER PORTS. 
~~{~H:!::7tii;: ~: ~ ~::::::::::: ~::: ~:::: ::::: : ::: ::: : ::: : :::: ::: : : : :: :: :: :: . : :::: : ~·: ~~~ ~ : :::: :: ~·: ~~~ 
October, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
November, 1879 ....... ..... ................ . . .............. .. ........... . ... . .................. . 
December, 1879 .... . ........ ........ .... . ------------ 212 ........ . .. 173 385 
Januar,y, 1880 ..................................................................................... . 
~J:.~:~l~7: •: • •  • • • • • •-:;-• • : • •-• • •- •- •----•  • • •• • • • •--•  ••: • .,_ 500 1-;•: t· m j-- --- 1---:---
TotaL ... . ... .............. .... . .. ............. = 212 .... ..•. .... 23, 9981_ 24,210 
Total foreign exports ......... ..... J 104, 204 1, 759, 782 324, 509 5, 606, 531 ) 7, 795, 026 
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XX.-STATEMENT by COUNTRIES of the NET IMPORTS of AMERICAN SIL-
VER COIN for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1878, 1879, and 1880. 
(From the reports of the Bureau of Statistics.] 
• 
Countries. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
~:t~i~~~ -~~~~~~~::: ~ ~:: ::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -----$i;3oo· $~: ~g~ -----$io; 53i 
Central American States . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 77, 063 224, 310 122, 489 
China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 65 1, 400 90, 991 
Danish West Indies.............................................. 475,170 343,339 98,600 
France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 231, 325 844 
French Possessions in Africa..................................... 500 150 ..••.•..•.•• 
French Possessions, all other ..... .. : ......................... . ... . . . .. . . .. .. . 132 
~!~?. :::::::::::::.:::::::::: ::~::: : :::::::::.:::::::::::::::: 19~: ~~g 2, 4~~: ~~i 
Gibraltar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687 






Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Rupert's Land, and the Northwest 
:sri:~tc~r~~bi~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. .. _ -~·-~:~ ....... :·.:~~- i: ~~ 
British West Indies and British Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102, 887 80, 982 156, 741 
British Possessions in Africa and u.djacent islands................ 30, 564 20, 899 32, 798 
:British Possessions in Australasia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 4 508 
Hawaiian Islands................................................ 300 . .. . . . ... . .. 4,161 
Hayti ......... -............... -.......... -.- .............. - ...• .. 769,255 785, 398 739,328 
.Japan............................................................ 785 956 16,621 
Me:xdco ......... .. ................... _............................ 475, 043 423, 990 306, 649 
Dutch West Indies............................................... 29,715 28, 005 23,150 
Dutch Guiana ...................................•..............................•..•.............••••• 
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 530 
Azore, Madeira, and Cape Verde Islands .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35 8 8, 623 
~~~:~~~~:: :::: ::·::: ::::::::::: :":: ::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::: . ·--~:~:-:~:- -... ~:~:-~~~- :::: ~~ 
Porto Rico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205, 848 392, 431 180, 985 
United States of Colombia........................................ 182, 933 368, 270 184, 354 
Venezuela .................... . - . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. . . . . .. • • • . . . . .. . .. .. . . 4, 341 20, 604 
----------1-----
Total imports . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 764, 858 5, 873, 151 




Net imports ................................................ 112,629,412 4, 346,265 2, 631,473 
*Includee 783,062 trade dollars. 
§Includes 43,383 trade dollars. 
15 F 
tincludes 228,264 trade dollars. 
II Excess of exports. 
tlncludes 288,137 trade dollars. 
XXJ.-TABLE exhibiting the VALUE and CHARACTER of the GOLD and SILVER USED in MANUFACTURES and the ARTS in the UNITED 
STATES du1·ing the fiscal ytJar ended J~me 30, 1880, as REPORTED by PERSONS and FIRMS ENGAGED in the MANUFACTURES NAMED, in 
response to ci1·cular inq·uiries addressed front the BUREAU of the MINT. 




"''d ~:£:~ "''d ::!:0~ . "' E ~~ -~~ "' ·g~ ~~~ .... 0 'd ce ~ :§ .s 
.._; §~.£ o o 
.._; ~'d 0 Manufactures of- p "'~ "'~ ~~] ~ .. oil .$'0 "' "' ..... s .$'0 ~ ce 
.s gl l~~ gl ~ """' s ~§ ~§ -z~~ 0 ~ ~ "' ~~ s . 00 o,s ce 0 .... .... .... .... ~ ~ A 'd ce 'd ce SJJ::I S.,>i ~ 
'S ~ ,0 ~ 'd~ ,0 bJ)~ ~ 'dj) ,0 'd ~ s .... ~~ 
.§ s~ ~ ~ "'""' "Q3 § ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~a;:~ <l> ~]~ "' ce :::: ;:I 0 ~S::I ~ ¢ :::1 ~ 8<3 ~ '0 ~ z z z if; 0 ~ R H p R H --
--
Watches and jewelry ........ __ ....... 6,444 2,451 1,172 2,821 $2, 005, 983 $3, 901, 352 $610, 651 $6,517,986 $104,460 00 $777,483 $77,699 00 $959,642 $7,477,628 Watcb cases and manufactnres .. ..... 309 110 77 122 203, 180 947, Gj1 52,051 1, 202, 872 420, 912 50 1, 351, 901 44,434: 50 1, 817,248 3, 020, 120 Gold leaf and plate ..... ....... ... .... 333 153 103 77 183,520 623, 369 44,040 850, 929 14, 746 00 541,696 49,887 00 606,329 1, 457, 258 Chemicals ......•. .... ...... .. ........ 84 35 9 10 14,575 34, 635 6, 200 55, 410 25 00 76, 494 
···---------
76,519 131, 929 Instruments ........... . ........ ...... 120 42 20 58 1, 510 4, 050 1, 436 6, 996 1, 691 00 1, 6)6 1, 125 00 4, 432 11,428 
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XXII.-STATEMENT of the ESTIMATED DISPOSITION rnade of the GOLD and 
SILVER BULLION in the COINAGE MINTS and NEW YORK ASSAY OFFICE 






30, 1879. I Coin, plate jew-
Domestic. elry, and for-
Deposited. 
Disposition. 
I eign bullion. 
------------------------------ -----:---------1---- - - -----
GOLD. 
~~ts~~~ ~ ~:: :: ~ ~ ~:: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::-::: .. -!~: ~~~·- ~~. $2~: ~~~: ~~~ $2i: ~~~: ~~~ $5~: ~~i: ~~~ 
Exports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87, 066 . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . 87, 066 
On hand at close of the year................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 227, 541 38, 496, 817 40, 724, 358 
Total .....•.•.•.•...................... ,--5, 275, 424 . , 35, 821, 705 --63, 113, 392 I 104, 110, 521 
Coinage ........... ~~~~~~~ .................. _/ 5, 226~ 8191 20, 706, 116 = 2, 010, 502 -~~ 27, 943, 437 
~~~o~t~·-·_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_·_·_·_-::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :~ :::: j ~: ~~~: ~~~ ....... -~~:·.~~~- ~: ~~g: ~~~ 
On hand at close of tbe year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 752, 709 1 5, 510, 904 ......... ..... . ·I 6, 263, 613 
Total ..... -~ ........................... ~-5, 979~ 528 32, 1~2, 757~---2, f\07, 766 ,4o, 620, 051 
XXIII.-STATEJ1£ENTof GOLD and SILVER BULLION and COIN on hand at the 
UNITED STATES MINTS and .J.YETV YORK ASSAY OFFICE, years ending June 30, 
1879, and June 30, 1880. 
Jrmo 30, 1879.1Phi~;:.. . ~~;;:- ~ _ _ c_a_rs_o_n_. _ 
Gold bullion .... $1, 054, 720 29 $1, 557, 700 82 $65, 216 32 I $67, 520 62 $2, 530, 257 40 $5, 275, 424 45 
!New Orleans. New York. Total. 
Gold coin . . . . . . . 1, 601, 540 52 1, 945, 725 00 296, 910 00 52, 460 54 1, 898, 758 33 5, 795, 394 39 
Silver bullion . . . 1, 909, 487 30 371, 984 26 87, 553 42 1 546, 701 08 3, 063, 801 57 5, 979, 527 63 
Silver coin . . . . . . 996, 375 16 · 351, 219 22 1, 031, 468 35 669, 555 51 136, 028 14 3, 184, 646 38 
Total . . . . . 5, 562, 132 27 4, 226, 629 30 1, 481, 148 09 1, 336, 237 75,7, 628, 845 44 20, 234, 092 85 
Jono 30.1880. 1Philodelphia. l ~·· .:':"""· No~Odoan,. Now Yo,k. Tobl 
Gold bullion .... 
1
$9, 887,445 94 1$2, 042,470 73 $18:3, 269 98 1 $27, 723 17 $28,581.428 09 \$40,724, 337 91 
Gold coin ....... 3, 410, 347 50 740,134 18 297,784 57 67,319 67 7,503,642 63 , 12, 037, 228 55 
Silver bullion . .. 3, 304, 258 80 I 969, 108 25 276, 381 93 1 619, 997 67 1, 113,866 47 6, 283, 613 12 
Silver coin ...... 1, 378, 345 19 6, 266, 004 72 1, 442, 420 96 3, 056,417 34 30,862 62 12,174, 050 83 
--- T- ot-al .. ... 17,989, 397 ~ ,10, 02G, 717 88 , 2,~01, 857 ~4 1 3, 771,457 8~ 37,229,799 81 71,219,23041 
228 REPORT ON THE FINA1 CES. 
XXlV.-AVER.AJiE and COMPARATIIE PRICE of the PRINCIPAL DOMESTIC 
COMMODITIES EXPORTED from the UNITED STATES . 
.Average prices during month Average price dur- Compa.rative 
of- ing year ended- rates of 1880. 
Commodities. 
---- - ---------1---- -------- - - - ---------
Acids ...................... pound .. 
Hogs ........................ piece .. 
Horned cattle ................ do .. .. 
Horses . ......... ...... : ...... do .. .. 
Mules ........................ do . .. . 
Sheep ....................... do ... 
Ashes, pot and pearl ....... pound . . 
Beer: 
In bottles .............. dozen .. 
In casks .............. . gallon .. 
Bones and bone-dust .......... cwt .. 
Bone-black, lamp-black .... pound .. 
Barley .............•.•..... bushel .. 
Bre!ld and biscuit .......... pound .. , 
Indian corn ................ bushel .. 
Indian-corn meal ........... barrel.. 
Oats .......... 00 • • 00 ... .... bushel.. 
wJ~!f~-~~-~--------------~---~-~-~----~-~-----~-~-~-:~&~:~:: 
'Wheat-flour . ..... .......... barrel . . 
Bricks ............ . .... ... . .... M .. 
g~~tles .................... pound .. 1 





















Anthracite ................ ton.. 2 92.6 
Bituminous .. 00 .......... do.... 2 38. 1 
Copper, pigs, bars .. ...... . pound.. 14.9 
Cordage, rope, twiue ......... do.... 8. 8 
Cotton: 


























Sea-island ............. . pound.. 26.3 35.0 
Other ...........•....... . do.... 11. 5 11. 5 
Colored ....... ..... ...... yard.. 6. 6 8. 2 
Uncolored .. 00 .......... do.... 7.1 7. 7 
8t~:~~~ 0 :: : : :::: ::::::::::: ~~~~:: 1 ig: i 1 f~: ~ 
Hay ................. ......... ton.. 16 10.9 14 26.5 
Hemp cables, cordage ........ cwt.. 9 77. 7 10 72. 4 
Hops ...................... pound.. 10.3 34.4 
Ice ........................... ton.. 4 03.5 2 86.2 
Apples, dried .......... .... pound.. 4. 8 6. 6 
India-rubber boots, &c ........ pair.. 1 67.3 1 49.1 
Iron: I 






































~~~-·:::::.·::::::.·:::.·::~~~~:: kg I ~:~ ; ~J 




0 I 3. 5 
Railroad bars ... 00 00 ..... do. . .. 1. 6 I 1. 6 
Sheet, band, &c .......... do.... 4. 2 3. 7 1 5. 4 Car-wheels .............. piece.. 8 95.7 5 84.6 1 9 96.8 
~te~i:and spikes ... .. ...... pound.. 2. 7 1 4.1 3. 6 
Ingots ......•••........ pound·.. 13. 7 1 19. 5 14.4 
Railroad bars ............ do . ........ ........................ . 
Leather, sole and upper ...... do.... 19. 6 27. 2 22. 1 
Boots and shoes ............. pair.. 1 06.4 1 26.7 117.7 
J.ime and cement ..... Ooo• .. barrel. 0 1 16.1 1 14.1 1 ao. 5 
Rosin and turpentine ....... . do. 00. 1 97.1 2 06.4 2 70. 5 
Tar and pitch ................ do.... 1 99.7 2 30.7 2 15.9 
Oil cake .......... 00 ........ pound.. 1. 3 1. 4 1. 3 
Mineral-oil, crude .......... gallon.. 7. 6 7. 7 7. 7 
Naphtha.s1 benzine &c ... . .... do. .. . 7. 6 6. 2 6. 5 
Illuminating oil .............. do.... 8. 9 8. 9 9. 2 
Lubricating oil .............. do.... 22. 1 18.2 21. 0 
Lard-oil .................. .... do.... 44.7 58.6 54.0 
Neat's-foot oil.. ....... 00 ..... do.... 70.5 1 99.7 79.2 



























































$0 2. 9 
5 04.6 
73 01. 6 
220 63. 3 























































Per ct. Per ct. 
54.7 111.5 
32.0 54.1 
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XXJV.-.A.VERAGE and COMPARATIVE PRICE, g-c.-Contmued. 
~ verage prices during month Average price dur- Comparative 
of- ing year ended- rates of 1880. 
t ! 0 
rn w 
~0 .... oo 
Commoditi~>s. a.) 0 '"'O '"'O "".-i ~': t- ClO p.rn 
ci 00 ClO .-i .-i bl!a~ b.!: a~ t- ... ClO 
.!3o ·§~ ~ ,a ClO 0- 0 8 ..... _ 
"" "" 
Slic 
aS ~ § ... ... p.-i ::::1.-i l=l ~ ~ <1.1 ..... w...., ::::1 ::::1 ::s ~0 ~0 ~ A ~ ~ ~ 
--------------
-------------
Per ct. Per ct. 
~~~re·.~ll: ~~:::: :::::.-:: .-.-:~-~~~ :: $0 82.8 $1 00.6 $1 02.2 $0 88.5 $1 01. 0 63.5 114.1 29.5 35.8 35.9 33.8 34.1 46.4 100.9 
Cotton-seed oil ............... do .... 41. 6 46.8 44.6 41.7 46.0 110.3 
Linseed-oil. ................. . do .. . . 72.8 86.5 78.0 73.3 81.2 76.7 110.7 
Gunpowder ................ pound .. 13.5 11.0 13.4 13.2 14.7 93.6 111.3 
:Bacon and ha.m.e ............. do .... 6. 7 6. 5 6. 8 6. 9 6. 7 42.6 97.1 
Fresh beef ... ................ do .... 9. 3 9. 8 8. 6 9. 0 8. 7 96.6 
Salted beef.. ................. do .... 5. 8 6. 7 6. 4 6. 3 6. 3 87.5 100.0 
:Butter ....................... do .... 12.9 21.1 17.5 I 14.1 17.0 58.0 120.5 Cheese ...................... . do .... 7. 8 11.7 11.4 8. 8 I 9. 5 62.0 107.9 
Eggs ..........•..... . ...... dozen .. 12.3 22.8 11.8 I 15.5 16.4 41.5 105.8 Fish: 
Dried . .................... cwt .. 4 07.2 3 98.0 3 96.9 ~ b~J I 4 11.9 79.4 1Q8.4 Pickled .............. . . barrel.. 5 23.4 5 04-.1 5 29.7 5 23.] 63.9 85. ~ 
Lard ...... ...•.. ........... pound .. 6. 6 8. 7 7.4 6. 9 1 7. 4 44.8 107.2 
Mutton, freBh ............... do .... 9. 5 7. 3 6. 9 8. 5 7. 5 88.2 
Pork .. ....................... do .. .. 5. 8 6. 7 6. 3 5. 6 6.1 44.8 108.9 
Onions ..................... bushel.. 90.3 97.6 1 43.9 92.7 90.7 54.1 97.8 
PotatoeB ..................... do .... 97.3 69.5 76.5 87.1 74.9 108.5 85.9 
Quicksilver ................ pound .. 33.4 40.7 38.3 39.1 38.0 93.6 97.1 
~f!es: : : : : : : : .' : : : : .': : : : ~ : : ~: :: ~~: : : : 1. 0 4.] 1. 4 2. 0 I 
1.8 20.2 90.0 
3. 6 8.1 7. 0 4. 8 7. 2 122.0 150.0 
Salt .... . .................. bushel.. 58.2 20.8 41.0 31.1 29.8 74.3 95.8 
Cotton-seed ................ pound .. .9 • 9 .8 
. 81 1.1 137.5 ~~:~-~c~ti:: :::::~ ::::::::: ~g:::: 4. 8 4. 7 4. 4 5. 0 4. 7 58.7 90.4 23.1 22.4 20.1 24.0 22.7 69.0 94.5 
Spirits: 
~~:s·~; .... : ...... : .... . ·:: .... : ~-d~~~:: 28.9 35.8 20.0 32.0 I 25.5 12.5 79.6 29.9 32.8 33.1 32.1 30.9 41.3 96.2 
Sfairits of turpentine ......... do .... 25.4 39.7 27.4 2~: g I 30.0 71.7 111.1 S rch ..................... pound .. 3. 7 4. 9 . 4. 8 4. 3 52.4 102.3 
Sugar: I 
:Brown ................. pound .. 7. 2 6. 8 7. 2 6. 3 56.2 87.5 
Refined .................. do .... 8. 0 9.1 9. 2 8. 5 9. 0 72.0 105.8 
Molasses .... ........ . ...... gallon .. 11.7 16.8 20.1 19.4 15.0 50.0 77.3 
i~~~o: ·1~-ai:::::::::::: ~: ~.0do~~:: 6. 3 7.1 6. 7 6. 9 6. 2 61.3 89.8 7. 6 7. 4 8. 9 7. 8 7. 5 68.2 96.1 
Varnish .................... gallon .. 1 96.9 1 55.9 2 61.8 1 57.4 2 11.6 133.3 134.4 
Wax, bees' ................. £round .. 21.7 23.7 33.1 27.1 - 25.2 63.6 92.9 
:Boards, planks .. . . .. .. .. .. feet .. 14 16.1 14 87.4 15 84.3 14 44.0 14. 80.8 71.4 102.5 
Timber, sawed ........ . cubic foot . . 12.0 12.4 14.1 13.1 13.5 78.9 103.0 
Wool, raw ................. pound .. 29. 9 16.7 29.0 37.5 104.4 129.3 
Zinc: 
Ore ....................... cwt .. 3 33.1 3 08.5 3 60.0 37.8 3 22.7 60.5 85.3 
Plates, bars ..•......... pound .. 7. 3 8. 8 8. 9 8. o 1 8. 7 90.6 108.7 
-----~-~~~-~---· .......... , ......... . Average •.................... 74.0 108.5 
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X.XV.-TABLE SHOWING the lrlOVEMENT of SPECIE in FRA.KCE, PRODUC-
XION and CONSUMPTION, and the INCREASE PER ANNUM, Jrorn 1850 to 1878. 
GOLD. 
Year. 
I Excess I Excess Production C<!nsumcd I Gain -, Loss 
over ex- over 1m- lurg1Cal and manu- "' . crease. 
ports. ports. works. factures. 
1 
year. 1 year. I 
of imports of exp?rts of m~tal- m. arts durin"' the during- the Total in-
1_8_5_o -__ -_-__ -_-_ -_ .-.: , f.';:t.':"too .. ":~~.· . . :F'~".'~:..J l?'~"" ' ,f.;~~',foo 1 .. 1?:~:'.":':.. ~6~;;:, '" 
i~~L~~~~~:::: ~:~~~:~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~:::~::~:: ! ~~:~~~:~~~ :::::::::::: i~~:~~~:~g~ 
i~~ : ~: ~:: :::: ~~~: ~~~: g~g :::::: :::: :: ::: · :: : ::::: :::::: ::::: ~ ~~ ~~: ~~~: ~~~ 1· ::::: : ~: ~:: ~~~: ~~~: ~~ 
1855 - ... -- .••. 218, 243, 000 ---.---..... 823, 000 35, 330, 000 183, 736, {100 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 007, 416, 000 
1856 .......... 375, 253, 000 -........ -.. 247, 000 35, 450, 000 1340, 050, 006 i ...... -.. .. - 1, 347, 466, 000 
1857 .......... 445, 822, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 260, 000 4R, 485, 000 397, 597, 000 .... _....... 1, 745, 063, 000 
1858 .......... 487, 105, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 326, 000 45, 960, 000 441, 471, 000 
1
............ 2, 186, 534, 000 
1859 . - .....•.. 539, 343, 000 .. -.. . . . . . • . 263, 000 40, 815, 000 498, 701, 000 .••. . . - . .••. , 2, 685, 325, 000 
1860 .......... 311, 699, 000 .. - .. . . . . . . . 1, 755, ooo 48, 050, 000 1265, 404, ooo . _ ... _ . . • . . . 2, 9W, 7211, 000 
1861 .•••••............• _ • . 23, 734, ooo 1, 590, 000 46, 505, ooo . . _... . . . . . . 68, 640, ooo I 2, 81'2, 080, 008 
1862 .......... 165, 038, 000 "" •" •.... 1, 7:33, 000 51 I 120, 000 115, 651, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 997, 731, 000 
1863 .. _ .••. __ . n, 976, ooo 1· .... _ .. . . . . 1, 1oo, ooo 54, 615, ooo . . . . . . . . . . • . 4o, 939, ooo 2, 956, 792, ooo 
1864 .......... 125, 142, 000 . .. . .. .. .. .. 2, 602, 000 52, R>:iO, 000 74, 864, 000 .. . .. . .. .. • • 3, 031, 656, 000 
1865 ., ,. ,. .... 150, 824, 000 ........ ,. ., 2, 723, 000 I)] I 2251 000 102, 322, 000 ....... ., . .. 3, 133, 978, 000 
1866 .......... 465, 252, 000 .. . .. . .. .. .. 2, 447, 000 50, 625, 000 417,074, ouo , ............ 3, b51, 0!)2, 000 
1867 .......... 408, 674, ooo .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 531, ooo 49, 920, ooo 
1
361, 285, ooo .. .. .. .. .. .. 3, 912, 3:n, ooo 
1868 .......... 212, 863, 000 ...... -..... 2, 603, 000 49, 735, 000 165, 731, 000 . .. .. .. .. . .. 4, 078, 068, 000 
1869 .......... 274, 354, 000 .. . .. .. .. • .. 2, 591, 000 40, 500, 000 227,445, 000 ........... - 4, 305, 513, 000 
1870 .......... 119,766, 000 .... -.... ... 1, 178,000 36, 075, 000 1 84, 869, 000 ............ 4, 300, 382, 000 
1871 ...................... 213, 814, 000 1, 213, 000 31, 245, 000 ............ 243, 846, 000 4, 146, 536, 000 
1872 .•••. - . • • . . . -... . . • • . . 52, 892, 000 t, 408, 000 49, 720, 000 . -- - . - .••.•• 101, 204, 000 4, 04!5, 332, 000 
1873 ...•... - ....... - ...... 108, 639, 000 3, 001, 000 43, 415, 000 . - .... . .. . .. ,149, 053, 000 3, 896, 279, 000 
1874 .......... 431, 250, 000 .. . .. .. .. • .. 2, 913, 000 47, 165, 000 386, 098, 000 .... - ...... . 4, 283, 277, 000 
1875 .......... 470, 320, 000 .. • .. .. . .. .. 3, 288, 000 49, 5!JO, 000 ~· 424, 058, 000 . . . • . • . . . . . . 4, 707, 335, 000 
1876 .......... 503, 652, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 44, 545, 000 4.39, 107, 000 ..... -...... 5, 166, 442, 000 
1877 .......... 455, 736, 000 .. - ......... .. ....... -.. 44, 625, 000 411, 111' 000 ....... -.... 5, 577, 553, 000 
1878 . -- . --.--. 236, 404, 000 . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 54, 085, 000 182, 319, 000 1.--......... 5, 759, 872, 000 
SILVER. 
- ---------
Excess Excess I Production I Consumed Gain I Loss 
over ex- over im- lurgical and manu-
ports. ports. works. factures. year. year. 
Year. of imports of exports 
1 
of metal- in arts during the 
1 
during tho Decrease. 
1_8_5_0-.----_-__ -_-_ -.. -.-.
1 1i,~~~ctoo .. !.~~~-c-8~ .. 1 .. !.~~~c~~ .. .. :_~~~-c-8~ .. 7[~~;,ctoo 1 .. ~~~~-c~~ _. __ ~~~~~~: __ 
iF.L:~~:::::: :~7~;~: :~:~J~t:: ~::.::. ::::: ::::: ;~77 'lit:m:·!~· ::::::::::: 
1855 •..••. · .•••••.••..••..••. 197, 160, 000 1, 982, 000 18, 305, 000 . -- ..•.. . .. . 213, 573, 000 .•••••.•.••. 
1856 ....... --- ... -- ......... 283, 623, 000 7, 013, 000 20, 970, 000 ............ 297, 580, 000 .. - ........ . 
] 857 . -.- ... -................ 359, 820, 000 10, 197, 000 18, 690, 000 ............ ,368, 313, 000 .••...•..... 
1858............ ............ 14, 940, 000 11,716, 000 18,205, 000 .. .. . ....... 21,429,000 .......... .. 
1859 ........................ 171, 523, 000 10, 959, 000 18, 350, 000 -- .......... 1178, ~14, 000 ---- ....... . 
1860 • • •, ... , ... , - .. , , •• , , • , . 157, 243, 000 101 991 I 000 191 6151 000 , .. , , , . , , , .. 165, 67, 000 ... • . .. . ... • 
1861. ....................... 61,813,000 9,140, 000 19,360,000 ............ 72,033,000 .......... .. 
1862 ...•. - ..••••...• - - .•.. .- . 86, 181, 000 4, 931, 000 19, 110, 000 .•••••. -- ... 101, 260, 000 . .. -.•..... . 
1863 .••.. _ .... _. . . • • . • • . . . • . 68, 341, ooo 9, 766, ooo 18, 655, ooo .••..••..•.. I 77, 230, ooo . _____ . __ •.. 
1864 ......... - ...... -....... 42, 474, 000 7, 441, 000 15, 550, 000 ....... -.... \ 50, 583, 000 ........... . 
1865 ............ 72,586,000 ............ 7, 072,000 15,235,000 64,423,000 1·----------- ........... . 
1866 .. • .. . . .. • • . 44, 965, 000 ........ '--. 7, 096, 000 15, 515, 000 36, 546, 000 ...................... .. 
1867 • .... • • .... , 189, 649, 000 .... •., ••• ,. 6, 996, 000 15, 245, 000 181 I 400, 000 .. •, " "" ...... "•" • .. 
1868 .....••... -- 109, 275, 000 .•.... -..... 9, 585, 000 15, 875, 000 102, 985, 000 ..... - .. - . ... - •••• -- .•.. 
1869 ............ 111, 425, 000 . • • • • • .. • • .. 10, 112, 000 14, 815, 000 106, 722, 000 -- ...... - ... - -- ...... --. 
1870 .. .. • • .. • • • • 35, 467, 000 .. .. • • .. . .. . 8, 070, 000 9, 910, 000 33, 627, 000 ....................... . 
1871 --.......... 15, 516, 000 .. .. • .. .. .. . 6, 209, 000 11, 585, 000 10, 140, 000 ............... - ...... .. 
1872 ......... --. 102, 250, 000 .. .. . • • . .. • . 7, 577, 000 19, 065, 000 90, 762, 000 ................ - . .... .. 
1873 .•.•.••..... 181, 498, 000 . -.. • • . • . • • . 7, 095, 000 22, 005, 000 166, 588, 000 ..••••...•.. . ........... 
1874 ..••••...... 360, 934, 000 . . . • . . . . . . . • 10, 155, 000 15, 250, 000 355, 839, 000 ..••••.• - .............. . 
1875 ........ - ... 185, 343, 000 .. .. .. .. • .. • 9, 787, 000 16, 965, 000 178, 165, 000 ....................... . 
1876 -..... -•.••. 140, 355, 000 .••..•••.••........... -. 16, 435, 000 123, 920, 000 ...........•. -.- ••..•••• 
1877 .....•.• - ••• 105, 960, 000 . • • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 15, 800, 000 90, 160, 000 .•••.••..•• . .. - .. - - .. - .. 
1878 ••••..•...•. 118, 834, 000 .••••••• - •••..•....••• -. 16, 250, 000 102, 584, 000 . . • • . • . . . • • • 35, 404, 000 
XXVI.-TABLE SHOWING the SPECIE and PAPER CIRCULATION in FRANCE frorn 1850 to 1878, together with COMPARATIVE PRICE of 
EXPORTS and IMPORTS for the yem·s stated on the BASIS of PRICES fo1· the same commodities in the yem· 1862. 
I Gold circulation. Silver circula- Paper circula- Spooio (gold and I Toto! apocio =d Fluctuation Fluctuation Average of Year. tion. tion. silver) circula- paper circula- in price of in price of imports and tion. tion. imports. a exports. a exports. 
- -
Francs. Francs. Francs. Francs. Francs. 
2, 126, 607, 000 3, 326,140, 000 511, 900, 000 5, 452, 753, 000 5, 964, 653, 000 82 91 86.5 
2, 111, 209, 000 3, 404, 105, 000 602, 900, 000 5, 615, 314, 000 6, 218, 214, 000 80 90 85 
2, 228,117, 000 3, 401, 658, 000 672, 000, 000 5, 629, 775, 000 0, 301, 775, 000 81 98 89.5 
2, 517, 176, 000 3, 284, 773, 000 032, 000, 000 5, 801, 949, 000 6, 433, 949, 000 88 109 98.5 
2, 933, 298, 000 3, 121, 079, 000 628, 300, 000 6, 054, 377, 000 6, 682, 677, 000 91 108 99.5 
3, 117, 03!, 000 2, 907, 506, 000 n92, 800, ooo 6, 024, 540, 000 6, 617, 340, 000 95 ,. 104 99.5 
3, 457, 084, 000 2, 609, 926, 000 51:!3, 100, 000 6, 067, 010, 000 6, 650, 110, 000 106.5 111.5 109 
3, 854, 681, 000 2, 241, 613, 000 532, 300, 000 6, 096, 294, 000 6, 628, 594, 000 105 110 107.5 
4, 296, 152, 000 2, 220, 184, 000 6il7, 300, 000 6, 516, 336, 000 7, 203, 636, 000 92 102 97 
4, 794, 943, 000 2, 041, 270, 000 678, 500, 000 6, 836, 213, 000 7, 514, 713, 000 95 109 102 
5, 060, 347, 000 1, 875,403, 000 747, 200, 000 0, 935,750, 000 7, 682, 950, 000 98 105 101. 5 
4, 991, 698, 000 1, 803, 370, 000 715,800, 000 6, 795. 068. 000 I 7, 510, 868, 000 99 99 99 5, 107, 349, 000 1, 702, 110, 000 781, 600, 000 6, 809, 459, 000 7, 591, 059, 000 1100 tlOO tlOO 
5, 066, 410, 000 1, 624, 880, 000 754, 900, 000 6, 691, 290, 000 7, 446, 190, 000 102.5 100.8 101.6 
5, 141, 274, 000 1, 574, 297, 000 722, 300, 000 6, 715, 571. 000 7, 437, 871, 000 104.5 101.3 102.6 
5, 243, 596, 000 1, 638, 720, 000 879, 700, 000 6, 882, 3] 6, 000 7. 762, 016. ooo I 99.2 97.8 98.5 5, 660, 670, 000 1, 675, 266, 000 936, 900, 000 7. 335, 936, 000 8, 272, 836, 000 93. 5 91.5 92.5 
6, 021, 955, 000 1, 856, 666, 000 1, 122, 600, 000 7, 878, 621, 000 9, 001, 221, 000 89.7 87 88.3 
0, 187, 686, 000 1, 959, 651, 000 ] , 382, 800, 000 8, 147, 3:{7, 000 9, 530, 137, 000 87. 2 83.5 85.3 
6, 415, 131, 000 2, 066, 373, 000 1, 398, 600, 000 ~: ~~~: ~~~: ~~~ 1- -- -~·- ~~~~ ~~~·- ~~~. 86.6 82.9 84.7 t6, 500, 000, 000 t2, 100, 000, 000 ~ ..... -.... --- --... - 89.3 81.2 85.2 6, 256, 154, 000 2, 110, 140, 000 2, 325, 400, 000 H, 366, 294, 000 10, 691, 694, 000 93.9 81.4 87.6 6, 154, 950, 000 2, 200, 902, 000 2, 656, 300, 000 H, 355, 852, 000 11, 012, 152, 000 97.3 83.3 90.3 
0, 005, 897, 000 2, 367, 490, 000 2, 807, 700, 000 8, 373, 387, 000 11, 181, 087, 000 96. 1 80.3 88.2 
6, 392, 895, 000 2, 723, 329, 000 2, 644, 800, 000 9, 116, 224, 000 11, 761, 024, 000 89.9 76.6 83.2 6, 816, 953, 000 :J, 901, 494, 000 2, 438, 000, 000 9, 718, 447, 000 12,156, 447, 000 86. 7 73.8 80.2 
7, 276, 060, 000 3, 025, 414, 000 2, 562, 700, 000 10, 301, 474, 000 12, 864, 174, 000 87.5 75.9 81.7 
7, 687,171, 600 3,115, 574, 000 2, 468, 300, 000 10, 802, 745, 000 13, 271, 045, 000 85. 2 72.9 79 
7, 869, 490, 000 3, 218, 158, 000 2, 207, 300, 000 11, 087, 648, 000 13, 294, 948, 000 78.8 67.3 73 
--- ---
a.Tournal of the Statistical Society, December,1879, p. 853. *War with Russia. !Comparison made on basis of 100 in 1862. 
tMr. Ernest sey;d in his testimony before the Seleet Committee of Parliament on Depreciation of Silver, estimated the quantity of gold money present before 1871 at 



























THE FIRST COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEP ARTMEN'I', 
FIRST 001\-IPTROLLER'S OFFICE, 
Washington, November 10, 1880. 
SIR: In compliance with the request contained in your letter of Sep-
tember 14, 1880, I haye the honor to submit the following report of the 
transactions of this office during the fiscal year which ended June 30, 
1880. 
The following warrants were received, examined, countersigned, en-
tered into blotters, ancl posted into ledgers under their proper heads of 
appropriations: ' 
Kind. I Number. 1 Amounts covered 
1 thereby. 
~rx~~~,~~::;~~~;~;~:: :: 77·i~::~~~'":::: :::: :::: :: :: :: I '! : 11: m: m ~ 
Customs.................................................................. 6 1 14,755,488 29 
Internalrevenue............ ...... ........... .. .... . . . . . . . . . .. ...... ...... 5 4, 308,422 96 
Interior civil.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 2, 753, 882 81 
Interior proper . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. •• .. .. . .. .. . . . 43 65, 745, 919 86 
War ................................................................ _.. . . . 19 39, 854, 628 92 
Navy..................................................................... 15 14,570,435 98 
129 737, 399, 814 75 
Treasury proper .... ~~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~~~-~~~-~~~'.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 950 I 
Public debt................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Quarterly salaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 301 I 
g~~~~:~t-1~-~~~~~~~s-~~~~:: ::: ::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I ~: ~~~ 1 
~!~/}}fi:~~~~::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 i; ~~~ I i;;·: :~~~~:':::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::1 !; !!! I 
I 29,733 I 
27, 903, 075 97 
531, 863, 450 04 
561, 404 33 
1, 261, 707 52 
17, 415, 059 73 
5, 451, 119 61 
2, 721, 996 67 
3, 531, 890 69 
64, 541, 953 00 
39, 658, 690 66 
20, 077, 949 75 
714, 988, 297 97 
======--
Custom• .•.•••..•••••••••..••• ~-~~E~~~~~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1, 352 1 186, 522, 064 60 
Internal revenue............ .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . 1, 718 I 124, 009, 373 92 
Public lands ................. _ .................................. _... . . . . . . 1, 985 1, 016, 506 60 
Miscellaneous revenue................ .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 7, 579 233, 792, 768 86 ~;:~~~!i;~:~~~~~:~~:::::::::: ::::::::: ::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l, ~~g I 1: ll~: ll~ ~~ 
Miscellaneous repay ...................................................... ~~ 3, 795,224 97 
16. 440 I 558. 869, 937 36 
TotaL... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 302 - 2, 011, 258, 050 08 
235 
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Accounts have been received from the auditing offices, revised, re-
corded, and the balances thereon certified to the Register of the Treas-
ury, as follows: 
Kind. 
FROl'ti THE FIRST AUDITOR. 
1. Judiciary. 
Accounts of United States marshals for their fees, and e>x-
penses of United States courts, and accounts of United 
States district attorneys, United States commissioners, and 
Number. Vouchers. Amount in-volved. 
clerks of the United States courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 697 $3, 067, 157 19 
Judgments by Court of Claims examined and ordered paid..... 36 212,516 7~ 
--------:----------------------TotaL . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 2, 733 60, 008 3, 279, 673 93 
2. Public Debt. 
Accounts of the Treasurer of the United States: 
For coupons paid in coin ............................. •. ........ 
For coupons of Treasury notes, Louisville and Portland Canal 
stock, and the water stock and old funded debt of the District 
====--- -·---------- ======== 
88 3, 066, 715 29, 083, 604 18 
of Columbia ....................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 59, 428 766, 641 07 
For registered stock of the District of Columbia retleemed . . . . . 3 1, 040 941, 165 88 
For District of Columbia 3.65 bonds purchased for sinking 
fund . . . . . . . ................................................ : . 2 454 236, 7 45 56 
For United States called bonds redeemed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 520, 776 558, 991, 226 97 
For United States bonds purchased for sinking fund . . . . . . . . . . . 5 26, 212 38, 058, 256 69 
For sinking fund Union and Central Pacific Railroad stock . . . . 2 2 68, 500 00 
For interest on United States registered stock (paid on sched-
ules)......................................................... 35 28,859 17,139,017 75 
For interest on Pacific Railroad stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 1, 639 2, 122, 960 36 
For interest checks, funded loan of 1881, 1891, and consols of 
1907 - -- .... - . ---.- ----- ..... - - .. --- . - . -.--. -.. - .. -. - - . - . --. - - - . 5 50, 860 13, 254, 753 06 
For commissions on 4 per cent. bonds . . . . . . .•. . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . 2 2 68, 500 00 
For redemption of gold, silver, and refunding certificates . . . . . . 36
1
2, 723, 163 37, 994, 152 27 
For redemption of certificates of deposit-/ act of June 8, 1872 .. . . 14 12,486 115,690, 000 00 
For redemption of legal-tender notes ana fractional currency. . . 25 1, 642 88, 790, 294 66 
For redemption of old demand notes and old Treasury notes. ... 56 834 28, 380 88 
For interest on Navy pension fund............................. 1 1 420, 000 00 
-----:-----1---------
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 351 6, 494, 113 903, 654, 199 33 
3. Public Buildings. 
Embracing accounts for the construction of public building:s 
throughout the United States; accounts of the geological, 
geographical, and coast surveys; accounts in relation to char-
ilable institutions and public buildings and grounds in the 
District of Columbia; accounts for the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and museume; for the United States Fish Commission; 
for incidental expenses of the Patent Office; for repairs of 
the Capitol and improvement of the Capitol grounds; for 
the construction of the Washington Monument, and for sala-
ries and contingent expenses of the State Department in 
Washington ...............................•.................. 
4. Steamboats. 
Accounts for salaries and incidental expenses of inspectors of 
bulls and boilers .........•.•................. . ............... 
5. Territorial. 
Accounts for salaries of Territorial officers and for the legisla-
tive and contingent expenses incidental to the government of 
the Territories .....••....................... .. .......•....... 
6. Mint and .Assay. 
Accounts for gold, silver, and nickel coinage; for bullion; for 
salaries of the officers and employes of the several mints, and 
for the general expenses of the same ............•............ 
Bullion deposits and transfers ..•................................•• . 
7. TTanspoTtation. 
Accounts for the transportation of gol4i and silver coin and bul-
lion, minor and base coins, United States currency, national-
bank notes, complete and incomplete coin certificates, regis-
tered and coupon bonds, mutilated currency, canceled and 
incomplete securities, national-bank notes for redemption, 
stamp-paper, stationery, boxes, parcels, &c .•.............•..•. 
412 37,843 4, 943, 466 80 
691 6, 991 250, 000 90 
251 2,147 222, 302 81 
222 106, 087 1, 193, 619 91 
........ .................. 225, 091, 045 96 
160 54,274 206, 515 06 
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1 
Number.lvouchers.l A~~~~-in-
----------------------------------------~- ____________ I __________ __ 
Kind. 
8. Congressional. I 
Accounts for salaries of the officers and employes and for con-
tingent and other exp_enses of the United States Sena,te and I 
House of Representatl ves ................................... . 
9. Outstanding Liabilities. 
Accounts arising from demands for the parment of checks, 1 
the amounts of which have been covered into the Treasury ... 
10. District of Columbia. I 
Accounts for the payment of claims of workingmen, filed under 
the act of Congrrss approverl June 20, 1878, and accounts of 
tile Commissioners of the District of Columbia ...••••........ 
11. Public Printing. j 
Accounts of tbe Publie Printer for the salaries and wages of 
the employes of the Government Printing Office, for the pur- I 
chase of materials for printing, and for contingent expenses 
of the Government Printing Office . ----- - . ---- ..... ----- ..... 
1 
12. Treasurer's General A.ccotmts. 
Quarterly accounts of tile Treasurer of the United States for I 
receipts and expenditures, including receivts from all sources I 
covered into the Treasury, anll all payments malle from the 
Treasury .......................... . ......................... . 
13. Asliistant Treasurers' Accounts. 
Accounts of the several assistant treasurers of the United 
States for the salarie~ of their employes and the incidental 
expenses of their offices ................... . ................ . 
14. Miscellaneous. 
Such as accounts with the di~lmrsing officers of the Executive 
Departments for salaries of officers and employes, and con-
tingent expenses of the same; accounts for salaries of Senators 
and Representatives in Congress: for salaries of the judges 
of the lJnHed States Supreme Court, United States circuit 
and district judges, distnct attorneys, and marshals; for sala- I 
ries and contingent expenses of the National Board of Health; 
for the expenses of the tenth census, and of the International I 
exhibitions of 1875, 1876, and 1878 ..................•.......••. 















$ 16, 602 21 
13, 760 61 
67,479 78 
455, 000 00 
936, 717, 280 17 
32!1, 087 85 
3, 185 96, 357 17, 299, 030 82 
8, 638 j6, 904, 390 2, 094, 539, 965 24 
l<'ROllf THE :FIFTH AUDITOR. =--=~==== 
15. Internal Revenue. 
Accounts of collectors of internal revenue . ..................... 584 
Accounts of the same acting as disbursing agents ............ . 
Accounts of internal-revenue stamp agents ................... . 
Miscellaneous internal-revenue accounts, snch as direct-tax 
accounts with commissioners and with the States; six differ-
ent m<onthly accounts with the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue for revenue stamps ; accounts with the disbursing 
clerk of the 'l'reasury Department for salaries of officers and 
employes in the office of the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue, and for the payment of internal-revenue gaugers; with 
the Secretary of the Treasury for fines, penalties, and for-
feitures; with the Treasury Department for stationery; with 
revenue agents and distillery surveyors; drawback accounts; 
accounts 1or refunding taxes illegally collected; for the re-
demption of internal-revenue stamps; for the collection of 
legacy and succession taxes ; for expenses of detecting and 
suppressing violations of internal-revenue laws, including 
rewards therefor, &c ................••..•.................... 
16. Diplomatic and Consular. 
Accounts for the salaries of ministers, charges d'affaires, con-
suls, commercial agents, interpreters, secretaries to le&"ations, 
and marshals of consular courts; accounts for the relief and 
protection of American seamen ; for expenses of prisons in 
China and Japan; for contingent expenses of legations and 
consulates; for salaries and expenses of legations and con-
sulates; for salaries and expenses of mixed commissions; 
accounts of United States bankers in London; accounts of 
the disbursing clerk Department of State for miscellaneous 





4, 217 134, 829 
2,533 29,114 
703, 780, 450 69 
4, 503, 443 92 
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Kind. 
17. TmnspoTtation. 
Accounts for t.he transportation of internal-revenue moneys to 
the sub-treasuries and designated depositaries, and for the 
transportation of stationery, &c., to internal-revenue officers. 
Total from Fifth Auditor ........................ _ ....... . 
FROM THE COMMISSJO~ER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE. 
18. Public Lands. 
Accounts of surveyors-general and the employes in their offices . 
Accounts of surveyors-general acting as disbursing agents ..•. 
Accounts of deputy surveyors ................................ . 
Accounts of receivers of public moneys ...............•....... 
.Accounts of same acting as disbursing agents ................ .. 
.Accounts for the refunding of purchase-money paid for lands 
erroneously sold ............................................. . 
±d.=~~x~r!~~~~~o~~t~t~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::: 
Miscellaneous accounts, such as accounts with the several 
States for indemnity for swamp and overflowed lands errone· 
ously sold, and for 2 per cent., 3 per cent., and 5 per cent. 
upon the proceeds of sales of public lands; accounts of 
surveyors-general for the contingent expenses of their offices; 
accounts for the salaries and commissions of registers of local 
land offices not paid by the receivers ; accounts with the 
Kansas, Denver, Central, Northern, and Union Pacific Rail-
roads for the transportation of special agents of the General 
Land Office; accounts for printing and stationery furnished 
the several surveyors-general, registers, and receivers ; ac-
counts of special agents of the Interior Department ; accounts 
for the transportation of public moneys from the local land 
offices to designated depositaries; accounts for salaries and 
incidental expenses of agents employed to examine and verify 
public survevs; for the return of deposits in excess of the 
amount required for the survey of private land claims; for 
Number. Vouchers. 
59 8, 737 



















708, 289, 744 69 
40,458 67 
166,995 49 
599, 005 13 
2, 790, 913 90 




the transportation of stationery to the several district land 
offices, &c.... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. 242 2, 236 94, 863 44 
Total from Commissioner of General Land Office ...•..... ,--2,' 204 ,l5, 803 ~---5, 243, 957 03 
RECAPITULATION. 
I 
..A.mount.in-From- Number. Vouchers. volved. 
F!-rst ..A.ud~tor . ............... .................................. ~ 6, 904, 390 I $2, 094, 539, 965 24 
Fifth ..A.ud1tor................ .... ... . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . 6, 809 172, 680 708, 289, 744 69· 
Commisskner of the General Land Office . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 204 15, 803 5, 243, 957 03 
Total . ..... ...................... .. .. ....... . ............. 17,'6517,092,873j2,8o8,"073,66696 
Requisitions have been examinsd and advances thereon recommended 
as follows: 
Internal revenue ...............................•............................ 
Diplomatic and consular .................................................... . 
Judiciary ............................... _ .............•...•.••. _ ...... _ . ___ . 
Public buildings ~- ...•.........•......•....•...................... ___ ... ___ _ 
Mint and assay .......•...................................................... 
District of Columbia ........................................••............... 
Territorial ............................... _ ................................. . 
Public printing ...........•..................••................•............ 
Miscellaneous .............................................................. . 











The following number of suits hav~ been instituted against defaulting 
officers: 
Collectors of internal revenue .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . • . • • . . . . . .. .. . .. • 7 
· United States marshals ....... _ .............. _ .................... · __ .. .. .. . . 3 
Receivers of public moneys ................................................ ,. 13 
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Internal revenue stamp agents .................••...• : .•••........... - ..... . 
Disbursing agents ...•......... : . ................•.•.•...•...•• - •.••• -- ••••• 
United States consuls .••••........•••••.•••••......••.•••.••••..••••....... 
Total . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . .............••••.••••.••...•.•.• 
Official letters written ......................•••..•••••.••.........•••••.•... 
Letters received, briefed, and registered .................................... . 
Powers of attorney recorded .......•..................•..•.........•••••••••• 
Official bonds registered and :filed ........................•........••.•...•.. 
Miscellaneous contracts and bonds received and registered ....•••...•........ 
Internal-revenue collectors' tax-list receipts recorded, scheduled, and referred. 
Orders for special allowances to collectors of internal revenue, recorded, sche-
duled, and referred .••••..............................•.............•.••.. 
Internal-revenue special-tax stamp-books counted and certified ..........•..• 
Internal-revenue tobacco-stamp-books counted and certified ......••••....•.. 
Internal-revenue spirit-stamp.:uooks counted and certified ......•••........... 
Pages copied ......................................••......••.....••........ 
Copies of accounts made, compared, and transmitted : 
Internal revenue ...•.......................•.......... ------ .....••••• 1,662 


















I will here repeat what my predecessor said in his last annual report, 
that-
The foregoing statement omits mention of a great deal of labor which cannot easily 
be reported, l>ut which has required much time and care, such as the examination of, 
and decision upon, applications for the issuing of duplicate bonds and other securities 
in place of securities lost and de troyed; the examination of powers of attorney for 
collection of money due to creditors of the United States; decisions upon the right of 
persons claiming to be executors, administrators, or heirs of deceased claimants, tore-
ceive money clue from the United States to said decedents; the examination, registry, 
and :filing of official bonds; the copying of letters forwarded; answerin~ calls for in-
formation made by Congress, the departments, and private persons; the mvestigation 
of legal points arising in the adjustment of accounts, and other work of a miscellaneous 
character. 
INVESTIG .A.TIONS. 
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized by general laws and ap-
propriation acts to make investigations in many cases of the official 
transactions and accounts of officers in the public service under the 
Treasury Department. The exercise of this power in proper cases has 
a most salutary effect. 
These investigations have generally been made by clerks in the Treas-
ury Department detailed for the purpose, and have been attended with 
con iderable expense, especially when conducted at long distances from 
the capital. It is believed that it would contribute to the efficiency of 
the public service, and aid in securing fidelity and economy, if the Sec-
retary should be authorized to require any officer connected with this 
Department whom he might designate to make the requisite investiga-
tions, especially if the officers so deputed could be invested with power 
in Rome form to secure the presence of witnesses, evidence ·under oath, 
and the production of books and papers. 
If, upon the request of the Secretary of the Treasury, the heads of 
other Departments respectively should be authorized to require officers 
connected therewith to make similar investigations for the Treasury 
Department, it might be found of great practical value. 
Investigations could thus be made by officers not now subject to the 
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, and in the vicinity of the 
transactions requiring examination. This would be attended with ad-
vantage in the means of local knowledge, and in facilities for acquiring 
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information, by affording.ample time for ascertaining all material facts, 
and with the least possible expense. 
It has sometimes been found necessary to ascertain facts and procure 
information on questions of law in foreign countries. Thus, government 
bonds have been held by citizens or subjects of foreign governments, 
and upon the death of the owners, controverted questions of fact and of 
law, as to the proper parties entitled to the bonds, have arisen, requir-
ing determination in this office. If the Secretary of the Treasury should 
be invested with power to call upon any representative or agent of our 
government abroad to make investigations and report the result, and 
if such representatives and agents should be giYen ampie authority to 
require evidence and the production of papers by citizens of the United 
States in foreign countries, and by citizens or subjects of foreign gov-
ernments, so far as by them permitted, it is believed it would be found 
a salutary means of securing justice, of facilitating· the operations of 
the Treasury Department, and a protection to the Treasury. 
LOST AND DESTROYED BONDS. 
Section 3702 of the Revised Statutes enacts that whenever it appears 
to the Secretary of the Treasury, by clear and unequivocal proof, that any 
interest-bearing bond of the United States has, without bad faith upon 
the part of the owner, been destroyed wholly or in part, or so defaced as 
to impair its value to the owner, and the bond is identified by number 
and description, the Secretary shall, under such regulations and with 
such restrictions as to time and retention for security or otherwise, as he 
may prescribe, issue a duplicate thereof, etc:; or, if the bonds have been 
called in for redemption, instead of issuing a duplicate, it shall be patid. 
The next section enacts that the owner shall file in the Treasury a 
bond, in a sum prescribed, with two good and sufficient sureties, resi-
dents of the United States, to be approved by the Secretary, with con-
dition to indemnify and save harmless the United States from any claim. 
upon such destroyed or defaced bond. 
Applications for duplicates, or for the redemption of "called lost" 
bonds, are referred under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury to the First Comptroller, to be decided upon by him. 
My predecessor, Hon. A. G. Porter, in the report of the office for the 
last fiscal year, made the following statement and recommendation: 
It will be perceived that bAnds payable to bearer come within the terms of this 
statute ; and the practice has been to issue duplicates for, or to redeem, bonds of this 
character alleged to have been destroyed, upon evidence furnished by affidavits taken 
before certain prescribed officers of the United States. The redemption of such bonds 
and the issuing of duplicates have always been refused until after the lapse of six 
months from the filing of an application; but even with this precaution the statute 
is fraught with great danger to the Treasury. In practice it has beon found that in 
fully half the cases where evidence has been offered to establish the fact of destruc-
tion, the bonds have not been destroyed, but have.. passed either by theft or collusion 
into the hands of other holders. When a bond of this kind is lost or stolen, the owner 
who has been deprived of it is apt soon to persuade himself that it bas been destroyed, 
as only in case of its having been destroyed can he entertain reasonable hope of ever 
receiving payment. Instances also have occurred of persons offering most impressive 
evidence of the destructien of bonds alleged to have been owned by them, who, sub-
sequent events have shown, had no title to them whatever. Great vigilance has been 
practiced by the Treasury by the invocation, even when very slight doubt has been 
excited, of the aiel of the secret-service division; but it is believed that no vigilance 
can be sufficient to guard against the ingenious methods by which fi'audulent appli-
cations may occasionally be made successful. If no radical change is made in the 
existing statute, authority ought at least to be given to require more than two sure-
ties to the bond of indemnity. 
I concur in this recommendation. 
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The greatest danger of loss to the Treasury arises from the possibility 
that the sureties upon the bonds of indemnity may prove to be worthless 
in the event of a suit against them. The regulations of the Department 
provide that the sufficiency of the sureties must be approved by some 
one of several prescribed officers. Most of these officers have performed 
the duty imposed upon them with the utmost tidelity, but in many cases 
such approval is made without any knowledge whatever of the parties, 
the officers feeling that such duties are extra-official, and that they are 
not required to make an examination into the condition of the sureties. 
A wise caution would dictate that the Secretary be empowered to re-
quire each officer to make a thorough examination into the financial 
status of the parties to bonds before appending his approval of the same, 
and that such officers be invested with authority to require evidence 
under oath. 
It may also be found proper to make some regulations by statute in 
relation to the payment of lost government bonds. 
L.A. W CLERK AND S'l'ENOGR.A.PHER. 
A law clerk and a stenographer are deemed necessary for the efficiency 
of the service in this office. The First Comptroller is the law officer of 
the Treasury Department. He is charged with the duty of ultimately 
deciding all questions of law arising upon warrants for the payment of 
money ~rom the Treasury, and the accounts of the Treasurer of the 
United States. This includes all the agencies by which money may be 
paid from the Treasury. The decisions so made are generally final, sub-
ject only to the revision of Congress, and in certain cases, not frequent 
in practice, by the Court of Claims. (Winnisimmet Company v. United 
States, 12 Court of Claims Ueports, 326.) 
It must be apparent that questions of great magnitude and difficulty 
are frequently presented for decision. Counsel of great ability are often 
retained by claimants to present oral and written or printed arguments 
against the government, which is not represented by counsel. It is 
therefore important that every reasonable aid should be furnished to 
this office to protect the interests of the government. 
DECISIONS OF FIRST COMPTROLLER. 
It is so important that the leading general principles of law applicable 
to the business of the Department should, so far as practicable, be set-
tled, and in an accessible form, that it has been deemed proper, in order 
to secure these objects, to prepare and cause to be printed formal decis-
ions in a considerable number of caseR. A copy of these is herewith 
transmitted. None of the decisions made by my predecessors have been 
printed, except in rare instances. 
The work of preparing decisions in the form now adopted involves 
much research and labor, but it is hoped the result may be found accept-
able, and of such utility as to justify it. 
ST.A.'l'UTE AS TO PERJURY. 
There may be some doubt whether the existing statute defining per-
jury is sufficiently broad to include all cases of corrupt false swearing 
in affidavits used for various purposes in the Treasury Department. 
Affidavits are necessarily used for a great variety of purposes, and it is 
of the utmost importance that all who make them should be amenable 
16 F 
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to punishment in cases deserving it. A comprehensive provision on 
this subject was included in a bill introduced in the Forty-fourth Con 
gress, on which no final action was taken (H. R. 451, first session Forty-
fourth Congress, January 5, 1876). 
I respectfully submit that the subject is worthy of consideration by 
Congress. 
UNPAID BALANCES. 
In the adjustment of tbe accounts of receivers of public moneys, and 
other officers whose dut.v it is to collect the revenues of the government; 
such officers are charged with the amount of their collections and cred-
ited with the amount of money deposited by them in the Treasury. In 
many cases officers have deposited by mistake more money than they 
have collected, thus creating a balance in their favor. 
The seventh clause of the ninth section of Article 1 of the Constitu-
tion prohibits the payment of any money from the Treasury, except in 
consequence of appropriations made by law. The above accounts come 
under no appropriation now existing, for the money deposited and cov-
ered into the Treasury constitutes an unappropriated fund, and the 
accounts of such officers under appropriations for the payment of their 
compensation and the expenses of their offices are kept entirely distinct 
from their accounts for tbe collection of revenues. In the absence of a 
provision for the payment of balances upon the latter class of accounts 
they have accumulated from year to year until quite a number now 
stand upon the books of the Department. It would be a great conven-
ience if means for their payment should be provided. 
I respectfully call atteution to, and renew, the recommendations made 
by my predecessor in his last annual report. 
The deputy comptroller, chiefs of divhdon, clerks, and other persons 
employed in this bureau, deserve commendation for the intelligence, 
ability, and fidelity with which they have performed their respective 
duties. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM LAWRENCE, 
First Comptroller. 
Hon. JoHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 





THE SECOND COMPTROLLER OF THE TREA.SURY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE, 
Washington, October 29, 1880. 
SIR: In compliance with your direction, by letter of the 14th ultimo, 
I submit a report, in two tabular statements, of the transactions of this 
office during the fiscal year which ended on the 30th day of June 1880. 
The first tabular statement shows the total number of accounts, 
claims, and cases of every kind settled and adjusted, and the amounts 
allowed thereon. The second table furnishes a more detailed statement 
of the same accounts, claims, and cases ; showing the character of the 
accounts, the source from which received, the number of each kind, and 
the amounts allowed. A still more detailed statement is prepared and 
filed for preservation in this office, but it is deemed too voluminous for 
publication. 
From-
Second Auditor .............................................................. . 
Third Auditor . .............................................................. . 
Fourth Auditor .............................................................. . 
Number 
revised. Amounts. 
9, 354 $17, 786, R81 
5, 273 50, 890, 845 
1, 862 15, 9il6, 625 
16, 489 84, 664, 351 
Various sources not involving present expenditure . . . . . . ... •. . .. . . . ... ... . . . . 2, 494 46~, 862 
1---------1----------
Total number accounts and claims and amounts settled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 18, 983 • 85, 127, 213 
ACCOUNTS REVISED du1·ing the yea1·. 
---------
Character of accounts. 
FROM THE SECOND AUDITOR. 
1. Of recruiting officers, for regular recruiting service ....................... . 
2. Of paymasters, for pay of the Army .... ...••... .. .......••....... ...... 
3. Of disbursiup: officers of the Ordnance Department, for ordnance, ordnance 
stores, supplies, armories, and arsenals . .....•.•...................... 
4. Of disbnrsiu<T officers of the Medical Department, for medical and hospital 
supplies and' serviees . .....................•............................. 
5. Of rlisbursements for the contingent expenses of War Department ... ...•. 
6. Special accounts settled by the Pa.v Division .....•.•..............••... 
7. Of Indian agents' current anti contingent expenses, annuities, and instal-
ments .... . ... . .......................................................... . 
FRO~I 'l'JIE 'l'HIRD AUDI'l'OR. 
1. Of ilisbursing officers of the Qnartermftster's Department, for regular sup-
plies anrl incidental expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........................... . 
2. Of disbursin~ officers of the :::lttbsistenc.~ Deputment . . . • . ............ . 
3. Of disbur'lin!! otti('er~ of th '-l Engineer D epartment, for military surveys, 
con~trnctiou of fortifications, river and harbor 1111rveys an .l improvements. 


















4, 8:14 17, 364, 907 
1, 014 11, 698, 244 
669 2, 811, 904 
8i 4, R20, 225 
176 28, 625,487 
---1, 943 l. 4 7' 955, !-!60 
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ACCOUNTS REVISED du1·ing the yea1·-Continued. 
Character of accounts. 
FROM 'l'HE FOURTH AUDITOR. 
1. Of disbursing; agents of the Marine Corps ...... . ...................... . .. . 
2. Of paymasters of the Na>y proper . . .... ..............•......... . .. . ...... 
3. Of pa_, masters of the navy-yards . ........•...... : . ............. ........... . 
4. Of p1.ymasters of the Navv as Navy agents and d1sbursmg officers .. .. .. . 
.5. Of Navy pension agents, for payment of pensions of Navy and Marine 
Corps .....................•.• ---·· .................. . .........•.......... 
6. Of miscellaneous naval accounts .. ....... . .. . .......... -- ...... . ... .. . . ... . 
CLAIMS ALLOWED du1·ing the yem·. 
Charact.er of claims. 
FROM TilE SECOND AUDITOR. 
1. Soldiers' pay and bounty .................... . ......... . ...... - ....... - ..... 1 
l•'ROM THE THlftD AUDI'l'Ol{. 
1. Property lost under the act of March 3, 1849 ............... . . -- .•.......... 
2. Quartermasters' and commissary stores and supplies, act of July 4, 1864, , 
transportation and miscellaneous ........... . .................... -....... . 
3. Oregon and Washington Indian war claims ............................... . 
4. State war claims.-- .......•.... -- ......................................... . 
FROM THE l'OUR'l'll AUDITOR. 

















330 15, 871, 596 
Number. Amounts. 
4, 520 $421,974 
577 101, 400 
2, 711 2, 696,701 
34 6, 096 
8 130,788 
1, 307 104,992 
225 10, 037 
9, 382 3, 471,988 
CASES NOT INVOLVING PRESENT EXPENDITURE. 
1. Duplicate checks approved ... . ...... _ ....... . ___ .•.... __ .. _ ..•. : .•...... _. 
2. Financial agents· accounts._ .......•..... _ ... _ ....................•..... : .. 






2, 494 462, 862 
Number. 
Bonds filed during the year. ____ ...... _ .............................. _...... 92 
Contract.s filed during the year _ .......... _ .................... __ ..... .• •• . . 1, 597 
Officialletters written ........................ _ ... _ ....... _ .. __ ......... _... 1, 495 
Requisitions recordecl _ ... ___ ............................. _ ....... _ ......... 11, 708 
Settlements recorded ... _ . _ .... __ ........................ _ ..... _ ...... _ . .. . . 7, 78S 
Differences recorded, pages .................. _ ........... __ .... . . . . .. . . . . . . . 4, 987 
Clerks, average during year _ ....... _ ..... _ .................... _ .... _....... 52. 8 
All the public business intrusted to my charge is, I believe, promptly 
and properly attended to by the officers and clerks of the office, and 
has progressed with reasonable dispatch. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
W. W. UPTO~, 
Comptroller. 





THE COMMISSION.ER OF CUSTOMS. 
TREASURY DEP .A.RTMENT, 
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, 
Washington, October 21, 1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith, for your information, a 
statement of the work performed in this office during the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1880: 
Number of accounts on hand July 1, 1879. .••................. ... ••. .•.. 299 
Number of accounts received from the First Auditor during the year ..... 6, 430 
-- 6,72~ 
Number of accounts adjusted during the year .......................... 6,576 
Number of accounts returned to the First Auditor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
-- 6,589 
Number of accounts on hand June 30, 1880...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . 140 
There was paid into the Treasury from sources the accounts relating 
to which are settled in this office-
On account of m1stoms ...........••••................•............ 
On account of marine-hospital tax ................................ . 
On account of steam boat fees ....................•. .' .....•••....••. 
On account of fines, penalties, and forfeitures ..................... . 
On account of storage, fees, &c ........••........................... 
On account of deceased passengers ................................ . 
On account of emolument fees ..................................... . 
On account ofmileage of examiners ...................... · .......•.. 
On account of interest on debts due ...............•................ 
On account of rent of public buildings .....................••....... 
On account of relief of sick and disabled seamen ................... . 













Aggregate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188, 378, 611 55 
And there was paid out of the Treasury on the following accounts, viz : 
Expenses of collection.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 023, 253 53 
Excess of deposits.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . 2, 632, 164 44 
Debentures ......... ····----------······ .•....................... 1,t'l:H,060 76 
Pnblic buildings................................................... 2,290,511 73 
Construction and maintenance of lights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2, 426, :~70 61 
ConRtruction and maintenance of revenue-cutters.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 84~{, 989 57 
Marine-hospital service............................................ 40:l,917 49 
Life-saving stations . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. • . • • . . . 518, 407 43 
Compensation in lieu of moieties................................... 32,186 30 
Seal-fisheries in A.laska.... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 9,571 02 
Metric standard weights and measures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 316 90 
Dehentnres and other charges . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 136 91 
Detection and prevention of frauds upon the ens toms revenue.... . . . 19, 994 32 
Unclaimed merchandise......... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 750 41 
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Refunding moneys erroneously received and covered into the Treas-
ury ..••.........••••..••••....•.....•. ~ .... · ........•..•......... 
Refunding duties to University of Notre Dame duLac ........•...•• 
Protection of sea-otter hunting grounds and seal-fisheries in Alaska .. 
Aggregate ...............•....•••••..•••..•..•............... 
The number of estimates received and examined ...................• 
The number of requisitions issued .......•.•••...................... 
The amount involved in requisitions ....•.......................... 
The n urn ber of letters received ..........................••••...•••. 
The number ofletterswritten ..................................•... 
The number oflettersrecorded .......•.....•...................••.. 
The number of stubs of receipts for duties and fees 1·eturned by col-
lectors ........•••.......... _ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
The number of stubs examined ..............••.•................... 













ceived and entered.............................................. 10,481 
The number ofreturns received and examined...................... 11,941 
The number of oaths examined and registered . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 3, 992 
The number of appointments registered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 227 
The average number of clerks employed.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 30 
I inclose herewith a statement of the transactions in bonded goods 
during the year ending June 30, 1880, as shown by the adjusted accounts. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. JoHN SHERMAN, 
Secreiary of the Treasury. 
H. C. JOHNSON, 
Commissioner of Customs. 
• 
STATEMENT of WAREHOUSE TRANSACTIONS at the several DISTRICTS and PORTS of the UNITED STATES, for the.yem· ending June 30, 1880 . 
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.:: oo bL"'"' ~ o .a @ ..0 ' "' d d <-> ~ -o 'd .- -o P. ~ <!=l ~ oo cJJ"~ ~ 
DistrictR. 
~c~ao~ ; · !!: 
1 
~i:: ~~% :@ @~ 1 B~ .s: ~o~ao~ ~ .. 0 -~ 0 P: i ~ 0 ~ ~ ~.... I ~ :;j ~ .... 0 -~ 0 
.Albany ....................... . .................... -... . ~-.-.~. .... .. .. ..... I $141,736 0~ ~--~- .. -.~ $141,736 00 ........................... ~-- ~. =-~~ ------ ....... . 
Alexandria...... . ........ ..... $99 761··--·······-·· $155 00 I 119 04 $9 98 383 78 ............ . 
Baltimore..... ................. 68,007 OS $71H,407 98 8,237 OS 488,17186 7,070 24 436,076 98 $386,0jl 90 
Bangor·-----·----············ · ............ 1,906 20 439 00 .............. ......... .... 1, 483 68 
$117, 031! 46 
Barnstable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 522 95 . . . . . . .... _. . 4, 698 65 3, 279 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 41 
Bath . .... .. ........... . ... . ... . 1,909 98' :n, 11618 22,218 50 1,109 47 . 161 55 9,269 05 
.Heaufort, S. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 00 I ........ ... _ . . 56 00 
Boston and Charlestown (May I 
31, 1880) ... ... - . . . -- ...... -- ' 3, 046, 747 09 10,963, 736 93 115, 219 27 725, 508 67 165, 194 75 8, 516, 685 27 
Brazos de Santiago . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 451 93 ii71!, 569 13 135, 018 23 1, 050 SO 1 25 10 748 98 
Buffalo Cr~;>.ek...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 645 90 39, 772 40 2, 220 39 550, 746 68 , 103 53 30, 212 46 
Belfast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1, 333 18 ......... .. .. . 1 1, 555 04 7 40 22 07 1 456 49 8~!~~::e:~~:: ::::::: :::::::: :'. ::::.:: ~:~~ ..... -~.- H~- ~f I .::::::~~~: ~~: J· --23::-:::- ~:- ! :::: ::::::: :·: :'. --. -~.-~~~- ~~-
Charleston... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 274 41 1, 004 40 353 96 , 1, 026 20 113 68 3, 494 62 
Chicago....................... 129,0il3 34 796,16123 72,89716 207,52813 13,765 72 832,885 40 
Cincinnati.......... . . . . . . . . . . 14, 886 05 44, 340 45 22, 402 02 30, 969 69 132 19 86, 548 50 
Corpus Christi ................ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 052 65 44, 886, OS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 408 30 
Cuyahoga ....... ..... -.... .... 2,64944 10,94512 3,05461 16,71415 921 14,89772 
Delaware ................... . .. ' 2,163 77 ····- ·· ······ · ' 15,520 43 .............. .. . .... . ..... 17,684 20 
Detroit. ..... .... .............. ! 22,222 95 18,830 73 41,704 61 600,917 24 635 03 46,594 90 
Duluth ....................... . !............. .............. 4,490 02 822,849 64 .............. 9 50 
483 98 
186, 611 64 
--------------
138,326 50 
· ······-·· ···· 5, 445 58 
-- -- ---·- ·--· 
203, 930 61 
7, 627 19 
480 59 
914,610 32 
711, 383 61 
425,307 22 
1, 508 40 
48 so 
1, 013 04 
28, 232 17 
.. . ... ----- -----·· ·· 
25, 334 10 6, 632 93 
132 65 .. - .......... 
1, 052 65 44,478 13 
10, 656 00 55 25 
·--------·-
25,908 70 588,792 60 








42, 158 75 
4, 869, 632 49 
10,982 60 
1, 642 72 
746 48 
·::: ::.::::::: ..... -.. "33" i2 
. -- .... - .. --. 5, 769 74 
278 03 
10, 530 37 
60 75 
286 23 
344, 002 78 
25,988 50 
7, 763 56 
-~~l;li :~ ::::: ::: ::.:- :_ !: ~:~ :::~: ::;;:;~:;;: : :_.._,;!:~ ~:::: - -: i:i!l !! ::::: :: :: : ::::: ::: : ::::: ::: :: ::- :;:i;;:;; 
Frenchman's Bay .......... .... 
1 





Gah·eston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 540 63 97, 304 55 1, 927 75 28, 441 85 462 69 ' 38, 782 45 4, 802 67 19, 518 97 1, 427 58 68, 145 SO 
Genesee ... .. . ················ ·i 10,408 06 2,38154 7,857 67 10,893 27 124 56 1 17,525 72 6,03515 13 00 .............. 8,09123 
Gloucester ...... . ............ , 9, 812 90 32, 477 82 4, 727 44 27 84 559 84 1, 735 96 544 56 35, 075 20 1, 211 48 9, 038 64 
Georgetown,D.C ...•... .. ..... j 527 20 .............. 1,563 05 4,682 24 2134 4,103 91 ··- ···· ······ !·-···· .... 2,099 02 590 90 
~~!~~ b~~k: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i : : : : -: : : : : : : : :I : : : : . : : : : : : : : . I : : : : : : : : : . : : : ·. 1, 137, gi~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : . I -----. ~~~. ~~ . . --~~~·- ~ ~~. ~~ . 1 I 0 15, ~~+ ~~ I : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : 
Key_W~st ...................... 
1 
50,649 04 I 200,046 40 1 2,20185 1 16,500 33 . 3,373 60 166,144 05 34,145 57 1,218 88 . 252 7~ 71,009 96 Lou'lsv1lle...................... 3,383 62 3,920 46
1 
17,333 67 4,59815 16117 , 15,543 00 676 20 .............. j 25 6o · 13,152 22 
Memphis ...................... j 1,44152 1·········----· ·········--·-·1 1,818 54 4 96 . 2,630 02 ........•..... j. ........... . .............. 635 00 
























STATEMENT of WAREHOUSE TRANSACTIONS at the several DISTRICTS and PORTS of the UNITED STATES, ~c.-Continued. 
• 
h It)~ h 
a; 0 ·:0 0 ~ 
P.'d ::l 'd ~~ 'd~§ -~g ~~~ ;~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ i~~ ~ ~ p:: ~ 111.S' .... 
c3 I ] ~- I ~ 
Middletown.............. . . . . . . $3, 118 41 $3~2 00 $6~, ?~4 99 ~7, 9~~ 86 . .. . • 
Milwaukee.................... 542 58 15,1u6 34 1;>,!Jti3 89 1<!1,2n3 13 --·-· ···----- ~ 85,086 00 .......... $5.o,938 7;> ~ ------······· 14,!;7119 
Mirmesota ............. _. 1, 009 lll 4, 343 40 :J, 269 53 46, ::!85 66 $34 35 9, 028 84 8, 197 34 35, 261 05 . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 1, 455 52 
~~t&efJt~~~I~~~e;~~~:~~~~~:: :~~:~:: ::::::: .::::::::::::. ::::::: ~~~:~i ;:~ ~~ :::::::::::::: I - ~~~~ ~:~~~ -~~ ::::: ::~~: ~9 -- ... -~~~- !~. 1 ·::: :: ~~~~: ~~: :::::::::::::: 
Newburyport ................. 106 72 ---··----- · ·; ..... ........ 420 42 .•. ... . .. ---· 52 02 ...... . ...... 243 82 l 231 ilO 1·--··-- -- · ···· 
N<·.w HaYen .. . ......... _.... 15, 017 79 458, 164 9n 2, 27! 08 ........ _ .. _.. .. . .. .. . . .. .. 368, 649 14 90, 066 36 ...... ___ .. _.. 52 00 16, 689 32 
1\ew Dedford ............ ... .... .... 175 tiO 1!,323 34 9,096 08 .... ......... 8,016 72 226 4U 1,104 40 !............ .. 11,247 50 
New 1 Jdeans. . . . . .. _ ... ·. . . 182, 505 40 648, li02 59 7, 07!) 85 6i 7, 860 9U 9, 870 13 44:>, :!87 36 669, I !i!J ::!9 HO, 1!1;9 92 31, 771 73 209, 530 57 
i~.~:~~~~JtF~l;~~~~·~rJg~ig~8o~~)- ~~·-: ~~· ~~3 . ~~ 2: ~ ~~~·- ~~3 . ~~ .... ~~~ ·_ ~:~. ~~. ~J~I: t~~ ~~ _ .. ~:~·- ~~~. ~~. ~:·. :~~·- :~~. ~~. ~~~: i~! ~~ ~: it~: ~~~ ~~ . :~ ~~~·- ~~~. ~: .. ~~~ ~:~·- ~~~. ~~ 
~ll~~~~~n·ci~~::::::::::::::::::: ..... 2:~~{~~ .::_~~~:~~~-~~- ·:::::~ :i~ :i~: ::~~~ ~i ·:~~~::::i:~~: 21:~~~ B· ::::y~~~:~~: .: : :::·~~2 :~~t ::::: ::::: :: : --·-----~~f~~ 
(J,wegatcbie ........... ___ .... 1, 390 74 3, 11)4 07 .. . . . . . . .. .. .. 15, 773 43 26 49 1 1, 874 22 10,228 03 l 6, 400 33 ' ...... .. . 1, 79:! 15 
Osw<'gp .. _ ........ .. ..... _ _ 6, 772 45 626, 774 75 .. _... .. . 51, 304 7ti 41 258, 081 29 410, ~40 5ll 1, 826 00 I 601 05 14, 133 45 t~~~:~J~~l~uo_c~~~· .. :·.:::::::::~ : ·. ·-----~~~-~~ - 5,8~~-~~- ..... ~·-~~~-~~- 21,~~! ~~ :::::::~:::::: ----~~-~~~.:~ ..••. 15,_~:~.~~ I u,~~~ ~~ \::::::--· .. ::· ...... ~·-~:~.~: 
P~1iLldelphia .................. .I 978, 962 34' 3, 805, 856 22 I 46, 2~7 94 ~40, ~03 1~ 265, 984 2? 1!, ?4~, 4~7 39 80, 111 06 I 18, 162 58 ' 128, 236 14 1, 2yo, 0~6 68 
Plttsbmgn ........ ........ l!-1,649 13 33,553 04 4,11!1 80 248,644 9J 1,008 0;> 27;>,025 24 .............. .... ..... , •... ........ 1!1,96173 
Pl_ymoutll ............... . ...... i 4,549 39 ...... .. .... 23,0(i8 15 419 84 ............. 9,167 39 ......... .... i 417 60 .... .... 18,452 39 
f.~~~~~F~~~~t~l~!~!~~ ~~~:~~:: I 50, ::~ ~~ .. -~~~·- ~~~. ~~ .... ~~·- ~~~. ~~ .. ~·- ~~~·- ~~~ ~~ .. . . -. ~~~- ~~- .•. ~~~·- ~~2. ~~. 71, ::~ ~: . ~~ ~~~·- ~~~ 02 ; .. - .. ~·- ~~3. ~~ ... ... ~~·- ~~~. ~ ~ 
Pottsruoutb................... . . 524 41 .............. 30,942 69 4,500 00 ......... .... 4,98713 .......... .. 1 2,049 77 1 .............. : 28,930 20 ~~rl.~:~~r:~:.u·::•••••·•·· J ••••• :·m.~. ·~.·mn.as. ····,::::r·::. :.: ... '.·:;; ;; :::::: 1 • :;·;:; ~: ·••• •. J!i ~: ~1. ·:::·:·.:: • :• ~ ······~~::·:l i •·:•Tm·:: ~~~~~~;~klci~~~-:::::::::::::: ~: :1· i; i4o; 96i · 3o · 2: 973; 9o7 · 22 -- · · 73; 32o 19 422, 3~i ~~ - .. 44; 998 · 94 2, 989, 1~§ ~~ -· 76; 369 · 96 · ·-- 532; i49 75 :· • • io2, oii · 4i ·1· · · · u55; iss- s3 Savanuah ..... ............... . 509 00 88,312 28 1,178 02 624 54" 21 84 2,215 83 ...... .. .. ............... ···----------- 88,429 85 
Saint Louis .... __ .. _ ...... __ .. _ 58, 749 76 1 20,771 91! : 194, 01!8 23 ' 476, 241 19 358 79 670, ti79 22 376 30 i .. __ . _ .. .. 208 89 1 78, 895 49 
?il~~~t<:::::::::: ~:: ~ ~:::: ::: ~:::: ~~: ~~ J:::::::::::: t:::: ~·: ~~~:~~: I 54:: H~ i~ I.::::::::::::: 1, :~ ~i ::: ~~~·: ~~~: ~~ :1. .. ~~~:. ~~~. ~~. ! :::::::::: :·::: :::::: ~~ ~~~: ~8 
~~~~ 'd 'd § ~ §~'@ g~ ~ ,.0~~~~ 'd 
"0.-ci <l) • UJ'd §~~@,..;- ~~ :;:l<l) Districts. ~'g 0~ ::l"'P::P.. ~§ ~;:g~';j Oo 
~ w w~~ ~,.0 @,0 
..:s 0 ~ ~::~ ~ p:: 0: ~ .... o ..... 0 ~ ~ ~ 
~ ... 'd rnrn • <ll 0 • 0 ~ ~-~-S g;o <+-<§ ""'. § ~00 ,g~e]~ :;3 
.::: 
...... ~ ........... §~~~g ~~ ..,..., It)" ~~ p::.S ~ = <..>~ -8~ ~~ ~·.-< ~ e-g ~ ~ ~c ~~ "';:l, ~ ~ ~-s.; ~§ 
I """~ ~~ 
...,~ 





















Willamette ........•........ ··· ' 19,959 42 1 15,229 58 ~ ······........ .••••. •••..... 100 66 27,643 12 . . . . . .. . . . . .. 44 52 1···· ......... ·J 7, 602 02 
Wiscasset .. . ...... ..... ........ I 240 66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 875 68 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 531 96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 584 38 
~;:~~~~n:.~'::: ::: ::::: ~~~ ~iHhii~ ,;,:;~~;;;:;; ~~~~i6,4;,gl~;;;;;..l~ 
* New York (for April, May, 1 I · 11 
and June, 1879 ........ . ...... 10, 112, 027 97 ,12, 110, 727 58 I 184, 518 82 \ 935, 533 32 374, 359 88 8, 902,408 67 182, 949 60 1, 485, 426 78 431,468 86 1 12, 714, 913~ 
* Not included in report for fiscal year ended June 30, 1879. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Balance July 1, 1879 .......•.•...•..•...•.•............................ $18,600, 073 3~ 
Warehoused and bonded ...... ....... . ........ ...... ................... 50,353,336 So 
Rewa rehoused and bonded . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 405, 852 71 
Constructively warehoused...... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17,750, 808 17 
Increase of duties ascertained on liquidation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 092, 104 57 1 
Total.......... . .............................. . ......... ...... ... 89, 202, 175 65 j 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, O:FFJCE COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, October 21, 1880. 
Withdrawal duty paid...................... ......... ................. $47, 003, 129 09 
Withdrawals for transportation.............. . ................... . . . 3, 560, 608 08 
Withdrawals for expottation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 421, 402 65 
Allowances and deficiencies ........... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 177, 437 96 
Balance June 30, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 039, 597 87 
Total....... .. ............ .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89, 202, 175 65 
---·--· 
H. C. JOHNSON, 
Commissioner of Customs. 
Balance taken up in this statement . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . $18, 600, 073 37 
Balance reported by last statement.................................................... 15, 997, 187 68 
Difference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................................... . 2, 602, 885 69 
Arising from-
































THE FIRST AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
FIRST AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, October 21, 1880. 
SIR: In compliance with your letter of the 14th ultimo, I have the 
honor to submit the following exhibit of the business transacted in this 
office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880: 
Accounts adjusted. 
RECEIPTS. 
Duties on merchandise and tonnage .........................•............. 
Steamboat fees . ...............................•••......................... 
~::;e~:~:;r~:~· !~~:~r~~~~~teesd:::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: 
Official emoluments of collectors, naval officers, and surveyors ........... . 
Money>! received from sales of old materials, rents, &c ................... . 
Moneys received on account of deceased passengers ...............•....•. 
Miscellaneous receipts . .. .............................••..•..•........•.. 
Treasurer of the United States, for moneys received ..........••.......... 
Mints and Assay Offices . ................................................. . 
Water rents, Hot Springs, Arkansas ..................................... . 
Receipts on counter warrants .........•.......................•........... 
Total ........................................................•...... 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Expense of collecting the revenue from customs ......................•.•. 
Debentures, drawbacks, &c ..........................•............. . ...... 
~!;:~~~~~~~r~:~:r~i~~~~(~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·_ :::::::::: 
Duties refunded, fines remitted, judgments satisfied, &c ... . ............. . 
~ffi~~f-~~y~~~~~~v~f~~u~·c·t·o;s·, ~~~:;1 ~ffi~e~;: ~~-ci ;~~:;~j~~~::::: :::::::: 
.A. wards of compensation . ...............................................•. 
Light-house Establishment, miscellaneous ............................... . 
~~~;~f:a0t/{f~;t~~!~:e:~~-~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Repairs of light-houses ................................................... . 
~~=~::: ~f ~~~lt&::1~:: ~ ~: ::::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: 
Expenses of lighting and buoyage of t-he Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio 
n vers . . . . . . . ............. . . . .......................................••.. 
Expenses of inspection of lights . .. . ...............................•...... 
Steam-tender for the Light-llouse Service .............................. . 
Commissions on light-house disbursements .....................•.......... 
Salaries and mileage of Senators . ........................................ . 
Salaries, officers and employes, Senate ................................... . 
Salaries and mileage, members and delegates House of Representatives .. . 
Salaries, otlicers and employes, House of Representatives ...•............. 
SalaT~es of ~mplO;)~es, Ex;ecutive Mansion .... . ........................... . 
Salanes paHl by d1sbursmg cle•ks of the Departments ................... . 
Salal"ies, officers and employes, Independent Treasury ..........•......... 
Salaries of the civil list paid directly from the Treasury ................. . 
17 F 
N=b•' I of Amount. 
accounts. 
1, 355 $163, 998, 486 63 
1,136 293,255 48 
608 126,445 02 
1, 582 379,285 51 
1, 276 616,569 70 
171 ]55, 694 87 
33 480 00 
593 804,380 96 
3 906, 351, 686 31 
31 133, 289, 717 55 
9 1, 903 36 
238 280,524 32 
-------------
7, 035 1, 206, 298, 429 71 
1,486 5, 464, 960 40 
178 3, 952, 260 83 
403 2, 261, 691 32 
507 767,352 41 
1, 747 328,455 00 
1, 247 416,040 17 
1, 256 639,539 08 
108 30,630 85 
67 61,776 99 
437 611,341 07 
163 565,363 78 
112 370,787 59 
121 304,652 45 
158 496,183 26 
87 81,999 33 
38 179,581 54 
12 3, 099 37 
19 105,172 56 
124 8, 582 58 
1 125,803 71 
5 190,498 86 
1 1, 200, 622 42 
12 246,649 34 
6 47,626 80 
322 5, 499, 672 62 
38 319,688 95 
1285 565,691 84 
257 
258 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
Accounts adjusted. 
DISBURSEM:ENTS-Continued. 
Salaries, office of the Public Printer .............................•••....... 
Salaries, Bureau of Engraving and Printing ............................. . 
Salaries, Congressional Library .......................................... . 
Salaries, standard weights and measures .................................. . 
Salaries, Steam boat Inspection Service .................................•.. 
Salaries, special agents~ Independent Treasury ................•...•...... 
Salaries, custodians ana janitors ............... . ..................•..••••. 
Salaries, Botanic Garden ................................................ .. 
Salaries and expenses, Hot Springs Commission .............•.........•.. 
Salaries and expenses, Southern Claims Commission ....... : .. ........... . 
Salaries of employ~s. public buildings and grounds ...................... . 
Salaries and expenses of National Board of Health .......••••............. 
Salary of Director of Geological Survey ................................. . . 
Contingent. expenses, Execut-ive Mansion . .....•.......................... 
Contingent expenses, United States Senate ... : .. ........................ . 
Contingent expenses, House of Representatives ........................•. 
Contingent expenses, Departments, Washington ........................ . 
Contingent exp ... nses, Independent Treasury ..... . ....................... . 
Contingent expenses, Steam boat Inspection Service ......... . ........... . 
Contingent expenses, public buildings and grounds ...................•••. 
Contingent expenses, office of Public Printer . . ......................... . 
Contingent expenses, Southern Claims Commission ... . ...........•....... 
Contingent expenses, National Currency, reimbursable .................. . 
Contingent expenses, Court of Claims ................................... . 
' Contingent expenses, Library of Congress .. .. .. . . ..................... .. 
Contingent expenses of the Executive offices, Territories ......•.......... 
Stationery, Interior pepartment .................. :--··· ................. . 
Treasurer of the Umted States, for general expenditures ..... . ......... .. 
Treasurer of the United States, for sinking-fund, Pacific railroads .•....•. 
Gold and silver bullion accounts ........................................ .. 
Ordinary expenses, Mints and Assay Offices ............................. . 
Parting and refining bullion ....................................•...•.... . 
Coinafe of standard silver dollars .................. __ ...•..••...•........ . 
~~~h~~~!~~:{~,~~~y:::::~---~T<fHH:Hf/:~ 
Legislative expenses, Territories of the United States ...•.•.............. 
Captured and abandoned property ....................................... . 
Defending !'<nits and claims for seizure of captured and abandoned property. 
Examination of rebel archives and records of captured and abandoned 
c~:~t:~~{ i~~ci~ii~ ·s·~~~i ~r· th~ ·u~t~d st~t"e·;::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Geological survey of the Territories ... . .............................•••.. 
Lands and other 'property of the United States .......................... .. 
Protection and improvement of Hot Springs, Arkansas .................. . 
Expenses of collecting rents, Hot Springs, Arkansas ..................... . 
Reproducing plats of surveys, General Land Office ............•........... 
Adjusting claims for indemnity for swamp lands . ........................ . 
Protection and improvement of Yellow Stone National Park ......... . .••. 
Commission to classify land and codify land laws .••.......••••........... 
Depredations on public timber .......................................... . 
Judicial expenses, embracing accounts of United States marshals, district 
attorneys, clerks, and commissioners, rent of court-houses, support of 
pfo~i:g;:ti~~ :fc c~i.~~~~~ :::::::: ::~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Suppressing counterfeiting and crime ........ . .......................... .. 
Detection and prevention of frauds upon the customs revenue ........... . 
Investigation of frauds, Office of Commissioner of Pensions .............. . 
INTEREST ACCOUNT. 
~~f~s;~~~~:!o.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
District of Columbia 3-65 bonds and water stock ......................... . 
Pacific Railroad bonds .................................................. .. 
Navy pension fund ....................................................... . 
Louisville and Portland Canal Company's bonds .•........................ 
REDEMPTION ACCOUNT. 



































































Principal......................................... . ................... 17 
Interest ........... . ................................................. . .... . .... . 
United States bonds, purchased for sinking-fund: 
i~~~~!;:l.::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... ~~-
Premium ....................................•..................•............... 
United St.ates bonds, 10-40's for conversion: 
Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Interest ...................................................... . ................. . 
Premium .........••................................•....••..•.................. 
Amount. 
$13, 600 00 
25,926 71 
52, 038 93 
5, 353 40 
180,012 46. 
a, 699 85 
75,594 51 
7, 549 10 
28,065 02 




7, 064 29 
179,443 62 
221, 190 93 
398, 986 68 
42, 691 92 
34,922 02 
462 48 
1, 313 09 
5, 264 93 
55,229 39 




833, 118, 463 88 
366,508 71 




9, 245 75 
5, 090 94 
21,241 39 
2, 085 61 
2, 348 69 
87,775 17 
4, 576 92 
23, 138 84 
3, 599 00 
651,694 71 
125,173 70 





18, 131 51 
3,695 67 
35, 310 25 
3, 267, 574 36 
11,624 45 
€9, 308 15 
22, OilS 13 
31, 218 80 
42, 589, 352 04 
32, 237, 218 65 
740, 115 18 
3, 665, 255 36 
420, 000 00 
47,490 00 
497, 310, 8!i0 00 
10, 220, 170 63 
49, 949, 100 00 
558,400 51 
1, 837, 539 35 







Refunding certificates, con>erted into 4-per cent. bonds: 
Principal .......................••.................................... 
Interest . ........................................................... .. 
Coin certificates of deposit ............................. ................. . 
~~;:!n~~~:r~~~~~~!s doPfd!~o-sit:: ~: ~::::::::: :~ ~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::::: :·. 
Bonds of District of Columbia (Washington and Georgetown) ........... . 










Interest ........ -...... -.--- --- ·----- · · · · · ·- · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · ·- · · · · · ·- -· · · · · · · ·-
War-bounty scrip, certificate of deposit: 
Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Int.el'est ..................... ............ ................................ ....... . 
Legal-tend1·r notes dest-royed............................................. 13 
Fractional currency destroyed............ . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 13 
Old demand notes destroyed . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .••• .. 13 
t~':~~~go~h;a~fo~~~~~:~~~y:::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: 
Examination of national banks a.nd bank-plates .......................... . 
Transportation of United States securities .............................. . 
Judgments of the Court of Claims ........................... ........... . 
Reporting decisions of the Court of Claims .............................. . 
Post Oftlce Department requisitions ..................................... . 
~if~~~!~~~~gs~~~f~! ~~- ~~1~-c-~~:::::::::::::::: ~:::: ~ ~: : ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:::: : : : 
Ljfe-saving St>rvice, contingent expenses ................................. . 
Establishing life-savin~r stations .......... .............................. .. 
Reb~ihlin_g ~nd improvin_g life-saving stations ........................... . 
Public prmtmg and bmdmg ............................................ .. 
Labor and expenses of engraving and printing .......................... .. 
Propagation of food-fishes .............................................. . 
illustrations for report on food-fishes ..................................... . 
~~2~~;:-~:,::~e(l~a-~o~~~~s~~~~:: :: ~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~;:;t~f~r:h~~~i!::~:J~I~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::: 
Library, Treasury Department ............................... ........... . 
Pedestal for the statue of Gen. George H. Thomas ...................... . 
Conskuction of custom-houses _ ........................................ .. 
Construction of court-houses and post-offices ............................ . 
Construct~on of appraisers' stor~s . ...................................... . 
Constructwn of sub-treasury buildmg, New York ...................... .. 
Construction of National Museum ..................................... .. 
Construction of building for State, War, and Navy Departments .....•• ... 
Construction of barge office, New York ....................... .......... .. 
Construction of jail for District of Columbia .........•.................... 
Const-ruction of assay office building_ ........................••........... 
Construction of light-lwusf's ............. ..............................•.. 
Construction of extf'nsion of Government Printing Office ............... . 
Construction of building 1or Bureau of Engravin~r and Printin~- ........ . 
Fixtures, &c., new building for Bureau of Engraving and Printmg ....... . 
Plans for public buildings .............................. ................. . 
Completion of Washington Monument ................................... . 
Reconstruction of Interior Department building ........................ . 
Repairs, fuel, lighting, &c., Executive Mansion .......................... . 
Annual repairs of the CapitoL .............. ............................ .. 
Annual repairs of the Treasury building ............................•..... 
Repairs and preservation of public buildings ............................ . 
Repairs of Interior Department building ............................... .. 
Repairs of building on Tenth street ............. ........................ . 
~f:h\?~gb~hiledic!r>~t~l !as~!-~~~0d~:::::::::: :·:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Fuel, lights, and water for public buildings ............................. .. 
Fuel, lights, &c., Interior Department _ .................................. . 
Furn~ture and 1:epairs_of same~.yubpc buildings ........................ .. 
Furmture, contmgenCies, &c., l:'enswn Office ............................. . 
Furniture for new War Department building ........ . .........••......... 
Furniture for new Navy Department building ........•.......... _ ........ . 
Vaults, safes, and locks for public buildings ............................ . .. 
Heating apparatus for public buildings ..............................••••. 
IT eating apparatus for Senate .......................................... .. 
Ventilation of House of Representatives .......... · ..................... .. 
Fire-esca:pe ladders, Government Printing Office .....•.................... 
Telephomc connection between the Capitol and Government Printing Office. 
Telegraph between the Capitol, Departments, and Government Printing 
Office .................................................................. . 
Improvement and care of public grounds ............................... .. 
Improving Capitol grounds ......................................... ..... . 


































































$20, 116, 450 00 
258,754 29 
8, 771, 200 00 
724,810 00 
115, 690, 000 00 
1, 126, 780 00 
24,320 00 
4, 449 82 
225 00 
l2 20 
90, 631, 6M• oo 
321, 075 14 
835 00 
R50, 514 19 




1, 000 00 






1, 472, 084 69 
886,252 04 
69,695 46 
1, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
33,372 33 
7, 597 14 
6, 225 00 
872 00 
905 30 
1, Sill 62 
2, 398, 799 62 
1, 193, 562 85 
91,324 44 
10,366 28 








4, 994 63 







3, 356 76 




5, 958 27 
207, 970 65 




91, 213 90 
3, 414 41 
29,924 79 
2, 604 55 
147 86 
1, 318 20 
35,994 65 
91,478 96 
8, 526 05 
260 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
Accounts adjusted. I Number I f acc~unts. 
DISBU .RSEMENTS-Continued. 
RIWEMPTION ACCOUNT-Continued. 
Improving grounds, Agricultural Department ..•........•................ 
Washin[!ton Aqueduct ................................... -- ............••. 
Repairs of water-pipes and fire-plugs ..................................... . 
Constructing, repairing, and maintaining bridges, District of Columbia ... . 
Removal of Bureau of Education ......... - .. ----- .. - ...............•..... 
Distributing documents, Bureau of Education ..................... - ..... . 
Rearrang-ing Court of Claims rooms ill Capitol ........... ...•.... -- •... --. 
l'ostage, Executive Departments .......... -........ ." ....... - .... -........ . 
Postage, Agricultural Department ....................................... -
Builcliug, Agricultural Department ...... -- .......... -- .................. . 
Laborator.v, Agricultural Department . _ ... _ ... _ . . _ ...... _._ ... _ .. _._ ...•.. 
Library, Agricultural Department . _ .........................•............ 
Museum, Agricultural Department .....•................................ . 
Furniture, cases, &c ...................................................... . 
Experimental garden. . ................................ -- ................ . 
Purchase and distribution of valuable seeds .............................. 
1 
Collec~ing ?-l!ric~tltural statis~ics ................. .- ... -.· ............. - .. --. 
Inveshgatmg dtseases of swme and other domestiC ammals .............. . 
Commission to report on depredations of .Rocky Mountain locusts ....... . 
Investigating the habits of insects injurious to cotton-plant and agriculture 
Investigating the history of insects injul'ious to agriculture .. ..•.. ....... 
Investigation of epidemic diseases .......... ··-····-············--······· · 
Reform school, Di~trict of Columbia ... -.... . . _ ..................••...... - ~ 
Government Hospttal for the Insane, bmldmgs, &c . ....•.................. 
Government Hospital for the Insane, current expenses ., ................. . 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, buildings, &c .. __ .......... . 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, current expenses ........ .. . 
Columbia Hospital for Women, grounds ..... ---·· ....................... . 
Columbia Hospital for Women, current expenses .....•............. _ ... _ .. 
Howard UniYersity .......... -- ...... ---- .. ·--·-· ....•.. -·-···· .......... . 
Freedmen's Hospital and Asylum ..•.....••••...•••..•...•. _ .... _ .. _ ..... . 
Kl~i~~YA~~~~~~;{~~lsA~y"t;;~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ." :::::::::: 
Children's Ilospital . _ ....... _ ............. __ .......••.. _ ..... _ ........... . 
National .Association for the Relief of Colored Women and Children . _ ... . 
'Vomen's Christian Association ...................... __ ................. _. 
Inuustrial Home School . .......... _ ................... _ .........•.. __ .... . 
~fsr6~t~:~e~~~~i~~r-t~~~ ~~r ·t-~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~-~~ -~~~ -~~~~~-::::::::::::::·.:."::: I 
Disbursements on transfer-warrants ..•.. _ ... _ ............. _ ............ _. 
DISTIUCT OF COLUJ\11.1IA ACCOUNTS. 
i~~~:~~e~~~~~0a~tAnr~~~~::~~~~~~:::: ." ::: .": :: ." :: ." :::::::::::: ."::: ." ." ." ." .":: ::: 
Constructin_g, repairing, and maintaining bridges .. _ .. _ ...... __ .......... . 
Transportation of paupers and prisoners ..... .. _ ...... _ ......•............ 
Public schools ................... _ .............•.•........................ 
Metropolitan police . __ . _ .. _ ........... _ ... _ .......•............•••••. _ .. _. 
~f:~~\~~~~~~-~e~~~ ~! ::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::: :::::::::I 
llealth department _ ..... _. _. _ ........ _ .. _ ........ _ ......... _ ...... _. _. - ~ 
Miscell~neous and contingent expenses .............•...............•..... 
Water fund._ ............... ___ .......................................... . 
Judgments . ............................................... - ............ - .. 
Support and medical treatment of the infirm poor ....• ..... ..•........•••. 
r~~~~;~~:~~!i~~;~::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::1 
Hospital for the Insane .. _ ... _ ... _. _. _. _ ...... _ ... _ ...................... . 
~~~tt~·~.;rf~F~~~~1.A~yi~~-:::: :::: ~:::::::: ~ ~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :~: 1 
Industrial llome School ........................................•......... 
National .Association for Relief of Colored Women and Children .... _ .. _ .. 
'Vorkingmen's claims allowed .... ___ ........ _ .. _ .................. _ ...... . 


































































6, 129 12 
17, 182 12 
2, 893 56 
4, 971 40 
312 00 
728 50 
1, 737 18 
2, 362 98 
4, 123 40 
1, 500 00 
1, 393 43 
1, 064 32 
1, 213 66 
4, 448 25 
5, 634 70 
73,263 16 
8, 143 35 
5, 890 10 
21,444 88 
2, 417 49 
6, 573 25 
7, 993 07 
33,445 99 
39,414 88 
185, 340 23 
264 57 
37, 1111)7 
1, 970 10 
17, 985 12 
4,129 66 
39, 398 10 
1, 500 00 
2, 494 69 
7, 307 49 
2, 993 18 
2, 475 79 
4, 671 81 
5, 775 00 
204,309 96 
280,524 32 
171, 965 47 
420,402 79 
1, 000 00 
2, 275 04 
366,353 17 
296, 919 33 




27, 967 44 
82,110 61 
32,404 92 
3, 322 37 
17, 637 11 
43, 740 48 
1, 583 00 
10,389 47 
10, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 830 20 
21, 155 77 
1, 893, 413, 941 53 
N nm ber of certificates recorded ...............•.....•....... _ ....• ___ ...... . 13,768 
3,443 
516 
Number of 1 e t.ters recorded .... _. . _ ........ _ .. _ ..... ___ .... __ ......... _ •.... 
Judiciary emolument accounts registered and referred ...................... . 
Number of powers of attorney for collection of interest on the public debt, 
examiuefl, rl'gistered, and filed ...... ·----· .....................••......... 
Requisitions ans\vered ........................•....................• -· .... 
3,891 
1,023 
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SUMM.ARY STATEMENT of the WORK of the OFFICE as shown by the REPORTS of 
the va1·fous DIVISIONS and MISCELLANEOUS DESKS. 
CUSTOMS DIVISION. 
Accottnts of Collectors of Customs for Receipts of Customs Revenue and Disbttrsements for the Expenses 
of Collecting the same, and also including Accounts of Collectors for Receipts and Disbursements in 
connection with the Revenue-cutter, Steamboat, Fines. Light-house, and Marine-Hospital Services. with 




Receipts ................................................................ .. 
Disbursements ............ . ............................................ . 
6, 735 $166, 258, 823 96 
7, 173 14, 162, 131 32 
13, 908 180, 420, 955 28 
JUDICIARY DIVISION. 




Disbursen1ents .............................. : ...... ..................... . 3, 906 $3, 267, 574 36 
PUBLIC DEBT DIVISION. 
Accounts for Payment of Interest on the Public Debt, both Registered Stock and Coupon Bonds, Interest 
on District of Columbia Bonds, Pacific Railroad Bonds, Louisville and Portland Canal Bonds, Navy 
Pension Fund, Redemption of United States and Di/Strict of Columbia Bonds, Redemption of Coin and 
Currency Certificates, Old Notes and Botmty Scrip, and Accounts for Notes and Fractional Currency 
Destroyed. 
No. of J 
accounts. I Amount, 
Interest accounts......................................................... 178 1 $79, 699,431 23 
Redemption accounts..................................................... 181 799, 661,448 17 
----s59, 879, 360, 879 40 
WAREHOUSE AND BOND DIVISION. 
STATEMENT of TRANSACTIONS in BONDED MERCHANDISE, as shown by WAREH'OUSE 
and BOND ACCOUNTS ADJUSTED dnring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880. 
Number of accounts adjusted ............ ------·-·--·------ ........ ------ ...... 813 
Number of reports of '' no transactions" received, examined, and referred .... _. . 529 
Balance of duties on merchandise in warehouse per last report .... _ .. 
Duties on merchandise warehoused .. _ ................. __ .... __ .... . 
Duties on merchandise rewarehousefl ...... __ ..... _ ........• __ ... ___ . 
Duties on merchandise constructively warehoused .. __ .............. . 
Increased and addition~.l duties, &c .. __ .... __ .... _ .... __ ••. _ .. _. _ .. . 
$13,711,864 28 
54,203,099 40 
1, 39fi, 477 0(1 
12,513,146 66 
1,400,728 61 
Total .. ___ ......... _ ................. __ .. __ .......... __ ........ 8~, 225, 315, 95 
Contra: 
Duties on merchandise withdrawn for consumption .............. -- .. 
Duties on merchandise withdrawn for transportation ............ __ .. 
Duties on merchandise withdrawn for exportation. ____ .. _. _ .... ___ .. 
.Allowances for deficiencies; darpage, &c ... _ ...................... .. 
Duties on withdrawals for construction and repair of vessels._ ...... . 
Duties on bonds delivered to district attorneys for prosecution ......•. 
Balance of dnties on merchandise in warehouse . ____ .. ____ . __ .... _ .. 







Total ... __ ....... ___ ... _... . . . . . . .. __ .. _. _ ....• _ ••......•. ~. 83, 225, 315 95 
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MISCELLANEOUS DESKS. 
No. I.-Accounts of Disbursing Clerks of the Departments for Salaries, Salary Accounts of the various 
Assistant Treasurers, and of the Oongressional Library, Public Printer, and Executive Office, Accounts 
for Salaries of the Officers and Employ~s, House of Representatives, and the Accotmts 1·elating to the 
CoaiJt Survey. 





$6, 768, 937 91 
No. 2.-Accounts of the Disbursing Clerks of the Departments for Contingent Expenses, Contingent Ex-
penses of the House of Representatives and Assistant Treasurers, Accounts of the Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing, Geological Survey, National Board of Health, Reform School, New Bttildmg for State, 
War, and Navy Departments, and a very great number of Miscellaneotta Accounts. The Accounts on 
this desk during the last fiscal yea·r covered one hundred and seventy different appropriations. 
Receipts ................................................................. . 






$1, 903 36 
4, 976, 076 24 
1, 142 4, 977, 979 60 
No. 3.-Accottntsfor Construction of Custom-Houses, Post-Offices, Cou1·t-Houses, and other Public Build-
ings; Accounts of Light-House Engineers and Inspectors; Accounts of the Public Printer; Steamboat 
Inspection and Life-Saving Service; the Accounts of the Government Hospital for the Insane, Ooluml1ia 
Hospital for Deaf and Dumb, and many charitable institutions. 
No. of 
accounts. Amount. 
Receipts................................................................. 19 $115,774 21 
Disbursements............................................................ 3, 379 10,664,079 25 
--3, 398 1~ 779, 853 46 
No. 4.-Account of the Treasurer of the United States for General Expenditures; the Salary and Mileage 
Accounts for the Senate and House of Representati-ves, and the Accounts for Contingent Expenses of the 





Receipts ................................................................. . 
Disbursements ........................................................... . 
3 ~906, 351, 686 31 
58 834, 814, R32 49 
61 1, 741, 166, 518 80 
No. 5.-Accounts of Mints and Assay Offices; Salaries of the Oivil List paid directly from the Treasury 
on First Auditor's Certificates, Oaptu1·ed and Abandoned Property Accounts, and Accounts for the 
Legislative and Contingent Expenses of the United States Territories. 
f;iscb~~~~~~~t~ ~:: ~:::: :: : : ::::::::: ~ ~ ~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~ ~:::::::::: 
No. of 
accounts. Amount. 
31 $133, 289,717 55 
1, 558 133, 750, 060 17 
--1, 589 1267.' 039, 77772 
No. 6.-Accounts of the District of Columbia, and Accounts under the act for the Relief of Workingmen 
under the late Board of Public Works. 





$1, 991, 237 81 
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No. 7.-Under the Chief of the Warehouse and Bond Division, and comprising Jttdgments of the Court 
of Olatms. Outstanding Liabilities, Postal Requisition~> , Transportation of United States Securities, 
Transfer of .Approp1"1:ations, &c. 
accounts. No. of I Amount. 
----------------~---------------------------l--------
~T;b:Fr~!~e~i~:::::: : :: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : ~ : : : :: : : : : : : :: :: : : :: : : : : : : 238 1 $280, 524 32 1, 383 3, 658, 132 58 
--1. 621 1~ 656 90 
In submitting the foregoing exhibits, showing the official labor per-
formed in this office during the last fiscal year, I desire to call attention 
to the fact that the number of accounts examined and adjusted, and 
the amount of money involved in their settlement, are without prece-
dent in the history of this bureau. 
It will be observed that the number of accounts adjusted for the year 
was 27,081, and the amount of money involved, as per vouchers ex-
amined, was $3,099, 712,371.24, which is over one thousand millions of 
dollars in excess of the national debt during the same time. 
The amounts of accounts examined during the last four years are over 
nine thousand millions of dollars, making an average of more than two 
thousand millions of dollars in yearly settlements made in this office. 
The following table, showing the comparative labor perfvrmed annually 
in the First .Auditor's Office since 18GO, will more tully illustrate what 
is here stated relating to the present labor and official responsibility 
compared with former years. 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT, by FISCAL YEARS, of TRANSACTIONS in the FIRST A UD £TOR'S OFFICE, from 1861 to 1880, inclusive. too:) 
~ 
.;:. ~ 
Num berofaccounts ~~ cl:). ~~ ~'d ...... ~ 0~ examined and ad- .Amount. Q;... ~~ PI"" justed. .,....o .,.....£ o<.~ ~-~ 0+" Fiscal year. I Total. 
--- -- -- -------- --
Total amount. ~~ ...~ 
..c"' ..Coo $~.-d 
Receipts. Disburse- · Receipts. Disbursements. s.s ~~ ~<l.l<l) menta. ::see ~~ ~..., ~.~<i:i 
---- -------
1, 744 7,461 9,205 $40, 032, 704 03 $201, 860, 753 25 $241, 893, 457 28 7,249 727 
1, 477 7, 906 9,383 47, 225, 611 94 352, 564, 687 88 399, 790, 299 82 7, 997 1, 065 
1, 407 8, 543 9, 950 67,417,405 95 890, 917, 695 77 958, 335, 101 72 7, 436 1, 339 .•••••.•.. ~ 1, 342 9, 560 10,902 81, 540, 726 80 1, 447, 668, 825 90 1, 529, 209, 552 70 7, 580 1, 316 1, 646 
1, 972 10, 520 12,492 90, 763, 635 52 1, 755, 151, 626 75 1, 845, 915, 262 27 8, 524 1,824 2,424 t;j 
'"d 2,122 13, 3:!9 15,451 221, 445, 243 71 1, 972, 713, 889 06 2, 194, 159, 132 77 12,635 1, 909 2, 326 0 2, 055 10, 812 12,867 218, 884, 931 81 2, 339, 633, 571 08 2, 558, 518, 502 89 10,823 1, 735 2, 973 ~ 2, 364 11, 396 13,760 215, 497, 955 23 1, 949, 304, 257 09 2, 164, 802, 212 32 10, 160 1, 737 5, 022 ~ 2, 547 13,352 15,899 231, 762, 318 23 1, 808, 644, 481 50 2, 040, 406, 799 73 10,859 1, 900 4, 295 
2, 441 12,630 15,071 240, 196, 298 97 1, 344, 512, 789 41 1, 584, 709, 088 38 10, 572 2, 395 7, 690 0 2, 864 14,101 16,965 239, 338, 078 13 1, 773, 277, 492 08 2, 012, 615, 570 21 11,426 2, 239 6, 856 z 4, 511 15, 293 19, 804 912, 200, 147 78 1, 339, 778, 632 45 2, 251, 978, 780 23 12, 900 2, 356 5, 672 
5, 522 14,474 19,996 1, 202, 869, 370 18 1, 416, 193, 007 42 2, 619, 062, 377 60 12,433 2, 339 5,138 ~ 6, 586 17,237 23,823 875, 692, 671 71 1, 283, 786, 750 33 2, 159, 479, 422 04 13,766 1, 905 5, 362 ~ 7, 065 17,994 25,059 1,.144, 320, 298 80 1, 491, 427, 101 07 2, 635, 747, 399 87 12,860 2, 282 4,149 t;j 6, 615 16,847 23,462 1, 139, 847, 330 52 1, 746, 678, 602 58 2, 886, 525, 933 10 12,163 2, 048 2, 948 
7, 016 17,544 24,560 696, 493, 659 61 986, 401, 191 96 1, 682, 894, 851 57 13,059 2, 055 4, 505 ~ 7, 038 16,381 23,419 959, 020, 393 82 1, 287, 812, 745 00 2, 246, 833, 138 82 12,729 2,473 4, 626 ~ 
7, 207 17,618 24,825 917, 547, 049 73 1, 147, 581, 192 79 2, 065, 128, 242 52 13,824 3, 219 5, 891 z 7, 035 20,046 27,081 1, 206, 298, 429 71 1, 893, 413, 941 53 3, 099, 712, 371 24 13, 768 3,443 3, 891 >-
- ----------- z 
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An examination of the foregoing table will show that the labor and 
official responsibility has increased in this office three hundred per cent. 
since 1861. This increase will doubtless continue in the future, yet in a 
less ratio perhaps, growing out of the fact that all public accounts, ex-
cept those specially assigned by statutes to other accounting officers, 
are referred to this office for examination and adjustment; and for 
the further reason that, with the increase of population, and of organ-
ized States and Territories, the Treasury Department will of necessity 
be required to adjust and pay a larger number of accounts that will be 
filed for settlement. This table clearly shows the neces::;ity for the addi-
tional clerical force in this bureau heretofore recommended by me, and 
which was granted by act of Congress approved June 15, 1880. 
While the labor required of the office had increased three hundred 
per cent. over that of 1861, the clerical force had not been increased 
over one hundred per cent., and this compelled a constant detail of 
clerks for special duty in the office in order that the public business 
might be dispatched without embarrassment. 
Attention is called to the number of accounts and the amounts in-
volved in the settlement of what are known as ' 1 miscellaneous accounts," 
under the designation of "miscellaneous desks," from No. 1 to 7 inclu-
sive. These embrace the largest part of the disbursements from the 
United States Treasury during the year, yet their examination is not 
under the supervision of a chief of division, as they do not belong to 
any class pertaining to divisions of the First Auditor's Office as now or-
ganized. 
I would respectfully recommend that a new division be organized, to 
be known as the Division of Miscellaneous Accounts, to which should 
be referred all accounts not now assignable to existing divisions in this 
office. 
While the accounts settled upon these desks are now carefully and 
critically examined by clerks in charge who would be a credit and honor 
to any office, for I except none, as to diligence, efficiency, and integrity, 
this will secure a super'vision of the accounts stated by them, which 
will be an additional· guarantee of their correct adjustment. In cases 
of enforced absence of clerks from duty on account of sickness or other-
wise, the work of the new division will proceed with less embarrassment 
under the charge of an efficient chief. 
Renewing my former commendations of the deputy auditor, chiefs of 
divisions, and clerks and employes of the office for faithful and intelli-
gent performance of duty, 
I am, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. JoHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasllry. 
R. M. REYNOLDS, 
First Aud-itor. 







THE SECOND AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEP .A.RTMENT, 
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, September 30, 1880. 
SIR: In accordance with section 283 of the Revised Statutes, and your 
request of the 13th instant, I have the honor to submit my report of the 
business assigne<l to this office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880. 
BOOKKEEPERS' DIVISION. 
The application of money appropriated for the War Department and 
Indian service is shown by the following condensed balance sheet of 
appropriations: 
CREDITS. 
Balance to the credit of all appropriations on the books of this office, 
.July 1, 1879 ............ ............................................. . 
Amount of repayments during the year ............................ .. 
Amount repa1tl through the Third Auditor's Office to the appropria-
tion for "Clothing, Camp and Gal'l'ison Equipage " ............... .. 
Amount credited by warrants issued to adjust appropriations under 
section 5, act March 3, 1875, and by other counter warrants ......... . 
Amount of annual, permanent, anu specific appropriations made by 
law ................................................................ . 
War. Indian. 
$1, 804, 873 55 
1, 019, 259 91 
86,155 40 
1, 081 60 
$5, 018, 999 73 
325,114 53 
1, 349, 016 69 
16, 613, 336 22 1 6, 910, 577 07 
Total credits ... .. -- .... --- -... --- ....... -... -... -. -... -.... -- .. !9:524:706'68i-1i'603.70802 
DEBITS. 
Amounts paid out on requisitions issued by the Secretary of War, 
and charged as follows : 
To appropriations of the Pay Department . ........... _ .......... . 
To appropriations of the Ordnance Department . . ............•. _ .. 
To appropriations of the Medical D~partment ................ _ .. . 
To appropriations of the .Adjutant-General's Department ...... _ .. 
To0f~~~p~~~~~~~~ _ ~~-~~~ ~~-~ ~~~~~~~~e _ ~~~~~~~ _ o~. ~~~- ~-~~~~~~~~ _ 
~~ ~~: s~Efi~~~!aif~!!o~- ~~~- ?.0.~.~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~·~- ?.~.c-~:::::::: 
To the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers .......... . 
To special acts of relief...... . .... _ ..... _ .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ....... .. 
I 
I 
12, 680, 861 29 .. - .. -- -- - .. -- --
1, 586, 528 64 .... - -- -- - --- -- • 
276, 361 91 .. - .. --.-------
71,748 95 1- ---------------
98, 051 52 , .. -- -- . --- .• -- --
3, 622 53 
1 
.............. .. 
103, 987 18 .. ----- -- .... --. 
880, 000 00 .. - .. -.- .•. -- . -. 
5, 452 64 -- ... -- .. -- .. --. 
Amount drawn through the Third Auditor's Office from the appro-
priation for ' ' Clothing, Camp and Garrison Equipage" . ............. 1, 068,537 29 ..•..•.......... 
Amount paid out on requisitions issued by the Sem·etary of the In-
terior ............. . ........... . ............... . ..........................•.•....... 
A~~~~t~~:fe~-~~~r':~~~~~~~ -i~~~~~ _t~ ~-~-~~t- ~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~- ~~~ ~~. 1, 313 96 
Amount carried to the surplus fund uniler section 3691, Revised Stat-
utes . ...................................................... :.. .. . .. .. 963, 871 23 527, 466 55 
6, 271, 506 15 
1, 349, 016 69 
Total debits ..................................................... 1 ''""'17,74o~ -8,JA7,9s939 
Balance remaining to tbe credit of all appropriations on tbe books of 
this office .r nne 30, 1880 .•..••........•............................... 
1 
1, 784, 369 54 5, 455, 718 63 
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The number of requisitions registered, journalized, and posted was 
5,119, namely: War, 1,260 debit and 50~ credit; Interior, 3,135 debit 
and 216 credit. Twenty-nine miscellaneous settlements, involving 
$224,403.10, were made in this division; 1,170 certificates of deposit 
were listed; 546 repay requisitions were prepared for the War and In-
terior Departments ; 53 official bonds of disbursing officers were re-
corded; 370 certificates of non-indebtedness were issued, and 26 special 
reports were made in reply to inquiries from committees of Congress 
and individual Senators and Representatives. A statement was pre-
pared, showing the expenditures on account of the War of the Rebellion 
chargeable to appropriations on the books of this office. The amount 
disbursed on account of said war up to June 30, 1879, was ascertained 
to be $1,558, 138,343.88, 
The following settlements confirmed by the Second Comptroller were 
entered and posted: 
Disbursing accounts : Army officers', 243 ; Indian agents', 227 . . . . • . • • • • • • . . • . • 470 
Claims: War, 331; Indian, 2,337 ... · ....•...••••........•.............•...... 2,668 
Special settlements connected with overpayments, refundments, removal of 
suspensions, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . 426 
Miscellaneous...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 148 
Total . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 3, 712 
PAYMASTERS' DIVISION. 
Paymasters' accounts on band unexamined July 1, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154 
Received during the year................................................... 516 
Total . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670 
Audited and reported to the Second Comptroller . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 540 
On hand, unexamined, June 30, 1880 . .. . . . . •. . . . .... . . . . .• • ••. .••• ... . .. . . . . . . 130 
The amount involved in the 540 audited accounts, and in 294 miscel-
laneous settlements, was $12,110,035.15, as follows : 
Disbursements by paymasters . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • . . .. . . . . . $11, 854, 187 21 
Fines and stoppages paid to the Soldiers' Home . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 110, 386 20 
Transfers to the Third Auditor's books on account of tobacco sold to 
soldiers, $118,156.55; and on account of stoppages for subsistence 
and quartermaster's stores, $5,371.52 ............................. . 
Charges to officers and men of the Army and late volunteer forces on 
account of overpayments ...•.......................... · .......... . 
Amount of overpayments refunded ................................ .. 





Total . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 110, 035 15. 
The accounts of seventeen paymasters were finally adjusted during 
the year, showing balances due the United States amounting to-
$12,645.10; of which $9,622.46 has been collected and deposited in the 
Treasury. From the record of deposits by enlisted men under the act 
of May 15, 1872, kept in this division, it appears that the sum of 
$343,381.95 was deposited with paymasters whose accounts have been 
audited during the year; and that $250,725.78 was returned to the 
depositors. Under the act of June 18, 1878, which authorizes officers 
of theArmyto count service as enlisted men in making up their longevity 
record, one hundred and ten records have been examined and revised, 
in order to determine from what date the officers interested are entitled 
to increased pay for length of service. 
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MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
There were 1,865 accounts examined in this division during the year, 
in which disbursements aggregating $3,890,788.07 were passed to the 
credit of the officers concerned, under the following heads of appropri-
ations: 
Ordnance, ordnance stores and supplies, armament of fortifications, 
manufacture of arms, arming and equipping the militia, ordnance 
service, repairs of arsenals, and other appropriations of the Ordnance 
Department------------···----· .................•..•••...•....... $1,484,230 92 
Medic~l and hm:lpital department, artificial limbs and appliances, Med-
ical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, Army medical 
museum, and other appropriations of the Medical Department ..... . 
Recruiting, including $159,126.88 allowed on the adjustment of volun-
142,670 24 
teer recruiting accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235, 555 07 
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers....................... 1, 8HJ, 416 84 
Contingencies of the Army, expenses of military convicts, publication 
of official records of the War of the Rebellion, and other appropri-
ations under the control of the Secretary of War ..........•........• 
Arrears of pay and bounty due colored soldiers ..•••..................• 




Total disbursements ........................................... 3,890, 788 07 
Accounts on band July 1, 1879 . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 481 
Received during the year .................................................... 1, 830 
Total . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 311 
Accounts examined during the year .......................................... 1, 865 
Remaining on hand June 30, 1880... .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... .. . . .. ..•••• •.. . .. . . 446 
The clerks engaged. in recording payments to officers of the Regular 
.Army and volunteer forces have examined and entered 100,247 vouch-
ers, discovering, incidentally, thirty cases of double payment, which 
have been reported for appropriate action. 
It is suggested that Congress be asked to amend the act of March 3, 
1875 (18 Statutes, 360), so as to require the fiscal officer of the National 
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to give a bond to the United 
States in such sum as 'the President of the United States may deem 
proper, said bond to be approved by the Secretary of War, and be sub-
ject to the provisions of sections 1192 and 3639, Revised Statutes. Under 
existing laws tb.e moneys appropriated for the support of the National 
Home are placed to the credit of the fiscal officer of that institution with 
a designated depositary of the United States, in the same manner that 
other public moneys are advanced to disbursing officers of the War De-
partment. The act of March 3, 1875, requires that the managers of the 
Home shall render to the Secretary of War accounts of all their receipts 
and expenditures, and that such accounts shall be audited and allowed, 
as required by law for the general appropriations and expenditures of 
the War Department. Until the accounts are so audited and allowed 
the fiscal officer of the Horne is a debtor to the United States on the 
books of this office for advances made to him without the security ordin-
arily demanded of officers who are intrusted with the disbursement of 
public funds. For this reason I think he should give a bond to the 
United States. At the same time I disclaim any reflection on the past 
or present officers of the National Home. 
INDIAN DIVISION. 
I .. ast year's report showed that, in consequence of a large increase in 
the number of accounts and claims presented for adjustment, the work 
of this division had fallen in arrear. Additional · clerical force was as-
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signed to it as early as practicable, and the number of accounts on hand 
has been materially lessened. 
The greater portion of the money appropriated by Congress for the 
Indian service is now paid directly from the Treasury, on requisitions 
issued by the Secretary of the Interior, based upon accounts stated by 
the Second Auditor and certified by the SP.cond Comptroller. Formerly 
the bulk of the money was advanced to Indian agents for disbursement. 
Accounts for Indian supplies, &c., were then paid first and audited 
afterwards. Now they are audited prior to payment. This method un-
doubtedly has its advantages, but it iE" also open to objections, one of 
which is that it throws upon the Treasury Department the labor of pay-
ing by draft numerous claims for comparatively insignificant amounts 
that might be paid more promptly and with less expense to the govern-
ment by the bonded disbursing officers of the Indian service. During 
the last fiscal year one hundred and six claims of $5 each or less, and 
four hundred and thirty-five for sums varying from $5 to $25, have been 
paid by draft. The weight of the objection here suggested will be ap-
preciated when it is stated that a claim for 50 cents must pass through 
the same channels and underg-o the same manipulation as one for $50,000, 
and, in its progress through the Interior and Treasury Departments, must 
pass through the hands of nearly fifty persons, including two heads of 
departments, one Assistant Secretary, two members of the Board of 
Indian Commisf.ioners, six heads of bureaus, and eight chief clerks and 
chiefs of division. 
To show how the business of this office has been affected by the change 
in the method of disbursing Indian appropriations, I append a statement 
of the number of claims settled and requisitions issued since July 1, 1869, 
from which it will be seen that, while in 1880 there were five and one-
half times as many claims and six times as many requisitions as in 1869, 
the increase in the amount involved is only 50 per cent. 
Fiscal year. Claims I Re_quisi-
settled. i~~:~. .Amount. 
1869 .. - .... - •. - - - - - . -.... - •.... -..• - - - .••.. - •..... - - - .....• - - - - - - - - . 584 560 $2, 750, 539 75 
1870 --- ..••.. - •. - .•.. --- . - . -••••.. - - .. -- ... - . - - ----- .••.. -.- .. -•.. - - 635 625 1, 307, 083 96 
1871 ---.---- .. -.-.--.----- . --- ... ------ .. --- .. --.-.-.----.----.----- 962 1, 006 2, 973, 705 72 
1872 . - - - - • - - - .. - - - . - - -.. - - . - . - .• - .. - . - - .. - - - - - . - : .. - - - - .. - - - - . - - - - - - 996 977 3, 108, 160 49 
1873 -.. -.-- .. ---------- .. ---------- ..• -.------------- •. --.--- .. ----. 984 1, 386 4, 730, 749, 34 
1874 . ---.--.-------- •. --- .. ---.- •.. -- .. --.--.-.--------.-- ... -- .. --. 1, 101 1, 482 3, 050, 552 94 
1875 . -.- ••. -- ... - ---- ... - ••. - - ... ----- .•• --- .. - - - . - - ...••. - - - - - - . . . . 1, 678 1, 867 4, 422, 865 55 
1876 . -... - ---.-- - - .. -..•.•.••••. -.-.- ••. -- .... - - - .. -••... -.- - ... - . .. 1, 236 1, 488 3, 556, 269 38 
1877 - .. - - - . - - - . - - -- - .. - - - ..•••.• - • - - . - - . - - - .. - •. - - ........•... - . - . . . 2, 248 2, 19-! 3, 575, 641 22 
1878 ..•.... - ... - .. - - - . - - - .. -. - - . - - - - - - - - - . -- - - - ............ - ... - - . . . 2, 966 2, 873 3, 398, 813 00 
1879 -- •.. - .. - ... - - ..... - ...• - ..•• . ---- ... - .•.. - - .... - .. ---- .. -- .. - - . 2, 937 3, 019 3, 795, 366 05 
1880 . - •. - - - - - . - • - - - - - - - - .• - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - . - - ... - - - - . - • - •.. - - .. -- - - . 3, 220 3, 351 4, 146, 681 39 
The accounts and claims received, adjusted, and remaip.ing on hand 
during the last fiscal year are shown by the following statement: 
-----------------1---- - - ---:----
Money accounts of Indian agents . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • 451 
Property accounts of Indian agents . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . 352 
Claims of contractors, employes, &c. . • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . • • . 393 
673 781 
330 333 
2, 975 3, 220 
343 $1, 513, 548 27 
349 .•••••... - ... 
148 4, 146, 681 39 
Total disbursements . .. . . . . .. . . • . . . . .• ..•..• .••• •• . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 5, 660,229 66 
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It is proper to remark that the 148 claims remaining unexamined 
belong to a large class of outstanding claims that accrued between 187~ 
and 1876, chargeable to appropriations that have been exhausted or 
earried to the surplus fund, and that they cannot be paid until Congress 
shall have provided the necessary funds. 
Forty one transcripts of accounts of Indian agents, no longer in the 
service, have been prepared for suit, and the sum of $25,556.82 has been 
recovered by suit and otherwise and covered into the Treasury. 
PAY AND BOUNTY DIVISION. 
The work of this division is exhibited in the subjoined tabular state-
ments of claims examined and claims settled. When claims for arrears 
of pay and bounty are presented to the office, it is the duty of the 
"Examining Branch" of thjs division to ascertain whether or not they 
have already been paid or rejected, and to see that all the evidence 
required by law and regulation is filed by the claimant or his attorney. 
The "Settling Branch" deals only with claims that have been reported 
by the Examining Branch as technically correct and ready for adjust-
ment. 
Examining B1·anch. 
Original claims. Suspended claims. 
Class of claims. 
-------1------------------------
White soldiers. 
Arrears of pay, origi-
nal bounty, and 
bounty under act of 
April 22, 1872 .. .... . 
Additional bounty,act 
.July 28, 1866. - - . . - - . 
Mexican war claims, 
three months' extra 
pay, act February 
19, 1879 . . --- -- ------
Colored soldiers. 
10, 810 4 10, 691 109 6 17, 821 1, 170 11,704 4, 947 28, 631 51, 233 
2, 599 2, 506 32 61 6, 178 595 4, 354 1, 229 8, 777 13, 589 
781 ------ 391 390 ------ 840 33 496 311 1, 621 4, 464 
Arrears of pay and ,• 
all bounties . . . . . . . 2, 114 1 2, 099 9 5 12, 084 396 10, 368 1, 320 14, 198 21, 277 
Total.._ .. ______ M,30'4 --5 15,687 540 -n 36,923}~194 26,92217,807153,227[90,563 
18F 
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Settling Branch. 
I 
Number of claims. ~ 
"d g -~ I ~ C1l Amount i Class of claims. 0 p. <1l involved. >d >d >d ..., -~"" ell <1l <1l C1l 0 > <1l "i:;lO 
'$ ~ 13 ~ ~ 0 0 <l) .s ;.. 
<1l ~ ':;;' 0 <1l <1l 
~ ~ ~ E-1 H 0 
- ---·-- -
White soldiers. I 
Arrears of pay, original bounty and 
bounty under act April 22, 1872 . ..... 15,830 1, 642 6, 824 8, 466 .... . ... . ....... ... ... $178,991 91 
.Additional bounty, act Jul.Y 28, 1866 . ... 1, 658 975 996 1, 971 
--· -----
........... 99,629 10 
Mexican war claims, three months' 
extra pay, act February 19, 1879 ...... 1, 300 167 1, 565 1, 732 
------ -- -----·--
4, 860 56 
Oolored soldiers . 




TotaL ................ . ........... 25,117 4, 313 11, 504 1 15,817 1 17,939 3, 692 423,033 25 
In addition to the settlements reported above, one was made for 
$5,006.13 in favor of the Soldiers' Home, under section 4818, Revised 
Statutes, on account of unclaimed arrears of pay due deceased soldiers 
of the United States Army. 
The total number of claims remaining· on hand June 30, 1880, was 
29,4 70, namely: 
Arrears of pay and bounty to white soldiers ............................... . 
Additional bounty, under the act of July 28, 1866. __ ..... . . ___ .......... .. . 
Arrears of pay and bounty to colored soldiers ....... . ..............•........ 
Three months' ex:tra pay to soldiers who served in the wa,r with Mexico, act 





Total __ .... __ ..................... __ ............. _ ..... _ .. .. . . . . . .. . 2\J, 470 
It will be observed that comparatively few of the claims for three 
months' extra pay to soldiers of the Mexican war, so far presented, have 
been allowed. The whole number filed up to .Tune 30, 1880, was 3,963, 
of which only 167 have been paid, while 3,638 were r~jecteu, and 158 
remain on hand for adjustment. The time for filing claims for additional 
bounty, under the act of July 28,1866, expired on June 30th last. Many 
claimants do not appear to be aware of this, although the fact ha~ been 
repeatedly published. Claims continue to be presented, but as the 
accounting officers cannot entertain them, they are at once returned to 
the claimants. Unless the time for filing this class of claims be further 
extended by Congress, I anticipate that the next annual report will sllow 
that all have been disposed of. 
DIVISION FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF FRAUD. 
During the year, 8, 722 cases were before this division for examination 
and investigation. Of these, 4,639 were examined and partially inves-
tigate<l, 332 were finally disposed of, and 8,:-H:lO cases remain on band for 
further consideration. Abstracts of facts were made in 54 7 cases; 69 
were transmitted to the Department of Justice for suit and criminal 
prosecution, and 4,900 letters were written. These cases comprise such 
claims presented on account of military service to the United States as 
involve apparent, alleged, and suspected fraud in their prosecntion and 
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collection, unlawful withholding of money from claimants, forgery, crimi-
nal personation of soldiers and their heirs, difficult identification, over-
payments and double payments of officers and enlisted men, conflicting 
testimony, contested heirship, &c., and are as follows: 
Unsettled cases of 1,000 white and 1,574 colored soldiers, and cases of 
1,900 white and 3,517 colored soldiers in which notice of fraud. or wrong 
was not presented until after settlement of the claims. 
The amount recovered by suit and otherwise and returned to the 
Treasury was $4,696.17; amount of judgments recovered, but not yet 
satisfied, $375.22; amount secured to claimants from parties unlawfully 
withholding, $1,7 41.22; and amount. returned to the Treasury by the 
paymaster having charge of the business of the late freedmen's branch 
of the Adjutant General's Office, $27,219.41. 
I respectfully invite your attention to the urgent necessity of some 
action on the part of Congress with regard. to the claims of colored 
soldiers and their heirs, to which special reference was made in the an-
nual reports for 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879. The case was suc-
cinctly stated in last year's report as follows: 
Many colored soldiers now living, and the heirs of others who were killed in the 
military service, are clamorous tor the pay and bounty which they claim to have been 
defrauded of under the 1·egirne of the Freedmen's Bnreau. The accounting officers of 
the Treasury Department, to whom their reiterated applications are made, are power-
less to afford them any satisfaction. 
PROPERTY DIVISION. 
Property returns (clothing, camp and garrison equipage) on hand July 1, 
1o79 ........................... _ ..••.................. ___ •.... _ . ... 7, 776 
Received during the year .. ........................................... 3, 817 
-- 11,5D3 
Settled dnring the year................................. ............. . .. .. . 4, 032 
Property returns unsettled June 30, 11::!80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 561 
The sum of $1,204.89 has been charged to officers for property not ac-
counted for, $365.36 has been recovered, and 342 certificates of non-in-
debtedness have been issued to officers no longer in the service. 
DIVISION OF INQUIRIES AND REPLIES. 
The records of this division show that 5,467 inquiries remained unan-
swered orl July 1, 187\J; that 9,665 have been received since that date; 
and that 10,3(30 replies, containing information of a varied character, 
have been made to iuqmries from the Adjutant-General, Quartermaster-
General, Cm;nmissary-General, Chief of Ordnance, Oommissioner of 
Pensions, a11d the Third and Fourth Auditors. There are 4, 772 inquiries 
awaiting attention, the major part of which are from the Adjutant-Gen-
eral. The following miscellaneous work has been performed: 
Rolls and vouchers copie<l for the Adjntant-General ( 414) and for the De-
partment of Jnstice (50).................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 464 
Miscellaueons papers copied, namely, affidavits, final statements, certifi-
cates of disability, let.ters, furloughs, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 367 
Signatures on claims, &c., compared with signatures on muster and pay 
rolls, voncher::;, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 831 
Descriptive lists 1Jri,..fed and filed away . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 965 
Overpayments and double payments discovered, amounting to ........... $~2, 436 48 
Amount recovered in salii.sfaction of charges raised against officers and en-
listed men at the instance of this division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 066 18 
DIVISION OF CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORDS. 
Letters received, 37,116; written, 32,258; referred to other offices, 
having been sent here in error, ~,145; recorded and indexed, 984; dead 
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letters received· and registered, 1,824; claims received, briefed, and reg-
istered, 30,602; miscellaneous vouchers received, stamped, and dis-
tributed, 49,7 43; letters containing additional evidence to perfect sus-
pended claims briefed and registered, 18,080; pay and bounty certificatelil 
examined, registered, and mailed, 4,591 ; pay and bounty certificates 
examined, registered, and sent to the pay department, 3,692; reports 
calling for requisitions sent to the Secretary of War, 452; miseellaneous 
cases disposed of, 3,864. 
ARCHIVES DIVISION. 
Paymasters' accounts received from the Pay Department to be audited _.... 516 
Confirmed settlements received from the Second Comptroller, entered, indexed, 
and placed in permanent files: Paymasters', 161; Indian, 2,591; miscella-
neous, GO:-:! ......................................... __ .... _ .... _. _. . . . . . . . 3, 360 
Miscellaneous accow1ts withdrawn and returned to files ............. _. . . . . . . 1, 807 
Vouchers withdrawn from files for reference in the settlement of accounts and 
claims ................................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 8~9 
Vouchers returned to files .................................................. · 49, 338 
Vouchers briPfed ............ .................... _ ................. _.. . . . . . 127, 976 
Mutilated rolls repaired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 365 
RECAPITULATION. 
Number of accounts and claims, of all kinds, on hand unexamined July 1, 
1879 ---------- ---------- ---. ---- .. ---.-------- .. -.------ ---- -.. - ---. ---- 29, 777 
Number received during ·the year .................................... -----· 35,258 
'rotal ..... ____ ............................. . .............. ·----· .... 65,035 
Number adjusted during the year .......................................... 26,588 
Number of accounts and claims, of all kinds, remaining on hand June 30,1880. 38,447 
Amount drawn out of the Treasury by requisitions on account of 
claims allowed, and advances made to disbursing officers, $20,633,7 46.37. 
Amount involved in claims and disbursing accounts audited and ad-
justed during the year, $22,057,617.42. 
Total number of letters written, 162,828 . 
.Average number of clerks employed, 136 . 
.As will be seen by the foregoing recapitulation, there were 38,447 un-
settled accounts on hand June 30, 1880, against 29,777 on July 1, 1879, 
an increase of 8,670, as follows : 
Increase in number of unsettled claims for back pay and bounty . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 9, 300 
Decrease in number of unsettled accounts of all other classes.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 630 
Net increase in n urn ber of unsettled cases . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S, 670 
The accumulation of unsettled claims for arrears of pay and bounty is 
due to insufficient clerical force and peculiarities in the character of the 
~laims presented. The first of these causes has been in a measure re-
moved by an addition to the force of the office, which has- enabled me 
to place more clerks in the Bounty Division, with a view of bringing the 
work up to date as early as possible; but the difficulties attending the 
adjustment of these claims increase rather than diminish. Questions of 
law and fact, heirship, identity, &c., now arise that were comparatively 
unknown when the claims accrued, and call for an amount of careful 
investigation and tedious correspondence not required ten years ago. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JoHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
0. FERRISS, Auditor. 





THE THIRD AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
THIRD A UDI1'0R'S OFFICE, 
Washington, October 25,1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith report of the operations 
of this office for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. The following 
statement shows, in tabular form, the number and amount of accounts 
and claims received and audited, and the number and amount of ac-
counts and claims remaining unsettled at that date, viz: 
'4) .... 
e§ ~~0 
.5~ rn ;;.,oo §'d §ce~ .. 0~ o<Oo 
<O_q c:;>rn<t:> Number of accounts set-~~ ,;q:::14) Number of accounts un-
.,...o ~-S~ tled in fiscal year ended settled .June 30, 1880 . ObJ) • .June 30, 1880. 
Description of accounts. ... ~0> ~'d.-o <1)•,-lt-
,ol=lOO .0..,.., ~-a""'- s-~.-o 
::IQ;>I=l :z.sg ZQ.., 
Monthly Monthly Monthly Amount in- Monthly Amount in-
and 1uar- and ~uar- and ~uar- volved. and ~uar- volved. ter y. ter y. ter y. ter y. 
---
Quartermasters' money ..... 558 3, 017 2, 739 $11, 824, 068 66 836 $2, 144, 673 26 
guart~rma~te~s' property ... 220 4, 094 3, 762 
----- -· -- ------
552 
------ ·- -·----·· 
omm1ssanes money ....... 625 1, 687 1, 872 2, 790, 1R2 GO 440 543,774 26 
Pension agents' money ...... 89 547 277 31, 169, 748 01 359 42, 115, 488 37 
Engineers' money ........... 33 189 186 7, 014, 215 22 36 2, 470, 226 88 
Signal officers' money . ...... 50 155 89 160, 903 94 116 571,655 78 
~iff~~ oro~t~;fe~0lo~~~~::::: 179 701 758 ...... . ··· ---- -- 122 ---- ----· ----·· 5,196 323 617 125,114 57 4, 902 891,715 12 
Claims for steamboats de-
stroyed . ... -- .. ---- . ------ 73 1 1 1, 500 00 73 727,378 87 Oregon war claims. ___ . _____ 710 56 59 7, 468 75 707 882 44 
Miscellaneous claims . _ ..... 12,674 2, 946 2, 607 3, 349, 000 96 13,013 8, 175, 232 09 
State war claims. __ -- __ .. __ . 9 2 3 487,131 22 8 4, 096, 750 33 
2o, 416 /13,718 ---56, 929, 333 93 1----;1, 164 ----Total ...... _ .... _____ . 12, 970 61, 737,777 40 
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BOOKKEEPERS' DIVISION. 
Number of requisitions drawn by 
the Secretaries of War and In-
terior on the Secretary of the 
Treasury in favor of sundry 
persons, 2,894-, n,mountin!; to 
$78,445,629.86, paid out of the 
following appropriations: 
Reffular supplies, Q. M. D . ........... $3, 321, 030 87 
Incidental expenses, Q. M. D . . . . . . . . . . 957, 160 09 
:Barracks and quarters, Q. M.D........ 871, 759 09 
Army transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 203, 546 11 
Clothing, camp, and garrison equipage 1, 064, 157 41 
National cf'meteries . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 109, 029 08 
Pay of superintendents of national 
cemeteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 
Construction and repair of hospitals .. 
Observation and report of storms . . . .. . 
Claims for quartermasters' stores and 
58,775 64 
75, 540 27" 
375,039 06 
commissary s~pplies, &c ... .. .............. . . . ... . 
Cavalr.v and artillery horses . . . . . . . . . . 198, 965 72 
Miscellaneous claims audited by Third 
Auditor ..................... . ...... __ ..... __ . __ .. 
Constructing jetties, &c., at South 
Pass, Mississippi River .... __ -- ...... __ .. __ .. __ .. 
Repair of road between Fortress Mon-
roe and Mill Creek ................. . 
Telegraphic cable from main land, in 
Rhocle Island, to Block Island ...... . 
6, 500 00 
15, 000 00 
Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
transportation due land-grant rail-
roads, act March 3, 1879 . ....... . ..........•.. . .. . 
Claims of loyal citizens for supplies 
furnished, &c . ............. __ . .... . .. ____ ........ .. 
Buildings for military quarters at Fort 
Snelling, Minn __________ ... __ . . .. 
Rebuilding officers' quarters at Madi-
son barracks, Sacket's Harbor ..... . 
Headstones for graves of soldiers in 
_ private cemeteries ... .. ............ . 
Military road from Alamosa, Colo., to 
Pagosa Springs .. ---- . . . .. . .. . .. ... 
Military post near Niobrara River, 
Northern Nebr.aska or Dakota. ____ __ 
Signal Service .............. ______ . __ . 
Construction, maintenance, and repair 
E~:cti~~t:n::::~k~p~ ~~~~~~~~-:M~~~ · 
roe, Va ·····------- .......... __ . ___ _ 
Extension of military telegraph lines 
· from Fort Elliott ____ .. . ..... __ ... __ . 
Extension of military telegraph lines, 
via Newport, on Mill Creek ........ . 
Military road from Ojo CaHente, New 
Mexico, to Pagosa Springs . ......... . 
Military road from Scotts burg to Camp 
Stewart, Oreg .. . . _ .... _ ........... . 
Military post at El Paso, Tex ........ .. 
Military post near Pagosa ~prings, 
Colo ............... . .. . ·····-·------
Removing remains of officers to na-
tional cemeteries .. ____ .. ____ .. .. .. .. 
25, 000 00 
25J 000 00 
30, 000 00 







5, 000 00 




Refunding to States for expenses in-
curred, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 
Removing remains of W. E. English, 
$21, 969 81 
4, 364 24 
4, 219 42 
896, 107 36 
4, 379 88 
48 74 
2, 231 92 
625 00 
989 54 





7, 212 39 
3, 964 61 
8, 513 06 -- -- - -- - .. -- -- - -- -- -
lieutenant Seventh Infantry, U.S . .A. •• 
PaymenttoStateofTennesseeforkeep-
300 00 .............. ---------- ........ .. 
. ing, &c., United States prisoners . ......... _ .... . .. . 
Engineer appropriations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 249, 809 25 
Subsistence of the Army ...... . . . . . . . . 2, 389, 481 86 
Support of military prison at Fort 
5,400 69 --------------------
101, 596 01 -- -- - -- - .. ----- .. - --
3, 985 36 2, 697 39 . -- - -- -- .. 
Total. 
$3, 343, 503 7Z 
991,264 86 
883, 190 9() 
5, 103, 618 08 





2, 231 92: 
199, 590 72' 
989 54 
1, 100, 000 OOo 






30, 000 0() 
10, 000 0(} 
50, 000 00. 
10, 501 06 
50,000 00. 
34, 000 0() 
20,000 00. 
20, 000 0(). 
5, 000 00. 




8, 513 06 
300 00· 
5, 400 691 
7, 351, 405 26 
2, 396, 164 61 
Leavenworth, Kans _ .. . . . .. . . . . . .. 67,440 00 .. ____ ...................... __ .... 67,440 00. 
Lost horses, &c., act March 3, 1849 . .... __ .. --........ 111, 225 51 6, 976 71 118, 202 22 
Army pensions ...... -- ..... -- ......... 54, 481, 808 02 2, 533 34 9, 212 50 __ ........ 54, 493, 553 8& 
Commut,ation of rations to prisoners 
of war, &c .. __ .... ____ ........ ________ ..... __ .... . 7 88 78& 
THIRD AUDITOR. 281 
Total. 
R~~~fo~ar~:~e~~~u_s_t~-~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~. ____ .. _______ . ____ .. . . . . . . . . . . _ .... _ .. l$13, 223 41 
Relief of .John N. Reed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____ .. __ . ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ . . . . . . . . 4, 124 50 
$13,223 41 
4,124 5~ 
Relief of personal representative of 
M.G. Harman·----··----· ........................ ----·· - ... . --. · ------ ... 354 00 354 0~ 
Relief of the families of the men who 
~~~\s~~1't~~:r~~i-t~-~ ~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ ...... - .. -- -- . ---- . . -- ... . 1, 080 00 1, 080 00 
Relief of Michael Granery, Nicholas 
Wax, and.Moleere Lange.----------- .............. ------ ... ---- - 1, 500 00 1, 500 00 
Purchase of cemetery grounds near 
Columbus, Ohio .............. __ . ___ .. _ ... _ .. ___ . _ . $500 00 _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
------------------------
TotaL ___ .. ___ .. _____ ........... $75, 810, 143 53 2, 554, 897 25 $60, 307 17 20, 281 91 78,445, 629 86 
The number of credit and counter requisitions drawn by the Secretaries of War and Interior on sun-
dry persons in favor of the Treasurer of the United States is 1, 170, on which repayments into the Treas-
ury have been made through the Third Auditor's Office, during the :fiscal year ended J une~30, 1880: 
~:r~:~!~ ;~~~~t~- :::::::::::::: ~:::: :: _:: ~ ::::: ~ ::::: ~::::: ::: :: :~ ~::::: :::::: ~: ~::::::: $1• ~M: ~~~ ·~g 
Total . ..... _ . . ...... __ .... _______ . ___ ... _____ . __ .... _ .. . __ . ______ . _____ . _____ . ___ . . 1, 938, 689 68-
QUARTERMASTERS' DIVISION. 
On hand per last report._ ............... . 
Received during the :fiscal year ......... . 
Total ..............•.... - ...••..... 
Money accounts. 
Number. Amount in-volved. 
558 $1, 800, 068 67 
3, 017 12, 168, 673 25 
3, 575 13, 968, 741 92 
Reported during the :fiscal year.... . . . . . . 2, 739 11, 824, 068 66 























4, 314 300 105, 909 39< Total.- ........... -- ...... . ........ --3,--5-7-5-l--1-3-, _9_6_8_, -74-1--92- l-----l---·-
On hand per last report._._ , ......• __ . __ ._. 
Received during the :fiscal year ........... . 
Signal accounts. Total. 
Property. Money. A~~l:e~.in- Number. ~~hr~~~-
179 
701 
50 $143, 772 13 
155 588, 787 59 
1, 007 $1, 943, 840 8(} 
8, 267 12, 863, 370 23 
Tonal._ ..... __ ..... __ ....... ____ ... _. 880 205 732, 559 72 9, 274 14, 807, 211 o~ 
Reported during tbe :fiscal year. _ .. _ .... _ .. = 758 = 89 160, 903 94 1 7, 648 -12, 090, 881 99 
Remaining unsettled . _ .... _ ........•... __ . 122 116 571, 655 78 1, 626 2, 716, 329 04 
TotaL_ ... _ ... __ .... _ ....... __ .. _... 880 205 732, 559 72 1 9, 274 14, 807, 211 03 
Number of letters written, 5,417; number of clerks employed, 18; 
number of vouchers examined, 239,767; number of pages of manuscript 
:written, 10,012. 
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SUBSISTENCE DIVISION. 
The transactions of the subsistence and engineer branches for the fiscal 
~·ear are shown by the following statement, viz : 
Subsistence accounts. Engineer accounts. 
Number. Amount in· Number. Amount in-volved . volved. 
. 
On band per last report, June, 30, 1879 ..•..... _ .. _ 625 $823,183 14 33 $2, 342, 074 34, 
Received during the :fiscal year ............. _ ... _ 1, 687 2, 510, 773 72 189 7, 142, 367 76 
-----------------
Total ..................................... _ 2, 312 3, 333, 956 86 222 9, 484, 442 10 
Reported during the fiscal year ............ _ ..... 1, 872 2, 790, 182 60 186 7, 014, 215 22 
-----------------
Remaining on hand June 30, 1880 ......... _ .•. _ .. _ 440 543,774 26 36 2, 470, 226 88 
Number of vouchers examined, 138,851; number of letters written, 
1,873; number of difference sheets written, 1,021; number of calls 
answered, 642; number of clerks employed, 9. 
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS DIVISION. 
Number. Amount claimed. 
.A.inount 
allowed. 
~~c!~~~/ful~g1f~:-y~~~~:::::~: :: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 1~; ~~~ a~~;~~~; ~~g ~i ·:::::: ::::::: 
Total _ .. __ . .... _ .. _ ......... __ ....... _ .... _ .. . _ .. __ ..... ! 15, 620 11, 524, 233 05 _ _ _ ....... . 
Disposed of during the year_ .. __ ..... _ .. _ . __ ..... _ .. __ .. __ .. _ 2, 607 c3, 349, 000 96 $2, 690, 525 89 
On hand July 1, 1880 __ .............. _. __ ........ _ ... _...... ... 13, 013 d8, 175, 232 09 ............. . 
On hand July 1, 1879 .................... .. 
Received during the year ..... _ ....... _. __ 
Total _ ..... _ ..... _ .. . _ ...... -. - -- .. -
Disposed of during the yesr _ ..... _ ... _ .. _ 
On hand July 1, 1880 .................... .. 
Oregon and Washington In· Lost vessels, &c., act of 
dian war claims 1855-'56. March 3, 1849. 
Num- Amount 
ber. claimed. 
710 e$5, 499 69 
-56 /3,351 50 
766 8, 851 19 
59 g7, 968 75 
Amount Num· Amount Amount 
allowed. ber. claimed. allowed. 
73 $727, 378 87 
1 1, 500 00 
------ · -----
74 728, 878 87 
$5,484 18 1 1, GOO 00 $800 00 
---1--------1------1 
727, 378 87 1-- ........ 707 h882 44 
-----------· 
73 
a This is the amount claimed in 11,142 cases, the amount claimed in the other 1,532 cases not being 
stated. 
b This is the amount claimed in 2, 701 cases, the amount claimed in the other 245 cases not being stated. 
cThis is the amount claimed in 2,433 cases, the amount claimed in the other 174 cases not being stated. 
dThis is the amount claimed in 11,410 cases, the amount claimed in the other 1,603 cases not being 
stated. 
e This is the amount claimed in 345 cases, the amount claimed in the other 365 cases not being stated. 
{This is the amount claimed in 21 cases, the amount claimed in the other 35 cases not being stated. 
g This is the amount claimed in 28 cases, the amount claimed in the other 31 cases not being stated. 
h This is the amount claimed in 338 cases, the amount claimed in the other 369 cases not being stated. 
Number of letters written during the year, 2,373. 
STATE AND HORSE CLAIMS DIVISION. 
Original account. Suspended account. · 
State claims. 
On hand June 30, 1879 _... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - - - .. -......... . 
Received during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 _ ..... _ .. -
Num· 
ber. Amount. 




21 $4, 385, 151 41 
14 710,813 05 
Total ...... __ ........ __ ................ -- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 4, 583, 881 55 35 5, 095, 964 46 
Reported during the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1880 _. ........ 3 4,87, 131 22 4 67, 320 91 







On hand .Tune 30, 1879. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......••• ... 5, 196 
Received during the fiscal year ended .Tune 30, 1880 . .. . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256 
Reconsidered during the fiscal year ended .Tune 30, 1880 .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Total ... . ................ __ . ......... _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5, 519 
Claims allowed during the fiscal year ended .Tune 30, 1880 _ . . . 581 $105, 720 99 .••.. 
.Amount disallowed on same_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 706 78 . .... . 
.Amount claimed ........................ __ _ . __ ... ... ......... _ . . . . . 119, 427 77 .... . 






1, 016, 829 69 
Total·--------------------------·-----· ---------------- .617",125;114 57~ 
Deductasfinallydisposedof. •••.• . .• :····------------------- .... . . ---------- 617 125,114 57 
On hand .Tune 30,1880 ........ ---------.--- -·--- -- -.------ -- ~~ -~~4,902~-891,71512 
Number of briefs made, 881.. Number of claims examined and sus-
pended, 1,893. Number of letters written, 5,500. Number of letters 
receiYed and recorded, 5,230. Number of clerks employed, 5. 
COLLECTION DIVISION. 
'Sn ~ 
'd '8~ <11<:"1 .... Q;) .......... biJ .s ';j .... <'$~ .l <l:>OO a;; Q;) .... ~ ;a.-t ~ 'd .... A ~ <l) '¢<+-<.-d -~ Q;) <11• Q;) ..c;;rn .... §~ '+-<<11 ~a; -~ rno~ A ce. .... ~~ 0~ ~.s 0::0) lit: '+-<>-<<) s Q;) r-.o; ~-~~ .o ceo:: rn+> ~ <11 0 ~<11 Q:><) ~lit:~ <) Q;) p ;::l +>rn~ .... -~ s 0 ~ ~-~ <l) rn ~ 0 ;::lQ:>s ;;; S<+-<P ~ ~ ;::l 0 o Ace Q;) o::Oo;! ell 
~ z ..q P=l H z ~ 0 
------· ------- -
.T uly, 1879 .................. ... ...... .... . 1, 200 307 3, 693 578 253 2, 691 8 .... 
te~f.~!\,~~.7~879:::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 120 254 2, 988 428 224 708 6 939 401 4, 044 65 387 1, 913 54 1 
October, 1879 .. ... _ .. __ ................. _ 884 191 1, 425 297 158 3. 517 
------ -- --November , 1879 ..... ......... . _ . _ .. ___ __ . 960 204 2, 391 253 192 3, 589 55 2 
December , 1879 --- -· ... · .. - · ·- -- .- ... .. -. - 823 210 1, 488 865 189 5, 626 57 3 
January, 1880 ... . . ....... . ............... 311 13!1 1, 272 965 82 5, 763 50 1 
February, 1880 ... .. .. . .................. _ 257 139 971 549 113 8, 732 8 .... 
Mareh, 1880 .......... ------ ___ . __________ 1, 079 275 1, 520 682 211 12,950 
------
--·· 
.April, 1880 .... .... . . .. ...... ............. 906 207 1, 656 327 183 "!.1, 464 
------ ·- -· May, 1880 ____ . ______ . ____ . ___ ______ ..... . 792 222 1, 951! 260 195 11,207 
--- ---
1 




Total __ . _ . _ .. _ . ... . ___ .. _ . .. .. . ... _ 10,066 2, 747 29,273 5, 591 2, 365 75,198 238 9 
Work hasbeencontinuedduring the fiscal year in abstracting the names 
of soldiers of the war of 1812, for the purpose of arrangement in alpha-
betical registers, with an the clerical force available. Up to date three 
hundred and forty-six thousand four hundred and thirty-two payments 
have been abstracted, which is probably one-half of the payments made 
for services in that war. In order to complete these registers within a 
period of time that will be available to the old soldiers and their widows, 
whose applications for pension are now pending in the office of the Com-
missioner of Pensions, but whose service cannot be traced for lack of 
data to base a search upon, an increase in the clerical force in this divis-
ion will be necessary. In many cases, of widows, e8pecially, who know 
the fact by tradition that their former husbands served in the war of 
1812, the claimants do not know or have forgotten the names of the offi-
cers under whom they served. Until these alphabetical registers are 
completed this office is unable to trace the service of an:y soldier with-
out the name o the captain or colonel under whom the soldier served. 
When these registers 8hall be completed a knowledge of the name of the 
soldier will be a sufficient clue to trace his military service. When the 
abstract slips are entered upon registers they may be sent to the States 
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from which the soldiers enlisted to become a part of the records of the 
~tate. The current work of the collection division has largely increased 
during the fiscal year, and if the same ratio of increase continues addi-
tional clerical force will be required to keev it up. 
ARMY PENSION DIVISION. 
Amounts refunded to the credit of the following appropriations, dur-
ing the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 : 
Army pensions 1877 and prior years ................. ............ ..... . 
Army pensions 1878 ..•...........•......................... .... . .. . .. 
Army pensions 1878, being amount to credit of appropriation June :30, 
$23,628 45 
2,077 68 
1879 . - - - - .. - - -- .. - - - - - - - - - . - - - .. - - - - - - - . - - - . - - .. - - - - - - - - .. - - - - 1' 339' 582 06 
The above amounts were carried to the surplus fnnd. 
Balance on hand June 30, 1879, appropriation 1879, being the unexpended 
part of the $1,800,000 appropriated ................................. . 
Amount refunued and deposited, appropriation 18i9 ........••.•........ 
Amount paid on settlement of accounts, appropriation 1879 .....•...... 
736,173 34 
596,365 67 
1 J32 5J9 01 
' 89:562 36 
Balance to credit of appropriation June 30, U:l80...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • 1, 242, 976 65 
Army pen- Pay and al- Fees to sur- Total. 
sions. lowances. geons. 
A mount appropriated for Army pensions, 
tiseal year 1880; act January 27, 1879 ... .... $28, 400, 000 00 $225,000 00 $202, 500 00 $28, 827, 500 00 
Amount appropriated for Army pensions, 
tiscal year 18!l0; act May 31, 1880 .. ••.•• . .. . 8, 500, 000 00 15,000 00 .............. . ........ 8, 515, 000 00 
Total .................................. 36, 900, 000 00 240,000 00 202, 500 00 37, 342, 500 00 
Amount to credit of appropriation undrawn 
118,285 17 J"une 30, 1880 ....... . ..... . ........... ... ... 357 53 6, 587 64 111, 340 00 
-----
A mount drawn to be accounted for .......... 36, 899, 642 47 233,412 36 91, 160 00 37, 224, 214 83 
=====.==..=:::= ======-:-=== ===-=-~ Amount dishursed by pension agents ........ 36, 291, 814 64 211,391 66 73, 161 00 36, 576, 367 30 
Amount unexpended on change of bond de-
posited but not yet credited ................ 80,892 43 368 28 1, 579 00 82,839 71 
Amount of unexpended balance in hands of 
agents Junb 30, 1880, to be deposited ....... 526,912 47 20,652 42 15, 920 00 563,484 89 
:Amount transferred from Army to Navy 
pensions by Treasurdt warrant ............. ........................ 1, 000 00 500 00 1, 500 00 
Amonnt eiToneously eposited by agent to 22 93 ..................... ......... .............. ~2 93 
be repaid ................................. 
Total .......•••••...............•..... . 3~, 899, 642 47 233,412 36 91,160 00 37, 224, 214 83 
.ARREARS of PENSIONS. 
AITearsofpen- Fees on Total. 
sions. vouchers. 
Amonnt appropriated, acts January 29 and March 3, 1879. $25, 000, 000 00 $15, 000 00 $25, 015, 000 00 
.Amount appropriated, act May 31, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • 500, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 500, 000 00 
Total............................................... 25,500, 000 00 15, 000 00 25, 515, 000 00 
1=========1=======1======== 
Amount disbursed by pension agents, fiscal year 1879, 
"Army" ............ ............ ...... . ..... ...... .. .. 4, 019,527 33 
Amount disbursed by pension agents, fiscal year 1880, 
"Army" .................... .-.......... ...... ....... ... 19,609,855 78 
1, 884 00 4, 021,411 33 
lJ· 535 10 19, 620, 390 88 
Total........................................... . .. . 23,629,383 11 12, 419 10 23, 641, 802 21 
THIRD AUDITOR. 285 
The following tabular statement shows the number of accounts received 











- ------------1· ------- --1----- -1----
Accounts on band June 30, 1879 . . 89 $12, 275, 103 43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 $12, 275, 103 43 
Account.s received during the year . 316 37, 490, 642 83 231 $23, 519, 490 12 547 61, 010, 132 95 
TotaJ. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 405 49, 765, 746 26 \. 231 23, 519, 490 1~[ 6:J6 73, 285, 236 38 
Accounts reported to the Second I 1 
Comptroller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265 29, 639, 695 23 12 1, 530, 052 78 277 31, 109, 748 01 
.Accounts on hand unsettled . ..... . 140 20, 126, 051 03 I 219 21, 989, 437 34 [ 359 42, 115, 488 37 
Total ........ .. ..... .. ...... 405f 49,765,74626 231 23, 519, 490 12 I 636 73, 285,.236 38 
Pensioners recorded .................................. __ ............ _. __ . 
Pen11ioners transferred ................. . . ___ .............. _ ......... __ .. . 
Pensioners increased ..... __ - ................ _ ......................... _. 
Pensioners restored ............ ......................... _ ............... . 
Certificates reissued ................ . _ ........................... _ ...... . 
Changes noted ........... ........ ........ - _ .......................... _ .. 
Corrections made ......................... ..................... _ ........ . 
Arrears notifications recorded .. _ .......................... _ ............. . 
Pension vouchers examined ............................................. . 
Payments entered ... . .... _ ........ _ ................... _ ....... _ ... .. . _ .. . 
Pages of abstract added ............ _ ........................... _ .... _ .. . 
Pages ofmiscellaneous copied ............ ------ ......................... . 
Payments corrected ......................................... _ .......... . 
Copies of surgeons' certificates sent to Commissioner . .................... . 
Voucher!! withdrawn from files ...................................... ... . 
Letters received and registered ......................................... . 
Letters lYritten .... ---- .................... -------- ........... ----------
Letters copied in record .......... _ .......... __ .... ___ ..... _ ............ . 
Letters indexed ... . ... _. . .................. . ......... ....... .. . _ ..... . 
Pension checks verified before payment, 65, amounting to ............. _ .. 
Settlemt>nts for lost checks made, 53, amounting to ............. ------ ... . 
Amount appropriated for printing pension checks, act March 3, 1879, "1879". 
Amount appropriated for printing pension checks, act March 3, 1879, '' 1880 ". 
Amount paid on settlement of accounts, '' 11:379 " ............... _ ......... . 























9, 000 00 
8,500 00 
8,336 00 
The following tabular statement exhibits the number and amount of 
accounts on hand and unsettled July 1, 1869, together with those re-
ceived and audited each fiscal year since. 
On hand July 1,1869 . ................ -- .......••. 
Received during fiscal year 1870 ................ . 
Received during fiscal year 1871 ............ . ... . 
Recei,ed during fiscal year 1872 ............. .. . 
Received during fiscal year 1873 ................ . 
Received during fiscal year 1874 ................ . 
Received during fiscal year 1875 ................ . 
Received during fiscal year 1876 ..............•.. 
Received during fiscal year 1877 ................ . 
Received during fiscal year 1878 . .. .......... . .. . 
Received during fiscal year 1879 . ............... . 
Received during fiscal year 1880 ...........•..... 
On hand and received ............ . .............. . 
Amount audited ......................... ..•..... 
















$34, 811, 593 83 
27, 743, 819 29 
28, 513, 2ti2 44 
28, 661, 597 26 
28, 756, 702 92 
29, 708, 332 26 
29, 572, 855 54 
28, 348, 161 99 
27, 899, 359 30 
33, 194, 149 18 
26, 123, 111 64 
61, 010, 132 95 
8, 254 384, 343, 078 60 
7, 895 342, 227, 590 23 
359 42, 115, 488 37 
Audited. 
Number. Amount. 
631 $25, 596, 876 39 
789 32, 813, 334 28 
900 40, 000, 205 68 
795 33, 926, 556 19 
786 26, 431, 956 71 
619 19, 888, 428 52 
1, 150 48, 433, 036 92 
952 34, 067, 985 43 
715 24, 133, 591 52 
281 25, 765, 870 58 
277 31, 169, 748 01 
7, 895 342, 227, 590 23 
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The force employed in this division during the last year numbered 36 
clerks and 1 copyist. The consolidation of agencies, together with the 
granting of pensions by acts of March 9, 1878, and "arrears of pension," 
have caused the vast accumulation of work now on hand. There are 
ov-er 40,000 notifications of " arrears" received not yet recorded. Large 
numbers of cases are referred to this office for verification of records and 
calculation of amount due before payment can be made by the agent. 
This current work requires prompt attention. The force heretofore em-
ployed has been insufficient to keep up the work, but the clerks have 
all been faithful and energetic in the discharge of their duties, the pro 
rata of labor performed being larger. The fo1lowing ta.bular statements 
exhibit the amount disbursed by the several agents, and the unex-
pended balances in hand June 30, 1880 : 
AMOUNT DISBURSED by PENSION AGENTS, du1·ing thejiscal year ended June 30, 1880, a8 shown by thei1· ACCOUNTS-f1URRENT. 
War of1812. 
State. Agency. .Agent. Invalids. Widows. Minors. Def:e~dent Sur- Salaries. V~ucher Con tin- Total. 
,.., ''"''· S . I geon•. fooa. gont. v~~:~· Widows. 
-
$12, 062 00 $4, 908 81 $12, 877 73 $28~ $3, 999 99 $175 201 $740 71 California ...... San Francisco .. W. H. Payne ... $159,702 67 $28,230 88 $7,734 85 $230,719 84 
Dist. Columbia. Washington _. _ J. S. Witcher __ 1, 978, 483 07 408,488 37 75,121 80 232, 198 19 39, 501 60 141, 224 lil 4, 325 00 4, 000 00 8, 7"27 75 1, 164 19 2, 893, 234 10 
Indiana ...... - . Indianapolis _ _ _ F. Km·fler ... _ 1, 288, 561 39 35!J, 569 21 151, 664 62 175, 099 02 27, 027 21 94, 9!J9 75 4, 409 00 4, 000 00 8, 157 00 79 26 2, 113, 566 46 
lllinoi~:~ ...... -. Chic~o.... . . Ada C. Sweet.. 1, 97!J, 718 83 532,272 25 187,231 77 377, 890 26 33, 758 59 106, 858 68 5, 421 00 4, 000 00 9, 870 00 1, 406 39 3, 238, 427 77 
Iowa. _ _ __ . Des oines .. B. 1<'. Gue ____ 1, 352, 427 30 210, 853 35 68,909 56 194, 139 57 18, 827 77 49, 72!) 30 4, 183 00 4, 000 00 5, 512 35 1, 037 82 1, 909, ti20 02 
Kentucky _ Louisville . _ . . . . R. M. Kelly_ ... 353,240 53 251:1, HiO 42 81, 610 13 136, 051 10 25, 113 63 105, 144 74 1, 416 00 3, 999 96 2, 950 50 226 78 968,913 81 
Massachusetts Boston . . . . . . . D. W. Gooch .. _ 1, 278, 505 22 538, 588 70 60,064 16 416, 073 09 60, !)92 96 204, 112 92 5, 873 00 4, 000 00 9, 608 85J 103 46 2, 577, 922 36 
Missouri. . . . . . . Saint Louis . . . . R. Camvion 1, 299, 779 9!) 322, 147 05 143,665 41 137, 970 88 25, 795 47 85, 631 59 4, 212 50 4, 000 00 6, 278 55 574 78 2, 030, 056 22 
Mich~an ...... Detroit. . ...... S. Post . _ .. 931, 268 72 197, 309 66 67,413 53 143, 850 61 29, 651 23 75, 671 20 3, 184 00 4, 000 00 5, 452 05 873 64 1, 45l:l, fi74 64 
New ampshire Concord....... E. L. Whitford. 1, 286, 967 :n 351, "261 21 61, 609 76 550, 921 70 107, 683 79 306, 242 01 41 800 00 4, 000 00 lQ, 832 10 ] I 762 54 2, 686, 080 42 
New York ..... Syracuse ..... .. T. L. Poole . _ .. 1, 362, 000 !)4 416, 677 35 76, 026 24 457, 211 11 92, 153 93 229, 307 O!J 4, !J15 50 4, 000 00 9, 763 80 1, 0;{7 36 2, 653, 093 32 
Do . .... NewYorkCity. C.RCoster .... 1, 006, O!JO 31 445, 047 37 71, 585 61 ::101, 379 49 42, 958 50 139, 116 33 3, 676 00 4, 000 00 7, 274 70 4, 774 96 2, 025, 903 27 
Ohio . . . . . . . . . ColumbuR A. T. Wikoff .. 1, 7!J8, 022 51 626,444 30 131, f<67 00 389, 573 00 62, 025 42 214, 415 60 9, 56!J 00 4, 000 00 12, 472 80 889 87 3, 249, 279 50 
Pennsylvania-- ~ Pittsburgh ..... W. A. Herron._ 1, 157, 465 13 265, 882 92 79,582 95 314, 183 53 24, 729 02 87, 598 40 4, 618 00 3, !J99 96 6, 396 60 722 74 1, 945, 179 25 
Do .. ....... Philadelphia ... H. G. Sickel.. .. 1, 334, 845 48 454, 529 12 65,799 02 381, 275 971 19, 936 951 !l5, 660 70 5, 957 00 4, 000 00 8, 425 65 1, 869 05 2, 372, 298 94 
T ennessee ..... . Knoxville . ..... D. T. Bovnton . 648, 751 16 476,114 6:l 133,221 92 165, 064 22154, !l34 72 668, 164 96 3, 571 00 4, 000 00 8, 318 701 803 15 2, 262, 944 45 
·wisconsin.... Milwaukee.... E. Ferguson ... 1, 308, 842 31 234, 841 07 92, 758 77 251, 577 64 20, 710 79 41, 303 01 2, 744 00 4, 000 00 5, 084 85 25 50 1, 961, 887 94 
---------------
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . ............•........... 20, ,,., .,, " 6, "'· "' " 1, '"· 867 1T 636, 521 38790. 710 392, 658, 058 1473, 161 00 "· 999 91125, 301 .. 18, 092 20 "· ,, • 802 31 
Deduct amount of credits on account of overpay- I I I 
payments ..... __ ........ . ...... _ ... ... _........ 916 08 302.16 92 20 26 67 . __ .... _.. 96 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 1 00 1, 435 01 
Total ................. : ..................... 20, 523:756 81 6, 127, 115 69 1, 555, 77~ 90
1















AMOUNT of "ARMY ARREARS of PENSION" DISBURSJJ!D, dUI·ing the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. 
State. .Agency. 
California ............................. . San Francisco ........................ . 
District of Columbia ... ............... . 
Indiana ............................... . 
Washington ........... . ............. . 
Indianapolis ................... . . . .. . 
Tilinois ......... ....... ... . 
Iowa ... , ............................. . g~~c~~i~~~ : : : ::: : :: ::: : : : :::::: :::::: 
Kentucky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Massachusetts ....................... .. 
Loui!iville ......................... - - - . 
Boston ............................ - . - . 
Missouri ............... ---- ........... . Saint Louis ......................... .. 
Michigan ............................. . Detroit ..•............................ 
New Hampshire ... . ............... .. . 
New York ............................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Ohio .........•......................... 
Concord .............................. . 
~~cy~~kCity:::::·::::::::::::::::. 
Columbus ........................... . 
Pennsylvania ..................... . ... . 
Do ................................ . ~~~~~~!g~i~ :: :: : : :: : :: : : : : :: : : ~ : ::: : : 
Tennessee ........... . Knoxville ............................ . 
Wisconsin ............................ . Milwaukee . . .... . ................... . 
Agent. 
:r.~l-l~it~~;'~:'~_e_: :::::::: : ::: :::_:: 
F. Knefier... . . . . .... . ......... . ... . 
Ada C. Sweet .......... . .. ......... . 
B. F. Gue ... ... .... .. ........ -- . -----
R.M.Kelly. 
D. W. Gooch ..... . .........•........ 
~- ~~~~-i~~-::::: · .. :::::: :::::::: :::: 
E. L. Whitford ............. -... -- - - . 
T. L. Poole ....................... . 
C. R. Coster . ............ .... .. ..... . 
A. T. Wikoff ..................... .. . 
W. A.Herron ...................... . 
H. G. :Sickel . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... -... . 
D. T. Boynton .................... . 
E. Ferguson .... ........ ......... - .. 
Invalids. I Widows, &c.IVoucher fees . 
$112,109 51 
946, 410 91 
1, 310, 736 70 
1, 573, 226 01 
976, 740 67 
360, 961 81 
691, 326 37 
1, 156, 121 18 
711, 583 36 
644,980 55 
791, 141 75 
931, 124 81 
1, 509, 715 28 
801, 696 27 
1, 034;-038 61 
519, 010 69 
877, 722 79 
$9, 278 32 
227, 301 23 
226, 249 85 
301, 062 14 
143,152 48 
230, 223 47 
298,454 57 
184, 184 08 
188,504 71 
559,245 39 
383, 192 93 
298, 216 98 
394,601 44 
260, 346 90 
271,559 09 
446, 525 98 




















1, 174, 325 04 
1, 537, 832 55 
1, 875, 286 85 
1, 120, 518 05 
591, 472 38 
990, 309 54 
1, 341, 003 36 
900, 590 57 
1, 204, 820 24 
1, 174, 958 98 
1, 230, 010 49 
1, 905, 407 52 
1, 062, 643 17 
1, 306, 375 00 
965, 982 17 
1, 118, 649 40 
Total ............ :········ ········· ·········· · ·············- -············· ...................................... 114,948,647 2714,662,452 57 _1 10,535 10 1 19,621,634 94 
Deduct amount of cred1ts on account of overpayments ................................... ·............................. 668 33 575 73 . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 1, 244 06 
























.AMOUNT of UNEXPENDED BALANCES in HANDS of PENSION AGENTS June 80,1880. 
State. 
California .......•............ 
District of Col urn bia .. ...... . 
Indiana ... .•................. 
Illinois ...................... . 
Iowa . ......................•. 
Kentucky .................. . 
Massachusetts .............. . 
Missouri. ................... . 
~!~~~~p;hi;~::::::: :::::: 
New Ym·k ------- ........... . 
Do ..... ................. . 
Ohio ........................ . 
Pennsylva11ia. _. _ .... __ ..... . 
• Do ........•............. 
Tennessee .................. . 
Wisconsin. ____ ............. . 
Agency. Agent. 
S:m Francisco ............. __ ' William H.Payne . ... . . .. ... . 
~dr:~rot~- _-_-_-_- _-::::: :::::: ~- i=A~~!l~~----_-.-_-_-_-_-_-_·::::::: 
Chicago ..... . .............. .Ada C. Sweet ............... . 
Des Moines . ................ B. F. Gue ................... . 
Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • R. M. Kelly ............. . : . . . 
Boston ...................... D. \V. Gooch ................ . 
Saint Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Campion ................. . 
Detroit...................... S. Post ...................... . 
Concord .... ................. :E. I,. Whitford ............ . 
~~~!-~ ~i~!::::::: :::::: ~:-~-~7t~~::: :::::::::::::: 
Pittsburgl1 .................. \V . .A. Herron. 
Philadelphia ................ H. G. Sickel. __ .............. . 
~Y~~:t~~~e- _- ::::::::: : ::: :::I E~l~~~r0g\~~~o;_· _· ~: ~ ~ ~:: : : :: : :: 
Army. 
$1,494 06 




88, 793 ()1 
(~) 
1() 28 
4, 835 85 
25, 314 22 
41, ()23 34 
19.J., 172 49 
2, ~~7 0~ 
:x>8 o.> 
8, 509 04 
3, 858 30 
472 94 
Army pensions. 
Surgeons. I Pay, &c. 
$1, 013 00 $284 10 
2, 248 00 1, 508 21 
1, 091 00 2, 263 74 
79 00 723 Gl 
317 00 49 83 
f>O.i 00 2, 153 08 
627 00 2, 787 69 
287 50 146 67 
:!16 00 374 31 
700 00 105 36 
384 50 1, G9S s+ 
1, 824 00 1, 950 49 
9:n oo 638 33 
82 00 1, 380 70 
3, 130 00 3, 817 fi1 
929 00 378 30 
1, 2.i6 00 389 65 





1, 082 49 
527 98 
91, 453 69 
3, 414 69 
450 4:) 
5, G26 Hi 
26,119 58 
43, 906 68 
197, 946 98 
4, iH6 38 
2, 020 73 
1fi, 456 55 
5, 165 60 
2,118 59 
56(), 755 94 
:l, 271 03 
5()3, 484 89 
Arrears of pensions. 
Arrears. 
$14, 8()4 00 
8(),163 94 
20, 174 20 
427 39 
1:i, 2()0 34 
17,019 54 
102, ()8.} 62 
23,908 7l 
447 25 
111, 337 47 
42, ()65 32 
93,705 73 
5, 702 16 
4y. 361 1~ I 
23, 313 8:> 
35, 18() 09 
57, 630 73 
G9.i, S.iG 43 



















1, 330 80 
tG 10 




20, 207 90 
569 !)!) 
15, 3;)3 54 
17, 040 il4 
102, 817 52 




9:!, 805 :J3 
5, 747 26 
43,414 21 
23, fi59 2.i 
35, 3il.J. 49 
fi7, 6g:l 6:! 
()97, 18() 2:> 
(j 10 
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THE FILES. 
The number of official money settlements filed during the year is 
4,638, making the number since March, 1817, when this office was created, 
183,380. In this number are included only the settlements for horses 
lost in the military service which were made since February, 1878. The 
pension settlements, which include all vouchers of army pensioners from 
1818 to the present time, are in a good state of preservation, but many 
of the abstracts have been often handled and need repairing and .bind-
ing. 
These settlements are now nurn bered and kept in a separate series, 
and the papers are much greater in bulk than all the others. The set-
tlements of accounts of officers of the quartermaster, commissary, and 
engineer departments are now filed in one series and are in good con-
dition. The settlements of miscellaneous claims also form a separate 
series, and are rapidly increasing in number and bulk; they are well 
preserved. There are more than 50,000 ptoperty returns :filed in this 
office not included in the above which are also well kept. Much in-
convenience has been caused in the past few months by want of room 
for new settlements which were accumulating; but a large apartment 
recently vacated by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing has been 
assigned for the use of this bureau. 'rhis room, which is a large apart-
ment, well lighted and ventilated, is quite suitable for files. It wil. 
probably soon be ready for occupancy, and when completed will suffice 
for several years to come. 
There were nine lady copyists employed during the year. The num-
ber ofpages copied and compared by them was 13,678, letters recorded 
4,496, making a total of 18,17 4 pages. The nurn ber of names indexed 
was 25,555. Number of papers copied, 4, 7 4 7. 
It gives me pleasure to testify to the general faithfulness, industry, 
and fidelity displayed by the clerks employed in this office, and to com-
mend them for the intelligent discharge of the duties assigned them. 
Ron. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the 1..'rects'ltry. 
E. W. KEIGHTLEY, 
Third Auditor. 





THE FOURTH AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPAR.TMENT, 
FOURTH AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, NovembeT 1, 1880. 
SIR: In obedience to the law requiring the auditor charged with the 
examination of the accounts of the Department of the Navy to report 
annually on the first :\Ion day in November to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury the application of the money appropriated for the ·Navy Depart-
ment, and in compliance with your request of September 13 last, for a 
statement showing the condition of the public business intrusted to my 
charge, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, I respectfully submit the 
following: 
APPI,ICATION OF MONEY. 
The subjoined statement gives in a summary way the application of 
the money appropriated by Congress for the support of the Navy. It 
is desirable that this information should be given more in detail, which 
would require also more minuteness of specification in the appropria-
tions themselYes. Wise economy in the appropriation and expenditure 
of mouey requires an itemized account. A complete exhibit of this kind 
would show specifically the precise purpose for which every dollar was 
appropriated and how expended. If the expenditure had been greater 
or less than the specific appropriation, the reason would be stated. Such 
an exhibit, while furnishing desirable information for the people, would 
give the appropriating power the exact facts needed when grants for a 
subsequent year are under consideJ;"ation. 
The last column of the following table is made up from the sums 
named in the money requisitions passed during the :fiscal year. It 
shows approximately the expenditur:es for the year; but, owing to the 
nature of the naval service which is performed in remote seas, it occurs 
unaYoidably that bills made on account of accident Qr other unforeseen 
circmm;tances near the close of the year do not reach this office until a 
considerable time after the year has closed. It sometimes happens that 
a disbursing officer may charge a payment to a wrong appropriation, 
and the error, when discovered, is corrected by the accounting officers 
in the adjustment of his account. The discrepancy which appears in 
the aggregate amount of the drafts drawn on the Messrs. Seligman 
Bros., and the amount paid by them during the year, is explained by the 
fact that bills sold near the close of the year may not be paid unt.iJ after 
the beginning of the succeeding fiscal year. 
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Title of appropriation. ly a Amount e. r. , appropriated. 1 
Pay of the Navy ................................................ 1880 
Pay, miscellaneous ......................................... .. . . 1880 
Contingent of the Navy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ........... .. . . . 1880 
Marine Corps: I 
Pay of the ...................... -----· ........................... . 
~1E:~~.:.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::: .. ::: li II 
Transportation and recruiting . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Repairs of barracks ........................................ 1880 
~~~~f:g~~t~f~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ 
Naval.A.cai:lemy: 
Pay of professors and others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1881) 
Pay of watchmen ..••....................................... 1880 
Pay of mechanics ......................................... . . 1880 
~:~a~:t~~~~~~::~:~_s_::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ 
~~~~ifFFf:1: ;;;_:::/::::::; _____ :::;:;:;m;:::: l~ 
Materials. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Board ofvisitors ............................................. 1880 
Miscellaneous .............................................. 1880 
'Navigation and navigation supplies .............•.............. 1880 
Hydrographic work ............................................ 1880 
Navigation: 
8?~N~:t~b\i;h~~i::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ 
~!~~fc~f!!~va~~~~-:::.: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~= 
Velocity of light, nautical almanac....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Solar and stellar photography ............ . ............... ........ ... . 
illustrations for Report on Solar Eclipse . .......................... . . 
Wood-cuts of nebula in Orion ...................................... . 
Ordnance and ordnance stores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Ordnance: 
Civil eRtablishment ......................................... 1880 
i~~i~~~~~:::~-~i~-:":":":":":":·:·:·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!!~ 
Equm~w~~t:b1i~~~~~E~ ~ .... _ ............... __ .. __ . ___ ....... 1880 
Contingent of............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Yards and docks: 
Maintenance of............................................. 1880 
Civil establishment ......................................... 1880 
Contingent of................................................ 1880 
Naval .Asylum, Philadelphia .................................... 1880 
Medicine ancl surgery: 
Medical department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
~i~~~~~t~mi~~r!~:~~ ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ 
Repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Contingent of ...... ..... ........ ..... ...................... 1880 
Provisions of Navy. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Provisions and clothing: 
Civil establishment......................................... 1880 
Con~~~~~~:~~dfr"e·p~i·;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ 
Civil establishment, construction and repair.................... 1880 
~:~iri~f.~~~:~t'~~is-ir-o~::: :::: ::: : :: ::: : ::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ 
Steam engineering: 
$6, 768, 275 00 1 
475, 000 00 
80, 000 00 I 
648, 397 00 
75. 007 50 
60, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
9, 686 50 
7, 000 00 
13, 000 00 
500 00 
20,000 00 1 
53,126 oo I 
24,455 00 
16,835 95 
8, 577 50 
21,000 00 j 
17, ooo oo I 
2, 000 00 
2, 000 00 I 
2, 500 00 
800 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 600 oo I 
34,600 00 
104,500 00 
46.000 oo I 
2, 000 00 
10,417 25 
22, 1oo oo 1 
22,500 00 
5, ooo oo I 
l,OOOOO I 
1, ggg gg I 
225, ooo oo I 
11,886 25 I 
3, 000 00 1 
45, 000 00 
800,000 00 I 
18,251 75 1 50,000 00 
440,000 00 
37, 906 25 
20. ooo oo 1 
59, 309 oo 1 
45, 000 00 
50,000 00 
40,000 00 
3(), 000 00 
15, 000 00 
1, 025, 000 00 
11,394 25 
60, 000 00 
1, 500, 000 00 
40,105 75 
800, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
Amount 
expended. 
$5, 578, 184 81 
256,462 41 
7{}, 233 20 




9, 686 50 
7, 000 00 
13,000 00 
450 00 
20, 000 00 
52, 000 00 
24,455 00 
16,835 95 
8, 577 50 
21, 000 00 
16, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
800 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 600 00 
34,600 00 
99, 02S 15 
37,655 87 
1, 980 22 
10,417 25 
21, 261>! 30 
19,· !~~ ~~~ 
1, 000 00 













36, 102 26 
35, 917 21 
39,425 QO 
16,293 8::. 
13, 124 14 
90], 784 02 
11, 3112 36 
53, 516 97 
1, 400, 089 32 
39,721 00 
615, 127 50 
·· ····· · ···· 
Civilestablishment .... ..................................... 1880 20,038 00 20,037 99 
Nav~~;;:d~Ma~~fr;i~~a_·: :":: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ 7~: ~~~ ~~ 75, ~g~ g~ 
Navy-yard, Boston ............................................. 1880 I 20,000 00 19,997 33 
Repairs and preservations, navy-yards................... . . . . . . . 1880 300, 000 00 286, 353 31 
Repairs of United States steamship Antietam .. ........... ... .. 1880 7, 525 00 7, 517 13 
New propeller for United States steamship Alarm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 00 11, 616 97 
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war ........ 
1 
38, 179 28 18, 981 28 
Transfer of lands in Florida not needed fer naval purposes ......... :. 3, 000 00 953 11 
Total..................................................... . . . . . . 14, 393, 323 23 12, 083, 725 43 
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Permanent and miscellaneous appropriations and funds. 
Prize money to captors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . $5, 883 11 
Medals of honor._.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 50 
Destruction of beddjng and clothing for sanitary r easons ...... $1, 200 00 258 59 
Miscellaneous expenses, n ew Naval .Academy...... . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 5, 000 00 
Clothing, Navy ...•........... _ ..... _ .......... _...................... 178, 545 36 
Relief act for children of 0. H. Berr~'man and others.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289 31 
Relief of the administrators of J. D. McGill.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102 00 102 00 
Relief of Peter Meagher..................................... 170 00 170 .00 
Relief of sufferers by wreck of Huron.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 504 00 
Sale of small arms.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 46, 401 00 33, 837 10 
Ordnance materials, proceeds of sales ...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 26, 342 23 
The amount appropriated for officers of the acti\e list was $3,822,875; 
for the retired list $645,400; total $4,468,275. The amount due and 
unpaid June · 30, 1880, was $110,325.53. Net amount paid to officers 
$4,~57,949.47. The amount appropriated for petty officers and men was 
$2,300,000. The amount due and unpaid June 30,1880, was $608,652.85. 
Net amount paid to petty officers and men $1,691,347.15. The whole 
amount due and unpaid to officers and men at the close of the fiscal 
year was $718,978.38. This amount has doubtless been mostly paid by 
this time and the unexpended balance of the appropriation for pay of 
Navy correspondingly diminished. Vouchers for payments made dur-
ing the year, but not included in the above table, will probably exhaust 
the balances as shown there. 
ACCOUNT WI1'H SELIGMAN BROS. 
The disbursements of the Department of theN avy, through the Messrs. 
Seligman Bros., temporary special agents in London, amount for the 
year to $1,724,746.79, being $213,592.80 less than the previous year. 
A commission of 1 per cent. was paid to these agents amounting to 
$17,246.02. By the terms of the contract they pay interest on balances 
in favor of the Department at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum, 
and for the advances made by them they receive 5 per cent. The 
interest pe:ltid to them during the year·was $2,698.50; and the interest 
paid by them $2,925.44. For the previous year the interest account was 
$6,194.82 against the Department aud $2,475.04 in its favor. The 
interest paid to Seligman Hros. for the first two months of the current 
fiscal year, July and August, 1880, was $2,372.42. For the twenty-six 
months closing with the date last named, the interest paid on ad\ances 
made by them was $11,265.74, and the interest paid by them was 
$5,400.48, the balance of interest against the Department being 
$5,865.26. Money is transferred to London usually by the purchase in 
New York of sixty-da:y bills of exchange on London, resulting in almost 
all cases to the adYantage of the Department. The net gain from this 
source during the year was $7 ,963.41, and for the previous y~ar 
$10,764.99. 
EXCHANGE. 
Bills of exchange were sol<l by the pay officers of the Department of 
the Navy during the year to the amount of $1,935,478.30. These, with 
the exception of thirty in nurn ber drawn directly on the Secretary of 
the Navy, and amounting to $188,590.91, were sight drafts on Seligman 
Bros., London. The premiums amounted to $1,459.63, and the discount 
to $28,089.20-a net loss to the Department of $26,629.57. The net loss 
on the drafts drawn on the Secretary was $285.21. Pay officers are in-
structed to draw on the Secretary when practicable; but in the larger 
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number of foreign ports at which our vessels touch, drafts on the United 
States are either not salable or cannot be negotiated so satisfactorily as 
those on London. On the Pacific coast of Mexico and South America, 
the Sandwich Islands an.d theW est Indies~ drafts on the Secretary have 
been sold to good advantage; but in the ports of China and Japan, the 
South Atlantic, and the Mediterranean, bills are not often wanted except 
on London. fl~nCF WA 
During the past year more than usual attention has been given to this 
subject in this office. A circular was prepared showing in detail the 
drafts drawn on Seligman Bros. for the fiscal years ending June 30,. 
1878, and June 30, 1879. This was printed and sent to pay officers by 
the authority of the Secretary of the Navy, with the hope that it would 
result in an increase of diligence on their part and a consequent reduc-
tion of expense in con~erting drafts into money. It was shown that 
for the two years named the gains had been $30,699.91, and the losses 
$52,277.1!-a net loss of $21,279.20. The gains resulted mainly from 
transactions in J\Iexican dollars, which were then valued according to 
the United States silver standard. It was suggested in the above-men-
tioned circular that the credit of the United States was so thoroughly 
established, and the demand for the best bills on London so general in 
the ports visited by the vessels of our Navy, that the drafts of pay offi-
cers, if carefully negotiated, should, in nearly all places, bring their face 
value, and often a premium, in gold or its equivalent. 
On January 1, 1880, the value of the Mexican dollar, which had been 
for the year previous $1.015, was fixed by the annual circular of the 
Treasury Department at $0JJ09. Some question arose as to the effect 
this new valuation would have on the cost of maintaining the Navy of 
the United States in parts of the world where the J\fexicau dollar was 
one of the principal kinds of money in use. The first sale for Mexican 
dollars under the new valuation was at Shanghai, China, April 7, 1880r 
The bill was for £8,000, or $38,932, and the number of Mexican dollars 
receiYed for it was $41,290.32. These, paid out at the new rate, amounted 
to $37,532.90, or $3,757.42 less than the face of the :Mexicans. As the 
bill was sold, the loss to the Department in exchange was $1,399.10. At 
the former valuation this loss would have been changed into a gain of 
$1,358.32. The sale of bills for Mexican dollars from April 7 to June 
30, 1880, all in China and Japan, amounted to $218,992.50, and the num-
ber of Mexican dollars received therefor was $234,052.72. The aggre-
gate loss to the Department on these was $8,965.58. Had the Mexican 
dollars been paid out at their face value this loss would have been trans-
formed into a gain of $15,060.22. During the :first three quarters of the 
fiscal year bills were sold in China and Japan for gold, the Japanese 
"yen," a gold coin almost identical in weight and :fineness with our gold 
dollar, being worth $0.997, serving as the unit of value. These transac-
tions amounted in the aggregate to $433,118.50. The loss on exchange 
was $7,807.71, or $1,157.87 less than the loss in the silver transactions 
mentioned above, inYolving but a trifle over one-half the aggregate sum. 
Unless circumstances exist which have not been explained, it would 
have been a considerable saving to the Department if sales for gold had 
been continued. 
The embarrassing feature connected with thiH subject, so far as this 
office is concerned, is an almost total lack of means necessary for any 
intelligent supervision of the sales of bills of exchange. The regulations 
of the Navy require that the account of sale forwarded to this office 
. must include the certificate of two respectable merchants resident at the 
place where the bill was sold, stating the current rates of exchange at 
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that time on London and New York, and in what money payable. Such 
certificates, however, are considered of very little value, if not actually 
worthless, in a majority of cases. It is in evidence that these certifi-
cates can easily be obtained, signed in blank1 at' the instance of an inter-
ested broker or banker, and that sometimes Instead of being a help to a 
proper dispatch of business they may become a convenient cloak to 
cover improper transactions. Careful pay officers do not esteem such 
certificates as evidence of due diligence on their part, but protect their 
reputation by other and better means. 
While, during the last year, bills have been sold in more than fifty 
different ports, full three-fourths of the sales in amount have been made 
in one-fifth of that number of placeR. Thus the aggregate sales in Cal-
lao, Constantinople, Gibraltar, Hong-Kong, Honolulu, Montevideo, Nice, 
Rio Janeiro, Shanghai, and Yokohama amounted to $1,462,846.60. If 
this office were furnished with the financial reports contained in the 
newspapers of these ten places, it would have a basis for intelligent judg-
ment concerning the bulk of the sales of exchange. These could be sup-
plied at a comparatively small cost. It may also be added that financial 
reports giving the rates of exchange taken from newspapers of even 
date with the account of sales and attached thereto would be of much 
more value than the ce.rtificates of any number of resident merchants, 
the most of whom would not be engaged in foreign trade nor have any 
special knowledge of the current rates of exchange. 
WORK OF THE OFFICE. 
The following tables giye a brief exhibit of the work of the office for 
the year. The whole number of accounts and claims received was 2,531. 
The number settled was 2,829, and the amount involved $18,244,321.01. 
The number of letters received was 17,741, and the number written 
18,802. The number of letters recorded was 26,458; indexed, 39,298. 
Cash requisitions issued, 2, 145, amounting to $19,482,638.33. Refund-
ing requisitions, 347, amounting to $6,617,068.39. Unsettled accounts 
on hand June 30, ·1879, 949. The same June 30, 1880, 651; a decrease 
of 298. 
PAYMASTERS' .A.ND MARINE ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
Date. 
1879. 
July ............................... . 
t~t:~~\;~; ~ ~ ~ ::: ~ ~ ~: ::: ~:: : ~: ~ ~::::. 
October ........................ ... . 
November ........................ .. 
December ......................... . 
1880. 
January ........................... . 
February ......................... . 
March .............. ............. .. . 
April .................. . ........... . 
May ............................... . 
June ................... ......... .. .. 
Accounts i.A.ccounts Letters Letters I Cash Cash dis· 













































978 $883, 957 04 
445 548, 584 25 
752 510, 451 68 
637 1, 264, 062 94-
527 915, 7 45 58 
1, 149 677, 471 15 
515 835, 897 98 
619 l, 017, 429 06 
1, 935 1, 829, 883 27 
817 1, 116, 722 86 
486 1, 514, 948 44 
570 1, 180, 586 24 
Total ......................... --359·1--386 --i, 428 -1,3o8~-9,"ia0 12,295,740'49 
Accounts on h:mcl July 1, 1879, 70. 
Accounts on band June 30, 1880,43. 
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PURCHASING PAYMASTERS' AND ALLOTMENT ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
Date. Accounts Accounts Letters Letters Amount in-
received. settled. received. written. volved. 
--- -------- 1-----
1879. 
July .....••.•..........•........ . ............ . 
t"e~1~~b~"r- ~::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::: 
October .................. . ................... . 
November .................................... . 
December ...................... . ............. . 
9 4 193 202 $110,537 36 
11 8 189 177 597, 028 79 
2 24 209 207 56,261 39 
7 32 209 200 596,898 36 
5 30 200 171 405,722 60 
13 57 266 252 547, 079 38 
1880. 
~i~t~~!:::::::~ ~ :::~~:::: :::: ~: :::::::: :~ -~~:: 
.April ....•.......•..•........................ 0 
f~e :::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
9 44 203 181 473,62111 
7 20 232 220 117,156 53 
9 50 225 221 216,175 74 
9 6 210 210 226,482 91 
6 11 240 205 573,062 33 
10 11 209 215 1, 232, 355 40 
----------------
Total. ............................ 0 •••••• 97 297 2, 585 2, 461 5, 152, 381 90 
ALLOTMEN'J ACCOUNTS. 
Date. Allotments Allotments 
registered. discontinued. 
1879. 
July ......................................................... . ........... . 
ti~£~~~::::: :::::~:::: :::::::::::: ~ :::: :~:::: ::~ ::~:::::: :: :~:: :::::::: 
November ............................................................... . 













AMOUNTS PAID j01· ALLOTMENTS at NAVY PAY OFFICES, dw·ing the year 1879. 
New York ..•......•................•.••.................... . .......... 
Boston ................... __ .............................. . ........... . 
Philadelphia ...................••......••..............•.............. 
:~~~~~~~~1- ~ ~: -. ~ : ~ ~ ~ : ~:: ::::: ~ :::::: ~::::: ::: ~:: ~ ~:::: ~ ::: ~:: ~:: : : : : ~ 









Total . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 501, 431 00 
Accounts remaining on hand June 30, 1879, 507. 
Accounts remaining on hand June 30, 1880, 307. 
Number of vouchers examined, 32,400. 
Date. 
1879. 1 
July .. ....... 187 $1, 393, 520 76 1 
August...... 195 1, 620, 173 60 1 
September. .. 193 2, 062, 4 71 10 I 
October...... 174 l, 583,289 {iil 
November... 166 1, 620, 345 83 
December . . . 184 2, 091,475 41 





I ~~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~~ .~ ,; 0 eo,.. 0 ~ ~ ~ I . ...,~ I ~ s 
' j ~ : ii ~ ~~ 
Q3 ~ I ~ ~ 
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372, 6so 1s I 198 3o7 98 4o 98 1 1 
217, 610 25 136 257 137 35 76 2 2 










January..... 184 587,189 50 33 345,364 71 I 168 307 72 I 27 114 .. .. .... 74 
February.... 14-9 l, 859, l 08 29 32 933, 654 15 129 234 116 1 30 78 .. .. .. .. 66 March .... __ . 178 1, 4-47, 877 77 16 243, 818 99 1 139 276 80 40 114 .. .. .. .. 72 
April........ 179 2, 102, 141 63 48 1, 511, 097 48 200 250 29
1 
44 113 2 2 75 
May . . . . . . . . 169 1, 301, 197 13 16 207, 124 19 140 221 30 37 114 1 1 67 
June ......... 187 ~11,847 68 ~ ~30 39 175 317 ~~~~~~ 
Total .... 2,145 !19, 482,638 33 1 347 6, 617,068 39 1, 902 3, 370 754 1 417 1, 360 I 6 1 6[1, 026 




July ........... .' •••••• 
te~~~~be~ -_-_ -_ ~ ~ ~: :: :: 
October ............. . 
November ........... . 






















12 I 16 $1, 407 61 
27 11 I 1, 289 92 
2il 16 999 34 I 
16 13 1 467 04 
19 I 17 557 52 

































January.............. 184 224 31 
1 
21 1 10 532 80 1, 574 
1 
1, 677 2, 466 3, 628 13 
February............. 165 186 33 19 I 12 1, 125 01 1, 437 I 1, 448 2, 577 4, 095 22 
March .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 183 250 51 26 25 665 83 1, 438 1, 768 2, 722 4, 781 11 
ApriL.. .. .. .. . . .. . . . 186 237 30 19 11 1 1, 039 72 1, 612 1, 635 2, 661 4, 579 10 
May.................. 121 156 22 12 10 931 45 1, 479 1 1, 415 2, 595 3, 773 5 
June .. .. . .. . . .. . • .. .. 169 249 53 28 18 787 38 1, 571 1, 627 3, 26:> il, 981 9 
Total ............ 1,9612,408 426" 233 167110,06'93617,74118,862 26, 458 39, 298 124 
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This division is charged also with the prepn.ration of all reports and 
tabular statements called for by Congress and the Secretary of the 
Treasury, keeping a record of appointments, resignations, removals, 
and absences, the care and issuing of stationery used in the office, and 
the payment of salaries to employes. 
NEW ORLEANS AND OTHER PRIZE-MONEY. 
Prize-money amounting to nearly fifteen millions of dollars has been 
awarded for captures made during the rebellion. The apportionment 
to the captors of the proceeds of each prize bas been made upon the 
books of this office, and all claims presented in due form have been set-
tled up to date. There is yet remaining a considerable sum uncalled 
for, but claims are constantly being received, presented by seamen who 
have been abroad, or for other reasons have not been informed of the 
adjudication of prizes in which they are interested. Claims of heirs of 
deceased officers and seamen are also being presented, and these require 
very careful scrutiny to avoid erroneous payments. 
Claims have been presented during the year for prize-money accruing-
during the war with Mexico, the war of 1812, the war with Algiers, and 
even the Revolutionary War. l\iost of them have been rejected on ac-
count of lack of evidence. 
A balance of bounty for the destruction of vessels at New Orleans 
has not yet been distributed on account of the failure of Congress to 
appropriate the money required. Besides the vessels captured by the 
:fleet under the command of Admiral Farragut during the engagements. 
near Forts Jackson and Saint Philip, a large number of vessels were 
destroyed, for which the court in 1873 awarded the sum of $268,600. At 
the date of the award there was in the Treasury, after paying fees, &c., 
but $93,865.20 to the credit of the appropriation "Bounty for the destruc-
tion of enemies' vessels." . This amount was distributed to all the captors. 
There remains to be appropriated by Congress the sum of $143.644.47. 
Forty-four vessels were admitted to share in this award, and tlie num-
ber of persons entitled to share is more than :fiye thousand. 




..:;; ..:;; ..:;; ;3~ -~ s 
..:;; Q;) ~ A-S ·~ ;:l Q;) ~ ~ <l) ~~ -~ 0 -~ Q;) A"' ~ c:;j ~ ;:l ~ <l) <l) c:;j~ 
<:.l ~ .s <:.l ·;:::: ~A <l.i :; r; o,_. §e; c:;j 
.p ... 
I ~ en ~ "' "' ~~ 21e 
I 
;:l .... ... 8..§ s 0 :§ <l) ~~ 
·a ·a s ~ ~.s 6 6 0 Q;) Q;) .p ~ H H ~ ~ 
- ----
Date. 
- ----- ~ ----------
1879. 
On hand June 30 ...................... . 352 
---- --·-
....... . ........ ... ........ . ... ....... ... ...... . ... . ... .. . .. . 
July ................................... . 192 119 $16, 759 48 856 895 78 2 
145 158 8, 871 72 704 732 167 a · 
111 177 8, 862 03 690 696 173 
144 128 6, 2ao 29 1 641 775 135 1 
135 125 4, 106 71 I 579 654 265 2 
75 118 7, f26 75 I 582 612 92 1 
te~~~be~ · ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~::::::::::: 
Octcber ............................... . 
November ............................. . 
December ............................. . 
1880. 
January ............................... . 
February ............ _ ................. . 
March ............... . ................ .. 
~1~ ~: ~: ~:::::::: ~ ~::: ~: ~: ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ 
June ......... . ................... . .... . 
87 124 9, :t97 76 752 774 201 
61 78 7, 487 08 I 685 643 202 
68 127 7, 349 75 1 681 837 285 
138 103 6, 708 16 782 801 193 
136 134 9, 404 97 706 642 141 
185 172 7, 082 39 815 681 31 
----------------
Total. ............................ 1,829 1,563 99,587 09 i 8,473 8,742 1, 963 16 
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TilE TIIREE l\10NTIIS' EXTRA PAY. 
Of the nmnuer of claims settled in this division, 824 were for the 
three mouths' extra pay authorized by the act of February 19, 1879, for 
services in the " ·ar with Mexico, ~mel amount to the sum of $34,800.33 
in tl1e aggregate. 
Complaint llas been made in some instances, originating, no doubt, 
from a misapprehension of the facts, that tbe construction placed upon 
this law has, to a very great extent, defeated the intention of Congress. 
Tlle act provides that the gratuity is to be paid subject to the limita-
tions contained in the act of July 18, 1848. That law was passed for 
the exclusive benefit of persons wbo were employed in tlle military 
service during tbe 1Icxican war, {tnd limited the paymeut to those who 
"sen-eel out their term of engagement, or haye been or may be honor-
ably discharged," and to tbe widows, children, &c., of tbose "who have 
been killl'd in battle, or who died in service, or who having been honor-
(tbly discharged baYe since died, or may hereafter die, without receiving· 
the three montbs' pay." The term honorably discharged, as used in the 
law, applied to the enlisted men, and to the Yolunteer officers of the 
army ·who recehTcd an honorable discbarge when mustered out at the 
close of the war, or wben their ser·dces were no longer required. It 
will be seen, therefore, that the " limitations" of the law of 1848 nee· 
essa.rily excluded those officers of the Nayy and Marine Corps who 
resigned tbcir positions or remained in the serYice, aud also the heirs 
of those who resigned or died in tbe setvice after the 19th of July, 1848. 
A bill amending the act of February, 1879, is now before Congress, 
and if it slwuld become a law it is presumed that all officers and men 
of the Navy and 1Iarine Corps wbo were employed in the prosecution 
of the war with Mexico, and who have not been dishonorably dis-
charged, will become eutitled to the gratuity. 
NAVY PENSION .ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
<d 
..0 Q) 
..0 <d .~ ~ Q) 25 
Q) 0 t,. 
'3 -~ :§ 0 Q) ~ 0 ~ D a te. .... 0 ·;:: .;2 rn rn <1l ~ ~ +' .... ~ !'::: rn rn 
;::l ;:: .... .... ;::l 
0 
.g :§ 2 0 0 
"Q:5 E ~ 0 Q) <11 H H <!1 
.---- - --
I 
.J ul.v ........... . ....... .. ~~:~·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10 64 I 32 $5R, 609 62 
t"e~~~~b~~- ~ ~ .--- ~ ~ ~ ~ ." ." ~ ." ." ." ." .· ." ~ ~ ~ ." ~ .- .- .- .- ." .- .- .-: .- .- .- .- .- .-:::::.-.- .- .- g 1~ 1if ~~ ~~: ~~: g~ 
October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 18 42 1 39 84, 420 28 
November .... .... . .. ........ .. . .. ................. .. .... 13 20 190
1 
39 30,58167 
December ........ ................................ .. .... . 14 18 200 49 8-l-,188 96 
.January .. ..... ........... ~~~~~ - - --·-- --- -----·-------- - - 14 11 1 129 1 99 1 66,25125 
l!'ebruary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 8 99 53 30, 749 79 
March......... ........... ..... .. .... ..... ............... 4 19 100 43 120,620 54 
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 14 104 I 391 13, 858 38 
rua:e-::::: :: : : : : :::::: : : :: : : _ .- .-: : ::::: : ::: : ::::::: :::: ::: ig i~ 1g~ 1 ~~ ;~: ~!~ ~~ 
TotaL ... _ ...... ·- .... _._ .... _. ____ ._. ____ ...... __ .
1
-w5 -m;l.392j-573T6s6.54217 
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ARREARS of PENSION PJ11D Under Acts of Janztm·y 25 and March 4, 1879 . 
.._; 
.,;:i Q:> 
.,;:i I> s Q:> ·a; I> Q 0 0 ~ 1-> Date. "" .s r/) r/) 
1:i ...., .... § = ;:I ::l 0 0 0 :;> Q a Q Q 
..,q <1 ~ 
1879. 
July ................ .. . . . ... . . ......... .. . . . .... ..... .. ... . . ... . ... .. .. .. . 10 . ... .... .. . . . . . .. . . . 
ti~~~b~~~ ~ ~:::::::::::::: _:::::::::: ::::::::::::: ~: ::::: ::: ~ :::::::::::::: 
November ........... •........ . .. . .. .. ..... .. ......... . . .... . ... . .. .. . . . .. 







~:~~i._y ~::: :: ~: : : ::: ~:: : : ::::::: ::::::: :: ~. : :::: : : ::::: :: ~:::: : : :::::::: ~ 
March.................... . ... .. ... . . . .......................... .. ....... 2 
April.... . ............... . .. . ............. . ... . .................. . .. . .... 21 
~~e·::~ ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::: ...... ~-
7 $54.064 03 
15 79, 016 02 
11 30,444 15 
30 61, 056 81 
2 1, 910 94 
15 1 28, a9o 86 
Total. ..................... . .... . ... . .................... .. ......... -86,-80, 255, 182 81 
Pension agencies. 
....... ~ ... bll ortJ ~.s:.s 
"" Q:> 
... § '-:::1 • r/) 1>.=0 <l:>.~ ~ Q Q:>OO 
,Otll == 00 s= s ~;('-~~ ~~ ~g 1>. ~'§ ~ ~ -~ ~z .0 ~..c:l :::1 - ~<l:> .... ~ 
~ A 
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480 464 
Columbus, Ohio.............. . ............................ . 46 96 
gr~i~~·Jf~~:::: :- ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ]i~ 1g~ 
~~i~~n:: Ie:.~::: .-: .-::: ::::::::: :: ::: ~:::::::::: : :::: :::: ~t 1~~ 
Milwaukee, Wis ........ •.......................... . ... . .. .. 34 30 
fg~~~~~:: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~:: ::::::::::::: ;:: ;: ::; ; :::: : ~! :!! 
Saint Louis, Mo... . . . ..... .. .. . .. . . .. . . ....... ...... .. . . . . 24 37 
Washington, D. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 447 
944 $168,551 96 
142 24,922 23 
124 29,677 66 
311 56,994 96 
50 8, 326 32 
172 28,118 30 
34 3, 536 48 
64 6, 214 62 
917 146,462 49 
75 21,543 64 
691 104, 109 20 
63 8, 384 21 
61 8, 033 38 
797 144,041 03 
Total ....................... . ....................... . --2, 076~--2, 369 1 4, 445 758, 916 48 
Number of accounts on haml June 30, 1880, 9; vouchers examined, 14,675. 
N.A. VY PENSION FUND • 
.A.t a very early period of the government Congress enacted that all 
money accruing to the United States from the sale of prizes shall be and 
remain forever a fund for the payment of pensions to the officers, sea-
men, and marines who may be entitled to receive the same. The aggre-
gate amount of this fund now on deposit in the Treasury of the United 
States is $14,000,000, on which the government pays interest at the rate 
of 3 per cent., amounting to $420,000- a year. If the interest paid on 
this fund were 4 per cent., the lowest rate at which the government has 
yet sold any of its bonds, the amount realized would be $560,000, a sum 
·sufficient to meet the annual pension claims. 
Notwithstanding the sacredness of this fund, there are annually bills 
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introduced into Congress designed to make inroads upon it, and to divert 
it from the righteous purpose to which it has l>een so justly appropriated .. 
It is to be sincerely hoped that all such designs will fail, and that the 
principal shall remain intact, while the interest is annually devoted to 
the just and worthy purpose of compensating officers and men, their 
widows and children, who have so freely given their services to the gov-
ernment. Instead of dissipating this fund it ought, if possible, to be still 
more carefully guarded, and secured beyond all peradventure of loss or 
diminution. 
I take pleasure in expressing my obligations to William B. Moore, the 
long-time faithful and efficient deputy auditor, to the chiefs of divisions, 
and to the clerks and employes generally, for their devoted and capable 
service and close attention to their respective duties. While there may 
be and probably is room for improvement in the conditifm of the public 
business committed to my charge, I am glad to believe and to report 
that it has been carefully attended to during the year, and so conducted 
as to merit your approval and commendation. 
I haYe the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,. 
CHARLES BEARDSLEY,, 
Auditor. 
Ron. JoHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
• 






THE FIFTH AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEP .ARTMENT, 
FIFTH AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., November 1, 1880. 
SIR: I have tho hon.or to submit herewith the operations of this office 
for the fiscal year ended J nne 30, J 880. 
* * * * * * * The adjustments required the examination of one hundred ·and 
eighty-six thousand seven hundred and seventy vouchers, amounting 
to eight hundred and six millions, five hundred and twenty-nine thou-
sand, seven hundred and ninety-five dollars and eighty-three cents 
($806,529,705.83). 
The several clerks engaged in the examination and adjustment of ac-
counts, and keeping the records, and the copyists employed, have been 
faithful and industrious, and have given great satisfaction by the man-
ner their respective duties have been performed. 
Ron. J OITN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
J. B. MANN, 
Acting A uditm·. 
NOTE.-Tbe tables pertaining to this report are omitterl. for want of space, but they 










AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY FOR THE POST-OFFICE 
· DEPARTMENT. 
OFFICE OF THE A UDri.'OR 
OF THE TREASURY FOR THE 
P OST-0FFICE DEPARTMENT, 
lVashington, D. C., October 26, 1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the business 
operations of this office for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880. My 
annual report to the Postmaster-General, now in course of preparation, 
will exhibit in detail the financial transactions of the Post-Office Depart-
ment during the past fiscal year. 
* * * * * * 
NECESSITY FOR THE INCREASED APPROPRIATION FOR WHICH ESTI-
MATES HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED. 
I have the honor to in,ite your attention to the large increase of bus-
iness in this office over last fiscal year, as shown by the reports of the 
several chiefs of division, especially of the :Money-Order Division. 
The general average of the increase of work in the various divisions 
is as follows : 
Examining Division, six per cent. 
Registering Division, ten per cent. 
Bookkeeping Division, thirteen per cent. 
Stating Division, nine per cent. 
Collecting Division, seven per cent. 
Foreign Mail Division, eleven per cent. 
Pay Division, ten per cent. 
Money-Order Division, thirty-two per cent. 
In my estimates for the service of this bureau for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1882, I have asked for an appropriation for fifteen addi-
tional clerks, and I refer to the foregoing statement as conclusive eYi-
dence of the necessity for that increase. 
There was also submitted an estimate for one chief clerk, at $2,100 
per annum, and, in support thereof, I have to offer the following reasons: 
The force now employed in this bureau is greater than that of any of 
the other bureaus of the Department, and the details of business prob-
ably more numerous. Much of the time of the Auditor and Deputy 
Auditor is occupied with routine office affairs which could very properly 
be disposed of by a chief clerk. 
NoTI~.-A summary of the pdncipallabors performed by the several divisions of this 
office will l1e found in the pamphlet copies of the Auditor's report. 
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Under the present organization, no provision is made for filling the 
place of the Deputy Auditor during his absence or sick11ess, or that of 
the Auditor. The appointment of a chief clerk would supply an officer 
upon whom this duty could devolve. ' 
By the last reorganization of the clerical force of this office, the posi-
tion of principal clerk of the Law Division was a.bolished, and it is 
intended that the duties formerly discharged by that officer-namely, 
the preparation of cases for suit and the conduct of the correspondence 
arising therein-shall be performed by the chief clerk. 
I have fixed the compensation at $2,100 for the reason that the duties 
and responsibilities proposed to be assigned to the chief clerk would, 
in my opinion, fully justify such a salary, and in order that the rank of 
the position may be superior to that of the chiefs of division, over whom 
he would be called to exercise authority. 
This additional appropriation is earnestly recommended as much 
needed, and in the confident belief that it would materially facilitate 
the transaction of the business of the office and advance the public 
interest. 
I am pleased to .report, in conclusion, that the work of the bureau, in 
all its branches, is in excellent condition. The accounts of the Post-
Office Department, numbering over four hundred thousand, and involving 
over two hundred million dollars, have been promptly settled, collections 
made, and liabmties paid, with a loss so slight as to be scarcely appre-
ciable. Never, since the organization of the government, have the ac-
counts of the Post-Office Department been in so satisfactory a condition 
as at the present time. 
To my efficient and faithful Depnty Auditor, Mr. F. B. Lilley, the 
chiefs of the various divisions, and to the conscientious and untiring 
efforts of the clerks and other employes of this office, I am indebted for 
this very favorable condition of the work, and I commend them all to 
your special favor and confidence. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
Ron. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury, 
Washington, D. G. 
J. M. McGREW, 
Auditor. 
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TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, November 1, 18SU. 
SIR: The following statement of the transactions of this office and ol 
the condition of the public business therein, during the fiscal year 1880, 
is respectfully submitted. 
From the tables in the appendix the following facts appear : 
The receipts of the government compare very favorably with those of 
the previous fiscal year, and show an increase from customs, internal 
revenue, and sales of public lands, of $59,811,505.78, and a decrease in 
those from miscellaneous sources of only $112,079.26. The expenditures 
show a slight increase of $695,074.25 in the aggregate as compared with 
the previous fiscal year, caused by au increase of $2~,395,040.06 in the 
payments on account of the Interior Department, but show a decrease 
of $21,699,965.81 in the expenditures for interest and premium on the 
public debt, on civil and miscellaneous accounts, and for the War and 
~avy Departments. 
The balance of public money on deposit in the Treasury and subject 
to draft at the close of business June 30, 1879, was $±17 ,223, 787.08; the 
receipts during the year from all sources amounted to $494,578,241.20 
and the drafts paid to $708,190,900.76. After deducting receipts prop-
erly refunded and outstanding drafts, there was subject to draft, at the 
close of business J nne 30, 1880, $204,683,836.34, which differs from the 
debt statement balance by $3,595,213.46, as explained .in the appendix. 
The business of the government involved the transfer during the year 
of $1,053,357,082.22, the greater portion through the medium of the 
accounts of this office, and the remainder by actual transportation of 
the funds. , 
At the close of the year $28,581,290.93 stood to the credit of disburs-
ing agents of the United States upon the books of the Treasury. 
The amount subject to draft June 30, 1879, on account of the postal 
service was $2,660,412.29; the receipts during the year, including the 
amount paid from the Treasury for the deficiency in the postal revenues, 
were $35,691,810.29, of which amount $26,048,562.16 was received and 
tlisbursed by postmasters without having been deposited in the Treasury. 
After deducting deposits refunded and outstanding drafts, there re-
mained subject to draft June 30, 1880, $2,375,727.04. 
The total unavailable funds have not increased during the year by 
loss or defalcation, hut remain unchanged at $29,512,206.85 for the 
Treasury, and at $40,078.06 for the ·Post-Office Department. 
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and twenty-one went into voluntary liquidation, leaving two thousand, 
one hundred and two doing business at the close of the year. 
The amount collected from national banks by the Treasurer of the 
United States for semi-annual duty accruing ,during the year was 
$7,591, 770.43. The total amount collected during the existence of the 
national banking system is $100,361,469.35. 
There were on deposit in this office, at the close of the year, for the 
security of the circulating notes of national banking associations, 
United States bonds to the amount of $361,652,050, and to secure pub-
lic deposits therein $14,777,000 . 
At the close of the year the United States notes and paper· currency 
outstanding amounted to $362,659,008.70. The total face value of cur-
rency redeemed from the date of the first .issue is $2,229,368,462.17, from 
which the deductions for mutilations under the regulations amounted 
to $297,363.76. 
The total amount of United States bonds retired by pnrcltase, re-
demption, conversion, and exchange, from March 11, 1869, to- June 30, 
1880, is $1,808,040,750. 
The coupons from United States bonds paid during the year amounted 
to $31,479,603.86, and there were 296,936 quarterly checks issued in 
payment of $40,719,376.04 interest on registered bonds. 
There was redeemed during the year $61,585,675 in national bank 
notes, making the aggregate amount redeemed under the act of June 
20, 1874, $1,039,838,88!>. 
THE STATE OF THE TREASURY. 
The resources and liabilities of the Treasury on the 30th day of Sep-
tember, 1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880, are exhibited in the following state-
ment: 
ST..lTEMENT of LL1BIL1TIES and ..dSSETS of the TRE..dSURY of the UXITED 
STATES, September 30, 1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880. 
September 30, September 30, I September 30, I September 30, 
1877. 1878. I 1879. I 1t!80. 
LIABILITIES. 
Funcl for rrdemption of Certifi(;ates 
of Deposit (Act .June 8, 1872) . ----- $41, 675, 000 00 $40, 890, 000 00 
Post-Office Department .Account..... 1, 672,707 96 2,151, 693 76 
Disbursing Officers' Balances . _-.--- . 13, 733, 913 59 17, 049, 010 89 
Fund for redemption of Notes of N a-
tional Banks "failed," "in liquida-
tion," and ·• reducing circulation"__ 13, 602, 238 00 9, 182, 400 90 
Undistributed Assets of failed Na-
tional .Banks---- __ ------- ------ . ---
Five-per-cent. Fund for redemption 
856, 379 42 775,814 12 
of National-Bank Notes ___ --- ___ -- 14, 199,294 60 12, 974, 232 75 
Fund for redemption of National 
BankGold-Notes -------·---------- 1,720 00 1,720 00 
Cm·rency and Minor-Coin Redemp-
1 tion-Account _________ --- ---------- 23, 104 41 5, 987 00 
F~~~i~~~ -~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~:.t~~~~ - ------ __________ ····-- ------ ---1 
Interest Account . ___ -. . . - --.------ 595, 662 25 670, 593 00 
Interest Account, Pacific Jbilroacls, 
and Louisville and Portland Canal 
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _. _ _ _ . . . __ . 32, 280 00 
'l~reasurer'United Statf'R, Agent for 
paying interest on District of Co-




· Treasurer's Ttansfer- Checks out- j 
llianding .•.... ______________ ..... _ _ 2, 523, 702 7~ 2, 492, 883 03 , 
$31, 335, QQQ QQ • I $9, 975, 000 00 
2, 167, 991 50 2, 600, 489 16 
26, 007, 876 95 22, 189, 236 49 
12, 939, 889 75 19, 746, 955 25 
642,314 33 616,560 21 
15, 082, 482 99 15, 428, 010 82 
219,940 00 475,965 00 
4, 213 15 I 3, 075 60 
152,664 10 74, 681 75 
101, 514 75 1 99,585 00 
6, 270 00 R, 400 00 
298,435 54 1 366, 532 59 
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STATEMENT of LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the TRE.ASf:RY, g·c.-Continued. 
I 
Srptcmber 30, I September 30, 
1877. 1878. 
September 30, September 30, 
1879. 1 188o. 
I Treasu1'er's General Account. I 
OldDebt.--------·---·-----·--·-·---- ~ $917,885 58 $877,864 26 $840,608 41 [ $816,585 07 
Interest due and unpaid. _____ .... _.. 8, 447, 864 77 9, 345, 289 13 11, 561, 093 77 9, 784, 449 42 
CalledBondsandlntcrest ........... 19,064,19125 12, (115,016 78 31,033,519 6.5
1 
:i,959,436 43 
<}.old Certi~catrs..................... 37, 997, 500 00 I 32, 826. 600 00 
1
14-, 910, 900 00 7, 511, 700 00 
S1lver Ce1·hficatrs ......... -.. .. ... -------- .. --.... 2, 0~8, 070 00 4, 571, 8.JO 00 18, 521, 960 00 
Special Fund for redemption of Fmc-- 1 
tional Currency. __ .... __ .. __ .... _.. 8, 265, 412 00 10, 000, 000 00 .. ___________ ..... ___ ........ _ .. 
Dmfts Outstanding . _ ... __ .. __ . . _ _ _ _ _ 1, 319, 793 05 1, 235, 709 91 3, 979, 232 69 1, .)49, 071 97 
:Balance, including Bullion Fund . . _. . 78, 724, 902 78 182, 845, 615 52 143, 977, 09G 20 149, 281, 443 67 
Total. .. .. ........... ......... . 243,681,1n2'51 337,424,964 74 303,485,995 07 2(i7,'676,912 40 
ARSETS. ==,==!====-=== 
Golcl Coin and Bullion ....... __ ...... $107, 039, 528 85 l$136, 036, 302 20 $1'69, 827, 571 29 $133, 640, 183 77 
Ht:mdard Silver Dollars . .... _........ .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . 12, 155, 205 00 I 31, 806, 774 00 47, 784, 744 00 
Fractional Silver Coin ____ . _. ____ .. _. *7, 425, 453 94 6, 143, 903 02 16, 873, 898 47 24, 723, 892 68 
Silver Bullion .......................... --.. .. .. .. .. . 9, 634, 034 48 4, 299, ] 24 25 6, 154, 392 93 
Gold Certificates. _____ .. __ . ______ ___ . 18, 934, 000 00 9, 392, 920 00 70, 700 00 31, 600 00 
Silver Crrtifitates .. _ ..... __ __ .... :.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 316, 470 00 3, 131, 130 00 6, 092, 579 00 
United States Notes. ___ .... __ .. _._.. 74, 558, 308 23
1 
63, 049, 339 67 48, 762, 728 01 27, 901, 594 07 
United States Notr8, Special Fund I 1 
for redemption of :Fractional Cur- ' . 
rency.............................. 8,265,412 00 10,000,000 00 ............... ..... .......... .. 
Nat~onal-Bank Notrs T __ • ___ •• __ • ___ • 14, 109, ~1 51 I 9, 259, 0~3 81 I 4, 27?, 9.j8 76 
, Natwnal-Bank Gold-Notes ........ _ -- I 1. 120 00 1, 7<!0 00 18a, G40 00 
J!'ractional Curreney .. _... .. .. .. .. .. 237, 203 64 161, 081 86 90, 978 15 I 
Deposits lwlu by National-Bank Dc-
3, 288, 404 57 
220, 125 00 
60,712 08 
po~itarit•s --.--------.---------------- 10,7~1,025 ~0 
1
75,661,403 ~5 17,8~6,~16 ~8 ]] , 212,315 94 
Nickel andJ\fmor Com.............. 810,140 .>4 1,410,898 nO , 1,5A, 100 o7 1,063,665 '22 
New York and San Francisco Ex- I 
change .............. _ .. _ ....... _.. 333, 500 00 367, 000 00 ] , 799, 334 51 1 1, 443, 000 00 
One and 'l'wo Year Notrs, &c __ .... _I 593 70 8, 916 51 400 40 325 50 
l~edeemrd Ccl'tificates of Deposit 1 (Act June R, 187~) . . . .. .. .. ...... . .......... . -- ~ 1, 343, 000 00 
1 
2, 023, 000 00 





Coupons paid ......... .... . ..... _.. 90, 012 01 256, 900 46 
Registered :.mu Unclaimed Interest 
paid ......... ___ .... _ .......... __ .. 333, 907 50 370, 482 80 22, 355 00 
507 64 
90, 000 00 
141, 517 91 
10, 303 50 
997, 343 81 rnited States Bonds and Intrrest . _ - .. . -- .... -- --- .
1 
.......... - .. _ .. 
Interest on District of Columbia Bond~ ...... _ .- _.... .. .. .. .. _ ...... 1 6, 5G2 48 1, 345 64 I 516 97 3, 047 ] 2 
Refundmg Certificates and Interest ......... _..... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 24. 119 74 .............. .. 
Pacific Railroads, Sin king Fund .. .. .. ....................... _... .. . 43, 312 75 ............... . 
Speaker's Certi1icatt•s . . ____ . ____ . _ _ _ 6, 255 00 I l 2:1, 802 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 126, 315 00 
Deficits, unavailabl\' lfunds . __ .. _ .. _. __ 737, 945 ~ __ 729, 195 64 --6~ ~~-__ 690, 84~ 
Total. .......... ...... _........ 243, 681, 111 25 337, 424, 964 74 303, 485, 995 07 , 267, 676, 912 40 
x J!'mctional Silver Coin, and Silver Bullion. 
It appears from the above table that the gold and silver coin and 
bullion ranged from $114,464,982.79 in 1877 to $163,969,444.70 in 1818, 
to $222,807,368.01 in 1879, and to $214,303,215.38 in 1880. The decrease 
of $8,500,000 L>etween 1879 and 1880 is represented by a reduction in 
the gold balance of $34,000,000 and an increase in the silver coin and 
bullion on hand. The influences tending to the decrease of the gold 
balance have been, primarily, the scarcity of notes, compelling payments 
of the daily balance to theN ew York Clearing-House in gold coin. There 
has been bnt a small amount of United States notes and gold certificates 
presented for redemption in gold coin. There has been during the year 
an increase in silver coin of $15,977,970 in standard dollars and of 
$7,849,994.21 in fractional silver coin. • 
The note assets, including balances dne from depositary banks, have 
decreased from $107,664,287.64 in 1877 to $93,417,282.91 in 1878, to 
$63,926,653.25 in 1879, and to $42,402,314.58 in 1880. The steady de-
crease is due in great measnre to the withdrawal of notes, caused b;v 
the presentation of clearing-house certificates for redemption, the amount 
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of these certificates outstanding having been reduced from $31,335,000 in 
1879 to $9,975,000 in 1880. Another reason for the smallness of the note 
balance may be found in the falling off in note receipts, the revenues of 
the government being now largely paid in coin and in silver certificates. 
From the following tables of assets and liabilities for November 1, 
1879, and 1880, the changes in the funds can more readily be seen. They 
~lso show the excess of assets, constituting the reserve available for 
resumption purposes. 
STATEJfEXT of the ASSETS anll LIABILITIES of the GOVERXMEN1~ Korembcr · 
1, 1879. 
ASSETS. 
Gold Coin in Treasury aucl Mints. . . $ t21, 355, 448 90 
Gold Bullion . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50, 358, 464 75 
Silver Bullion. . . . . • . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 3, 537, 224 31 
Standard Silver Dollars . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 322, 634 00 
Fractional Silver Coin............. 17,755,986 76 
------ $225, 329, 758 72 
United States Notes............................... 4.D,53i,815 74 
Total ....................................................... $274,867,574 46 
LIABILITIES. 
Called Bonds matured ............. $24,271,506 95 
Less amount on hand.... . . . . . . . . . . 762 9:~ 
9,704,299 49 
277,706 29 
Gold Certificates . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 14, 591, 000 00 
Less amount on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213, 400 00 
9,426,593 20 
----- 14,377,600 00 
Silver Certificates ...... _ ........ .. 
Less amount on hand ............. . 
Certificates of Deposit (Act of June 
8, 1872) -- .... --- ... - ... --- ..... . 
Less amount on hand ..... ___ ..... . 




Disbursing Officers' Balances. _ ............ _ .. . ..•.. 
Outstanding Drafts and Checks .................. .. 
Five per cent. Redemption Fund ................. .. 
Fnnd fm· redemption of Notes of National Banks-
failed, liquidating, and reducing circulation .... .. 
Post-Office Department Account _ ................ . 
1,604,370 00 
20 195 000 00 





- ---- 123, 820, 530 22 
Available for Resumption ... _ .................... _................. 151,047,044 24 
STA1'EMEXT of the ASSETS ancl LIABILITIES of the GOVER-'-YMEXT, Kol·ember 
1, 1880. 
ASSETS. 
Gold Coin in Treasury and .Mints ................ _ .. 
Gold Bullion ..... . ................................ . 
Silver Bullion ......................... ........... .. 
~tandard Silver Dollars ..... _ ............... .. .. __ .. 
Fractional Silver Coin ............................ .. 
Deposits with National Bank Deposi-
taries .............................. $8,550,467 82 







TotaL ...................................................... $253,649,953 33 
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LIABILITIES. 
()ld Debt ........•.....•............ 
Less amonntonhaml .............••• 
$816,585 07 
2,298 96 
Called Bonds Matured.............. 5, 550,742 04 
Less amount on hand............... 507 64 
$814,286 11 
------ 5, 550, 234 40 
Interest due........................ 8, ~71, 464 54 
Lessamonnton hand................ 323,755 46 
------- 8, 547, 709 08 
'Gold Certificates .•••................ 
Less amount on hand .......•.....•.. 
7,454,500 00 
6,t!OO 00 
------ 7, 447, 700 00 
Silver Certificates .......... __ .. ___ .. 27, 113, 960 00 
Less amount onlland ............... 7,333,719 00 
Certificates of Deposit (Act of June 8, 
1872) ------ ---- ------ .•• --- . ----- -
Less amount on hand ... _ ...•........ 
8, 775, 000 00 
150,000 00 
Disbursing Officers' Balances ................•...... 
Outstanding Drafts and Checks .........••.•........ 
Five per cent. Redemption Fund ...••............... 
Fund for Redemption of Notes of National Banks-
failed, liquidating, and reducing circulation ..... . 
19, 780, 241 00 
8,625, 000 00 
20,170,794 19 
3,106,882 65 
15, 369, 491 18 
20,825,767 25 
1, 814, 833 86 
319 
Post-Office Department Account .................••• 
-~----- 112, 052, 939 72 
Available for Resumption .......................... 7 ••••••••••••••• 141, 597, 013 61 
The amount of gold coin and bullion in the Treasury January 1, 1879, 
the date of resumption of specie payments, was $135,382,639.42, and at 
this date it is $140,952,837.74, a gain of $5,570,198.32; and, in addition, 
there have accumulated in the Treasury $47,084,459 in standard silver 
dollars. 
The redemptions of United States notes in gold since the resumption 
of specie payments have aggregated $11,963,336, as follows: 
1879. 1880. 
January .................................................... $1,571,725 $71,500 
:February ......... _._....................................... 909, 249 72, 080 
~;:~11~---------- _-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_._._._._._._._-_-_. _- _._._._._. _- _. :::::::::::::.-.- i8i: ;~~ tl: g~g 
~~fe· ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _- _- ~ ~ _- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _-:::::: ~ ~ ~: ~ _- ~ _- ~ ~: _- ~::: ~: ~ ~: _-: ~; ~~~: ~~~ ~~: ~~~ 
J nly. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 954, 800 25, 000 
August ................ _.. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 981, 400 22, 000 
September.. ___ . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 603, 485 150, 000 
~~::~::: _:_:_:_:_:_:_:_~ _:_:_:_:_:_: _~_:_~.~-~_:_::_:_:~ ~:: ~ ~:::::: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~::: ::: :~~; ii~ 9, 000 
Since the order of the Department of January 1, 1879, authorizing 
the receipt of United States notes for customs duties, there have been 
received on that account $142,323,601, as follows: 
1879. 1880 . 
..January ................................... --·· .......... $6,864,889 
r~:iry\:::-::::::::-: \ \·::----:---:--:--::::::::::;-::: :!: il m 
September .. _ ........................... _. . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . 12, 506, 018 
October . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . • 9, 281, 243 
November ...................... ·----· .................... 4, 612,198 





2, 888, 138 
3, 951,51;8 
4,029,~92 
2, 844, 65t! 
2,241,305 
1,802,288 
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REFUNDING. 
The refunding operations virtually ceased in September, 1870, by the 
closing of the loan accounts with depositary banks, though the con-
version of ten-dollar refunding certificates into 4 per cent. consols of 
1907 still continues. The receipts into the Treasury on account of the 
5 per cent. funded loan of 1881, of the 42- per cent. funded loan of 1891, 
and of the 4 per cent. consols of 1907, to October 31, 1880, aggregate, 
principal and interest, $1,514,084,180.03, which was ueposited in depos-
itary hanks and at the various subtreasury offices as set forth in the 
following table : 
------------.----- ------
With whom deposited. Funded Loan of Funded Loan of Funded Loan of 1881 (5 per cent.). 1891 (4~ per cent.). 1907 (4 per cent.). 
Treasurer U.S., Washington, D.C.............. $270, 327, 152 73 $128, 852, 831 21 $109, 935, 498 21 
Assistant Treasurer U.S., New York, N.Y..... 47, 914, 175 65 71, 258, 010 33 38, 526, 829 47 
Assistant Trf'asurer U.S., Boston, Mass....... . 1, 067, 062 37 1, 648, 000 00 847, 116 31 t 
Assistant Treasurer U.S., Philadelphia. Pa..... 17, 104 69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 358, 486 77 
Assistant Treasurer U. S., Baltimore, Mel....... . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322, 505 84 
Assistant Treasurer U.S., Cincinnati. Ohio .... ·j 16, 659 91 . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ~. 349,448 89 
Assistant Treasurer U.S., Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . 618 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 582, 457 22 
Assistant Treasurer U.S., Saint Louis, Mo . . • . . 94, 806 71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467, 447 94 ·1 
Assistant Treasurer U.S., NewOl'leans, La.... ............ ...... .................. 293,791 67 
Assistant Treasurer U. S., San Francisco, Cal . . . 142, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 756, 108 75 
Depositary U.S., Pittsburgh, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 850 00 ................................... . 
DepositaryU. S., Santa Fe, N.Mex............. 10,550 00 . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . 
National Bank Depositaries ........... __ ....... 200, 959, 362 :!3 49, 590, 000 00 575, 744, 304 83 
TotaL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 520, 551, 342 59 251, 348, 841 54 742, 183, 995 90 
The conversions of refunding certificates, amounting to $39,3G7,8.37.G9, 
are included in the sum of $109,935,498.21, received by the Treasurer 
of the United States on account of the funded loan of 1907. 
REFUNDING CERTIFICATES. 
The amount of refunding certificates of the denomination of $10 issued 
under the act of February 26, 1879, was $40,012,750, including registered 
certificates. Up to this date there have been received for conversion 
into 4 per cent. bonds $39,033,550 from 8,534 depositors, the average 
amount presented by each depositor being $4,574. The amount out-
standing at this date is $979,200. 
RETIREMEN'l' OF BONDS. 
There were redeemed and paid for by this office from November 1, 
1879, to date, $17,444,800 in called bonds upon which the interest 
had ceased, the proceeds of which, including interest, amounted to 
$17,774,333.94. 
There were also purchased on account of the sinking fund during the 
same period $106,271,100 in United States bonds, the total cost of which, 
including interest and premium, was $111,220,366.00. 
UNITED STATES NOTES. 
The following table shows the total amount of United States notes 
· .outstanding at the close of the fiscal years 1877, 1878, 1870, and 1880, by 
denominations. The fractional parts of a .dollar and the odd amounts 
....... 
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appearing therein arise from the discounting under the rules of the 
Department of mutilated notes redeemed. 
-
----- -
Denomination. I 1877. I 1878. I 1879. 1880. 
One dollar .......... . .... . ...... . .... $25, 160, 287 80 $20, 929, 874 30 $18, 209, 980 80 $20, 332, 332 00 
Two dollars .... .. . .. ...... .. .. .. ..... 25, 369, 826 20 20, 910, 948 20 18, 092, 653 20 20, 352, 813 00 
Five dollars ...... . .... . .. . ... .. . . .... 49, 338, 224 00 54, 069, 556 50 54, 107, 113 00 65, 432, 548 00 
Ten dollars ... .. ......•......•.••.... 64, 495, 717 00 65, 551, 644 00 64, 638, 562 00 74, 916, 751 00 
Twenty dollars ......•............... 62, 607, 197 00 62, 720, 643 00 60, 470, 887 00 72, 143, 207 00 
Fifty dollars .................. . ...... 35, 912, 910 00 27, 182, 680 00 25, 523, 340 00 24, 808, 995 00 
One hundred dollars ................. 29, 410, 170 00 31, 624, 670 00 32, 038, 480 00 32, 797, 870 00 
Five hundred dollars . ..... . ......... 33, 884, 500 00 30, 878, 500 00 32, 569, 500 00 19, 224, 000 00 
One thousand dollars . ... ........•.. . 34, 585, 500 00 33, 212, 500 00 35, 070, 500 00 16, 532, 500 00 
Five thousand dollars .••.... . ...... .. •.•.......... . .. .......................... 4, 000, 000 00 680,000 00 
Ten thousand dollars .... . .... - - - . -.· I····-- -- · -- · · · · ·, · · · · ·- · · · · · · · · · · 2, 960, 000 00 460,000 00 
Total . . . .. ....... .... ......... . 360, 764, 332 00 347, 681, 016 00 347, 681, 016 00 347, 681, 016 00 
Destroied in _sub~reasury in Chicago 
fire, enommahons unknown . . ... . 1, 000, 000 00 1' 000, 000 00 1, 000, 000 00 1, 000, 000 00 
-------------
Outstanding . .. . ... .. .......... 359, 764, 332 00 346, 681, 016 00 346, 681, 016 00 346, 681, 016 00 
From the above it appears that, while the aggregate amount of notes 
outstanding has not changed, there has been an increase of $2,122,351 
in one dollar notes, $2,260,160 in two dollar notes, $11,325,435 in five 
dollar notes, $10,278,189 in ten dollar notes, $11,672,320 in twenty dollar 
notes, and $759,390 in one hundred dollar notes; and a decrease of 
$714,345 in fifty dollar notes, $13,345,500 in .five hundred dollar notes, 
. $18,538,000 in one thousand dollar notes, $3,320,000 in five thousand 
dollar notes, and $2,500,000 in ten thousand dollar notes; showing 
an increase of $37,658,455 in notes of a less denomination than fifty 
dollars, and a corresponding decrease in the higher denominations. 
The notes of the denomination of five thousand and ten thousand 
dollars issued at the time of the suspension of the issue of gold notes 
are disappearing from circulation by being presented for redempt]on, 
and no more are being issued, the demand for them having virtually 
ceased. 
The following table of issues and redemptions of United States notes 
during the fiscal years 187 8, 1879, and 1880, shows the total redemption 
during those years, and the manner in which the changes in the de-
nominations of outstanding notes were brought about: 
1878. 1879. I 1880. Denomination. 
Issued~ I Redeemed. Issued. I Redeemed. I ssued. I Redeemed. 
One dollar ............ $7, 562,351 $11, 792, 775 $6,503, 133 $9, 223, 026 50 $9, 057, 803 00 $6, 935, 511 80 
Two dollar s .... ... .... ti, 288, 000 10,746,878 5, 892,000 8, 710, 295 00 8, 232, 000 00 5, 971, 840 20 
Five dollars .......... 15,820,000 16,111,867 11,000,000 11, 622, 443 50 19, 680, 000 00 8, 354, 565 00 
Ten dollars . .•....... . 11,380,000 13, 763,063 9, 280,000 10, 193, 082 00 16, 520, 000 00 6, 241, 811 00 
Twen~ dollars ....... 9, 200,000 9, 086,554 7, 400, 000 9, 649, 756 00 17, 360, 000 00 5, 687, 680 00 
Fifty ollars .......... 3, 200,000 6, 267, 030 2, 400, 000 4, 059, 340 00 1, 400, 000 00 2, 114, 345 00 
One hundred dollars . . 6, 408,600 4, 194,100 5, 007,700 4, 593, 890 00 3, 052, 700 00 2, 293, 310 00 
Five hundred dollars . 4, 817,000 4, 424,000 5, 650,000 3, 959, 000 00 2, 300, 000 00 15, 645, 500 00 
One thousand uollars . . 2, 600, 000 3, 973, 000 3, 900,000 2, 042, 000 00 700, 000 00 19, 238, 000 00 
Five thousand dollars . ...... .. ................................. 4, 005, 000 5, 000 00 1, 000, 000 00 4, 320, 000 00 
Ten thousaml dollars . .................. .. . .... ................... 3, 010, 000 50,000 00 2, 000, 000 00 4, 500, 000 00 
TotaL .......... 67, 275, 951 1 8o, 359, 201 1 o4, 101, 833 
1
64, 101, 833 oo l81, ao2, 563 oo 1 81, 302, s63 oo 
There will be a decrease in the issues and redemptions during the 
current fiscal year, for the reason that there is so much difficulty in ob-
taining notes for redemption and exchange for other denominations that 
the amount of such exchanges now being made is much less than during 
21 F 
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the last fiscal year. The demand for notes is to a great extent being 
supplied by the issue of silver certificates of the denominations of ten 
and twenty dollars. · 
STANDARD SILVER DOLLARS. 
The total coinage of standard silver dollars under the act of February 
28, 1878, is $72,847,750. Of this amount $47,588,106 are in the Treasury 
and the mints, and $25,259,644, being more than thirty-four and two-
thirds per cent. of the coinage, are in circulation. The amount in circu-
. lation November 1, 1878, was $4,922, 623, or twenty-six and nine-tenths 
per cent. of $18,282,500 coined; at the same date in 1879 the amount in 
circulation was $13,002,842, or twenty-eight and three-fourths per cent. 
of $45,206,200 coined. Of the total amount coined to date $47,602,932, 
or more than sixty-five per cent., has been paid out from the Treasury 
offices and mints. Of the amount paid out nearly forty-seven per cent., 
or $22,343,288, has been returned to the Treasury in payment of dues or 
on account of silver certificates. vVhile the amount distributed is only 
about one-third of the amount coined, there were placed permanently in 
circulation, during the :first seven full months of coinage, 4, 731,684 
standard silver dollars, or 675,955 each month, and for the succeeding 
twelve months ending October 31, 1879, there were absorbed into the 
circulation of the couhtry 8,080,219 standard silver dollars, or 673,351 
per month. During the twelve months just ended 12,256,802 standard 
silver dollars and $18,175,871 in silver certificates entered into the cir-
culation of the country, or an average of 1,021,400 standard silver. 
dollars and $1,514,656 in silver certificates each month. 
The following table shows the amount coined, on hand, and outstand-
ing at the close of each month since the coinage began : 
Month. Monthly coin- Coinod to'"' I Jl~~d':tt~~ I N ~t di•ki ~·" Outstanding end of the close of the t10n durmg at the close age. 
month. month. the month. of the month. 
1878. 
March ........................ $1,001,500 $1, 001, GOO I $810,561 $190,939 $190, 939 
ApriL ..................•...... 2, 470, 000 3, 471,500 3, 169, 681 110,880 301,819 
May ...... .......... ........... 3, 015, 000 6, 486,500 5, 950,451 234,230 536,049 
June .............. - - - - .••..... 2, 087, 000 8, 573,500 7, 718,357 319,094 855, 143 
July------ .................... 1, 847,000 10,420,500 9, 550, 236 15, 121 870,264 
te~~~b~~-::::: ~:::::::::::::: 3, 028,000 13,448,500 11,292,849 1, 285, 387 2, 155, 651 2, 764,000 16,212, 500 12, 155, 205 1, 901, 644 4, 057,295 
October ....................... 2, 070, 000 18, 282, 500 13, 359, 877 865, 328 4, 922, 623 
November ...... _ ....... ------- 2, 156,050 20, 438, 550 14,843,219 672,708 5, 595,331 
December-·····----- --_ .... --. 2, 057, 000 22,495,550 16,704,829 195, 390 5, 790, 721 
1879. 
18, 625, 223 I January ................... _ ... 2, 060,200 24,555,750 139, 806 5, 930,527 
Februal'y .. _ ........... . . .. .... 2, 132, 000 26, 687, 750 20,049,181 708, 042 6. 638,569 
March ........ __ .... _ ........ .. 2, 087,200 28, 774, 950 21, 709,206 337, 175 6, 975,744 
ApriL--- ......... _ .......... _. 2, 381, 000 31,155,950 23,999,047 181, 159 7, 156,903 
May .. _ ............... __ . __ ... _ 2, 330, 000 33,485,950 26,386,154 ............. - .... -.. 7, 099,796 
June··--···---··-·--····--···- 2, 315,050 35,801, 000 28,358,589 285,508 7, 442,411 
J ul.v- -- - - . -- - - -- - . - - -- - - --- .... 1, 650, 000 37, 451, 000 29,347,201 661, 388 8, 1,03, 799 
August ...... _ ............. . --- 2, 787, 050 40, 238,050 30,962,254 1, 171,997 9, 275,796 
September .................. __ 2, 396, 050 42,634,100 31,806,774 1, 551, 530 10,827,326 
October . _ .... _ .............. _ . 2, 572,100 45, 206, 200 32, 203, 358 2, 175,516 13, 002,842 
No v:em ber. _ ...... - -........... 2, 499,000 47, 705, 200 33, 503, 888 1, 198,470 14,201,312 
December .. ____ .••... __ .. _ •. __ 2, 350,450 50, 055, 050 33, 327, 552 2, 526,786 16, 728, 098 
1880. 
January ............ __ ..... _ ... 2, 450,000 52, 505, 650 I 35,548,808 228,684 16, 956,782 
~e~~~~~:::: ~ ~ ~ :: : ::: :::: :::::: 2, 300, 400 54,806, 050 37,513,420 335, 848 17, 292, 630 2, 350, 200 57, 156, 250 39, 057, 858 805,762 18, 098,392 
.ApriL . _ ....... ___ ... _ ..... __ .. 2, 300, 000 59,456, 250 41,052,639 305, 210 18, 40::!, 611 
May ............ _ ... __ .. _ ...... 2, 267, 000 61,723, 250 43, 356, 807 18, 366,443 
June ...... _ ........... _ .... _ .. 2, 011,500 63, 734, 750 45, 108, 296 222,843 18, 626,454 
Joly """"""""""""""""""""""""""! 
2, 280,000 66,014,750 47,073,470 314,'826 18, 941,280 
August . -----····. ---- .. .. ---- 2, 253, 000 68,267,750 48, 230, 477 1 1, 095, 993 20, 037, 273 
September .................... 2, 301, 000 70, 568, 750 47, 784, 744 I 2, 746,733 22,784,006 
October .. _ ..... _-- ...... ______ 2, 279, 000 72,847,750 47, 588, 106 I 2, 475,638 25,259,644 
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In addition to the ordinary influences which facilitate the distribution 
·of standard silver dollars, the demonetization by the people of the South-
west of the Mexican silver dollar has created an extensive demand for 
the new dollar in that quarter. Were the trade-dollar withdrawn from 
-circulation or everywhere rated. at its bullion value, many more standard 
silver dollars would be required for circulation in the cities of New York 
and Philadelphia, and. in other places in which the trade-dollar is now 
in use as a circulating medium, much to the ad vantage of the bullion 
dealers, who purchase trade-dollars at point8 where they are rated at 
90 cents and sell them at an advance to parties in places where they 
circulate at their face value. 
SILVER CERTIFICATES. 
The total amount of silver certificates issued under the act of Congress 
.of February 28, 1878, to September 30, 1880, is $27,308,000; of which 
there were issued at Washington, $10,080,000; at New York, $4,428,000; 
and at San Francisco, $12,800,000. There were in actual circulation at 
the latter date $12,429,381, which amount does not include $6,092,579 
held in the cash of the various offices. The demand for silver cer-
tificates under the circular of the Department dated September 18, 1880, 
authorizing their exchange for gold coin or bullion has been quite exten-
sive at New Orleans, Saint Louis, Chicago, and Cincinnati, and there 
were paid out at those points during the month of October $3,485,000 
in silver certificates for an equal amount of gold coin deposited in the 
subtreasury at New York. The demand was stimulated by the scarcity 
of other circulating notes, and because, the certificates being furnished 
at the various subtreasuries without expense for transportation to the 
person desiring them, they became an inexpensive means of obtaining 
exchange, which was really of great advantage in thP. Southwest. 
The following table show~ the amount of silver certificates outstand-
ing June 30, 1879, issued and redeemed during the fiscal year and out-
stan<ling at its close : 
--
I -~---- - --Issued. l{eueemed. I Outstand-Ontstand-
Denomination. iup; .June I ingJnno I 30, 1879. During fiscal ! To .J nne 30, During fiscal To .June 30, 30, 1880. 
I y ear. I 1880. year. 1880. 
Ten dollars . ____ - ... _ . $163,830 $2, 007, 000 1 $2, 174,000 $23,490 $26,660 $2,147,340 
T~enty dollars . _. __ .. 95,420 1, 890, 000 1, 986, 000 10, 540 11,120 1, 974,880 
Fifty dollars. __ .. _ .. _. 145, 000 1, 195, ,,. I 1, 340, 000 11, 050 11,050 1, 328,950 One hundred dollars .. 475,700 1, 449, 000 1, 930, 000 20, 100 25,400 1, 904, GOO 
Five hundred dollars._ 500, 000 750, 000 3, 018, 000 20,500 1, 788, 500 1, 229, 500 
One thousand dollars .. 1,160, 000 2, 727,000 10, 570,000 98, 000 6, 781, 000 3, 789, 000 
Total. __ ....... _ 2, 539,950 10, 018, ooo I 21, 018,000 183, 680 I 8, 643, 730 1 12, 374, 270 
FRACTIONAL CURRENCY AND FRACTIONAL SILVER COIN. 
The total amount of fractional silver issued under the act of April17, 
1876, was $42,983,618.50; to which should be added at least 25 per cent. 
more represented by coins of dates prior to 1875 which have found their 
way into circulation since the resumption of specie payments. Of this 
coin there is in the Treasury at this date $24,629,489.89, of which 
$17,296,671.13 has been withdrawn from circulation since the passage 
of the act of June 9, 1879, providing for the exchange of fractio'nal 
.silver for lawful money. Since July 31,1880, the amount in the Treasury 
has decreased a?out $500,000, that amount in excess of re<.lemptions 
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having been reissued under a demand which has sprung up by reason 
of reduced transportation charges and an improved condition of busi-
ness. 
Under Department regulation of August 26, 1880, fractional silver 
coin has been sent at the risk and expense of the applicant by registered 
mail in four-pound packages, each containing $70. Under this arrange-
ment 796 packages have been sent. 
At the date of the act of April17, 1876, authorizing the exchange of 
fractional silver coin 'tor fractional currency, there was in circulation 
$41,508,737.48 of fractional currency, which, up to October 31, 1879, 
had been decreased by redemption to $15,710,964.24. Since that date 
there has been a further redemption, as shown by the following table, 
of $153,164.54, or an average of $12,763.71 per month, leaving the 
amount outstanding at this date $15,557,799.70. 
Month. 
Fractional 
cmTency out- c~~~~~on~~- Total redeemed 
standing at deemed iurina to the end of 
clo~0~1h~ach each month."' each month. 
1879. 
November............................................ $15,704,353 12 





~;u_::~:::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
June ...•........•......•.......................• . .... 
i~b~i-:::: :::::::::: :·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
September .......................................... . 
October ••...•........................................ 
15, 668, 734 29 
15, 631, 315 41 
15, 625, 301 33 
15, 604, 591 33 
15, 592, 938 70 
15, 590, 892 70 
15, 581, 648 70 
15, 557, 933 70 
15, 557, 878 70 
15, 557, 799 70 
MINOR COIN. 
$6, 611 12 $25, 804, 384 36 
30, 045 01 25, 834, 429 37 
5,573 82 
37,418 88 
6, 014 08 
20,710 00 
ll, 65~ 63 
2, 046 00 




25, 840, 003 19 
25', 877, 422 07 
25, 883, 436 15 
25, 904, 146 15 
25, 915, 798 78 
25,917,844 78 
25, 927, 088 78 
2li, 950, 803 78 
25, 950, 858 78 
25, 950, 937 78 
The Minor Coin in lhe vaults of the various offices September 30, 
1880, amounted to $1,063,665.22, having decreased to that amount from 
\ $1,524,700.57 in the Treasury at the same date in 1879. The demand 
for five-cent nickels, which has amounted to $455,810.80 during the 
year in excess of redemptions, has been supplied from the amount on 
hand; but the demand for bronze one-cent pieces still continues, and the 
Mint has been unable to fill the orders for that denomination promptly. 
The following table shows the distribution of the Minor Coin on hand 
in the Treasury September 30, 1880: 
Office by which held. 
One cent, 
Five-cent, Three-cent, Two-cent, bronze, cop-
nickel. nickel. bronze. per -nickel, 
and copper. 
Mixed. 
Washington ...... ........ $678 00 $2,154 00 $910 00 $837 00 $287 4.7 
Baltimol'e . . ..... .••••..... 1, 250 00 90 00 20 00 193 27 .•••••..•.•. 
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138, 696 00 8, 760 00 1, 110 00 9, 090 00 .•.•.•...... 
Philadelphia . . • . . . . . . . . . . 518, 573 00 86, 942 00 • • • • . • . • • • . . 30, 430 00 .••••....... 
Boston.................... 22, 393 00 10, 851 00 51 00 5, 331 00 748 36 
Cincinnati................ 9, 606 00 4, 900 00 275 00 260 00 ........... . 
~~tl0d~;: :::::::::::::: . --~~~~~-~~- ... ~:::~-~~- ..... ::~. ~~- ...... ~~-~~- 5, 60~ ~~ 
New Orleans.............. 350 00 810 00 200 00 1, 540 00 ........... . 
San Francisco....... . . . . . . 9, 000 00 1, 950 00 200 00 850 00 ....•.•..... 
Tucson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 38 
:Mint United States, Phila-









5, 600 97 





Total ............... t 728, 442 15 143, 622 04 10, 260 62 173, 602 78 
I ____ 
7, 737 63 1 1, 063, 665 22 
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DEPOSITARY BANKS. 
The total receipts of public money during the fiscal year by Deposi-
tary Banks were $119,493,171.94, the average daily balance therein 
being $8,000,000, secured by the deposit in this office of $14,777,000 
United States bonds and personal bonds to the amount of $330,000. 
The receipts of public money by Depositary Banks from 1864 to 1880 
aggregate $3,537,641,044.41. There were at the close of the fiscal year 
one hundred and thirty-one National Bank depositaries. 
The following statement gives the receipts, disbursements, and 
balances of public money, as shown by the Treasurer's accounts with 
Depositary Banks, during the fiscal years from 1864 to 1880: 
Funds transfer- Funds transferred to the Treasury Drafts drawn on Balance at close F iscal year . Receipts. r ed to dep8si-
tary banks. by depositary depositary banks. of the year. banks. 
1864 . • ••••• . ••. $153, 395, 108 71 $816,000 00 $85, 507, 674 08 $28, 726, 695 8R $39, 976, 738 75 
1865 . •••••••••• 987, 564, 639 14 . 8, 110, 294 70 583, 697, 912 72 415, 887, 767 81 36, 065, 992 06 
1866 . ··•• • • • ·•· 497, 566, 676 42 13, 523, 972 62 363, 085, 565 65 149, 772, 756 11 34, 298, 319 34 
1867 · ··•••••·•• 351, 737, 083 83 8, 405, 903 63 331, 039, 872 57 37, 218, 612 76 26, 182, 821 47 1868 .••••••..• . 225, 244, 144 75 9, 404, 392 00 215, 311, 460 69 22, 218, 187 92 23, 301, 709 61 
1869 .•••••••••• 105, 160, 573 67 10, 052, 199 44 114, 748, 877 24 14, 890, 463 75 8, 875, 141 73 
1870 •••••••.••. 120, 084, 041 79 2, 466, 521 06 111, 123, 926 18 11, 818, 228 61 8, 483, 549 79 
1871 .•••••••••. 99, 299, 840 85 2, 633, 129 45 89, 428, 544 04 13, 790, 961 01 7, 197, 015 04 
1872 .•••••••••• 106, 104, 855 16 3, 050, 444 05 94, 938, 603 76 13, 635, 837 49 7, 777, 873 00 
1873. •••••••••· 169, 602, 743 98 9, 004, 842 49 108, 089, 786 76 16, 110, 519 07 62, 185, 153 64 1874 .••••••..•. 91, 108, 846 70 2, 729, 958 81 134, 869, 112 57 13, 364, 554 52 7, 790, 292 06 
1875 ••••. ·••••• 98, 228, 249 53 1, 737, 445 60 82, 184, 304 05 13, 657, 678 25 11, 914, 004 89 
1876 •••••••.•. . 97,402, 227 57 2, 44S, 451 49 89, 981, 146 99 13, 909, 616 83 7, 870, 920 13 
1877 .••.•••.••. 106, 470, 261 22 2, 353, 196 29 94, 276, 400 35 14, 862, 200 88 7, 555, 776 41 
1878 .•••••• ··-· 99, 781, 053 48 2, 385, 920 38 90, 177, 963 35 12, 606, 870 60 6, 937, 916 32 
1879 ••••••• . .• . 109, 397, 525 67 6, 890, 489 06 100, 498, 469 29 15, 544, 058 34 7, 183,403 42 
1888 ..••••••••• 119, 493, 171 94 6, 489, 634 17 109, 641, 232 64 15, 525, 023 03 7, 999, 953 86 
----------
Total. ..... 3, 537, 641, 044 41 92, 499, 795 24 2, 798, 600, 852 93 823, 540, 032 86 .............................. 
CLEARING· HOUSE CERTIFICATES. 
The following table shows the amount of Clearing-House Certificates 
issued, redeemed and outstanding for the fiscal years 1873 to 1880, inclu-
sive. The total amount issued is $601,785,000, of which amount there 
was outstanding at the close of the year only $13,125,000, being by far 
the smallest amount outstanding since their first issue in 1873, and 
indicating the ··demand for United States notes by the ·banks and the 
increased use by them of coin for their reserves. 
Fiscal year. 
1873 ••••• • ••••••••••••.•••••..•••.•••••• ·•••·•·•••·••· 
1874 •• ••••. • • . .••..•• • •..•••••.. • ••• • . . . . .. • . . ......• . 
1875 •••••• •• .• .• .••••• . .• •• •.•••••.•..••••••••..•.•••. 
1876 •••••• ••• • •• · •· •••···••• ·····•··•••• • ••••. ··•··•·· 
1877 •••••• •••••• .••••• ·· • •·· ... •. •• . .••••• . ••••••••.•• 
1S78 ••••••.. •. ......••.• •••••• •••.••••••.••..••.•..••. 
1879 •••••••••••••••••. •.. ••..•.•••.••..••••••••• ·••••• 
J"d80 .. • •••• . .•.•.•••••.••••• •• .• .• •••••••••••.•••..••. 
Total amount 
issued. 
$57, 240, 000 
137, 905, 000 
219, 000, 000 
301, 400, 000 
378, 285, 000 
464, 965, 000 
554, 730, 000 
601, 785, 000 
SALES OF EXCHANGE. 
Outstanding, as 
Total amount shown by the 
redeemed. Treasurer's 
$25, 430, 000 
78,915,000 
159, 955, 000 
268, 260, 000 
324, 305, 000 
418, 720, 000 
525, 400, 000 
588, 660, 000 
books. 







13, 125, 000 
For the purpose of supplying those offices with funds, there was sold 
at the New Orleans subtreasury, $250,000 of New York exchange; at 
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the San Francisco subtreasury, $6,690,000 of New York exchange, and1 
by the depositary at Tucson, $123,500 of New York and San li'ranoisco· 
exchange, which was furnished to them from this office, by the Treas-
urer's checks on New York and San Francisco. 
GOLD CER'l'IFICATES. 
The issue of Gold Certificates was suspended by the Department De-
cember 1, 1878, at which time there had been issued $981,134,880.46. Of 
that amount there was outstanding at the close of the fiscal year but 
$8,004,600. The following table shows the amount issued and redeemed 
during each fiscal year from 1866 to 1880, inclusive, the total issued and 
redeemed, and the amount outstanding at the close of each year : 
Issued during Redeemed dur- Outstandht~ at P eriod. Total issued. ing the :fiscal Total redeemed. thecloseo the the :fiscal year. year. :fiscal year. 
From November 13, $9~ •• 3. 660 00 I $98, .. 3. 660 00 18~5, to June 30, $87, 545, 800 00 1866 ...... . ...••••• $87, 545, 800 00 $10, 947, 860 00 
Fiscal year 1867 ..... 1{)9, 121, 620 00 207, 615, 280 00 101, 295, 900 00 188, 841, 700 00 18, 773, 580 00 
Fiscal year 1868 ...•. 77, 960, 400 00 285, 575, 680 00 79, 055, 340 00 267, 897, 040 00 17, 678, 640 00 · 
~seal year 1869 ...•. 80, 663, 160 00 366, 238, 840 00 65, 255, 620 00 333, 152, 660 00 33, 086, 180 00 ' 
Fiscal year 1870 ..... 76, 731, 060 00 442, 969, 900 00 75, 270, 120 00 408, 422, 780 00 34, 547, 120 oo · 
l!J.scal year 1871 ..... 56, 577, 000 00 499, 546, 900 00 71, 237, 820 00 479, 660, 600 00 19, 886, 300 00 · 
Fiscal year 1872 : .•.. 63, 229, 500 00 562, 776, 400 00 51, 029, 500 00 530, 690, 100 00 32, 086, 300 Oi 
Fiscal year 1873 .••.. 55, 570, 500 00 618, 346, 900 00 48, 196, 800 00 578, 886, 900 00 39, 460, 000 00 
Fiscal year 1874 ...•. 81,117,780 46 699, 464, 680 46 97, 752, 680 46 (i76, 639, 580 46 22, 825, 100 00 
Fiscal year 1875 ..••. 70, 250, 100 00 769, 714, 780 46 71, 278, 900 00 747, 918, 480 46 21, 796, 300 00. 
Fiscal year 1876 ..... 90, 619, 100 00 860, 333, 880 46 83, 734, 000 00 831, 652, 480 46 28, 681, 400 00 
l!J.scal year 1877 .•••• 58, 141, 200 00 918, 475, 080 46 45, 250, 000 00 876, 902, 480 46 41, 572, 600 00 
Fiscal year 1878 ..... 50, 342, 400 00 968, 817,480 46 47, 548, 000 00 924, 450, 480 46 44, 367, 000 00• 
Fiscal year 1879 ...•. 12, 317, 400 00 981, 134, 880 46 41, 270, 700 00 965, 721, 180 46 15, 413, 700 00 
Fiscal year 1880 ..... ............... ... 981, 134, 880 46 7, 409, 100 00 973, 130, 280 46 8, 004, 600 0"0 
DRAFTS AND CHECKS. 
There were drawn during the year 296,936 checks in payment of quar-
terly interest on registered stock of the United States, 31,385 drafts on 
warrants of the Secretary of the Tri3asury, 13,945 drafts on warrants. 
of the Postmaster-General, and 66,059 transfer checks on assistant 
treasurers, making in all 408,325. 
MUTILATED, STOLEN, AND COUNTERFEIT CURRENCY. 
There were rejected, branded, and returned to the owners during the· 
fiscal year $3,610 in counterfeit United States notes, $3,842 in counter-
feit national-bank notes, and $770.10 in counterfeit fractional currency. 
Of the counterfeit bank-notes rejected $1,200 was in notes of the denom-
ination of $100, purporting to be of the issue of the following national 
banks : First National Bank of Boston, $300; Central National Bank 
of New York, $100; National Revere Bank of Boston, $300 ; and Pitts-
burgh National Bank of Commerce of Pittsburgh, Pa., $500. The two· 
last-mentioned counterfeits are printed from the same original plate 
and are by far the most difficult of detection of any which have yet 
appeared. Fortunately, the person by whom the plate was engraved 
has been recently arrested, and it is hoped that the further printing or 
putting in circulation of counterfeits printed from it will be prevented .. 
. ~here were also rejected $7,870.23 in stolen, pieced, and fragmentary 
national-bank notes. There was deducted on account of mutilations. 
from the face value of United States notes redeemed during the fiscaL 
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year $10,157; from fractional currency, $430.73; and from notes of failed 
liquidating, and reducing banks, $80; making the total deductions to 
the close of the :fiscal year $297,363.76 on notes of the face value of 
$2,229,368,462.17 redeemed. The deductions ·made prior to May 11, 
1875, amounting to $229,824.09, have been covered into the Treasury, 
increasing by that amount the redemptions, as shown by the cash state-
ments, and decreasing the outstanding, as shown by the public debt 
statements. 
PACIFIC RAILROAD SINKING FUNDS. 
There are held at this date on account of the Pacific Railroad Sinking 
Funds, established by the act approved May 7, 1878 (20 Statutes, 56), 
bonds as follows: 
For the Union Pacific Railroad Com1ntny : 
Pacific Railway bonds, currency sixes . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . $192, 000 
Funded Loan of 1881, 5 per cent...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .. . .. • 256, 450 
Funded Loan of 1907, 4 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . • .. .... .. .. • . . :31,950 
--- $480,400 
For the Central Pacific Railroad Company: 
Pacific Railway bonds, currency sixes............ . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. $119, 000 
Funded Loan of 1881, 5 per cent.... .. . . .. . . .. • • . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 194, 900 
Funded Loan of 1907, 4 per cent.... . .. . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . 198, 300 
--------- $512,200 
The third section of the act provides that in making investments for 
these funds, the Secretary of the Treasury "shall prefer the :five per centum 
bonds of the United States, unless, for good reasons appearing to him, 
and which he shall report to Congress, he shall at any time deem it 
advisable to invest in other bonds of the United States." 
Attention is invited to the disadvantage of investing these sinking 
funds in the bonds of the United States at the present high maJ.'ket rates, 
and it is suggested that the consent of Congress, by joint resolution, be ob-
tained to the purchase for the purpose of any bonds of the United States, 
or of the first-mortgage bonds of the two railroad companies, authorized 
by section 10 of the act of Congress of July 2, 1864 (13 Statutes, 356), 
and section 1 of the act of Congress of March 3, 1865 (13 Statutes, 504), 
which are the only liens upon the property of those companies prior and 
paramount to that of the United States. 
TRUST FUNDS. 
The Indian Trust Fund. 
The bonds and stocks of the Indian Trust Fund, at the close of the 
:fiscal year, in the custod:rof this office in conformity with the act of Con-
gress of June 10, 1876 (19 Statutes, 58), amounted to $4,580,216.83tr. Of 
this amount $2,469,400 was in United States bonds, as follows: 
Loan of July and August, 1861... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... $50() 
Pacific Railway bonds, currency sixes ................................. ~.. 280, 000 
Funded loan of 1881, 5 per cent . .. . . . .. • • . . . . ... • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • • 2, 1tl8, 900 
Total .....................•.....••.••.•..•••............•.......... 2,469,400 
United States four per cent. bonds, of the face value of $496,350, held 
for the Indian Trust Fund were sold on AprilS, 1880, and the proceeds, 
amounting to $531,349.47, deposited in the Treasury of the United States 
to the credit of the Secretary of the Interior as trustee of various In-
dian tribes, in accordance with the act of Congress approved Aprill, 
1880, authorizing that officer to deposit certain funds in the United 
States Treasury in lien of investment. 
Bonds of the Richmond and Danville Railroad Company belonging 
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to this fund, amounting to $103,500, were redeemed by that company 
on the 2gth day of Februar~T' 1880, and the amount, together with $946 
accrued interest, was deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the 
Secretary of the Interior, trustee of various Indian tribes. 
American Printing-House for the Blind. 
Under the act of March 3, 1879 (20 Statutes, 467), $250,000 United 
States four per cent. bonds are held in the name of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, trustee, "to promote the education of the blind," the interest 
on which is paid to the trustees of the American Printing-House for the 
Blind, in Louisville, Ky., in conformity with that act. 
Pennsylvania Company. 
Under the provisions of Department Circular No. 146, dated Novem-
ber 29, 1876, $200,000 in re~istered bonds of the funded loan of 1891 
are held in trust for the Pennsylvania Company for the security of un-
appraised dutiable merchandise and dutiable merchandise in bond. 
JJ-f anhattan Savings Institution. 
Duplicates of United States bonds alleged to have been stolen from 
the vaults of the Manhattan Savings Institution are held in this office 
to the amount of $250,000 to protect the United States from loss, as 
provided by the act of December 19, 1878 (20 S~tutes, 589). 
SEMI-ANNUAL DUTY. 
'' The semi-annual duty assessed upon, and collected from, the national 
banks by the Treasurer of the United States for the :fiscal year 1880 is 
as follows : 
On circulation . . . . . . . . • . . .. . .. .. . • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . .. . . • . .. • • $3, 153, 635 63 
On deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . • 4, 058, 710 61 
On capital.......................................................... 379,424 19 
Total . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • . • . • . • • • . • . . • . 7, 591, 770 43 
This is the largest amount of semi-annual duty that has been asses~ed 
and collected for any year since the establishment of the national banking 
system, and exceeds the amount for the :fiscal year 1879 by $870,533.76. 
The total amount of semi-annual duty collected by this office from the 
national banks for the :fiscal years 1864 to 1880, as more fully set forth 
in the appendix, is-
On circulation ..................................................... $45,941, 161 93 
On deposits .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .. .. . 4 7, 703, 404 11 
On capital .... __ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 6, 716, 903 31 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100, 361, 469 35 
THE REDEMPTION OF NATIONAL-BANK NOTES. 
The redemptions of national-bank notes fell off greatly during· the 
:fiscal year, the gross amount received for redemption having been only 
$61,585,675.68, as compared with $157,656,644.96 in 1879. The redemp-
tions under the present system reached the highest point yet attained 
in 1877, when the amount redeemed was $242,885,375.14, or nearly four 
times as great as in 1880. The amount of notes :fit for circulation re-
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deemed fell off from $112,293,000 in 1879 to $24,977,600 in 1880; of notes 
unfit for circulation from $40,162,000 to $29,860,000, and of notes of 
failed, liquidating, and reducing national banks from $8,281,550 to 
$6,500,800. The chief part of the reduction took place in the notes fit 
for circulation, the amount for the first time since 1875 being less than 
that of the unfit notes redeemed. On the other hand, the redemptions 
of notes of failed, liquidating, and reducing banks-the expense of 
which is chiefly borne by the other national banks-show a relatively 
small falling off. The number of notes assorted was 7,576,175 against 
18,295,558 in 1879. Of these 2,435,663 were fit, and n, 140,512 unfit 
for circulation, the average denomination of the former being $10.25 
and of the latter $5.81. In accordance with the requirements of 
section 5175 of the Revised Statutes, no incomplete notes of a less 
denomination than five dollars have been furnished to national banks 
by the Comptroller of the Currency since the resumption of specie 
payments, although all one and two dolla.r notes fit for circulation re-
deemed by the Treasurer have been returned to the banks of issue as 
heretofore. The proportion of such notes returned during the last year 
was, however, very sma.ll, only $132,740 out ·of $1,337,860 in ones and 
$90,120 out of $919,370 in twos redeemed having been found to be fit for 
circulation. 
The great decrease in bank-note redemptions during the last two years 
is, in the Treasurer's opinion, due to two causes-the general revival of 
business, and the changes in the regulations requiring the charges for 
the transportation of all notes other than those clearly unfit for circula-
tion to be paid by the senders. The former is probably the more potent 
influence. The redemptions of bank notes under the act of 187 4 have 
always been in inverse proportion to the activity of business, being 
heavy when business is dull, and light when business is active. Prior 
to the resumption of specie payments, great accumulations of bank notes 
took place in the principal cities-especially in New York and Boston-
during the winter and summer months, when business in the interior was 
dullest. The interior banks having no other use for the bank notes which 
flowed into their vaults sent them to their city correspondents for their 
credit, interest being paid in most cases on the current balances. These 
notes, being unavailable for the national-bank reserves or for the settle-
ment of balances at the clearing-house, were at once forwarded by the city 
banks to this office for redemption in legal-tenders, the conversion under 
the regulations then in force being made without any expense to the hold-
ers. Recently, however, there has been an almost complete cessation of 
the accumula.tion of bank notes in the money centers, and there has been 
a dearth rather than a plethora of both legal-tenders and bank notes in the 
principal cities. They have been absorbed by the demands of business 
and are in a~tive circulation throughout the country. The consequence 
has been a great falling oft' in the receipts of bank notes for redemption 
from those sources. The receipts of bank notes from New York fell off 
from $66,273,000 in the fiscal year 1878 to $54,170,000 in 1879 aud to 
$26,460,003 in 1880. The decrease in the amount received from Boston 
was much greater. The receipts from that city in 1880 were only 
$11,701,000, against $80,527,op0 in 1878, and $59,375,000 in 1879. The 
aggregate receipts from the two cities in 1880 were but a little more 
than one-fourth of the receipts from those sources in 1877 and in 1878. 
But while the revival of business and the increased activity of the 
circulation have been the chief cause of the decrease in redemptions, 
the changes in the regulations have not been without their effect. Prior 
to October 1, 1878, all of the charges for transportation incurred in the 
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redemption of bank notes, under the act of 1874, were defrayed out of the 
five per cent. redemption fund, and afterwards assesseA upon thesevocal 
national banks in proportion to the circulation of each redeemed. The 
charges thus assessed were those for the transportation of national-bank 
notes to the Treasurer for redemption in sums of $1,000 or its multiples, 
and of legal-tender notes returned for them, as well as of the redeemed 
and assorted notes fit for circulation forwarded to the several banks 
by which they were issued. On and after October 1, 1878, by direction 
of the Secretary, the express charges on all national-bank notes for-
warded to the Treasurer for redemption were required to be paid by the 
senders. This requirement was subsequently so modified as to permit 
the payment out of the five per cent. fund of the charges on notes unfit 
for circulation received for redemption after December 1, 1879. This 
modification was made iu the expectation that it would cause an increase 
in the redemption of unfit notes, and thus improve the condition of the 
currency; but it has wholly failed of its intended effect, the redemptions 
under the modified order being for ten months only $26,651,000, against 
redemptions of $31,487,400 for the corre&ponding ten months of the pre-
vious year, under the rule requiring all the charges to be defrayed by 
the senders. Whatever the cause, there is no doubt that the condition 
of the bank circulation has deteriorated within the last two years. Most 
of the notes received for redemption are badly worn, and ought to have 
been redeemed much earlier. The labor and annoyance of assorting the 
notes unfit for circulation from the currency coming into their hands, 
and of holding them until an amount accumulates sufficient to be for-
warded to the Treasurer, · seems to deter many banks from returning 
them for redemption. The notes, consequently, remain in circulation 
long after they have become unfit for use, to the great inconvenience of 
all persons handling them. 
In view of this condition of the currency, a return to the system under 
which all of the charges for transportation incurred in the redemption 
of national-bank notes were defrayeu out of the five per cent. fund and 
assessed upon the banks might be advisable as the only way in which 
the circulation can be kept in good condition. Such a course, it is be-
lieved, would not be in conflict with the law . 
.Although every endeavor has been made to reduce the costs of ·re-
demption, and although every item of expense has been curtailed, it 
was impossible, for manifest reasons, to reduce the cost in the same pro-
portion in which the work fell off. .Among these reasons are the greater 
proportion of mutilated notes received, which are much more difficult 
to handle than new notes; the smaller size of the packages, the num-
ber of packages received during the last year having been nearly three-
fourths as great as in the preceding year, although the amount contained 
in them was less than two-fifths as much; the great fluctuations in the 
amounts received from month to month; the increase in the proportion 
of notes of failed, liquidating, and reducing banks, on which no .assess-
ment can be levied, constituting as they did 10.6 per cent. of the redemp-
tions in 1880, against a little more than five per cent. in 1879 ; the fact that 
the clerical and bookkeeping work has not decreased to anything like 
the extent to which the amount redeemed has fallen off, and, generally, 
the impossibility of doing a small business as economically as a large 
one. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the amount paid for salaries 
in the office of the Treasurer was reduced from $111,736.30 in 1879 to 
$82,144.88 in 1880. Tbe amount paid on this account in the office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency was $22,205.20, making a total of $104,350.08 
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paid for salaries in the year 1880. The amount appropriated for "the· 
force employed in redeeming the national currency" in the Treasurer's 
office was $101,584, of which $19,439.12, or more than 19 per cent. was 
unexpended. In every year since appropriations began to be made for 
this force in the Trea8urer's Office a part of the amount appropriated 
has been returned to the Treasury. The amounts so returned were 
$12,238.62 in 1876, $1,955.52 in 1877, $3,453.25 in 1878, $5,447.70 in 
1879, and $19,439.12 in 1880, making a total saving on this account 
alone of $42,534.21 in five years. The amount appropriated for this 
purpose for both offices for the fiscal year 1881 is $90,872, being $32,932 
less than the amount appropriated for 1880, and $13,478.08less than the 
amount expended in that year. The number of persons now actually 
employed on this work in the Treasurer's office is 59, as compared with 
152 so employed in 1876. 
The total "costs for assorting" were $108,964.15, against $142,651.20 
in 1879, a reduction having been made in every item. The ''charges for 
transportation" were $34,764.24, against $98,298.75 in 1879. The total 
expenses of redemption were $143,728.39, being $97 ,221.56less than in the 
preceding year-a reduction of more that 40 per cent. The "costs for as-
sorting" when assessed as heretofore on the net number of notes assorted, 
were $14.38-! for each thousand notes, and the" charges for transporta-
tion" 63-iio¥-o cents for each $1,000 assorted. The latter rate shows a slight 
reduction as compared with the previous year, notwithstanding the 
large proportion of unfit notes, the charges on which were paid out of 
the five per cent. fund. The total expenses were about Po of 1 per cent. 
on the amount redeemed and charged to the banks of issue, and but a 
little more than -.i5 of 1 per cent. on the total circulation of the national 
banks. The latter percentage properly expresses the cost of the redemp-
tion system to the national banks. It is, on an average, $37.69 for banks 
of $90,000 circulation-a burden so slight as to be scarcely appreciable. 
THE REDUCTION AND INCREASE OF NATIONAL-BANK CIRCULATION. 
Attention is invited to the practical bearing on the question of bank-
-note redemption of the construction heretofore placed by the Depart-
ment on the various provisions of law authorizing the reduction and 
increase of the circulation of national banks. The fourth section of the 
act approved June 20, 1874 (18 Statutes, 124), authorizes any national 
bank, desiring to withdraw its circulating notes, to take up the bonds 
deposited for the security of such notes, upon the deposit of lawful 
money with the Treasurer of the United States, and provides that an 
equal amount of the outstanding notes of the bank shall be redeemed 
at the Treasury of the United States. The banks have availed them-
selves of the privilege accorded by this provision to a very large extent,_ 
more than $85,000,000 of circulation having been surrendered in the 
manner prescribed, and nearly $71,000,000 having been redeemed at this 
office. The notes are received at the Treasury mixed with other bank 
notes, and if they come from assistant treasurers, or in packages marked 
"unfit," the express charges on them are defrayed out of the five per cen:t. 
redemption fund. They necessarily pass through the various stages of 
~ounting and assorting before they can be separated from the other notes, 
so that almost the entire expense of the r~dem ption of the whole 
$71,000,000 has been borne by the other national banks, there being no 
means of charging the "reducing" banks with the expenses of redeem-
ing their notes until their deposits of legal-tender notes are exhausted. 
This proyision was adopted in the expectation that it would act as a. 
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regulator of the volume of the bank circulation. It was expected that 
when the circulation became redundant, the surplus would be retired, 
and that when a demand for more circulation should spring up, the 
banks would increase their issues to meet it. This expectation has not 
been realized. The almost invariable answer to inquiries made of offi-
cers of banks which have reduced their circulation has been, that the 
reduction was made solely to enable the bank to avail itself of the :r:uling 
premium on the bonds withdrawn, either because the bonds were ex-
ceptionally high, or because the bank needed the premium to enable it to 
meet losses sustained, or to reduce its premium account. It is plain 
that the action of the banks would not be affected by the fact that the 
volume of the circulation was redundant, for the simple reason that a 
bank has more money at its disposal after reducing its circulation than 
before. A bank which deposits $45,000 to reduce its circulation and 
takes up $50,000 of its bonds, which it sells for ten per cent. premium, 
has $10,000 more to lend than it had before. While, therefore, the re-
tirement of the bank circulation diminishes the aggregate volume of the 
circulation, it increases the loanable funds of the particular bank whose 
circulation is reduced. 
Under the construction placed upon the law, banks which have thus 
reduced their circulation have been permitted to increase it again as 
often and as largely as they chose, whether their legal-tender deposits 
were exhausted or not. Although the exact amount cannot be aHcer-
tained, it is safe to say that many millions of dollars of additional cir-
culation have been issued under the general provisions of the national 
currency act to· banks which were still reducing their circulation 
under the act of June 20, 187 4. The consequence has been that the 
new notes thus issued have, to a large extent, speedily been pre-
sented to the Treasury for redemption out of the legal-tender deposit. 
Banks which haye applied in vain to the Treasurer for the sur-
render of their legal-tender deposits, have accomplished the same 
object by obtaining new circulation. The cost of printing the new 
notes thus i~sued is borne by the United States, so that the govern-
ment, though not deriving the remotest benefit from the transaction, 
has been obliged to bear the whole expense of their issue, and a part of 
the expense of their redemption, simply to enable a bank to do by in-
direction what it was not permitted to do directly. In several instances 
banks have repeated the operation of reducing and increasing their cir-
culation several times within a brief period, taking up their bonds and 
selling them, it would appear, whenever the premium constituted a suf-
ficient inducement, and increasing their circulation again whenever 
bonds could be bought at better rates, the United States all the while 
redeeming their notes at its own expense or that of the other banks, 
and issuing others, also at its own expense, whenever called upon by 
them. 
An example will better illustrate these operations. In January and Feb-
ruary, 1875, a certain bank reduced its circulation from $308,490to $45,000 
by deposits of legal-tender notes. Between September 26,1876, and May 
26, 1877, and before that deposit was exhausted, it increased its circulation 
to $450,000. Between August 14 and September 10, 1877, it again re-
duced its circulation to $45,000. On September 19, 1877, nine days after 
completing the deposits :for this reduction, it again began to take out ad-
ditional circulation, although $402,550 of prior deposits remained in the 
Treasury, and by the 26th of that month its circulation had again been 
increased to $450,000. July 22, 1878, it, for the third time, reduced its 
circulation to $45,000, and in August and September, 1879, again in-
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creased it to $450,0~0, at which it now remains, the balance of its former 
legal-tender deposit then in the Treasury being $112,615. From January 
13, 1875, to the date of this report, $778,275 of its notes ha-ve been re-
deemed, of which only $40,700 were redeemed at the expense of the 
bank, although, during more than one-third of that period, it had out-
standing and was deriving the benefit from the full amount of circula-
tion which its capital authorized. The only a~sessments which have been 
made on the bank for the expenses of redeeming its notes were $24.7 4 
in 1875, and $4.39 in 1878. At one time there were in actual circulation 
$852,550 of its notes, although the highest amount ever borne on its 
books was $450,000. 
Other banks have reduced and forthwith increased their circulation 
to its former amount, with the avowed object of relieving themselves from 
the trouble and expense of redeeming their notes through the five per 
cent. redemption fund. For example, a bank deposited $45,000 in legal-
tender notes for the reduction of its circulation on April3, 1878, and on 
April 5, 1878, two days afterwards, without having touched the bonds 
deposited as security, took out $45,000 of additional circulation. In 
like manner on July 11, 1879, it deposited $9,000 for the same purpose, 
and on the very same day, without disturbing its bonds, it took out 
$9,000 of additional circulation. 
It is plain that such transactions as these are not within the spirit 
of the act of June 20, 1874. That act authorizes the deposit of legal-
tender notes by any national bank "desiring to withdraw its circulation, 
in whole or in part." A wish to surrender circulation, with the reserved 
intention of taking out more at once, or as soon as a fall in the price of 
bonds shall make the transaction profitable, is not, it is submitted, such 
a desire to withdraw circulation as the law contemplates. The reduc-
tion of circulation therein authorized is a bona fide reduction, based on 
a well-settled intention of the bank to curtail its note issues. It could 
neither have been intended nor expected that the law would become the 
means of enabling banks to operate in the securities of the government 
deposited to secure the redemption of their notes, or to throw upon the 
United States, or the other banks of the country, the expense of redeem-
ing their notes, while maintaining and enjoying the full circulation to 
which the law entitles them. Such a construction utterly perverts the 
original intention of the act. Instead of the volume of the circulation 
being regulated by the business needs of the country, it is governed by 
the price of United States bonds. The price of bonds may be such as to 
induce banks to surrender their circulation at the very time when there 
is a legitimate demand for more circulation. The profit to be derived 
from taking up and selling their bonds may be greater than that derivable 
from their circulation. Within the last year a large reduction of bank 
circulation has taken place in the face of an active demand for money, 
simply because a good profit could be made by withdrawing and selling 
the four per cents. deposited as security for circulation. Nearly twenty-
five million dollars in four per cent. bonds were thus withdrawn during 
the last fiscal year. Banks can afford to forego the profit on their cir-
culation for a few months, in order to realize more from the premium on 
their bonds. Such operations should not, in the Treasurer's opinion, be 
permitted. A bank, having signified an intention to reduce its circula-
tion, and having acted on that intention by depositing legal-tenders for 
the purpose, should be held to its determination until the deposit is ex-
hausted. It should not be permitted to increase its circulation until it 
had disappeared from the category of "reducing" banks on the books of 
the Department, or to extend its note issues through one branch of the 
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Department at the same time that they are being redeemed and destroyed 
through another. The adoption of this construction, while it would 
work no injustice to any legitimate interest, would confine the opera-
tion of the fourth section of the act of June 20, 1874, to cases where 
banks had formed a well-considered intention to permanently curtail 
their circulation, and would relieve the United States from the expense 
of issuing notes to banks, only to have them forthwith returned for 
destruction. · 
It is equally clear that where additional circulation has been issued 
to reducing banks the new notes ought not to be redeemed out of the 
legal-tender deposits previously made. The law provides for the re· 
demption out of those deposits of the "outstanding notes" of the asso-
ciation, plainly meaning the notes outstanding at the time the deposit 
is made. The deposit has relation only to the notes then .outstanding. 
It would be absurd to suppose that the law intended to permit a bank 
to deposit legal-tenders to-day to redeem new notes issued to it to-mor-
Tow on a fresh deposit of bonds, or on the self-same bonds. The addi-
tional notes issued stand by themselves. They are properly subject to 
the same provisions as to their redeemability as the notes of a bank 
which has made no legal-tender deposit. The United States has no con-
:eern with them, and should, if practicable, refuse to redeem them when 
presented for redemption out of the bank's legal-tender deposit. All 
"''reducing" banks are required to maintain a five per cent. depoRit under 
.secti8n 3 of the act of June 20, 1874, on the circulation borne on their 
books- that is, the circulation for the redemption of which no legal-ten-
der deposit has been made. Any part of the additional circulation 
{)f such a bank presented for redemption should be charged to its five 
per cent. account, and be reimbursed for and disposed of in the same 
manner as the notes of banks not reducing their circulation. 
THE PROPORTION OF BONDS OF NATIONAL BANKS TO CAPITAL. 
An important question was raised by the Treasurer during the year 
concerning the surrender to national banks of the bonds deposited 
by them with him to secure the redemption of their circulating notes, 
.and as the reasons for his action do not ~ppear to have been fully 
understood, a brief statement of them may not be out of place here. 
Section 5159 of the Revised Statutes requires that "every [national 
banking] association * * * shall transfer and deliver to the Treas-
urer of the United States any United States registered bonds bearing 
interest to an amount not less than thirty thousand dollars and not 
less than one-third of the capital stock paid in." Section 5160 provides 
that "the deposit of bonds made by each association shall be inoceased 
as its capital sto~k may be paid up or increased, so that every associa-
tion shall at all times have on deposit with the Treasu!'er registered 
United States bonds to the amount of at least one-third of its capita.l 
.stock acttttally paid in." 
Section 4 of the act of June 20, 187 4, provides "that any association 
* * * desiring to withdraw its circulating notes, in whole or in 
part, may, upon the deposit of lawful money with the Treasurer of the 
United States in sums of not less than nine thousand dollars, take up 
the bonds which said association has on deposit with the Treasurer for 
the security of such circulating notes; * * * Provided, That the 
amount of the bonds on deposit for circulation shall not be reduced 
below fifty thousand dollars." It was assumed immediately upon the 
passage of this act, apparently without any thorough consideration of 
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the question, that it virtually repealed the above-quoted provisions ot 
the Revised Statutes requiring the amount of bonds on deposit for each 
bank to be equal to one-third of its capital stock, and that any bank, 
however large its capital, might reduce its bond deposit to $50,000. 
Under this construction of the law there were surrendered to banks 
bonds to a considerable amount which they would not have been per· 
mitted to withdraw had the provisions of the Revised Statutes been 
treated as being in force. The 1)resent Treasurer's attention having 
been called to the various 1wovisions above quoted, he came to the con-
clusion, upon the fullest consideration and after taking the best advice 
available to him, that the practice ~hat had been followed was errone-
ous; that the provisions of the Revised Statutes were still in full force, 
and that the only effect of the proviso to section 4 wa to prevent na-
tional banks having a less capital than $150,000 from reducing their 
deposit below $50,000, as they might have done had there been no limita-
tion other than that fixed by the Revised Statutes. 
Having come to this conclusion, the Treasurer deemed it his duty to 
obtain an authoritative decision of this question, which concerned the 
administration of his office. The contemplated loan by the govern-
ment, at a low rate, for the purposes of funding, coupled with the pro-
vision in the bill then pending that national banks should bold and use 
the proposed bonds as security, made it important that the decision 
should be obtained at that time in order to determine to what extent the 
bonds might be so used. With this view he declined to allow the with-
drawal of bonds on an application of a bank in an instance in which the 
withdrawal would have reduced its bond deposit below one-third of its 
capital stock; and with the concurrence, and at the suggestion of the 
-Secretary, the point was at once submitted to the Attorney-General for 
his construction of the law. 
The conclusion reached by the Attorney-General was that, as sections 
7, 8, and 9 of the act of 1874 "treated the one-third policy as no longer 
existing," in that they provided for a compulsory withdrawal of circula-
tion and a surrender of bonds which, in certain cases, might reduce the 
deposits below one-third of the capital stock, section 4 of that act is 
therefore" repugnant to section 5160 of the Revised Statutes and all 
other previous legislation that requires national banks to have and main-
tain in the Treasury' of the United States a bond deposit equal to the 
amount of one-third of their capital stock." 
This decision has of course governed the Treasurer's action1 and no 
.attempt has since been made to enforce the requirements ot section 
5160. 
Very respectfully, 
• Hon. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
JAS. GILFILLAN, 
11reasurer of the United States . 
APPENDIX. 
No. 1.-R ECEIPTS and EXPENDITURES, as shown by WARRANTS, for the FISCAL YE.AR 1880. 
Receipts, covered in to the credit of- Issue of notes and bonds. Net receipts. 
Repayments ·to !Counter-credits tol 
appropriations. appropriations. Total. 
211, 814, 103 00 
Interest on the Public Debt ....................... .. ....... ... .............•........•.....•......... -~---- .. .•.... .... .. 720,274 10 .. __ •............. 
1
. 720,274 10 
War Department Appropriations................................................... ... .•. ... . .• .... .. ...... .... .. .... .. 1, 351, 195 45 190,578 99 1, 541, 774 44 
Navy Department Appropriations.................................................. .•.. .. ... . . . .. . .. . ....... ... .. . .. . .. 716,741 42 5, 824,223 59 6, 540, 965 01 
Inte~or D~~artment App!·opriations . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . •. . ....•• .. .. .. . ... . . . .. . . . .... .. ....... .. . . . .••... .... .. .... .. 1, 792,125 30 27,196 17 1, 819,321 47 
Intenor C1V1l Appropnat1ons .....................•......................•..•.......•.••............. 
1
..... . ...... .. . . .. 43, 675 44 12,928 54 1 56, 603 98 
Treasury Proper Appropriations ..... !!............................................. ............. .. . . . . ... .. .... .. ...... 1, 694, 944 72 810,339 69 2, 505,284 41 
~!dfc~!~l~~!~:!¥A~t~~~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::,.- ·-----~~:- :~:- ~:- ------ --~~:-::~- ~:- ---------:~: ~~:-: 
TotalReceipts---···························--·-···························-· 1·················· 1 545,340,713 98 1 6,720,886 58 6,976,399 31 j 559,037,999 87 
:Balance, as shown by warrant ledger, June 30, 1879 ••••••••••••..•.••• ...• ... 1•••• •• . ..... •••• •• •..••. •••••• ••.••. . . .•. . .. • •.. .••••. . . . . • . . .. .. .•••• •. 358, 683,846 09 
Total ..............................................•...•...•..................................................................•....................... j 917,721, 845 96 
Expenditures, authorized by warrants from appropriations on account of-
Customs, Light-houses, Public :Buildings, &c ..........•............................ 
Intel')lal Revenue ................................•..... 
Interior Civil . .................•.......•........•....... 
Treasury Proper 
:pi:plomatic 
tures. amounts unex- ited to appro-Net expendi- 1 Repayments of IAmountsre-cred-




1, 694, 944 72 
































~~~fJr:.;~ ~~-1~~~~~: ~ ~ ~:: :: :·::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::: 561, 504 as 1. 2, 624, 867 56 . - - - . 
Net Civil and l'l!iscellaneous Expenditures ............•.................... . .................. 
: i~~~~j~ik~~::i •.. : ~. :. :.: ~ •.•..• :. · ~ ~ .• ~ ~ · · •• ~ ~ ~.:: ••.. · .••.• : ~ ••. ~ •.• : •...•• ·····I 
Total Net Expenditures ......................... __ _ 
Redemption of the .Public Debt-
Gold Certificates ......•..............•..............•...•.... 
Silver Certificates ...••. ... . .••......• . .............•...•. .••.. 
Certificates of Deposit (act of June 8, 1872) . 
Refunding Certificates .•••••..............•....... 
United States Notes ...........••••. 
6fdl5~~:~~N~~~~~: : ::: ::: :::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::: . _ ._ .__ . __ . 
~~!1J:Z~;!~~li:2:~~ ::~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~: :::::::::::::::: ~::: :~:::::: :: :~~: ~::: ::::: 
Compound Interest Notes ............................ . 
Loan of 1858 . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . ............................. . ....... . 
fg~~ ~~ ~~~~~ll~~~st,· isai:::::::::: ~::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::: 
Loan of 1863 (81s) .................................... . 
7.30s of1864 ancl1885 .......................................................... . 
5-20s of 1862 .......•••....................•............ ___ ...•••..•.•........... 
5-20s of June, 1864 ..... . 
5-20s of 1865 ................•..••••..........•..... 
l0-40s of 1864 ...•.......•........ 
Consols of 1865 .••.......•..•.••..................... 
Con sols of 1867 ............ .. ..••........................... 
Consols of 1868 ...........................••.••••••....... . •••...• .. __ ..••..••••• 
Funded Loan of 1881. .. . ........ ..•••••. •....... ... ..•............... 
Funded Loan of1907 . ... .. ... ....•..............•....•.......... ...• . 
~~!~lr~.;nfo~~~i:. : ~::: :·.: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::· :: ::: :::::::::::::::: 
7, 409, 100 00 
183,680 00 
63, 260, 000 00 
12, 095, 850 00 
81, 302, 563 00 
251, 717 41 
495 00 
202, 550 00 
2,150 00 
1, 550 00 
16,500 00 
40, 000 00 
2, 837, 000 00 
32, 06<l, 250 00 
12, 797, 150 00 
2, 650 00 
9,100 00 
3, 550 00 
31,100 00 
135, 769, 750 00 
"988, 500 00 
38, 894, 250 00 
19, 351, 250 00 
23, 575, 450 00 
1, 500, 000 00 
25 00 
100 00 
Tot-al Expenditures ..... .... ......... . ..... ..... .....••...................... , ..... 
Balance, as shown by Warrant Ledger, June 30, 1880 ......... . .....• ...... .•. 
267, 642, 957 78 
432, 590, 280 41 
-----
700, 233, 238 19 
. -... · · · 76; 555-94 ·1· · · · · ·- · 2ii; 572 · 75 · 
· · · · · · · · -· · · --· · -· · · ·- -·- · i9o: 578 · 99 · 
6, 720, 886 58 
5, 824, 223 59 
27,196 17 
6, 976, 399 31 
Total. ....... -. - - . -... - -••• · • - - • · · · • • • • · -- - · · · .. · - - -• • • • · .. · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · '· · · · · · .. · · · · .. · · · · ' .. · · · · · · · .. · · .. · · ·' · .. · .. · · · · · · · .. · · · j · .. · · · · · · · · - · .. · · · 
561,504 33 






432, 590, 280 41 
----
713, 930, 524 08 
203, 791, 321 88 
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No. 2.-BALA.NCES and MOVEMENT of MONEYS of the GENERAL 
Office. 
Balances June 30, 1879. Movement 
------ -~-----.---------------- - ---





Outsta!lding Subject to 
-------------------------------1---------
Treasury U.S., Washington, D.C.......... $8, 253, 856 61 $368, 638 47 $7,885, 218 14 $117, 245, 393 36 
Sub-Treasury U.S., .Baltimore, Md . . . .. . . . 3, 293, 034 75 20,725 43 3, 272,309 32 8, 748,927 58 
Sub-Treaf-ury U.S., New York, N.Y ....... 134,950,077 64 1, 040,249 15133,909,828 49 162,943,843 84 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Philadelphia, Pa ...... 13, 040,715 46 158,929 13 13,481,786 33 26, 306,654 44 
Sub-Treasury U.S., .Boston, Mass .......... 5, 700, 515 38 lti5, 410 96 5, 535, 104 42 28, 692,796 41 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Cincinnati, Ohio . .. _... 2, 027, 003 33 104, 294 97 1, 922, 708 36 3, 886,739 77 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Chicago, Ill . . . . •. . . . . 4, 449, 610, 77 169, 921 12 4, 2i9, 689 65 7, 327, 206 05 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Saint Louis, Mo •••• .. 3, 024, 636 88 43, 898 37 2, 980, 738 51 3, 262,952 28 
Sub-Treasury U. S., New Orleans, La.... . . 2, 482, 484 95 120, 179 16 2, 362, 305 79 3, 459, 789 2"2 
Sub-Treasury U.S., San Francisco, Cal .... 18,846,269 35 75,398 78 18, 770,870 57 13,127,1!25 35 
Depository U. S., 'l'tH'son, Ariz . . . . • . . . . . . . 254, 021 84 1, 650 40 252, 371 44 83, 540 96 
Depository U.S., Pittsburgh, Pa. .... .. .... 2,126 11 .... .. . . . ..... 2,126 11 ............... . 
Depository U.S., Santa Fe, N.Mex. . ..... . 249 90 . ••. . . . . . . . .• . 249 90 ................ . 
Depository·U. S., Galveston, Tex. (oldacc't) 778 66 .. .. . . . . . . .. . . 778 66 ............... . 
National Bank Depositaries... . . . ........ . 7, 266,349 07 311, 665 61 6, 954, 683 46 119,493,171 94 
National .Banks, Special Designated De-
positaries, Funded Loan of 1907 .... . . _ .. 200, 004,359 50 ......... _. _. _ 200, 004, 359 50 ............... . 
National .Banks, Special Designated De-
positaries, Refunding Certificates . .. . . . . 1, 074, 797 28 ....... _. _.... 1, 074, 797 28 . .............. . 
First N ational.Bank, Selma, .Ala. (old acc't). 34, 787 29 ........... _. . 34, 787 29 ............... . 
193, 932 67 ........... - - . 193, 932 67 . ---.- ......... . 
Venango Nationd .Bank, Franklin, Pa. 
(old account) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Special Designated Depositaries, Refund-
ingCerti:ficates ............... . -···---·-· 57,63214 .............. 57,63214 ............... . 
Mint U.S., Philadelphia, Pa., .Bullion Fund . 4, 903, 362 96 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, !l03, 362 96 ............... . 
Mint U. S., San Francisco, Cal., .Bullion 
Fund ............. . ... . ................. . 4, 535, 290 36 ............ - . 4, 535, 290 3G .............. . 
Mint U. S., New Orleans, La., .Bullion Fund. 1, 200,737 94 .......•..... 1, 200, 737 94 ..•............. 
1, 419, 540 86 .......... . .. . 
11, 316 80 .. - .. ---- •... . 
27, 950 03 . ---- .. . ... - - . 
1,419,540 8u ............... . 
11,316 80 ····•··········· 
27, 950 03 ...... . ........ . 
Mint U. S., Carson, Nev., Bullion Fund ... . 
Mint U. R., Denver, Colo., .Bullion Fund ... . 
.Branch Mint U.S., Dahlonega, Ga., .Bullion 
Fund (o1d account) ..................... . 
.Assay Office U.S., New York, N.Y., .Bul-
lion Fuml .. _ .. _ . . ................... . . _. 7, 281, 948 61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 281, 948 61 .....•.......... 
.Assay Otlice U. S., Boise City, Idaho, .Bul-
lion ]'und ....... _ ..................... . 44, 656 59 . .. - - . ..... - - . 44,656 59 ...... ......... . 
Assay Office U. S., Charlotte, N.C., Bullion 
Fund .................................. . 6, 316 34 .... . ........ . 6, 316 34 ............ ... . 
.Assay Office U.S., Charlotte, N.C., .Bullion 
Fund (old account) .. ..... ...... _ ....... . 32, 000 00 .• - .......... . 32, 000 00 ............... . 
.Assay Office U. 1:-:i., Helena, Mont., Bullion 
Fund .............. ··--·········---··-· 150, 500 0 ........... - .. 150,500 00 ............... . 
Mint U. S., Philadelphia, Pa., .Bullion 
]fund, Recoinage Account ...................................•...•.......... . ..............••.•.... 
Mint U. S., San Francisco, Cal., Bullion • · 
228, 409 12 . --- •.... .. .. . 
50, 000 00 . -- .......... . 
228, 409 12r ___ ..•.•. _ .... . 
50,000 00 ............... . 
Fund, Rccoinage Account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 94 ............... . 
Mint U. S., Philadelphia, Pa., Minor Coin 
RedemRtion Account . ...... ..... .. . .. _ . . 
Mint U. :5., Philadelphia, Pa., Minor Coin 
Metal Fund .•.... . . . . • . ...... . ....... . . . 
Lesq amounts "OV('rdrawn" and "ov('r-
:paill" Treasury U. 8., Washington, D. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .............. . 
. . . 425, 449, 360 13 2, 580, 961 551422, 868, ~98 58 ............... . 
.Balance of moneys tn t'fansttu . . . _ ..... . . . =-:..:..:...:...:.:..:..:..:. 5, 644, 611 501~ 644, 611 50==== 
I General Treasury balances and tot!lls . j425, 449,360 13 8, 225,573 05l417, 223,787 08 494, 578,241 20 
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TREASURY of the UNITED STATES for the fiscal year 1880. 
during the fiscal year. Balances June 30, 1880. 
:Received by Transferred to ~h~~f~ffit~~-m other offices. Drafts paid. 
~04, 049, 450 14 $89, 824, 385 38 $549, 077, 771 50 
5, 482, 449 64 10, 534, 976 50 3, 252, 568 86 
326, 413, 001 08 471, 031, 180 71 83, 198, 491 19 
12, 494, 709 37 25, 231, 742 63 10, 865, 306 44 
14, 582, 995 65 25, 350, 060 02 15, 843, 506 13 
5, 500, 868 33 7, 161, 857 64 1, 802, 474 03 
17,132, 123 11 11, 625, 634 20 10, 650, 980 57 
9, 737, 506 08 6, 704, 365 73 7, 155, 016 89 
4, 831, {]47 52 5, 836, 607 21 2, 611, 115 08 
13, 763, 197 22 17, 103, 404 09 7, 123,494 23 
301,527 00 ........................... 505,509 84 
............................ .......................... .. .. ............................ 
.................. ...... ..... ............... .. ............. ............ ........ .......... 
.............................. .............................. .............................. 




3, 833 91 
3, 986 50 
1, 469 29 
4, 495 43 
!>76 52 









$3, 736, 636 19 
70, 067, 123 70 
16, 341, 196 29 
7, 777,854 79 
2, 448, 810 47 
6~7, 829 73 
2, '5,136 10 
2, 324, 303 96 


























$3, 706, 125 82 
69, 791, 286 96 
16, :?97, 582 38 
7, 688, 796 88 
2, 433, 215 48 
6, 502, 843 45 
2, 070, 729 43 
2, 243, 929 68 





7, 771, 233 90 
422, 885 17 200,427,244 67 ................................................................... .. 
877 80 1, 075, 675 08 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.•••.....••. 
................ ................ ........ ... .... ...... ...... 34,787 29 ....... .... ... 34,787 29 
193, !l32 67 ............. . 193,932 67 
11,431 73 6(), 063 87 .... -· ........................................................ . ..... . 
43, 549, 422 17 31, 290, 836 41 ...................... -.. .. 17, 161, 948 72 ..... -.. .. . .. . 17, 161, 948 72 
9, 018, 942 95 
8, 275, 320 57 
452,000 00 
440,507 48 
3, 688, 535 00 ...... .. .... - . . . - .....•.... 
5,426,471 73 .......................... . 
8,738 00 ...... ... .. . ............. .. 
330, 855 96 ......... -................ . 
9, 865, 698 31 ............. . 
4, O-i9, 586 78 ............. -
1, 862, 802 86 ........... - .. 
120, 968 32 .... - .... - ... . 
27,950 03 .......... . .. . 
9, 865, 698 31 
4, 049, 586 78 
1, 862, 802 86 
120,968 32 
27,950 03 
60, 000, 000 00 30, 228, 804 46 ... - .......... - . .. .. • .. .. .. 37, 053, 144 15 ..... -....... . 37, 053, 144 15 
177,323 67 




117,692 07 .......................... . 
83, 324 14 ..... - •....•••• -•.•... - ... . 
487,602 41 .......................... . 
47,289 47 ......................... .. 
104, 288 19 .... - .. . ..... . 
20,992 20 ............. . 
32,000 00 .......... . .. . 
204,402 81 ............. . 






90 94 .................................................................... . 
625,500 00 ........ - ................. . 188, !lOS 22 ...... ... ... .. 
50, 000 00 ............. . 
188,908 22 
50,000 00 
212, 098, 124 68 .............. 211, 028, 493 4.9 
........ ... -.................... ..... ............... -...... 9, 410, 855 49 274, 554 37 9, 685, 409 86 
........ .. ............... ... .... . ... .. ..................... 202, 687, 269 1911, 344, 185 56 201, 343, 083 63 
................................ .. ....................................... 3,340,752 711 3,340,752 71 
1,044,38a~!l,053,357,0s222 708, 190, 900 76 175, 498 90,202, 687,2691911,996, 56-715,204.68a~634 
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No. a.-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of RECEIPTS, as shown by WARRANTS, 
for the fiscal yem·s 1879 and 1880. 
Fiscal year. Customs. Internal rev-enue. Lands. 
Miscellaneous I Total net rev-
sources. enuea. 
1879 ---------------- - $137, 250, 047 70 $113, 561, 610 58 $924, 781 06 $22, 090, 745 12 $273, 827, 184 46 
1880 -------------- - -. 186, 522, 064 60 124, 009, 373 92 1, 016, 506 60 21, 978, 665 86 333, 526, 6'1.0 68 
---------1--------------------
~c~~ee:sS: 1: /:88~ :: ::: ··-49; 212: oiil. 9o· --- io; «7: 763-34 · ·---9i: 125· 54 ·1- ____ ~~~·- ~:~ -~~. -- ·;9; 699."426.52 
.., 
No. 4.-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES, as· shown by WAR-
RANTS, for the fiscal years 1B79 and 1880. 
Fiscal Interest and Civil and mis- War D ep:n·t- Navy Depart- Interior De- Total net ex-premium on year. public debt. cellaneous. ment. ment. partment. pendituros. 
1879 ...... $105, 327, 949 00 $65, 7 41, 555 49 $40, 425, 660 73 ~15, 125, 126 84 $40, 327, 591 47 $266, 947, 883 53 
1880 ..•... 98, 552, 895 53 54, 713, 529 76 38, 116, 916 22 13, 536, 984 74 62, 722, 631 53 267, 642, 957 78 
------ - 1~·- ~~~·- ~~~-:~-I·-~~~~~·-:~~.~~. ------Decr.1880 6, 775, 053 47 1, 588, 142 10 j·--- -.. -... ---. - - - - - - ----.. -.. - ~ Incr. 1880 ............ . ....... . ... ... - . - - - --. - - - - 22, 395, 04.0 06 695, 074 25 
No. fj,-COJ:fPARA.TlVE STATEMENT of BALANCES in the TREASURY at the 
close of the fiscal yeaTs 1879 and 1880. 
Balance .Tune 30, 1879, as sho>Yll by Warrant Ledger . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $358, 083, 846 09 . 
Net Revenues 1880...... . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . $333, 526, 610 98 
Net Expenditures 1880. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 267, 642, 957 78 
Increase of funds ... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •. - .. ......... . 65, 883, 653 20 
424, 567, 499 29 
Public debt. I 
I . d · , Redemptions Excessofissues Excess of re-
ssues unng during fiscal over redemp- d eruptions 
fiscal year. year. tions. over issues. 
Bonds and Securities ................ $268,087,370 00 ................ $208,087,370 00 
Funded Loan of l 9U7 $72, 450, 900 00 .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. $72, 450, 900 00 .. ............. . 
Gold Certificates . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . 7, 409, 100 00 .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. 7, 409, 100 00 
Silver Certificates . . . 10, 091, 000 00 183, 680 00 9, 907, 320 00 ....•......•.. .. 
CertificatesofDeposit 47, 355, 000 00 63, 260, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 905, 000 00 
:Refuncl' g Certificates 614, 640 00 12, 095, 850 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 481, 210 00 
United States Notes 81,302,563 00 81,302,563 00 ---------- -- · --· ............... . 
FractionalCurrency. . ............... 251,717 41 ----··---------· 251,717 41 
Total.. .......... I 211, 814, 103 00 432, 590, 280 41 I 82, 358, 220 00 303, 134, 397 41 
Net excess of Redemptions over Issues---- ....................... .... ... ...... __ ...••. 220, 77G,l77 41 
Balance .rune 30, 1880, aa shown by WaiTa.nt Ledger . . . . . • . • . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . 203, 791 321 88 
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No. G.-EXPLANATORY STATEitfENT of DIFFERENCES between the BALANCES 
of Jzme 30, 1880, as shown by the TreasuTer's books and by the P~tblic Debt Statement. 
The General Treasury balance subject to draft June 30, 1880, as shown 
by Statement No. 2, w as ........................................... _. $204, 683, 836 34 
The cash in the Treasury June 30, 1880, as shown by the Publi<J Debt 
Statement of July 1, 1880, was........................................ 201, 088, 622 88 
The difference, amounting to . ..................................................... _ .. . 
is explained in part by the fact that transcripts of the general ac-
count, containing reports of receipts into the Treasury prior to 
July 1, 1880, were not received by the Treasurer until after that 
date from the following offices, viz : 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Boston, Mass . .................. . ................. . 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Cincinun.ti, Ohio . ...... . ......................... .. 
~~t~;:~~~~:; ~: ~:; ~~i~tio~;I!, -:M~ ----~~ ~-- -_·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ -. ~ ~·. ~:::: ~: :::::::::::: 
Sub-1'rcasury U.S., N ew Orleans, La ................................ .. 
Sub-Treasury U.S., San Francisco, Cal .............................. .. 
~~¥i:~~lr~a~kSD~~~~f~~i!sr~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: ::::::: 
The remainder oft he flifference consists of the following items, viz : 
Certificates of deposit (act of June 8, 1872) in the Treasurer's balance 
b* not in that of the Public Debt Statement ....................... . 
Unavailable cash included in the Treasurer's balance but not in that of 







6, 415 65 
1, 809, 500 05 
130, 000 00 
964,773 87 
$3, 595, 213 46 
3, 595, 213 46 
No. 7.-R~iL.ANC.E'S sta,uding to the credit of DISBURSING OFFICERS and AGENTS 
of the UNITED STATES June 30, 1880. 
Office in which deposited. 
------ -----.,--------
Amount. 
$1, 644, 169 27 










3, 222, 496 33 
28, 581, 290 93 
No. S.-SUMMARYofthe TREASURER'S QUARTERLY ACCOUNTSfor the seTvice 
of the POST-OFFICE DEP ART.MENT for the fiscal year 1880. 
Expenditures by the Treasurer on Warrants . ............................................ $9, 813, 888 03 
Expenditures JY Postmasters ................................ . ........................... 26,048,562 16 
Total expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 862, 450 19 
Balance due the United States June 30, 1880.. ........ .... .... . ........................... 2, 540,591 43 
To~'ll ............................................... . .......................... 38, 403, 041 62 
Receipts covered into the Treasury by Warrants .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • . 9, 641, 583 04 
:Receipts by Postmasters .... __ .. _ .............................. ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 26, 048, 562 16 
To~<tl not receipts .............................................................. 35,690,145 20 
Balance duo the United States Jull({30, 1879 ........................................ -..... 2, 712,896 42 
Total ...... _ .... _ . • · ... : .................... _ ................... _ ............... 38,403,041 62 
, . 
No. 9.-SUMMARY of the TREASURER'S QUARTERLY ACCOUNTS for the jiBcal yea1·l880, aa RENDERED to the FIRST AUDITOR of the 
TREASURY. 
DR. The United States in account with .James Gilfillan, Treasurer of the United Stat.es, for the fiscal year 1880. CR. 
To payments on current Quar-
ters' Warrants on account of-
Treasury .. --- ... -- .......... $26,879,442 76 
Quarterly Salaries . -- .. - - . . . . 548, 580 96 
.fudiciary .. -----·····-------- 2,690,41516 
lliplomatic ............ _... . . 1, 259, 058 15 
Customs' ............... ------ 17,335,031 70 
Interior Civil ........ _....... 4, 541, 277 59 
Internal Revenue .... _ .... _.. 4, 337, 196 31 
Public Debt ......... . ....... 531,863,450 04 
Interior ..•.......... _________ 64, 517, 987 93 
War .. ------------------·--·· 39,592,476 05 
Navy ....•................... 20,076,502 29 
1-----l$713, 641, 418 94 
T~e~:'W~~:~~ ~~e~:l~~~:~ 
Treasury .......... -. -.. --. -. 
~uarterly Salaries _ ......... . 
ni:f~:~ic · ~: :: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : 
Customs ............... ------
Interior Civil ........ --------
Internal Revenue ..... ___ . ... 
Interior ...... ____ ...... _____ _ 
War . . 
Navy .......... . 
62,414 03 
9, 614 56 
20, 596 21 







381, 424 ~l$714, 022, 843 62 
892,514 46 
Balance of Warrant Ledger (see 
~tatements Nos. 1 and 5) . __ . . .. __ - ~-- ........ -· .••. 1203, 791, 321 88 
Amount on deposit with the States _. _............... 28, 101, 644 91 
Amount of unpaid Warrants ......... __ .............. 246, 948 41 
To balance of covered moneys 
~= ·:: ~~::: :::::::::::::::: l ::::::::::::::: 232. 139, 915 20 'I 946, 162, 758 82 
I 
Balances of .July 1, 1879: 
General Treasury ............. ,$417, 223, 787 08 
Less amount not covered by 
Warrants................... 58,539,940 99 
Balance of Warrant Ledger ... 
Amount on deposit with the 
States ..................... . 
Amountof unpaid Warrants .. 
... . $358, 683, 846 09 
28, 101, 644 91 
339,159 35 
By balance of covered moneys .... 
1 
................ 1 ............... . By receipts covered in during the 1 
fiscal year by Warrants on ac- . 
count of-
Miscellaneous Revenues and 
Revenue Counter Warrants. 
Customs ..................... . 
Lands ....................... . 
Internal Revenue ....... -.... . 
Miscellaneous Repayments 
and Counter WarT ants ..... . 
233, 792, 768 86 
186, 522, 064 60 
1, 016, 506 60 
124, 009, 373 92 
3, 795, 224 97 
Interior Repayments and 
Counter Warrants ......... -I 1, 819,321 47 
War Repayments and Counter 
Warrants .......... -....... . 
Navy Repayments and Coun-
1, 541, 774 44 
ter Warrants ............... 1 6, 540, 965 01 
_____ , 559, 037, 999 87 
By amount of War Warrant No. 
1304, of first Quarter, 1879, in fa- , 
1 
vor of Fountain Fullen, charged 
again to the Treasurer on ac-
count of defective voucher .. -- -.. -- - - . - -- . . --- - -I 
~----· 
108 60 
$387, 124, 650 35 
559,038, 108 47 
I 





















No. 10.-BAL..J..NOES and MOVEMENT OF MONEYS of the POST-OFE"'OE DEPARTMENT fm· thefiscal yea1·l880. 
Balances June 30,1879. Movement during the :fiscal year. Balances June 30, 1880. 
Office. Received by 
. Ou~stand- ~ Subject to I transfers I Receipts 
On deposit. I mg draft. from other proper. 
drafts. offices. 
E.x:pendi- j Transferred I Receipts I . I Ou~stand- 1 Subject to 
tures. t~ffi:!~r refunded. On deposit. d~fls. draft. 
Treasury U.S., Washington, D. C. 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Baltimore,Md 
Sub-Treasury U. S., Boston, Mass . 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Chicago, lll .. 
Sub-Treasury U. S., Cincinnati, 
Ohio .••.••••..••••••••.•.•.•.. :. 
Sub-TreasnryU. S., New Orleans, 
La ............................ . 
Sub-Treasury U.S., New York, 
N.Y .....•.........•.•........ . 
Sub-TreasuryU. S., Philadelphia, 
Pa ............................ . 
Sub-Treasury U. S., San Francis-
co, Cal ..•.••........•...... ...•. 
Sub-Treasury U.S., Saint Louis, 
Mo .......•..................... 
Sub-TreasuryU. S., New Orleans, 
La. (old account) .............. . 
DepositoryU. S., LittleRock,.A.rk. 
(old account) .................. . 
Depository U. S .. , Galveston, Tex. 
(old account) .................. . 
Depository U. S., Savannah, Ga. 
(old account) .................. . 
National Bank Depositaries ..... . 
Merchants'NationalBank, Wash-
$99,341 25 $1,136 77 
78,886 54 518 55 
181,995 66 62 97 
81,340 25 538 36 
83,055 50 3, 088 45 
65,897 76 3, 354 65 
1, 640, 856 89 19,151 79 
124, 581 751 65 ... 
205, 126 32 18, 908 45 
92, 533 94 5, 658 70 
31,164 44 




2, 801 00 
$98,204 48 $456,403 25 
78, 367 99 ...................... 
181,932 69 ...... .. .............. . 
80,801 89 400,000 00 
79,967 05 50, 000 00 




577, 512 40 
239,547 62 
117,60111 
$519. 434 30 
1
. ______ ... __ .
1
$1. 254 291 $114. 560 93 •
1
$16. 853 40 
163, 375 60 . __ ... _ ... __ .. __ . . ____ .
1 
131, 725 54 1, 100 39 
357, 652 43 $325, 000 00 .. ----.--. 202, 471 00 142 20 
753, 006 44 . - .. .. - . - ......... .. --. 305, 846 21 23, 835 45 
275,207 98 
630,077 32 
110 31 97,284 83 3, 811 99 
147,421 55 12,555 39 
1, 621, 705 10 .•...•. - - . - . . . 5, 964, 497 93 4, 618, 561 94 12, 050, 000 00 936,792 88 85,702 .80 
124,516 31 
186,217 87 
86, 875 24 1 1, 200, ooo oo 
31,164 44 
5, 823 50 
83 36 
205 76 
19, 202 50 
2, 801 00 
667,727 19 
586,211 47 
590, 591 40 
440,144 55 
344, 075 47 1 1, 459, 836 o7 
200,000 00 
147, 227 55 1- .. -- .. - .... - -I 131, 403 25 
24 39 
276 10 
201,693 15 2, 203 69 
151,193 24 11, 884 26 
176,773 34 6, 774 82 
31, 164 44 .. .. - .• ---. 
5, 823 50 1 ••• ••• • •• • • 
83 36 •···· .. -···· 
205 76 \···· ....... 
34, 750 70 - .. - -- - . - - . 
2, 801 00 ' . - ... - - . - - . 
$97,707 53 
130,62515 
202, 328 80 












2, 80100 ington, D. C. (old account) .... . . 
Total.._ .................... ,2,7'12,896-42[52, 484 13 12, 060, 412 291 2, 706, 403 2519, 643, 248 1319, 813, 888 03 12, 706, 403 251_ 1, 665 09 i ~· 540, 591 43 1164, 864 39 12,3'75,7'2704 
Add revenues collected and expended by Postmasters as shown by Warrants of the 
Postmaster-General-
For the Quarter ended September 30, 1879 ....••••••.....•................... -- .. - .16, 221, 084 3916, 221, 084 39 
For the Quarter ended December 31, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 6, 513, 589 45 6, 513, 589 45 
For the Quarter ended March 31, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 911, 688 26 6, 911, 688 26 
FortheQuarterendedJune30, 1880 ........ .•.......... ........ .................. 6,402,200 06 6,402,200 06 
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No. 11.-UNAVAILABLE I!'UNDS of the GENERAL TREASURY and of the 
POST-OI!'I!'ICE DEPARTMENT, June :30, 1880. 
The following items were unavailable on June 30,1880, viz: 
On deposit with the following States tmder the act of Jtme 23, 1836:-
Maine ............ - - .. - - ...... - -.--- .. - · · ·-- ·. · · · · -- · · · · · · - · · ·---- · · · · · · · · · 
Vermont .................................................................. . 
New Hampshire .......................................................... . 
Massachusetts ............................................................ . 
Connecticut .................... . .. . ...... .. . . ............................. . 
Rhode Island ......... . ................................................... . 
New York ................................ . ................ . .............. . 
~l~~~~~~i~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : ~ ~:: ~ ~ :: ~ ::: : ~:: ~ ~ : ::: ~:::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: 
Indiana ............... .. .............. . ......... . ......................... . 
illinois ......................................................•............ 
Michigan ........................ . ........................................ . 
Dela,vare ................................................................. . 
~5~~:-~~~:: ::·::: :::::::::: :-~ ::: ~:::: :::::: ~:::: ::::: :~~:::::::::: ::::: 
South Carolina ................... . ... . . . ...................... .. .... . . . . . 
Georgia ............................................................ . ..... .. 
t~~~~:a: _- .-.-::::::::: .· _·:: .·: .-: _-::::: ~:: :::::::.-::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~: : ~ :::::: .-:: ~:::: 
Mississippi .............................................................. .. 
Tennessee .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . ......... .. 
~1~:::r~:::: :::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 




1, 338,173 58 
764,670 60 
382,335 30 
4, 014, 520 71 
2, 867, 514 78 
764,670 60 






2, 198, 427 99 
1, 433, 767 39 
1, 051, 422 09 
1, 051, 422 09 
669, 086 79 
477,919 14 
382,335 30 
1, 433, 757 39 
1, 433, 757 39 
382,335 30 
286,751 49 
Totn1 on deposit with the States ................................................... $28, 101, 644~91 
Deficits and Defaults, Branch Mint, U.S., San Francisco, Cal., 1857 to 1869. 
Default, Branch Mint U.S., Dahlonega, Ga., 1861, at the outbreak of the 
Rebellion ...................................................... . 
Branch Mint U.S., Charlotte, N. C., 1861, at the outbreak of the 
Rebellion ...................................................... . 
Depository U. S., Galveston, Tex., 1861, at the outbreak of the 
Rebellion ..................................................... .. 
Depository U.S., Baltimore, Md., 1866 .......................... .. 
~e;ficit, Depository, U: S., Santa Fe, N. Me~., 1866, short in Remittance . . .. 
Frulure, Venango Natwnal Bank of Franklm, Pa., 1866 ................... . 
First National Bank of Selma, .Ala., 1867 ....................... .. 
Default, Sub-Treasury U.S., New Orleans, La., 1867, May and Whitaker. 
Sub-Treasury U.S., New Orleans, La., 1867, May property ..... .. 
Deficit, Sub-Treasury U.S., New York, 1867, cOlmterfeit 7.30s ........... .. 
Default, Depository U. S., Pittsburgh, Pa., 1867 ..........•................ 
Depository U. S., Baltimore, Md., 1867 .......................... .. 
Depository U.S., Baltimore, Md., 1870 .......................... .. 
Deficit, TreasmyU.S., Washington, D. C., 1875 ......................... .. 










5, 566 31 
8, 750 31 
2,126 11 




1, 410, 561 94 
Total ........ . ........................................... . ................... 29,512,206 85 
The Post-Office Department Balance " subject to draft " is $2,375.727.04, of which the following items 
were unavailable on June 30, 1880, viz: 
Default, Sub-Treasury U. S., New Orleans, La., 1861, at the outbreak of 
the Rebellion ... .. ............................................ .. 
Depository U. S., Savannah, Ga., 1861, at the outbreak of the 
Rebellion ..................................................... .. 
Dlf~b!~7n ~ ._ -~·:. ~~~~~~t~~~. ~-~~·:. ~~~~~-. ~~ -~~~. ~~t~~~~~- ~:. -~~~ 
Depository U.S., Little Rock, Ark., 1861, at the outbreak of the 
Rebellion ...................................................... . 




5, 823 50 
2, 801 00 
Total ................................................. . ..................... . 
RECAPITULATION. 
$40,078 06 
General Treasury Moneys unavailable_.June 30, 1880 ................•..... . .............. $29, 512,206 85 
Post-Office Department Moneys unavailable June 30, 1880 .. ...... . ........... . .......... 40, 078 06 
Total unavailable ........................................................ .. .. 29,552,284 91 
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No. 12.-NUMBER of NATIONAL BANKS ORGANIZED, FAILED, and in 
VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION to June 30, 1880. 
The number of National Banks which had deposited securities for their circulation to June 30, 
o::~!i~~sd~ri~ii"th"~ ii;c~-y~;; isso~ :: ~--::::: ·.:·.: ::·_·_::: ~-.-.::::: :·_-_-_ -_·_·_: ·.:: :·.: :·.::: :::::: ·.:·.:::: 2• 4~ 
Total numbE-r of National Banks organized to June 30, 1880 .......................••••..... 2, 485 
81 
5 
Total number of failed National Banks June 30, 1880...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. 86 
In voluntary liquidation :prior to July 1, 1879...... . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 276 
Went into voluntary liqmdation <luring the :fiscal year 1880................................. 21 
Total number of National Banks in voluntary liquidation June 30, 1880.. ... . .• . . . . . . . . . .. •. 297 
Number of National Banks doing business June 30, 1880 ...............•.......... . ....... -...... 2,102 
Total. .....•..•...•• ... ......••... . ...........................•...........................•. 2, 485 
.No. 13.-NAl'IONAL BANKS which FAILED du1·ing the fiscal yea1·l880. 
Place. State. Title. 
Brattleboro' ................. Vermont .................... First National Bank. 
Butler....................... Pennsylvania............... First National J~ank. 
Meadville.................... Pennsylvania............... First National Bank. 
Monticello . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . First National Bank. 
Newark . .. . . . ... ...••• ..... . New Jersey ...............•. First National Bank. 
No. 14..-NATIONAL BANKS which went into VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 
during the fiscal year 1880. 
Place. 
.Afton ........•............... 
.Auburn ..................... . 
.Aurora ~ ..........••.... . .... 
Batavia .•.................•. 
Bedford ..................... . 
Centerville ................. . 
Clyde .............•.......... 
~la~~~~~::::::::: ::::::::: 
Franklin .................... . 
Gainesville ................. . 
Hackensack .......•.... ... .. 
Keithsburg ...•.............. 




Salem ....................... . 
San Francisco .........•..... 
Winona ....................•. 
State. 
Iowa . ...................... . 
ID:ofs~~~_-.-_-_-_-_-_-.-~~ ~: :::::: 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . ..••.... 
Indiana .•................... 
Iowa ...•....••.............. 
New York ................. . 
M<!ntana. Territory .....•.... 
W1sconsm ................. . 
Kentucky ................. . 
Alabama ................... . 
~u-:ofse~~~:::::::: :~ ~:: ::::: 
Ohio .........•.•......•..... 
Tennessee ................. . 
Pennsylvania .............. . 
Pennsylvania .............. . 
Tennessee ................. . 
Indiana. ...••................ 
California .••••• . ............ 
Minnesota .........••....... 
Title . 
First National Bank. 
.Auburn City National Bank . 
Union National Bank. 
First National Bank. 
Bedford National Bank. 
Farmers' National Bank. 
First Nat.ional Bank. 
First National Bank. 
The National Bank. 
First National Bank. 
Gainesville National Bank. 
First National Bank. 
Farmers' National Bank. 
Manchester National Bank. 
Fourth National :Bank. 
First National Bank. 
First National Bank. 
Mechanics' National Bank. 
The National Bank. 
The National Gold Bank and Trust Co. 
Mechanics' National Bank. 
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No. I :5.-SEMI-ANNU AL DUTY assessed Ltpon and collected from N AriON AL BANKS 
by the TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES for the fiscal yem·s from, 1864 t(} 
1880, inclusive. 
Fiscal year. 
1864 •... -- ·----- ·----- -----·-- ·--- -- ------
1865 .•.... ·--------------------- ----------1866. _________________ - ---- ------------ ---
1867 .•••••••..••.. --------- --- ·--- ----- ---
1868 .......•...... ---- -----·------ -· ---·- -1869 ____________________ ------------------
1870 ...... --·--·-- ---------------- ------- -1871. ___________________ ___________ __ ____ _ 
1872 •....••.••••••...... ---·-- ------------
1873 .....••. -·-···------ -----· ------------
1874 .. ······------ ------------------------
1875 .••••••• -------- --·----- --------------
1876 ....•....••••• ------ ······ · -· ·- ----- ·-
1877 ............ -------- ••• ····-----------
1878 .•............ ------------------------
1879 .. ·········------·-·- ----- - -----------
1880 .. ---------------------------------- ·-
Total ...... ..... .. ...... ........ .. . 
On circulation. On deposits. 
$53,193 32 $95,911 87 
733,247 59 1, 087, 530 86 
2, 106, 785 30 2, 633, 102 77 
2, 868, 636 78 2, 650, 180 09 
2, 946, 343 07 2, 56!, 143 44 
2, 957, 416 73 2, 614, 553 58 
2, 949, 744 13 2, 614, 767 61 
2, 987, 021 69 2, 802, 840 85 
3, 193, 570 03 3, ] 20, 984 37 
3, 353, 186 13 3, 196, 569 29 
3, 404, 483 11 3, 209, 967 72 
3, 283, 450 89 3, 514, 265 39 
3, 091, 795 76 3, 505, 129 64 
2, 900, 957 53 3, 451, 965 38 
2, 948, 047 08 3, 273, Ill 74 
3. 009, 647 16 3, 309, 668 90 
3, 153, 635 63 4, 058, 710 61 
-----------
45, 941, 161 93 47, 703, 404 11 
On capital. Total. 
$18,432 07 $167,537 26 
133,25115 1, 954, 029 60 
406,947 74 5, 146, 835 81 
321,881 36 5, 840, 698 23 
306,781 67 5, 817, 268 18 
312,918 68 5, 884, 888 99 
375,962 26 5, 940, 474 00 
385,292 13 6, 175, 154 67 
389, 356 27 6, 703, 910 frl 
454,891 51 7, 004, 646 93 
469,048 02 7, 083,498 86 
507,417 76 7, 305, 134 04 
632, 296 16 7, 229, 221 56 
660,784 90 7, 013, 707 81 
560,296 83 6, 781, 455 65 
401,920 61 6, 721, 236 67 
379,424 19 7, 591, 770 43 
--------
6, 716, 903 31 100, 361, 469 35 
No. 16.-BONDS and STOCKS oftlw INDIAN TRUST FUND in CUSTODYoftlw 
TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES June 30, 1880, undm· the act of Jwne 10, 
1876. 
Class of Bonds. Registered. Coupon. 
State, Railway, and Oanal Bonds. 
Arkansas: Funded Debt ...... --- .. . . ----- .. --- .. ___ . .... .. ---- .. .. ...... $168,000 00 
Florida: State S"Wcks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132, 000 00 
Indiana: WabashandErieCana.lBonds ------------------- ----- --------- 6,000 00 
Louisiana: State Stocks.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 000 00 
Mary land: State Stocks... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8, 350 17 ..........•... 
North Carolina: State Stocks... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192, 000 00 
South Carolina: State Stow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125, 000 00 
Tennessee: State Stocks---------·------·-------··-···-···· 191,666 66t 144,000 00 
Tennessee: Nashvillo and Chattanooga Railroad Bonds __ .. _. _.......... 512, 000 00 
Virginia : State Stocks.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581, 800 00 
Virginia: Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Bonds .... . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,000 00 
United States Bonds. 
Loan of July and August, 1861 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
Pacific Railway Bonds, sixes .•.•.•.. _. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280, 000 00 




6, 000 00 
37,000 00 




512, 000 00 
581,800 00 
13, 000 00 
500 00 
280,000 00 
2, 188, 900 00 
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 669, 416, 83J 1, 910, 800 00 4, 580, 216 83f 
No. I "'.-STATEMENT by LOANS of UNITED ST4TES BONDS held in TRUST for N.ATIONAL BANKS June 30, 1880, and of CHANGES 
dw·ing thtJ FISCAL YEAR 1880 in CHARACTER of BONDS HELD. 
Deposits and Wjthdrawals during fiscal year. 
Bonds h eld In trust June 30, 1879. Bonds h eld in trust June 30, 1880. 
Title of Loan. For circulation. For public deposits. 
- -----
For ciroula- For public Total. D eposited. Withdrawn. Deposited. Withdrawn. For circula- For public Total. tion. deposits. tion. deposits. 
-- .• --- --
6 PER CENT. COm. 
Loan of FebruaJ, 1861 -···--. ___ . .. _ ------ $2,176,000 $68,000 $2,244,000 $382, 000 $-166,000 ..................... $30,000 $2,092,000 $38,000 $2,130, 000 
Loan of Jui.v an August, 1861. .. ____ .. ___ _ 31,739,100 880,800 32, 619,900 5, 923,850 3, 413,900 $110, 000 15,000 34,249,050 975, 800 35,224,850 
Loan of 1863 (81s) ....... _ ... __ .... __ .. __ .. _ 17,077,100 696,500 17,773,600 2, 330, 550 2, 078, 550 35,000 4, 000 17, 329, 100 727, 500 18, 056, 600 
g~~~fs ~~;ar8~~r~ _::::::: ::::: :: : :::::: : ::: ... ................... 38,700 38,700 .. ................ . .... i42;ioo· l :::::::::::- .................. . .. .. ................... . 38,700 38,700 145, 100 3, 500 148,600 . .......... . ..... . 3, 500 3, 000 ...................... 3, 000 
Consols of 1868 ....... _____ .. _ .. _ .. _ . ... ___ 381, 500 26, 500 408, 000 ........... . ...... ... 366, 500 -- .. -- -- ... - 26,500 15, 000 ........ . ............ 15,000 
5 PER CEN'l'. COIN. I 
Ten-Forties of 1864----------------- - ...... 27,604, 350 1, 049, 500 28,653,850 . .... ... .. .... ..... 2~: ~~: ~~~ 1----994; 5oo · 1, 049, 500 1, 379,900 ...................... 1, 379, 900 Funded Loan of 1881. __ . . ...... . _ .... .. . __ . 117, 011, 950 3, 452,400 120, 464, 350 28, 303,450 196, 000 138, 378, 750 4, 250,900 14-2, 629, 650 
4~ PKR CENT. COIN. 
"· .,.. ,,. 1 
Funded Loan of 1891. ....... _ .. _ .. ____ .. _ .. 1, 230,000 36,286,550 5, 909,400 3, 2o5, ooo I 100, 000 385, 000 37,760, 950 945,000 38,705, 950 
4 PER CENT. COIN. 
Funded Loan of 1907 ___ ...•• • • • ___ . ______ .. 118, 538, 950 6, 962, 500 125, 501, 450 32, 511, 300 24,973, 950 1, 546,000 740,400 126, 076, 300 7, 768,100 133, 844, 400 
6 PER CENT. CURRENCY. 
Pacific Railway Bonds .. _ ....•.. _ ... _____ . 4, 524,000 13,000 4, 537,000 353, 000 509, 000 20, 000 ................ . " 4, 368, 000 33, 000 4, 401, 000 
Personal Bonds .••••••.. •.. _ ... _. __ .. _____ 
. .......... ... ... . 330, 000 330, 000 
------·-----
.................... .............. .................... ..................... 330, 000 330,000 






























No. 18.-UNITED STATES CURRENCY, of each issue~ OUTSTANDING at the close of EACH FISCAL YEAR from 1862 to 1880, inclusive. 
Issue. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 
Old Demand Notes ............. $51, 105, 235 00 $3, 384, 000 00 $7R9, 037 50 $472, 603 50 $272, 162 75 $208, 432 50 $143, 912 00 $123, 739 25 $106, 256 00 $96, 505 50 
United States Notes . ... ....... 
One and two year Notes of 1863 . 
96, 620, 000 00 387, 646, 589 00 447, 300, 203 10 431, 066, 427 99 400, 780, 305 85 371, 783, 597 00 356, 000, 000 00 
. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172, 620, 550 OO j 50, 6~5, 170 00 8, 439,540 50 1, 325, 889 50 716,212 00 356, ooo. 000 or·· ooo. 000 00 356, ooo. 000 00 347, 772 00 253, 952 00 205, 992 00 
Compound Interest Notes ...... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . - . . . . . . . . 6, 060, 000 001191, 721,470 00(72, 369, 941 00 134, 774, 981 00 54, 608, 230 00 3, 063,410 oo 2, 191, 670 oo[ 814, 280 oo 
Fractional Currency ........... 
·•·•·.... .. . . 20,192,456 00 22, 324,283 101 25,033,128 76 27,008,875 36 1 2~ 474, 623 02 32,727,908 47 32, 114, 637 36 39, 878, 684 481 40, 582, 874 56 
--------------
Total ............ ..• ..... 147, 725.235 oo
1
4n, 223." 045 oo l~ 073 70
1
698, 918, 8oo 25
1
6o8, 870,825 46 53G, 567, 523 o2J444: 196, 262 47 391, 649, 558 611398, 430, 562 481397, 699, 652 06 
Issue. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 
I 
1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
Old Demand Notes ..••.•....... ... ........... $88,296 25 $79,967 50 $76,732 50 $70, 107 50 $66, 917 50 $G3, 962 50 $62, 297 50 $61,470 00 $60, 975 00 
United States Notes ...... ... ................. 357, 500, 000 00 356, 000, 000 00 381, 999, 073 00 ,3751 771, 580 001369, 772, 284 00'359, 764, 3ll2 00 3461 6811 016 00 3461 681 I 016 00 346, 6811 016 00 One and two year Notes of 1863 .. . ... ..... ... 178,222 00 148, 155 00 130, 805 00 114, 175 00 105,405 00 96,285 00 90,475 00 - 86, 845 00 82, 815 00 
Compound Interest Notes ................ . .. . 623, 010 00 499,780 00 429, 080 oo 371,470 oo 331, 260 oo 300,260 oo 274, 780 oo 260, 650 oo1 243,310 oo 
Fractional Currency ......................... 40, 855, 835 27 44,799, il65 44 45, 912, 003 34' 42,12!), 424 19 34,446, 595 391 20,403, 137 34 16, 547,768 77 15, 842, 610 111 15, 590, 892 70 
----




363,656, 337 27!362, 032, 59lll 362, 659, oo8 10 TotaL ...................•.............. 399, 245, 363 52 I ·! I _ . ____ 
No. 19.-REDEMPTIONS for the FISCAL YEAR 1880, and TOTAL REDEMPTIONS to Jttne 30, 1880, of UNITED STATES CURRENCY 
and of NOTES of FAILED, LIQUIDATING, and REDUCING N.dTIONAL BANKS. 
I 
Redemptions (net value). Deductions on account of mutilations. I Total face value 
Issue. j 1 1 of notes re-
To Juno 30, 1879. InOooalyoor. To Juno 30, 1880. !ToJuno30,1879.1 In Ooeol Y'"'· ToJuno30,1880. : • doemod. 
Old Demand Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $59, 966, 401 25 $495 00 $59, 966, 896 23 I $2, 131 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 131 25 $59, 969, 027 50 
United States Notes ......... . .............. .... .... .•..... 1,151,470, 501 50 81,302,563 00 1, 232,773,064 50 141,672 50 I $10,157 00 151,829 50 1, 232,924,894 00 
One and two year Notes of 1863.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 210, 912, 763 00 4, 030 00 210, 916, 793 00 j 392 00 . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 392 00 210, 917, 185 00 
Compound Interest Notes..... .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266, 334, 310 00 17, 340 00 266, 351, 650 00 480 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480 00 266, 352, 130 00 
Fractional Currency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352, 756, 512 50 251, 717 41 353, 008, 229 91 140, 714 03 1 430 73 141, 144 76 353, 149, 374 67 
Silver Certificates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 8, 460, 050 00 183, 680 00 8, 643, 730 00 [ . .......... . .. .... .......... ..... ...... . ... .. ... , 8, 643, 730 00 
Not" offa;Iod, liqnidatllig, '"'" roducing National Banks.. 91,008,818 75 ~ 4()1, 916 00 I 97,410,734 75 1 1, 306 25 80 00 1, 386 25 97,412,121 00 
TotaL.................. . ............................ 2, 140,909, 357 00 88, 161,741 41 2, 229,071, 098 41 l------;86, 696 03 1 10, 667-~------;97, 363 76 
1
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No. 20.-UNITED STATES CURRENCY of each ISSUE and DENOMINATION 
ISSUED, REDEEMED, and 0 UTSTANDING at the CLOSE of the FISCAL YEARS 
1879 and 1880. 
OLD DEMAND NOTES. 
[Issue began August 26, 1861, and ceased March 5, 1862.] 
Denomination. 'I'ohl issued Redeemed to I Outstandin~r Redeemed to I Outstanding 
·• · .Tune 30, 1879. .Tune 30, 1879. .Tune 30, 1880. .Tune 30, 1880. 
=~= -~----- $21,800,000 00 -$21,775,7~~ ' $24,275 0-;; ~21, 775,880 00 1--;4,120 00 
lOs . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . 20, 030, 000 00 20, 007, 425 oo 22, 575 00 20, 007, 665 00 22, 335 00 
20s ••••••.••..•• _...... 18, 200, 000 oo 18, 185, 380 00 14, 620 00 18, 185, 480 00 14, 520 oo 
Total .•• ~-=-G0,030,0oooo59:968:53ooo --61, 470 oo 59,96(),025 oo ,- 60,975 oo 
Denomination. 
1s .........•••...• 
2s ....... ··-· ·· ..• 
5s ............... . 






l!Jnknown ........... . 
Deduct for unknown 
denominations des-
troyed in the Chi-
cago fire .......... . 
TotaL ........... . 
UNITED STATES NOTES, NEW ISSUE. 
[Issue began April2, 1862, and ceased April19, 1869.] 
Tot.al issued. Redoomod to I Ont•Cmding Redeemed to I 
.Tune 30, 1879. .Tune 30, 1879. .Tune 30, 1880. 
- -
$28, 351, 348 00 $27, 492, 697 85 $858, 650 15 $27, 510.430 45 
34, 071, 128 00 33, 360, 161 40 710,966 60 33, 386, 228 80 
101, 000, 000 00 99, 106, 196 75 ] 1 893, 803 25 99, 374, 070 75 
118, 010, 000 00 112, 053, 503 00 5, 956, 497 00 112, 468, 929 00 
102, 920, 000 00 98, 285, 667 00 4, 634, 333 00 98, 702, 481 00 
30, 0Ci5, 200 00 29, 441, 590 00 613,610 00 29, 497, 485 00 
40, 000, 000 00 39, 078, 990 00 921,010 00 39, 175, 190 00 
58, 986, 000 00 58, 367, 500 00 618, 500 00 58, 480, 000 00 
: I. ~~~·- ~~~·- ~~~. ~~ 155, 115, 500 00 812,500 00 155, 258, 500 oo I 135, 000 00 -~ ~ --.. ----...... 135, 000 00 
I 
-----i 17, 019, 870 00 I 
I 
............................ 
------ ·----- --- · 
135, 000 00 
···············-! 
------
652, 436, 806 oo 1 16, 884, 870 oo 1 653, 988, 315 oo 1 . 1 669, 321, 676 oo 
UNITED STATES NOTES, ISSUE Ol!' 1869. 
[Issue began October 19, 1869, and ceased .July 25, 1874.] 
Outstanding 
.Tune. 30, 1880. 
$840,917 55 
684,899 20 
1, 625, 929 25 
5,541, 071 00 





15, 468, 361 00 
135,000 00 
15, 333, 361 00 
Denomination. 
I -- I 
. Jledeemed to Outstanding i Total Issued. I Juno 30, 1879. I Juue 30, 1879. Redeemed t~ --~ Outstanding .Tune 30, 1880. .Tune 30, 1880. 
ls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $J2, 456, 8t2 00 
2s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 511, 020 00 
5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 581, 760 00 
lOs . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85, 221, 240 00 
20s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73, 162, 400 00 
50s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 200, 000 00 
lOOs ................. , 37, 104, 000 00 
500s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 890, 000 00 
1, OOOs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79, 700, 000 00 
Unknown ............... . ............ . 
Deduct for unknown 
de.nominations des-
$41,217,701 75 
48, 707, 121 00 
37, 828, 425 25 
54-, 696, 916 00 
43, 776, 050 00 
24, 960, 110 00 
26, 314, 130 00 
44, 240, 500 00 
51, 7 49, 000 00 
865, 000 00 
$1, 239, 110 25 
1, 7 44, 799 00 
12, 753, 334 75 
30, 524, 324 00 
29, 386, 350 00 
5, 239, 890 00 
10, 789, 870 00 
640,500 00 
27, 951, 000 00 
_________ ., ______ 
----
120, 269, 178 00 
$41, 539, 144 05 $917,667 95 
49, 331, 892 20 1, 180, 027 80 
39, 998, 845 75 10, 582, 914 26 
58, 053, 655 00 27, 167, 585 00 
46, 774, 294 00 26, 388, 106 00 
25, 743, 180 00 4, 456, 820 00 
27, 609, 580 00 9, 494, 420 00 
44, 341, 500 00 548,500 00 
68, 028, 000 00 11, 672, 000 00 
865,000 00 . ........................... 
----
92, 408, 041 00 
tro.ved in the Chi- 1 _ 
cago :fire .....• _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . .. .. .......... ·I 86D, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 865, 000 00 
Total............. . 493, 828, 132 oo 1374,423, 954 oo-l un, 404, 178 oo 402, 285, 091 oo \91, 543, 041 oo 
I - -- I I -- ----- --
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No. 20.- UNITED STATES CURRENCY, qoc.-Continued. 
UNITED STATES NOTES, ISSUE OF 1874. 
[Issue began .July 13, 1874, and ceas~d September 13, 1875.] 
Denomination. Total issued. Redeemed to Outstanding ROOoomo; to I Ontstandin§ 
.June 30, 1879. .June 30, 1879 . .June 30, 1880. .J unc 30, 188 • 
ls .. ................. $18, 988, 000 00 $17, 649, 050 80 $1, 338, 949 20 $18, 274, 808 00 $713,192 00 
2s ...... . ............ 16, 520, 000 00 14, 668, 97 4 20 1, 851, 025 80 15, 584, 233 00 935,767 00 
50s ................... 24, 460, ooo oo I 9, 844, 960 00 14, 615, 040 00 10, 873, 645 00 13, 586, 355 00 
500s ................... 28, 000, 000 00 14, 968, 000 00 13, 032, 000 00 21, 294, 000 00 6, 706, 000 00 
-----
TotaL ........... 87, 968, ooo ooj 57, 130, 985 oo 30, 837, 015 00 66, 026, 086 oo 1 21, 941, 314 oo 
UNITED STATES NOTES, ISSUE OF 1875. 
[Issue began .July 20, 1875, and ceased .June 20, 1879.) 
Denomination. Total issued. Redeemed to 
.June 30, 1879. 
Outstanding 
June 30, 1879 . 
Retleemecl t<> Outstandin"' 
.J nne 30, 1880. J nne 30, 18SO. 
ls ................... $26, 212, 000 00 $16, 960, 233 80 
2s ................... 23, 036, 000 00 10, 800, 138 20 
58 ................... 46, 180, 000 00 14, 340, 483 00 
lOs .••••••... - -- ...... 23, 660, 000 00 4, 608, 184 00 
20s ................... 25, 000, 000 00 4, 877, 760 00 
50s ................... 2, 000, 000 00 175,450 00 
lOOs ................... 3, 034, 000 00 
500s ............ - . -... - 28, 400, 000 00 10, 121, 500 00 
--
$9, 251, 766 20 
12, 235, 861 80 
31, 839, 517 00 
19, 051, 816 00 
20, 122, 240 00 
1, 824, 550 00 
13, 166, 000 00 
18, 278, 500 00 
$20, 834, 054 20 
14, 756, 657 80 
18, 985, 190 00 
6, 225, 950 00 
6, 305, 798 00 
294,250 00 
3, 709, 180 00 
19, 100, 500 00 
$5, 377,945 80 
8, 279, 342 20 
27, 194, 810 00 
17,434, 050 09 
18, 694, 202 00 
1, 705,750 00 
12, 496, 820 00 
9, 299, 500 01) 
Total ............ 
• •• 200.000 .. I 
190, 688, 000 00 64, 917, 749 oo 
1
125, 770, 251 oo 1 90, 211, 580 00 100, 476) 420 00 
UNITED STATES NOTES, ISSUE OF 1878. 
[Issue began February 14,1878, and still continues.] 
Issued to Redeemed Outstanding Issued to .June I Redeemed to Outstanding Denomination. to.June30, 
.June 30, 1879. 1879. J 'une 30, 1879 . 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 
la ......... $6, 171, 076 00 $649,571 00 $5, 521, 505 00 $12, 512, 000 00 $2, 746, 330 30 $9, 765, 669 70 
28 ......... 1, 560, 000 00 10,000 00 1, 550, 000 00 9, 352, 000 00 519,223 20 8, 832, 776 80 
5a ......... 7, 840, 000 00 219,542 06 7, 620, 458 00 . 27, 520, 000 00 1, 491, 105 50 26, 028, 894 50 
lOa ......••. 9, 480, 000 00 374,075 00 9, 105, 925 00 26, 000, 000 00 1, 225, 955 00 2•t, 774, 045 0() 
20s ......... 6, 800, 000 00 472,036 00 6, 327, 964 00 24, 160, 000 00 1, 316, 620 00 22, 843, 380 00 
50s ......... 3, 400, 000 00 169,750 00 3, 230, 250 00 4, 800, 000 00 297, 645 00 4, 502, 355 00 
1008- •••. - •.. 7, 68l, 500 00 519, 900 00 7, 161, 600 00 10, 734, 200 00 746,380 00 9, 987, 820 0() 
5008 .. ! ...... 
-------------- ------------- ----·---------
2, 300, 000 00 136, 000 00 2, 164, 000 00 
1,0008 ......... 6, 500, 000 00 193, 000 00 6, 307, 000 00 7, 200, 000 00 3, 009, 000 00 4, 191, 000 00 
5,000s ......... 4, 005, 000 00 5, 000 00 4, 000, 000 00 5, 005, 000 00 4, 325, 000 00 680, 000 00 
10,000.3 .. - ...... 3, 010, 000 00 50,000 00 2, 960, 000 00 5, 010, 000 00 4, 550, 000 00 460,000 00 
--------------------1 
UNITED STATES NOTES, ISSUE OF 1880. 
{Issue began March 16, 1880, and still continues.] 
Denomination. Issued to I Redeemed to Out.standing 
.June30, 1880. June 30,1880. June 30,1880. 
~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $2. :!~: ~ii ~~ I: ::::::::::: $2. :!& ~g:::: 
TotaL . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • • ....... ...•• ...... ....•••.•.... 3,156~ooj=:-~j----;,156,0390o 
TREASURER OF THE UNITED ST.ATES. 
No. 20.- UNITED STATES CURRENCY, g-c.-Continued. 
ONE-YEAR NOTES OF 1863. 
[Issue began February 4, 1864, and ceased June 1, 1864.) 
Denomination. Total issued. 
lOs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 200, ooo 
~Os ............... . . _ _ 16, 440, ooo 
50s . . . . . • . • • . . • . . • . . • . 8, 240, 000 
I()Os • • • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 13, 640, 000 
Unknown -- ------ -- - --- - - --- - -- ------ -
Deduct for unknown 
denominations des-
edeemed to R 
Jun e 30,1879. 
-
$6,190, 105 




ti·oyed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - .. . . - - - - - - . . -· 
----------- --
TotaL. . . . . . . . . . . 44, 520, 000 I 44,470, 855 
Outstanding 










TWO-YEAR NOTES OF 1863. 
Redeemed to 










I Issue began March 16, 1864, and ceased May 30, 1864.] 
Denomi.nation. 
50s . . . . .... . .•.••. • ••• 
lOOs . .......•••. •• ..•• 













Outstandin~ Redeemed to 
June 30, 187 . June 30, 1880. 
$8,600 $0,792,200 
5,400 9, 675,100 
------
14,000 16,467,300 
TWO-YEAR COUPON NOTES OF 1863. 
[Issue began January 12, 1864, and ceased April20, 1864.] 
Denomination. tell. Redeemed to June 30, 1879. Total isst 
50s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 905 
lOOs . • • • . . •• • • • • . . . . . 14,484 
500s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 302 
~ ~:o:;.~ ~ ~::::: : : :::: --- . -~~·- ~~~ 
Deduct for unknown 
denominations des-
troyed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . 
TotaL ..... .. ... . 150, 000 
--
'600 $5,903, 000 
'400 14,475,300 
'000 40,300,500 





• ooo I 149, 976, 300 
--
Outstanding 





















149, 976, 650 
[Issue began June 9, 1864, and ceased July 24, 1866.] 
---------
------
Denomination. Total issued. Redeemed to Outstanding Redeemed to June 30, 1879. June 30, 18'79. June 30, 1880. 
-- -- --
lOs . .... --· ···· · ··· - $23, 285, 200 $23, 247, 050 $38,150 $23, 249, 760 
20s . . . .• .... -- •• • ••. 30,125,840 30,066,990 58,850 30,071,270 
50s ..... . - . . . -- . . - . . 60,824,000 60,732,850 91,150 60, 7lJ7, 700 
100s . . ... . . .. - - .... .. 45, 094, 400 (5, 044, 900 49,500 45,049,400 
500s . ... ..... ..... ... 67, 846, 000 67, 830, ooo I 16,000 67,831,000 









































Tot: 1. . . .. . ...... -266, 595,440 
1
-266;' 334, 790 1 260,650 266, 352, 130,-- 243, 310 
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FRACTIONAL C"C"RRENCY, FIRST ISSUE. 
[Issue began August 21, 1862, and ceased May 27, 1863. *] 
Denomination. Total issued. Redeemed to Outstanding Redeemed to Outstanding June 30, 1879. ,June 30, 1879. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 
---
5 cents ............... $2, 242, 889 00 .$1, 214, 04-7 90 $1, 028, 841 10 $1, 214, 379 20 $1, 028, 509 80 
10 cents ........•...... 4, 115, 378 00 2, 870, 601 96 1, 244, 876 04 2, 871, 053 25 1, 244, 324 75 
25 cents ............... 5, 225, 696 00 4, 185, 321 21 1, 040, 374 79 4, 185, 898 56 1, 039, 797 44 
50 cents ....... . .•..... 8, 631, 672 00 7, 659, 182 69 972,489 31 7, 660, 135 99 971, 536 01 
-----
15. 931, 467 oo 1 4, 284, 16SOo Toal. •••••...... 20, 215, 635 00 15, 929, 053 76 4, 286, 581 24 
*From .June 4, 1866, to September 21, 1866, there were issued and sold as specimens of this i'>sue $23,175. 
FRACTIONAL CURRENCY, SECOND ISSUE. 
[Issue began October 10,1863, and ceaseuFebrul1ry23, 1867.] 
Denomination. Total issued. I Redeemed to Outstanding Redeemed to Outs t:mding 
.Juno 30,1879. .June 30, 1879. .June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 
--, ~ - ----
5 cents ............... $2, 794, 826 10 1 $2, 095, 552 61 $690,273 40 $2, 095, 883 60 $698,942 50 
10 cents ............... 6, 176, 084 30 I 5, 263, 017 69 913,066 61 5, 263, 409 67 912, (i74 63 
25 cents ............... 7, 648, 341 25 6, 901, 702 43 746,638 82 6, 902, 140 78 746,200 47 
50 cents ............... 6, 545, 232 00 5, 793, 438 10 751,793 90 5, 703, 990 95 751,241 05 
---,---------,---Total ..•......... 23, 164, 483 65 20, 053, 710 83 3, 110, 772 82 20, 055, 425 00 3, 109, 058~ 
FRACTIONAL CURRENCY, THrRD ISS UK 
(Issue began December 5, 1864, and ceased Apl'ilHi, 1869.] 
Denomination. 
I 
Total issued. Redeemed to 
.Juno 30, 1879. 
3 cents .......••..•... $601,923 90 $511,440 52 
5 cents ............ · ... 657,002 75 524,322 03 
10 oent.s .............. . 16, 976, 134 50 15, 920, 430 48 
15 cents ............... 1, 352 40 75 22 
25 cents ............... 31,143, 188 75 30, 235, 395 98 
50 cents ............... 36, 735, 4~6 50 35, 917, 353 55 
TotaL .•••....... 86, 115, 028 80 1 83,109, 017 781 
Outstamlin_g Redeemed to 
.June 30, 1879. .June 30, 1880 . 
$90,483 38 $511,503 78 
l:l2, 680 72 524,417 51 
1, 055, 704 02 15, 922, 410 58 
1, 277 18 75 22 
907, 792 77 30,237, 640 76 
818,072 95 35, 923, 220 15 











1, 277 18 
05,538 99 
12,206 35 
2, 9 95,751 80 
FRACTIONAL CURRENCY, FOURTH lS::iUE. 
[Issue began July 14,1869, and ceased February 16, 1875.] 
Denomination. Total issued. Redeemed to Outstanding Redeemed to Outstanding June 30, 1879. .June 30, 1879. June 30, 1880. June 30, 18!!0. 
10 cents . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . $34, 940, 960 00 $33, 542, 118 82 
15 cents .. .. . . . . . • . . . . . 5, 304, 216 00 5, 053, 282 00 
25 cents . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 58, 922, 256 00 57, 856, 050 75 
50 cents . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 77, 399, 600 00 76, 247, 075 90 
Unknown ............. . ........... _... 32,000 00 
Deduct for unknown 
denominations de-
stroyed ............................................. . 
$1,398, 841 18 $33, 553, 017 86 $1, 387, 942 14 
250, 934 00 5, 059, 734 17 244. 481 83 
l' 066, 205 25. 57, 873, 810 92 1, 048, 445 08 
1, 152, 524, 10 76, 285, 271 45 1, 114, 328 55 
-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 000 00 ...... . ...... . 
3, 868, 504 53 3, 795, 197 60 
32, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 32, 000 00 
---------------------1,------
Total............ 176,567,032 00 172,730, 527 47 3, 836, 504 53 172, 803, 834 40 3, 763, 197 tiO 
--------~-----------~------~------~--- -----
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No. 20.-UNITED STATES CURRENCY, ~f·c.-Concluded. 
FRACTIONAL CURRENCY, FIFTH ISSUE. 
[Issue began February 26,1874-, and ceased February 15, 1876.] 
Denomination. Total issued. Redeemed to Outstanding Redeemed to June 30, 1879. June 30, 1879. June 30, 1880. 
19 cents ............... $19, 989, 900 00 $19, 427, 060 39 $562, 839 61 $19, 462, 905 22 
25 cents ............... 36, 092, 000 00 35, 332, 607 56 759,392 44 35, 415, 329 88 
00 cents ....••......... 6, 580, 000 00 6, 299, 491 55 280,508 45 
.. "''· ... "I 
Total ..•.•...... 62, 661, 900 00 61, 059, 159 50 1 1, 602, 7 40 50 61, 223, 183 35 
REUAPITULATION. 
Face alue of !Less dedu<?tions Redeemed to v d for mutlla- June 30, 1880, notes redeeme tions since May 
Issue. Total issued. to June 30, 8 as shown by 1880 (see State- 11• 1 75• :r;tot cash 
m ent No. 19). covered mto statements. Treasury. 
Old Demand Notes ... . $60, 030, 000 00 $59, 969, 027 50 $2 50 $59, 969, 025 00 
United States Notes .. 1, 579, 555, 947 00 1, 232, 924, 894 001 49, 963 00 1, 232, 874, 931 00 
One and two yearN otes 
210, 917, 185 00 of 1863 ............. 211, 000, 000 00 210, 917, 185 001 .... . ~ .. . ...... -.. 
Compound Interest 
Notes ...... ........ . 266, 595, 440 00 266, 352, 130 001...... . . . . . . . 266, 352, 130 00 
Fractional Currency . .. 368, 724, 079 451 353, 149, 374 67 16, 187 92 35il, 133, 186 75 
----------------~------
Total ........... 2, 485, 905,466 4512, 123, 312, 611 171 66, 153 4212, 123,246,457 75 
353 
Outstanding 




1, 438, 716 65 
Out!> tanding 
June 30, 1880. 
$60,975 00 
346, 681, 016 00 
82,815 00 
243,310 00 
15, 590, 892 70 
----
362, 659, 008 70 
No. 21.-SILVER CERTIFICATES, ISSUED, REDEEMED, and OUTSTAND-
ING, by SERLE'S and DENOMINATIONS. 
Series and denomination. 
Series of 1878. 
lOs ..................... -······ 
20s .. ..... .. .................. . 
50s . . . ................ . 
lOOs . .. . .. ..... ..... -: ....... . 
500s ........ ... . ............. . 
l,OOOs ...................... .. 
Series of 1880. 
lOs .... ... .. .... - . . . - ... · - · ·- ·-
Total ................... . 
Issued. Redeemed. 
Outstanding 
Duringfiscal l To June 30, During fiscal To June 30, June 30, 1880. 
year. 1880. year. 1H80. 
$1, 927, 000 $2,094,000 
1, 890, 000 1, 986, 000 
1, 195,000 1, 340, 000 
1, 449, 000 1, 930, 000 
750, 000 3, 018, 000 
2, 727,000 10, 570, 000 
80,000 80, 000 
-----------



















1, 974, 880 
1, 328, 950 
1, 904,600 
1, 229,500 
3, 789, 000 
80, 000 
1~. 374,270 
No. 22.-SILVER CERTIFICATES, ISSUED, REDEEMED, and OUTSTAND-




Office by which issued. 
During fiscal To June 30, I Duringfi.o•l To June 30, Outstanding. year. 1880. year. 1880. 
TreasuryUnitedStates, Wash-
$5,905, OQO $6,850, 000 $65,080 S~b~~~asury. ·u ~it~-d St~t~~; $65,220 $6,784,780 
NewYork .... .. .......... 1, 022, 000 1, 368, 000 12, 550 79, 300 1, 288,700 
Sub-Treasury United States, 
3, 091,000 12, 800, 000 I 106, 050 8, 499,210 4, 300,790 San FranCISCO ............... 
Total. ................... lO,Oi8,' 000 ~  018, 000 ~--183, 680 
-s.-643, 730 I~· 270 
23 F 
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No. 23.-SEVEN-THIRTY NOTES, ISSUED, REDEEMED, and OUTSTANDING. 
Redeemed to Redeemed Redeemed to Outstanding Issue. Total issued. June30, 1879. during fiscal June30, 1880. June30, 1880. year. 
July 17,1861 .....•............. $140, 094, 750 $140, 078, 150 ......... .. ....... $140, 078, 150 $16,600 
August 15, 1864 ................ 299, 992, 500 299, 933, 800 $1,150 299. 934, 950 57, 550 
June 15, 1865 ................... 331, 000, 000 330, 963, 050 400 330, 963, 450 36,550 
July 15, 1865 ................... 199, 000, 000 198, 943, 100 1,100 198, 944, 200 55, 800 
---- ------ -----
Total .................... 970, 087, 250 969, 918, 100 2, 650 969, 920, 750 I 166, 500 
NOTE.-The public debt statement shows $144,900 7.30s of 1864 and 1865 outstandin~ on June 30, 1880, 
being $5,000 less than the above, an error having occurred whereby an amount of $5,000, deducted aa 
redeemed in August, 1868, the settlement of which was afterwards suspended, was again deducted 
when the suspension was removed. 
No. ~4.-CO UPONS from UNITED STATES BONDS PAID d1wing the fiscal yea1· 
1880, classified by LOANS. 
Title of Loan. 
Loan of February. 1861. .............................................. ... ...... .. 
Oregon WarDebt ...•....... ............ . ... . .......................................... . 
~~g~ ~~ 1~¥i~ -~~~- ~~~-~~~·. :~~::::::::::::::: :: : : :::::: :::::::::::::::::: : : :::::: :: :::::: 
Loan of1863 (8ls) ................... . .... ... ........... .. ............ . ................. . 
10-40s of 1864 .. .......... _ .... _ ......... ...... ................................ ...... .... . 
5-20s of June, 1864 . .......... _ .......................................................... . 
5-20s of 1865 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. . 
Consols of 1865 .......................................................... .. ............. . 
Consols of 1867 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Con sols of 1868 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Funded Loan of 1881 .................................................................... . 
Funded Loan of 1891 .................................................................... . 
Funded Loan of1907 ... : . ....................... ...... . .. ..... .......................... . 
Amount. 
$239,847 00 
57, 090 00 
3, 260, 898 00 
1, 00 00 
1, 064, 162 50 
89,972 50 
1, 160 50 
1, 804 50 
37, 519 50 
265, 953 00 
207, 688 50 
12, 267, 496 45 
3, 978, 595 56 
10, 006, 413 85 
TotaL ......................................................... . ................... 
1 
31, 479, 603 86 
No. 2{;.-CHECKS for QUARTERLY INTEREST on the FUNDED LOANS of the 
UNITED STATES ISSUED, PAID, and OUTSTANDING. 
I Funded Loan Funded Loan Funded 
of 1881 ; of 1891; Loau of 1907; 
36,937 Checks 45,449Cheeks 214,!'i50Checks 
issued. issued. issued. 
Amount of Checks outstanding July 1, 1879 . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . $124, 339 22 $129, 887 67 $28, 930 67 
Amount of Checks issued during the fiscal year ............ 14, 016, 454 37 7, 557, 039 00 19, 145, 882 67 
Paid by Treasurer United States, Washington ............. . 
Paid by Assistant Treasurers United States-New York ... 







14, 140, 793 59 7, 686, 926 67 19, 174, 813 34 
327, 667 95 
9, 653, 368 88 
1, 876, 824 24 
1, 419, 575 89 
279, 477 37 
319,279 92 
94,608 11 
46, 300 60 
8, 085 62 
26,822 50 
54,417 43 
4, 825, 003 31 
1, 667, 643 94 
462,554 68 
199, 900 20 
127, 094 95 
109, 313 65 
37, 917 39 
75,226 98 
5, 436 50 
243, 965 61 
13, 158, 243 50 
2, 4 72, 529 00 
1, 077, 530 50 
212, 586 00 
467, 053 50 
794,542 00 
. 197, 620 50 
292, 079 00 
125, 168 00 
Total paid ............................................ 14, 052, 011 08 7, 564, 509 03 19, 041, 317 61 
Amount outstanding June 30, 1880 ........•...........•••.•. 
1 
· 88, 782 51 122,417 64 133,495 73 
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No. 26.-UNITED STATES BONDS purchasedfm· the SINKING PUND during the 
fiscal yea1· 1880, showing the AMOUNT PAID fm· PRINCIPAL, INTEREST, AND 
PREMIUM. 
Title of loan. I 
Interest a c-
Coupon. Registered. Principal. cruecl to N et premium. clateofpur-
chase. 
$621, 000 $2,216,000 $2, 837, 000 $47,540 20 $74,161 95 
202, 550 ............... 202, 550 3, 662 56 8, 273 02 
12,465,700 19, 598, 550 32, 064, 250 518,148 79 1, 376, 085 04 
5, 152,450 7, 644,700 12, 797, 150 213, 179 29 549, 035 18 
Loan of February, 1861 ...... . 
Oregon War Debt ............ . 
Loan of July and August, 1861. 
Loan of 1863 (81s) .... .... .... . 
Funded Loan of 1881 ... ....... . 20, 845, 050 2, 730,400 23, 575, 450 130, 349 36 662,206 97 
Funded Loan of 1907 .......... . 950, 000 550,000 1, 500, 000 10, 191 74 125,558 26 
Total .••.•.............•. ~ 236, 750 ~ 739, 650 /-----:]2,97i 400 -m, on94f2,795, 320 42 
No. 27.-TOTAL arnount of UNITED STATES BONDS RETIRED for the SINKING 
PUND. 
Title of Loan. How retired. To -Tune 30, During fiscal To June 30, 1879. year. 1880. 
Loan of February, 1861 .. .. .. Purchased .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. $2, 837, 000 $2, 837, 000 
Oregon War Debt ................. do........................... ... ..... 202,550 202,550 
Loan of July and August, 1861 ...... do .................... - .... - ... .. _ .. . 32, 064, 250 32, 064, 250 
5-20s of 1862 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Purchased . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24, 029, 150 ...... . . ..... -I 24, 029, 150 
l:tedeerned .............. -. . . 29, 960, 850 100 29, 960, 950 
Total ........ ____ ..... 53, 990, 000 100 
Loan of 1863 (81s) . . . . . . . . . . . . Purchased ...............•........ ____ _ . . . 12, 797, 150 
10-40s of 1864 . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . • • . Redeemed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 676, 050 
5-20s of March, 1864 ......... _ ...... do _ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 361, 600 ...... _ ...... _ 
53, 990, 100 
12, 797, 150 
676, 050 
361, 600 
5-20s of June, 1864 ........... Purchased--- .. -- ........ --. 1181', 305676', 155000 -.... - .. --1·5·0· ·J 1118,, 305676~. 7ioooo Redeemed _ ................ . 
Total. ................ ~423,650 ---15Q~ ;423;So0 
5-2os of 1865 .................. ~~d~~~;g :~~::~~~~:: :~ :: :~: 1~: ~~~; ~~~ =~350 ·j_1; ~~~: ~~~ 
Total ........ ~ ....•••. - 18, 840, 000 350 18, 840, 350 
Consols of 1865 . .••..••.•.•... Purchased.................. 48, 166, 150 ......... __ .. . 
Redeemed . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . 31, 350 .......... . . . 
Total .....••..•.•...•. 48,197,500 _____ ., ________ 
Consols of 1867 ...... ...•..... Purchased .••......••....•.. 





Total ................. . 32, 131,350 
--------------
48, 166, 150 
31, 350 




2, 213, 800 
·-------------
2, 213, 800 Con11ols of 1868. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. Purchased .................. =====l=====l===-:-:== 
Redeemed ................. . 8, 600 
----------·--· 
8, 600 
Total .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2, 222, 400 ... ..... _ .. _ .... , 2, 222, 400 
Funded Loan ofl88L........ Purchased ........................ _ ...... _ 23, 575, 450 23, 575, 450 
Funded Loan of 1907. . . . . . . . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . _..... . . . . . . . . 1, 500, 000 1, 500, 000 
Total purchased . . . . . . . 142, 108, 550 72, 976, 400 
Total redeemed........ 43, 057, 900 676, 650 
Aggregate. . • . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185, 166, 459 J 73, 653, 050 
215, 084, 950 
43,734,550 
258, 819, 500 
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No. 2S.-TOTAL amount of UNITED STATES BONDS RETIRED jTotn March 11, 
1869, to June 30, 1880. 
Title of Loan. I Rate FromMarchll, D · :fi 
est. 30, l!:S79_ cal year. 1880. 
How retired. 
l
ofinter- 1869, to June urmg s- To June 30, 
------------------------1---------------: 
Per ct. 
Loan of February, 1861 ...•.... Purchased . •••••• 6 $2,837, 000 $2,837, 000 
1=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=--===1=-=-=-=-=c-=-=-=- ---------------
Oregon War D ebt . . . . .••• .. . . . Purchased . ... . . . 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202, 550 202, 550 
Redeemed. . . . . . • . 6 $200, 750 . . . . . . . . . . . . 200, 750 
Total . .•...•.•......... ----wo, 750 1---w2, 550 -~. 300 
Loan of July and August, 1861 .. Purchased ...... . 
1============ 
6 •• 0 • 32, 064, 250 32, 064, 250 
5-20s of 1862 .....•••••••.•..... Purchased . . . . . . . 6 57, 155, 850 . . . . . . . . . . 57, 155, 850 
Redeemed........ 6 430, 122, 250 9, 100 430, 131, 350 
Converted........ 6 27, 091, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 091, 000 
Total. ................. 
1
----;!4,369,1001= 9, 100 / 514, 378, 200 
Purchased . . . . . . . 6 . . . ......... . -i l2.7D7,ls0 1~~97,150 
Purchased . ...... 6 1, 119,800 ~ - ......... - ~ 1, 119,800 
Redeemed·. . . . . . . . 6 2, 382, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 382, 200 
Converted........ 6 380, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . 380, 500 
Loan of 1863 (8ls) ......•• . .. . 
5-20s of March, 1864 .••••...•... 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 882, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 882, 500 
5-20sof June, 1864 .••••••••.... Purchased....... 6 43,459,750 1 · -- -~-:-. -- 43,459,750 
Redeemed. . . . . . . . 6 69, 811, 100 3, 550 69, 814, 650 
Converted. . . . . . . 6 12, 218, 650 . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 218, 650 
Total...... . . . . . • . . . . . . 125, 489, ~~~- 3, 550 1~093, 050 
5-20s of 1865....... ... ....... ... Purchased . ..... . 
Redeemed ....... . 




Total. •••.•... . .•• ..... 
36, 023, 350 ... 0 0 
157, 571, 650 31, 100 
9, 586, 600 0 •• 0 ••• 0 • •• • 
203, 181, 600 31, 100 
36, 023, 350 
157, 602, 750 
9, 586, 600 
203, 212, 700 
Redeemed........ 6 203,744, 900 987, 500 204,732,400 
Consols of 1865 • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • . Purchased . . . . . . . 6 118, 950, 550 1· . . . . . . . 118, 950, 550 
Converted... . . • • . 6 8, 703, 600 . . . . . . . . . 8, 703, 600 
Total.......... . . . . . . . . 3~1, 399, 050 I 987, 500 _ -S32, 386, 550 
Redeemed........ 6 268, 977, 050 38, 894, 250 307,871,300 
Consols of 1867 •••••••..•..••• Purchased....... 6 --62,846,950 ~ ---.-. -~~46, 950 
Converted........ 6 5, 807, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 807, 500 
Exchanged. . • • • . . 6 761, 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . 761, 100 
Total. •••••....... . .... 
Consols of 1868 • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . Purchased ...••.. 
Redeemed ....... . 
Converted . .•..... 






338, 392, 600 38, 894, 250 377, 286, 850 
~====i======= 
4, 794, 050 4, 794, 050 
17, 385, 100 19, 351, 250 36, 736, 350 
211 I 750 . . . . . . . . . . . . 211, 750 
44, 900 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • 44, 900 
Total... . . . . . . . . . . 22, 435, 800 19, 351, 250 41, 787, 050 
Total of six per cents . .. . .................. -I·... 1, 539, 350, 900 107, 177, 700 - 1, 6-!6,-5~. 600 
~::::~~~:~~----_- -_ :: ::::: ;~;;; : - :~: ;;;: ~tl~ ~o. ~0 I ,;~~~ 
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 952, 000 40, 000 19, 99~. 000 
10-40s of11864. ...... . . . . . . .. . . . RedePmed........ 5 -- -54, 052, -;;;-0- 135:769, 750 ~- 189, 822~ 400 
Extlwnged. . . . • . 5 2, 089. 500 . . . . . . 2, 089, 500 
Total . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 56, 142, 150 .135, 76:•_2_5~~-~~·!11, 900 
Funded Loan of 1881.......... . Purchased . . . . . . 5 . . . . . . . I 23, 575, 450 23. 575. 450 
RNleemed.... .. 5 9, 553, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 553, 800 
----------------
Total.......... . . . . . . . = 9, 55~ 800_1 23, ~~5, 450 33~ 1~9!~ 
Total of five per cents... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 90, 626, 950 159, 385, 200 2.i0, 01~. 150 
Funded Loan of 1907 . . . . . . . . . . Purchased ...... . 4 . . . . . . . -~~:-:-: 1 1, 5oo, ooo - 1~5oo:Ooo 
*This amount includes redemptions prior to .March 11, 1869. 
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No. "l8·.-TOTAL amount of UNITED STATES BONDS RETIRED, 4'c.-Concluded. 
RECAPITULATION. 
From March 11• During :fis- To June 30, 
1869, to June cal year. 1880. 
Purchased . ......... ... .. ... ..................... .. ....... . 
R edeemed . . . . . • . .. ......•............•........... . .•.... . 
Converted . . . . . . ...............•.•...... .. ....•........... 
Exchanged ............................................... . 
30, 1879. 
$324, 350, 300 
1, 224, 775, 450 
77, 956, 600 
2, 895, 500 
$72, 976, 400 $397, 326, 700 
195, 086, 500 1, 419, 861, 950 




Aggregate ... .. ---- .. .. ...••......•.... ! . -- ... -- ... -. 1, 629, 977, 850 268, 062, 900 1, 898, 040, 750 
No. ~9.-INTEREST on 3.65 BONDS of the DISTRICT of COLUMBIA PAID 
during the fiscal year 1880. 
---
Registered interest. 
Where paid. Coupons. 
Checks issued. Checks paid. 
Total paid. 
1 
Treasury United States, Washington . .. . ...... $45,462 68 $249,514 00 $39,310 50 $84,773 18 
Sub-Treasury United States, New York ........ 198,085 50 
----------·-----
209,491 75 407,577 25 
---------- ---------
--------
Total . . . ... . .. ....... ..... . ..... ......... 243,548 18 249,514 00 248,802 25 492,350 43 
No. 30.-NUMBER of PACKAGES and AMOUNT of NATIONAL-BANK NOTES 
RECEIVED for REDEMPTION dUJ·ing each MONTH of the FISCAL YEAR 1880. 
Month. 
1879. 
July .. ..................................••••............•.................. 
te~re~b~~ -~ ~ : : ::: : : : : : : ~ : : ~: : ~ ~ -_ : : : ~ ~ : ~ : ::: : : : : ~::: :: ~ ::: ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : . : : : : : : : : 
October ......................... . .......................................... . 
November ..............•....................•...••......................... 











$9, 123, 424 75 
6, 314, 586 01 
4, 508, 040 72 
3, 349, 766 35 
3, 251, 633 76 
2, 922, 489 87 
January ..............•..........................•.......................... 
rr~~~ha~~ : : : : : : :: : : : ~: ~ : : : : : : : ~ : : : ~ ~: : : : : : : :: ~ : : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
~;~-: ~::::::::::::::: : :::::: :::: : ::::::: :::: : : : : :::: ~: ::: :::: : ::::::: ::: :: 
1, 376 5, 641, 192 27 
1, 188 3, 960, 505 06 
1, 347 3, 144, 810 88 
1, 368 4, 006, 204 91 
June ..... ... . ........•..... ---·----···········--·--······················--
1, 434 7, 554-, 659 92 
1, 422 7, 808, 361 18 
Total . .................. . ...••......•.•.............................. . 15, 607 1 61, 585, 675 68 
No. 31.-MODE of PAYMENT for NATIONAL-BANK NOTES REDEEMED 
during the fiscal year 1880. 
By Transfer Checks on Assistant Treasurers of the United States . .................. . 
By United States Notes forwarded by express ....................................... . 
By Subsidiary Silver Coin forwarded by express .....................•................. 
By Standard Silver Dollars forwarded by exprQSS ..................................... . 
By Redemptions at the Counter . ..... ... .............. . .............................. . 
By Credits to Assistant Treasurers and Depositaries of the United States in general 
account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _ ............ ___ ....•. __ . 
By Credits to National Banks in their five per cent. accounts .......................•.. 
$10, 852, 505 53 
21, 174, 826 66 
28,230 sg 
174-,831 85 
3, 883, 417 60 
18, 218, 070 37 
6, 924, 097 88 
Total . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • .. .. • • .. . .. . . . . . 61, 255, 980 48 
No. 32.-NATIONAL-BANK NOTES RECEIVED for REDEMPTION during each MONTH of the FISCAL YEAR 1880,from the PRINCIPAL 
CITIES and o~her places. 
1879. 1880. 
City from which received. I Total. !e~~-
.July. August. September. October. November. December. Janu"'Y· IFeb"""y M~ch. April. May. I J=e . 
------------
New York .......... . .... $3, 536, 000 $2, 047, 000 $1, 121, 000 $946, 000 $905, 000 $927, 000 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ $26, 460, 000 42. 96 
Boston .............. .... . 3, 332, 000 2, 463, 000 1, 251, 000 636, 000 730, 000 358, 000 552, 000 549, 000 296, 000 246, 000 553, 000 735, 000 11, 701, 000 19. 00 
Philadelphia . .. . . ...... 416, 000 241, 000 262, 000 241, 000 216, 000 213, 000 245, 000 210, 000 171, 000 326, 000 378, 000 439, 000 3, 358, 000 5. 45 
8~~~~~t:.'::::::::: ~::::: 100, 000 99, 000 155, 000 134, 000 122, 000 131, 000 139,000 142, 000 164,000 163, 000 154, 000 170, 000 1, 673, 000 2. 72 55, 000 40, 000 69, 000 53, 000 48, 000 54, 000 72, 000 61' 000 71, 000 60, 000 145, 000 91, 000 819, 000 1. 33 
Saint Louis ............. 22, 000 25, 000 31, 000 22, 000 20, 000 19, 000 37, 000 38, 000 41, 000 51, 000 44, 000 42, 000 392, 000 . 64 
Baltimore ............... 22, 000 18, 000 18, 000 17, 000 21, 000 16, 000 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 415, 0001 . 67 
Providence . . . . . . .... ... 194, 000 191, 000 139, 000 132, 000 100, 000 71, 000 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 1, 454, 000 2. 36 
Pittsburgh .............. 31, 000 31, 000 39, 000 60, 000 31, 000 46, 000 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 547, 0001 . 89 Other places ....... .... .. 1, 415, 000 1, ~60, 000 1, 423, 000 1, 109, 000 1, 059, 000 1, 087, 000 1, 236, 000 1, 121, 000 1, 208, 000 1, 214, 000 1, 354, 0001 1, 381, 000 14, 767, 000 23. 98 
Total ........ __ .... 9, 123, 000 6, 315, 000 4, 508, 000 3, 350, 0001 3, 252, 000 2, 922, 000 5, 641, ooo 3, 961, ooo[ 3, 145, ooo 4, oo6, ooo 7, 555, oool 7, sos, ooo 61, 586, 0001100. 00 
No. 33.-NUMBER and AMOUNT of NATIONAL-BANK NOTES of each denomination, FIT and UNFIT for CIRCULATION, ASSORTED 
during the fiscal year 1880. 
Denomination. 
One Dollar ............ ------
Two Dollars---- .. ------ .... . ---- .......... ------ ...... ---------------------. 
Five Dollars ...... ---- ...... .. ............... .............. ....... ----- ... --. 
Ten Dollars ............ ........................................ .. . 
Twenty Dollars ............. . ............................................ - - - . 
Fifty Dollars ............... .. 
One hundred Dollars ................... .. 
Five hundred Dollars ...... . 
One thousand Dollars .................. .. 














5, 700, 060 
7, 668,910 
5, 447,920 




Unfit' for circulation. 
Number. 



































9, 313, 780 




Total ........ ---1----1----·-----·-----2, 435,663 24, 977,600 5, 140,512 
AverCJge denomination of national-bank notes assorted during the fiscal year 1880. 
Average denomination of Notes :fit for circulation assorted .................. ----- ........ __ .. . 
Average denomination of N ot.es unfit for circulation assorted ... __ •..............•............ 
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No. 34..-BALANCED STATEMENTof RECEIPTS and DELIVERIES of MONEYS 
by the NATIONAL-BANK REDEMPTION 4GENCY frorn JULY 1, 1874, to JUNE 
30, Hl80. 
DR. Amount. I 
I 
CR. Amount. 
To National-Bank Notes re- By &_ackages referred to other 
T~~:~~e~rst~~!;;n~~~~s ·d~~~ · $1, 022, 776, 157 76 o ces and returned by mail .. $4, 983 591 15 By " Shorts " reported in N a-
from the Treasur.v for redemp- tional-Bank Notes received 
tion of National-Bank Notes for redemvtion. _____ .... . . __ . 102,273 11 
at the counter .. 17,062,732 00 B~ counterfeit National-Bank 
To "Overs " reported in Na- otes rejected and returned .. 25,433 75 
tional-Bank Notes received for B~~~~~l~:~k~~~~s ~~te~;:~d redemption . _ ............... - - 132,391 77 45,643 19 
By express charges deducted 
from remittances of National-
Bank Notes . __ ............... 35,780 56 
By United States Notes de-
posited in the Treasury . _ .... 1, 387, 818 (»0 
B)3 Notes of National Gold 
anks deposited in the Treas-
ury -----·-------- ------- ----· 
By National-Bank Notes fit for 
circulation deposited in the 
243,600 00 
Treasury .. _______ . ___ . 15, 952, 791 00 
By Notes of failed, liquidating, 
and reducing National Banks 
deposited in the Treasury . . _. 82, 581, 267 00 
By assorted National-Bank 
Notes fit for circulation for-
:C~e~~~ N ~1io';;~r~!~k~. -~~~ _ 553, 592, 100 00 
By assorted National-Bank 
Notes unfit for circulation de-
livered to the Comptroller of 
the Currency for destmction 
and replacement with new Notes. _____ . __ . _____ . ___ .. _ . _ 377, 923, 000 00 
By Cash Balance June 30, 1880 __ 3, 097, 983 77 
--------
Total ...... _--- ... --- ..... 1, 039 971, 281 53 Total ...... . ...••. _______ . 1, 039, 97l, 281 53 
.No. 3:$.-BALANCED STATEMENT of RECEIP'l'S and DELIVERIES of MONEYS 
by the NATIONAL-BANK REDEMPTION AGENCY for the FISCAL YEAR 1880. 
DR. 
To Cash Balance June 30, 1879 ... 
To uncounted package on hand 
with unbroken seals, June 30, 
1879.--0------------. 
To National-Bank Notes re-
ceived for redemption .. .• . - ... 
T~i~~~~~~~~ N~~~~~~ei~edlf:; 
redemption .................. . 
Amount. 
$3, 784, 589 29 
800 00 
61, 585, 675 68 
6, 461 30 
CR. 
By packages referred to other 
offices and returned by maiL_ 
By" Shorts" reported in Na-
tional-Bank Notes received 
B fo~~~~:F:ftN-~tio~~i~:B~k-~ otes rejected and returned .. 
By stolen, pieced. and r~jected 
National-Bank Notes returned 
By express charges deducted 
from remittances of National-Bank Notes. __ .. ________ .... _ 
By United States Notes de-
posited in the Treasury _____ _ 
By Notes of National Gold 
Banks deposited in the Treas-
ury ...... ------------
By Notes of failed, liquidating, 
and reducing National Banks 
deposited in the Treasury. __ . 
Bv assorted National-Bank 
Notes fit for circulation for-
warded by express to the 
several National Banks .. _ . _ 
B~ ofesss~~~ffor ~i~~~la~~~~aa! 
livered to the Comptroller of 
the Currency for destruction 
and replacement with new 
Amount. 
$305,432 14 
9, 868 97 
3, 846 75 
7, 870 23 
9, 938 41 
428,686 00 
170,900 00 
6, 500, BOO 00 
24, 980, 500 00 
Notes . .... __ . .. _. __ 00 29, R61, 700 00 
By Cash Balance June 30, 1880 _ _ 3, 097, 983 77 
1---------11 1----------
TotaL -- ...... __ ...... . . . . 5, 377 526 27 TotaL .. ______ ... __ . ____ 00 65, 377, 526 27 
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No. 36.-DISPOSITION rnade of NATIONAL-BANK NOTES REDEEMED dur-
ing the fiscal year 1880. 
Notes, fit for circulation, assorted and forwarded by express to the several National 
Banks by which they were issued ........................ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24, 980, 500 00 
Notes, unfit for circulation, assorted and delivered to the Comptroller of the Currency 
for destruction and replacement with new Notes . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 29, 861,700 00 
Notes of _failed, liquidating, and reducing National Banks, deposited iu the Treasury of 
the Umted States -.... _ .......... _..... . . . . . . . . . _. . . _ _ ... .. _....... ...... 6, 500, 800 00 
Notes of National Gold Banks deposited in the Treasury of the United States . . . .. . . 170, 900 00 
Total ...... .. ........................ . .......... . ...................... ... ... ... . 61, 513, 900 00 
No. 31.-CREDITS given to YATIONAL BANKS in their FIVE PER CENT. 
ACCOUNTS dm"ing the fiscal year 1880. 
For United States Notes deposited by them with Assistant Treasurers of the United 
States...... . .............................................. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $46, 960, 242 06 
For United States Notes received from them by express.......... ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 627, 861 16 
For National-Bank Notes received from them by express . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 6, 924, 097 88 
Total....................... . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56, 512, 201 10 
No. 38.-NUMBER of PACKAGES of NATIONAL-BANK NOTES RECEIVED 
and DELIVERED dut·ing the fiscal yea1· 1880. 
Packages of unassorted National-Bank Notes received for redemption......................... 15, 60'7 
Packages of assorted National-Bank Notes, fit for circulation, forwarded by express to the sev-
eral banks of issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . ... . .. . . . . 18,752 
Packages of assorted National-Bank Notes, unfit for circulation, delivered to the Comptroller 
of the Currency.............................................................................. 27, 104 
No. 39.-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the EXPENSES incur'red in the RE-
DEMPTION of NATIONAL-BANK NOTES du1·ing the fiscal yeat·s1879 and 1880. 
Nature of expenditure. ! Amount expended in 1879. Amount expended in 1880. Decrease in 1R80. 
Charges for transportation .. i .......... .J $98, 298 75 . . . . . . • • • • •• $34, 764 24 .•••••.•••.. $63,534 51 
Costs for assorting: 
Salaries ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . ;!lll33, 956 27 ... . ........ $104, 350 08 . . . • . . . . . . . . $29, 606 19 
Printing and binding . . . . : 2, 894 60 . . . . . . . • • • • . 2, 632 69 . . • • • . . • • • . . 261 91 
Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 2, 597 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 034 29 . • . . . . . • • . . . 1, 562 93 
Contingent expenses ..... ( 3, 203 11 142, 651 20 947 09 108,964 15 2, 256 02 33, 687 05 
Total .•.•••.......... . :~~ 240, 949 95 .•••••••... -1 143, 728 39 -_ .-.-.. -.-.• --.-•• -.· i~--9-7,-2-21-56 
No. 40.-LETTERS, TELEGRAMS, and MONEY PAC[IAGES RECEIVED and 
TRANSMITTED during the fiscal year 1880. . 
Received by mail : 
~:~~:~: ~~~~:=~ :~~:~; ~~~i~~~:~e~~d:: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: 5, 7« 5,179 
10,923 
Letters not containing money . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 107, 860 
To~al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118, 783 
Transmitted by mail : 
Manuscript letters . ... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 491 
Registered letters containing money.................. . ........................................ 5, 874 
Printed forms filled in (inclosing checks) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 818 
Printed notices (inclosing interest checks) .. .........................................•........ . 296, 936 
Printed forms filled in (without inclosure) .........................................•............ 145, 405 
Printed forms filled in (inclosing drafts) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 578 
Total .......... . ............................................•••.......................... 519, 102 
~~!IT~F~hv;:~&~ t~~~~L ::. _:-:: ~:-:::;:;: •:: ;;:: ;; :; :;; ::; ::; ; : :;: ;;; :; :::; ;; :: m 
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No. 4:1.-CHANGES during the fiscal year 1880 in the FORCE EMPLOYED in the 
TREASURER'S Ol!'FICE. 
Totalforce of the Treasurer's Office June 30, 1879 ...•..•.•.•••..•...••.•.••...•..•.••..•••..••••.. 324 
Died . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4 
1::rv:~ · ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~: : : :::: ~:::: : ~:: : ::: : :::::::::::: :::::: :: :: : ::::::::::::::::: : : : : :::: 4g 
Transferred from the Treasurer's Office.................................................. 19 
Appointments expired . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
86 
tffn~fet;;~ci -~ tit(i T~~~~~~~;~ ·om~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
52 
34 
Total force of the •.rreasurer's Office June 30, 1880 .................................................. 290 
No. 4:2.-APPROPRIAl'IONS made for, and SALARIES paid to, the FORCE 
EMPLOYED in the TREASURER'S OFFICE du,ring the fiscal year 1880. 
Roll on which paid. Appropriated. Expended. Balance unex· pended. 
Regular roll .. ....................................... . 
Reimbursable: 
$273,600 00 $273,588 93 $11 07 
1!'orce employed in redemption of National Currency. 101,584 00 82,144 88 19,439 12 
----- -----------
TotaL ......................................... . 375,184 00 355,733 81 19,450 19 






THE REGISTER OF THE TREASURY 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
REGISTER'S OFFICE, 
Washington, November 1, 1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a report in detail of the 
work performed in the several divisions of this bureau during the year 
ended June 30, 1880. 
LOAN DIVISION. 
Total number of coupon and registered bonds issued ............... . 
Total number of coupon and registered bonds canceled ...•.........•. 
Amount issued : 
Original issue, coupon .......................................... . 
Original issue, registered ....................................... . 
Coupon bonds issued on tr!1nsfer Oregon war debt ............... . 
Registered bonds issued on trans fer (including Spanish indemnity). 
Registered bonds issued in exchange for coupon ........••........ 
Total .................................................... . 
Amount canceled: 
Coupon bonds converted into registered ........................ ~. 
Coupon bonds transferred (Oregon war debt) .................... . 
Registered bonds transferred (including Spanish indemnity) ...... . 
Registered bonds redeemed ...................................... . 
Coupon bonds redeemed ......................................... . 
Total ......................... ~ ....................•...... 
A synopsis of the vault account shows that the amount of bonds on 















~ was...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 013, 866, 200 00 
Received during the present year, coupon bonds............ 31,500,000 00 
Received during the present year, registered bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127, 172, 000 00 
District of Columbia 3.65 per cent. and 5 per cent. funding bonds.. 1::!, 010, 000 00 
Total ........................................... --~- ..... . 
Amount disposed of: 
Coupon bonds issuefl ........................................... . 
Registered bouds issued (ox.clusive of Spanish indemnity) ....... .. 
Amount on hand June 30, 1880: 
Coupon bonds . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. $38, 118, 950 00 
Registered bonds ................................. 642,699,650 00 
District of Columbia 3.65 per cent. and 5 per cent. 
funding bonds . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3, 258, 700 00 
Total ....•................................................ 
Amount of canceled coupon bonds turned over to the committee for 
destruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
In addition to above delivery were 643,677 canceled coupons repre-
senting value of.... . ........................................ . 
being the coupons past due detached from bonds at the time of issue. 
The a.monnt of actual redemptions, being for called bonds and pur-
chases on account of sinking funds received during the year, was. 
Number of bonds for same ....................•.........•....... 
Amount recorded for final disposition ............................ . 
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STATEMENT showing the NUMBER and AMOUNT of REGISTERED and COUPON 









Oregon war .•••••........•...... C . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $8, 400 
February 8, 1861 (81s) ... ....•.••. R.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $786, 000 · 2, 935, 000 
July and August, 1861 (81s) ...... R.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 605, 950 14, 831, 850 
March 3,1863 (81s) . .......•....• . R .. . ••. . .•. ...... 447,450 7, 474,600 
Pacific Railroads ..•............. R.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 281, 000 
5 per cent. funded, 1881 . ......•.. R.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 716, 000 50, 444, 850 
4i per cent. funded, 1891 ..... . ... R.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 196, 600 29, 160, 350 
4 t 1 1907 ~c .. $55,316,aoo .• ••.. .................. .. .. per cen · conso s, · ·- · · · · · { R.. 21, 255, 100 87, 547, 600 176, 266, 550 
Spanish indemnity .•............ R ... ...........•......• ~-...... 46,779 
3.65 per cent. District of Columbia, 
funded ........................ R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 908, 000 2, 152, 000 
5 per cent. District of Colum- ~ C . . 983,300 ............•............. . 






7, 922, 050 
6, 281, 000 
81, 160, 850 
34,356, 950 
55, 316, 300 


















STATEMENT showing the NUMBER and AMOUNT of REGISTERED and COUPON 
BONDS CANCELED du1·ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880. 
Loans. 
Oregon war debt ................ C .. 
February 8, 1861 (81s) ... -. ·.-- · f ~:: 
July and August, 1861 (81s) .... { ~:: 
Bonds canceled. 
Rodomptiono, I Ex chango., 
amonnt. ·1 >monn< 
Transfers, 
amount, 
$179,750 .••........... $8,400 
110, 000 $786, 000 .. - ..... .. ... . 
1, 916, 000 ......... -.-.. 2, 935, 000 
7, 292, 300 2, 605, 950 .......... '· .. 
17,329,700 ..•••... ...... 14,831,850 
March 3, 1863 (81s).- .. ---.- .... { ~:: ~; ~g~; ~~~ ...... ~~:·. ~~~. · · · ·7: 474: 6oo · 
Pacific Railroads ...........•••. R.. ........ . .. ... .•..•......... 6,281,000 
~ t f d d 1881 5 c . . 7, 897, 800 30, 716, 000 . - .. - ... . . ... . 
" per cen · un e • · -- · · · · · ~ R . . 2, 867, 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 444, 850 
4ipercent.funded,1891. .••••• ~C ·· ·••··········· 5,196,600 ······· ·· ····· { R . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 29, 160, 350 
4 per cent. consols, 1907 ... · · · · · { ~ :: :::::: :: :::: :: ... ~:·. ~~:: ~~~. · · i 76; 266: 55o · 
Spanish indemnity ...........••. R.. .•• . .... .. . . . . . .. . .... . . . . . . 46,779 
3·t~E,fu~d~~ ~i~~~-~~~ ~-f· ?.0:~~~: { ~:: 2i~; 6g~ .... ~·- ~~~·- ~~~ ..... 2; i52: iiiiii. 
5 f::d~d~~--. ~i~-t~~~~. ~~-.?~:~~~~a~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 45, 000 
5 per cent.1858 .•••.........••.. . R.. 260, 000 .......•.................... 
1862-February25 ..••.•....... {~:: 17,g~~ :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::. 
1864-M h 3 ~c.. 28,9o2,8oo ................•........... arc ·················{R .. 141,887,150 ........................... . 
1864-J une 30 . ................ f ~ :: 9• ~~g :::::: :: :::: : · :::: :: :: :::: : : 
~865-March 3 .. .•...••........ f ~ :: 6~; ~gg :::::: :: :::: : : :::: :: :: ::::: 
1865 c 1 ~ c . . 46, 985, 100 .. - .. -..... - . .. . - .. --- ..... . 
- onso s · · · · · · • · · · · - · · • • · { R . . . 238, 950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ - - - . . 
1867 c 1 5 c . . 77, 199, 300 .. - ... - ........ -. . -..... -. 
- onso s · · ·- · · • · • • · • • • • ~ · { R . . 90, 950, 850 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
1868 c 1 ~ c . . 16, 627, 600 ....................... . ... . 
- onsos ..•••.•.......... {R .. 14,599,500 ........................... . 





4, 851, 000 
9, 898, 250 
32,161, 550 
3, 600, 500 
14, 474, 650 
6, 281, 000 
38,613, 800 
53,311, 950 
5, 196, 600 
29,160, 350 
87,547,600 





















45, 000 45 
260, 000 52 
17, 500 102' 
200 2 
28, 902, 800 41, 293 
141, 887, 150 28, 471 
9, 300 37 
800 4 
60, 300 129• 
5, 900 11 
46, 985, 100 100, 792 
238, 950 245 
77, 199, 300 1 150, 638 
90, 950, 850 29, 214 
16, 627, 600 34, 438 
14, 599, 500 5, 082 
884, 581, 429 I 676, 715-
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NOTE AND COUPON DIVISION. 
REDEEMED, EXCHANGED, and TRANSFERRED UNITED STATES BONDS, 
with COUPONS ATTACHED, EXAMINED, REGISTERED, and SCHEDULED. 
Authorizing act. Number of bonds. Amount. 
Number coupons 
attached. 
:March 3, 1865 (consols, '65) . . ... .. . . . . .••• .. .......... 80,423 
Funded loan, 1881, 5 per cent......................... 46, 573 
Consols, 1907, 4 per cent .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 93, 213 
District of Columbia funded, 1924 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 5, 308 
1----·1--
Total....... ...... ...... ...... ........... ....... 225,517 




161, 232, 800 
THREE YEARS' 7 3-10 PER CENT. TREASURY NOTES. 
Authorizing act. 
June 30, 1864, and March 3, 1865 ...................................... :. 
INTEREST COIN-CHECKS. 
Authorizing act. 
Funded loan, 1881, 5 per cent .......................................... . 
6g:s~~~. 1f:7, ~8~~/ge~~~~-e-~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~~::: :::::::::: 
District of Columbia funded loan (old) ................................. . 











CURRENCY CERTlFICATES of DEPOSIT. 
Authorizing act. 
June 8,1872 ........................................................... . 
GOLD CERTIFICATES. 
Authorizing act. 







ONE and TWO YEARS' 5 PER CENT. N01'ES. 
Authorizing act. 












$9, 157, 853 21 
1, 760, 850 08 
689, 293 19 
48,461 20 
11, 656, 457 68 
Amount. 
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THREE YEARS' 6 PER CENT. COMPOUND-INTEREST NOTES. 
Authorizing acts. 






Redeemed coupons detached from bonds and notes, assorted, arranged 
numerically, and counted, 2,684,137; registered, 2,824, 757; examined 
and compared, 2, 706,836. 
NOTE AND FRACTIONAL CURRENCY DIVISION. · 
STATEMENT showing the NUMBER of NOTES and AMOUNT of UNITED STATES 
NOTES, REFUNDING CERTIFICATES, and FRACTIONAL CURRENCY EX-
AMINED, COUNTED, CANCELED, and DESTROYED for the fiscal yea1· ending 
June 30, H!80. 
United States notes, &c. 
New issue ......................................... : ................... . 
Series 1869 ............................................................. . 
Series 1874 ......................................•....................... 
Series 1875 ..............•............................................... 
Series 1878 ............................................................. . 
Demand notes ...............................................•.......... 
Refunding certificates ................................................. . 
Fractional currency, first issue ........................................ . 
Fractional currenc.v, second issue ...................................... . 
~:~~~~:} ~~~~:~~~: i~:r~~sf~~e::::: :::::::::::::: ·.::: :: :::::: : ::: :::: 
Fractional currency, fourth issue, second series .........•............... 
Fractional currency, fourth issue, third series ......................... . 





1, 139, 624 
7, 157, 379 
4, 762,637 
67 








Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 900, 783 
REGISTERED REFUNDING CERTIFICATES. 
Amount issued, 5,850 ...................•..•....•......••............. ; .................. . 

















117, 503, 536 
$58, 500 
52, 070 
The total tonnage of the country exhibits a decrease of 101,566 tons, 
the enrolled tonnage having increased 37,751 tons, while the registered 
tonnage has decreased 138,723 tons, and the licensed, under 20 tons, 594 
tons. 
The barge tonnage has decreased 83,250 tons under the operation of 
the act of Congress approved June 30, 1879, leaving 18,:.H6 t.on~o; as the 
estimated decrease in the tonnage during the past year. 
Below are given the totals for the last two years: 
1879. 1880. 
Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tous. 
Registered................................................. 2, 717 1, 491, 533 1 2, 378 1, 352, 810 
Enrolled and licensed...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 494 2, 678, 067 22, 334 2, 715, 224 
Total ...................................•••••.••..... 25,2li ~9,601~-24,712 4,068;0a4 
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The comparison of the different classes of vessels is as follows : 
I 
1879. I 18so. 
Class. ---
Vessels./ Tons. Vessels.J Tons. 
-8-ai-li-ng-v-es-s-el-s .-.-.. -.-. . -. -__ -_ -.. -. -__ -__ -_-__ -_-_ .-. -__ -_ -.. -. -.. -. -.. -. -.. -. -__ -_ . . 17, 042 I 2, 422, 813 16, 8;~ 2, 366, 258 
Steam vePscls.... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. 4, 569 1, 176, 172 4, 717 1, 211, 558 
Canal boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 206 103, 738 J, 235 106, 590 
Barges ...... . ..... ....... ...... . ... _ . ... _ .... __ .... .... .... _2_, 394 ~ 6, 878 __ 1, 930 _ ~· 628 
~tal .............. _ .... . ~--.... ............... 25, 211 I 4, 169, 601 I ~ 712 4, 068, 034 
It may be seen from the foregoing that the steam tonnage has in-
creased 35,386 tons, the canal-boat tonnage 2,852 tons, while the sailing 
tonnage'has decreased 56,555 tons, and the barg·e tonnage 83,250 tons. 
The proportion of the sailing top.nage registered is 42 per centum and 
the steam tonnage rPgistere<l12 per centum. 
SIIIP-BUILDING. 
The following table exhibits the class, uum ber, and tonnage of the 
vessels built during the last two j''ears: 
Vessels. Tons. 
I 1879. 1---- - 1880. Class. ! Vessels. / Tons. 
~!~=~:'::~·-::::·-~0>2<---:<:>· 1-1--~i -,~-!-: !-~,-! 11] 
From tbe foregoing it appears that the amount built during the past 
year was less by 35,620 tons than that of the preceding year. 
The tonnage built during the last two years in the several grand divis-
ions of the country is shown below: 
1 ____ 1-;-6-79_. ----1 1880. Division. 
____________________ ! Vessels. / Tons. Vessels. ~ 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts ......... . ........................ -I 592 104, 475 1 589 92, 777 
Paciticcoast . .............................................. 65 11,207 41 8,943 
Northern lakes............................................ 95 15,135 ! 137 22,899 
Westernrivers ............................................ 380 62,213 135 32,791 
---1------------
Total ... ... .................... . .......... .. ... ·: .... , 1, 132 
--- --- -- ---~---------~---
193, 030 902 157,410 
The following table exhibits the iron tonnage built in the country 
since 1868: 
Class. f 1868. / 1869. 11870. 
1 
1871. 1872. J873. 1874. 
Sailing'\"f'SAcls ............................. -------- 1 1,039 1 679 ~--== 
Steam vessel ................... ..... _..... 2, 801 3, 545 7, 302 13, 412 12, 766 26, 548 33, 097 
Total .. _............................ 2,8olj4,584j8,281 15, 479 12, 766 26,548133,097 
1875. 1 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 
Sailing veAsels ..... _. ___ .......... .. _ ..•... _ ... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-! 
Steam vessels .. ...... _ ...... _ ... , ............ .. . _ .. _ 21, 632 21, 346 5, 927 26, 960 22, 008 25, 538 
TotaL........................ .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 21, 632 21, 346 5, 927 26, 960 22, 008 25, 582 
24 F 
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Tables showing the amount of iron tonnage outstanding may be 
found in the Report on Commerce and Navigation. 
THE FISHERIES. 
The tonnage engaged in the :fisheries during the last two years is as 
follows: 
Fisheries. 
Cod and mackerel fisheries ............................... . 















Below is shown the amount of tonn.age employed in the cod and 
mackerel fisheries, with the per centum of each State: ~ 
States. Tonnage. c~!t. 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 785 24. 2 
New Hampshire................. . .......................................... ... ....... 1,138 1. 5 
Massachuset.ts ... - .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 39, 766 51. 3 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 306 3. 0 
Connecticut........................................................................... 4, 584 5. 9 
New York................. . .............. .... ........................................ 8, 636 11.1 
~ !';i~f~~~::: :: : ::::: ~:::: : ~::::::::::: ~::: ~: ~: :::::::: :: : : ::::::: :::::::::: ::: :: :::::: 1~~ ~: ~ 
California............................................................................. 2, 101 2. 7 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 0. 1 
Total ...... ............... .................. ....... .......... ................... --;n,538jloO~O 
This shows a decrease of about 3 per cent. during the year. 
The tonnage employed in the whale :fisheries is given below: 
1879. 1 1880. 
Customs districts. 
I Ve~;sels. Tons. Vessels. ~ Tons. 
---1-
Boston, Mass .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 5 531 5 531 
Barnstable, Mass.......................................... 20 1, 940 191 1, 817 
Edgartown, Mass . ..... .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. 4 720 6 1, 124 
New Bedford. Mass........................................ 144 35,208 134 33,337 
New London. Conn........................................ 12 1, 629 10 1, 599 
'l'otal ................................................ ~-185 --40,028 ,=174 ,~ 
Of the above nearly 90 per cent. belongs at New Bedford. 
Complete tables showing the various cia ses of tonnage may be found 
in the appendix to this report. 
DIVISION OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI1'URES. 
The following statement exhibits the work of this division for the 
year ending J nne 30, 1880 : 
The number of warrants registered during the year for civil, diplomatic, mis-
cellaneous, internal revenue, and public-debt expenditures and repayments 
was ....•.....•.....•............................... ·----· ·----- ......... 20,839 
In the preceding year .......................................... __ .......... 24, 025 





The number of warrants registered for receipts from customs, lands, internal 
1·even ue, direct tax, and miscellaneous sources was ..•••...••...........••• 
In the preceding year ...•...•.............. __ . _ ......................... - -
Decrease ............................. _ ....... _ . _ .. __ . __ ....•.... _ .. . 





Navy, and Interior (pension and Indian) Departments was .. _ ... _... ... . . 11, 33 
In the preceding year ...•........ _ . _ ....•........ _ .. _ . _ ........... __ ...... _ 16, 797 
Decrease.. . . . . . ............................. .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 964 
The number of draughts registered was _ ................................. _. 32,179 
In the preceding year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 40,760 
Decrease.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 581 
The number of journal pages required for the entry of accounts relating to 
the civilr diplomatic, internal revenue, miscellaneous, and public debt re-
ceipts and expenditures was .... . ....................................... . 
In the preceding year .................................................... . 
Increase ....................•..... .... .............................. 
The number of certificates furnished for settlement of accounts was ......... . 






Increase ...............•.... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 730 
The number of accounts received from the First and Fi.frh Auditors and Com-
missioner of the General Laud Office was ........ _... .. . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 22, 290 
In the pre<"eding year . . . . • . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . 2~, 62 
Decrease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 572 
In the appendix: will be found a statement of the receipts and ex-
penditures of the go,Tcrnment, as required by tbe standing order of the 
House of Representatives of December 30, 1791, and section 237 of the 
Revised Statutes; also, statements of the money expended and the 
number of persons employed, and the occupation and salary of each 
person at each custom-house, as required by section 258 of the Redse<l 
Statutes. 
\.,..ery reHpectfully, your obedient serTant, 
G. ' ;y_ SCOFIELD. 
Hon. JoiiN SHERMAN, 
:-recretary of the Treasury. 
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APPENDIX. 
STATEMEXT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 18~0. 
FROM CUSTOMS. 
A. Vandine, collector, Aroostook, Me ...... ........................... .. 
J. S. Smith, collector, Bangor, Me ..................................... .. 
E. S. J. Nealley, collector, Bath, Me ................................... . 
W. C. Marshall, collector, Bt>lfast, Me ... ................... .......... .. 
J. A. Hall, collector, Waldo borough, Me ............................... . 
N. B. N utt, Passamaq uoddv, Me . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Po'rtland, Me ................................ .. 
George Leavett, collector, Machias, Me .............................. .. 
0. McFadden, collector, Wiscasset, Me .......... ............... ...... . 
J.D. Hopkins, collector, Fwnchman's Bas, :Me ........................ . 
I. Lord, collector, Sa co, Me ........................................... . 
W. H. Sargent, collector, Castine, Me ................................. . 
A. F. Howard, collector, Portsmouth, N. II ............................ . 
Wm. Wells, collector, Vermont, Vt ................................... .. 
A. W. Beat d, collector, Boston, Mass .................................. . 
J. Brady, jr., collector, :Fall River, Mass .............................. .. 
S. Dodge, collector, MarblPl1ead, Mass ................................ .. 
J . .A. P . .Allen, collector. New Bedford, Mass ......... ...........• ....... 
W. H, Ruse, collector, Xewburyport, Mass .............. ......... ..... . 
S. H. DotE-n, eollector, Plymouth, Mass .......... ...................... . 
C. H. Od<•ll collector, Salem, Mass .................................... .. 
F. B. Goss, collE-ctor. Bamstable, Mass ........................ ......... . 
F. J. Babson, collector. Gloucester, Mass. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .......... . . 
C. B. Marchant, eollector, Edgartown, Mass ......... ............... ... . 
C. Harris, collE-ctor, ProYidence, R I ................................... . 
F . .A. Pratt, collector, Nrwport, R.I ................................... . 
J. S. Hanover, collector, Fairfield, Conn ....................... ...... ... . 
A. Putnam, collPctor, Middletown, Conn ..... .. .......• ... .............. 
C. Northrop, collector, New Haven, Conn .............................. . 
Geo.-Hubbarcl, collector, Stonington, Conn .................... .•....•••. 
J. A. Tibbetts. collector, New London, Conn ....... ..••..•..... .... ••••• 
E . .A. Mer-ritt, collector, New York, N.Y .............................. . 
W. N. S. Sanders, collt>~tor, .Albany, N. Y .............................. . 
J. Tyler, collector, Buffalo, N. Y ...................................... .. 
G. W. Warren, collector, Cape VincE-nt, N. Y .......................... . 
W. S. Simpson, collector, GeneseP, N. Y ............................... .. 
B. Flagler, collector, Niagara, N. Y ........................ ............ . 
S. P. Remington, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ......................... . 
W. H. Daniel!~, eollector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ........................... . 
D. G. Fort, collector, Oswego, N. Y .................................... . 
S. Moffett, collector, Champlain, N.Y ..................... ...... ...... .. 
P . P. Kidrler, collector, Dunkirk, N.Y ................................ .. 
W. A. Baldwin, collector, Newark, N.J ............................... .. 
J. H. Bartlett, collector, Little Egj:! Harbor, N. J ....................... . 
J. S . .Adams, collector, Great. Egg Harbor, N.J ........................ . 
C. H. Houghton, collector, Perth .Amboy, N. J ......................... . 
A. P. Tutton, rollertor, PhiladE-lphia, Pa .............................. .. 
.T. S. Rutan, <·ollector, Pittsburgh, Pa ................. ................. . 
H. L. Brown, collector, Erie, Pa ............... .. ...................... .. 
L. Thompson, collector, Wilmington, Del .............................. . 
J. L. Thomas, collector, Baltimore, MD. ............................... .. 
T. Ireland, collector, .Annapolis, Mel .................................. .. 
F. Dodge, collt>ctor, Georgetown, D. C ................................. . 
A . .A. Warfield, collector; .Alexandria, Va ............... ............... . 
C. S. :Mills, collector, Richmond, Va .................................... . 
J. S. Braxton, late collector, Norfolk, Va ............................... . 
G. E. Bowdin, collector, Norfolk, Va .................................. . 
T . .A. Henry, collector, Pamlico, N. C .................................. . 
W. P. Canaday, collector, ·wilmington, N. C .................... ....... . 
C. G. Manning, collector, Albemarle, N. C ............................. .. 
G. Gage, collector, Beaufort, S. C ....................................... . 
G. Holmes, collector, Beaufort., S. C .................................... . 
C. H. Baldwin, collector, Charleston, S. C .............................. . 
H. F. Heriot, collector, Georgetown, S. U ............................... . 
J. Atkins, collector, Savannah, Ga ..................................... . 
J. T. Collins, collector, Brunswick, Ga ................................ .. 
J. Shepard, late collector, Saint Mary's, Ga ............................ . 
T. M. Blodgett, collector, Saint Mary's, Ga ........ ...... . .............. . 
J. \V. Howells, collector, Fernandina, Fla .............................. . 
F. N. Wicker, collector, Key \Vest, Fla ............................... .. 
C. Hopkins, collector, Saint John's l!'la . ............................. .. 
· F. C. Humphreys, collector, Pensacola, Fla .......................• .•... 
H. Pott.er, late collector, Pensacola, Fla ............................... .. 
$18, 770 55 
7, 487 03 
17,075 92 









8, 557 75 
754, 957 09 
20, 674, 444 97 
8, 886 60 
723 12 
17, 005 95 
1,018 48 
9, 278 15 
10,346 44 
1, 400 25 
7, 988 00 
1, 080 51 
396, 381 22 
376 53 
1, 251 42 
47,403 73 
453, 241 91 
199 53 
45, 913 21 
131, 146, 630 80 
141,736 00 
610,483 76 
55, 147 56 
103,323 71 






5, 955 61 
130 00 
25 50 
16, 282 25 
12, 665, 576 79 
311, 377 34 
1, 773 09 
21, 145 94 
3, 057' 480 34 
194 40 




34, 619 87 




6, 070 73 
62,711 61 
242 88 
53, 038 55 
19, 189 58 
210 60 
822 30 
5, 907 90 




Carried forward...................................... 173,238, 174 25 
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STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, <J·c.-Continued. 
FROM CUSTOMS-Continued. 
Brought forward .. ..................... : . ..... .. ..... $173, 238, 174 25 
'1'. F. House, collector, Saint Augustine, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178 83 
J. M. Currie, collector, Saint Mark's, Fla................................ 9. 115 22 
.A. J. Murat, collector, .A palacbicola, Fla...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 292 50 
R. T. Smith, collector, Mobile, Ala............................. . ........ 49, 615 73 
W. G. Henderson, collector, Pearl River, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 920 30 
.A. S. Badger, collector, New Orleans, La. . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 180, 339 73 
J. R. Jolley, collector, 'l'eche, La ........................... ..... ·-.. .... 29 87 
N. Patton, late collector, Galveston, Tex .... ~ .. .............. ........... 167 28 
C. R. Hall, late collector, Galveston, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251 54 
E. M. Pearce, collector, Galveston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 321, 165 68 
S. C. Slade, collector, Pass del Norte, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 859 55 
C. R. Prout.\', collector, Saluda, Tex......................... . . . . . . . . . . 8, 204 14 
S.M. Johnson, collector. Corpus Christi. Tex . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 41, 223 43 
N. Platt. late coll ector, Corpus Christi, Tex................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 401 98 
J. L. Haynes, collector, Brazos, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 0119 18 
W. J. Smith, collector, bfemphis, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 757 69 
A.Woolf,collector,Nashville,Tenn........................... .. ....... 310 20 
T. 0. Shackelforrl, collrctor, Louis·dlle, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 52, 921 70 
T. G. Pool, collector, Sandusky, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670 68 
J. W. Fuller, collector, Miami, Ohio.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 767 19 
G. W. Howe, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 179, 919 90 
R. H. Stephenson, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio......................... ... 464, 200 00 
D. V. Bell, collector, Drtroit, Mich............................ . . . . . . . . . . 231. 035 80 
C. Y. Osbom, collector. Snperi01·, Mich.................................. 5, 486 10 
H. C. Akeley, collector, Michigan, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 70 
J.P. Sanborn, collector. Huron, Mirb .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . •• 209, 973Cl8 
J. Gilchrist, collector, Wheeling, '\V. Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 229 '1.1 
W. H. Smith, collector, Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 238, 916 02 
J. C. Jewell, collector, EYansville, Ind.................................. 229 78 
G. St. Gem, collector. St. Louis, Mo...................................... 1.143, 738 50 
V. Smith, collector, Duluth, Minn....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1, 564 01 
E. McMurtrie, collector, MinneRota, Minn . .. . . . . .. . . . .... . . .... .. . . .. .. 19,397 72 
D. E. Lyon, collector, Dn bnque, Iowa............ . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220 75 
Geo. Frazee, collector, Burlington, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 56 
J. Nazro, collector, Milwaukee, Wis...... . . ... ........... .. . . . . ... .. .. 142,303 75 
T. A.. Cummings, colltctor, Monta11a and Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000 00 
J. Campbell, collector, Omal1a, Nebr................................ .. .. 1, 834 08 
M.D.Ball. coll<·ctor, Alaska .. ........... . .............. ...... .......... 1,950 50 
J. Kelly, collector, Willamettc, Oreg.......................... .. ........ 8.5, 413 07 
W. D. Hare, collector, Oregon, Orcg . ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 938 46 
H. A. Webster, collector, Puget Sound, Wash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 470 99 
W. H . Bo" ers, collector, San Diego, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 012 58 
T. P . Rl.JannoiJ, colll·etor, San Fi·ancisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J, 720, 747 37 
----- $186, 522, 064 60 
FROM SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS. 
Commi~&ioncr of Gc>nerHl Land Office ..................•............... 
CommiHRioner of gcnc>ral lanll office, :holiclli~nn ........................ . 
Commissioner of general land office, Missouri ...... ................... . 
Commissioner of gc>n<•1·allancl offic<>, Kansas .......................... . 
Commissioner of gencrallnnu ofiice, ..Arizona .......................... . 
CommiKHioner of p;enc>rallantl office, WiRconsin ........ ... ............ . 
J. M. Wilkinson, recc>i-ver of public moneys, Marquette, Micb ......... . 
J. M. Farland, receiver of public moneys, Detroit, Mich ............... . 
W. H. H. Mitchell, recl'iver of public moneys, Reed City, Micl..t ....... . . 
F. J. Bm·ton, receiver of pu hlic moneys, East Saginaw, Mich .. ...... . . . 
D . L. Qnaw, receiver of public moneys, ·warsaw, \Vis ................. . 
\Villimn Callan, recei\'Pr of ]Jublic moneys, Warsaw Wis . ....... . . . ... . 
J. H. ·wing, receiver of pu blie moneys, Bayfield, Wis .................. . 
J. F. Nason, receiver of vuulie mon<•ys, :Falls Saint Croix, Wis ......... . 
V. W. Baylceys, receiver of public moneys, Eau Claire, Wis . ...•........ 
J. M. Brackett, late rPcciwr of public moneys, Eau Claire, Wis . ......•. 
J. Ull'iel1, receiver of public moneys, La Crosse, \Vis .................. . 
N. Tb:tteber, recei\·er of publie moneys, Menasha, \ViR ...... .. ..•... ... 
W. R Mitchell, re_ceive1: of p1~blic moneys, Saint Cl?ud, Wis ........... . 
H. W. ~tone, recmv<>r of pu bhe mone.\'S, Benson, Mrnn ................. . 
P. C. Stettin, receiv!lr of :public.mone_vs, Crookston, ¥inn ............. . 
T. H. Presnell, recmver of pubhc moneys, Duluth, Mum .......•.••..... 
C. C. Goodnow, receiYer of }mblic moneys, New Ulm, Minn ......... ... . 
G. B. Folsom, receiver of public moneys, Taylor's Falls. Minn ......... . 
J. H. Allen, receiver of public moneys, :Fergus Falls, Minn ..••. ..... .. _. 
W. B. Herriott, receiver of public moneys, Red wood Falls, Minn... . ... 
J.P. Moulton, receiver of public moneys, \Vorthington, Minn .•••...... 
T. Boles, receiver of public moneys, Dardanelle, Ark ................•.. 
M. M. Freed, late receiver of public moneys, Dardanelle, Ark .. ........ . 
R. S. Armitage, receiver of public moneys, Harrison, Ark ............. . 
J. F. Fagan, receh·er of public moneys, Little Rock, ..Ark .............. . 
A.. A.. Tufts, receiver of public moneys, Camden, Ark .. ...... .......... . 
H . H. Griffiths, receiver of public moneys, Des Moines, Iowa ........•.. 
J. Dumars, receiver of public moneys, Springfield, Mo ................. . 







108, 875 83 
799 75 
6, 184 79 
4, 629 00 
4, 275 27 
2, 559 30 
14, 862 10 
2, 274 01 
4. 247 40 
248 24 
6, 347 56 
36,804 88 
12, 000 00 
5, 360 54 
ll, 561 96 
19, 057 77 
6, 172 44 
5, 375 63 
7, 448 95 
3, 580 31 
4, 771 65 
6, 046 07 
5, 921 91 
8, 965 89 
5, 624 73 
4, 033 00 
1, 556 92 
1, 595 58 
301, 931 16 186, 522, 064 60 
374 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STdTEMEXT oJ" the RECEIPTS of tile UNITED ST_I TES, 9·c.-Continucd. 
FROM SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS-Continued. 
Brought forward................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $301, 9:H 16 $186, 522, 064 60 
W . .J. Bodenhamer, late recei>er of public moneys, Springfield, Mo . . . . . 4, 000 00 
G. Rit<:hey, re.cciver of p1~blie moneys, Boonville, Mo.................. . 4, 184 36 
L. Davis, rrceive1· of public moneys, Ironton, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 449 65 
.J. A. Somerville, receiver of public moneys, Mobilr, Alil................. 23 00 
P . .J. Kaufman, receiver of public mone_ys, Huntsville, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 003 07 
William H. Tancre,_ rect•iver of _public moneys, Huntsville, Ala......... 1, 301 93 
P . .J. Strobach, receiver of public moneys, Montg:omery, Ala............ 47, 482 78 
E. M. Hastings, late receiver of public moneys, Montgomery, Ala . . . . . . 120 82 
.J. Varnum, late receiver of public moners, Gainesville, Fla .. .. . .. . .. . 399 70 
.J. F. Rollins, receiver of public moneys, Gainesville, Fla ...... . . . . . . . . . . ll, 087 72 
R . .J. Alcom, receiver of public moneys, .Jackson, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 241 67 
A. E. Lamee, receiver of public moneys, Natchitoches, La.............. 4, 384 01 
G. Baldy, receiver of public moneys, New Orleans, La .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . !l, 112 48 
.J. Neviile, late receinr of public moneys, New Orleans, La . ...... . ..... 1, 351 46 
C. J' . .Jenkins, receiver of public moneys, Concordia, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 673 64 
L. .J. Best, receiver of public moneys, Kirwin , Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 335 s:; 
W . .J. Hunter, receiver of public moneys, Hays City, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . 570 28 
W . .J. Hunter, receiver of public moneys, Wakeeny, Kans ......... _ .. _ 3, 544 n 
A. Booth, receiver of public mone.vs. Larned, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 3!!8 15 
D. R. Wagstaff, reccinr of public moneys, Salina, Kans ............ _ .. _ 610 44 
L. Hanback, receiver of public moneys, Salina, Kans ................. _ 4, 700 53 
.J. J,. Dyer, receiver of public moneys, \Vichita, Kans................... 4. 024 44 
H. M. \Vaters, receiver of publie moneys, Independence, Kan~...... . . . . 155 99 
Thomas May, receiver of public moneys, Independt•nce, Kans.......... 'i!l7 17 
G. W. Watson, late receiver of public moneys, Topeka, Kans __ ......... 3. 304 29 
H. Kelly, receiv~r of public moneys, Topeka, Kans . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . L 014 5!l 
.J. Stott, receiver of pu blir moneyR, Niobrara, Nebr...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 033 76 
C. N. Baird, receiver of public moneys, Lincoln, N ebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 456 37 
G. \V. Dorsey, receiver of public moneyfl, Blooming-ton, Nebi . . . . . . . . . . 5, 504 07 
.J. S. McClary, receiver of nublic mone~·s. Norfolk, Nebr................ 1, 122 94 
W. B. Lambert, n:ceiv~:-r of public monrys, Norfolk, Nebr....... . ...... 1, 073 6(i 
W. Anyan, receiver of public moneys, Grand Island, Nobr............. . 4, 79!! 53 
.John Taffe, receiver of public moneys, North Platte, Nebr............. 3, 686 41 
R . B. Harrington, receiver of public mone.vs, Beatrice, Nebr............ 765 82 
.J. Stout, receiver of public moneys, Boise City, Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 669 27 
R. .J. Monroe, receiver of public moneys, Lewiston, Idaho . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 17,692 61 
T . T. Singiser, recei~er of public. moneys, Oxford, Idaho ............ _.. 10. 050 43 
.J. F. McKenna, receiver of public moneys, Deadwood, Dak............. 3, 938 43 
.J. M. Waf!hhurn, receiv& of public moneys, Sioux Palls, Dak . . . . . . . . . 24, 499 83 
L. D. :F. Poor, receiver of public moneys, Springfieltl, Dak .... .. . . . . . . . . 7, 738 51 
L. S. Bayless,.recriver of public moneys, Yankton, Dak ... _ ... . _ ... _.... 14, 222 02 
T. M. Pugh, receiver of public mone.rfl, ]fargo, Dak ... _ ... _ .. . ... _...... 20. 841 72 
E. M. Brown, receiver of public moneyA. Bismarck, Dak................ 3. 117 90 
W . .J. Anderson, receiver of public moneys, Grand _Fork>!,Dak . . . . . . . . . 8, 367 4::1 
C. A. Rrastow, receiver of public moneys, Del Norte, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 024 00 
C. B. Hickman, receiver of public mout'ys, Lake City, Colo .... __ .. _.... 11, 12 12 
S. T. Thompson, receiver of public mOJlf' ' f!, Denver, Colo............... 6, 627 40 
E. W. Henderson, receiver of public moneys, Central City, Colo . . . . . . . . 7, 705 94 
M. H. Fitch, receiver of public moneyH, Pueblo, Colo . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 7. 011 2!l 
.James L. Mitchell, late n·ceiver of public moneys, Pueblo, Colo . . . . . . . . 2, 200 00 
W. K. J3urchinell, receiver of public moneys, Lea(l\ille, Colo __ . _ .. _.... 29. 651 2f> 
M. M. Bane, receiver of public moneys, Salt Lake City, Utah........... 25, 514 24 
L. S. Hills, receiver of public mone:nl, Salt Lake City, Utah .. _ . .. _.... 905 2R 
G. B. Overton, late receiver of public moneys, Salt Lake City, Utah . . . . 2. 100 00 
F. P. Hterling, receiver of public moneys, Helena, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,280 79 
J. V. Bogert, receiver of public money,.,, Bozeman, ]\font ............... _ 3, 646 04 
E. BreYoort, receh~er vf public moneys, Santa Fe, N. Mex ......... _ .. ·.. 10. :~59 40 
:M". Barela, receh·er of public monrys. La Mesilla, N. Mex . _..... . . . . . . . 3. 280 80 
Samuel \Y. Sherfo~·- receiver of public 1noneys, La Mef!illa, .cr. Mex _ ... _ 762 73 
S.C. Wright, receivrr of public moneys, Carson Citr, Nov.......... .... 19, GG6 17 
H. Ca~penter, recei":er of lmblic_ moneys, Eureka, Ncv .. .. . . .. .. . .... .. 9, 4-50 00 
.J. C. 1< allerton, receiver of publw monrys, Roseburg, Ort'g ...... _...... 5, 977 1!l 
D. Chaplin, receiver of public mone.vs, Le Grande, On•g ____ ............ 9, 8-H 96 
G. Conn, receiver of public moneys, Lake View, Oreg _ ..... _........... 2, 774 61 
T. R. Harrison, la~e rec<:iver o.f puhlic monrys, Or~gon Cit~·. Orcg .. . .. . 020 81 
.J. W. \Vatts, rece1ver of pubhc moneys, Oregon City, Oreg . .... .. . .. . . . 4. G07 3:> 
C. N. Thornburg, rrceiver of public money!', The DalleR. Urcg ...... _... 2. 171 61 
R. G. Stuart, receiver of public moneys, Ol.vmpia, \Va>;h ............ _ .. _ 30, 150 i3 
E. N. Sweet, receiver of public moneys, Colfax, w·ash . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 12, 904 26 
S. W. Brown, receiYer of public mont>ys, Vancouver, Wash .... _ .. __ . . . 5, 202 69 
A. Reed, I'eceiver of publil- moneys, Walla Walla , Waf!h .... _ ...... _ .. _ 13.575 95 
W. C. Painter, late receiYer of public moneys, \Valla \Valla , Wash_..... 5 4!l 
L. Ruggles, receiver of public moneys, :Florence, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 867 00 
Geor~re Lount, recriver of public moneys, Prescott, Ariz _ ..... _........ 1. 794 91 
I. C. ·whipple, receiver of public moneys, Cheyenne, Wyo . _............ 7, 013 14 
William M. Gamsy, receiwr of public moneys, Cheyenne, Wyo . . . . . . . . 3, 190 72 
E. S. Crocker, receivPr of public moneys, Evanston, \Vyo . ............ _ 1, 768 6:J 
H. Fellow!'!, late receiYer of public moneys, Sacramento, CaL........... 716 00 
H. 0. Beatty, receiver of public moneys, Sacramento, Ual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 567 84 
A . Dolrowski, receiver of public moneys, Shasta, C11l. . ........ . ........ 9, 597 93 
T . Lindsey, receiver of public moneys, Visalia, Cal..................... 5, 665 26 
J. W. Haverstick, receiver of public moneys, Los Angeles, Cal_........ 3, 883 17 
Carried forward ............................... . • . • • • 916, 168 34 186, 52 3, 06i 60 -
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Brought forward ................................... .. 
H. Z. O~born, r~ceiver of P!tblic moneys, Bodie, Cal. ................... . 
. Cooper, receiver of pubhc moneys, Humboldt, C:tl ................. .. 
.A.. Miller, receiver of public moneys, Sus:tnville, C:tl ................ .. . 
0. Perrin, receiver of public moneys, Stockton, Cal. ..............•... .. 
L. T. Crane, receiver of public moneys, Marysville, Cal ................ . 
C. H. Chamberlain, receiver of public moneys, San Francisco, Cal ..... . 
:FROM INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Commissioner of Internal ReYenne .................................. .. 
Trf'asurer United States ................................... --- .. --- .. .. 
L. H. Mayer, collector 1st diRtrict, Alabama ........................... . 
J. T. Rapier, collector 2d district, Alabama ............................ . 
T. Cordis, collector, .A.ri1ona .................................. ..... .... . 
E. Wheeler, collector, Arkansas ...................................... .. 
W. Higby, collector 1st district, California ............................. . 
.A.. L. Frost, collector 4th district, California ........................ ... . 
J. S. Wolfe, collector, Colorado .. .................. -- ................. .. 
.James Selden, collector 1st district, Connecticut .... ..... ............. . 
D. F. Hollister, collector 2d district, Connecticut ...................... . 
J. L. Pennington, collector, Dakota .................................... . 
J. Mcintyre, collector, Delaware ...................................... . 
.A. . .A.. Knight, late collector, Florida .................................. .. 
D. Eagan, collector, Florida .......................................... .. 
.A.. Clark, collector 2d district, Georgia .............................. .. 
E. C. Wade, collector 3d district, Georcria .............................. . 
±: ~~G~~~; f~f!e~J~~c~~:~~lab~: : :::::::::::::::::: ~ :::: ~::::::::: :: :::: 
.J. Cummings, collector, Idaho ......................................... . 
.J.D. Harvey, collector 1st district, Illinois ............................. . 
W. B. Allen, late collector 2tl district, Illinois .......... ... ............ . 
L. B. Crocker, late collector 2cl district, Illinois .. ...................... . 
.A.. Nuse, late collector 3d district, Illinois ............................. . 
.A.. M . .Jones, late collector 3d district, Illinois .... ... ............. ..... . 
J. Tillson, collector 4th district, Illinois ............................ .. .. 
H. Knowles, collector 5th district, Illinois . ................•............ 
J. W. Hill, collector 7th district, Illinois .............................. .. 
J. Merriam, collector 8th district, Illinois .............................. . 
J. C. Willis, collector 13th district, Illinoi.s ...... .. ......... ·' .......... . 
.J. C. Veatch, collector 1st !listrict. Indiana ........ .•................ .... 
W. Cum back, collector 4th district, Indiana ...... . ..........••........ . 
F. Baggs, collector 6th district, Indiana ............................... . 
D. W. Minshall, collPctor 7th district, IDiliana, ......................... . 
George Moon, collector lOth district, Indiana ..... ..................... . 
J. F. \Viltlman, collector 11th district, Indiana ............ .. ........... . 
S. S. Farwrll, collector 2!1 district, Iowa .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. 
J. E. Simpson, collector 3t~ !li~trict, Iowa ............................... . 
J. Connell, collector 4th <hstnct, Iowa ................................ .. 
L. P. Sherman, collector 5th district, Iowa ........................ . .... . 
.J. C. Carpenter, coll!'dor, Kansas ........ ...... . ..... ................. . 
.J.D. Kelly, late collector 1st district , K entucky ....................... . 
W . .A.. Stuart, collector 2d district, Kt->ntucky . ..... ... ................ . . 
J. F. Buckner, <'ollcctor 5th district, Kt•ntucky ........................ . 
W. S. Holden, collector 6th district, Kentucky ......................... . 
.A.. M. Swope, collector 7th distt·ict, Kentucky ......................... . 
"''· T. Landrnm, collector 8th distri ct, Kentucky ................... . .. . 
J. E. Blain<', collPctor !ltlt dh;trict, Kt>ntu1·ky . ............ ............ .. 
M. Marks, collector 1st district, Louisiana ............................. . 
B. T. ReaurPgard, late collector 2!1 tlistrid, Louisiana, ...... .. ......... . 
0 . .A.. Uice, late collt>ctor :M district, Louisiana, ........................ . 
F . .J. Rollins, colle<'tor, :M:aine .......................................... . 
R. M. Proud, collector 3d district, 1\far.vlanll ....... .................... . 
D. C. BniC<', collector 4th district, Marylautl. ..... . .................... . 
James Rill, collPctor, Mississippi .............................. : . .... .. 
C. W. ~lack, collector 3<1 <listl'ict, Mal:lsachnsetts ..... ... . .............. . 
C. C. Dame, collector 5th district, :llasf!achusetts ...................... . 
E. R. Tinkt•r, collector lOth tlistrict, Massacbuset.ts ............. ....... . 
L. S. 'l'rowbridge, eoll<•ctor 1st district., Michigan ...................... . 
H. B. Rowlson, collector 3d district, Michigan .......................... . 
~- S. Bailey, coll<•ctor 4th di~t!·ict1 Mic~ig~n ........................... . C. V. De Land, colle('tor 6th district, MIChigan ......................... . 
.A. C. Smith, collector ht district, Minnesota .......................... .. 
W. Bickel, collector 2d district, Minnesota ............................ .. 
.J. H. Stnrgeon, collector 1st district, Missouri ........... . ............. . 
.A.. B. Carroll, collector 2<1 district, Missouri ..............•...........•.. 
.A.. C. Stewart, late collector 4th district, Missouri ... ..... .............. . 
R. E. Lawder, collector 4th district, Missouri ........................ . . . 
D. H. Budlong, collector 5th district, Missouri ......................... . 
:R. T. Van Horn, collector 6th district, Missouri. ...................... .. 
T. P. Fuller, collector, Montana ....................................... .. 
F. C. Lord, collector, Nevada .... ......... ............. ..... ......... .. 
Carried forward .................................... .. 
$916, 168 34 $186, 522, 064- 60 
23, 397 67 
19,240 33 
14, 864 93 
14,955 46 
18, 131 90 
9, 747 97 
7, 131, 4G2 99 
167 16 
63, 914 26 
72, 633 97 
27, 515 40 
125, 876 22 
2, 437, 661 02 
347, 029 09 
168, 259 54 
224, 291 09 
218,323 80 
41, 642 91 
304, 398 21 
5, 275 72 




2, 537 70 
241 05 
8, 936, 614 85 
83, 065 55 
149,032 49 
222, 613 25 
486,472 02 
981, 693 32 





3, 291, 150 18 
877,608 50 
1, 528, 977 01 




164, 567 80 
117, 047 95 
252,734 01 
1, 999 98 
621, 266 33 
3, 563, 114 63 
3. 299, 411 62 
1, 018, 072 33 
239,394 66 
151, 087 28 
711, 895 65 
1, 878 69 
76.) 8fi 
76, i67 86 
2, 263, 2~3 80 
131, 659 46 
91, 088 76 
1' 398, 983 60 
850, 147 57 
38G, .)21 93 
1, 099, 7G4 17 
227, 141 95 
131, 769 29 
152,617 65 
106, 431 58 
257, 300 13 
4, 680, 266 14 
62, 723 51 
263,134 04 
69, 365 34 
117, 596 94 
256, 725 85 
33,714 17 
61, 279 30 
1, Olli, 50€ 6 
64, 400, 214 74 187, 538, 571 20 
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FRO~ INTERNAL REVENUE-Continued. 
Brought forward..................................... $64,400,214 74 $187, 538, 571 20 • 
L. Crounse, collector, N ebraska. ... . . . ...... .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .... .. . ... 912,802 37 
A. H. Young, collector, New Hampshire . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . 273, 902 80 
W. P. Tatem, collector 1st district, New Jersey. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • 213, 519 4H 
C. Barcalow, collector 3d district, New Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 267, 820 19 
R. B. Hathorn, collector 5th district, New Jersey. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 3, 726, 969 19 
G. A. Smith, collector, New Mexico ..... .. ....... ~ .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 31, 423 56 
C. Blummer,late collector, New Mexico................................ 101 85 
James Freeland, late collector 1st district, New York.................. 1, 632,794 49 
R. C. Ward, collector 1st district, New York............................ 1, 631,606 17 
M. B. Blake, collector 2d district, New York....... .. .... . ... . .. . ..•••. 3,199, 990 87 
Max Weber, collector 3d district, New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 063, ~36 54 
M.D. Stivers, collector 11th district, New York .. . .. ... .. ...... .... .. .. 131,732 48 
J. M. Johnson, collector 12th district, New York........................ 515,671 03 
R. P. Lathrop, collector 14th district, New York........................ 571, 102 97 
T. Stevenson, collector 15th district, New York......................... 259, 026 63 
J. C. P. Kincaid, collector 21st district, New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 309, 577 27 
J. B. Strong, collector 24th district, New York...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 422, 403 34 
B. DeVoe, collector 26th district, New York............................ 274,243 91 
B. Van Horn, collector 28th district, New York......................... 946, 574 87 
F. Buell, collector 30th district, New York........................ .. .. .. 1, 287, 401 54 
T. Powers, late collector 2d district, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 716 87 
E. A. White, collector 2d district, North Carolina. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. 53, 902 87 
I. J. Young, collector 4th district, North Carolina. . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 925, 483 19 
W. H. Wheeler, collector 5th district, North Carolina....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 920, 637 93 
J. J. Mott, collector 6th district, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 455, 457 88 
A. Smith,jr., collector 1st district., Ohio........ ... ...................... 11, 556,840 75 
R. Williams, collector 3d district, Ohio .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . 1, 339, 248 23 
R. P. Kennedy, collector 4th district, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 511, 154 48 
James Purcell, collector 6th district, Ohio .............. . ....... :.. . .. . . 634, 351 96 
C. C. Walcutt, collector 7th district, Ohio...... . ..... .. ................. 475, 976 33 
C. Waggoner, collector lOth district, Ohio............................... 1, 092, 855 40 
B. F. Coates, collector 11th district, Ohio................................ J, 424,313 13 
J. Palmer, collector 15th di~;trict. Ohio............ .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 211, 342 62 
C. B. P ettengell, late collerto.r 18th district, Ohio........................ 435, 396 46 
W. S.Streater, collector 18th district, Ohio.............................. 322,426 61 
J . C. Cartwright, collector, Oregon ................................ :.... 77, 063 42 
J. Ashworth, collector 1Rt district, Pennsylvania....................... 2, 523,444 87 
J. T. Valentine, collector 8th distriet, Pennsylvania........... . ......... 553, 173 93 
T. A. Wiley, collector 9th district, Pennsylvania................ . ... . ... 1, 064, 642 45 
E. H. Chase, collector 12th distrid, Pennsylvania...... . ................ 324, 267 74 
C. J. Bruner, collector 14th district, Pennsylvania.... . .. ... . .. . . .. . .. .. 191, 890 54 
E. Scull, collector 16th district, Penns,ylvania.... •• . .... .• ..... ..... .... 191,420 10 
C. M. Lynch, collector 19th district, Penns;;-lvania . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. l15, 337 58 
J. C. Brown, collector 20th district, Pennsylvania. . ..................... 92,567 40 
T. W. Davis, collector 22d district, Pennsylvania . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . 1, 184,418 98 
J. M. Sullivan, collector 23d 1listrict., Pennsylvania...................... 632, 686 85 
E. H. Rhodes, collector, Rhode r~land . . .. . . .. . . . .. • . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. 210, 883 98 
F. A. Sn,wyer, late collector, South Carolina............... .......... .... 5, 219 15 
E. M. Brayton, collector, South Cn,rolina ..... .....•. ........... .... .. , . . 112, 033 53 
J. K. Miller, late collector 1st rli~trict, Tennessee ........... _........... 1, 087 98 
J. A. Cooper, late <'ollector 2d district, Tennessee.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 788 72 
J. M. Melton, collector 2d district, Tennessee . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86, 309 89 
James Mullins, late collector 4th district, Tennessee... .. ............... 316 99 
H. L. Norvell, late collector 5th distriet, Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 511 33 
D. B. Cliffe, late coli ctor 5th district, Tennessee...... . ................. 63 74 
W. M. Woodcock, C'Ollector 5th dist.rict, Tennessee ... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805, 308 52 
R. S. Patterson, coll<>ctor 8th district , Tennessee ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109, 184 55 
W. H. Sinclair, collector 1st district, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99, 258 88 
M. N. Brewster, late collector 3d district, Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 427 59 
B. C. Ludlow, collector 3d district, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74, 542 84 
A. G. Mollay, collector 4th district, Texa!-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61, 176 40 
0. J. Hollister, collector, "G tn h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 894 83 
C. S. Dana, collector, Vermont................. ........... ....... ....... 49,618 04 
J.D. Brady, collector 2<1 district, Virginia.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 867, 567 66 
0. P. Russell, collector 3d di;,trict, Vi!$,inia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 034, 557 71 
W. L. Fernald, collector 4th district, virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 002, 952 34 
J . H. Rives, colle<"tor 5th district, Virginia .. _........................... 1, 617, 102 70 
B. B. Botts, collector IJth di~;trict, Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252, 657 54 
J. R. Hayden, collector, Washington Territory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 205 87 
J. H. Duvall, collector 1st distr-ict, \Vest Virginia.. .................... 312,054 19 
George W. Brown, collector 2d district, West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61, 599 31 
J. M. Bean, collector 1st district, Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 212, 983 35 
H. Harnden, collector 2d district, Wisconsin............................ 155, 505 99 
A. K. Osborn, late collector 3d district, \V"isconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 302 56 
C. A . Galloway, collector 3d district, Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 5, 815 47 
H . M. Hutchins, late collector 3d district, Wisconsin...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181, 294 80 
H. E. Kelly, collector 6th district, \Yisconsin.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115, 021 72 
E. P. Snow, collector, Wyoming . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. 15, 388 89 
---·- 124, 009, 373 92 
Carried forward ....... __ ...... ____ . __ ............... __ .............. 311, 547, 945 12 
REGISTER. 377 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, 9·c.-Coutinued. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES. 
Brought forward .........•......................•................... $311, 547, 945 12 
D . .Atwater, consul, Tahiti................ . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $516 35 
T . .Adamson, consul, Pernambuco....................................... 7, 879 04 
L. T . .Adam!!, consul, Geneva........................................... 689 50 
C. M . .Allen, consul, Bermuda .. .'....... . • • • • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 797 04 
.A. Badeau, consul-~~:eneral, London . . • • . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. 16, 303 06 
J . .A. Bridgland, consul, Havre................................... .... ... 5, 593 87 
S. P. Bayley, consul, Palermo........................................... 4, 903 16 
L. Burckhardt, consular-agent, Stettin.................................. 65i 27 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos .Ayres ............. ·...... ............. ...... 4, 364 35 
G. E. Bullock, consul, Cologne .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 1, 358 50 
S. S. Blodgett, consul, Prescott ... ................................... :. . 652 50 
B. H. Barrows, consul, Dublin.......................................... 1, 568 90 
D. H. Bailey, consul, llong-Kong.................. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. 11, 037 55 
S. H. M. B.vers, consul, Zurich .......... .-............................... 3, 503 40 
W. C. Burchard, consul, Omoa and Trux1llo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 68 
C. P. Brooks, consul, Cork .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. 128 91 
F. Crocker, consul, Montevideo......................................... 445 01 
W. Crosby, consul, Tnlcahuano . ......................... ........... ·.. .. 550 56 
S. F. Cooper, consul. Glasgow........................................... 4, 981 95 
R. S. Clayton, consul, Callao . . . . . . .. . • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. 1, 886 82 
.A. J. Cassard, consul, Tampico . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 445 86 
R. S. Chilton, consul, Clifton................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 377 50 
T. Caniseus, consul, Bristol.................. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. 986 24 
W. vV. Cross, vice-consul, Cienfuego ......... . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 433 99 
.A. Cone, consul, Para . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 547 04 
E. Conroy, consul, San Juan, P. B. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . 463 26 
J. S. Crosby, consul, Florence .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . 2, 253 68 
J . .A. Campbell, consul, Basle. ... .•. .... .. .. .. .... . . .•. ... .. .. . . . . ...... 815 00 
N. Crane, consul, Manchester .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . • . • . . 337 00 
J. C. S. Colby, consul, Chin-Kiang....................................... 200 99 
J. M. Donnan, consul, Belfast. ..... ..................... ......... ....... 7, 950 44 
S. W. Dabney, consul, Fayal... ..... .. . ..... ............ ... . ... ... .. . ... 619 G9 
D. M. Dunn, consul, Prince Erlward I land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 967 50 
H. W. Diman, consul, Lisbon........................................... 7G6 32 
L. E. Dyer, consul, Orh•ssa .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 252 50 
.A. N. Duffie, consul, C:uliz .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . • . . . . . .. . . .. . .. 1, 344 50 
B . .A. Dunr•an, consul , Navies........................................... 1, 350 12 
r. -;:- E~~k~~-~~~~~~lJ:J-~l:~rl~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: :::::::::: : ~::::::::.::::::::::::: 1, 3~~ ~~ 
0. N. Denny, consul, Tien Tsin .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. 227 86 
T. M. Dawson, consul, .Apia . .. . . .. .. . • . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . 80 80 
M. M. DeLano, consul, Foo-Choo. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 732 01 
R. L. Doerr, vice-consul, Basle................ ... . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .... . . 2. 899 07 
.A. J. DeZeyk, consul, Lyons .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. 104 7l 
W. W. Douglass, consul, Bradforu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 296 72 
D. E ckstein, comml, Victoria .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. 1. 350 39 
R. .A. Edes, consul, Bahia............................................... 762 62 
P.M. Eder, consul, Guayaquil.......................................... 393 6S 
W. \V. Edgecomb, conRul, Cape Town . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . • . 747 8G 
W. H. Edwards, consHl-general, St. Petersburg .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. 358 00 
J. T. Edgar, consul, Bt•irnt . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . • . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. 74 70 
J. C. Eckert, comnwrdal agent, Laguayra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 136 70 
E. E. Farman, <'Oltsnl-g<'neral, Cairo . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . 424 75 
L. Faircltild, consul, Livl'rpool . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. 20. 273 26 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Dt•marara............................... .. .. . . .. 1, 689 70 
J. L. Frisbie, consul, Rio Grande do Sul................. .. . .. . .. .. .. . • . . 579 44 
L. H. Foote, cmJsul, Valparaiso . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . 1, 543 71 
T. E. Frye, consul< Omoa and Truxillo.................................. 147 70 
G. W. Fish, consul, Tunis .... .. ...... .... .. . . . .. . ............ .......... 2 50 
W. H. Garfield, consul, Martinique ................................ : .. .. 2, 308 38 
Geo. Gifford, ·comnwrcial ag<~nt, Nantes................................. 28!l 01 
N. K. Griggs, consul, Cll<'mnitz .... . . . .. . . ..•.. .... ... . . .. ... .. .. .... . . 9,145 65 
S. Goutier, consul, Cap<l Hayti en .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 781 G6 
J. B. Gould, consul, Birmingham . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . 3, 993 55 
George Gerard, ('ODRlll, rort Stanley- ............ - .. --....... .. .. .. .. .. (j 00 
B. G<'rrish, jr., comml, Bordeaux .. . • . . . . . .. • . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 3, 2G3 92 
W. E. Goldsborough, consnl, .Amoy..... .... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . ... .. . 1, 402 93 
William F. Gnmncll, consul, Bremen................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 089 00 
G. Grant, vice-consul, Leghorn ................... , .......... ...... .... 166 25 
M. Gavin, consul, L<'g;horn... . ........... ............ ................. 174 76 
D. K. Hobart., consul, Windsor .......................... .............. G90 44 
H. C. Hall, consul, Havana............................................ 16,872 05 
J. F. Hazelton, consnl, Genoa......................................... 1, 328 47 
G. E. Haskin son, eonsul, Kingston . . . . • . . . .. . . . • . . • . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 2, 607 80 
G. H. Horstmann, consul, Munich . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 928 75 
J. Hibbard, commercial agent, Godericb....... ............. . . .. .. . . .. . 420 00 
W. H . Hathorne, consul, Zru1zibar................. .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. 433 12 
J. Harris, vice-consul, Venice............... ......... ................. G30 83 
J. H. Heap, consul, Tunis . ................ ........... ................. 729 50 
W. C. Howells, consul, Quebec........................................ 3, 990 48 
F. P. Hastings, consul, Honolulu .. • . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . • . . . .. . •• • .. . . .. . . 1, 300 13 
Carried forward ...............•...................... 180, 928 53 311, 547, 945 12: 
378 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, <)·c.-Continued. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES-Continued. 
~: ii. ~~~~~~.c~£~fo!~}~1i:i~(~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: :: :::·::: :::: :~::::::::: ::::: 
.A. J" ones, consul, St. Domingo ........................•••..........•... 
J. H. J" enks, commercial agent, Windsor ...... ...... ................. . 
E. R. J"ones, consul, Newcastle ............... ........... ......... .... . 
M. :M. J"ackson, consul, Halifax ...................................... .. 
E. J"ohnson, consul, Tampico ........................................ .. 
C. B. J"ones, consul, Tripoli ........................................... . 
W. King, consul, Bremen .......................................... .. . 
H. Kreismann, consul-general, Berlin ........ .... ..................... . 
J. C. Kretchener, commercial agent, San J" uan del Norte ............. . 
H. Kin~an, vice-consul, La Gran~e .............. ..................... . 
.A. C. Litchfield, consul-general, Calcutta ............. ... ............. . 
E. C. Lord, consul, Ningpo ........................................... . 
J. M. Lucas, consul, Tunstall ........................................ .. 
~: ~l~:d,g~oC::u~~1ir;!~ft~::~~~ ~~:: :~ ~ ~: ::::::::: :~:: ::::::::: :::::::: 
.A. E. Lee, consul-general, Frankfort ......................... ........ . 
.A. Lacombe, consul, Porte Cabello ............................ .. .... .. 
H. D. Lawrence, commercial agent, Sherbrooke ............. .. ....... . 
~.' ~: t?:~~fu,v;~~~~l~C~~~~~~~~~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
J. C. Landreau, consul, Santiago de Cuba ............................ .. 
H. S. Lasar, commercial agent, SanJ"uandelNorte ................... . 
E. E. Lane, consul, Tunstall .. . ............ . .......................... . 
H. C. Marston, consul, Port Louis ....... ............. ................ . 
~: ti·c~~~~~1~cin~~~~;~lt!!t;~:~~ :::::::::: :·.:::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~l{~i1~~t~1~t·}//C!i!<tHH/ 
Morton, Rose & Co., bankers, London ................................ . 
!.·i!f~;~;IT:~ift:~t~{ .. ::: ~ ~~ ::: ~:. • ·· .·:.: · • •. • ··  ··. • 
R . S. N ewtou, commercial agent, St. Paul de Loan do .................. . 
Norse .American Line ..... .......... .................................. . 
G. H. Owen, consul, Messina ......................................... . 
~~:~;;Iti~:~£~ric~~~tii~~l:~~ :::::~ ::::~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
G. W. RooseYelt, consul, Auckland ................................... . 
L. Richmond, consul, Cork ......................................... .. 
T. B. Reid, consul, Funchal. .......................................... . u ~!f!;~i;f~~g~;:?:~::::::::.: ::::::::::.::.:.: ;: :::::::. 
0. M. Spencer, consul, Genoa .......................................... . 
W. E. Sibell, commercial agent, San J" uan del Norte .......•............. 
.A. D. Shaw, consul, Toronto .........................•.•.............. . . 
~ ~.J.tsili~~~·c~~~~l!;·l~~%~~--_._._._. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _._. 
~:g: lc!;i~fggi::/:i~;!~r: -~ ~ -~ -~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -: -~ -~ -~ ~::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~::::: ::: 
D. Stearns, consul, Trinidad .... ... ................ ..•.... .............. 
r r E~~{~~~iAf1~·:~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: ~::: ~ ~::::::: ~ ~;::: ~ ~:::: .. 
Carried forward ..................................... . 




1, 351 18 
744 50 
2, 474 36 
480 95 
6 84 
2, 386 71 
7, 145 09 
258 22 
86 00 
7, 319 00 
169 28 
1, 121 25 
], 335 90 
] , 687 23 
4, 995 33 
482 08 
1, 180 08 
6, 239 12 
562 65 
1, 252 34 
11 01 




1, 733 19 
870 66 
5, 171 60 
3, 370 85 
655 30 
2, 557 45 
289 80 







6, 447 60 
2, 991 88 
2, 275 51 
1, 808 50 
1, 170 62 
2, 021 21 
14, 369 53 
6, 882 8!l 




2, 252 83 
2, 09t 7R 
2, 683 82 
1, 098 81 
30 00 





1, 608 51 
1, 511 08 
196 00 
3, 011 45 
2, 434 59 
267 73 
8, 830 \)!) 
3, 230 13 
3, 867 55 
388 99 
1, 379 07 
5, 664 68 




1, 319 62 
501, 529 79 311, 547, 945 12 
• 
REGISTBR. 379 
STATEJJIE.1.\'T of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED ST.lTES, 9·c.-Continued. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES-Continued. 
E . Stanton, consul~B~~-~~~f~~~-~1:~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
J. Q. Smith, comml-,general. Montreal .................................. . 
J. Stohel, consul, Osaka and Hiogo ~ ......... .... ...... ............... .. 
N.C. Stevens, vice co11Sul, Arno.v ...................................... . 
D. H. Strother, com;ul, Mexico ......................................... . 
W. P. Sutton, commercial agent, Matamoras ........................... . 
A. G. Studer, consul, S;ngapore ....................................... .. 
J. F. Shepard, consul, Hank ow ....................................... .. 
V. V. Smith, consul, 8t. Thomas ...................................... .. 
E. ,J. Smithers, consul, 8myrna ......... .......... ..................... . 
E. M. Smith, consul, Maran ham .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . ................ . . 
E. Schuyler, consul, Birmingham ......... .... ...................... .. .. 
A. A. Shipley, consul, Auckland ...................................... .. 
t~~%~~;!~~:~~~1~~~~:~~~~~~~ ~:::: ~ ~::::::::: ~~::: :: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::::: 
T . M. Terr)·, consHl, Santiago, Cape Verde ............................. . 
M. H. Twitchell, consul. Kingston ........... ... ..................... .. 
~: ,r T~~~t~i3~~~s~~i:t~e~~tr~gc'r:t~~ ·::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
William Thomson, consul, Southampton .............. ....... ..........• 
tlhi~ie{~~~~~~~~~!.!~l~~~~~~~~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
G. :E'. Upto11, consul, Geneva .... .. .... ................................. . 
T. B. Van Buren, commercial agent, Kanagawa ........................ . 
W. H. Vese~·, consul, Nice ............................................ .. 
~- ~~~g!~~~1~fl~~~i~t.s.~~~~~1.0i~il~~i~ ·. -. ·. ·.: -.:::::: ·. ·. ·. ·. ·_ ·. -_ ·.:: ·. ·. -. ·. ·. ·_ ·. ·.::::: 
J. M. \Vilson, consul, RambHrg ...................................... .. 
.John \Vih;on, comml, Brussels ...... . ............................. .. 
.J. F. Winter, consul, Rotterdam ................ ...................... .. 
J. R. Wt·aYcr, consul, Antwerp ....................... .. .............. . 
:f: ~~~~s~~~~~~~t~l~~;-~~~~~~-~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
D. B. \Varner, consnl. ::)t .. .John 's, New Brunswick ....... ... ........... . 
.J. S. Willson, consul, .Jerusalem ..... .. .. .............................. . 
.J. N. \Vasson, consul, Quebrc ....... .. ...... .......... ......... ..... .. 
C. B. Webster, <·onsnl, Sheffield ....................................... . 
G. L. Washington, consul, MMam:as ................................. .. 
T . F. Wilson, commercial agent, Cardenas . .................. . ..... s .. . 
FROM STEAMBOAT FEES . 
.J. Atkins, collector, Savanuah, Ga ..................................... . 
.J. A. P. Allen, collector, N e\Y Bedford, Mass .. ........ . .... .. .......... . 
H. C . .A kelev, collector, Michigan. Mich ...... ....... .................. . 
'\V. J, . .dshn:iore, collector, Hurlin~ton, N.J .......... .................. . 
D. V. Bell, collector, Detroit, Mich ................................... . 
'\V. A. Bald win, collector, Now ark, N. ,J ............... .... ............ .. 
C. H. Bald win, collector, Charleston, S. C ............... ............ .. .. 
.J. S. Braxton, collector, Norfolk, Va ................................... . 
A. W. Beard, collector, Boston, Mass .................................. . 
A. S. Badger, collector, New Orleans, La ............................... . 
.J. Brady. jr., collector, Fall River, Mass .......... .................. .. .. 
H. L. Brown, collector, Eric, Pa ....................................... . 
l ". .J. Babson, collector, Gloucester, Mass . ................ ............ . . 
W. W. Bowers, collector, San Diego, Cal. ............................. .. 
G. E. Bowden, collector, Norfolk, V a. ..... ............................. .. 
T. M. Blodgett, collector, Saint Mary';; (}a, .. .... .... ............ ..... .. . 
.J. H. Bartl()tt, collector, Little Egg Harbor, N.J ........ ...... .... ..... . 
.J. 'l'. Collins, colleetor, Brunswick, Ga ................................ . 
W. P. Canaday, collector, \Villllington, N. C ........................... . 
J. Campbell, collector, Omaha, Neb .................................... . 
E . .J. Costello, collector, Natchez, Miss ................................ . 
f.·&lR~~:··c~Yr~~~~~:\K-?:~~t~~lr·_:,_~:: ::: ::::::·.::::::: :::::::::::::: _: 
.J. M. Cmrie, collector, Saint Mark's, Fla .............................. . 
F . Dodge, collector, Georgetown, D. C ................................. . 
W. H. lJauiels, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ............. ........... ... . 
A. S. D e Wolf, collector. Bristol, R.I. ................................. .. 
.J. H. Elmer, collector, Bridgetow1.1, N. J ... ........ ....... .... .... . .... . 
D. G. Fort, colleetor, Oswego, N. Y ............... .... ........... ...... . 
.J. W. Fuller, collector, Miami, Ohio . .................................. . 
G. Fisher, collector, Cairo, Ill ......................................... .. 
B. Flagler, collector, Niagara, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .. . 
Geo:ge ~razee, colll:'ctor, Bur:lington, Iowa ............................ . 
.J. Gilcbnst, collector, Wheelmg, W.Va .............................. .. 
.J. S. Hanover. collector. Fairfield, Conn .................. ... ......... .. 
W. H. Ruse, collector, Newburyport, Mass .................... ....... .. 
A. F. Howard, collector, Portsmouth, N. R .......... ..•. ............... 
W. S. Ravens, collector, Sa.g Harbor. N.Y ............................. . 
G. W. Rowe, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ................................ . 
Carried forward . ... . ........................... . .... . 
$501, 529 79 $311 , 547, 945 12 
2, 842 34 
4, 999 68 
3, 356 36 
1, 009 14 
69 00 
523 46 
2, 505 00 
1, 549 93 
1, 907 99 
1, 629 34 
1, 650 75 
4, 074 31 
184 78 
409 25 
3, 189 79 




2, 510 73 
172 06 
955 48 
3, 191 04 




2, 887 66 
803 05 
8, 037 41 
2, 207 50 
3, 052 27 
4, 957 45 
5, 201 04 
492 47 
2, 568 16 
94 00 
791 49 
4, 076 90 
944 85 
1, 075 52 
3, 815 35 
520 75 
4, 855 10 
273 80 
7, 228 70 
549 85 
2, 622 00 
73R 20 
6, 884 60 





























5, 828 70 
592, 161 81 
67, 997 76 312, 140, 106 93 
• 
380 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, 9·c.-Continued. 
FROM STEAMBOAT FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward ................................... . 
W. D. Hare, collector. Oregon, Oreg .................................. .. 
J. A. Hall, collector, Waldo borough, Me .......................... ..- .. .. 
C. Harris, collector, Providence, R. I ........ . ......................... . 
E. Hopkins, collector, Saint_ John's, Fla ........................... ... .. 
G. Hubbard, collector, Stomngton, Conn ......... .... .................. . 
C. H. Houghton, colleotor, Perth Amboy, N.J ......................... . 
J. L. Haynes, collector, Brazos, Tex .................................. .. 
I. Hacker, colleetor, Southern Oregon ................................ .. 
George Holmes, collector, Beaufort, S. C ...... ........................ .. 
T. A. Henry, collector, Pamlico, N. C .................................. . 
J. W. Howell, collector, Fernandina, Fla .............................. .. 
P. C. Hall, collector, Vicksburg, Miss .. · ............................... . 
T. S. Hodson, collector, Eastern Mary land ............................ .. 
H. F. Heriot, collector, Georgetown, S. C .............................. .. 
J.D. Hopkins, collector, Frenchman's Bay, Me . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
F. C. Humphreys, collector, Pensacola, Fla ............................ . 
T. F. House, collector, Saint Augustine, Fla ...................... · ..... . 
W. P. Hiller, collector, Nantucket, Mass ....•...... . .................... 
J. C. Jewell, collector, E-vansville, Ind ................................ .. 
J. R. J oily, collector, Teche, La ....................................... . 
J. T. K. Jones, collector, .Annapolis, Md ............................... . 
J. Kelley, collector, vVillamette, Oreg ......... . ...................... .. 
I. Lord, collector, Saco, Me .............. . ............................ . 
Charles Lehman, collector, Vicksburg, Miss ......................... .. . 
G. Leavett, collector, Machias, Me ..................................... . 
D. E. Lyon, collE>ctor, Dubuque, Iowa .................................. . 
C. S. Mills, collector, Richmond, Va ....... ...................... ... .... . 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Portland, Me ..... ..... ....................... .. 
E. McMurtrie, collector, Minnesota, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . 
I. H. Moulton, collector, La Crosse, '\Vis .............. .. .............. .. 
A. J. Murat, collector, Apalachicola, Fla .............................. .. 
E. A. Merritt, collector, Nflw York, N.Y ............................... . 
0. McFadden, collector, Wiscasset, Me ............................... .. 
C. G. Manning, collector, .Albemal'le, N.C .............................. . 
W. C. Marshall, collector, Belfast, Me ..•... .............. ............... 
J. Nazro, collector, Milwaukee, Wis ........ , ......................... .. 
E. S. J. Nealle_v, collector, Bath, Me .................................. .. 
N. B. Nutt, collector, Passamaquoddy, Me ........... ... .... .. . ..... ... . 
C. Northrup, collector, New Haven, Conn .............................. . 
C. T. Osbnrn, collector, Superior, Mich ................................ .. 
C. H. Odell, collector, Salem, Mass .................................... .. 
A. Putnam, collector, Middletown, Conn ....... .... .................... . 
J. G. Pool, collector, Miami, Ohio ................... .. ... .. ... ... ..... .. 
F. A.. Pratt, collectqr, Newport, R. I .................................. .. 
J<.::. M. Pease, collector, Galveston, Tex ................................. . 
J. S. Rutan, collector, Pittsburgh, Pa ................................. .. 
S. P. }{emington, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y .................. ... .... . 
T. 0. Shackelford, collector, Louis,ille, Ky ............................. . 
J. L. Smith, collector, Bangor, Me ..................................... .. 
J.P. Sanborn, collector, Iluron, Mich .................................. . 
W. N. S. Sanders, collector, Albany, N. Y ................... , ......... .. 
W. J. Smith, collector, Memphis, Tenn . ......... .... ........... ....... .. 
W. T. Simpson, collector, Geneva, N. Y ............ ...... ............. .. 
R. H. Stephenson, collector, Cincinnat.i, Ohio ... .... .................... . 
W. H. Smith, eollector, Chicago, Ill .................... .... ............ . 
~: ~~-S~llh,cg~~i~~~~-~.sii~b~I~\~a0.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
V. Smith, collector, Duluth, Minn ....................... _ ............ .. 
.J. Shepard, collector, Saint Mary's, Ga .......................... ...... . 
W. H. Sargent, collector, Castine, Me .................................. . 
T. B. Shannon, collector, San Francisco, Cal . .................. ........ . . 
L. Thompson, collector, '\Vilmington, DeL ..........................••.. 
J. Tyler, collector, Buffalo, N. Y ...................................... .. 
J . L. Thomas,jr., collector, Baltimore, Md ................ ............ .. 
George Tay, collector-, Cherrvstone, Va ................................ . 
J . .A. Tibbetts, collector, Ne'v London, Conn .......................... .. 
A. P. Tutton, collector, Philadelphia, Pa .............................. .. 
A. Woolf, collector, Nash ville, Tenn .................................. .. 
IV. Wells, collector, Vermont, Vt ..................................... .. 
A. A. Warfield, collector, Alexandria, Va .............................. . 
F. N. Wicker, collector, Key \Vest, Fla ................................ . 
G. W. \Varren, collector, Cape Vincent, N.Y .......................... . 
D. Wann, collector, Galena, 111. ......... _ .............................. . 
H. A. Webster, collector, Puget Sound, Wash ................ ....... .. .. 
FROM REGISTERS' AND RECEIVERS' FEES. 
R. J . .Alco!n, receiYe_r of P!:!-blic I_Doneys, JacksoJ:!, Miss ................. . 
R. S. Armitage, receiver of public moneys, Harnson, Ark . ............ .. 
W. J. Anderson, receiver of public moneys, Grand Forks, Dak ......... . 
J. H. Allen, receiver of public moneys, Alexandria, Minn .............. . 
Carried forward .... , ................................ . 
$67, 997 76 $312, 
534 95 
369 40 
1, 348 15 
866 25 
520 85 













3 9')3 10 
'567 50 
25 00 






3, 439 20 
2, 083 85 
1, 077 10 
963 80 












1, 183 51 
2, 236 95 
9, 849 95 
184 35 
4, i51 35 
152 95 
5, 934 35 
7, 943 05 
4, 711 80 
175 00 
10, 529 95 
tl, 707 60 
14,369 70 




12, 129 20 
1, 216 05 
10, 857 80 
11,040 60 
50 00 
4, 310 70 
15,290 24 





4, 914 40 
1, 822 46 
5, 632 27 
10, 194 95 
18, 240 19 
18, 596 39 
40, 106 93 
282, 4()8 96 
52, 663 80 312, 422, 575 89 
REGISTER. 381 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, ~}·c.-Continued. 
FROM REGISTERS' AND RECEIVERS' FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... . ........•...............•. 
William An:yan, receh'er of public moneys, Grand Llanrl, Nebr ........ . 
H . .A.. Beatty, ~eceiver of f!Hblic moneys, Sacramento, Cal ......•........ 
G. Baldy, receiver of public moneys, New Orleans, La ............... .. 
E. M. Brown, receiver of publie moneys, Bismarck, Dak ............... . 
L. J. Best, receiver of public moneys, Kerwin, Kans .................... . 
T. Boles, receiver of public moneys, Dardanelle, Ark ................... . 
C . .A.. Bras tow, rect>iver of !Hl blic moneys, Del ~ orte, Colo ............. . 
L . L. Bayless,_ receiver of public moneys, Yankton, Dak . .............. .. 
H. J:Sook, receiVer of pub he moneys, Larned, Kans ..................... . 
.J. V. Bogert, recei\·er of public moiwys, Bozeman, Mont . ..... ... ...... . 
C. N . Baird, receiver of public moneys, Lincoln, Nebr .......... .. ..... . 
E. Brevoort, receiver ufpnblic moneys, ::;anta Fe, N . M ex .............. . 
S. W. Brown, receiver of public moneyf!, Vancouver, "\Vyo .............. . 
V. W. Bayles!'!, receiver of public moneys, Eau Clail'fl, "\Vis ............ .. 
W. K. Burcbenell, recPiver of public moneys, .Fair Play, Colo .......... . 
M. M. Bane, receiver of public moneys, Salt Lake, Utah ...... .... . ..... . 
F. J. Burton, receiver of ptthlic moneys, East Saginaw, Mich . .......... . 
S. Cooper, receiver of publie moneyf!, Hnmboldt, Cal. ................. .. 
L. T. Crane, receiver of public mon<>ys, Marysville, Cal . ............... . 
·C. H. Chamberlain, receiver of public moneys, San Francisco, CaL ..... . 
E. S. Crocker, recei•er of public mon e.vf!, EYanston. "\Vyo ....... .... ... . 
D. ~baplain, 1:eceivrr ofJ!nblic money!", Le.Granrl, Oreg . ...... .... ..... . 
G. Conn, recmver ofpubhc moneys, Lmkvlllr, Oreg .......... ... .. .... .. 
H. Carpenter, rPceiv<>r of public moneys, Eureka, Nev ..... ............ . 
"\V. Cullon, r ecei>er of public moneys, "\Vausau, Wis ................... . 
.A.. Dabrowsky, receiver of public m01wys, Sba~'<ta, Cal ....... ....... .. .. 
.;r. Dumars, I'eceiver of public !1101H',YS, ~pringfield, Mo ...... ........... . 
G. W. Dors<'y, receiver of public mone.vs, .Bloomington, Nebr .......... . 
J'. L. D.ver, n·ceiver of publir• moneys. Wichita, Kans. , ................ . 
L. Davis, receiver of public moneys, Ironton, Mo ..................... .. 
J. C. ]'nllerton, receivrr of public moneys, RoRebury, Oreg . ............ . 
.J . M. Farland,'receiv<>r of public mOJll'ys, Det1·oit, Mich ................ . 
J . .I<'. Fap:an, reeei_ver ofyubli_e moneys, Little Rock, Ark ............... . 
M. H. F1teh, recr1ver of pu1Jlw mmwyR, Put>blo, Colo .................. . 
G. B. ]'olsom, receiver of]mblic mont'ys, Taylor's Falls, Minn .......... . 
M. H . Griffiths, receiver of public mont>ys, Des Moines, Iowa ........... . 
C. C. Goodnow, rPceivt•r of public moneys, New Ulm, hlinn ... ......... . 
W. M. Garvey, rPceiver of publit· mOll f'ys, Cheyenne, "\Vyo ............. . 
J'. W. Haverstick, recrh·er of publir mon eys, Lo Angelos, Cal ......... . 
C. B. Hickman, receiver of public moneys, Lake City, Colo ............ . . 
E. W. Henderson, receiver of public monP~S, CPntral City, Colo ........ . 
W. J. Hunter, receiver of public moneys, Ha~·s Cit:r. Kans ......... .. . . 
·w. R. Heriott, receiver ofpublie 1none,ys, Rrdwood Falls, Minn ... ..... . 
L. Han back, receiver of public moneys, Salina, Kans .... ........ .. ..... . 
R. B. Harrin~~:ton, receiver of public moneys, .Beatrice, N ebr ...... . .... . 
T. R. Harrison, rf'ceiver of public moneys, Oregon City, Oreg ... ....... . 
E. J. Jenkins, receiver ofpLtblic moneys, Coucorrlia, Kans ...... .... .. .. 
P. J. Kaufman, receiver of public moneys, Hunts>ille, Ala ............. . 
.A.. E. Lenire, receiver of public moneys, Natchitochet~, La ...... . .... ... . 
George Lount, recl'iver of public moncvs, Prf'scott, Ariz ...... ......... . 
T. Linrlsey, rrceiYer of Jlllblic monrys, ViRalia, CaL .................... . 
William B. Lambert, receiver of public monf'ys, Norfolk, Nebr . ........ . 
.A.. Miller, receiver of public moneys, Susanville, Cal .................. .. 
J'. F. McKenna , receiver ofptLblic moneys, Deadwood, Dak ... ......... . 
W. H. C. Mitchell, ~·ecei ver of J!nblie moneys, Re~tl City, ~ich ... ...... . 
J.P. Moulton, receiver of pub lie moneyb, "\Vorthmoton, Mmn .. ........ . 
J. S. McClary, receinr of public moneys, Norfolk, ~ebr ............... . 
R. ,J. Monroe, receiver of public moneys, Lewiston, Idaho . .......... .. . . 
W. B. Mitchell, receiver of public mont\VS. Saint Cloud, Minn .. ........ . 
J'. F. Nason, receiver of public moneys, Falls Saint Croix, Wis .. ....••.. 
H. Z. Osborne, receiver of public moneys, Bodie, Cal .................. .. 
0. Perrin, receiver of public mone.vs, Stockton, CaL ................... .. 
L. D. F. Poore, receiver of public mo11eys, Springfield, Dak ............. . 
T . M. Pu~h. rrceiver of public moneys, Fargo, Dak . .... . . ............ , . 
T. H. Presnell, receiver of pn blic moneys, Du Luth, Minn .... . . ... .. .. . 
D. I,. Quaw, receiver of public moneys, \Yausnu, Wis ..... .. ....... ... . 
L. Ruggles, 1·eceiver of public moneys, Florenee, Ariz .................. . 
G. Ritchry, receiver of pu hlic mone:\·s, BooneYille, Mo ...... ............ . 
.A.. Reed, receiver of public monPys, Walla "\Valla, Wash ..........•..... 
J. F. RolliJJs, receiver of pul1lic monrys, Gahwsville, Fla . . . ........... . . 
J . .A.. Somerville, receivpr of public moneys, Mobile, Ala ............... . 
R G. Stuart, receiver of public moneys, Olympia, Wash ............... .. 
.r. Stott, receiver of}mlllic moneys, Niobrara, Nebr. ................... . 
H. W. Stone, receiver of pu lJlic moneys, Benson, :hlinn . ............ . ... . 
P. C. St~tt_in, receiyer of publi~ moneys, Detroit, Minn ................ .. 
F. P. Stuhug, recmver of puhlic moneys, Helena, Mont ...... .......... . 
J'. Stout, receiver of public moneyR, Boise City, Idaho .............. ... . 
E. N. Hweet, receiver of public moneys, Colfax, Wash ................. . 
J'. F. Sinziser, recei~er of publi~ moneys, Oxford, Idaho ... ............. . 
P. J. St.robach, receiver of pu bhc moneys, Montgomery, Ala . .. .. . . .... . 
.s. W. Shel'fey, receiver of public moneys, Mesilla, N.Mex ............ .. 
Carried forward ..................................... . 
$52, 663 80 $312, 422, 575 89 
32, 092 59 
6, 434 98 
6, 100 93 
1, 012 10 
89, 975 83 
7, 862 64 
3, 098 63 
29,707 24 
20,396 74 
1, 770 90 
6, 759 49 
1, 76\J 63 
5, 451 55 
3, 709 14 
10, 165 00 
10, 353 24 
3, 971 00 
3, 029 71 
6, 943 76 
11,213 66 
382 20 
9, 9-!5 57 
4, 637 06 
1, 300 00 
1, 001 52 
4, 287 53 
4, 723 00 
31,395 93 
9, 765 35 
4, u52 06 
5, 198 54 
1, 415 43 
10 07ti 06 
7: 807 53 
1, 105 73 
3, 667 30 
12, 298 28 
274 00 
3, 379 77 
1, 721 50 
3, 518 23 
25, 148 00 
7, 203 80 
13, 643 47 
4,100 47 
318 32 
15, 562 36 
12,640 00 
2, 681 49 
417 79 
2, 976 71 
3, 311 81 
2, 986 07 
4, 212 43 
6, 354 01 
8, 136 10 
7, 223 04 
4, 464 22 
9, 000 00 
3, 027 89 
2, 341 00 
6, 362 10 
40, 582 21 
77, 251 68 
1, 510 32 
2, 976 09 
1, 412 27 
. 3, 230 00 
13, 985 03 
7, 878 29 
455 10 
9, 373 79 
26, 177 50 
12, 193 07 
42,114 77 
6, 606 50 
3, 609 56 
27, 023 40 
4, 060 14 
18, 573 36 
168 30 
877, 727 63 313, 422, 575 89 
382 . REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEME~T of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED ST.dTES, g·c.-Continued. 
:FROM REGISTERS' AND RECEIVERS' FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward ......................•.............• 
A. A. Tufts, receiver of public moneys, Camden, Ark .................. . 
S. T. Thompson, receiver of public moneys, Denver, Colo .............. . 
J. Taffe, recei>er of public moneys, North Platte, Nebr ................ . 
C. N. Thornburg, receiver of public moneys, The Dalles. Oreg ......... . 
William H. Taucre, receiver of public moneys, Huntsville, Ala ........ . 
N. Thatcher, receiver of public moneys, Menasha, Wis ..••...........•.. 
J. Ulrich, receiver of public moneys, La Crosse, Wis .................. . 
J. Varnum, receiver of public moneys, Gainesville, Fla ................ . 
J. M. Wilkinson, receiver of public moneys, Marquette, Mich ......... . 
J. M. Washburn, receiver of public moneys, Sioux Falls, Dak .......... . 
1. H. Wing, recei>er of public moneys, Bayfield, Wis .................. . 
H. M. Waters, receiver offublic mone_ys, Independence, Kans ......... . 
D. R. Wagstaff, receiver o public moneys, Salina, Kans ............... . 
G. W. 'Vatson, receiYer of public moneys, Topeka, Kans ............... . 
J. W. Watts, receiver of public moneys, Ore!):on Cit.r, Oreg ............ . 
J. A. Williamson, receiver of public moneys, Commissioner General 
Land Office ............................................ · ........... . 
J. C. Whipple, receiver of public moneys, Cheyenne, Wyo ........•..... 
S.C. 'Vrigl..tt, r('ceiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nebr ............ . 
FROM MARINE HOSPITAL TAX. 
J. Atkins, collector, Savannah, Ga ..................................... . 
H. C . .Akeley, colleetor, Michigan, Ga .. .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
,V. L. Ashmore, collector, Burlington, N. J ...... . .•.•.................. 
I. S. Adams, collector, G1·eat Egg Harbor, N.J ......................... . 
J . .A. P . .Allen, collector, New Bedford, Mass ........................... . 
F. J. Babson, collector, Gloucester, Mass .............................. . 
D. V. Bell, collector, DPtroit, Mich ..................................... . 
,V . .A. Baldwin, collector, Newai·k, N. J_ .............................. .. 
H. L. Brown, collector, Erie, Pa ........................................ . 
C. H. Baldwin, collector. Charlestou, S. C ............................. . 
J. S. Braxton, collector, Norfolk, Va ................................... . 
A. W. Beard, collector, Boston, Mass .................................. . 
A. S. Badger, collector, K ew Orleans, La ............................... . 
'V'. W. Bowers, collector, San Diego, Cal. .............................. . 
James Brady,jr., collector, Fnll River, Mass .......................•.... 
J. W. Bartlett, collector, Little :Egg Harbor, :N. J ...................... . 
E. A. Braguon, collector, York, Me .................................... . 
M. D. Hall, collector, .Alaska .......................................... . 
G. E. Bowden, colledor, Norfolk, Va .................................. . 
T. M. Blodgett, collector, Saint Mary's. Ga ............................ . 
G. F. Bayles, collector, Port .Jefferson, :N. Y ............................ . 
J·. T. Collins, collector, Brunswick, Ga ................................. . 
John Collins, collector, Bristol, R. 1 ................................... . 
J. M. Currie, collector, Saint Mark'R, Fla .............................. . 
D. G. Cnrr, collector, Petersburg, Va .................................. .. 
J. Campbell, collector, Omaha, .Nebr .................................. . 
'\V. P. Canaday, collector, '\Vilmington, N. C ........................... . 
G. T. Crnnmer, collector, Little l!.:gg Harbor, :N.J ...................... . 
E. J. CostPllo, collector, Natchez, Miss ................................ . 
1<'. Dodge, collector, Georgetown, D. C ................................. . 
..A. C. Davis, collector, Beaufort, N. C .................................. . 
S. K. Davis, collector, Port Jefferson, N. Y ............................. . 
S. Dodge, collector, Marblehead, Mass . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . ................ . 
'\V. H. Dnniels, collector, Oswegatchie, :X. Y ........................... . 
S. H. Doten, collector, Pl.vmoutb, Mass ................................ . 
..A. S. DeWolf, collector, Bristol, R. I .......•............................ 
J. H. Elmer, collector, Bridgeton, N. J ................................. . 
G. Fisher, collector, Cairo, Ill .......................................... . 
E. T. Fox, collector, Bangor, Me ....................................... . 
B. Flagler, collector, Ningara, N. Y .................................... . 
J. W. }'uller, collector, Miami, Ohio ................................... . 
G. Frazee, collector, Bm-lington, Iowa ................................. . 
D. G. Fort, collector, Oswego, N. Y .................................... . 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable, Mass ................................. . 
J. Gilchrist, collector, Wheeling, W. Va ............................... . 
J. S. Hanover, collector, Ji'airfield, Conn ............................... . 
W. H. Ruse, collector, Newburyport, Mass ............................ . 
.A. S. Howard, collector, Portsmouth, N.H .....•• ....................... 
W. S. Havens, collector, Sag Harbor, N.Y ............................. . 
G. W. Howe, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ............................... .. 
W. D. Hare, collector, 9regon, Oreg .... .. ............................. . 
P. C. Hnll, collector, VIcksburg, Miss .................................. . 
C. Harris, collector, Providence, R. I .....................•••............ 
J. T. Hoskins, collector, '.rappahannock, Va ........................... . 
E. Hopkins, collector, Saint John's, :Fla ................................ . 
G. Holmes, collector, Beaufort, S. C .................................... . 
T. S. Hodson, collector, Eastern, Marvland ...•.........•............... 
J. '\V. Howell, collector, Fernandina, Fla ............................... . 
Carried forward ......••••.•••••••••••••.•••••........ 
$877, 727 63 $312, 422, ,jj.j 89 
11,626 90 
10, 576 77 
29, 011 07 
8, 3:35 61 
3, 078 07 
3, 192 58 
2, 298 87 
767 35 
5 232 70 
47: 387 69 
!!54 12 
2, 748 41 
4, 986 31 
2, 765 44 




2, 868 95 
:l, 409 35 
645 18 
l, 179 87 
1,17774 
869 41 
5, 434 28 
1, 062 94 
1, 642 53 
3, 754 41 
515 68 
16,909 74 
15, 681 60 
286 20 












l, 463 74 
235 17 
159 40 













1, 231 17 
2, 006 36 
2, 899 27 




3, 553 92 
1, 099 53 
733 65 
2, 596 22 
1, 033 09 
1, 619 48 
358 44 
4, 699 95 
664 30 
1, 019, 174 61 
102, 452 4!) 313, 441, 750 50 
REGISTER. 383 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the U.NITED STATES, 9·c. -Continued. 
FROM MARINE HOSPITAL TAX-Continued. 
Brought forward ..........................•........•. 
G. Hubbard, collect01·, Stonington, Conn ........•....................... 
J. A. Hall, collector, ·waldoboro', Me .................................. . 
F. C. Humphreys, collector, Pensacola, Fla ........••....••............. 
J.D. Hopkins, collector, Frencl1man's Bay, Me ...... .... .............. . 
W. G. Henderson, collector, Pearl River, :Miss ......................... . 
J. L. Haynes, collector, Brazos, Tex ................................... . 
I. Hacker, collector, Southern Oregon ................................. . 
T. A. Henry, collector, Pamlico, N. C .................................. . 
C. H. Houghton, collector, Perth Amboy, N.J ......................... . 
T. F. House, collector, Saint Augustine, Fla ..........................•. 
W. P. Hiller, collector, Nantucket, Mass ............................... . 
H.}'. Heriot, collector, Georgetown, S.C ............................... . 
J. A. Henriques, collector and <lislmrAing agent, New Orleans, La .....• 
T. Ireland, collector, Annapolis, Mtl ................................... . 
J. C. Jewell, collector, Evans,·ille, Ind ................................. . 
J. R. Jolley, collector, Teche, La ....................................... . 
S.M. Johnson, collector, Corpus Christi, Tex .................... ·w ••••• 
1.'. J. K. Jones, collector, AnnapoliA, Mel ............... . ............... . 
P. P. Kidder, collector, Dunkirk, N.Y ........... . ..................... . 
J. Kelley, collector, \Villamette, Oreg .............••••..............••. 
I. Lord, collector, Saco, Me ............................................ . 
Charles Lehman, collector, Vicksburj!, Miss ............. . ..•........•.• 
George Leavett, collector, Machias, Me ...................•.•........•. 
D. E. Lyon, collector, Dubuque, Iowa .................................. . 
L. M. Morrell, collector, Portland, Me .................... .............. . 
S. Moffett, collector, Champlain, N. Y ................................ . . 
E. McMurtrie, collector, MinnesGta, Minn ............................. . 
C. S. Mills, collector, Richmond, Va .................. ................. .. 
J. B. Mitchell, collector, Yorktown, Va ...... , ........................ .. 
C. G. Manning, collector, Albemarle, N. C ............................. . 
J. H. Moulton, collector, La Crosse, \Vis ............................... . 
A. J. Murat, collPctor, Apalacbkola, Fla .............................. . 
E. A. Merritt, eollector, New York, N.Y .............................. . 
E. '1'. Moorl:', eollector, Patchogue, N.Y ................................ . 
\V. C. Mar;;hall, colll:'etor, BPlfast, Ml:' ................................. . 
0. McFtHlden, collector, \Viscasset, Me . . .•........................... 
C. H. Marchant, collector, Erlgartown, Ma s .. ............. . .......... . 
J. Nazro, collector. Milwaukel:', Wis .................................. . 
E. S. J. Neall.v, collector, Bath. Me ................................... . 
N. B. Nntt, collector, Passama(jnoddy, Me ...........................•. 
C. Northrup, collector, :New Haven, Conn . . ........................... . 
C. Y. Osburn, collector, Superior, Mich .............................. . 
C. H. Odell, collector, Salem, Mass . .................................. . 
A. Putnam, collector, Middletown, Cflnn ......•........................ 
J. G. Pool, collector. Miami, Ohio ..................................... . 
F. A. Pratt, collPctor, Newport, R. I ....•......•....................... 
E. M. Pease, collector, Galveston , Tex . ............................... . 
U. R. Prouty, collector, 1-\:.tlnria, Tex .......... . ....................... . 
J. S. Rutan, collector, Pittsblll'gh, Pa ............................... .. 
S. P. Remington, eollef•tor. Oswegat('hie, N.Y ....................... .. 
\V. T. f'impson, collector. (~enesee, N. Y . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . 
T. 0. Shackelford, collector, Louisville, Ky ............................ . 
J. S. Smith, collector, Bangor, Me ..................................... . 
J.P. Sanborn, collector, Huron, Mich . ............................... . 
W. N. S. 'anders, collector, Albany, N. Y ............................ . 
W. J. Smith, collector, Memphifl, Tenn ............................... . 
W. H. Sargent, colleetor, Castine, Me ................................. . 
R. H. Stephenson, collector, Cineinnati , Ohio ......................... .. 
V. Smith, collector. Duluth. Minn . .......................... .. ....... . 
W. H. Smith, collector, 'Chicago, Ill ........................... , ....... . 
G. St. Gem, collector, Saint Louis, Mo ............................... .. 
R. T. Smith, collector, Mobile, Ala ................................... . 
T. B. Shannon, collector, San Franeisco, Cal .......................... . 
J. Shepard, collector, Saint Man·'s, Ga ............................... . 
J. W. Sargent, collector, Kennl:'bnnk. Me ............................ .. 
S. C. Slade, collector, Paso del Norte, Tex ............................ . 
L. Thompson. colll:'ctor. Delaware. Del ............................... . 
J. Tyler, eollector, Buffalo, N.Y ................... . ................. . 
G. Toy, collector, Uh~rr.>stone, Va .................................. . 
J. L. Thomas, jr., collector, Baltimore, Md .......................... .. 
J. A. Tebbetts, collector, New London, Conn ......................... . 
A. P. Tutton, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ............................. . 
A. Woolf, colleetor, Nashville, Tenn .................................. . 
Wm. Wells, collector, Vermont, Vt. ................................... . 
A. A. Warfil:'ld, collector, Alexandria, Va ............................. . 
F. N. Wicker, collector, Key West, Fla ............................... . 
G. W. Warren, collector, Cape Vincent, N.Y ................•......... 
D. Wann, collector, G'alena, Ill ....................................... . 
H. A. Webster, collector, Pnget Sound, Wash ....................... .. 
$102, 452 45 $313, 441, 750 50 
79:) 05 
2, 552 04 
1, 906 89 
1, 647 44 
1, 509 41 
218 98 
198 86 







2, 399 93 




3, 377 09 
90 31 
166 41 
1 ?OS 22 
'717 62 
3, 150 89 
267 10 
2, 032 49 
1, 102 84 
1, 056 26 
869 04 
1, 056 34 
895 17 








2, 3!4 06 
600 28 
160 81 
1, 868 03 
985 56 
773 04 
2, 762 83 
506 28 
4, 421 49 
202 68 
291 39 
1, 772 54 
1, 285 81 
4, 244 29 
4, 445 69 
2, 255 28 
1, 114 82 
7, 702 65 
72 79 
7, 529 20 
13, 680 93 





2, 584 38 
5, 444 66 
2, 099 37 
22,548 92 
2, 425 81 
21,494 56 
1, 19~ 07 
197 61 
756 71 
3, 499 37 
397 21 
368 88 
4, 321 39 
386, 973 33 
Carried forward ..................................... , .. • • .. . .. . . . . • .. 313, 828, 723 83 
384 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, ~c.-Continued. 
FROM LABOR, DRAYAGE, ETC. 
Brought forward .......... ................................. .......... $313, 828, 723 83 
J. A. P. Allen, collector, New Bedford, Mass.. .. .. . .. . . . . . . • . .. .. . . . . . $20 98 
J. Atkins, collector, Savannah, Ga..................................... 103 95 
.A.. W. Beard, collector, Boston, Mass . • • .. .• .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 14, 869 81 
D. V. Bell, collector, Detroit, Mich..................................... 1, 098 00 
.A.. S. Badger, collector, New Orleans, La ....... ........ .......... __ . . .. 350 08 
C. H. Baldwin, collector, Charleston, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 021 05 
W. P. Canaday, collector, Wilmington, N. C.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268 36 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. . . .. 16 00 
D. G. Fort, collector, Oswego, N. Y . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 2, 346 00 
J. L. Haynes, collector, Brazos, Tex .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 6.i0 00 
C. Harris, collector, Providence, R. L...... .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 266 08 
E . .A.. Merritt, collector, New York, N. Y . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. l;i, 405 43 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Portland, Me .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 3, 311 17 
E. McMurtrie, collector, Minnesota, Minn............................. 46 10 
E. S .. J. N ealley, collector, Bath, Me............ .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. • . • .. 85 50 
E. M. Pease, collector, Galveston, Tex .......... --................. .... 530 15 
.A.. Putnam, collector, Middletown, Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10n 00 
S. P. Remington, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 00 
R. H. Stephenson, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J, 5t0 80 
G. St. Gem, collector, Saint Louis, Mo .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1, 465 69 
T. 0. Shackelford, collector, LOllis ville, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 40 
R. T. Smith, collector, Mobile, Ala .... . . ... ·........................... 19 30 
'I'. B. Shannon, collector, San Francisco, Cal. ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 886 29 
V. Smith, collector, Duluth, Minn. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 771 00 
.A.. P. Tutton, collector, Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 819 23 
J. L. Thomas, jr .. collector, Baltimore................................ . 3, 399 23 
J. Tyler, collector, BuffaJo, N.Y....................................... 204 76 
Wm. Wells, collector, Vermont, Vt.................................... 2 74 
:E'ROM SERVICES Ol!' UNITED STATES OFFICERS. 
F. J. Babson, collector, Gloucester, Mass ............................. . 
.A.. W. Beard, collector, Boston, Mass . ................................ . 
A. S. Badger, collector, New Orleans, La ............................ .. 
D. V. Bell, collector, Detroit, Mich .................................. .. 
C. H. Baldwin, collector, Charleston, S.C ............................. . 
G. E. Bowden, collector, .Norfolk, Va . ................................ . 
W. W. Bowers, collector, San Diego, Cal ............................. . 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ......... .. ............ . .. . 
E. Flagler, collector, Niagara, N.Y ................................... . 
J . . w. Fuller, collector, Miami, Ohio ........... ...... .. ............. · ... 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable, Mass .............................. .. 
W. H. Ruse, collector, Newburyport, Mass .......................... . 
C. Harris, collector, Providence, R. I . . . . . . . . . . ..................... .. 
J.D. Hopkins, collector, Frenchman's Bay, Me ..................... .. 
W. C. Marshall, collector, Belfast, Me .... ........ ................... .. 
E.- A. Merritt, collector, New York, N. Y ............................. . 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Portland, Me ............ ...... .............. . 
E. McMurtrie, collector, Minnesota, Minn ..................•.......... 
C. Northrop, collector, New London, Conn ... ...... ................... . 
E. M. Pease, collector, Galveston, Tex .......... .. .. . ................ . 
C. K. Prouty, collector, Saluria, Tex ...................... . ........... . 
S. P. Remington, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ........................ . 
J.P. Sanborn, collector, Huron, Mich ................................ . 
W. H. Smith, collector, Chicago, Ill .................................. . 
W. J. Smith, collector, Memphis, Tenn ...... .......................... . 
T. B. Shannon, collector, San Francisco, Cal. ............ .... ......... . 
V. Smith, collector, Duluth. Minn ................ . ......... : ......... . 
R. T. Smith, collector, Mobile, Ala ... ................................ . 
J . .A. Tibbetts, collector, New Loudon, Co\m ......................... . 
L. Thompson, collector, Delaware, Del ....................... .... .... . 
.A.. P. Tutton, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ........................... .. 
J .. IJ. Thomas, jr., collector, Baltimore, Md ......... 1 ...•...••••••••••• J. Tyler, collector, Buffalo, N.Y ... .................................. .. 
F. N. Wicker, collector, Key West, Fla ............................... . 
Wm. Wells, collector, Vermont, Vt ..................... .... ....... .. .. . 
FROM WEIGHING FEES. 
F. J. Babson, collector, Gloucester, Mass .... ....... .... ....... ... .... . 
.A.. W. Beard, collector, Boston, Mass ................................. . 
.A.. S. Badger, collector, New Orleans, La ...... _ ...................... . 
C. H. Baldwin, collector, Charleston, S. C ........................ . ... . 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable, Mass ............................... . 
W. H. Ruse, collector, N ewbnryport, Mass ............................ . 
C. Harris, collector, Providence, R.I. ................................. . 
J. W. Howell, collector, ]'ernandina, Fla .......................•........ 
0. Me Fadden, collector, Wiscasset, Me ................................ . 
E . .A.. Merritt, collector, New York, N. Y ..........................•••.• 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Portland, Me .................................. . 
780 00 
29, 872 82 
(i, 817 49 












'129, 440 00 
2, 024 69 





9, 591 00 
3, 634 40 
1, 200 00 





14, 476 18 
10, 739 70 
8, 245 08 
2, 382 00 
6, 16(i 88 
5, 540 79 
11, 857 07 










257, 802 11 
Carried forward .................................... . 63, 393 08 314, 140, 232 Q4 
REGISTER. 385 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, g-c.-Contiuued. 
FROM WEIGHING FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward ................................ ....• 
\V. C. Marshall, collector, Belfast, Me ................................. . 
$63, 393 08 $314, 140, 232 04 
228 01 
C. R. Prouty, collector, Saluria, '£ex ..................... ... ..... ...... . 
W. H. Sargent, collector, Castine, Me .. ............................... . 
T. B. Shannon, collector, San Fmnrisco, Cal .......................... . 
W. H. Smith, collector, Chicago, Ill .....•........................ ..•... 
J.Tyler, collector, Buffalo, N.Y ..................................... . 
.A.. P. Tutton, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ........................ ...... . 
J. L. Thomas, jr., collector, Baltimore, Md . ........................... . 
FROM CUSTOMS-OFFICERS' FEES . 
.A.. B. Beard, collector, Boston, Mass ......................•............. 
A. S. Badger, collector, New Orleans, La .............................. . 
W. W. Bowers, collector, San Diego, Cal ............ .............. .... . 
I. H. Moulton, collector, La Crosse, Wis ....................•.......... 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Portland, Me . ................................ . 
E. A. Merritt, collector, NewYork,N. Y ..............•................ 
T. B. Shannon, collector, San Francisco, Cal .........•.•...............• 
A. P. Tutton, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ....................... . .....• . 
J. L. Thomas, jr., collector, Baltimore, Md ........................... . . 
24 
10 02 
1, 879 24 
3 60 
1 30 











FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-CUSTOMS. 
H. C. Akeley, collector, Michigan, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 00 
J. S. Adams, collector, Great EgfS Harbor, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 10 00 
J . .A.tkins, collector, Savannah, va............... .....................• 250 00 
.A..S.Badger, collector, New Orleans, La............................... 3,144 70 
A. W. Beard. collector, Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 923 79 
W . .A..Baltlwin, collector, Newark, N.J ............ ·................... 10 25 
H.L.Brown, collector, Erie, Pa.............. . ......................... J15 00 
C. H. Baldwin, collector, Charleston, S.C............................... 173 80 
D.V.Bell , collector, Detroit, Mich............ ......................... 2,52159 
G. E. Bowden, collector, Norfolk, Va... ................................ 149 00 
F. J. Babson, collector, Gloucester, Mass............................... 100 00 
W. W.Bowers, collector, San Diego, CaL........................... ... 2,070 34 
J.Campbf:'ll, collector, Omaha, Neb.... ... ............................ 18 10 
J.T.Collins, collector, Brunswick, Ga........................ ..... .... 70 00 
JohnUollins, collector, Bristol, R.I.................................... 13 00 
W. P. Can~day, collector, _Wilmin~ton, N.C............................ 266 40 
J.M.Curne, collector, SamtMarK:s, Fla............................... 373 69 
F. Dodge, colleclor, Georgetown, D.C.................................. 30 00 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y.......................... .. 235 73 
E.T.Fox, collector, Bangor, Mo ........ ............................... 51 95 
B. Fla~,Ier, collector, Nia~ara! N. ~ ..... .. . . . . . ....... ...... .. . .. ...... 764 67 
i>.1i·F~~i~~of~~~~~·~d~~~~~ ·~Iyo. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: • 1, ~~~ ~~ 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable, Mass. . ................. . ............. 812 64 
J. L. Haynes, collector, Brazos, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 867 56 
C. H. Houghton, collector, Pt>rth .Amboy, N.J......................... 5 00 
T . .A.. Henry, collector, Pamlico, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
W.H.Iluse, collector, Ncwl.mryport, Mass.... .... .................... 55 00 
G. W. Howe, collector, Cu.vahoga, Ohio .. . . .. ....... .. ... . . . . .... .... .. 65 64 





9 J. W. llowclli collector, l<'mnandina, Fla .. ... ....... .................. . 
.A.. F. Howarr. collector, Portsmouth, N.H. ............................ 782 65 
J. A. Hall, collector, Waldoboro', Me . . . . .............................. 106 'o7 
C. Harris, collector, Providence, R. L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 00 
S.M. J olmson, collector, Corpus Christi, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 932 65 
J. R. Jolley, collector, Teche, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00 
J.Kelly, C?llcctor, Willamctte, Oreg................................... 480 63 
E.A.Merntt1 collector, New York, N.Y. ......... . .................... 61,004 74 S. Moffett, collector>, Champlain, N. Y.......................... . . . . . . . . 3, 411 68 
C. G. Manning, eollector, .Albemarle, N.C . ............................. 75 15 
E. McMurtrie, collector, Minnesota. Minn.............................. 778 37 
L. M. Morrill, collector, Portland, Me.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142 75 
J.B.Mitchell, collector, Yorktown, Va . ............................... 5 00 
N. B. Nutt, collf:'ctor, Passamaquoddy, Me............................. 1, 659 95 
C. Northrup, collector, New Haven, Conn.............................. 218 51 
C. Y. Osburn, collector, Superior, Mich . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 145 02 
C.K.Prouty, collector, Saluria, Tex................................... 1,273 36 
A. Putnam, collector, Middletown, Conn.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . 220 90 
E. M. Pease, collector, Galveston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 217 56 
F . .A..Pratt, collector, Newport, R.I..... ... ........................... 544 40 
J. G. Pool, collector, Miami, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00 
S. P. Remington, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y.......................... 1, 365 87 
J.S.Rutan, collector, Pittsburgh, Pa ..... ............................. 200 00 
T B. Shannon, collector, San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 133 44 
William H. Smith, collector, Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 634 50 




Carried forward. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 106, 320 51 314, 669, 504 10 
25 F 
386 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS of the UNITED STATES, J·c.-Continuetl. 
FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-CUSTOMS-Continued. 
Brought forward ....•••...........•.................. 
S. C. SladP, collector, Paso Del Norte, Tex ........................... .. 
J. S. Smith, collector, Ban~or, Me ..................................... . 
V. Smith, collector, Duluth, Minn.· ................................... . 
J.P. Sanborn, collector, Huron, M!Ch ................................. . 
R. T. Smith, collector, Mobile, Ala ................................... _. 
R. H. Step!Jenson, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio . . ..... .. ....... . . _ ... _ ... . 
W. T. Simpson, collector, Genesee, N.Y ..... -.- .. - .................... . 
J. Tyler, collector, Buffalo, K. Y .. .. . .. -... . .. .. .................... .. 
A. P. Tutton, colleetor, Philadelphia, Pa ............................. . 
J. L. Thomas, jr., collector, Baltimore, Md ............................ . 
J. A. Tibbett>~, collector, New London, Conn . ......................... . 
George Tay, collector. CheL-r_y-stone, Va . ..... . ........................ . 
A. VaD!line, coll ector, Aroostook, Me . .. .. ............................ . 
F. N. \Vicker, collector, Key \Vest, l<'la .............................. .. 
William \Vells, collector, Vermont, Vt .............................. .. 
H. A. \Vebstl'r, collector, Puget Sound, Wash_. . . ...................... . 
A. Woolf, collect or, Nashville, 'Ienn ... .............................. .. 
G. W. Warren, collector, Cape Vincent, N. Y ...•...................... 









1, 373 59 
1, 528 25 
• 30 00 
25 00 
2,103 71 
1, 642 90 





FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-COURTS. 
T. Ambrose, clerk southern district Ohio ............................. . 
t·:.·~:~~~·. c~i:~~k <lJr~C-fJt~Jl~~1tt;.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
A. E. Buck, clerk northern district Georgia .......................... . 
W. S. Belldlle, clerk district New Jersey ............................ .. 
L. S. Baxter, clerk middle district Tennessee .......................... . 
C. T. Bany, clerk eastern district Virginia ............................ . 
W. H. Bradley, clerk northern district Illinois ...........•.............. 
J.D. Bates, clerk dist.rict Massachusetts . ............................ .. 
C. Blummer, collector internal revenue, New Mexico .. .... ............ . 
N.C. Butler, clerk district Indiana ................................... .. 
E. Bill, clerk northern district Ohio... .. ............................. . 
B. L. Benedict, clerk eastern district New York ........... ........ .... . 
W. H. Bliss, attorney eastern district Missouri. ....................... . 
J. W. Chew, clerk district Maryland . . ........................... .. 
A. Clark, collector internal revenue, 2(1 district., Georgia ..•............. 
M. B. Converse, clerk soutl1ern district Illinois ....................••••. 
J. H. Clark, clerk eastern district Missouri .......................•..... 
S. B. Crail, clerk district Kentucky . . ........ ................. ....... __ . 
John I. Davenport, clerk southern district New York ................. . 
C. Dart, clerk western district Texas .................................. . 
J. W. Dimmick, clerk middle district Alabama .....•..........••....... 
F. Douglass, marshal District of Columbia . .....•.... .................. 
B. W. Etheridge, clerk western district Tennessee ............•........ 
H. Fink, marshal eastern district Wisconsin ............... ..... ...... . 
J. H. Finks, clerk northern district Texas ............................ .. 
A. J. Faulk, clerk district Dakota ..................................... . 
G. I. Foster, clerk district Dakota.... .. .............................. . 
M. M. Freed, receiver public moneys, Dardanelle, Ark ..........•....... 
R. G. Goodrich, clerk eastern district .A.rkansas ...... ......... _ ....•••• 
C. H. Hill, clerk district Massachusetts ............................... .. 
A. R. Runes, clerk eastern district Tennessee ........... ...... ..•..... 
W. H. Hackett. clerk district New Hampshire ............. ......••..... 
T. Hillhouse, assistant United States treasurer, New York ............ . 
W. C. Howard, clerk southern district Ohio ..................... ...... . 
C. B. Hinsdill, clerk western diAtrict Michigan ........................ . 
H. M. Hinsdill, clerk western district Michigan ........ ............... . 
S. Hoffman, clerk district California .................................. .. 
A. Q. Keasby, attorney district New Jersey .................... _ ..... .. 
E. Kurtz, clerk eastern district Wisconsin ......... ... .... . _ ........... . 
R. H. Lawson. clerk district Oregon ......... .......................... . 
W. Larkins, clerk eastern distric-t North Carolina...... . ...........•.• 
E. 0. Locke, clerk southern district Florida ........................... . 
A. McGehie, clerk southern district Mississippi. ..................... .. 
A. W. McCullough, clerk northern district Alabama ................... . 
S. P. Martin, clerk western district Tennessee . .................... ..••. 
J. W. McKee, clerk southern district. Mississippi. ...................... · 
E. E. Marvin, clerk district Connecticut .......... ...... .............. .. 
H. E. Mann, clerk distriet Minnesota ................................. .. 
S. C. McCandless, clerk western district Pennsylvania ............ · .... _. 
J. Neville, receiver public moneys, New Orlt>ans, La .................. .. 
G. B. Ove.rton, receiver pulllic moneys, i:)alt Lake, Utah . ............... . 
R. G. O'Brien, clerk district Washington Territory ........... _ ........ . 
S. Patterson, clerk western district Virginia .......... : ................ . 
A. W. Pool, marshal district California ................................ . 
S.C. Parks, clerk district New Mexico ............................... .. 
N. B. Prentice, marshal northern district Ohio ........................ . 
G. F. Potter, receiver public mone:ys, Pembina, Dak ................... . 
W. P. Preble, clerk district Maine ..................................... . 








1, 711 25 
1 00 
25 00 
1, 254 59 
















1, 108 00 
67 43 
1, 239 78 
1. 268 31 
619 77 
464 36 





10, 018 85 
293 40 




1, 136 53 
1 00 
222 54 









], 525 50 
38 48 
403 59 
34, 511 89 314, 793, 290 38 
REGISTER. 387 
S1'A1'E'ME..Y1'oj the REVBIPTS of the UNITED STATES, g-c.-Continued. 
FROM FI ES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-COURTS-Continued. 
Brought. forward ................................... .. 
M.l!'. Plellsants, clerk eastern district Virginia ........................ . 
M. M. Price, clerk eastern district Missouri ........................... . 
R. M. Reynolds, First AtHlitor United States Treasury ................ . 
N . .J. Reddick, clerk easLt•rn district North Carolina ..•.••.......... 0 ••• 
W. Robbins, clerk nortbt•rn district New York ....................... .. 
G. C. Rives, clPrk eastem tliRt l'ict Texas ............................ .. 
K. Rayner, Solicitor Unitt•tl State<~ Treasury .. 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••• 
W. C. Robards, clerk wt•stPm dh;trict Texas ........................... . 
L. S. B. Sawyer, clt>rk distril't California .....•.. 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 •••••••••• 
J'. G. t:itctson, clPrk tlistt·it't, l\.1as;:;achusetts ........................... .. 
W. B. Smith, cl1•rk llistrkt Nt>braslm ... .............................. .. 
1!'. M. Ste\vait, elPrk wl'stern tlist1ict \Visconsin .••..................... 
W. A. Spen<'Cl', dPrk dhstrict Minm•sota . . . ......................... .. 
T. L. Sauboru, eoll1•ctor iutemalrevenul', 7th district, Virginia ........ . 
E. M. Seabrook, clerk district South Carolina .................... .. 0 •••• 
Secretary Unit!·d States 'l'roasury .................. 0 0 ............. . .. . 
N. \V. Trimble, derk southern tlistl·ict Alabama ...................... .. 
United States courts .. .. .. .. .......... ............................. .. 
J'. K. Valentine, attomey eastern district Pennsylvania ............... . 
S. Vvhceler, clerk WC'Stern tlistriet A1·kansas .. . .. ............ 0 •••••• •••• 
J'. C. \Vilson, clerk llistrict Kansas ......... ......................... . 
P. \Valter, clerk northern district Florida .. 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• 
S. L. Woodford, attornpy sonthmn district New York ....... 0 •••••••••• 
.J. F. Washabaug-h, clerk district Dakota . ............................ 0. 
F. A. Woolflcy, elPrk district Louisiana ............................... . 
FROM EMOLUMENT-FEES-CUSTOMS. 
H. C. Akele.v, collect01·, M:icltigan, Mich ............................... . 
J'. C. Abbott, collector, Wilmington, N.C .................. 0 ........... . 
F. J'. Babson, collector, GloncPstcr, Mass .............................. .. 
C. H. Baldwin, collector, Charleston, S. C ............................. .. 
J'. S. Braxton, collector, Norfolk:, Va ......... . ........................ .. 
G. E. Bowden, CQlll'ctor, Norfolk, Va ........ ........................... . 
\ T. M. Blodg-ett, collector, Saint Mary's, G:1 ........... 0 ................ .. 
D. V. Bell, collector, Detroit, Mich ....... ............................ . 
W. P. Canaday, collector, Wilmington, N.C ... ......................... . 
D. N. Couch, late collector, Boston, Mass ............................. .. 
A. C. DaYis, collector, Beaufort, N. C .................................. .. 
D. G. Fort, collector, Oswego, N. Y .................................... .. 
B. Flagler, collector, Niagara, N.Y.... .. ................... 0 ....... .. 
J'. Frankenfield, collector, Minnesota, Minn ........................•.... 
F. C. Humphreys, collector, Pensacola, :Fla ..........•................... 
J'. L. Haynes, collector, Brazos, Tex . 0 ................................. .. 
G. W. Howe, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ......................... ....... . 
C. K. Hall, collector, Galveston, Tex ................................... . 
S.M. J' ohnson, collector, Corpus Christi, Tex .................• . ........ 
J'. Kelly, collector, \Villamette, Oreg ..........•............•............ 
S. Moffitt, collector, Champlain, N. Y . ............................... .. 
E. McMurtrie, collector, Minnesota, Minn ...... . .............•. 0 ••••••• 
N. B. Nntt, collector, Passamaquoddy, Me .. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J'.Nazro, collector, Milwaukee, Wis ................................... . 
C. Northrop, colleetor, New Haven, Conn ............................. .. 
E. M. Pease, collector, Galveston, Tex ................................. . 
N. Plato, late collector, Corpus Christi, Tex ............................ . 
N. Patten. late collector, Galveston, Tex ............................... . 
S. P. Remington, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y ................•.•..•..... 
V. Smith, collector, Duluth, Minn . .. ................................. . 
J'. P. Sanborn, collector, Iluron, Mich .................................. . 
W. H. Smith, collector, Chicago, Ill ................................... .. 
G. St. Gem, collector, Saint Louis, Mo .................................. . 
R. H. Stephenson, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio .................•..••..... 
J'. Tyler, collector, Buffalo, N. Y ...................................... .. 
A. Vall(line, collector, .Aroostook, Mo .................................. . 
D. L. Watson, collector, Southern Or3on .. .. ........................ .. 
J'. C. Whitney, collector, Albany, N. Y ................................ .. 
W. Wells, colll'ctor, Vermont, Vt . .................................... .. 
H. A. Webster, collector, Puget Sound, W. T .......................... . 
FROM EMOLUMENT-FEES-JUDICIARY. 
C. C. Allen, marshal western district Mis!'louri ............•.•.......... 
W. H. Brallley, clerk nortlwrn district illinois ........................ . 
S. Bell, clerk eastern district Pennsylvania ........................... .. 
E. Bill, clt>rk northern district Ohio ................................... .. 
N.C. Butler, clork southern rlistrict Indiana ....•................•..... 
B. H. Campbell, marshal northern district Illinois ..................... . 
W. H. Clayton, n,ttorucy western clistrict Arkrtnsas .................. .. 
F. Douglass, marshal District of Columbia .....•.................•.•.... 
















1, 151 85 
92 10 




267 50 I 
1, 012 00 
3 50 
11 00 
4, 538 70 
284 08 





1, 181 20 





1, 689 16 
572 26 








1, 615 01 
939 16 








4, 863 77 
12,408 27 






7, 744 75 
1, 054 45 
328 60 
61 84 






Carried forward .................................... .. 11, 258 41 315, 026, 840 19 
38B REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
"'T.l TE.liEST of the RECEIPTS of th..c UNITED STATES, g·c.-Continned. 
FROM EMOLUMENT-FEES-JUDICIARY -Continued. 
Brought forward ......................•.•............ 
E. Dexter, clerk district, Massachusf:'tts .................... . ..... ..... . 
$11, 258 4-1 $313, 026, 840 19 
9, 54-9 6:J 
Johu I. D:wenport, clerk southern district New York ................. . 
William P. Fishback, clerk district Indiana ......................... . 
H. C. Geisburg, clerk westl·rn district Missouri. ....................... . 
J. S. Hildrup, marshal northern district illinois ....................... . 
C. S. Lincoln, clerk eastern district Pennsylvania .....•................. 
S. H. Lyman, clerk eastern district :rew York ..................... .... . 
.A.. V. Lusk, attorney district North Carolina, ................... . ...... . 
C. E. Mayer, attorney northern district Alabama ............ .. ....... . . 
.A.. W. McCullough, clerk northern district .Alabama ................. . 
William P. Preble, clerk district Maine ................................ . 
E. R. Roe, marshal, southern district Illinois ..............•..... . ....... 
.A.. J. Rickt~, clerk northern district Ohio ..................... . ......... . 
A. \V'. Wat.ers, marshal district Oregon ............ ... ....... ... ...... .. 
PROCBEDS OF GOVERNMENT r~ROI~ERTY. 
Treasury Department .... . ............... ... .........•................ 
War Departwent: 
Quartermaster's .................................................. . 
Medical ..... . ..................................... . ............. .. 
Ordnance ... . .................. . ............................... . .. . 
Signal Office ...................................................... . 
Military Academy ....... . ... ... ................................. . 
Engineers ...................................•...................... 
Navy Department: 
Yards and Docks .................................................. . 
Provisions and Clothing . ......... . ............................... . 
Equipment and Recruiting ......... . ............................. .. 
Construction and Repair .......................... .. .............. . 
~:~f~~n~-~~~-~~-r-~~1:·~ :~:::: :::: :::~:::: ::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::: 
~t~~iE!fa~Y~:~~~~t::::::::::::::::: :::::: : ::::::::: ::: : : : : :::::: :: 
Int~d~a~dffl~~~~~~::::::: ::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Lands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · - · · 
Miscellaneous: 
House of Reprcsentath'cs ......................................... . 
Public Printer ....... .... ....................... .. ................ . 




4-, 356 66 
2, 623 56 
4-, 967 01 
1, 277 80 






27, 158 00 
191, 14-8 76 
1, 256 61 
14-, 016 4-8 
20 05 
3 20 






1, 032 39 
156 50 
375 85 
1, 363 84 
11,560 68 
371 74 
2, 283 00 
], 568 72 
3, 963 45 
Reim bnrseuwnts of interest paill on bonds to Central Pacific Railroad Company; section 
2, act May 7, 1878 ................................................................... . 
Sinking fmid Central Pacific Railroad Company; section 2, act May 7, 1878 ........... . 
Reimbursements of interest paid on bonds to Union Pacific Railroad Company; section 
2, act May 7, 1878...... . . ... ........................................................ . 
Sinking fund Union Pacific Railroad Company; section 2, act May 7, 1878 ............. . 
Central Pacific Railroad Company; withheld under section 5260 Revised Statutes ..... . 
Union Pacific Railroad Company; withheld under section 5260 Revised Statutes ...... . 
Kansas Pacific Railroad Company; withheld under section 5260 Revised Statutes ..... . 
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company; withheld under section 5260 Revised Statutes. 
Central Pacific Railroad Company, 5 per cent. net earnin_$s; act July 1, 1862, &c ...... . 
Reim lmrsements of interest to Central Pacific Railroau Company (balance due 5 per 
cent. net earnings; acts July 1, 1862, and May 7, 1878) .............................. .. 
United St .. tes notes ................................................................ .. 
:J;~~~~~1ift~~f:sc~~~~.:::: ::·.·.-.::::: : :: :::::::::::: ::: : :::·.:: :·.·.:·.·.: ::·.::::: ::::::::::: 
Certificate~:~ of deposit .......................................... ... ................ . ... . 
Fuuded loan of 1!107 . ........................ . ......................................... . 
Premium on funded loan of 1907 ................................................... . ... . 
Interest, &c., on Indian trust-fund stocks ............................................. . 
Proceeds of Otoe Missourias Indian lands, act August 15, 1876 .....•................... 
Reimbursements on appropriations to meet interest on no•-paying Indian trust-fund 
stocks . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. ..................................................... . 
Proceeds Cherokee school lands ................... . ................................... . 
Reimbursements by Chickasaw Nation ............................................... .. 
Proceeds Cherokee Indian lan~ls, act~ Ma~T 11, 1872, and Februar.v 28, 1877 .............. . 
Proceeds Sacs and Foxes of M1ssoun Ind1an lands, act August 15, 1876 ................ . 
Proceerls Osage Indian lands, act July 15, 1870 . ....................................... .. 
Interest on deferred payments, sale of Indian lands ................................... . 
Proceeds Osage ceded lands, act August 11, 1876 . ...................................... . 
Proceeds Sioux reservations in Minnesota and Dakota ................................ . 
Proceeds Pawnee Im~ian lands, act A-pril10, 1876 .. --..:.---- ............................. . 
Proceeds Kansas Ind1an lands, acts May 8, 1872, and tJ une 23, 1874 .............. ..... ... . 
Reimbursements for appropriations for Otoe and Missourias ........................ .. 
37, 029 05 
282, 616 50 
252,736 09 
44-2,892 49 






616, 007 60 
39,191 27 
81, 302, 563 00 
614-, 640 00 
10, 091, 000 00 
47, 355, 000 00 
72, 450, 900 00 
5 00 




5, 820 00 
78, 950 55 
10, 372 19 
4-11,006 74 






Carried forward........ . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . .. . . . . .. . . . 531, 384-, 207 62 
REGISTER. 389 
STAl'EMEYT of the RECEiPTS of the UNITED ST.J. TES, ~c.-Continued. 
FROM MISCELLANEOUS-Continued . 
.Brought forward ..................................................•.. $531, 384, 207 62 
Reimlmrsomeuts for appropriations for surveying Otoe and Missourias reservations in 
Kansas and .:Sebraska .................................. ------------ ................. . 
Reimbursements, &c., expenses surveying Osage lands, acts July 28, 1866, July 21, 1868, 
and March 3, 1871 ................................................................... . 
Mileage of exmuiners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
Reimbursements by national bank redemption agency, salaries office Treasurer (1879) .. 
Reimbursements by national bank redemption agency, salaries offi<Je Treasurer (1880) .. 
Reimbursements by national bank redemption agency, salaries office Comptroller of the 
Currency (1879) ..................................................................... . 
Reimbursements by national bank redemption agency, salm·ies office Comptroller of the 
Currency (1880) .................................................................... . 
Reimbursements to United States contingent expenses national currency, office of the 
Treasurer (1879) ..............................•............................... .. ..... 
Conscience fund ... .... ......................... ........ .. ............................ . 
Rebate of interest ...... ............. ............ . .............. . .............. ...... .. . 
Passport fees ............... ................. .. ... .. ................. ... . .... ....... .. . 
Copyright fees . . .............. ........... . --- --··· ...... ---··· ................. . 
Revenue, District of Uolum bia: 
General fund ............. ..... ...... ............. .. . . ...... .. .......... .. ......... . 
Water fund... . ........... ... ..... ... ....... ... .......... . ---··················· 
Redemption-tax lien certiticates . ...................... .. .......................... . 
~;~~fl~ili~~ri:i1~Eit;;,;.~~,~;:::~ · ·. ~ ~ ~: ~ ·: ~ • ··:•:: ~ ~ ~ ~: •~ ~: :: ·.: •::. •: •:: 
Sales of ordnauee: 
War Department ............. ............ ... -----.-- . . --- ....... - . . ... ... --.-----
l!'ort'i1~Je~t~~~~~~~~~~t;,~-~ .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::: 
Interest on Ni1Hhville aml Chattanooga Railroad bonds ................................ . 
Interrst on Nash ville and Decatur Railroad bonds .................................... . 
Intet·est on EaHt Temwsst>e, Virg-inia, and Georgia Raih·oad bonds .... .. ......... ..... . 
Copying fer;; G rneral Land O!Hce .................................................... . 
Proceeds of captured aml abantloned propprty .............. . .............. ........... . 
Premium on rPt'un<ling--certificates . ... ....... ..... .. .... . .................. .. ......... . 
Trust-fund, interest for support of free schools South Carolina ........................ . 
Profits on coiuagP ...................... ............. ..... ........... ......... ...... --
Deductions on bullion deposits ........... ............................................ . 
Profits on coinag-e of standard silver !lollars .. ..... ........ .... .. . ... ........ _ ........ _. 
.Assays aml chemica,! exa,minations .................................................... . 
~~~~s~!~f~~f.:x~1ia~~~~~~[~l~~~~:~:: ::: :::::: :::::::::: :: ~::: ~ ~ ~: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Miscellanrous items ................................................................ . 
Rent of publie buildings. . .. .. ......... ... . ......... .. ............... _ ............. . 
Interrst on dehts due the Uuit!'d Sta,tes ... .............. .............. ............... . 
Depredations on pu blie land,., ........ ........................... . .......... .... ....... . 
Tax: on seal skins ....................... ............... .. ..... .... .... ... . ... ........ . 
Rent for taking St'als . . . . . . . . . .................................................... ... . 
Rent of property acquire(l under internal-revenue laws ............................... . 
Sale of 1~roperty acquir(•d under internal-revf'nne laws ............................. ... . 
.Asse sments upon owners for <leaths on shipboard ....................... .... . _ ...... . 
Tax on circulation of national banlnJ .... .......................................... . .. . 
Fees on letters patent , ............... ....... ... ....................... .. .. ...... .... . 
Deposits by hulivi<luals for expenses of surveys ....................................... . 
Premium on transfer drafts .... ..... ..... ..... ... _ ................................... . 
Reimb~trs~m~mts for aplH'opriation for relief of Josiah Morris . ...... .. .............. . 
Cost of prmtmg record m Supremo Court cases ................. __ .. . . . . . . . .......... . 
Relief of sick and disabled seamen . ... .. ..... ...................... .......... . .. ...... . 
Surplus fees 01 shippiug-commis,;ioners • _. . ............ . ............................ . 
Property devised to the United States by John Gardner, deceased .. ....... . ....... . .. . 
Reimbursements salaries of storekee1)ers internal-revenue bonded warehouses .. _ ..... . 
Direct tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........... ...... . 
~Ioneys recQvt•red from Govermurnt of Mexico on claim of S . .A. Belden & Co ......... . 
Redemption of p1·operty, act June 8, 1872. . . . . . . . . . . ...... _ ........... . ............... . 
Internal and coastwise intcrcout·~>e feN1 .. ........... _ ...• _ ..........................•.. 
Proceeds Of property deerecd to United States by the Supreme Court ......... _ ....... . 
12, 167 68 
146, 953 60 
1, 082 70 
26,182 35 
63, 006 88 
5, 555 00 
16, 665 00 
106, 993 68 
8, 667 80 
9!3 97 
15, 095 00 
15,353 40 
] ' 589, 225 75 
196. 343 61 
3, 459 06 
8, 058 82 
8, 297 33 
3, 501 04 
584 09 
1:n, 110 10 
1G, 280 25 
888 27 
60, 000 00 
3, 200 00 
7, 600 00 
7, 957 50 
41, 926 82 
105 00 
2, 830 49 
189, 517 97 
6, 400 93 
2, 592, 982 49 
3, 285 39 
1, 488 87 
1, 285 16 
911 30 





55, 000 00 
661 50 
], 561 70 
170 00 
7, 014, 971 44 
725, 692 58 
474,556 70 
3,118 65 
2, 135 63 
11,365 20 
1, 619 54 
1, 227 12 
6, 035 16 
742 52 
30 85 
2, 610 82 
394 50 
2, 905 72 
1, 363 37 
Total receipts .. •...•... ............ . ....................... _ ...... _....... ..... . 543, 340, 713 98 
390 REPORT ON THE l''INA.NCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPROPRLlTIOYS UNEXPESDED 
CARRIED to the SURPLUS FUND dm·ing tlwfiscal year eniling Jnne :30, 18tl0, togethe1· 
the next annual statement. 








Balances of ap· 
propriations, 





Salarie~~ffice~~ ·;~d- ~~i>i~y~'s' ~ie'~~t~:::::::::::: ~::::::::::: i~~~ 21 23 ............... . 
. --. -. . -- - - - . -- - . - 376 60 
Do ..... .. .. ..... . .. .... ....... . ....................... 1 1879 ~ ~~ 2~~ q ....... --.. --. 
. Do ................................... .............. .. . 1 1880 , { ~~ 23,56,15o,~g~ } ............ .. 
Contmgent expenses Senate: 
ClD~s-~~ _c_o_~-~~~~~~~ -~~~-~~~-e-~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: :I ~~~~ , ... 2i. 251 ....... ~·- ~~~-~~-
Do ................ _ ................................... , 1880 
1 
21 23, 56, 69 ..... .......... . 
Stationery. and newspapers...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 351 81 
Do .................................................... 1879 2l 252 .. .. ........... . 
HoZs:~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ·: ~:: : ::::: : ::::::: : :::::: ~ ~:::: ·::: ~::: ~i~~ : : : ~~: . : : : : : : : : ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : ~~: ~~: 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1880 I' 21 23 1 ........ ........ 1 
Fuel for heating apparatus .............. ~.............. 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 944 66 
Do .....................•... ............. ....... ... .... 1879 ................................. . 
Do ....... . ............................................ 1880 21 23 ...... ... . ..... . 
Furniture and repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 793 71 
~~:::: : : :::::: ::: : :: : ::: : : :::::: :::::: : : :::::::: : : :::: ~~~~ I ~~ g~ ::: : : : : : : : :::: :: 
Pal)gf-~o-l~_e_r_s_:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::·:::: ::::: }~~~ ,. ··2i· ·····56: 25i · ......... ~~-~~-
Do .................................................... 1880 1 21 23-71 ........ ...... .. 
:~~r~t~j:4!:?;: i?\: ;; ! ~ ~ [ ;u ~~: :::::::::! 1m 1: ~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~ • • •: ~ ~- ~. ~ ::::: ~ • • ;rr ~-
Do .............. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
1 
21 { 23• 65• ~g~ } .. .. .. . . .. . 
Salaries of Capitol police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . ........... ... :: .. .. : 
Do ............... . ......................• . ............ 1880 21 23,69 .. . .. ......... . 
Capitol police, contingent fund . • . .. . . • . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . 1880 I 21 23 ...... ........ .. 
Postage of the Senate .................................... -. . 1880 i 21 23 ........ - ..... .. 
Reporting proceedings and debates, Senate .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Expenses of compilfug and preparing Congressional Direc-
tory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Joint Committee on Transfer of Indian Bureau to War De-
partment.......................................... . .. . ..... . 
Investigation of epiuemic diseases, Senate joint resolution, 
December 21, 1878 ........................................ ..... . . 
Contingent expenses Senate, Select Committee on .Alleged I 
Frauds in late Presidential Election ...... ...... .... _.. . . . . . .... . 
One month's pay discharged employes of the Senate, joint 1 
resolution .June 24, 1879 ................................... ...... 1 21 
One month's compensation to certain employes Senate ...... : ...... { ~~ 
To pay Chester R. Faulkner for services as messenger .... { ~~~~ I } 21 
Salaries ancl mileage of members and delegates House of 






10, 000 00 1 
} ........... .. 
~~ ·::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::: ::::::I i~~~ 21 .. . ...... 23 
73,827 74 
11,285 65 
Salaries ofticcrs and employes House of Representatives .. 
1 
1877 21 
Do .... ........... ........ .. ........ ... .. . ......... .... 1878 · 21 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 21 
Do. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... __ I 1880 
1 
{ ~~ 
Contingent expenses House: 1 
ClPrks to committees .. . .... ... . ...... . ....... ......... .. 1878 21 
Do . .. .. ............ .... ........•............ ..... ..... 1879 21 
Do .....................•.•........................ { 
Do ................................................... . 
1879 } 21 1880 
1880 I 21 
Pag:eR ........................... ... ... ........ . ........ . 1878 21 
Du .............................................. . 1879 21 
5 
71, 252, 280 
{ 5<!, 53, 56 :.!52, 2HO 










516 00 ' 
144 12 
... ........ --123, 5:;;; 60 I 
REGISTER. 3~1 
Jttne 30, 18i9, and of the APPROPRLlTIO....VS, EXPENDITURES, ancl the .AJJOLTNTS 
with the TJ.NEXPENDED B .lL.!lNCES on June 30, 1880, which are to be acconnted for in 
Appropriations Repayments ..A.agbg:reefgoartethaevafiisl-- Payments dur- I ..A.mounts carried I Bala ~ 
for the fiscal made during H ing the fiscal to the surplus n e_so. P· 
year ending I the fiscal year cal year ending year endin<Y I fund June 30 propnatiOns, 
June 30, U!80. 1880. June 30, 1!!80. June30, 1880.
1 
1880. ' June30, 1880 
---- -- - -- - - - - --, I $6, 754 30 I 
$<l16, 000 00 ------ -- -- -- . -----
... ----- -~~~-;; -,: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::: :~~~~: I 
194, 932 93 I ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
· ·- ----- · 3i 9-ao ·1·- · · · --· -2: s7o · 69 ·1 
. . . . . . ~~~ ~~~-~~ -I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
. --.- -~;:_ ~~~.~~- I :::: :: :::::: ~~: ~~: : 
. - .. - - -. - - -- - - - - 520 62 :::<I!~~ i! i:[[[:[:[ii[[:·:oz:! 
5, ooo oo .................. I 
4, 000 00 - -- ............. .. 
600 00 .................. 1 
.................................. 1 
· -· -· ----6oo · oo · : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 
: : : : : : ~~.: ~~~ : ~~: : : ~ : : : : : : ~·~ ~~~: ~~: : 
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 24 16 I 
17,806 25 1 ................. . 
2~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : ~ : :: : :: _I 
25, 000 00 .. -- -- -- -- -- .. -- .. 
1, 200 00 - .•.. - - ..••.. - - - - -
4, 358 oo I 
....... ::::: :: ., ::: •••• :.:.: :: •••• I 
1, 618, 000 00 
1, 250 00 
2,144 93 
4, 337 02 
238,008 02 
1, 434 00 
8, 258 00 
1, 242 00 
47, 790 00 
87 00 
3, 052 50 
2, 785, 995 70 
37 20 I 37 20 
180 00 
61 00 
19, 283 03 
$66,, 784574 6300 , .. ----- _$_3_1_ 5- ·9·1- $6, 847 60 , .. -- .. ------ • --
..... - -- .. -- .... -- $6. 438 39 
416, 000 00 416, 000 00 .. -.---.-- ..... --- ... ----.----- ... 




696 75 .................. ' 
I I 
193, 593 87 ... -- -- - -- ........ 1, sag 06 
1,049 50 , ................ 1 1,0i9 50 .............. .. 
3, 189 99 319 30 .................. 
1 
2, 870 69 
45, 295 00 I 45, 295 00 .. - ... -- .. - . ...... I ..... -- ........ . 
351 81 
1
................ 351 81 
1 
.............. .. 
9, 562 97 I 9, soo oo .. _ ............ __ _ 62 97 
14, 500 00 14, 500 00 .... -- ........... . .............. .. 
5~~ ~~ :. ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 1 ...... __ .. __ ~~ _ ~~ _ -- -- -- -- --52o · 62 
'3, 500 00 3, 500 00 ................................ --
3, 944 66 1 ...... - . - - - .. - - . 3, 944 66 ..• - -.......•• - . 
9 92 .................................. 1 9 92 
7,ooo oo 7,o.oo oo 1·········-· ------ :---··-······-··· 
1
' 
7i~ ~~ ...... -... i2. 00 ·1 ......... ~~- ~~~. ~~. I: : : ::::::: :::::: 
7
' o~g ~~ 1-.... • · ~ ~ ~~~·~~' I . • • • ...... • • 85 • is • 1 ~::::::::::::::: 
190 oo I 42 oo 
1 
.................. , 148 oo 
~: ~~~ ~~ ~: ~~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ' : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : 
~~~ ~~ 1 __ • ___ • __ ~~~.~~_ I · · · · -· · · · · · i32 ·so· ! : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
16 50 1-- -- ....... -- -- .,. -- ... -. -..... ---. 16 50 
600 00 600 00 ... , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , 
392 45 3 00 389 45 1 .. • .. • .. • • . .. .. 
4, 624 47 51 25 -- .. -- ..... - -- ... - 4, 573 22 
95, 000 00 95, 000 00 J· ... --... ---. -.. --' ...... -.. ---.... 
24 16 1..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 HI 
17,806 25 17,806 25 .................. --- ........... .. 
50 00 • 50 00 I .............. - .. . .. ........... ~ .. 
23, ~~~ ~~ 
1 
25, ~~~ ~~ I : ::: : : ::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1, 200 00 11 200 00 I .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .......... , ... 
80 85 
14,873 75 I 
10, 000 00 
3, 415 00 
8, 215 00 
360 00 
73,864 94 1 
11, 322 85 
1, 618, 180 00 
1, 250 00 
2, 989 65 
5, 552 73 
238,008 02 
1. 950 00 I 8, 258 00 
1, 242 00 
47,790 00 I 231 12 
3, 052 50 




10, 000 00 . --- . - . -. - ... -- - . - . - - .. - - . - - --- - - -
3, 293 14 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 121 86 
8, 215 00 j ................................. . 
360 00 -..•.. - - - .. - - - - - . - . .•.. - - . - .•. - . - . 
73, 827 7 4 : 37 20 ............... -
11, 285 65 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 37 20 
1, 492, 918 43 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 125, 261 57 
1, 250 00 . - - - - - ...•.... - - - - ..•.. - .. - - - -.• - . 
1, 769 93 844 72 1 375 00 
3, 651 02 1 .................. 1 1, 901 71 
2, 447 29 235,560 73 
1, 434 00 
8, 258 00 
1, 242 00 
516 00 , ............... . 
---·······-------- ................. . 
46, 790 00 ... -- .... -- -- ... -- j 1, 000 00 
3,0~~ g~ -----------~~-~~- ! :::::::::::::::: 
2, 1so, 466 47 I 16, 551 10 161, 916 76 
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STATEMENT exhibiting the BAL.dJ:rCES of APPRO 
- , 
Statutes. 
Specific objects of appropriations. Year. --.---- propriations, Balances of ap-1 
Vol. ps:ltfm~ r .July 1, 1879. 
1------j----- - --1 
Crvn.-Continued. 
$123, 655 60 l Brought forward . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••.................... 
Contingent expenses House-Continued: 
::;:':'~,~~;; -:::::: ::·::::-_-:-:-·: ::::::·:::::-: -: J !m l'' <::··56 -- : .• ::·:-
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Do ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 24 .. · .............. ' 
Materials for folding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............•. 
Fu~0f~~ h~~ti~g:~pp~~~t~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ :~: ~ ~:: ~: ~: ~ ~: :~ ~~:: f~~g ... ~~- ..... ~~~~~~- ....... 4,' 5i2"95· ' 
Do ... ....... .•.••... .................................. 1879 ............ 1,939 79 I 




0 _--__ · _- _ .. __ · ._ ._ . __ --__ · ._ -_ ._
1 Horses and wagons ............................... *.. .. .. 1880 21 
Stationery and newspapers... .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. 1878 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 3, 197 61 I 
Do.. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . 1879 21 56, 252 ............... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Furniture and repairs .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. 1878 . .. . . . . .. .. . 323 70 i 
Do. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 24,65,252 ................ / 
~!~!~~-~~~~~:::: ~ ~::: ~::: ~::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::: H~~ :: ~ ~~: :::::::::~~: I ::::::::::~~:~~: ; 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 24 . .............. . 
Miscellaneous items . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 1878* . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ............ .. 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 21 252, 281 56 23 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 25, 281, 252 ............... . 
Salaries of Capitol police . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. 1878 . ---- · .. ---- ·----- 17
1 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 . .............. . 
Caf:~~~ ~~~~~~ -~~~~~~?~~~ -~~~-: ~ ~:::::::::: :~~: :::::::: f~~~ .. · 2i · .. · · .... -23' :::::::::::::: :: j 
Postage House of Representatives .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Reporting testimony before committees House of Repre-
senta:iJ:es_::::::: ~::: :: : ::: :::::::: _ : . ::: : :::: : :::::: :::::: i~~g ......... : : : ::::::! 495 40 I 69 60 
Payment for contestiug seats Forty-sixth Congress, act 
J nne 16, 1880 ................................................... . 21 279 ................ ! 
Payment for services rendered under Doorkeeper and Ser-
geant-at-Arms .......... . ................... a.............. 1878 . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . 983 79 1 
Payment to widow of A. ::M. Lay, deceased................... .. .. .. 21 279 . -- .. - .... -- .. -- ~ 
Payment to C. H. Reisinger, .John A. Travis, and others . ... { ~~~~ J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 689 99 
Investigation of epidemic diseases House of Representatives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 500 00 
Cleaning S tatu:uy Hall. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. • . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . { f~~~ J 21 280 720 00 I 
Reimburse N. G. Ordway, late Ser~eant-at-Arms......... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 52 
Su&r;::Je~~~~{~:s~~ _t~~ -~~~~~s_s_l~~~~~ ~~-- ?.1~~~·- ~~~t~~- ~~- i~~~ S .... ............ 
1 
1, 000 00 I 
One month's extra pay to annual employes House of Repre-
sentatives, j?int resoluti?n .July 1 . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1879 21 53 ................ , 
Payment to w1dow and hens of Ron. Rush Clark, deceased ........ , 21 52 ............... . 
Engraving and printing portraits of the late Representatives 1 
Leonara, Quinn, '\Velch, Williams, Douglas, Hartridge, and 
Schleich!lr . ......... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 21 1 355 ... . ............ / 
Salarif's Office of Public Printer ................................... 1 21 23 ............... . 
Contin~r~ :e:~~~~:s:e:s: ~~~~ ;~f: ~~~:1~~ :~;~~~~~-~ ~ ~ ~::::::::: ~ ~: ~~~~ I::: ~i: :::::: ::: ~~: ......... ~~~.~~_ I 
Public J~~~~~~- ~~1~~ ~~~~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ I:::::: :::::::::::: 128, 245 15 
Do - ------------ -------- .....••..... ..... ...... lRSO I { l1 ~ 'l;I~:!! l 25' 9~ 78 
Printing and binding 1st and 2d vols. Catalogue of Library 
T~~~~~~~~~~'::~~~o~~~~~~~~ .th~ C~pit~i ~~j -G~~~~~~~~t- ...... ! 
Prmt~g-~~~-~ ~::::::::: _· _· _·::::: .· _·: ~ _·::::::::: _·:::::: ~:: ~: }~~~ 
Fire-escape ladders Government Printing Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 
Fire extinguishers Government Printing Office.............. 1880 
Printing Reports of Commissioner of Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . 1878 







2 14 . 
...... . .. ... ...... 756 00 
20 399 ...... .. .. .... , 
...... ...... ...... 32,543 57 
...... , .... .. ... ... t.:..:..:.:.:....:.:.:..:..:..:.:..:..:..:.:. 
Carried forward ................................. . .. .. . . .. -- .. / . .. .. . . . . . .. 345, 505 79 • 
*And prior years. 
J 
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nasl Repayments .A.ggre_gate avail- Payments dur- Amounts carried Balances of ap-
;h made durin!! able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus 
fi ~ f d T propriations, yearending the seal year calyearending year ending un uune 30, Jnne 30, 1880• June30, 1880. 1880. June 30,1880. Jtme 30,1880. 1880. 
I 
$2, 785, 995 70 $19, 283 03 i 
------ ~ ~·- ~~~- ~~. : ~:::: :::::: :::: ::I 
- - .. ---- .. - .. -.. 19 53 
19, 200 00 --- - -- ------ ------
- - - - - .. - - - - - - - .. 37 02 
17,000 00 ................. . 
------ ---------. 519 48 
10, 016 00 .. ---- .. - - - - ------
5, 000 00 .. - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - -
- --- -- ---- ---- -- 211 58 
38, 550 00 139 44 
43, 300 00 874 12 
- - -.... - - - - - - - - - 1, 988 56 
12, 500 00 ---- - .. ----- - -- - - -
------. ~·- ~~~- ~~ . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I 
..... : : __ ;;: :;: ::: :::: ;; :~~: f:: I 
70, 580 00 473 17 
17,750 00 ------------------1 
- - - - - - -- - - - .. - .. 30 73 
50 00 ------------------GOO 00 ...••............. 
7,000 00 ------------------
6, 000 00 - -- - - - -- - - .. -- - - - -
I 
1, 506 93 
400 00 .. -- .. - -- - -- - -- - - -
19,465 49 
6, 000 00 
165 00 
83 33 
3, 46~ 00 . - -- - ... -- -- .. -- .. 
13, 600 00 .. - - -- .. -- -- .. -- --
: : : : : : : ~.: ~~~: ~~: : ~ ~: : : : : : ::: ::: ::: I 
---------------- .................. 1 
. - - - - - .. -- .. -- .. 26, 271 82 
I 
1, 911, 000 00 165, 427 64 
$2, 928, 934 33 
17, 030 00 
22 94 
$2, 750, 466 47 
17, 030 00 
I 
$16,551 10 I 
I 
$161,916 76 
22 94 ...... -- -- - - .... 
4, 527 ll4 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 4, 527 84 1 ............... . 
19 53 ....... . .. ...............•...•.... I 19 53 
19,200 00 19,188 31 ...... ... ......... 11 69 
37 02 . - - .. - - ...... - - . - .. . . - - .. - - . - - - . - . 37 02 
1~:g~~ ~g ·-----~=·-~~~-~~- '""'""4,'5i2'95' ' ....... 3'.~~~-~~ 
2, 459 27 ... - -- ....... -- . .. ..... -- --- .. .. .. 2, 459 27 
10, 016 00 8, 200 00 --- ....... --...... 1, 816 00 
5. 000 00 5. 000 00 
1 
........ ____ .. __ .. 
1
. ___ .. ____ . ____ _ 
3, 409 19 -- ---- . ---- .. -- . 3, 409 19 ...... -...... - .. 
38, 689 44 26, 952 67 .. ---- .. -- .. . .. .. . 11, 736 77 
44,174 12 43, 300 00 .... -- ...... ------ 874 12 
323 70 ....... -----. - -. 323 70 ----- .... - -. - .. . 
1,988 56 ................ .................. 1,988 56 
12, 500 00 11, 000 00 /----------........ 1, 500 00 
2, 200 00 2, 200 00 ..... - .. - .. . .. .. .. .. .... -- ... - -- --
35 oo 
1
.... • .. .. • .. • .. • 35 oo ............. .. 
16 90 i ........ - .. ----. . . - . . - ... - ... ---.- 16 90 
~g~ ~~ ......... ~~~ _ ~~. :::::: -::::: :::::: · · -· · · · -· · 759 · si 
914 23 858 00 56 23 . ----- ..... --- .. 
2, 465 52 185 52 ........ -- -- .. .. .. 2, 280 00 
71, 053 17 52, 999 76 - ....... - ..... - 18, 053 41 
17 ................ 17 ...... ......... . 
16 ................ 1............ ...... 1(). 
17, 750 00 17,704 20 ~ ------ ..... ...... 45 80 
~~ ~g I· · -· · · · · · ·5o· oo · : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : . _ ......... ~~. ~3 
GOO 00 I 600 00 .. - .......... - . . . . . .. - . - . - - . - .... . 
495 40 --- - -- .. .. .. .. .. --- - -- . -- - -- .. .. .. 495 40 
69 60 .... . . . ... . .. - . . - ............ - - - - 69 60· 
7, 000 00 1, 500 00 , .... -............. :), 500 00 
983 79 
6, 000 00 
689 99 
.... -- -- ...... - 983 79 
6, 000 00 -- - - . - -... - . ... - . . -- . - . - ..... . - .. -
689 99 .............. .. 
17,006 93 ................................ .. 17,006 93 
1, 1~~ ~~ I .... - .. ~·- ~~~.~~. I : ::: :: :::::: :::::: 36 52' 
165 00 J, 165 00 1, 000 00 I ............ .... .. 
19,548 82 
6, 000 00 
3, 466 00 1 
13, 600 00 
8 83 
~00 00 
2, 000 00 
128, 245 15 
52, 254 60 
2, 076, 427 64 I 
19, 548 82 
6, 000 00 
3, 466 00 -- . - - ...... - -.... - ...... -.. - - .. - - . 
13,600 00 ........................ .. ...... .. 
8 25 58 .............. .. 
156 05 ' --- - .... - .... --- - . 43 95 
1, 500 00 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 500 00 
4, 846 00 118, 245 15 5, 154 00 
f)1, 579 05 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 675 55 
2, 011, 722 96 64, 704 68 
20, 000 00 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 20, 000 00 9, 718 32 ----- ........ ----- 10, 281 68 
37 50 ................ __ I 39 64 
1
................ . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . 39 64 
300 oo .................. 3oo go 200 oo .................. 100 oo 
::: .. : 03:::::: . ::::: •,~,: E ::• --,, .::: :~ ~ I :::;,:£::~:::: I ::::::,:: ~: ::: : ••• : •• :;;,:::: :: 
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_, Vol. section. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
I 
Balances of ap-1 
propriations, 
.July 1, 1879. 
-I 
I 
Broughtforward ................................... i...... ...... ....... . .... $345,::i05 79 
Salaries Li:t>rary of Congress ................................ , 1880 21 1 4, 25 -- ---- -- - - -- --. - ~ 
Increase Library of Congress .. ..................... .... -.-.. 1880 1 21 I 23 -·--- · ---- · · -- ·-
·Contingent expenses Library of Congress . .................. 1879 ...... ... -.- .................... .. 
Works~f- ~~t-fo·r· th~- C'~pit~l~:::::::::::: ::: :::: ::::::: ::: ::: i~~~ 1--- ~~- ~ ---- .. -.. ~~- . -.- .... -694" 57' ! 
Do .. _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 26 ........ ....... . 
SalarieD~-~~~~~~ ?~~-~-e-~ :::::: _ :::::::: ~::: :::::::::::::::::: i~~g 
1
.--2i- -...... -- 23- . ___ ______ ~~ _ ~~ _ 
Improv~g Bo~a~ic Garden.- ........ _ ............ -.· . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23, _238 ........... _. _ .. , 
Tmpronng bmldmgs Botamc Garden........................ 1878 .. .. .. .. . . . • . . . . . . 1 19 
Do. _ ........................... _ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 399 ............ .. .. 
Salaries, judges, &c., Court of Claims.......... .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 1878 /...... .. .. . .. .. .. . 244 67 j 
Rep~rtrn°gd·e-c'i~i~~~: &~:.- c~~~t -~i,cia:i~~::::::::::::::::: ::: i~~~ I ~i ~~ ::::::::::::::::, 
·Contmgent expenses Court of Claims ........... _. .. . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Payment of judgments of Court of Claims ........................ - 1 21 41, 252 2, 413 91 I 
Salaries Southern Claims Commission .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . 1879 1--.... .. . . . . .. . .. . 1, 777 74 
Do . ..................... . ......... _ .. _ .............. _ . 1880 ' 21 29 ........ ....... . 
Salaries and expenses of agents Southern Claims Commission. 1880 21 29 .........•.•.... 
1 
Salaries and expenses of agents Southern Claims Commis-
sion(reappropriated)...................................... ...... 21 244 .... ............ ! 
s~~?i~~~~~~~~~;;;. ~~ :~~~~;~: ~~~: ;~~~~~: ~:;l~:~~~-~: ~:1~~~: _~~:~_ I : :: : :: 1:::::: :::::: 1, ~~~ ~~ •Contmr,~n~-e-~~~~-s-~s- ~-o-~~~~~-?-1~~~ ~~~~-I~~~~~-:::::::::: i~~~ l·--2i ...... -... 29. _____ -~:·. ~~~- ~~-
Salary of the P-.:esident_United ~tates........... •. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 21 23 ................ 1 - ~:~:~re~~~he~~i~~~ffi~~d~~-t-~~~~~~-~~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::: ·i88ii- ~ ~i ~~ :::::::::::::::: 
contin~r~ :e:~~~~:s:e:s: ~~~;~:t:i~:~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~: ~ :::::::::: :~ :::::: ~!~g _ :::~i: ::::: ~~.: ~~~: ::::::::::::: ~~: 
· Salaries Department of State .......................... _..... 1878 .. .. .. .. .. . . 2, 552 25 
Do ....................... .... ......................... 1879 ...... ........... 1,17310 
Do. : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23, 239 ................ 
1 Proof-readmg, Department of State ...... ___ ................. 1878 .......... -....... 991 60 
1 
Do ..... _ ...........................•...•........ __ . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 550 00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 .............••. 
·stationery, furniture, &c., Department of State . __ ... . . . . . . 1878 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 427 48 
~~: : : : :::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ~: ::: : : :::::: ~~~~ 21 .. --.- .•. 23 ....... -~·- ~~~. ~~. i 
Books and maps, Department of State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 I 21 23 --- - - -- -- -------
Lithographing, Department of State ............ _ .. _... . .. .. . 1878 _..... .. .. . . . .. . .. 416 00 1 
Do .. __ . ____ _ ...•. _ ... _ . _. _ . __ ••... ___ . _ .... __ . ____ .. . . 1879 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00 I 
Do. . . . . . . . ...................... __ ......... ........ . _ 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Rent of stable and wagon-shed, Department of State._ . _. _... 1880 i 21 23 ............... . 
Postage,DepartmentofState ............ ...... .............. 1877 21 239 ............... . 
Editing, publishing, and distributing Revised ancl Annual 
Statutes, Department of State............................. 1878 ' ...... .. .. . .. . . . .. 27, 321 99 1 
Do. _ .... _ ....... _ . _ .................. .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 150 00 
Do . . . . . . . . .................. _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 , 21 23 ..•...........•. 
·Contingent expenses Depal'tment of State ........ ____ .. _.... 1878 .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 8, 243 60 
Do ........................................ ______ ... _ . . 1879 . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 3, 100 00 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Internat~onal Remonetizatio.n of Silver .......... __ ... _ .. __ ._ . . . . . . 21 26 ................ , 
InternatiOnal Bureau of Weights and Measures ........... _ _ 187!J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Do. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. 1880 20 383 ............... . 
Expenses of foreign missions and under the neutrality act... 1879 _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . • • . 10, 000 00 
•Cumming's edition of Hickey's Constitution of the United 
States . _ _ ______ . _ .. _ .............. ___ ................ ___ ............. 
1
............ 80 
North .American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution._...... 1880 I 20 397 ...... -- ..... - .. 
~f~s~~?EEir~PJ~jifi~~-;~-~~~~~~: ~::::: :::::::::: ~ ~: :::::: :~~;~: ~ ::::;: ::~~:~ :::~~: 4JJ~~ !i 
Expenses of Smithsonian Institution . ........ . _. _. __ . ___ .......... I .. _... R. S. 3689 .............. •. 
Purchase of the stereotype plates of final reports of Centen-
nial Exhibition of 1876, joint resolution .June 27, 1879 ..... _ ... _.. 21 54 . ..... ....... .. . 
Portrait of the late Professor .Joseph Henry. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 21 48 .............. .. 
llnf::li!~~~~~~ _ ~-~~~b~~i~-~ ~t- -~~~-~~~ _ ~~~ -~~~~~~~~-e_'_ ~~s-- { ~~~~ 21 49, 239 .•••........•.•. 
.Berlin Fishery Exhibition, joint resolution February 16, 1880 . . . . . . 21 301 .....•........•. 
.:Revising and editing consular regulations............. .. .. .. . . . . . . 20 274 .............. .. 
Carried forward ........................ _ ... _ ............ 1 ...... ! ..... _ ...... -----s9i),87g 51 
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PRLITIOXS UXEXPE.YDED ,June :~0, 1879, <J·c.-{;outiuued . 
..t\.Jl~priatious Repayments ~ggre;'t~'avuil- ;aymen~~lr- -,Amountscarried i .Bala: sf:-
for the fiscal made during ableforthefis- ingthefisral to the surplus r~ ~-a0. P· 
,')earendiug tbefiscalyear calyearending yearending fund.June30, ~u!e1~0t~~~g· June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. I June 30, 181<0. 1880. ' · 
$5, 03~: ~2~ ~~ I ...... ~~~~: ~~~. ~~. I 
14,000 00 ................. . 
· · · · · · · i; 5oo · oo ·I ............ ~. ~~. 
5, 000 00 ................ .. 
10, 000 00 0 00 
4, 850 00 . .......•......... 
5,405 00 ................ .. 
20,840 00 ................ .. 
1, 000 00 ................ .. 
2, 500 00 ............... .. 
285, 803 54 .................. I 
...... i 7 .· i69. 2i . : : :: : : ::: ::: :: : : : : ' 
6, 598 24 79 88 




• ........ .... .. . 422 R3 
3, 401 76 98 24 
50,000 00 ................. . 
a~: ~~ ~~ : : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : :: I 
~:::::: ~.: ~~~: ~~: ::::::;;: :; ::~;~~; I 
....•. ... . ...... 9 07 
113, 34,0 00 .... - .. - ... - -.- - -· I 
:::: •.: ~; t;•; I ; ; • ;~ ~:; ~: :::.::.! 
................ 2750 1 
1, 200 00 ................ .. 
600 00 , ...... ······ ...... , 
----·----.- ~- ~~- ' :::: ::~: :::::::::_I 
· ·· · · · ~::: m · ;~ ~ · • •:•  •::-::: _:-- •I 
1, 000 00 ................ .. 
$5, 597, 412 84 1 $5, 103, 903 68 $181, 936 98 $311, 572 18 
36, 840 00 35, 700 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140 00 
14,000 00 14,000 00 ................................. . 
1 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
1, 500 00 1, 500 00 ...... - - - - .. -... - - . . .. .. . .. - ... .. 
694 57 .... - .... - .. 69( 57 ...... -........ -
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 -................. - - .. - - ...... - ... 
35 16 .......... -. -.. 35 16 .. .. .. .. • . . .. -
10, 009 oo 10, ooo oo .................. I 9 oo 
4, 85o oo I 4, sso oo . __ .. __ . ___ ...... _ _ __ . _____ ..•.... 
1 19 ~ . - .. - - .. - . . . . 1 10 ...... -.- ...... . 
5, 495 00 5, 495 00 ............................... .. 
244 67 .. .. .. .. . 244 67 1 .............. .. 
:.!9, 84o oo I 29, 84o oo ................................. . 
1' 00() 00 1, 000 00 . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ............ - .. 
2, 500 00 ! 2, 500 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -..... - .. - ....•. 
2BS, 217 45 137,062 24 ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 151, 155 21 
1,777 74 ...... .. . .... .................. 1,777,74 
17, 169 21 16,739 65 429 56 .............. .. 
6, 678 ] 2 6, 000 00 79 88 598, 24 
~~ 3:: :: .I ::::: : :::::: : : : l· ....... ~.- ~~~. ~~ ... _ .. _ ..... ~~. ~ 
594 76 ...... -...... .. . 594 76 ...... - .. - .... .. 
17,422 63 ................ 17,422 63 1 .............. .. 
3, 500 00 3, 500 00 - ................ -1-- ...... -..... .. 
5~: ~~~ ~~ I sg: ~~~ ~~ : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : . ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
31, 464 00 31, 464 00 ................................ .. 
19 .... -- ........ - 19 ....... - ....... . 
724 ............... . .................. 724 
7, 000 00 7, 000 00 - ............................... .. 
2, 552 25 2, 552 25 ............... . 
1, 182 17 207 25 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 974 92 
113, 340 00 111, 201 02 ....... :. .. .. ... - 2, 138 98 
~~~ ~~ 1: ... ::::~::::::: ........... ~~~-~~- .......... 662'i5 
2, 000 00 1, 800 00 . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. 200 00 
744 81 317 33 427 48 .............. .. 
1, soo oo I 641 67 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 858 33 
5, 000 00 4, 000 00 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 000 00 
2, 000 00 I 1, 500 00 .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
f~~ ~~ I : ~ ~: ~: :: : · :::: ~. . .......... ~~~. ~~ . · · · · · · --· i27 ·5o 
1, 200 00 1, 200 00 ....... - . - .... ·. - - - .... - - ....... - .. 
600 00 600 00 ........... - .. .. .. .. ............. . 
968 .................................. 968 
27,321 99 .... .. . .. .... .. 27,321 99 ............... . 
3, 150 00 250 00 . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 2, 900 00 
5, 000 00 - ........ - ... - - . - . . . . . . . . - . .. - . . . 5, 000 00 
~:i~g ~~ / ::::::::~::::::: ---------~·-~~~-~~- ....... :i,'ioo.oo 
u, 2oo oo I 10, ooo oo . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 2oo oo 
20, 000 00 9, 080 00 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. 10, 920 00 
16:~~~ ~~ : :::::::~.:~~~:~~: :::::::::~:::::::: ....... 1o:ooo-~~ 
80 . - ................ --. ....... .. . . . so 
:_ ._- _:_: _: ~_: 2_: o_: ·:_~_~_o_: _: o_: o_:_· j :_ :_:_:_ :_- :_ :_:_~_· __ : :_- :_· ·_: :_- -_~_:_: -_~ : :.!~: ~~~ ~~ II 2~: ~~~ ~~ ::::::: ~.::::::::: -..... 4, 972' 69 
2, 863 34 ................. - - - ........•..... , 2, 863 34 
. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 448, 358 49 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 448, 358 49 
39, 060 00 - - . - - ............ - 39, 060 00 39, 060 00 .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
,; :: :: :::::: ::::: . .. ,:: ~: :: I ,::::: :: ::·· :: : ·:j-- ;;, ;,: -:: 
2~: ~~~ ~~ : : :: : ~ ~: : : : _ :: :: : : 2~: ~~~ ~~ I 1g: g~~ g~ : : ~ : : : ~ ~ : : : ~ : : : : : .
1 
________ ~·- ~~~ _ ~ 
~a3, 494 72 -- 221, 884 59 6, o46, 258 82 1 5, 726, 5ss 74 I 243, 774 7o 1 o1s, 928 3s 
*Transferred from Intcr10r Civil Ledger . 
• 
396 REPORT ON THE PIN ANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. Year. 
Stat t I I 
u es. . Balanc~s~fap- 1 
propr1atwns, 




------ __ , 
CIVIL-Continued. 
S•larioR~~f~~!f~7 :::::::::::: :::: •• :.: •• : ••••• :.: ,· il~ I:::;;: I :::::: :;~: 1 - • • • ~:!:!~·!!_I 
Salariessecretariesoflegations _____________ _________________ l 1878
1 
...... ---···· ·· ··· 4,42153 1 
Conti·il·' ·t···t '""Yf't'·t~: )) ! i! i ~ i •: ;.):;;;! i! J)j~ 1 i.i :; i • ·· • •  i• ::· ~ :-:::: i;.: ;ll: i1: 
Salariesconsularservice .................................... 1 * 1871 ~ ------ ............ ' 178 57 Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 . . . . ...... ..... 1 336 63 , 
Do .... _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 873 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 419 35 1 
~~: : :: : : : -: : : : :: : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i~~ ~ I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I ~: igg ~~ I 
~- :::: • •• : _:::.-• •:: •: •: • •• •-::- _:-:: •: • •-• •: •- •-: •: • :·!m :::: ii :::::::: i~: : : _::: ;;;; ~( il-, 
Allow~~~-~~1: -~~~~~~~~-~~~r~~s-::.::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::I i~~~ ···2o· .. -.- ... 273· ,_-- .. . ~~·- ~~:. ~~- ~ 




1 3, 041 61 
Do ............. _ .. _ . _ . ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 273 ........ ....... . 
1 Salaries interpreters to consulates in China, Japan, and Siam. ''1871 ........... ....... t 542 R7 
1 
. ~~:::::::::: :::::: :::: : ~:; ~::::: :: ~::::::: :: : : : : : ::~~: I ~~~~ ::: ~~: :::: :: :: ~i~: ! .. _ .... ~:_ ~~~ ~~. : 
Salanesconsularofficersnot Cltizens ............ .... ........ l 1878 .................. 1 5,322 61 
~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: i~~~ · · · 2o · ·- · · · · · · 273 ·1. __ .... ~·- :~:. ~~ .· 
Salaries of marshals for consular courts . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ........ .......... I 986 04 
B~:::::::::-::::: ::::::: : : : ::: ::: ::: :: : : : : :::::: ::::::1 i~~~ ·- · 2o · · · -· -· · · 273 · ·. _. __ .. ~·- ~~~. ~~ _ 
Expen~~ -~~~1:~~~~~~·- ~~~~~~·- -~~: ·_ ~~l~-~-i~~ ~~~~~i_o_I~~: _:::I :~~g _  _  _ . __ .::::::: · 1 7t~ ~~ 
1
· 
Loss o~~ni~-~:i ~~~h~~;g~.-~~~;~i~~:s~~~i~e:::::::-::: · ·: · ·:: ·
1 
i~~~ 1· .. ~~- ........ ~:~ . 1 - ·--- • • 6:496- 5o· 
~~: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 i~~~ · --2o · · -· · · · · · 273 ·1. __ .. _ .~·- ~~~. ~~ _: 
ContingentexpensesUnitedStatesconsulates ··············1 1872 .................. 
1 
426 95 ' 
IL .••••. :::::.::_ ::::····· :::::::::_ .::::. J lEI , ••••• :•::••:: : : i:P.! !! I 
~L-::_ :::::::::::::::< :::::_:: ·: : - "}·m! I !! i! ~ ::::-;;_;;;:;;: 
SalarieDo~~-i~~~- ~~~~~~-~~~ ~1~~~~~~-?~~~~~ -~~~~~~~i~~: :: j i~~~ 1··· 20- ··-- · ·--274 -1_ ... _ .. __ ~:~. :~ . , 
coc;:~l~~i~~x:~~~~~~: ~ ~:i!;~:: ~~~~;~::a:~~:: ~~:a:~~s:~: ?:l~:i~~ __ 1 i~~g I:::::: ::::::::::::: 2~~ ~~. 1 
Do . ................................ .. ...•............. 
1 
1880 20 274 j-· · ·········- - ·· l 




1, 127 78 
Do · ·-- - ·······--·······-·················--·· ....... 1 1880 20 274 1 •••••••••••••••• :Wages of keepers, &c., for .American convicts in China. . . . 1879 .................. ! 5, 317 85 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ _ . . . . . . . 1880 1 20 27 4 ............... . 
Re~t o~ pri_sons, wa::;es of keepers, &c., for American con- i 
v1cts m Smm and 'Iurkey ............................. ····1 1879 ...... ...... ...... 1, 060 82 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 27 4 , ............... . 
Rent of prisons for American convicts in Japan . ............ 1879 . _ ................ 1 450 00 Wages~f k~~P~~;~ &~:.· p~i~~~ fo·; A~-~t:i~"3.~ ~~~~-~ts in J~p~~- ~ i~~~ 1-.. ~~ . ....... . ~::. · ·- ·- · · 3,"io8 · i9" i 
R.nt o~~·~~~~~:~~~d:j~~i:~~~p~~::::: : :::::: •• : .•• ! lll! i ::;;: ;; ::::;;;:,::: ::: _)~·~g: l 
Prisons for .American convicts .••. .. ............ .. : .... .... [ 1878 ............ _..... 6, 587 50 
Buildings and grounds United States legation in China ..... : 1878 ..... _ ......... _. . 100 00 
Do ......... ........................................•.. t 1879 ......... __ . 850 00 
Do .......... ...... . .. ................................. 1880 20 274 ..... . 
Carried forward _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. _ ........ . 
*And prior years. 
• 
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for the fiscal made during 
year ending the fiscal year 
.June 30, 1880. I 1880. 
.A.g~regateavail- Payments dur- Amounts carried 
able tor the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus Balances of ap-propriations, 
calyearending year ending fund .June 30, .Juneao, 1880 . 
.June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. 
-------------~-----------------------1 
597 12 
80, 000 00 . - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - - -
12, 121 25 
381, 100 00 
138 25 
609 90 
13, 194 40 
5, 332 15 
52, 500 00 .. -- - - .. - .. - ... - --
6, 000 00 .... - -- - -- - - - .. - --
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
15, 500 00 249 50 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ _: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J 
7, 000 00 82 00 
::; :::: r:::: ~ 1::::: ~: :::: m: ~: 
----- ...... ""' ! "'''' . - ... - ...... 
------···------- ~ -----··-----------
--. .. -. i,' 619-86 .,. -- . ---- . --563.99-
~i: ~~~ ~~ · --· · · ---9:795 ·54 ·1 
115, 000 00 750 00 
::::.:::: ;;; • ;; ; • ;; ; ::::: ~ ~: ::;:;;! 
--- .. -- .. -- .. -.. 1, 476 66 
9, 5oo oo s64 44 1 
. -. -... 2: 000- 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ 
7 50. 00. ~ ::: : : : : : ::: : : : : : : I 
5, 900 00 .................. I 
............ . .. ----.-------------- , 
: : : -: : : ~·: ~~~: ~~: : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : ::I 
3, 100 00 .. -- -- .... -- .... --
---------
6, 911, 752 so 255, 744 91 I 
$6, 946, 258 82 I $5, 726, 555 74 $243, 774 70 I $975, 928 38 
a, 598 57 1 1, 267 15 2, aa1 42 _____ ... ______ .. 
41, 179 62 29, 529 36 ........... - .. .. .. 11, 650 26 
280, 500 oo I 257, 509 41 . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 22, 990 59 
4, 421 53 56 47 4, 365 06 .. ---- .. --------
5, 142 62 1 5, 142 62 ................................. . 
39' 7~~ ~~ I -----~~~-~~~-~~- ............ i7.56. --------~·-~~~-~~ 
27'
g9571 1521 , ...... 1·a·.·7r..o __ o_o__ 597 12 ............... . 
v v 13, 801 51 ........ -- .. -- .. 
11,774 21 . 5,526 35 .................. 6,247 86 
80, 000 00 73, 054 82 ... -- .... - ..... - -- 6, 945 18 
178 57 ................ .................. 178 57 
336 63 .. -.. - .. - .. -.... -.... - ...... - . .. .. 336 63 
2, 419 35 .. - .......... - ..... --- ...... ------ 2, 419 35 
2, 355 99 .. -- -- .. .. .. .. .. .. .... - . -- -- .. .. .. 2, 355 99 
5, 130 56 .. .. . .. .. .. .. -- -- ........ - .... -.. 5, 130 56 
138 25 .. - .. -- ---.. . .. 138 25 ............. - .. 
14, 076 64 5, 321 41 8, 755 23 ..... - .. - .. -- .. -
139, 463 47 137, 949 78 ......... - .. -- ... - 1, 513 69 
386, 432 15 274, 930 81 ........... - .. --.. 111, 501 34 
30, 257 55 17, 244 69 .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. 13, 012 86 
52, 500 00 26, 470 45 --- .. - .. - .. --- .. -- 26, 029 55 
3, 041 61 2, 685 00 ............... - .. 356 61 
6, 000 00 2, 610 68 .... - ........ -.... 3, 389 32 
542 87 ....... - ...• -.. . . .... - ...• -.---- . . 542 87 
4, 291 90 ...... -.. .. .. .. . 4, 291 90 ............... . 
8, 752 30 5, 567 31 ... - .... - ...... - .. 3, 184 99 
15, 749 50 8, 598 92 ..... -------...... 7, 150 58 
5,322 61 5,322 61 ............... . 
1, 781 65 322 61 -- ............... - 1, 459 04 
3, 000 00 554 21 -- .... ----- .. --... 2, 445 79 
!J86 04 ........ - .. -- .. 986 04 -- - .......... - .. 
2, 939 81 2, 676 24 ......... -- .. --- .. 263 57 
7, 082 00 5, 611 72 ...... - ...... -.. -- 1, 470 28 
44 76 .. - ... -- .. - .. .. . 44 76 ...... -- .. - .... 
914 93 909 63 ...... ............ 5 30 
3, 000 00 2, 375 55 ................ -·. 624 45 
6, 496 50 .. ....... - .. .. .. 6, 496 50 .. - ............ . 
8, 000 00 3, 032 60 .. - ............ - .. 4, 967 40 
8, 000 00 1118 ...... ............ 7, 988 82 
426 95 .. - .. - ... --. . . . . 426 95 .• - ..........••. 
1,!~! ~t : : : : : : : : : : : : : : J : :: ~ : : : : :: : : ::: ::: 1 1,!~ ~~ 
1, 392 34 1, 392 34 2, 183 R5 ....... i," 592' 86 ........... -563' 99" ! 27 00 
17,637 17 13,996 39 ..... .. .. .. ....... 3, 640 78 
45, 350 82 44, 929 26 .... - ....... - .. - .. 421 56 
115, 750 00 114, 642 35 .. - ...... - .. --.... 1, 107 65 
275 78 1---------------- 275 78 .............. .. 
7, 200 00 6, 318 13 1.......... .. .. .. .. 881 8T 
240 78 ................ ' 240 78 ............... . 
84 00 ................ .............. .... 84 Ot 
750 00 I 750 00 
1, 127 78 1, 116 66 11 1!'-
755 56 
2, 635 86 
4, 769 60 
1, 500 00 744 44 
6, 794 51 4, 158 65 
10, 364 44 5, 594 84 .................. i 
1, o6o sz I 
2, 000 00 
450 00 
750 oo I 
3, 108 19 
5, 000 00 
150 00 
450 00 
3, 850 00 
6, 587 50 
100 00 
850 00 
3, 100 00 
8, 400, 486 69 
319 44 .................. 741 38 
1, 015 39 ---- -- ... - .. --- .. - 984 61 
300 00 .. -- - .. -- .... -- - .. 150 00 
450 00 .. • .. • .. .. . .. • • • .. 300 Ot 
1,215 30 .................. 1,892 89 
2, 196 22 .... - ........ -.... 2, 803 78 
. - ... - - .. - - -. - . . 150 00 .. - .. - - - - - - . - - - -
............................. _.... 450 OD 
3, 400 00 -- .... -- .... -- -- .. 450 Ot 
. - ... - - - - - . - - - - . 6, 587 50 .. - . - - - .. - - ..• - -
. - - .. - . . . . . - - . . 100 00 . - . -.- - .. - •. - - .. 
557 47 ...... ----·- ...... 292 53 
2, 250 00 .. - .. - .. - ...... -.. 850 00 
6, s46, 462 11 I 299, 267 66 1, 254, 756 gz 
398 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMEN1' exhibiting the BALANCES of .J.PPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. Balances of ap-
Year. --..,.----- propriations, I 
1 sectwn. I Vol. [ Pag~ or I July 1, 1879. j 
CIVIL-Continued. - - ~-----·----__.:~, 
Brought forward .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. $1, 232, 9R8 98 1 
Bringing home criminals ...... . . .. ......................... . 1878 1 ...... , ............ 
1 
4, 237 60 
~~ · ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 ~~~g /· · · 2o · ·--- ·---274 · . ___ ... ~·- ~~~. ~~. 
Relief and protection of American seamen ............ . ----. 1877*1 21 I 253 .. -- .. ·-- --- ---
~~ : :::::::::: :~ ~ ~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~g ::: ~b: ::::::: :~i~: , ___ -.. ~~:_ ~~~- ~~-
Rescuina;shipwreckedAmericanscamen .................... 1878 ...... !.... . ....... 1,845 45
1 
Do .................................................... 1879 ...... 1 ............ 1 2,148 00 
AnnuaP~~lJ~;;;~~ ~"j C~p~- Sp~~~i iight -o'~ -~~~~t 'o'i M~;~~~~ · I ~~~~ ~~ I ~~! :::.::::::::::::: 
Allowance to widows or heirs of diplomatic officers who die 1 , 
abro~0 . :::::::: : : : :::::: ::: : ::: :::::::: ::: :::::: : :::::::::I i~~~ 1:::::: :::::::::::: ~: ~~~ g~ 1 
Do ............................................... ..... 1880 1 20 274 .............. .. 
Expenses under the neutrality act . .......................... 1878 1...... ..... • .. • .. • 6, 930 35 ~~ • : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: : : :: : • : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 ~~~g · --2o · · · · · · · · · 27 4- t . _ . . .. ~·- ~~~_~~. I 
Commissioner to international penitentiary congress at 1 Stockholm (reappropriated) ............................... , .. . .. .. . . . . .. ......... . 
sup~:les~~o~~~~-~~~~ --~~~~-e-~~ _ ~ ~~~~~ _ ~t-~~es __ ~~~- -~~-~~~~1~ _. ____ .. : ____ .. I. __________ _ 
Tribunal of arbitration at Geneva ................................................... 1 
~:~!~~tf f~;c~~l~~~~ 1~~d~ f:g~d. ·by ·th~ ·u~it~-d · st~t~~ · i~ ·1 ·· · · · ·1 · · · · · · ·- · · · · · · · · ·l 
726 78 I 
7, 013 87 
5,184 60 
43,236 81 
Great Britain under treaty of Washington, July 9, 1842; 
act March 3, C.877, section 2............ . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. ... i .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. G, 912 50 
Compensation and expenses of commissioners to China .... { : ~~~~ J 21 133 ........... . 
R~~~~~~L:do~~er~~~~-~~~ -~~~~-~~~~~ -~o~·- ~~~~~-s~~- ~~- ~~~: .1 ...... ! 21 29 / .... .. 
Reimbursement to B. R. Lewis, consular agent at China .......... : 21 253 ..••.. 
Salaries office Secretary of the Treasury .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 1878 ................................. . 
Salarier..;~~,~~~i#i~:~;~;~;~:~;~~~~:::::::::::: i !ii I :;·~; :::_::::·~ ::::: ::·: :::: 
Salaries office Secretary of the Treasury (loans and currency) 1878 ...••............. ...... .......... 
~~: : : : ~ : : : : : : : ::: : : :: ~ : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :::: : : : : : : : : : : : : I ~~~g · · · 2i · · · · --· · --23 · · : ::: : ~ : : : : : : : : : : 
Salaries office Supervising Architect ........................ ' 1878 ................•..•.............. 
Do ................................................... I 1879 ............................. · ... . 
Do ....... -.--- . - .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries office First Comptroller ............................ 187R ...... ...... ...... 16 88 
Salarie~~~~~~ ~~~~~ci:b~~~:~~;i~~: :::::: :::::~::::: ::::::::: ~!~g 1::: ~~: :::::: ~~~: ~~: ::::::::: :i~~~b: 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries office Commissioner of Customs .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . 1878 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 9 19 
Do ...•. • ............•..•.....................•......... 1880 21 23 .•...........••. 
Salaries office First Auditor...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ........ _. _....... 48 69 
~~: ~:: : : : : : : : ::: : :::: : :: : ::::: : : :: : ::: : : :: : : :: : : : : : ~ : ·1 ~~~g ... 2i. . .... . 23,' 26. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Sala.ries office First Auditor (loans) ....................... -- I 1878 ............... _ .. 
1 
.............. .. 
Salariei~~~~; ~~;;~~ ;~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ !!!! II :::;:: :::::: ~.:: -,< ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Salaries office Third Auditor ................................ 1877* 21 254 ............... . 
Do .....•.•............................................ 1878 .•.... . ..... ... ... 76 44 
~~ .. : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :::: ~ : : ~ : : : : : : : : :::::::::: : : : : : : : : . i~~g I • ; • 2i. . ..... -.. 23 'I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Salaries office Fourth Auditor ............................. -- 1 1878 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 5 85 
Do ................•..............••................... 1879 ... _ .........•.......... ..... ..... 
Do . ...........•............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18RO 21 23 ...•..... . ...... 
SalarieD~~~~-~!~~~-~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::: :· .. __ ...... - ~~. ~~. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1880 1 21 ~3 ............... . 
Salaries office Sixth Auditor ................................ 
1 
1878 ...... . . ...... . . .. 64 70 
Salarie~~~~~:;;~~;~~~~.:: ::::::::: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 ~~~~ ! :::~~: :::::: ~~~: ~~: :::::: ~:: i~~: i~: 
Do ................................................... , 1879 ................................. . 
Carried forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. l-1, 385, 986M 
* And prior years. 
REGISTER. 399· 
1', 
1 ~ PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, g.c.-Continued. 
A~0prrotpreia:fit1s· ocnasl Repayments Ag~re~ate avail- ~ Payments dur- Amounts carried Balances of ap-J.' ,h made during able for the tis- ing the fiscal to the surplus 
year ending tho fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, propriations, :Tun~ 30, 1SSO. 1SSO. June 30, 1SSO. 1 June30, 1SSO. 1SSO. June30, 1SSO. 
-- !~·- ~~~·- :~~- ~~- -----. ~~~~·- :~~-~~.I 
...... ---------- .................. 1 
5, 000 00 -..... .... -- -... .. 
150 00 .. -- .. . .. -- -- -- .. -
........ ---- . --. 41 23 
-- -- .. -- -- ..... - 2, 569 so 
50, 000 00 2, 620 44 
: :: : : : : i: ~gg: ~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: i 
I 
:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::I 
5, 000 00 .. .... . -- -- - -.... - ! 
----------·----- --··-·- ------· ···· 
! 
-------s: 000- oo- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I 
37, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
550 00 
11,125 15 
................ 17 35 
................ 13 15 
27S, 600 00 -- -- -- ...... -..... 
- .... -- -.. -- -- -- 109 so 
................ 1 7S 
................ 9S90 
................ 15 50 
S3, soo 00 --- -- -- -- ........ . 
................ s 94 
.. -- -- - - - - -.. -- - 35 54 
19, 420 00 ... - .. -- .. -- --- -- -
................ 2 72 
64, 400 00 -- -- -- - . - -- . -- -- --
ss, 000 00 .. - -- -- -- . -- -- - .. -
~- · · · · 49; 6iio · oo · :::::::::: :: :::::: 
·-····- --------- 2 01 
53, 610 00 ... -- .. -- .. -- -.... 
...... ---- ······ 15 3S 
14, soo 00 .. ----- .. ----- .... 
-- -- .. -- -- -- .. -- 213 94 
---------------- 1 77 
204, 603 00 .... -- -- - ....... .. 
210 00 -••.•...• . - .. -- - . -
------ ....... --. 3 15 
191, 370 00 --- ... -- .. -- ---- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- - . 15 23 
69, 390 00 - .••••.••••..• -••. 
---------- ...... 1 42 
40, 450 00 ---- ... -.. -- ---- --
............... . 7 2S 
323, 010 00 -- .. -- ........... . 
............... . 133 24 
-a,6o1, 530 8o -- 212, 79S 63 I 
I 
I 
$S. 40~: ~~~ ~~ 
1 
__ !~·- ~~~·- ~~~. ~~ _ $29~: ~~~ ~g , _  ~~·- ~~~~ :~~ _ ~~_ 
3, 442 76 1, 639 71 -- .. -- -.. ---- -- -- - 1, S03 05 
5
' ~~~ ~~ - - - - ·-- - -i5o- oo · ::: : :: ::::::::::::1. . . . ... ~·- ~~~. ~~ 
37, 543 n 1 930 23 36, 612 ss ____ .......... __ 
23, 192 43 21, 040 23 -- .. -------- -.... - 2, 152 20 
52, 620 44 I 33, 244 16 . ---. ---- ..... ---·I 19, 376 2S 
1, S45 45 ---- -- -- - --..... l, S45 45 -- - ... -- -- ... --. 
2,148 00 760 02 --· ··---- ·--···-- ·! 1,387 9S 
4, 5oo oo I 1, 162 oo ......... ____ . .. . . a, 33s oo 
2S5 00 2S5 00 .. - .. -- - -- .... . .. -1--- .. -.. -- ..... . 
4, 707 57 I· -- --- -.... -- .. 'I 4, 707 57 1 . .. . -- .. -- -.... . 
3, 597 04 ........ -- . -- .. - -- -- -- -- - .. - -- .. .. 3, 597 04 
5, 000 00 - .. - . .. -- -- .. - -- ... -- -- .. -- - .. .. .. 5, 000 00 6, 930 35 ______ . .. _____ .. 
1 
6, 930 35 _______ .. ______ _ 
4. 450 00 
1 
_________ . ____ _ . . _____ . __ .. ____ ... , 4. 450 00 
5, 000 00 ... -- -.. -- ..... - --- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- 5, 000 00 
I 
726 7S ---- .. - .. -- .. -- . . .... -- .... -- -- -- -I 726 7S 
7, 013 S7
1
. _____ . _____ __ ________________ _ _ .. 
1 
7, 013 S7 
5, 1S4 60 3, 952 21 - .. -....... -- . . . . . 1, 232 39 
54, 361 96 10, 015 44 . .. --- ........... - 44, 346 52 
. I 
6, 912 50 I 2S3 25 .. ______ .... _ .. .. . 6, 629 25 
37, 000 00 6, 656 00 -------- ...... ---- 30, 344 00 
1, 000 00 1, 000 00 . ..... -- -- .. . . .. • . . ..... -- -- .. -- --
550 00 550 00 -.. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- . . -- --- -- - .. -- .. . 
17 35 ...... ......... 17 35 .............. .. 
13 15 ........ - - - - . -- - ...... -- -- .. . • .. .. 13 15· 
27S, 600 00 27S, 600 00 ..... -- ........ - ..... -- .. -- .. -- ... 
109 so ............. --. 109 so .. -- .. - .. -... - .. 
1 7S .... - . - . - - - . . . . . . •. - - - . - - . - . - . . . . . 1 7S 
9S 90 10 9S so ...... - . . .. .... 
] 5 50 .. - . ... -.. - . - .. - .. - . -.. -.••.. : . • • . 15 50 
S3, soo 00 S3, soo 00 -- .......... -- .. -- - .. -- .......... . 
s '94 .... .. - ...... - . - s 94 ...... - . -- .... .. 
35 54 - -- - - - -- .. .. .. .. . ......... - ... - . - . 35 54 
19, 420 00 H, 420 00 . .. . . . .. .. .. • .. . . . .. .... - ........ . 
16 ss -.- ..•...... - .. - 16 ss .••.... - .....••• 
2 72 ................ .................. 2 72' 
64, 400 00 64, 400 00 ............ - .... - ...... -- - -- .... . 
:~~~ ~ :·::-:r~:.;: :::::: :: :}:l:r..::~:::::::~~ 
2 01 - .. - . . - . - ... - - - - .. -- .. ---.- ••. --.-I 2 01 
53, 610 00 53, 610 00 ...... -- -- .. -- -- ...... - -- .. -- -- ... 
15 3S -..... - - - - - . - . - - 15 3S . - - .... -..... - - -
14,SOO 00 14,SOO 00 ................................. . 
213 94 ... -- ......... -- 213 94 , .. ----... -. -- ... 
204, 60~ ~~ · · - · · 2o4; 6oii · oo · : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ........... _ ~. :: 
210 00 210 00 .................. i ............... . 
76 44 - . - . - ... - - - -. . . . 76 44 ... - -.- •. - - -- .. . 
3 15 .. -- .. - -- -.. -- . .. - -- . -....... -- .. 3 15 
191, 370 00 191, 370 00 .... . --. -- .... -- .. ...... -- ...... --
1~ g~ : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : : --. -.. -...... ~.~~. I ' .. -..... -. i5-2~ 
69, 390 00 69, 390 00 ...... -- ........................ .. 
22 521 .. -. - . - . - . - -- - - - 22 52 .•. - - - - . - ...... -
1 42 .... -- - - .- •. - -.- -- .• -•.. -......... 1 42 
40, 450 00 40, 450 00 ......... - .. ----.. .. .. -- - ..... -- --
64 70 - --- - - - - - -- -- - - - 64 70 . --. - - - - - . -- - - - -
7 28 - .. - - - - -- -- -- - - - ...... - .. - .... -- .. 7 28 323. 010 00 I 323. 010 00 __________________________ . . _____ _ 
1S2 15 ..... -- - -- -- -- .. 1S2 15 .. .. .. .. .. --- --
133 ::!4 -- -- -- -- -- .. . . .. .. -- -- .. -- - -- -- - .. 133 24 
10, 160, 315 57 s, 4o9, 423 46 -----:i54, 505 o4 I 1, 396, 3S7 01 
0 
400 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
CiviL-Continued. 
Balances of ap-
Year. l---.-----1 propriations, 
V l 
I 


















Salaries office Treasurer. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . • . . . .. . o 
Salaries office Treasurer (loans) .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .. . . .. .. . . .. 1878 ................................. . 
Salaries office Trear~urer (national currency reimbursable)... 1878 .•.•.............. 
Do ...........................................•........ 1879 ............•..•.............•••.• 
3, 453 25 
Do ................... . .............................. 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries office Register .................. ·...... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 1878 .. • • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 2 18 
Do .................................................... 1879 ................................. . 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries office Register (loans) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 1878 . .. .. . .. . . . . • • • • • • 66 
Do .................................................... 1879 ................................. . 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries office Comptroller of the Currency . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . .... . . . • • • .. • • • • • • 512 14 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 ............... . 
s~:~~tf.~~~~-~~~~~~~~;~: ;~: ~~:~ :~~~~~~~: ~~~~~~~~: ~~;~: ~~~g :::::: :::::::::::: .......... ~:. ~~. 
Do ............................................. . ...... 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries office Commissioner of Internal Revenue ........... 1878 ...... . .. .. . .... . . 2 10 
Do .................................................... 1879 ................................. . 
Do.................................................... 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries office Light-House Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ..........•••••• 
Salaries office Bureau of Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . 39 
Do ............................ . ....................... 1879 .......... . ...................... . 
Do ................. . .................................. 1880 
Salaries office Life-Saving Service .................•...•..... 1880 
Examination of national banks and bank plates . • • • . . • . . . . • . 1880 
Stationery for Treasury Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Posta~:~~-~-r·e-~~~:-~~~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~g 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Contingent expenses Treasury Depal'tment, binding, news-
21 23 .............. .. 
21 27 ............... . 
21 23 ...•.. ·········· 
...... ............ 1, 089 99 
...... ............ 3,02188 
21 23 .............. .. 
...... ............ 100 00 
...... ............ 138 83 
21 23 ... . .......•.•.. 
c::~~~~:~~~~~~~~~: ~;~~~~~; :~:e~~~i~~~£.: :i~;~~iii~ii~~: . ~~~~ ... 2i. ! ..... 23:243. ::::::::::::::::I 
of acD~~~~~: _t·~~-~~~~-~ -~~~~~-s_e_s_ : :::::::::::::: : : :::::: : :: : ~~~g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 029 77 1 
Contin~~I;t·~~p~~~~~- T~~;~~-;y -D~p;rl~~~t; · f~~fght,' -t~l~: · 1880 ... :~· ...... ··~:- :~~~~~: :~ :: ~:: J 
grami>o~~:::::::::::::: :::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~r ______ . _  . _____ ....... __ ....... __ . 
Do ...........................•.....................••. 1879 . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 78 
Do ......................................... : .......... 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Contingent expenses Treasury Department, rent...... . . . • • . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 3, 825 00 
Do . ..........•................................. .. .. . 1880 21 23 .•.......••..... 
Contingent expenses Treasury Department, horses, wagons, 
&c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............•.•. 
Contingent expenses Treasury Department, ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23, 242 ............... . 
Contingent expenses Treasury Department, fuel, &c .. ~-. . . . 1880 21 23, 242 ... . ...•.•.•.... 
ContinB~~~ _e_~~~~-s_e_s_ ~~~~~~~!. ~~~~~~~~~t~ _ ~~~: -~~-:::::::: ~~~~ · · · 2i · · · · · · 23,' 242 · :::::::::::::::: 
Contingent expenses Treasury Department, carpets andre-
pairs .............................................•....... . 1880 
Con tint~~~ _e_~~~~-s_e_s_ ~~~~~~~:'. ~~~~~~~~~-t~ -~~~~~~~~~ ~~::: ~~~~ 
Contingent expenses Treasury Department, miscellaneous 
items........ .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . 1879 
21 23 ............... . 
............ 796 01 
23,242 . .........•..... 21 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23,242 . . .. . .......... . 
Collecting statistics relating to commerce . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1878 .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. . .. 309 48 
Do ...................................... .. ..... . ...... 1879 ................. . ............... . 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
lllustration f?r report on foo_d-fishes ......................... 1880 20 383 ............... . 
Expenses of mqmry respectmg food-fishes .. ................ 1880 20 383 .............. .. 
Propagation of food-fishes ................................... 1877* 21 254 .............. .. 
Do ....... , .•.................. . ..................... { ~~~~ } . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 5, 221 00 
Do ....••..............•....... . .•................... ~ i~~~ } 21 
Do ............................ . .................... : { i~~~ } 21 
Carried forward .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. • • .. .. .... 
"' .And prior years . 
• 
150 62,000 00 
264 
1, 467, 531 72 
REGISTER. 401 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June :30, 1 79, 6·c.-Continued. 
~--- I I 
Appropriations Repayment~ ..A ~gregate avail- ~ Payr.Jtents 1lur-
. for the tiscal made durin~-( I able for the fis- 1 in.~ the tiscal Amountscanied Bala (' s fa to the surplus ' n e_ 0 . P· fnnd June 30, I JH"OJH"Jatwit.H, 
1880• June 30, 18 0. 
year end in cr 1 tht' fisca1 \t'3I' caln•arendin{l" y1•ar t-ndino-
J unt! 30. 1880: , 1~oo. • J uiw 30, 1880~ ; J nne :Jo, 11<::0. 
I $8, 501, 530 i'O $:!72, 79 ua 
.. _ ._ ~:~·- ~~~ _ ~~ -~- --.. · · -- · -· 1 • -3 ·1 
······- --------- ................... . 
................ . 5,447 70 
101,584 00 ....... :···· ...... 
............... ...... ............................ 
· ··· ·-&7: 75o ·oo ·1 __ ___ .. __ ... _ ~. ~~-
·-·· . ... . . .. . . . . 31 01 
100,840 00 ,············--···: 
... ............. 1,G98 25 
101,400 00 ....... .......... . 
:~::: :::::::::::1-·- · · · · · · ··· · · · os· 
22, 220 00 - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - -
--···. ... . .. ... 2 07 
2fi3, 330 00 . - - .. - - .. - - .... - - -
::::: :~~·: ~~~: ~~: t: :::::::::: ii~:~i : 
40, 7GO 00 ................. . 
19,420 00 ................. . 
2, 000 00 .. - .. -- .. - ....... . 
::::: :~~;~~~: &&: ~ ------ --~r ~~r ~r 
......... . ...... , ................. . 
------·-----·--· ---------------·-· 
201,500 00 ------ .••••••••••• 
............. ... 1 82 
12,000_00 ................ .. 




101 4t ................. . 
: ::::: :: : : : : : ::: I. -----. ---. ~~~- ~~-
4,000 00 50 
7, 800 00 , ................ .. 
6, 000 00 .. - .... - - - - - . - - - - . 
8, 700 00 . ----- .•• -- •. ----. 
10, 250 00 ........... - .... .. 
•••••. ...... . ... 8fiti 3fi 
17,500 00 ................ .. 
7,000 00 ..... ........... .. 
................ 333 97 
30, 000 00 !170 9G 
............ .... 79 91 
25, 000 00 .. - ............ - .. 
•••• ••.••••••••. ! ................. . 
·--- .. ·a: soo · oo ·I 7oo t~ 
1,000 00 .. ............... . 
3, 500 00 ...... - ... - .... - .. 
45 00 ..... ....... -----. 
15, 000 00 
105,000 00 
11 78 
$10, 1no, :n.; .)7 . $:-. -lo9, 42:l 4tl I $:l54, 505 o± ~tJ.llOu, 3F:i o7 
:!73, tiOO UO 213, tiOO Ou ................................. . 
87 sa ................ 87 1'3 ............... . 
!!, 453 25 ................ I 3, 453 :!5 ............... . 
5,447 70 ! ................ -------~---------- 5,447 70 
101,5&4 00 I 3,!)80 00 .......... ........ 1 17,604 00 
~ !~ : : :::: ~ ~: ~ ::: ::::. __ .. __ .. __ .. ~ _ :~ _ ·· · · · · ·- · · · · 8-4o 
57,750 00 1 .J7, /50 00 .................. 1 ............... . 
21 g~ i:::::::::::::::: . ___ ... __ ...... ~~ _· ·-- · · · · · · · · 2i · oi 
100, 840 00 100, 840 00 ........... - ... - ... -- ••.. --- .... -. 
1. ~~~ ~; :::::::::::::::: 1 ••••••••••• ~~~-~~- ·····---i.-698"25 
101, 400 00 101, 400 00 ..... -- . -- ... -- ... - .... - .. --. ----
42 12 .. - ....... -.-.-. 42 12 . -.- ... --.- .. ---
03 .................................. I 03 
22,220 00 22,220 00 ' .......... -- ................ - .. --· 
2 10 ................ 2 10 ............... . 
2 07 ..•••. .......... .................. 2 07 
253, 33o oo 1 253, 33o oo ................................. . 
14,080 oo I 14, o8o oo ~ ---·------------ ................. . 
:d* ~ I ::: :iiiii:: :::::::::::::::~: : ::; ;:; :;ii~;~~ 
2, 000 00 I 1, 000 00 I· .... -... -- .. --- -- I 1, 000 00 
1, 089 99 ' .. - ..•• --- --.-.. 1, 089 99 --.-- .. ----- . - --
G, 837 13 5, .)37 50 ... -- ... - .... -- .. - I 1. 299 (j3 
84, 535 04 84, 285 98 . -- .. - - . - -- ----- -- ::!49 06 
138 83 111 55 .................. 27 28 
100 00 ................ 1 100 00 , ............... . 
201,50:: ' -------~~~~~-~- --··---------~-~~- ~ ------~~~~-~~~-~~ 
12,000 00 J 12,000 00 .................. , .............. .. 
1,10134 , ................ , 1,10134 .............. .. 
154 94 .................................. , 154 94 
2, 501 00 2, .JOO 00 . . . • . • . .. .. . . • • • . . 1 GO 
I 
101 40 1 •••••••••••••••• ' .................. 101 40 
794 81 ' . - - ....••.. - - - - . 794 81 . -- • - • . - - - - ..... 
78 ................ ··---------------· 78 
4, ooo 50 4, ooo oo .................. I ;;o 
a, 825 oo . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 825 oo ............... . 
7, 800 QQ 7, /-00 00 ~ ---·-- ............ I ............... . 
JJ~ ~~ I l~;~gg ~g ::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::::: 
856 35 . ~5G :15 .•••••...••....... I ............... . 1::~:: :: I 17,500 oo 1----···-----····· t ··------------· 
,::!::: ,!:~ ~ c.:::_:::::----: 1 •····:.•••;~-~: 
25
' z~~ ~~ ..... -~~·- ~~~. ~~ .. -- .. -... --3o9. 48. :::::: :::::. : : :: 
43 .... -- ....... - .. ·----- .... -- ...... 43 
9, 500 00 9, :>00 00 ........ -.-- . - ••.. - .. --- - ... - ... - . 
~-~gg gg ~:~~~ gg ::::::::::.:::::::1::::::::::::·::: 
45 00 .................................. 1 45 00 
.r:,:!32 78 i 5,232 78 .................. 1 .•.....•.••••••• 
7~, ooo oo I G9, Ou7 o3 ......... ......... I ;, 932 17 
10;,,000 00 ................................... , lO;i,tlOO 00 
11,79 ,:!G4 3b, 9 ~91 OH :?4 I J,737,.;.u 911 
• 
• 
402 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMEYTe:rhibiting the BAL.LVCES of .1 PPRO 
I Statutes. I -B:tlance of ap-Year. :---,..-----! propiations, 
Vol. Ps~fft?o~.r .July 1, 1879. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
-- --
Civn.-Continued. 
J~ruught forward_ . __ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 467, 531 72 
8tcamH»>;t>lsforfood-fishes .............. ...... ..•...... . { ~~~~} 21 150 45,00000 
Expense:; of national currency .. .. ................... ..... .. 1873 ------ ---········- 10 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 * 2l 254 ............... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 903 39 
Do................... ... ......... ........ ..... .... .... 1879 . . . . . -. .......... 27, 470 78 
Do .......... . .. ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 383 ... ......•...... 
Transportation of r nited ~H-ates securities_................. 1876 .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 005 05 
Do ...... , .................... -----·--···· ··-- ·-· · ···· 1877 ' 21 254 ............... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 171 75 
Do_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 367 83 
Do . __ ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 • 20 383 ............... . 
Vault:-;, safes, and locks public building-s ............. ....... 1877* 21 254 ..... .......... . 
Do ................. ..... .... ........... .... .......... - 1878 ....... - ......• -....... -
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Do ...... _ . . . . . ............... ........... ....... -. . . . . 1880 
Ralarirs Burrau of Engraving and rriutinl! .......... ...... . 





g:i } -· ... ··-·-----
409 80 
23 -----







.. - - .. - - --- - ... -. . 323, 686 42 
Do ......•. ····· -············ ··· ·-··-············· -··· 
Do ................ --- --·-·---- ------- -·-·------··- 20 ........ 379' -- .. --~~·- ~~~- ~~-
Extra compens:~tion to discharged cmplo~·fs Bureau of En-
gravin~ and Printing .. . ...... . ...... _ ... ... ... ............ ..... . 
Buildiug; for Bureau of Engraving awl Printing __ . __ ........ _. ___ _ 
Plans fur public buildings......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 
21 
Do ..................... ... -----···-··-----··· ·· ·----·· 1880 




Huppres;:>ing counterfeiting and framl....................... 1878 
Do ..... ... . - ............. - - . - --- - .. - .. - -- . - .. - . - -- . . . 1879 
Examination of rebel archives and records of captured and 
abandoned property ... .. ...... ..... ... - -... -.... - .... -.- -11878 
Do ............... -... - ........ -..... -... -........... - - 1879 







156, 014 46 
} · ·-- ----------
6, 611 40 
4, 843 37 
2 26 
434 46 
C<~~tbt~f'nt exprnses national currency, reimbursable, office 
lrP:l!-iiii't•l' _ ......... -..... ------ -·---- -- . - ...... -... .. . . . . ...... 18 399 .............. --
Lands mul other property of the Unite•l States.............. 18i!) . ___ .... _ .... _ ... _ 2, 500 00 
Do ........ .. ........ .... .......... ................... 1880 I 20 384 .............. . 
Library Trea,-,ury Department ........... -............. -- ... 1Hf!O 20 385 ............... . 
One month'~:~ pay t.o dischar)!;ecl employes Treasury Departm't 1880 21 56 ......... _ .. ___ . 
Expert st•J-v-ices relating to the metric system ............... _ .. _ _ _ 21 62 ...... ......... . 
Removal of Bureau of Engravin)l; and Printing ............. - 1880 20 3i9i· ····--·· .... . --
Posta~"-st amps, Executive Departments .. _ ................ { ~8~~ } . . • . . . . . . .. • . . . 10, 030 40 
l'urcha>;r and management of Louisvill«> and Portland Canal _ .... ·1· ..... 1 ......... ... 
1 
590, 045 69 
IlHJniril'>~ into causes of steam-boiler explosions (reappro-
priated) ....................... - ............ - ... -.. - ....... _ .... _..... .. . . . . . . • • • . 1 3 79 
Revision and conflolitlation of statutes, act .June 27, 1866 ........ --~-- .................... _ ......... _. 
Trust-fnml interest for support of free schools in South 
Carolina ...................... .. - .. - ...... - ... -----. . . .. . . .. .. . R. S. 3689 1, 480 00 
Paymt>nt to .James Flynn, attorney for Benjamin N. Disbrow ..... _I 21 2.30 ..•...........•. 
Heyl'~; United States duties on imports, joint resolution .July 
1, 187!) . - . -- .. -- . - - . - •.• - -.- - .. - - - . - - - . - - .. - .••.... -- ..••••...... - 21 56 . -- ...... - .... --
Pol:.tris Report, Smithsonian Institution..................... . .. . . . 21 239 ............... . 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Eastern Division................ 1880 { ~~ i~~ \ ............. . 
~;:til:-~n~~ r:,:::::~~ ~:::te~~l::~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::: ~:~~ _{_.~~.I.-.- .... !.~~. _}_::: ~::::: ~: ~:: 
Do...... . . . . • • . . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . • .. • • . 1880 { ~~ i5~ } ....... - ... - .. 
Publishing observations. Coast Survey ............. '..... .... 1878 ................................ . 
Do_ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . .. . . .. . . • • . . . . . . . . 1880 20 3 2 ............... . 
General expenses, Coast Survey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. -
Do_... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 1880 20 3 2 ............... . 
Vessels for Coast Survey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 1878 . • • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • . . •.••........... 
Survey western coast United States ......................... 1878 : .. . __ .............. ............ .. 
Paym<•nt to C. H. Evans-for book on imports and duties..... .•••.. 21 281 ............... . 
Refunding national debt, 4 per cent.......................... .. . . . . R. ~- 3689 _ .............. . 
Refunding national debt, 4~ per cent......................... . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. 8, 952 46 
Refunding national debt, 5 per cent.......................... . . .. • . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . 5, 890 05 
C:arriedforwanl................................... ...... ...... ............ 2,741,33013 
*And prioF years. 
....... 
REGISTER. 403 
PRILlTIOXS UNEXPESDED .Tune 30, 1 79, g·c.-Continued. 
• I 
.Appropriations I Rep aym en t s 
for the fiscal made dlU'ing 
yearendingl tbefiscalyear 
J nne 30, 1880. 1880. 
$9, 994, 211 20 $332, 511 46 
12, 500 00 -... - - - -......... . 
·- · · · · -·- io5- 9o ·I-::::: :::::: :::::: 
120,000 00 
800 00 
7, 000 00 
6 00 ---------------- -
------------ --· 708 76 
60, 000 00 623 05 
35 25 .... -••.. ·-- -----· 
•... .. ........ -- 2, 305 56 
•••.•. - ------. . . 40 00 
51, 000 00 ......... - - - .... .. 
37 
: : : : : : ~'~·: ~~~: ~~ :I: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :I 
•....•.. ____ . . . . 31, 973 o5 I 
3:>0. \100 00 489, 101 26 
::::::a~;;:.;; :I· ........ ::!~·~. 
: ::: : : ~~~ ~~~: ~~: I.: :: : : : : : ~.: ~~~: ;; : 
.. ---.. s: 000- 00 . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
58, 186 78 -...... -- -- - -- .... 
•.. .. ........... 274 45 
5, 000 00 ......... .... - .. - -
1.000 00 ~------ ........... . 
1, 275 00 .... - .. ------ .. ---
3.)0 00 ...... -..... -.- .. -
!'iO. 000 00 _ ............... _. 
2. 830 49 
4, 253 63 
1, 250 00 
8, 000 00 
307,500 00 





40,000 00 ................ .. 
................ 99 90 
6, 000 00 ... ............. .. 
................ 317 80 
32,000 00 ................ .. 
................ 94 22 
................ 4 99 
2, 000 00 - -....... - .. -... - . 
1, 619, 593 49 3, 863 75 
I . 
.A.ggreJ:rateavail- Payments dur-
ab1e for t!Je fis- ing the fiscal 
cal year ending I year enning 
June 30, 1880. June30, 1880. 
Amounts carried I Bala ces of a _ 
to the surplus u . . P 
fund June 30 propnatwns, 
1880. ' June30, 1880. 
$11, 794, 254 38 $9, 691, 014 ~4 $365, 828 15 $1, 737, 411 99 
57, 500 00 57, 500 00 -................. -....... --- .... . 
10 ~-- ···· -------.-. 10 --.--.----- -.--
1, ~~~ ~~ :::::: :::::::::: · · • • • · - --i: 9o3 · 39 • ____ .. ____ ~~~. ~~ 
28, 270 78 5, 913 72 -........... -.... . 22, 357 06 
127, 000 00 102, 284 91 ............ -.-... 24, 715 09 
14,005 03 ---------------- 14,005 05 ----------------
0 00 6 00 ........................ ·--···----
10,171 75 ................ 10,17175 ---·-----------· 
40, 076 59 14, 260 49 ---.-. ---.-. .. .. .. 25, 816 10 
60, 623 05 36, 274 18 ...... -... --- .... - 24, 348 87 
35 25 ....... - . - -- -.- ............ - -- - - - 35 25 
2, 305 56 .. - - ... - . - . - - - - 2, 305 56 - -... - ...... -... 
10, 040 00 10, 040 00 .... - .. --.-- .. -...... ....... -- .. .. 




323, 686 4:! 
45, 8Hl liO 
839, 101 26 
886 ]() 
1!l6, 741 7!l 
874 24 
2, 973 75 
65, 000 00 
6, 611 40 
7, 097 14 
2 26 
434 46 
5, 000 00 
58, 186 7 
2, 774 45 
5, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 275 00 
350 00 
50, 000 00 
10,435 49 
590,045 69 
1 3 79 
150 00 
4, 310 57 
4, 253 63 
1, 250 00 
8, 000 00 
307, 500 00 
187, 500 00 
50, 000 00 1, 000 00 
409 80 .............. . 
- ·- - ··- ---- .. -. ---·--.- -·--- -- -- - 37 
25,930 00 
3::i 80 
12, 217 88 
829, 88:J 44 
----------------
161, 009 09 
863 5 
2, 973 75 
60,002 26 
110 00 
1, 034 56 
·---4·------···· 3!l5 50 
5, 000 00 
58, 1 6 78 
2 25 
3, 7:39 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 275 00 
350 00 
46,976 80 
7, 516 00 
71, 910 00 
2, 800 00 
4, 253 63 
1, 21)0 00 
8, 000 00 
300,000 00 
182,251 75 
:123, 650 6::! ........ - - - - .. - -
. ........ ......... 33,664 02 
.................. 9,217 8? 
88610 ---------·-------
------ ............ 35,732 70 
------------------ 10 74 
4, 9!17 74 
6, 501 40 - - - - . - - - - - -- -... 
-..... -... . • . .. .. • 6, 062 58 
• 2 26 .. ··-- --· ·---- -· 
. -.- .... .•.. -·---- 38 96 
2, 772 20 
1, 261 00 
3, 023 20 
2, 919 49 
518, 135 69 
........ -- - - ... - - - 183 79 
150 00 - . - -.... - ....••• 
1, 510 57 
7, 500 00 
5, 248 25 
265 26 . - - - .•• -- . - - - - - - 265 26 - - - . - - . - .•.• - - .. 
40, 000 00 40, 000 00 . -- •.• ---.-....... - ....•.. - .. '- . -. 
99 90 -----·---------- 99 90 -·- --······· - ··-
6, 000 00 6, 000 00 .....•.• -•.•.••••. - - - -- -. - . - . -- - •. 
317 80 ---.-.-----..... 317 80 .••. ------ ..•••• 
32, 000 00 32, 000 00 - . - ..• - - - • • . . . . • . • . ...•..• - ... - . - . 
94 22 .••..••. - - - -• • • . 94 22 -- - - - . - - - - - - - ••. 
4 99 ............... 4 99 ............... . 
2, 000 00 .......... -.... - - .. -..... - .. . • • • • . 2, 000 00 
1, 623, 457 24 . 522, 746 46 1, 000, 000 00 100, 710 78 
8, 952 46 150 00 - .. .. .. .. • . . . .. .. . 8, 802 46 
110 23 6, 000 28 -....... -. - - ........... -••••. --... 6, 000 28 
-_3, 047,-7-60-44- ----8-8-0,_2_4_5 __ 6_7_1~·--1-6-, 6-6-9,_3_3 __ 6 2_4-!l-1-2,-3-5~-,,-1-56-99-l! 1, 726,596 35 2, 585, 58a 90 
404 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPIW 
I tatutes. j Balancef. of ap-
Year. - I propriations, 
I Vol I Pag~ or July 1,1879. · :sectum. 
Specific objee·s of ap:proprbtions. 
Br'~::~~~~,=~:.:11.e.u ..... .... .. _. _ •............. I :---f_ ----- --$2, .,:. 330 13 
Rcfunuing taxes illt;g:ally collected under U.heet tax laws, 
prior to July 1. :i875 . . . . . . . .............................. . 
R{1fnnding moneys enoneously received and ·~overed into the 
Treasur.v ....................................................... R. '. 36 9 .••••......•.••. 
R epayment for lands sold t'or dn·e0 axes Jnior to J dy 1, 1875 ..... . ....... ...... .... ·I 1, 300 0() 
Return of procePtl:s of ca.}Jtured and al!aiHlunetl :property . . . . . . . . . . R. R 3689 .... •••......••. 
Sinkin~ ftmd Union Pacitic Railroad Company .................... { ~~ 
1 
~~ } 37 36 
SinkingfundCe~~r2.lPae~fh~ R~ilroa<~~om.;,any .... _. ......... --···1{ ~~ i ~~ } 32 ~2 
Monumenttomarkthehnth-vlaceoiGeOI,eWa bm.,rton.. ...... -1 JO ..•............. 
Completion of th< 'Vashmgton Monument . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144, 016 93 
Outhtanding liaLilitie:s. . ............................... ------ 1------ ............ 331,231 13 
Mail tranRJlOrtation J'acific Railroads ........ .. ......... _.... 1876 21 420 ............... . 
~ :: ::::: : ~~~~~ :::::_:::~: ~~~~~ _L::::::::: mi 1 !! I 1~ :::: ::::::.:: 
796 36 
Rd\mding national banking assodatiom; ext<>ss of duty, 1 i 
IJriortoJu.ly 1,1877 ............... ,............. . ......... ...... 21 254 .. .. ......••.•• . 
F~t~~~~~~n~~::t~i-l~:~·- ~~~e-~,~~~t~~-~~~ ~-~~ -~~~~~~~I:i~-t~~~-s- ~~-- . . . . . . 21 243 ..•.•........... 
·Salarieso.ftkeassista.nt United tatestreasurer, New York. 1878 ...•.. . ••.•....... 1,200 55 
Do. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 1, 87 4 09 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries office assistant United States trea mer, Boston... . . . 1878 . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . • . . 71 87 
Do .................................................... 1879 .•••••...... 275 80 
Do ........... ------------ -· ···········--···---······· 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries office assistant United8taiestreasmer, San Francis<'o 1880 21 23 ......•......... 
Salaries office assi:<tant United :States treasme1~ Philadelphia 1879 ...... .•••.••••.........•. __ •...•. 
Do ............ _ ............. _ ... .............. _ . . . • • . . 1880 21 23 ...•...•........ 
Salaries office assistant United Statts rea.snret·, Baltimore . . 1878 _..... . . . . • . . . . . . . 13 19 
Do .....•.......... -. .................................. 1880 21 23 .••••••......... 
Salaries office assistant United State · treasurer, Saint Louis. 1878 . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . 24 70 
Do ................................. _ ......... ... _.. . . . 1880 21 23 •••......•...... 
SalariesofficeassistantUuitedStatestreasurer,Cbi<'ago .... 1880 21 23 .•••••..... .. .•. 
Salaries office assistant United :States treas n·er, Cincinnati.. 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries office assistant United States treasurer, New Orleans 1880 21 23 ............. _ .. 
SalariesofficeUnitedStatesdepositary,Tu1·son ............. 1880 21 1 23 ............... . 
Check'b~~~1-~~~~i-~~~~~~ -~~ ~~!~~~i_t: ~~~-~~~~~~l-~~~ ~~·~~~~~?: ~:::: i~~~ ... 2i -1·---- ·-- 240- :~~ ~~ 
Salarie~~P~~i~i 'a"g~;;t~; ·i;;(l~p~~;d~~t ·tre·a:~,~~-~; ~ ~:: ~:::: ~: : :: : i~~g _ ._ ~~. i ..... :~·-:~~. :::::: :::::::::: 
Cond·~++Hh9HF++HEL::E !ill b;;: :::::::: : :::3:_m:~ 
Sal,\rit>S office Dil·ector of the Mint. ....... __ ........... . .... 1878 1 ..... "!" ••• •• •• • ... 50 Do ...................... ____ ....................... _ .. 1879 ....................•.......•..••. 
Do ... .. .............• .. .. . _ .•...... _ ..•............. _ . , 1880 I 21 23 ......•••.....•. 
Contin~ent exp<'nst-s, mints and a~o~~ay .ofl:ites................ 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 5 99 
~~:::: :::::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ I·--2i· l-- -------23. -----· ---~:~. ~~. 
Recoinageofgoldantl >dlvercoins ........................... 1877'' 21 1 239 ............... . 
Do .................••......••. : ............. .. .....• .. 1H78 ...... -··········· 070 50 
llo .................................................... 1879 ...•.. ............ 4,l:l5111 
Do .. _ .. __ . . __ ......... _ ......... · ........ __ . . . . • . . . . . . . 1880 21 
Coinage of standa.nl silYer dollar ..... _ ..... . ............ _... . . . . . . 20 
1 SalaricR Unit(>d :States mint at Philaddphia........... .. . . . . 1880 21 23 .•••••.......... 
23, 2~~ :::::::::::::::: 
\Vag<>R of workmen United. ta.tes mint at Philaddphia. ...... 1878 ...... ...... ...... 427 69 
E~:: :::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .-: : : : }~~~ ~ - · · 2i ·; · · · · · 23; 24o · : :: ::: : :: ::::::: 
Contin~ent expenses 'Gnited State mint ;,t P.hil:tllelpltia . . . . 1878 ...... 1............ 3, 816 43 
Do ...... .. _ .......•........ _ ....................... _ .. 1 1879 ....................•. _ ......... _. 
Do ...... .... . ---·--· · -·············-·-··········· -·-· · 18 '0 21 23,240 .............. . 
Frf'ight Oil bullion enited 'tates mint_ at Philadelphia. 0-0-0 . 1~78 .... 0 •• 0. 0 0 0 0-0 0.. 4, 083 73 
Do . ..... .............................................. 1879 ...... ............ 2,480 75 
Do ......... .......... --··········----····--········-· 1880 ~1 23 ........ .... .... . 
Salaries United State~ mint at San Fram·i.,.co ...... _....... 1880 21 • :.!3 ....... _. _ ..... . 
·vvages ofworkmt>ll rnit~ed ::5tate:s mint 2-t ...;an Frand!-CO ---- 1878 ,------ .........•.. 8 19 ll~::: •• ::. ~~::;~d :~~~:~:,:;·:: ::-:::::·:::::::.--.: •• : . ::~ i :: 2i _I::::::.-:"- ~: ;;;: ;:: ;; . 
*Anti p1ior ye, lS. 
REGISTER. 405 
PRIAJ'IOLY,' T:NfiJXPE.YDED ,Tune 30, 1879, /c.-Coutiunefl. 
.Art:-~lh~ia:~~~i Repay me~ t s I Ag11:regate a,va.il- 1 ;rt.~ents <lur- -Amon~~ c:ttTii'>tl made during able for the fil'l- , ing the tiscal to the Hur-plu~ lhlaner.A of' ap-
thefiscal year / calyet\rendingl yearending funrl J une 30, propriationH, year ending 
June 30, 1880. 1880. .Tune 30, 11:!80. June 30, 188('. 1880. Juue30, 1880. 
$13, 04i, 760 44 $880, 24:i 67 
.•........ !. ..................... . 
400 00 ......... ........ . 
75,454 50 ' ................. . 
343, 728 73 1 ................ .. 
44::?, 892 49 - -............... -
3,000 00 ................. . 
: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : , ...... -. i3: 547.44. 
l9, 751 79 ................. . 
46,913 90 ................ .. 
2t~: ~i~ ~ I :::: :::: ~ ~ ~: :::: ~: 
621.203 85 ................ .. 
1. 51R 92 ................. . 
·::: ~ ~: : ~·: ~~~:~~: I :::::: :::: -~~~: i ~: 
149,070 00 ................. . 
35,560 00 ................ .. 
22,080 00 ................. . 
•••·•••·•••·. .. . 65 2:! 
33,700 00 ................ .. 
20,600 00 ................. .. 
15,380 00 ................. . 
15,760 00 ................. . 
14,760 00 ...... .......... .. 
13,090 00 ................. . 
800 00 ................ .. 
~4 1:i ............. -·· .. 
lt1, 000 00 ................ .. 
•...•. ....•.... . a:;o !)() 
................ 10 57 
-!,000 00 ................ .. 
................ 668 24 
................ 776 14 
-!0, 000 00 ......... ........ . 
.............. ... 343 55 
1i,280 00 ' ................ .. 
1. 200 00 ................. . 
90 94 ................ .. 
..... .... . ...... 146 77 
5, 499 49 86 83 
114, 08~ 13 ................. . 
3-1-,850 00 ................ .. 
.. ... . . . . . . . . . .. 235 90 
300,000 00 ................ .. 
............... . 4 86 
87,500 00 ................ .. 
::::::::::~::::: I :::::::::::::::::: 
5, 000 00 ................. . 
24,900 00 ................ .. 
................ 4.009 16 
2i5, 000 00 ' ............... .. 
$16, 669, 336 24 $12, 357, 156 99 
796 36 
400 00 
1, 300 00 
75, 454 50 
343, 766 09 
442, 925 41 
3. 000 00 
144, 016 93 
344,778 57 
19, 751 79 
46, 913 90 
46, 913 90 
203,573 84 
621, 203 85 
400 00 
75, 454 50 
192, 220 63 
287.790 49 
500 00 




46, 913 90 
203,573 84 
621, 20il 85 
I_ 
I 
$1, 726 . .)(16 3.) I :j;2, 58.3, 582 90 
796 36 ........•.....•. 
1, 300 00 ............... . 
.................. , 
~~ ~ ~: ~ ~:::: ~:: j 
151. !H5 46 
1:>5, 134 92 
2, 500 00 
20, 000 00 
333,053 8() 
................ .. ! .............. .. 
~ ..... -.. - - - ......... -.. . -- --- --- - ---. --
1, 518 92 .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 518" 92 
t: ~~~ ~~ ::::::::::::: : :; · · · · · · · · · i,· 2oo ·55 - I_ .... ·. _ . ~·- ~~~. ~~ 
2, 302 25 350 00 ...... ... ........ -I 1, 952 2;) 
149, 070 00 147, t>70 00 ............. ..... I 1, 500 00 
71 87 ...... ..... . ... 71 87 .............. .. 
275 80 ....•............. .... ...•• .. .... •i 275 80 
35, 560 00 35, 362 15 .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. 197 85 
22, 080 00 22, 080 00 ............ .. ............. .. 
65 22 ..... ... . ... .... ......... ......... 65 22 
33, 700 GO 33, 700 00 ................................. . 
zo, 6H ~~ · · · · · · 2o,· 6oo · oo ~- ....... _ .. _ ~~ _ ~~ _t:::::: ::: ~: · :::: 
!H~ !! . !HE !h::::~:::::r}. +:/··2: 
800 00 800 00 •....•............ I ......... .. ... . . 
467 10 .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 467 10 ............... . 
55~ 90 553 90 ......... ....... ................ .. 
16, 000 00 15, 415 34 ,. , ,. .. , ,. , ....... I 584 66 
J50 50 . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 350 50 ...... .•••.•.••. 
~. 562 57 1, 100 00 .... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 462 57 
4, 000 00 3, 000 00 ............ -..... 1, 000 00 
21,746 17 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 21,746 17 .............. .. 
8, 333 85 5, 138 13 .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 3, l!l5 72 
40, ~:~ ~~ I ...... ~~~-~:;.~~. : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~: ::: ~~: ; .. _ --~ _ ... ~~~. ~~ 
17,280 00 17,280 00 ................................ -. 
5 99 .•. . ...... .... .. 5 99 . . . . . . . .. . . - .. 
1, ~b~ ~~ ~~~ ;~ ::::::::: :: : ~::: ::I ~~~ !~ 
9~~ ~~ ......... -~~ -~~- ~ - ••• • • • · ···o7o-~o - ~ ::: ::::::::::::: 
4, 997 88 893 32 .... .. .... ........ 4, 104 56 
5, 586 32 5, 499 4!) 1--...... .... .... .. 86 83 
114,082 13 114,082 1:l ................................. . 
34, 850 00 ~4, 850 00 ................................. . 
427 69 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 427 69 ..... .. ....... .. 
235 90 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 235 90 
300, 000 00 300, 000 00 .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ............ .. 
3, 816 43 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 3, 816 43 ....... ........ . 
87, 5o6 ~~ 87, 5oo 6~ :::: ~:::: ~ ~::::~~~ I _ ...... _ .... ~. ~: 
4, os3 n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 083 73 ... ......... ... . 
2,480 75 171 75 ................ _ _I 2, 309 00 
5, 000 00 4, 116 00 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 884 00 
24, 900 00 24, 900 00 ................................ - . 
2~~: ~~g ~g ::::: ~~~.: ~~6: 66: :::::: :::::: :~: ~~: 1 ----- --~f ~~r ~~ 
"16, 104, 563 07 ---900. 919 01 1-20286, 671 85 l-1-5,-2-15--,-7-34--44- 1. --1,-7-fl-1,-8-79-8--2. -- 3- ,-30_9_1-57_:>_"9 
406 REPORT ()N THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exh·ibiUng the BALANCES of APPRO· 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Balances of ap- l 
Year.l--,--.------1 propriations, I 




ContinB~~ ~~~0~~~~-!- ~;~~~~ ~~~~~~ :~:i~t: ~~: ~~~: ~::~~~~~~~::: . H~t~ :::::: :::::: :::::: · · !~'- ~~~~-~:: · ~~ ·! 
Do._.......... .......................... ....... .. ..... 1879 . .. . . . .•..... .. . . . 13, 169 70 I 
CIVIL-Continued. 
Do . .......... ................. ................. ....... 1880 21 23 ...........••••. 
Salaries United States mint at Carson ............. .......... 1879 .•.•....... ... ........... ......... 
Do ................... .. ............................... 1880 · 21 23 . ......... ..... . 
Wages of workmen United States mint at Carson........... 1877* .. : . ...•••........................ 
~~: ::: : ~:: : ~ ~: : ~: ::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ~: ::: ~~~g -- -2i- ------ . --23- ::::::: :::::::::I 
Continfi~~~ ~-~:~~-s~_s_ ~~~~~~ -~~~~~~ ~~~~-~~ -~~~~~~:::: :::::: ~~~~ ... ~~- ........ ~~~- · ····· ii;525" 07· 
salari!u~it~d.-st~t~~ -~i~-t- ~t "ii~~;~~:.·_·_·_·_ ·_·_·::::::::::: :~:: ~~~~ ~i 23J~ ::~: ~::::: ::::::1 
Wages of workmen Umted States mmt at Denver ........... 1878 ...... . ..... 41 00 
Do ........... .. ........ ......... ......... , . . . . . . . . . • . . 1880 21 23, 27 ............... . 
ContinB~~~-~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~- ~~~~~~-~i~t- ~~-~-~~~~~----- .- --~::::: ~~~g ... 2i. --- ... 23," 27. :::::::::::::::: 
Salaries UBi ted States mint at New Orleans .. .............. 1878 . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 1, 292 08 
Do............ . .. . .... ......... .... ..... ..... ... ..... . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 245 00 













Do .... ........... ..... ...................... ........ .. 1879 
cm}tin~~~t -~~j;~~~~~ ·u~i-t~d" ~;t;t~~- ~~i~t -~iN-~~ ·o~-i~a~~:::: i~~~ ... ~~- . -~~:~~~- ~~~. · · · · · · · 3," 545 · 34· 1 
Do ......................... . ....................... , . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 737 80 • 
Repair~~~d ~~~hi~~;y ·u-~it~~l St;te·s· ~i~t -~t N ~; o;·i~a~~: : · i~~~ ... ~~. i ••••••••• ~~. • • • • • • i2," iiii · ii ·I 
Salarie1~~~~~~:~~~~~~:~~~~~:~~~~:~~~~~:~~~~: :::::::::::: ~~~~ ---~~- ........ -~~- :::::::::::::: J 
WagesofworkmenUnitedStatesassayofficeatNewYork .. 1878 ...... .......•••.. 3,'"011 00 ! 
~~ : ::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::: : :: :::::: ::::::: :::: : : :: ::: :::: ~~~g -. -2i -
1
---- --. --23- _______ ~~ ~~~ _ ~~ .
1 Continfi~~~ ~-~:~~-s_e_s_~~~~~~-~~~~~~ ~~~~!. ~~~~- ~~ ::~~~-~-~~~: i~~g :::::: :::::::::: :~ ~~g ~~ 
Salarie~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~:::::: :::: ~ ~::::: H~~ f· .. ~~- ........ -~:. :::::::::: ~ :~: :: 1' 
WagesD~ _'_"_o~-~~~~ -~ ~i_t_e~ ~t_a_t~s- ~~s~!. ~~~-e- ~~. ~~~e~~: : ::: i~~g I· .. 2i ...... . 23,- 27 .. _____ . ~~ ~~~ _ ~~ _ 
Contingent expenses United States assay office at Helena .... 1878 21 240 ....•. . ........ . 
srum.x~~iiii:~~~; :;;;~~ ::~:: -.; ~:;;; :6ii(:::::: ::~:: m!· :::::: ::: :: 23·:~- :::: <771 
·wag~s an_d contingent expenses United States assay office at 1 
Boise City ... ........... ......... .. ......... ..... -.. ....... 1877* .•••........................ ..... -
Do ... ... ......................... ................. .... 1878 ...... ...... ...... 14 35 
~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: _.:::::::::::: i~~g ... 2i ... -... 23," 27 ........ ~~- ~~~. ~~-
Salaries United States assay office at Charlotte.............. 1880 21 23 .........••.... . 
w~ff:;.I~~t~ ~~-~~~~~~~-~~:-~~~~~ ::~~~~~- ~~~~~~-~~~~:.~~~~ ~:. 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 19 
Do ............................. - .•..•................. 1880 21 23,.27, 240 .......•...•... . 
Transportation of coin and bullion........................... ... . . . 20 215· ...•...•••...... 
Storage of silver dollars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 242 5, 000 00 
Partin~ and refining bull~ on ............ ~--.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55, 113 98 
Assay laboratory office Drrector of the Mmt................. 1878 ..... _ . . . . . • . . . . • . 480 50 
Do ...................................... ..... ....... .. 1880 21 240 ...... ... ...... . 
Salaries governor, &c., Territory of Arizona . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 950 00 
Do............ .. ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 .......... ..... . 
Legislative expenses Territory of .Arizona... .. .. ............ 1880 21 23 ............. .. . 
Contingent expenses Territory of .Arizona............. . . . . . . 1880 21 23 .............. . . 
Salaries governor, &c., Terriwry of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 21 52' 1, 300 00· 
Do .............................. .................... , . 1880 21 23, 27 .••........•.. .. 
Legislative expenses Territory of Dakota....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ............ _.. . .. 1 21 
Do .................................................... 1879 .........••....................... 
Do ...••........... . ......•........... .............. ... 1880 21 23 .•.......... .... 
Contingent expenses THrritory of Dakota....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries governor, &c. , Territory of Idaho ............... _... 1878 .......••.. _... ... 257 14 
Do .............••.•........•••.....•.................. 1879 ...... ............ 2,540 08 
Do .....••.....................••••••. ........ ..•..•. .. 1880 21 23 .......••.•..... 
Legislative expe~ses Territory of Idaho................. . . . . 1879
1 
..... .. ........... ~~
earned forward . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 413, 293 70; 
*And prior years. · 
., 
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tisocnasl Repayments - Aggregate avan.l Payments dur- Amounts carried B 1 f' ;h made during able for the fis- ing the fiseal to the surplus a ances 0 ap-
yl:'ar ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30 propriations, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June30, 1880. 1880. June 30,1880. 
$16, 104, 563 07 $900, 919 01 
19 89 
...... .... ...... 8,151 61 
87,500 00 ......... . ...... . 
· · · · · · 2a: 55o · oo ·1 ............... :~. 
......... -..... - 71 
......... ... .... 62 
80, 000 00 ........ -- . .. -... . 
15 42 ................. . 
...... .......... 9, 916 02 
42, 500 00 ...... -- ......... -
10,750 00 ................. . 
10,000 00 ................. . 
............... . 354 83 
6, 000 00 ................ .. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ,~ ~~~~~~. I :~~~~~:::;.:~~~:~~: 
............ ... 1, 620 83 
... -. -~~·- ~~~.~~. I ... -..... ~~ ~~~. ~~. 
I 5, 091 83 
...... so:ooo-oo s 96 
...... .. - ..... - 1, 427 31 
5, 000 00 5 94 
. . .. .. . .. - - ... -I 1' 000 00 
33,150 00 ............. ... .. 
: ~~::: ~· ·00. 00 •I ::.:::: • · •:; :-
9, 000 00 ......... ... ···- .. 
............ .... 22 86 
5, 700 00 . ............ .... . 
................ 272 24 
12,000 00 ................ .. 
10 93 ................. . 
................ 549 08 
15, 000 00 ...... - . . .. .. .. . . 
............ ---- 1,340 06 
3, 000 00 - ............... --
500 00 
.............. . - 5 93 
6, 000 00 ................. . 
2, 500 00 ................ .. 
................ 33 
1, 000 00 ......... -- .. -- .. -
60, 000 00 ......... -- ...... . 
20, 000 00 -.... -- - - -....... -
................ 263,122 58 
· · · · · · · · · 4so ·5o· :::::::::::::::::: 

















6, 000 00 
1, 292 08 
3, 266 52 
23, 291 90 
31 65 
2, 848 58 
85,399 65 
3, 545 34 
13, 829 63 
30,008 96 
13, 537 42 
5, 005 94 
1, 000 00 
33, 150 00 
3, 011 00 
1, 656 50 
22, 500 00 
856 92 
1, 294 6 
9, 000 00 
22 86 
5, 700 00 
1, 895 74 
12,000 00 
10 93 
1, 869 67 
15, 000 00 
1, 340 06 
3, 000 00 
500 00 
14 35 
1, 812 30 
6, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
$15, 215, 734 44 $1, 761, 879 82 $3, 309, 037 59 
····-· .... -····· 19 8!1 •••••••••••••••• 
..•••. . .. --..... 229 37 .............•.. 
9, 666 24 .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . 11, 655 07 
53, 286 68 .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 34, 213 32 
............... . .................. 10 
23, 550 00 - .. -- ..............•..... -.••..•.. 
.. ····•··••·. ... 71 ..........•••••• 
................ .................. 62 
64, 000 00 .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . 16, 000 00 
... ............. ...... ............ 15 42 
24 . ............ .... . 21,440 85 
20, 151 46 . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . 22, 348 54 
10, 620 70 ... -- .. . . .. . .. .. . . 129 30 
................ 41 00 ............... . 
10, 000 00 ................................. . 
24 ..... ........ ..... 354 59 
5, 653 12 ... .. .... . .. . ... .. 346 88 
................ 1,292 08 ............... . 
............ - ................... -- 3, 266 52 
23, 080 60 --.. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . 211 30 
.... .. ... ... . .•. 31 65 ·····•· ........ . 
2, 147 49 . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . 701 09 
83, 000 00 . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 2, 399 65 
............. - - - 3, 545 34 .•••..... -..... . 
5, 306 09 ................ -- 8, 523 54 
29, 947 50 .......... -- .. .. .. 61 46 
11, 379 88 - .. -............ -- 2, 1557 9544 
5, 000 00 ...... ........... . 
..... - ... -..... - . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . 1, 000 00 
33, 150 00 -....... - - . - ..... - ............... . 
................ 3, 011 00 .............. .. 
-......... - ... - - . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 656 50 
21, 000 00 .. ~-- ....... --- --- 1, 500 00 
...... .......... 856 92 ............... . 
49 .... .............. 1, 294 37 
8, 882 72 ............ -- .. -- 117 28 
.... ............ .................. 22 86 
5, 700 00 -••..................... - ...•••••• 
---- .. - ... .. - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 895 74 
. ...... ~~ ~~~- ~~- : :: : :::::: ::::: ::: 2, 9~~ gg 
1, 175 79 .... -..... - .. --... 693 88 
10,949 73 .................. 4,050 27 
-- .... - . . .. .. . .. 1' 340 06 .............. .. 
3, 000 00 ... -.......••..••......•....•••••• 
500 00 ............... . 
.............. .. 14 35 .............. .. 
696 58 
5, 644 76 
2, 500 00 
............ ...... 1,115 72 
-.... .•. . . .. . ••. .. 355 24 
1 52 1 43 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Oil 
6~: ~~~ ~~ 1 4~: ~~g ~~ _::::: : :: :: : : ::::: ·-- ·- · · j 9; 2ao · 94 
25, ooo oo I 5, ooo oo _ .... ___ .. ___ .. __ _ 20, ooo oo 
318
' ~~g ~g ..... :~~·- ~~: _ ~~ . ··· · · · ·----4so ·5o· _ ...... ~~·-:~~. ~~ 
480 50 ................ . ........ ........ 480 50 
1, 95o oo 1 i, 95o oo ........................... -.... .. 
12,700 00 ................. . 12,700 00 10,750 00 .................. 1,950 00 
2,~~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::: 2,~~~ ~g 2,~~g ~g 1::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::::: 
680 oo I 550 oo 2, 530 oo 2, 485 70 . ______ .. . . .. . .. .. 44 ao 
14, soo oo .... .. . .. . . .. . ... . 14, 8oo oo I 11, 550 oo _........... .... .. 3, 250 oo 
-- .. -- -- · · ---- -- ~ - · • · · • · • · · ----· · · · 5o~ ;~ 1:::::: : :::: ::: : : .•••••.••.... :. ~:. · · · -• • • • • • 5o2 ·58 --·----2,-~o0-o0 .. o0-o0·· ._. __ -_-_ .. _·_·.·.·.·.~-~-~-·-.~-~--- 2,ooo oo 2,ooo oo ... . ............................ .. v 500 00 375 40 . ............... -- 124 60 
................ !.................. 25714 ................ 25714 ...... ......... . 
...... i2;2oo'oo' ::::::::::::::::::1 1~:~tg ~~ ~:b~g ~~ ::::::::::::::::::1 a.i~~ gg 
................ 1,000 00 1,000 00 ................ -·········--······ 1,000 00 
l:6,7a6, 999 92 1· 1, 204, 975 52 ,--2-1-, 3-5-5,-269 14 1 6.0oo, 438 21 --1, 773, 501 o4 ,--3-, ss1, 329 89 
408. REPORT ON THE J<'lNA.NCES. 
ST..11'EltfENT e:rhibiting the B~4 L.1SCES of .j PPR6 
i I Statuti's. 
1
Year .. --
l Pagf' Ol' ' / Vol. seCtion. I 
Hpecitir objects of a ppropriatiom. 
Bahmccs of ap-
propriations, 
.J nly 1, 1879. 
-- --~,:ught ~::::~ontin~ed. . . . . . ... .. ..... J ..... ·j'· ..... I ............ ~ $3, 413, 293 70 . 
Legislati,-e expenses Territory of Idaho .---- ......... . ...... 1 18 0 21 23 -- .... ------ .. --Continr;~n~ ~-~~~~~-e_s_ ~~~:~i-t~~-!. ~-t~:~~~-~ : :::::~:: ::::::::::::I i~~r ~i 2~~ :::::::::::::: :: 
Sala-rie0g~_•_e_~:~:~~-·- -~~: ·_ ::~~-~t-~?~ _o_~ ~~~-t-~~~::::::: :~: :~:::: j i~~g 1··· 2i- ---------23- ___ ____ ~·- ~~ _ ~~. 
Legislative expenses Territory of Montana.................. 1877~ 21 2:;3 -.............. . 
Do .................................................... i 1878 ...... ............ 5187 
Do ........... - . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 187!) . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - - .... ....... .. . 
Do ....................... ....... ............. ...... ... 
1 
18 0 21 23, 2-W .••...•.• .••• •.. 
Contingent expenses Territory of Montana.................. 1 SO 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries gonomo1·, &c. , Tel'l'itory of New Mexico .......... .. 1878 ...... ... ......... 1, 223 43 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 1 _____ _ • • • • • • • • • • • • 4, 025 82 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ........ . .............. , 1880 21 23 .......•........ 
LPgi1;lative expemw'> Territory of New }fexico ...... ........ · 1880 21 23, 27, 240 .............. .. 
Contingt'nt expenses Territory of New Mexico .............. 1879 1...... .... .... .... 100 20 
Do ... ~ ............................................... 180 21 23 .............. .. 
Sa4arics governor. &c. , Tenitor.r of Utah.................... 1877 . • . • .. .. .. • .. .. .. fiO 00 
Do ......... .... .......... ............................ 1879 ------ . .• ..... ... . 9fi1 70 
Do ............. .... ----· ............... ___ -------- ... 1880 21 2:l .............. .. 
Legist~~~: _e-~~~~1_s_e_"_ ~:~~i-t~-1:1: ~~-~~~~: ::: :~:::::: ::::::::::I }~~~ · ~ ·--2i- · ·23: 27: ~4o · ::::::: :~::::::: 
Contingent expense5 Territory of "C'tah .. ______ -- ........ . -- I 1880 I 21 23 .. -- --. - .... -- .. 
Salaries governor, &c., Tt·rritory of Wa:;hington .... ........ 1879 ........ ":.......... 3, 049 97 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ... - -.. - . - ..... . 
J.egislative expen.-;es Territory of Washington. ............. 18 0 21 23, 27, 240 ...... ........ .. 
Continfi~~~ -~~~)~~-s_e_~ ?':~-~-~:~?. ~~-- ~~-s-~i~~ -~~-::: ~::::::: ~: f~~r - --2i -
1
----- • ••• 23- '::: :::::::::::: · 
Salaries governor. &c., Territory of Wyoming _ ............. I 1R78 .................. • 7 06 
DO---------------···-----------------------·---------- 1879 ------ ---------- -· 1,750 00 
Do...... .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. • . . . . . .. . . . 1880 · 21 23 . . - - - .......... .. 
Leg-islative expeu>les Territory of Wyoming . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. . .. 61 50 
B~: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~: : : : : 1 f~~~ : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :I · · · --· · ---ii ·5o-
Do ...................................... . ............. 1880 21 i 23, 27,240 ............... . 
Contingent PXpemo~es Territory of'Wyoming ............ _ .. -I 1880 21 23 ....... -....... . 
V~g-islative expo·nse" Territory of Colorado (1875) .......... . 1877~ ....... ....... ..• . -.---.--- ••. ----
Imvrovemento and repairs Di<;trid of Columbia, ............ 1880 20 10!, 403 ..... - ........ .. 
Do ....................................... ... ....... { f~~~ } 21 156 .............. .. 
CC~l~~~~\!l~ ~·- ~~:~~~-~~~~: ~~-(: -~l~i~-t~-i~i~-~ ~t:i~~~~~·-~i~-t~~~~ -~t: 1 1880 I 20 I 104, 404 ---- - .. ---- .. --. 
Washington Asylum, District of Columbia .................. 1880 I 20 104,40-i .............. .. 
Geoq~cto'Yn Alm'llwnse, ~istt:ict o_f Colum~ia.. ............. 1880 1 20 104, 404 . --.-.-- ......•. 
Hospttal tor thf• Insane, Dtstt·Jct of Colum b1a .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1880 20 104, 404 .............. .. 
T1i~1~~£f.~~~~i-~~ ~~- ~l_a_~~~~~~ - ~~-c~ _pr~~~~~~-~: -~-i~:~·~t:~ -~~ -~~--} 1880 { ~~ 104, ~~~ } ____ ..•. . ____ _ 
Reform School. Distl'iet of Columbia ....................... 1 1880 20 104, 404 .............. .. 
Colt!mhi~ ~o,pit~l for Women and Lying-iu-A'I_yltuu, Dis-
1 tnctot Columbta ............... ... ...................... 180 20 
<;!h_ildren':'!,Hosrital,Di:,trictof C?htm?ia --···:------------- 1880 1 20 
Samt Ann s Intant Asylum, Dxstnet of Columlna ............ 18 0 20 
Industrial Home School , District of Columbia . ............ __ 1880 20 
National Asso<'iation for Colored Women and. Children, Dis-
trict of Colum hi a .............. .......... ................. . 
\Y omen's Chri,.tian A Rsodation, Di,trict of Columbia __ ... _. 
RPlicf of the poor, District of Columbia . ................... . 
Howard Uni>Prsit:'·, Distl'ict of Columbia __ __ . _ ........... . . 











104, 404 - . --- - ---- .... .. 
104, 404 ........... -- ... 
104, 404 ..• - - .•. -••. - - . -






Salaries and contingent expenses offices DiHtrict of Colum-
bia ....... -- .............. __ ....... ...... ......... __ ..... .. 1880 20 104, 404-, 407 1..... .. .. • • • .. . 
Pnblic schools. Dbtri1·t of Columbia ....................... _, 1880 20 104, 407, 408 .............. . 
Metropolitan police, District of Columbia ____ _____ ......... . 1880 20 104, 408 .••..... .... .... 
Fire department, District of Columbia ............ --~ ..•... ·J 1880 ! 20 104, 40!) ............... . 
Courts, District of Columbia . ............... __ ........... __ . 1880 { ~~ 104• ~~g } ............. . 
Street:;, District of Columbia .... __ .. _ ..... __ ..... .. __ ...... 1880 I 20 I 104, 409 
1 
............... . 
w:~r:/~~~:~:~ ~~~~~l:~ ~~~: -~-i~~~~~~~~-r_ ?.~1--r~~~~ _<~·_,,_i~~~~~~:~-- ...... j 21 9 ____ ......... _ .. 
Health departmeut, District of Columbia:...... . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 1880 { ~~ 104• ~~~ J ..... __ ...... _ 
r n tei'f'St and sinking-fund, District of Col urn hi a . -- . -- .. ---- 1880 I 20 I 104, 410 .. - ........... .. 
Mt~~e~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ . ~~~-t~~-~~~~ _ :~~)·C-~~~~ _ ~i:-;.t~-~~~. ~~. :.~1~1~:. 1880 20 104, 409, 410 ~ ~~.:..:..:.:= 
Carried forward ................................. \ ..... _ ..•.. J ........... I 3, 427, 722 75 
~ Amlprior years. 
REGISTER. 409 
PRIATIONS CXEKPBNDED .June 30 1879, g·c.-Coutiuued. 
I 
Appropriations Repayment s 
for the fiscal , m a <l e during 
year ending the fiscal year 
June 30, 1880. 1880. 
____ I 
I 
$16, 736, 999 92 I $1, 20~. 975 s2 
2, 000 00 - - - . - - - - - - •. - - ... . 
60 00 ·······--· ··· ··-·· 
··-· ·-iz;~: · ~~- 1 :::::: ::~:: ~: ::::: 
3,676 94 ................. . 
· · · · · · io; 64o · ai ·I __ ..... _. ~·- ~~~. ~~ _ 
~--... . -. ~~~.~~- I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
· · · · · · iz: 7oo · oo -
1 
:::::: : : : :: :::: ::: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::·~;;;~;~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
· · · · · · i2; 2oo · oo ·I :::: ::: : : :: :::: ::: 
· · · · · · 22: 4oo · oo ·1 __ .. __ ... ~ ·. ~::. :~. 
500 00 ...... -.- - - - . - •.•. 
.. -- .. ~r~~~. ~~ ·, :::::: :~:: :::::::: 
••.•.. - ••••••••. 1 10 
500 00 1 ................. . 
· · ·· · ·i2: 2oo-oo · ~ : ::::::::::::::::: 
................ li> 01 
...... - - .. - - - - - - 309 17 
20, 820 00 23 93 
500 00 ................ .. 
........ ........ 546 13 
480, 000 00 1, 355 18 
28!<, 300 00 \ ................. . 
lg: i~ ~~ I::::: : : :: ::: :::::: 
1, 800 00 .•... ....... ·•••• · 
17, 000 00 ... - ...•.• - - - -..• 
2. soo oo I 54 15 
34, 204 28 ...... ---- -...... . 
1~, 000 00 ' ........... - ..... . 
5, 000 00 ...... -....... -- .. 
5. 000 00 ' ...••• ---.-- ..... . 
5, 000 00 ................. . 
6,500 00 1 ................. . 
5, 000 00 - ....•• .. ••.... - . -
15, 000 00 .. -............. - -
10,000 00 1 ................. . 
20,000 00 ............... .. . 
Aggregate avail- Payments dur- Amonntf! carried 
able for tile rls- ing the fiscal to the f!urplus Babnce~ of ap-
calyearending ye::trending fumlJune 30, propl'iations 
J une 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880. June30, 1880 
$21, 355, 269 14 
2, 000 00 
60 00 
500 00 
3, 050 00 
12,200 00 
3, 676 94 
51 87 
5, 001 33 
10, 640 31 
500 00 
1, 223 43 
4, 025 82 







1, 021 29 
22,400 00 
500 00 
3, 049 97 
12, 200 00 




1. 750 00 
1') 200 00 
. , 61 50 
15 01 
320 67 
20, 8~3 93 
500 00 
546 13 
481, 355 18 
388,300 00 
10.200 00 
45, 160 00 
1, 800 00 
17 000 00 
2, 554 75 
3~. 204 28 
12,000 00 
5, 000 00 
5. 000 00 
5, 000 00 
6, 500 00 
5, 000 00 
1.J, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
20, ()00 00 
$16, 000, 438 21 $1, 773, 501 0~ $3, 581, 329 89 
1, 000 00 ........ - - - - .. - . .. 1, 000 00 
60 00 .......••..........••.•••......••. 
500 00 .••••......••.. - . - .... - ..•. .. - .•.• 
3, 050 00 ...... .... - - - -............ - -.... .. 
10, 900 00 ............... - .. 1, 300 00 
..... - - ..... - . - ....•.•.••. - - . -. .. . 3, 676 94 
- .. -- .. - .••. --- . 51 87 - ... - ---- ... - ... 
................ .................. 5,00133 
2, 000 00 -- -- .. - - .. -- - - - .. - 8, 640 31 
500 00 .......... .. .. ........ ............ . 
.••. -.-......... 1, 223 43 - ....••. -.--- .. . 
3, 300 00 -............ - .. .. 725 82 
9, 400 00 -.. - - -- - - - .... - .. - 3, 300 00 
17,000 00 .................. 7, 783 90 
- •• . - - . -- . - . - - - . - ••. .... -- - - - . -.-. 196 20 
250 00 .......... - .. -- .. - 250 00 
. -- ... ·-. ---.... 50 00 -- .. --. ·····----
892 31 - - - ..... -..... .. .. 59 39 
12, 200 00 - . - - .••..... - -- - - - - - . -- .•.... -.••• 
- ... - - - .. - - . . • • . 1, 021 29 - ... - - - -- . - . - - - . 
13, 500 00 - - .... - . - -- - .. .. .. 8, 900 00 
500 00 - -- - - ......... - - .. . ... -- ....... - .. 
3, 049 97 ...•. - .. - ... --.-.- -- - ....•.•... - - . 
10, 450 00 - - - - - - -- .. -....... 1, 750 00 
15, 500 00 -...... -- - -- -- - - . - 6, 100 00 
--···· -·-------. 10 --- --· ······ - ---
500 00 -..•.. - - - - - - . . . • . . . - - ..••... - ....• 
....... ....... . . 7 06 .............. .. 
1,750 00 ........... ..... ........ ......... . 
11, 624 15 .......... - .. .. • .. 575 85 
...... -·---- .••.... ........• --·-.. 61 50 
----·· ...• .. - ......•......•. ······ 15 01 
--- - - - . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . -- - .. - -- - . . 320 67 
17, 483 93 ............ - .. -.. 3, 360 00 
500 00 . - - ......... - . - . - - ...•......••.••• 
.•... .. -- .. ----- [i46 13 - ... ·•••·· .••••• 
450, 000 00 .. - .. - .. ....... - -- 31, 355 18 
10, 000 00 - -- - ......... -.. .. 278, 300 00 
9, 200 00 ....... .......... 1, 000 00 
44, 000 00 ....... -...... --.. 1, 160 00 
1, 800 00 
15, 492 99 :::::::::::::::::: · .... • · · i: 5o7 · oi 
2, 405 24 
34-,204 28 
12,000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
50 G1 
G, GOO 00 ..........•............... - ..... · · 
5, 000 00 
9, 100 oo : ::: ~::: : : : :::: ::: · · .. · .. · s: 3oo- oo 
10, 000 00 - .... -- . - - .... - - . . . ..•..••.. ... ... 
20, 000 00 ..•.. - . - ................•... - ...•. 
163, 407 44 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 163, 407 44 11>3, 300 00 .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 10, 107 44 
478, 750 00 108 99 478, 858 99 441, 282 57 ...... - .. -- .. -..... 37, 576 42 
302, 859 00 I 15 00 302,874 00 299, 200 18 . .. .. .. . . . .. ...... 3, 673 82 
107, 300 00 .......... --...... 107, 300 00 102, 000 00 .... - -............ 5, 300 00 
20,256 00 1...... ... ... . ... .. 20, 256 00 17, 600 00 ............ -..... 2,'656 00 
294, 125 00 1--................ 294, 125 00 274, 000 00 .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. 20, 125 00 
25, ooc 00 647 28 25, 647 28 647 28 .... -- ...... - .. -.. 25, 000 00 
:~·~5o 50 I 200 oo 25, o5o so 24, 244 38 ..... __ .. __ .... _.. 806 12 
1, l.x>, ;;83 56 I 2, 350 48 1, 157, 934 04 · 1, 157, 93~ 03 .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. 01 
50. 375 00 274 20 50, 649 20 30, 500 00 ...... - .. -........ 20, 149 '20 
2o 492, 65185i-1. 216,898 36 ~-25, 137,212 96 Jill. 282,449 52 ~--1, 776, 400 92 1-. 4, 078,422 52 
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Vl Page or 0 
· section. 
I ' - ---
CIVIL-Continued. 
Brought forward .......•..... .. ............................. . ............ 
General expenses ~istrict of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 21 253 
Payment to W?rk~ngmen employed under late board of pub· 
he works, D1stnct of Columbia ...................•...............•................ 
Water fund, District of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 104 
Salaries board of health, District of Columbia.......... . .... 1878 .......••.... .. ... 
Employment of poor of District of Columbia in filling up 
Balances of ap-~ 
propriations, 
July 1, 1879. / 
$3, 427, 722 75 
188,254 19 
37, 500 00 




Expenses board of health, District of Col urn bia . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ...•.. , .......... .. 
sa1~~~~da8nd."e';p~~-s·e·s·N-;;t·i~i;ai'.B'o"a"r:d "o"i ':Er~~lti;: :::::::: ~ ~. :::::: ~~ I 30~ 14, ~~~ g~ 
Washington redemption-fund, District of Columbia........ .... .. 20 I 104 1, 748 62 
Redempt-ion of tax-lien cert-ificates, District of Columbia.... . . . . . . 20 104 29!1 45 
Washington special-tax fund, District of Columbia ......... ·f ·..... 20 104 494 14 
Fire-proof builrling for theN ational Museum, Distriet of Co· 
lumbia ......................... .. ......................... 
1
...... 21 I 272 190, 000 00 
1 To promote the education of the blind, District of Columbia .................................... . ... . 
Redemption Pennsylvania avenue paving-certificates, Dis· I · 
R!d.~!~ii~;l~t~~~;;syi~~~i~ -~~~~~{~ p~~~g:~~~il;: Di~t~i~t . · · · · · · 20 I 104 · · · · · · · • • · · · • · -- 1 
R~1egJ~~!i~~ ~:~~t:~i~ ~~1:~~~~ :i~~~~~~~~~~~s~~ ~~: ~~~: ~~s~~~~~: I:::::: ... ~~ _
11
_ ... .. . _ ~ ~~. : ~ ~::: :::::::::: 
1 
Interest a:rtd sinking-fund water-tax (reimbursable), District 
of Columbia .............................................. 1880 
Benefit of the penny lunch house, Washington, D. C........ . . .. . .. 20 
Refunuing taxes, District of Colum bitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Judgments, District of Columbia .......................... { ~~~~ } 21 
~~~ :::::::::::: ::::l 
253 ................ ! 
Salaries office Secretary of War . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1879 
.•.•.. .... .. 53 s7 1 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Contingent expenses office Secretary of War, ............... 1880 
Saiaries office Adjutant-General . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . 1878 
Do .............................•...................... 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Salaries office Adjutant-General, old Navy Department 
·;;;: _;_;;:~~.:;;. :;;;; __ )FH 
r 
build~ng. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1880 
Contingent expenses office Adjutant-General, old Navy De-







28 .•.•••.••. ······[. 
28, 2~~ ::::: ::::::: :::: 
1
. 
Salaries office Inspector-General . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Salaries office Military Justice .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 1880 
Contingent expenses office Military Justice... . ............. 1880 






Do ......... . ......................................... 1879 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 880 · · · 2i. . ........ 23 . : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : : 
Contingent expenses office Quartermaster-General.......... 1880 21 23 .....••......... 
Salaries office Commissary-General. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 
Do ....•.........................................•..•. 1880 
Contingent expenses office Commissary-General . . . . . . . . • • . . 1880 
Salar:es office Surgeon-General. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1878 
Do .............. . ..................................... 187!J 
l)o..... . .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1880 
Contingent expenses office Surgeon-General ................. 1880 
Salaries office Chief of Ordnance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Contingent expenses office Chief of Ordnance............... 1878 




23 .............. .. 
. • . . • . • • • • • . 2, 008 47 
21 23,68 .............. . 
21 23,68 ............... . 
21 23 ............... . 
.... .. ............ 44 
21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries office Paymaster-General.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 1879 . • • . . . . •••••.•.....••.. _ ........ .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ..•..........•.. 
Contingent expenses office Paymaster-General.............. 1879 ................................. . 
Do... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1880 21 23 . • • . ......... .. 
Sai.o:tries offiee Chief of Engineers...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1878 . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 28 00 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 ..................••••••. . .....•.. 
Do ..... ·--·····--····-··············-- ................ 1880 
Contingent expenses office Chief of Engineers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Salaries Signal-Office .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . .. 1880 
Salaries superinte11dent, &c., War Department building .... . 1880 
Contingent expenses War Department building ............. 1880 
Salary Huperintendent building COl'ner Pennsylvania avenue 
and Fiftef'ntb street.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 







23 ............... . 
~~ 1:::: ::~~:::::::: 
23 ............... . 
23, 244 .•..••..•....... 
23 ............... . 
street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . 1880 21 23 ..........•••••• 
Salaries superintendent, &c. , building on F street............ 1880 21 23 ... . •..•........ 
Contingent exvenses building on F street . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 746 40 
Carried forward ....... . ........ .... ............. .. ........................ j-3, 868, 810as 
REGISTER. 411 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED Jtme 30, 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
I . d A-ppropriations Repayments .Aggregate avail- Payments dur-
1
.Amounts carne 
for the fiscal made during allle fur the tis- ing the fiscal , to the surplus Balances of ap-propriations, 
June30, 1880. year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year encling i fund Jtme 30, June30,1880. 1880. June30,1880. June30,1880. 1880. 
1- - ----1-
$20, 492, 651 85 
1, 073 65 
$1, 216, 89 36 
29,979 71 
196, 343 61 119 71 1 
: : : ~~.: ~~~:~~: I ~~~~:: ~:: ~ ~: ~~:::: I 
500, 000 00 10, 853 59 
8, 297 33 -- -- - .. -- -- . -- .. .. 
3, 459 06 1 , ..... ,. ., , ., ... .. 
8, 058 82 -- -- .. - -- - -- .. -- --
38, 500 00 .. - ..... -- -- . -- - --
----- .. --------- 10, 794 52 
3, 501 04 .. --.- -- - -- -- -- .. 
$25, 137, 272 96 $19, 282, 449 521 $1, 776, 400 92 $4, 078, 422 52 
219, 307 55 138, 945 56 -- . -- -- -- - . --.---- 80, 361 99 
37, 500 00 ', 21, 323 71 1 .. ---------- .... .. 16, 176 29 
201,78~ ~~ -----~~=~~~~-~~- ~ -------------7"64' -------~~:~~-~~ 
39 24 ,. - •. - - - -.•.. - - . . 3[! 24- - .••••. - .. - ... - . 
20, 295 00 20, 000 00 -- • -- ...... ----... 295 00 
524, 892 09 215, 035 64 1. ................. 309, 856 45 10,045 95 4,72614 .................. 5,319 81 
3, 758 51 3, 757 66 1-- .. -.... --- .. ---- 85 
8, 552 96 8, 549 79 , .. - -- .. -- -- -- .. - .. 3 17 
228, 500 00 190 000 00 ----- -- -- -- --..... 38, 500 0() 
10, 794 52 I 8, 294 52 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • • . . 2, 5oo oo 
a, so1 o4 3, 092 73 J. ................. 40 31 
584 o9 1. • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 584 o9 .. ... _ .. ..•.... ·I· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 584 o9 
................ 1,092,300 00 1,092,300 00 1, 092,300 00 ................................. . 
• • ------------ .. 29, 610 00 29, 610 00 29, 610 00 .... - .... -- .. ----- ... -------- .. - .. 
1, 500 00 .. ---- .... - .... -.. 1, 500 00 1, 000 00 .. ---- .. --- ....... , 500 00 
5, 753 31 I"----:----------- 5, 753 31 i 5, 753 31 .... - .. ----- .... -- .......... -- .. --
20, 000 00 .. -. --.-- .. -- • • . 20, 000 00 , .. - -- .. . - -- .. -- .......... - ...... - 20, 000 00 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I : : --. -------so- 23- g~ ~£ ': : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I_ - - - - - - - - - - -~~- ~: . , . - - . - - - - - - -:iii-23 
75,600 00 -----------· ·-----1 75,600 00 75,600 00 ! ................................ .. 
.. • .... ~: ~~~ • ~~. I :::::: :::::: :::: : • 8, 000 00 81 000 00 I .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. ............ • . 
....... ....... . 110 63 i~g ~~ 1::::::::::::::: :1. .......... ~:~-~~- .......... iiii"63 
301. 542 50 
1 
.. ___ .. __ _ __ __ __ __ 3 1. 542 50 
1
. 301, 542 50 ,- ___ . __ . __ . _ .. _ ....••••. ____ •.•••• 
4, 980 00 ---- -- ---- .. .. .. .. 4, 980 00 4, 980 00 .••••• - --- •• - .... - -- - ............ . 
2, 500 00 I _ - ...... - -- - . ----. 2, 500 00 2, 500 00 I_ - - • - - •• - -- --.-- • - - • - ••••• - -- -- - - • 
8, 000 00 -- -- - -- ..... -.. - .. I 8, 000 00 I 8, 000 00 1-- - • - ..... - .... -- - -- .. -- - .. - -- .... 
~; ~~g gg I : : : : : : :::: : : : : : : :: ;; ~~g gg ~; ~~g gg I : : : : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : • : : : : : : : : : : 
·. -__ - _ .. __ - .- .--. ~- ~-~- -. o __ o---- 1 : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~: 9: 6: : 2~g ~~ ---. -. --. ~~~- ~~ .I- -. -. -.... --45- 49. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
-- 22 96 , ....... - .. - -- - - - -- -- .. . • • • .. . . .. .. 22 96 
152, 120 00 -- ...... -.---- .... , 152, 120 00 152, 120 00 -- .. -- -- -- .... - • - -- ....... - .... .. 
8, 000 00 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 8, 000 00 8, 000 00 1 .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • • .. .. ............ .. 
....... -------·1 1 83 I 1 83 ................ .................. 1 83 
31,680 00 ~- ---------········ 31,680 00 31,680 00 .••............... ·····••·•••···•· 
5,5oo oo .................. ~;~g~ ~~ ' ··-----~·-~~~-~~- ~ -----··--z:oos-47. :::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::1···---------68'49' 68 49 !................ .............. ... 68 49 
210,398 40 .................. 
1 
210,398 40 I 210.~98 40 -----·---·-------- ______________ __ 
7 500 00 7.500 00 7,o00 00 ............................... . ·_·_·_·_·_-_~_~_:··.~-~-~---~-~--- ;~~~~~~~~~~~1~7:~9:;. 20,380 ~ ..... :"~38"." j .................. ::: :::::::::::: 
<; 
1 ' 0~~ ~g ·-----~·-~~~-~~ .' ::~::::::~:::::::: ........... i7"95 
57,140 00 ! .................. ! 57,140 00 b7,140 00 1------------------ .............. .. 
·_ • __ • _· _- _- _· 2_· :_ 5_ ii_ o_· _· o_· o_· _-
1 













2, ~~~ ~b · · · · · · · 2,' 5oii · iiii · i: : ~ : : : : : : · : : : : : : : : .......... ~~~. ~: 28 00 ______________ .. 
1 
28 00 . _ •. ____ . __ .. _ •. 
................ 43 48 43 48 ................ .................. 43 48 
23, 240 oo .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 23, 240 oo I 23. 240 oo . • • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ............. . 
2, 500 00 .................. 
1 
2, 5v0 00 2, 500 00 .. • .. • . . .. . .. .. • .. .. .. -......... .. 
4, 320 00 .. - .. - - - . -- --.---- 4, 320 00 4, 320 00 --- . -- - - - -. ---- - - . - - - -. --. --- .. - - . 
7,090 00 .................. 7, 090 00 7.090 00 ................................. . 
8, 000 00 .. -- -- - - -- -- - .. - - . 8, 000 00 8, 000 00 . - .. - - -- - - -- - -- - -- .. -- ... -- .. - . -- -
250 00 1----- ... -.... --- -- : 250 00 I 250 00 I ...... ------ .. ---- -- .. --- .. - -- -- •• 
1o,ooo oo .................. to,ooo oo 1 to,ooo oo ................................ .. 
~-~·-~:~-~~- 1 :::::::::::::::::: 1 __ 5' ~~~ ~g '::=-~~::~-~~- ==·--746-4o· .::::::::::::::: 
22,265, 223 66 I 2, 390, 984 13 28, 525, 018 17 I 22,171, 448 09 I 1, 779. 539 45 I 4, 574,030 63 
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July 1, 1879. 
Brought forward . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . $3, 868, 810 38 
•e~ontin~ent expenses buildin~ on F street...... ....... ...... 1880 21 23 .•.••........... 
Rent of building on F street ........................•.. -... 1880 21 23 1. · · · ·••• · ·- · ·---
-Sa~~~~:~as~~~~i~-~~~~~t- ~-ui:~~~~ ~~-~~~ -~~~~~-t~-e-~~~. ~~-~ ~. 1880 21 23 . ---- .- ... ---.--
c~~~~tr~: ~~!:~~~~~: ~~~1:1~1~:~: ~~~~:e:~: ~~~:~~~~~~;~: ~~~~: ~: i~~~ ... 2i .......... 2~ -I:::::::::::::::: 
Salary supo3rintendent builrling on Tenth street............. 1880 '>1 '>3 I S~~Jer~!~~~~~~~~~:~~~. ~~-i~~~~- ~-~~~~~~~- ~-~. ?.~~~-i~~~~·:.- 1880 ;1 ~3 :::::::::::::::: 
&Jt:iiiifplo~t:~?li?:7~:g~ 7:~~~7~~t:: ~t:~ IE! : ::;;: ::::::::: ;; 1-::::: :::~~~: ~: 
(;c~t~b!~~~~~~~~~: ~:~ ~~i:~ ~ ~~-~~~~~~: ~~~: ~;;;~~~~: ~1~~~~-: i~~~ , · ·-2i ·.-·- -· · -· · 2:$ ·I ______ .. _ . ___ ~~ _ 
:::ifLP;sp~~+.+~+;)i_ .. l ..... __ .---~; , ~~~ : :::;:-1:::::: .".t : :.::::~:F~· 
LightiD~-~~: ·.~~1:.~~~~~1-t~~:. ~~~~i~~· -~~.::::::::::: ::::::::I i~~g ::::::I:::::::::::: ..... -.- . ~~~- ~~ -
Do_ ..... _ . _ ... ____ . __ __ ___ . __ ......................... 
1 
1880 I 20 I · 388 - . - - - - - . - . · • • • · • 
Repairs, fuel, &c., Executive Mansion ............ ..... ..... - 1878 .....•. - ...•.•.•. - ~ 34 13 
Do ...........••................... ... ....•....•••... ~ is~~ I J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, ooo oo 
Rf'pairs of water-pipes and fire-plugs.............. . . . . . •• • • . 187S ...••..•.••...... -J 1, 385 93 
Do .............•...............•....... - ....•..... - - - . 1S79 1-..... I. --... -. -- . - ...... - . - ----.. -
'l'e!egr~;b. -t~ ~-o-~~~~~ ·tl~~ ·c.~j;it~i ·,~·ith. tl;~· Z1~i;;1~t-;t~-~~t~ ~~<i . I 18~0 1 20 1 38 ~ - · • · · · · · · · · · · · ~ · 
(ro\ernmentPrmtmgOffice ......................•........ 1818 ...... .........•.. 2 5 .. 
~~: : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: : : ::: : : : : : ::: ::: : ::: :: :: : : : : :: : : : : }8~~ 1-· -2o · --· ---· · 3- 8- : : : : : : : ::: ::: ::. 
Snp})Ort and medical treatment of transient paup(·r:~....... 1879 1-.... ·I·........... 1, 250 00 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 390 .....••......... 
Repairsofnavyyar<landupperbridp;es ----------·--······· 1S78 '· --··- 1······------ l 25112 
l'edestal for statue of General George H. Thomas ....................... .... ..•..................... 
Rent office Public Buildings and Grounds . . •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 79 ...... I ••••••••••• _I_ ••••••••••••.•• 
Salaries office Sccretar.v of the Navy ........................ j 1880 21 23 .............••. 
Contingent expenses office Secretarv of the Kavy.... .. . . . . . 1880 21 23 .. .. ...... ..... . 
SalariesBureauofYardsandDocks ........... : .. .... ...... 1S80 21 23 . . ....•.......•. 
Conting-ent expenses Bureau of Yards and Docks...... ........... 1 7 ... _ ..... '. .................. 32 36 
Salarie~~1~~~~~; Eq~1fp~~~-t- ;~ci R~~~~-iti;g·::::::::::::::::: is 8g I ~_2 1t I ~~ ::::::::::::::: · Contingent expenses Bureau Equipment and R ecruiting.... 1880 ., '>3 1 
SalariesBnreauNavigation ...........................•..... 18 0 21 23 :::::::::::::::: 
Contingent expenses Bureau :Na>igation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 1 2a .•• ...... ••..•.. 
Salaries Bureau Ordnance................................... 1880 I 21 23 ............... . 
~onti_ngent expenses Burc~u Ordnance ·.·.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 ~0 · 21 23 
1 
..•....•.... . . -. 
Salanes Bureau ConstructiOn aud Repa1rs . . . . . ••. .••• .• . .. . 18 19 . .. . . . . .• . . . .•..•. GO 
Do ......•..•••••....................... .... .....•. .. . . ' 1880 21 23 .. .........•.... 
<2onti?gentexpensesBurea~Co~structionandRepairs .•.... 1 01 ~1 ~3 ----- ---········ 
Salanes Bureau Steam-Engmeenng......... .. .............. 1 80 ~1 ~3 .......•..•.... . 
Conti_ngent expenses :S?-reau Steam-~ngineering .•...•...... . 1880 I ;1 23 ............... . 
SalanesBureauProvlsiOnsandClothmg .................... , 18 0 ~1 1 25 .•••••... .. ..... Contingent expenses Bureau Provisions and Clothing. . • . • • . 1880 21 2B ...........•.... 
Salaries Bureau Medicine and Surgery ....................... _ .. _........... 1880 21 '>'J 
Contingent expenses Bureau Medicine aml Surgery. ....... . 1880 21 I 23 C ~: :~:: :: :~:: :: 
Salaries superintendent, &c., N av'' Department building.... 1879 .................. 1 ••• •••• •••••••• 
Do ........................ ~-- -·-······················ 1880 1 21 23,28 1······ ·- -···-··· 
Contingent expenses N a v_v Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 880 21 23, 28, 245 · .•.....••.....•. 
rostageNavy Department .••..... . ......... . .....•..•..... 1877 1···-·· j············ 5,547 57 
Do .....................••............ .. .....••••.••••. 1 1878 . . • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • 13, 530 28 
Do ................•......................... ..... ..... 1 1879 ...... .....•...... 14,94418 
Do .................................................... , 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Salaries Post-Office Department...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ..... ·I· ........... 13 95 
Do .................... .. .............................. , 1879 1 •••••• ' . • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••• 
Do .... _ ........ _____ _ . _ .. __ . ___ . . . . . _ ...........•... ·1 1880 21 23, 2491 .•..•..• • . .. · - - · 
Contingent expenses Post-Office Department ._ ... _...... . . . . 1878 ...... I........... 58 
Contingent expenses, stationery, Post-Office Department .... 
1
1880 I 21 
1 
23 ... - · · .. · · ··- · ·-
.Carried forward...... .. ............. . ...... . ...... .••••• . ... . . . . . . . . ...••. 3, 992, 086 38 
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PRIATIONS UNEXPE.1YDED June 30, 1879, ~·c.-Continued . 
. . IR • . I I . . 
.Appropr1at10ns epa y men t s ~gp:regate ava1l- Payments dur- .Amounts earned Balances of ap--
year ending the fisl:alyear cal year ending ."ear ending funu June 30, propria IODS, 
for the fiscal made during able tor the fis- ~ ing the fiscal ! to tlw surplus . t' 
June 30,1880. 1880. June30,1880. June30,1880. 1880. June30,1880. 
'"· 265, 223 .. . "· 390.,.. 13 i $:!8, '"· 018 1, 1.,. 171."' .. 
1
1 $1, "'· ,., ., ... '"· .,0 6>. 
3, 5oo oo .................. ' 3, soo oo 1 3, 5oo oo .. • . • . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. ............ .. 
4,500 00 1.................. 4,500 00 4,500 00 ~ ------------------ ............... . 
4,450 00 !.................. 4.450 00 4.450 00 ................................ .. 
------ · 6.' ooo· oo · ........... :~~. ~~. ti, ~g~ ~~ ·-- .. --6: ooo~o- :::::::::::::::::: .......... :~~- ~: 
~50 00 ............. ..... :!50 00 2.j0 00 ................................ .. 
250 00 
..... ........... 82 
-- -- .. ~~~ :::-;;. j: ~;; ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~;;;;: 
:::: : ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~: i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
. -- .... -- -- -- -- - 313 27 
42, 500 00 . ----- ---- ........ 
. -- . -- -- .. ---- .. 31 88 
15, 000 00 . ---- .. -- .. -- . -- --
--- ..•.... ...... 12 07 
2, 500 00 ................ .. 
--- -- - -- .. -- -- -- 07 
1, 000 00 .. ---- .. -.- ..... -. 
15, 000 00 1 ...... • -- .. • .. -- --
11, ~~~ g~ t:::::: :::::::::::: 
500 00 ................. . 
6, lHO 00 ................. . 
400 00 1 • •••••••••• , • , •••• 
7,980 00 ................ .. 
400 00 . -- ........ ------ -
10,980 00 
400 00 
10, 180 00 
700 00 
14, 580 00 
400 00 
5, 780 uo 
100 00 
................ 90 98 
15,890 00 ................. . 
::::::: ~~ ~~~:~~: I :::::::::::~~::::: 
250 oo I 250 oo . ____ ...... __ .......... __ ... __ .. __ 
123 ~~ : :::: :::::: :: : : : ---- . - - .. - -~~~. ::- .. .. ·.-- . . - . - - -82: 











15, 000 00 
34 13 
25,000 00 
1, 385 93 
12 07 
2, 500 00 
.. -- -- -- - - -- . - .. 19 . - ... -- - -- .. - . --
500 00 .. -- -- .. - .. -- . - - . . .. -- -- .. -- .... .. 
.•...•.. -- .. -- .. 10 . ·•··•·•·· .... - -
36, 512 00 -- .. --- .. . .. .. .. .. 23, 502 2() 
87,283 22 ·----- ...... ...... 77, 716 78 -
- - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - 866 37 - - - - . - . - - - - .. - - . 
. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. 373 2T 
42, 500 00 . -- - -- . -- ... ---- . . .. ... - -- -- -- .... 
. ----- . -.--. ---. 278 68 . --- -. - ------ .. -
...........•................... -- 31 8S· 
15, 000 00 ......... - -- - - . . . . -- -- - • -- ...... .. 
................ 34 13 .............. .. 
25, 000 00 .. -...... - .. --- .. - ... --- - - - - ... - .. 
. -- --- .. -- .. .. .. 1, 385 93 .. -- -- ---- .... . -
............ -- .. .•••••..••.•.. . . .. 12 07 
2, 500 00 -- ...... -- ...... - . . -- - .. -- -- ...... 
2 52 .. ---- .... -- .. - . 2 52 .• -- .......... --
07 .................................. OT 
] ' 000 00 1, 000 00 .. -- ..... -- - .. -- . . . - ... -- . ---- .... 
1, 250 00 1, 250 00 .•• ---- -- .. -- .. --. . --- ••...... - - .. 
15.000 00 13,750 00 ...... ............ 1, 250 00 · 
251 12 . -- .... ------ .. - 251 12 .... -- .... - .... -
206 20 . - - - - •. - - .. - - - - . 206 20 . - - . - - - ... - - - - - -
75 00 ........ ........ ............ ...... 75 00. 
:36,100 00 36,700 00 - .......... -- .................... -
2, 500 00 2, 500 00 . - .............. - - .. -- ......... ---
11, 980 00 11, 980 00 .. -- -- .. - -- . . .. -- • .. ............. -
11, ~~g ~ ...... ~~j~f ~i· :::::::::: ::~~:~~J ::::::::::::::: 
500 00 500 00 .................. ! .............. .. 
u. !~~ ~~ 6, !~~ ~~ : ::: : ::: : ::: : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: 
7. 980 00 7, 980 00 ................................ .. 
400 00 400 00 ....... -- ........ 'I" . -- ......... .. 
10. ~~~ ~g ------io:!gi·~~· :::::::::::::~:::: ::::::::::::::~~· 
10. 180 00 10,180 00 ................................. . 
700 00 700 00 . ----- - --. --.--- . - - - - .. -- .. - ... ---
14,580 00 14,580 00 ................................ .. 
. 400 00 400 00 ................................. . 
5. 780 00 5, 780 00 ................................. . 
1~~ g~ ..... ~~~-~~- :::::::::::::::::: ........... 96'98 
15, 890 00 15, 890 00 ..... -- ......................... .. 
9. 000 00 9, 000 00 ........................... -- ... .. 
5. 547 57 ,........... . .... 5, 547 57 ............... . 
13, 530 28 1.............. .. 13,530 28 .............. .. 
................ ............ ...... 14, 94418 1,920 00 ....... . ...... ... 13, 02418-
::::)l,:;f·f ;::··::: ... ;;,::·; I .:~.~ H ! :::::;~::;:::: :·::::::···:;·::: :·:·:::195-~; 
23,235, 7:!8 (j(j I :!, 39:.!, :!51 1o 1-:!9, u2o, o66 14 \~, 1o8, 558 31]-~1, 8ol, 812 67 ]-4, 709,695 1 
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Vol. r::c~fo~. r 
Specific objects of a.l)p~opriations. 
Balances of ap-
propriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
CIVIL-Continued. ------~ 
Brought forward ..................................... _ ..... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 992, 086 38 
<:;ont!n~ent expenses, s_tationery, Po~t-Office ;nepartment . - .. 
1
1879 ....••..•.••.. -- .... · .. - ·-- .. ·-- .. 
ContmD~~~ ~~~~~-s_e~: !~~~1: ~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~-r ~~~~~-:::::::::: ~~~~ · · • 2i · · · · · · · · · · 23 · :::::::::::::::: 
Contingent expenses, gas, Post-Office Department .. .. . .. .. .. 1879 ..... J ......................... .. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ...•.•.•.•••.... 
Contingent expPnses, plumbing and gas-fixtures, Post-Office 1 
Dep~~m_e_~ ~ ~::::::::::: ::: : :::::: j ~ ~ ~ . ::: : ::::: ::: ~ ~: : : : : ~~~~ ... 2i- ....... .. 23. :::::::::::::::: 
~ontinB~~~ ~-~~~~-s_e_s: _t~~~~~~~~~~~·.:~_s_t~?-~~-e-~~:~r-t~~~-t-: 1 ~~~~ • --2i- · -- ··- · ··23· :::::::::::::::: 
ContinB~~~ -~~:~~-s_e_s_,_~~-~~~i-~~~ ~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ :::~~: I ~~~~ ···2i" ·- · · · ·- · · 23 · :::::::::::::::: 
Contingent expenses, carpets, Post-Office Department. . . . . . . 1879 .•................ . ....•••••...... 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Cont.in~ent expenses, furniture, Post-Offi<·e Department . . . . . 1879 
Do ..................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Contin~ent expenses, horses ancl wagons, Po,.,t-Oftice Depart-
ment ................................. -.................... 1879 
Do. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Contingent expenses, hard warP, Post-Office Department. .... 1879 
Do .. -- .. -.--- .. -. . -- - . . ... - . - . - - . - - - -. - - .. -- . -.-. -. 18RO 
Contingent expense!', rent, Post-Office Dt·partment . . . . . . . . . 1H80 
Contingent expense~< Post-Offire Departuwnt, miscellaneous 
21 23 ·- ---·.- ....... . 
item~~-: :::::::: :::: :::::: . ::::: :::::: : ::::: :: ~::: : :::::::I ~ ~~~ . --- . . . -.- . 23,-249- :::::: :::::::::: 
Publication of Offirial.l'ostal Gnirle................... .. .. .. 1879 ... ?~ .......................... .. 
Do .. ....•... -.- .. -- -- . ----- ... -.- ... - ... -. --- ...... - ·I 11i80 21 23, 249 ..............•. 
Defidrneie'l in the pol-l tal re...-enues ........................ f }~~~ } . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . 397, 397 91 
Do······---······-············· ····-···- · · ··········· 1877*1 21 ~1~ 1: ::::::::::::::: R~ ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ~i 40, 249 1, 672, 274 12 
Tntern~:~~~ -~~~~;l~-~:~-;~;~~.- ~~;1~i~-: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~::: ::::::::-:::: :j. ~~ _ ~-1-r .. ~~- .. ~~~:~·- ~~~- } ·-- -- · · ~;~ · ~;· 
General Post-Office Buildm~. \Va,hin~ton, D. C . .....•.. .. ··1·-·.:.·· ...... ....... ..... , .............. .. 
Po~tage stamps, Po~t-Office Department .. ---- ... -.- ....... r ~R~~ } 21 249 .... -- ... - ... --. 
Salaries Department of Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~80 I 21 23 1 ............... . 
CollPcting agricultural stariRtks ..... ; ....... _ .............. , 1880 21 23 __ ............. . 
rurehas<> and distribution of \·aluable seell:> ................ · 1 1878 . . . . . . ...... .. . • .. 420 67 
Invt>sti~~tl~g- th~ hi~t~~y -~f.· ·i;;;~~t; .i~j;~~-~~~~~- t~ ·;g;·i(:t;it,;~;.: I i~~~ I ~i ~~ :::::::::-.. :::::: 
Contmgent expenses, Department ot AgTu·.ulture . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 .....•....... _ .. 
Postage Department of Agriculture . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . 1H78 ........ __ ........ 554 39 
Do - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ......... ......... ..... .... ... I 1R80 21 23 ... .. .......... . 
Experimental garden D<'partment of Agriculture........... 1880 21 23 .••.. __ ........ . 
MusPum Department of Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 2:3 . _ .... _ . . _ . . ... . 
Furniture, cases, and repairs, Department of A~riculture.... 1880 21 2:3 ..•. _ .•......... 
Library Department. of Agricr~ltnre ..... .... ................ 1880 21 231 ... ........... .. 
Labratory Department of A~rnculture . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . 1880 21 2:3 . ........... _ .. . 
Impr?Yement of grotmds Dt>vartment of A.gricultnre . .... . 
1 
1880 20 39~ ........ _ ... . _ .. 
Bmldmg Department of .A.gncnlture . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. 1880 20 39w .............. .. 
Inv<>stigating diseases of swine and other domesticate•l ani- ' 
21 30 -· ···· .. ·- ·-----Salaries Department of Justice . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. 1878 1, 370 05 mals .. -- .. - ..... - . -- - . . ---- .............................. -~18RO 
Do ....... -... -. - - - - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •...•......•••. 
Rt•nt o?bt;iicll~g-D~p;~.t~~~~t.-~f -j~l~ti~;::::: ::~~:::::::::::: i~~~ 21 21 2a ............ ... . 23 ······- ....... . 
Conting-ent expenses, furniture and repairs, Department Qf 
J n!:ltice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1879 .....•..••••.•..•................. 
Do ................................ - -·-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Co~tingent expenses, books for library, Department of Jus-
twe _ .. ... ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Contingent expenses, books for office of Solicitor Depart-
ment of Justice ........................................... 1880 21 23 . .............. . 
Do. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . 1879 . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
21 23 ............... . Contingent expenses, stationery, Department of Justice.... 1880 
Contingent expenses, horses and wagons, Department of 
Justice --· ................................................ 1879 ................................ .. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ·---- - ··-- -- .... Contingent expenses, miscellaneous, Department of Justice. 1879 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
21 250 .. ---- . - ... - .. -. 
21 23 .... -- . - .... -- - . 
Contingent expenses Department of Justice ..•......•... _. . 1878 . ---.- .. - . . . . . . . . . 1, 228 12 
Carried forward .................... _ ..... ... ..... _ ..... . 6, 065, 508 76 
* .A.ntl prior years. 
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R cpa y me 11 t s 
for the fiscal maile during 
y(•ar ending the fiscal year 
J Untl 30, 1880. 1880. 
$:!:1, ~35, 728 66 ~:!. 392, 251 10 I 
...... ·----· .••. 47 
---.-- ---. -. - - - . 919 57 
4, 400 00 - - - - - - - . - - - - - ... . . 
- .. - - - - - - - - . - - - - 20 96 
5, 000 00 -••. - . - - - - - - - - - - - -
-- .... --·. ...... 63 
4, 000 00 - ... --- •.•. - .••. - -
- - - - - •• - - - - - - - . - 729 26 
3, 000 00 - ..... - ....• - .. - .. 
....... .• . .... .. 20 
8, 000 00 ... ··••••· .••.... 
. . . ..• .•. . .••••. 2 57 
5, 000 00 ..•..........•. - .. 
•. -. . . . . . . . .. . 55 
5, 000 00 ..••.....•...• - - .. 
·-·· ....... ..... 22 
1, 500 00 .....•......... - .. 
....... i: ~00. 00 'I ............... ~~. 
1 .. ·.oo oo 
1 
................ .. 
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 61 
10,000 00 ................. . 
...... ... . ...... 4 24 
---···ii;~-;; 1----·::-:_:-_- __ ., 
91 , 467 74 51,075 80 
7, 109, ><7G 10 102, G10 72 
::::,:;;, J ::::: :: iii;o:l 
66, 900 00 .......••..... - - .. 
10. (100 00 ................. . 
7;,,ooo oo ................. . 
5, 000 00 .... - . ...•.....•.. 
b, 000 00 ·•·••· .......••••. 
4, 000 00 ...•.........•••.. 
6, 600 00 ..•..........••... 
1, 000 00 .. - ............ - .. 
4, 000 00 .....••......•.... 
1, 000 00 . - ....... -- ...... . 
1, 500 00 ....... .. - ....... . 
6, 500 00 .........••..•.... 
1, 500 00 .•••••............ 
10, 000 00 j.--- ...... -...... . 
:::: : : :::::: : : : : 1· · ·- · · · · · · · 77o- 7o · 
101, 4SO 00 1, 082 05 
10,000 00 .......•••••••••.. 
1, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
fiOO 00 







•...... -... - . --. 106 02 
1. 200 00 280 37 
505 50 ................ . . 
. G, 000 00 74 35 
~,fb1~ef~~t~h:ft~~ 
cal year ending 
June 30, 1880. 
$29, 6:!!1, 066 14 
47 
919 57 
4, 400 00 
20 96 
5, 000 00 
63 
4, 000 00 
729 26 
3, 000 00 
20 
8, 000 00 
2 57 
5, 000 00 
55 
5, 000 00 
22 
1, 500 00 
08 
], !>00 00 
1, f>OO 00 
I 
Payments clnr- Amounts carried Balances of ap-
ing the fiscal to the surplus 
vear emlin~ fund June 30, 
1 
~ropriationi!, 
J' une 30, 1880. 1 1880. une 30, l8b0. 
--~ I 
$2:!, 108, 558 31 $1, 801, 812 67 I $4, 709, 695 16 
............. .... ·············-----~ 47 
· · · · · · · 4: 4oo · oo · :::::: ~ ~:: ::: ~:::: ..... _ .... ~~~. ~: 
.••.•... -- . - ...•••....•...•... -. 20 96 
::---i iii ii c:;: ::; ; ; :::::: J ::; ~:; 729; ~; 
..•...... -. .. .. . .•.... •.... .••••. 2 57 
5, 000 00 ..•... - .. - ...• - • - . . . - - - .. - - .. - - .. -
.•.. --- . - ... -- ............ - .... .. 55 
. -- .. - . ~·. ~~0. ~~ J : :::::::: : :·::: ~:: .............. ~~ 
. -.... ~:- ~::- :~. : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : : : J : : : : : : : :: : : : : ~~ 
1' 500 00 .. : . .... - . . . . . . . . . . - ........ - .... . 
1 61 .................................. 1 1 61 
J o, oo~ g~ . -.... ~o,_ ~~~. ~~. : :: ::: :::::: ::: ::: r .•••• -. --. -. 4-24 
3~~: :~~ ~~ 1---.-- ~~·- ~~~. ~~ ..... ---~~; ~ ;;);- ~~- :: ~::::::::::::: 
97,717 20 ..• ........... . .................. 97,717 20 
75, 700 79 . -- .. --.. . .. -- . . -----.-- .. - . ---.. 75, 700 79 
1, 814.818 26 1 122,075 ~~~ ...... ·----- ...... 1, 69:!, 742 46 
7, 212, 486 82 3, 102, 610 7:! . -.-.-.--- .... --.- 4, 109, 876 10 
1. ~r! !~ 1:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::~~~:~~: ~ --- -· · -- ~ .. ~~~-~; 
G6, 900 00 I G6, 900 00 . - - - - - . - •• - • -• - - - - - - .. - - - .. - . - - .• ' 
10, 000 00 10, 000 00 --.- -- ------ --- - -- . - - .. - - . -- .. - . -. 
420 67 I· . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 420 67 ............... . 
75, 000 00 75, 000 00 .. --.- . ---.- ... - ... -.---- .. - ... --. 5, ooo oo I 5, ooo oo ... _ . _ . ___ . _____ . _ . __ .. ... ___ .. __ . 
8
' ~~~ ~~ ....... ~·. ~~~. ~~ . -- -- - - --- - -554-39- I: : : :: : : :: : : :: :: : 
t: ~~~ ~~ I ~; ~~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
f: ~~~ ~~ t ~~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -: : :I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
~j~~ ~~ ~J~~ g~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
8, ooo oo __________ ..... __ .I 2. ooo oo 10, 000 00 
1, :l70 0.) 
770 70 
102, 562 05 
10, 000 00 
98 75 
1, 196 87 
1, 958 50 
500 31 
3 00 
1, 505 55 
.....•• ---- .. --. 1, 370 05 '.---- •. - .. - - .... 
329 70 . ---.- . -- .... --. . . 441 00 
102, f\62 (15 .... - .. ---- ... ---. . ... - ... - . - - .•.. 
10,000 00 .......•••••...•.. ·-···········-·· 
98 75 
1, 196 87 
1, 95 50 . - ... - . - ... - . - - • - . . .. - - - ....... - .. 
500 00 ·················· 31 
3 00 
1, 505 55 . -- .... -- ....•• • -. . --- - .. ... .•• --. 
106 02 ..... -.-.--.- ..... -- ... ---- . ... -.. 106 02 
1, 480 37 1, 480 37 ..... -- ... - .. ----- ---- ••. -.-- .. ---
505 50 .. - .. - . . - - .. - . . . - - - - - ... - ... - - • - . f>05 50 
6,074 35 6,074 35 ..•...•............••............. 
1,:!2812 ··•••·········· · 1,22812 .....•.•.....•.. 
2, 203, 001 67 I 10, 691, 743 • 7 
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STATEMENTe.cllibiting the B~JL.,LVC.ES of .::1.PPRO 
------ ------
Statutes. I 
Year. Specific objects of appropriatiom;. BalanceR of ap-1 propriations, 
Vol. 1 P,,i~ftfOI~-r I Jul.Y 1, 1879. 
1------
UIVJ'..--Continueu. • I 
I • 
"Brought for ward ...... _ .... _ .. _. ___ ••. _. _ .. _ .. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . $6, 065. 508 76 
Postage, cpartment of Justice .. _ .. _ ......... _ .... _ . __ •.•. ·I 18'i8 . . . . . . . .........• , 2, 530 uo 
I>o ·--·-···--··-···-·-·----- --···············---·------ 1R79 ·-·--- ···--------- 1,380 00 
Do ... ·····---- ..... ·---·--··---·· - ................ 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Sa]ar_vof ward<>n of jail, Di'ltriet of Coln10l1ia .... __ ...... _ ... 1880 1 :!1 23 ....••.......... 
J)ef!:'ntling 8 1its and claimf; for -;eizm e oi ca11 ,ured and auan- 1 
don .. RF~~J~~~~);:: :::::::: ::~:: ~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ::: ~~: ::::::: :~~~: ~ - ....... -~~~- ~~-
Prolletu ion and collec ion of daim!l .... __ ................... 1879 ...... 1•••••••••••• 886 00 
Do .. __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ........ . _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ .. I l 880 20 398 ..••............ 
Punisl1ing violation<; of intercOluse acts and frandH... ....... 1878 .............•..•. , 7, 053 00 
I>o ................•......•••...•••••.•..........•..... 1879 ................. , 3,87819 
no. --.. -.... --. -- -.. -... --.. --- ---....... --. -- .. -- ---. 11'80 20 398 -... -- ..•.....• -
Prosecl\~~~~- ~~--~I:i_~~-s- :::::::::::::::::: :~:::: :: · :::::::::::: ~~~~ ::::: J::: :: :::::: i; fg~ ~~ 
Do ... ..... .. .. ...... ... _ .... ............... .... .•.... ' 1_880 20 1 398 .•••••... ..... .. SnJIJlOrtofconvicts .......................................... 1879 ...... ----·-······ 5,617 70 
Edi1il,f~rith -~~j.~;~~ "oi oj)i~i(~~~-oi<Atto~~~-;):-G~~·l:l'·a·l :·:::: :! i~~~ ~~ I ~~~ :::::::::::::::: 
E T . . .· 1 . ·t f u h 5 1875 ~ I xpense~:~ eu Itona wm s o .a . _ .................... . ~ 1876 5 • • • . . ..•• _ • • • • • • 24, 465 35 
~! :::: ~. :::::: ~- •••• --.: ::···· ••• -•. :- ~··: •• : ::::-::-: !E! : :~·~: I T;~~·:· -::: ·: :~:~~ ·~. 
Comt-Jwu~e, Wa~;hin~ton,D.C -----···············---------- ~ ---·-· { ~~ 1 } 392, 248
1 
............... . 
Payment to Ehnf'r R. Dnndy, United .'tates judge, while 
1 
I ' 
holmn~ court in Colorado .... ...•••....... __ ....... . .. . _ ... 
1 
.................. _ .. . . . 281 40 
La.w l:b1ary. Ten·~tmy ot: Dakor~ .. .•.••.... ........... •.... ------ ~ - ...... --.-. ..••.. 170 00 
Law library, Terntor.v oi Wyouun~ _ --- --· -----· ............ ...... ...... .......••••. 145 00 
D~tecting and puni~<hing crime under alleged fraud. in late 
PreHi<lential election _____ . _____ .. _ .....•..•.. _ . _ .. _ .. _ ... _ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Ff'es of upen'isors of eledion .. __ .... _ .................... _ .. __ R. S. 3689 .••••.••.•••. _. _ 
Sa] aries justices, &c., Supreme Uoun _ ...... __ .. _ ... .••..••. ,, 1878 . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . 4, 103 25 
. 5 ?1 Do ........................•.•....................••... 1880 ' ~R.-S. 28,682 --············-· 
Salaries rf'tiJ·p<l l:Tuited ~tates judge, _ ... _ ........... __ ...... 1880 i 21 23 ...•.. __ . _ .••••. ::::~~F.~n~:F,- ~: ~---<l \ ••-__ ·~ _::_\_ ll --~ ~~ ~: ~: · ~ \I~ Ctt ;;: -;.: ::;;: _ ::::: ::· ~i: ~. 
S<:~arit R~~~~~i~:t: ~~~~~~:~s::: ~ :_ ~ ~: ::::::::: ~ ~:::::: ::::::::::: 1 H~g 1::: ~i: :::: :~~.: ~~b: . _ ....... ~~~- ~~-
S; ri~Hiqri.-tmar'!hals .................................... 1878 21 <!50 87 37 
0 .• ------------------· · ······--·----·-·-··---·-···-··· 1879 , ...... , ......... :·· 95 78 
llo ......... . ......... ......•.......... ................ 1880 21 23,2:)0 .......•.•.....• 
Sa{,~~!blaj~l~:~·~~~. ~~_'~ !~~-<~~~~ _ ~~!~1:~~-~ _c_~1~~~. ~i-s~~·~~~-~~--~~~. 1 79 21 I 41 155 56 
Do . ... . ·-·-------··--·-·-·······-·-····-··--·--···-··- 1880 21 1 23 ---············· 
Fees of tlisnkt attorneys ('nited ,'tateJS courts . . ..• . • . . . . . . . 18 0 21 43 .......... _ .. _ .. 
Fees ofelerk, United Statesconrt~-----·······-·-··-········ 1880 21 43 .•••••.....••••. 
F ees of cmJ1mi<-sioners United States courts. ___ ... __ . ____ . __ 1880 21 43 .•••••.••.. _. _ .. 
Fees of juror Uni1ed Htatt•s courts .... ___ ... •. ... .••.... ____ 1880 21 43, 250 _ .............. _ 








I 21 2:i0 .•. -.-.-. · ·- --- · 
}'t-el:! of witnt·~:>ses United 'tates courts ____ . ____ ...•.•.. __ ... 1 21 43, 250 _ ......•.... _. _. 
~!!;};~/ /;~~N-~~;;;~~~ .. s g;j~~~~l ~~tt:s ~~~~~~t.,s_ ~::::::::::::::: :: ~ i~~~ I ~i 43, 2~~ :::::::::::::::: 
M i-.t·ellant'ous exJwnst'5 United Stat~:s court!> ... ... _......... 1880 21 43, 250 .••••........ _ .. 
Ex!H:'ll'!es ....•..•...................•.....•••........•..••••. 1879 I 21 250 10,137 68 
Do ... .....•••. ......• •.. .. ____ . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . 187 21 250 30, 357 35 
Do .•.•.•••. ....................... . .•.•.... _. . . . . . . . . 1877'' 21 2.10, :::!5.) ••••••••••••• 
Contingent 11xpen""'" "team boat ll!'-l•eetion f'erTice. prior to 
July 1. 1b77. ........ . .. .................................... ..•.•. 21 2;">4 •••• .••••••••••• 
Do - .. - ...... . - .... - - . - - . _ ............ __ ... _ ..... _ ... _ . . . . . . R. S. a!i89 188, 568 c,8 
Sala1,ie8 ~1 eam l1oat Inspe<'tion Service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . .. ...... .. _ _ R. , . 3689 :302, 160 74 
l3 tu1tlilflj:~~: -·~,~~~: -\~ ~~~·- ~~~~ ~~t~~ ~~:)~-I~t~~~~-t_s: :~~t~=~-~·-i~-~: ::::::1---2i . . --- ·--- ~fis· J 40~: ~~~ ~~ 
Carried fvr>YarJ . ············---···---·········---- '· ····· ·----·1·········--·1~87. 012W 
"And prior _years. 
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iafitisocnasl Repayments .A.ggregateavail- Paymentsdur- .A.mouutscarried B 1 f f, ,h made during able tor the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus a ances 0 ap-
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year encling fund June 30, propriations, 
June 30,1880. 1880. June 30,1880. June 30,1880. 1880. . June 30, 1880. 
$31, 006, 875 99 $2, 550, 912 31 
5, 000 00 . - .••• - ••••• - -- - .• 
1, 800 00 .••• -. -.-- -. --- - --
: : : : : : : ~ ~: : : : : :: ......... i; 645- 64-
25, 000 00 500 22 
2, 500 00 .. -... - - - - - - .•. - • -
3, 000 00 . - - . - .. - . - - - . - . - .. 
20, 000 00 
2, 388 83 
89 50 
15, 000 00 .... -- - .... - ... - .. 
1, 000 00 . - - ........ - - - . - - . 
1, 349 95 .. -.... ----- .... -. 
26, 000 00 




97, 500 00 ....... -.- ..... - .. 
13, 000 00 .... - .... -- .. - .. .. 
54, 000 00 . - . - . - ..... - . - - - . -
193, 500 00 . ---- .. -.- . - --.- . -
19, 500 00 . - - . - - ... - . - - . - - - . 
12 63 ................. . 
12,300 00 
1, 122 22 . ---- •. - ...••... - . 
24, 500 00 .. - ............ - .. 
300, 000 00 . - ............ ---. 
160, 000 00 . -- .. -- ...... ----. 
140,000 00 ·----------- .... .. 
16, 679 45 440, 000 00 
600, 000 00 .••..••...... -.- -. 
10, 541 46 
9, 555 59 610, 000 00 I 318,000 00 
67,000 00 ..... . ......... . 
2, 391 78 
21,310 42 
5, 290 77 
21,811 52 
305, 000 00 
375, 000 00 





450, 000 00 .... - ... -- ........ 
35 654, 356 88 2, 643, 943 24 
27 F. 
$39, 623, 297 06 $26, 728, 552 22 $2, 203, 001 67 . $10, 691, 743 17 . 
2, 530 00 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 2, 530 00 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1, 380 00 . --- - - -••••• - -- . . -.- .•• -- - - ------- 1, 380 00 
5, 000 00 -- •• -. ----- - . - . . ------ .• -.-- -- .• -- 5, 000 00 





2, 500 00 
7, 053 00 
3, 878 19 
3, 000 00 
9, 438 10 
3, 510 19 
20, 089 50 
5, 617 70 
15, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
24,465 35 
1, 349 95 
1, 748 32 
1, 252 31 
26, 000 00 




87 00 8 25 .. - - - - ..... - • - • -
.-.-- •. - .... -- . - . - ... - .... -•. ---.- 2, 118 39 
25, 500 22 . - - - • - - - .. - - . - . - - - . - - - - - ... - - - - - - • 
300 00 ... - ... - - - - - - . - • - - 586 00 
1, 050 00 . -- ...... ---.- -... 1, 450 00 
281 00 6, 772 00 ...... -- .. -.. - .. 
1,475 58 .................. 2,402 61 
2, 905 76 .... -- .... -- . -.. -. 94 24 
..... -... - .... -. 9, 438 10 .... ------ . -.... 
1, 231 75 .... ---.-- ... ---.. 2, 278 44 
14,212 20 .................. 5,877 30 
1, 937 50 .. - ........ - ... -.. 3, 680 20 
5, 204 77 .................. 9, 795 23 
..... - .• - • - - .. - . . ............ - - . • • . 1, 000 00 
12, 916 08 . -.- ...•.•.•.•••.. 
1, 748 32 
1, 127 05 
23,283 25 
1, 580 75 
11,549 27 
1, 349 95 
125 26 




10, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . ......... - ...... - 10, 000 00 
45,697 27 45,697 27 ................................ .. 
4, 103 25 ... - ... ....... -. 4, 103 25 .............. .. 
97,500 00 97,500 00 .......... -- ............ -·- ..... .. 
13,000 00 
3, 9R7 65 
2, 807 24 
54, 000 00 
513 42 
3, 219 46 
193, 500 00 
456 47 
556 36 
19, 500 00 
100 00 
95 78 
12, 300 00 
1, 277 78 
24,500 00 
300, 000 00 
160, 000 00 
140, 000 00 
456,679 45 
61)0, 000 00 
620,541 46 
327,555 59 
67, 000 00 
307, 391 78 
406, 4-!8 10 
61, 648 12 
32, 566 79 
13,000 00 ... ......... ------ ............... . 
......... - ... - . . 3, 987 65 .............. -. 
...•........ .• - . . . - - - - . - - ... - -... - 2, 807 24 
52, 353 19 ..... - ........ -- . - 1, 646 81 
........... .... 513 42 ............... . 
1, 952 35 ...... - ... -....... 1, 267 11 
189, 937 79 . -- ...... - . .. .. • .. 3, 562 21 
............ .... 456 47 .............. .. 
226 14 ........... ....... 330 22 
19, 167 07 ........ --- ..... - . 332 93 
87 37 ........ ---- .. .. .. 12 63 
51 51 .................. 44 27 
11,935 16 .................. 364 84 
1, 277 78 
------------------
.......................... 
24,326 04 . ............................. 173 96 
246,234 30 . ................................ 53,765 70 




427,355 75 ............................. 29,323 70 




230,541 40 ................................ 97,014 19 
44,885 17 . ................................ 22,114 83 
289,997 44 ................................. 17,394 34 
114,683 24 ....... ...................... 291,764 86 
32,141 71 .............................. 29, 506 41 
............................. 17,846 06 14,720 73 
719 59 719 59 
271, 037 54 32, 349 88 
502, 160 74 180, 500 00 
3, 762 50 ............ - .-
850, 000 00 500, 000 00 
45, as5, 313 02 I 30, 4-5o-, -32_4_9_5_1 ___ 2_, 2-4-s,-6-56-87-l 
238,687 66 
321, 660 74 
3, 762 50 
350, 000 00 
12, 686, 331 20 
418 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALlNCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
CrvrL-Continueu. 
Balances ofap-I I Statutes. Year. ~-------1 propriations, 
Vol. Page or section. 
.July 1, 1879. 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7, 087, 012 90 
Furniture for new building War Department .............. f i~~~ S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 00 
Furniture for new building Navy Department ............. f i~~~ } ....... :. . . . . . . . 19, 150 00 
'l'reasurybuilding, Wal'hin~on, D.C...................... .. ..... 21 ~GO 5,016 62 
Subtreasury building, New xork ............................ ..... ........ ---.. . .. . . . 10,000 00 
Post-office and subtreasury, Boston, Mass........ . .......... . . . . . . 21 259 333, 842 55 
Post-office, Harrisburg, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 21 259 111, 516 10 
Post-office and court-house, Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 259 207, 180 E5 
Assay-office building, R elena, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2, 991 42 
Court-house and post-office, Atlanta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 259 48, 612 81 
Court-house and post-office, A. us tin, Tex.... . ................ . . . . . . 21 259 71, 813 21 
Court-house and post-office, Grand Rapids, Micb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29, 680 71 
Court-houseandpost-offiee, Lincoln, N:Jbr.... .............. ...... 21 260 10,922 53 
Court-house and post-office, Little Rock, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 259 41, 910 76 
Court-house and post-office, Parkersburg. W. Va .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... .. . .... .. . . . . . . 475 05 
Court-houseandpost-oifice, Raleigh, N.C.................. ... ...................... 5,108 28 
Court-house and post-office, Topeka, Kans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 259 68, 966 13 
Court-houseandpost-office, Trenton,N . .J ............... . ... ..... . ...... ............ 807 48 
Court-house and post-office, Utica, N.Y...................... . .. . . . 21 259 58, 116 86 
Post-office, Dover, Del . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 452 82 
Court-houseandpost-office, New York.................. . .. . ...... 21 241 42,464 28 
Court-house and post-office, Columbia,, S.C....................... . ...... ............ 3 46 
~~~L~lfi~~~J-:~~fcitt~~:N~·r~~~~~~~~:-~~:::::::::::: :::::· :::::: :::::: ::::::.:::::: 46• ~~~ ~~ 
Court-house and post-office, Indianapolis, Ind............... ...... . .. ... . . . . . . ...... 1, 870 13 
Court-house and post-office, Omaha, Nebr.................... ... . . . . .. . . . ............ 805 56 
Court-houseandpost-offiee, Pittsburgh, Pa............... ... ...... 21 259 ............... . 
Branch mint building, San Francisco, Cal............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . 3, 680 22 
Subtreasury building, San Francisco, Cal.................... . . .. .. . .. . . . ...... .... .. 2, 059 87 
Relief of the widow of Gustave Schleicher. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 52 ..•............. 
Relief of the bark Grapeshot........... .................... . . . . . . . 21 14 ............... . 
Relief of the estate of Henry Conrad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 4 ........•....... 
Relief of M. M. Herr, joint resolution Feb. 25, 1880........... ..• •• . 21 280 .... . .......... . 
Relief of Gibbs & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 21 11 ............. .. 
Relief of Capt . .J. B. Campbell............................... ..... 21 10 ..............• 
Relief of .J.P. Zimmerman and H. P. Snow, of Clinton Co., Ky. . . . . . . 21 11 .........••..... 
Relief of Miss B . .A. Rinks, Cohasset, Mass ................ · ....... _ 21 279 ............... . 
Relief of George Eyster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 29 ............... . 
Relief of Samuel Kimbro and E. V. Kimbro, deceased ................... ................. . ..... .... . 
Payment to Samuel Lord, jr., of State Bank of Charleston, S.C .. _. _. _ 21 8 .....•......•.•. 
Total .................. ......... _ .. _ .... _ .. _ ........... __ . _ . _ .. _ . _ . _. __ .... _ . _ 8, 236, 177 00 
CUSTOMS. 
Collecting revenue from customs prior to .July 1, 1877 _ ........ _.... 21 255 .. _ ............ . 
Collecting revenue from customs (no limit).................. . . . . . . R. S. 3687 1, 906, 621 00 
Expenses revenue-cutter service . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 1877* 21 255 ............... . 
Do ......... - .... - ...•.. - ............................. ." 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66, 831 99 
Do ....... .............. ........ . ..................... . 1879 ...... ............ 35,197 30 
Do .......... - ... --. -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 379 ............... . 
Supplies of light-houses . .................................... 1877* 21 255 ............... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 968 04 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . 13, 735 96 
Do ... - ... - - - .. - - .. - . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 380 .......•.•...... 
Repairs and incidental expenses light-houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 255 ............... . 
Do ...... .. ........................... ............. .... 1878 ...... ............ 5,778 62 
Do. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . 1879 . . . . . . . . .. .. . • . .. . 18, 886 211 
Do ............. .. - . .... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1880 20 380 ............... . 
Salaries of keepers of light-houses . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .... .. 1877* ................................. . 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70, 707 39 
Do ..................... _ ................ . ........ ...... 1879 ..... . ........... . 20,219 29 
Do . - - - - .. - . - - .. - - - - - . - - - . - ........ - - ... - . - . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 379 . - ...•........ - . 
Salaries of keepers of light-houses, act .J nne 16, 1880 .......... _. . 21 243 .....•.......... 
Inspecting lights............................................ 1878 . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. 586 33 
Do ...... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . • . • . . . ••.•. .............• . -- ... - -
Do. - - - -.... - ..... . . - .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 380 .............. . 
Expenses of light-vessels ....................... ........... . 1878 ...... ............ 292 99 
Do. . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 166 58 
Do ...... ....... ..... ..... . -·---······ ··-· ·--·-·· ······ 1880 20 379 ...•............ 
Expenses of fog-signals .........................••......... _ 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 725 06 
_ Carried forward..... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 191, 716 84 
~ .And prior years. 
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PRDlTIOXS UNEXPENDED Jnne 30, 1879, £j'·c.-Continued . 
.Appropriations Repayments Aggre~ateavail- Paymentsdur- .Amountscan;·ied B 1 f for the fiscal made during. able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus a ances 0 ap-






1i. seal year cal year ending year ending fun '-' une 30, June 30, 1880• June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880. 
$35, 654, 356 88 $2, 643, 943 24 $45, 385, 313 02 $30, 450, 324 95 I $2, 24R, 656 87 $12, 686, 331 20· 
::::::::::::::: ..... ;,~;-~ ::::: :: :::~~: I :::::::: : :::::: ::. : ::::::::: 
40, 000 00 --------- .. --.---. 45, 016 62 5, 016 62 . -----------...... 40, 000 00• 
•••••. -.--- .. - - .. --.---. - - - ... --.. 10, 000 00 6, 000 00 -.- -- - - - - . - - - . -... 4, 000 0() 
350,000 00 .................. 683,842 55 232,428 82 .................. 451,413 73 
50, 000 00 --- ........... --.. 161, 516 10 54, 356 20 -- .. -...... --..... 107, 159 90 
350, 000 00 ....... -.......... 557, 180 55 307, 180 55 . - .. -..... ---..... 250, 000 00 
........ -- -- .. .. 324 40 3, 315 82 1, 862 00 -- ...... -- .... ---. 1, 453 82 
15, 000 00 .. --- -- .. -- .. . . • .. 63, 612 81 48, 612 81 ..... -. - ....... - .. 15, 000 00 
13, 000 00 .......... -- .•• -.. 84, 813 21 48, 265 82 .. . . . .. . .. . • . • • • • . 36, 547 39 
. -- -... -- .... -- . -....... -- - -- .... - 29, 680 71 21, 096 00 ........ - ..... - -.. 8, 584 71 
5, 000 00 852 38 16, 774 91 11, 543 69 .... -.-- ...... -... 5, 231 22 
30, 000 00 .. -------......... 71, 910 76 34, 192 38 ... - •.. -.......... 37, 718 38 
······ .......... .................. 475 05 43 00 .................. 432 05 
•• -... ---- - - - - .. - .. - .••••. - - . - - .. - 5, ] 08 28 2, 216 10 - .. --.-- - - . - .•... - 2, 892 18 
50, 000 00 .. - .. . • .. . . .. . . . .. 118, 966 13 35, 815 60 ....... - ......... - 83, 150 53 
- .. -- .. .. . . .. . . 442 36 1, 249 84 8 03 -- . .. • • • . . . • .. . • .. 1, 241 81 
61, 000 00 -- ...... - - .. --.. .. 119, 116 86 36, 845 09 ... -........ . . • . .. 82, 271 77 
............... 171 81 624 63 435 05 .................. 189 58 
15,000 00 .................. 57,464 28 42,000 88 .................. 15,463 40 
•• - -••• - - - . -- .. - - - - - . - - . - -.• - - - .. - 3 46 . - . -- . - - - .. - - . . . 3 46 -.. -- - - -.. - .. - •• 
................ .................. 46,576 90 15,196 08 .... ............. 31,380 82 
................ .................. 139 80 10 38 129 42 .............. .. 
. • • .. .. -- . . .. . . 435 67 2, 305 80 9- 00 ............... - .. 2, 296 80 
••. - - ... -.. - - . - . -. - . - . - •. - -.. -... - 805 56 -... - . - - - . - . - . • . 805 56 - - . - -... - . - . - .. -
75, 000 00 ............... --- 75, 000 00 -- ... ----- ---- ...... - ..... -- .. --.. 75, 000 00 
.• - .. -- ...... - .. 111 87 3, 792 09 ..... -- -..... -- . 3, 792 09 ............. -- -
•.... -- .... -- . .. .. . -- - • • . • . . .. . . .. 2, 059 87 2, 032 92 -- ... -- .. - -- -- - . -- 26 95 
6, 000 00 -- ............. --- 6, 000 00 6, 000 00 ................ -- ............... . 
15, 861 50 .. .. . • • . • • . • • .. • .. 15, 861 50 15, 861 50 ............................. -- ••• 
7, 000 00 ....... -.......... 7, 000 00 7, 000 00 ........... - ............. -- ...... . 
605 00 -.. - .. - - . - - .. -- -. - 605 00 605 00 - - . - - .• - - . - -- . . • . . . •. - .•. - - - - - -••. 
4, 576 92 .............. - .. - 4, 576 92 4, 576 92 -- ........ - -- .... - .•••••.... -. -- .. 
2, 591 27 8 73 2, 600 00 2, 600 00 . -.... . • • • • .. • • • .. . • - ... - ..... -- .. 
98 00 - - . -- - • - . - . -. - - - - - 98 00 98 00 -..... -... - . - - - . - . -..... - - - .... - - . 
5, 000 00 - - . - .... - - . - .... - . 5, 000 00 5, 000 00 .•.••..• - . - . • . . • .. .. .••• - .... - . - - -
882 50 .. - -- - ...• - . - . . . . . 882 50 882 50 - - . -.• - - -..... - . . . - - ..... - -• - -.... 
. . . - .... - ...... - 800 00 800 00 • - - -. - - - - - . - . . . 800 00 -•.. - •• - .•.. - ..• 
479 00 .................. 479 00 479 00 ................................ .. 
36, 751, 451 07 -'= 2, 652, 630 04 I 47, 640, 258 11 I 31, 448, 284 47 I 2, 254, 187 40 I 13, 937, 786 24 
47,369 79 .................. 47,369 79 1 47,369 79 ............................... .. 
6, 548, 800 16 18, 953 50 8, 474, 374 66 5, 994, 837 24 2, 000, 000 00 479, 537 42 
79 78 33 98 113 76 79 78 33 98 .............. .. 
• • .. . . . -- .... -.- 1, 300 50 68, 132 49 1, 431 55 66, 700 94 . -- ......... --.-
.............. .. 34,174 61 69,37191 32,39179 .................. 36,98012 
866, 0~~ ~g 3, ~~g i~ 863. ~~~ ~~ 850, 1 ~~ ~~ 
1
. _____ ..... sii!J _ i3- _______ ~~·- ~~~ _ ~~ 
• --.-. . . . . .. .. .. 5 08 51, 973 12 689 06 51, 284 06 ........ - ...... -
............. -.. 5, 963 92 19, 699 88 19, 651 67 . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . • .. 48 21 
375, 000 00 4, 441 11 379, 441 11 346, 673 15 .. -.-- ........ --.. 32, 767 96 
4 22 1, 593 42 1, 597 64 4 22 1, 593 42 ............... . 
. . . .. . • -- .. -.. .. 686 79 6, 465 41 1, 592 42 4, 872 99 ............... . 
................ 8,084 76 26,97105 21,642 58 .................. 5,328 47 
275, 000 00 702 30 275, 702 30 258, 200 90 .... - .. - ... ---.... 17, 501 40 
...... - - ....... - 5 72 5 72 . --- . -.- .• - .. . .. 5 72 -- •..... - .. -.-.-
...... . . . . .. . . . . 9 58 70, 716 97 4 60 70, 712 37 .......... -- .. .. 
. . . .. .. . . . . -- . .. 12, 318 32 32, 537 61 9, 004 08 -.. - ......... ---.. 23, 533 53 
585, 000 00 784 53 585, 784 53 528, 005 77 --.- ... -.-........ 57, 778 76 
362 22 -........... •••• • . 362 22 .. -- .•••.•... - .................. -- 362 22 
...... - - ... -- - - . . ..... - .. - . - .. - . . . 586 33 ............. - .. 586 33 . - - - ..• --- ... - - . 
................ 2,018 22 2,018 22 ................ .................. 2,018 22 
4, 000 00 .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 4, 000 00 2, 300 00 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 1, 700 00 
... -...... -.... - -......••.• - . . . . . . 292 99 292 99 -........ - . - .... - . -.•....... -....• 
............ .... 5, 929 08 6, 095 66 6, 004 66 .................. 91 00 
230, 000 00 20,000 00 250, 000 00 244, 549 25 ........ --.- .. - .. - 5, 450 75 
. ............... 15 725 21 350 00 375 21 ............... . 
-a,925, 647 s6 ~-- 120, so5 46 1-n. 238,110 16 1~65, 211 66 1 2, 100,734 15 1 676, t5s 3.3 
420 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 





Expen~~~~~~-~;!#.~1!~~~: ::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: -~~~f . :: ~i: :::::::: ~i~: 
Expen~~-~~ -~~~~-~~~::::::::::: ~ ~ : :: ::::::::::::: ~:::::::::: i~+~ ·· · · · · ::::::::::: 
Do.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . 1880 20 379 
Repairs and preservation of public buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 255 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1878 21 255 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1879 ................. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 255 
Furniture and repairs of same for public buildings . . .. . . . . . . 1878* . ..... ........... . 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1879 . ....... .....• . ... 
Do. . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . .. . • .. . . . . 1880 f ~~ ~~f 
Do ................................. _ . .. ......... .. _ . . 1877* 21 255 
Fuel, l~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~:~~-~~~1-i~-~~i:~:~~-s_::::::: ::::::::::: i~+~ ··· · ·· :::::::::::: 
Do..... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 1880 { ~~ ~~~ 
Heatinfl:~~~~~~~~-~~~ ~~~~i~-~~~~:~~~ : ~:: ::::::: ~ ~::: :: :::: 
Do ................ ... ............ ... ...... ........... . 
Do ...................... ... · .......................... . 
Pay of custodians and janitors ............ . .. . .... ......... . 
Do ................................................... . 
Do .................................................... . 
Commissioners to superintendents of lights .. ......... ..... . 
Do ................................................... . 
Do ................................................... . 
Marine Hospital Service, prior to .r uly 1, 1877 ............••. 
Marine Hospital Service (no limit) ... ... ..•....•.•....... ... 
Life-SD~~~-~~~-~-i~:.: :::::::::::::::::::: ::~: :::::::::::::::: 
Do ...........................................•.••..... 
Do ................................................... . 
Life-Saving Service, contingent expenses .........•.......... 
Do ................................................... . 
Do .•.............. ... ... .... .... ...... ...... --~----··· 
1877* 21 255 
1878 . .•••. ------
1879 . ....• - ..... 













R. s. 3689, 4803 
1877* ............ •••••· 
1878 . ................ . 
1879 . ..•.. ······ 
~~ 00 M8 
1877* 21 255 
1878 .......... . 
1879 ......... .. . 
Do ...................... .................. ....... ..... 1880 5 20 { 21 
378 
241 
Establishing life-saving stations (no limit) ........ ......... . 
Rebuilding and improving life-saving stations .............. . 
Building or purchase of such vessels as may be required for 
the revenue service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .. .. 
Compensation in lieu of moieties, 1877 and prior years, trans-
fer account ...................................................... ...... ........... . 
Do ...... ............. . .......................... ...... ' 1877* 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1870 
Do.... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents at seal fisheries in 
.Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . 1877·• 
Do. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . • . .. . . . .. . . 1878 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 




.July 1, 1879. 
$2, 191, 716 84 
10, 592 14 
11, 851 18 
5, 782 00 
1, 244 06 
5, 521 53 
1, 638 69 
5, 286 07 } ...... ·-···· --
16,144 02 
12, 725 58 } ............. . 
} .... 
1, 024 82 
10, 000 00 
2, 972 00 
3, 500 00 





5, 278 57 
107, 656 36 
76 80 
6, 707 85 
n. o64 s9 I 
14, 096 03 
............... ! 
1, 200 00 
4, 009 51 
Stan( a ·d. weights and measures . • . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . : . .. . .. . 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 
. - .. - - ..... - - .... - 3, 271 15 
Protection of sea-otter hunting grounds and seal fisheries in 
.Alaska.................................. . . . .. . . • . . . . .. .. . . 1878 
Do ........ ....... ...... ........................ .. , .... 1879 
Custo~~~-s-~, -B~~t~;;, -M~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1880 
Custom-house and post-office, Fall River, Mass ............ .. 
Custom-house and post-office, Hartford, Conn.~........ . . . . . . . ... . 
Custom-hosse and post-o:lifice, .Albany, N.Y ...................... .. 
Barge-office building, New York ...... ....... ................ .... .. 
Marine Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa .............................. · ... . 
Custom-house, Norfolk, Va ....................................... . 
Custom-house, Charleston, S. C ................................ _ .. _ 
Custom-house, New Orleans, La .............. ........... . .... _ .. .. 
Custom-house and post-office, Cincinnati, 0 ........... .... ........ . 
Custom-bouse and post-office, Evansville, Ind ....... . ....... . 
Custom-house and subtreasury, &c., Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Carried forward ................. .......•...•.... _ . 
" .And prior years. 




1, 250 48 
23, 522 00 
10, 000 00 
76, 182 41 
17, 951 (39 
134, 421 03 
204, 578 80 
7, 015 24 
1, 125 62 
36, 341 66 
237, 630 94 
8, 169 28 
697, 414 59 
-----r 
41 246, (393 45 I 
REGISTER. 421 
PRIA.1'IONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, q-c.-Continued. 
Ap
0
prrot.preia:fitisocnasl Rep aymon ts .Aggre,gate avail- P~yments dur- j .Amounts carried I Bala c s of -:-p 
f4 .b m a c1 e during able tor the tis- ing the :fiscal to the surplus ' n ~- . · 
year ending the .fiscal yoar cal year ending year ending fund June 30, propuatiOnR, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. Juno 30, 1880. 1880. 1 June 30, 1880. 
$8, 925, 647 86 $120, 805 46 
---------- .•••• . 475 78 
50, 000 00 - --- -- - -- - - - ..••. -
-- . - .----.-.-.. . 3, 897 40 
...... - - - --.---- 11, 528 70 
325, 000 00 2, 562 99 
109 89 1, 148 76 
27 69 9 45 
--- - - - ---- - - - -.. 2, 913 67 
110, 000 00 - -- - - - -... -. --- - - -
- - - . --.- -- ---- -·- 278 29 
131, 500 00 - - - -.•• - - - - - - - - - - -
185 75 385 23 
7, 569 08 
395, 000 00 52 50 
61 60 ---.--- --·-- ----- . 
- - - ... - .. - - . - - - . 6, 638 01 
80,000 00 ................ .. 
--·------------· 11171 
• - .. - - - - - .. - . - - . 61 35 
90, 000 00 4 77 
31, 574 96 . -----.----- ...... 
................ 45 58 
7, 500 00 39 87 
500 27 .. - .. - - ..... - .•. - . 
388, 592 87 10, 537 03 
................ 26 68 
- - - .. - - .. - - .. . .. 25 30 
.... - - - - . - - .. - . . 671 72 
472, 860 00 1, 056 09 
5 00 11 00 
.....•... .... .. . 11 03 
- ....... - - .. - - .. 1, 273 66 
52, 000 00 75 96 
2, 042 84 
18 65 
1, 351 14 
-.-.--.--.-..... 7, 500 00 
74 62 ................. . 
- - - - - . - - - - - .. - . . 202 « 
· · · · · · 2o: ooo · oo · :::::: :::::: :::::: 
278 25 
........... ..... 547 50 
1~. 350 00 ................. . 
7,000 00 ................. . 
· · · · · · 2o: ooo · oo · : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
.•.... ---.. .. . . . 221 76 
.......... '5"72 . :::::::::::::::::: 
335 53 
·····i25;ooo-oo· ----········27-iio· 
$11, 238, 170 16 
11, 067 92 
:10, 000 00 
15, 718 58 
17, 310 70 
327, 562 99 
1, 258 65 
] ')81 20 
8: 435 20 
110,000 00 
1, 638 6lJ 
5, 564 36 
131,500 00 
570 98 
16, 144 02 
20,294 66 
395, 052 50 
61 60 
1, 024 82 
16, 638 01 
80, 000 00 
3, 083 71 
3, 561 35 
90, 004 77 
31, 574 96 
7, 005 41 
7, 539 87 
500 27 
664, 841 50 
26 68 
11, 135 61 
12,375 45 
473, 916 09 
16 00 
255 18 
6, 552 23 
52, 075 96 
109,699 20 
95 45 
8, 058 99 
7, 500 00 
74 62 
73, 2S7 33 
14, 096 03 
20, 000 00 
278 25 
J, 200 00 
4, 557 01 
13, 350 00 
3, 27115 
7, 000 00 
1, 250 48 
23, 522 ()0 
20,000 00 
10,221 76 
76, 182 41 
17, 951 69 
134, 421 03 
204,578 80 
7, 015 24 
$8, 365, 277 66 
13 18 
47, 025 13 
500 55 
13, 897 13 
314,487 33 
109 89 
1, 271 75 
5, 046 62 
100, 900 00 
2 80 
934 84 




352, 554 47 
61 60 
$2, 196, 734 15 $676, 158 35 
.................. 11,054 74 
.................. 2,974 87 
15, 248 03 ..... - - . - .. - .. -. 
.................. 3,413 57 
..... -- ... - .. --... 13, 075 66 
1,148 76 .............. .. 
9 45 . ---.-.-- .. - ... . 
.... - - . - - - - . - - - . .. 3, 388 58 
. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . 9, 1oo ·oo 
1, 635 89 . - - .. - ........ - -
- - ... -- . - - .. .. .. .. 4, 629 52 
. - - ..... -•.... -- -. 6, 222, 27 
385 23 ............... . 
16, 143 32 .. .. .. ---.- .. . 
20,084 33 
42, 498 03 
........ - .... - - . 1, 024 82 . - - ..... - - .. - ••. 
14, 476 10 ... - .. -- ...... -.- .• 2, 161 91 
:::::: ~~~ ~~~: ~~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >·~ ~~~ ~ ~~: :::::: :: ~~ ~~~: ~~ 
79, 500 00 . -...... - ... -... - . 10, 504 77 
.. ........... - ...... -- .... -. ...... 31,574 96 
4, i\62 41 ............ ---- .. 2,143 00 
3, 858 11 ..... - . - -- - . -- . - .. 3, 681 76 
500 27 . - ... - ................. - ...... ----
..... =:~: :~~. ~~ ...... -..... -26.68 ., .... -. ~~~·- ::~. ~~ 
. - . - ..... - - - - - - . 11, 135 61 .... - . - . - . - ... -. 
1, 210 14 ----.---- ... -.-... 11, 165 31 
il90, 501 94 . -.- .. --- .... -.-.. 83, 414 15 
5 00 . 11 00 . - . - .... - - - . - .. . 
255 18 - - - . - - .. - - - - .. - . - . . - . - . - . - -...... -
5, 700 87 ... - - . - - - .. - ... - .. 851 36 




7, 500 00 
74 62 





8, Q;'i2 02 
55, 966 17 .. -- ........ - ... 
............ -... - . 12, 908 25 
............ - ... - . 6, 17 4 82 
278 25 ..... - - . - .. - .. - -
............. -. . 1, 200 00 .......... -.... . 
3, 583 51 
6, 813 26 
3, 271 15 
3, 045 75 
...... ...... ...... 973 50 
...... ............ 6, 536 74 
3, 954 25 
. - - .. - ..•• - •. - . . 1, 250 48 ...• - ..•.... - - - . 
22,902 88 ...... ............ 619 12 
. - .......•.... - ..•.•.... - - - ..••.• - 20, 000 00 
9, 517 50 . -.- .. --- - . - - .... - 704 26 
50, 813 35 .. - .. - ....... --. - . 25, 369 0(1 
16, 799 50 ...... -.- ..... -. - . 1, 152 19 
84, 753 34 -- ..... -- . .. .. .. .. 49, 667 69 
108, 233 30 -.-.. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 96, 345 50 
................ .................. 7,015 24 
5 72 5 72 
1, 125 62 1, 125 62 
36, 677 19 36, 677 19 
237, 630 94 235, 422 40 
8, 169 28 8, 034 67 
822, 442 19 658, 309 09 




15, 677,432 46 1 11,736, 5o1 11 I 2, so5, 281 55 I 11, 24-5, 996 23 ~-- 184-, 742 78 ~------- 1, 635, 619 7.J. 
422 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the B.dLAXCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
.Balances of ap- ~ 
Year. l--.,.-----1 ~ropriations 1 
Vol. Ps:Jif01~- r uly 1, 1879. 1 
Statutes. 
-I 
~~~l~: ~Fiit1!th~~~~~~%~~~--~ ~ ::~ ~~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~: :~ ~::::: :~~::: : ~ ~~i: : ~~:::: ~ i6~: . -~~·- ~~~·- ~~~. ~~ .1 
Custom-house, court-house, and post-office, Memphis, Tenn. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116, 684 54 
CusTOMs-Continued. 
Custom-house, court-house, and post-office, Nashville, Tenn......................... 89,788 22 
Custom-house, &c., St. Louis, Mo..... . ............................................. 381,086 01 
Custom-house, post-office, &c., Kansas City, Mo .•••.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . •. . • . . . . . . 114, 227 07 
.Appraisers' stores, San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 938 24 
Marine Hospital, San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 354 36 
Nubble Head light-station, Maine ........................................................•.......... 
Whale's Back fog-signal, New Hampshire .......................................... . ............... . 
Day beacons, Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Boat-landing at light-stations, Maine, New Hampshire, and 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .......................... . 
Ipswich light-station, Massachusetts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Cape Poge light-station, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 
Stage Harbor light-station, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Isle La Motte li~ht-station, Vermont........................ . . . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 
Bullock's Point ::;hoals light-station, Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J, 500 00 
Bullock's Point Shoals light-station, Rhode Island (act .June 
16, 1880) ......................••.•............. . ••.•....... -----· 21 243 ················ 
Fuller's Rock and Sassafras Point light-station, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 500 00 
Castle Hill fog-signal, Rhode Island . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Falkner's Island fog-signal, New York...................... .•.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . 5, 000 00 
Execution Rocks fog-signal, New York ............................................. "' 15,000 00 
Steam Mill Point light-station, New' York ...................... _.. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 300 00 
Cumberland Head, New York.......................................... . ........... 250 00 
Staten Island Depot, New York ............................... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 0, 000 00 
Cold Spring Harbor light-station, New York . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 00 
Thirty-milePointlight-station, NewYork.................. ...... ...... ............ 5,000 00 
Barnegat light-stat-ion, New .Jersey................................................. 9,000 00 
Absecom lil!ht-station, New .Jersey .......................... _ .. _.. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 00 
Great Beds light-stat.ion, New .Jerse.v......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 000 00 
·wreck of the Scotland light-ship, New York Harbor, New 
.J erscy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .......................... . 
Li:;:hts on the Delaware River, Delaware ............ ............... :.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 000 00 
Harper's Straits light-station, Maryland..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 000 00 
.Jones' Island light-station, Maryland . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . ...• .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 22, 000 00 
Cape Henry light-station, Virginia.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73, 068 30 
LaurelPointlight-station, North Carolina........................ .................. 19,000 00 
Beacon lights in Currituck and Albemarle Sounds, North 
Carolina...... . ..... . ............................................................. 7,000 00 
Paris Island light-station, South Carolina.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 00 
Hilton Head and Bay Point light-station, South Carolina ..... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 00 
Fort Ripley light-.~tation, South Carolina ................................ . ..................•........ • 
}'og Island light-station, Georgia . ..... ................... ....... _. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 3, 000 00 
American Shof.l.llight-station, Florida ......................... _. _. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81, 068 30 
Fowey Rocks l~l!'ht-stat~on, Flori_da ...................... , .... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 18, 676 81 
Dr.v Tortugas hght-statwn, Flonda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 000 00 
Cape San Blas light-station, Florida......................... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 2, 000 00 
Northwest Passage light-station, '!<'lorida .......................................................... . 
Repait s of iron li;tht-houses, Florida ......... ................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3, 100 00 
Fort Point light-station Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 500 00 
Re-establishment of light-houses, Texas ....... ................. _. _ . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 20,000 00 
South Pass lights, Mississippi River, Louisiana .............. __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 189 25 
§'~~~J;:rp~~ot~~~~~:i~~~. t~~l~~~~~.- ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~: ~: : ~:::: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~~: ~~~ ~~ 
~~~~:~:~~~fliif~l~t~f~~?~~:~i;;~~~~::: ~::::::::::::::::: ::: ~:: :::::: :::::::::::: *: ~~~ ~~ 
Pierhead beacon-1igh ts on the lake1>, Michigan ... _.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54, 916 49 
~~~~nl.~~~~i~li~~{i~J~ti~~t~ic~~~~i-~~~----.-.-_-_-_:: .. ::: ~ ~:::::: __ ::::: :::::: .. ::::: ~: ~ ~ ~: 7~: ~~~ ~~ 
Passage Island light-station, Michigan .......................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 18, 000 00 
~~~~''ii~ir:~l~~~i~~~~~~::1~~r~~~~:: ~::::::::: ~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 3!J~~ ~ 
Po~nt 'iVilsoJ?-lig)lt-statio~, Washin~ton Territ?ry .... .• . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. 5, 000 00 
P':nut No Pomt h!;!ht-stat1':m, Washmgton Tern tory ............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 037 77 
T1llamook Head hght-statwn, Oregon . ......................... _.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 49, 000 00 
Saint Helen's Bar light-station, Oregon...................... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 787 21 
Columbia River lig;ht,station, Oregon ....................... ·--~ .....•.............................. 
Oakland Harbor light-station, Califomia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5, 000 00 
Point Fermin light-station, California....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 00 
Carried forward ............................... : .......•.•.............. ~82, 141 79 I 
REGISTER. 423 
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AJ]
0
prrotpreia:fitls.ocnasl Rep aym en t s .Aggregate avail- ~ Payments dur- I .Amountscarried Balance,; of ap-
~· ;h made during ableforthe:fis. ingthe:fiscal to the surplus 
year ending the:fiscalyear calyearclHling year ending fund .June 30, propl'iations, 
.Jnne 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. .June30, 1880. 
$11, 245, 996 2H $184,742 78 
30, 000 00 .. ---- --.- ••. --- -. 
------------ .• -. 878 52 
-----· ...... ..•. 80,273 20 
· __ l--: ~-: ::~ :. :1• • • • • • •·· ~; ;.r ~r 
- - - .... -- . -•. - . . 2, 000 00 
146 40 .............• : ••. 
1 00 
3, 980 98 
5 055 60 
' 2 00 
12,470 75 
3, 307 59 
1, 873 84 
825 78 




$15, 677, 4~~ ~~ I ·!~~·-:~~·-~~~_~~- ~ - ... !~·-~~~·-~~~.~~. $1, 635, 6~~ ~* 
30, 000 00 300 00 . --- . - . ----. . . . . . . 29, 700 00 
117,563 06 19,80811 · ····•·······•••·· 97,754 95 
89, 788 22 42, 922 22 ...... - .. --. . .. .. . 46, 866 00 
461,359 21 1 286,54915 .................. 174,810 06 
114, 227 07 1 31, 554 80 ........••• a .. .. .. 82, 672 27 
41, 111 19 40, 535 57 • - ...... -- .. -.-.. 575 62 
4, ~~~ ~~ /· · · · · .. i: 65o · oo · · · .. · · ·--2: sso ·55· . _ .. __ .. __ ~~~. ~~ 
1, 781 74 .. ---.--.-.- . -- .. -- •.....••..... -. 1, 781 74 
10, 000 00 4, 600 00 . -....... .. . .. . .. . 5, 400 00 
2, 000 00 I 2, 000 oo I ................................. . 
10, ooo oo I 10, ooo oo . ........................... . 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 - ..... - -- . - ... - - ... -.- ..•• - ... - - . 
10, 000 00 10, 000 00 .. -.. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ....... -- .... . 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 ....... -- .................. - .... .. 
1, 500 00 .............. - . 1, 500 00 ...... -- - ...... . 
146 40 ................ .................. 146 40 
4, 500 00 ......... --- ...... ---. .. .. .. . • . . . . 4, 500 00 
10, 000 oo 
1 
....... ___ . _. _ . _ . __ .. __ .. ____ . . . . . 10, 000 00 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 
1
. ___ ............. _ .. _ ..... __ . _ . _ .. 
15, 000 00 15, 000 00 ................. - ........... - .. .. 
300 00 300 00 - .. - .. -.... - . .. • .. .. - .... - . - .... .. 
250 00 - ................... -- ...... - 250 00 
10,000 00 10,000 00 ................................. . 
20, 000 00 10, 000 00 .... - . .. .. .. .. .. .. 10, 000 00 
~: ~~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : -: : :I : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~: ~~~ ~~ 
20,000 00 ............. ... ............ ...... 20,000 00 
23, 00: :: ' ...... ~~~~~~. ~~_ , ......... -- .. ~. ~~- .... ---~~~ ~~~- ~~ 
60, 000 00 20, 000 00 , . .. --- .. ---. .. .. .. 40, 000 00 
14,000 00 14,000 00 ................................ . 
22, 000 00 22, 000 00 ........ --- ............ - ........ .. 
73, 068 30 35, 000 00 , .. - .... --- . - . -.- . . 38, 068 30 
19,000 00 19,000 00 ................................. . 
7, 000 00 7, 000 00 ...... - .......... - ............ -- .. 
18, 980 98 I 3, 000 00 ............... • .. 15, 980 98 
25, 055 60 16, 000 00 .. - .. -- ........ --- 9, 055 60 
3, 00~ ~~ , . -- .. - . i: 000.00. . -- ...... -... ~. ~~. . -.--- .. 2:000.00 
!l3, 539 05 65, 000 00 ............... - .. 28, 539 05 
21, 984 4o I 10, ooo oo 11, 984 4o ............. _ .. 
7~: ~~~ ~~ :::::::::::::: J::::::::: i; ~;~: ~i: .. -.- .. ~~: ~~~- ~~ 
3, 100 00 I"- .. -...... --- "I'-- .. -- ....... -.-. 3, 100 00 12, 500 00 .......... - .. -.. .. -- ...... -.. .. . .. 12, 500 00 
20,000 00 ...... ....... ... ...... ...... ...... 20,000 00 
!l, 189 25 ............. ... ............ ...... 9,189 25 
50, ooo oo I 5, ooo oo ........ _ .. _ .. .. .. 45, ooo oo 
50, 000 00 . - ....... - - .. - ... -- •. - . --- . . . . . . . . 50, 000 00 
1, 500 00 .. - ....... -.. . • . .. .. - .... --- .. .. .. 1, 500 00 
4, 825 78 1... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . • . . 4, 825 78 
11, 007 46 1 11, 007 46 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. ............ .. 
55, 522 78 1 19, 733 14 1.--- ... ---- .. ---.- 35, 789 64 
70, 000 00 55, 000 00 ................. - 15, 000 00 
4, 076 80 .......... - .. - .. 4, 076 80 .... -... -- ... - .. 
1~: ~~~ ~~ ' . :::: :: i ,: ~~~: ~6: I :::::: :::::: :::::: .•••••• ~~:. ~~~. ~~ 
3g: ~~~ ~~ I 2~: ~~~ gg :::::::::::::::::: ..... __ . :·_ ~~~ _ ~~ 
11, 037 77 11' 037 77 .. - ... - ...... ----- .. --- ........ --. 
49, 000 00 49, 000 00 ......... --- .. - ........... - ..... . 
787 21 ................ 787 21 ............... . 
5, ~~~ ~~ 1:::::: ::::::: ::: . ::::::::::: : ~: ~~: ........ 5: ~~g- gg • 
11, 276, 142 63 I 306, 580 56 -y], 564, 864 98 12, 648, 980 75 --2, 328, 388 61 ,-2, 587, 495 62 
424 REPORT ON THE l!'INANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALJNCES of APPRO 






July 1, 1879. 
Brought f~r~=~:f~~~~~~~~~~-~-- ......... . ...•... ........ ................ ·.. $5, 982, 141 79 1 
Point Pinos light-station, California.... • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 00 
Point Bo~ita lifiht-statio~, Calif?rnia_. ......... . ....................•... . ......... .... ..•.......••... 
~~~~ll.~:i~~~~~a~~-c~i!f~~~i~~~~~o·r-~1-~: :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .-.-~ :::::::::::: :::::: • •• 2i. ······ · · 24o· :::::::::::::::: 
Steam tenders for the Atlantic coast ....................... - ~ -..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 
Depot for the sixth district............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 10, 000 00 
Depot for the twelfth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Roadways at stations on Pacific coast....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 991 96 
Repairs and protection of. light-stations fourth district ..... . ............ 
1
............ 7, 400 00 
Duplicate fog-signals for the United States coast............ ..•. . . .•. . . . ......... ... 20,000 00 I 
Steam tender for the western river lights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 240 30, 000 00 
Steam tender for the Pacific coast ........... ......... .............................................. . 
Laboratory of the Light-House Board ... .. ........ .. .. -- ................ -·· · ·- · ··-- · 8, 000 00 I 
Lia~t~n~i.:!~ -~~-o-j:~~~- -~~ _ ~~~- ~i~~~~~i-~~~ ~- -~i_s_s_o_l~~~~ . ~~~. 1877* _ •.•. ... ...•.. _. _ .. _ .•.. __ . __ _ . __ . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 016 47 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 669 12 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 380 .............. . 
Lighting the Ohio River... . .......... . ....... ... ........... 1875*;...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 802 98 1 
R~~=i~~t~n~o c~~~~~=~~~~- ~-~~~~~ -~~ -~~~~~~~~~. ~~~-r-~e-~ ~~f~ } ••••• - ~ { ~~ J } ~!~ } ............. . 
R~~~~~~~~. ~~: ~~~~~~~~~- ~~-~~~~ -~~ -~~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~ ~ ~~~ ............ ·I "..... . . . . . . 108, 975 45 I 
~:~:~::~~~~g i:~g~~:~:: :~~~:: ~~ ~:~~~l~~; ~~ lll~~;·~~t· ······1 R S. 3689 ... ..••.... ..... 1 
June 16, 1880 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 21 242, 255 .•••••......... ·I 
Debentures, drawbacks, bounties, or allowances, prior to 
July 1, 1875 ...... , ......•••.....................•...........•••.. 
Debentures, drawbacks, bounties, or allowances; no limit .... ... ·.. R. S. 
27, 046 69 
3689 
D!g,e~~~t~~~ -~~~ ~-b~~~-s~. ~~~~~i~.s~. ~~. ~~~~v_a_~~~~ ~. ~~~.~~-~~· I · .... _ 21 255 
Debentures and other charges................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Salaries and expenses of Treasury Investigating Committees. 1878 •••••..••..... .•.. 
Refunding moneys erroneously received and covered into 
U ~~~af~:~t~:lr~b";~di~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ : : ~ :: ~: :: : : ~ ~ ~ : :: : : : : : .·1 : : : : : : ~: ~: 




enue. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 378 .......•........ 
Reimbursement of the master of the Verbena ...... ........ 1 •••••.••••••.••••••••••• 33 83 
Refunding dutieH to the University of Notre Dame duLac, 
of Saint Joseph County, Indiana............. . ........... . .... . 
Relief of widows and orphans of surfmen who perished at 
Point Aux Barques, Lake Huron ......................... ...... . 
Relief of officers and crews of whaling barks Mount Wallos-
ton and Vigilant ... . .................•...........•.............. 
21 31 .......•......•. 
21 258 
21 150 
Total customs .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 6, 268, 478 29 
INTERIOR CI\"IL. 
Salaries Office Secretary of t,he Interior..................... 1878 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 47 55 
Do ................................... . ................ 1880 21 23, 28 ............... . 
Continfi~~~ -~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ -~~~~~~~~!. ~~-~~~.:~~~~-~~~·:::::::: ~~~~ :::::::::::: .......... -~. ~~-
Do ........................... . ............. .. ......... 1880 21 23 ....•••••....... 
Salaries temporary clerks Department of tbe Interior . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . • . . 18 50 
Do .................................................... 1879 ..••...••........••.•••..... 
Do ................................... .. ... .. ..... .... . 1880 21 23 .•.••........•.. 
Salaries watchmen Department of the Interior....... . ..... . 1878 . . . • . . . • . • . . 154 89 
Salary Secretary to sign land warrants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Fuel, li~hts, &c., Depa1·tment of the Interior................. 1880 21 23 .•.••.......... . 
Rent of buildings Department of the Interior..... . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 07 
Do .................................................... 1879 .............••.. . ......... . ..•... 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23, 28 ............... . 
Stationf>~ -~~:~~~~~~~-~~ -t~~!.~~~~i-~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :~: ~:::::: :::: :i ~~~g :::::: :::::::::::: · · · · · · · ·· ii3 ·53· 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . 1880 21 23, 28, 245 .......••....... 
Packing, &c., Congressional documents . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 13 20 
Do .............................••............ ....... .. 1 1879 ................•.... .. ........... 
Postag~D~p~~·t~~~i:~f-th~"i~t~~i~;::::::::: ::::::::::::::::I ~~~g ... ~~ .......... ~~- ..... ioi,"826" oo" 
• ~~: : : : : :: : : : : :: ~: : :: :: ~ ~: : : : :: ::: _.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~~g ... 2i. . ........ 23 . . ..... ~~: ~~~. ~~ 
Salaries General Land Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 23 
Carried forward ................................... I ...... I ....... .......... . 1--m, 82184" 




PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED Jnne 30, 1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
A¥E:o&~a~~~~~ R ~ ~ J l d~~~gs Aaf11~efo~t~:;~~: pftig g:sfi~~~i A:o~~;s s~rr;~~~ Balances of ap-
propriations, year ending the :fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund .June 30, .June 3o, 1880 . 
.J nne 30, 1880. 1880. .June 30, 1880. .J nne 30, 1880. 1880 . 
. !~'·. ::'·.14'. sa l ...... ':~~·- ~~. ~~. 
_______ .. ______ _ 
1 
14 02 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ : ::::::::::: ~~~: ~~: 
15, 000 00 4, 054 82 
7, 276 18 
·····--· - - --· -- 10 79 
------- . ..•. - -- - 80 35 
••• -- - - .. - - .. - - . 2, 017 50 
130, 000 00 .•••• - - - - - - - -- - • - -
90, 000 00 ---.-- - -. --- . -.- .. 
2, 517, 827 22 16, 867 23 
319, 521 61 .•••• - .• - - - - • --- -. 
1, 825, 991 23 13, 955 83 
49 74 ----·------------· 
136 91 ------ . -- - - - . -- - - -
127 50 - - - - - . - - - - - • - - - - - . 
1, 750 41 .•••••. - •••• ---- --
100, 000 00 
2, 334 07 
1, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
5 68 
$17, 564-, 804 98 
6, 000 00 
14 02 
200 90 
7, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
2, 991 96 
7, 400 00 
20, 000 00 
49,054 82 
7, 276 18 




130, 000 00 
7, 802 98 
90, 000 00 
108,975 45 
2, 534, 694 45 
319, 521 61 
27, 046 69 





1, 750 41 
100, 005 68 
33 83 
2, 334 07 
1, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
$12, 648, 980 75 $2, 328, 388 61 $2, 587, 495 62 
6, 000 00 . - •••• - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - . - - .. - - - - • 
................ 14 02 ----------~-----
-- - - - - . - - - - - . - - - 200 90 - - - - - .. - - - - - . - - -
2, 450 00 .... - .. ----- - .... - 4, 550 00 
5, 000 00 -- - - - •. - - - -•. - - - - - -- - - - - - - . -- - - - - -
10, 000 00 -.---- ------ --- - -- ------ - - - . --- - - -
10, 000 00 --- - --- ----- . --- . . . . -- ... - . - . -----
2, 991 96 .• -- ... --.- .. -- .. - .••.. ----- .. - --. 
7, 400 00 ------ ........... - .............. --
19, 367 50 .. -- -- -.... ------- 0~2 50 
49, 054 82 . -- - - - ------ -----. - --- - - --- - - - - -- -
7, 247 62 28 56 - .. - ...... ------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - 8, 000 00 
----- -·-- ---· --- 10 79 .••.. -------·--· 
------ - --- - -- -- . 27, 096 82 ---- - - - -- - - - - -- -
46 93 .................. 17,~9 69 
128,123 00 .................. 1,877 00 
·--- -···-······· -----·-----··----- 7,802 98 
1, 239 98 
108,972 75 
2, 534, 694 45 
4,124 49 
5, 069 53 
1, 839, 947 06 
88, 760 02 
2 70 
315, 397 12 
21,977 16 
................ .................. 49 74 
136 91 - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .• - - •. 
. . - • - - - - - - - - - - - - 400 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - -
127 50 . - - - - • - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -
1,750 41 ------------------ .............. .. 
. • ---- ~~·- ~~~- ~~- :::::: :::::: :::::. 80, 0~~ ~: 
2, 334 07 --- - . .. -- -- - -- - . - -- • -- -- -- - - - .. --
••• -.- .• --.- - --. ------ - ----- --.--- 1, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
=1=6,=2=9=2,=8=81=32=:1 : ==:::;3=5=1,=0=63=86=1===2=2,=9=1=2,=4:2 ;3=4=7 17,415, 059 73 2~~: 139 70 1_3, 141,224 04 
118, 510 00 .••••• ------------
-- .... -- • -- -- .. - 209 26 
7,000 00 ................ .. 
--------·------- 37 05 
7, 000 00 -••••• ---------.--
8, 000 00 ...... -- -- -- -- - - --
................ 83 37 
29,100 00 ................. . 
• -- • -- .. -- -- .•• - 21 15 
............. -- - 2, 389 06 
35, 000 00 15, 606 44 
•••..• - -.. - . - .. - 212 92 
5, 000 00 ....... - • -- - - -- -- -
....................................................... 






7, 000 00 
18 50 
37 05 
7, 000 00 
154 89 
1 00 
8, 000 00 
07 
83 37 
29, 100 00 
21 15 




5, 000 00 




---------------- 47 55 .............. .. 
118, 510 00 ------ .. --.------- -- •• ------------
................ 187 .............. .. 
100 50 .................. 108 76 
7, 000 00 ---- -- --- ••. ---- - - . - - . - - - -.--. - --. 
----- ---· ------· 18 50 ------ ·····--·-· 
........ - ... -- .. - - -- --.- . - ....... - 37 05 
- 7, 000 00 ------ ...... ------ ...... ........ .. 
. • . . . . - .... - . • . . 154 89 .••. - • - -- .. - - - - . 
.... -- --····---- 1 00 --·- ... -- ...•.•• 
8, 000 00 --.--- •. --- .. -.--- -•••••.. -.-- •• -. 
................ 07 ............... . 
- •• -- . - .. -- -- - .. -- -- -- -- -- -- .. -- -- 83 37 
29, 100 00 . - •. -- •. -.- .. ----- ------ - - - :- -----
----.- •. --...... 21 15 --- ..• -.-- .. -- •• 
2, 502 59 ...••••••• .....• • - .......... -- .•.. 
45, 929 85 .•.••• ---- -- --.... 4, 676 59 
...... - - - -- . . • .. 13 20 -- -- -- .... -. -- .. 
- - - . - - - . - - -.- - - - . -- ... - ... ----. - . . 212 92 
5, 000 00 - -- ... - - -- -- -- - - - . -- -- -- ......... . 
- . - .......•. - - - . 101, 826 00 .•. - ... - .. - ..••• 
12, 643 80 .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 20 
14, 437 50 ..... -----------.. 15, 562 50 
···············- 1 23 .....••..••...•. 
239. o1o oo I 18, 559 25 -- 372, 991 09 ,- 250, 224 24 ,-- 102, 085 46 ~--20, 681 39 
426 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting BALANCES of APPRO 
Statutes. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Vol. Ps:lii~;,r July 1,1879. 
Balances of ap_l 
Year. 1-----;-----1 J)ropriaiions, . 
-----------1--- I 
INTERIOR crnr.-Continued. 1 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. $114, 821 84 1 
Salaries General Land Office . . .. . . .. . .. .. • .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . 1879 .................................. , 
Do .......................... _ . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ................ 
1 ContingentexpensesGeneralLandOffice .................... 1877* 21 255 ............... . Vo .................................................... 1878 ...... ............ 1 55 
Do .................................................... 1879 ................................ .. 
Contingent expenses General Land Office (no limit).......... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. 50 
Contingent expenses General Land Office .. .. .. • . . .. .. .. . .. . 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries temporary clerks General Land Office ............ { i~~~ } . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 057 85 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 13 84 
Commission to classify lands and codify land laws ........... 1880 20 394 ............... . 
Do .................................................. { i~~~ } 21 245 .............. .. 
.Adjusting claims for indemnity for swamp lands .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 41, 150 ...........•. ... 
Reproducing plats of surveys General Land Office . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . .••........ .. ..... -. - - -.-- -i 
Do .................................................... 1880 20,21 393,246 ................ , 
Salari]~~~~ :~~:i:s:s~~~:e:r: ~;:~~:~:a:~ :~~~~~s: ~:::::: ~:::::: ~~~~ ::: ~i: :::: :: ~~; ~~: ......... ~~;~~~. I 
Contingent expenses Office Commissioner of Indian .Affairs . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 63 • 
Do ............ ........................................ 1880 21 23 .............. .. 
Salaries Office Commissioner of Education .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 1878 .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. . • . 7 70 
1 Contin~~ni ~~~'~;~~;; ~·~~;~~!;~~; ~~:~~~~~;< ~ ~: !I!! :;: ~~: :: : ;~: 28 · ::::::::. ,;: ~ - ~ 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ................ 1 
Distributing documents Bureau of Education ........... . . . . . 1880 20 395 ......•...... .. ·1 
Removal of Bureau of Education ............................ 1879 .......... ·• .... -- · .............. - ~ 
Salaries Office Commissioner of Pensions . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 1877* .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. • .. .. . . .... .. 
~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::: ~ ~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!i~ ::: ~i: ::: ~~~: ~~: ~~: :::::: ::::~~:~~: I 
Contiu:fient expenses Office Commissioner of Pensions . . . . . . 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 209 50 
0 ............................ - • • . • • .. • • .. .. .. • .. .. • • • 1878 .. .. . . . .. . • . . . .. . . . 1, 960 90 
Do ....................•............................... 1879 ........•..............•.....•.... 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23, 68 ........ ....... . 
Invest~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ ... 2i" ....... .. 23" :::::::::::::::: 
Fpr;:~~~~~ ~~~-t~~-~e~~~~~~-~~~--r_e_l~~~-~~~~-~-o-~~~~~~~~~~- ~: f i~~~ } .. . .. .. .. ...... 1, 500 00 
Salaries temporary clerks Office Commissioner of Pensions { i~~~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43, 700 00 
Salaries Office Commissioner of Patents................ . .... 1878 .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. 3 40 
Do ............................................... . .... 1879 .•............. 
Do .................................................... 1880 """2i" ..... . 23,'28' : ............... ' 
Con tin~~~~ ~~~~~-s_e~- ~~~~ ~~~~i~~~~~-e_r_ ~:. ~~~~~~~: ~ ~::::: i~~~ ·- · 2i · · · · · · · · · · 23 · :::::::::::::::: 
Seientific Library, Patent Office .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Publishing the Biennial Register .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 245 ............... . 
Photolithographing Office Commissioner of Patents . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 85 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ..•..........•.. 
Copies of drawings Office Commissioner of Patents . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Do .................................................... 1879 ................................. . 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 2:? .............. .. 
Tracings of drawings Office Commissioner of Patents. .. .. .. 1879 ................................. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 .......••...... . 
Plates for Patent Office Official Gazette ...... ...... ~......... 1878 ... .. . .... . .. .. .. . 96 10 
Do -.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23, 150 ............... . 
Salaries Office .Auditor of Railroad .Accounts............ .. .. 1879 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. ............ .. 
Do. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1880 
Contingent expenses Office .Auditor of Railroad .Accounts. . . 1880 
Salaries employes under .Architect of the Capitol ...... . . . . . . 1880 
Salary Director Geological Survey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Salaries office surveyor-general of .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Coutiuo·ent expenses office surveyor-general of Arizona . ..•. 1878 
.'Do .............................. ...................... 1879 
Do.. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 1880 
Salaries office surveyor-general of California................. 1878 













...... ...... .••... 1, 241 40 
21 23 - .............•. 
...... -... . . . ...•. 102 40 
............ 425 50 
20 394 -.............. . 
21 247 469 84 
...••. ............ 3,474 04 
Carried forward ............................ ......... ...... .... .... . 179, 086 26 . 
*.And prior years. 
REGISTER. 427 
PRIATIO.NS UNEXPENDED June 30,1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Appropriations Repayments 
1
1.A.ggregate avail- 1 Payments dur- Amounts carried 
1
/ Bala c~: ::-
for the :fiscal made during able fortbe:fis- ingthe:fiscal to tbe surplus rn it· P· 
year ending the :fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, .f u~~r3~ ~~~~· 
:rune 30, 1880. 1880. I J nne 30, 1880. 
1 
:r nne 30, 1880. I 1880. ' · 
.... 
123~: ~1~ 00 $1B, ~: :; ; 1372' ·: :; I. 1250: '24. :~. ; .... 1'02: 18'. ,; .I $20, "M ~ 
273, 220 00 .•.••• -- . . . . . . • . . 273, 220 00 273, 220 00 -..... - ..•.• -• • • • . - ... - ... -- .. -••• 
77 50 - . - - . - . - - - - - . - - - - - 77 50 . . - -- - . -- - - - - - - . . -- - - - . - - - - - - - - - --I 77 50 
···········•···· .................. 1 55 ................ 1 55 -··············· 
.........• - . - . . . 500 00 500 00 499 60 .••.....••. -- .... - 40 
••...... --...... 190 76 191 26 -............... 191 26 ...•........ - .. -
25, 000 00 270 25 25, 270 25 23, 750 56 , . • . • . • .. .. . . . . . . . . 1, 519 69 
•••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 1, 057 85 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 057 85 .....•.•••.•..•• 
· · · · · · 2o,· ooo- oo · :::::: :::::: ::::::I 20, o~~ ~ ---· · · 2o; ooo- oo ·I .... _ ....... ~~. ~~. :::::::::::::::: 
15, 000 00 -••..••. - - ...•••. -I 15, 000 00 . - .....••. -..... . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . • 15, 000 00 
20, 000 00 .............. ' -- - 20, 000 00 15, 000 00 ........ -... . . . • • . 5, 000 00 
. . . . .. . • • • • .. .. 4 00 4 oo I 4 oo 
u, ooo oo . • . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . u, ooo oo -· • · · · i2; oiio · oo · :::::::::::: :::::: 12, ooo oo 
.................................. , 145 02 ................ 145 02 ............... . 
~ :~~ ~ ~ ~43~ •• ~ 10~ 60~00-~ 00~00~~ _::_·:_:_:_ :_: __ :_:_:_:_:_:_~_<_<_<_<_· ! 74, ~g~ g~ I ·--· . -~~~-~~-~~ -I::::::::::: ::i :~~: :::::::::: ~~~: ~~ 
3, 000 00 3, 000 00 ........•.•• - .. . . . - ... -- ......... -
•.•. - - ....•. - . - .. ••.. - . - . • • . . . . . . . 7 70 .••. - ... - .. -. . . . . 7 70 ......•. - .. - - .. -
·····-1·7·,·a·2·o--o·o·· ......•...... 1 __ o_5 __ '1 1 05 ' ············-··· .....•.•••........ 105 17,320 00 17,320 00 ................................. . 
····-- --· ....••. 9 77 
18, 400 00 135 00 I 
1, 000 00 - - .. - . - . - - . - ..••.. 
•.•..• ......... . 3 49 
•••. .••.•• .•••.• 26 44 1 
~ ~:.: ~~~ ~~ ~ ~i: : ::; ;; -~;:.; :F~: i 
· · · · · · 2o: ooo · oo · ...... ...... ~~.~~. I 
. _____ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 139 50 I 
... - - . ~~·- ~~~- ~~ . :::::: :::: ':::::::: 
.... . ......... .......... . ... .::::: :; -·~~~_::_ ! :: :::: :: :::;: ·:·-~ __ ::_::::: 
:::::;;;,:;;;:ii: :::::: :::: :;;j '"·'i1 !l 407•0liiil:::::::::::::::::: ····-··--··io·~~ 
• ..•.. SS," 000.00. . ........... ~~. ~~. I ~: ~~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : ::::: : : :: 3g; !!! !! -.. -.. :~:.!!!-!! J :: : : : : : : : : ii~: i~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
····-·as;ooo-oo· :::::::::::::::::: 35 ooo oo 35 ooo oo 
1 
................................. . ~::~~~~~~~~~:~~: ,: ::::::: : ::~:;~: 1 25:001 ii ::· _,,:;;;_~: ::: ::::::/:: ::: :::::::~:~: 
5, 000 00 .... - . - - .......... ' 5, og~ ~~ . -.. ... ~·- ~~~.~~. I · ....... -... 96: io. : ::::::::::::::: 
...... 27," 299.22. :::::::::::::::::: 27 299 22 27 299 22 1 .•. ............... -- .... - ••. -- .... 
. .. . i!: !M ~ ::::::::/'::;: I '~i!H ~ 1~: ~! !! :::::::::<:::~: :: ::: :::;:;: 
626 37 _ .• ____ .. __ ... _ _ _ _ 626 37 I 626 37 !. _ . _ ...... - .•. - . . . . .. - - . -•• - •• - ••• 
6, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 6, 000 00 6, 000 00 ........... .... . - . -•.... - . - - - -- - · -
47817 .................. 47817 ................ ···•···••••······· 47817 
----- . -- . . ----. - ................. 
1 
1, 241 40 1, 171 04 .••..... _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70 36 
•.... __ ~·- :~~ _ ~~. ::: ::::: :::::::::: 5' Ig~ ~~ .... ... ~·- :~~ _ ~~ _,. · · · · · · · · · · io2 · 4o · :::::::::::::::: 
36 27 36 27 -............... - . . ... - . - -.••..... 
9 77 - ••. - - .. -.•. - . . . . .......•. - .•...•. , 9 77 
18, 535 00 18, 535 00 . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . • . • . •••.•.•••.•.••• 
1, 00~ ~~ ...... -~·- ~~~. ~~. ::: : : :: : ::: : : : : : : .... - ....... 3. 49 
26 44 .. - .. . . • • . .. .. .. 26 44 . •• - .... -•. -•. -. 
74 30 ................ 74 30 ............... . 
5 72 .•... . .• - -. . . . . . ..... -• . . • . . • • • . . 5 72 
538, 850 00 538, 850 00 -. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
9, 209 50 9, 209 50 - .. - - ... - . - ... -. -. - ... - .....••.••• 
1, 960 90 . - .......... - . • . 1, 960 90 ............... . 
3482.................................. 3482 
20, ooo oo 20, ooo oo 
1
_. _ ..... _. _ ....... __ . __ ....... _ .. . 
4, 139 50 ..... -- - .. . . . . • . . • . • • . • • • . • . . . . . • 4, 139 50 
40, 000 00 30, 000 00 -... . • . .. . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
. . . . . . -.... . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . • . 425 50 392 40 • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 10 
4, 006 69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 476 53 ....... .'... . . . . . 469 84 4, 006 69 
1, 500 00 . ...............•. , 1, 500 00 1 500 00 , ..•...••••.....••. . ........••..... 
................ -·· ·············· 3,474 04 3,47191 ····-············· 213 
-;,9n, 991 95 ~-- 24, 075 09 .--2, 115, 153 30,~35, 369 OSi-I06, 376 oo -~--73, 408 27 
428 REPORT ON l'IIE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BdL.J.NCES of APPRO 
Statutes. 
Specific objects of appropriations. Year. 
1 
Vol. ~!c1i~~- r 
----
Balances of ap _ 
propriations 
July 1, 1879.' 
Broug::::~:,~:c··"~~··~ _ __ _ _ _ J _I I $179,086 26 
~~=~~~::c:x~:::::o:;:::::~v::~r~~!~::,~~ -~; -c~~;;o·r~i~ ::: ~:~~ { ~~ I ~!~ 1 .~:::: :::: : ::::: 
Do.... . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . 1879 . . . . . . . .......... ·I 537 82 
Safefo~Sp~~l~b_'U:~~hl~~~-~ffi~~ ;;~,:;~;,~;."g~~~;;i -~fC-~lif~;~i~ : i~~~ ~~ I ~~3 :: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ::::: 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Colorado.................. 1879 .. .. . . .. • • .. .. .. .. 1, 252 1i 
Do. . .. .. . . . • . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1880 21 I 23 · - - - - - · - - • · · - - - · 
contin~r~ ;~?~~:s;~s~ ~~~~: ~~~;;:~~~~-:~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~1:0:1~~<~~ ~:::: t!~~ .. _ ~~ _ _ _______ ~;~ _ :~ ~: : :: :: ~~~: ~~: 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Dakota...... . • • • . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • • • • 
1













.: ...... :::~3:: _ ..... _1_,_5_1_1 __ 6_7 __ Do..................................... .............. _ 
Continfi~~~ ~~~~~~~~-~~~~-s-~~~~~,-~~-g-~~~~~~ -~~-~-a-~~~~:::::._ 1879 .•..•. 
1
............ 263 31 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Florida................... i~~~ ... ~~ ......... ~~~ ... · · · .. · · !i5o · 00 · 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 .........•...... 
Continfi~~~ ~-~~~~-s_e_s_ ~~~~ _ ~~~-~~~~~~:-~~~~~~~ -~~ -~~~~-~<~~:::::: i~~g :::::: :::::: :::::: ~~~ ~~ 

















......... 1.,_1_5_7 __ 1_1 __ 
Do .... _ .......................... _ ................... . 
ContinB~~~ _e_~~~~~-e_s_ ~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~]~~~~~ -~~ ~<~~~1~-::::::: i~~g :::::: :::::::::::: 34~ ~~ 
Do ............. -... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 393 ... -.•..•....... 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Louil:liana . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . 1879 . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . 1, 450 00 
Do .............. -........... -- ............... -. - . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Continr;~~ _e_~~~~-s_<>_s_ ~~~~-s-1~~,~~!-~~-~-~~~~~~ ~~- ~~~~~i-~~~::: · }~~~ ···20· ·---- · · · 393 · . ____ . ·--~~~. ~~. 
Salaries office surve,yor-genc>ral of Minnesota................ 1878 . • • • • . . . • • • . • . . . . . 12 
Do.... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 1, 264 79 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 .••..••......... 
Continf>~~~ ~~~~~~~~- ~~~~ -~~~,~~~~~-~~~~~,~~ -~~ ~-i~-~~~~~~::: i~~g ---- · · :::::::::::: ~f~ ~~ 
Do. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. 1880 20 393 ....... ....... .. 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Montana.................. 1878 . • • • • . . . • • • . 299 29 
Do ......................................... .. ......... 1879 ...... ............ 1,257 84 
Do ........................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 1880 21 23 ............... . 
Con~inf:~~ ~~-~~~~~~ -~~~~ _s_~~~~:~~:~~~~~~~ ~:. ~~n_t_a_~~::::: i~~g :::::: ::::: ~::::: · 284 ~g 
Do. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1880 20 393 ............... . 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Nebraska and Iowa....... 1879 . .. .. . ............ 1, 175 88 
Do ................. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 1880 21 23 ...........••••• 
Contingent expenses office surveyor-general of Nebraska and 
Iowa ...•.....................•.............•............. 1878 
Do... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Nevada ................... *1877 
Do .................................................... 1878 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Continf>~~~ ~~-~~~~~~- ~~~~ -~~~~!-~~-~~~~~~~ ~-f- ~ ~~~c~~::: ~: -_ *i~~~ 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do..... . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1880 
Salaries office surveyor-general of New Mexico .............. 1878 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Contint~~~ ~~~~~~~~-~~~~ -~~~~~!.~~-~-e~~~~~ ~~- ~ ~~~ -~~~~~~: }~~g 
Do. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. 1880 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Oregon . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . 1878 
Do. . .. .. .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . • . • . • . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . 1879 
Do.... . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1880 
Contingent expenses office surveyor-gent>ral of Oregon...... 1878 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do...... . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . • . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . 1880 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Utah ..................... 1878 
Do .................................................... 1879 
Do .................................................... 1880 
Contingent expenses office surveyor-general of Utah........ 1878 
Carried forward .................................. . 
* And prior years. 
.•.... ............ 1 11 
...... .••••. ... . . . 277 05 
20 393 . - - .. - . - - ...... -
21 254 .. --.- ......... . 
.••••• . •.• .• ••. . . . 2 08 
























393 ~ . -........ ..... .. 
23 ..... 
2 20 
1, 825 00 
............ 181 00 
.••••• .... . . . 622 54 
20 393 ............... . 
...... ............ 6 so 
.• ---. . ••• -- . . . . . . 1, 334 70 
21 23 ...... -• -- - .. - -. 
...... . . • . . . . . .••. 20 
201, 362 32 
--
REGISTER. 429 
P.RIATlONS U~VEXPENDED June 30, 1879, gc.-Continued . 
.A~0prrotpreiafitis' ocna1s Repayments .Aggregate avail- Payments dur- .Amounts carried Balances of ap· ~, ,h made during able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus 
:vear end in g the fiscal year cal year ending year ending · fund June 30, pJropriations, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. :rune 30, 1880. 1880. une 30, 1880 · 
'1, 911, 991 95 
22,750 00 
497 74 
3, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
42 71 
1, 500 00 
6, 500 00 
1, 500 00 
3, 800 00 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
5, 800 00 
1, 000 00 
7, 000 00 






·--- ·· · 5;75o.oo· · ::::::::::::::::: 
· · · · · · -i: 5oo · oo · :::::: :::::: :::::: 
...... -s: 000. 00. ::: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : 
----- --i.-~oo-oo· :::::::::::::::::: 
480 00 . - ... - -.- - ----.--. 
5, 500 00 . ----- . --- .• ----- . 
68 75 .... ............. . 
392 10 - .. - - - . - - - - - .••••. 
152 31 .....•.........••. 
1, 500 00 ................ . 
....... s: 5oo-oo· ..... ------ -i-43-
61 97 . ···- .•. --- -······ 
22 95 · ·- ... ------- ..•.. 
1, 500 00 240 06 
· · ·- ··· 1: ooo.oo· -::::::::::::::::: 
1, 500 00 ........... ...... . 
5, 750 00 --- ..•.•••.•..... -
$2, 115, 153 30 $1, 935, 309 03 $106, 376 00 $73, 408 27 
22, 751 10 22 750 00 ......... -- .. -.... 1 10 
497 74 ...... .......... .................. 497 74 
537 82 537 80 -............. - .. 02 
3, 124 00 3, 000 00 ........... - - .. - - . 124 00 
1, 000 00 983 25 --.- . - - -- .. .. . . .. 16 75 
1,25217 1,25217 ................................ . 
6, 544 67 6, 456 36 .... - .... -- - - . . .. . 88 31 
42 71 - .. -.... - . . ---. -. - ....••• -- -.---- 42 71 
309 35 309 35 . .. --- ....... ---- . --- .. - . - -- ..... . 
1, 723 27 1, 723 27 . - -~-- ....... ----- -- .......... ---
87 . ---. - - . . . .. .. . 87 -...... - .. - .. - .. 
1,51167 1,51167 ........................... . ... .. 
6, 500 00 6, 500 00 ... ...... - .• .. - . - . .. .. - - - - . - .•• - .. 
263 31 263 31 . - ... - . -.--- -.-- . . . ••• - . - . - -.. - .. 
1, 500 00 1, 500 00 .. -- ..... - ............... - ....... . 
950 00 950 00 . ................. ........ ... ... .. 
3, 800 00 3, 800 00 ................................ . 
121 39 ............ 121 39 ..... .......... . 
348 57 311 60 - .. -- ....... -- .. -. 36 97 
1, 000 00 1, 000 00 -•.•.•.... - ... - .. - - .. - - ...•.•..... 
5 03 - .. - ... - . - - . . . . 5 03 . - .. - . - .. - .•••• -
1,157 11 1,154 83 .•• :.. ...... ...... 2 28 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 ................ -. .. - ....... --- .. 
7 50 .....•• - - • -.. - . - 7 50 .... . - - - . - •.. - - . 
1, ~~~ ~~ 1J~~ ~g :::::: :::::: :::: j -- ....... -... ~~ 
~: ~gg gg ~: ~~g gg : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : /· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
417 80 302 00 ... - . - -- .. -•. - -- - . 115 80 
1, 000 00 1, 000 00 .. - - - • . • • .. • . . . • . • . .... - ....... - .. 
12 . -· ...... -. ..... 12 ..•••...•. -· ...• 
1,264 79 1, 264 30 ......... ......... 49 
7, 000 00 7, 000 00 -- .. -- ... - ........ ..... -- .... - .. .. 
549 74 ............... 549 74 ........ ....... . 
717 62 il78 20 . ....... ....... ... 339 42 
1, 500 00 1, 500 00 . - .......... ---. -- .... - ......... . 
299 29 . - .. - .... - . - . . . . 299 29 .... ...•••.••••• 
1, 257 84 1, 257 01 ..... -- .. --...... 83 
5, 75o gg 
1 
. . ___ . __ ~·- :~~ _ ~~ ......... _ .. _ ... os .
1
. :::::::::: ~:::: 
284 20 284 16 ....... -- -- .. -- . .. • 04 
1, 500 00 1, 500 00 ... - ............ - - ......... - .... - . 
1,175 88 1,175 00 .................. 88 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 -- ....... -- . - . . .. . .. ............ . 
111 
277 05 








1, 500 00 
04 
1, 876 23 
8, 501 43 
S2 15 
401 43 
1, 740 06 
2 20 
1,S25 00 
7, 000 00 
181 00 
622 54 
1, 500 00 
6 so 
1, 334 70 
5, 750 00 
20 
- .. - ... - .-- -- .. - 1 11 .•••••.••••• --·· 
277 05 -..... -..... . • • • . . . .•.. ... .•. - .... 
1, 500 00 - ....••. - .. - . • . • • . - ...... -••• .•• •. 
. - .. -............••••• -.......... - . 480 00 
....•• .• •••• . ••. 2 OS ..... .....•..•. . 
1, 363 46 .... -- . -- - - - . - - - - . 1 38 
. __ . ___ ~·- ~~~ _ ~~ _ ::::: ::::::: :::::: I :: ::::::::~~~: i~ 
156 49 -- - .. - - .. - ..... --- 'i 152 32 
....... ~·- ~~~ _ ~~ _ -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · o4 · : ::: : : : : : : :::::: 
1, 876 23 . -.--- ... -- .. - ... · J -- .. ---- .. -----
8, 500 00 . - .. - - . - - - ..... - - . 1 43 . 
- ....... -- ... --- 20 18 1 61 97 
352 7S --- --- ............ 48 65 
1, 740 00 . -- .. - - ----.-- -- - . 06 
................ 2 20 ............... . 
1, 820 60 ............. --- -- I . 4 40 
7, 000 00 - ...... ----.--.- .... -- ---- ....... 
. - - .. - - ... - .. - - . 181 00 - - - . - - .. - . - - . - - . 
342 25 .. - ........ - - .. -.. 280 29 
....... ~·- ~~~. ~~ .. -....... -.. '6. so ·I:::::: :::::::::: 
1, 331 15 .. -- .... ---- ------ 3 55 
5,750 00 .................. ! .............. .. 
...... -..... . • .. 20 . ----- ......... . 
~27,5oo48_J __ 25,209 62 1--2,254,132 42 1-2,070_45657I-1o7,573 60 l--76,102 25 
430 REPORT ON THE :PIN ANCEF!. 
STATEMEXT exhibiting the BAL.lNCES of ..lPPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
I I Statutes. Balances of ap- ~ }Jropriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
i 
Year. I Vol. I Pag~ or 
sectiOn. 
INTERIOR CIVIL-Continued. -- I - -
1 
, Brought forward ............. . ................... . ...... . ..... \ .....•..... j $201,362 32 
Contmte:~ ~~~~~~~~-~~~~ _s_~~~:.o_~-~-e-~~~~: -~~ .:r.t~~ ~ ~:::::: }~1~ 
1 
. .. zo . .... .. .. 394 ___ ...... ~~~ . ~~ 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 625 00 
Do .•...•••.. . ----· ....... ·----.................. . ..... 1880 21 \!3 .... . ..... _ .... . 
Contingent expenses office surveyor-general of Washington . 1879 ....... ---........ 301 12 
Do .................................... ... ........... .. 1880 ~ ~~ ~~~ J ...... ..... .. . 
Salaries office surveyor-general of Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . ......•. _.. 48 
Do ............•. ----.- .... - .. -............. . .. . . . ..... 1879 ·-----~-~-.- , .·_-· __ · •.. · .· .·.·~-~-_· 1,164 70 Do ....•............................ - .................. 1880 ..... _ .... . .• _ .. 
Continf>e:~ ~:?.~~~~~- ~~~~-~~~~~:1~~~--~~n~~~~-o-~_V:.:~~~~~-:: : }~~g ·--_ .. . _ .. .. .. __ .. ~~* ~~ 
Do .................. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 394 .•••.•....•••••. 
Annual repairs of t-h e Capitol . ............... . ............... 1880 20 391 ........ . . .. ... . 
Improving the Capitol grounds..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 1879 ........... _..... . 20, 000 00 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 1880 20 391 .••........ . . __ . 
Lighting the Capitol and grOtmds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1879 21 246 .••............ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 391 ..... __ ........ . 
Heating apparatus, Senate....................... . ........... 1880 20 391 .. _ ............ . 
Ventilation of the House of Representatives . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 00 
Payment to C. Brumidi for frescoing the Capitol. ............................. _...... 700 00 
Payment to George W. Cook for improving Capitol grounds . ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 799 26 
Retained percentages, improving Capitol grounds ........... . ...... _ .•........ _..... 2, 217 94 
.Arranging Court of Claims roomR, Capitol, as committee rooms 1880 21 55 .... . .. _ ....... . 
Extension of Government Printing Office........ .. .......... ...... ...... ............ 33,800 00 
Reconstructing Interior Department building ........ _..... . . . . . . 20 392 90, 750 00 
Jail, District of Columbia ....... ·-----· .................... . ..................................... __ . 
Repairs of building Interior Department.................... 1878 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
Do .............•.. : . . ................................. 1880 21 23,28 ............... . 
Buildings and grounds Government Hospital for Insane ... { }~~~ } . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 20, 000 00 
CUITe~:~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~i~~~ ·;o·r· ~~~~~~ :::::::::: ~::~ { ~~ ~~! }":::::::::::::: 
Current expenses Columbia Institution for Deaf and Dumb . 1880 20 395 ........•....... 
su:O~c1:~~-f- ~~~~~~~:~ -~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~·.1.l~~:. ~~-s-~~~~~~:. t88o 2o · 396 ·----· ......... . 
~?tfo~~ 01s~~~l~tf~sf!0R~ll:}· ofc~~~~t;·o~~~ ~~d: c1~u: · 1878 · · · · · · · ·---- ·--- · · 8 67 
dren, District of Columbia ..... - .......................... 1878 ·----- ... --. ...• .. 1 72 
Current expenses National Soldiers and Sailors' Orphan Home 1879 . .. . . . .•••••...... 5, 000 00 
.Additional security against fire Smithsonian Institution . .... 1880 20 397 ............ . .. . 
Preservation of collections Smithsonian Institution . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 397 .•••••..... _. __ . 
Preservation of collections Smithsonian Institution, Armory 
building ... - - ......... - . - -- ......... - ...... . .. -........ - - . - 1880 
Salaries ancl expenses Hot Springs Commission. (Reim burs-
20 397 
able) .............................. . ..... -··· ··········---· . ........... ···-········ 
Prot.ection ancl improvement Yellowstone National Park . ... 1880 
Commission to report on depredation of Rocky Mom1tain lo-
20 393 
18,824 80 
custs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 1879 21 246 ...........•.•. . 
Do .................. . ........... - •• - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 397 ..•..•..... _ . __ . 
In::cit!~~~:ft~! -~~~-i~~ -~~ ~~~~~:~ -i~~~i~~~ :~. ~~~~~~ -~~~~~ { }~~~ 21 246 . - •...... . ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ 
Expenses of the Eighth Census . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 52 
Expenses of the Ninth Census ............ ·-----...... .. ... ...... 21 52 ............... . 
Expenses of the Tenth Census ............... :. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 21 76 246, 500 00 
Reimbursement to marshals for takmg the Nmth Census........ .. . ..... ..•... ...... 96 24 
Rooms for Court of Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 55, 246 .............. .. 
537 40 
.Appraisement and sale Fort Reynolds Military Reservation 
in Colorado . .. . ............................................ 1880 20 393 ... ~ .......... . 
SurveyinfO' northern boundary of Wyoming ................. 1880 20 392 .............. .. 
Survey o Fort Kearney Military Reservation in Nebraska.. . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 65 
Retracing bo1mdary between .Arkansas and Indian Territory 1878 . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 74 52 
Survey of bOlmdary between Colorado and Utah............ . • . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 000 00 
Geological Survey ..... --------.............................. 1880 20 394 ............... . 
Geological survey of the Territories ...................• _. { ~~+g } . __ ............ . 
Surveying private land claims ............................... 1877"' 21 254 .............. .. 
Examination of the public survevs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1880 20 392 ..•....••.• _ ... . 
Surveying private land claims in' .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 392 ............... . 
Surveying private land claims in California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 392 ............... . 
219 36 
Can·iecl forward . • • • . • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . •• __ ........... . ....••. 678, 144 61 
* And prior yer rs. 
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tisocnasl Repayments .A!!:grel!:ate avail- ~ Pa:vruents dur- A mounts carried B 1 f f4 ,h made during able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus a ances 0 · ap-
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund .June 30, propriations, 
.June 30, 1880. 1880. .June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. .June 30, 1880. 
$2, 027, 560 48 $25, 209 62 
1, 500 00 ................. . 
6, 500 00 -- .... -- -- ... -- .. . 
1, 800 00 . - . - .•.... . ....... 
6, 250 00 
1, 500 00 
50, 000 00 
60, 000 00 
2, 898 24 
32,400 00 
4, 000 00 
1 95 
2 00 
2, 000 00 ................. . 
150, 000 00 ...... -- -- -- -- -- .. 
................ 80 71 
5, 000 00 .... -- ........... . 
15, 000 00 
169,806 91 
50, 000 00 
41,736 00 
3, 000 00 
28,000 00 234 96 
2, 500 00 ................ .. 
10, 000 00 
600 00 
10, 000 00 
412 46 
5, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
4, 090 69 
12'5, 000 00 
5,120 00 
5, 000 00 -- ....... - ..... - .. 
20, 000 00 .......•.•........ 
100,000 00 82 36 
$2, 254, 132 42 
492 11 
1, 500 00 
1, 625 00 
6, 500 00 
301 12 
1, 800 00 
48 
1, 164 70 
6, 251 95 
554 55 
657 39 
1, 502 00 
50,000 00 
20, 000 00 
60,000 00 
2, 898 24 
32,400 00 
4, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
700 00 
799 26 
2, 217 94 
2, 000 00 
33, 800 00 
240, 750 00 
80 71 
38 
5, 000 00 
20,000 00 
15, 000 00 
169, 806 91 




5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
28,234 96 
2, 500 00 
18,824 80 
10, 000 00 
600 00 
10, 000 00 
412 46 
5, 000 00 
9, 537 40 
4, 090 69 
371, 500 00 
96 24 
5, 120 00 
5, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
456 65 
74 52 
7, 000 00 
100, 082 36 
$2, 070, 456 57 
417 95 
1, 500 00 
1, 625 00 
6, 500 00 
301 12 
1, 800 00 
$107, 573 60 $76,102 25 
74 19 
.•.• -- .. .. .. . . . . 48 ........ " . -- - .. 
1,164- 42 .................. 28 
6, 250 00 ............ - .. .. . 1 95 
...... .......... 554 55 .............. .. 
334 56 ... " ...... -- • .. • • 322 83 
1, 500 00 .. - ... -........... 2 00 
50, 000 00 .• -- ••.••..... - . - ... - ...... - •.. --. 
20, 000 00 . - .....••..••.. - ....•.. -- ... - .... . 
60, 000 00 ... - ....... - •... - . . ............. - . 
. - •. . . - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 898 24 
32, 400 00 ........• - - ...•.• - ... . ...... - ...•. 
4, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•.. - - ..... - .• 
25, 000 00 . - ••••. - •...................... - .. 
...•.•. -.-.- ..•..... - .......... -.. 700 00 
. ·- - .... - ..... - . . . -- - . . . . . • .. . . . . . . 799 26 
2, 117 31 ..... --.. . . . . . . . . . 100 63 
2, 000 00 .........•..... --. . ......••....... 
33, 800 00 . - ••••... - • • .. . .. . . .............. . 
210, 000 00 .............. -... 30, 750 00 
········-···. ... 80 71 .•••••. ···•••••• 
.... ...... ...... 38 ...........•••.• 
5, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
15,000 00 
169, 806 91 
50, 000 00 
41,736 00 ..................................................... 
8 67 .............. .. 
. .... ....... . ... 1 72 ··•······• .....• 
.... - ......... " .. -- ...... -- .. . . .. 5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
28,234 96 
2, 500 00 
9, 500 00 
10, 000 00 
9, 324- so 
600 00 .. -- -- .... -- ...... I ...... -- .... -.. . 
10, 000 00 .................. , ..... - ......... . 
412 46 ~: ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J :::: : : : ii ~~~: ~i 
267, 018 30 ....... --......... 104, 481 70 
. ····••··••····· ....... ....... . .. . 96 24 
5, 120 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . ..... - ....•. - - . 
2, 000 00 \.................. 3, 000 00 
: ::::::::::::::: 1· •••••.••.. 456.65. . ...... ~~: ~~~. ~~ 
...... "7," 000.00 ·\ ....••.... -.:~. ~~- :::::::::::::::: 
100,074 99 ------ ............ 7 37 
................ .... .............. 219 36 ................ !.................. 219 36 
472 83 ............ ------1 472 83 .. -----3·,·4·7·2--7·8· ·1-.. --.·_-_-_ ·_·_·_·_·_·_ ·_·_·_·_·_·_ 472 83 8, 000 00 ............ -- -- .. 8, 000 00 4, 527 22 
15, 000 00 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 15, 000 00 8, 4 73 53 1 .... -- .... - .. .. .. • 6, 526 4 7 
7, 500 00 .... --." . "."... 7, 500 00 6, 046 82 1--."............. 1, 453 18 
2, 986,647 61 1 2i>, 611 6o -3,69o, 4oa 82 1-a, 304, 44224 ~-- 1o8, 1s1 28 ,--277,210 ao 
432 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. Balances of ap-
Year. l--....------1 propriations 
Vol. Ps~~tfo:.r July 1, 1879. 
I~TEltiOR CIVIL-Continued. 
Brought forward . .. .. ................................... .••............... 
Surveying private land claims in New Mexieo ............... 1880 20 392 
Surveying timber lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 21 247 
Recovery of an iron monument from the Colorado River West .......•..............•• 
Payment to John Cos bey, custodian Detroit .Arsenal ........ 187() ..•••••••..•....•. 
Reimbursement to .Americal?- Phot?litho~raphic Company... . . . . . . 21 246 
Payment to John Sherman, Jr., Umted States marshal....... . . . . . . 21 385 
Relief of Mrs. Mary E. Harrington, executrix of late G. D. 
M!~\~~cfi~~tit~tio~ -i~; i~;t·r~~ti~~ ~"{ th·e· B~-d:::: ~:::::: :::::: R. ~-







2, 000 00 
Nebraska ...................................................... . 15 49 ·••··········••· Five per cent. of the net proceeds of sales of public lands in 
Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
F\:~Jsel~ co~!g~~~~. ~~. ~~~. n~~- ~~~~~~~~- ~~-- ~~~~~. ~~ -~~~1~~. . • • • • • R. S. 
F\:~cr~ein cW~c~~~~ ~~. ~~~. ~-e·t· ~~~~:~~~. ~~. ~~~:~. ~~ -~~~-~~. . . . . . . R. S. 
F\:~lse~ c:Mi!n~~~~a ~~ -~~~ -~~-t- ~~~-~~~~~. ~~ -~~~~~ -~~ -~~~-~~ ....... R. S. 
F\:~cfse~ 0iJ:~~b.f:: -~~ -~~:-~~~- ~-r-~~~~~~-~:-~~~~~ -~~-~~~-1~~- ..... R. S. 
Indemnity for swamp lands purchased by individuals . . . . . . . . . . . • . R. S. 
Protection and improvement of Hot Springs, .Ark........... . ••••. { ~~ 
Publishing procl:tmations relating to sales of lands.......... . .. . . . 19 
Deposits by individuals for surveyin~ public lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Repayment for lands erroneously sola.................... . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Repayment for lands erroneously sold prior to July 1, 1877 . . . . . . . . . 21 
Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers . . . . . . . • . 1877* 21 
Do ...•.......• .. .............••....................... 1878 21 
Do ..........................••........................ 1879 
Do ...........•••.••..••....................•........•• 1880 
Expenses of depositing public moneys ..................... . 
Do .............................•.•..•...........•..... 
Do ..............•..•.................................. 
Contingent expenses land offices .............•.............. 
Do ...............................................•..•. 
Do .....................................•..•........... 
Do ................................................... . 
Depredations on public timber .....•.....•.•.....••......... 
Do .......•.•.•...•••...•••...................... . ... { 
Surveying public and private lands ...•..•...•..•......... { 
•• Do ......................................•............. 
Surveying public lands .............••........•.............. 
Do ...................•......•.................•.....•. 












































3, 095 99 
113,889 57 
2, 004 03 
3, 028 63 
J. ············· 
5, 050 14 
5, 207 79 
392 ............... . 
248 131 33 
255 .••••• ·······-·· 
.•.•••. ... .. 6, 923 33 
392 .................. 
247 24 
247 30, 2QO 00 
247 8, 795 36 
247 116,884 06 
392 ......................... 
254 ......... .. .......... 
United States ..........•.....................••........... 1875 . ...••.....••..............•.•.... 
Total Interior civil ..................................................•........ . 997,863 11 
INTERNAL REVENUE. ===, 
'~~:~"!~~~\',~~·:· ~f :~~:~~:~~ :~~~:~~b~:~:~~ ~~~;:': :r,:: ::::: : ::: :::::: ........ 200 .".1 
Salaries and expenses of agents and subordinate officers . . . . 1878 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47, 357 14 
Do .......................... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 19, 652 47 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 23 ..•.•..........• 
Salaries and expenses of collectors of internal revenue . • • • . 1877* 21 254 .....••••....... 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 280 15 
Do............ . ................................... . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 57, 314 55 
Do .................................................... 181?0 21 23 ............... . 
Stamps, paper, and dies ............................•......... 1!l78 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . 17. 027 73 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 677 78
1 
Punish~~~i !~~: ~i~1~ti~~ ~"i i~i~;.~~i: ~~~~~l~e -i~,~s-::::: ~ ~::: ~~~~* ~i 2~~ ·::::::::::::::: 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 21 244 . .............. . 
Do.................................................... 1879 •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 15, 568 17 
Abstr~~; ~y;~~i e.st~te- a~q_ ~{i~~-a ~ci.e~ · ;e~e~~e i~w~:::::::: ~~~~ ... ~~. . ........ ~~. · · · · · · · · · is9 · 7o ·1 
Carried forward ................••••........................... 1 ............ J--216, 267 69 I 
* .And prior years. 
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!PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, 4'c.-Continued . 
.Ap0prr~preia:fitls.ocna1s Repayments Aggregate avail- Paymentsdur- Amountscarried B 1 f f~ .h made during able for the :fis- in!! the fiscal to the surplus a ances 0 ap-
d · :fi 1 1 d" ~- d" f d J propriations, yearen 1ng the scayear cayearenmg yearenmg un une30, June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880 . 
.$2, 986, 647 61 
10, 000 00 
332 84 
2, 000 00 
351 93 
3, 303 14 
5, 775 00 
615 87 
675 73 




4, 552 60 
2, 774 03 
583 10 
474, 556 70 
18, 119 18 
4, 749 08 
2, 786 46 
8, 219 09 




2, 002 03 
4, 910 42 
1, 468 95 
14, 609 18 
2, 617 73 
- - - .. - . . - - .. - - . 81 15 
10, 000 00 . -- .. - - . - - -- . --- --
75 ...... ------------
106 00 ............. .. .. . 
-----.- -----·.... 8 50 
100, 000 00 75 00 
127 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - - -
15, 531 00 
436 78 
8, 881 38 
300, 000 00 
6, 698 02 
4, 418, 961 43 
1, 184 40 
4, 018 07 
16 10 
56, 603 98 
763 94 . - - . ------ - -- . - .. 
--- .. -- .. -- .. --. 142 95 
. - - .. - . . . - - . - . . 4, 734 00 
1, 820, 000 00 388 00 
1, 019 88 . - ...• --- - - -
-- - .. - - - - - - . - . 284 39 
----- - . -- .. - . - - . 1, 130 02 
1, 825, 000 00 481 21 
:::::::::::::::: ·- · · · · · · · i: o99 · ii · 
426, 283 10 3, 504 40 
9, 481 58 .. - ..• -- . - - .. --- . -
7,547 35 ...•.•............ 
34 89 
75, 000 00 
$3, 690, 403 82 




4, 000 00 
351 93 
3; 303 14 
5, 775 00 
615 87 
675 73 
1, 762 54 
902 23 
4, 121 10 
452 27 
4, 552 60 
5, 870 02 
583 10 
590,448 30 
18, 119 18 
4, 749 08 
7, 696 88 
11, 692 07 
17, 637 81 
446, 517 73 
5, 050 14 
5, 288 94 
10, 000 00 
132 08 
106 00 
6, 931 83 
100, 075 00 
127 24 
46,915 40 
9, 232 14 
• 12(), 783 51 
300, 000 00 
6, 6()8 02 
16 10 
5, 473, 428 52 
200 00 
763 94 
47, 500 09 
24,386 47 
1, 820, 388 00 
1, 019 88 
38,564 54 
58, 444 57 
1,82fl,48l 21 
17, 027 73 
21,776 89 
429,787 bO 
9, 481 58 
7, 5-i7 35 
15, 603 06 
75, 000 00 
189 70 
$3, 304, 442 24 
3, 654 95 
21, 623 38 
205 28 
$108,751 28 
2, 000 00 . - . - - - • - . - ... - . - .. 
5, 775 00 
615 87 
675 73 




4, 552 60 
2, 550 00 
583 10 
277, 091 29 
18, 119 18 
532 07 
.. - -. - - ...... - - . 4, 910 42 
3, 328 13 144 85 
17,066 95 ···········-------
398, 318 65 . - . - •.. - - ... - . . - . 
$277,210 30 
6, 34'> 90 
979 36 
32 85 
2, 000 00 
351 93 
3,303 u 
3, 320 02 
313, 357 01 
4, 217 01 
2, 786 46 
8, 219 09 
570 86 
48,199 08 
. - ••. -- .. --- .. -. 5, 050 14 . - ... - -.- ... ---. 
389 70 .. - .. - - .. --. - ... -- 4, 899 24 
4, 649 20 . - - .... - -. . - . . -. 5, 350 80 
················ 131 33 75 
. - .. -- - --- ... - .. -- .. -- .. -- .... --- 106 00 
2, 941 15 . - - .. - -- . - ...... -. 3, 990 68 
90,019 47 ············------ 10,05.5 53 
.. - .. -- .. - - .. - - . 24 127 00 
34, 384 20 . -- •.•. - .• - .. -- - -- 12, 531 20 
2, 162 07 
119,441 71 
237, 653 41 
394 34 
4, 560, 407 81 
7, 070 07 . -- .. -- .. - •.. -. ' 
16 10 
126,074 43 
10, 341 80 
62,346 59 
ti, 303 68 
786, ()-!6 28 
200 00 
763 94 . - .. - - - .. - - .. -- - -- - -.-. - - .. - - . - - . 
1, 749 31 45, 750 78 . -----.-- .... ---
23, 777 51 ..•. --- .. -- .. ---.- 608 96 
1,812,473 86 ·····•·•·•·· . ..... 7,91414 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 010 88 
2, 799 87 3f', 764 67 . • --- .. - - . 
54, 573 42 . -- --- . - - . . - .. - - . 3, 871 15 
1, 768, 710 37 . ---.--. -- •.... --- . 56, 770 84 
21, 776 89 
423, 138 63 
7, 429 93 
2, 667 22 
15,602 75 
69,923 68 
17,027 73 ······ · ··· 
189 70 
6, 618 87 
2, 051 65. 
4, 880 13 
31 
5, 076 32 
---4-.1-6_5_,o_9_5._8_5_ 1 ______ 1_1-,7·9--8-9_7_1 ____ 4_,3_9_3_,1._6_2_5_1_1 ___ 4,-2-o-5,·-3-87--38- l1 ·-----9--8,-7·3-~-~-8-8 ------89-,-04_2_2_5 
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404 REPORT ON 'I'HE ~'INANCES. 
ST.d_TEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPR() 
Statutes. 
Specific objects of appropriations. Y ear. ---
Vol. ps~!t~n~r 
------- --- --- --
lNTEltNAL REVENUE-Continued. 
Brought forward . ........... . . .. ................. . .. . ....... .. . . ... ... . . 
Expenses of assessing and collecting internal r evenue . . . . . . 1875" 21 254 
Balances of ap-
propriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
$216, 267 69> 
1, 004 12 
1, 296 03 Allowance or drawback pr~or to July 1, 1875 ..................... -J· .. .. . ......... . . . 
Allowance or drawback pnor to July 1,1877 ... . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 21 254 . . ... ...... . ... . 
Allowan~e or drawback . :. . . . . . . . . ........... . ........ .. .... I R. S. 3689 . . . ...... . ..... . 
RedemptiOn of stamps pnor to July 1, 1876. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 00 
Redemption of stamps prior to July 1, 1877............ . ..... . . . . . . 21 254 . ... . .. . ... .. .. . 
Hedemption of stamps . ..... .. .. . .... . ........ . . .. .... . ..... . . .... 1 R. S. 3689 . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Hefunding taxes illegally collected prior to July 1, 1875 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43, 694 48 
Refunding taxes illegall.v collected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 . .............. . 
Refunding taxes illegally collected prior to July 1, 1877, act 
June 16, 18t!O . ..... . ...... . ......... . ........................... . 21 254 
Refunding moneys erroneously received and covered into 
R!f:n!f:~~~>~~y-; -~~~~~~~~;(y -~~ceiv~d- ~n~. ~~~~;~d · ~t~ · · · · · · · R. S. 3689 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
the Treasury pr·i01· to July 1, 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 254 ...•.. . ......... 
Alteration of die~> and stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . - ~ 10, 000 00 
Relief of certain citizens of Lynchburg, Va., act June 8, 
1880 - - ---- - - .. - . - -- - - - . - . -.. -- - . . . . - . -- .. - .. -- - ... --- -- . --- - . 21 21 . - - .. - - . - -- . ---. 
Relief of certain parties for taxes illegally collected on rope 
and bagging,actJune16, 1880 .. .. .. ............ . ......... . . ..... 21 63 . ..... . ........ . 
Total internal revenue ........ .. .. . .. . ............. ... .... . ................. . 272,357 32 
PtlllLIC DEB'!'. 
Redemption: 
Temporary loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Coin certificates, act March 3, 1863 ... . ............. . .............. 
1 
R. :S. 
Silver certificates, act February 28, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Certificates of deposit, act June 8,1872..................... . . . . . . . R S. 
Refunding certificates, act February 26, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Old demand notes . .. . ................................ . ...... . ..... R. :S. 
J~;t!~E~~~~1~:. •:: • -_ ~-:- :~:: •- •• · i-- ~ E i i: .: ~ ~: • ;; -• 1 i I 
Seven-thirties of 1864 and 1865 .......................... . ........ . , R. S. 
~~~~~f1t~5~ ~~~i~ : :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:: :: :::: ::::: · :::::: ~: ~: 
Loan of ]'ebruary, 1861 (1881s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... ·j R. S. 
Oregon war debt ............ ................................. . . . ... R. S. 
Loan of July and August, 1861 (1881s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R S. 
Five-twenties of 1862 ...... . ................. . ..................... ' R. S. 
~r;:~;L~~~:~ft;.t;~~~.: i~~~:~~:~~~: :::::: ::::::~: :::~:: :::::: : :::::i i: ~: 
Five-twenties of 1865 . ................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Consols of 1863 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
~¥~ ff~;} ~~~i ~~::~~ •• ::::::~~~~· ····:~::_~~·~·- :: :: j i.l 
Intere~>t: 
~;ig:;~~~~j;~~·:::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::;:::•: ;:;; u 
Compound interest notes............... . ... . . . ....... . ...... . . . . . . R. S. 
Seven-thirties of 1864 and 1865 ....................... . ........... - ~ R. S. 
~~~ ~l t!!~: ::~ :::::: :::~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :~::: : :::::: ~J: 
f~~~~f lf~~~ ~~I~i-~ ~ ....•. :: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::I ~: ~: 
Loan of February, 1861 (1881s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Oregou war debt .. ...... . ......... . ............... . ... . ...... R. S. 
Loan of J ul.v and August, 1861 (1881s). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Five-hventit s of 1862 . .. . ........................... . .............. R S. 
Loan of 1863 (I R81s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Ten-fort-ies of 1864 ......... -.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Five-twenties of March,1864 ............................ . ......... R. S. 
Five-twenties of June, 1864 ..••..... . .. . ................... . ...... R. R. 
Five-twen~::;:d1:::~~:.~::~~ ~~: :~~~ ~: :::::~::::::: ::::::::: ::: ~: : J _~--~: 


















































PRIATIONS f!NEXPENDED Jnne 30, 1879, ~c.-Continued . 
.Appropriations Repayments .Aggregateavail- Payments dur- .Amounts carried 
for the fiscal made during able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus Balances of ap-
year ending thefiscalyear calyearending year ending fund .June 30, ~ropriatious, 
.June 30, 1880. 1880. .June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. une 30, 1880. 
$4, 165, 095 85 
2,186 73 
$11,798 97 
1, 788 07 
367 86 -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - . 
57, 012 27 -------------.---
3, 403 31 - -- - - - --- .•. --- -- . 
24, 972 71 -- - - - . -•. - . - - . - - - -
. -----23: i54- 82- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
3, 029 27 
138 35 
13!"1 63 
1, 065 95 
26, 196 60 - - - - - - ---- -- -••• --
2, 725 56 - - - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - -
$4, 205, 387 38 
1, 205 46 
$98,732 88 
1, 788 07 
1, 296 03 
$89,042 25 
1, 985 39 
$4, 393, 162 51 
4, 978 92 
1, 296 03 
367 86 
57, Q12 27 
95 00 
. .. ---- ·-- . .... . -----------··· --. 367 811 
57, 012 27 . -- - • - . -- -- •. -- - - - . -- ..••. - - - . - - -. 
....... - .. ------ . .... --·- -- ·------ 95 00 
3, 403 31 . - - ... - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - .. - .. - - .. • - . 3, 403 31 
24, 972 71 24, 972 71 
43, 694 48 17, 919 98 25, 77 4 50 . - - .•. - - - ...••.• 
23, 154 82 23, 154 82 
3, 029 'J7 3, 029 27 
138 35 138 35 
139 63 139 63 
11, 065 95 2, 846 59 8, 219 36 
26, 196 60 26, 196 60 
2, 725 56 2, 725 56 
------------------------l------------l------------l-----------·-l·-----------4, 308, 422 96 
100 00 
7, 409, 100 00 
183, 686 00 
63, 260, 000 00 
12, 095, 850 00 
495 00 
81, 302, 563 00 
251,717 41 
2, 150 00 
1, 550 00 
16, 500 00 
2, 650 00 
25 00 
40, 000 00 
2, 837, 000 00 
202, 550 00 
32, 064, 250 00 
9, 100 00 
12, 797, 150 00 
135, 769, 750 00 
3, 550 00 
31, 100 00 
988,500 00 
38, 894, 250 00 
19, 351, 250 00 
23, 575, 450 00 
1, 500, 000 00 
14, 652 99 4, 595, 433 27 4, 364, 728 62 127,591 48 103, 113 17 
=1===========1==========1===========1=========== 
100 00 
7, 409, 100 00 
183, 680 00 
63, 260, 000 00 
12, 095, 850 00 
495 00 
81, 302, 563 00 
251,717 41 
2, 150 00 
1, 550 00 
16, 500 00 
2, 650 00 
25 00 
40,000 00 
2, 837, 000 00 
202. 550 00 
32, 064, 250 00 
9, 100 00 
12, 797, 150 00 
135, 769, 750 00 
3, 550 00 
31, 100 00 
988,500 00 
38, 894, 250 00 
19, 351, 250 00 
23, 575, 450 00 
1, 500, 000 00 
100 00 
7, 409, 100 00 
183, 680 00 
63, 260, 000 00 
12, 095, 850 00 
495 00 
81, 302, 563 00 
251,717 41 
2, 150 00 
1, 550 00 
16, 500 00 
2, 650 00 
25 00 
40, 000 00 
2, 837, 000 00 
202, 550 00 
32, 064, 250 00 
9,100 00 
12, 797, 150 00 
135, 769, 750 00 
3, 550 00 
31, 100 00 
988, 500 00 
38, 894, 250 00 
19, 351, 250 00 
23, 575, 450 00 
1, 500, 000 00 
11 87 - - - . - - - - . - . - - - - - - - 11 87 11 87 -- - - - - .. - ... -. . . . . . .. - - - . - - . - - . - .. 
420, 000 00 - - - . - - - .. - - ..... -. 420, 000 00 420, 000 00 . --- . - ---- .... -. - . - - .. . - . - - - .. - - . 
107 50 .. -.-- - .. -- . -.- . -. 107 50 107 50 --- .. - ..•••. ------ --- .... - ....... . 
158 20 ............ --.. .. 158 20 158 20 ................ - - ............... . 
3, 201 03 ....... - ....... - . . 3, 201 03 3, 201 03 -.............. - ................ . 
762 81 ........ .1 . .. ...... 762 81 762 81 ............ . ................... .. 
60 00 .... - - ..... - -... - - 60 00 60 00 - .•.•. -..•.. - - - . - - .. - - - - . - - . - - - . - . 
90 00 . - - .. - - .. - - .... - - . 90 00 90 00 . - .• - . - ... - . - - - .. - - - - . - - .. - . - - . - - -
42 00 . - - - - . - - - .. - - ... - - 42 00 42 00 . . - . - . ..... - -. . . . . . - - .. - - - - - . - . - .. 
33 .. - . - . - .• - ..•. - - . . 33 33 . - - .. - ... - ... - - . . . - - - - . - . - - . . - - - .. 
1, 020 55 . - - . - -- . -- ... -- - - - 1, 020 55 1, 620 55 . - - .......... - .• - - . - - .. - ... - ...••• 
1,174,217 20 5,040 00 1,179,257 20 1,179,257 20 ............................... . 
60, 752 56 . -.- .. -.- ..... -.-. 00, 752 56 60, 752 56 . -- .. --.--- ...... - .... .. -. .. . ---
11,826,10129 15,412 50 11,841,513 79 11,841,513 79 ................................. . 
1,83138 103 50 1,934 88 1,934 88 ................................. . 
4,70!1,049 29 7,446 00 4,716,495 29 4,716,495 29 --------·-··------ ............... . 
3, 541, 053 82 13, 381 25 3, 554, 435 07 3, 554, 435 07 . - - . - - - .. - - - . --- -- . -- - . - . - ... --- --
27 00 . - - . - - .. - - - . . - - - - - 27 00 27 00 - .• - . ....•.. -•.. - . . ... - - - . . - - .. - - -
1, 213 79 18 00 1, 231 79 1, 231 79 --- - - - . --- - - -- -- - - . - -- . - - . - . - . - . - -
1,441 17 1,065 00 2,50617 2,50617 .. ................... . .. ....... .. . 
454, 332, 022 201----42,466251-454, 374,488 45 454, 374,488 451===~~ == 
436 REPOl~T ON THE FINANCES. 
Sl'ATEJfENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 




Year. l---,-----1 p10priations, 
Vol. Ps~[tfon~r July 1, 1879. 
Brought forward ................................... ___ . 
Interest-Continued. 
Consols of 1865.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Consuls of 1876. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 .. ............. . 
Consuls of 1868 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Refunding certificates, act February 26, 1879 ............... . ... .. .... ............................. . 
Ceutral Pacific stock ....... . ...... ............... ... . ......... . ... R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Kansas Pacific stock (U. P ., E. D.) .............. .. ................ R. S. 3689 .......... ..... . 
UuionPacificstock ........................ ............. . . . . ..... R.S. 3689 ....... ........ . 
Central Branch Union Pacific stock (.A.. & P. P .) ....... . .......... R. S. 3689 ............... . 
W estern Pacific Stock .... ............ . .................. .. ..... R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Sioux City and Pacific stock ........................... . ..... __ ... R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Funded loan of 1881 . ................................. : ........ __ . . R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Funded loan of 1891. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 .............. . 
Funded loan of 1907 .......................................... _.... R. S. 3689 ............... . 
Premium: 
Loan of .February, 1861 (1881s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Oregon war debt......... . ...... . ...... . ................... . ..... R. S. 







Loan of 1863 (1881s) . ............................... .. ............ . R.S. 
Funded loan of 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
l!'unded loan of 1907.......................... ..... .. . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Total public debt .....•............................ 
INTELUOR-lNDIANS AND PENSIONS. 
Pay of-
Indinn agents ....................... ................... . 
Do ........................................... .. . . .. . 
1877* 21 256 ... - ...... .. ... . 
1878 .... - . . -- ...... -. . 15, 403 03 
Do .................................... .... ... . .... . 1879 . - .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 24, 773 80 
Do······················· ·· ····· · ····'············ ·· 18HO 20 295 ···· .. ..... .... . 
Special agents . ..... ........ . ........ ... .... . .... . ...... . 1878 . . . . . . . - ... -- . . . . 600 00 
Interprete rs ............................................ . 
Do . ............. . ..... . ..... . ... . . .. . ........ . .... . 
1877* . -.-. . . . -.- . . . . . . . . ...... --- ..... . 
1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, Oll8 57 
Do .................... . ............................ . 1879 . -.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 425 27 
Do ...... ... .. ...................................... . 
Superintendents of Central Superintendency ... ........ . 
Clerks for Central Superintendency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Indian inspectors .. .. ..... ........ ............. . .. ..... . 
Do .......... .. . .. ................... ........ ... .... . 
1 R80 20 296 ..... - ... - . -
1878 .. . - . . . -.. -. . . . . . . 772 22 
1878 . . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 373 90 
1878 . -.- ... ..... 1, 489 48 
1879 . . . .. . . .. . . . 16 48 
Do ... . .. .. . . ..... . . . .... .... ............... .. ... . 1880 20 296 ........ ... .... . 
Traveling expenses of Indian inspectors ................... . 
Do . ..... .. .. ............... . ........ .. ................. . ~ ~~r -----· : ::::::::::: · ---· · · --57o- 46 · 
Do . ................ ........ .... ....... ................. . 
Do ... .... . .. ................ .. ............•........... 
1879 155 14 
1 88o · • · 2o · · · · · -.. -296 · ... ... ........ .. 
Pay of superintendl'nts in Dakota .......................... . 
Ful:filliug treaties with-
1878 . ... ·- .... . -·· .. -. 22 22 
Apaches ................................................ 1873* .. ... . ............ · ··· ····· ··· · · 
Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches ....................... 1873* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 204 91 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . _ ....... _ . . 11, 222 15 
Do .. ..................... ........... .... ..... . ... •. 1879 ...... ...... ...... 8, 272 72 
Do . . . . . . . ----. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... - . . 1 RSO 20 297 ... - - .. -.. · · · · · 
Arapahoes and Cheyennes of Upper Arkansas River.... 1R73kl. ..... . . . . . . . . . • . 3, 732 93 
Blackfeet,Bloods,an<l.Piegans .......................... 1878 . ..... . .. .... .... . 19,100 80 
Do ............ . ..... ···'············ ·· ···· ········· · 1879 .... .. . .. . .... . . .. 610 10 
Do .. ...... ..... ...... ...... .... .. ...... .... . . . 18RO 20 297 ....•........... 
Chastas, Scotaus, and Umpquas. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873' . .................. -- .... ·. · · · 
Cheyennes and Arapahoes . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1878 . __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 487 23 
Do .... - . .............. - ........... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 880 20 298 ... - .... - .. - . - -. 
Calapooias, Molallas, anrl Clackamas of Willamette Valley 1874 ... _.. . . . . . .. . . . . . 9 51 
CheroJ,ees fo1· lands west of Arkansas River . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 248 ......... ... . .. . 
Chickasaws . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1RRO 20 298 . .............. . 
Cbippt>was, Bois Fort Band ....................... . ... . i 1 i~;:) J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 738 41 
Do .................................................. 1876 ...... ............ 642 20 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 309 37 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ... .......... _. __ . 3, 304 10 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 19B 59 
Do ............... - ....... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 298 .. - .... . . 
Chippewas of Lake Superior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 092 41 
~: : ::: :: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : : : ~: ~ ~ ~ : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :: J (i!ff J . . . . . ........ -. . 582 34 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . 1877 :::::: :::::: :::: :: · . · . · ·- · . i27. 85. 
Carried forward .........•....... .. ........ .... .... . 
*And prior years. 
118, 326 19 
REGISTER. 437 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Appropriations Repayments A~~:f~;~~:~i~: Payments dur- Amounts carried Balances of ap-for the fiscal made during ing the fiscal to the surplus 
~ear ending tbe fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund .June 30, ~ropriations, 
une 30, 1880. 1880. .June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. une 30, 1880 . 
$454, 332, 022 20 $42,466 25 $454, 374, 488 45 $454, 374, 488 45 ............................. 
······----------
70, 012 04 8, 362 75 78,374 79 78,374 79 ~ --......... -.. --. -.. -.... ........................ 
2, 3!15, 455 00 30, 652 16 2, 426, 107 16 2, 426, 107 16 
···-·------------- ----------------1, 06H, 235 01 2, 089 50 1, 070, 324 51 1, 070. 324 51 
------- ----· ------ ····-----------· 
···· ----·-- --- --
188, 580 77 188, 580 77 187, 363 31 1, 217 46 ....................... 
1, 553, 407 20 360 00 1, 553, 767 20 1, 53il, 7fl7 20 
------·---------· --------------·· 377, 940 00 240 00 378, 180 00 378, 180 00 
---------········· 
........................ 
1, 635, 300 72 1, 410 00 1, 636, 710 72 1, 636,710 72 ........................ 
····------------95,700 00 300 00 96, 000 00 96, 000 00 . .......................... . ........................ 
118, 203 60 30 00 118, 233-60 1111,233 60 . ........................ ....................... 
97, 69!) 20 .................. ... ......... 97, 699 20 97, 699 20 
··· --------------
............ . .......... 
26, 442, 840 01 7,192 50 26, 450, 032 51 26, 450, 032 51 
···· · ···---------- -----------·----11, 543, 031 47 22 50 11, 543, 053 97 11, 543, 053 97 
-----·----···----- ---------- .. -----28, 619, 226 53 438, 567 67 29, 057, 794 20 29, 057, 794 20 
·-----------·--·-· ----------- ----
74,16195 ------------------ 74,16195 74,16195 ------------------ ---------------
8, 273 02 -- -- -- -- -- -- . -- -- - 8, 273 02 8, 273 02 -- -- -- -- •• -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - .. -- .. 
1, 376, 085 04 ----- ... -- - .. -- .. 1, 376, 085 04 1, 376, 085 04 .. -- -- ---- -- ---- -- -- .. - . -- -- -- -- --
549, 035 18 ------------------ 549, 035 18 549, 035 18 .. -------- ----- .. . --.- .. -•• ------
662, 206 97 -- .. -- ---- .. ---- -- 662, 206 97 66~. 206 97 -- - -- --. -- .. ---- - . .. - ....... -----. 
125, 558 26 . -- - - - . --.-- . -- - - - 125, 558 26 125, 558 26 - -- -- . • ---. ---- -- - - - - . - - -- - - - - - - -
531, 144~~ 40 1- 720, 274 1~ - 531, 864, 667 50 531, 863, 450 04 - 1, 217 _46 ~~~ 
'·'83 ,.J_ -- -'00 30_ ,i:::i :l l::i: ;: 14,;~ :g -- - '·60' 48 
-- .. -- -- -- -- -- -- 687 16 25, 460 96 2, 062 83 -- -- -- -- -- -- . -- -- - 23, 398 13 
104, 000 00 514 84 104, 514 8-1 82, 245 60 . ----------- -- --- 22, 269 24 
-- -- -- .. . -- -- - -- ---.-- ---- -- -- -- 600 00 51 04 548 96 . ---- .... -- .. -- -
----- .......... - 930 61 930 61 . ----- . .. ...... - 930 61 ------ .. -- .. --.-
------- .. -- .. -- - 100 00 5, 188 57 125 00 5, 063 57 .. -.----.. -- .--
..... . .......... 68541 4,11068 1,52546 ................. 2,58522 
26, 800 00 125 28 26, 925 28 24, 302 05 . -- - - - -- - -- - - - . - - 2, 623 23 
- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - -- - • - - - - -- - - - - - 772 22 -- - - - - . - - . - - - - - - 772 22 - - - - . - - - - - -- - - .• 
--- - -- . - - . . --- -- - --- - - - - - - - - . --. -- 1, 37::1 90 - -- - - - . -- - . -.--- 1, 373 90 - -- - - - . -.- - --- -. 
-- - - - - . - - - .• - - . . . - - - - - • . - - . - - - - - - 1, 489 48 - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - 1, 489 48 . - - . - - - - - - -- - - •. 
----- - . - - . . -- -- . -- - . - - - - - -- . --- -- 16 48 . --- -- - -- - - - -- - - . •••. - . -- - - - . --- - . 16 48 
9, 000 00 -- ... -- .. - .. .. -- -- 9, 000 00 8, 456 04 -- ........ -- -- -- .. 543 96 
---------------- 11142 11142 ---------------- 11142 ----------------
--.............. 20 57 591 o:J _____ . __ _ . .. .. 591 oa __ ....... .. .. .. 
--.---- - -- ---- 412 05 567 19 29 05 ------------------ 538 14 
4, 000 00 401 65 4, 401 65 3, 792 20 ---------- .. ----- 609 45 
-- ... -- -- -- -- -- - 22 22 44 44 . -- -- .. -- -- -- -- - 44 44 . -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
226 06 
6 69 
-·- ---52; 7oo- oo- ::: ~:::::::: ::-: :: 
-- -- -- -. - . -- -- -- 239 21 
.. -- -- -- -- -- - -- . 417 59 
-- -- -- .. -- .. . .. . 3, 544 33 
40, 000 00 -- -- -- .. -- . -- . -- --
------ ....... .. . 97 
35,600 00 3, 228 11 
-300, 000 00 . -- - -- ---- -- . --- - . 
3, 000 00 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - . 
14,100 00 ------------ · -----
-- .. -- .... - -- - .. 2, 621 00 
57 32 
593,483 69 15,061 79 
226 06 
3, 204 91 
11,228 84 
8, 272 n 
52, 700 00 
3, 972 14 
19, 518 39 
4, 1.54 43 
40, 000 00 
97 
1, 487 23 
38,828 11 
9 51 
ilOO, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
738 41 
642 20 
2, 309 37 
3, 304 10 
2,198 5!) 
14,100 00 





- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - . 226 06 
------ 7: a25- o3- .... ----- s: 787-42- 3' i~t ~~ 
7, 913 59 . -- .. -- .. - .. ------ 359 13 
43,083 84 .... -------------- 9, 616 16 
3, 732 93 . -- ------ - .. --- .. - 239 21 
237 45 19, 280 94 -- .. -- .. -- -- - • --
4, 154 43 .. - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - . -- - -- - - - - . -- - - -
35, 613 67 .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 4, 386 33 
-·-···-------·-- ------------------ 97 
1, 487 23 .. -- -- -- -- .. -- • -
38, 828 11 -- - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - . . - - - - - -- - - - - - - - . 
9 51 
300, 000 00 .. -- .. -- .. -- -- . -- ... ---- •• -- .•.•• 
3, 000 00 - - - - - - -. - -- . --- - -- - - - - . ••. '- --- - - -
738 41 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 642 20 
-• - - -• - - - ---- - - . - - - -- - - . - - • - ---- - - 2, 309 37 
. - - . - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - . - - -- - . - -- - - - - 3, 304 10 
34 95 -- .. -- .. -- - .. -- -- - 2, 163 64 
10, 070 09 -- - .. -- .. -- .. -- -- - 4, 029 91 
7' 668 30 .. -- -- .. - .. - -- -- -- 2, 045 11 
582 34 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - . - - - - - . - - - . - - •. -




438 • REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS AND PENSIONS-Continued. 
Statutes. Balances of ap-
Year. l----.-----1 propriations, 
Vol. Ps~~t~o~.r July 1, 1879. 
Brought forward .............. .. .. . ............... . ..... ... . ... ... ... .... . $118,326 19 
Fulfilling treaties with-
Chi)f~~-~s- ~:- ~~~~- ~~~~~~~~::: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Do .. .. ......... ... . . .. ............................ . 
Chippewas of the Mississippi .. ...... .................. . 
Do .................. . .............................. . 
Do ......................................... ...... . . 
Chippewas, Pillager, and Lake Winnehagoshish Bands .. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (transfer account) .. 
Do .............................. ... ... . .. .. ..... ... . 
Do ........ . ................... .. .... . ......... ... . 
Do ................................ · ............ ... .. . 
Do ................................................ . 
Do ................................................. . 
Chi)f~w-~~ ~~ -~-e-~ ~~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~-f· ~~i~~~~~~ 
Do ........................ . .................... ... . 
Do .................................... .... ..... .. .. . 
Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black River ... . 
Choctaws ...................... . .................. . .... . 
Do...... . . ... ....... ... .... . .... . ... .. ....... . 
Confederated tribes and bands in Middle Oregon . ...... . 
Do ................................................ . 
Do . .......................................... .. . . . . . 
Creeks ........ .. . .. ............. . ... .. .............. ... . 
Do ...... . ........................................ . 
Crows . ................................................. . 
Do .... . .... .. ... . ....................... . ...... .... . 
Do ......... . .......... ............................. . 
Delawares ........................ . ..................... . 
Do ........... . ..................................... . 
Do ......................... . . .................. ~. 
D'Wamish and other 11llied tribes in Washington ....... . 
Do . .. ..... ....................................... . 
Flatheads and other confederated tribes ....... . ... .. ... . 
Do ... . .. ............ ........................... .... . 
Do .............................................. ... . 
Do ........ .......... ............... ........... ..... . 
Iowas . ....• ....... ... . .. ................................ 
Do ................................................. . 
Kansas ..... ...... . ............................ . ........ . 
Do ............................................ .. ... . 
Do ................................ . ................ . 
Do ................................................. . 
Do... . ...... . ....... . ........................... . 
Do ...... . ..................... . ................... . 
Kic~r~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: 
Do ................................................ . 
Do ........ ........ .. ............................... . 
Do ................................................ . 
Do ................................................. . 
Klamaths and Modocs .................................. . 
Do . .............. ........................ ... ....... . 
Do .... . ............................................ . 
Do ................. ......... ....................... . 
Makahs ...................................... . ......... . 
Do ................................................. . 
Do ......... .. ...................................... . 
Menomonees . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . .. . 
Do .................... ....... ...................... . 
Do ...............•.................................. 
Do .... .. .. . .. .... ............ ...................... . 
Miamies of Eel River ..... .... . ......................... . 
Do ................................................. . 
Do ................................................ . 
Do .............................................. ... . 
Do ............ . ..... . .................... .. ..... ... . 
Do ........ ..... ........... ........ ....... .......... . 
Do ... . ............................. ....... ........ . 
Miamies of Indiana .................•.... ................ 
Do .......... . ......•...•............. . ......... .. ... 
Do . .......... . .................................. . .. . 
Carried forward ................................•.. 
*And prior years. 
1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 257 01 
1879 ................................. . 
1880 20 298 ............. . 
1877 . . . . . . .. .. .. .•. . . . 50 00 
1878 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 639 30 
1880 20 298 .............. . 
187;:1* .........•.................•.•.... 
1874* 18 418 ............... . 
1875 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 61 
1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 29 19 
1878 . .... .. ................ .. ....... . 
1879 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 72 
1880 20 299 ............... . 
1876 . . . . . . . .. . • . . ... . . 853 63 
1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 253 90 
1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 190 48 
1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 875 81 
1873* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 938 75 
1873* ................................• . 
1880 20 299 .• •.. .. ..... 
1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 859 65 
1879 . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . 1, 000 ou 
1880 20 299 ............... . 
1873* .........•...•.•.................. 
1880 20 300 .. .... . ....... .. 
1R78 ... ... ...... . . .. .. 59,644 17 
1879 . .. .. . . .. . . • • .. .. . 59, 043 44 
1880 20 301 ....... . ...... . 
1873* .. . . • . .. • .. . .. .. .. 9, 571 93 
1874 . . . • . . . . . .. .. .. .. . 1, 772 43 
1875 . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 1, 819 50 
1879 · ··• •· ..... .... ... 900 00 
1880 20 301 ............... . 
1875 . ... .. ............ 5 84 
1878 .. .. .. .. .. • • . .. . .. 1, 308 22 
1879 .... .. ...... .... .. 3, 646 38 
1880 20 302 .......... ... .. . 
1873* ... . .. ............ 263 14 
1880 20 302 .............. .. 
1878 .. .. . . .. • .. • .. . • . . 1, 015 27 
1879 .. .. .. . • • .. • .. . .. . 2, 634 69 
1880 20 302 ............... . 
1873.. . . • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1, 474 98 
1874 ..... ...... ...... 760 00 
1877 . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 4, 872 19 
1873* . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . • .. 107 98 
1875 .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 456 75 
1877* ................................. . 
1878 ........................... ·· ····· 
1879 . ..... ...... .... .. 452 94 
1880 20 302 ........... . .. . 
1877 . ..... ........... . 1 87 
1878 . . . .. . . . . .. .. • • . . . 2, 728 15 
1879 ...... ............ 93110 
1880 20 302 .......... . . ... . 
1878 ...... ............ 944 12 
1879 ...... ........ .. .. 205 00 
1880 20 302 ........... .... . 
]873* ...... .... ........ 58 05 
1878 .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. 2, 696 51 
1879 .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . 2, 696 51 
1880 20 303 .......... . .. .. 
1873* ...... . ... . ....... 45 14 
1874 . . . . . . .•.•... .. . . . 10 
1875 .... . . ............ 09 
1876 ...... ...... . ..... 64 80 
1878 ...... ........ ... . 05 
1879 ........................... . 
1880 20 303 . ......... . . ... . 
1873* . . . . . . .. .. .. . ... • . 2, 147 02 
1874 ...... . .... ....... 99 74 
1875 .... .. .... .. ...... 65 61 
301,766 95 
REGISTER. 439 
:PRL1TIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, g-c.-Contiuued . 
.A ftrr~h~~~0c~~ Repayments Aggregate avail- Payml'nts dur- Amount!! carried Balances of ap-made during able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus 
vear ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, ~ropriations, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June30, 1880. 1880. une30, 1880. 
$593,483 69 $15, 061 79 $726,871 67 $588, 479 59 $50, 546 17 $87,845 91 
•......... - .. - - . -...... -- -- - . 1, 257 01 . - - - . - .. - .• - . - - 1, 257 01 . -- . -- - -- - .. - - - -
.-.- .. . -•... - - - - 27 99 27 99 - .. - . - . . - - . . -- . - - -- .. -- -.- -- - 27 99 
15,800 00 12 47 15,812 47 15,812 47 ················· ............... . 
• - - . - .. -... - . - - . . .... - - .. - . - - . - - - - 50 00 50 00 . - - . . - - .. - - . - . - - - . . - - - . - . - - - - - . - - . 
- ... ---.-- . -- . . - - - - . -. - . - - ---. -- 2, 639. 30 1, 262 36 1, 376 94 - .. - - . - - - . - . - - - -
25, 300 00 . --- -- ---. . . 25, 300 00 25, J 83 12 . -.. -- - -- - . - - -- . - - 116 88 
•••..• -.- - . - . - . - 2, 379 00 2, 379 00 .. - .. - - ... - . - - . -- . - . - -- - - - 2, 379 00 
253 46 . - . - . - - . - - ... --- -. 253 46 253 46 .. - . . -.- - - - . - -- - . - . - - - - ... - ... - - - -
··-------------- ...... ... ......... 28 61 28 61 ................................. . 
• • . . - .. -- - . - . - - . - -. -- -.-. -- -- - - - . 29 19 29 19 - -- - - - . - . . .. - . - - .. -- . - - - - - . -.-- - . 
• . - - -. - ... -- - . - - 920 66 920 66 920 66 .. . - .. - - - . - - . - .. - -• - .. - - .. - . - - - . 
. . - . --- .. - . - -- - - 87 06 117 78 117 78 . •. - . - - . -.... - - - - . -.-. - - . - - - - - .. -. 
25, 466 66 . - - - . - .. - . - - - - .. - . 25, 466 66 25, 466 66 . - - -. - - . - . - .. - - - - -
•. - . -..... -- - .. - . - - .. - - . - . - - ..... - 853 63 187 20 -- .. - - -. - . - - -- - - . 666 43 
- ... - - - - - - . - .. - . . .... - - - . - • . - - - . 1, 253 90 365 06 . ... - - - - - . - - . - - - - . 888 84 
- .. - - - - - - .•.. - . . . - .... - - -.... ... - . 1, ] 90 48 ... -- -... . - - - - . 300 00 890 48 
• -. - .. - - -- - -- - -- 395 06 4, 270 87 1, 824 03 . - - - . --. - - - - .. - - . . 2, 446 84 
....... -- -- .. -. . 921 57 7, 860 32 3, 749 24 - .. -... -- .. - . . . . 4, 111 08 
.•.. ---. -. --- - . - 239 13 239 13 239 13 .. - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - . - -- - - - . - ... - - - - -
30, 032 89 - -- - . - -.... - - -... - - 30, 032 89 30, 032 89 - - - . - - . - - - . . .. - - - . - . - - - - - . -
•.. - -.. - - - . - . - . . . - - . - - - . - - ... - - - - - 859 65 -. - . - - - ... . - . - - . 859 65 - - . - - . - .. - .. - - - . 
• ... . --.-.-- 710 95 1, 710 95 .. - . . - - .. ... -- . -- .. -.------------ 1, 710 95 
8, 100 00 7 55 'I 8, 107 55 7, 975 64 . -----------.-.--. 131 91 
•••. -. - -- - - - . - . 966 52 966 52 966 52 . - - - . --- - - - - - - .. - . . --. - - -.- - - - .. - -
69, 968 40 . - - . - -... - . - - - . - - . 69, 968 40 69, 968 40 - - .. .. . .. .. - . . . -. - - -... -. - . - -
..... --- ---..... 3, 641 80 63, 285 97 2, 046 06 61, 239 91 --- .. --.-.--- -.-
- ... - - --- - -- .. - . --.- .. -.•.. - . - . - - - 59, 043 44 2, 538 42 - . - - - - . - .. --.... 56, 505 02 
112, 000 00 1, 479 02 113 479 02 73, 765 76 . --.-- ---.-- .. -.-- 39, 713 26 
•.. -.- --.----.-- . -- .. ---.-- .. --.-- 9, 571 93 . - ..•. -- .. --.--- - -- . . -..... -.-... 9, ii71 93 
.. --. ----- ...... ---.- -.--.------- 1, 772 43 -.- ••• - --. . .. - .. ... -- ------ -..... 1, 772 43 
- .-.-. - . - . - ---- - . -- ... ---- -. - - - . -- 1, 819 50 - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - -.-. - - -. - - - --- - . . 1, 819 50 
. - . - - - . - - - . - . - - . . . - - •. - ... - ... - - . - 900 00 900 00 -- - - . - -·- - - - . -- - - • . - .... - - . - . - - .. - . 
11, 950 00 ... . . - . . . . . . . . . • . 11, 950 00 11, 704 19 -.-. -. -.-. - - -.... - 245 81 
.... ... . ........ .................. 5 84 .•••••.•••••.••. . •.••. ·••·• · ...... 5 84 
.. .... - - - - . --. - - 1 63 1, 309 85 - . - ... -- - - - - . - . 1, 309 85 ..... - . - - . - -- - . -
• ····· ·········· 174 39 3,820 77 1,123 36 --- - --·-·········· 2,697 41 
13, 600 00 - .. - -. -.••.. -.... . 13, 600 00 12, 730 00 .. ...... -.. - -... -- 870 00 
............ -· .... ...... ...... 263 14 96 18 ...... . .. ...•..•. 166 96 
2, 875 00 ........... - . . . . . . 2, 875 00 2, 875 00 - .. -- ... - ......... -- .... -- ...••.. -
..•... - .. - .. - ... . ..••. --.----..... 1, 015 27 ---- .... -.-.---- --... - - --.---.- .. - 1, 015 27 
...... --- .. -.-- - 53 62 2, 688 31 1, 525 84 -.-.-.--.------.-- 1, 162 47 
10,000 00 .............. .... 10,000 00 9,826 79 ·················· 173 21 
................ ·················· 1,474 98 48 21 .................. 1,426 77 
•.. - . - -.. - . . . . . . . ...• - - .. -- - - - - •. - 760 00 .. - ..• --- - - - - - - - -.... - -.. - - - .. - .. - 760 00 
- . -. - - - ... --.. . . -.... - - .. - - . - . - - . - 4, 872 19 - ... -. - - - . - ... - - -.... - ... - . - ... -.- 4, 872 19 
.... - . - - .. - - -. - - - -- .. - -••. - - •. . - . . 107 98 ....... - .. - -- .. - .•.•.. -.- .. - . . • • . . 107 98 
-·· · ·· ......... .................. 1,456 75 ................ ............ .. . 1,456 75 
. . - - - - - . - - - . - . 1 50 1 50 -..... - .. - - - . - . - 1 50 .. - -.... - - -..... 
• . • • . . - .. - --. - . - 205 65 205 65 -..... - -- .. - - - - . 38 00 167 65 
.......••....... 1,38822 1,84116 1,20414 ·················- 63702 
12, 295 28 392 66 12, 687 94 12, 395 79 - .• - . - . -- ... -... - - 292 15 
•. - - - - - - - - . . - - . . -.... - . - . - - .. -- - - . 1 87 1 87 ..••. - - - - .... - - - - . - - .. - - -• . - - - . - -
•.............. . . ..•. ...... ...... . 2,72815 1,274 94 . 1,026 08 42713 
.... -....... - .. - - --. - - - . - . - - . . . . • . 931 10 295 00 -.... - - - ...... - - - . 636 10 
14, 700 00 -.- ... ---.---.- .. - 14, 700 00 14, 700 00 -..... -.-.-.- .. - . ---- ........... -
................. .................. 94412 .... ........... . 704 47 239 65 
-... - - . - - . . -.- - 21 03 226 03 - - - . - .. - . - - - - - . - ..... - . - - - . . - - - . 226 03 
7, 600 00 6 15 7, 606 15 7, 606 15 --.--.---.- .. - ... -...... -.------. 
- •.. - - - . - - -- - - . - - .......•..•• . - - - - 58 05 .•.•.. - - - . - - - . - . - .. - - . - - .. - 58 05 
-···· ......... ......... . ....... . 2,696 51 ......... . .•... . 2,696 51 .. ............ . 
. • . • • . - ••. - - - - - - - . 2, 696 51 ..• - ... - - - ... - - . -.. - . - . - . . . . . .. . . . 2, 696 51 
16,179 06 ..... .... . ........ 16,179 06 13,268 85 ··•••········•••·· 2,910 21 
-·--.---.--.. . . -----.------.... . . 45 14 -- .. -.-.-.--- •• - .. -.-- ..•. --.-... . 45 14 
.•......•...•... .................. 10 ............... .................. 10 
. .............. ...... . ........... 09 ............... . .................. 09 
.... ... -.... - . . . . . .... - - . . . . . . . . . . 64 80 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 64 80 
•.............. . .......... ·····. 05 ...... ... .... .. ...... ••••.• ...... 05 
-............... 275 00 275 00 206 25 .. . . .. .... . . . . .. .. 68 75 
1, 100 00 .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 100 00 . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . •. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . 1, 100 00 
.. . .. . .. .. . •• . • . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . 2, 147 02 - ......... -.... . ......... -....... 2, 147 02 
................ ................. . 99 74 ................ .................. 99 74 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .•• -. . . . 65 61 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......• - . . . . . . . . 65 61 
--970, 704 44--29, 370 42 ~. 841Bl- 943, 044Bll--12i. 356091--237,440 9i 
440 REPORT ON- THE l'INANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS AND PENSIONS-Continued. 
Statutes. Balances of ap-
Year. l---:-----1 propriations, 
Vol. Page or .July 1,1879. 
section. 
Brought forward .......... _ ..... _____ .. . ... . ........... . $301, 7ti6 95 ' ( 
Fulfilling trratiPs with-
MiamiPS of Indiana .... ....... _ .. .. __ .... . _ .. . ' . .. __ . _ ... . 
Do···· · ·· ····· ··· ··· ·····-···--·······- ············· 
Do ·· ········· -·--·- - -·················· ······ ······ 
Do··--············-···-- --······ ··--···-----··--··- · 
Do . .. ----· -- --·······---- .. ······----····- .· -· ----
Miarnies of Kansas ..... _ . __ _ ................. _ ........ . 
Do-···--·-·········--------·················-------
~: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::·_-_:·_r 
Do ·· ·--·-------··············· .... .. ........ . . . . 
MixPd Shoshones, Bannocks, and Sheep eaters. ___ .. _ .... _ 
Do ------ -·-·-· --·--·---------- ---··· ______ ........ . 
Do---·--·····------····-------·----------- ..... . ... . 
Molels ...... ---- ......... _ ---· ...... __ .............. __ .. 
Do-------···-········-···-----·---·--·----······-··· 
Do·-···-------------·····----·--------· · ··--·-····--
Nava,joes ..•... --- ............................ ___ ....... . 
Do ····--·----- - ·-···· ·· ·--····· · ···········--·· · ··-
Do ··· ······--········ · ··-----···-·-·--··-·······--· 
Nez Perces .......... ................................ ... . 
Do . ..................... · ····• ·· ·· ·· ····· ······ · ·· f 
Do .... ...... .. .......... ................ ... .. ...... . 
Do ... ..... ........ . ............................. ... . 
Do .. .... ....... \ ........... ··········-······ ·-- ···· 
Do ................ · ................................ . 
Do .......... . ...... .. ... .. ....................... .. . 
Do --· ············--·· · ······················· · ·· · ·-
Nis(]uall,v, Puyallup, and other tribes and bands . . ...... . 
Do ..... . .. . .. ... ...... _ .. . __ .. . . (transfer account) .. 
Nortllm·n Cheyennes a11d .Arapahoes. __ ._ ........ . ... . __ 
Do · ····· ·--·· ----·--- . .. -·-·····- ---·--· · ····· ·--· 
Do ·· ····----···--· --··----- ---·-·········· ·····-···· 
Omllhas .. ....................... _ ........... ......... .. . 
Do·····- · ···-···----·-··········· ·-· ······ - --· .... . 
Do .......................... . ................. . .... . 
Do . ............. ···-·····················--------·· 
Do··---·-················--- ----·-·············--·--
Do ..... . --········ · ·······'········-----·-·····- - -- -
Osagrs .................. _ ... _ ...•....................... 
Do .................................. . .............. . 
Do -----·--··· · ·-···-···· -·· ·· ·· ······- ····-········· 
Do······················------··--············ · ·· ··· 
Do ··- ·· ····--·----- ··· ·- -- -- --·--·······----- --- - --
Ottawas of Blanchard's Fork and Roche de Breuf ....... . 
OtoPs and Missourias ........ .. . ................... _ . ... . 
Do ................. .. ......... · ................. .. . . 
Do . ............................................. .. . 
PawnPes ........... ........... . ............. ____ ....... . 
Do···-·············-· · ············---·-········· · ·· · 
Do-- -- ·-··············· · ---·····-· · ····· ·· ······ · ··· 
1876 .......... .. 
1877 - --- -- -- .. .. 
1878 ................ .. 




.. .. . ... 1 
] 880 20 303 .... -...... -- .. 
1R73* . . . . . . . ......... - . 
1875 ... - .. . ... . ...... . 
i~~~ J ....... ....... .. 
64 62 
1, 870 57 
1, 098 11 
1877 -- - .. - . .. . .. 1, 482 20 
1880 20 303 .............. .. 
1R78 . .. .. . .. .. .. 3, 219 53 
1879 ............ -..... 4, 748 10 
1880 20 304 -- ............. . 
1878 .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. 2, 412 24 
1879 .............. -- 1, 658 35 
1880 20 303 --- ....... -..... 
1878 --.... .. .. . . . .. . .. 39, 785 08 
1879 ...... ........ 41, 047 03 i 
1880 20 304 ............. .. 
1873 k 18 110 17, 490 47 
(1874) ~ 18 110 76 
1873 5 
1875 18 110 703 36 
1876 18 no 837 73 
1877 .. . .. . .. -- - . .. . .. 451 56 
1878 . ..... ...... .... .. 2, 614 45 
1879 .............. ---- . ........... .. . . 
1R80 20 304 ........... -. - .. 
1877* 29 256 .. .... ---- ..... . 
1877* 18 418 .............. --
1878 -- . - .. .. .. . .. .. .. 18, 866 24 
1879 -... .. - .... .. . .. .. . 1, 392 87 
1880 20 305 .. .... - ..... .... 
1873* ------ ............ 331 32 
18;6 . ..... ...... ...... 3, 621 41 
1877 .. . .. . .. ...... -- . - 3, 010 01 
1878 .. - .. . -- . . .. . . . . .. 3, 249 89 
1879 . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. 7, 477 46 ' 
1880 20 305 ... ...... - . - .... . 
1873* . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . 500 00 
1877 .. .. .. . .. - .. . .. . .. 594 68 
1878 -----· ------------ 2,957 00 
1879 ... - .. ---- .. ······ ......... -- . . .. . 
1880 20 305 ............. - .. 
18ia* ...... -..... - . . . . . 38 49 
1878 -- .... .. ...... - .. 501 46 
1879 ... - .. .. ... - .. . .. . 7 49 67 
1880 20 305 ...... ---- - - -- .. 
1877 ...... ........... 850 00 
1878 --.. .. .. .. --.. .. . 8, 537 24: 
1879 .. - . ........... - .. 8, 049 66' 
Do .......... _ ..... _ ..... ___ . . ..... __ .. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1880 f ~~ 3~~ }------------·· 
Pon~; :::::: :::: :::::: ::::::: :: : :::::: :::::: :: ~ ~::::: :!. (Ii~f _}_:::: :::::: :::::: 26~ ~~ 
Do . ___________ . ___ . . _ ...... _______ ... __ . __ ... _. ____ . 1879 _. _________ ... _ _ _ _ 14, 973 56 
Do . __ .. . ___ . ___________ .... _ . __ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1880 20 306 _ ....... .. ..... . 
Pottawatomies ___ . _. __ .... _ .... __ ....•...... _ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1873* ______ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 792 11 
Do---------------------------------------------- -- -- 1874 -· --· ---·-------- 137 23 Do ______ . __ . _. _ .. __ .. __ ..... _ ..... _____ ..... . ....... 1875 _ ......... _. ___ . _ _ 55 00 
Do _. _ ... _ .. __ .. _ ... ___ . _______ .... _ .... _ ...... _ _ _ _ _ _ 1878 . _ _ _ _ _ _ ... _____ .... ___ ... _ . _ .. ___ . 
Do .. .... ___ . ____ ....... _ . __ . _. _ .. _________ ...... _ . _ 1880 20 306 _. _ ......... . ... ' 
Pottrtwatomies of Huron _ ... _. ___ ..... ____ ............ _ _ 1878 ...... ___ .... .. _.. 12 78 
Do . _ .. ___ ___________ . __ ..... _ . _ ... _ .... _ ...... _ . . . . . 1880 20 306 ___ ... _____ . .. . . 
Quapaws . ... _ ... _ ............. _ ..... _ ... _______ . _. _ .... _ 1878 _. __ .. ____ ........ 760 00 
Do .......... _ ....... _ .. _ ... _ ........ _. _ .. _.... . . . . . . 1879 . ______ ....... _ . . . 1, 383 79 
Do ..... _ ..... _ . _ ......... . _ . __ . ____ ..... __ .... _ ... _ _ 1880 20 306 . ..... _ . _ . __ . __ _ 
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes . ....•...... ---- -- -----· -··· 1873* . ..... ·-------··-· 688 54 
Do .... __ . .. _ .. _ ......................... _____ . . . . . . . 1875 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 42 
Do .......................................... _ . . . . . . . 1876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 55 
Carried forward_ ........... _ ... _ .................. . -.............. : ...... . 501, 375 5(): I 
*.And prior years. 
REGISTER. 441 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, g-c.-Continued . 
.Appropriations Repayment s Aagbglreeg
0
artethaevafiisl: Payments dur- Amounts carried Balances of ap-
for the fiscal made during f< ing the fiscal to the surplus propriations, 
yearending the fiscal year calyearending year endin~ fund June 30, June 30, 1880_ Jnne 30,1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1830. 1880. 
$970,704 44 $29,370 42 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 636 89 
11,062 89 ................. . 
5, 051 01 ................. . 
25, 000 00 
24 44 
552 16 
3, 000 00 ........•......... 
58, 000 00 






2, 506 23 
19, 800 00 ...............•.. 
97 13 ................. . 
237 14 .. ...••••••..•.•.. 
53,000 00 ........ .. .. ..... . 
......... ....... 88 38 
...... .......... 850 59 
20,000 00 ........ ...... ... . 
............... . 2 40 
.......... ..... 215 01 
18,456 00 ................ .. 
9, 000 00 . ........... ..... . 
118 68 
503 42 
65,000 00 ................. . 
52, 046 81 
591 01 
950 30 
.......... ...... 7108 
20,647 65 ................. . 
400 00 ................. . 
2, 060 00 ................. . 




1, 636 89 
11,06:3 89 
64 62 
1, 870 57 
1, 098 11 
1, 482 20 
5, 051 01 
3, 219 53 
4, 772 54 
25,552 16 
2, 412 24 
1, 658 35 
3, 000 00 
39, 785 08 
41, 318 01 
58, 219 67 
66, 4i7 16 
. 171 89 
797 47 
1, 425 03 
451 56 
2, 614 45 
2, 506 23 




1, 392 87 
53, 000 00 
419 70 
3, 621 41 
3, 010 01 
3, 249 89 
8, 328 05 
20, 000 00 
502 40 
594 68 






9, OOG 00 
850 00 
8, 655 92 
8, 553 08 













1, 383 79 




$943, 044 81 $121,356 09 $~37, 440 91 
33 22 . ......... .... .... 67 07 
. ..••. .......... ... .... ... . . ... ... 67 06-
31 96 ...... .... .. ...... 66 82 
188 52 . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1, 448 37 
.. .• •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, Ou:l 89 
64 62 ······ . .................. •..... .. 
766 71 . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . 1, 103 86 
1, 098 11 
519 53 . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 962 67 
3, 474 42 . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. 1, 576 59 
... ... .. .. . . . . . . 3, 219 53 .....•.......... 
3, 897 33 .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. 875 21 
18, 859 50 . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 6, 692 65 
675 00 1, 737 24 ............... . 
750 00 . ..... . .... . .. . .. . 908 35 
1, 696 00 . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 1, 304 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 785 08 ...... .... ..... . 
4, 506 48 . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. 36, 811 5S 
27, 218 01 . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. • 31, 001 66 
3, 541 55 .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . 62, 905 61 
. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 89 
................ .................. 797 47 
100 00 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, il25 03 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 451 56 
. . .. ....... .. . . . 2, 614 45 .....•......... 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .... . . 2, 506 23 
19, 531 50 . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . 268 50 
97 13 ....... ....••.. ............ ....... 
237 14 . ...•............. ................ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 866 24 ..... ... ... . ... . 
. • . . .•• .•• -- •• . .•••••. •• •• • . .•• . . 1, 392 87 
48, 978 31 . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . 4, 021 69 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ..... .•.... 419 70 
......... . ...... ............ ...... 3, 621 41 
1, 700 00 .......... ..... ... 1, 310 01 
. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 50 00 3, 199 89 
7, 578 69 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . 74!l 36 
16, 360 00 . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 3, 640 00 
502 40 .....................•...•....... 
236 32 . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . 358 36 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 957 00 
................ .................. 215 01 
18, 000 00 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 456 00 
. . .. . . .. . . . . . . ...•....... ...... 38 49 
501 "46 ........ .......... . •.............. 
566 18 . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . 183 49 
8, 700 86 . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . 299 14 
. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850 00 
. ... .. ....... ... 8, 655 92 .............•.• 
4, 263 37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 289 71 
62,207 12 
267 Q(l 
2, 792 88 
1 94 
9, 320 80 :::::: : ::: :: ::::: : ........ 6," 243. 77· 
39, 065 59 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 13, 931 52 
.•. . .• . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... .• . . . . . . 792 11 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . 137 23' 
. .. ... ..... --. .. ..... . ...... ...•.. 55 00 
69 28 ...... . .......... . 1 80· 
20,647 65 ................................ .. 
12 78 . . . . . .. . . . . . .•.. . . .............. . 
400 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
........... .... 760 00 ...... . ........ .. 
920 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 463 7~ 
1, 291 15 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 768 85 
688 54 ................................. . 
12 42 .................. . .. ' .......... . . 
46 55 ................................. . 
----------------1---------1------------------
1, 383, 372 30 37,971 66 1, 922, 719 52 1, 271, 571 84 197,044 55 454,103 13. 
442 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS AND PENSIONS-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. .......... .. .... .. . 
:Fulfilling trl-'aties with- . 
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes . ......... . ................ . 
Do . .............................................. . 
Do------·-···· · ·------- ·-·· ········---------·- ···· ·· Seminoles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... . 
Do ................................................. . 
Do ................................................. . 
Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi. ............ ... . .... . . 
Do ... ...... .... . ...... ........ .... ... .............. . 
Do ........ · ........................... ...... ........ . 
Do ...............................................•.. 
Do .. ............................. ... .............••. 
Do ..... . .... ...................... .. ............. . 
'Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri ........................ . 
Do . .. . ............................................. . 
Do ........................ . ........................ . 
Do ................................................. . 
Senecas .......................... . .................. .. . . 
Do ................................................. . 
:Senacas of New York ........... . ....... . .............. . 
Do ......................................... . . .. . 
Do ................................................. . 
-Senecas and Shawnees .. .... . ............... .. ...... . .. . 
Shawnees ............................................. · .. 
Do .................................. .. ............. . 
Eastern Shawnees.: .............. .. .................... . 
Shoshonees ................ . ......... ... ............. .. . . 
Do ......... . ........ ...... . ........................ . 
Do ............................ . ................. .. . . 
Do ...................• . ............ ............. .... . 
Do ...... . ..................... . ................. .. . 
Do .................................... ........... . . . 
Shoshonees and Bannocks ............................. .. 
Do •.•............................................... 
Do ................................. . ............. . { 
Six Nations of New York ...................... . ...... .. 
Do . . .. ............................. .. ............. . 
Do ................................................ . 
Do .....................................•............ 
Do ....... .. . .................... ................... . 
Sklallams .............................................. . 
Do ..........•....................................... 
Do ........... ......... .......... .............. ..... . 
Do... . ........... . .......... .................. . •. 
.Sioux of different tribes, including Santee Sioux of K e-
braska ........................... . ............... . ... . 
Do ........................................•......... 
no ...................... ... ........ ······· ...... --
no--··---···-···---------·-- ..... -- ....... ·--- .. ---. 
Do .•........................................ .. ...... 
:Sioux, Yankton tribe ................................... . 
Do ............................•................. . .. 
Do ................................................. . 
Do ............................. .. ................ . 
Do ............. .... . .. ..................... . . . ..... . 
Sioux of Dakota . .... . .................................. . 
Sisseton and Wahpeton, and Santee Sioux of Lake Trav-
.erse and Devil's Lake ............................... .. 
Do ... . ............................................. . 
Do ........................ . ........................ . 
Do ........... .............. ......... ....... ........ . 
Do ....... .. ..... . .. .... ... ......................... . 
·snakes, Wal-pah-pee tribe .... .... _-_ .................... . 
Do ... ............................................. . . 
Do .... ... .. . ............ . .......................... . 
'Tabequache, Muachr, Capote, Weeminuche, Yampa, 
Grand River, and Uintah bands of Utes ... . .......... . 
Do ................................................. . 
Do ......................................... .. ...... . 
Do .................................. . .. . ...... ..... . 
·umpquas, Cow Creek band ............................. . 
Carried forward .................. ............ . 
'And prior years. 
Year. 
Statutes. 
Vol. Page or. section. 
Balances of ap-
propriations, 
Julj· 1, 1879. 
$501,375 56 
1878 .. - . -- . - - .. - ... - - . 2, 506 27 
1879 .............. --· 3,734 49 
1880 20 307 . - - ... - .. . .. . - . 
1873* . --- - .......... - - . 1 15 
1879 ··-- ... --· ... -- .... - ...... . . .. ... . 
1880 20 307 . -- - - - - . . - ... - . 
1873* .. -.. - ..... -. -. . . 2, 370 82 
1875 ·· ···· ... ........... ....... ... ... . 
1877 .. - -. . ... -... - - - - 113 29 
1878 . --- -. .. ... - ... - - . 236 78 
1879 . -- - - - ..... - .... - . 12, 265 12 
1880 20 307 . - - - - .. - . - . - ... . 
1873k ...... ............ 757 44 
1877 . -- . . . .. .. .. . • .. .. 2 04 
1878 ... ... ...... ...... 49 64 
1880 20 307 . -.. - . -......... 
1879 . .. .. . . ....... - . -- 940 00 
1880 20 308 ... -- .. - - .. --.-. 
1873* . - . - . . . - - - - . . - - . - . . . - • - - - - - - . - . - . . 
1876 . - ... - . -.-- • . - - . 45 00 
18RO 20 308 ............... . 
1879 . ... - . - ... - - .. - - . 388 57 
1873* .. - - - . .. - ... - .. .. . 272 96 
1880 20 308 .. - ... - ... -..... 
1880 20 309 ... - - .. - - - - - . - - . 
1875 ...... ...... 2,994 97 
1876 . --- .... - .... ----. 2, 136 52 
1877 .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 688 64 
1878 .. - .. - . - - --- ... - - . 454 97 
1879 ---- - - . - - . - - --. - - . 1, 312 79 
18RO 20 309 ............... . 
1878 ----.- --- - - - .. .. .. 6, 715 56 
1879 . -- - - - . --- -- -... - - 8, 118 32 
1880 J ~~ 3~~ } -- - - .. - - ...... 
1873* . - - - - - - - - - .• - - - - - - 2, 220 25 
1875 . ----- . -- .. --.---. 511 98 
1878 . ----- . - •. -....... 424 45 
1879 -.-... .. .... -... - - 718 18 
18RO 20 309 .............. .. 
1873* ........... -- .. -- ........ ------ .. . 
1878 . ..... -.... - 702 79 
1879 ..... - ...... --- - - . 209 76 
1880 20 311 -........ - -- .... 
1873* ..... - .. - . - ... - .. . 28, 036 00 
1877* .. - - - . . ...... -- ........ - ...... ... . 
1878 .. .. . . . . • . • .. . . . . . 88, 312 09 
1879 ............... - .. 436, 518 34 
1880 20 3;10 ...•............ 
1873* .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 162 40 
1877 . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . 3, 282 18 
1878 .... .. .... ... ... . . 5, 058 41 
1879 ...... ...... ...... 15,687 41 
1880 20 310 ............... . 
1873* . -- . . . . -- - -- . --.- 248 83 
1873* . --- - . . - .. - . - .. - - . 2, 181 69 
1877 .. --.. --.-.-.--.. 1, 010 68 
1878 ·----- ........... . 1,94101 
1879 ·----- ............ l/,970 77 
1880 20 310 ..... - -.- - . - . - - . 
1878 ------ . ..... . . .... 173 37 
1879 - .. --- . ----- ------ 700 00 
1880 20 310 . --- -. - . - .. -- - - . 
1877* . -.... . . • . • . . . . . . . . .. -- .. -.-- - . - - . 
1878 . --- . .... . -- -..... 11, 467 93 
1879 .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 7, 693 71 
1880 20 311 .......... - . .. .. 
1873* .. . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . 693 96 
1, 17 4, 407 09 
REGISTER. 443 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Appropriations Repayments Ajl.'jl.'regate avail- Payments dur- Amounts carried 
for tbe fiscal made during able tor the fis- ing the fisclll to the surplus Balances of ap-
year e nding the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund .June 30, propriations, 
June30, 1880. 1880. .June 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. .June30, 1880. 
$1, 383, 372 30 $37,971 66 
..................................... 
50 00 
6, 200 00 . -- -- -- -- . -- - .. -- . 
• - • -- • -- -- . -- -- - 1, 072 65 
-- -- -- . -- -- .. - - . 454 00 
28, 500 00 - - - - - - -- -- . -- -- --
50, 916 23 
67 28 
9, 089 11 
925 80 
7,448 55 
8, 070 00 - ---- - - --- . -- . -- --
3, 690 00 . -- -- -- .. -- -- - ... 
------ ------ -- 8 48 
11,902 50 
5, 000 00 480 50 
1, 030 00 - -- -- -- -- -- -- - .. --
---- -- . . -- -- -- 75 00 
11, 000 00 -- -- - ------ -- - .. --
78,437 00 
1, 020 31 
2, 738 54 
4, 500 00 ---- -- ---- -- -- . -- -
--·------------- 730 41 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 396 48 
8, 200 00 ---- -- -- ---- -- - -- -
1, 468, 590 94 
83, 087 88 
80, 000 00 
8, 670 14 
5, 710 41 
17, 394 81 
10, 687 10 
1, 140 78 




] 1 200 00 . ................ . 
78, 020 00 
3, 311, 716 85 I 
25 98 
874 51 
4, 066 10 
114,480 64 
$1, 922, 719 52 $1, 271, 571 84 $197,044 55 
2, 306 27 
$454, 103 13 
2, 506 27 
3, 784 49 
6, 200 00 
1, 073 80 
454 00 
28, 500 00 
2, 370 82 
67 28 
113 29 
9, 3~5 89 





8, 070 00 
940 00 






5, 480 50 
1, 030 00 
2, 994 97 
2, 136 52 
1, 688 64 
454 97 
1, 387 79 
11, 000 00 
6, 715 56 
9, 138 63 
R1, 175 54 








8, 200 00 
28, 036 00 
8, 670 14 
94,022 50 
453, !ll3 15 
1, 479, 278 04 
162 40 
3, 282 18 
5, 058 41 
16, 828 19 
85, 912 15 
248 83 
2,181 69 
1, 010 68 
2, 035 17 
18, 09R 47 
80, 335 91 
173 il7 
700 00 
1, 200 00 
200 00 
2, 419 75 
5, 486 40 
1, 073 80 
454 00 
28, 500 00 
1, 364 74 
713 60 
-- - - - - . ---- - . - - - ---- -- - -- - - - . -- - - . 2, 370 82 
------------.--. ------------------ 67 28 
. - - -- - - - - - - - . - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - . 113 29 
- - - - ---- -- ----- - -- - -- - 9, :125 89 
1, 917 79 ------------------ 11,273 13 
46, 162 10 ---------- -- --- --- 12, 202 68 
95 00 -- -- - -- -- .. -- - - -- . 662 44: 
-- ---------- -- - . ------------------ 2 04 
.. . ... ------------------ 49 64 
8, 057 93 -- -- -- -- .. - -- -- -- - 12 07 
940 00 ----- •. -.... - -- - - - - -. - ... -- . - - . --. 
3, 480 00 ---------- -- -- -- -- 210 00 
·--------- ------ ······ -·---- ···--- 8 48 
.. - ... -- ............. ·•··•· 45 00 
11, 902 50 . - . - .... - - - - -- . . . . - - .. - - - - - .. -.... 
388 57 ... -• -- - - • . - .. - . . . - - .. - . - . - - - - - - .. 
- ...... - - - . - - - - . -..•.. - . - - .. - - - - - - 272 96 
5, 480 50 -.... - . - - - - - . - - - . . ........ - - - - . - . 
669 02 .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 360 98 
2, 99t 97 - .. .. . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - .. -....... . 
2, 135 52 .. -- -- -- -- -- - -- - - . 1 00 
405 88 ----.------- ---- -- 1, 282 78 
---------------------------------- 454 97 
312 79 ----------....... 1, 075 00 
10, 023 22 .. --.- ....... -- . . . 976 78 
..... - - .. - - ... - . 6, 715 56 . ... - .. - ... - - - . -
5, 400 96 -- ------- - -- . -- - - - 3, 737 67 
69, 661 24 ........ -- ... -- .. - 11,514 30 
1, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. I, 220 25 
.............. - ... - ... - ... -- .... -. 511 98 
-...... -.... . . . . . ....... -- ... -- . . . 424 45 
.......... -. ... . .......... -...... 718 18 
3, 985 86 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . fol4 14 
-- - - .. - - . ---- . - . - - . - - - .. -- .. - - - -- 730 41 
.. -. - - - - . . .. - . 702 79 - - - .. -- .... ... - -
106 05 ------ ---- -- ------ 500 I9 
8, 200 00 . -- .. - -·-.---- ... - ...... --.---.---. 
- ... - .... --.- ..... - - . - .. - - - .. ----. 28, 036 00 
................ 8,670 I4 ----------------
IO, I67 78 83, 854 72 .. .. . .. . .. . ... 
290, 617 60 -- -- . --. -- . -- ... -- I63, 295 55 
I, I73, 508 87 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 305, 769 17 
I62 40 . ---------- ............ -- .. ------. 
3, 282 I8 ... - ... ---- .. --- •.............. --. 
5, 058 41 .............. - . . . . .... - ..... .. .. . 
8, 023 88 .. - .. -- -- . -- --- --. 8, 804 3I 
77, 624 50 .. -- ... ----- ---- -- 8, 287 65 
------.. .•..••. . .•••. ...... .••• . 248 83 
2, 18I 69 
785 00 
I, 833 31 




I, 200 00 
225 68 
201 8e 
11, 352 37 
280 77 
25 98 - - - . - - - .. - . - . - . . 25 98 . - . -.... - .. . - .• -
11, 467 93 .... -. . . . . . . . . . . 11, 467 93 ... -.. -. - .. - . - . . 
8, 568 22 6, 154 43 ---- .. - -- -- ---- -- . 2, 413 79 
82, 086 10 75, 013 09 -- ... --- .. --- ... -- 7, 073 01 
693 96 . ----- -- .. -- - -- - ------ --- .... -- --- 693 96 
4, 600,604 58 1 ~36, 31344 310,787 94 I I, 053,503 20 
444 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMEN'l' exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. Balances of ap-Year. 1-------1 propriations, 
Vol. ps!!t~on~ r July 1, 1!!79. 
Statutes. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS AND PENSIONs-Continued. 
Broughtforward ---·-------------·-- - --·------·-·· ............ ------------ $1,174,407 09 
Fulfilling treaties with-
Umpquas and Calapooias of Umpqua Valley, Oregon ... . 1873* . ... . . ... . . . ...... 745 50 
Utahs,Tabequacheband -----------•----------·-····--· 1873* ...... ------------ 12,87719 
E~ ::::: : :::::::: :::::::::: : : :::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: 2, ~~~ ~~ 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 311 ............... . 
Walla "\Valla, Cayuse, and Umatilla tribrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873* . . . . . . _.... . . . . . . . .......... . . __ . 
Do---------------------·-----------·-···-------·-· · · · 1876 ...... ............ 17 69 
Do ....... . ......................... . ............... 1878 . ..... ------------ 1,214 52 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 036 10 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 311 ............... . 
Winnebagoes .. ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41, 012 94 
Do ................................................ f (igJ:> } . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 392 95 
Do------------------·---·-------··--------- --···· ·· 1875 · ----------- 14,625 39 .. 
Do . _. _ ..... __ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 618 03 
Do ........................ _ ............. . -.- ..... - . . 1877 ... _.. . ... _ .. __ ... 19, 320 87 
Do ................... __ ........... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 .. _ .... _. __ ... _.. . 18, 472 37 
Do·····--------- ---·--·-·······- - ---·--· ··· ····----- 1879 ----·- ------------ 14,940 63 
Do . . . . .......................... --- . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 312 ............... . 
Yakamas . ..... _ ... . .. .. .... - _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873* . _... . ........ _. . 2, 835 43 
Do .......................... - .... - - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 877* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .. . 
Do .... , ... ------·--------------------------·--·----- 1878 ...... ------·----- 7,835 00 
Do ..... ___ . . . . . . . _ - ........... -- - . - . - - ... . ..... - . . . 1879 .. __ . . . ...... _ . . . . . .... __ ...•.. __ . 
Do .. ................ .......... ...... - ........ - - ... - . 1880 20 312 ............... . 
Cherokees, proceeds of school lands . .. . . ....... -- .. ---- .. .. _.. R. S. 2093-6 523 62 
Cherokees, proceeds of lands . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 29, 595 85 
Cherokees, proceeds of Osage diminished reserve lands 
in Kansas (transfer) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ... .. .......... . 
Chippewas of Saginaw, proceeds of lands ........................... . _ ... . ..... . 
Delawares, proceeds of lands . .......... ____ .......... _ ..... __ .................. . 
Iowas, proceeds of lands . ......................... _ ........... ... ..... _ ........ . 
Kansas, proceeds of lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 
Kaskllskias, Peorias, Weas, and Piankeshaws, proceeds 
of lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _.. . .. _ ....... . 
Kickapoos, proceeds of lamls ... . ....................... ·----- . ___ .. . __ ........ . 
M1•nomonees. proceeds of lands . . . . . . . . . . ............. . . _ ..................... . 
Miamies of Kansas, proceeds of lands ........ _ .......... . _ ... .. _ ............. _ .. 
Omahas, proceeds of lands ............... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ___ . . . _ .. ... ... . 
Otm•s and Missourias, proceeds of lands...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 
Ottawas of Blanchard's Fork and Roche de Boeuf, pro-
ceeds of lands...... . . . . . . . ............................ _ ..................... . 
Osag-es (trust), proCf•eds of lands ...................... . ...... R. S. 2093-6 
Pottawatomirs, proceeds of lands ...... .. ......... ___ .... _ ... _. _ ............. . 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri, proceeds of lands . _. __ . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 
Shawnees, proceeds of lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 
Stoekbridges, proceeds of lands- -------------------·--·· ...... ___ ___ ........... . 
W innebagoes, proc• ·eels of lands .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Stockbridge c nsolidatod funds . . . . ... ... . ......... ............ . ............. ... . 
Proceeds of Sioux reservations in Minnesota aml Dakota .. _. . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 
Proceeds of "\Vinnebago reser-vation in Minnesota ........... . ... .. ................. . 
Proceeds of New York Indian lands in Kansas ......................... . ...... .. ... . 
Trust-fund interest clue-
8k~~~~:: ~~~i~:~/i~:d : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~: ~: 
Do . . . . . . . . . ... - ............... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 
Cherokee school fund .. __ .... __ ............ __ . __ .... _. __ .. ..... R. S. 
Cherokee orphans' fund_ ................... _ .................. R. S. 







Chickasaw national fund prior to July 1, 1866 _ ......... . 
Chicasaw national fund ... _. _ ... _ .................... _. R. S. 2093-6 
Do ... - .... - .............................. -........ 1880 20 315 
g~~~l!o~~~~~r~!~~~~~t:s: :_:_~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ :~ :_ ~ ~ ::::: ~~:::::::::: : i~~~ : ~:2~: ~~~~i~ 




7, 040 03 
96 78 
1 08 
1, 358 64 
10,880 23 
712 26 
82, 652 02 
43 49 
1, 406, 332 01 
32,767 63 
10, 90L 88 
27 86 
81 58 
20, 621 61 
75,804 46 
71,262 11 
1, 779 25 
4, 058 06 
1, 603 68 
9, 034 34 
10, 188 49 
4, 971 12 
11 25 
31,780 34 
1, 700 00 
92 22 
Choctaw school fund .................................... ___ ... R. S. 2093-6 1, 227 65 
Cbip~ewa and Christian Indians .......... _ .. __ .......... _. __ . R. S. 2093-6 693 38 
CreeDg~~-~~~~-:::::: : ·_ : ::::: ·.::: :::::::::: ~~::::::::::: : "i879 . . ~: -~·- -----~~~~~~- .. ..... . -~~~-~~ . 
Do . -........ - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 
Delaware general fund . __ ............... _ .................. _ . . R. S. 
Do . . . . . . - - - - - ........... - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 
•Delaware school fund . _ ........... _ ..... _. _ .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 
Carried forward .•.•••. ___ •..... _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .... 





5, 410 18 
8,178 74 
3, 881, 237 16 
REGISTER. 445 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED J7tne 30, 1879, q.c.-Continued. 
:$3, 311, 716 85 $114, 480 _64 
581 35 
· · · · · · · · · 72o · oo · : : : : : : : : : : : : · : · : : : 
. ... .. . ... . ..... 8 90 




3, 108 05 
19, 600 00 . ....•. ........... 
100 09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
58, 121 96 ... . ... ..••. ... .. . 
2, 388 61 . ... .... .. ..... . . 
43, 646 10 ................. . 
807 81 
83,355 11 ................. . 
378,637 71 ................ . 
9,172 92 367 53 
200 00 ................. . 
30, 729 48 
3, 207 36 
201,045 75 
26, OGO 00 
191,098 43 
75, 695 48 
2, 410 00 
155, 526 07 
19, 820 00 
100 00 
184 44 
27, 000 00 
3, 984 96 
30, 256 -37 
3, 877 35 
4, 048 00 
36, 646 46 
8, 9:10 00 
550 00 






1, 010 68 
128, 639 93 
$4, 600, 604 t>8 
1, 326 85 
12, 877 19 





1, 214 52 
1, 036 10 









2, 835 43 
35 22 
8, 634 55 
3, 108 05 
19, 600 00 
623 71 
87,717 81 










166, 007 13 
43 49 
1, 784, 969 72 




20, 621 61 
75,804 46 
102, 256 83 
1, 779 25 
4, 058 06 
4, 811 04 
210, 080 09 
26, 060 00 
201,286 92 
80, 666 60 
2, 410 00 
11 25 
187, 306 41 
19, 820 00 
1, 800 00 
920 16 
27, 000 00 
5, 212 61 
30, 949 99 
!, 490 84 
17 72 
4, 048 00 
43,067 32 
8, 930 00 
8, 728 74 
8, 797, 369 06 
$3, 236, 313 44 $310,787 94 $1, 053, 503 20 
. .. . •• . . . • . . . . . . . .. • .. . . . . . . . . . • .. 1, 326 85 
11, 431 65 . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . 1, -t45 54 
2, 582 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- ... - ......••. 
360 00 ........................ - .......•. 
360 00 ....... ..... . •..• . 360 00 
........ ..... . . . .................. 8 90 
17 69 ..•••. . .....•............ .. ....••. 
. . . . ... -...... 1, 214 52 ....... . 
...... -· . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 036 10 
12, 880 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 620 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . .. .•. . .. . . .. . . . 41,012 94 
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .••. .. .. .••. .. .•. . 392 95 
. .... ..... ... .. . .. ...... ..•...••.. 14,799 89 
......................... , .. ...... 14,618 03 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 320 87 
. ••. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 18,472 37 
3, 560 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 334 63 
28, 465 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 697 24 
2, 835 43 .......•.........................• 
.... .... .. . . .. .. 35 22 ...............• 
889 50 7, 634 55 110 50 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 108 05 
19, 300 00 ............. -... . 300 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 623 71 
68, 861 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 18, 256 32 
,; __ . _____________ ------------------
2, 040 76 ................. . 
51, 120 12 ................. . 
159, 890 12 .. -- ... - .. - .... - .. 
7, 921 00 ................. . 
186 60 ..... ............ . 
2, 040 72 .. - . -............ . 
3, 207 36 
4il, 337 70 
26, 060 00 
34, 4fi0 41 
15,749 92 
2, 410 00 
11 25 
77, 569 13 
19, 820 00 
184 44 
27, 000 uo 
2, 467 96 
2, 022 76 
785 83 
17 72 
4, 048 00 
24,739 09 
8, 930 00 












1, 625, 079 60 
32,767 63 
12, 521 33 
41 26 
81 58 
20, 621 61 
75,804 46 
100, 216 11 
1, 779 25 
4, 058 06 
1, 603 68 
166,742 39 
166, 826 51 
64,916 68 
109,737 28 
1, 800 00 
735 72 
2, 744 65 
28,927 23 
3, 705 01 
18, 328 23 
8, 728 74 
3, 903, 877 71 -- 319, 672 23 ,-. -4, 573, 819 12 
-
446 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
lN'fERIOU-lNDIANS .AND PENSIONS-Continued. 
Brought forward .................... . .......... . 
Statutes. 
Year. 1- --,-----
Vol. Page or section. 
Balances of ap-
propriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
$3, 881 1 237 16 I 
Trust-fund interest due-




Do ..... - . ....... - . . ...•............ - .. . .......... _. . 1880 20 
Kansas schools ............................ . .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 8,848 28 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, and Piankeshaws, general 
fund ... .. ... . ........ . ... --·--····--- ............ .. ... . .. .. .. R. S. 2093-6 
315 
930 26 
Do .. .. . .. . .............................. . ..... _ . . _ . . 1880 20 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, and Piankesbaws, school 
fund . ... . .. .. ................................................ R. S. 2093-6 2,28170 
Do .......... .. ....... . .... . ... . ......... . .. . ___ .. __ . 1880 20 315 ........ . . .. .. _. 
Kickapoos, general fund ............ _ .... . ... _.. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. R. S. 2093-6 1, 607 12 
Menomonees ......... - ..... - ................ . ........ . _. R. 8. 2093-6 1, 148 45 
Do ........ . .. _-... . ........ . ...... - ... _.... . . . . . . . . 1880 20 315 ...... _ . . _. . _ .. 
g~~:!:~~~~Chij;p~~~~ ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::~~-: ~~ : :: :::: ~: ~: ~~~t~ a~:~~~ ~~ 
Do .......... . ......................... _ ...... _ .. . __ . 1878 .. ___ . . . _ ... _.. . . 230 00 
, Do . ................ - . - . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . __ . . . . . . . . 230 00 
Do ........... - . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1880 20 315 ............... . 
Pottawatomies, education ...... . ...................... . ...... R. S. 2093-6 ,, 758 93 
Pottawatomies, general fund .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. R. S. 2093-6 21, 236 45 
Pottawatomies, mills .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . R. S. 2093-6 213 33 
Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. R. S. 2093-6 1, 707 04 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri. ......................... . ..... R. S. 2093-6 . ............ .. 
Senecas . .. ............................................. . .... R. S. 20!13-6 1,58417 
Senecas, Tonawanda Band .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. R. S. 2093-6 . .............. . 
Senecas aml Shawnees .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. R. S. 2093-6 893 17 
Shawnees .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. R. S. 2093-6 974 26 
Eastern Shawnees .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. R. S. 2093-6 573 75 
Contingencies, trust fund .... _.. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1878 . .. .. .. .. .. . 500 00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1880 20 315 . ........... . .. . 
Interest due Cherokees on lands sold to Osages.............. .. .. .. 17 538 . .............. . 
InterestdueOtoesandMissourias .. .......... . .............. . . 19 208 ............... . 
Interest on avails of diminished reserve lands in Kansas .. 1880 21 41 . ... . . . ........ . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 29 
Do ....... . ....... . ................................ 1878 .. ... ............ 200 72 
Do ................................................. 1879 ...... ............ 20,145 52 
Intere.y~~~:. ~~~:~~~f::~. ~~~~~~·- -~~~~t-~ •. ~-~~~-~~~~~:. . . . . . . 18 37 53, 446 15 
Interest due Stockbridge consolidated fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 404 ....•• . .•...... 
Trust-fund stocks redeemed; due--
Cherokeenationalfund . ................................. ...... ...... . ........... 45 00 
Cherokee schoolfund . .... ...... . ....... .......... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... 11 50 
Cherokee orphans' fund . . ........•........ . ................. .. ........................... . ..... 
Chickasaw n:ttional fund.... . ........................... ...... ...... ...... ...... 19 59 
Ottawas and Chippewas . ....................... _ ............... _.... . .. .. .. .. .. . 2, 211 25 
Pottawatomies, education........................... .. .. ..... ...... ...... ...... 46 81 
Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi ..................... . ......... . . . ............ . ! .... ......... . 
Senecas and Shawnees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . .............. . 
Trust-fund bonds, proceeds of sales of Kickapoos ...... . .. . ... _ ... _. _ .. ___ .. . .... .. 79 
Trust-fund bonds, proceeds of sales of Pottawatomies mills.. ... . .. . . . ... .. .. . ....... 415 63 
Incidental expenses, Indian service in-
Arizona . . _ ...... _ ..... . ........ _. _ ..................... . 1877* 21 256 .... .. ........ -
Arizona (transfer account) .. . ........................ _. _ 1877* 18 418 ........ .. .. - .. -
Arizona .... _. _ ................. _ ........ __ . _ ........... . 1878 - .. ... ... .. . ... . .. 2, 074 01 
Do . ................................ _ .... ... .. . ..... . 
Do . ....................... . .................. . ..... . 
California ......... _ ...... . . _. _ . _ .••........ . ...... . .... _ 
i~~~ -- ·2o· j--------3i4 ........ -~~~-~~-
18i7* 21 256 ............. - .. 
Do . .... . ...................... . ... . ............... . . 1878 ...... ...... ...... 212 25 
Do-- - -- - ------------·-·· --------· - --- - -- -········· · 1879 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 940 91 
Do ... . ......... . ................ . ........ _ ......... . 1880 20 314 ... -....... ... .. 
Colorado ............ . ...... : ............... · ....... . ... .. ] 877* 21 256 ............ .. .. 
Do . .... . .................. . .. . .... . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . . . 1878 ...... ............ 666 30 
Do . ... . . . . . ... . .................... . ............... . 
Do --·--· · ··· · ······--······-··--····· · ············· Dakota .. . _ .. _ ... . . _ ... _ ............ . ........... _ . . ... . . 
i~~~ 1·--2o· ...... "3i4 ........ ~·-~~~-~:. 
1877* 21 256 . ....... .. .... .. 
Do . ...................... . ......................... . 1878 ............ - .. .. - 7, 038 82 
Do . .......... . .... . ................................ . 1R79 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3, 8!!0 83 
Do . ................ . ............................... . 18~0 20 314 ............. - .. 
Idaho. ___ ..... - ...................... . ................. . 1R77* 21 256 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Do . ... ......... . ......... . ........................ .. 1878 ...... .......... .. 233 49 
Do .................................... . ............ . 1879 .... .. .... .. .... .. 1,412 25 
Do._ ............................................... . 1880 20 314 ............... . 
Carried forward ....... . .. . 4, 069, 973 38 
*And prior years. 
REGISTER. 447 
PRIA1'IONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, 9-c.-Continued. 
A¥rrr~y:~ai~0c~~ R ~~dl d~rl~: AiGf!¥~:t~;~!: P~~:~~~~~~i ~o0~h~8 ;:~;~~~ Balances of ap-
year ending the fiscal year calyearending year ending fund June 30, pJropriations, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June i!O, 1880. June30, 1880. 1880. une 30,1880. 
$4, 787, 491 97 
13,238 40 
3, 520 00 
16,639 54 
884 29 
4, 801 00 
1, 035 60 
1, 449 00 
6, 428 48 
6, 701 96 
950 00 
1, 995 56 
737 24 
230 00 
3, 847 36 
4, 480 92 
853 32 
60, 679 73 
8, 495 62 
2, 049 00 
4, 347 52 




1, 137 83 
291 67 
7 50 
1, 235 86 
3, 287 97 
200 88 
300 00 ... .............. . 
36,087 44 .. ......... .. .. .. 
2, 262 24 ................. . 
60,312 86 ................ .. 
25,000 00 
3, 790 22 
767 51 
3, 386 24 
423 54 
31, 200 00 
10, 000 00 
54,200 00 
1, 000 00 
I 
$8, 797, 369 06 $3, 903, 877 71 1 $319,672 23 $4, 573, 819 lZ 
8, 781 3& ·15, 368 51 
3, 520 00 
25,487 82 
1, 814 55 
4, 801 00 
3, 317 30 
1, 449 00 
8, 327 27 
7, 857 91 
950 00 





9, 842 15 
2fi, 717 37 
1, 066 65 
65,674 74 
8, 696 50 
3, 633 17 
4, 347 52 
9, 878 63 
1, 216 02 





2, 262 24 




81, 832 39 





2, 211 25 
46 81 
54, 200 00 
1, 000 00 
79 
415 63 
6, 587 15 
3, 520 00 
260 00 
1, 776 15 
4, 801 00 
25,227 82 
38 40· 
1, 351 03 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 966 27 
471 47 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 977 53. 
6, 720 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 607 12: 
7, 816 30 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 41 61 
950 00 ....... -- - . . . . . . . . . . - ............ . 
1, 090 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7, 498 97 
................ ···-·· . .•... ...... 34,522 44-
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 230 00 ........... . -·· 
.............•.. ···-.. ...... .... .. 230 00. 
. .•..... .... .... . ... .. .... .. . ... .. 230 00 
6,196 51 .... .. ...... .... .. 3, 645 64-
.• - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 717 37 
852 52 .. .... .... .. .... .. 214 13. 
7, 653 40 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 58, 021 34-
759 52 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 7, 936 98 
2, 096 42 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 536 75-
4, 347 52 . ......................... . ...... . 
. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . ...... ....... .. . . . 9, 878 63 
. ... . . .. . . . . . . . . .. ..... .. . .. ...... 1, 216 02 
712 24 .... .. .... .. .. .. .. 415 47 
..... -.......... 500 00 ............... . 
.... ..•. ........ ··· ···. .. . .. ..•. .. 500 00 
................ · ··-··. ··-·· ...... 300 0() 
86,087 44 
36, 005 72 
300 29 
200 72 
20, 913 03 
31, 672 61 
4, 213 76 
45 00 
31,211 50 
10, 000 00 
19 59 
2, 211 25 
46 81 
54,200 00 





50, 159 78; 
34 25 301 25 335 50 34 25 301 25 .............. .. 
1, 866 81 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 866 81 1, 866 81 .................... - .. - .... - .... . 
...... . .. . .. .. .. 40 44 2,114- 45 625 00 1, 489 45 .... ... ...... . .. 
.. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 1, 188 1l 1, 680 55 454 71 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 225 84 
40,000 00 179 28 40, 179 28 36, 571 90 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3, 607 38 
20 719 74 719 94 20 719 74 ............... . 
..... ........ ... ............ ...... 212 25 .... ........ 212 25 ............... . 
.. . .. . . .. 326 52 5, 267 43 2, 197 95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3, 069 48. 
35, 000 00 968 01 35, 968 01 35, 968 01 ........ - ........... - ........... .. 
7 26 358 05 365 31 7 26 358 05 .............. .. 
.. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .... .. .... . .. .. .. . 666 30 167 98 498 32 .............. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 260 14 1, 604 01 260 31 .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 343 70 
4, 000 00 221 00 4, 221 00 3, 330 42 .. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 890 5S. 
103 99 62 08 166 07 103 99 62 08 .............. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 857 28 7, 896 10 52 00 7, 844 10 .............. .. 
.. .. .... . .. .... . 2, 868 39 6, 759 22 165 41 ...... .... .. .... .. 6, 593 81 
12, 000 00 181 49 12, 181 49 11, 857 58 .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 323 91 
423 27 50 00 473 27 423 27 50 00 .............. .. 
. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 49 ............... . 
.. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 100 28 1, 512 53 271 82 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 240 71 
5, 000 00 157 so 5, 157 so 3, 828 33 .. -............... l, 329 47 
-5,166,826231--244,618 79 -9,481,418 40 4,288,57043· --332,170 96 1-4, 860,677 01 
-448 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS AND PENSIONs-Continued. 
Balances of ap-
Year. 1---,-----1 propriations, 
Page or .July 1, 1879. 
section. Vol. 
Statutes. 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 069, 973 38 
Inciflental expenses, Indian service in-
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 256 ..•............. 
DO--------------·---------------------------------- - 1878 ------ ------------ 36 82 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . 915 44 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 2@ 314 ......... . ..... . 
Nevada ----······ ·- ---------- - --- ---····· ···· ·····-----· 1878 ...... ............ 352 61 
Do. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. 1879 .. . .. . . . . . . . 1, 924 36 
Do ................................................. 1880 20 314 ............... . 
NewMexico ............................... ..... ....... 1877* 21 256 ............... . 
New Mexico (transfer account) . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 1877* 18 418 .............. . 
New Mexico ... ............... .......................... 1878 ........ ,......... 5,77019 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 4, 465 53 
Do .................................................. 1880 20 314 ........ ....... . 
.Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 256 ............... . 
Do. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 187R . . .. . . .. . . . .. . • • .. 1, 647 36 
Do. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . · 256 45 
Do ...... .... ......... .......................... .... 1880 20 314 ............... . 
Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* ................................. . 
Do .................................................. 1878 ...... ............ 13811 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 339 92 
Do.... . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . 1880 20 314 ............... . 
u .tah . - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 256 .... . - - ....... - . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 1, 137 10 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 337 86 
Do ..... .............. . ....... ......... .......... .... 1880 20 314 . .............. . 
Wyoming .... ........ .... ....... ................... . .... 1877* ................................. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 64 
Do ................ .......... ..... ......... .......... 1879 ...... ............ 684 40 
Do .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 314 ............... . 
CentralSupelintendency ............................... 187R ...... ........... . 152 47 
BuildiogsforGrosVentres ................... .... . ........ 1879 .. .... ............ 590 00 
Buildings at agencies, and repairs .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . 1877* .............................. .. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 852 95 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 ................................. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 297 ............... . 
·Civi.lization fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-6 377, 912 72 
Civilization of Winnebagoes .................. ............ .. ...... ...... ............ 51310 
·Civilization of IndiaJlS . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .............. .. 
Contingencies Indian Department. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 1877'' 21 256 ... . .......... .. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 673 22 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . 768 33 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 297 . •.............. 
Claims of settlers on Round Valley Indian Reservation, Cal-
ifornia, "Rt>storedtopubliclands" ----------------------- . ..... ...... ........... 594 37 
Expeuses Indian Commissioners . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . 1880 20 315 .............. .. 
Expenses Ute Commission ....... . .......................... 1877* .......................... . .... . .. 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1l:l78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 985 51 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492 13 
Do .... . .................. ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18RO 21 199 ...... .. ...... . 
E~fe~~f:Osr~~ -~~1~~~-~ -~~~1~~~~-~~~~~i~ -~~ :.~~~~~~ -i-~ :~~~~~ { ~~+~ J ..... • .. -...... -. 1, 132 00 
Pay of lt dianpolice ........................................ 1879 .. .... ............ 17,412 98 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 315 .............•.. 
Payment to Flatheads removed to .J ocko Reservations, Mon-
tana (reim lmrsttble) .................... . .................. ·1880 20 315 ...... . ... . .... . 
Payment to L'Anse and Vieux deSert Chippewas for lands. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000 00 
Payment to North Carolina Cherokees . ..................... , .. . .. 18 198 41, 953 38 
PaymenttoPottawatomies (citizens)... ...... .............. .. . ...... ............ 5,289 45 
Payment to old settlers. or Western Cherokees.............. 1873* ................................ .. 
Pa.yment to (;.C. O'Keefe . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . 21 246 .............. .. 
Presents and provisions t.o Indians . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1875* .............. .... .............. .. 
R emoval of the Utes in Colorado . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. 1880 20 396 .. .. . .. .. . .. ... 
·Commission to negot.iate the removal of the Utrs in Colorado 1879 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 350 86 
Removal of Utes and .Apaches from Cimarron, N. Mex . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 726 96 
Removal of Utes from White River, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 333 50 
Removal of Pawnee Indians (reimbursable)...... . .. .. . . . . .. _ . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 22, 435 97 
Removal of Poncas ... ......... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 1879 ..... ................... . ........ . 
Removal of N e7. Perces of .T oseph's band . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1879 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 276 87 
R~moval and subsistence of I _ndians in Oregon and Wash-
lngton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873* . . . . . . . .......................... . 
Reimbursement to Osages for losses sustained._ .. .. ........ . 1878 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 
Restoring and maintaining peace with Indians in Oregon . . . 1877* ....•• ...•.................. ...... 
Carried forward ......•................•..................•.•••........ 4, 599, 466 94 
.,. .A.nd prior year&. 
REGISTER. 449 
PBL.lTIU~YS UNEXPENDED Jttne 30, 1879, 9·c.-Continuefl. 
A¥g:~t~iat\~~~~ R !~ ~~ ~~~!: 
year ending the fiscal year 
:Tune 30, 1880. 1880. 
Aggreaate avail- ~ Payments dur- I Amount~-carri~~ B· ~ 1 f . 
ab1e ~or the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus a ance.s 0 • ap-
cal year ending year endin"' I fund June 30 I propnatwns, 
June 30,1880. June 30,1880: 1880. ' June30,1880. 
-I--,-----~------
$3, 166, 82: :: $244, 6:: :: $o, 481, 4;; ;; I -~·-'~·-";-;- $332, , ;. i; I :::~~;~~;;::;~ 
:::::::::::::::· ........... 367"58. 1,283 u2 508 21 ··················1 774 81 
6, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . 6, 000 00 4, 852 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 148 00 
................ ........ .......... 352 61 111 30 2(1 31 1 ............... . 
. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 67 07 1, 991 43 852 87 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. 1, 138 56 
15, ooo oo 10 oo 15, o1o oo 1 15, o1o oo ................................. . 
107 21 218 15 325 36 107 21 218 15 ............... . 
350 00 ............ ...... 350 00 350 00 ................................. . 
• • .. .. . .. .. . . .. . 9906~ 7020 6, 670 19 i . • • • . .. .. • .. • • .. 6, 670 19 .............. --
...... . .. .. .. . .. , 5, 429 25 I 112 10 ....... _ ... :: ..... 5, 257 15 
20, 000 00 30 31 20, 030 31 12,434 34 . . .. . . ...... . .. .. . 7, 595 97 
160 oo 455 80 615 80 I 160 oo 455 80 _____ .......... . 
::::::::~:~::::: 1,21! ~~ ~:~~ ~~ ....... i;i4o.67 .......... ~·-~~-~~- .......... aao·oo 
25, OtO 00 278 15 25, 278 15 I 25, 000 00 .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . 278 15 
................ 349 00 349 00 ................ 1 349 00 ............... . 
................ 233 51 371 62 1·········· ...... 371 62 ...............• 
.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 285 09 1, 625 01 722 77 .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. 902 24 
20, ooo oo 7~ 47o0~ 20, 003 45 1 20, 003 45 ................................ .. 
......... ~~~-~~- ............. ~.... 1,i~* i~ ! ......... ~~~-~~- ! 1,1~* i~ :::::::::::::::: 
... .. . . ... . . . . . . 1, 025 00 2, 362 86 I 11 393 69 . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 969 17 
12, 000 00 ................ -. 12, 000 00 11, 364 55 . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . 635 45 
..... ........... 152 00 152 00 ................ 1 152 00 ! ............... . 
................ ............ •..••. 40 64 .......... ·--···1 40 64 1 ............... . 
. ....... .•...•.. .•...• ...... ...... 684 40 302 40 . . . .. . ...••• .• . .. . 382 00 
2, 000 00 .. • • . • .. . • • • .. . .. . 2, 000 00 1, 948 83 i ...... -.. .. • • .. .. • 51 17 
................ .................. 152 47 40 00 112 47 ............... . 
............... . .................. 590 00 590 00 ................................. . 
................ 3 73 3 75 ................ 3 75 .............. .. 
................ 86 00 938 95 ................ 938 95 .............. .. 
.. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1, 379 32 1, 379 32 585 02 . .. . .. . .. .. . .. • • .. 794 30 
15,000 00 47166 15,47166 1 15,47166 ................................. . 
83,104 85 81 545 45 469, 563 02 267, 663 38 ....... - ...... --.. 201, 899 64 
................ ... . .............. 513 10 . ............... ...... ............ 513 10 
................ 
5 04
1 1,65~ ~~ ......... i56.o2·1 1,5o~ ~i :::::::::::::::: 
......... ~~~-~~- 1'g~ ~~ 1,257 39 516 60 740 79 ............... . 
::::::~;;~o:ool ____ __ :~~-~~-~ al::: :: -- ·~-~ ilt :::::::::::::::: 1·:: :; 
15, 000 oo . __ ....... _ ....... 
1 
15, ooo oo 14, 001 81 ......... _........ 998 19 
................ 4 -n 4 17 ................ 4 17 ............... . 
:::::::::::::::: · .. · ...... ·i54· 93· 2' ~:~ g~ · · · · ... · · 2oo · oo · ......... ~·- ~~~-~~- .... ····--447· o6 
25, 000 00 ......... -- ..... -·I 25, ooo 00 I 5, 500 00 . -- .......... -.... 19, 500 00 
................ ...... ............ 1,132 00 267 00 .................. 865 00 
................ 1,117 40 18,530 38 1,393 90 .................. 17,136 48 
I 6~:::: :: ........... ~~~-~~- ~ ~~:~:: ~: ! 4:::: :: :~~~~~:::~::::::J ....... ~~~~~~-~~ 
.. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. • . 20, ooo 00 20, 000 00 ................................ .. 
2,043 70 .. .... ... ......... 1 43,997 08 180 00 .................. 43,817 08 
.... -- .................. --.. . .. .. . 5, 289 45 ......... --.... . . .. . .. . .. . .. . • • .. . 5, 289 45 
...... .......... 449 30 449 30 .......... ...... ...... ............ 449 30 
800 00 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 800 00 .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. • . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . 800 00 
...... .......... 38 75 38 75 ............ .... 38 75 ............... . 
20, 000 00 ............. --... 20, 000 00 .............. - ... -- ... -- .. - ... -.. 20, 000 00 
•. - .• - • • . • . . . . . . 32 00 382 86 .....•....... - • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 382 86 
................. ........... ...... 1, 726 9R . •••. ........... ........ .......... 1, 726 96 
.. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . 1, 437 65 5, 771 15 25 52 . .. . . • . .. .. .. .. .. . 5, 745 63 
................... -... . . . .. . . . . . . 22, 435 9i 10, 198 64 ... -......... --... 12, 237 33 
................ 939 72 939 72 1.......... ...... .................. 939 72 
.•..•.. - ......... --.. . • . . • • . . • . • . . 4, 276 87 4, 276 87 .....••..•••• - .. - ............• --.-
••.......• - . . . . . 27 08 27 08 . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 08 .........•... - - . 
................ ...... ............ 5, ooo oo I 5, 000 oo ................................. . 
................ 01 01 ................ 01 ............... . 
. 5, 528, 700 01-272, 331 68 -10, 400, 501 63 . 4, 822, 705 91 I 350, 016 83 -5, 227, 778 89 
29 F 
450 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMEXT exhibiting tlte BALANCES of APPRO 
I Statutes. I Balances ofap- J 
Y enr. l Vol. / P a g_ e o r I ~~1r{~Th~9~· 1 
sectwn. 
L'\TElUOR-lNDIANS AND rExs:Ns-Continuetl. , --~ -- I 1 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. $4, 599, 466 94 I 
Salary of Ouray, head chief of the Ute nation ............... 1879 ..... . ...... .... .. 500 Oll 
5tu~~!~~ ~~~~~-~~~t:~r:i~~~: ~~~~: ~-~~~~~~i~~: ~~~~~~~: ~:r: :~1~~: I ~:~: ___ ~~ _________ ~~~ _/· · · · · · -· ---~ · ~~ -1 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Saw-mill, grist-mill, and bridge at Selitz Agency ............. 1 1878 . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . 144 55 
Insurance, transportation, &c., of annuities, &c., to Intlia11S 
in Minnesota and Michigan ................................ 1875* ................................. . 
Surveying Sioux Indian lands in Dakota ................ .'... 1880 20 396 .. ............. . 
Wagon road for the Ute Reservation, Colorauo ...... ..... ... .... .. ..... . ...... ...... 1, 500 00 
Vaccination of Indians ................................... ... 1878 ...... ............ 241 75 
Do. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . • • .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . 1879 . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . 482 00 
Do .................................................... I 1880 20 297 ............... . 
Telegr;!~~~~- ~~-(~ ~-~~~~~-s~- ~~- ~n-~i~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ :::::: ~ ~::: J I ~~~~ L ~ ~ ~ :::::::::: j :: ~~~ ~: 
Do ........................................ ............ 1 1880 f ~~ 3~~ } ............ .. 
Transportation of Indian supplies .......................... ·I 1877* ...... 1 ........... .1. .............. . 
Do ............................... .. ....... .... ....... . 1878 ...... ...... ...... 28,601 45 
Do .................................................... 1879 ...... ............ 49,457 19 
Maint~~;~~ ~~d ~d-~~~ii~I~ "c;i c"~th~~i~~ ;{~ci S~phi~-G~~'~;lbl: . ~ ~~~. ~ I ~~! :::::::::::::::: 
Maintenance and education of Helen and Heloise Lincoln... ...... 16 377 5, 062 50 
Maintenance and education of .Adelaide and Julia German.. . .. . . . 20 100 5, 125 00 
Support of Assinaboin!3S in Montana ........................ , 1879 ...... 1•••••••••••• 10, 000 00 
Support of Apaches in Arizona and New Mexico ............ 1877* .................. 
1 
............... . 
Support of Apaches in Arizona and New Mexico (tran~;fer 1 
::::I~¥t:t1:r;ttr:~~~~ tt:;rtLW ·l~~ , mr : ::;;: ::::::: ::;;;:1:::::: ~~~~~~~ ~~~ 
manches, and W1Ch1tas .............................. ...... 1879 ...... ... .. . ...... 28,695 93 
su bsisPe~~~- -~i ·xl:~p~h"c;~;, · ·ch"~:Y~~~l~·;, ·A. i_;;~h~~.- ·ru~;~-~: .. : ·: 1880 { ~~ 3~~ I J · · · · .. ·-- · · .. ·! 
Comanches, and \Vichitas . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . 1878 / · ..... I...... . .. .. . 23, 485 33 1 
Support of Arickarees, Gros Venires, and Mandans ...•..... 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hi, 379 93 i 
Subsisfe~~~- ~~d. ~i ~lli~-;{ti~;_:; ~T.i~i~:k;{1;e·~;, "Q.~,~~-v ~~;i:~-~~; · 1880 1 20 313 · · · · · .... ·-- ·-- · : 
and Mandans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* . . . . . . . . . .......... - ............. _, 
Subsistence and civilization of Arickarees, Gros Ventres, I I I 
and Mandans (transfer account). . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . 1877* 18 418 · .. . ............ . 
Subsistence and civilization of Arickarees, Gros Ventres, 1 I 
and Mandans . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ...... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 601 55 , 
SCti~;e~!a~~~~1~~~~s-~-f--~~~-~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~- 1880 I 20 314 .......... ...... : 
Support of Chippewas on. White Earth Reservation......... 1880 1 20 1 313 1 ••••••••••••• •• • Support of Gros Ventres m Montana ................... ..... 1 1879 ...... . .. . . . ...... 10,274 38 
Do ................... ........ ............ ............. 181:!0 20 313 ............. .. . Suppo}5g~- ~~-~~-~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~: ~~:::: :::::::: ~: ~:: :1 i~~g ,~ ... 2o·1· · ·· · · · ·ai3 ....... ~~·- ~~~-~~. I 
Support aml ci~ilizR;tion of Indians at Fort Peck.A.gen<"y .... 1878 ...... ............ 5, 389 88 1 
Support of Indians m Idaho .... ......... .......•........... 1879 , . .. . . . ... . •. . .. . . . 11, 023 90 
Do ............................ .... ....... ............. 1880 I 20 313 ............... . 
Support of captive Indians . ........... .... ................. : 1876* ..••• ·I· .......... -1--- · .... · .. ----. 
Support of Indian~; in Southeastern Oregon.................. 1879 .. . . . . .. . . • .. .. . . . 4, 230 00 
Do ........................... : ........................ 1880 1 20 313 .......... ... ... 1 
Support of Indians at Central Supermtenuency ..... · ....... . , 1877* .................. , ............... . 
Do .................................................... 1879 1 ...... ,......... ... 10,657 41 / 
Civiliz~?~~-~~;cs;;b~i;t~~~~-~f ":fuili~·s· -;{t" c·~~t~~i S~p~~'ht: ·11880 20 313 ......... 0 ••••• "I 
Ci~li~:t~ · ~;d · ;~b-si~t~~~~- ~f- fudi~~; · ~~- M:;{li;~~; -R~-s~~~ ·11878 .. · ..... ,. · · · · · · ..... I .. ·· ...... · · · · · · 
vation ..................................................... 1878 1...... ............ 232 12 
Support of Indians on Malheur Reservation................. 1877* ...........••••••• 
1 
.... ........ ... . 
~~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I l~~~ 1· · · 2o - ~ · · · · · · · · 3i3 · .......... :~. ~~. 
Support of Kansas Indians .................................. 1879 .... .. ...... ...... 1, 200 33 1 
Do...... .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . • • . .. . . . . .. .. .. 1880 1 20 313 .......... ..... . 
Subsistenco of Kansas Imlians .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . 1878 
1 
.............. .. -- I 252 51 1 
Support of Modocs in the Indian Territory ............. :.... 1879 .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . 2, 781 15 , 
settle:C~t:·~~b'si~te;;~~.- ~~-(i ·;l~Pi;~;i ~i M:~~i~~;-i·~-th~- i~~ · 1880 1 20 : 313 · · .. · ·: · ·-- · · ···1 
dian Territory .... ........ .................. ............... ! 1878 ,...... ............ 52 25 
I I Carried forward .................................. . 3, OO:l, 201 8:1 
*And prior ye:u;s. 
REGISTER. 451 
PRIATIOSS U..~.YEXPE.LYDED June 30, 1879, 4·c.-Contiuueu . 
.A p
0
prrotpreiafitisocnasl Rep a, y m en t s Aggregate ~vail- Payments dur- /.A.mounts carried B 1 f f4 ;h made during n ble for the fis- ing the fiscal to tbe surplus a ances 0 ap-
year ending the :fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, ~ropriation:s, 
June 30,1880. 1880. June 30,1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. une30, 1880. 
--~·- ~~~·- ~~~-~~. I ...... ~~~~~~~~.~~. 
1, 000 00 -.-- .. -.- .. - ---- . -I I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :: : : ~: : : : :I : ~ ~: : : :: ~ : : ~~~ ~ ~~: ; 
. :::::2:HI:II::<HE~:_i' 
••.... .... ...... 101 2o / 
.......... - - . - - . 249 49 
34, o41 ss 22 11 I 
:~:::::::::::::: 29~ t~ 1 
. . . . - - ... - . . . • • . 12, 819 06 1 
22~: ~g~ ~~ ........... ~~~. :~. 
250 00 . -- -- - ............. . 
250 00 -- -- ... -- .... -- ... 
112 04 
::: ~:: :::: ~:: ::: ----.--- ·2.-~~~- ~~. I 
320, 000 00 2, 325 66 
357, 86!) 65 
60,000 00 
q24 72 
1, 445 8!) 
34 63 
2, 830 65 
4, 039 65 
30 81 
742 00 ................. . 
20, 000 00 -- .... -- .... -- ... -5, 000 00 ________ .• __ . ____ .
1 
• . . • . . .•.• .. • ••. 193 42 
25, 000 00 274 32 
.. -. - - . -- - - -- - .. 213 27 
75, 000 00 126 42 
: ::: : : i~.: 666: 66: ------. ----~~:-~~- I 
................ G 02 
;;;<n:n:: :::::::::.:~~:n 1 
...... .......... 561 GO I 
20, 000 00 
2 76 
36 02 
1, 095 50 
464 !)3 
298 95 
!l, 615 21 ---- .... -- ........ 
6, 901 57 1 74 
I 
I 
$10, 400, 501 63 
500 00 










2, 709 73 
34, 063 75 
7 40 
2a, 9oo 58 
62,276 25 
225, 876 12 
5, 191 61 
5, 312 50 
5, 375 00 
10, 000 00 
112 04 
210 00 
9;), 055 55 
29,766 83 
322,325 66 I 
27,220 65 
359,315 54 
$4, 822, 70.3 91 
;)00 00 
750 00 
$350, 016 83 $.>, 227, 778 89 
250 00 
1 37 . --- .. ---- .... --
144 55 .............. .. 
. - - .... - - - . - - - . . 891 50 . - - .. - •..... -••. 
3, 147 69 1 .. - ...... -........ 6, 852 31 
----·· ----3a·aa· ........... 2ii'75 ....... --~~~~~-~~ 
81 00 -- .. -- ..... -...... 401 00 
192 00 ....... -- - .. .. .. .. 308 ou 
234 21 2, 043 19 .............. .. 
2,483 34 
28,823 38 
1, 449 12 
60,715 51 
215,432 01 
2, 500 00 
125 00 
250 00 
1, 846 04 
226 3g 
.................. 5, 240 37 
7 40 .............. .. 
27,451 46 ............... . 
.................. 1, 560 74 
... -- .. -- ... --.... 10, 444 11 
...... .. . .. ..... .. 2. 691 61 
-- .......... ------ ;), 187 50 
-- .... -- -- -- .. .. .. .), 125 00 
. - - • - - .•.•. - • - •• - 8, 153 96 
112 04 .•.•.. -.- ..•.... 
210 00 
1o,13o 54 --------84,-925-oi- :::::::::::::::: 
29, 234 93 ---- ... -- .. .. . .. .. 531 90 




18, 183 30 
23, 519 96 
18, 210 58 
64,039 65 




5, 365 79 . -- -- - ------ • .. • .. 12, 844 79 
56, 956 78 . ---- .. ---- .. ---- -, 7, 082 87 
·- · · · · • •• ;,; • ~~ l· .----.-;;.· ~~· :-r.:.--- :::::::::: 
20, 000 00 13, 925 99 . ------ ..... --.... 6, 074 01 
5, 000 00 .>, 000 00 ... -- ..... -- .. -- .. . ...... -- - .... --
10,467 80 6,208 61 .................. 4,259 19 
~g; ~~~ ~~ i~; ~~~ gg :: : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : I 2~: ~gi ~~ 
75, 126 42 73, 638 56 ....... ---- .... --. 1, 487 86 
6, 117 88 758 00 5, 359 88 .... ------ ...... 
11, 023 90 5, 548 28 ......... --....... 5, 475 62 
25, 189 00 21, 608 90 -- ...... -- ..... --. 3, 580 10 
6 02 ................ 6 02 ............... . 
4, 230 00 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 230 Of} 
5, 000 00 4, 444 65 - -- - - - ..•.• - . -.-.- 555 35 
20 00 • • • . - - . - - - . - .. - 20 00 ..•.....•••.•••• 
12,965 73 12,39212 .................. 573 61 
19, 902 63 19, 425 40 -- ..... --......... 477 23 
561 60 .............. --I 561 60 ...... -- ....... . 
234 88 . -- ............. , 234 88 .. -. - - - - ...•.••• 
1, 1~~ ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: __ .. _ ..••..• ~~. ~~. · • • • · · · -i; iis · 86 
20, 464 93 12, 439 66 . .. .. .. .. .. • • • . • .. 8, 025 27 
1, 499 28 1, 074 86 .... .............. 424 42 
9, 615 21 9, 615 21 ................................ .. 
252 51 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 252 51 ............... . 
2, 78115 1, 729 33 ............ ...... 1, 051 82 
6, !)03 31 6, 560 60 --.... .. .. .. . .. .. . 342 71 
52 25 I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 25 .•••.•...•..•••• 
452 REPORT OX THE FINANCES. 
ST..:lTEMEXT exhibiting the B..lLA~VCES of .A l'l'RO 
Specific olljects of appt'opriations. 
lNTEIUOR-lXDIANS AND rmltilONS-Contiuued. 
Statutes. Balances of ap-
Year.l--~----1 propriations, 
Vol. / Pag': or July 1, 1879. 
sectiOn. 
I I 
Brought forward .......................................................... 1 $3, 003, 201 83 
Support of Nez Perces of Joseph's baml ................••. 1880 21 67 .....•.....•..•. 
Support of schools for Otoes and Missourias (reimbursable} I 
(tran~fer account} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 18 418 
1 
. .............. . 
Support of schools for Otoes and Missourias (reimbur~allle}. 1878 . •. •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 400 51 · 
School~ti~i~~~: j~~ ~i~~~: ~~~ :~i:;;;l~{~~ ~: ~ ~~~~~~~ :<~-~~: ~~~~ ... 20 .I ........ 3o5· · · · · · · · ~·- ~~~ · ~~ ., 
imbursable} (transfer account\.............................. 1875* 18 418 ......•...•...•. 
Support of schools for Sacs ancl Foxes in Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 .•.•. ·1·........... 400 00 
Support of schools not otherwise provided for....... . . . . . . . . 1877* .........•.•.••••................. 1 
Do .................................................... 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496 24 · 
~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~g · ··2o. l. · · · · · · ·3i2 ·, ... ... -~·- :~~. ~~ .1 
Support of Toukawas at Fort Griffin .....•........•......... 1880 20 31:J ..•..........••. 
:::lettlement, subsistence, and support of Shoshones, Ban-
nocks, and other bands in Idaho and Southeastern Oregon. 1878 ..•. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,134 77 
Support of Wichitas and other affiliated bands ........•...•. 1878 .................. I 1, 801 57 Relief~; ir~~l~i i :;~~;~~.; ~-: i. :~~6~~~~.: ;~~ i: ~~f~~-:: ~~~~ ... 20 ......... 3i41::::::::::::::::! 
of Washington Territory, pre-empters in Makah Indian 
Reservation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .... ._ ..... 302 9.0~ 1 
Relief of Redick McKee..................................... . . . . . . 10 1 541 ............... . 
Relief of Henry Warren, of Weatherford, Tex...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 21 26 I R~f~~:iE:ff:~~~ !~_r_ ~~~~-~~~ ~~~t-~i~~~-~:.~~~~~~ -~~~~~-~- ~~- 1873* ~210 I 256 : ~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~~::::: Arrears of Army pensions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 469 ......•......... 
Fees for vouchers, arrears of Army pensions.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
1 
469 ....••••.....•• . 
Arrears of Navy pensions................................... . ... .. 20 460 ..•.••.......••. 
]fees for vouchers, arrears of Navy pensions................ . ... .. 20 469 .....•.......••. 
. po 266 ( Navy pensiOns .•...•.•••...••••........•••.•........•....... 1880 ( 21 I 150 S ••••••...••••• 
Do .................................................... 1877* .•••.................•••.....•.••. 
i~~~ ;~~~~~~-~t:l~~~~~~~;:c:o:~~;~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~r :::::: :::::::::::: ···· ··i5;3os.7s· . 
Pay and allowances, Navy pensions ......................... 1880 ···2o· ........ 266. :::::::::::::::: 
Pay and allowances, Army pensions . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . 1880 { ~~ ig~ } ............. . 
.A.rmy~pensions . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 257 .........••.•••. 
Army pensions (transfer account} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1877* .••••• , .....•...•...•.......•••.... 
Armywe0n_s_·~~~~-· •· •· .•. _ ......... _ ._ ..• __ · ..... _ ... _ •· •• ._ .• : . __ · .·.·.· .. _· •· .· _· . __ · ... · ._ ._ ..... _ .. _· _· .· 1878 . • . . • . . . . • . • . . • • . . 1, 183 274 48 
D 11887890 r 221o . , ....••.• 125606. .}. ·_ •· ·_ •· .- •· ·. •• •• ·• ·_ • • · _· Do.................................................... { 
.Army pensions to widows and others (reappropriated}....... 1871 ...•.•...•.•..... · 114 78 1 
Fees for preparing vouchers, Army pensions . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 1878 . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 635 50 
I<'ee8 of examining ·surgeons, Army pensions . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1878 . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • • . . 5, 326 59 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 267 ........••••.••. 
Fees of examining surgeons, Navy pensions ................. 1878 .•. •• • . . •• .• •••••• 103 00 
Do .................................................... 1880 20 267 ..• . .••......... , 
Fees for preparing vouchers, Navy pensions ..........••..••. 1878 .•• •• . . • . . . . • . •••. 208 00 
Compensat~on to agents, Navy pens~ons ..•.•.•...•••........ 1878 ..•••. .••• •. ..• • . . 1, 858 75 
CompensatiOn to agents, Army pensiOns ..........•.......... 1878 . •. . . . . .. •. • ... . . . 130,345 49 
Navy pension funcf ...........•.....•.•....................••..•.•....... 
1
...... ...... 31,004 49 1 
Printi~0~~~-s~~~-~~-~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ · ·· 2o · · · · · · · ··379· ...... -~·-~~~ -~~. 
------
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 6, 409, 235 63 
JIIILITARY ESTABLISIDIEXT. ===11 
Pay of the Army............................................ 1877* 21 • 256 .......•••••.... 
Pay of the Army (transfer account}............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* .•••••..••••••••...••............. 
Pay ofri~~-~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~g :::::: :::::::::: :·. ~~~; ~~g ~g 1
1
. 
Pay, traveling, and general expenses of the Army........... 1880 21 I 31 ............... . 
Pay to discharged soldiers for clothing not drawn··········· ~~~r ""2i" · ··· ·· .. 244· .. ····iii,· 446' o7 ·1 
Pay ob~i~~~~r~~-~-c-~~~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Do .................................................... ~:~~ { ~~ I ~!g } ........ ~~-~~- ~ 
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs ..•.••.... 1871* 21 256 .......•••...... ' 
Ca1Tied forward ............................................... . .......... . 946, 434 50 
*And prior year~. t Transferred from appropriation fot' 
REGISTER. 453 
·PRIATIOXS U){EXPBXDBD .June 30, 1879, 9·c.-Continueu . 
.A ppropriationR I Rep a ym en t s 1 .Aggrel;late avail- Paymrnts dur- I.Amounts carried 
for the :fiscal j made during I able tor the :fis- 1 ing the fiscal [ to the surplus 
year ending the:fiscalyear calyearending yearending fnnd,June30, 
Balances of ap-
propriations, 




$12, 065, 857 46 if;G, 095, 928 98 $519, 480 58 $5, 450, 447 90 
25, 790 88 23, 451 14 ---.---.---.--.--. 2, 339 74-
1, 621 91 1, 631 91 I. __ __ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ .... _ .. ___ . ____ . 
,PG, 7.i4, 679 38
1 
$307, 976 2•i 
25, 000 00 790 88 
. . • .... :•. ~:~.~:_ I :::::: :::::::::::: ' 2, 400 51 I 2. 400 51 
1 
___ .. ___ . __ . __ _ __ _ .. ____________ __ 
-- .. -.. --. -- . - . . ;)72 83 3, 572 83 3, 572 83 . - ... - - .. - .. ---- . . . -.--. -.---- . - - . 
G, 000 00 I 99 84 6, 099 84 1 3, 406 01 . -- ... - .. -- ... --.. 2, 693 83 
2, 452 31 ------ .. --- ... --.. 2, 452 31 2, ~52 31 . --.----.-- .. --- ...... -- .. --- ..... 
- - - - - - .. -- -- - - - . . - - .. -- .. - ...... - . 400 00 ' ... - -- .. - - -- . -- - 400 00 . - - .. -- .. -- .. - .. 
................ 75 88 75 88 ................ 75 88 .............. .. 
. - - - - . - - - . - - - - - . 7 04 503 28 . - - - .. - - - - - .. - - . 503 28 . - - .. - - . - . - . - - - . 
................ 8,613 00 10,854 91 10,582 57 .................. 272 34 
i:J, 000 00 10 98 75, 010 98 74, 519 09 ---- ... --.------.. 491 89 
4, 800 00 .. -- .... ----- -- -- . 4, 800 00 4, 800 00 . --: --- .. -- -----.. --. -- ---- -- .. - .. 
.. -- -- ----- ... --I· ... -.. -- .. -. -. . . . 5, 154 77 . ----- ••••• - .. - . 5, 154 77 .. -.- .... - - .. --. 
::::::~~:,o:o:o::o:o:: l ··-······6·''.~-b_;_, _~_~_ . ' ~:~~~~~ I 6,~~~ ~g ....... .. ~·-~~~-~=- ........... j5'88 
- I 24' 000 00 I 23, 911 321 ..... -- ... - -- .. - -- 88 68 
...... ·1·,·0·2·7--9·7-- .--. -. ·. ·. ·. · .. --. ·_ -. · .. --. ·. ·.·.·- I' 302 90 ---------- .. --- .. --------.-....... 302 90 1, 027 97 1, 027 97 ---.- .. -- .. --- .... -- ........ - .. ---
15, so7 so .................. 
1 
15, 867 5o I 15, 867 5o .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ............ .. 
128 00 ..... -- . ---- ••.. - . 128 00 128 00 .. -- ...... -- . ---.. . -- .. - .... - .... . 
19,155,380 05 291,219 95 1 19,446,600 00 19,446,600 00 ................................. . 
7,993 60 48140 8,475 00 8.475 00 ................................. . 
177,627 55 19,372 45 197,000 00 197,000 00 ................................ .. 
24 00 16 00 40 00 40 00 ---- .... ----- •• - .... --------- .. - .. 
759, 000 00 28, 558 66 787, 558 66 787, 558 66 ...... --- ............. -- ..... -- --. 
~::::::: :::::::: 1' 8~~ ~~ 1' 8~~ ~~ 1· ••••••••• 52 '78 .......... ~·- ~~~. ~:. : :: :::::::::: ::: 
................ 1,879 38 17,188 16 ~ ---------------- 17,18816 ............... . 
.. .. - .. -- .... - .. 26, 073 67 26, 073 67 2, 512 13 .. - .. -- .. -- .... --- 23, 561 54 
3, 500 00 299 56 3, 799 56 3, 277 95 .. - .. --.. ......... 521 61 
239, 000 00 6, 487 64 245, 487 64 1 238, 900 00 ..... -- .. -- . -- - .. - 6, 587 64 
•...... :·_ :~~. ~~. 23t~g~ ~~ I 25' ~g~ ~~ ·-· · · -· ·757 ·55 ........ ~~·- ~~~. ~~. . ....... ~ ·_ ~~~. ~~ 
................ 3,867 68 1 1,187,14216 1,804 00 1,185,33816 ............... . 
-- ----- ...... -- . 596, 365 67 596, 365 67 89, 562 36 -- -- .. - .. -- ... --.. 506, 803 31 
36, 900, 000 00 487, 857 53 37, 387, 857 53 37, 387, 500 00 .. ---- ... - .. - .. -.. 357 173 
................ .................. 114 7R 1---------------- 114 78 ............... . 
~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ -- -_ -- _--_-_ ·_ ·_ ·.5.- .'_8_.!_~----~-- ~- -_ ~ 2:~: ll~ gg :::::: ~~.: ~~~: ~~: ........ ~~:_ ~~~- ~~- ::::::iii,:~~~:~~ 
103 00 ---------------- 103 00 ............... . 
2, 500 00 16 00 2, 516 QO 2, 386 00 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. 130 00 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________________ I 298 00 _______________ .
1 
298 00 ____ • __________ _ 
················ .•................ 1,858 75 ... . ............ 1,858 75 ···············• 
... - . -- .... -.- ........ - . - ... -- - . . . 130, 345 49 .. - ..... -- . - . - . . 130, 345 49 ... - -- .. ...... - . 
. . . . - .............. - ... . ... - . . . . . . 31, 904 49 . - . - .... - .... - - ............. - . -- . . 31, 904 49 










I 118 95 __ . ____ .... __ .. __ _ 947 09 
9, 000 00 . -- .. -- .. -- .. --- .. 8, 336 00 1-- -- -- -- -- --- --. -- -- 664 00 
64, 367, 892 86 I 1, 820, 079 02 72, 597, 207 51 64, 541, 953 00 I 1, 914, 493 55 6, 140, 760 96 
===i====--===~-=======1= ===:= 
::::::: ~·: ~~~:~~: I 
12, 300, 776 00 
· · · · · · · · · 562 ·5o ·I 
477 79 
207, 292 33 
93, 191 17 
6, 250 97 
665 17 
34, 468 10 
578, 79o 6s I 
196, 097 20 
37~ ~~ I 
7, 487 44 
11, 363 05 
15, 893 82 .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. G, 2.30 97 9, 642 8.3 
665 1 7 665 17 
1 
.. ____ ......... _ __ . __ .. __ ...... _ .. 
706, 036 60 I 5, 694 ~4 700, 342 lG .. - ...... --; .. .. 
s22, 129 87 I 39, 672 :>4 .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . 782, 4:>7 33 
12 496 873 20 12, 2:l6, 940 62 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 259, 932 58 
1 12 . ----- . ----- . --. 1 12 ... - - ... --.-.---
32, 383 57 I .. ---- ........ "I 31, 821 07 562 50 
8, 046 06 73 60 .. ---- .... -- .. --.. 7, 972 46 
207, 292 33 206, 000 00 ........ ---- .. --.. 1, 292 33 
104, 554 22 ....... - ..... ---I 11, 363 05 93, 191 17 
-------1---------- ------------------
12, 611, 942 64 835, 498 73 14, 393, 875 96 I 12, 489, 046 37 I 749, 778 37 1, 1fJi, o:;1 22 
•'transportation or tho ..A.rmy ell!l its supplies, 1877 and prior yertrs" military lrtlger. 
454 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STA'J'EMRXT exhibiting the B.JLAJ.YU.ES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
MILllARY ESTABLISHMJ~l!iT-Continued. 
I 
- ~ Statutes. 
Year. I -
1 Vl Page or j 0 · I section. I - -
Balances of ap-
propriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
Bounl.y ton;~~~~!f;sr::d~·~g~i~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :l-i87i; :::::: :::::::::::: .... !~~~:~~~- ~~. 
Collection and payment of bo1p1ty, prize money, aml other I 
claims of colored soldiers and sailors.... . . .. .. .. .. • . • • . . . . 1880 20 403 .............. .. l~ay, tJ~~p·o-;t"~'ti~~~. ~~;;j~~;.- ~;;d. ~~i;piie~- ~f'. o~~g~~. ~-~tl. 1879 .•.•.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 1• !JOO 00 
Washington volunteers in 1855 and 1856 ................... 1871* 21 257 .............. .. 
~upport of :Bureau of Refu?ees and Abandoned Property ... 11:i71* 21 I 257 .............. .. 
Pay of two and three years volunteers (transfer account) ... 1871* ................. . .............. .. 
Pay of two and three years' volunteers ...................... 1871* 21 J 256 .............. .. 
Pay of two and three years' volunteers (colored claims) .. . f ~~~g J ... 
1
............ 40, llOO 00 
Pay of volunteers ........................................... 1871* ................................. . 
Subsistence of the Army.................................... 1871 k ••••• · I· ........... 869 47 
Subsistence of the Army (reappropriated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877* . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . 72 60 
Subsistence of the Al'll\y (tmnsfer account)................. 1877* ............. .. ................. .. 
subsis~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~~j~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~+r ... ~~- ' - ....... :~~. · · · · · · ·7; 747 · 99· 
Do.................................................... 1879 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 2, 014 42 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 31 .•...•.......... 
Regular supplies of the Quartermaster's Department ....... , 1877* 21 256 ............... . 
Regular supplies of the Quartermaster'e Department (reap-
R~~~l~~a;~~~ii~s-~i ib:~Q~~-rte~-~~;ie~-~~ ·:D~p~~i~~~t:: ::::: ~~+r ::::::1:::::::::::: 25!), ~~ ~g 
~~: : :: : :: ::: : : : : : :::: : : : :::: : : : : : ::: : ~::: : ::: : :: : : : : : : ~~~~ ... 21' , ......... 32. . ..... ~~·- ~~~. ~:. 
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department........... 1877* 21 257 ......•......••. 
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department (transfer 
account) ................... _.. . . .. . . . . • .. • . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. • . 1877* ...... 1 ........................... . 
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department .......••. 1878 21 244 142 37 
Do .....•.............••.•...........................•. 1879 ······ /···-···········-··-········· 
Do. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 1880 21 32 ............... . 
Barract~~~t~ ~~~~~~-~~~~: ::: ::~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1877* 21 1 257 .............. .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~+g : : : : : : j : ::: : : : : : : : : S, 10~ ~~ 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 I 33 .............. .. 
Transportation of the Army and its supplies (reappropriated) 1871 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335 60 
Transportation of tlte.A rmy and its supplies (transfer account) 1877* ...... 1 .......................... .. 
TranHportation of the Army and its supplies ................ 1877* 21 256 ............... . 
Do .................................................... 1877 ...... 
1
............ 245,004 79 
Do .................................................... 1878 ...... ...... ...... 22,365 48 
Do...... .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . 1879 ...... 1..... . .. .. .. 90, 996 09 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 1 32 ............... . Transportation of officers and their baggage ................ J87l* 21 257 .............. .. 
Do .................................................... 1877* ................................ .. 
Horscjj~~--~l~~-~~~:'. ~~~: -~r~~i~:~r~~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::1 ~~+r ... ~~- . ____ . __ :~:. ·-- ·--23,' 989 · 97 · 
~~:::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::: : :: :: :: :: :::::::: ~~~~ · · · 2i ·I······ · · · 32 · ....... ~: ~:~. ~~. 
clothil5b ~~-~~~ ~~(~ -~~~~~~~~ -~~ ~~~~~~~::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ~~+r ... ~~ ......... ~~: ...... i22; o9i. is. 
Do.................................................... 1879 ...... 1............ 127, 676 67 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 33 ............... . 
Payment of expenses under reconstruction acts ............. 1871* ................................. . 
Protection of Confederate cemetery, Johnson's Island ....... 
1 
....................................... . 
xauon~l~~~~~~~~i:e:s:::: ~ ~:::: ::::::: ~ ::::~:::: :~~: :~ ::::::::: ~i~f: ::::: ::::::::::::
1 
...... ~~~~if ~f 
I~emov~:g ~~~~·i;;; ~r -~fii~~;; t~· N ~ti~~~i 'c'~~~-~t~r;ie~ ·::::::::I ~~~g ... ~~ .......... ~~. · · · · · · · 4: 9oo · oo · 
Pay of~~:~~!~~-t~~-~~~~~-~~~~:~~~~:-~~~~~~~i-e~- ::::::: ·: ::::: 1 ~~+g ::::::I:::::::::::: g; ~~ ~: 
Do .................................................... l 1880 21 33 1 .............. .. 
Headstones for graYes of soldiers in private cemeteries...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182, 027 40 
Medical and Hospital Department ......................••.• · 1877*1 21 256 1 .. -- .. · · · .. · .. .. 
Medical and Hospital Department (transfer account)........ 1877* ...... ' .......................... .. 
:Medical and Hospital Department ... . ...................... _I 1878 .•.••• 1•••••••••••• 8, 720 70 
~~: : : : : : :: : : : : : : ::: : :: : : :: : : :: : ::: : : :: : : : : :. :: : : : : : ::: I ~~~~ - •. zi. . .... -... a:i ., ....... ~~~- ~~:. ~: . 
.Art!~c!all~mbR (transfer account) ........................... , 1877*
1 
...... , ............ · ···· ......... .. 
-~rtlficBF~~~~~:: ::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::, ~H~ ::: ~b: ::::::: :~~~: j _ ..... ~o,_ ~~~-~~. 
~ ppliances for dhsabletl soldiers .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1878 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 2, 836 00 
Carried forwal'd ...... _............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :!, ] !ll, 066 0;) 
'' .And prior y(•ars. 
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nasl Rep a ym en ts Aggregate avail- Payments dur- Amounts carried Balances of ap-
fc roacle during ablefortbefis- ingtbefiscal to the surplus! propriations 






cl. June 30, Juue 3o, 1880: June30, 1880. 1880. June 30,1880. June30, 1880. 
I 
$12, 611, 942 64 $835, 4!)8 73 
. . . . • • •. . . . . . . . . 120 oo I 
10, 000 00 ....... ......••••. ' 
..•.... ····· ·••· 2,199 41 
8, 275 56 ···--············· 1 
1 00 ................. . 
•.... . .... ....• . 27 43 . 
48, s63 51 21, 612 3o 1 
................................... ! 
I 
: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ ~ : : ~ ~~: ~~: I 
•... .. .••. ...... 2, 692 81 
3, 368 !}j 571 21 1 
..... •••••••• ••• 555 41 I 
. . . .. . ... . . .. . . . 21,399 10 I 
2, 300, 000 00 91, 658 06 
8, 811 11 409 90 I 
13,803 70 
40,520 27 I 
53, 729 75 
656 43 
$14,303,"' .. I $12,489, 0'6 37 $749, 778 37 
120 00 
$1, 155, 051 22 
120 00 .••......••.... . 
10,000 00 
4, 099 41 
8, 275 56 
1 00 
27 43 





2, 692 81 
3, 940 16 
8, 303 40 
29,413 52 
2, 39!1., 658 06 
9, 221 01 
:::: 10,:0:0:::: :::::::::::::::]····--· ~=:·: 
· · · · · · · · · · 21 · 43 · : : ~ ~ : : : : : : ~ : : ::::: I ............ :. ~~ 
962 4!1 20, 649 81 48, 563 51 
40, 000 00 .••.•••..••.•••••...........•••••• 
. . . . ......... .. . 148 20 ....... ··••· •••• 
869 47 .................. ··············-· 
................ 72 60 ....... ····••••• 
2, 692 81 ....................... -··· ....••• 
. .. . • • • • . . . . . • • . 571 21 3, 368 95 
944 59 7, 358 81 .••.........•••• 
1, 081 53 .. . . • • . . . . . . . . .. . . 28, 331 99 
2, 390, 576 21 ............... -.. 1, 081 85 
. . • . . .. . . • • . .. • . 409 90 8, 811 11 
. ........ .... ... 864 40 ····•······••••• 
1, 812 23 271, 251 36 ............... . 
20, 240 61 . . . . . .. • • • • • . . . • .. 79, 115 88 
3, 321, 450 88 ...•...... -. . . . . . . 332, 278 87 
. . .. . • •. . . . .. . •. 656 43 7, 020 17 
3, 600, 000 00 
7, 020 17 
864 40 
273, 063 59 
09,356 49 
3, 653, 729 75 
7, 676 60 
1 I 
................ 
2 75 i 2 75 74~ ~~ .•••.•........• i5" 1"'"""2i,"298"92 
.--
--
2_1_,_2_n_s __ 9_z__ 13.~6o8o 2836 1 z1~ •• 9o46815853 i 1 " ... 3, 720 02 ..... - ......... --. 10, 248 81 
1, 000, 000 00 75 32 1, 000, 075 32 986, 799 61 . -.... . . . . .. . . . . . . 13, 275 71 
12, 326 68 5. 757 79 18, 084 47 __ ... ..... ... __ . 5, 757 79 I 12, 326 68 
...... .......... 4, 215 87 9, 318 34 2, 946 84 6, 371 50 .............••• 
··-············· 9,115 06 9,122 56 7,744 25 ··············-··· 1,378 31 
880, 000 00 2, 437 41 I 882, 437 41 872, 499 81 . . . . . • . . . .. .. . . . . . 9, 937 60 
• - - . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .. - •.. ...... .... - 335 60 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 335 60 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 27 49 27 49 27 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....••.. - •..• - -
...... ~:·.:::.:~. 7'~~~ ~~ I 2~~:~~~ ~~ ·····-i6:646'i4' . 22~:~~~ ~~ , ....... ~:·.:~:.:~ 
.•.. .....••.. .. . 15,104 78 37,470 26 37,468 32 1 94 ............... . 
• .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 109, 494 36 200, 490 45 159, 469 34 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . 41, 021 11 
4, 200, 000 00 1, 540 27 I 4, 201, 540 27 4, 199, 283 01 ....... .......... · I 2, 257 26 
.. ....... :~~. ~~. · · · · · · · · · · · · ii · 4o · : 1~i !~ : : : :: :: ::::::::: · · · · · · · · · · · · ii · 4o · I .•........ :~:. ~~ 
5, 258 00 140 00 5, 398 00 .••..• -......... 140 00 5, 258 00 
. • • • . • . . . . .•• • • . 352 59 I 24, 342 56 625 00 23, 717 56 ........... · .. · · 
- .•.. - .....•. -. . 5. 731 99 8, 604 49 .• -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 8, 604 49 
200, 000 00 5, 209 63 205, 209 63 198, 965 72 ...... -. . . . . . . . • . . 6, 243 91 
4 15 1, 525 99 1, 530 14- . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1, 525 99 I 4 15 
. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 706 89 123, 798 07 4, 372 88 119, 425 19 1 •••••••••••••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . -... 73, 508 5:J 201, 185 20 93, 515 94 ....... -.. •• . . . . . . 107, 669 26 
900, 000 00 70, 691 06 970, 691 06 970, 648 47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 42 59 
• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280 95 280 95 . . . 280 95 I ........ . 
:::::::::::::::: 1, 5og ~~ . 1, 5og ~~ :: ::: :::: ::::::: ............. 2. iiii. : : : :: ::. :·. ~~~ _ ~~ 
. • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . 43 10 2 75 40 35 . .. ..... ....... . 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 855 70 13, 257 43 13, 216 17 . --- ......... -.... 41 26 
100, 000 00 . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . 100, 000 00 95, 858 90 .......... -.-..... 4, 141 10 
• .. .. . .. . . . . . . • . 300 00 G, 200 00 300 00 ................. - I 4, 900 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 464 69 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3, 464 69 ..•...........•• 
.. ... - .• -. . • • • .. 25 00 2, 655 68 196 66 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 459 02 
59, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. • • 59, 000 00 58, 578 98 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • • • 421 02 
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182, 027 49 30, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132, 027 49 
1, 029 46 108 91 ' 1,138 37 .. . . . . . . . • •. . . . . 108 91 1, 029 46 
• • • • • • . . . . . • • • . . 11 25 ' 11 25 11 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 022 13 10, 742 83 1 821 65 9, 921 18 ............... . 
. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 10,642 00 16, 999 97 16, 959 34 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. 40 6:t 
200, 000 00 24, 188 33 224, 188 33 196, 974 03 . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . 27, 214 30 
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 244 03 244 03 I 244 03 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . ........••• 
•.. ...... ....... 4 37 25 17 ' 25 17 ...... ... ....... ... .............. . 
. . . . . . . .. . . . . -.. 500 00 10, 578 69 273 44 . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, :305 25 
~-:~~·-~~~.~~· I:::::::::: ::::::: : -~og: ~g~ g~ ~.-~~·- ~~~. ~~. ·= ... 2; 83~. oii. ~ ... ~~·- ~~~. ~~ 
26, 3:Js, 189 n 1, 462, 79 L :n I 20, 992, 046 57 26, 298, 698 of> · 1, 462, 131 oo 2, 2:n. :!17 51 
t $737.55 transfl'lTC'cl to :1pproprialioll for '·.Arm~· JWH,;inn>:, '' lntc·rim· lNlgc·r. 
456 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT e:rhibiting the B.JL..:lSCES of .JPPRO 
I 
I Statistics. I Balanc~s of ap- I 
Rpecific objects of appropriations. Year. -- prOJ)rlatlons, 
I 
Vol. P a g ~ or I .July 1, 1879. 
section. 
MILITARY ESTA~LISH)fENT-Continnell. I I I - -
Brought forward.................................. .••. .. ...••. . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,191,066 05 
.Appliances for disabled soldiers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !879 ...........................•....•. 
Do. . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 1880 20 389 ..•..•.. .... .•.. 
Construction and repairs of hospitals................. . . . . . . . 1878 . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1, 002 16 I 
Do .•••.•..•.•.................••............. . ......•. 1879 . ..... .•.. . ....••. 3 86 
:MedicB~<i ·s~~·gi~;i ":Hi~t~~y·::::::::- :::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~~- ... ~~- ~ - ..... ---~~- · ·- ··-i3; 657 · o5· , 
Medical Museum and Library .. - ....... -. - -- ·- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 21 I 33 ~ - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -1 J{~~:~~~lk~~c~~-~~ -~~~~~-~~~~ -~~ ~~~-t~i_s_~~. ~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~-e_t:~. . . . . . . 20 I 389 ...........•.•• - ~ 
Ordna~~:~~~~~~::::::::::::: :~:: :: ~ :::::::::: :~:::: :::::::: ~ii! :::~i: I::::::::: ~i: l :::: :::::: ~~ :~~: 
Ordnance, ordnance stores and supplies . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . 1877* 21 256 .••.•.•..••••••• ~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t!~! :::~i: I :::::::::~~: ::::::::::::::::I 
Ordnance material, proceeds of sale.......................... . • . . . . 18 388 245, 686 26 
Manufacture of arms atuational armories .............•...•. 1880 21 34 .•.•. . ..•..•.... 
Arming and eqni~ping the militia (permanent) ...............•.... R. S. I 1661 118, 305 42 
Repai1f:~~~~: ~ :~ ~~:~ ~~~~~: ~:: :::::: :~: ::~::~ :~:::: :::::: !ffi'l: ::;;: I ::::::::;~: ;;;; ;; :::: ;; : ~~. , 
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 ...•....•.......•.............•••. 
~~:::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: : : : : i~~~ ·-- 2o · · ·- · · · · · 386 · .••••• ~~·- :~~. ~~. 
Rock Island brirlge, Rock Island, Til . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 20 386 .•••••••••.••••. 
Springfield Arsenal, Sprin~field, Mass................... . . . . . . . . . . 20 1 386 .••••..••..••••. 
Benicia Arsenal, Benicia, liaL..... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 20 387 ...•............ 
Armament of fortifications . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66, 719 G3 
Do .•.•...........•.•.........•••.......•...•.......... 1880 { ~~ 43~ } ............. . 
c1~~~~n~;~ _ ~:'~i~1-~1~~ _ ~~~-~1~~~~. ~~. ~ ~~~~~. ~~~~~~- -~i!~to~~~. 1877* ...••. I ........................... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 260 ............... . 
Miscellaneous itf•ms rmd incidental expenses of Unitetl States 
Mili~;. -~-r-~~~~~~.)::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ :::~0:: 1 ::::::::2:6:2:: · .. · ·.·.· .• · •· ·---~-~-~--- 2-· 6.·.· 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 _ 
Buildings aml grounds of United States Military .Academy .. 1878 •••••• .......••••. 2 65 
~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : i~~~ · · · 2o- · · · · · • · · 262 · : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : I 
Water supply of United Stktcs Military Acatlemy........... . . . . . . 20 I 261 ..... - .... - .... . 
~~~t11~~a~~~~.- :M:~i1~~-::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ... ~~- . _ .... ·--~~- · · · · · ·· · · isi"ao· l 
Batteries in Portsmo~1th Harbor, Hew Ramp, llire . ..... .....••••...... T.. ... ...... 916 751 
Fort at Lazaretto Pomt, Maryland.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . 13, 000 00 
Fort Brown, Texas ...........••..... ... .................... . ...• . J ••••• - ~· ··.- •• •••• •• 25, 000 00 
15~1·?~tif~~}h#+~•::+·:·~·~·:··:···:· .!E! :~~W : ::::::::;W I •:•• .::~: j:!! I 
Torpedoes for harbor defenses............................... 18 0 20 467 .•.....•.•••... . 
Purchase of sites for sea -coast defenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4;i, 944 16 I 
Construction of sea-roast mortar-batteries (reappropriated).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 301 50 
M~~t;~fa~~~~ -~~~~ -~-~~~~~~- ~~~~~'•_ ~ ~~-~~1.e_1?~ -~ ~~~~~~-~ ~~~ ...... _I 21 33 •••••••••••••.•. I 
Purchase of cemetery grounds near Columbus, Ohio ....... - ....... 
1 
21 1 321 -.- ·- • . - · • · • • • •. 1 
Engineers' depot at Willet's Point, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 33 1. • • • • • · • • • ·- · • · · 
Conting_encies of fortifications ....... .•.................................. ,. . . . . . . • • • . . 2, 642 65 1 
Improvmg harbor at-
~:::!lil~~;~;,~;;;~~::~;:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: .. ii ~ ······. i~ •:::::~~:::::~ 1 
Portsmouth, N.H............................................. 20 372 .•••••••••••..•. 
~~~~§!~":~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~ I ~~! ······ -~·-~~~-~~-
~~~~~ls~M~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~ 1 ~~! ...... :~:~~~- ~~-
Provincetown, Mass . . . • . . . • . . • • • . • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 1 363 .••.•••••••••••. 
r~~~d~~~~~M:~ss::::·.:::·:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~ I ~~~ ~~~-~~~-~~-
can-il'a forward .....................................................•.... · I 2, 851, 4R7 l!l , 
*And prior years. 
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PRIATIOSS UNEXPE~VDED Jnne 30, 1879, g·c.-Coutinned . 
.Appropriations Rep aym en ts Aggregate avail- Payments dur- Amounts carried 
for the fiscal made during able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus Balances of ap-
year ending the fiscal year ralyearenfling year ending fund .June :JO, propriations, 
.June 30, 1880. 1880. .Juno 30, 1880. .June 30, 1880. 1880. .J nne 30, 1880. 
$26, 338, 189 21 I $1, 462, 791 31 
.......... ---- __ , 2, 887 00 
1, 000 00 ....... -- ....•••.. 
• . • . • ••. . . . . . ••. 1, 783 35 
.•••...... ..•• •. 1, 962 08 
75, 000 00 561 77 
10,000 00 .••. ----.-- ....••. 
25, 000 00 ......•...•.••••.• 
•••.......•..... 37 89 
110, 000 00 i 90 
66 00 27 40 
•••••• .••.•••••• 123 66 
••..... .. ....•• . 577 79 
320, 000 00 280 72 
131, 110 10 75 
250, 000 00 .••.••. " ...•...... 
200, 000 00 36, 672 03 
•••.. ·•··•··•••· 11 31 
•••••· ---------. 96 84 
30, 000 00 " ........•.....•.. 
••••••... ....... 303 64 
•••.••.......... 55 
212,000 00 .••••••••••••••••. 
15, 000 00 . - - •• - - - .. - •.. - ... 
]5, 000 00 .•••.•..•.•..••••. 
5, 000 00 .•...•...... ------
•••••••••••• .•.. 202 04 
182, 500 00 ..•.•.••••••.••••. 
•••••• .•.•... .•. 4, 945 37 
45,915 00 ..•••••...•...•... 
............................................ 
•••••••••••• .•.. 365 71 
12,840 00 ...•.. ······ ...•.. 
....... ......... 1 30 
14,000 00 .••..........•.••. 
40, 000 00 .•.....•••• - .••••. 
50, 000 00 .......• -•••..... " 
. . . . .•.• •. . . . . . . 558 08 
100, 000 00 1, 299 48 
50,000 00 •••••• ··-··· ..... . 
50, 000 00 .....•..•. " ...... . 
500 00 ................. . 
5, 000 00 .......•...••..... 
5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
15, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
50, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
15,000 00 
$29, 992, 046 57 
2, 887 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 785 51 
1, 965 94 
75,561 77 
13, 657 05 
10, 000 00 








:J76, 797 11 
250,000 00 




30, 000 00 
303 64 
39,703 05 
212, 000 00 
15,000 00 
15,000 00 
5, 000 00 
66,921 67 
182,500 00 




12, 840 00 
2 65 
1 30 
14, 000 00 
40,000 00 






10, 000 00 
1 79 
558 08 




50, 000 00 
500 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 642 65 
41, ooo oo I 
5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
70, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
4, 500 00 
15, 000 00 
$26, 298, 698 06 $1, 462, 131 00 $2, 231, 217 51 
.••..••.... ..•.. ...... .•.••• ...... 2, 887 00 
1, 000 00 .•. - ... " .. " .. " . . . . " ..... " ........ . 
. . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . 2, 785 51 ......•.... " ... . 
............... " """"" ...... "...... 1, 965 94 
75, 540 27 " . " "" " " " " . . . . . . . . . 21 50 
.••..•...••............. "" ... """ " " 13, 657 05 
10, 000 00 
25,000 00 
15 00 17 42 ............... . 
.••••••..•...•• . ·····- ·•····•••••· 37 89 
110,005 90 
.••• " ... - • • . • • • . 27 40 66 00 
" • • . • • • . • • . . • • . . 123 66 " " .. " " . " . " .. " •. " 
44 GO •••••• •••••• •••••• 533 29 
320, 280 72 .••••...... " .. ". " " " ••.......• . .••. 
75,000 00 ····-· ..•..• ..•••. 301,797 11 
250, 000 00 .• _. ••• " . . . . . . . . . . . " ...... " ..•..... 
306, 113 59 ...... " " " . " . . . . . . . 48, 863 86 
.••... .•••••... . 11 31 .... "" .. ···••·•• 
------ ··•·•····· 55 78 ...... ------ •••. 
.•.•.. .•••••... . ...... .....•.••••. 96 84 
30, 000 00 ......•..••. "" .... " .. " ......•..... 
. .•.. - . . . . . . . . . . 303 64 .... ..•.••... - •. 
39, 702 50 ••••••...... - .. - . . 55 
212, 000 00 ........... " - .... - .••• - .. -...•.... 
15, 000 00 . • • . . • . • • • • • . . . . .. . .... - ••.••..... 
15, 000 00 .•••.• ........ - . . . . .•........... " . 
5, 000 00 .•.•.• . •••••. " - " - " ... " . " - ... - .. - - " 
64, 910 00 .•••.•....... "" " "" 2, 011 67 
79,500 00 .••..••..•.•••. ... lO:J,OOO 00 
" ••. " ... " -- .... " 4, 945 37 .•.•.•.•....•..• 
45, 915 00 ••••••.•.•........... - "" .......••• 
" . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 265 26 .. - . " " - . " ...... " 
. ......... - ..........•.... ". " ".... ::!65 71 
12, 840 00 " .....•......... - . " ........•.••..• 
. .•...•.. ·-····· 2 65 .•...•.. --------
······ ·········· ...... ······ ... ... 1 30· 
14,000 00 .............•.... · ·············--· 
40, 000 00 .•....... - . . . . . • • . . •••.•. - .••..... 
50, 000 00 ...•......... " . - . . " ......••.••.••. 
.•••.•.•..... - - " " . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . ] 81 30 
.••.••••••.••••. ------ ...... ----"" 916 75 
...•...••. ·•••·· .••••..•..... --- .. 13,000 00 
:: :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :::: =: i~: ~~~ ~~ 
. • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . ..... ""... . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
··-··· .......... 1 79 .........••..... 
500 00 .••.••....•... " . . . !)8 08 
100, 994 48 ...... " " . . . . . . . . . . 305 00 
50, 000 00 " ... " " . " " " .•• " ". . . . ••.•.. " ....... . 
. " " . . . . . . . . . . • . . 45, 944 ] 6 .•. - ...... " . " " " . 
_ ••........•. _.. 301 5o I .......... _ .... . 
50, 000 00 " . ". " ............ " ...•. " .. - ... " .. . 
500 00 .................. ···········•••·• 
5, 000 00 ...... " "" " ... -.... . "" " " ........••. 
23 66 " ..........••. " . . . 2, 618 99 
l, 000 00 
.;, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
15, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
70, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
15, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
.................................................. 
. . . . . . . . . • • . • • . • • . 5, 000 OIP 
::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · · 2: 5oo · o~ 
28, 399, 120 31 1, 515,495 97 I 32,766, 103 47 28, ~33, 083 68 1, !116, 916 45 2, 816, 103 :;4 
458 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STL11'EMEXT exhibiting the B.dL.J.XCES of APPRO 
Statutes. Balances of ap. l 
Year. - - Jlropriations, I Specific objects of ap1)ropriations. 
Vol I P a g ~ or J nly 1, 1879. 1 
· sect10n. 
1fiLil'ARY ES';ABUSIIMENT-Continued. -. - --~- --- _ - I 
Improvin~Litti!l~~J~~~~~~tt B~y~·nh~«i~-i~i~~~i ~;;(i c~~: ....................... -. $2, 8''1• 487 19 1:;~,:;~~ ,;;;,i,;;~ ··:.:.·---- ----- ------ ---- -------- ---- ---- --- ------ .. I '" ------- --- ------! 
~~il~:~t ~:- ~ ::: ~ H:: ~:-:- ~ ~:~: ~:-m :: __ :-• • •m~• J. ________ ~~ _ :::: :~: ;~d: J 
Buffalo, N.Y.................................................. 20 369 55,000 00 
Little Sodus Bay, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 370 10, 000 00 
Great Sodus Bay, N.Y.................................. .... .. 20 369 5, 000 00 
Improving Echo Harbor, New Rochelle, N. Y............... .. .. .. 20 364 10, 000 00 
Jwtproving Flushing Bay, New York.............................. 20 370 ............... . 
Improving harbor at-
Roundout, N.Y......................................... ...•.. ...... ...... ...... 5, 000 00 
6':irdg~~t~~~. ~-~ ::~~ ~:::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ···2o· · ····· '"369" ~: ~~~ ~~ 
~~~~~{~~. 1f_·-y::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::: ~~ g~~ ...... ~~~~~~-~-
Port Jefferson, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . 363 .........••.•••. 
Pultneyville, N. Y. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 I 369 5, 000 00 
Dunkirk, N.Y....................................................... ..... ..... .. 4 00 
Erie, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 3?9 22, 000 00 I 
Constructing pier in Delaware Bay, ncar Lewes, Del........ .... .. 20 004 ..•...•.......•. 
J mproving ice harbor at New Castle, Del.................... .. .. . . 20 364 ................ . 
Impwil~fn~~~~n~r.-..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 I 364 . . . . . .......••. I 
Baltimore, Md .......................................... ·1· . .. . . 20 I 364 10, 000 00 ' 
Breton_ Bay, Leonanltown, ~d................................ 20 364 ................ 
1 Cambndge and Pocomoke Rn·er, Md.. .................. ...... !lO 371 ............... . 
Queenst<Jwn, Md ........................................ 
1
...... 20 371 ............... . 
w·ashington and Georgetown, D. c...................... ...... 20 I .!Jl6644 20,000 00 
Norfolk, Va ....... ....••...... ...... .. ...... .... ...... .. ...... 20 20,000 00 I 
Onancock, Va ........................................ ··· ~ ·-···· 20 371 ..•........•.... 
Edenton, N.C........................................... ...... 20 365 · .• ·•·•·•·•••.••••• . ··.·.·.·.·. ! Charlotte, N.Y.......................................... . . . . . . 20 369 
Charleston, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 365 123, 000 00 I 
Savannah, Ga ........................................... 
1
...... 20 365 45,000 00 1 Brunswick, Ga................................................ 20 372 .............. .. 
Pensacola, Fla ........................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 365 5, 000 00 
Imp~~?~;~!!i~:~:i~i~~i~~i:~~l~~;~~~~~~~~i~~~~:t;;.i;~i~~ :::::: ~~ ~~~ ::~: ~~ 21:45:,; 006&0~: 00: 00:: ll Improvin" harbor at-X ew Orleans, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 365 
Galveston, Tex ................................... _... .. . .. . . .. 20 365 10, 000 00 
.Ashtabula, Ohio............................................... 20 369 3, 000 00 
Cleveland, Ohio................................................ 20 369 .............••. 
Rreakwater at Cleveland, Ohio.................. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . 75, 000 00 
Improving ice harbor at month ofMuskingum River, Ohio.. ...•.. 20 368 ............... . 
Improving harbor at Port Clinton, Ohio ........................ _.. 20 369 -- .......•...... 
Harbor _of Refuge, near Cincinnati, Ohio ..................... 
1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 878 07 
Improvmg harbor at-
Rantlusky, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 j 369 2, 000 00 
1 
To~edo, Ohio ........................................... ·· !······ 20 369 9, 000 00 
Fau·port, OhiO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000 00 
:Michigan City, Ind ..................................... ·,...... 20 I 368 J.4, 500 00 
Chwago, Til............................................. ...... 20 368 ............... . 
Ca~umet, Ill............................................. . .. .. . 20 368 · ...... · .. · .. · -- ~ 
Improving Galena Harbor antl River, illinois . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. 20 1 367 .............. .. 
Improving harbor and Mississippi River at Memphis, Tenn. . . . . . . 20 1 366 · · · • · • · · · · · · · · · - ~ 
Improving Ea~le Harbor, Michigan ......................... 1...... 20 I 368 1 2, 000 00 
Improving haroor at- I 
Frai?-kfort, Mi~h....... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . 20 
1 
368 2, 000 00 
Ludmgton, Mwh . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 20 1 369 I 2, 000 00 
1 
Muskegon, Mich ....................................... '1' --··· 20 :!69 l, 000 00 
Marquette, Mich........................................ ...... 20 J 368 I 2, 000 00 
::New Buffalo, Mich . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5, 000 00 
Improvin~ harbor of refuge at entrance of Sturgeon Bay · I 
Canal, 'visconsin ....................................... .'.. ...... 20 : 368 / 7,000 00 
Improving harbor at- 1 
South Haven, Mich................ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. 20 36!) I 
Thunder Bay, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Carried forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.... . .......... . 
2, ooo oo I 
564 64 
:J, 4!9, :JS:J 90 i 
REGISTER. 459 
PRLl 'flOSS UXEXP ENDED Jnne 30, 1879, g-c.-Contiuuctl. 
~p~opriations l Repayme~- Aggregateavail- ~ Pa,yments dur- 1 Amount carried 
for the fiscal made during ab1e for tho fis- ing the fiscal to th<' surplus 
yearending thefiscalyear calyearencling year ending fund June 30, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1R80. 
---- - - . --- I -
Balances of ap-
propriations, 
June 30, 1880. 
$:?8, 3!)!), 1~0 31 I $1 I .)15, 4!)3 !)7 
5, 000 oo _ .... _ ........... -I 
10, ooo oo .................. 
1 15,000 00 ...........•...... 
10, 000 00 .......•••••...... 
37, 500 00 ........• . ...•..•. 
100,000 00 ................. . 
;), 000 00 ................. . 
~- 000 00 .................. , 
:J, 000 00 ............ ·••••· 
~o. ooo oo ................. . 
1, 000 00 ................. . 
!)0, 000 00 ................. . 
::!, 000 00 .......••.••...... 
5, 000 00 ............ ······ 
4, 000 00 .............•.... 
25,000 00 
10,500 00 
5, 500 00 
3,.500 00 
160, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
50,000 00 
75,000 00 
3, 000 00 
1. 000 00 
1, 000 00 












60,000 00 .......••••••••.•. 
100, 000 00 , ................. . 
9, 000 00 ...••............. 
100, 000 00 ................•. 
· · · · · ·ao; ooo· oo ·I:::::::::::::::::: 
10, 000 00 .•..........•••••• 
....... ~.- ~~~. ~~ ., : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : 
20,000 00 .•.•........•...•. 
............................. ........................... . 
40,000 00 1 ................. . 
12, 000 00 .........•...•.... 
75, 000 00 ......•••••....... 
~~: ggg gg I : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : 
2, 000 00 ................. . 
4. 000 00 
;i, 000 00 
.), 000 00 
1, 500 00 
30, 111, 120 31 1, 515, 4!)3 !)7 1 
$32, 766, 103 47 $2R, 433, 083 68 $1, 516, 916 45 $2, 816, 103 34 
1:: ::: :: I 1:: ::: :: I:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 
15, 000 00 15, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . .. .. . . . . . . • ...• 
10, ooo oo I 10, ooo oo ................................. . 
37, 500 00 37, 000 00 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
1. 950 00 
1
...... .... . .. . .. . .. . .. .... .. ...... 1. 950 00 
155, 000 00 65, 000 00 . . • . . . • . . . .. . . . . • . 98, 000 00 
1~: ggg gg 1~: ggg gg : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : ::: ::: ::: 
13, 000 00 11, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 00 
20, ooo oo I 20, ooo oo . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . .. . .... _ ......... . 
5, ooo ·oo 5, ooo oo . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ............. . 
4, 000 00 I 4, 000 00 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .............. . 
3, 000 00 I 3, 000 M . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
125, 000 00 . 110, 000 00 . • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . 15, 000 00 
2, 000 00 ,. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 00 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . ............•.. 
9, 000 00 9, 000 00 . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . .. •..•.....•.••• 
4 00 .••••••••• .•••.. .•••••....... .. . . . 4 00 
4 7, ooo oo I 21, ooo oo . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, ooo oo 
10, 500 00 10, 500 00 ................................. . 
5, 500 00 5, 500 00 . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .......•.•••••• 
3, 500 00 3, 500 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ..•........•••• 
170, 000 00 65, 000 00 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105, 000 00 
4, 000 00 4, 000 00 . • . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . ..•.•......•..• 
~; ggg gg I ~; ~gg gg :::::: : :: : : : ::: : : : ........ ~: ~~~. ~ 
7~. ooo oo 1 40, ooo oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, ooo oo 
9~: ggg gg I 7~: ggg gg :::::: :::::: :::::: _ ._ .___ ~~·- ~~~. ~~ 
1, 000 00 1, 000 00 . • • • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . •.............• 
32~: ggg gg I n;; ggg gg :::::: :::::: :::::: · · · · · · 2os: ooo · oo 
145, 000 00 i 55, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • . 90, 000 00 
20, 000 00 1, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19, 000 00 
15, 000 00 2, 000 00 . • . • . . . • • • .. .. . • • 13, 000 00 
15, 000 00 10, 000 00 . . . .. • • • • • .. .. . . • . 5, 000 00 
100, 000 00 ; 5, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95, 000 00 
74, 000 00 74, 000 00 ................................. . 
75, ooo oo I 17, 500 oo . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57, 500 oo 
110, 000 00 95, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 00 
12, ooo oo I 5, 200 oo . • • • • • . • • .. . . . . • • . 6, 800 00 
1oo, ooo oo 1 9, ooo oo . . .. . . . .. • • . . • • • • . 91, ooo oo 
75, 000 00 75, 000 00 ................................. . 
30, 000 00 1 15, 000 00 . . . . . . • • . . . . .. . . . . ] 5, 000 00 
10, ooo oo r 4, 6oo oo J.... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 5, 4oo oo 
39, 878 cn I 30, ooo oo 
1
...... . . . . . . . .. . .. 9, 878 01 
3, 000 00 1 3, 000 00 , ................................. . 
29, 000 00 23, 300 00 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . 5, 700 00 
4. 000 00 I 4, 000 00 •........... __ ..................•. 
54, 500 00 54, 500 00 , . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........••••• 
12, 000 00 12, 000 00 . • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . .•• 
75, 000 00 75, 000 00 , ................................. . 
12, ooo oo 1 12, ooo oo ................................. . 
37, 000 00 I 25, 000 00 I·........... . . . . . . 12, 000 00 
4, 000 00 ................ ,...... ............ 4, 000 00 
6, 000 00 6, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ............. . 
7, 000 00 5, 000 00 . . • . . . . . . . .. . . .. . ~. 000 00 
6, 000 00 3, 500 00 .. . .. .. • • • . • .. . • • . 2, 500 00 
g: ~gg gg :::: :: : : :: :: : : : : I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~: zgg gg 
3~, 076, 000 18 . 29, 763, 748 32 1, 516, 916 4.) 3, i95, 335 41 
460 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALAXCES of ...lPPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
j I Statutes. ~· Balancesofap- . 
Year. ------ - propriations, 
I 
1 Vol Pag? or .July 1, 1879. 
' · sectiOn. 
---- ---
MILITARY ESTABLISIDIEX'l'-Continnetl. I I 
Imp.ro~f~~\~~{~l~':~~ . - ......................... -.-.- ..... - ~~ ... - .. , ... - .............. I $3, 449, 1!83 90 
An Sable, Mich............................................... 20 369 1 .............. .. 
Black Lake, Mich ....................................... 
1 
...... 1 20 369 ················ 
8;:~~;i~~e~\~-:~ ~:::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J :::::: ~~ ~~~ I: : :·:: ::::::::::: 
Improving harbor of refuge, Lake Huron, Michigan ............. . 1 20 3il9 40,000 00 
Improving harbor at-
Manistee, Mich . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 
Monroe, Mieh ................................................ . 
Ontonagon, Mich .......................... .... ............... . 










371 Harbor of refuge at Portage Lake, Mich ......................... .. 
Imps~T~~j !~~h,\:rlcil. __ ............. _ .. . . ...................... ! 20 369 ... .......... - .. 
Saugatuck, Mich................................. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 20 :!69 ............... . 
White River, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 369 .••..•.......... 
:Fort Washington, Wis.......................................................... 5,500 00 
Ahnapee, Wis................................................. 20 368 .............. .. 
Green Bay, Wis......................... ..... ........... . ... .. 20 368 ............... . 
Kenosha, Wis................... . ....................... ... . .. 20 368 ............... . 
Manitowoc, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 368 ............... . 
Menomonee, Wis.............................................. 20 368 .••..........•.. 
Milwaukee, '\Vis.............................................. 20 368 .............. .. 
Racine, Wis................................................... 20 368 .............. . . 
Sheboygan, Wis......................................... . .. . .. 20 3fi8 ............... . 
Droedging Superior Bay, '\Vi~consin........ .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 20 364 ............... . 
ImpTo;~fti~~~~~~it;:_...................................... . .. .. . 20 368 ·------------- • · 
Burlington, Iowa........................... . ............ .. . .. . 20 367 2, 000 00 
:Fort Madison, Iow::J. .......................... .......... ...... 20 367 .............. .. 
Ji~~fif) ... ·:: ~~ :: ~ i: ~ ii ::) :.::iii i i :: .. ::. ~ ~ . ~~)~: ... ~ ........ . i~. :::::: ijiill:;;: 
~fl~~~n~:g~i :::::: ·.::: :: ·.: :·.·.::::: :: :::·. :::::::::::: :::::: ~~ ~~~ :::::::::::::::: 
Improving entrance to Coos Bay and harbor, Oregon........ . . . . . . 20 370 ............... . 
Improving the Gut, opposite Bath, Me....... . .............. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. 6, 000 00 
Improving Saint Croix River, Maine........................ . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 34, 000 00 
Improving Lubic Channel, Maine................. . ......... . .. .. . 20 371 .............. .. 
Improving Kennebunk River, Maine........................ .. .. .. 20 363 ............... . 
Improving Penobscot River, Maine . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 363 .............. .. 
Improving Otter Creek, Vermont .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 364 .............. .. 
Improving Merrimac River. Massachusetts . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 20 363 ............... . 
Improving Taunton River, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 363 .....•.......... 
Improving Providence River, Rhode Island ....................................... .. 
Improving Providence River and 'Narragansett Bay, Rhode 
Island. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . • • . . .. . . • • • . • . .. .. .. 20 363 30, 000 00 
Improving f'onnecticut River, Connecticut.................. .. .. .. 20 363 15,000 00 
Breakwater, New Haven, Conn ........ ....... .............. ------ 20 371 ............... . 
Improving Thames River, Connecticut...................... .. .. .. 20 363 ............... . 
Removing opstructions in East River and Hell Gate, New 
York...................................................... .... .. 20 364 195,000 00 
Improving Harlem River, New York........................ .. .. . . 20 372 300, 000 00 
Improving East Chester Creek, New York........................ 20 364 ............... . 
Improving Hudson River, New York ......................... _.... 20 363 45, 000 00 
Improving channel between Staten Island and New .J crsey ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 00 
Improving Cobansey Creek, New .Jersey.................... . . . . .. 20 364 .............. .. 
Improving Elizabeth River, New .Jersey .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . 20 370 ............... . 
Improving Manasquan River, New .Jersey . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 20 371 ............... . 
Improving Passaic River, New .Jersey . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . 20 364 ............... . 
Improving Rahway River, New .Jersey ....... _............. .. .. .. 20 370 .............. .. 
Impro~ng Raritan River,_New .Jersey .................... --1··---· 20 a64 B3, 500 00 
Improvmg Shrewsbury R1ver, New .Jersey...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 372 9, 000 00 
Improving Woodbridge Creek, New .Jersey . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. 20 370 .............. .. 
Improving Alleghany River, Pennsylvania ............ - ...... --.- - ~ 20 364 · ·-- · · · ·- · ·--- ·-
Improv~ng Schuylkill. ~iver< Pennsyl_vania.................. .. .. .. 20 · 364 ............... . 
Improvmg Delaware Rtver nelow Bndesbnrg, Pa..... ...... . . . . . . 20 364 55, 000 00 
Improving Delaware River between Trenton and v.~hite 
Hill, N . .J. ... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... .. . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 364 .......... -----· 
5, 000 00 




PRLlTlUSo U~VE.X.P ENDED June 30, 1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
------~ ------------.-----------------
Appropriations Repayments A,...a"'gr1ee~0a1~etbavea:fiils-- Payments llur- Amounts carried Balances of...-,. for the fiscal m a cl e during bl~ I• ing the :fiscal to the surplus ""l 
year ending the :fiscal year calyearending year ending fund June 30, propriations , 
June30,1880. 1880. June30,1880. Jnne30,1880. 1880. June30,1880. 
$30, 111, 120 31 
7, 000 00 
6, JOO 00 
!J, 000 1JO 
3, 000 00 
9, opo oo 
75, (foo oo 
10, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
17,000 00 
6, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
7, 500 00 
7, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
6, 500 00 
10,000 00 
7, 500 00 
6, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 600 00 
7, 500 00 
25, 000 00 
10,000 00 
60,000 00 
$1 I 513, 495 97 
....... i; 000. 00. : : : ~ : : : : ~ ::: ::: : : : 
12,000 00 , . ............... . 
40, 000 00 : . ..........••... . 
10,000 00 
2, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
60, 000 00 
10,000 00 
30,000 00 
12, 000 00 
250, coo 00 
100,000 00 
3, 500 00 
30,000 00 
48 00 
· · · · · · · 4; 5oo · oo · :::::::::::::::::: 
7, 500 00 ......... - ..•••••. 
12,000 00 ................. . 
::?, 000 00 .. - ..••.. - ..•..•. -
10,000 00 ................ .. 
60, 000 00 .... --- .. -- .•••••. 
10,000 00 ..••••.•.......••. 
4, 000 00 ··•··• ........... . 
10,000 00 ................. . 
~g; ~~~ ~~ :::: :::::::::::::: 
$35, 076, 000 18 $29, 763, 748 32 $1, 516, 916 45 I $3, 795, 335 41 
7, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
9. 000 00 
115,000 00 
10, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
17,000 00 
6, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
7, 500 00 
5, 500 00 
7, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
6, 500 00 
10,000 00 
7, 500 00 
6, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
20,000 00 
7, 000 00 
3, 600 00 
7, 500 00 
25,000 00 
10,000 00 
154, OOQ 00 
1, 500 25 
1, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
34,000 00 
10, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
90,048 00 





3, 500 00 
75, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
4, 500 00 
7, 500 00 
12,000 00 




4, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
25,000 00 
100, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
60, 000 00 
~::: :: E :~ :~ ~: 4::::::: ;·: F ~~ 
. - - - - - -- •••.. -- . -- 55, 000 00 
4, 000 00 .................. ! 6,000 00 
2, 000 00 .•..... -.-- .. --- - - -.-- - - . - - .. ---.-
1~: ~~~ ~~ : : : : : : : :: : : : :::: : : 1 .. - . - .. - ~·- ~~~. ~~ 
10, OO<T 00 ...................... - .. - - .•....• 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
6, 500 00 
5, 500 00 
5, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
7, 500 00 
6, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
................ -- 1, 000 00 
: : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : I: : : : : : : : ~·: ~~~: ~~ 
2, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
13, ooo oo ......... _ ........ 
1 
5, ooo oo 
--· ---· 3; 6oo · oo · : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : ........ : ·. ~~~. ~~ 
7, 500 00 ................................. . 
20, 000 00 .................. ~ 5, 000 00 
2, 000 00 . • • . . . .. . • .. . • • • . . 152, 000 00 
8, 000 00 .......... - ....... , 2, 000 00 
....... i," 000- 00- : : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : :: . ---.... ~·- ~~~. ~~ 
12, 000 00 ... - . . .. • . . . . . . • • . • .............. . 
40, 000 00 ..................... - .......... .. 
6, 000 00 .•••••. - ................. - ...... .. 
...... - - . . . • .. . . . .... - - ....... - . .. 34, 000 00 
10, 000 00 . --- ....... - .......•••.•.••. -- .•.. 
2, 000 00 ................................ .. 
6, 000 00 ................................. . 
- .. - - - . - - ...... - . - .. - . - .. - •.... - . . 5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
40,000 00 
10, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
12,000 00 
50,048 00 
15, 000 00 
25,000 00 
280, 000 00 .. • . .. • . . .. . . • .. • . 165, 000 00 
: : : : : : ~~.: ~~~: ~~: ::: : :: : : ~ ~ : : :::: j 4:~: ~gg gg 
4, 000 00 ................ - - 21, 000 00 
4, 500 00 .. - . • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . .. - - - . - ...••••• 
7,500 00 ................................. . 
5, 000 00 • • • • • • . .. .. • • • • • • . 7, 000 00 
2, 000 00 ...... - • • . • • • . . . • . • •.•.•.••.. -•..• 
8, 000 00 .. . .. . . • • . • • • • • • • • 2, 000 00 
180, 000 00 . • • • • • • • • . • • • .. .. . 5, 500 00 
19,000 00 ................................ .. 
4,000 00 ................................. . 
10,000 00 ................................. . 
25,000 00 ................................. . 
100, 000 00 • . • . • • . • • .. • • .. • .. . ..... - ...•••••• 
6, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 6, 000 00 6, 000 00 
31, 242, 220 31 ~ ----1,-515, 543 97 1~. 648 43 3o, 866, 348 32 I 1, 516, 916 43 4, 811, 383 66 
462 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEME~VT exhibiting the BALAXCES of APPRO 




I Vol. I P a g ~ or 1 1 sectiOn. 
Balances of ap-
JH'opriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
Brought forward ....................................... 1 .••••• ' ...... • • • • • • • • . . • • $4, 436, 884 15
1 
Improving Delaware River at Schooner Ledge, New Jprsey .'. .. . . . 20 372 ............... . 
Improving Df'laware River nem· Cherry Island Flats........ . . • • • . 20 370 ............... . 
Improving Mispillion River, Delaware..................... . . ... .. 20 370 ............... . 
Improving Chester River, Maryland . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 00 Improv~g Wicomico Ri.ver, Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 20 I 364 . · .... -:.·······I 
Jmprovmg Pocomoke RIVer, Maryland...................... .... .. ..•... . . . . . . . .. ... .1, 000 00 
Improving Potomac Rivl'r at Mount Vernon, Virginia...... .... .. 20 I 372 ..........•..•.. 1 
Improving Blackwater Rivf'r, Virginia ...... ················ '······ 20 364 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - ~ Improv~g Chickahomi}lY Riv~r, _Y_irginia ......................... 
1 
20 36~ ............... . 
Improvmg Hampton Rtver, Vn·gmta................... . . . . . .. . . . 20 ::!Go 4, 000 00 
Improving James River, Virginia........................... . . . . . . 20 364 .............. . 
Jmprov~np: Appom_atox R~ve;.:Virgi.nia ................ ······l······ 20 364 ..........•..... 
1 
~~~~~~ ~ ~:!rg~:k~-~fr~;hii~~ ~~ ~ ~:: ~:: ~::::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: , :::::: ~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::: 
Improving North I"andin~ River, Virginia ant! North Carolina' ...... 20 I 371 ............... . 
Improv~ng Rappahann?CK Riyf'r1 ~irginia.. .. .. . .••.•• ...••. . .. . . . 20 364 ............... . i:~~~;~~ ~~~~e~~~1Ri~~:;~~i~~~~i~: ~:::: ~::: :::::::::::: :::::: · ... :~ ......... ~:~. · · · · · · · i," ooo ·oo· 
Improv~ng Urbana Cre~k, Vir~in.ia_. ...................•......... ·· I 20 371 ............... . 
Improvmg Occoquan Rtver, Vn-gmm....... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . .•••.. .... .. ...... 4, 000 00 
Improving Great Kanawha River, West Virginia .....•...... 1 •••••• 20 1 364 267,000 00 
Improv~ng G_uyandotte River\ West Virgi~ia:.:............. . . . . . . 20 368 ............... . 
Improvmg Ltttle Kanawha Rtver, WestYtqpma... .. .... ... ...... 20 I 368 8, 000 00 
Improving Monongahela River, West Virgirua and Pennsyl- I 
vania ..•...........•..................••..........••. .. : ... ' ······ 20 371 ................ 1 
i:~~~;!~~ ~~,~~~~~ ro~~dv~~in;~;th. iii~~~ ":B~;\. :N ~;.th ., ....................... . 
Carolina................................................... . . . . . . 20 372 .............•.. 
Improving French Broad River, North Carolina . ............ ,...... 20 365 6, 000 00 
Improv~ng Neuse Rtver, North Carolina.:···········........ ...... 20 I 365 ............... . 
Improvmg Cape Fear Rtver, North Carolma. ... .... .. .... .. .... .. 20 364 25,000 00 
Improving Scuppernong River, North Carolina ............. ·I····. ·1 20 370 1, 800 00 
Impro~ng Pamli?O River, Nort·h C_arolina. •... .. .•.•.•..•••. ...... 20 I 365 ............... . 
[ mprovmg Tar Rt yer, North Carolma ......•.•....•.......•. I . • • • . . 20 371 ............... . 
Improving Trent River, North Carolina ..................... 
1
...... 20 I 371 ...•...•.•.•.... 
Improving Yadkin River, North Carolina .....•............. ······1 20 1 372 ······ ······ · · .. 
Improving Etowah RivE'r, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 9, 000 00 
Improvinp; Ocmulgee River, Georgia........................ ..•... 20 I 368 2, 000 00 
Improving Chattahoochie River, Georgia .................... 1...... 20 365 •............... 
Improving Chattauoocbie River, Georgia and Alabama ..... , ............ , . . • . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 00 
Jmpt·oving Oostenaula and Coosawattee Rivers, Georgia ......... - ~ 20 368 2, 000 00 
Improving Saint Augusth1e Creek, Georgia ................. 1...... 20 I 365 ...•.•.......... 
Improving Coosa River, Geor~ia and .Floritla ...•.......•.... 1• •• • • • 20 368 42, 000 00 Improv~ng Flint Riv~r, Georgta _and Alabama ............... 
1
1...... 20 365 ............... . 
Improvmg Oconee Rtver~,...,.Georgm. ...... ..•. ...... .... .. . . . . ...... 20 368 5, 000 00 
Improving Apalachicola 1~iver, Florida ..................... i ...... , 20 ' 365 ....... _ •••..••. 
Improving Choctawhatchee River, Florida and Alabama.... . .. . . . 20 365 ............... . 
Ifob~~~~§,l~~!~f~e- ~~~~~~~- -~~~'~-~~~. ~-~~~~~!~-~. ~~-~~- -~~~~~ ...... _1
1 
Improving Alabama River, Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~ I ~~~ :::::: : : :: :::::: 
Improving Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, Alabama and 1 Mississippi...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 20 365 7, 000 00 
lmprov~ng Big Snn:fiow~r RiYm:, ~~js~iss~})l)i ..•••......•..... 
1
...... 20 370 ..............•. Improv~ng Cold water Rryer, M1~s t~SIJ?Pl: ................. .. ....• ·1 20 I 370 .............• ·. 
Improvmg Pascagoula Rtver, Mtsstsstppt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 20 • 372 8, 000 00 
lmpro~g Yazoo R:iver, M_iss_iss_ipp_i ....................... ·I·..... 20 366 5, 000 00 
Improv~ng ;\earl Rtve_r, ~JSSlSSIP_PL ... : .. · .........•..•...... 1...... 20 I 372 ............... . 
Improvmg Iallahatclne Rtver, MtSSJSSlppt.... •• . . . . . . .. •• . . . . . . . . 20 370 .............•.. 
Improving Bayou La Fourches, Louisiana . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 I 371 3, 000 00 
Improv:ing mont~ of Red ~iver, Lo~i.siana ................. -I-..... 20 366 115, 000 00 
Removmg snags m Reel Rtver, J,outstana..... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .•.• .. 20 I 366 ............... . 
Removing raft in Red River, Louisiana . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 366 ............•••. 
Improving Aransas Pass and Bay, Texas.................... . . . . . . 20 371 ............... . 
Improving Neches River, Texas............................. ... . . . 20 
1 
365 7, 500 88 
Improving Passo Cavallo, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 20 365 38, 500 00 
Improving Cypress Bayou, Texas and Louisiana............ . .. . •. 20 366 ............... . 
Protection of l'iver bank at Fort Brown, Texas.............. . .. ... 20 370 ............... . 
Improving ship channel in GalYeston Bay, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . 20 367 143, 002 62 
Improving Sabine River, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 365 88 
i:~~~;~~~ ~~1'un;:/:R~~(.'¥'::a~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~ 1 3~~ 9, 5~~ g~ Improv~ng Arkansas River, Ar~ansas and Kansas ...... ···· I······ 20 ! a66 ............... . 
Im1n·ovmg Fourche LeFevre Rtver, Arkansas ............•. ,...... 20 1 367 ............••.. 
Carrietl forward . ............... , ................. J ....................... ~ r;:l. :i:l1l ~o 
2, 230 00 
REGISTER. 463 
PRIATIOJVS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, g·c.-Continued . 
.Appropriations! Repayments Aggregate avail- ~ Paymentsdur- 1 .Amountscarried ---
for the fisrall made d tuing able for the fis- ing the fiscal I to the. surplus 1 Bal~nce~ ~f ap-
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, ~ropr~~ ~~s3' 
June 30, 1880. , 1880. _ June 30, 18~ 1 Juue30,1880. 1880. u~e • · 
131' ':& g~ ~ I $1,_ :~:: :~:. ~~. 137, '~: ~~ ~ : ~10, ·~t i::: :: I . $1 '. ""·. 916 ~ I. $4· 811' :~'. ·~ 
100, 000 00 ...... ooo ... •••••• 100, 000 00 !lO, 000 00 .................. I 10, 000 00 
3, ooo oo .................. 3, ooo oo I :J, ooo oo • .. o ............................ .. . 
. . . . . . . . . - . . . • • . . •. -...........•. - 3, 000 00 500 00 . 0. 0.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 00 
3, 000 00 I' . 0 • 0 ••• 0 •••••••• - ~: ~~~ ~~ I ~: ~~~ ~~ :::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
...... -~1-:,· ~o- ~o- ooo· ooo ooo· : __ ~_:0:0:_:._:_:_~_:_:_:_~-_:_: __ : __ : __ : ~: ~~~ ~~ t ~~~ ~~ I:::::::::::::::::: 1:::::::::::::::: 




1, 000 oo 
2, ooo oo .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6, ooo oo 1 6, ooo oo ..•••.... __ ... _ . __ . _. _ ....... _ 0 0 __ 
75, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 75, 000 00 . 65, 000 00 .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. • .. 10, 000 00 
20, 000 00 - .. -. 0............ 20, 000 00 20, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -•• -..•.•.•..... 
12,000 00 ••• o.... ..... .... 12,000 00 12,000 00 ................ -- ~ ------ ........ .. 
2. 500 00 ..... __ .... ...... 2. 500 00 2. 500 00 
1 
...... _______ ........... _________ _ 
25, 000 00 .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. 25, 000 00 25, 000 00 ................................ .. 
10,000 00 .... . .... ...... ... 10,000 00 5, 000 00 ...... . .... .. .. ... 5, 000 00 
5, ooo oo .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. 5, ooo oo I 5, ooo oo ................................. . 
: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~: ::: ~:::::::::: ~::: t ~~~ ~~ I l ~~g ~g ::::::::::::::::: {::::: : ~ ~:::::: ~ 
150, 000 00 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 417,000 00 ! 365, 000 00 .............. ----1 52, 000 00 
1, 000 00 .............. .... 1, 000 00 1, 000 00 ................................ .. 
18, ooo oo ....... _ .. .. .. • .. . 26, ooo oo 26, ooo oo ............ _ .. _ .. 
1 
............... . 
24, 000 00 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 24, 000 00 24-, 000 00 ................................. . 
• .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 2, 250 00 2, 250 00 ................................. . 
25, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25, 000 00 I 1 o, 000 00 I"".... . .. . .. .. .. .. 15, 000 00 
5, 000 00 .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 11, 000 00 11, 000 00 ................................. . 
45, ooo oo .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. 45, ooo oo I 30, ooo oo .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . 15, ooo oo 
100, 000 00 .. .. .. ............ 125, 000 00 110, 000 00 ................. .! 15, 000 00 J 111 ~ ~~~~ ~~ j :j j: ~ ~jjj :j J ~~ 11 ~ ....... 1: ~~-~. : ~ ::·:: :::: ~~ ~~~ · · I ~~~~~~:;;_: m: ;; 
••.•• •... -............ - . . . . . . . . . • . 9, 000 00 I' ............... , ................. ' I 9, 000 00 
7, 000 00 .. • .. • .. . .. .. .. .. . 9, 000 00 9, 000 00 .............. ............ ...... .. 
15, 000 00 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. J 5, 000 00 2, 000 00 .................. I 13, 000 00 
................ I. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. 3, 000 00 3, 000 00 I ................................. . 
3, 000 00 . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. . 5, 000 00 5, 000 00 J· ............................... .. 
5, 000 00 1.................. 5, 000 00 ...... . .... ..... .................. 5, 000 00 
45,000 00 ... .. .. .. . ........ 87,000 00 ,. 87,000 00 j .................. , .............. .. 
7, 000 00 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 7, 000 00 5, 000 00 1.................. 2, 000 00 
1, 500 oo _ .............. _ .. 6, 500 oo 6, 500 oo 
1 
................ _ ........ _ ...... .. 
5, ooo oo .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 5, ooo oo I n, ooo oo .................. . ............. .. 
5, 000 oo .......... ___ .. _ __ 5 ooo oo 5, ooo oo I 
7,ooo oo .................. 7:ooo oo I 7,ooo oo :::::::~:::::~:::>:: ::::::: ::::::: 
30,000 00 .................. 1 30,000 00 20,000 00 1........... ..... .. 10,000 00 
3o, ooo oo .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 37, ooo oo I 27, ooo oo .................. I 10, ooo oo 
20,000 00 ............ ...... 20,000 00 iO, 000 00 .................. 1 10,000 00 
7, 000 00 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • • • 7, 000 00 7, 000 00 ................................. . 
i~: ~~~ ~~ ::::::::::::::: ::: ~~: ~~~ ~~ · · · · · · 2o: ooo · oo · :::::::::::::::::: . _. _ ... ~~·- ~~~ _ ~~ 
6, 000 00 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 6, 000 00 1, 000 00 I .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5, 000 00 
6, ooo oo ......... _ ........ 6, ooo oo I 6, ooo oo 
1 
......................... _ ........ _ 
10,000 00 .................. 13,000 00 6, 000 00 ............ --0···1 7, 000 00 
40, 000 00 .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 155, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 155, 000 00 
22, 500 00 .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 22, 500 00 22, 500 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. ........ .... .. 
15, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15, 000 00 15, 000 00 1-- ............................... . 
35, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 35, 000 00 jO, 000 00 .................. I 15, 000 00 
5, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12, 500 88 12, 500 88 . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. ............. . 
2s, ooo oo .......•••• 0 • • • • • • 63, 5oo oo ............... -I-................. 
1 
63, soo oo 
6, 000 00 ,.. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 6, 000 00 3, 000 00 0..... .. .. .. . .. .. . 3, 000 00 
7, 000 00 . .. .. . .. .. .. . • .. .. 7, 000 00 7, 000 00 ................................ .. 
80, 000 00 .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. 223, 002 62 131, 002 62 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 92, 000 00 
6, 000 00 .. • . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 6, 000 88 4, 000 00 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 000 88 
25, 000 00 , .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 25, 091 00 11, 509 00 · .• · _· •· •· _ .. __ .. _ • __ • _ .. _ ·_ ·_ ·.·.·. I 13, 582 00 
2, 500 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 12, 000 87 6, 000 87 6, 000 00 
i~:~~ ~~ ::::::::::::::::::1 __ i~:~~~ ~~ i~:~~~ ~~ ::::::::::::::::::_,:::::::::::::::: 
32, 502, 720 31 1, 51!i, 543 97 39, 181' 794 68 32, 264, 911 ()9 1, 516, 916 45 5. 399, 96G fi 
464 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMEXT exhibiting the B.JLANC!J:S of APPRO 
----
1 --l I Statutes. 
-[
Year. I Vol. Page or 
section. 
Specific objects of appropriation. Balancesofap- 1 propriations, 
1 
July 1, 1879. 
MILIT.\UY ESTADLJSIIMEXT-Continued. 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 163, 530 40 
Improving L' Aq uille River, Arkansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 371 .•••••....•••••. 
Improving Ouachita River, Arkansas aml Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 366 ...••........•.. 
Improving White River, Arkansas.......................... .... .. 20 366 .•••••••••••.••. 
Improving Vfhi te and Saint Francis Rivers, Arkansas . . • . . . . . . . • . 20 371 ............•••• 
Improving :Fall of the Ohio River and Louisville Canal...... ..•••. . .. ••. . • •. . . . . . . . . 25, 000 00 
Improving Cumberland River above Nashville, Tenn........ . .. . . . 20 367 7, 000 00 
Improving Cumberland River below Nashville, Tenn....... ...... 20 367 ..•............. 
Improving Tennessee River .................. - .......••... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 140, 000 00 I 
Improving Tennessee River above Chattanooga, T enn . • • • . . . . . . . . 20 367 ........•...•... 
Improving Hiawassee River, Tennessee........ . ..... . ..... . . . . . . . 20 368 ...........••••. 
Improving Tennessee River below Chattanooga; Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 367 .•...•.......... 
Improving Big Sandy River, Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 20 368 .•.•.•.••• 
Improving Kentucky River, Kentucky............ . ......... . . . • . . . 20 370 ........ • • • • • - ~ 
Improving Ohio River, Ohio....................... . ............... 20 368 ·.-••••• 8.8_,_8_o_o_-_o_o_-_
1 
Improving Wabash River, Indiana . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 368 
Improving White River, Indiana.................................. 20 371 ......... . 
Improving Illinois River, illinois...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 367 15, 000 · 00 · I 
Improving Mississippi, Missouri, and Arkansas Rivers . . . . . . . . . . . 20 366 ........•....... 
1 
Improving Mississippi River between mouths of Ohio and 
Illinois Rivers . ............................................ .. . . .. 20 366 
Improving Mississippi River from- -- .. -.- ... -.. -. - ~· 
Saint Paul to Des Moines Rapids . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 366 39, 000 00 
1 Des Moines Rapids to mouth of illinois River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 367 . . . . • . • . 
Improving Mississippi River at Quincy, ill.---· ......... -.. . ..... 20 372 : .••••. : .. ::::::1 
Removing bar in Mississippi River opposite Dubuque, Iowa. .•.••. 20 367 .•...•....•••••• 
Improving Rock Island Rapids, Mississippi River. . • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . 20 367 ..•...•••....••. 
Improving Des Moines Rapids, Mississippi River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 20 367 .•••••.....•••• ·j 
Preservation of Falls of Saint Anthony and navigation Mis-
c:~~1~!cit!~v~f'l~~n~~:rJ:~-o"~ M"i~~issipi>i ·:ai~~~- ~i-:M~ei: · · · · · · · · ·· • • · · · · · · · • · · · · · 1' 000 00 1 
er's Falls, Minnesota . ........... ...••..... .•.. .• . . . . ...... .•. .. . ..•••. . . •.. . . . • . . . 25,000 00 
Improving Mississippi River from Des Moines to mouth of J 
o~%1i!~vi>~~-:M~i~~~·c,;.~~i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ···2o· · ·· ·· · · ·aii7 · .... _. ~~~-~~~-~~- ~ 
Improving Des Moines Rapids and operating canal.......... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 10, 033 75 
Improving Missouri River at-
Council. Bluff, Iowa, and Omaha, Nebr.......................................... 35,000 00 
1 
Vermillion, Dak......................................... ...... ...... ............ 2,500 00 
Eastport, Iowa, and Nebraska City...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 24, 000 00 
Improving Missouri River near Glasgow, Mo................ . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . 9, 000 00 I 
Im}lroving Missouri River at-
t!d~~scftf.~~-s-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 1;· ~~~ ~~ 
Improving Missouri River near Fort Leavenworth, Kans.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . 7; 000 00 
Improving Missouri River at Sioux City, Iowa . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 
Improving Missouri River near Kansas-City, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . • • . . . 24, 000 00 
Improving Missouri River above mouth of Yellowstone . 
River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 20 366 .•.•••.......•.. 
SM:~Vt ~:. ~~~~~~-r~ -~-i~-~~ ~~~~ --~t~~ ~~-~~~. ~~ --~~~~: ~-~~~~~~. . . . . . . 20 36~ .•••........••• ·I 
G~ugm~ the water of J:o'Yer.MI~SlSSippr and 1ts tnbutanes. - - ~ - .. 20 366 .............•.. . 
Improvmg Upper Mississippi R1ver..... ............ ..... •.. ..... . 20 36~ ................ , 
Improving Osage River, Missouri and Kansas. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . 20 372' ............... . 
Improv!ng Misso:uri ~iver n_ear: Saint Joseph, Mo . .•••••. •.. .•.••• .•..•. .•••. .••.... 4, 000 00 
Improvmg Detroit River, MIChigan ..........•.... ·.......... . •• • . . 20 369 54 000 00 I 
Improv!ng Au ~able ~iver, M;ic~igan. ..... ... .........••••• ...... .••... . .... ••. ..•. 1; 000 00 
Impro~g Sa~maw ~Iver, Mw·~ng:tn . . • • • . .. .. . • . • . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 20 369 5, 000 00 
Improvmg Samt Clair Flats, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 369 ..•. . .•...•..••. 
1
. 
Im~f~hl.~fn -~~~~.~-a-~~·~--~~~~~-:~~~--~~~~.~~~-~·~- -~~~-~l~. . . . . . . 20 369 65, 000 00 
Improvmg Fox and Wisconsm Rivers, W1sconsm........... . . . . . . 20 368 75 000 00 
Improving Chippewa River, Wisconsin.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 20 372 ..• . .•• .' ......•. Surv~ys for: reservoir at ~ource~ of ~he Mississippi, Saint I 
Crmx, Chippewa, and Wisconsm R1vers ....•. ....... . .... ...... 20 370 ......... . ..... . 
Improving Red River of the North, Minnesota and Dakota.. . . . . . . 20 367 .•••.• . ......... 
Improving Red River of the North, Minnesota . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 15, 000 00 I 
Improving Saint Anthony's Falls, Minnesota. . .. . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . • • 20 372 ............... . 
Improving Saint Croix River below Taylor's Falls, Minnesota . . • . • . 20 3117 ............... . 
i:~~~~:~ ¥~N~~!\~~~~~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~g 3~~ : ::::::::::::::: 
Improving Lower Clearwater River, Idaho.................. ...... 20 370 .............. .. 
Improving Mouth of Columbia River, Oregon . . . . . .. . .. . . . • . . .. . . . 20 370 ............... ·I 
Improving Upper Columbia River, Oregon.. . ............... ...•.. 20 370 ............... . 
Carried forward . .......................... . ...... . ...... ! ........... . ...... ,5,881, 864 15 
REGISTER. 465 




prrotphre·iafitisocnasl Repay m en t s .A.a~gr1eeg0artethaevafiils-- Payments dur- .A.Jnounts carried B 1 f f1 made during 10 f< ing the fiscal to th8 surplus a ances 0 ap-
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, yopriations, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30,1880. June30, 1880. 18ll0. une30, !880. 
$32, 502, 720 31 
5, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
$1, 515, 543 97 
39, 000 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
40, 000 00 - - - - - - - ----. --- - --
11,500 00 
3, 000 00 
210, 000 00 
12,000 00 
100, 000 00 
250,000 00 
20, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
190, 000 00 
200, 000 00 
100, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
20,000 00 
4, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
25,000 00 
----·--·--··------ 1 
40, 000 00 - - - . - - --- - - - . -----
45,000 00 
30,000 00 
5, 000 00 
20,006 00 
20,000 00 
-·-- --5o: ooo · oo- :::::: :::::::::: :: 
--- ·-·-s:ooo-oo· :::::::::::::::::: 
3, 000 00 - - - - - - - - - . - .. - . - - -
300,000 00 
150, 000 00 
8, 000 00 
25,000 00 
25,000 00 
$39, 181, 794 68 
5, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
25,000 00 
46, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
140, 000 00 
] l, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
210, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
100, 000 00 
338, 800 00 
20, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
55, 000 00 
190, 000 00 
200, 000 00 
139, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
20,000 00 
4, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
40, 080 00 
10,033 75 
35, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
24, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
7, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
24, 000 00 
45,000 00 
30, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
20,000 00 
20,000 00 
4, 000 00 
104,000 00 
1, 000 00 
$32, 264, 911 69 
2, 500 00 
5, 000'00 
10, uoo 00 
12,000 00 
20, 000 00 
46,000 00 
40,000 00 
140, 000 00 
11, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
210, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
36,000 00 
243,800 00 
20, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
30, 000 00 
190,000 00 
166, 000 00 
104, 000 00 
40,000 00 
20,000 00 
4, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
15, 000 00 
25,000 1)0 
40, 000 00 
10, 033 75 
35, 800 00 
2, 500 00 
24,000 00 
9, 000 00 
12, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
7, 000 00 




5, 000 00 
17, 000 00 
20,000 00 
4, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
13, 000 00 13, 000 00 
3, 000 00 3, 000 00 
365, 000 00 200, 000 00 
2:!5, 000 00 225, 000 00 
8, 000 00 8, 000 00 
25, 000 00 25, 000 00 
25, fOI 00 17, OO·J 00 
15, 000 00 8, 000 00 
10, 000 00 10, 000 00 
8, 000 00 8, 000 00 
10, 000 00 8, 000 00 
25, 000 00 25, 000 00 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 
$1, 516, 916 45 I $5, 399, 966 54 
...... ...... ...... 2, 500 00 
...... .... .. ...... 5, Of!O 00 
: ~ ~ ~ : : : ::: : : : :: : : : I: : : : : : -· ~.: ~b~: ~~ 
5, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
34,000 00 
35, 000 00 
10,000 00 
1, 000 00 
25,000 00 
12,000 00 
3, ooe oo 
64,000 00 
1, 000 00 
165, ooo oe 
8, 000 00 
7, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 
20, 000 00 15, 000 00 - - - - - - --- - - - - - -- -- 5, 000 00 
------·--·--1-------:------l------11-----
34, 687, 220 31 1 1, 515, 54a 97 42, o84, 628 43 I 34, 594, 245 44 1, 516, 916 45 5, 973, 466 54 
10, 000 00 
8, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
25, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
20,000 00 
30 F 
466 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-Continued. 
Statutes. Balances of ap-
Year.l----;-----1 propriations, 
July 1, 1879. 
Brought forward .............................................. ·----- ...... $5,881,864 15 
Constructing canal around Cascades of Columbia, Or~on ....... ·.. 20 370 159, 000 00 
Improving Lower Willamette and Columbia Rivers, Oregon. . . . . . . 20 370 20, 000 00 
Improving Upper Willamette River, Oregon .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 20 370 ............... . 
Improving Umpqua River, Oregon .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 4, 685 89 
Improving Sacramento River, California............. ... .... .... .. 20 370 .............. .. 
Breakwater and harbor of refuge between Straits of Fuca 
and San Francisco, Cal .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . 20 372 . .............. . 
Repairs of harbor on Northern Lakes .............................................. . 
Examinations and surveys of South Pass, Mississippi River. . . . . . . 20 365 
Examinations and surveys on Pacific Coast . ................................ ... ... .. 
Examinations, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and har-
bors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 375 
Payment to Commissioners to appraise damages to lands in 
Fond duLac County, Wieconsin ........... ... ................ .. 21 248 
1, 314 35 
2, 241 97 
3, 014 21 
24, 083 06 
Miller's patent cartridge extractor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 
Geographical survey of the territory of t.he United States 5 1879 
21 252 ........... ... .. 
west uf one hundredth meridian . . . .. .. . .. . . . ........... ( 1880 1---· ........... . 14, 000 00 
Do .... . , .......... .. ................. ...... ............... .. 21 244 
Removing obstructions from the harbor at Delaware Break-
water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 61 ....... .. ...... . 
~l~~~~ti~,~~;;l~:~:::':':~::atS:~~th:~~:t:~•i;:: ;;;;~ )l_ --- --- at ::::::: ::: ::: 
Centingencies of the Army (transfer account)............... 1877* ........................ . ....... .. 
ContinB~~~~~s ~~- ~~~- ~~~::. ~ ~ ::~~-- ~ ~:: ~~--~:::::::::::: :::: ~: i~~~ :::: :~ :::.:::::::: .. _ .. -~~~- :~~ -~~-
Do ....... . ................ . ......................... . 1880 21 33 ... .. ... . ...... . 
Expenses of recruiting . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 1877* 21 256 ............... . 
Expenses of recruiting (transfer account) .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 1877* ................................ .. 
Expenses of recruiting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . .... . _.... 24, 867 60 
Do .................................................. 1879 ...... .... . ....... 1, 526 79 
Do .................................................... 1880 21 30 ............... . 
Expenses of Commanding General's office ................... 1878 ...... ...... ...... 141 43 
Do ................................... -.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . _ .......... ... . - ...... - ......... . 
Do . . . . . . ........... . ..... - - - - - .......... - . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 30 ........ . ...... . 
Contingencies of tl!e Adjutant-General's Department ....... 1878 ...... ............ 68 25 
Do ................................................... 1879 ......... . ...............•........ 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 31 ............... .. 
Signal~~~~~~~ : :: : ::: ::::::: : :::: :: :::: ~: :::::: :::::: : ::: : ::: i~~r :::::: : : : :: ::::::: ....... -.. ao- 23-
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 ....................•.. - . .......•. 
Do . .. ......... .. ................. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 21 31 ............... . 
Observation and report of st-orms.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1877• ................................ .. 
Do ................................... ..... . -~ . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 68 
Do....... . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . 1879 ................................. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 386 .............. - -
Military road from A1mosa, Colo., to Pagosa Springs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 390 .••... ... ....... 
Military road from Ojo Caliente, N.Mex., to Pagosa Springs. ...... 20 390 .............. .. 
Military road from Scottsburg to Camp Stewart, Oreg . . . • • • . . . . . . . 20 390 ............... . 
Military road from Ojo Caliente to Fort Wingate, N.Mex .......................................... .. 
Military post at El Paso, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 281 ............... . 
Expenses of military convicts..... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 1878 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 2, 581 13 
Do. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. 1879 .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. 4, 888 79 
Do ... - - .... - . - ................... -.. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 388 .............. - . 
Fifty per centum of arrears of Army transportation due cer-
tain land grant railroads .. ............................ .. ... .. .. .. 20 
Telegraphic cable from the main land in Rhode Island to 
Block Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
390 
60 ..... -- .. . ..•... 
Allowance for reduction of wages under the eight-hour law 
prior to .July 1, 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 21 256 
Construction of a bridge across the Mississippi River at 
Fort Snelling ............... ....... ...... ......... . .. ..... . . __ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 000 00 
Publication of official records of the war of the rebellion.... 1878 ............... _.. 1 02 
Do ... - .. ....... - . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 880 20 388 ............ -.. . 
Providing for the comfort of sick and discharged soldiers . . . 1871 * 21 256 ............... . 
Support ot National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. . 1878 .••• _. _.... . . . . . . . 12, 801 60 
Do ............................ ............... ......... 1880 20 390 ............... . 
~1~!{~~~f~~~~~~s~~~~~~~: ~~~: ~~~~i-~~ ~~ ~~~~i~~~!. ~~~~~~~~~: · ~~~~~ -~: -~-... _ .... ~~~~. : :::: ::::::::::: 
Do ......... - .................................. _ . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 98 
Do .............................................. . .... 1880 20 386 ............. . 
----
Carried forward ........................................................ _.. 6, 236,843 71 
*.And p:J:ior years. 
REGISTER. 467 
PRI.ATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, <J·c.-Continued. 
Ap0prrotpne·afiti8oc~s1 Repayments Aggregate avail- Paymentsdur- Amounts carried Bal f f1 ;h .. made during able for the fis- ing the fiscal to the surplus ance 0 ap-
yea.r ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund .Tune 30, propriations, 
.Tune 30,1880. 1880. .Tune 30, 1880. .Tune 30, 1880. 1880. .Tune30, 1880. 
$34, 687, 220 31 
100, 000 00 
45,000 00 
12, 000 00 
$1, 515, 543 97 
20, 000 00 -- - - . -- -- -- -- - - --
150, 000 00 . --- -- .. -. -- --.-- . 
24, 000 00 
150, 000 00 




1, 100, 000 00 
175, 000 00 
325 86 
---------------- 2,06513 
-- -- .... -- . -- -- . 149 97 
------·--·------ 100 
······--····--·· 48 94 
40, 000 00 ---- ....•••• . --. --
118 74 584 20 
•.... -··- --·-· • . 60 40 
·····-·· ..•..• • 38 40 
-- ....... -- .. -- . 1, 592 17 
75, 000 00 18 45 
2, 500 00 
1 69 
1, 122 53 
-- ...... -- ---- .. 98 75 
3, 000 00 .......... -- -- - - --
·····-----·----- 3 37 
................ 5 48 
......... .. ..... 9 83 
10, 500 00 15 00 
.... -- ... -- -- -- - 78 
. .. ... .. . .. .. ... .. . . .. .. -............ --- ..... -. ·· ~ --
..... -- . --. -- -- 70 83 
375, 000 00 12 73 
10, 000 00 . ---- ............ . 
5, 000 00 . -- ..• -- -- -- -- . -- -
10, 000 00 ---- -- .••.•..•. --. 
······- ·--······ 71 
40, 000 00 .•..•. -- .. -- ---- --
. -. -. -iii; 000- 00. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
300, 000 00 
15,000 00 
119 41 3, 615 84 
···· · ·4o: 49o · oo · :::::::::::::::::: 
5 95 --·----·-··- ·-----
..... 88o; 000-00- :::: :: :::::: :::::: 




18, i32, 677 26 1 526,098 23 
$42, 084, 628 43 
259,000 00 
6i, 000 00 
12,000 00 
4, 685 89 
20, 000 00 
150, 000 00 
1, 314 35 
20,567 83 
3, 014 21 
174,083 06 
5, 010 00 
18,792 52 
14, 000 00 
30, 000 00 
25,000 00 
1, 100, 000 00 
175, 000 00 












3, 622 53 
68 25 
98 75 









10, 000 00 





4, 888 79 
16, 000 00 
300, 000 00 
15, 000 00 





12, 801 60 
880, 000 QO 
117, 943 (jl 
688 92 
1 98 
50, 000 00 
$34, 594, 245 44 $1, 516, 916 45 $5, 973, 466 54 
196, 000 00 ...... -- -- . . . • • • .. 63, 000 00 
65, 000 00 .. -- -- . -- -- - ... -- - -- .. - -- -- . - .. - .. 
12, 000 00 
. --.. --.. --.. --. : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : ---.. ---4; 685-89 
12, 000 00 . -- -- -- .. -- .. -- -- . 8, 000 00 
10, 257 11 ------ ..••• ------- 139, 742 89 
1, 314 35 
25, 2'57 o7 :::::::::::::::::: · • • ·----i; iiio · 76 
17 50 ------·----·----·· 2,996 71 
128, 124 33 
14, 000 00 
9, 500 00 
45,958 73 
5, 010 00 
18,792 52 
30, 000 00 
15,500 00 
1, 100, 000 00 . -- •.. ---.- ... ---. - ---- -- - . --. ---. 
. __ . _ ~~~·- ~~~ . ~~ · -- ---·--2: oii5- is- . __ .. __ ~~·- ~~~. ~~ 
149 97 
707 5o ·----···i4;oo9-os· :::::::::::::::: 
--------·--·---- -------- - -------·· 48 94 
40, 000 00 . --- . - .. --.- ---- . - - - -- .. -- . - - . - --. 
--··--····------ 584 20 118 74 
60 40 ------------------ --·· -·--·--··--· 
..... - ... - - . - - - . 24, 906 00 . - - ..... - - - ... - -
.•... -- . -- - .. - - - -- -- - - . -- -- . -- -- .. 3, 118 96 
68, 688 55 .. -- .. -- -- -- -- -- -- 6, 329 90 
..... .. . ------... 141 43 ----------.--- .. 
· · ·------------- ------··--··------ 169 
3, 622 53 - - - - - .. - - .• - .. - • - - . - - . - - - .. - - . - - - . 
. -- · ·------·- -- · 68 25 ··--· --·· --·---· 
·-------- -·----· --·--- ------ ----·- 98 75 
3, 000 00 .. -- -- . -- .. - - -- - - - ..... -- .. - - -- -- . 
····- -······- ... 3 37 ---- · ---. ---· ---
--- .. --····· ·-- · 35 71 . --··--·---·-- .. 
1 06 . ----- . - ... - . ---.. 8 77 
10, 500 00 .... -- ..• ------... 15 00 
····- -- ...•..••. 78 . ·······- --·-··· 
. --··---· --····· 15 68 . ---· --··-- . ..•. 
26 33 ......... -- -- . .. .. 44 50 
375, 012 73 .. - ..... -- •. ---- -. . - •.. - •. - ... - - - -
10, 000 00 . - - ... . .. -- . ---- - - . --.- - - . . - . - -- -
5, 000 00 -- -- - - .•.•.. -- -- - . . -- - - -- - - - -- - - -
10, 000 00 ---- -- .• -.- •. ----- . -- -. - - . - . -.- - - -
··-·· -- .. --·--- . .•.... -- - --- ·---·- 71 
40, 000 00 .• -- -- .. -- -- -- - . -- -- ... - -- . - - -- - - . 
- -- .. -- .. - - .. - - . 2, 581 13 . ----- - . - . . --. --
2, 044 52 -- .... -- . -- .. -- . -- 2, 844 27 
9, 809 53 ------------ .. ---- 6, 190 47 
285,554 09 
15, 000 00 
3, 615 84 
14,445 91 
119 41 
05, 000 00 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - - - . - - - - - - - •. 
····-·-·- ---· --· 1 02 . ------·---·--·· 
40, 490 00 . ----- . -- - - - . --- . . . --. -- •.. - - . - - - . 
---------··---·· ------ ··---- --- - -· i 95 
. -- -- . -- • . .. • . • . 12, 801 60 .•.••• - - - ... -- - -
880, 000 00 --- - ... - -. - . ------ . -- .. -- .. - - -. --. 
117, 943 61 . ---- .. ---- . . -- - -- . --.- - - .. - ... -- -
688 92 ·--·---·--------
1 98 ·----------··--· 50, 000 00 
46, 295, 619 20 38, 362, 326 62 1, 578, 436 57 6, 354, 8i6 01 
468 REPORT ON TI:H~ l<'INANCES. 
STATEMENT c.rhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 




VoL Ps~~t~o:.r July 1,1879. 
----------------------1--- - ---------
Specific objects of appropriations. 
MILITAlLY ESTABLTSHMENT-Continned. ! 
Brought forward . . . . . . ....... . ......... ·1·. .... . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 236,843 71 
E~if:iRlv~~ ~~~~~ ~e:~~-r-~~~-~~~~ ~~ -~~~ -~~ ~~~-~~~~-~~. 1880 20 3!l6 .. .. .. ........ . 
... ·······I 
... ~. ~~~. ~~ . 1,1 
Extension of military telegraph lines from Fort Elliott, Tex. 1880 I 20 386 
C1lnstruction and operation of a line of telegraph on the 
frontier settlements of Texas .. . . . . . . . ..................... . 
Committee to investigate and report plan for reclamation of I 
alluvial basin of Mississippi River . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..... . 
CaptureofJeffersonDavis ... . ... . ....... . . ........ 
1
1 ••••• ···········-1 2, 968 38 
387 
Removing remains of William Ji~. English, late first lieu ten- , 
ant Seventh United States Iufantr.v - ..... --- -. · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · - ~ 20 
Support of military prison at l<'ort Leavenworth, Kans . . . . . . 1879 ........... . 
Support of military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans...... 1880 20 
.Artillery school at Fortress Monroe, Va. .................... 1880 20 
Erection of barracks at Fortress Monroe, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 
11, 89S 81 
389 . ......•. -····· 
1180 .• • •• •••••• •••• 
389 .. .. ······ ..... . 
Repair of road between Fortress Monroe and Mill Creek, Va. . . . . . . . 20 :~~ ::::::::::::::::1 Military post near Pagosa. Springs, Colo..................... ... . . . 20 
Military post near the Black Hills ........••.••..............•.............. . ...... .. ............. 
Buildings for military headquarters at Fort Snelling, Minn.. . . • . . . 20 390 .. ............. . 
Bounty act, July 28, 1866 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 3689 .............. . 
Draft and substitute fund ................................... 1871* 21 256 ............... . 
Collecting, drillin~, and organizing volunteers . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1871 * 21 256 ............... . 
Payment for keepmg United States military prisoners....... . . . . . . 20 260 ............••.. 
Extrapa.ytoofficers and men who served in the Mexican War. ...... 20 316 .••..••......... 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel States 





Refnndin~ to States expenses incurred in raising volunteers ..•.•.. 
Reirnbursmg the State of Kentucky for expenses in sup-
xlo::!~fn~h:th~~e~~;e~ty i~st -i~ ii~ ~ilit~i-y ~~~~i~~-pri~; · · · · · · · 21 257 · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · 
to July1, 1875............................................. ...... ..••.. ............ 28,370 72 
Hor!es and other property lost in the military service prior 
to July 1, 1876 ....... . ......................................................•...................... 
Horses and other property lost in the military service....... 1877* 21 257 ............... . 
Horses and other property lost in the military SQrvice....... . . . . . . R. S. 3483 ............... . 
Miscellaneous claims audited by Third .Auditor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 274 29 
Claims for quartermasters' stores and commissary supplies . ...... ...... .... .. ... .. . 3,411 69 
Claims of loyal citizens for supplies furnished during the 
rebellion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,160 45 
~~lief<Yo~j~h~tl~sh~~ ~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~-:~~:: :~:::: :~ ~ ~: -~~~~- ~g ~~~ :::::::::::::::: 
Relief of Leonard L. Lancaster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 110 . . . . .......... . 
Relief of "\Villiam Bowlin, Seconcl.A.rkansas Cavalry ...........•......•................•.......... 
Relief of H. M. Billingsley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 171 ......•......... 
Relief of Thomas R . .Alexander. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 122 .........••..... 
Relief of Martin Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .••• .. 20 124 ............... . 
Relief oflegal representatives of John W. Gall...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 20 171 ............... . 
Relil'f of Board of Trustees of .Antietam National Cemetery. . . . . . . 19 269 ............... . 
Relief of Thomas W. Segar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 21 115 ......•......... 
Relief of personal representative of M.G. Harman, of Vir-
ginia .................................................... .. .... . 
Re1ief of families of the men who perished on United States 
dredge-boat Mc.Alister . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ..... 
Relief of James M. Barber of Indiana ..................•........•.. 
Relief of M. Granery, N. Wax, and M. Lange .................... . 
~:ll:~~~y~~~g~."Ji!d~~: :::::: :::· :· ::::::: :~::: :::::::::: :::::: 
Removal of the remains of the late :Maj.-Gen. George Sykes, 
U.S . .A. .... : .................. . ........................... . 
Transportation of the .A.rmy and its supplies, (Pacific Rail-
roads) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1873 
Do .................................................... 1874 
Do ................................................... 1875 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1876 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877 
Do .................................................... 1878 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 































Tot.al .... .............. . .... . .... ... . .. ... . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 301, 935 93 
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay of the Navy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 209, 819 70 
Pay of the Navy prior to July 1, 1877...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 20 284 ............... . 
Carried forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 209,819 70 








PR!ATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, goc.-Continued. 
A¥!r~~~ia~~~~~ R ~~a!d.~~~: Af&~e?::~;;~i;: P~:h;~~~~i A~ofu~s sC:~~~~ Balances of ap-
year ending the :fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, propriations, 
June 30,1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880. June30, 1880. 
$38, 532, 677 26 
20, 000 00 
20,000 00 
$1, 526, 098 23 
50 
300 00 .......••.•.•.... 
• ...... .. . . ..••. 752 97 
67,440 00 .........••....... 
4, 750 00 100 00 
3~:g~~ ~~ ·::::::::::~:::::: 
40, 000 00 .•.•...••..•..•... 
•.•••. ·· ········ 5 21 
100,000 00 
123, ~69 57 
816 86 
79 29 
5, 400 69 
4, 725 00 




1, 379 58 
••..... .. . . . . . . . 110 00 
43,878 60 ..............•... 
46, 718 81 350 00 











1, 080 00 
886 00 
1, 500 00 
136 50 
4,124 50 
1, 000 00 
167 88 
417 37 
1, 901 07 ~ .....•...•....... 
13, 523 22 .......... - ...... . 
41,840 03 .......... ..• ..... 
37, 684 45 .. - .............. . 
26,467 51 ........•......... 
123, 560 66 .. - ...... .•.... ... 
333, 262 40 4 72 
112,470 72 ................. . 
$46, 205, 619 20 $38, 362, 326 62 $1, 578, 436 57 $6, 354, 856 01 
20, 000 00 
20,000 00 
50 
5, 000 00 




4, 850 00 
34, 000 00 






1, 458 87 
5, 400 69 
4, 725 00 






50 ............... . 
.•.. .. . .• ...••. 5, 000 00 .... . .•......••. 
. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .... .. ... ... ...... 2, 968 38 
300 00 .•.• .................. . ....••.••. 
.............. - . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . 12, 651 78 
67,440 00 .••....•••••.•••••.....••....•.••. 
4, 850 00 ...... ··•••• ....•..•.......•...... 
34,000 00 ···•• • ...•.•.•.•..............••.• 
6, 500 00 .... ··•··••· .•••.. ·•••·· .•••••.••. 
40,000 00 ....••...•...•.•.•................ 
············ .... .................. 5 21 
25, 000 00 . . . . • • . . . • . • . • • . . . 75, 000 00 
135, 100 00 .•.....••..•...••..••.•.......•••• 
. . . .. ••..••... .. .•.•.• .... .. ...... 816 86 
. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 379 58 79 29 
5, 400 69 
4, 725 00 
7 88 
8, 513 06 
8, 221 38 
101,212 33 
15,000 00 
28, 370 72 ..... -. . . . . . . . • • • . . ..••.....••.... 
moo moo 
43, 878 60 .••... 42,· 762.69. :::::: :::::::::::: 1, 115 91 
47, 068 81 47, 068 81 .......... ....•••...........••.•.. 
3, 274 29 989 54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 284 75 
. 3, 579 57 2, 231 92 . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 347 ti5 












1, 080 00 
886 09 
1, 500' 00 
136 50 
4,124 50 













1, 080 00 
886 09 
1, 500 00 
136 50 
4,124 50 
1, 000 00 
9, 515 05 
1, 901 07 1, 901 07 ..•......... - . . . . . • • - .. ... .. . .•. 
13, 523 22 13, 523 22 ............... - . . . ••..........•.. 
41, 849 03 41, 849 03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .•............. 
37, 684 45 37, 684 45 ............................•...•. 
26, 467 51 26, 467 51 ............•...•. . ....•.......••. 
123, 560 66 123, 560 66 ... - ...... - . - . . . . . . ............•.. 
333, 267 12 333, 267 12 ...............•........•......... 
112, 470 72 112, 470 72 ...•....•..•...•........•.......•. 
1, 541, o1=a=s=9=l==4=7=, s=2=8,=6==91=91=l==3=9=, 6=5=8=, 6=9=0 =6=6 1. 1, 584, 816 65 a, 585, 184 ao 
__ a_. 7_6_~:-~-~~-g~-~-·--_-_-·_-_-:_~_~·--~-~~---~7-· --~---7,_7_a_~: __ g_~~_r_, '· 37 •. 90, ~· j ::: ::::: ~ '· '"i: ~~ ~ 
39, 985, 739 09 
6, 770, 252 25 790, 209 27 7, 770, 281 22 6, 370, 903 19 1-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 396, 378 03 
470 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. Year. propriations, 
Statutes. 1 Balance of ap-
Vol. P8:!t~;r July 1, 1879. 
NAVAL ESTABLISHlliENT-C ontinued. 
Pay oftb~N~~f~r:;:!~e~)~ ~ ·.-.-.-.~~ ~ ~--~: :::~-- ·.·.: ~:::: ~::: ~: :::::: :::::: ::: ~:::::: ~~ $209• ~*~ ~g 
Pay of the Navy (deficiency, 1877) .....••..•................. 1877 .••• •. .•. . . . • . .. . . 1, 056 57 
~:~.0!~~cee~a~7o~~~~~~~~~-~~~~:~:::::::::::::: ~: ::::: ~:: :~ "i8so· · ·· 2o · ···· ·· · ··49· ::: ·::: ::::::::: 
continfi~~~·-~~~: ::~~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::: ~~~r :::::: :::::::::::: ......... 739.oi· 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . ·_ . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . 3, 022 62 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 285 ..........•..... 
Pay of Marine Corps prior to July 1, 1877..... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 21 245 ..............•. 
Do .....•................................................... { ~~ 290-~~~ J 5,11195 
Pay of Marine Corps (deficiency)............................ 1R77 . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • . 511 29 
Provis~~~: ~~~-~ ~~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: 1;; ~~~ ~~ 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 291 .•...•. . ........ 
Clothilf~ -~~:~~ -~~~-s-::: ~::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: : ::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: 5, ~~ ~~ 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 291 .............••. 
Fuel, ~~~~~ -~~~:.s_: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::. ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: ~: ~~~ ~~ 
Do .................................................... 1880 20 291 ............... . 
Milita])0~~~~~~·-~~~~~-~~~~:::::::::::::: ::::::~::: ::::::: ~~~g ···2o· ······ ··29i· .......... -~-~-
Transportation and recruiting, Marine Corps . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 .••••..••.......•..•. . ......•..••. 
Do .................••..........•...................... 1890 20 291 .••••........... 
Repairs of barracks, Marine Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 292 • • • . ....••..... 
Forage for horses, Marine Corps . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • • • . . . . . . . • • . • . • . 1, 000 00 
Do ...................•••........................... : . . 1879 . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3, 500 00 
Do.................................................... 1880 20 292 .••••......••••• 
Quarters for officers, Marine Corps...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • • • . . . . • . • . • . . . . . 1, 319 79 
Do............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . 10, 163 05 
Continfi~~~·-~~~~~~- ~~:r:~:: :::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ··· 2i. ·· · · · · · ·245· 2~~ ~~ 
Do.................................................... 1879* 21 258 .... . ..... . .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 292 ............... . • 
Pay of Co~~~~-~~~~~~~:~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ~~~g ... ~~. . ....... ~~~ ........ 2; o24. 99. 
Pay of professors and others, Naval Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . • • • . . . • • . . . . .............. . 
Pay of watchmen and others, Naval Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 289-290 .•••............ 
Pay of mechanics and others, Naval Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 290 ....... ........ . 
Payofsteamemployes, NavalAcademy .................... 1879 ................................. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 290 ............... . 
Repair:fjo~~~~~ -~-~~~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~g . -. 2o· ...... -"29o. :::::::::::::::: 
Buildings and grounds, Naval Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 42 
Heatingandlighting, Naval Academy ........... . .... . ..... 1878 ...... .....••..... 2,662 79 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 290 •••. . ........... 
Librar:Bo~~~~~ ~~-~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~ ~~~g ···2o" .. -..... 29o· :::::::::::::::: 
Stationery, NavalAcademy ...... . ........... . .............. 1880 20 290 ... : ........... . 
Chemistry, NavalAcademy ................................ . 1880 20 290 .......... . .... . 
Miscellaneous, NavalAcademy ............................... 1879 ...... ....••. • .... 32 18 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 290 .••. . ....••..... 
stores,D~~~~l-~~~~~~:.: :: _ : ::: :~~::::: ::::::::: ~ :~::::::: :: ~~~g · -- 20- ·- · · · ··· 290· :::::::::::::::: 
Materials,NavalAcademy .......................•.......... 1880 20 290 ............... . 
Improving Hanover square, Naval Academy................ 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . • . •• • • • 603 98 
Board of Visitors, Naval Academy .......................... 1879 .••.............................. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 290 .... .. .....• . ••• 
Con~ing~nt, Naval Academy ................... . ........... . 1878 . . .... .•.••....... 116 85 
NaVIgatiOn..................................... . ............ 1~78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 73 
Navigation and navigation supplies......................... 1880 20 285-6 .•••.•... . ...... 
Pilotage, BureauofNavigation .............................. 1879 ...... ...•....... . 21,512 34 
Compasses, Bureau of Navigation .......................... . 1879 ...... ...... ...... 998 29 
Nautical instruments, Bureau of Navigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 166 66 
Libraries, BureauofNavigation ............................. 1879 .•.... .•••••...... 906 09 
Signals, Bureau of Navigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 244 27 
Compass fittings, Bureau of Navigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 979 55 
Lo~b.' BureauofNavigation . ................................ 1879 .••......... 1,516 76 
Lig ts, Bureau of Navigation............................... 1879 . ... . . ... . . . 40 70 
Flags, Bureau of Navigation . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . • . . . . . 1, 070 90 
Oils, Bureau of Navigation ............. . .................. . . 1879 ... . . . ...• .. 297 83 
Carried forward .... . ......•.............................. . ........ 319,249 .6 
* And prior years. 
REGISTER. 471 
PRI.A.TIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, g-c.-Continued. 
Appropriations Rep aym en t s Aaggreeg
0
arttehae:vafiils-- Payments nur- Amounts carried Balance of ap-
for the fiscal m a. de during tble fc ing the fiscal to the surplus 
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, jropriations, 
.rune 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880. une 30,1880. 
$6, 770, 252 25 $790, 209 27 
·•••· ••..•. ... . . 1, 641 56 
• ••• ••••..... •• . 6, 034 74 
.•••. •. .. ....•.. 3, 565 68 
475 000 00 2, 446 44 
.••............. 36 00 
••••·• ... .. .. . .. 1,109 20 
................ 517 60 
80, 000 00 7, 260 74 
109 98 •••••• ••••••·••••· 
650, 397 00 25, 413 77 
................ 667 11 
75,007 50 ................•. 
: :::: : : : : : :::::: ......... i; 535. 67. 
60, 000 00 344 53 
20,000 00 
2, 076 08 
768 93 
9, 686 50 ..........•....... 
•••.. .... ....••. 509 01 
7, 000 00 ·••••• .........••. 
.•...••.......•. 37 18 
13,000 00 ...•.......•...... 
.••... ... .... .. . 153 19 
500 00 ..............•... 
··•· · · · · ·2o1 · ai · · · · · · · · · · i; 236.39 · 
862 75 .•••••............ 
20,000 00 .•••••.•.•.•..•... 
53,126 00 .••..•...•.....••. 
. . . . . . . .. . ... . . . 879 33 
24,455 00 ·····• .••••....... 
16,835 95 .•••••............ 
...... ..•....••. 1 40 
8, 577 50 .............••... 
......... ....... 8 24 
21,000 00 ................. . 
17, 000 00 ......•........... 
....... ····•·•·· 04 
2, 000 00 ................ . . 
2, 000 00 ................•. 
2, 500 00 ...•...••.••...... 
...... ..•....... 12 88 
34, 60() 00 .................• 
.. ............ ..... ..... 25 
800 00 .......•...•...... 
1, 000 00 ...•.•.••.•..•.•.. 
•••••••. ····•••o 6 72 
2, 600 00 ...•......••.•.... 
· · · · · io4." 5oo · oo · · · · · · · · · · · · 6o3· 88. 
•••...........•. 44 72 
•••..••.. ....... 54 03 
............ .... 6 57 
................ 6 31 
.••••• .... ...••. 95 76 
................ 1 50 
...•.. ..•••• .... 50 51 
•••············· 40 95 
.......••. ...••. 6 28 
... ...... .•. .•.. 549 84 
8 473, 011 74 I 847,932 30 
$7, 770, 281 22 
2, 418 62 
7, 091 31 
3, 565 68 
477,446 44 
36 00 
1, 848 21 





9, 883 71 
16,263 62 
75,007 50 
5, 664 14 
1, 847 02 
60,344 53 
7, 336 19 
7, 052 42 
20,768 93 
644 
9, 686 50 
509 01 
7, 000 00 
37 18 
13,000 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 653 19 
500 00 
1, 319 79 
10,163 05 
60 15 









8, 577 50 
8 24 
21, 000 00 
42 
2, 662 79 
17, 000 00 
04 
2, 000 00 
2, 000 00 





1, 000 00 
603 98 
6 72 





1, 052 32 
3,173 23 
912 40 
1, 340 03 
1, 981 05 
1, 567 27 
81 65 
1, 077 18 
847 67 
9, 640, 199 50 
$6, 370, 903 19 . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . $1, 399, 378 03 
2, 387 17 31 45 .........•..•••• 
7, 091 31 ................................. . 
. • • • . • . . . . . . • • . . 3, 565 68 .•.... - ....••••• 
258, 908 85 . . . . . . • .. . . . . . • • . . 218, 537 59 
-··············· 36 00 ..........•.•••• 
416 11 1, 432 10 .•..... - ....... . 
3, 528 86 ...•.•.... - . . • . . . . 11 36 
86, 493 94 . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 766 80 
.•••••...• ..•••. .......... ...•.... 109 98 
584,575 83 96,346 89 
511 29 ................................. . 
1, 348 50 8, 535 21 ............... . 
679 35 . • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . • • 15, 584 27 
47, 538 11 .. .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 27, 469 39 
. ............... 5, 664 14 ............... . 
1, 236 39 . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • . . 610 63 
60, 082 86 .... - .. . . . .. . . . . .. 261 67 
••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • 7, 336 19 ..... - ......... . 
300 00 .... -....... ...... 6, 752 42 
12, 500 00 . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. • • 8, 268 93 
................ 6 44 ............... . 
9, 686 50 ........... - .... - . . - .. 0 •••• - •••••• 
........ .. .... .. ...... ••••.. ...... 509 01 
7, 000 00 ................................. . 
................ ·•••·· .•.... ...... 37 18 
13, 000 00 .....•.•..•......•................ 
. ••... ... ..... .. 1, 000 00 0 •• 0 ••••••••• 0 •• 
...... .......... .................. 3, 653 19 
450 00 .••••. .••••. .•.... 50 00 
0 ••• • •• • •••••• •• 1, 319 79 000 0 0 ••••••••••• 
4, 524 41 .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 638 64 
................ 6015 ............... . 
1, 407 94 .......... - - ...... - 243 02 
................ .................. 862 75 
20, 000 00 .............................. - .. . 
52, 000 00 .... ..... - .. .. . . .. 1, 126 00 
... - . . . • . . . . . . . . 2, 024 99 .............. - . 
.......... - . . . . . . . - . .......... - . . . 879 33 
24, 455 00 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ - - . - - .. 
16, 835 95 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 •••• - •• 0 - • - 0. - •• 
•••••• 0 ° 0 ° ••• ••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 1 40 
8, 577 50 .... 0 •• 0 - ••• 0. • • • • • •• - •••• 0 •• • - •• -
.. ..... ......... .................. !! 24 
21,000 00 ........... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
000 000 • ••• ••••• 42 ............... . 
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2, 662 79 ......... - ..... . 
16, 000 00 .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1, 000 00 
................ ·••··· ······· ··· ·· 04 
2, 000 00 ...• .........•••.......... .•...... 
2, 000 00 .....•..•..........•.•...........• 
2, 500 00 ... .•........••... ... 0 •••••••••••• 
. ............... ............ ...... 45 06 
34, 600 00 ................................. . 
................ .................. 25 
800 00 .................. 0 ••• 0 •••••••••• 
1, 000 00 .......................... .. ....•. 
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 603 98 .... ....... ..•.. 
................ .................. 6 72 
2, 600 00 .... .•• .... ............... 0 ••••••• 
.....•. .•..... .. 116 85 .•........... .•. 
. .•.... ......•.. 11 73 ......... 0. -·· •• 
99, 632 03 . •• • • • . . . . •. . . . . . . 5, 471 85 
19, 357 44 .. . .. . . .. . . .. • . • .. 2, 199 62 
864 12 . . . .. . • . • • . . . . . . . 188 20 
2, 718 90 . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • .. 454 33 
220 00 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 692 40 
833 53 . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . .. 506 50 
1, 974 50 . ...••••. ......... 6 55 
1, 252 13 . •• • •• . •• • . • . • •• • . 315 14 
42 52 .............. .... 39 13 
582 04 ............ ...... 495 14 
817 67 .................. 30 00 
7, 807, 233 94 34,407 91 1, 798, 557 65 
472 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
I Statutes. 
I 




.July 1, 1879. 
Year. , 
1 --------------- --~----1----1 
NAVAL ESTABLISHI\iENT-Continued. 
Brought forward . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $319, 249 46 
Stationery, BureauofNavigation ........................... 1879 ...... ............ 83 56 
Musical instruments, Bureau of Navigation................. 1879 .. . . . . . . . . . • .. . . .. 241 72 
Steering signals, BureauofNavigation ...................... 1879 .•.. : ....... ,..... 1,200 81 
Civil establishment, Naviga_tion. •• • •. . . • . . . • .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . 1880 20 286 .............. .. 
continf>~~~ ~~~~~~~~~:::: :~:: :~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ~~: i~~r ·--~~- ...... --~~~- ·- ·--· · · · · 46-95· 
Do .................................................... 1879 ...... ............ 43 45 
Do .................................................... 1880 20 286 .............. .. 
Hydrographic work......................................... 1878 . .. . . . . ... . . ...... 11,324 04 
Do ............ ~ ....................................... 1879 ...... ............ 7,067 96 
Do .................................................... 1880 20 286 .............. .. 
Contingent, Hydrographic Office...................... . . . .. . 1879 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 78 38 
Rent and repairs, Hydrographic Office . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 500 00 
Naval Observatory .. . .. • • . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . • . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 1877* 21 258 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 19 
Do ..... - .............................................. 1880 { ~~ 2~~ } ............ .. 
Contingent, Naval Observatory...... .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. • 1879 .. . • • • . .. . . . . .. .. . 20 
Astronomers, Naval Observatory ............................ 1879 ...... ............ 280 00 
Lathe, Naval Observatory............ .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 1879 . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 168 83 
Library, Naval Observatory ................................. 1879 ...... ............ 370 88 
~!?£1~~~~~-~~~~:~-~~-t~~~-:~::~::::::::: :::::: ::.·::: :::::: i~~g :::::: :::::::::::: !~g gg 
Velocityofligbt ............................................. 1880 20 390 .............. .. 
Observations, Naval Observatory .. .. .. . . .. .. . • .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1879 ................................ . 
Observations, transit of Mercury. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 93 
g~::~:~t~~: c~lli~~;~~li~~~: :~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::· s~g ~~ 
illustrations for solar eclipse .. . . . .. • . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . • • .. . .. 1, 500 00 
illustrations transit of Venus, Naval Observatory........... 1879 .. . .. . .. .. . • ... . .. 956 00 
~~:d~~u~=~~~~lj~Wo~~l:::: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ~tg ~g 
Nautical Almanac ... , ....................................... 1878 ...... ............ 31 04 
Do .................................................... 1879 ...... ............ 3,078 81 
Do .................................................... 1880 20 286 .............. .. 
Contingent, Nautical Almanac .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 1879 .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. 358 46 
Ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance . . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 258 . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 669 90 
Do ............................ ~ ..................... 1880 20 286 .............. .. 
Materials, Bureau of Ordnance .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • . .. . .. . .. . . .. 1879 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 27, 905 91 
Labor, Bureau of Ordnance.... .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1879 .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. 6 12 
Repairs, Bureau of Ordnance................................ 1879 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 3, 213 79 
ContinB~n~·- ?~~~~~::::: ::::::::::: ~:::::: :::::::::: ~:: ~ ~: i~~~ :::::: : ~~:: ~ ~ :: ~ ~: 6~ i~ 
Do .................................................... 1880 20 287 ... . ........... . 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Ordnance.................... 1880 20 287 .............. .. 
i~~~~~~~r;fd'o· c~~p~: : :: : : : : : : : : : ~ : :: : : : : : : ~ : : ~: : ::: : : : : : : . i~~~ ... ~~. . . -.. --. ~~:. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ 
Materials, Torpedo Corps .................................... 1879 ... . . . .. . . . .... .. 1, 957 15 
Freight, Torpedo Corps ................................. . ... 1879 . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . 66 90 
Repairs, Torpedo Corps .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1879 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 790 00 
Experiments, Torpedo Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 556 00 
Ordnance material, proceeds of sales................ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 242 15, 142 22 
Sales of small-arms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 401 00 
Equipment of vessels........................................ 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142, 716 12 
Do .................................................... 1879 ...... ............ 177,487 69 
Do . ................................................... 1880 20 287 ... . ........... . 
Contingent, Equipment and Recruiting...................... 1877* 21 258 .............. . 
JJo .............. . .................... . ...... . ..... . ... 1878 ....... . .. . 5,418 00 
J)o.......... . ........................ . ................ 1879 . .. . . . . .. .. . .... • . 5, 515 43 
Do... . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. • .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . 1880 20 287 .............. .. 
Civil establishment, Equipment and Recruiting ............. 1880 20 287 ............... . 
Maintenance, Yards and Docks ...... ........................ 1877* 21 258 ..... .... ... .. 
Do .................................................... 1878 ...... ...... ...... 2,162 34 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 002 61 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 287 . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Contin_gent, Yards aud Docks .......................... .. . . 1878 ...... ...... ...... 26 33 
Do.... . ....................... . ............... .. .. . . . 1879 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 4, 420 21 
Do ......... . ... . ........•.................... . ........ 1880 20 287 ............... . 
Civil establishment, navy-yards . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ........ . 
Do ................................................... 1878 ...... ............ 7,231 97 
. Navy-J'~= ::.:~:: ::::-:::::: ::::: _: :: :·: ::: _::: J i~~ c: =~: :::::: :~': ::: : ;~: :,:· ~: 
*And prior years. 
REGISTER. 4't3 
PRIATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, 9·c.-Continued. 
A¥~:~1br~a~~o~~ R ::ld! Yd~ ~ id: Aa~ef!~h':~~: p~:h:ft~~~i -"\~ofu~tssC::;t~~ Balances ofap. 
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, ~ropriations, 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1&80. June 30, 1880. 1880. une30, 1880. 
$8,473, 017 74 $847, 932 30 
••• ••• .•...••.•. 4 28 
............ .. fiO 
•.•. ·- . . ....... 3 08 
10,417 25 1 00 
22 82 .•.. .............. 
2, 000 00 
46, 000 00 
159 85 
82 22 
1, 238 32 
2,856 99 
13 68 
416 88 ................. . 










................ 43 39 
22, 500 00 1, 016 53 
................ 25 71 
37 53 ................. . 
....... ... ...... 469 84 
225, 000 00 2, 667 82 
................ 2,384 56 
.......... ...... 37 15 
................ 475 41 
................ 127 
................ 2:13 04 
3, 000 00 38 12 
11,886 25 ................. . 
.. . . . . ~~·- ~~~. ~~. ~ ~~ I 
... ..... ....... 60 85 
::::::~.,,;:;;: :*I 
:::::: : ::::::::: .... -.... ~.-~~f if I 
800, 000 00 6, 448 47 
204 90 ................. . 
........... ..... 50 
................ 1, 981 06 
50, 000 00 128 61 
18,251 75 ................ .. 
37 37 05 
....... .•..... .. 29 55 
207 26 
..... 44o;ooo.oo· 49 o3 
· · · · · · 2o: o6o · oo · 77 165 24 
24 75 
$9, 640, 199 50 
87 84 
242 22 

























. ········ ... . . .. .•••.. ...... ...... 22 82 
.......••. ······ 46 85 . .. ........ .... . 
147 38 ............ ...... 55 92 
2, 062 44 .. • .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . 19 78 
11, 324 00 04 .............. .. 
5, 565 22 .... ....... .... .. .. 2, 741 06 
40, 512 86 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 8, 344 13 
79 22 .................. 12 84 
500 00 ..•..... ..... ......••. ..... •.. ----
······ ..•.. ..... ..•••• ...... .•.••. 416 88 
.... ······ .. . .. . 1 19 ..............•. 
21,268 00 ................ .. 
20 ...... ············ 
168 83 168 00 ................. . 




20 73 375 88 355 15 ................ .. 
190 00 . . • . . . . . .. . . .. . . 190 00 ....... . 
440 00 435 00 . .. .. . .. . .. . . • . . .. 5 00 
5, 000 00 413 00 .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 4, 587 00 
21 35 . ... .... ...... ...... ...... 21 35 
81 83 11 00 70 83 .............. .. 
23 86 23 00 86 .............. .. 
619 64 492 00 . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. 127 64 
1, 500 00 .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 1, 500 00 
957 43 203 00 .. .. • . . .. . . .. . . . . 754 43 
640 88 640 88 . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . ............••. 
1:3 00 113 00 ................................•. 
31 04 . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 31 04 .•.............. 
3, 122 20 3, 073 00 .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . • . 49 20 
23, 516 53 20, 315 00 .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . 3, 201 53 
384 17 228 97 . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . 155 20 
37 53 ......... ....... ..... ... .......... 37 53 
5,139 74 5,139 74 ................................ . 
227. 667 82 177, 990 12 .. .. .. .... . .. .. . . . 49, 677 70 
30,290 47 30,290 16 .. . .. . . .. . .. ... .. . 31 
43 27 28 34 . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . 14 93 
3, 689 20 3, 684 08 . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. 5 12 
3 81 3 00 81 ........... - .. .. 
291 21 284 56 . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . 6 65 
3, 038 12 2, 230 97 .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. 807 15 
11, 886 25 11, 885 24 . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 1 01 
45, 009 12 40, 567 00 .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. • • . 4, 442 12 
1 56 1 56 ::;~ l! -·::ill!! I _Et/~/ ,.J i! 
30, 426 2~ 26, 346 00 . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 4, 080 24 
46, 401 00 33, 837 10 .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. • 12, 563 90 
142, 950 58 142, 729 42 221 16 ............... -
181, 523 71 180, 426 35 . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . 1, 097 36 
806, 448 47 685, 338 57 .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . 121, 109 90 
204 90 . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. .. 204 90 
5, 418 50 28 00 5, 390 50 .............. .. 
7, 496 49 7, 391 54 .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . 104 95 
50, 128 61 47, 147 72 . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . 2, 980 89 
18, 251 75 11::!, 251 75 ................................. . 
37 42 .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . 05 37 37 
2, 191 89 48 05 2,143 84 .............. .. 
23, 209 87 22, 440 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 769 87 
440, 049 03 416, 421 72 . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 23, 627 31 
26 33 . ... . .. . . . . . . . . 26 33 .... .. . ..•...••. 
4, 420 98 4, 420 21 . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . 77 
20, 165 24 14, 145 70 . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. • . 6, 019 54 
24 75 ................ ...... ...... ...... 24 75 
. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 7, 231 97 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 7, 231 97 .............. .. 
...... 






.. , 37,906 25 37,113 75 .................. 792 5o 
7 93 ............... 1.... .. ...... .... .. 7 93 
I 
10,248,315 24 I _8_73_,-17_3_0_1-:l---1-l,-94-1-,9--1-8-08-l-9, 839,sso5li--4o, 763Ss 2, 052,274 19 
474 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. Balances of ap. 
Year.!--.....,-----1 prop1iations, 
Vol. Ps:!tfo~.r .July 1, 1879. 
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT-Continued. 
Navy-yarf.rM:~~~tr!f!':r-~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "i88o· · ·· 2o· · · · · · · · "39o · . -- -~~~~~-~~~-~~- ~ 
Navy-yard, Boston, reJ?airs of rope-walk..................... 1880 20 391 : ... ..•... ...•.. 
Repairs and preservatiOn at navy-yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 * .......... .............. . ......... I 
Do ....•.......•..•.••..••.....•••••..........•...•.... 1878 .•.... .•••.•.•.••• 1,780 42 
Do.................................................... 1879 .• •• • . . . . • . . . . . • • . 12,770 88 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . l 880 20 390 .......•....•.•• 
Naval Asylum at Philadelphia ............................•. 1878 .••••• •••.•. ..•••• 772 37 
Do ...•...........••....•...•.•........•.............•. 1879 ...... .......•••.. 22,573 47 
Do . .•..• - . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • . 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Sur&ieons' necessaries . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . . . . . . .... .. . ... . .. 1878 .•. . . . . .. . . . .••••. 48 51 
Me ic~:>~:-~~~~-e-~~::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ ... 2o· .. -- ... 288 ...... --.- ~:~- ~~-
Naval ~~s-~i-t~-~-~~~~-::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ ··· 2ii" · · · · · · ·· 288 · _ .. _____ .. -~- ~~ _ 
Do...... . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 27, 622 01 
Repairs, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery........ . . • . . . . . . . . 1878 . • . • • • . • • . . . . . . • . . 270 25 
Do. . . . • . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • . • • . . • . • . . . . . . 1879 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 497 57 
contin~~~i;s~~~~~-oii.:ie"<iic"~-6~-;;<i ·s~i~~y.:::::::::::: ::: i~~~* ~~ ~~~ ::::::::::::: ::: j 
~~: ~ :: : ::: : : :: :: :: ::: ::: : ~ :: : :: ::: : : :: : : : ::: : ::::: ~::: ~!~g : :: ~~: : : : : : : : : ~~~: .... --. ~·- ~~~.;~.I 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery....... 1878 . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 129 93 
Do .....•••.....•.. . ....••...... ....................... 1879 ..•....... , ....... 1,375 49 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 288 ............... . 
Bureau Provisions and Clothing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 693 ~ 
Provis~~~~ ~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~g :::::: :::::::::::: 458, ~!~ ~~ 
Do . • • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 288 ...... ...• ...... 
~~!h~~r!~Jr~~~~; p~~~i~io~~ ~~d· ci~thfug::::::::::::::: :::::: ... 2ii ......... 288. 74' 7i~ ~~ 
Water for ships, Bureau Provisions and Clothing ............ 1879 __ .. .. . . • .. . •. . . . . 13,159 43 
continf>~~~·- ~~~~~~ ~~~~~i-~~~ -~~~. ~~~~~~- :::::: ::::::: ::: i~~r ... ~~- ........ ~~~ _ ·· · · -- --· · 46 · 88 · 
Do ... .................................. ............... 1879 .••..• ..•..••.... . 2,847 17 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . . 1880 20 288 .•.•.. . ......... 
Civil establishment, Bureau Provisions and Clothing........ 1880 20 288 ............... . 
Bureau of Construction and Repair.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259, 947 04 
Do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1880 20 289 ........... -- .. . 
Construction and Repair.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878 . • • • • . . . . . • • . . • . . . 5, 337 87 
~~ : :: : : : : : : : : ::: :: : : : : : : :: : : :. : ::: : : : : : : : : ::::: : : : : : :: i~~~ -.. 2ii. . ....... 288. -. -. -. ~: '. ~:~- ~:. 
Repairs United States steamship Antietam.................. 1880 20 391 ............... . 
Site for new Naval Observatory ............................ - . .. . . . 21 66<>5~ ·.·.·.·.·.·. -_ ·_ · __ ·.·.·.·.·.·_ !, Miscellaneous expenses new Naval Observatory............. . .. . . . 21 
Bureau of Steam Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 88, 490 31 1 
Contingent, Bureau of Steam Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 289 ................ : 
Steam machinery, Bureau of Steam Engineering. ... . . . . . . . . 1877* 21 258 ................ , 
~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~g :::::: :::::::::::: 37J~~ U I 
Do ..............•.......................... . .......... 1880 20 289 ················! 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Steam Engineering .... . . . . . . 1880 20 289 ...... ... ....... , 
Statu~ of Admiral_Far!agut.......... . ...................... ...... 21 245 ···············- ~ 
Machmery for testmg 1ron .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 20 289 ............... . 
New ~ropeller for United States steamship Alarm........... ... . . . 21 3 ...... ......... -I 
Cosh& eX!fr!~r-~~~~:~~~~-~~~~~i~~~-t~- ~~-1~~~- -~~~~~~ ~~e~-~~. _..... 21 85 _. _. _ ..... ______ I · 
Bounty for destruction of enemies' vessels prior to .July 1, 
1877 - . - -- .. - - . - -........ - -- .. - - - . - - -.•.• •. •.•.• - .. -.••. - . . . . . . • • . 21 258 .......••... - -.. 
Bounty for destruction of enemies' vessels................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . 
Enlistment bounties to seamen .... . ............. ................... , ............................... . 
Enlistment bounties to seamen prior to .July 1, 1877.. . . • . . . . . . • • • . . 21 258 ..•... .........• 
Bounty, gratuity, and mileage to seamen prior to .July 1, 1876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 15 52 j 
Prize-money to captors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 579, 805 45 
Narrative of Hall's second arctic expedition................. . ..... ...... ............ 15 17 j 
Expedition to the North Pole ..................................................................... ··· 1 
Preservation of Chevalier de Ternay monument at Newport, 
R. I .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . 800 00 
Erection of Naval Monument...... . • . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 222 84 
Medals of honor ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
¥::Jsfe~~jo~~~~~ :Fi~~ici~ -;;~t ~~~d~~i r~~-~~~~i·i>~r-P~s~~:: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: · · ·· · ··2;267"i9" 
Carried forward................................... . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. 2, 447,441 48 , 
* .A.nd prior years. 
REGISTER. 475 
PRI.ATIONS UNEXPENDED June 30, 1879, ~c.-Continued. 
Appropriations Repayment a Aggregate avail- Payments dur- Amounts carried Balances of ap-
for the fiscal made during able Iorthefis- ingthe fiscal to the surplus 
year ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, ~ropriations, 
June 30,1880. 1880. June 30,1880. June30, 1'880. 1880. une30, 1880. 
$10, 248, 315 24 
75,000 00 









............. .. .................................... 
.••.••.•••.•..•. 139 48 








......... . ........... .......................... . 
··•·••·········· 52 45 30, 000 00 13 19 
22 82 ·••••• .......•.•.• 
......................... .......................... . 
·••··.. .. •...•.. 382 55 
15, 000 00 26 02 
......................................................... 
. ........ .....•. 3 37 
40, 000 00 1, 590 00 
. ... . .. . . .. .. . . . 420 76 
. .•... ...... .. .. 2, 994 06 
1, 025, 000 00 181 68 
. •··•·•·.. •.. ••. 308,494 53 
100, 000 00 43, 447 84 
••••••.. ........ 108 85 
5, 220 35 ...... ·••••• ..... . 
.••.•••..••..••. 98 
•••••. .... .. . .•. 988 58 
60, 000 00 69 53 
11, 394 25 1 89 
...... ········· · 26 
40,105 75 .•••••••.••...••.. 
······ ••••.••••. 160 37 
• . •• • . . . • . •• . • . . 3, 565 27 
1, 500, 000 00 4, 514 58 
7, 525 00 182 67 
70,000 00 .••..•.........•.. 
5, 000 00 · • ··· · •••••• ·•···· 
1, 000 00 70 
45 81 ................. . 
. ·•··••·· .. .. . .. 763 75 
.••.••..•• ...... 2, 391 33 
800, 000 00 199, 355 97 
20,038 00 ..•.•..•••••.•.•.• 
10, 000 00 .•••••...•.•.•.••. 
3, 000 00 ...... ··•••· ···•·· 
20, 000 00 ................. . 
20,000 00 
1, 072 69 .....•.••.•••..... 
......... ..•.. •. 113 82 
. . ...•.•.• ...... 1, 990 91 
3, 809 17 ..........•....•.. 





1, 999, 081 13 




1, 781 42 
13,513 04 















3, 259 42 
15,026 02 
129 93 
1, 378 86 
41,590 00 
1, 693 44 
661 27 
461,942 81 




5, 220 35 
41 86 





5, 498 24 
21,078 78 
1, 504 514 58 
7, 707 67 
70,000 00 
5, 000 00 
88,490 31 






10, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
20, 000 QO 
20, 000 00 
1, 072 69 
113 82 
1, 990 91 





$9, 839, 880 51 $49, 763 38 $2, 052, 274 19 
75,004 38 ................................. . 
19, 999 00 .. - .. --.. . • . • • • • • • 2 67 
.••....... .•.... 6 66 .•••...•••.••••. 
120 00 1, 661 42 ......••••••.•.. 
10, 293 00 . . . . • • • • . • • • . • . • • . 3, 220 04 
286, 387 00 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . 13, 646 69 
.••. .••.... ...•. 772 37 ...........••••• 
9, 138 00 . • . • . . . . . • . • • • • • • . 13, 574 95 
40, 975 00 . • . • • • . • . • • • . . . . • . 18, 341 94 
45 00 3 51 ...... ···•··· ••. 
5, 736 62 ••.••• •••••• .... .. 432 12 
42,798 31 ·••••• •••••• •••••. 8, 897 74 
2 96 •••••• •••••• .•.. .• 85 62 
48,705 91 •••••• •••••• •··••· 1, 318 34 
42, 839 85 . • . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • • 40, 386 46 
.•..•••••• .••••. 270 25 .......••..•••.• 
10, 928 00 .••• •• .••• .• .•. . •. 622 02 
16, 307 00 . • . . . . • . . • • . • • • • . . 13, 706 19 
.•••... ....•••.• ••••••..•••• .••••. 22 82 
155 00 2 41 ............... . 
3, 257 02 •••••• •••••• ..•••• 2 40 
13, 150 16 . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . 1, 875 86 
..... . .......... 129 93 .••.. ···•••·•••• 
1, 362 92 . . . • . . . • . • • • • • • • . • 15 94 
41, 015 00 . . . . . . . • • . •• . • • • . . 575 00 
.... .. . ......... 1, 693 44 .....••..••..••. 
204 00 457 27 .......••.•••••• 
375,824 10 . •.• . . •••• .• ••. . . . 86,118 71 
901, 965 70 .••.•• -.. • • . . . . . . . 12-'t, 215 98 
129, 949 17 .••.• --........... 253, 322 49 
45,414 08 . • • . • • • . . . • . . • . . • . 98, 091 72 
5, 947 82 . ••••••••• .•.•••.. 7, 320 46 
. •.. .••••• ..••.. ...•.• •••.•. ...••. 5, 220 35 
. ····••••······· 41 86 ········••·•···• 3, 460 77 • . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 374 98 
53, 586 50 . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 6, 483 03 
11,394 25 . . . . . . •• .••• •• • ••. 1 89 
129, 252 99 . • • • • • . • • • • .. • • • • • 130, 694 31 
39,721 00 ...... •••••• ..•••. 384 75 
179 10 5, 319 14 ....•••..••.•••. 
19, 592 98 . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • • • 1, 485 80 
1, 404, 603 90 •••••••• --.. . • . • • • 99, 910 68 
7, 700 00 . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • • 7 67 
.••.... ..•... .. . .••••• ...•.. •••••• 70,000 00 
5, 000 00 .......•...•••..•..•...•••.••••••• 
25, 902 39 26, 856, 24 35, 731 68 
1, 000 50 ...... .....• ••.•.. 20 
................ ..••...•••.•.•••.. 45 81 
770 44 190 48 .......•• . .••.•• 
36,747 03 ........... .... .•. 2, 910 84 
814, 483 47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 184, 872 50 
20, 037 99 . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . • . 01 
. ..... ·•••••. .. . . . . .. . ...•. .•••••. 10,000 00 
.•.••. .••. ..••.• .••.... .. . . ..... •. 3, 000 00 
11, 616 97 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 8, 383 03 
20, 000 00 
. ... .. .••. ... . .. .••••.. ... .••... .. 1, 072 69 
... .... ..••..... 102 35 11 47 
. .. . . . . ..••..••. 1, 990 91 ............... . 
. •• . . .•. .•••. .•. .•.•.• .... .•.••••. 3, 809 17 
.•.... .. . .... . .. ...... •••••. ...•.. 15 52 
12, 056 08 . • • • . • . . . • . • . • . • . . 573, 922 34 
9 98 5 19 ...........••••• 
.•.•••.......••. 87 04 ······ ······ .... 
800 00 . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 800 00 
222 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 222 84 ..........•..... 
500 00 55 50 . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • . . 444 50 
420, 000 00 59, 309 00 . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . 360, 691 00 
2, 314 os 1, ooo to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 314 o8 
-------1-----·----------
18, 973, 071 69 14, 624, 886 35 89,576 69 4, 258, 608 65 
476 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT exhibiting the BALANCES of APPRO 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
NAVAL EsTABLISIDmNT-Continued. 
Statutes. Balances of ap· 
Year.l---,-----1 P-ropriations, 
Vol. Ps:c~i~:.r July 1,1879. 
Payment :o:tfi~r!0;!dr~re~·or·u~i~ci-·st~~;·;t~~shlp- ······ · ····· ·· ·········· $2•447•441 48 
Kearsar~e for destruction of the Alabama. . ...... . ......... . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... .. ......... . ... . ... . .. . 
Extra. pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican 
war ............••...................... ... .. ,.................... 20 316 ... .. .........•. 
Indemnity for lost clothing prior to July 1, 1876 . . •. . .•••...•. ... . • . .••• •• . .. . . • .••••• 120 00 
Indemnity for lost clothing prior to July 1, 1877.. .. . . . . . ..• •• .•. •. • 21 ~57 ..... . . . .....•.. 
Indemnity for lost clothing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..... . . 
Burial of officers and others; United States steamship Huron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 75 
Relief of sufferers by wreck of United States steamship Huron . . . . . . 20 423 ... .. ... . .....•. 
Palf:ent to T. C. :Ba.sshoo & Co., for ship knees... . . . . . ..... . .. .•. 21 245 .. ............. . 
~~:i ~~ ~~: =i~t~!t~;:~l.fo-~e:D~Y:M~G;t~~ -~~~~~~::::: :::::: . -. 2i ... -.. --- -i2 ....... :~·- ~~~. :~. 
Relief of Peter Meagher................... . ....... . . . . ...... ..... 21 16 .......••....... 
Relief of Mrs. R. A. Kennedy..................... .. ......... ...... ...... ...... ...•.. 739 00 
Relief of the widows and orphans of officers, &c., of the 
Levant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 21 257 ............... . 
Destruction of clothing and bedding for sani1lary reasons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 178 00 
General account for a<rvances........... .. . . . .... .. . . . . ...... . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. ...... 219,491 37 
Totale................................ . ........ . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .... .. .. .. .. ...... 2, 681,630 75 




J nly 1, 1879. 
Civil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8, 236, 177 00 
Cuetoms ...... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ...•..... .. . . .. . ..... ...... . . .. . . . . . .. . . ..... .. .. . 6, 268,478 29 
Interior-civil........................................ .. ..... . .... . .... . .............. 997,863 11 
~:u~aJ::;~~-~~ ~::: : :::::: : ::::: :::::: : ::::: ::: -_:::: : :: : :::: ·_ ·_ ·. ·_ ·. ·.:: ~ :::::: ~: : : :::::: ..... ~~:·. ~~:. ::. 
~artment of the Interior (Indians and pensions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 6, 469, 235 63 
N~~!ir~e:tif;~:~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~; ~~~; ~~~ ~g 
To~al recapitulation.............. . ..................... . ..... . ... . ...... . ....... 31,167,678 03 
I 
REGISTER. 477 











1-_ Payments dur- .Amountscaxrled B 1 f J.• ;h made during bl  ing the fiscal to the surplus a anoes 0 a.p-
yearending thefiaoalyear calyearending year ending fund June 30, propriations,.. 
June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880 · 
$14, 526, 549 08 $1, 999, 081 13 
2, 000 00 
$18, 973, 071 69 $14, 624, 886 35 
2, 000 00 1, 000 00 
$89,576 69 $4, 258, 608 65 
1, 000 00 
18,98128 9,000 00 27,98128 27,98128 ------------------ ------- --······· 
- .... - ..... - .. - . - ...... .. ........ - 120 00 60 00 .... - .... - .. -.. --- 60 00 
1, 197 62 . ................ - I 1, 197 62 ..... .. ................. -.. . .. .. . 1, 197 62 
.. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 965 15 I 965 15 104 66 860 49 .. . .. . .. .. .... 
......... 5o4.oo· ::::::~::~~::::::: ~ so: ~g ... ... .. . 5o4-oo· ............. ~-~~- :::::::::::::~:: 
22, 692 80 ............... -.. 22, 692 00 ... .. - - .. - ..................... - .. 22, 692 00 
.................... -............. 12, 657 15 289 31 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 12, 367 84 
102 00 .................. 102 00 102 00 ................................. . 
170 00 .................. 170 00 170 00 ................................ .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. - ............. - - -... .. 739 00 . .. . ... - - - .. .. .. 739 00 , .... .. .. - ...... . 
240 00 .. - ... - ..... . .... 'I 240 00 ......... . . . . - • . -•••.•. - - . - ... - . . . 240 00 
=·····::::::: ·····4;529;9i8'73' -~4~:!i~ ~~ ~~;~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::~~ -~ (*673,1~~94~~ 
14,570,435 98 1 6, 540,965 01 I 23,793,031 74 20,077, 949 75 91, 179 93 I 3, 623,902 06 
*Debit balance. 
LATION. 
A¥~:~t~ai~~~ Repayments A~rr:1~;~~=fi~: Payments dur- .Amounts carried Balances of ap-made during ing the fiscal to the surplus 
~ear ending the fiscal year cal year ending year ending fund June 30, propriations, 
une 30, 1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. June30,1880. 1880. June 30, 1880. 
$36, 751, 4-51 07 $2, 652, 630 04 $47, 640, 258 11 $31, 448, 284 47 $2, 254, 187 40 $13, 937, 786 24 
16, 292, 881 32 351,063 86 22, 912, 423 47 17, 4-15, 059 73 2, 356, 139 70 3, 141, 224- 04 
4, 418, 961 43 56,603 98 5, 473, 428 52 4, 560, 407 81 126,074 43 786,946 28 
4, 308, 422 96 14,652 99 4, 595, 433 27 4, 364, 728 62 127,591 48 103,113 17 
531, 144, 393 4-0 720,274 10 531, 864, 667 50 531, 863, 450 04 1, 217 46 
· • · · 6; i4o; 76o • 96 64, 367, 892 86 1, 820, 079 02 72, 597,207 51 64, 541, 953 00 1, 914, 493 55 
39, 985, 739 09 1, 54-1, 016 89 47, 828, 691 91 39, 658, 690 66 1, 584, 816 65 6, 585, 184 60 
14, 570, 435 98 6, 54-0,965 01 23, 793, 031 74 20, 077, 949 75 91,179 93 3, 623, 902 06 
711, 840, 178 11 13, 697,285 89 756, 705, 142 03 1713, 930, 524 08 8, 455, 710 68 34,318, 917 35 
478 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL of the PUBLIC DEBT of the 
UNITED STATES on the 1st of January of each year from 1791 to 1842, inclusive j 
and on the 1st of July of each year frorn 1843 to 1880, inclusive. 
January 1, 1791. ...•..........•. 
1792. ······ ······ .... 
1793 ...............•. 
1794 ................ . 
1795 .... · ... -----·. --· 
1796. ·--- ......•• - .•. 
1797. ······ ·----- .... 
1798. -----· ·•·•·· ----
1799 ....... ······ .•.. 
1800.----- ........ - .. 
1801. -----· ---- ... - .. 
1802 ....... ------ .•.. 
1803 ........... -- ... . 
1804 ....... ------.--. 
1805 .. --.-----. ·---- -
1806 ................ . 
1807 ..•.... ---------. 
1808.------ ......... . 
1809 . ------ ······ ... . 
1810. ······ ------ ... . 
1811 . ······ ·-···· .. -. 
1812. -----· ------- --· 
1813.--.--- .•...•.... 
1814 ...••.. ------·--· 
1815 ..•..•...•••..••. 
1816.------ ...•.•. - .. 
1817. ·-· ..........•.. 
1818 ....•......••.... 
1819 ....... -------- -· 
1820 ..••••• ··---·.- --
1821. . -- - ••. - - - - - . - - . 
1822. ··•·••·•••····•· 
1823. ·••··· ·----· .... 
1824.------ ·········· 
1825. ·······--···· -·· 
1826. ·••··· .•........ 
1827 ......••••. ------
1828. ·----- .......••. 
1829.------ ·········· 
1830 . .....•.•••••.••. 
1831. .......•........ 
1832. ·-------·-·· ... . 
1833 .....•.. ----· ... . 
1834 .....•• ----······ 
1835. ·----- ....•..... 
$75, 463, 476 52 
77, 227, 924 66 
80, 352, 634 04 
78, 427, 404 77 
80, 747, 587 39 
83, 762, 172 07 
82, 064, 479 33 
79, 228, 529 12 
78. 408, 669 77 
82, 976, 294 35 
83, 038, 050 80 
86, 712, 632 25 
77, 054, 680 30 
86, 427, 120 88 
82, 312, 150 50 
75, 723, 270 66 
69, 218, 398 64 
65, 196, 317 97 
57, 023, 192 09 
53, 173, 217 52 
48, 005, 587 76 
45, 209, 737 90 
55, 962, 827 57 
81, 487, 846 24 
99, 833, 660 15 
127, 334, 933 74 
123, 491, 965 16 
103, 466, 633 83 
95, 529, 648 28 
91, 015, 566 15 
89, 987, 427 66 
93, 546, 676 98 
90, 875, 877 28 
90, 269, 777 77 
83, 7~8. 432 71 
81, 054, 059 99 
73, 987, 357 20 
67, 475, 043 87 
58, 421, 413 67 
48, 565, 406 50 
39, 123, 191 68 
24, 322, 235 18 
7, 001, 698 83 
4, 760, 082 08 
37, 513 05 
January 1, 1836 ..••..•....•..... 
1837 .•.•.••••.•....•. 
1838 .•••.. -- ..••...•. 
1839. --·· ...•.•.•. --. 
1840 ..•••.•.......•.. 
1841. •••...... --· .••. 
1842 ..••••• ········•· 
July 1, 1843 ...•......••..•. 
1844 .•.••••.•••...... 
1845 ....... ------- .. . 
1846 ..•.•.• · ········· 
1847 .........••.•.•.. 
1848. ····-· ........•. 
1849 ..•.•. . ....... ·-· 
1850.---- .. . ...... --· 





1856 ..... -- ·--- ..... . 
1857 .............. - . . 
1858.------ ......... . 
1859 ....... ------ ..•. 
1860 .••.•••.••.•.... . 
1861 .. -- .. - ....... --· 
1862 ....... ------· .. . 
1863 .. -- ...•...•..... 
1864.------ ----····· 
1865 ..••••• ·•········ 
1866. •·•••• ...•. . .... 
1867 ....... - . . -- .... . 
1868 ....... ------ ... . 
1869.---- .. ------ .. -. 
1870 ........•.•.•..•. 
1871. .•.•.•.•..•.... 
1872.---- ........... . 
1873 ....... --········ 
1874 ..•.............. 
1875 .••••..........•. 
1876 ............... . 
1877 ...... : .. .. - .... . 
1878 ..•............. . 
1879. ·----- ........ -· 
1880 . ..........•..... 
$336,957 83 
3, 308, 124 07 
10, 434, 221 14 
3, 573, 343 82 
5, 250, 875 54 
13, 594, 489 73 
20, 601, 226 28 
32, 742, 922 00 
23, 461, 652 50 
15. 925, 303 01 
15, 550, 202 97 
38, 826, 534 77 
47, 044, 862 23 
63, 061, 858 69 
63, 452, 773 55 
68, 304, 796 02 
66, 199, 341 71 
59, 803, 117 70 
42, 242, 222 42 
35, 586, 858 56 
31, 972, 537 90 
28, 699, 831 85 
44, 911, 881 03 
58, 496, 837 88 
64, 842, 287 88 
90, 580, 873 72 
524, 176. 412 13 
1, 119, 77'2, 138 63 
1, 815, 784, 370 57 
2, 680, 647, 869 74 
2, 773, 236, 173 69 
2, 678, 126, 103 87 
2, 611, 687, 851 19 
2, 588, 452, 213 94 
2, 480, 672, 427 81 
2, 353, 211, 332 32 
2, 253, 251, 078 78 
2, 234, 482, 743 20 
2, 251, 690, 218 43 
2, 232, 284, 281 95 
2, 180, 394, 817 15 
2, 205, 301, 142 10 
2, 256, 205, 398 20 
2, 349, 567, 232 04 
*2, 120,415, 120 63 
*The amount outstanding .July 1, 1880, according to the books of the Register's 
Office, was. _ .................•......... -...... - .. --- . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 128, 791, 054 63 
Frolll which deduct the amount held for the redemption of fractional currency, ap-
plied to the payment of arrears of pensions, act June 21, 1879................... 8, 375, 934 0() 
2, 120, 415, 120 63 
CUSTOMS. 
STATEMENT of EXPENSES for COLLECTING the REVENUE from CUSTOMS, 
by DISTRICTS, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880. 
~:~~~~~i~,~ ~~ ~: ~::: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ :::::: 
Frenchman's Bay, Me ..........................................•..•.. 
Portland, Me ...............•................... _ ... _ ... _ . _ ... ____ . _ 
ta:~hi!!~ .M~ -_ -_ -- ~ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ ---- -_-_-_ -- ~ ---_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -. -_-_ ~ -.:-- -_-_ -- -_ ·_ -_ ---- -_ -_-_ -_ -_ ~ -_ ·_ ·.:: -_-_:: -_ --
Belfast, Me ....................•.... _ .......... _ .... ___ ..• _ .... ___ . _ 
Wiscasset, Me ...........................•••.. _ .. __ .. __ .. ______ .. __ •. 
~~~~·::~~~': ~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Kennebec, Me .•••........... _ ... _ ...... _. _ ....... ___ .. _____ . _ .••. _. 
Aroostook, Me .......•.... _ ... ___ .. _ . _ . ____ .. _ . __ .. ___ .. _____ .. _ .. __ 
Portsmouth, N. H .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ .. ___ •..... _ .. ____ . 
~:~~~~f!~: -M~~s·_-_-_-_. -_-_-_-_-_ --~---- -_-_-_-_ ·. -_-_-_ -.·. -_-_·_·_ :~ ·:. ·_·_-_-_-_-_ -_ ·_ -_-_ ---- ·.·. -_-_-_-_ 















6, 1:{0 00 
57, 240 38 
6, 164 00 
209,941 7( 
REGISTER, 479 
STATEMENT of EXPENSES for COLLECTING the REVENUE from CUSTOMS, 
by DISTRICTS, g.c.-Continued. 
Brought forward .....................•.••....•.......... 
Boston, Mass ....................................................... . 
i'all River, Mass ...............................•.................... 
Gloucester, Mass ............................••.........••••......... 
Plymouth, Mass ...........•••..........••...•....................... 
Marblehead, Mass ....... -----· .................. ---------- .......••. 
Barnstable, Mass ...... -----·-----~ ................................. . 
Newburyport, 1\Iass ...............................•.............•... 
Nantucket, 1\fass .......................••.............•••........... 
Edgartown, 1\Iass .........•.......................................... 
Salem, llfass ....................................................... . 
Providence, R. I ...............................•.............•...... 
Newport, R. I ...............................................•....... 
Bristol, R. I . ....................................................... . 
Stonington, Conn ....................................... -----· .... . 
Fairfiehl1 Conn ....................•................................. 
New I-Iaven, Conn .................................................. . 
Middletown, Conn ....•.........••........•.•........................ 
New London, Conn ........................... . ...... ·-· - .......... . 
Oswegatchie, N. Y ...•.......................................... _ .. . 
Niagara, N. Y ....................................................•.. 
Oswego, N.Y ............................... ------ ................. . 
Sag IIarbor, N. Y ........•.....•.........••......................... 
Dunkirk, N.Y ..................................................... . 
Chainplain, N.Y ...................................... -----· ....... . 
New York, N. Y ....••..........•.................................... 
Albany, N. Y ...............••...................................•... 
Bufl'alo, N. Y ................... • .............................•....... 
Cape Vincent, N. Y •.••....••........•..............••••..••••...... 
Genesee, N. Y ....••.........•••...••...........................••••. 
Burlington, N.J .................................... -----· ...... ----
Great Egg Harbor, N. J ........................................•••.. 
Newark, N. J ... _ ..................................•• _ ............. . 
Little Egg Harbor, N. J ............................................ . 
Bridgeton, N. J ...•................................•.........•..•... -
~~i·!~/am_~~:~~--~- :::::::::: :::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
Pittsburgh, Pa ................................ _ ••................•.. 
Philadelphia, Pa ...............................•.................... 
Delaware, Del . _. _ ..............•••.........••....... ___ ........... . 
Eastern, Md ....................................................... . 
Annapolis, 1\Id ..................•....................••............. 
Baltimore, Md ...... ------ .................... ____ .... ____ ......... . 
Georgetown, D. C .........................•.•••.................•... 
Norfolk, Va ................................ ~ ..............•.•....... 
Petersburg, Va ..........•••..............••........••.............. 
Tappahannock, V a ................................................. . 
Yorktown, Va .........•......................................••... --
~~:~1i~t~~~~;:~~:~~~~~~::~~::~~:~~::::::~~::~~::::~~~:::~~~~~:~~:~~~ 
~h:~~~~o~~ N: C ::: : :: : : :: : : :: : : :::: : :: : ::: : :: : ~ : : : : : : :: : : ~: : : ~ :: : : 
Beaufort, N. C ................ . .......................•............. 
Pamlico, N. C ..............................•............•........... 
Albemarle, N. C ............••........................•.............. 
Charleston, S. C ................. _ ............•...................... 
Beaufort, S. C .......•................................. --- .... -- ----
Georgetown, S.C .................................................. . 
Savannah, Ga ................................................. ..... . 
Saint Mary's, Ga ................................................... . 
Bruns,vick, Ga .................................. -------- ........... . 
Saint Mark's, Fla .................•.•...•........................ ----








7, 141 00 











6, 196 00 
16,137 35 
44,687 53 
34, 055 10 
1, 063 00 
2,448 00 
29, 146 13 
2,404,660 38 
11,201 90 
39, 192 27 
13, 154 85 
22,241 00 
2l6 00 




































Carried forward .......................... ··---·......... 4, 449,273 86 
480 UEPORT . ON THE PI~ANCES. 
STATEMENT of EXPENSES for COLLECTING the REVENUE from CUSTOMS, 
by DISTRICTS, g·o.-Contiuued. 
~~;l ~ ~~~!~;aF!~t~ ~~~~~~~~: ~:: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~:: ~ ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ 
Natchez, Miss ......................................... . ..... . .. . ... . 
Pearl River, Miss ............ ..................................... . . . 
Vicksburg, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N <.nv Orleans. La ....................................•............... 
'l'eclle, La.. . . . . . . . . .... . ............ ... . ........................ __ . 
Mobile, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ......... . . . ...................... . 
Brazos Santiago, Tex ............ . ..•................. ~ ............. . 
Corpus Christi, Tex ................................................. . 
Saluria, Tex ............ __ •. . ................. . ..................... 
Galveston, Tex ..............•••. ·----· ................ ..•........ . .. 
Paso del Norte, Tex: ..•.••....•...................................... 
Memphis, Tenn ......................•............................... 
Nash ville, Tenn ..................................•.................. 
Louisville, Ky •..•... - •••..•• _ •..............••••........••.......... 
Miarni, Ohio .••...... _ ...........................•...... .. .. . . . ...... 
Cuyahoga, Ohio ............................ . ............... . .... . .. . 
Cincinnati, Ohio .................•......... . ................ .. ...... 
Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . 
~~;~~r!~~N~hh.:: ~ ~: ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~:::: -_: ·. ~ ~::::: ~: ~: ~::::::: -_ :: ~ ~: 
Huron,l\1ich ........••.................................•••. . ....... 
Evansville, Ind ................ _ ..............• _ ••.............• _ •.. . 
Cairo, Ill ..... . ................................. _ ................... . 
Chicago, Ill ...................•... . ............................ . ... . 
Galena, Ill ............................ . ............ : ... _ ........... . 
La Crosse, \Vis ................. . .... .. .................. _ ........... . 
Milwaukee, Wis .....................................•......•........ 
Minnesota, Minn ................................................... . 
Duluth, Minn ..............•.•...•••. ··--·· ........................ . 
Burlington, Iowa ................................................... . 
Dubuque, Iowa ............ .••.•.... _ .. . ............ _ ............... . 
Saint Louis, l\Io ............. _ •....•.......................... . .. . .. . 
Montana and Idaho ..•............................................... 
Omaha, Nebr ....•...••........... _ ........... _ ..................... . 
Alaska, Alaska ....... __ ....•...................... _ . . . • .......... . . 
Oregon, Oreg .............•.......................................... 
Southern Oregon .............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .. • ....... ~ .... . .. . 
Willamette, Oreg ..•. _ ..................................... . ....... . 
Puget Sound, Wash ............. _ ......... - ........................ . 
San Diego, Cal ............ ......................................... . 
San Francisco, Cal ........................................... . ..... . 
$4,449,273 86 
9fi2 00 




~-U, 607 00 
fi,911 00 
113, 756 59 
4:1, fl85 ~K 
~0,120 67 
1<!,497 99 





(), 654 8:) 
l f> , 22-1 44 
i 9, G29 H-1 
39 11~ 00 2:~48 53 



















24 495 05 
s :527 15 
344,105 00 
Contingent expenses and fees in customs cases ........... . 
5,666,843 09 
$14,008 79 
Transportation ........• __ ..........• __ ........••........ 1,150 23 
Amount paid by disbursing agents for salaries, &c ....... . 
Miscellaneous, stationery, &c .......................... .. 
184,534 55 
156,716 87 
Total net expenditures ...................................... .. 
356,410 44 
6,023,253 53 
STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES for .ASSESSING and QOLLECTING the INTER-
NAL REVENUE fm· the fiscal yeat· ending June 30, 1880; embmcing SALARIES and 
EXPENSES of COLLECTORS and SALARIES and EXPENSES of SUPERVIS-
ORS and SUBORDINATE OFFICERS. 
Alabama, first district .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . $10, 644 13 
second district ... . _........................... 17,251 30 
Arkansas ................. . ...... _ .......•........................... 
Arizona ...................•.• _ ... _ ••...• - ........... _ .............. . 
Colorado ........•.......................... _ •••......•.•............ 
Connecticut, first district .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 12, 654 82 
second district .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 12, 844 94 
Carried forward .......................................... . 





97 422 95 
REGISTER. 1!81 
STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES for ASSESSING and COLLECTING the INTER-
NAL REVENUE, ~c.-Continued. 
Brought forward ....................................... . 
California, first district................................. $56,793 60 
fourth district...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 26, 195 73 
Dakota ....•.........•......................•....................... 
Delaware .......................................................... . 
Florida ............................................................ . 
Georgia, second district.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 413 50 
third district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 392 45 
Idaho .............................•.......•...............•......... 
Illinois, first district.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57, 60"2 23 
second district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 8, 846 1G 
third district ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 538 10 
fourth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 67 4 98 
fifth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 469 33 
seventh district................................ 5, 064 42 
eighth district................................. 27,042 90 
thirteenth district . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 19, 540 24 
Indiana, first district .................................. . 
fourth district ........ : . ...................... . 
sixth district ................................. . 
seventh district ............................... . 
tenth district ................................. . 
eleventh district ...........•................... 
Iowa, second district .........•....•.................... 
third district .................................... -
fourth district ................................... . 











Kansas ................................ - ..... - -.....•................ 
Kentucky, second district............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 45, 151 80 
fifth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113, 844 51 
sixth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 464 34 
seventh district.... . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72, 073 60 
eighthdistrict............................... 32,65131 
ninth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 362 90 
Lonisiau a .......................................................... . 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................•.. _ . __ ..... . 
Massachusetts, third district...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 27, 093 07 
fifth district...... • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 687 31 
tenth district...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 14, 000 52 
Maryland, third district .....................•.... --··-· 




Missouri, first district .....................•...•.•. -.-. . . . 42, 491 75 
second district . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 12, 548 35 
fourth district ..•••............••.....• -.. . . . . 15, 162 01 
fifth district.................................. 12,044 80 
s· thdistrict.................................. 21,69127 
Minnesota, first district ............................•.... 
second district ...••.....•••.••.••............ 
Michigan, first district ...................•••.••••••.•..• 
third district .............................•••. 
fourth district ........••.......•..•...•....... 


























---- 40, 309 49 
Mississippi ..••......... -- •..•••••...... -- •.... --.. . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . 18, 9'29 60 
Carried forward......................................... 1, 360,433 
31 F 
I 
482 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES for ASSESSING and COLLECTING the INTER-
NAL REVENUE, g.o.-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•....•.•...••..•...••.•....•......... . $1,360,433 64 
New York, :first district.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . $42, 019 54 
second district. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 35, 265 66 
third district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 687 92 
eleventh district.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 9, 314 53 
twelth district...................... .• . • • . . . . 14, ti86 14 
fourteenth district.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 12, 273 26 
:fifteenth district............................. 7, 916 23 
twenty-first district.......................... 10,499 04 
twenty-fourth district ........ _............... 15,056 98 
twenty-sixth district......................... 9,123 14 
twenty-eighth district . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 359 50 
thirtieth district ...... __ . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 678 89 
New Jersey, :first district .....•••••.•.................... 
third district ..........••••................. 
:fifth district .......•.... __ •.• _ .... _ ....... . 
10,570 29 
11, 852 15 
25,261 44 
Nevada .......................•........•••................... _ ..... . 
Nebraska .........•••.•............................................. 
New Mexico ...•••...•••..•••........•..•...•...•.•••......... ------
New Hampshire .......••........•....•.•.......•............... _ ... _ 
North Carolina, :first disttict ..•••. ...... .•.. ...••. .. .... 17,843 76 
fourth district.......................... 41,371 27 
:fifth district .........•.• -... . . . . . . . . . • . • 76, 869 23 
sixth district........................... 182,192 70 
Ohio, :first district . ~ ........ _ .... ~ •...... _ ...... :. .... _. _ 
third district ...••..••••...........••.•........... 
fourth district . .' .................•••....• _ ..... _ •. 
sixth district ...•.....• _ ... _ •..................... 
seventh district .......•.................. _ .....•.. 
tenth district ..... · ..................••..•......... 
eleventh district ...•.......••••................... 
:fifteenth district .........•....•••.... __ .......... . 
eighteenth district .....••••...•...............•... 
69,823 86 
21,447 21 







Oregon ...••............... __ ..... _ .....• _ .... _ •...• _ •...•• _ ...... _ . 
l>ennsylvania, :first district·················------·----· 44,598 70 
eighth district .•.........• ___ .... _.. . . . . . 18, 379 42 
ninth district . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • . • • • . 28, 104 20 
twelfth district . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . 15, 968 34 
fourteenth district-----·................. 24,108 ~8 
sixteenth district . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • . 28, 632 02 
nineteenth district ...•••....... _.. . . . . . . . 6, 416 85 
twentieth district ..•••....•...•••.. ··---· 10,958 61 
twenty-second district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5~, 900 56 
twenty-third district..................... 21, 680 82 
Rhode Island ..••.........••••... _ • _ .... _ ..... _ ..........•.. _ •......• 
South Carolina .............•...•.....•.....••....................... 
Tennessee, second district . · .. :...................... . . . . 25, 278 11 
:fifth district................................. 69,269 19 
eighth district .... -- ...• - ••.........•••. ---- 10,993 28 
fexas, :first district .•...•.••....•.... __ ......... __ ... __ _ 
third district .••••.... _ ....• _ •.....• _ ...........• 




Utah ........ - .. - - - - - - - - - - - -- - •. - - - - - - - •....• _. .. - . . . . . . . - - - - ... - - •.• 
Vermont ........ -.... -- ...• ---.... -- ..................... _ •.......... 
Virginia, second district. ............... - .•.... -.. . . . . . . 23, 122 42 
third district. . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 193 43 
fourth district. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 021 45 

















Carried forward .••••••• __ •.•.••... _ •.•.• _ •• 88,509 73 2,678,128 92 
REGISTER. 483 
STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES for ASSESSING and COLLECTING the INTER 
N AL REVENUE, 9·c.-Continued. 
Brought forward.................... . • • ••. •• • • . $88,509 73 $2, 678, 128 92 
Virginia-Continued. · 
sixth district. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . • . . 42, 581 23 
West Virginia, :first district .........•...........•••..... 
second district .........•.••••....•.••••• 
Wisconsin, first district ..................•....•.•.... ~ .. 
second district ...............•.............. 
third district .........•...............••....• 
sixth district ................•............... 
12,526 26 





Washington Territory ......•••. ---- ...•...•....••••••••••.•......•.. 






Amount disbursed by F. J. Hobbs for salaries of super- 2, 892,550 11 
visors, &c............................................ 657,52!) 73 
Amount paid for salaries of surveyors, &c. (unclassified 
by districts) ..........•........................•••••• 
Amount paid for transportation and expresses .•.•..•••.. 







Total11et expenditures ........•..••...•.••• ---- .......•.•...••• 3 657,105 10 
STATEMENT of EXPENDITURES for MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE, by DIS-
TRICTS, for the year ending June 30, 1880. 
~::fc~:n~:,s· i3~:V; M:~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·.::::: ~:: ~:: ~:::: ~:::::::::::::: ~::::: ~ 
Waldo borough, Me .•.••...••.....••.............••••.••••..........•... 
!fachias, Me .............•........ ---- .•.• ~----· .......•......••••••.•. 
Portland, Me ............... . ......... -- .... -- ..•.............. - ....... . 
Wiscasset, Me ..........••.............•• -•.. - - -...• - - •..•• - •.. - •••.••.• 
Belfast, Me .............•• -- ..•............ -. -.... -- •••.• --- .. -.- •..•.• 
Bath, Me .......................................•...........•.........• 
Passamaquoddy, Me ..••................••..................•••......... 
Cas tine, Me ...... .••••................•................................ 
Portsmouth, N. H ......•••........••................••............••••• 
Vermont, Vt .......... ..••••..•••.......•••....•....................... 
New Bedford, Mass .....•• -•...•.........•....•..•••....•........•.•..•. 
Boston, Mass .. .....•.....••..........•........• - •..•• -••......••••..... 
Gloucester, Mass ...•......•••..••••....•.•.•.••..... ..•••.............. 
Fall River, Mass.: ..•••...••••.......... --·· ...•....••••......••••.••.• 
Plymouth, Mass .................•..........•......•..•...••••......•••. 
Barnstable, Mass .......................................... ···--· ..•••.. 
Edgartown, Mass ...••...........•..•..•..•...........•• -••...••........ 
Salem, Mass .........••.........•••.....••••....•.•••.........•.•.•.•... 
Providence, R. I .••••.......••...••••.....•.....•••.....••••.•••••••••. 
N e'vport, R. I ........•.•....................••..••••• __ •.....• _ ••..•••• 
~~~d~:;;i, g~~~: ~:: ::: ~::::: ::: ::: :: ·.:::::::::: ::: ::::: : :::: ~::: ::::: 
New London, Conn .•..................•••.............••••..........•.. 
Os,•;regatchie, N.Y ....•....••...•.•.....••....•••..........••••..•••••. 
~~~ ~~~t~r N ~ Y ~::::::: ~::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: .·:::: 
Champlain, N.Y ....................................................... . 
Albany, N.Y .............•.••..........••.........••••..•••.••.•..••••• 
Genesee, N. Y ••.•........•.......•.. -............• -•••................ -
Buffalo, N. Y ...........••...•......•...........•••.••••.•..•...•.•• _ ••• 
Cape Vincent, N.Y ...•............••••.•••••••••......•........•.••.... 
Oswego, N.Y .......................................................... . 
Great Egg Harbor, N.J ...........••..•••••••••••.•..••••.••••.•••••..• 





































Carried forward .•••••••.••••••.• -.. • • . • • • • • • • • .. • •• • •• • • • • • 110, 847 75 
484 REPORT ON THE l!,INANCES. 
S1ATEMENT of EXPENDITURES for MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE, g-c.-Con-· 
tinued. 
Brought forward ................ ~ .............................. $110, 847 75 
Perth Amboy, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . .. . • .. . . . . . . . . . 42 00 
Erie, Pa ................................................ ...... ......... 464 92 
Pittsburgh, Pa......................................................... 4,812 51 
Philadelphia, Pa . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 950 90 
Eastern, Md ...... ...... ...... ...•.. .•.... .... .. ...... .... ...... .•.. ... 225 t!O 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 14, 086 32 
Georgetown, D. C . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 945 04 
Norfolk, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 632 24 
Tappahannock, Va . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 10 
Richmond, Va.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. 2, 176 30 
Yorktown, Va.... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... 11 15 
Wheeling, W.Va...................................................... 270 20 
Wilmington, N.C...................................................... 1,406 71 
Beaufort, N.C..................... ...•• . .... .•.. ...... ...... .... .•.•. 21 00 
Pamlico, N.C..................................... .... .... .... .... .... 1,496 58 
Albemarle, N.C........................................................ 97~00 
Charleston, S.C........................................................ 5,455 44 
Beaufort. S. C...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 50 
Georgetown, S.C...................................................... 62 30 
Savannah, Ga.......................................................... 4,99!:! 06 
Brunswick, Ga .............••••..........•.. ·---~-..................... 83 00 
Saiu t Mark's, Fla. . . .. . . .. . .. • .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . • .. . 249 16 
Saint John's, Fla....................................................... 934 15 
Pensacola, l!,la . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 401 82 
Fernandina, Fla ........•.•.......... ~ ......... ..... 'I'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 591 84 
Apalachicola, Fla...................................................... 701 86 
Key West, Fla......................................................... 3, 621 07 
Mobile, Ala............................................................. 4, 757 38 
Pearl River, Miss....................................................... 118 00 
Vicksburg, Miss........................................................ 3,159 25 
New Orleans, La . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 6:39 46 
Teche, La...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 
Brazos, Tex ...................• - ••..........•.......... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159 00 
Corpus Christi, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 554 50 
Saluria, Tex........................................................... 17 50 
Galveston, Tex...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 276 18 
Louisville, Ky ............................... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 11, 955 72 
Miami, Obio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 315 23 
Cuyahoga, Ohio...... . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 059 94 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, ::!28 89 
Memphis, Tenn...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 948 50 
Nash ville, '.renn .............••••.............. ~.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4::! 73 
~~~~~Tt~nMt;~c~- :::: : ~ ~ ~ : : : : ~ ~ ~ : ~:: : ~:::: ~ ~: :::: ::::: : : ~ : : ~: :::::: :: :: ~: 7, ~M ~~ 
Superior, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360 92 
Huron, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 60 
Evansville, Ind . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 4, 880 10 
Cairo, Ill ................................• -.. . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 5, 7 40 22 
Chicago, Ill .................................. -----· ..........•......... 20,564 64 
La Crosse, W is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 959 82 
Milwaukee, Wis...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 952 41 
Minnesota, Minn . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 637 50 
Duluth, Minn.......................................................... 582 10 
Dubuque, Iowa........................................................ 1,269 62 
Saint Louis, Mo.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 481 62 
Puget Sound, Wash . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 6, 965 00 
Oregon, Oreg........................................................... 40 75 
Willamette, Oreg ........................ -~--.......................... 2,107 18 
Southern Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 20 
San Diego, Cal...... . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 88 75 
San Francisco, Cal..................................................... 19,795 36 
Transportation......................................................... 179 90 
Disbursing agent....................................................... 28.500 0(} 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . 2, 571 90 
402,685 76 
REGISTER. 485 
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT of 
the UNITED STATES for the COLLECTION of CUSTO.lfS for the fiscal year end-
ing Jwne 30, 1880, 'With their OCCUPATIONS and COMPENSATION. 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
AROOSTOOK, ME. 
1 collector ............ .... ......... .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
3 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
1 special deputy collector .....• . ..••• 
1 inspector (railroad) .....•.....•..•. 
PASSAMAQUODDY, ME. 
1 collector . . . . . .................... . 
1 deputy collector ................. .. 
1 deputy collector ....••.....•........ 
1 deputy collector ...•••.........•.... 
5 inspectors .... ..................... . 
4 inspectors ........................ . 
4inspectors .. ...................... . 
1 deputy collector .....•.........••••• 
1 inspector . ....•...........• . .•...... 
1 inspector ... ...................... .. 
lnightwatchman .................. . 
2 night watchmen ................... . 
MACIIIAS1 ME. 
1 collector ........................... . 
1 special deputy collector and in-
spector .......... . ............... . 
2 deputy collectors ........... ...... . 
FRBNCHMAN'S BAY, ME. 
1 collector ..................... ..... . 
1 deputy collector . .••..............•• 
1 deputy collector . . . . ...•.........• 
1 deputy collector and inspector . .... 
2 deputy collectors and inspectors . • 
BANGOR, ME. 
1 collector .......... ................ . 
1 special deputy collector ........•.•• 
1 deputy collector .......••........... 
1 inspector . ......................... . 
1 inspec.tor .......................... . 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
1 weigher, gauger, &c . ••.........•••• 
CASTINE, ME. 
1 collector .......................... . 
2 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
3 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
BELFAST, ME. 
1 collector ..................... .... .. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 deputy collector ..................•. 
2 inspectors ........................ .. 
1 inspector . ......................... . 
1 storekeeper .....•...........••..... 
2 storekeepers . . . ••••.. ..•....•••.. .. 
WISCASSET, Mit. 
1 collector ......... . ................ . 
2 deputy collectors ....... ........... . 
1 temporaryinspector ............... . 
W ALDOBOROUGH, ME. 
1 collector .......................... . 
2 deputy collectors . ••................ 
1 deputy collector .. ......... •.•...•• . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector . .••••.....•.••...•. 







1, 098 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 742 30 
1, 600 00 
1, 249 00 
5,490 00 
3, 660 00 






2, 087 07 
1, 098 00 
1, 640 00 
1,662 27 
1, 200 00 
12 00 
1, 098 00 
1,200 00 
1,138 69 
1, 600 00 
700 00 

















1, 095 00 
1,838 91 
2, 920 00 
912 00 




Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
BATH, ME. 
1 collector ....... ................... . 
1 deputy collector •-- ................ . 
1 deputy collector ........ .•.... . ..... 
1 inspector, &c ...................... . 
2 inspectors, &c ..................... . 
2 inspectors, &c ..................... . 
PORTLAND AND FALMOUTH, ME. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
2 deputy collectors ................. .. 
4 clerks ......... ..... ............... . 
2 clerks .. . ......................... . 
3 clerks . ............................ . 
!surveyor .......................... . 
1 deputy surveyor ... ........ ..... .. . 
1 superintendent, warehouse clerks .. 
3 storekeepers ...•••...•••.........•. 
1 appraisor ........... ............. .. 
1 examiner ................... ... ... . . 
!laborer ......................... .. 
2 weighers and gaugers ............. . 
20 in~pectors . ....................... . 
1 m!trker ............................ . 
2 boatmen . ................ ..... .. . 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 watchman ....................... .. 
SACO, ME. 
1 collector ...... .................... . 
1 doputy collector ..... ......•.•...... 
KENNEBUNK, ME. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector, &c .. 
2 illspectors ......................... . 
YORK, ME. 
1 collector .......................... . 
PORTSMOUTH, N. H. 
1 collector .....................••.... 
1 deputy collector and ~nspector ..•.. 
1 deputy collector and mt~pector .. ... 
1 inspector, weigher, gauger, and 
measurer ......................... . 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
1 boatman .......................... . 
VERMONT, VT. 
1 collector ...... ................... .. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
2 deputy collectors, at $1,800 ........ . 
2 deputy collectors, at $1,600 ........ . 
3 deputy collectors, at $1,400 ..•....•. 
5 deputy collectors, at $1,200 .......•. 
2 deputy collectors, at $1,000 ........ . 
1 clerk ................... .......... .. 
1 clerk ... .. ~--- .......... . ......... .. 
5 deputy collectors, at $600. . •.....•. 
3 deputy collectors, at $1,098 ...•..... 
1 deputy collector .....•....•......... 
1 deputy collector .................••. 
2 deputy collectors, at $1,029 .••...... 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
3 deputy collector, at $993 . ......... .. 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 ~leputy collector . ........•..•......• 
3 mspectors, at $1,464 ............... . 
1 inspector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.•.• 
4 inspectors, at $1,098 ............... . 
1 inspector ...... . .................. .. 






1, 281 00 
2,196 00 
498 00 
6, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
4, 800 00 
2, 200 00 
3, 000 00 
4, 500 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 500 00 
3, 285 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
7:ao 00 
4, 000 00 
21,648 00 
730 00 
1, 095 00 










1, 098 00 
1,143 50 
2, 287 00 
135 10 
2, 581 59 
2, 500 00 
3, 600 00 
3, 200 00 
4, 200 00 
6, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
36 00 
3, 000 00 
3, 294 00 
1, 074 00 
1, 072 00 
2, 058 00 
999 00 
2, 979 00 
927 Ot 
165 00 
4, S92 00 
1, 174 00 
4, 392 00 
1, 074 00 
•• OiO 01) 
' 
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Continued. . 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
oecupation. tion. 
VER?tWNT, VT.-Continued. 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector ............ .............. . 
3 inspectors, at $999 ................. . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 tally clerk ....................... .. 
3 tally clerks, at $215 ................ . 
1 tally clerk ........................ .. 
1 tally clerk ......................... . 
1 night-watchman .................. .. 
1 night-watchman ................... . 
1 boatman ......................... .. 
NEWBURYPORT, MASS. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 inspector, weigher, and gauger ...•.. 
1 inspector, weigher, and gauger .•••.. 
1 storekeeper .•...................... 
1janitor .................... ........ . 
GLOUCESTER, MASS. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
4 inspectors ......................... . 
1 inspector ......................... .. 
1 inspector ......................... .. 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 boatman .......................... . 
SALEM .A.."'!D BEVERLY, MASS. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 inspector, weigher, and gauger ..••. 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
2 inspectors ........................ .. 
1 janitor ........................... .. 
MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 special deputy collector,_ &c ....... . 
1 deputy collector and weigher ..... .. 
BOSTON AND CHAULESTOWN, MASS. 
1 collector . .. . . .................... . 
1 comptroller, &c .................. .. 
3 deputy collectors, at $3,000 ........ . 
1 deputy collector ..•... ....... ....... 
1 auditor, &c ....................... .. 
1 cashier ............................ . 
1 assistant cashier ................. .. 
1 storekeeper and clerk ..•........... 
1 clerk, &c ............ ............. .. 
5 clerks, at $2,000 ................... . 
6 clerks. at $1,800 .................. .. 
16 clerks, at$1,600 .................. . 
28 clerks, at $1,400 ................. .. 
21 clerks, at $1,200 ................. .. 
11 clerks, at $1,000 ................. .. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk and storekeeper ............. . 
1 clerk and storekeeper ............ .. 
1 messenger and clerk .............. . 
8 messengers, at $840 ... ......•..•.... 
S messengers, at $720 ................ . 
1 naval officer ....................... . 
1 deputy naval officer .............. .. 
$1,017 00 
1, 011 00 













1, 095 00 




3, 752 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 300 00 
56 00 








1, 600 00 
1, 095 00 
2,190 00 
1, 920 00 
540 00 
343 62 
1, 075 03 
273 00 
8, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
900 00 
3, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
10, 000 00 
10, !!00 00 
25, 600 00 




1, 800 00 
1, 277 50 
1, 000 00 
6, 720 00 
5, 760 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
occupation. tion. 
BOSTON AND CIIARLESTOWN, MASS.-
Continued. 
1 assistant deputy naval officer, &c .. 
6 clerks, at $1,800 .................. .. 
5 clerks, at $1,600 .................. .. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
2 clerks, at $1,200 ................... . 
1 clerk and messenger ............. .. 
1 surveyor ......................... .. 
1 deputy surveyor ................ .. 
1 assistant surveyor .. .. ......... .. 
1 clerk ................ . .......... .. 
1 clerk and admeasurer .•••••.....•.. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk ............ . ................ .. 
2 messengers, at $840 ................ . 
4 inspectors, at $1,460 .............. .. 
86 inspectors, at $1, 277.50 ........... . 
1 inspector of marble .............. .. 
1 inspectress . _ ................. .. 
1 captain night-watch .............. .. 
2 lieutenants night-watch .. ......... . 
40 J?-ight inspectors, at $912.50 ....... . 
8 mgnt watchmen, at $730 ......... . 
1 day watchman, at $730 .......... .. 
3 weighers, gaugers, &c., at $2,000 .. . 
1 gauger ............................ . 
2 assistant gaugers, at $1,277.50 .... .. 
3 asilistant wei:,;hers, at $1,460 ....... . 
17 assistant weighers, at $1,277.50 ... . 
lti assistant weighers, at $1,095 . ... .. . 
1 genural appraiser ................. . 
2 appraisers ........................ . 
2 assistant appraisers, at $2,500 ..... . 
1 clerk . ........... . ................. . 
1 examiner of drugs . ....... _ ...... .. 
2 examiners, at $2,000 .............. .. 
6 examiners, at $1,800 .............. .. 
1 examiner ........................ .. 
1 examiner ......................... . 
1 exa1niner ........ . ................ . 
2 examiners, at $1,200 .............. .. 
1 clerk, at $1,800 .............•....... 
2 clerks, at $1,600 ...... .,. .......... .. 
1 clerk ............................ .. 
1 clerk ............................. . 
1 clerk and m essenger ............. .. 
3 samplers, at $1,200 ............... .. 
3 assistant samplers, at $800 ........ . 
3 markers, at $800 . ................ .. 
9 openers and packers, at $1,003.75 .. . 
2 foremen, at $1,095 ............•..... 
46laborers, at $730 ................. . 
1 pol'ter and messenger .......••..... 
1 ware-house superintendent ........ . 
11 storekeepers, at $1,277.50 ........ .. 
7 storekeepers, at $800 ............. .. 
4 boatmen, at $821.25. --·-·- .....•.... 
PLY?t10UTH1 MASS. 
1 colle~tor . .... .. ............ - ..... .. 
1 deputy collector . ..•............... 
2 deputy collectors-----· .......... .. 
BARNSTABLE, MASS. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
2 deputy collectors .......•••••....... 
2 deputy collectors . .• _ .............. . 
1 de1mty collector .................. .. 
1 clerk ............................ .. 
1 boatman ......................... .. 
1 janitor . ........................... . 
11 storekeepers ..................... . 
$2,000 00 
10, 800 00 
8, 000 00 
1, 400 00 
2, 400 00 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 300 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 680 00 




1, 460 00 
2, 400 00 
36, 500 00 
5,840 00 
730 00 
6, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 555 00 
4, 380 00 
21,717 50 
17,520 00 
3, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
11, 000 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 000 OQ 
4, 000 00 
10, 800 00 
l, 600 00 
1, 500 00 
1,400 00 
2, 400 00 
1, 800 00 
3, 200 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 400 09 
:', 600 00 
2, 400 00 
2, 400 00 
9, 033 75 
~. 190 00 
33, 580 00 
950 00 
2, 000 00 
14, 052 50 
5, 600 00 




2, 244 00 
1, 095 00 
900 00 
800 00 
1, 500 00 







STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, tfc.-. 
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
occupation. tion. 
FALL RIVER, MASS. 
1 collector . . . . .. . . - ... .. --- . -- .. --. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 inspector, weigher and measurer .. . 
1 temporary inspector, &c . -- •••... -. 
1 bOatman--·--· ........... ---· ....•. 
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 
1 collector . .... - -................... . 
1 deputycollector ................ ---
1 clerk . ......... --------·-----·----
1 inspector, weigher, &c ........... . 
1 inspector .... - - .. ................. -. 
EDGARTOWN, MASS. 
1 collector ........... - .. . . - - .... - - •• 
1 special de-puty collector, &c . ...... . 
1 ~eputy collector. . . . . .••... -- ••..•. 
l1nspector ---· ............ . ........ . 
1 inspector ....... ----··------ ..... - .. 
1 inspector .... -.- . ---·· --- .•. ---.- .. 
1 night-watchman . ................ .. 
]llOo.tman .......................... . 
NANTUCKET, MASS. 
1 collector ........................ - .. 
1 deputy collector ................. .. 
1 deputy collector . . .........•......•. 
PHOVIDENCE, R. I. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector and cashier .. -.--. 
1 deput.v collector and clerk . .•..••.... 
6 inspectors, weigher, &c .....•. _ .•.• 
2 inspectors (coastwise) ........•..... 
1 inspector ............ --- .......... . 
1 inspector . . .. . . . .................. . 
1 boat1nan . ......................... . 
1 mcssfmger ........................ . 
1 storekeeper ....................... . 
1 night-watchman ................. .. 
i ~ffr.~ai~~~ .'." ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ::: :~::::::::::. 
ljanitor ................. -----· .... .. 
DlUSTOL AND WARHEN, R. L 
1 collector ........... .. ............. . 
1 deputy collector, ins~ector, &c .... . 
1 deputy collector and mspector .... . 
1 boatman .......................... . 
NEWPOHT, R. L 
1 collector . ......................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 inspector . ....................... .. 
1 inspector ......................... . 
1 inspector ........................ .. 
1 inspector (occasional) . ...••........ 
1 boatman ................ . ----·- ... . 
STONINGTON, CONN. 
1 collector . . ........................ . 
2 deputy collectors ....•....••....... 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 boatman . .................... ------
NEW LONDON, CONN. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ........ .. 
2 inspectors .........•...........• ... 
inspector ......................... .. 
$1,600 34 
1, 281 00 
1, 098 00 
60 00 
300 00 
2, 049 83 
1, 500 00 
900 00 
1, 095 00 
1, 095 00 
808 15 










3, 996 08 
2, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
6, 090 00 
2, 190 00 






3, 000 00 
1, 012 20 
825 20 
104 22 
1, 095 00 
249 00 
2~6 00 
1, 276 74 
1, 000 00 
600 00 
300 00 







2, 886 42 
1, 600 00 
2, 190 00 
990 00 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa> 
occupation. tion. 
NEW LONDON, CONN.-Continued. 
1 janitor .. _ ..•.................•..... 
1 inspector ......................... . 
1 boatman and messenger ...........• 
MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 
1 collector . ......... -----· .......... . 
1 special deputy collector ..•.. _ •..... 
~ ~fe~~a~ ~-~~~~=- ~~~~~~~~:::: :::::::: 
~storekeeper ......... -·· .. ......... . 
1 janitor __ ....... . _ ...•........... _. 
1 temporary inspector ..•....•...•..• 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
1 collector .. ... ----- . ............. --. 
1 deputy collector ....... ............ . 
1 inspector and clerk .............. .. 
1 inspector and clerk ........... _. __ • 
1
1clerk .............. ............. .. 
2 weighers and gaugers ......... .... . 
4 inspectors ............... .......... . 
1 night inspector . ... -- . --·-·. _ ..... . 
1 messenger and porter .......... . .. . 
!janitor.- ... --· ...... ------ ....... .. 
1 fireman . ----- ... --- ............... . 
1 inspector ... ....................... . 
1 ir.spector ...... .................. .. 
1 boatman, &c -·-····-····-···-······ 
:b'AillFffiLD, CONN. 
1 collector . ................ ------
1 deputy collector, inspector, &c .. --. 
1 inspector ........ ........ .. . . ·-----
1 inspector------ .................. .. 
SAG HARBOR, N. Y. 
1 co-llector . -----· .......... ~- ....... . 
1 surveyor ......................... . 
1 cleputycollector .................. .. 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
1 collector ----- .................... . 
1 chief clerk. __ .. ----- · ............ .. 
9 deputy collectors ... .. - ....••....... 
1 assistant collector . ................ . 
1 auditor ........................... . 
1 assistant auditor ...... _ ........... . 
1 cashier .... ........................ . 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
10 clerks . ........................... . 
2 clerks ........... .................. . 
14 clerks ........ ................... .. 
1
34clerks . ........................... . 
19 clerks ........................... .. 
45 clerks ............................ . 
67 clerks .......................... .. 
' 95 clerks ........................... . 
1
1 clerk . ........................... .. 
12 clerks ............................ . 
2 clerks . ............ , .............. .. 
1 detective .. _ ..................... _ .. 
1 carpenter ... ......... . ............ . 
1 
2 carpenters ........... . _ ........... . 
1 telegraph operator ...•........•..•. 
1 janitor ............................ . 
1 scrubber .......................... . 
1 scrubber----~- .................... . 
1 engineer .......................... . 
1 engineer .......................... . 
4 firemen ........................... . 
6 watchmen .... .................... . 




2, 419 10 
1, 200 00 
641 07 
582 02 
100 (1 i' 
500 '-' 
15 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 095 oo 
600 00 
2, 190 00 








1, 383 99 







12, 000 dtl 
3, 500 00 
27, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 700 00 
25, 0011 00 
4, 800 00 
30, 800 00 
68,000 00 
34,200 00 
72, 000 0,0 
93, 800 00 
114,000 00 
1, 095 00 
12, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 200 00 






1, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 880 00 
II, 000 00 
27,450 00 
488 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, g-o.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and 
oocupation. 
NEW YORK, N. Y.-Continued. 
1 watchman ..................•..•.•.. 
4 Sunday watchmen ..........•...... 
15 porters .......................•.... 
1 engineer ...........••.............. 
36 messengers ...••.................. 
6 messengers ....................... . 
8 messengers ....................... . 
~ushers ............................ . 
1 usher ....... . ..................... . 
1 inspector at Troy ................. . 
250 inspectors ....................... . 
15 inspectors ..•........•............. 
4 inspectors (coast) ................ .. 
8 inspecti·esses ..................... . 
1 detective ......................... . 
110 nig_ht inspectors ............... .. 
4 weigners ......................... . 
66 assistant weighers ............... . 
3 gaugers . .... ... .••.......•........ 
12 ass1stant gaugers ................ . 
1 measurer of marble .............. .. 
5 weighers' janitors ................. . 
68 storekeepers ................•..... 
1 storekeeper ....................... . 
1 assistant storekeeper .............. . 
3 assistant storekeepers ............. . 
1 general appraiser ................. _ 
1 appraiser ........................ . 
10 assistant appraisers .............. . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk .......................... , .•.. 
22 examiners ........................ . 
8 examiners ......•••...•............. 
15 examiners ........................ . 
14 examiners ........................ . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
3 clerks . ............................ . 
10 clerks ............................ . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk and stenographer ............ . 
1 clf'.rk and stenographer .........••.• 
1 f'• •• minerofmarble ................ . 
1 stt!nographer . ..................... . 
1 clerk to general appraiser ...•••.... 
2 clerks to general appraiser ...•..••. 
1 clerk to general appraiser .....•.... 
8 clerks to verifiers ................. . 
17 clerks to verifiers ................ . 
i~ :::~i:~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
4 foremen to openers, &c ..........•.. 
88 openers and packers .•..••..... _. _ 
18 messengers ................... . ... . 
1 messenger ......................... . 
1 naval officer ...................... . 
1 deputy naval officer ............... . 
4 clerks ............................ .. 
!5 clerks ............................. . 
20 clerks ............................ . 
5 clerks ............................. . 
13 clerks ............................ . 
11 clerks ............................ . 
5 clerks ............................. . 
1 clerk and messenger ......•.•••.... 
4 messengers ....................... . 
1 messenger ......................... . 
1 surveyor .................••........ 
1 auditor ........................... .. 
1 deputy surveyor .................. . 
1 superintendent of weighers ...•.•.. 
1 superintendent barge office ....... . 
5 clerks ............................ . 
8 clerks ............................. . } ~i=~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
2 messengers ...................... .. 





10, 800 00 
1, 200 00 
30,240 00 
4, 320 00 
4, 000 00 
2, 400 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 098 00 
366,000 00 
7, 020 00 
730 00 
8, 784 00 
1, 464 00 
100, 650 00 
10, 000 00 
82, 896 00 
6, 000 00 
15, 072 00 
2, 000 00 
3, 140 00 
84,912 00 
1,464 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 600 00 
3, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
so, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
2, 000 00 
55, 000 00 
17, 600 00 
30,000 00 
25,200 00 
2, 200 00 
5,400 00 
16, 000 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 600 00 
2, 400 00 
1, 700 00 
11,200 00 
:.!0,400 00 
28, 800 00 
10, 000 00 
4, 710 00 
82, 896 00 
15, 120 00 
720 00 
8, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
10, 000 00 
11,000 00 
40, 000 00 
9, 000 00 
20, 800 00 
15,400 00 
6, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 360 00 
500 00 
8, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
3, 500 00 
2, 500 00 
8, 000 00 
7, 200 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 800 00 
3, 600 00 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa.-
occupation. tion. 
ALBANY, N. Y. 
1 surveyor . ...................••..... 
1 deputy surveyor .............. _ . _ .. 
4 inspectors ........................ . 
1 temporary inspector ..•............. 
CHAMPLAIN, N. Y. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ...... _ .... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk .. . _ ..... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk ......... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk .. ....... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk ......... . 
8 <lepnt.y collectors ................. . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
5 <l<•puty collectors . ................. . 
3 special inspectors ................. . 
7 deputy collectors and inspectors . . . 
!janitor ............................ . 
OSWEGATCIIIE, N. Y. 
1 collf'ctor .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ........ .. . . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
2 deputy collectors ... ............... . 
1 de_puty collector ................ . .. . 
2 deputy collectors ............•...... 
3 deputy collectors .................. . 
2 deputy collectors ................ _. 
3 inspectors ......................... . 
2 inspectors ....................... .. 
1 inspectress ...................... . 
1 inspector (paid by :ailroad) .••.•... 
CAPE VINCENT, N. Y. 
1 collector . ............ . ............ . 
1 special deputy collector ....... . ... . 
1 deputy collector and cler)c ...•...... 
2 deputy collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector .............. .... .. 
7 deputy collectors ................. . 
6 inspectors ......................... . 
OSWEGO, N. Y. 
1 collector .......................... .. 
1 special deputy collector : ...... . .. . 
1 deputy collector and cashier ....... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector .....•.....•........ 
1 deputy collector.... . ............ .. 
3 deputy collectors and clerks ....... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk ........ .. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ......... . 
1 depu Ly collector and clerk ......... : 
1 deputv collector and inspector ..•... 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector ......................... . 
1 inspector ........................ .. 
1 inspector .......................... . 
~ j!~f!e~~-e:~s-::::::::::::::::::::::: 
GENESRR, N. Y. 
1 collector . . . .. . .. .. .. . ............ . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector ................ . .. . 
2 deputy collectors ................. .. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
5 deputy collectors and inspectors ... . 
12 inspectors ........................ . 
$5,000 00 
1, 464 00 
4, 392 00 
51 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 760 80 
1, 400 00 
1, 316 80 
1, 116 90 
83 15 
6, 399 93 
600 00 
3, 810 14 
4, 392 00 
4, 107 00 
480 00 
2' 500 00 
1:600 00 
1, 500 00 
2, 400 00 
1, 000 00 
1, GOO 00 
1, 800 00 
2, 190 00 
3, 285 00 
1, 800 00 
360 00 
1, 460 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 800 00 
276 00 
3, 137 00 
3, 861 00 
4, 500 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
800 00 
661 54 






1, 488 00 







2, 500 00 
1, 600 00 
1,400 00 
2, 000 00 
900 00 
4, 083 00 
g, 027 00 
REGISTER. 489 
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, fc.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
NIAGARA, N. Y. 
1 collector . .............••.••......••. 
1 deputy collector . . .. .....•......•.. 
1 deputy colll'ctor and clerk ..••.•.... 
1 deputy collector aml elerk .. •...•••. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ........•. 
1 deputy colloctor and cashier . .•..... 
1 special inspector ......•....••...... 
1 special inspector .•. •••......• .....• 
2 storekeeper~ ...•............••..... 
1 deputy collector and inspector ...•.• 
14 deputy collectot·s and inspectors .. . 
1 deputy collectm· and inspector .. ... . 
1 deputy collector ancl inspector ...•• 
1 dE'put..r collf'ctor ancl inspector . .... . 
1 deputy collector and inspector ...•.• 
3 deputy collectors and inspectors . .. . 
3 inspectors ......................... . 
1 inspector . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . •. 
1 insJX•ctor . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .......•.... 
1 inspectress ..........•......•....... 
1 messenger ..... ..•..... .••......••. 
BUFirALO CREEK, N. Y. 
1 collector .....••• •...... •........... 
1 appraiser .•.......••..•....••..••. 
1 deputy collector .•••....... . •..•... 
2 dt>puty collectors .......•....•...... 
3 deputy collectors . ...••• ..• ........ ·. 
2 clerks .•......••...•............... 
2 clerks .......•.••.• •......•. .••..... 
1 cashier . ....••...•.....•.••......... 
1 clerk ........... . ......••• . ......... 
1 clerk . ........•..•.•••..•........••. 
1 clerk.......................... . .... 
1 clerk ....•.•..•..•.•••.....•.•. •.... 
1 inspector . ................••.•.•.... 
1 insvector ......••................• •. 
1 inspect<>r . .....•••...........•.•.... 
1 inspector ...•....................... 
1 inspector. . . . . . • • • • . . . • . ......•.•.• 
16 inspectors . .........•............•. 
DUNKIRK, N. Y. 
1 collector ...........•..••.... . •...••. 
1 deputy collector and inspector ...• .• 
NEWARK, N. J. 
1 collect<>r ................•........... 
1 deputy collector and inspector ..•.•• 
1 inspector ....•••.......•.........••. 
PERTH llfBOY, N. J. 
1 co llE'ctor. . . . . . . .........•••••...... 
1 special deputy collector . . . . . . • . • •. 
1 deputy collector ..........•...•..••. 
1 inspector ..... .....••. ............. 
2 inspectors ... ........••........... 
1 inspector (temporary) ..•..•••....•. 
1 watchman (temporary) ...•.......•. 
GREAT EGG HARBOR, N. J. 
1 collector . .......................... . 
1 deputy collector .. · •..........••..••. 
1 inspector . ............•........••.•. 
1 inspector ..••.•..••••..... .......••. 
LITTLE EGG HARBOR, N. J. 
1 collector ....................•....•.. 
1 deputy collector .. . .. ...... . .....••. 
1 inspector ...... ...........•......... 




2, 500 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 340 00 
856 00 
2, 928 00 






2, 196 00 





2, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 200 00 
2, 928 00 
3, 294 00 
2, 800 00 
2, 400 00 











1, 091 69 
1, 342 00 
996 51 
1, 200 00 
1, 098 00 
2, 126 55 
1, 200 00 
600 00 
1, 095 00 











Districts, nutnber of persons, and 
occupation. 
BRIDGETON, N. J. 
1 collector ....... .•..••..•.• .•• ....•.• 
1 deputy collector ..•....•.•.......... 
1 deputy collector .••..........••..... 
DUKLL.~GTON, N. J. 
1 collector .•.•••.•••••••••.••..••...•. 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 
1 collector ........•. ....••....•.....•. 
1 deputy collector and auditor ....... . 
1 deput.Y coilector ................... . 
1 assistant auditor . .••••• ...•••.....• 
2 clerks .... ...•. ..... ....• •. ..••••. 
1 assist&nt collector ...•.•..•.•..•.... 
1 cashier .. . .......• ...•..•.......... 
1 assistant cashier ........•.•..•..... 
2clerks, at$1,800 ...•.•.........••••• 
15 clerks, at $1,600 ..••••............. 
10 Cllerks, at $1,400 .................. . 
5 clerks, at $1,200 .. ... ...... ........•. 
4 messengers, at $720 .......•••••.... 
2 watchmen .....•....••...•••.•..••.. 
1 naval officer ....... ...........•..... 
1 clerk, at $2,000 . ...•..••.........••. 
2 clerks, at $1,800 ................... . 
1 clerk, at $1,600 .•••................. 
2 clerks, at $1,400- ...•••..........••.• 
3 clerks, :1t $1,200 ..•..•...••..•...... 
!messenger .•...•..................• 
1 snrveyor .. .•.• ... ........•......... 
1 deputy surveyor .••.............••. 
2 clerks, at $1,400 .................... . 
lclerk . ..•• ..• .............•.•...... 
1 messengAr ...........•........••..•. 
1 general appraiser .... . ••........••• 
1 clerk ........•.•••••..••••......... 
1 appraiser ... ........•.•••.......••. 
2 assistant appraisers .........•...•.. 
6 examiners, :1t $1,700 . . . • • . . • • . ...•. 
1 examiner of drugs .....•.•••••.•.•.• 
1 clerk . • • . . ......••.....••.......... 
2 clerks, at ~1,300 .....•.....•........ 
1 clerk,at$900 ....••..•••••..•..••••• 
14 packers, at $900 .....•.•••.•.•..••. 
1 messenger .•••••..••••.....•........ 
2 watchmen, at $2.50 per day ..... . .. . 
4 watchmen, at $720 .•• •••....••.••••. 
l watchman ......................... . 
1 foreman oflaborers . . . . . . . . • • . • • •. 
8 laborers . .....•. •• ••••....••...•.••. 
1 marker ..•.•.•••••..•••••.......... 
1 weigher . ........•••.•.........••.•• 
27 assistant weighers, at $1,100 ...... . 
1 clerk ........ .. ..•.............•.. 
2 foremen, at $2.50 per day .......... . 
2 gaugers, at $2,000 ... . ............ . 
1 assistant gauger, at $1,200 ......•... 
1 measurer . ..................•....... 
4 inspectors, special, at $4 per day ... 
60 inspectors, at $3.50 per day .....• .. 
2 inspectors, at $3 per day .•......... 
29 inspectors, at $2.50 per day ..•.•••. 
1 inspector, at $600 ................••. 
2 bargemen, at $720 ••••.••..••..••••• 
1 carpenter.... . ......•••........•. 
17laborers, at $700 ..•..•••.•......•. 
1 night inspector ..•....•••..•••••.••. 
1 storekeeper, at $1,000 .•...•••••..••. 
ERIE, PA. 
1 collector .•.......•...•...•.....••••• 
1 deputy collector and inspector . .... 







8, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 991 87 
2, 000 00 
3, 978 31 
1, 500 00 
2, 500 00 
2, 000 00 
3, 599 94 
22,404 42 
13, 180 59 
4, 875 82 
2, 746 80 
1, 622 50 
5, 000 00 
1, 331 50 
2, 998 40 
534 80 
2, 100 00 
2,152 20 
720 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
2, 217 90 
1, 200 00 
720 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 300 00 
3, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
8, 569 77 
1, 000 00 
1, 500 00 





2, 081 69 
700 00 
900 00 
3. 643 25 
720 00 
2, 000 OQ 
16,094 19 
1, 200 00 
1, 830 00 
2, 402 22 
958 70 
1, 281 00 
5, 676 00 
60,434 50 
1, 560 00 
26,505 00 
600 00 





1, 845 ~g 
1, 600 00 
840 00 
840 00 
490 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, cfc.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
occupation. tion. 
PITTSBURGH, PA. 
1 surveyor .... __ __ ......•••••. -...... . 
1 special deputy surveyor ....••... . .. 
1 deputy surveyor .................. . 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
1 inspector .......... .. .............. . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 messenger ......................... . 
DELAWARE, DEL. 
1 collector . . . . . . . . ............... . 
1 special deputy col.l.Jctor ........... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
2 deputy collectors ....... ---- ....... . 
2 inspectors ........................ . 
5 boatmen ........ -.................. . 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
1 collector .. . ... .................... . 
2 deputy collectors .................. . 
~ ~~ait~ ~-~1~~~~~:. : ~~::::::: ::: :::~:: 
1 assistant auditor .................. . 
1 cashier ..... .................. ------
1 assistant cashier ............... .. . . 
6 clerks, at $1,800 ................... . 
7 clerks, at $1,600 .................... . 
9 clerks, at $1,400 ...... ---- ......... . 
5 clerks, at $1,200 ................... . 
1 clerk ............................ .. 
1 messenger and copyist ............ . 
2 messengers and copyists .....••••.. 
4 messengers _ ........ ·- .............. . 
1 captain of watch .................. . 
4 watchmen ......................... . 
2laborers ... ....................... . 
46 day ~spectors . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.... 
10 day mspectors (t.emporary) .....• . 
1 captain of night inspectors ........ . 
!lieutenant of night inspectors ..... . 
33 night inspectors. .. .. • .. ........ . 
10 night inspectors (temporary) .....• 
Night service of inspectors ......... . 
Night service of inspectors (tempo-
rary) ..... ... .......... ........... . 
1 :fireman on steam launch .........•. 
1 boatman on steam launch .....• . ... 
2 boatmen on steam launch . . . • . . . . . . ' 
1 female examiner . . . . .. . . . • .. _ .. . 
2 debenture markers ................ . 
1 general appraiser ....••...•......... 
2local appraisers ................... . 
3 examiners, at $1,800 ............... . 
3 examiners, at $1,600 .............. .. 
2 clerks at$1,600 .................. .. 
1 foreman of laborers .............•.. 
6laborers, at $840 ................... . 
5 laborers, at $720 .......... . ........ . 
~ :~~fe:~f~h~~·:::::: :::::: :·. ~::::: ~: 
3 clerks, at $1,200 ................... . 
14 assistant weighers .............. .. 
1 gauger .. ......................... . 
1 m essenger ........................ . 
5 assistant weighers (temporary) ... .. 
Laborers on scales ............. .. ... . 
~ ~I~~~k~~~~~ :::::~ :·::::: :::::::::::: 
4 porters, at $820 ................... .. 
4laborers, at $720 ................... . 
i ft~~:::~r- :::::::::::: ~:::::: ::: :·:::: 
5 storekeepers ...................... . 
1 assistan\ storekeeper .......•....... 
1 temporar:y storekeeper ......••..... 
Night serviCe of storekeepers ....... . 
l naval officer ....................... . 
$5, too oo 
1, 600 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 460 00 
1, 095 00 
600 00 
2, 388 37 
1, 600 00 
600 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 986 00 
1, 500 00 
7, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
800 00 
2, 500 00 
1. 800 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 800 00 
10, 800 00 
11, 200 00 
11,588 46 
6, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
2, 880 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 360 00 
1, 408 27 
58,278 50 
6, 240 00 
1, 281 00 
1, 098 00 
29,275 00 
5, 740 50 






1, 680 00 
3, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
5, 400 00 
4, 800 00 
3, 200 00 
1, 000 06 
5, 040 00 
3, 599 92 
720 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 871 43 
13, 819 88 
1, 300 00 
720 00 
4, 971 59 
28,302 11 
1, 800 00 
1, 600 00 
3, 280 00 
1, 916 68 
1, 200 00 
1, 095 00 




5, 000 00 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
occupation. tion. 
BALTIMORE-Continued. 
1 deputy naval officer .....•.......... 
2 clerks, at $1,800 ... ................ . 
2 clerks, at $1,600 .................. .. 
2 clerks, at$1,400 .. ................. .. 
3 clerks,at$1,200 .................. .. 
1 messenger .... ......... . ......... .. 
1 surveyor ......... .............. . .. . 
1 deputy surveyor ................. .. 
1 clerk .................. ... ......... . 
1 clerk ..... ........................ .. 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 special inspector .................. . 
ANNAPOLIS, MD. 
1 collector . ......................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 boatman .......................... . 
EASTERN, MD. 
1 collector ...... .... . .............. .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .•..•• 
GEORGETOWN, D. C. 
1 collector . . . . . ...... .. .••..•..•.... 
1 special deputy <·-ollector .....•...... 
1 9-eputy collector ................... . 
1 Inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector ... .. ............ ----~- ... . 
ALEXANDRIA, VA.. 
1 collector ........................... · 
1 deputy collector ................... .. 
1 inspector .... . .................... .. 
TAPPAHANNOCK, VA. 
1 collector .. .................... ... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
YORKTOWN, VA.. 
1 collector ...... . ................... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 spechl deputy collector ...•••.....• 
CHERRYSTONR, VA. 
1 collector ........................ .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
2 boatmen ......................... .. 
RICHMOND, VA.. 
1 collector ...... · ................... .. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
3 inspectors .... . ................... .. 
3 inspectors (temporary) ............• 
1-boatman ............ . ............ .. 
1 watchman ......................... . 
PETERSBURG, VA. 
1 collector .......... ............... .. 
1 deputy collector and clt-rk ........ .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 messenger and wat.chman ......... . 
1 boatman .......................... . 
NORFOLK AND PORTSMOUTH, VA. 
1 collector .. ....................... .. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
$2, 500 00 
3, 600 00 
3, 200 00 
2, 800 00 
3, 600 00 
720 00 
4, 500 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 800 00 





1, 095 00 
180 00 
2, 312 42 
1, 098 00 
1, 621 74 
1, 460 00 
1, 095 00 
220 00 
. 468 00 
515 01 
1, 200 00 







1, 27i 50 
365 00 
200 00 
1, 9211 78 
1, 600 00 





1, 166 20 
1, 098 00 
732 00 
3 96 
3, 000 00 
1, 600 00 · 
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STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, tjc.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of person~:~, and 
occupation. 
N ORFOLK AND POUTSMOUTII, VA.-
Continued. 
2 clerks ............................ . 
1 inspector .... . ................... .. 
a hl spectors ......................... . 
1 inspector and clerk ............... .. 
!watchman ......................... . 
1 boatman ...................... . ... . 
Sboatmen ........................ .. 
8 inspectors (temporary) . .•..••..... c 
WHEELING, W.VA. 
lsurvoyor ......................... .. 
A.LBEM..lRLE, N.C. 
1 collector ....... . ..... . ........... .. 
1 special deputy collector .......... .. 
1 deputy collector . ............•.....• 
1 inspector (temporary) ............ . 
1 deputy collector (temporary) ..... .. 
PMILICO, N.C. 
1 collector . .. . ...................... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
2 deputy collectors ...•••............. 
1 messenger ........................ . 
4 boatmen (temporary) ....•......... 
BEAUFORT, N. C. 
1 collector .... . ............. . ....... . 
1 deputy collect~r . ................. .. 
1 d t'puty collector . . . . ..•..•....•..... 
1 t emporary inspector ............. .. 
1 boatman ................ .. 
WILMINGTON, N. C. 
1 collector .......................... : 
1 special deputy collector ...... . .•••. 
1 deputy collector and clerk . ....... . 
1 deputy collector (temporary) ...... . 
1 clerk (temporary) ................ .. 
1 inspector .. ... . ............... . ... . 
4 in~pectors at $1,098 ............... . 
1 inspector (temporary) ....•....•. • .. 
4 boatmen at $240 ................... . 
1 watchman ............ . .......... .. 
• GEORGETOWN, S. C. 
1 collector .......................... . 
2boatmen .......................... . 
CHARLESTON, S. C. 
1 collector . ........................ .. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ........ . 
3 clerks at $1,500 .. . ................ . 
1 chief inspector at $1,460 .......... .. 
5 inspect ors at $1,095 ............... .. 
1 inspector (temporary) ............. . 
2 nigh t-watchmen at $730 ........... . 
1 night-watchman (temporary) ..... .. 
1 watchman ........................ .. 
4 btuttmen a.t·$360 .................. .. 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 janitor ............................ . 
1 janitor ............................ . 
BEAUFORT, S. C. 
1 collector .......................... . 
2 deputy collectors ................ .. 
1 specia1 deputy collector ........... . 




1, 460 00 
3, 285 00 




1, 260 00 
I, 225 25 
1, 291 09 
300 00 
1, 095 00 
270 00 
270 00 
1, 821 11 










2, 653 46 
1; 883 00 
1, 283 00 
540 00 
600 00 
1, 464 00 






3, 790 00 
2, 2(10 00 
4, 500 00 
'972 00 
5, 475 00 
273 00 
1, 460 00 
180 00 
600 00 




1, 875 55 
2, 190 00 
25 00 
600 00 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
BEAUFOln, S. C.-Continued. 
1 boatman .......................... . 
1 derk .............................. . 
SAY ANNAB, GA. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector .........••......•.. 
3 clerksat$1,500 ................. ~ ... 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 inspector ......................... .. 
3 inspectors at $1,095 ............... .. 
3 boatmen at $520 ................... . 
1 boatman . ......................... . 
3 night insnectors .........•.....•.... 
1 temporary inspector ............... . 
BRUNSWICK, GA. 
1 collector .......................... . 
2 deputv collectors and inspectors .. . 
1 inspector ......................... . 
6 boatmen ......................... .. 
SAINT MARY's, GA. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector .................. . 
1 clerk . ............................ .. 
!laborer ............................ . 
FERNANDINA, FLA. 
1 collector . ......................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
2boatmen .......................... . 
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FLA. 
1 collector .. .. .. . .. . • .............. . 
1 special deputy collector .......... .. 
1 deputy collector .......•...•........ 
2 deputy collectors ................ .. 
2 boatmen .......................... . 
SAINT JOHN'S FLA. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector and inspector .••.. 
1 deputy collector .........•.••....... 
1 special inspector .................. . 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 boatman .......................... . 
KEY WEST, FLA. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ........... . 
1 chief clerk ....................... .. 
3 clerks at $1,200 ................... .. 
1 clerk at $1,000 .................... .. 
1 chief inspector .. ................. .. 
3 inspectors at $1,098 ............... . 
1 chief night inspector ............ .. 
3 night-inspectors at $732 .......... .. 
2 deputy collectors at $730 .••........ 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 watchman ........................ . 
1 messenger ........................ . 
2 storekeepers at $1,098 ............ .. 
4 boatmen at $400 .................. .. 
4 boatmen at $300 ................. .. 





3, 552 64 
2, 200 00 
4, 500 00 
730 00 
1, 460 00 
3, 285 00 




2, 988 78 
2,190 00 
1, 095 00 





1, 664 66 










1, 412 59 





5, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 600 00 
3, 029 35 
586 10 
1, 189 00 
2, 676 00 
762 50 
1, 632 00 






1, 600 00 
1, 200 00 
500 00 
492 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of tlte NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in eaclt DISTRICT, cfo.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
occupation. tion. 
SAINT MAUlt'S, FLA. 
collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 inspector (temporary) ............. . 
2 inspectors ........................ .. 
1 inspector and deputy collector .... . 
2 boatmen .......................... . 
APALACHICOLA, FLA. 
1 collector ........ ............... ... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
4 boatmen .......................... . 
PENSACOLA, FLA. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 special deputy collector ..•..••..... 
1 clerk and deputy collector ......... . 
1 clerk . . . ..............•.....•... 
1 deputy collector ........•..•••...... 
1 deputy collector . .................. . 
5 inspectors at $1, OP5 ................ . 
2 ~nspectors (temporary)... . ....... . 
1m spector (temporary) ............. . 
5 il!spectors (temporary) . ........... . 
2 mght watchmen at $730 .... . ...... . 
1 night watchman (temporary) ...... . 
1 messenger .. ...................... . 
4 boatmen at $300 ................... . 
3 boatmen (temporary) .....•......... 
1 janitor ............................ . 
MOBILE, ALA. 
1 collector ...................... . ... . 
1 special deputy collector and cashier. 
1 deputy collector anu clerk . -.--- .. . 
1 clerk ............................. . 
2 special inspectors ............... .. 
5 inspectors ......................... . 
2 night-inspectors ................... . 
1 messenger ........................ . 
5 boatmen .......................... . 
2 janitors ........................... . 
PEARL RIVER, MISS. 
1 collector ............ . ............. . 
2 deputy collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 inspector (temporary) ............. . 
2 boatmen .......................... . 
VICKSBURG, MISS. 
1 collector .......................... . 
NATCHEZ, MISS. 
1 collector .......................... . 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
1 collector .......................... . 
2 deputy collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector ... ................ . 
1 clerk and auditor .................. . 
1 clerk and cashier .................. . 
1 chief clerk .........••............. . 
1 entry clerk. .. . .. ................. . 
9 clerks at $1,600 .................... . 
11 clerks at $1,400 ................... . 
10 clerks at $1,200 .................. .. 
2 clerks at $1,600 .................... . 
2 clerks at $600 ..................... .. 
6 messengers at $600 ................ . 











3, 000 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 000 00 
360 00 
1, 095 00 




1, 460 00 
426 00 
600 00 
1, 200 00 
476 67 
500 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 200 00 
2, 920 00 
5, 475 00 
1, 460 00 
730 00 
2, 400 00 
l, 000 00 
1,450 00 
2, 196 00 





7, 000 00 
15,000 00 
480 00 
2, 500 00 
2, 432 07 
2, 200 00 
2, 000 00 
11,885 96 
14,026 66 
9, 700 00 
1, 334 20 
99 00 
3, 600 00 
2, 500 00 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
NEW ORLEANS, LA.-Continued. 
1 clerk and storekeeper .....•........ 
4 storekeepers at $1,460 ............ .. 
1 appraiser ...... . .................. . 
1 assistant appraiser ................ . 
5 examiners at $1, 800 ................ . 
1 special examiner of drugs ......... . 
2 openers and packers at $720 ....... . 
1 weigher ........................... . 
10 assistant weighers at $1,200 ...... . 
1 gauger ............................ . 
1 marker ............................ . 
1 captain night watch .............. . 
5 night-watchmen ................... . 
16 boatmen at $600 .................. . 
1 chief laborer ...................... . 
13 laborers at $600 .................. . 
2 inspectors at $4 per day ........... . 
37 ir~spec.tors at $3 per day .......... . 
25 mght-mspectors at $2.50 per day .. 
1 naval officer ...................... . 
1 deputy naval officer .............. .. 
1 clerk . .....•.............•......... . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
2 clerkHat$1,400 ................... .. 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
1 deputy surveyor .................. . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
2:messengers at $600 ................ . 
TECHE, LA. 
1 collector .............•............. 
2 deputy collectors and inspectors ... . 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
2 boatmen ......................... . 
GALVESTON, TEX.· 
1 colleptor ......................... .. 
~ ~hi~~a~1~:~u-t~'~.o~~~~~~:::::::::::: 
3 clerks at $1,600 .................... . 
1 weigher, gauger, &c .............. .. 
1 special inspector .................. . 
4 inspectors at $3.50 per day ......... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 stQrekeeper ....................... . 
1 storekeeper ...................... .. 
2 deputy collectors and inspectors ... . 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 inspector (mounted) .•..•.. ----- ... . 
1 inspector . ......................... . 
6 night-inspectors .................. .. 
2 boatmen ......................... .. 
1 messenger and porter ............ .. 
1 assistant porter .................... . 
!laborer ............................ . 
6 temporary inspectors .............. . 
1 assistant weigher, &c ............ .. 
BALURIA, TBX. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ...•.•...... 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector and mounted in-· 
spector ... ........................ . 
1 deputy collector and inspector ..... . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector (mounted, ......... . ..... . 
1 inspector (mounted) ... . ........... . 
1 inspector (mounted) ............... . 
1 inspector (temporary) ............. . 
1 inspector (temporary) ............. . 
2 boatmen .......................... . 
1 porter and messenger ............ .. 
Compensa-
tion. 
$2, 000 00 
5, 840 02 
3, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
7, 46! 19 
1, 000 00 
1, 440 00 
2, 000 00 
8, 444 53 
1, 500 0(1 
600 00 
800 00 
2, 981 98 
9, 575 44 
720 00 
7, 793 57 
1, 304 00 
35, 013 00 
18,482 50 
5, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 600 00 
2, 800 00 
600 00 
3, 499 96 
2, 500 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 456 75 
2, 196 00 
2, 184 00 
954 70 
3, 790 12 
2, 000 00 
1, 700 00 
4, 800 00 
1, 394 00 





2, 562 00 
424 00 
l, 059 00 
1,174 50 
5, 490 00 






2, 657 7-l 
1, 350 00 
1, 342 69 
1, 277 50 
1, 095 00 
459 00 








STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, g·c.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and Compensa-
occupation. tion. 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX. 
1 collector ............ : . . . . . . . ..•... 
2 de1mty collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector .................. . 
1 deputy collector ...............•... 
1 ~eputy collector .................. . 
2 Inspectors ..........•..••••......... 
1 inspector and clerk ........... ..... . 
2 inspectors, mounted ............... . 
1 inspector, mounted ................ . 
1 inspector, mounted ................ . 
i t~0ab!:!p.~r:::." ::::::::::::::::::::: 
1 porter ............................. . 
1 temporary inspector ............. . 
1 temporary inspector ............... . 
1 temporary inspector ............... . 
BRAZOS DE SANTIAGO, TEX. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector and cashier. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ......... . 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
3 clerks, at $1,600 ................... . 
1 storekeeper, &c ................... . 
1 watchman .....••.................. 
1 messenger ......•................... 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspectress ... ..................... . 
3 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
5 inspectors ......................... . 
11 inspectors, mounted .............. . 
PASO DEL NORTE, TEX. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ........... . 
1 deputy collector ..............•..... 
3 deputy collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector ...............•.... 
1 d~>puty collector .................. .. 
2 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
3 mounted inspectors ............... . 
1 night-watchman ................... . 
MEMPHIS, TENN. 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
1 deputy surveyor .................. . 
1 messenger ......................... . 
1 porter ............................ . 
NASHVILLE, TENl(. 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
LOUISVILLE, KT. 
~ :u:ciiTd~p~t); ;~~~~y~~ -~~d-~i~;k:: 
1 cferk .............................. . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 inspector and examiner ........... . 
1 deputy surveyor and inspector .... . 
1 deputy surveyor and bookkeeper .. . 
1 messenger ................•...•.•.. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
1 surveyor ......................... . 
1 special deputy surveyor ....•....... 
1 assistant bookkeeper .............. . 
1 invoice clerk ...................... . 
1 adrueasurer ....................... . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 warehouseclerk ................... . 
1 appraiser .......................... . 
1 examiner .......................... . 
$2,679 60 
3, 300 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 281 00 
1,176 00 
2, 562 00 
1, 281 00 
2, 562 00 








4, 500 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 800 00 
4, 764 84 




1, 095 00 
3, 832 50 
5, 337 50 
15,912 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 200 00 




3, 285 00 
600 00 
1, 063 81 




2, 884 68 
1, 600 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 000 00 




5, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 095 00 
900 00 
900 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
CINCINNATI, Omo-Continued. 
1 porter ....................•......... 
1 weigher, gauger, &c ............... . 
4 inspectors ......................... . 
1 inspector ......................... . 
1 store keeper ....................... . 
lmessenger ......................... . 
1 night-watchman .. .. ...... ......... . 
1 janitor .............. ...•.......... . 
1 examiner of drugs ................ . 
CUYAHOGA, OHIO. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 appraiser .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ........... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ......... . 
1 clerk .......................... .. . 
2 depnty collectors and inspectors .. . 
1 dC'puty collector and night-inspector 
2 inspeetors ........... ............. . 
1 night-watchman ................... . 
1 opener and packer ................. . 
2 deputy collectors ..•••....•......... 
2 deputy collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
SANDUSKY, OHIO. 
1 collector ........••.................. 
1 deputy collector ................•... 
2 deputy collectors ........•........•. 
2 deputy collectors ..............•.... 
2 deputy collectors .................. . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
Ilfl.llfi, OHIO. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector ..•......... 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1nif.{ht deputy collector ............•. 
1 inspector .......................... . 
DETROIT, MICH. 
1 collector .•...•...................... 
1 spedal deputy collector ........... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk .....•••.. 
1 cashier . . . ........................ . 
3 deputy collectors and clerk ........ . 
2 deputy collectors and clerk ........ . 
5 ueputy collectors and clerk ........ . 
3 deputy collectors andclerk ........ . 
3 deputy collectors and clerk ........ . 
2 deputy collectors and clerk ........ . 
3 deputy collectors and clerk ........ . 
6 deputy collectors and inspectors ... . 
13 deputy collectors ....•..•.......... 
2 special inspectors ................. . 
11 inspectors ........................ . 
1 storekeeper ....................•... 
1 messenger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
1 janitor ................. ........... . 
1 assistant janitor ................... . 
HURON, !InCH. 
1 collector .......... ..............•.. 
1 special deputy collector.: ......... . 
1 deputy collector and cashier . ...... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk . •........ 
2 deputy collectors and clerk ....... . 
1 tleputy collector and clerk ......... . 
1 deputy collector .........•.......... 
1 deputy collector ................... . 




1, 095 00 
4, 380 00 
172 00 





2, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 700 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 050 00 









2, 500 00 





2, 595 50 
1, 400 00 
1, 000 00 
753 00 
1, 098 00 
a, 595 oo 
2, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 500 00 
3, 600 00 
2,125 00 
4, 500 00 




6, 287 50 
5, 407 72 
2, 920 00 
9, 966 00 




2, 973 53 
1, 700 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 200 00 
2, 000 00 
800 00 




494 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of 'PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DISTRICT, tjc.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
HURON, MICH.-Continued. 
1 deputy collector .•.•••.••..•.••..... 
3 deputy collectors ..•••....••...•••.. 
1 deputy collector . .••••.••••....•..•. 
4 deputy collectors ................ .. 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
2 deputy collectors ..... . .......... .. 
2 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
4 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
1 de~uty collector and insp1:1c~or and 
weigher ...... .................... .. 
6 deputy collectors and inspectors .. . 
1 special inspector .................. . 
2 inspectors ........................ .. 
1 inspector ...........•........••..... 
6 inspectors ••••••..•••..•...•........ 
2 inspectors .... ..................... . 
1 inspector ...............•.• . ••...•.. 
SUPERIOR, MICH. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 special deputy collector .•.••.• • .••. 
10 deputy collectors ................. . 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
MICHIGAN, MICH. 
1 collector .......................... .. 
1 deputy collector ...............•.•. -
2 deputy collectors and inspectors ... 
3 deputy collectors ..•••....•..••..••. 
3 deputy collectors . ................. . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
2 deputy collectors ..••.....• -....•••. 
3 deputy collectors ...• _ ............. . 
1 deputy collector .••..••..••..•.•.••. 
1 deputy collector .••...•.....•..••••. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
EVANSVILLE, IND. 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
1 deputy surveyor .................. . 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector and clerk .••...... 
2 deputy collectors and clerk ......... 
1 deput.y collector and clerk .••..•••.. 
1 deputy collector and clerk ......... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 surveyor ......................... . 
1 auditor ........................... .. 
1 assistant auditor ................. .. 
1 cashier .......................... _ .. 
1 clerk .............................. . 
2 clerks, at$1,600 .................... . 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
2 clerks at $1,400 .................... . 
1 clerk ... .......................... . 
2 clerks, at $1,200 .................. .. 
12 inspectors, at $1,098 .•...•..•...... 
1 inspector. ..... - - .................. . 
1 inspector ......................... .. 
1 inspector...... . .. .. • .. .. • . ....... . 
3 inspectors, at $807 ................ .. 
1 inspector .......................... . 
1 inspector ................ _ ......... . 
1 ins pee tor .... _ ........ _ ........... _. 
1 inspector .........•....••.•..•.•.. _. 
1 messenger ......................... . 
1 mt~ssenger. ...... _ .. ~ .......... . .. .. 
1 watchman ......................... . 
2 watchmen, at $2.75 ................ . 
1 watch1nan .... __ . ------ ........... _ 
1 storekeeper ...................... .. 
3 storekeepers, at $1,098 ........... .. 




1, 260 00 




2, 562 00 
3, 648 00 
729 00 
610 00 




5, 472 00 
1, 458 00 
240 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 400 00 
4, 012 00 
2, 190 00 
2, 900 00 
1, 200 00 











4, 500 00 
2, 800 00 
4, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 400 00 
175 83 
350 00 
2, 200 00 
1, 600 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 000 !JO 
3, 200 00 
1, 441 50 
2, 800 00 
1, 300 00 
2, 400 00 




2, 421 00 










3, 294 00 
3, 000 00 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
CHIC' AGO, lLL.-Continued. 
1 examiner .......................... .. 
1 examiner ................... ... .... . 
1 clerk ... ................. ...... .... . 
1 messenger .... ...... .... .......... . 
1 opener and packer ................ . 
GALENA, ILL. 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
1 deputy surveyor and clerks ...... . 
CAIRO, ILL. 
1 surveyor . ... . _ ... __ .............. .. 
1 dep.uty surveyor . " .............. . .. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 special deputv collector ... ...••.•••. 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
2 inspectors ........... _ ............ .. 
1 inspector . ..... ...... . ............ . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector ................... . 
1 deputy collector ............. . ..... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 deputy collector ...•.•......•..•.••. 
LA CROSSE, WIS. 
1 surveyor ......................... .. 
DULUTH, MTh"N. 
1 collector .... . ~ ....... - ........... .. 
1 special deputy collector . .•..••...•. 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
~ ~:~:~~~~-------------: :~ :~ ~: ~::::: ~ ~::::: 1 clerk and inspector . .....••. ••• .••. 
MINNESOTA, MINN. 
1 collector ... .................. -- .. --
1 special deputy collector ........... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
2 deputy collectors . ................ . 
1 clerk and inspector ............... -. 
1 examiner and inspector ......•..... 
2 mounted inspectors .•... ----- ..... . 
3 inspectors . ........ - .............. .. 
1 storekeeper ...................... .. 
DUBUQUE, lOW A. 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
BURLINGTON, lOW A. 
1 surveyor ................. ......... . 
SAINT LOUIS, MO. 
1 surveyor .............. _ .......... .. 
1 appraiser . .............. - ......... . 
1 special deputy surveyor, &c ..•••.. 
2 deputy surveyors and clerks .•••••• 
1 deput.r surveyor and clerk ........ . 
1 deputy surveyor and clerk ....... .. 
3 clerks, at $1,400 . .... _ ............ .. 
1 clerk ..... _ .. ..... __ .............. .. 
1 clerk ........................... _ .. 
J clerk .... .......................... . 
1 examiner ......................... . 
2 inspectors ......................... . 
1 inspector, ........................ .. 




1, 558 40 







2, 500 00 
1, 933 10 








1, 200 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 095 00 
1, 095 00 
693 00 
735 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 460 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 190 00 
1, 460 00 
1, 460 00 
2, 555 00 




5, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 800 00 
4, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 500 00 
4, !WO 00 
1, 209 00 
1, 100 00 
1, 000 "00 
1,400 00 
2, 920 00 
1, 368 75 
3,832 50 
REGISTER. 495 
STATEMENT of the NUMBER of PERSONS EMPLOYED in each DITSRICT, g-c.-
Continued. 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
SAINT Lours, Mo.-Continued. 
1 storekeeper ....................... . 
1 watchman ......................... . 
1 messenger ........................ . 
1 messenger ........................ . 
!laborer ........................... .. 
OMAHA, NEBR. 
1 surveyor .......................... . 
1 inspector ... ....................... . 
MONTANA AND IDAHO. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
1 mounted deputy collector .•••••..•. 
PUGET SOUND, WASH. 
1 collector ......................... .. 
2 deputy collectors and clerks .•••.•.. 
1 clerk and inspector . ............... . 
3 inspectors, at $1,460 .............. .. 
5 inspectors, at $1,200 ............... . 
1 i spector, at $1,095 ................ . 
1 atchman ......................... . 
4 boatmen ......................... .. 
OUEGON, OREG. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector ................. .. 
1 inspectress ........................ . 
1 inspector .......................... . 
2 boatmen .......................... . 
WILLAMETTE, OREG. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
1 d!'puty collector ................... . 
1 clerk .. ..•.•.......•....•........... 
1 appraiser ......................... . 
3 inspectors ....... .................. . 
3 inspectors, night .................. . 
1 weigher and gauger .............. .. 
1 opener and packer ............... .. 
1 storekeeper ..... ·-·-_ ..... . 
SOUTHERN OREGON. 
1 collector .... _ ..................... . 
1 deput.v collector .................. .. 
l special deputy collector ......••.••. 
SAN FUANCISCO, CAL. 
1 collector . ......................... . 
1 deputy collector .................. .. 
i ~~R~~~ ~~~~~~~-~·- ~~ -~~·-5_o_o_::: ~ ~ ~::: 
1 adjuster of duties ................. . 
1 cashier . ........................... . 
1 secretary ........................ .. 
a clerks, at$2,000 .................. .. 









1, 095 00 
1, 263 80 
422 00 
3, 000 00 
4, 300 00 
·1, 200 00 
4, 380 00 
6, 000 00 
1, 095 00 
730 00 
2,400 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 200 00 
l, 095 00 
960 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 400 00 
2, 200 00 
1, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
4,392 00 
2, 497 50 
1, 464 00 
1,250 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 059 49 
800 00 
200 00 
7, 000 00 
3, 625 00 
3, 000 00 
4, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
6, 000 00 
23, 400 00 
Districts, number of persons, and 
occupation. 
SAN FRA.l'<Crsco, CAL.-Continued. 
4 clerks, at $1,600 ................... .. 
2 clerks, at$1,200 .................. .. 
3 watchmen, at $900 ........... ~ ..... . 
2 messengers, at $900 ................ . 
1 messenger . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .......... . 
1 deputy collector and storekeeper .. . 
1 clerk . ............................. . 
4 clerks, at $1, 800 .................... . 
1 superintemlent of warehouses .•••.. 
3 clerks, at$1,600 ................... .. 
1 clerk, at $1, 20{1 . .................. .. 
1 assistant storekeeper .............. . 
10 assistant storekeepers, at $4 pe1· day 
1 engineer . ........ .. .........•...... 
1 superintendent of laborers ..••..•• . 
11 laborers, at $900 ....... · .......... .. 
1. corder and sealer .................. .' 
3 watchmen, at $900 ................. . 
1 messenger ........ ....••••.••..... 
2 aJlpraisers, at $3,625 . ............. .. 
2 assistant appraisers, at$2,500 .... .. 
4 examiners, at $2,000 .............. .. 
1 examiner ........................ .. 
1 clerk . ...... . .... . ................. . 
4 samplers, at $1,200 ................ .. 
12 laborers, at $900 ......•..•...•...•. 
1 messenger ....................... .. 
35 inspectors, at $4 per day ..••...•... 
1 i~spec.tress, at $3 per day ..•••••..•. 
1 mght-mspector, at $4 per day ....••• 
2 night-inspectors, at $3.50 per day ... 
45 night-inspectors, at $2.50 per day .. 
2 boatmen, at $900 .................. . 
3 weighers, at $2,000 ................ . 
12 assistant weighers, at $1,200 ..... .. 
1 gauger . . . .. .................... .. 
1 assistant gauger .................. . 
1 naval officer ...................... .. 
1 deputy naval officer ............... . 
6 clerks, at $1,800 ................. .. 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
1 clerk ............................. .. 
1 n1essenger ........................ . 
1 surveyor ....•.•.••......••......... 
1 deputy surveyor .................. . 
1 clerk .............................. . 
1 clerk .. ............................ . 
1 messenger ....................... .. 
BAN DIEGO, CAL. 
1 collector .......................... . 
1 deputy collector . .................. . 
1 mounted inspector ................ . 
2 inspectors, at $1,000 .............. .. 
1 ~mpector, temporary ...... _ .••..... 
1 mspector, temporary ....... _ ....••. 
ALASKA, ALASKA. 
1 collector . ........................ .. 
1 deputy collector and inspector .... . 
4 deputy coll~ctors and inspector ... . 
1 ~e~porary mspector ...•....•.•.•.. 
1 JallltOr ............................ . 
Conpensa-
tion. 
$6, 4(10 00 
2, 400 00 
2, 700 00 
1, 800 00 
600 00 
3, 625 00 
2, 000 00 
7, 200 00 
1, 800 00 
4, 800 00 
435 17 
1, 647 00 
13,460 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 200 00 
8, 658 74 
900 00 
2, 700 00 
900 00 
7, 250 00 
5, 000 00 
8, 000 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 800 00 
4, 800 00 
7, 842 76 
900 00 
51,240 00 
1, 098 ~>0 
1, 464 00 
2, 562 00 
41, 175 00 
1, 800 00 
6, 000 00 
14,400 00 
2, 000 00 
900 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 125 00 
10, 800 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
3, 286 34 
3, 000 00 
1,800 00 
900 00 
3, 000 00 
1, 100 00 
1, 095 00 
2, 000 00 
15 00 
804 00 
3, 422 55 
1, 500 00 
4, 800 00 
108 00 
7:W00 
496 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
STATE]}fENT showing the NUMBER and TONNAGE of REGISTERED, ENROLLED, 
and LICENSED VESSELS of the UNITED STATES on June 30, 1880. 
Registered. Enrolled. Licensed. Total. 
States and Territories in 
which documented. 
I No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. 
---- - -
Maine ................... 443 335,429.38 1, 658 166,634.60 542 6, 665.20 2, 643 508,729.18 
New Hampshire .. ~ ...... 7 5, 391. 66 52 4, 106. 99 15 189. 84 74 9, 688.49 
Vermont ................. ......... ........... . .......... 26 2, 671.47 1 6. 00 27 2, 677.47 
Massachusetts ......... 502 237,217.48 1, 351 188, OG6. 71 44G 4, 898.01 2, 299 430,182.20 
Rhode Island ............ 7 1, 253. 16 150 38, 415. 40 143 1, 437.03 300 41, 105. 59 
Connecticut ............ 36 9, 660.48 482 69,860. 85 305 3, 354. 61 823 82, 875.94 
New York ............... 648 472,144.18 3, 913 668,553.16 886 9, 524.44 5, 447 1, 150, 221. 78 
New Jersey .•••••....... . 59 6, 063.23 835 98,549.95 409 4, 348.35 1, 303 108,961. 53 
Pennsylvania ..•......... 68 54,410.27 1, 473 311,104.05 157 1, 976.40 1, 698 367, 490. 72 
Delaware ................ 2 G57. 78 142 15, 183.22 38 446.20 182 16, 287.20 
Maryland .... . ........... 76 28, 127. 39 1, 019 84,821. 27 693 8, 072.38 1, 788 121, 021. 04 
District of Columbia .... 
···---
...................... 52 8, 277.81 39 493.15 91 8, 770.96 
Virginia ................ . 21 6, 597.75 371 19,624.06 758 7, 332. 12 1,150 33, 553.93 
North Carolina .......... 13 2, 866.39 103 7, 493. ~ 214 2, 308.71 330 12, 668.80 
South Carolina ........... 1 814.16 89 9, 096.16 133 1, 572. 16 223 11,482.48 
~~~~~~ :::. ~ ·_ ·::.·.::::: ::: 16 6, 150.74 58 14,519.20 45 448.18 119 21,118.12 86 14, 032. 86 137 17,882.24 172 1, 846.34 395 33, 761.44 
Alabama ................. 23 6, 896.97 57 7, 994.48 41 399.12 121 15,290.57 
Mississippi .............. 5 438.97 100 7, 252.47 76 902.86 181 8, 594.30 
Louisiana ............... 64 29,757. 51 295 58,228.04 311 3, 753.02 670 91,738.57 
Te:J~::as ................... 22 3, 638.45 91 7, 501. 89 151 1, 598.23 264 12,738.57 
Tennessee ............... ........... ........................ 85 14,290.75 7 110.27 92 14, 401. 02 
Kentucky ............... ............ ....................... 50 17,721.74 3 27.94 53 17,749. 68 
Missouri ................ ............ ...................... 307 141,831.36 12 143. 5R 319 141,974 4 
Iowa ..................... 
------
....................... 55 6, 040.13 5 70.91 60 6, 111.04 
Nebraska ................ 
------
...................... . 29 5, 887.17 ............. .. .... . ... . 29 5, 8R7.17 
Minnesota ..••........... ............ .................... . 85 8, 325.29 2 20.67 87 8, 345.96 
Wisconsin ............... 1 606. 60 386 73,467.21 1 8. 97 388 74, 082.78 
Illinois .................. 15 5, 294.85 419 81,128.18 16 210. 98 450 86, 634.01 
Indiana ................. . 
-·----
............. . ..... 67 6, 403. 87 
.. ·soo: 48. 67 6, 403. 8~ Michigan ..•............. 6 2, 001.95 905 159, 393.35 68 979 162, 195.78 
Ohio .................... 2 G3. 66 445 138, 969.15 38 476.24 485 139, 509.05 
West Virginia .......... . ---. -. . .. ~ . . 409 43, 130. 53 23 288.52 432 43,419.05 
Arizona .................. 4 834.46 4 554.20 ..... ... . 
---·------
8 1, 388. G6 
California ............... 180 100, 621. 74 572 99,788.31 132 1, 704. 25 884 202,114.30 
Oregon ................. 10 6, 627.86 99 32,762.58 26 267.19 135 39, 657.63 
Washington Territory ... 52 15,060.42 39 13, 821. 30 14 148.10 105 29,029.82 
Alaska .................. 9 149.96 
------···--- -
2 20.96 11 170. 92 
Total. ............. 2, 378 11,352, 810. 31 16,410 2, 649,352.84 5, 924 ·:65, 871.41 24,712 4, 068,034. 5!1 
=====--=/=,==----SUMMARY. 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts 
1




60, 852. 09 18, 147 2, 716, 779. 07 
Pacific coast......... . .. 255 1 123, ~94. 44 714 146, 926. 39 1U 2, 140. 50 1, 143 27~, 361. 33 
Northern lakes .. . .. .. .. . 28 0, 378.23 2, 964 594, 109.19 135 1, 614. 71 3, 127 60.>, 102.13 
Western rivers . • • . . . . . . . 1 231. 89 2, 197 47~, 296. 03 97 1, 264. 11 2, 295 473, 792. 03 
Grand total ........ 
1




SlATEMENT showing the NUMBER and TONNAGE of SAILING VESSELS, STEAM VESSELS, CANAL-BOATS, and BARGES of the UNITED 
STATES, June 30, 1880. 
Tons. 
Sailing vessels. I Steam veisels. _ 
No. I Tons. I No. Tons. 1 No. Tons. I No. I 
· 1-. I - .-
Marne .... --.-- .. -- ·.-- ·------------............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 5o6l 491, 348. 45 85 16, 974. 54 ...................... I 2 406. 19 2, 643 508, 729. 18 ~ :~~:r~~~~~~ ~:: ~:: ~::: :: ~: ~::: ~: ~::::: :: ~: : :::::: : : : :: : : : ~~ 9' ~~~: ~~ I ~ 1, ~~t ~~ · -- -- -a· .. ·----2os: 59 - I :::::~:: 1!:::::::: :::::: ~~ ~: ~~: !~ 
Massachusetts ... ------------- .............................. 
1
2, 136 378, 333. 09 152 48, 687. 40 .................... --1 11 3, 161. 71 2, 299 430, 182. 20 
Rhode !~land........................ ........................ 241 16,587. 91 59 24, 517.68 . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ... . . ... .. .. . .... . . 300 41, 105.59 
Connecticut .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 641 44, 299. 171 108 30, 046. 33 1 1 134. 71 73 1 8, 395. 73 1 823 82, 875. 94 
New York................................................... 2, 984 623, 680. 97 1, 048 357,805.88 971 78,951.28 444 89,783.65 1 5, 447 1, 150,221.78 
New Jersey...... .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 906 58, 122.85 113 17,742.40 216 21,406.53 68 11,689.75 1, 303 108,961.53 
Pennsylvania ................................................ 
1 
655 137, 199.80 460 130, 036. 89 44 5, 888.46 539 94,365.57 . 1, 698 367,490.72 
Delaware............... .................................. ... 159 12,127.56 21 4, 042.27 .. ...... .••••• ........ 2 117.37 I 182 16,287.20 
Maryland.................................................. .. 1, 645 81,855.77 139 38,741.93 . .... .. . ...... ........ 4 423.34 1, 788 121,021.04 
DistrictofColumbia ...................... . .................. 58 1,920.45 33 6,850.5.!. .............................. , .............. 
1 
91 8,770.96 
Virginia ..................................................... r 1, 061 26, 638. 28 86 6, 716. 99 . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. •• • .. 3 198. 66 1,150 33, 553.93 
North Carolina . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . 289 9, 157. 87 41 3, 510. 93 . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . • .. . • • . .. . .. . . . .. • . .. 330 12, 668. 80 
South Carolina...... . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. 173 5, 017.46 49 6, 414.38 . .. .. .. . . . . . .•. ••. . . . . 1 I 50.64 1 223 11,482. 4!! ~r~l~f:::::::~:::::::::::::~::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::~~~ - 3~~ 2~:~~~:~~ ~~ 1~:Irs:g~ :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::' ~~~ ~~:i~~:~! 
Alabama ........................ .. , . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 73 7, 936. 83 I 44 7, 004. 86 . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . 4 I 348. 88 1 121 15, 290. 57 M.is~i~sippi. .• . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. 119 2, 969. 99 42 3, 970. 91 . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . 20 1 1, 653. 40 181 8, 594. 30 
Lorn "'n' .••.•..•......... •. .• . ........... ......... ......... . I <4 7 31, 95& 49 215 58, 980. 33 • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • ' 81 799. 75 670 01, Td& 57 ~~I4 \~~: \~~:: ~- ;; ~:: ~ ~ •:: ~: ~ ~ ~;;; :: • :: • ~~ ~ ~:::::: • •;: • •: · ~: • :::: · 7 ·T J• ,~ ~~~ ~ ~ :::: • • •: • ::• •:: Y ::• : ~~: ;;!:, ::~~~:-:. r::: :; Jt ~ ~ 
w ~sc~nsln .......... . - .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . ..... ........... .. ·I 258 50, 800. 11 128 23, 181. 84 .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . • . 2 I 100. 83 I 388 7 4, 082. 78 Illn~OlS ·•• . . .. .. . • • • • • . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. • • • .. • . . .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. 215 66, 528. 27 162 16, 540. 52 . . .. . • .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 13 I 3, 565. 22 450 86, 634. 01 
Indiana ...... - ... - - .. ........... .......... .............. . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 5, 708. 97 .....•................ · 1 1 694. 90 1 67 6, 403. 87 Mi~higan--- · ·.--- · -- . . -- -..... ........... . ...... ..... ...... -~ 470 62, 105. 15 1 393 70, 426. 17 . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 116 I 29, 664. 46 979 162, 195. 78 
Ohio- ...................................................... :. 196 56,275.32 222 69,404.71 . .. .. . . . ... .. . .. .. .. .. 67 13,829.02 485 139,509.05 
·wt:st Virgiuia....... .... .. . . .. .. .... .. . . ... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. ................... I 142 16,711.88 .. . .. ... . ... .. . .. . .. .. 290 26,707.17 1 432 43,419.05 
Anzona . ---- .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... I ... . . . . . . . . . . . 4 834. 46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ; 554. 20 8 1, 388. 66 
California···· ·-- · · · · · · ·- ·.--.. .. .......... ........... .. . . . . . 652 1 117, 970.52 1 171 75, 965.35 . . . .. ••. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. 61 1 8, 178.43 1 884 202,114.30 Orego!l .......... :.. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . ............. J 38 7, 041. 33 91 28, 808. 00 ..................... .' 6 3, 808. 30 1 135 39, 657. 63 
W ashmgton Tern tory .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. j 62 23, 388. 56 1 43 5, 641. 26 . . . . ... . ............. 
1 
....... ·I· ............. 
1 
105 29, 029. 82 
Alaska...... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 10 125. 07 1 45. 85 . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. • . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11 170. 92 
Total ..... ·== ......... _. ~--~ .................... · 1 6,"83of2.366~j4.7171,2U;558.35 "1:"235j 106, 589. 57 1 .9301 383, 628~j ~ 1~ 4, 068, o34. 56 
Canal-boats. Barges. Total. 













8TA1'EMENT showing the NUMBER and TONNAGE of SAILING VESSELS, STEAM VESSELS, CANAL-BOA1'S, and BARGES, ~c.-Continued. 
SUMMARY. 
Sailing vessels. Steam vessels. Canal-boats. Barges. 
States and Tenitories in which documented. 
No. Tons. No. Tons. No. 
1 
Tons. No. Tons. No. 
Atlanti~andG:lfcoast=------·=~-~--~-= ~-- ~------- -~ ~ 14,609 1,912,800.23 2,251 1 631,302.14 --663 1 59,430.32 ;;-1~3~6.; ! 18,147 
l;'acific coast ................................................. , 'Z62 148, 525. 48 310 111, 294. 92 .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 71 12, 540. 93 1, 143 
Northern lake!! ............................................. 
1 
1, 459 304, 932. 32 931 212, 045. 30 1 572 1 47, 159. 25 16.) 40, 965. 2G 3, 127 
Western rivers .............................................. .:.:.:.:._:_:_ ~~.:..:_~225 256,915.99 ~~.:..:..:..:..:.~~~~16,876~_2295 
































STATEMENT showing the NUMBER and TONNAGE of VESSELS of the UNITED 
STATES EMPLOYED in the COD and MACKEREL FISHERIES June 30, 1880. 
States and customs districts in which 
documented. 
MAINE. 
I Vessels above 20 
tons. 
No. Tons. 






n l 142.13 
27 305.84 
52 612. 03 ~'f~~:~;;y:::: :: :: -:::: :: if I d!i~ ~ J! ::ili:i! 
Bangor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 I 32. 88 3 3~. 88 
36 385.80 
77 992.81 
33 376. 19 
18 206.37 
44 559.86 
Belfast... ... .......... .. ................. 27 1,061.23 63
1
1,447.03 
Waldo borough............................ 71 2, 776. 47 1 14-8 3, 769. 28 
Wiscasset ................................ 46 2,444.05 79 2,820.24 
Bath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 114. 38 22 320. 75 
Portland and Falmouth .. . ........ . . . . . . . . 79 3, 797. 07 1 1 12~ I 4, 356. 93 11 95.66 Saco ...... : . .............................. 1 1 31. 30 _ 126. 96 
15 198.70 
3 30.28 ~~~k~~~~~:::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::: l i ~~:: ll 2~~:~~ 
344 4, 090.59 Total ............................... ~ ---3-2-3- :1·-14--,-69-4-. -19-:----;-----:----6-67-:--18-,--78-4-. 7-8 
NEW IIA111PSIIIRE. I 
Portsmouth . ..... -........................ I 
======1========1===== 
· 11 19 1, 008. 94 129. 28 30 ~. 138. 22 1=========1====== 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
~io~~:le~~~-~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~~ 17J~~:~~ 7~ 8~~:~~ 3~~ 18,~~~:~~ 
Salem and Beverly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 1, 615. 13 13 149. 28 37 1, 764. 41 
Marblehead.... ........................... 21 969. 21 28 276. 83 49 1, 246. 04 
Boston and Charlestown.................. 67 3, 634. 60 17 170. 75 84 3, 805. 35 
Plymouth ........ ~---···················· 19 1,042.08 10 96.90 29 1,138.98 
Barnstable ................................ 146 10,215.87 43 473.12 189 10,688.99 
Nantucket ................................ 1 28.23 5 32.69 6 60.92 
Edgartown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50. 31 6 50. 31 
New.Bedford ............. .... ............ 18 895.66 52 522.29 70 1,417.95 
Fall River .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 7 323. 87 22 248. 69 29 572. 56 
Total...... .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. 613 I 36, 756. 45 284 3, 009. 19 --897 39, 765. 64 
===== = ==·-===----===== = =====-==::;:: 
RHODE ISLAND. 
Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 206. 33 25 206. 33 
~~~~r~d·wa:;r·~~::::::: :::.:::::::::::: ..... ~~. ---~~-~~~--~~- 6~ 6~~: i~ 8g 2, o~~: ~g 




43 494.72 83 2, 064.76 
50 593.71 90 2, 503. 80 
2 15.72 2 15.72 
Stonington...... .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 1, 570. 04 
New London.............................. 40 1, 910.09 
Middletown ................................................ ·· 
Total .............................. . 80 3, 480.13 95 1,104.15 175 4, 584.28 
NEW YORK. 
New York................................ 17 428.17 235 2, 216.33 252 2, 644.50 
Sag Harbor........ . ...................... 51 5, 037. 30 96 954-. 35 147 5, 991.65 
---1·----1 
68 5, 465.47 331 3, 170.68 399 8, 636.15 
NEW JERSEY. 
Great Egg Harbor . .................. .... . 24.59 . -. -.. -...... ~ 24.59 
7 61.83 127.55 9
1 
Tappahannock . ~~~-G-l~I-~-- .•••••••••...••. = 21= 65. 72 
======:========1=====1=======1======!======= 
152 1 1, 888. 98 
CAUFOUNIA. 
San Francisco ........................... . 
San Diego ............................... . 









69. 78 21 1 1, 958. 76 
91. 70 10 142. 21 
161. 48 I 31 I 2, 100. 97 
.... __ ..... -I 1 1 70. 46 
500 REPORT ON THE :FINANCES. 
STATEMI!JNT showing the NUMBER and TOS~V.1GE of VESSELS of the UNITED 
STATES, g·c.-Contiunecl. 
Statt>s and customs districts in which 
documente1l. 
SUMMARY. 
Vessels above 20 
tons. 
No. Tons. 




No. I Tons. 
Maine ...... .... .................. ........ ' 323 14, 694. 19 344 4, 090. 59 667 1 18, 784. 78 
New Hampshire . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . 19 1, 008. 94 11 129. 28 3u 1, 138. 2~ 
Massachusetts ................ .. .. ..... ... 613 36,756.45 284 3, 009.19 897 39,765.64 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 23 1, 429. 83 90 876. 27 113 2, 306. 09 
Connecticut . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 80 3, 480. 13 95 1, 104. 15 175 1 4, 584. 28 
New York.................. . ............. 68 5, 465.47 331 3, 170.68 399 8, 636.15 
~ir¢~!s_~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~: ~~ ..... ·7 ....... tii. 83 ~ 1~: ~~ 









6 Oregon . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . 1 70. 46 
Grand total ......................... -1-,·1-4-7-I--64-,-9-35-.-2-6-I--1,-1--7-G j 1~, 603. 4~ I 2, 323,77, 538. 73 
STATEMENT showing the NUMBER and TONKAGE of VESSELS of the UNITED 
STATES EMPLOYED in the WHALE FISHERIES June 30, 1880. 
Customs districts in which documented. Tons. I No. 
!-----
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 531. 64 
Barnstable, Mass........ ...... ... . ...... ......................................... . . 19 1, 817.1a 
i:;~:~~~~··:·· ····:··:····~··············::••:••••••:••••••••·_:••••••••! - :~ I ~~~~ 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT showing the CLASS, NUMBER, and 1'0N}v"AGE of 
VESSELS BUILT in the U.NI1'ED STATES dztring the year ended June 30~ 1880. 
Sailinfi ves-
States and Territories in 1 se s. 
which built. 




steam vesse;s. , ~anal-b:ts. I Barges. 
INoi Ton•~ ~O- _ Ton• ~-N-o-.'I_T_o_n_s.-I-N-o-.·: _T_o_n-s.-
Total. 
I I 














37, 165. 15 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 2, 545. 48 7 3, 818. 97 
~~~g~cl~~~~d-:: ::::::::::::: i~ 1, ~~~: rg ~ 3, ~80452~--- 426379 1::1:: ::: :9:6:_:9:4:: ~. 319 ... 13,,.1G. 58.30._-7710 .. 1441104 5, ~~~: ~~ 
NewYork .................. 59 3,106.45 41 8,729.36 
NewJersey . ................ 32 1,825.03 5 707.19 .............. G 1,925.99 43 4,458.21 
Pennsylvania .... ........... 15 4, 337. 06 28 16, 957.71 .............. 
1 
............ .. 43 21, 294.77 
Delaware ...... ............. 10 1,356.94 12 7,116.33
1 
.............. ----~---------· 22 8,473.27 
Maryland................... 48 615. 90 7 221. 94 . . . . . .. .. . .. . . 1 49. 65 57 887. 49 
D~str:ic_t of Columbia........ 4 45.35 1 32.84 .... . ......... , ............ -- ~ 5 78.19 




.... ...... 31 1 436.64 
North Carolina....... . . . .. . . 5 121. 90 10 312. 23 .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. • • .. .. .. 15 434. 13 












3 211. 74 
Georgia...... .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . 5 69. 67 2 114. 33 
Florida . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 15 249. 79 2 112. 28 1- ......... : ... , .... ,.. • .. . .. .. 17 362. 07 
Alabama ..... . . .... .. ...... 3 28.34 2 112.85 . .. . ...... . .. . . . . . .......... 5 141.19 
Mississippi .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. 6 82. 55 1 91. 56 . .. . .. . .. .. . . . 2 184. 21 9 358. 3~ 
~~~~~a-~~:::~::::::::::::::: ig i:~:~~ 1: :::::::::::::1:::: :::::::::: ~ ~- ---~~-.:~. i~ 1 i!;:~~ 
Total.. ............... 397 
1
52, 672~~141 32, 973. 78 1 1 96. 94 I 50 j 7, 033. 01 1589 92, 776. 33 
THE PACIFIC COAST. =~---~~~==~===~=,== 
California ................... , 11 846.31 7 4,948.85 ...... ........ ----1---------- 18 1 5,795.16 
Orego~ .......... _. .......... 2 i 7~.17 , 13 2,027.40 , .............. 1 1 362.99 16
1
2,465.56 
Washmgton Tern tory ...... ___:_ ~~ _5 ~~.:..:..:..:..:..:.:..:..:.. .:..:..:.:_ ~.:..:.:_1_7 -~2. 32 




CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT showing the NUMBER a1ul TONNAGE of VESSELS 
BUILT, ~c.-Continued. 
S T I I ai ~~fs.ves- Steam vessels. Canal-boats. Barges. Total. 
1
-No.l Ton•. _I~~~ Ton~~-=:~~~ _:o~::_ 
----I 
TilE NORTHERN J.AKES. 
States and Territories in 
which built. 
New York.................. 696.12 14 2, 806.07 16 1, 790.10 2 157. 94 41 5, 450.23 
Ohio . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 42. 77 11 4, 656. 91 .. . . .. . • . . . • .. 1 316. 68 14 5, 016. 36 
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 3, 910. 50 28 5, 475. 57 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 4 382. 82 65 9, 768. 89 
lllinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 37. 04 . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 37. 04 
Wisconsin .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 4 797. 76 11 1, 330. 80 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 498. 14 16 2, 626. 70 
TotaL ................ 48 5, 447. 15 j65 14, 306. 39 16 1, 790. 10 S 1, 355. 58 1137 22, 899. 22 
THE WESTERN RIVERS. =-----:-,=~======,==== 
I 
Louisiana ............................... -~ 7 448. 09 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 448. 09 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 824. 86 . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . 9 824. 86 
Kentucky ................................ 17 5, 302.11 .... .... .. .... 4 3, 651.82 21 8, 953.93 
Missouri...... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . 18 2, 023. 52 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 4 1, 731. 75 22 3, 755. 27 
Iowa ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 612. 57 . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . • . • . . 4 612. 57 
Nebraska................... .... ...... . ... 1 78.08 .... ...... .... .... ...... .... 1 78.08 
Wisconsin .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 4 277. 70 .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. . 4 277. 70 
~!~~:o_t_~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 ~ 1' ~~~: ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : __ • 71. 56 ~ 1' ~~~: ~~ 
~hroa~~::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::.::: ! 1~ 6J~~:~~ :::::::::::::: ··5· ·i;399.'59. 2~ 7,~~~:~~ 
West Virginia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 12 1, 083. 70 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 12 1, 083. 70 
Pennsylvania .............. . .............. ! 10 4, 329. 74 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 2. 005. 67 13 6, 335. 41 
TotaL ................ ............... '117 j33, 930:.92 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 18 8, 860. 39 135 32, ~~~ 
SUMMAUY. I I I 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts . ... 397 52, 672. 60 141 32,973. 78 1 96.94 50 7, 033.01 589 92,776.33 
Pacific coast...... .. . .. .. .. . 15 937. 44 I 25 7, 642. 61 .. . . .. • .. • .. .. 1 362. 99 I 41 8, 943. 04 
Northern Lakes .. .. . .. ... .. 48 5, 447.15 65 14,306. 39 16 1, 790.10 8 1, 355. 58 137 22, 899.22 
Western Rivers .......................... 117 23,930.92 .............. 18 8, 860.39 135 32,791.31 
Grand totaL .......... 460 59, 057. 19 348 178, 853. 70 17 1, 887. 04 77 17, 611. 97 902 157, 409. 90 
- - ----
SUMMARY STATEMENT of SAILING VESSELS BUILT in the UN1'ED STA.TES 
during the year ended June 30, 1880. 
Class of vessels. INum-1' T ber. ons. 
-- -- . - - ----
~~::I~~!:!?\:~\~:~;:~-~:?::~:::::::!!::::~~!:::::~:~ l ):  ~ lii:! !! iii:::!::!!!!: il 1 :!! !~ ~ 
SUMMARY STATEMENT of STEAJf VESSELS BUILT in the UNITJiJD STATES 
during the year ended June 30, 1880. 
Class of vessels. I Nurn- ~ Tons. ber. 
--------------------- ---- --------1--- ----
River steamers, side-wheel............................................................ 70 27,049.15 
River steamers, stern-wheel................ . .......................................... 95 14,322.57 
River steamers, propellers .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 134 7, 599. 81 
Lake steamers, side-wheel ......... ·. .. ....... ..... .................. .......... ...... 1 208.77 
Lake steamers, propellers. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 37 11, 662. 06 
Ocean steamers, propellers .......................................................... -- ~  ~ 011. 34 
TotaL . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 348 78, 853. 70 
502 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 
SUMMARY STATEMENT of CANAL-BOATS and BARGES B UILT in the UNITED 
STATES during the year encled Jun e 30, 1880. 
Class ol vessels. Num.l T ber. ons. 
Canal-boats...... . ...... . ... . .............. . . .. . ... ....... .. ... . ........ . .. . .......... 17 1, 887.04 
Barges . ................. : ... .. ........ . .... ...... . . .. .. ... . . . . . ... .. . ... .... . ..... . .. . 77 17,611.97 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 94 19, 499. 01 
------------ - --- ---- -
STATEMENT showing the CLASS, NUMBER, and TONNA GE of IRON VESSELS 
BUILT in the UNITED STATES dt.tring the year endecl J1tne 30, 1880. 
Sailing v essels. Steam vessels. Total. 
Ports. 
~~~- Tons. Num-ber. Tons. Num-b er. Tons. 
------ - -----------1----------- ·---- --
Philadelphia, Pa.................................. .... .. . .. • .. . . . . 15 15, 190. 44 15 15, 190.44 
Wilmington, Del...... . ...... . ...... . ............. 1 43. 82 12 7, 116. 33 13 7, 160.15 
Detroit., Mich..................................... . ... .. . . . ....... 2 2, 816.91 2 2, 816.91 
Portland,Oreg ............. . ......... . ............ -=-:..:..:.:..:~:..:.:.:. __ 1_1 __ 414.82 __ 1_~ 
__ Total....... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . _ 1 f 43. 82 I 30 25, 538. 50 31 I 25, 582. ~~ 
S1'A.TEMENT showing the CLASS, NUMBER, and TONNAGE of VESSELS BUILT 
in the UNITED STATES front 1803 to 1880, inclusive. 
Number of each class of vessels built. 
Y ea.r ended-
Dec. 31, 1803. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 
1804 .................. - . . . - - . -...... - . .................... ....... - ... . . - - ... . . . 
1805 ...................... : . ............... . .. ... .......... · -. - : .. .. .. : ... .. - .. 
1806 ................... . ............................ · ·· · · · . ............. . . 
1807 . ...............•......... ······ ................ .. .... ········ · · ···· . . .. . 
1808 ............ -- . . .... ... ............ . ..... . ...... ..... ... ........ . .... . .. - . . . 
lm:·----:~EE:-~:_:_:i.-EH~ -E: +JL ___ :__: :-< : J 
1814 .............. . .. . .................................................. . ..... .. 
1815.. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 136 224 680 284 1, 324 
1816 ........................... -........ 76 133 781 424 1, 414 
1817.................................... 34 86 559 394 1, 073 
1818 ................. .... . . ...... -.. . .. . 53 85 428 332 898 
1819... . ....... .. . . .. .. . .... .. . .. .. .. . . . 53 82 473 242 850 
1820 . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . 21 60 301 152 534 
1821 .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 43 89 248 127 507 
1822.... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . 64 131 260 168 623 
1823.... . .. - ...... -... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 55 127 260 165 15 622 
~~~~::::: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :::::: : ~ ~ ~: : : : :::: :: :::: ~~ ~g~ I ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~! 
1826 ..... - ................ - . - -. . . . . . . . . . 71 187 1 482 227 45 1, 012 
1827 ........... -....... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 58 136 364 141 38 737 
1828 .. . ..... . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .... . . 73 108 474 197 33 885 
1829............ . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . 44 68 485 . 145 43 785 
1830. ... ... ..... .. .... . .. .. .. . .... ...... 25 56 ' 403 116 37 637 
1831..... . ............................ . . 72 95 416 94 34 711 
1832..... ..... .. ....... .... . . .. ......... 132 143 568 122 100 1. 065 
1833.................................... 144 169 625 185 65 I, 188 
1834 -- .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . 98 94 497 180 88 957 
Sept. 30, 1835 (nine months) .......... ~.......... 25 50 301 100 30 506 
~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· ~~ ~g I ~M ~~ g~ I ~~g ~ 
1838...... .... .. ...... . . .. . ... . .. . . fi6 79 !ilO J;):J !10 H!l8 
88,448.40 
103,753. 91 














79, 817. 86 
47,784.01 
55, 856. 01 
75,346.93 















11~ . 1~5. 44 
REGISTER. 503 
STATEME ... VT 8/towing the CLASS, NUMBER, and TO}{SAUE of VESSELS BUILl, 
g·c.-Continued. 
~umber of each class of vessels built. 
I 
, ] 
Yeal' ended- I ~ 
Sept. 30, 1839 .... ~- .•••••. ~ .•....•..•....•. .... .. I 
1840 .................................... 1 
1841. .................... . ............ .. 
.June 30, ~~~-(~~~ ~"d~tha):: :: ~ ~::::: ::::::: ~ ~: 
1844 .......................... ....... ... 1 
1845 ..... .. ............... . ............ . 
1846 ................... ....... ......... . 
1847 ................................... . 
1848 ......... : ......................... . 
1849 ................................... . 
1850 ................................... . 
1851. .................................. . 
lffi::::::.:. ::: ::i :_::: ::::::::::::: .. I 
~~~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::1 
1859 ........ ............ .. ............. . 
1860 ................................... . 
1861. .................................. . 
1862 ................................. .. 
1863 ................................... . 
1864 ................................... . 
~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 
1867 ................. ... .............. .. 
1868 ..•....................•............ 
1869 ................. '.................. . 
1870 .•..•.••••••........... ....... . ····· ' 
1871. ................................. .. 
1872 ...... : ..................... ... ..... . 
1873 ............ . ...................... . 
1874 ................................... . 
1875 ......... , ......................... . 
1876 .................................. .. 

































































































































































































































































UNITED STATES TO INDIAN TRIBES UNDER TREATY 
STIPUIJATIONS. 
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, September 28, 1880. 
SIR: In eompliance with your request of the 15th instant I have the 
honor to transmit herewith ''statement of liabilities to various Indian 
tribes under treaty stipulations," &c., also a copy of the letter from the 
Office of Indian Affairs, dated the 24th instant, accompanying said state-
ment. 
I am, sir, Yery respeetfnlly, 
0. SCHURZ, Secretary. 
The honorable the SECI:tE'l'ARY o:F 'l'HE TREASURY. 
DEP AR'l'l\IENT OF 'l'HE IN'l'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
lVashington, September 24. 1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference 
of the 16th instant, of a communication addressed to yon by the honor-
able Secretary of the Treasury, dated the 15th September, requesting to 
be furnished with the statement prepared annually by this Office, show-
ing the liabilities of the United States to Indian tribes under treaty 
stipulations. 
In compliance with the request contained therein, I inclose herewith 
said statement in sheets, numbered from one to seyen, inclusive. 
Very respectfully, 
E. M. MARBLE, 
Acting Oommblsioncr. 
The honorable the SECRETARY OF THE lN'l'ERIOR. 
G07 
STATEMENT 8howing the PRESENT LIABILITIES of the UNITED STATES to INDIAN TRIBES undm· TREATY STIPULATIONS. 
.sft~ ·~~<s·s ~ <s Jl 00 'tf.P 8 
t;.,d..O"Ci ~.!:I"'~~ ~ . +>..=·~! ~ 1i!~'tf2l e ~~ ~ rtl ~ ~ ~s ~~"g 
rtl"';S ell,_. l=l<"1j 8~ I ;s+> ..O..cl ~·;;,"' ~-S ~:§ ~f ~~ ~ ~ :C ~ ~ fl;~..cr~i 
as <t:i~ § f2~=~~ S ~ ~ E ~=~ ~-S~~ ~§ ... ~ E~~.§~~ ~~ l ...,o~..c:l~= ~ ~ ~;a ~ ~ ~- :S P< ::: +> .S ~ ce fl; c;> § =.:a~ ....,P"S~i:l<ll ~=~~ +'w$"'ce 
o;:l ar2 'S~:::= c..<l<..c:l ~ ~=~ I ~~ ..... ~=~~ .... i3 l=l<!=l ..c:l ~+> ...., ~ <llOO • ::l '""1=1 .:a~.::l.S .s .... = .s·cs.... 0 ~ .::; ~ o&t:> ~ 
rtl.... Cll rtl bl) ~as .... ~ ...,., Q) s ~ ~""" 0 ~ bll~.~ rn"""!t:! 1=1 <ll , 1=1.£ c;> ce~ 0 
Names of treaties. Description of annuities, &c. 
I I I 
Number of installments yet unap- Referencetolaws, l I propriated, explanations, &c. Statutes at Large. 
I 
§a~~ ~-~.§~s I s=s s~~~~~ ::: <ll+>,.o Q) 0 ~ ~ rtl Q) = ~ I :::· .... "'., .. 
I I ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Apaches, Kiowas, I Thirty installments, pro:ded to be expende; l' Seventeen installments, unappro- Vol.15, p. 584~§~0 ...... .•... . $510,000 00 1 •••••••••••• • -•• -.-.-•• -.-.-•• -.-.-•• 
and Comanches. under the tenth article treaty of October priated, at $30,000 each. 1 1 I 
21, 1867. / 
Purchase of clothing.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Tenth article treaty of October .. . . do ...... ..... 1 $15, 000 00 _ ........................ , .......•...•.. Do . ••••••..•••• 
Do. 
Do. 
Arickarees, G ro s 
Ventres, and 
Man dans. 
Assinaboines ..... . 
Blackfeet, Bloods, 
and Piegans. 
C hey en n e s and 
Arapahoes. 
Do . ........... . 
Do . ...... . ... . 
Do ..........••. 
Do ............ . 
Ch\ckasaws . .. . . 
Chippewas, Boise 
:Forte band. 
Do ........ . ... . 
I 
21, 1867. 1 
Pay of carpenter, farmer, blacksmith, miller, :Fourteenth article treaty of Octo- Vol. 15, p. f>85, §14 5, 200 00 ..... ........ . .•..•....... 
1 
.............. . 
and engineer. ber 21, 1867. ' 1 
Pay of physician and teacher ...... ....... ... -~·· ··· .do ............................... clo . . ... . . . . . 2, 500 00 I'" ............ 
1 
............ 1 ..••.......•.. Three installments, for seed and agricultural Two installments of $2. 500 each Vol. 15, p. 583, §8 ....... -... 5, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
implements. due. · 
Pay of a second blacksmith, iron and steel... Eig-hth article treaty of October Vol.15, p. 584, §8. ' 2, 000 00 ................... . 
21, 1867. 




50, 000 00 I· ...... . 
lished. 
Amount to be expended in such goods, &c., as 
the President may from time to time de-
termine. 
. .. ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
1
1 •••••• do .............................. do . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 000 00 1 
...... do . ......•..... ........ .... ......... .... . Eighth article treaty of Septem- .... do........... 40,000 00 '::::::::::::!:::::::::::::: 
ber 1, 1868. 
Thirty installments, provided to be expended 
unrler tenth article treaty of October 28, 
1867. 
Seventeen installments, nnappro- Vol.15, p. 596, §10 ........... . 
priated, at $20,000 each. 
340,000 00 
Purchaseofclothing, samearticle ............ ~ ---···· · ... ........................... do ........... 14,000 00 .............. ············ ' ·············· 
Pay of physician, carpenter, farmer, black- ............................... .. .. Vol.15,p.597,§13 7,700 00 .............. ~ --·········· ! ·············· 
smith, miller, engineer. and teacher. 
Three installments, for the purchase of seeds Two installments, of $2,500 each, Vo1.15, p. 595, §8 . ........... 5, 000 00 ...... ······ I······ ....... . 
and of agricultural implements. due. 
Pay of second blacksmith, iron and steel. .............................. .. 
.Permanent annuity in goods .................................................. . 
Twenty installments, fur blacksmith, assist- Five installments, at $1,500 each, 
ants, iron, tools, &c. unaypropriated. 
Twenty installments, for schools, instructing Five mstallments, at $1,600 each, 
Indians in farming, and for the purchase of unappropriated. 
seeds, tools, &c. 1 
Vol.15,p.597,§8. 2,000 00 1 .............. 1 ••••• • •••••• 
VoL 1, p. 619 ......... ................... ·· I $3, 000 00 
Vol.14,p.766,§3 . ...... .... 7,500 00 ........•••. 























Do ............ 1 
Chippewas of Lake I 
Superior. 
Twenty installments of annuity, in money, I Annuity, $3,500; goods, &c., $6,500; 1 •••• do ........••. 
goous, or other articles, provisions, ammuni- provisions, &c., $1,000; five in-
tion, and tobacco. stallments unappropriated. 
Support of smith and shop, and pay of two Estimatedat .......•............•. j Vol10,p.1112 .. 
farmers, during the pleasure of the Presi-
dent. 
55,000 00 1--··-- ...... 
Chippewas of the Ten installments in money, at $20,000 each, Four installments, of$20,000 each, I Vol.13, p. 694, §3. 
Mississippi. third article treaty of February 22,1855, and due. 
80,000 00 
third article treaty of May 7, i864. I 
Do........... Forty-six installments, to be paid to the chiefs Twelve installments, of$1,000each, 
1 
Vol9, p. 904, § 3. 
of the Mississippi Indians. due. 
Chippewas, Pilla- I Forty installments: in money, $10,666.66; Fourteen installments, of$22,666.66 Vol 10, p.ll68, § 
p;ers, and Lake goods, $8,000, and for purposes of utility, each, due. 3; vol 13, p. 
12,000 00 
317,333 24 ......................... . 
Winnebagosbish $4,000. 694, § 3. I 
b;.nd. 
Do ........... - ~ Ten installments, for purposes of education, I l!'our installments, of $3,000 each, Vol. 13, p. 694, § 3 ............. • 12, 000 00 ..................•....... 
per third article treaty of May 7, 1864. due. · 1 
Choctaws ......... Permancntannuities ......................... Second article treaty ofNovem- Vol.7,p.99, §2; I············ .............. / 9,600 00 •··········-··· 
ber 16, 1805, $3,000; thirteenth vol. 11, p. 614, § I 
articletreatyof October18,1820l 13;vol.7, p.213, 
$600 ; second article treaty or § 13 ; vol. 7, p. 
.January 20, 1825,$6,000. 235, §2. 
Do ............ I Provisions for smiths, &c .................... -I Sixth article treaty of October 18, VoL 7, p. 212, § 6; 
1820 ; ninth article treaty of vol. 7, p. 236, §9; 
.January 20, 1825. vol.7, p. 614,§13. 
920 00 1--·---- ....... 
Do ..•••....... I Interest on $390,257.92, articles ten and thir·j--···--- ........................... Vol 11, p. 614, § ~---- ........ 1 ............ -1 19,512 89 
teen, treaty of .January 22, 1855. 13. , 
Permanent annuities ......................... Treaty of August 7,1790 ......... . Vol. 7, p. 36, 4... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 1, 500 00 
...... do ....................................... Treaty of .Tune16,1802 .......... VoL7,p.69,~2 ............... , .............. ! 3,000 00 
1 
............ .. 
...... do ........................... . ........... Treaty of .January 24,1826.... . . VoL 7, p. 287, ~4.. ...... ...... .. .. . . . .... . . . 20,000 00 490,000 00 
Smiths, s~ops, &c ............................. Treaty of .January 24,1826 ........ Vol. 7, p. 287, 8 ............................ 
1 
1,110 00 I 22,200 00 
Wheelwnght,permanent ..................... Treaty of .Tanuary 24,1826, and Vol.7,p.287, 8; .......................... 
1 
600 00 12,000 00 
August7, 1856. vol.ll, p.700,§5. 
Do ............ 1 Allowance during the pleasure of the Presi- Treaty of February 14, 1833, and Vol. 7, p. 419, §5; 840 00 1 ......................... •••• .... •••••• 
dent for blacksmiths, assistants, 'lhops and treaty of August 7, 1856. vol.ll, p. 700,§5. 270 00 I"............ . ........ - ~ ---- ......... . 
tools, iron and steel, wagon-maker, educa- 600 00 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. · · · .. - .... . 
tion, and assistance in agricultural opera-
1 
1, 000 00 .... -~--..... . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .......... -
tions, &c. I 2, 000 00 I ............. -~.. .. .. .. .. .. ........... . 
Do ............ Interest on $200,000 held in trust, sixth article Treaty of August 7,1856 .......... Vol.ll, p. 700, §6. .... .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. . 10,000 00 200,000 00 
treaty August 7, 1856. 
Do ............ 1 Interest ou $675,168 held in trust, third article Expended under the direction of I Vol. 14, p.786, § 3 ............ J............. 33,758 40 I 675,168 00 
treaty .Tune 14, 1866, to be expended under Secretary of the Interior. 
1 
I 
tbedirectionoftheSecretaryoftheinterior. 1 • 1 1 Crows ............. I For supplying male persons over fourteen Treaty of May 7, 1868; eighteen Vol. 13, p. 651, § 9 ............. 1 342, 000 00 .......... -- 1-- .......... .. 
years of age with a suit of good, substantial installments, of$19,000each, due, I \1 
woolen clothing; females over twelve years estimated. 
of age a .flannel skirt or goods to make the 
same, a pair of woolen hose, calico and do-
mestic ; and boys and girls under the ages 
named such flannel and cotton. goods as their 
necessities may require. 
Creeks ........... .. 
Do ........... . 
Do ........... . 
Do ........... . 




























STA-TEMENT showing the PRESENT LIABILITIES of the UNITED STATES to INDIAN TRIBES under TREATY STIPULATIONS-Continued. 
Names of treaties. 
· Crows ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Gros Ventres . .... 
Iowas ............. . 
Kansa1:1 ........... . 
Ki0kapoos . .. .... . 
Klarnaths and Mo-
docs. ------ ..... 
Do . ........... . 
Do ............ . 
Miamies of Kansas. 
Do ............ . 
Miamies of Indiana. 
Miamies o f E e 1 
;River. 
Description of annuities, &c. Number of installments yet unap- !Reference to laws, propriated, explanations, &c. Statutes at Large. 
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For pay of physician, carpenter, miller, en- Treaty of May 7, 1868 ............ Vol.15, p. 651, §9. 1 $4, 500 00 I· ......... :~- ~ ---· ........ i ............. . 
gineer, farmer, and blacksmith. 
Twenty installments, for pay of teacher and Nine installments, of $1,500 each, Vol.15, p. 651, §7. , ___ ........ . $13, 500 00 ' . - - .. - -
for books and stationery. due. 
Blacksmith, iron and steel, and for seeds and Estimated at . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Vol.15, p. 651, § 8 
agricultural implements. 
2, 000 00 1------• - -... --1---- -.. --- -. j -------. ------
Amount to be expended in such goods, pro-
visions, &c., as the President may from time 
to time determine as necessary. 
Interest on $57,500, being the balance on 
T~i~{l, J-~l/f3~1~~i~f (eighth ar- ~' .............. - - -- ~ 35, 000 00 ~ --.- - - - .. -- -- - ~ - --- -- --- • -- j---- -- - - - .. · --
.. ................................ . Vol.10, p.1071, §9 .... .. .... .. . .. . . . . . .... .. $2,875 00 $57,500 00 
$157,500. 
Interest on $200,000, at 5 per cent ........... . . 
Vol.lO,p.1079,§2 ............ .............. 4,679 05 Interest on $93,581.09, at 5 per cent .............. .................•.•....... ..... 
Twenty installments, for repairing saw-mill, Six installments, of $1,000 each, 
and buildings for blacksmith, carpenter, due. I ' 
Vol. 9, p. 842, § 2 ., .......•••.. , ......... .. .. - ~ 10, 000 00 
Vol. 16, p. 708, § 2 . • . • . . . • • . .. 6, 000 00 . .......... . 
wagon and plow maker, manual-labor school, I I 
and hospital. · 
For tools and materials for saw and flour mills, Five installments, of $1,500 each, .. do ..... . ----- I-...... .... -
carpenter's, blacksmith's, wagon and plow due. 
makers' shops, books and stationery for ' ~- I 
manual-la~~r sch?-01. _ . I r,; 
7, 500 oo I· ____ . 
200, 000 00 
93, 581 09 
Pay of physician, miller, and two teachers, for Five mstallments, of $3,600 each, Vol. 16, p. 709, § 5 . ...... .... .. , 18,000 00 , . 
twenty years. due. I ~ -----------·-· 





miller, &c. for miller. 
Interest on $21,884.81, at the rate of 5per cent., ----·· ------ ------ ......... ------ .. Vol.lO, p.1094,§3
1 
.... -- ------ --- - ----------
as per third article treaty of June 5, 1854. 
Intereston$221,257.86, at5percent. per annum. June 5, 1854 ............ _____ .. _ .. Vol.lO, p.1099, §4 .... _ .. ___ . . ............. . 
Permanent annuities ............•............ Fourt.harticletreatyof 1795; third Vol. 7, p. 51, t 4; .......... -- 1· ........... . 
article treat[ of 1805; third arti- vol. 7, p. 91, 3; 
1 
c1e treaty o 1809. vol.7,p.l14, 3; 1 J 
vol. 7, p.116. . 
674 05 
1, o94 24 I 
11,062 89 I 


























Molels .•••••...••. -~ Pay of teacher to manual-labor school, and 
subsistence of pupils, &c. 
Nez Perces .••..• -· Sixteen installments, for boarding and cloth-
ing children who attend school, providing 
schools, &c., with necessary furniture, pur-
1 chase of wagons, teams, tools, &c. 
Treaty of December 21, 1855 ...• - ~ Vol. 12, p. 982, §2 . , 3, 000 00 ~- ... -... -· · · · - ~ - · · • · • · • · · · - ~ - · · · · .. · · · · • • · 
One installment of $2,000 due ...•. Vol. 14,p. 649, §4. .... .. . . . . . . 2, 000 00 ......•••••....•.•..•..... 
Do. 
Do. 
Fifteen installments, for repairs of houses, 
mills, shops, &c. 
Salary of two matrons for schools, two assist-
ant teachers, farmer, carpenter, and two 
millers. 
One installment, of $1,000, due .... VoL 14, p.649, §5 ........... . 
I I Treaty of June 9, 1863 ........... .' Vol. 14, p.650, §5.
1 
3, 500 00 
Northern Chey- ~ Thirty installments, for purchase of clothing, j Eighteen installments, of $12,000 1 Vol. 15, p.657, §6 ........•.... 
ennes and Arapa- as per sixth article treaty May 10, 1868. each, due. 1 
hoes. 
Do ............. Ten installments, to be expended by the Sec- Eight installments, of $37,500 .... do ........... , ... . .... . .. . 
!etary. of the Interior, for Indians engaged each, due. 
m ag:nculture. 
1. 000 oo ...... : : : : : : I :~~~:: : : :: . ~ :: 
216, 000 00 1-....... ·.·· I··· ..... ·· 
I 
300,000 00 ......... ···!···· ......... . 
Do............. Pay of teacher, farmer, carpenter, miller, Estimated at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . Vol. 15, p.658, § 7. 6, 000 00 ,_ ............ . 
blacksmith, engineer, and physician. 
Omahas ............ Fifteen installments, third series, in money or Two installments, of $20,000 each, Vol.10, p.1044,§4 ........... . 
otherwise. due. 
40, 000 00 
Do............. Twelve installments, fourth series, in money Twelve installments, fourth se- ' · ... do . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 120, 000 00 .......•.... , ............. . 
or otherwise. ries, of $10,000 each, due. 
Osages ............. Interest on $69,120, at 5 per cent., for educa- ResolutionoftheSenateto treaty, Vol. 7, il· 242, § 6. . .. . . . ....•. . ... .. . . . . . . .. 3, 456 00 
tional purposes. January 2, 1825. 
Do ............. Interest on $300,000, at 5 per cent., to be paid Treaty of September 29,1865 . .... Vol.14, p.687, §1. .......................•.. j 15,000 00 300,000 00 
69,120 00 
semi-annually, in money or such articles as 
the Secretary of the Interior may direct. 
Ottoes and Missou- Fifteen installments, third series, in money or 
rias. otherwise. 
Do............ Twelve installments, last series, in money or 
otherwise. 
Pawnees........... Annuity goods, and such articles as may be 
Two installments, of $9,000 each, Vol. 10, p.1039,§4 ........... . 
due. I 
Twelve installments, of $5,000 
1
.- •. do ..................... .. 
each, due. 
Treaty of September 24, 1857 ..... ' Vol. 11, p. 729, § 2 . 1 ........... . 
18, 000 00 II ........... ·j· ........... .. 
60, 000 00 ............ ' .......•...... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 000 00 ' ............. . 
necessary. 
Do............. Support of two manual-labor schools and pay 
of teachers. 
.. .... do ........................... Vol.ll,p.729,§3. 1 
Estimated, for iron andsteel,t$500; j Vol.ll, p. 729, §4. 
two blacksmiths, $1,200; and 
two strikers, $480. 
10, 000 00 
2,180 00 Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . For iron and steel and other necessary articles 
for shops, and pay of two blacksmiths, one 
of whom iR to be tin and gun smith, and 
compensation of two strikers and appren-
tice~. . I . 1 . Do .••••........ I Farmmg utensils a.nd stock, pay of farmer, Estimated . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Vol. 11, p. 730, § 4. $4, 400 00 1 .••..•... • ... 
miller, and engineer, and compensation of 
apprentices, to assist in working in the mill, 
and keeping in repair grist and saw mill. 
Poncas . . . . . . . . . . . . Fifteen installments, last series, to be paid to 
them or expended for their benefit. • 
Eii!!.installments, of$8,000each, Vol.12, p. 997, §2 ........... . $64,000 00 ! ............ ............. .. 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . Amount to be expended during the pleasure of 
the President for purposes of civilization. 
Pottawatomies . • . Permanent llolllluity in money 
Do .................. do ............ . 
Do ................... do ...........•. 
Treaty of March 12,1868 .......... Vol.l2, p. 998, §2 10,000 00 
August 3,1795 .........•.•.••..... 
1 





September 30, 1809 .•.•...•.•••.••. Vol. 7, p.ll4, §3 ........................... . 

































STATEMENT showing the PRESENT LIABILITIES of the UNITED STATES to INDIAN TRIBES under TREATY STIPULATIONS-Continued. 
Names of treaties. Description of annuities, &c. 
Pot~;~~~-~~~~_:::: 1. ~-~~~%~~~~ -~~~~i_t!. ~. ~~~~~- ::::::: ::::::: : :: 
Do........ ..... For educational purposes, during the pleasure 
of the President. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . Permanent provision for three blacksmiths 
and assistlitnts, iron and steel. 
Number of installments yet unap- tReferencetolaws, 
propriated, explanations, &c, Statutes at Large. 
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September20, 1828 ................ Vol.7,p.317,~2 ...••.....•....••••..... .- .. [ $715 60 
September20,1828 .............. . . VoL7,p.318, 2 .. $5,000 00 •••••..•.............•..•• 
July 29, 1829 . ....... ..... ......... Vol. 7, p. 330, 2 ...............•••.......... 
1 
5, 724 77 
October 16, 1826; September 20, Vol.7,p.296,i3; ........... , .............. 1,008 99 . 
1828; July 29, 1829. . vol. 7, p. 318, 2; -~ 
· I vol. 7, p. 321, 2. 
Do ............. Permanent provision for furnishing salt ...... July 29, 1829 ...........•......••.• Vol. 7, p. 320, 2 ............................ I 156 54 
Do ............. Permanent provision for payment of money September 20, 1828; June 5 and Vol.7,}ik.318, 2; ....... . .......... ..•..... 1 107 34 
in lieu of tobacco, iron, and steel. 17, 1846. vol. 9, :IJ.855,§10. • 
Do ....... . . . . . . For interest on $230,064.20, at 5 per cent.. .... . June 5 and 17, 1846 . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . Vol. 9, p. 855, § 7 .........••.••......... .. .. ·1 11, 503 21 
Pottawatomies of Permanent annuities .....................•.... November 17,1808 ................ VoL 7, p.106, §2.. ...... ...... ....... .. . . . . . · 400 00 
Huron. 
Qua paws .......... For education, smith, farmer, and smith-shop $1,000 for euucation, $1,060 for VoL 7, p. 425, §3.. 2, 060 00 ............. ·l·· ......... . 
during the pleasure of the President. smith, &c. 
Sacs and Foxes of Permanentannuity ........................... TreatyofNovember3,1804 . ...... Vol.7,p.85,§3 .....•••.. J .................. [ 1,000 00 
Mississippi. ' , 
Do ...........•. Interest on $200,000, at 5 per cent .............. I Treaty of October 21, 1837 ........ Vol. 7, p. 541, ~2-. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . .. . . . 10, 000 00 
Sacs and Foxes of Intereston$157,400,at5percent .............. Treatyof0ctober21,1837 ........ Vol.7,p.543, 2.. •.......... .•.•.•........ 7,870 00 
Missouri. 
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Do ............. Interest on$800,000, at 5 per cent .............. Treaty of October 21, 1842 .. .. ... . Vol. 7, p. 596, 2 .................•....... ···1 40,000 00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . For support of schooL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treaty of March 6, 1861 . • . . • . . . . . Vol. 12, p. 1172, § 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . $200 00 ............ , ... .. ........ . 
Seminoles .......... Interest on $500,000, eighth article of treaty $25,000annualannuity .......•.... Vol.ll,p.702,§8 ............. 
1 
............. . 
of August 7, 1856. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interest on $70,090, at 5 per cent . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Support of schools, &c . . . . . . . . • . . Vol 14, p. 757, § 3 ..........•... 
Senecas . . . . . . . . . . . . Permanent annmty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . September 9 and 17, 1817. . . . . . . . . . Vol. 7, p. 161, § 4; .................••....... 
vol. 7, p.179,~§4. •
1 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . Smith and smith-shop and miller, permanent.. February 28, 1831. ................ Vol 7, p. 349, ~ 4 ....•..........••••••.•..... 
Senecas of New Permanentannuities ...................••..... February 19, 1841. ...........••••. Vol4,p.442 ......................•...•.... , 
York. 
Do . . • . . . • . . . • . Interest on $75,000, at 5 per cent.............. Act of June 27, 1846 ............. VoL 9, p. 35, § 2 . . . . . . . . . . . •............... 
25,000 00 500,000 00 
3, 590 00 70,000 00 
1, 000 00 20,000 00 
1, 660 00 33,200 00 
6, 000 00 120,000 00 





















Do ............ Interest on $43,050, transferred from the On·l······do ...............•...•...... Vol. 9, p. 35, § 3 ··'· ....••. ··················· 1, 2,152 50, 
tario Bank to t~e United States Treasury. I I 1 I 
Senecas and Shaw- Permanent annmty ........................... Treaty of September 17, 1818 ..... Vol. 7, p.179, § 4 ........ ........ .......... ·j 1, 000 00 
nees. 1 
Do . . . . . . . . . .. . Support of smith and smiths' shops .. . . . .. . .. Treaty of .July 20, 1831 ........... Vol. 7, p. 352, § 4 . · 1, 060 00 .••..•.••..••.....•..•••.. ~Shawnees ........ I Penuanent annuity for education ............. .August 3, 1795; September 29, 1817 \ol. 7, p. 5l, § 4 .................. _......... 3, 000 00 
Do . . . . .. . . . . . . Interest on $40,000, at 5 per cent.............. .August 3, 1795; May 10, 1b54 ...... Vol. 10, p.1056, § 3 . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 2, 000 00 ~ Shoshones, western Twenty installments of $5,000 each, under the Three installments to be appropri- Vol.18, p. 690, §7 . .. . .. . ... .. 15,000 00 ........... . 
band. direction of the President. ated. 
Shoshoneii, north- ...... do ....................................... 1 •••••• do .......................... Vol.13,p.663,§3 ... ...... . . . 
, western band. . , . . I I 
Shoshones, Gosh1p 'Iwenty mstallments of $1,000 each, Ullder d1- ...... do ......................... . Vol.13, p. 652, § 7 ... ......... . 
band. rection of the President. 
Shoshones and Ban-
nocks: 
Shoshones ...... . 
Do ....... . .. . 
Do ....... . .. . 
Bunnocl•s ....... . 
Do .......... . 
For the purchase of clothing for men, women, I Nineteen installments due, esti- Vol. 15, p. 676, § 9. . 
ar1d children, thirty installments. mated at $11,500 each. 
For pay of physician, carpenter, teacher, en- Estimated........................ Vol. 15, p. 676, § 10 
gineer, farmer, and blacksmith. 1 
:Blacksmith and for iron and stee: for shops .. 
1 
...... do .......................... ' Vol. 15, p. 676, f, 3. 
For the purchase of clothing for men, women, Nineteen installments due, esti- Vol. 15, p. 676, ~ 9 _ . 
and children, thirty installments. mated at $6,937 each. 
Pay of physician, carpenter, miller, teacher, Estimated . 
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith. Vol.15, p. 676, § 10 
5, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 
15, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
218, 500 00 
131, 803 00 -......... .. 
4o3, 050 00 
20, 000 00 
60,000 00 
40, 000 00 
Six NationsofNew 
York. 
Simu::, Sisseton, and 
Wah pet on of 
Lake Traverse 
and Devil'sLake. 
Permanent anrmities in clothing, &c .....•.••. 
.Amount to be expended in such goods and 
other articles as the President may from 
time to time determine, $800,000 in ten in-
stallments, per agreement February 19, 1867. 
Treaty, November 11, 1794 ....... 1 Vol. 7, p. 64, § 6 ............. .. 
Two installments, of $80,000 each, I Revised Treaties, .......... . 
due. I p.1051, § 2. 
. . . .. .. .. . • • • . 4, 500 00 I 90. 000 00 
160, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . -...........•. 
Sioux of different 
tribes, includin~r 
Santee Sioux of 
Nebraska. 
Do ........... . 
Do .•...... .... 
Do •...•..... .. 
Sioux of different 
tribes, including 







Grand River, and 
Uintah bands of 
Utes. 
Purchase of clothing for men, women, and 
children. 
Blacksmith, and for iron and steel ... . ... .... . 
]'or such articles as may be considered neces-
sar_y by the Secretary of the Interior for 
persons roaming 
Physician, five teachers, carpenter, miller, 
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith. 
Purchase of rat.ions, &c., as per article 5, 
agreement of September 26, 1876. 
I I 
Nineteen installments, of$130,000 I Vol.15, p. 638, § 10 .......•.... · 2, 470,000 00 ........................ .. 
each> due; estimated. : 
I Estimated ........................... do ........... 
1 
2,000 00 J .......................... , ............ .. 
Nineteen installments, of $200,000 ' .... do .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . 3, 800, 000 00 ......................... . 
each, due ; estimated. 1 1 
Estimated........... .......... ... Vol. 15, p. 638, § 13! 10, 400 00 
...... do . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vol. 19, p. 256, § 5. (' 100,000 00 
.............. 1 •••••••••••• 1····· ········· 
. ........... , ............ .. 
Pay of blacksmith ............................ 
1 
...... do 
For iron and steel and necessary tools for ...... do. 
blacksmith-shop. · 
Vol. 13, p. 675, § 10 
Vol.15, p. 621, §9. 
720 00 ............. . 
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Grand River, and 
Uintah bands of 
Utes. 
Do ............ . 
DesCI·iption of annuities, &c. 
Two carpenters, two millers, two farm erR, one 
blacksmith, and two teachers. 
Thirty installment<> of $30,000 each, to be ex-
pended under the direction of the Secretary 
of the Interior, for clothing, blankets, &c. 
Do ............. I Annual amount to be expended under the di· 
rection of the Secretary of the Interior, in 
supplying said Indians with beef, mntton, 
wheat, flour, beans, &c. 
"\Vinnebagoes ..... ·j Intrrest on $804,909.17, at 5 per cent. per an-
num. 
Do . ............ Interest on$78,3-10.41, at5percent. per annum, 
to be expended under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Interior. 
Walpahpe tribe of I Ten installments, second series, under the di· 
Snakes. I rection of the President. 
Yankton b:ibe of Ten installmrnts, of $25,000 each, being third 
Sioux. series, to be paid to them, or expended for 
their benefit. 
Do ............. , Twenty in!ltallments, of $15,000 each, fourth 
series, to be paid to them, or expended for 
their benefit. 
Total. ....... J·····= --- _ __ _ 
Numher of installments yet unap. !Refereneetolaws, 
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E•timatod .. ·····-"··--··--··----- ~ Vol.15,p. 62~ §151 $7,800 00 ~=--=~-----------· 
Eighteen installm~;~nts, 
$30,000, due. 
each I Vol.15, p. 022, § nl. .. . . . .. . . . . $540, 000 00 
Vol. 15, p. 622, § 121 30, 000 00 
November 1, 1837, and Senate 
1 
Vol. 7, p. 546, § 4; 1··· ........ -I-..... ........ $40,245 45 
amendment, July 17, 1862. vol.12, p. 628, §4. 
July 15,1870 . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. Vol.16, p. 355, §1. .......................... 1 $3,917 02 
One installment of$1,200 due ..... Vol.14, p. 084, §7., ... .... .... . 
Eight installments due, of $25,000 Vol. 11, p. 744, § 4 , ........... . 
each. 
1, 200 00 
200,000 00 
$804, 909 17 
78,340 41 
.T-::~~~d:~tallments, of $15,000 .... do -· ········-~=~~-300,000 00 ~=~-·== 
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letters patent, and lands, receipts from, during the fiscal year ended .June 30, 
1880 . -- .. -.- ..... - ... ---- ... - .... --- ... ----- •••••. 
actual and estimated receipts from, for the fiscal 
year ending .June 30, 1881 ...................... .. 
estimated receipts from, for the fiscal year ending 
J nne 30, 1882 ...•............•..........•.•...... 
customs, receipt!< from. during the fiscal year ended .June 30, 1880 ..................... . 
increase in rf'ceipts from, during the fiscal year ended .June 30, 1880, com-










customs, actual and estimated receipts from, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1881. .. 
estimated receipts from, for the fiscal year ending .Juub 30, 1882 .•............. 
steamboat1 increase in_ receipts from, during the fiscal year ended JLme 30, 1880, com-pared With the previous year ............................... __ ..................... . 
FI:\ES, &C., CUSTOMS: 
receipts from, durin~r the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 ......•......•...•........•••.• 
deerea~e in receipts from, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, compared with the 
previous year ...................................... _ ........ __ .................... _ .. 
l;OREIGN INTERCOURSE: 
expenditures on account of, dnring the fiscal year ended Jnne 30, 1880 .................• 
estimated expenditures on account of, for the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1882 .. _ •.. _ ..• 
FRACTIONAL CURHE~CY . (See Currency, fractional.) 
FRACTIONAL SILVER COIN. (See Minor coins.) 
GOYERN.MEN 'I' PROI'ERTY : 
receipts from proceeds of sales of, during the fiscal year ended Juno 30, 1880 ...... 0 ••••• 
increase in receipts from proceeds of sales of, during tho fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, 
compared with the previous year .............................. 0.. . ........ .. ....... . 
actual and estimated receipts from proceeds of sales of, for the fiscal year ending Jtme 
30,1881 ...... 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 0 ••••• 0 ••••• 0 0 0 ••• •• 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 0 ••••••••• 0. 0 •• 0 0- ••• 0 0 ••••• 0 ••••• 0 
estimated receipts from proceeds of sales of, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882 .... 
HARBOR A.'!D RIVEL~ DIPROYE~lEXTS. (See Military establishment.) 
IMPORTS, DUTIES ON. (See Customs-revenue.) 
l::IIPOHTS OF GOLO .A...\D biLVER, excess over exports of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 
1880 0. 0 ········- 0 ••••••• ••••••••• •••••• 0 •• ••••••••••• •••••• ·----- 0. ·····-·· 0. · ·· ···-· 














during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 ..................•........•............•. XXXI, XXXII 
increase in, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, compared with the previous 
year .............................................................................. XXXI, XXXII 
excess over exports of, for 1he ten years previous to June 30, 1873 .................. XXXI, XXXII 
proportion of, carried in .American and foreign ve,:sels, respectively, during the fiscal 
year ended June 30,1880 .. ••. . . . . . . . . .. .. ....... .. . . . .. . .. .......• •. . ..... ...•••. XXXV 
I:~mEPENDENT· THEASURY, amount of public moneys deposited, disbursed, and held by officers 
of, during the fiscal year ended June 30,1880 ..••.•••...•..•••.... •••••••••••. XXV, XXVII, XXVIII 
b!DIAN AFFAIRS: 
expenditures on account of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 ...........•• ...•. 
increase in expenditures on account of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, com-
pared with the previous year ........................................................ . 
actual and estimated expenditures on account of, for the fi8cal year ending June 30, 1881 
estimated expenditures on account of, for the fiscal year ending June 30,1882 . ...... . 
IXDIAN LANDS, increase in receipts from sales of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, 
compared with the -previous year .... ............................ _ ......... _ ............. . 
I;smAN TRUST-FUNDS, mcrease ln receipts from interest on, during the fiscal year ended 
June 30,1880, compared with the previous year ......................•.................... 
IXTEREBT, PUBLIC DEBT : 
expenditures on account of payment of, during the fiscal :rear ended June 30,1880 ..... . 
decrease in expenditures on account of payment of, during the fiscal year ended June 
30, 1880, compared with the previous :rear ..• ........................... _ ..... _ ....... . 
actual and estimated expenditures on account of payment of, for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1881. ....•••••••.••......••......•......•..••................•.....••.•..... 
estimated expenditures on account of payment of, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882. 
reduction of, and cause ....... -- .....................................................••. 
annual saving of $12,000,000 in payment of feasible, and how ...••...................... 
IXTEREST, PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIES: 
receipts from re:payment of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 ............ .. ... . 
decrease in receipts from repa_yment of, during the fiscal year ended June 30,1880, com-
pared with the previous year ....................................................... . 
actual and estimated receipts from repayment of, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1881 
estimated receipts from repayment of, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882 .••••...•. 
I:-iTERIOR DEPARTl\1EN'l': 
increase in expenditures on account of the, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, 
compared with the previous year. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ..........................•. 




















all the principal cities of the country brought into direct competition with each other, 
and cause of...... ... ...... ............ ...... .... . . ............ ...... ............. ... XXXVI 
t'xceeds many times in value our foreign commerce..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXXVII 
rapid increase in, would justify a liberal appropriation for the collection of information 
in regard to ...................... . ........................................... XXX\~I, XXXVII 
IXTEU~AL-HEVEX UE: 
receipts from, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 . .............. . .......... III, X:X:X, XXXI 
increase in receipts from, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, compared with the 
previous :rear ....................................... ... ......................... IV, XXX, XXXI 
actual and estimated receipts from, for the fiscal year ending June :)0, 1881. .. . . • .•••••. V 
~st\mated receipts from, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 18R2.......... . . . . . . . • • • . . . . VII 
items which show an increase and decrease in receipts, during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880, compared with the previous year .................................... XXX, XXXI 
taxes on certain artides, suggestions regarding the repeal of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXXI 
tax rates impo~ed on SJ?irits, tobacco, and fermented liquors, stability urged in the . . . . . XXXI 
LAXIlS, PUBLIC. (See Pubhc lands.) 
LEGISLATION RECOMJIIENUEU: 
bonds; that authority be given to sell at par an amount not exceeding $400,000,000 of, of 
the character of the four-per-cents now outstanuing, but bearing a rate of interest of 
3.65 p€'r cent. per annum ............................................................ . 
hooks of the Treasury Department; that authority be given to reimburse the Treasury 
for certain unavailable amounts carried on the ..................................... . 







claims; that it be provided that no rlaim pending in any of the Executh·e Departments 
shall be allowed unh•ss vresented for payment within six years after such claim first 
accrued, with the u1:mal exception in favor of those disqualified by age or otherwise 
from presenting the claim within such time....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXXVII 
coins, minor silver; for the proper accommodation of in tl1e several sub-treasuries . . . . XXVI 
collisions at sea; to atcept by statute the n·gulations already adopted by other nations 
for the prevention of ..... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXXVI 
customs, classification of duty; that, for the purpose of securing a greater uniformity in 
the collection of duties on im]JOds, the Secretary of the Treasury be author-
ized, in cases of vm iance between the appraised value or classification for 
duty of similar merchantliRe at two or more ports in the United States, to 
prescribe regulationR lm<ler which the board of general appraisers, or a ma-
.iority of tht•m, shall dedlle upon the true dutiable value or classification of 
such imports ............ ... .......... ............. ... ...................... XXXVIII 
discriminating duty; on certain goods produced east of the Cape of Good Hope, 
wl1en imported from west of that cape, section 2501 
Revised Statutell, imposing such duty, might be re-
pealed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXIX, XXX 
on tea and coffpe produced in the possessions of the :N eth-
el·lands should be removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXIX 
suits; that a 'pecial tribunal be created by law for the trial of at the port of 
New York .................................. ............................ .. XXXVIII 
sugar; for the more faithful collection of the duties on...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXVIII 
expenditures of th<' GovN·nm<'nt; that a permanent organization of an appropriation 
committee for each House of Congress be established to examine........ .. . . . . ... 
marine-hol:!pital service; that provision be made for return to the marine-hospital fund 
of the proceeds of sales of property purchased for or 
produced from such fund.. . .......................... . 
statutory prodsion be made for examinations for appoint-
ment and promotion in the medical corps of ........... . 
section 45U!l Revised Statutes, which rPquires a medicine-
<' host to be kept on merchant vessels, be amended, by 
providing that each vessel, before clAaring, shall present 
to the collector of customs a ctrtiticate of an officer of 





a National Snug- Harbor or Sailors' Home be establ1shed 
for the n•ception of destitute American seamen... . . . . . XLI, XLII 
th~ Rale of eflects of deceased seamen be authorized, and 
tl1at th~' pro teeds of such sales, and the unclaimed money 
of such decPased Reamen, be carrierl to the credit of the 
marinP-ho~pital fund .................................. . 
an appropriation be made for the relief of seamen ship-
wrecked iu plact•s beyond the reach of the life-saving 
service. . ........................................... . 
to repeal~:!ectioul. act of March 3, 1875, directing the Secretary 
of the Treasury to cause to be p1·epared a schedule of the 
1mmber of seamen required in the na>igation of vessels of the 
United States ............................................. . 
tlw "aflvance wages," authorizeu by st>ction 4532, Revised 
Statnt<'s be abolished, and the form of "articles of ag-ree· 
mont" in section4612 Revised Statutes be amended accord· 





pleuro-pnt·umouia; for the creation of a commission to investigate rt>ports of the exist· 
ence of among neat cattle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... XXXIII, XXXIV 
public builclings; thatCOlJgress. having fixed upon such an amount as it may deem best 
to expend upon, shall out of that sum appropriate sufficient to com-
plete those 11ow in course of construction, and make a liberal appro· 
priation for the work on those in certain cities nan1ed ............. . 
in authorizing the erection of new buildings, consideration be given 
only to those for localities where the rental paid for accommoda· 
tions for Govemment offices represents a fair percentage on the cost 
of the construction of suitable buildings ........................... . 
public. moneys; to authorize the refund of moneys paid into the Treasury, in excess, by 
ret' elvers ............................... · ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
revenue-marine service; that an appropriation lJC made for the constrnction of two rev-
enue-vessels to be stationed on the southern coast, and for the rebuilding of the 
steamer Fessenden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... . 
'.rreasur_y notes; that proviRiou be made for the is.'lue of $400,000,000 of, in denominations 
not less than $10, bearing interest not to exceed four per cent. per annum, &c ....... . 
LU'E·8A VlNG SEHVICE: 
assistance rendered to, by vessels of the revenue-marine service, during the fiscal year 







attention call(•<] to recomnH•ndation~ in the rPport of the g<>neral suverintendent, in rela-
tion to increasing t . .Ue number of Atation'l, &c......................................... XLill 
casualties to shipping, andliv('A PJ.dangered and saved .............................. XLII, XLIII 
estimated value of property involved in disaRters to vessels, during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880, and perct>nta~e of save(l and lost .... ........ -... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XL ill 
new stations put in operation during thn year, and new districts organizetl . . . . . . . . . . . . XLIII 
number of reported disasters to veHsels, <luring the t1scal year ended June 30,1880 .... XLII, XLill 
pt>rsons on board vt•ssel" shipwrecked (luring the fiscal year ended June 30, 
18HO, and percentage oflost and s;wNl ................................... XLII, XLill 
da:vs' relief affonk<l shipwrecked persons, during the fiRcal year ended June 
30, 18HO............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XLIII 
vesRl'ls totally lost, (]nrin:.!; the fil"cnl year ended .June 30,1880............... XLIII 
operation" of, during the pa,t yl·ar, n·mnrl'a ble ...................................... XLII, XLIII 
520 INDEX. 
LIFE-SAVING SERYICE-Continued. 
recommended that the general :mperiuten<lf'ut be allowed to fix the ('Ompensation of ~nrf-
men, and why ....................................................................... . 
special attention called to crew at Point aux: Barques ... . ............................ . 
the success of, during the past year, has excited attention abroad ..................... . 
LIGIIT-HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT: 
expenditures for the, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 ................•....... 
assistance rendered to, by vessels of the revenue-marine sen·ke, <luring the fiscal .rear 
ended ,J uue 30, 1880 .................................................................. . 
continnf'f! in its usual satisfactory condition ......................................... . 
electric li ,!.!;llt, experiments with , as an illuminant ......... . __ .... __ .................. .. 
laws of sound, when acting through fog and snow, (' .· }wriments to ascrrtaiu ........... . 











number of light-houses, river-lights, fog-signals , and buoys put in operation during tlw 
year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . XXXIX 
lights discontinued and changed (luring the year..................... . ...... XXXIX 
LIQUOR, FERMEXTIW: 
receipts from tax on, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 . ...................... .. 
increase in receipts from ta,x on, during the ii:'!cal year cntled June 30, 1880, compared 
with the previous yf'ar . . ................................................•...•.......• 
tax imposed on, stability urged in the rate of ...................................... -----
LOANS: 
amount of surplus revcmH' applied to the redemption of, during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... _. _ ..... _ ....... _ .. . 
decrease in receipts from premium on, during the fiscal ,-ear en(lcd June 30, 1880, com-
pared with the previous year ....................... .'... . . . . ................... .. 
:MACillliEHY Al'iD HIPRO\'E)!E:\''1'8 A 'I' NAYY·YAIWR. (See Naval establishmPnt.) 
:MARINE-HOSPITAL SEitYJC'E: 
i11crease in amount of tax receivNl, <luring the fiscal year emled June 30, 1880, com-
pared with the previous yf'ar ....................... .. .............................. . 
expenditures on account of the, during the fiscal )·car ended JunP 30, 1880 ............. . 









National Snug Harbor or Sailors' Home reeornmend<'d to be established by law for the 
reception of destitutl' American SPa men . .. .. . .. .. .. . . ............................ XLI, XLII 
pilots, examination of, for color-hlindnes:-;, b.r surgeons of th<' SPITicc, during the :fiscal 
year ended Jum' 30,1880 ............................................................ XLI, XLVI 
repeal of first section of act of Marrl1 3, 1fl75, regarding the prf'paration of a schedule of 
the average number of seamen required in the navigation of vessPls of the United 
States, &c., recommended.................... . .......... . ...... . .................. . 
sal~s of~H·operty, recom.memled t~1at prov~~ion he made for return to the marine-hos-
pltal fund proceeds of covPred mto the 1 reasury ................................. _ .. 
seamen, "advance wages'' of recommpnded to be abolished. ... .. ................... .. 
American, number of diminishing from year to year, and remedy for sug!!'f'sted. 
increase in nnmbe1· of, treated during the fiscal year emh' d June 30, 1880, com-
IJared with the previous year . ....... . .. . . .. . .. .. ....................... . 
number of recei'ling relief, dm·iug the fiscal v<'ar ended .Tnne 30, 1880 ......... . 
reductiou of cost JJer capita in treatment of, <luring the tiscal year ended Junf' 
30, 1880, compared ·with the previous year...... . .. . .................... . 
rPnewal of recommendation made iu last report J'elativ<' to statutory provision~ 
for appointment and promotion in the me(lieal corp~ of tl1e S<.'rvice ......... . 
shipwreekl' d in places beyond the reach of the life-saving service, an appropria-
tion for the rPlief of recommf'ndf'CL . ...... . ................................ .. 
deceased, unclaim\'d money aml effPds of, sale of l'e<:omnl<'nded to b<' author-












exports and imports of, during the :fiscal year ended Jmw 30, 1880 . ................. XXXI, XXXII 
increase in exports and imports of, during the fiscal year ended .Tnu<' 30, 1880. compared 
with the previous year .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. ................................ XXXI, XXXII 
exports, excess over imports of, rlurinp: the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 . ......... XXXI, XXXII 
for the last five year~ .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . XXXII 
imports, excess over exports of, for the ten years previotts to ,J m1e 30, 1873 . . . • . . . . . . . . . XXXII 
during the last year gTf'ater than any previous yf'ar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXXII 
articles which show an increase in the valne of exports of, during the fiscal year f'ndt' <l 
June 30, 1880, compar<'<l with thP prf'vious }'ear .. 
imports of, durinp: the fiscal year <·udell June 30, 1880, 
compan•ll with tlw previous year ..... . .......... . 
comparative value of exports ani! imports of, in American and foreign vp,;;,;els, re:'!pf'ct-
ively, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 .................................... .. 
specie, increase in exports OYer imports of, during the .vears from 1fl62 to lfl7!l ......... . 
excess of imports over flxports of, during the fiscal y<'ar ended June 30, 1880 .... . 
MILITARY ESTABLISHME::\T: 
expenditurf's on account of the, during the fiscaly<'ar rnded June 30, 1880 . ........... . 
actual and estimated expenditures on account of the, for the fiscal Y<'lll' ending June 30, 
1881.------.-. - .- .. - ............ -.. - --. . . . ---- ..... - .. ·---- .. -- ....... . -. -..... ---
estimated expenditures on account of the, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882 .... . 
:MINOR COTXS : 
amount of executed at the mints, during the fiscal year ended Jn11e 30, 1880 . .......... . 
coined previous to Nov('mber 1, 1880 --- . . ................................. . 
redeemed with lawful mon<'y ............................ -- ..... -- ..... --- .. 
accumulated in the several sub-trea:mnPs, legislation recommend<'d for the proper dis-














attention of CongT(•ss called to act of Julv 9, 187!1, r<'quil'ing the redemption of in law-
ful mo11ey, and its repeal suggested ... : .. .......................................... XXI, XXII 
if classed as money to be rede<'med, should be sn pport<'cl by a re,;Pt'VP.................. XXII 
intril1sic value of, compared with the standard silver dollar ............................ XXI, XXII 
old, probable amount of in circulation . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . XXII 
IN'DEX. 
Mrxon COixs-Continued. 
should eontain HilVlll' of approximate v-alaP to till' stanrlanl coin .................. .. 
the excess of, not neeth•d for chan~l', should bt' coined into stamhtrd dollaril ........... . 
MISCJ~LLANEOUS EXPE:XI>ITUUES, estimatl'd, for the fiscal yertr l•nding June 30, 1882 ........•• 
NATIONAl, HAXKS: 
receipts from tax on circulation and deposits of, during tl1e fi:wal year ended June 30, 
1880 .................... ·- ... -............................ 0 ••••• 0 •••••• --.-.- •• - •••• 
increasl' in rPC(•ipts from trtx on circulrttion and deposits of, during the fiscal year ended 
Jmw 30. 1880, compart'll with tho previous year __ ........ _ ......... _ ....... .. ___ ... .. 









estim;tted l'PCl'ipts from tax on circulation and deposits of, for the fiscal year ending 
J nne 30, 1882 ... _ .... _ ........... _ ... ________ .... ____ ...... . ............ _______ . __ .. _ VII 
amount of public mont'yS dt'positl•d in, during thr fiscal ;Yl'ar l'mkd June 30, 1880 _.... XXV 
averagl' monthl,Y amount of public mom·ys held by, during the fiscal year rnfll'd 
June 30, 1880. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . • . . .. . . • . .. . .. . _ ...... _ . .. .. .. .. . ...... _ ......... XXV II, XXVIII 
bonds lwl<l b.v .... --· ··················-··-·-·-·-········ · ·····-······--·· ......... XXV 
capital stock of, on Octob<'r 1, 1880 ....... ____ ... _ ... _....................... . • • . .. .. . . XXIII 
circulation of, outstanding on October 1, 1880 ..... __ .. _. _ ......... _ ........... _ ..... .. XXIII 
depm;its of-····· ............ _ . ... .... ··-- __ ...... -----· _ ........ ___ ............... XXIII, XXIV 
<loing bw;im•ss upon a SJH'Cio b:ulis ____ .. _ ...... _ ... __ .. __ ......... __ ................... XXIV 
golll coin, increase in amount of held by, Aince the rlav of n•smnption _ .•. ____ ... _ .... _ XXIV 
loans of ... ... . .......... .. . .. .......... ....... : . ...................... __ ...... XXIII, XXIV 
~~~fl~~;~)i~1°J~~-~~~~~o~; ~{ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ·_ ~ ·_ ·. ~ ·_ ·_ ~ ~:::: ~::::: ~: ~::: ~ ~:::::::::: ~: ~::: ~::::::: Xfi¥ 
system of h <1S ftllly re;tlizerl thP expl'ctations of its fonntll'l's . • • . __ .... __ ........ _..... XXV 
taxes paid hy, during tlw fiRcal yt•ar t•nded J nne 30, 1880 ..... .. . ... ______ ...... XXV, XXX, XXXI 
011, and propOAl'<lrepl•al of ........ _ ............. ___ .. __ ... _ ... __ ............ IX, XXV, XXXI 
NATIONAL BOAIW OF liEALTII: 
annual report of Opl•rations of, snhmittt>d to thr S<:cn•tary of thl' Tn•asnry . ___ ..... ..• JSLIII 
expl'nclitnrrs of, for the Yl'at' l'JHll'd September 30, 1880, and how used .. _. ___ . __ . . . . . . . . XLIII 
dislmrsl'ment of appropriation for, llut,v dev-uln~d upon the Secretary of the Treasury 
in rl'l!:t)'(l to .......................... _ ....... _ . . _ .................................. XLIII, XLIV 
N A. VAL ESTAllLir<IIMENT: 
expeuclitm'l'S on aceonnt of thl•, daring thl' fiscal yl'fir ended June 30, 1880 __ ......... . 
actual and l'i-!t;mated PxpPnditurn; on account of the, fo1· the fiscal year ending June 
30, 18H1 ............................................................................ . 
estimatl•d t'XJWnrliturPs on account of the, for the fiscal yt'ar ending June 30, 1882 .... . 
NAVY lJEl'AltBIE"T: 
dl'crt•asl' in eXJH'nditures on account of the, during the :fi;;cal yrar rnded June 30, 1880, 
compared with thl' prpvious :Jl'ar ____ .. _. _. .. ......... _ ........ _ ... _ .......... . 
cstimatl•d t•xpPnditun•A on aecount of the, for the :fiscal _r<:ar t•nding June 30, 188:! ..... . 
NAVY YAtmH. (i1'ee Nav-all'stablishment.) 
NEAT CATTLE. (See Cattil', lll'llt.) 






OIL, MfNEitAL, snhstitutrtl for lard oil as an illuminant in the light-house ~ervice ..... . . -.... XXXIX 
PACIFIC RAILWAY CO~Il'ANmt~: 
receipts from repayment of interrst by, during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1880- .. --. 
decn•asr in reel•iptA on account of rPpa:vment of interest by, during the fiscal year ended 
June :.!0. 1880, compared with the pre·dous year _________ ... _ ... _ ................... . 
aetna~ and (•stimated receipt:-l on account of repayment of interest by, for the fiscal year 
enchni!June 30.1881 .....•...... __ -·········-·--··············----------·------·--·-
estimated receipts on account of repayment of interest ln·, for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1882 . - .. -- .. - .......... ____ · . ___ . _. __ ..•.... _ . • ........ _ . _ .... __ .. _ .. _. _ .. . 
siukiug-fuud for, receipts on account of, during the fi;;cal year f'nded June :JO, 1!<80 .• ••• 
estimatNlreePiptson accountot, fort he fiscal year enuiug June 30, 1882 . .... 
PAPER. (See Distinctive paper.) " 
PENALTIEs (internal reYenue), receipts from, during the fiscal year emled June 30, 1880. ___ . 
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registered for the foreign trade, number and tonnage of, at the clost> of the fiscal year 
ended J nne 30, 1880 ............... ----------.-- .... ·---. ---......... .. . . . . .. . • . . . . . . XXXIV 
entered at seaboard ports from foreign countries, during tht> fiscal year ended June 30, 
1880 .. --- ..................... --. .. . -----------.---.---------.-- ................ XXXIV, XXXV 
VESSELS, llE\'ENUE-MARJNE, service p!'rformed b:r, during the fiscal year ended:J une 30, 1880 _ XLV 
VESSELS, NAVAL. (See Naval establishment.) 
WAR DEl'AUTMENT: 
decrease in expenditures on account of the, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, 
compared with the previous year _ ........ -- .......... -------- .............. __ .... .. 
estimated expenditures on account of the, for the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1882 ..... . 
WHEAT AND FLOUR, increase in exports of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880, com-
pared with the previous year .......... .... ...... ---- .. -- ...... ------.- .................. . 
WooL, increase in epxorts and imports of, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 ...•.•. 
WonKs, ]mblic. (See Public works.) 
TABLES A.CCOMP A~YDIG THE REPORT. 
TABLE A.-Statement of the net receipts (by warrants) during the fiscal year ended June 
30, 1880. --- - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - . - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .•.... 
TABLE B.-Statement of the net disbursements (by warrants) during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1880 ...................... - - .... - - - -- . - - . - - . - -- - - - - -- - . - - - -- -- ... - - - ............ . 
TABLE C.-Statement of the issue and redemption of loans and Treasury notes (by war-
~rants) for the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1880 ............................... __ ... ___ .... .. 
TABLE D.-Statement of the net receipts and disbursements (by warrants) for the quarter 
ended September 30, 1880 ....... -.... - ---- .. -- .. -- --- - -- -- ........ -- -- -- .. - - - - -- .......... 
TABLE E.-St.c'ttement of outstanding principal of the public debt of the UnitPd States on 
the 1st of Januar.v of each year from 1791 to 1843, inclusive, and on the 1st of July of each 
year from 1844 to 1880, inclusive ........ -- ........... - - ..... -- .... - . - .... - .............. .. 
TABLE F.-Anal.vsis of the principal of the public debt of the United States from July 1, 
1856, to July 1, 1880 ............... - .. -- .. ------- .. -- ... ---- -- .... - - .... ----- ...... -.- ... .. 
TABLE G.-Statement of the receipts of tbe United States from Marrh 4, 1789, to .Tune 30, 
1880, by calendar years to 1843, and by fiscal years (ended June 30) from thfLt time. __ ._ .. 
TABLE H.-Statement of the expenditmes of the United States from March 4, 1789, to 
June 30, 1880, by calendar years to 1843, and by fiscal years (ended June 30) from that 
time --- --------------------------- ------ -------------------------------------------------
TABLE I.-, tatement showing thecomlition of the sinking-fund from its institution in May, 
1869, to and including- June 30, 1880 ........ -................................ - ........... . 
TABLE K.-Statement showing the purchns!' of bonds on account of the sinking-fund dur-
ing each :fiscal year from its institution in Mav, 1869, to and including June 30, 1880 ..... . 
TAllLE L.-Statement showing the purchases of bonds on account of the sinking-fund from 
November, 187!J, to October 31, 1880 .................................. - ...... -........... .. 
TABLE M.-Statement of the outstanding principal of the public debt of the United States 
June flO, 18!!0 . . . . . . . . . _ ........ -- .......................... - ... ........................ . . 
TABLE N.-Statement of 30-:vear six-per-cent. bonds (interest payable January and July) 
issued to thr several Pacific railway companies under the acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Statutes, 
















TABLE 0.-Statement showing the amount of notes, silver certificates, and fractional silver 
coin outstanding at the close of each fiscal year from 1860 to 1880, inclusive __ .. _ ..... _ .. 
TABLE P.-Statement showing the annual appropriations made by Congress for each fiscal 
year from 1873 to 1881, inclusiv<>, together with the coin value of such appropriations com-
puted upon the average price of gold for each year in question . _ .. _ .. __ . ______ --- ... __ . 
TABLE Q.-Returns (by judgments) of the United States Court of Claims of proceeds of 
property seized as captured or abandoned, under the act of March 12, 1863, paid from July 
1, 1879, to June 30, 1880 ....................................... _ .... . . _ .. _ . . . . . . . . __ ..••.•• 
TABLE R.-Judgments of the United States Court of Claims for proceeds of property 
seized as ca})tured or abandoned, under the act of March 12, 1 63, rendered, but not paid, 
during the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1880 . _ ............ ____ .. _____ .. _ .. __ . ___ . _ . _____ . _ . . 
TABLE S.-Receipts and disbursements of United States assistant treasnr!'rs, and desig-
nated depositary at Tucson, .A.riz., during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1880 _ . __ . . _____ _ 
!I.-REPORTS OF TREASURY OFl!.,ICERS. 
UoJnntit;~sione•· oC Internal Revenue ...... ------ ..... __ ... _______ . ___ ... . 
Alcohol: 
Bulk of, exported in 1878, 1879, and 1880 was product:>d in Northern illinois, shipped 
at New York, and consigned to Marseilles. _____ ·----· . _. ------ _ ·---- . __ .. __ . __ . 
Changes of sections 3287 and 3330 Revised Statutes allowing exportation of, in 
casks or packages of not less than ten gallons capacity, and further change recom-
mended . ____ .. _. _. _ ............ __ ... __ ..... __ . _ . ____ ... ___ . __________ . ___ . ____ . _ 
Exported, shipped to forty-four ports in 1879 and fifty-three ports in 1880 . __ • _ .. 
Exportation of, to Bilboa and Palma during 1t<80 reached nearly 1,000,000 gallons 
to each port .................. ......... ...... __ .. ___ ... _ . _ . _ .. _ .. _ .. ___ ....... __ .. 
Exportation of, to Genoa, Gibraltar, and Val<'ncia during 1880 exceeded 1,000,000 
gallons to each pot·t . ____ ... _ _ _ _ .......... _ .. __ . __ . ____ . . . . . . . . _ .. __ ..... __ . 
Fine jl;rades of, are produced in distilleries, ready for use, without additional manip-
ulation ........................................•.................................. 
Increase (2,036, 726 gallons) over previous year in production of . __ .. ___ ........... . 
Increase (537,089 gallons) over previous year in quantit~r of, withdrawn tax-paid _. 
Increase (1,313,99.i gallons) over previous year, in qnautity of exported ___ ...... .. 
Increase (56,05ti gallons) over previous year, in quantity of, remaining in warehouse 
at close of year. ___ ..... _ .. __ .. _ .... _ . _ . . ___ ... ___ .... __ . _ _ .... ______ . ____ . _. _. _. 
No exportation of, during year in tin cans of ten gallons and upwards .... __ ...... _ 
No foreign demand for, in cans of larger size than five _gallons. _.. . ............. _ 
Withdrawn for scientific purposes and for use of United States, quantities of 
(23,048 gallons) .... . ...... _ ......................................... - .......... . 
Withdrawn fur scientific purposf's and for use of United States for 1879 and 1880, 
quantities of, compared (increase in 1880, 5.:~62 jl;allous) ....... __ .... __ .... __ .. __ . 
Alcoholic vaporizing process in manufacture of vinegar : 
Great majority of manufacturers by this process follow a legitimate aml honest busi-
ness .... --- ...... --· ---·· --· ------ -.. - · ------ - --- · -- ·- ·· · · · · -- · ·----· ·----- · --· 
Low wines of 50 or 60 per cent. strf'nl!th can be easily prorlnced by it . _ . . _ .... _. _ .. 
Lo~ wines prorluced by it can be fraudulently removed and sold as distilled spirits 
w1thoutpaymentof tax----··--·------·-··· · ·----- .... ----··-----·- ...... . 
Many manufacture vinegar by it for the purpose of defrauding the government out 
of its tax upon distilled spil"its .. __ .. ____ ... _ .. _____ . ___ ... _ ... _ . . . _ .... ...... _ .. 
Appropriation for salaries of oflicers, clerks, and employes in the office of Commis-
sioner: 
Increase of $1,550 over appropriation for present year will give deputy commis-
sioner and each head of divh;ion the salary to which he is entitled by law .... __ .. 
.A.ssessm en ts : 
Amount of durinjl; the year by States and Territories . . ____ .. ___ ._. ___ ._ ....... ____ _ 
Amount of, in each class and in all classes for the fiscal years ended June :{0, 1879 
and 1880, compared .... _ .. _____ .. _____ ... __ . _____ .·---_ .. ___ . . . _ ... ____ .·----- ... . 
Reasons for increase or decrease in the amount of, in the several classes named rlur-
ing the past year .. ___ ... _. ___ ... _ .. . . ___ . . __ .. __ ...... _ . . ___ .............. _. 
Banks and bankers, exclusive of national banks and savings banks: 
.A. verage capital of, for twelve months enrlf'd May :n, 1877 and 1878 ......... _ .•.••. _ 
Average capital of, for twelve months ended May 3!, 1879 ---- •••...••. ___ •.. ____ ... 
Average capital of, for twelve mouths ended May 31,1880------ .... ------ ·---------
Average capital of, invested in United l::itates bonds for years ended May 31, 1877, 
1878,1879, and 1880 ..... .. __ .. _ ...............• _ ................................. _. 
Average deposits of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1877 and 18713 .......... ---- •. 
Average deposits of, for twelye mouths ended l\Iay 31, 1879. ___ .•.•.• ________ .•.•.•. 
.A. vera;!:e deposits of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1880 .••...••.•. _. _ .. _ •. . • _ . . 
Average taxable capital of, for twelvemonths ended May 31,1879. __ ..•••• ·----- __ 
.A. verage taxable capital of, for twelve months ended May :n, 1880 ... __ . .•••...•• _ .. 
Tax assessed on capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1879 __ ... __ .. _. ___ . __ . 
Tax assesserl on capital of, for twelve months ended Ma.v 31,1880 . ... __ .. _ •. _____ •. _ 
Tax assessed on deposits of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1879 .... __ .. __ •.•. .. 
'l'ax assessed on deposits of, for twelve months ended :May 31, 1880 . __ .. _ .... _ .••• _. 
Banks and bankers, exclusive of national banks, but inclndiug savings banks: 
.A. verage capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 18130 ____ .. __ ... _ ..• _ .. ___ ... . 
Average deposits of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1880 . __ .. ___ .. ______ .••..•.. 
Average taxable capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1880. _____ .•.•••.••••• 
Average taxable deposits of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1880 .• _ .. __ . _ .•.. __ . 
Banks, savings: 
Average deposits of. in"t""ested in United States bonds, for the years ended May 31, 
l!:l77, 1878,1879, and 1880 ·---·----· ·----------- ------------ ·----- ·----------· ------Average deposits of, for years ended May 31, 1877 and 1878 . __ .. __ ... _. _ .... __ .•.... 
.A. verage depos~ts of, for year ended May 31, 1879 _ •..•... __ .. __ . . __ .. ____ •.•.. _. _ .. 
.A. verage depmnts of, for year ended May 31, 1880. __ .. _. _. __ ... ____ . __ ... . ......... . 
Average taxable deposits of, for year ended May 31, 1879 .. _ •••.••• _ .. .. _ .. . . __ ..••. 
.A. verage taxable deposits of, for year ended May 31, 1880 . _ ..... ____ ... ____ .. •• _ 
Tax assessed on deposits of, during twelve months ended May :n, 1879 .• ...•••••• .. 
























































ComJDissionet• oC Intct'llal RC'l'cnnc-Continued. 
Banks, savings, having a capital stock: 
Average capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1877 and 1878 ................ . 
Avera~e capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1879 ........... ......... ..... . 
Average capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1880 . ....... ... ........ .. .... . 
Average capital of, invested in United States bonds, during years ended May 31, 
1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880 ...............................•.......................... 
Average taxable capital of, for twelve months euded May 31, 1879 ...••....••....... 
Average taxable capital of, for twelve months ended May 31, 1880 ................. . 
Tax assessed on capital of, during fiscal year ended May 31, 11:79 ................. .. 
Tax assessed on capital of, during fiscal year ended May 31, 1880 .................. . 
Bourbon whisky: 
Decrease ( 17.563 gallons) from previous year, in quantity of, exported ........... .. 
Increase (7,747,856 gallons) over previous year, in quantity of, remaining in ware-
house at close of ;year ............... ............................................ . 
Increase 16,827,067 gallons) over previous year, in production of .................. .. 
Increase (1,60 1,020 gallons) over previous year, in quantity of withdrawn tax-paid .. 
Cigarettes: 
Number of, removed for exportation during the year (H,107,380) ... .............. .. 
Cigars: 
Imported during the year weighed 652,402 pounds, of which 41,329 pounds were ex-
ported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. _ . . . . . . ........ . 
Imported during the year, withdrawn for consumption, weighed 611,07:3 pounds, 
estimated to be equivalent in number to 45,264,667 ci~ars ...................... .. 
Number of, removed for exportation during the year, 2,510,825 ... ................ .. 
Number of, imported liming fiscal years 1879 and 1880 compared .. ............... .. 
Cigars and cigarettes: 
Production of, dming fiscal years 187!J and 1880 compared ......................... . 
Production of, during fiscal year 1o80 ......... ... ................................ .. 
Receipts from, um·ing the year ($14,922,088 88) ................ .................... .. 
Receipts from, during the sear, $2,38!J,fi:l6.16 greater than receipts from same 
sources in1879 ............................................... ............. ...... . 
Cigars and cigarettes in bond: 
Bonds given for exportation of, unaccounted for June 30, 1880, date of ...... . .. .... . 
Exported and during the year accounted for, number of (30,372,200) ............... . 
Exported and unaccounted for June 30, 1880, number of (21,479,880) ............... . 
Removed for export and unaccounted for July l, 1879, number of (8,'203,875) ....... . 
Removed for export during the year, number of (43,648,205) ....... ....... ......... . 
Cigars, manufacturers of: 
Distribution of, among the States and Territories . ............................... . 
Number of, in special-tax year ended April 30. 1879 (15,206) ....................... . 
Clerks, messe11gers, and janitors in the several collection districts: 
Numbero£ (179) ................. ................................... ............... . 
Schedule of salaries of ............................... ............ ................ .. 
Collectors: 
All deficiencies in accounts of, occuning during past four fiscal years, have been 
paid ...........................................................•............... 
As a body of officers. can hardly be improved upon in respect to integrity, intelli-
gence, fidelity, and zeal in the performance of duty ............................ .. 
Basis of recommendation for salaries of, for current year ......................... . 
Number of 11~6) .................................................................. . 
Schedule of salaries ~f ....................................................... .... .. 
Collectors, deputy: 
Annual allowance for traveling expenses of ...................................... .. 
Efficiency in work of policing their district~:~ by, how promoted .................. .. 
Manner in which they perform their duties, bow ascertained ..................... . 
More thorou~h system of work hy, how secured ................................. .. 
Number of (!J4!)) .................. ............................................... . 
Required to rcndl'l' pay accounts monthly instead of quarterly .................. .. 
Schedule of salal'it!s of ............... .......................... ................... . 
Collectors' offices : 
Effect on the service of quartel'l,v examinations of .................. .... .......... . 
Examination of, plan adopted in 1877 .............................................. . 
How :rrade!l ........................................ . .................... ....... . 
Number of, firAt-class, according to official standard (119) ......................... . 
Ob,iect of making quarterly examinations of ..................................... .. 
Otl:icial standard of first-class office .............................................. .. 
Commissioner: 
A~~regate of present force in office of (1!>3) ........................ .............. . 
Condition of the office of .................... .... ............................... . 
Officers, clerks, and employes in office of, c01nmended for diligence, fidelity, and 
zeal in the performance of their duties ......................................... . 
Scheclnle of present fo1·ce in office of. ............................................ . 
Commi!isioner, deputy: 
Salary of, RlJOuld be increased, reasons wh)' . ...................................... . 
Compromise offers received and accepted ............................................. . 
Compronlises afterjudgme11t ........................................................ .. 
Dealers iu leaf toht~CC<J: 
Distribution of, among the States and Territories ... ........................... .. 
Number of, in special-tax year ended April 30, 1H80 (3,558) ....................... .. 
Dealers in leaf tobacco, retail: 
Dultribntion of, among the States and Territories .. . ............................ .. 
Number of, in special-tax year enlled April30, 1880 (7) ........................... . 
Dealers in manufactured tobacco: 
Distribution of, among the States and TerTi tories ................................ .. 

































































(Jonlmissionet• o£ Internal Rcvenne-Continued. 
Dealers, retail liquor: 
Distribution of, among the States and Territories ............................... .. 
Number of, in special-tax year ended April 30, 1880 (163,523) ..................... .. 
Dealers, wholesale liqnor: 
Distribution of, among: the States and Territories ........................... _ ... .. 
Number of, in special-tax year ended April30, 1880 (4,122) ........................ . 
Distillation of spirits, illicit: 
Appropriation for suppression of, why asked for ................ . .............. .. 
Uorubined movement made by armed bodies of internal-revenue officers from West 
Virginia southward in January, 1880, for suppression of . _ ... _ ..... _ .......... __ . 
Effect of movement in January, 18&0, for suppression of .................. _ ....... .. 
Precautions taken to prevent old offenders from resuming business of ........... .. 
Probable future decrease in number of seizures and arrests for .. _ ...... _ ...•...... 
Statistics relating to operations for suppression of . _ ..... _ ..... ____ .. . ____ •. _____ .. 
System adopted to prevent old uffenders from resuming business of, bas workell 
satisfactorily .................................................................... . 
Distilleries : 
Cost of production of spirits bas been reduced in largest .....••...•..... _._ ... _. __ _ 
Quality of spirits produced, hao~ been improved, in largest ......•......... _ ... _. __ . 
Distilleries, grain: 
Numher of, in districts where illicit distilling formerly prevailed-in 1880 (469); in 
1&79 (380); in 1878 (177) ........................................................ .. 
Distill erie:;, legal: 
Establishment of, where illicit distillation bas prevailed, encouraged _. __ ... . _. _ .. 
J>oJicy adopted as to establishment of, in illicit distilling districts; reasons for . __ . 
Distillery : 
Largest in United States in process of construction at close of fiscal year 1879, has 
been in operation dm·ing past year ............................................. .. 
District attorneys : 
Abstract of reports of.-- . •.................. -- ... ·--- .............................. _ 
Drawback: 
Allowed on spirits, tobacco, cig11rs, fermented liquors, stills, machinery, and propl'i· 
etary articles during last two fiscal years, amount of .. __ .... ___ .. . _ ... __ ... _ .... . 
No provh;ion of law for allowance of, ou worms of stills exported ................ .. 
On stills exported, authorized by section 3244 Revised Statutes as amended hy sec-
tion 16, act of March 1, 1879 .................................................... .. 
Employes on stamp roll : 
Letter of the Secretary of the Treasury in relation to ............................. . 
Eftect of said letter . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ............ .. 
Selection and emploJment of, by the officer who is held pecuniarily responsible for 
their conduct; sug!!:estions in relation thereto . ................................ .. 
Examination of records, and accounts of each collector ...•............. _ ...•. ___ .. 
Ex parte depositions: 
Circular No. 174 changing system of deciding cases upon, quoted ... _._. _____ . ____ . 
Enforcement of this circular has rendered evidence in certain internal-revenue 
cases more definite and satisfactory . ....................................... _ .. _ .. 
Passage of law providing for taking depositions for use in internal-revenue cases 
recommended in Annual Report for 1876 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. _ .......... .. 
Appointments and removals of storekeepers, gaugers, and tobacco inspectors : 
Circular changing plan of, quoted . _.. .. .. .. .. .. . ................ _ .............. .. 
Correspondence respecting, is now carried on by the Secretary of the Treasury ... . 
Made on recommendation of Uommis~:~ioner of Internal Revenu'e for about twelve 
years, under plan adopted by Hon. Hugh McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury._ 
Work of correspondence in relation to, can be better done by Commissioner of In-
ternal Re"enue; reasons stated ........ _ ..... ............ ...................... .. 
Fermented liquors: 
Aggregate number of brewers engaged in production of, during the special-tax 
year ended April :-10, 1~80 (:!,741) ..................... _ ............ _ .. _ ......... .. 
Appli_cations ~or drawback on, during the year more than four times greater than 
dunng prev1ous year. _ .. _ .................. _ .. _ ............ ____ ....... _ ....... . 
Deduction of 7~ per cent. on stamps for payment of tax on, allowed to brewers ... . 
Distribution of brewers among States and Territories ...... _ ...... _ ....•.......... 
Distribution of dealers in, among States and Territories .... _ ..................... .. 
:Foreign demand for, increasing ....... _ .................... _ ..................... .. 
Number of dealers in, during special-tax year ended April 30, 1880 (11,610) ...... .. 
Production of, by fiscal years, from 1863 to 18ti0, table of ... _ ..... _ .. ___ . . __ .... __ . 
Receipts from each source and aggregate receipts from all sources relating to, for 
last two fiscal years compared .. _ ........ ... _ .... _ ............................. .. 
Tax on, prior to 8eptem ber 1, 1866, was paid in currency .. ____ .. ___ ......... _ ... _ .. 
Tax on, since September 1, 1866, paid by stamps . _ .......... _ ................... .. 
Frauds upon the revenue: 
Accounts of expenditures for discovery of, and punishment for, are filed in Reg-
ister's Office, are rendered monthly, and pass through all accounting officers of 
the Treasury Department ...... ........... _ .......... . ...................... .. 
By vinegar manufacturers, two methorls of preventing . _. _ ..... _ . .. _ ........... _ .. 
Efforts of past four years for suppression of, sub~:~tantially crowned with success .. 
Expenditures for discovery of, and punishment for, l>y collectors ................. . 
:Siruilarexpenditures, by revenue agents ...... ... ............... ... ........... . 
Expenditures for examination of abstracts of books of dealero~ in leaf tobacco ... . 
Expenditures for rewards for discovery of illicit distilleries ..................... .. 
Expenditures nnder circular No. 99...... . . .. ................................. .. 
Miscellaneous expenditures under appropriation . .. .... _ ...... __ .. ___ ... _ ..... __ .. 
Now confined to few localities . .... .. .......... . ................................ .. 
Provision of section 5, act of March 1, 1879, has opened door to .. ... _ ... __ ....•.... 
Statement of expenditures from appropriation for discovery of, and punishment 
for, sulJmit.ted .. __ .. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _. _ . __ . __ .. _. _ .. ____ ..... _ .. __ .. . 



























































<Jotntnis!!lionei' ofintei•ual Revenue-Con inned. 
Gaugers: 
Fees of, not to exceed $5 per day ................................................. . 
Greater efficiency, uniformity, and accuracy in the work of, how secured .•..••..•• 
Number of (648) ................................................................... . 
Gin: 
Decrease (29,288 gallons} from previous year, in quantity of, remaining in ware-
house at close of year ........ ... ............................................ .. 
Increase (21,892 gallons) over previous year, in production of ........•..•......... 
Increase (36,507 gallons) over previous year, in quantity of withdrawn tax-paid .. 
Grape brandy : 
Loss of, by regauge ............................................................. . 
Quantities of, produced and bonded durino- fiscal years 1879 and 1880 compared ...•. 
Quantities of, withdrawn tax-paid during fiscal years 1879 and 1880 compared ...... 
Quantity of, bonded and withdrawn from bond tax-paid and for export during the 
year ............................................................................. . 
Quantity of, removed for export and twaccounted for July 1,1879, and June30, 1880. 
Heads of di\,ision : 
Law creating office of, states what salary each shall receive ....................... . 
No just ground for discrimination in sal:nies of ................................... . 
High wines: 
Decrease (2,823,263 gallons) from previous year in pro<luction of .................. . 
Decrease (2,515,982gallons) from previous year, in quantity of, withdrawn tax-paid. 
Decrease (2-.:!4,713 gallons) from previous year, in quantity of, remaining in ware-
house at close of year .......................................................•..... 
Increase (3, 128 gallons) over previous year, in quantity of, exported ............... . 
Inspection of officers : 
Design of the system of ........................................................... . 
Interest- tax under joint resolution of Congress extending warehousing period to three 
years: 
.Amount of, collected during the year ($158,994.41) ....... ..•••.....•.•.•.•.......••• 
Internal revenue: 
.Amount of, collected anti accounted for durin<T last four fiscal years ($467,080,885). 
.Amount of, collected and paid into Treasury £furing past year ($123,981,916.10) ..... 
Amount of, collected and reported to Commissioner by the several collectors during 
the year ...... . .....•..... .................. . ..... ... ......•............•....•.• 
Cost of collecting, during the year, detailed statement of ......•.................... 
Estimated expenses of collecting, for fiscal year ending J nne 30, 18ti2 ...... . ...... . 
Estimate of aggregate receipts of, for current fiscal year, under present laws 
($1:35,000,000) ................... ........ ... .. : ............................... .. 
Increa e ($:l,li:'i8,21:3.48) in aggregate receipts of, during first four months of cur-
rt>nt fiscal .rear .................................................................•. 
Increase 1$2,795,458.01) in aggregate receipts of, during fiscal year 1879 over 1878 ... 
Increaoe ($10,532,2!:14.721 in aggregate receipt<~ of, during fiRcalyear 1tl80 over 1879 .. 
Officers of, judged by the rule that fidelity in account.ing for public funds is one of 
the highest tests of efficiency, are entitled to high ra.nk ........................ .. 
Percentage cost of collecting during the year (:3. ti:3-1UO) ........................... . 
Receipts of, from the several objects of taxat.ion for the first four months of the 
fiscal years ending June :30, 18tl0 and 18tl1, compared ............................ . 
Judgments ....................................................................... . 
Laws, internal revenue: 
Hearty co-operation of officers charged with enforcement of, will soon establish 
authority of government for collecting its taxes in all parts of the country ...•.• 
Legislatioll recommended : 
Allow in~ c~ange in the form of_ cigar _st_aJ?PS. . .................................... .. 
Appropnatwn for the suppressiOn of 1lhe1t dJstJlhng ............................. . 
Ap,vropr_ia~ing $254,880 for salaries of officers, clerks, and employes in the office of 
CommiSSIOner . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. ........ ........................ .. 
.Authorizing tho exportation of tobacco, snuff and cigars, by railroad or other land 
conveyances. . . . . . . . . ........................................................... . 
For amendment of section 3689 Revised Statutes, so as to provide for the payment 
of drawback on all articles exported under provisions of section :3241 and a3~9 .. 
For prot~ction oflives and persons of United States officers, in performance of their 
oflicial rluties.. .... .... .. ... .. . .. .. . . ... .. . .......... .. .... .. . ....... . 
House bill ~o. 6460 entitled ".A bill to regulate the mauufacture of vinegar by the 
alcoholic vaporizing process" ............ . .................................... .. 
Provi1ling for drawback on worms exported since March 1, 1879 . . . . . . . . ....... . . 
Providing for exportation of alcohol in metallic cans of fi>e gallons and upwards .. 
Provi11ing for exportation of fermented liquors in bond .................. .. ....... . 
Pnn-ithn{! for sale of real estate belonging to Cnited States after it bas been held 
eight or ten years ......... ...... ..... ..... .. .... ... ......................... .. . . 
Repealing -par·t of section 17, act of March 1, 1879, which prohibits rerlemption of 
stamps unless presented within three years after purchase from govt•rument. . .. 
Sul!get~ting, if t:txn.tiou is to he reduced, the r epeal of the tax on watches, patent 
medicines, &c., bank capital and depu~:~its and hank checks ...................... . 
Manuf!lcturors of matches: 
Probably use a few general proprietary stamr•s ....... .... .. ..................... . 
Manufaotm·ers of tobacco: 
Distribution of. among the States and Terl'ltodes ....... .......•...............••• 
Nuwber of (l,02fi) ..................... ............... ............................. . 
Manufacturir1g warehouses: 
.Amendment by section 14, act May 28, 1880, of section 20, act March 1, 1879, provid-
E~~~/~{ ~~~nl~~~~n°J~~~f~~ -~· ~~~-t~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::: :::::: 
(~11autity of spirits transferred to, during fi~cal year 1879 (13,213 gallons) ......... . 


























































Conan:ti:i!siouer of Internal Revenue-Continued. 
Manufacturing warehouses-Continued. 
Qnantityof spirits transferred to, during fiscal years 1879 and 1880, not fair indica-
tion of what will hereafter annuall_y be withdrawn under the act as amended .... 
Section 14, act of May 28, 1880, provides for transfer of all kinds of distilled spirits to 
Section 15, act of May 2il, 1880, provides for allowance for loss by unavoidable acci-
dent in transfet• of spirits to .......................................... ~·· ...... . 
Section 14, act of May 2-':!, 1880, provides for use of spirits in, in all articles author-
ized to be made in such warehouses. . . . . . . .. . . .. . ............ ... ................ . 
Spirito; withrlrawn from distillery warehouse for transfer to, prior to passage of 
. act of Ma,y ~8, 1880, limited to alcohol .................... . ..................... .. 
J'r1:ediCal bttter·s: 
Containing more than 20 per cent. of proof spirits should remain subject to stamp 
tax: .... ____ .. -· ·· .. .. .. ......... ..... .......... ......... ............. . ... . ... ... . 
Notes, circnlatiog. of corp'Jratwns an•l individmtls: 
Amount of af;'lessments on, during paRt ftf!cal yi\ar ($461,597.82) ................... . 
Disp~~ition of _individuals and COI'porations to flood the country with "shinplas-
M ~~~ ve 1~\~fs1:~~~~~. ·_ ~ ~ ~ ·.: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ : ·_ ~::::: ~:: ~ : :::: ~ ~ ·. ~ ~: ~ ~ ~::::: ~ ~:: :::::::: ~:::: 
Increa~;e ($4:i2,355.20) of assessments on, over assessments of previous year ........ . 
La1Ys respecting, should not be repeal ell .. ........ .... ........................... .. 
Peddlers of tobacco: 
Distribution of, among the Rtates and Territories ................................ .. 
Number of, in special-tax year ended April30, 1880 (1,680) ........................ .. 
Ports to wbieh spirits were exported: 
Nnmher of, in 1R79 (64) ........................................................... .. 
Nnmber of, in 181<0 (71) ............................................................ . 
Proprietar.v a1·ticles in bond: 
Amount of tax: on, accounted for as exported ($216,412.94) ......................... . 
Amount of tax on, bonded during the year ($235,512.4ti) ........................... . 
.Amount of tax on, unaccounted for J-une 30, 1R79 ($10,146.21) ...................... . 
Amount of tax on, unaccounted for June 30, 1880 ($9,245. 76) .......................• 
Amount of tax on, withdrawn for export ($245,658.70) ............................ .. 
Prosecutions for technical violations of law: 
Letter to prilvent, addressed to collectors, April 25, 1878 .. .........................• 
Principles of letter for preventing, recently embodied in instructions to district at-
torneys an<l United States marshals ............................................. . 
Number of, less than formerly ................................................... .. 
Prosecutions of officers in State courts: 
Number of, during t.he three fiscal years previous to the last (165) ................ .. 
Number of, during the last fiscal year (48) .............. . .......................... . 
Number of, during the last fiscal year, by collection districts ..................... .. 
Railroad companies: 
Amount of taxes accrued under former laws, collected from, during past four fiscal 
years, statement of ............................................................. . 
Number of, from which collections were received (20) ............................. . 
Real estate bdonging to the United States, acquired under internal-revenue laws: 
· Etforts made to sell ............................................................... . 
Much of, owned by government for a number of years ............................ . 
No immediate prospect of sale of, at a fair valuation .............................. . 
Suggestion as to providing by law for sale of ...................................... . 
Value of (about $500,000) ......... · ................................................. . 
Rectifiers: 
Distribution of, among the States and Terr-itories ................................ .. 
Number of, during special-tax year ended April 30, 1880 (1,291) ................... .. 
Relatives in office: 
Circular letter No. 44 respecting, approved by Hon. R C. McCormick, Acting Secre-
tary ........... .. ............................................................... . 
Principle of this letter approved by the public ................................... .. 
:Repeal of taxes upon bank checks, capital, and deposits, friction matches, patent medi-
cines, preparations, &c., suggestions respecting ..................................... . 
Revenue a.gents: 
Distribution of .....•............................................................... 
Have brought to the discharge of their duties a high order of intelligence, experi-
ence, and zeal .................................................................. .. 
Nmuber of, employed during the year (35) ................. · ...................... .. 
S11laries and expenses of, during tbe year ......................................... . 
\Vork performed by, during the year .............................................. . 
.Rum: 
Increase (105,846 gallons) O'Ver previous year, in production of ................... .. 
Increase (108,792 gallons) over previous year. in quantity of withdrawn tax-paid . .. 
Increase (85,8fil gallons) over previous year, in quantit,y of, exported ...•........... 
Increase (54. 164 gallons) over previous year, in quantity of, remaining in warehmtse 
at close of year .................................................................. . 
Rye whisky: 
Decrease (5,013 gallons) from previous year, in quantity of, exported ............. . 
Increase (3,482,52:'i gallons) over previous year, in quantiLy of, remaining in warehouse 
at close of year .......................... . ......................................... . 
Increase (2.340,943 gallons) over previous year, in production of .................. .. 
Increase (750,208 gallons) o>er previous year, in quantity of, withdrawn tax-paid .. 
Seizures, abstract of ................................................................... _ 
Service, inter~al-reven~e:. . 
Efforts to Improve Ill s1x pa.rtiCu1ars . .............................................. . 
Enforcement of circular1etter No. 44 beneficial to ................................. . 
Further improvement in condition of, since last annual report ....•................. 




























































(')ollllllissiouer of Internal Revenue-Continued. 
Special bonrled warehouses for storage of grape brandy: 
Grape brandy in warehouse June :~o. 1880, distribution of, among .......•.......... 
Names of proprietors of. ....•..................................................... 
Quantity of grape brandy remaining in, July 1, 1879, and June 30, 1880 ..........•. 
Special- tax payers: 
Distribution of, among the States and Territories ................................. . 
Number of, in the several classes .....................•..........................•. 
Spirits: 
Acts providing for loss of, during transportation, for removing restriction as to size 
of exported packages of, an•l ns to the thousand gallons limitation-passed upon 
recommenclation of tlHI Commissioner .....................................•.. 
Allowed for lo>"s hrl,akage in transportation from December '20, 1879, to close of 
ti:;cnlyt>ar(rl,48-l 1-!allous) ................................................... . 
Allowed fur loss by leakage OJ' e>aporation in warehouse during first four months 
of current fiscal year (27l,lfi!l gallons) anrl during ,June., 1880 (75,8:!4 gallons) ..... . 
Amendments of internal-reYonue laws, relating to, have aided in securing four re-
sults ......................................................•..............•....... 
Apparent ovorprorluction of ........................ .. ............................ . 
.Attention calleil in last annual report to deficiency taxes on spirits withdrawn for 
exportation and to complaints of distillers and others as to hardship of paying 
sucb taxes ....................................................................... . 
Canses of ilJCrease in prorluctiou of ............................................... . 
Etfect of retrulation authorizing railroad and other transportation companies to be-
come dureties for exporterd of .................................................. . 
Exportation of, encouraged by the Internal Revenue Office .....•.................. 
Exporters relieved from deficiency taxes on, in accordance with recommentlation of 
Commissioner, by act of December 20. 18-;"9... . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..•............. 
Exported each year, quantity of, greater than during preceding year .............. . 
:Foreign demand for, increasing ................•.....................•.•.....•.... 
Production of, during the year (90,355, 270 gallons) ......•................•..•....... 
Production of, during last two fiscal years compared ................•............. 
Railroad and other transportation companies authorized to become sureties for ex-
porters of .............•.......................................................... 
Ticceipts from each source relating to, for fiscal year·s 1879 and 1880 compared .....• 
Removed in bond for export during the year, quantities of (16, 765,666 gallons) ..... . 
Removed in bond for export by fiscal years, from 1873 to 1880, percentages of quanti-
ties of, to production ......................................................... . 
Itemoved in bond for export by fiscal years, from 187:l to 1880, quanti ties of. ....•• 
\Vithrlrawn tax-paid during the fiscal years 1879 and 1880, quantities of, compared .. 
Spirits, different kinds of: 
Decrease during fiscal year 1880, as compared with 1879, in quantities of, exported . 
Increase during fi~<cal year 1880, as compared with 1879, in quantities of, exported .. 
Increase during fiscal year 1880, as compared with 1879, in quantities of, pro-
duced .............................................. _ ............................ . 
Increase during fiscal year 1880, as compared with 1879, in quantit-ies of, withdrawn 
from warehouse on payment of the tax: ......................................... . 
Increase in quantities of, in warehouse June 30, 1880, over quantities in warehouse 
June 30, 1879 .......•...•........•.••.••.................................•..•..... 
Spil its exported: 
Bulk of, in fiscal years 1878, 1879, anrl 1880, was alcohol .......•... · .................. . 
Dming the year, quantities of (16,765,666 gallons} ......•............................ 
Spirits in warehouse : 
Business of selling, since extension of bonded period, has largely increased ......•• 
Greater portion of, owned by dealers in various parts of the countr·y .............. . 
Spirits in warehouse at close of the year: 
Causes of increase in quantities of, in 1880 over 1879, same as referred to in last 
year's report, illustratf'd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .......... . 
Increase in quantrty of, for 1880 over 1879, was mainly on bourbon and rye whisk-
ies................................................. . ......................... . 
Nearly nine-tenths of quantity M, for 1880, \Vas bourbon and rye whiskies ......... . 
Quantity of, for lt' 0, greater than for any previous year ...........................• 
(~uautity of each month's product.ion of, fol'll:l80 ................................. . 
Quantity of each month'!! production of, withdrawn during the year .............. . 
Quantity of, for 1879 ( 19,212, 470 gallons)_. . ...................................... . 
Quantity of, from 1869 to 181l0, statement of ........................................ . 
Spirits lost by casualty: 
Percentage of quantity of, to total on deposit during fiscal year 1880, about one 
seventy-seventh of 1 per· cent . . . . . . . . . . .................. . .................... . 
Quantity of, for tiscal year 1880 (14,231 gallons) .................................... . 
Quantity of, less iu 11l80 than in 1o79 .............................................. . 
Quantity of, on which tax wa.~ a baiRd during the year (4,276 gallons) .............. . 
Spirits on depo~it in di!ltillerv warehouses: 
.Attention again called to diligeuce of distillers and government officers in preserva-
tion of ... ................................ . ...................................... . 
· Fire insurance on, might safely be fixerl at the very lowest rate ... _ ...............• 
· Quantity of, during the year (l09,51i7,740 gallons) ....................•..........•..• 
Spirits, pnre, neutral, or colo~ne: 
Are produced in di::~tilleries ready for use without additional manipulation ..... . . . 
Decrease (158,061 gallons) from pre·dous year in quanlit.v of, remaining in ware-
hou~e at close of year ..................................................•.......... 
Increase (548,908 gallons) over previous year in quantity of, exported ......•....••• 
Increase (7,198,489 gallons) over previous year in production of ................... . 
Increase (11,866,998 gallons) over previous year in quantity of, withdrawn tax-paid .. 
Spirits, tobacco, and fermented liquors: 



























































()oJDJDissioner o£ Internal Revenue-Continued. 
Stamps, internal-revenue: 
Amount of claims for exchange of, allowed ($30,988.29) ..•.•••..••••...•••••.•••••.. 
Amount of claims for redemption of, allowed ($32,36L.67) .....••••••••••..•.•....•.• 
Commissioner charged with all stamps delivered to him and credited with all 
stamps issued and sold . . ....................................................... . 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue charged with duty of procuring and issuing ... . 
Commissioner personally liable for safe keeping and proper issue of ............... . 
Cornm~ssio_ner, prior to June 28, 1880, employed force to perform work of receiving 
and ISSuing ..........................•..••.••.....•........••.........•.........•. 
Face value of, solfl to match manufacturers during last :five years ...............•.. 
Kind of, printed by American Bank-Note Company prior to October 15, 1880 ..... .. 
Kind of, printed by Bureau of Engraving and Printing ........................... . 
Kind of, printed by Graphic Company ........•••.......••.••...••.........••••..•. 
Kind of, printed by Mr. John J. Crooke ........................................... . 
Most of, are issued by Commissioner to collectors. who sell them to tax-payers ..•. 
Most of, produced by Bureau of En{!raviug and Printing .............. ·. .. ...... . 
Nearly $334,000,000 worth of, have been issued from Internal Revenue Office since 
September.1877 ................................................................. . 
New contract for furnishing paper for, again awarded to Messrs. S. D. Warren 
& Co. May24, 1880 ......................•.•.•..........•....................•...• 
No loss of, during the year ....................................................... . 
Number of claims for exchange of, allowed (292) .................................. .. 
Number of claims for redemption of, allowed (590) ................................. . 
Number of, i>~sned during the year (911,602,614) .................................... . 
Number of packages of, iss11ed to collectors by registered mail (18,547) ............ . 
Number of persons employed in work of receiving. issuing, and salaries paid 
them, :fixed by direction of the honorable Secretary of the Treasury ............. . 
Orders under cont,ract for furnishing paper for, are executed with promptness ... . 
Paper for, furnished. satisfactor.v as to quality ................................... .. 
Prices paid for paper for, under present and previous contracts .........•.•.•.•.... 
Received from printors, and issued to collectors, agents, and purchasers .......... . 
Sales to match manufacturers on sixty days' credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
Thanks due to officers of Washington City post-office for promptness and fidel-
ity in handling registered packages of ................................ . .......... . 
Tllirteen suits pending for recovery of $117,413.01, due on sale of, to match manu-
facturers.... ... . ............................•................•.............. 
Value of, issued during the year {$134,942,860.17) .................................. . 
Stamps, spirit, other than tax-paid and export stamps: 
Ch:cmge in account by repeal of charge for, how made ............... - ............ .. 
Collectors, with one exception allowed credit for, in their hands when the act of 
May 28, 1880, took effect .........................................••.............. 
Repeal of charge of ten CJents for, by act of May 28, 1880 .......................... . 
Statistics relating to seizures, judgments, compromises, criminal actions, civil actions 
in personam, actions in rem, &c... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . • .. . . .. .. ..................... . 
Stills, manufacturers of: 
Distribution of, among the States and Territories ........•......................... 
Number of, in spt'cial-tax year ended April 30, 1880 {35) ........................... . 
Storekeepers: 
Have improved in dilige-nce and efficiency ......................................... . 
Number of {543) ................................................................... . 
Pay of, not over $4 per day ........................................................ . 
Storekeepers and gaugers: 
Number of {945) .................................................................. .. 
Pay of, not over $4 per day ......................................................... . 
Value of, to government service, how estimated .................................. . 
Suits commenced, pending, and disposed of .......................................... .. 
Suits against ex-collectors: 
Amount of ,indgments rendered in cases of ....................................... .. 
List of. .......................................................................... . 
Tables: 
Titles of, for fisral :vear 1880 and years pre-dons .................................. . 
Taxation, internal-revenue: 
Should be limiterl as soon as interests of government will allow, to spirits, malt 
liquors, tobacco, snuff, cigars, and special taxes upon manufacturers and dealers 
in these artic!es ................................................................. . 
Tobacco: 
Estimated receipts from all sources relating to, had there been no reduction in the 
rates under act of March 1, 1879 {$50,000,000) .................................... . 
Receipts from all SOilrces relating to, during last fiscal year {$38,870,140.08) ....... . 
Receipts from all sources relating to, during the year $1,264,E62.57less than during 
the year 1879 ........... ............................•............................ 
Receipts from each source anu from all sources relating to, during fiscal years 1879 
and 1880 compared ............................................................... . 
Tobacco inspectors: 
Fees of, paid by manufacturers ................................................... . 
Number of (56) .................................................................... . 
Tobacco. leaf: 
.Aggregate quantity of, accounted for during the year (439,272,094 pounds) ......... . 
Basis of estimate of quantity of, used in manufacture of tobacco, snuff, cigars, and 
cigarettes, during the year ...................................................... . 
Estimate of quantity of, used in the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes during the 
year. . ........ . .......................................................••..•.... 
Estimate of quantity of, used in the manufacture of tobacco and snuff duripg the 
year .. . . ........ . ....................•........•..............•••.........•.••• 
Qnantity of, exported during tbe year ............................................. . 






























































{)omntissionet• oC Intet•nal Revenue-Continued.. 
Tobacco, manufactured, and snuff: 
Consumption of, !luring year would probably have been about the same had there 
been no reduction in the rate of tax .................................. . .......... . 
Decrease in receipts from, in consequence of reil.uction of the rate of tax on, under 
act of March 1,1879 ................ ·········· · ········-···-------------------·· 
Effect of reduction of the rate of tax on, by act of March 1, 1879. how determined . 
Estimated receipts from, during the year, had there been no reduction in the rate of 
tax (over $:J:'!,t:OO,OOO) . ........ · ----·····---------------·--·······------·--·--··· 
Increase in consumption of, how accounted for ....••. -------·----- ... . ... . ----- ... . Quantities of, on which tax was paid durin~ the year (tobacco, 132,309,527 pounds; 
snuff, 3, 966,308 pounds) .....................•................•.........•......... 
Production of, during fiscal years 187() anc11880 compared ........................ . 
Receipts from. on quantities returned for tax would have been $33,023,505.04, had 
there been no reduction in the rate of tax . ......•... __ --- .... -- . ............... . 
Receipts from, removed for consumption during the year compared with receipts 
from same sonrce in 1878 and 1879 ........................ . ...................... . 
Tobacco manufacture«, snuff and cigars in bond : 
Effect of amenrl ruent of section 3385 Revised Statutes, passed .rune 9, 18t!O, governing 
exportation of ... . ......... . ........ . . . . -- . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. ...... . -- .. - . - .. -.---
Part of section 3385, authorizing exportation of. by railroad cars and other land con· 
veyances, inadvertently left out when section was amended .Tune 9, lil80 . . ... . . . 
Provisions of amendment of section 3385 Reviseu Statutes, governing exportation of . 
Tobacco manufactured and snuff in bond : 
Bonds given for exportation of, unaccounted for .Tune 30,1880, years in which ~iven. 
Exported, and during the year accounted for, quantities of (LO, 125.349 pounds) . .... 
Removed for export and unaccounted for.Tuly 1, 187!l, quantities of (5,a58 , 644~pounds) 
Removed for export and unaccounted for .Tune 30, 1880, quantities of (5,041,704:1 
pounds) . ..... . ... . ............... . ... . ........................................ . 
Removed for export by fiscal years, from 1873 to 1880, percentages of, to production . 
Remo>ed for export by fiscal years, from 18i3 to 1880, quantities of . . . . . . . ..•..... 
Remover!. for export dudn!! fiscal year 1880, quantities of (9,808,4081 pounrls) . ..... . 
Removed for export during fiscal years l87!J and 18ii0, quantities of, compared . ... . 
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes : 
Receipts from, during the year ($:36,726,852.62) . --.-- . .. --- ................. . ...... . 
Receipts from, during the year, $l,411,6l0.35 less than receipts from sa.me sources 
in 1879 ........ _ .... _. _ ....................... . ................•.•...•........••.. 
Work: 
Performed by the several divisions in the office of the Commissioner duriug the 
<~omptr:ft~~ s;~e~~~n~~r~~.~.;.y.:: ::: ::~::::::: ~::::::: ::: ::·.:::::: :::::: : :::.::::::::: 
Report submitted for consideration of Congress ........................... ... .. . ...... . 
National banks or_ganized flu ring the year ... .... .. ....... _. _ ... . . . .. ... .. . . . ......... . 
National banks failed dming the year, and dividends paid to their creditors .. ........ . 
National banks which have voluntarily discontinueu business during the year . . .. . ... . 
Total number of national banks organized, liquidated, and closed, to November 1, 1880 . 
States in which national banks are located ............. ·----- ............... . ......... . 
States which have the largest national-bank capital . . . . • . . . . . . . ................ . .. . 
Number of national gold banks organized, and number in operation, with their capital 
and circulation ......... ....... . ..................................•...... - -...... . .. . 
Bill for repeal of provision of law, limiting ratio of circulation authorized to be issued 
rt:Op~~!~~~a~!~~~fn~le~~~- ~~ -~~~~~~~~-: -_-_-_-_ ~:: -.::: ·_: ·. ·_: -. -. -.: ·. :::::: :::::::::::: :: : ::: 
Resources and liabilities of the national banks on October 1, 1880, classified by reserve 
cities, &c ......... - . - ....... -... - . ----- . ----- . --- · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · ·- · - · · · - -· · · · · · -----
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL BANKS FOR ELEVEN YEARS .• .. ••...••••• 
Resources and liabilities of the national banks at corresponding dates in each year, 
from 1870 to 1880 ........•............... . ...... _ ......... _ .......... . . . _ ...... _ •. 
THE BANKS SL.'WE RESUMPTION .....•..••......•••••••••••.•••.•.•••••.....••.••••••.•• . 
Movement of currency and operations of the banks since resu.mption ............ . 
Resumption of coin payments at time fixed by law and its maintenance deemed by 
some almost impossible . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... .. ................ . 
United States an exception to the general rule that a convertible paper currency 
cannot be kept at par unless there be among the banks or the people an equal 
amount of com ......... . .............. .... ........................ ·----- .... ---· 
Country has been growing richer in coin since resumption . ....... . .... . _ •......... 
Redempti?n of paper currency not demandeC!- by the holder ....... . ........... ... .. . 
.Annual Withdrawal of currency from banks m New York C1ty . ____ ....•••. _ . .. . _. 
Ebb and flow of currency to 1879 . ........................................ .. . . ·-----
Difference expe1ienced for the last two years ................... _ ......... ... ..... . 
Low rates of interest for the last two years .. _ .. . .. . . _ •.......... . .. _ . . . . . ....... . 
Rate of the Bank of England anrl Bank of France . . . _..... . .............. . ...... . 
.Advance in price of English consols, and low rates for call loans in London . .... . 
Low rates in the Unitl'd States ... ............. _ ......... . .... . .......... . . .. ... . .. . 
Prevailing rates for the last year in various places ....... _ .... _ •......... . ......... 
Borrowing power of the government. . . __ . .... .................... . .. .. .. . . . . . ... . 
Comparisons of the loans of the national banks in the commercial cities, with their 
means, and of their cash reserve with their deposits . .. .... . ..... . ........ _ .• . ... 
Ratios of the loans of the national banks to their capital, surplus, and net deposits, 
and of their cash to net deposits in New York City, an<l the other reserve cities, 
at corresponding dates from 1870 to 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Means of tho banks in the commercial cities closely employed during the last 
eleven years . .................................. . . _ .. __ .. _ ......... _ . ............ . 
Loans of the banks in the principal cities, and in the country districts, larger tha,n 
R!fi~~ ~eih~efo~~tsof't·h~ -~~ti~~~i b~~ks. t~·th~i~ ·r~~ptt~l.·~~;·pi~~: -~;t;i ~~t- d~{;~~it~; 
and of their cash to net deposits in the States and Territories, at corl'espouding 




























































c::Jo111ptroller oC the Currency-Continued. 
THE BANKS SINCE RESUMPTION-Continued. 
Classification of the loans of the national banks, at the date of their reports, in Oc-
tober, 1879 and1880 ..............................................•............... 
Relat.ion of loans to rates of interest. ____ .. ___ ._. __ . __ . ____________ .... ___ . __ ..... . 
Losses resulting from excessive loans-before resumption __ ..... _. ___ .. ________ .. _ 
Cash reserve close inN ew York City during the last three years._._ ... ___ ... _. _. __ 
Reserve in interior, as a rule, much stronger than in New York City .... _ ... _ .. __ _ 
Excess of gold imports since resumption ..........•.......................... _____ _ 
Coin llllld currency in the country January 1, and November 1, 1879, and November 
1. 1880 ------------------ ----------- -- ----------- -----------------. -- - -------------
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couute~·ft,it, rej ectt>d during fiscal year ......... : .. : ............................. . 
deductwn'l from face Yalne of, on account of muhlatwns .....................•.... 
redernptionA of, by warmnt, during fiscal year ................................ .... . 
amount of, outstanding at close of fiseal years from 1863 to 1880 ................. .. 
redemptions of, for fi'lcal year and total redt>mptions....... .. ................... .. 
iRsued, redeE>med, and outAtanding at close of fiscal years 1879, '80 ................ . 
Fractional silver coin: 
in Treasury Septeml•er 30, 1R77, '78, '79, '80 ......... ............................... . 
incrPaRe of, in 1iscal yrar .... ......................................... . 
Noven1her 1, 1879, 'bO ...................... ........................ .. 
total amount issnt>d under act of .April17, 1Ri6 ......... .......................... . 
exchange of, f,,r lawful mon(•v, unrler ad of June 9, 1879 ........................ .. 
in Treasur.r, decrease of, sinc'e ,Jul~- 31,1880 ....... ................................ . 
number of packagi'S of, s<>nt by registered mail ................................ . 
returned for national-bank notes redeemed during fiscal year ...... . .•............. 
Fundrd loan of 1881 : 
total receiptt-J Oll account of . . .. . . . . .. ........................................ .. 
bonds of, held for Pacific Railroad !'<inking fund ................................. .. 
for Indian trust fund . ............................................. .. 
in truRt for national banks .. . .. ............................. .... .. .. 
redemptions of, b:-- warrant. during fiscal year ................................... .. 
coupon!'< fromllOnds of. paid during: fiscal year .................................... . 
checks for quarterly interest on, issned, paid, and outstanding ................... .. 
purchasrd for Ainking fund during fiscal year ............ .... ..................... . 
total retirecll1y purchase and redemption ................. ........... ............. . 
Funrled loan of 1891 : 
total receipts on account of ...... ................. .. : ........................... .. 
bonds of, held in trust for Pennsylvania Company ................................ . 
held in trust for national banks ........................................ .. 
coupons from , paid during fiscal year ................................... . 











































































Treastn•et• o:ftbe Unitt'd States-Continued. 
Funded loan of 1907: 
total receipt~ on account of ...............•....•.............•.........•.......... 
bonds of, helu for Pacific Railroad sinking funds . .... ..•........................... 
for American Printing House for the Blind . ........................ . 
in trust for national banks .... ..... .. ........•...................•... 
receipts on account of, by warrant, during fiscal year ••.........................•. 
redemptions of, by wanant, during fiscal year ........•........................... 
coupons from bonds of, paid during fiRcal :nar .................................... . 
cht>cl>s for qnar~erly inter(•st on_, issueu, paid, and outstanding ....• ••............. 
Tnnchased for smkmg fund durmg fiscal year .••. .............................•.... 
Gold: · 
in Treasury, September 30, 1877, '78, '79, 'SO ..•.................................. .. .. 
decrease of, in fiscal year ............................................ . 
in Treasury and mints November 1, 1879, '80 ...............................•........ 
increase of, since resumption . ............................. . 
redem])tions of United States notes in ............................•..........•..... 
Gold certiticates : 
outstanding and in Treasury September 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80 .......•.•.........•.••• 
November 1, 1879, '80 . .......••.••............•..•.... 
issue of, discontinued Decem bE>r 1, 1878 . . . . . . . ....................•......•....... 
issued, redeemed, and outstanding, by fiscal years, from 1866 to 18SO .. .•........... 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal :years .......................•...••....•.. 
Indian trust fund: 
bonds and stocks of, held June 30, 1SSO ............................................ . 
changes in, during fiscal year .................•.......•........ 
Interest: 
due anrl nnpairl September 30, 1S77, '7S, '79, 'SO .............................••........ 
due and on halHl N ovt>m ber 1, 1&79, 'HO ....... ....•...........•.•.•.....•...••....... 
Interior ci"..-11 apptopriations: 
repayments to, durin .!! fiscal year ....................••..•...........•.........•••. 
expenditures from, by warrant, during fiscal year ................•••••......••..... 
Interior Department appropriations: 
repayments to, during fiscal year .....................................•...••.•...... 
expt>nditures from, by warrant, dtU'ing fiscal year ...........................••..... 
Internal revenue: 
receipts fwm, by warrant, fhning fiscal year ................................•....... 
repayments to appropriatious for, during fiscal year .............................. . 
expenditures from appropriations for, by warrant, during :fiscal year .............. . 
Judiciary appropriations: 
repayments to, during fiscal year........... . ...............................•...... 
expenditures from, by warrant, during :fi cal year ...•................••.••.......•. 
Lands: 
receipts from, by warrant, during fiscal year .•••••.•.•••.....................•..•.. _ 
Letters: 
rect>i>ed and st>nt during fiscal year ........•.............••••....................•. 
Liabilities of the T1easury: 
amount of, Septemb(•r 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80 ...........................................• 
November 1, 1879, 'SO ...............................•...........••••..... 
Loan of 1S58: 
redempt~ons of, by warr~nt, during :fisca~ year ......•.••.••.•••....•...••..•.•.•.... 
total n•t1red by conversiOn and redemptwn ...•...............••••.........••••...•. 
Loan of Febrmtry, 1861: 
redemptionR of, by warrant, during fiscal year ..............•.........•.........•... 
bonds of, held in trust for national banks ...••.•..........•.••..••............... 
coupons from, paid rluring fiscal year ..........•..•..•......•............. 
purchased for sinking fund during fiscal year •••••........••••.....•.....• 
Loan of July and Angust,l86l: 
rE>demptions of, by w!trr:mt, during fiscal year ......•............................... 
bonds of, btld for Indilm trust fund .......•..•..••..•..•..•......•........... 
held in trust for lllltional banks .... ........................•.............. 
coupons from, paid durin~r :fiscnl .war .... . .. . ............................. . 
purchased for sinking fund during fiscal year .••.•........................ 
Loan of 1863 (iHs): 
redempti1 ns of, by warrant, during fiscal year .......•..•..•...••.•.........•...... 
bonds of, held in trust for national banks .. .....••••.•.•. ... .......•..••......... 
coupons from, paid during fiscal ' ear .... ... ..•...........•.............. 
purchasPd for sinking fund during fiscal year ... .....••••..••....•....... 
Manhattan SavingR lnRtitution: 
duplieak rt>giRh' rPd United States bonds held in trust for ....••.................... 
:rtf ex ican silver dollars: 
demonetization of, in South and West ...•...•.....•..•..•.•.........•.....••••..... 
Minor eoin: 
in Trt•asnr.v SeptembPr 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80................ . ... ...........••.•... 
dP<·n•ase sinrP fl,.ptl·mber 30, 1880, in amount of, on hand, adverted to .••........•... 
on lum•l, 1)~· d• nominations, St•ptember 30, 1880 ..................................• 
Min•s of the United Rtat!'s: 
balances :mel men ement of bullion funds and minor coin accounts of, for fiscal year. 
MonPY pntk:Jgl"s: 
rP.C!'h·ul :t.IJ(l sPnt dur-ing fiscal year ..... ......••................................. 
National-hank not1 ·s: 
rPtlt>Pmed during fi,-e nl .vear, and totnl rNleemed to June 30,1880 ...........••....... 
in 'l'reasnr.\ ~eptl'm her 30, 1S77, '78, '79, '80 ... ... ....... ... . ....•...••..•...•.....•.• 
Rlolt>n, piPCt>~l , nnd fragm entary, rejected during fiscal year .... .................... . 
theredempt1onof .................................. . 
tit :~nd unfit, rPdt•emN1 during fiRcal year as compared with preceding .............. . 




































































Trenliilttr«"l' oCthe Ynited States-Continued. 
National-bank notes-Continued. 
causes of decreaso in redt'mptions considered . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329-330 
8UI!:gestion that all transportation charges on, be paid from five per cent. fund...... 330 
~~;~:;~~~p1~~~~{ifugredel'ming::: · ::::::::::: · ::::::: :·.·. ·.·.·.:::: ·:::::::: :::::::::: 330• 331• ~~~ 
total expenRes of redemption of, decreased, as compared with -previous year . . . . . . . . 331, 360 
redemption of noti'R of failed, liquidating, and reducing ' banks, and deductions on 
account of mutilations . . . . . ..................... . ...................... . 348 
number of packagl.'s and amount of, received for redemption during fiscal year, by 
months . . . ..... . . . . . . . .. . ....... .. ......... ..•....•.... .......•.•...... 357 
mode of payment for. during fiscal year . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357 
rt>CPived for redemption from pt·incipal cities, by months, during fiscal year........ 358 
number and amount of rach dt•nomination of, ass(lrted during fiscal year........... 358 
average dl.'nomination of, assortNl during fiscal y<'ar.. .•. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .•.....•...... 358 
llalanced statt•ments of recl'ipts and deliveries of . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • . • • . . 359 
disposition made of, during fiscal year...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 360 
crPdited to national bnnks in five-pPr-cent. account during fiscal year............... 360 
number of packagPs of. rl'ceivrd and delivered during: fiscal year...... . . . . . . . . • • . • . 360 
Natf~~~r~~~~~~ statement of expenses of redemption of, for fiscal years 1879, '80....... 360 
number of, organizNl, failed. and in voluntary liquidation to .June 30, 1880 ...•.•.••.. 315, 316, 3~5 
inerease and n•duetion of circulation of, under act of .June 20, 1874, discussed ... . . . . 331-3~4 
~roportio~ of l>~HHls of, _to c~pital . ..................... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 33i-335 
list of, whwh fmlPd clurmg: fiscal year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • .. . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . 345 
w1•nt into voluntary liquidation during fiscal year . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 345 
statement, by loans, of United 1:'tates bonds held in trust for........................ 347 
crPdits to, in fiVPJlN·-cent. account during fiscal year............................... 31i0 
Navy Department appropriations: 
i·t•pa_yments to, during fiscal year................................................... 336, 337 
e"1wmlitures from, by warrant, during fiscal year.................................. 337 
{)ld del>t: 
outstanding Sept I'm ber 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80 .........••••••••••••..••.....••.••.••.... 
and in Treasury November 1, 1880 .•••.••••.....••••••........•••••••.. 
{)ld demand notes : 
red<'mptions of, by warrant during fiscal year ..................................... . 
outstanrling at elose of each fiscal year from 1862 to 1880 .•••.•..•..••.••...•••..•••• 
redemptions of, for fitlcal y<'ar, total redemptions, and deductions on account of mu-
tilations . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .............................................. . 
issued, redeemed, and outstanding at close of fiscal years 1879, 'SO ..•..•••••.....••.. 
<One and two year notes of 1£6:!: 
in 'l'rem:niry Sl'ptemher 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80 ..•.•....•••.....•..••.••......•..••.•.•.. 
red.,mptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year ....................••.........•.•.... 
outstanrlinu: at close of each fiscal :rear from 186! to 1880 ........••...••••..••..••.. 
red•·mptions of, for fiscal year, total redemptions, and deductions on account of mu-
tilations . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . ................••..•.•......•••• 
issued, rerll'emed, and outstanding at close of fiscal years 1879, '80 ..••...•..••••••••• 
{)regon war debt : 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year ..................................... . 
bonds of, h1'ld in trust for national banks .......••••••.•••••....................... 
coupons from, paid during fiscal year .................................... . 
11urehasNl for sinking fund during fiscal year ..•............•.........•.• 
tutalrl'tired by purchase and redemption ................................ . 
Pacif.c Railroad sinking funds: 
t~~r~~ ~~11~\ ~~-,a~~~~~~~tb~f· 30, ~~:~. ::~: :::: ~: :: :::~:: ::::::::::::: :~ ~: ~::: ::::::::::: 
l'har•g" in prodsion for investment of, recommended .............................. . 
Pacific Railway llOncls: 
amount o(held for Indian trust fund ....................•......................... 
in t;~~~~/~~U~~~\ ~~!~~~:~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Penn~ylvania Com pan v: 
UnitNl States bonds held in trnst for ..........•.................................... 
Personal bonrls: 
deposited by national banks as security for public deposits ......••................. 
Postmasters : 
rereipts and I'Xpl'n<litnres by, covered by warrants of Postmaster-General ......•... 
Post-OfficB Department: 
balanct> of account of, Srptl'mber 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80 .•••••••••••••••........••••.••. 
November 1, 1879, 'RO .••.•.••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••• 
summary of Tr·easurt>r's quarterly account for service of, for fiscal year ......•..... 
halances and movement of moneys of, for fiscal year ...........................••.•. 
Public tl••ht: 
rrceipts on acronnt of, by warrant for fiscal year ........ . ........................ . 
rl'pa\ mPnts to apprOJ)riations for interest on, during fiscal year ................... . 
exp•·n•libtrl's by warrant for interest on, during fiscal year ........•............... 
expPndihrr•·s hy warr:mt for rPdemption of, during fiscal year ......... · ............ . 
Quart<•t'l.\· aC'cnnnt of 'l'rPasnrer United States: 
smumat·~· of. for Post-Office DPpartment for fiscal year ............•...............• 
as rPn<ln·ecl to First Auditor for fiscal year ......................•.••.•............ 
Quarterlv int1•re"t checks: 
nnmbHr· anrl amount of, rlr:twn durin:r fiscal year .................................. . 
amount and numlwr of, i~sued, paid, anu outstanding for each funded loan .....•... 
~uarterly salariPS a1)propriations: 








































TI·eastuer oC the United States-Continued. 
Receipts: 
increase of, as compared with 1879 . •.........••••.••••••.... . .•••••.••......••.•••. 
on account of fttll(led loans. total, by offices ...................................... .. 
as shown by warrants during fiscal year .......................................... . 
of general Treasury during fiscal year ............................................ . 
comparative statement of, for fiscal ~-ears 1878 and 1879 .........•...•••••..•..••••• 
covered in by warrant on account of Post-Office Department .....................•. 
bv postmasters ...................... ........ ............................. .. .... .. 
of moners of Post-Office Department for fiscal year ............................... . 
Refunding certificates: 
in Treasury September 30, 1879 .................................................... . 
con'l"ersions of . ................................. . ...... ... ......................... . 
~:~~!~'of,0b;e~:~a~~~d~~~~~fi~~~f y~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year ..................................... . 
Refnnding operations : 
cessation of ....................................................................... . 
Resumption: 
balance available for, November 1, 1879, ·so ....................................... . 
Salaries: 
of force employed in Treasurer's office, paid during fiscal year . ......•...••........ 
Semi-annual duty: 
assessed and collected for fiscal year 1880, and total from beginning . ........... . .. . 
itemized statement of, by fiscal years from 1864 to 1879 .•••..••.•••.••••••.•••.•.•.. 
Seven-thirty notes: 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year .................................... . 
issued, redeemed, and outstanding at the close of the fiscal year ................. .. 
Silver bullion: 
in Treasury September 30, 1878, '79, '80 ............................................ . 
November 1, 1879, '80 ................................................. . 
SiJ,er certificates: 
outstanrling and in Treasury September 30, 1878, '79, '80 ......................... .. 
outstanding and on hand November 1, 1879, '80 . . ................................. .. 
issues of, at various offices to September 30, 1880 . ................................. . 
exchanged for gold ........... .................... ....•............ ...... ...•...••• 
issued, redeemed, and outstanding, by denominations ......•....................... 
issues of, by warrant, during fiscal year ......................................... .. 
redemptions of, b.v warrant, during fiscal year ................................ ... .. 
redemptions of, during fiscal year, and total redemptions ........................ . 
issued, redeemed, and outstanding at the several offices of issue ...............••.•. 
Silver coin and bullion: 
in Treasury, increase of, in fiscal year ............................................ .. 
Standard sil'l"er dollars : 
in Treasury September 30, 1878, '79, '80 .......................................... .. 
November 1, 1879, '80 . ••.....•••..•••••..•....... ............. ••.••••.• 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~d~~~dt~~~s~;~(l~g: by -~;o~tb;: f~~~ -:M~~~b: i87s: to" o"~t~b~~.-isso.::: 
amount of, returned for national-bank notes redeemed during fiscal year .......... . 
State of the Treasury, the ... ...........•.•.....•..................••..........•........ 
States: 
amounts of deposit with, under act of June 23, 1836 .............................. .. 
Sub-treasuries of the United States: 
balances and movement of moner-s in. for fiscal year .............................. . 
disbursing officers' balances in, June 30, 1880 .................................... . 
balances ani! mo'l"ement of moneys of Post-Office Department in, for fiscal year ... . 
quarterly-interest checks p:1id by, during fiscal year ..... .................. .. ..... . 
Telegrams: 
receiYed aml sent during fiscal year . ............ . ..... .. ........ . ................. . 
Temporary loan: 
Ten~fo~~ie~~~~~~gf by warrant, during fiscal year .................................... . 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year ................................... . 
amount of, held in trust for national banks ....................................... . 
~gtfr0r~~i~~QmfoF~1~~i~~i£:3~~1. :·.e-~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
total retired by redemption and exchan~e ....... ..... ...... ....... ....... ..... ... . 
Texas indemnity stock: ' 
total redeemed . ................................ ................................... . 
Trade doll1rs: 
speculation in, by bullion dealers ...................... ..... ....... ....... ........ . 
Transfer c becks: 
amount of, ontRtanding September 30, 1877, '78, '79, '80 . ........................... .. 
number of, drawn during fiscal year ................ . ............................. . 
amount of, issued in redemption of national-hank notes during fiscal year .. ...... . 
Transfers of funds: 
an1onnt of, during fiscal year ...................................................... . 
Treasurv of the United States: 
balances and moYemeJJt of general Treasur,v moneys in , during fiscal year . ....... . 
disbursing officers' balances in, June 30, 1880 . .. .... ....... ... ........ . ........... . 
balances and movement of moneys of Post-Office Department in, during fiscal 
r-ear . ......................... .. .. ....... ......••...••....•.......•............. 
Treasury proper appropriations: 
repayments to, durwg fiscal year ...... . ...... . . .. .... ............................ . 
expenditures b.v warrant from, during fiscal year .... ...............••............. 
Unavailable fu11ds: 
amount of, unchanged during fiscal year ......................................... .. 


































































Treasurer of tlte United ~Hates-Continued. 
United tates bonds: 
hehl in trust for n:1tional banks . ..... --------· ................. . ................ .. 
~~Jl~~ {;~~ltr~~tn.~~~~-~l~~~-s ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~----~ ~ _- --~:: ~ ~~ .· _·_·:~~ ~ ~::: :::::: 
.American Printing Rouse for the Blind .......................... . 
Pennsyl,ania Company .. ......................................... . 
Manhattan Savings Institution . .................................. . 
total amount of. retired from March 11, 1S6!J, 1o Ju)le 30, 1SSO .....•••••......••...•. 
and interest in Treasury September 30, 1S79, ' !:SO .................................. .. 
redeemed from November 1, 1S79, to No•embtr 1, 18SO ............................. . 
purchased on account of sink1ng- fund in same pPriod ..• . .......................... 
1ssues of, by warrant, during fiscal year .. .. . ..................................... . 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year ................................... . 
h eld in trust for national banks, classified by loans .............................. .. 
purchased for sinldng funll during fiscal year .................................... .. 
total retired for sinking fund . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ..................... .. 
total retired by purchase, conversion, redemption, and exchange ..............•••.• 
United States currency: 
total amount redeemed and outstanding June 30, 18SO ........................... .. 
amount of each issue of, outstanding at close of each fiscal year from 1S62 to 18SO .. 
redemrti?ns of, fo:- fiscal year, total redemptions, and deductions on account of 
mutilatwns .............................................. . ..................... .. 
issued, redeemed, and. outstanding at close of fiscal years 1S79, 'SO •......•...•..... 
United States notes: 
in Treasury September 30, 1S77, '7S, '79, 'SO ......................................... . 
November 1, 1879, 'SO .......................••..••...........•..••..••. 
redemptions of, m gold, by months, since resumption ............................. . 
receipts of, for customs, by months, since resumption ............................•. 
outstanding, b,l denominations, at. close of fiscal years 1S77, '78, '79, '80 ..•••......•. 
decrease of, of denominations of $5,000 and $10,000 outstanding ................... . 
increase of small and increase of large denominations of, outstanding ............ . 
issues and redemptions of, b.v denominations, for fiscal years 187S, '79, 'SO ..•........ 
deductions from face value of, on account of mutilations .......................... . 
counterfeit, rejected during fiscal year. . ........................................ .. 
issues of, by warrant, during fiscal year .......................................... . 
redemptions of, by warrant, during fiscal year . .................................. .. 
outstanding at close of each fiscal year from 1S62 to 1SSO . . . . . . . . .....•.•.......••. 
re!e~R~~1~~s o_f: -~o-~ -~~~~~. ~-~~~:. ~~~~~ -~~~~~p~~~~~~ -~~~- -~~~~-c-t~~~-s- ~-~ _ ~~~~~-~~. ~~ 
issued, redeemE:>d, anfl outstanding at closE:> of fiscal years 1S79, 'SO ................ .. 
retnmed for national-bank notes redeemed . .... . .................................. . 








































War Department appropriations: 
repayments to, during fiscal .rear . ...................................... ·... .. .. .. .. 336, 337 
• expenrlitures from , by warrant, during fiscal year................ . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 337 
Register oC the Treasui"Y............................................................ 363-504 
Accounts recei•ed .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . 371 
Bonds issued and canceled .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . 365, 366 
Bonds receive!l and on hand . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. 365, 366 
Bonds converted into registered . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 363, 366 
Bonds transferred...... . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. 365 
Bonds redeemed........ .. .. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . 365 
Bonds destroyed . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 365 
Balances of appropriations, June 30, 1SSO . .............................................. 390-476 
~~r!~t:~: ~~~: ~~~ !~~~~~~:::::::: ::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::: i~~ 
8~~l}i;::~~~~~~~~~!~~t~s~It~ ~:::::::::::::: : :::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~H 
Compound-interest notes redeemed..................................................... 36S 
Custom-houses, &c........................... . ......................................... 418-424 
Customs, number of persons employed in collection..................................... 485-495 
fl~~~~Jft:g:;:~~~::::::: ~ ~: ~ ~:::: ~ .-:: .-: ~:::::::::: .-::::::::::::::::.-:::::::::::::::::::: 39oJ~~ 
Legislative............. . ........................................................... 390-394 
Senate ... . .. .. ... •.. . .. . . . ... . . . ....... .. . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . .... .. .••...•. .••.... .. 390 
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